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PREFACE.

AFTER patiently plodding along for a period extending over more than twelve years, I am a length enabled to offer to the public my Zulu-English Dictionary—the result of labours entirely accomplished in the solitude of various remote Native missions in Zululand and Natal, with neither a reference-library to consult nor the conversation and advice of neighbouring students to profit by.

I have brought my work to completion; and yet only partially so. For, although I have succeeded in amassing a collection of well-nigh 20,000 words, or perhaps 70 per cent. more than have heretofore appeared in former dictionaries, I have not been able to prepare for this present edition all the words at my disposal. Further, this large total does not include all the so-called derivative forms; for, had these been inserted, inasmuch as every verb in Zulu is capable of adopting anything up to twenty-five different forms (causative, reciprocal, objective, intensive, etc.) and every noun at least three other forms (locative, diminutive, prepositional, and often feminine), and adjectives and adverbs also various modifications; and since about 8,500 of the words entered are nouns and about 8,000 verbs, the rest being adjectives, adverbs and the like, I might have had something like 150,000 entries instead of only 20,000, which, of course, would have so increased the bulk of the book as to render its size impracticable and its cost prohibitive.

That most excellent production of Bishop Colenso which superseded the now antiquated dictionary of Döhme which preceded it, has naturally provided me with my first working basis; but, even so, little of that great scholar's work will be apparent in this volume, since every explanation herein contained is the result of original investigation, and all old words have had their meanings re-written and, where necessary, amended or supplemented. All words have been classified according to the old system followed by Colenso; an alteration has been made only where that system was manifestly in error, but not where an improvement was merely a matter of opinion or desire. Thus, the sound of the $h$ and $s$, whenever they immediately follow an $n$, become changed, and adopt a dentalised form. Such a difference of sound should clearly appear in any good system of orthography, although Colenso made absolutely no distinction. Myself I have followed the Xosa plan, using a $T$ (instead of an $h$) and $T_s$ (instead of an $s$), and all such words will be found so entered. On the other hand, where a change was merely a matter of opinion, I have refrained from following my own desire, until the general opinion is more decidedly in agreement therewith. Thus, in regard to the signs $dh$ and $tsh$, I should have preferred personally to fall into line with the Xosa usage also in this matter, and have used $dl$ and $ty$ in their stead. I shall for the present, however, merely recommend the use of these latter signs to all writers in Zulu, so that, in a subsequent edition, they may be adopted without demur.

Words found in Colenso's Dictionary as spoken in Natal, but which I have failed to discover as known or in use in Zululand, have been everywhere marked with the sign (C.N.). For the accuracy of this class of words I myself am unable to vouch. Many will certainly be genuine specimens of Natal speech, but not a few, I fear, are decidedly doubtful, and some manifestly incorrect or else foreign importations.
For instance, the word *ubu-Xayi* seems to me to be an obvious corruption of the *c* into an *x* click—a habit for which the Natal Natives have a characteristic weakness. Again, the words *zola* and *u(lu)*-*Xolo* are from the Cape Colony Xosa language and are absolutely unknown to the Zulus. Such Xosa words, now exceedingly common in Natal, should be scrupulously avoided by all who desire to speak pure Zulu.

Considering, then, the magnitude of my task, it will not be surprising to find in a first edition, lacking, as it does, that benefit of long use and perusal so helpful to the perfection of subsequent publications, a considerable sprinkling of author's inaccuracies and printer's errors. I have, however, endeavoured to remedy this temporary defect by supplying an Appendix, to be found at the end of the book, in which most of these shortcomings have been made good.

I have already observed that this Dictionary has been compiled mainly in Zululand. It thus contains the pure Zulu language as there spoken—spoken, indeed, still as it has been from time immemorial, and uncontaminated by contact with Arab or European, or by the subjugation of neighbouring tribes. If, therefore, Natives of Natal be found at times to use words in a sense different to that given here, such use may, as a rule, be regarded as a localism peculiar to those parts. Although indigenously only to that small strip of country between the Tukela river and Tongaland, the Zulu language, since the days of Shaka, has become the dominant type of speech, and may even be called the *lingua franca* throughout all the eastern half of the African continent from the Southern Ocean to the Zambesi and even far beyond.

That the present-day speech of Natal Natives is sadly corrupted is patent to anyone well acquainted with pure Zulu, and, in the matter of clicks, they can scarcely be relied upon for a single word. Such expressions as *weziwa cisho bonke bakona*, though increasingly common in Natal and passing there as perfect grammatical style, are to the Native of Zululand the veriest kitchen-Kafir. Nor is this to be wondered at. The aboriginal inhabitants of Natal were not, unless remotely, of the same stock as the Zulus. They were *amaLala*—another people with another speech. Their so-called *tekeza* language was, previous to the time of Shaka, considerably different to that of the trans-Tukelian clans and was almost unintelligible to them; and it was only after the over-running of Natal and the universal leading into captivity of its peoples by the conquering Zulu host, that the ancient *tekeza* speech died out and all the youth of the land grew up knowing and speaking nothing but the language of their conquerors. The women-folk, however, were suffered to cling more tenaciously to their mother-tongue, and it was they who preserved in Natal that leaven which subsequently tainted the Zulu of their future families.

Then, in Natal customs concerning marriage, *lobola*, etc., are so exceedingly different from what they are among the pure Zulus, that in a few instances imperfections of explanation have crept into our work; but most of these have been duly amended in the Appendix. There are, again, many words in use in Natal which are absolutely unknown in Zululand, some perhaps remnants of the original *Lala* speech—an incident we should most certainly expect—while others are probably importations from neighbouring tribes. Many of these localisms not being in vogue in Zululand, will undoubtedly have escaped the author's notice; but such as he has come across, he has inserted and distinguished by the sign (C.N.) or (N), according as they appear, or not, in Colenso's Dictionary.

I regret that I am unable to attest to the accuracy of many of the Native names for birds. Owing to the similarity in colour of so many separated species, to the changing of the plumage according to different seasons, and to the fact of the male birds being frequently so unlike the females, the Natives have become considerably confused in their nomenclature, so that it has often been impossible for me to discover the exact bird for which any particular name has been coined. Careful and extensive enquiries have in every case been made, oftentimes only to make the confusion worse confounded. Howbeit, wherever I have ventured to insert a scientific name, I have confidence that it will generally be found accurately affixed. Some corrections, however, based on later investigations, will be found in the Appendix.

The same remark applies also to the Natal names for fishes, as well as to words denoting the particular colour-markings and the shape of horns of cattle. The names of fishes, as the sign (N) will show, are not pure Zulu words, being mainly confined to the few fish-eating Natives residing along the Natal coast, mainly about Durban, and have probably been invented by them in quite recent times, since they have adopted the fish-eating habit, which the Zulus proper have not.
The origin of the Zulu language is still shrouded in impenetrable mists. That it is one of the most primitive varieties of that great Bantu language spoken by all the Negroid tribes south of the Sudan is plain and undeniable; and if we carefully study the cognate words, given in this work, from the speech of other Oriental peoples, ancient and modern, we must certainly come to regard it, no longer as a theoretical supposition, but as a proven fact, that there is also an anterior relationship with the Aryan and Semitic languages. Such a relationship has, of course, been generally assumed by those philologists who are of opinion that all language was originally one; but, strange to say, they have generally ridiculed the efforts of those who have hitherto attempted to prove it. We may, in this regard, merely suggest a study of the following comparisons, and then draw our own conclusions:— Sanskrit pīla (flow), Latin flu-ere, Zulu wun-fula (river); Skr. can (shine), Lat. candet, Z. kanya; Lat. Ju-piter (the Father above), Z. pe-zi (above), i-zulu (heavens); Skr. bhuj (enjoy), Z. jābula; Skr. kantu (spear), Z. um-konto; Skr. nāya (snake), Z. i-nyoka; Skr. kān (strike), Z. is-ando (hammer), is-andidla (hand), am-andidla (strength); Skr. dhamma (create), Z. dota; Skr. bhānu (sun), Z. ban-eke (shine out); Skr. madhu (honey), Z. mnandi (sweet); Skr. upalā (rock), Z. i-dwala; Skr. dhāvata (husband), Z. in-doda; Skr. vadhu (wife), Z. um-tazi. Or, with the Arabic kusar (break), Z. eba; Ar. khatā (create), Z. da; Ar. ghatā (fault), Z. i-calat; Ar. bā'ar (cold), Z. bandu; Ar. ba'ar (steer), Z. isi-baya (cattle-pen); Ar. ḫatṭār (news), Z. is-daba; Ar. khatā (open country), Z. u-balando; Ar. bagaid (garment), Z. ambabatha (wear clothes); Ar. barī (lightning), Z. u-bani. And so on through a hundred rather other examples.

The Zulu language, says Prof. Keane, 'is probably the most typical member of the widespread Bantu family, standing in much the same relation to the other branches of this stock as Sankrit does to those of the Aryan group'; and, writes Max-Müller, quoting Bleek, 'it is not too much to say that similar results may at present be expected from a deeper study of such primitive forms of language as the Kaffir and the Hottentot exhibit, as followed, at the beginning of the century, the discovery of Sanskrit.' Zulu, further remarks the first-named professor, is of all the most primitive and conservative of the oldest forms. We present it in this work in its primeval purity. Of the 20,000 words herein contained, not more than a couple of dozen will be found to be exotic importations. This may be a startling announcement to those who, mindless of the assertion that the daily speech of the average English peasant does not embrace more than a total of a few hundred words, had concluded that the vocabulary of a savage race must be equally small. The fact shows that the brain of the African black, of whose thoughts these words are the tangible manifestation, is, in so far as language can be a criterion (a point clearly to be noted), not a whit less active and capable than that of the average European. Nor does the language show any structural inferiority; indeed, in this respect it absolutely outclasses many of our European languages, and, had it been planned by one of our most modern inventive geniuses, it could scarcely have been better modelled. In the hands, so to say, of one expert in its use, it is capable of expressing anything in the run of ordinary life, in a manner as perfect, and oftentimes in an easier and clearer way than in English. No reasonable person would expect it to have already made provision for all those abstract ideas, scientific facts, and paraphernalia of civilised life, which had never yet come within the sphere of its experience. And yet it carries within itself ample power and resources for answering all those requirements. Owing to its unrivalled onomatopoeic capabilities, it provides both a medium of lifelike expression that the cleverest European raconteur could never aspire to, and offers an ever-ready means for the coining of endless new words. That a language is possessed of abundant inherent qualities allowing the facile coinage of new words is a strong and healthy characteristic showing that it is capable of responding to much further intellectual growth and material progress on the part of the people speaking it. Now, the Zulu possesses this characteristic to a truly remarkable degree. Indeed, in certain respects it is probable that no living European language, if left only to its own resources and unable to borrow from other languages, could even compare with it; for, given merely a sound or a peculiarity of motion—and sound and motion include a good deal—the Native can coin nouns and verbs with ease and to an unlimited degree, dignified in form and expressive to life. Quite a large number of the older words have undoubtedly been formed in this way—names of birds, names of beasts, names of actions of every description, and a multitude of verbs. Nor is this power and process already dead. As witness of this, we have the words um-bayimbagi
(cannon), isi-ntuluntulu (maxim-gun), u-nonggayi (policeman), u-noxaka (iron-trap), u-boziyembe (shirt-front), and quite a number of other modern and intelligently formed nouns, invented, not by missionaries, but by the raw, uneducated native. We can safely assert that there is scarcely anything (except in the realm of pure abstract thought) for which the Zulu language would find itself unable to supply a name. It is to be deeply regretted, however, that the language is being spoilt by just those who, one would have expected, would have preserved and improved it; for we find European missionaries rashly coining new words with the utmost indifference to their fitness or necessity. They are rapidly filling the Zulu vocabulary — though few of their inventions have found acceptance in this dictionary — with a ridiculous bastard Zulu, which consists frequently of a mere Latin or English, and sometimes even German, root, to which one or other of the nominal prefixes has been annexed, and the result supposed to be a Zulu word. This, generally speaking, is a sure indication of ignorance of the language; so that, unable to 'know' and to 'feel' and 'think' in it, as does the ordinary Kafir, they are incapable of doing what the most uneducated native, with an unerring natural facility, invariably does, viz. to seek out materials from within the natural store of the language and then, by giving them a new and suitable form, make them answer to the newer requirements. Had we left the naming of a 'cannon' to an average European linguist, he would, without any doubt, have learnedly informed us that this is an article of which the uncivilised barbarian cannot possibly have any understanding or idea, much less a name. It may, therefore, reasonably and properly be called in Zulu an i-kanoni. But the unsophisticated barbarian was wiser than imagined, and with the greatest ease immediately disproved any suggestion of his linguistic incapacities by naming the strange thing, upon hearing its boom, as an u-mbayimbayi, which is a word certainly of purer Zulu and more suitable and expressive than i-kanoni, which to the native would have been as Chinese.

The Zulu language, then, is eminently well-stocked and vividly expressive, is resourceful and plastic to all demands. It luxuriates in sweet, mellow vowel-sounds, and the quaint musical cadence of its flow rivals the most silvery-toned Italian. Its most prominent philological feature, however, is that alliterative concord, so ingenious as a grammatical scheme, which carries a flow of progressive harmony throughout the whole of each sentence; while the feature which gives the language its greatest power is its marvellously elaborated verb, which presents, as Prof. Keane observes, 'no less than 250 different forms, temporal, modal, positive, negative, active, passive, causative, augmentative, etc., so that the language is in this respect probably unsurpassed even by the intricate verbal systems of the Finno-Tartar group'.

A fact that showed itself most clearly during my pursuit of new words and their meanings, was that the Zulu language is in the keeping of the female sex. I can affirm without exaggeration that fully 19,000 of the words entered in this Dictionary were known and their meanings understood by an intelligent, though absolutely uneducated adult girl, who was a member of my 'court of enquiry' in Zululand to whom all words were submitted for verification or correction previous to entry. And so it was generally found, that the ordinary vocabulary and word-knowledge of the women was in marked excess of that of the men. This probably arises from the intellect of the native female being generally more highly developed, clearer and keener, than that of the males; which in its turn may be accounted for by the fact of the females having the main portion of the whole work of the land to do. For busy hands must needs develop a busy mind, and the indolent will naturally have little to think and consequently also to talk about.

But while the women have done so much towards the preservation and perhaps elaboration of the language, strange to say it is also they who have made the most persistent effort, unwittingly, it is true, to corrupt or destroy it. They have a practice universal among them, and common also to many other savage peoples of the world (being, in my opinion, identical in origin with that other wide-spread custom of certain tribes called taboo) of abstaining from the use of all words wherein is contained the root of the names of their male relatives (see hlonipa in text). This is done, of course, as an exhibition of marked respect for those same relations. But, inasmuch as other expressions have to be found, or otherwise invented, to replace those thus abstained from, and since each and every woman throughout the tribe is daily and diligently engaged maintaining the custom, we may easily realise what an amount of confusion and change this habit must give rise to in the standard speech. Sometimes
even a whole clan, males included, will be thus involved in the mutation of all words related to the name of their chief. But with this single exception regarding chiefs, the hlonipa custom is confined to the female sex. About a thousand words of this women's lingo have been added as a novel appendix to this Dictionary; for, naturally, all such expressions have been rigorously excluded from the body of the text. Of course, a word used for hlonipa purposes is not always a part of the genuine hlonipa language. A single object will oftentimes have two names. In such cases a female would not require to coin a new and special term to suit the occasion; she would merely adopt the alternative word as sufficient for her requirements. The hlonipa language, then, as here described, includes only such words as are confined in their use to hlonipa purposes and otherwise find no place in the standard of speech as used by all males and unabstaining women.

As this is, I believe, the first time the female hlonipa language has been brought to publication, it will not only prove of great use to those who, as magistrates and such, have to deal with Native women, but will also provide a highly entertaining study. For it will be found that this hlonipa custom has not been an unmixed evil. Just as the frequently coarse phraseology peculiar to the tribe of English schoolboys has preserved for us many ancient English terms otherwise now entirely out of use, so, in the same way, it will be found that the hlonipa speech of the Zulu women has preserved words of the ancient Zulu language now quite obsolete, as well as many other words brought along by them from alien tribes from whom the men in remoter times had taken wives, and which words will now provide much elucidation for the ethnologist when tracing the origin and ancient history of these Zulu people.

The people with whose language we are dealing have not only been given another colouring of skin, but they have also been gifted with, in many respects, colouring of thought entirely different to our own, seeing things, as we say, often in quite a different light. This fact has necessitated my abandoning in this work that brevity of explanation customary and indeed sufficient in ordinary dictionaries of a foreign, though cognate, Aryan language. For example, the Zulu word isi-Hlupu may at times be found described simply as a ‘Fragment’. Such an explanation is in truth concise and correct enough; but whether or not the student is a gainer by such brevity will immediately appear when we discover that the ‘fragment’ prominent in the Native mind is not that which has been removed from the broken pot but rather that fragmentary portion of the pot which still remains. Indeed, it would seem as though these people have many thoughts radically ‘foreign’ to our minds, as witness the words hubuzu, juna, kola, kunga, lumela, uShishi, xalula, and many others. I have therefore intentionally sacrificed that otherwise desirable conciseness of style for the clearer explication obtainable only at the risk of a greater prolixity; and I feel sure such a course will be amply justified by contributing to the greater gain of the student.

This work is written, not for children and idle readers, but solely for students and persons of a mature mind. The Zulus are a people still in the uncultured state of nature, and, with that unconscious frankness significant of innocence, have the habit of shamelessly calling a spade a spade. Therefore, though undersignedly on their part, it is nevertheless from our point of view to be regretted that their language should possess in its daily conversational use such a large number of dicta obscena unsavoury to more refined minds. But inasmuch as magistrates, missionaries, masters, and others having to deal intimately with Natives, have an absolute necessity of clearly understanding the purport of these expressions, I have been reluctantly compelled to insert in my work the more common of such words and phrases, the absence of which would have seriously militated against its usefulness and completeness; but in doing so, I have always endeavoured so to state the meanings as to be not too glaringly offensive to cultured minds.

One of the most conspicuous defects hitherto, in regard to the Zulu language, has been the very imperfect system of writing it; and one of the most conspicuous features of this Dictionary is an attempt to remove that defect by supplying a new and original method of orthography based on phonetic principles. I have believed that the only reasonable course, acceptable to any thinking people whose duty it may become to reduce a barbarous tongue for the first time to writing, is to pen the sounds as exactly as possible as they come from the speakers' mouths. Heretofore this has not been done — coba, cobha and chobha; haha and unk unhokha; potoz and
phototiza, although each having its own meaning and different pronunciation, have all, in their respective groups, been written in the one same way, without any distinguishing mark. There were at least nine different sounds, commonly occurring in Zulu speech, left entirely unprovided for in the old system of writing followed by Bishop Colenso. This deficiency I have attempted to remedy in the present work. The word-lists, in order not to introduce confusion right at the start, have been compiled according to the customary or old style of spelling; but wherever this is at variance with the actual pronunciation, the corrected orthography, expressive of that pronunciation, has been inserted alongside within brackets. My plan has been simply — to give each separate sound its own distinguishing sign and to use one sign only for one sound.

Towards the attaining of this end two methods were open to me — firstly, the adoption of 'special signs' for expressing sounds non-existent in European languages, or secondly, the accommodating of the ordinary signs of the Roman alphabet to the requirements of the Zulu tongue. The first method I find has been adopted by Dr. Kropf, in his recent elaborate Dictionary of the Xosa language; but it altogether failed to recommend itself to my mind as impracticable. By its adoption nothing could be printed in Zulu without the use of special types, and such special types the South-African printers do not possess, nor would it repay itself to have them made. The second method, on the contrary, was both simple and feasible. It demanded nothing beyond the ordinary lettering of the English alphabet, and with that lettering it was found easily possible, by a judicious combination of the signs, to describe every different sound occurring in Zulu speech. My phonotypos was accordingly planned so that it serve the double purpose of showing at once the accurate spelling and the correct pronunciation of each word. The appearance of the new letter-combinations will naturally be somewhat puzzling at first sight, and perhaps somewhat distasteful to those who too conservatively cling to traditional errors; but unbiased beginners will rapidly discover that the puzzling and confusion was rather in the antiquated system wherein the same sign frequently represented totally different sounds and the same sound was frequently represented by quite different signs; whereby some wrote ishala for 'to plant,' others tyala, whereas the sound was one and the same, or bela for 'to see' and beka also for 'to place,' although the sounds were altogether different.

I have described my system of orthography as original. It was a coincidence truly surprising to the compiler of this work to discover that, while he had been engaged during so many years in the preparation of this dictionary and the devising of an improved system of Zulu orthography, another lexicographer, Dr. Kropf, away in the Cape Colony, had been engaged, quite unknowingly and independently, doing precisely the same thing for the Xosa language, with the result, moreover, that both became driven by the like facts to the same conclusions and adopted theoretically the same system of writing — theoretically, though not descriptively the same, for, as above observed, the Xosa lexicographer preferred the use of 'special signs' for his writing and spelling to the ordinary letters of the alphabet as it stands.

One of the peculiar attractions of this Dictionary will undoubtedly be the large number of derivations and cognate words sprinkled throughout the text and collected from more than 180 languages, ancient and modern. They are the result not of any special study in this branch, having been merely picked up casually in the reading of philological and other books. The student will therefore guard against supposing that they are given with any pretension to authority. The greater number, it is true, will be obvious certainties; but many are simply suggestive, while some are merely fanciful. They are given for what they are worth, and I feel convinced will not fail to be of great profit to earnest philologists and of interest to all. But I have not overburdened my space with references to the languages of our immediate neighbours, the Xosas and Sutos. The relationship with these being so close and cognate words so numerous, had I collected from them, I should have had to include in my text a very large portion of their respective dictionaries. I have therefore confined my selection to words only of the remoter African languages. Nor have I followed Döhme in his habit of analysing the words, as to their primordial particles and the intrinsic meaning of such. To attempt this, with our present rudimentary knowledge of Bantu philology, were, in my opinion, not only futile, but also at times foolish.

A large collection of clan-names (izibongo) and proper names at the end of the book is another useful novelty in this work. Proper names of places have been entered
in their locative form, both on account of that being the form almost solely used in daily speech, and in order to indicate how that form is really constructed for each word.

The rule followed in this work for the classification of nouns has been to enter each according to its root or radical. But the form of some nouns is so complicated and misleading as to render it difficult for one not already expert in the language to recognise what portion of the whole word constitutes this root. Thus, we have the words impitimpiti (a commotion) and imfangumfangu (a spongy thing). At first sight one would expect to find these words entered under P and F respectively, or otherwise both under M. And yet both such manners of entry would be inaccurate; for the radical of the former noun begins with Piti (from the verb pitiza, to move about) and, of the latter, with Mfangu (from the verb mthunguza, to squeeze). They would accordingly be found entered as i-mPitimpiti and i-Mfangumfangu.

Other examples, again, are still more complex. Thus, we have cebengela (to patch up), ingcebebengela (a patching up of an affair), ubungcebebengela (such patching-up talk); or, gana (marry), ingane (a child), umngane (a friend), ubungane (childhood, friendship); tuta (carry away), intutwane (an ant), ubuntu[twane (character of ants). Here we have examples of first and second derivations, of primary and secondary roots. In the first instance, it is plain that the noun ingcebebengela is derived from the verb cebengela, and that the nominal radical must therefore commence with the click (which in this case has become somewhat modified in sound owing to the preceding nasal); and it is also plain that the noun ubungcebebengela is derived, not from the original root cebengela, but directly from the noun ingcebebengela. Unfortu-

ately no rule has been so far formulated for the regular division of such nouns into prefixes and radicals. In this work I have entered them under all possible places so as to avoid any inconvenience to those searching for them. Nevertheless, I should like to submit as the simplest rule for future general acceptance and applicable alike to all derivative nouns, that the portion of a noun to be in future regarded as its radical (as distinct from its prefix) should be the radical of the word from which it is immediately, not remotely, derived. Thus, cebengela, i-ngcebebengela, ubu-Ngecebebengela; gana, i-nGane, um-Ngane, ubu-Ngane; tuta, i-nTutwane, ubu-Nutwane.

In fine, I am unable to find words adequate to express my deep gratitude to all who have so generously assisted me in my difficult task. A special tribute of thanks is due to the Ven. Archdeacon Johnson, of Zululand, for several words and their meanings; to J. Medley Wood, Esq., director of the Botanic Gardens, Durban, and to J. F. Quekett, Esq., curator of the Durban Museum, for many scientific terms; to A. R. R. Turnbull, Esq., magistrate in Zululand, for much historical information; to J. Stuart, Esq., magistrate in Durban, for the names of fishes, birds, etc.; to the Rev. L. O. Feyling, of St. Lucia Bay, and to many other gentlemen of the Civil Service and general public.

And I would still fain solicit the continued support of these and all others interested in having a compendium of the Zulu language as complete and perfect as possible; that they kindly send to me from time to time any Zulu words they may find not appearing on my list, as well as notify me of any errors they may discover or improvements they would suggest.

A. T. Bryant.

A SKETCH OF
THE ORIGIN AND EARLY HISTORY
OF THE ZULU PEOPLE.

THE history of the Zulu people is the history of the whole Bantu race, and the
history of the Bantu race is the history of half the African continent. Numerous
scholars, in Germany, in England, and elsewhere, have already given, we might
almost say, their life to the unravelling of the pages of this puzzling history, but, we
regret to say, with the poor result that it still remains a closed book. Of deeply
thought-out theories there have been an amplitude, a few presenting some appearance
of probability, many merely fanciful, most simply speculative, all unsupported by ab-
solute proof.

But if, of this great mass of thought and suggestion, we collect the cream; if
we silt out therefrom that which, according to our own thinking and investigations,
seems the most acceptable, we shall find the story of the peoples of this African con-
tinent to run somewhat as follows.

The external crust of this earth of ours was not always moulded exactly as it
at present stands. There was a time when Jobian leviathans and other aquatic fry
sporied along our valleys and swam over our plains; when anthropoid apes chattered
and worked out their development in trees now embedded at the bottom of the ocean.
Starting with this supposition — and we think we may safely say fact, rather than
supposition — the distribution of mankind and the diversification of races throughout
the globe, otherwise so puzzling, becomes at once clear and understandable. When
Negro ancestors could travel overland from Malaysia to Africa; when the pre-historic
civilisation of Egypt and Fezzan found a means of spreading uninterrupted as far as
Mexico — that is the period in the world's lifetime to which we must in spirit betake
ourselves, if we would trace the origin, or at least so much of it as we shall probably
ever be able to know, of these old-world people in whose midst we live.

The Negritos of the Philippine Islands, Andaman and Tasmania, the Papuans
of New Guinea and Fiji, the Dravidians of Eastern India and Australia, find them-
selves to-day planted about the world in isolated localities, separated one from an-
other and from their cousins, the Negroes of Africa, by hundreds and thousands of
miles of impassable ocean, each ignorant even of the other's existence, and retaining
no further trace of mutual connection than that ineradicable identity of physical form
and character which nature has unerringly continued to mould out of the same pri-
mordial elements of life and blood. And how did this world-wide separation come
about?

The question is not difficult to answer with the many-branched elucidation of
modern investigation. A mere look at the map will suffice to show us that the asser-
tions of geologists are more than probable. All these broken chips of dry land, Aus-
tralia, Papua and Indo-China, were once one solid continent, extending continuously
away towards the west, from the Eastern Archipelago to Africa. But gradually, in
different ages, and perhaps, as Prof. Keane — to whose brilliant writings, by the way,
we are indebted for so much of our information — thinks probable, during the early
part or middle of the Tertiary period, the bowels of the earth became convulsed
— an occurrence by no means uncommon in those far-off times, when our planet had not yet cooled down to her present comparatively sober state—and the Indo-Malayan continent became a wreck. A thousand disconnected islands sprung up in its place and the major portion remained permanently submerged beneath the in-running floods of the Indian Ocean. Lemuria in the east, as Atlantis in the west, disappeared for aye from the cartography of the globe. "That such geological changes have taken place in Southern Asia in the very latest geological period is," says Strachey, in the Encyclopaedia Brit., "well established."

In this Lemurian continent, selected by many as the probable cradle of the human race,—though Darwin himself, it is said, favoured a region about where Somaliland now is—lived many prehistoric peoples, and with it the 'missing link', the solution of Darwinism, went to the bottom of the sea. But from it this African continent was mainly peopled. In the remotest antiquity streams of people wandered down upon these parts direct from the now-submerged land, while at a much more recent date, in all but historical times, other incursions of other races overran her more northern parts from what we may call modern Asia. The whole of the inhabitants of Africa dwelling in those parts to the south of the Sahara region, with the exception of the Gallas and Somalis, but including perhaps the Pygmies, the Bushmen, and the Hottentots, and certainly the Negroes and the Bantus, belong to the former category. When this occupation of Africa originated is unknown, for it is unknown when the Lemurian continent became submerged and the peoples of the Eastern Archipelago and Africa were cut asunder by an irush of impassable ocean. It is probable that there were several different incursions, according as families of tribes, feeling the pressure at home, wandered abroad, following each other at long periods, in all perhaps amounting to thousands of years. We have information of the Pygmies, the Bushmen and the Negroes, the African aboriginals nearest to the ancient seats of literature in Egypt and Greece, more than 5,000 years ago; and, from all we can judge, these races are to-day just as they were then, and we see no reason to believe that they were then any different from what they may have been yet another 5,000 years before. The submerging of the Indo-Malayan continent must have been an event of the remotest past, for, although a catastrophe attendant with such tremendous results to mankind, its occurrence had been practically forgotten by the very oldest of races; but that it took place after man had already entered into possession of the globe, would seem to be supported by the evidence of diluvian traditions among so many ancient peoples, especially among those inhabiting the vicinity of the particular region in point. But inasmuch as the Bantus and, we believe, the Negroes have themselves no such tradition, it would almost seem as though they had already left their Lemurian fatherland and become lost among the wilds of Africa long before the cataclysm occurred.

We may here observe, in parenthesis, that the above theory bases itself upon the more remote primordial ancestry of the whole human genus from a single original mother. Others prefer to start at a more recent date, with the subsequent division of that genus into different human species through different original mothers, so that, for instance, the Mongolian race may be regarded as of a different origin to that of the Negroes. According to this method of speculation, the Mongolians and the Bushmen would still remain intimately related; but their common ancestor dwelt, not in the vanished tropical continent, but rather in a more temperate region, and the yellow-skinned inhabitants of Africa arrived, not by a route from east to west, but downward from the more northern latitudes about Siberia. Signs of pre-historical Bushman life which, Petrie tells us, exist in Malta and France, would seem to favour this theory. Further, it does strike one as remarkable, though by no means as an insurmountable difficulty, that the yellow races of Africa, notwithstanding that they have been subjected to all the same circumstances of climate, life and general environment as the black races throughout a continuous period of at any rate 7,000 years, have never yet in the slightest degree exchanged their light yellow colour for a swarthy skin.

The Pygmies, Bushmen and Hottentots. But should we adopt the hypothesis of an eastern origin—as most are inclined to do—then, from the antediluvian land there wandered off, in the very earliest of days, towards the Mongolian lands of Asia, as towards the present African mainland, first of all, bands of diminutive, yellow-skinned men of meagre intelligence, whose roving, homeless life, rude manners, and rudimentary forms of speech, likened them more to the animals than to men; whose
"pygmy" descendants, are said to be still extant (if they ever existed), though personally we prefer to think that there no longer exists any yellow race inferior to the Bushmen. Meeting somewhere with the requisite conditions, the diminutive physique and rudimentary intellect of this supposed race of Pygmies began to develop, and the Troglohytes or Cave-dwellers, the Bushmen of our own times, were evolved. These were possessed of a somewhat improved edition of the human body and some advance in their mode of life in that they preferred the shelter of the cave to the open veldt or forest, though they still retained the clucking language and the yellow skin, the high cheek-bones, the unusual posterior development, and the scanty tufty hair of their progenitors. In these Bushmen, now, with the Pygmies, destined to die away and give place to more vigorous strains, we have the remnants of those ancient emigrants from the Indo-Malaysian continent, whose brothers, migrating away to the eastward, subsequently produced the great Mongolian race. But in the Mongolian land, the last survivors of the original pygmy stock of those parts died out long ago, so that we find there today representatives only of the more recently developed secon.

These primitive people, at a very early period, somehow acquired a strongly artistic bent of mind, which grew in Africa into a natural talent for the graphic art - rude pictures of these ancient Bushmen being still extant in the caves in almost every district of South-Africa — and into the science of hieroglyphies in Ancient China, elucidating later on in their present system of writing. The characteristic weapon of these unprogressive races still remains, alike in Asia as in Africa, the bow and arrow, and the fact of an abundance of stone arrowheads, axes, and other rude implements of this material having been found, according to Oppert and Theal, in the Cape Colony, in Egypt, in Somaliland and Upper Guinea, would seem to point to the presence of these Bushmen peoples all over the continent during the Stone Age, which Oppert opines to have been about 12,000 years before our era. But as man is generally held to have been present on this earth at least during some part of the Glacial Period, and this Glacial Period, according to such great authorities as Geike and Lubbock, is held to represent an age of about 200,000 years ago, this calculation of Oppert cannot be deemed extravagant.

From the Bushmen, the aba-Tiwa of the Zulus, we pass on to a very closely allied race, the Hottentots or ama-Luwa. Described in one word, they seem to be an improved edition of the former. They have the same dirty-yellow skin; the same high-cheeked, steatopygous type of body; a stature on the average taller than the Bushmen, though still much below the average of other surrounding African races; a mode of life of greater refinement than that of the Bushmen, being inclined rather to pastoral and agricultural habits, and yet, like the latter, still preferring the desert solitudes and careless of any kind of dwelling; and, finally, a language which, while apparently in the main based on that of the Bushmen, abounding in clicks and harsh guttural sounds, and presenting some remote resemblance to it in its vocabulary, nevertheless exhibits certain important differences from it in structure, which differences, strange to say, are marked characteristics of the Hamitic languages far away at the other end of the continent, viz. the possession of nominal suffixes, grammatical gender, etc. — traits unknown in any languages of the Bantu (as well as in those of the Bushmen, for a matter of that), who occupy the whole of the African mainland right away to beyond the equator.

It is on the strength of this linguistic similarity of grammar between the Hottentots and the Hamitic family that some, like the celebrated Lepsius, have supposed that the former, as well as the Bushmen, may be of Hamitic origin. In support of this theory they point, further, to the moon-worship of these people, to their use of bows and arrows, to their strong resemblance to figures appearing in ancient Egyptian art. But in our opinion the whole of the above facts taken together do not warrant the aforesaid conclusion. The solely structural, not verbal, resemblance between so distantly separated languages, marking, too, so strong a divergence from anything akin to the all-encompassing Bantu speech, or even to that of their nearest relatives or ancestors, the Bushmen, is certainly a surprising and inexplicable puzzle. Our own opinion is that the present South-African Hottentots were originally a "Bushman" race (or race sprung from Bushman ancestry) resident in the northern parts of Africa; that there they came into contact — perhaps as their slaves — with the Hamitic tribes, in-streaming by the isthmian route from Asia (supposedly from the neighbourhood of Mesopotamia, and afterwards followed, as the last in the procession, by the so-called Ancient Egyptians), and in so intimate a degree
— though without intermarriage — as to adopt, not only some characteristics of their speech, but also their nomadic mode of life and pastoral instincts; and, becoming afterwards separated from their neighbours, they wended their way or were pushed gradually ever more and more towards the south, until the ocean forbade further progress. Their moon-worship — which, if we were more familiarly acquainted with it, would probably resolve itself into a few hazy myths or mythical customs, thereat — was picked up on the way, not from the Ancient Egyptians, who more particularly worshipped the sun and only in a very slight degree the moon, nor yet from any of their Hamitic neighbours, but from the Negro or Bantu tribes among whom they passed and with whom they mixed and probably intermarried to such a degree that a very considerable proportion of the speech of the South-African Bantu tribes became permanently saturated with the "clicking" elements of their speech; for, as Keith Johnstone remarks, "the most widely spread worship of the Negroes and Negroids is that of the moon" — and this equally among those tribes whose language knows nothing of clicks and whose customs and traditions show absolutely no sign of Hottentot influence. As for their use of bows and arrows, the Pygmies and Bushmen and, indeed, most primitive peoples, used this weapon, whether it be in Africa, Asia, or Oceania. That figures of people showing their peculiar type of body should have been found depicted in Ancient Egyptian art, is only what we should expect; for their kindred, the Pygmies and Troglodytes or Bushmen — as witness Herodotus, Homer, Hecataeus and others — were well known in Egypt, indeed some of them are even to-day and were probably also then dwelling in their immediate vicinity; and, further, such representations of "Bushman-like" figures are found, as we have said, not only in Egypt, but also in Malta, France and other parts.

The theory roughly outlined above viz. that the Hottentots at one time in their history dwelt in Northern Africa and — as we personally should prefer to believe — came originally, not from a directly eastern, but, along with or subsequently to the Bushmen, from a northern or north-eastern Asiatic direction, seems to us much more plausible than the one given by Keith Johnstone as that now generally held, and which seeks to connect the Hottentots rather closely with the Chinese and Malays, and to regard them as comparatively recent importations. It is, of course, quite possible that the Hottentots may have migrated to this Continent before or at the same time as the emigration — if such ever occurred in regard to the aboriginal inhabitants of that island — of the Malays to Madagascar, and have eventually become so mixed by intermarriage with the South-African Bushmen as to become in physique and speech scarcely distinguishable from them, in such a manner, indeed, as the imported Chinese might become were they permitted to intermarry indiscriminately with these same people. But we imagine were this so, the resulting strain would not be as the Hottentots really are; would not have lost so completely its original nature and language, and become so nearly identical with the foreign mixture. Nor does their chief difference with the Bushmen, viz. their pastoral, nomadic trait of character, indicate a Malay influence. In a word, we see little reason for deeming the Hottentots as more deeply Malaysian or Mongolian than the Bushmen themselves, and should consequently prefer to place their relationship with those races much further back and believe that it came through the same channels as did that of the more ancient Pygmies and Troglodytes. The Hottentots, indeed, may present signs of being a much more recent race than those Cave-dwellers, and yet there be no necessity whatever for our imagining them to have been a transplanting from elsewhere. A species so nearly allied to the older Bushmen as are these Hottentots could certainly have worked out its evolution on this continent without any special Asiatic aid. They may eventually prove to be a "mixed" race, or at any rate, as we have already surmised, one that has, at some period of its existence, come under strong Hamitic or even Semitic influence.

The Negroes. But all this is merely introductory to the more important study as to whence the Negroes of Africa, and their near relatives the Bantus, of whom the local Zulus are a variety.

The first pages of African history were written somewhere about 4,000 years before Christ, and they consist in the monuments of Ancient Egypt. The wonderful civilisation of the Ancient Egyptians had already attained its maturity in the so-called 4th. dynasty of its rulers — a date given by Lepsius as 3,124 B.C. and by Mariette as 4,235 B.C., the period of the 1st. dynasty (commencing with Mena or Menes, the first
monarch who ever reigned as king over united Upper and Lower Egypt, there having been, previous to his founding of the empire, only numerous small tribes or clans, each under its own independent chieftain, scattered throughout the region) being placed respectively at 3,892 B.C. and 5,004 B.C. It is at present unknown whether this wondrous civilisation was of indigenous or exotic growth; but judged by the ethnology of the Ancient Egyptian people, it would seem to have been imported from elsewhere, probably from Asiatic regions. For these Ancient Egyptians were not of African extraction, and were perhaps the very latest of the primitive races to migrate into that continent. They probably entered by the isthmian route from south-western Asia, and from their physical features, their dark-brown colour and their language, are held to have been a race intermediate between the Semitic and Indo-Germanic families. How long it took them, by their own unaided effort, to raise themselves to so advanced a state of culture and knowledge can only be surmised. It must certainly have required thousands of years; Chabas thinks 4,000 years antecedent to the first dynasty would be a space of time sufficiently long for its development. The Garamantes or Tibus, a Negro-Hamitic tribe inhabiting what is now Fezzan, also exhibited a high form of civilisation about this same time; but that it was anterior to that of its neighbour Egypt is not proven. That this is a very ancient and primitive people is regarded by the great philologist, Reinisch, as certain, and he even makes what appears to be a somewhat rash assertion that their language represents the best living example of the primitive speech of man. Probably their ancient culture was merely an inferior imitation of the arts of their great neighbour on the Nile. How the similarity between the civilisation of Egypt and that of Mexico came about were a more interesting problem, though one more difficult to explain.

African history, then, dawned in Egypt nearly 6,000 years ago and threw a light upon much that was then existing and going on round about in those regions. We find our Negro already well known, for his race provided the Pharoahs with many a corps of swarthy warriors. Hebrew, Greek and Roman writers obtained from the Egyptians some knowledge of their other African neighbours, the Pygmies (or dwarfs), Troglydotes (or cave-dwellers) and Blemmyes (or hideous people). The pygmies have been re-discovered in recent years by Stanley and Schweinfurth; the cave-dwellers are the Bushmen we almost have in our midst; but who were these 'hideous people'? They have been held by some to be distinct from the Negroes, and Lepsius supposes them to have been the ancestors of the present-day Bisharis, from the fact of this Hamitic or Nubian tribe now inhabiting their old country; but it is not without some doubt whether the epithet exactly suits their physiognomy, or might not with greater probability have been applied to a purely Negro tribe. At any rate, the Negroes or a people very like them, were there; certainly they did not pass in through the narrow gate of Suez, nor yet did they come down in ships, at any time subsequent to the occupation of northern Africa by the Ancient Egyptians.

In making a comparative study of races, we have to consider, first of all, their respective anatomies or physical features; then, their mental characteristics; thirdly, the resultant habits, customs and religion; and, finally, as the quality most open to change, their language. Keeping these points in view as our working criteria, we shall find that the eastern and western shores of the Indian Ocean are inhabited by remarkably similar folks. On the one side we have a dark-skinned family of progenous Negritos and finer featured Papuans, together with a tawny, broad-faced race of Mongols, and, on the other, the blacks of Negro and Bantu-land, and the yellow-skinned Bushmen. While the blacks and the yellows on the one side, though mutually distinct among themselves, are undoubtedly related to the corresponding blacks and yellows on the other side, we may reasonably infer that the two types are respectively descended from common mothers, of whom that of the blacks, at any rate, had her home somewhere in the now submerged Afro-Malaysian continent.

In comparing the physiological features of the eastern and western branches of the dark-skinned races, none will deny that between the Negroes and the Negritos, between the Bantus and the Papuans, there is a pronounced and unmistakable likeness, which at once unites them all as children of one family and distinguishes them from all other families of mankind. There is throughout the same powerfulness of jaw, fullness of lip, broadness of nose, and woolly frizzy hair in various degrees of intensity. By passing through a few Kafir kraals, one might easily bring together a very passable photographic group of "Papuans", while among the tribes of New-Guinea he might as easily collect a troupe of "Zulus" more true to genuine appearance than
perhaps some such who have, in years not long past, been placed 'on show' in Europe and America. Da Gama, four hundred years ago, found on the Quirimbas river "many who appeared to have Arab blood in them"; and Captain Webster finds to-day, in the Papuans of the Admiralty Islands, "strong Hebraic features very prominent." This constantly recurring resemblance of the Negro-Papuan peoples to the Semites is no doubt due to some admixture of blood, not within historical times nor with the present-day Semitic peoples, but rather with some long-dead race from which these latter sprang, and in a vanished land.

The Nubians of Africa, as the Polynesians of Oceania, and may-be too the Indians of America, are all tribes more or less remotely connected with the archaic race of which we are writing; are all younger species subsequently produced by the engrafting of foreign and perhaps more vigorous scions on these primitive stocks.

The description given by Wallace of the Papuan as "impulsive and demonstrative in speech and action; his emotions and passions express themselves in shouts and laughter, in yells and frantic leaping; he is bold, impetuous, excitable and noisy, is joyous and laughter-loving", is a picture exact and life-like of the mental characteristics of our South-African Kafir and of the plantation Negro.

When we turn to the social-system, the customs and the religion of these peoples, we find our hypothesis again testified to throughout. The system of clans, which among the younger peoples of India have developed into castes and with us into families of Smiths, Masons and others, reigns everywhere, in the Sudan as in Sawaior, in Basutoland as in Papua. Though each clan has its chief who figures as its head, all important matters affecting the tribe must be submitted to the assembly of its chief men. A Polynesian has a distinguishing name for each clan, which name is often borne by the head or chief thereof, just as Cetshwayo was often hailed by his people as Zulu, as though he were the whole tribe in single personification, or as the Swazi king might be called Ngwane—Zulu and Ngwane being really the distinguishing names of the tribes.

The so-called 'Mosaic' precept has become curiously well known throughout the race we are considering, for from top to bottom of Negroland and throughout the numberless islands of the Pacific, the untutored gentiles are everywhere scrupulous devotees of the practice of circumcision. Nor do they confine themselves to preputial clippings for utilitarian purposes. The Tonga of South-Africa, in his pursuit of beauty, proceeds to hack lumps from his cheeks; the Nigerian Nupe draws a couple of gashes radiating down his face from the angle of the eye and the nose; while the Papuan and Maori carves artistic designs on his own flesh from head to foot—all of which cuttings distinguish the wearer's tribe as eloquently as does its name. The Papuan women of the Admiralty Islands have the habit of burning "round indentations into the flesh over the body in rows and designs"; the Zulu damsels burns round scars in hers, in that she takes a pinch of dry cow-dung, drops it carefully here and there on her arm, surmounts the whole with a tiny live cinder, and receives a gradual roasting of the spot of flesh beneath, which, when healed, she calls a beautiful little iMphumihiza.

So soon as the aforesaid Zulu damsel has attained the event of puberty, her girl-companions from all the surrounding kraals assemble in force, hold a great dance, accompanied by many unspeakable ceremonies; her Polynesian sister celebrates the same auspicious occasion, but in a great demonstration of feasting.

This over, the damsel is saleable, or, as we should say, marriagable. A blushing Papuan comes along, bearing a pig and some feathers, purchases her right off from her father's hands, and takes her home with him. A Zulu swain could only obtain the same commodity after a payment of ten head of cattle. Once married, the lady-love speedily discovers the contemptuousness of her position, when, both in Bantuland and New-Guinea, she is compelled to eat apart from the male thing and that which his capacious belly could find no room for. Aye, she is even required, be she in Kafir or Australia, actually to refrain from ever naming the relations of her master—so to be venerated is he and they. Verily, this would be a serious taking of the name of the lord in vain.

But the burned cinctures of the Papuan bride, do not commend themselves as beautiful to her sister in Polynesia. This latter seeks about for red-ochre and colours therewith her flowing tresses, for all the world as though she had learned the trick from some red top-knotted Zulu umfazi, or buxom Kaffress from the Old Colony, who, however, would prefer to redden her whole body, blanket included.
Needless to say, the Papuan and African alike sees that most of the work is done by the breeding and labour-machine, called a bride, which he has recently purchased, so to say, for hard cash. With a strange similarity of generous feeling, he everywhere condescends to build the hut, to tend any stock where such may be possessed, to go a-hunting, and now and then do a little necessary war-waging; but the cultivation of the fields, the rearing of the family, the general management of the household, even to the making of its eating-pots and sleeping-mats, all pertains to the female department. True, a lavish nature often provides Negro and Polynesian alike with such an abundance of gourds or calabashes suitable for water and beer-vessels, that nothing better requires to be made. The African pottery of to-day is often in shape and pattern strongly similar to vessels made in the East, and the simple earthen pots nowadays common in every Zulu kraal are almost identical with those used in Egypt at a period 6,000 years ago.

Soon, however, the bride becomes a mother; but that doesn’t trouble her much, for infanticide is quite an institution throughout Polynesia; and should it be twins in Zululand, the mother makes no bones about summarily demolishing the party who arrived last.

The domestic life of the Negro-Papuan family demands no feather beds, but what is deemed a suitable substitution has been provided in the shape of rush-mats and wooden head-rests, oftentimes strongly reminiscent of such as were used among the Ancient Egyptians. Bows and arrows, spears and shields are the universal weapons of the race. The Papuan fights his enemy by fixing pointed pieces of bamboo along the path by which he will travel; the Zulu wages war with the wild-beast by fixing sharp-pointed stakes in an upright position at the bottom of a pit into which the animal will fall.

At length one or other of the merry couple gets sick. Everywhere alike is the reason of the break-down ascribed to witchcraft or spirits, for a death occurring at any time before the age of senile decay is with these people ‘unnatural.’ But there is an elaborate provision of magic capable of meeting any emergency. Omens in endless variety indicate the coming evil beforehand. Diviners are at hand able, for a consideration, to discover the most secret machinations of any evil-one, corporeal or spiritual. Charms are purchasable against every ill, to bring every good. Go where you will through Africa, Melanesia or the Isles of the Pacific, the same state of things prevails. The fetishism of the Negro is the religious abstinence or uku-zila of the Zulus, and both are other forms of the tabu of the Polynesian. And very often the doctor in New Guinea will ‘extract’ the afflictive disease in a visible form, in the shape of tiny particles of wood or stone apparently taken from the flesh of the sufferer, as though he and his Zulu confere had gone through their course in the one school of medicine, for this latter also practises similar methods of treatment.

Yet, generally speaking, in spite of every effort, the party dies. But not as a dog; his spirit continues living still. In Kafirland it is supposed to be out on the veldt until, some few months after the burial, it is brought or enticed to come home by the slaughter of a beast in its honour. In New Guinea there is also a little feasting to be done after a person’s demise. His spirit too comes back; but instead of assuming the form of a snake, as it does with the Zulus, it enters, if of a father, straight away into the soul of a son, or, if of a mother, into that of a daughter.

Should, however, a wife have had the fortune to survive her husband, she stands a strong chance of being ‘entered into’, as the Zulu says, by his remaining brother, under the pretence of this latter kindly completing on his behalf the duty of propagating the species. This is another ‘Mosaic’ precept that was probably the universal custom of the race throughout Africa, Melanesia and Oceania, long before Moses was born.

The fear and propitiation of these departed spirits — ancestor worship, as it is often misleadingly called — is the key-stone of the whole religious system of the Bantu, Malaysian, Papuan and Polynesian peoples. The Bantus, as intimated, believe these spirits to take up an existence within the body of several kinds of non-venomous snakes. The Polynesians believe they inhabit certain animals and trees, and accordingly such animals and trees become to them as ‘gods.’ The Papuans have located theirs in the moon, where they are said to become unpleasantly active at the time of the full moon. The moon strangely, also among the African Negroes and Bantus, plays a very important role in their religious observances, although any connection thereof with the ancestral-spirits has now become lost, that is, if among
them there ever was any. The change of the moon is a sacred period with the Zulus, when no work may be done, nor pleasure-seeking indulged in.

Here, then, we find religion almost in its first beginnings and as conserved till to-day in the daily life of the most primitive peoples this present world can exhibit—a religion that knows no Supreme Being, that recognises only human agencies now disembodied, transformed and sometimes quite invisible, by no means divine, though capable of working much harm and therefore to be propitiated, and of bestowing many blessings and therefore to be supplicated; a religion in which every paterfamilias is his own priest, every home a temple, and every diviner an oracle.

In regard to language, true, it appears impossible, with our present small knowledge of the subject, to discern any marked traces of similarity between the speech of the Malaysians and Polynesian tribes and that of the Negroes and Negroids of Africa. But this fact in no wise militates against their common and even close relationship; for exactly the same phenomenon, an absolute dissimilarity, exists in an equal degree between the various Negro languages among themselves, and yet all of these tribes are manifestly most intimately related. As our knowledge increases, the whole state of things may change.

With this we have reached the end of the first chapter in our Negro history, and have indicated a relationship, originating before the period of separation, between the African race and that of Melanesia and the Pacific Isles. We now enter upon the second chapter of our considerations, viz. the story of the African race after its first arrival in the continent. As before, we can do no more than speculate, basing our theories on the scantiest of facts.

We cannot suppose that the originally immigrating race that primarily populated Africa, was exactly like or identical with any people dwelling there to-day, so that we cannot correctly call them by any now-existing name. But as Sclater has found it convenient to christen the land from which they probably came, Lemuria, we may very properly call the emigrating people themselves, Lemurians.

Among the earliest to arrive were, we believe, a dark-skinned race whose strongly developed simian features marked them as of the lowest among the human kind. Evidence of such a race we think to see in the extremely coarse features of the Negroes of the Guinea Coast, as well as in the dark-skinned pygmies discovered by Schweinfurth, Casati and Stanley in Central Africa—a diminutive prognathous race having a light-chocolate and sometimes reddish-brown skin, bodies thickly covered with hair, in some localities abnormally large heads and faces heavily hung with whiskers, a clickless language apparently always a simple corruption of the speech of the particular Negro or Bantu people in whose vicinity they may chance to be living (this to be used merely as a means for intercommunication with strangers, for we strongly suspect they have another national language for use in their own homes), a race who may be regarded as the African counterpart of the Asiatic Negritos. Each little tribe of this archaic people wandered independently about the Central African regions, living for itself, far separated from and careless of its neighbours, and developing its own speech as it went along. There thus came into existence an endless variety of rudimentary languages, having little similarity one with another.

At length—when, we know not—there arrived the last in the procession of black tribes streaming into these parts from the eastern tropics; for soon the Lemurian deluge was to cut asunder the east from the west for ever. These last arrivals we may call the Bantu. We do not absolutely affirm that they were precisely the same folk as those we are accustomed to call by that name to-day; they may have been, or may not; certainly they were the ancestral race from which they sprang. One branch of them spread itself abroad in a northerly i.e. Sudanian direction, where it met and intermarried with numerous clans of a much older and coarser people whom it found there in possession. The Bantu type throughout all this region became consequently deteriorated according as the admixture of the lower blood was greater or less. Yet, while lowering themselves, they were raising the other race; for they were the younger and more vigorous strain, and the accession of their superior blood everywhere tended to improve the resultant cross and bring its physical type ever more and more up to its own standard. But insomuch as the lower race was then by far more numerous, its speech everywhere swamped the Bantu out of existence, save for a few stray roots here and there assimilated. And as this older speech was itself composed of numberless dialects, the language of the new breed became, not one, but several, according to the number of original clans. This mixed
breed of Lemurian Bantus with archaic Africans is represented to-day by the Negro tribes of the Sudan and Guinea Coast.

The great puzzle in connection with these Negro people, and one which has ever baffled the comprehension of the most eminent philologists, is their language. Gust, the great collector of African and Asiatic languages, has classified nearly 250 purely Negro languages and dialects as already fairly well known. But while the majority of these appear to present a certain similarity in the one solitary fact of their being agglutinative, apart from this each one is distinct, and unintelligible to those speaking another, and presents little or no resemblance, save in one or two exceptional cases, to any of the Hamitic languages spoken on their northern boundary, or to the Bantu languages on their southern; so that Prof. Müller, the celebrated orientalist of Vienna, thinks there to be "sufficient evidence to prove beyond a doubt that the Negro languages cannot be derived from a common mother-speech, but must have had distinct seed-plots." Others again, like Lepsius, regard the Bantu as the original speech of the Negroes and the present medley to have arisen as the result of constant crossing and re-crossing with the Hamitic languages. The theory that commends itself most to our mind, is that we have outlined above.

The Bantus. While the one branch of the in-streaming Lemurians went off towards the Sudan, the other half spread themselves throughout the remainder of the continent to the south. There they came across another variety of archaic people, dwarfs again, it is true, but now with a much lighter, yellow, hairless skin and a clicking language which marked them off as a race radically different from that darker-skinned, thick-lipped and hair-covered species found by the other Bantu party away north. These they gradually drove before them, some finding concealment in the impenetrable forests of the interior, though the majority retreated before the invaders into the arid plains of the south. Although the Bantu did not so readily intermarry with this strange people, those tribes who, by being always in the van of the march, were ever in closest contact with the retreating yellow-skins, often fell victims to the beauteous attractions of Bushman Venus, whom they took home in large numbers, probably as their slaves. In this way, the more forward or southern Bantu tribes had their blood and their language considerably adulterated by Bushman admixture.

The Bantus, then, are that portion of the Lemurian immigrants who preserved themselves comparatively intact from any intermixture with the very low-type aboriginal Africans, save at their southern extremity where they became in a degree tainted with Bushman adulteration. They supplied one half of the parentage of the present-day Negro peoples, the aboriginal Africans supplying the other. The Negroes, therefore, are, so to say, their first cousins by blood and, in place of habitation, are their next-door neighbours, the Bantu occupying the whole of the African continent immediately to the south of them. The origin of each and both is not to be sought in the northern or trans-Sudanian parts of the continent, nor in any entry thereto by an Asiatic route — unless, of course, we be prepared to shift the date of their immigration back beyond untold æons, which, indeed, considering the probably immense age of man, were by no means an impossible or unreasonable proceeding. However, with the means and knowledge at our present disposal, we find in all the Asiatic continent neighbouring on the Red Sea, no people and no language, no religion and no customs, with which we may make any plausible comparison. They have, as said, a large percentage of consanguineal relationship with the Negroes, who, as we suppose and have noted above, are simply a degenerated congeries of bastard Bantus. Along the northern borders of the Bantu field, where the pure and the degenerate join, it is naturally difficult to distinguish any clear line of cleavage; but, generally speaking, the whole of the continent from the equator to the Southern Ocean may be regarded as Bantuland. In the northern parts, the ruder Negro type and corrupted language gradually disappear as we recede towards the south, and soon merge into unadulterated Bantu. It is true that, in more recent times, the languages of the north-eastern clans have been considerably affected by Arab contact; but the refinement of physical features frequently exhibited among many Bantu clans — and by no means only those within the Arab sphere of influence — we ourselves in no wise attribute, as many have a thoughtless habit of doing, to intermixture with Semitic blood. We find no historical justification whatsoever for supposing that Arab seed was so largely and universally scattered throughout the Bantu clans, and prefer to regard the finer types as of purely home development. The same resemblance of features to the Se-
mitic type has been frequently observed by travellers also among the Papuan tribes, the Bantu’s brothers in Melanesia. At the extreme south, on the other hand, we do find many plausible traces of Bushman or Hottentot blood, and still more pronounced evidence of a considerable Bushman or Hottentot corruption of language. This is to be regretted, because otherwise we might have expected to find there the least uncontaminated specimens of so ancient a speech. Howbeit, whatever is of Hottentot derivation in those languages is hall-marked with a click, and when eradicated, leaves us with a pure residue of beautiful primitive speech — speech used by men long, long before the Rig-Veda was written or the incidents recorded in the Shu-King had occurred, back away in the dark impenetrable past of which nobody knows anything.

This ancient and widely scattered Negroid race has no Native name by which it distinguishes itself from other races of mankind, for it knows nothing of ethnology and is utterly ignorant of any common origin or even mutual relationship. Ethnographers have, therefore, for their own convenience, been compelled to invent one for it, and after many attempts and much confusion, have at length universally adopted that first suggested by Bleek, viz. Bantu. This appellation is merely an English adoption of the Kafir word aba-ntu, denoting simply ‘the People’. It is the designation each of the Negroid tribes applies when speaking of itself as distinguished from any other race or even neighbouring clan. Most primitive races, the Hebrews not excepted, seem to have the habit of conceitedly imagining themselves as ‘the people’ par excellence, all others being merely abezive, ‘those of the (outer) tribes’, the gentiles.

This vast complex of peoples, termed the Bantu, comprises thousands of different tribes and clans, speaking hundreds of different languages. And yet an unmistakable similarity of physical type as well as of language permeates the whole family. These multifarious tribes are again subdivided into ‘groups’ presenting certain marks of a still closer relationship and a still greater resemblance of speech. Each so-called language, not merely a provincialism, resembles its neighbours in a greater or less degree according as they become more or less remote from it, and all the languages combined in one group have a certain common likeness peculiar to themselves. The difference between the several members of one language group, as, for instance, the Zulu and Xosa, might be scarcely more than the difference between two strongly contrasted county-dialects in England, though here we have not simply a divergence of pronunciation of the same speech, but a distinct language, having, it is true, the great bulk of the primary or more simple words more or less identical with those of the sister-tongue, but a further addition of sixty per cent or more of absolutely new expressions, and having a grammatical construction in a slight degree peculiarly its own. The difference between the members of one language group and those of another contiguous to it might be the difference between German and Dutch (European); and the difference between a language at one extremity of the Bantu field and that at another, might be the difference between French and Latin.

Arabs in East Africa. Africa, until the other day ingloriously dubbed ‘unknown’, and yet so flourishing and renowned before even Greece and Rome were born! Its history arises bright in a dawn of gold, and it would fain still lie bathed in this golden sheen even at the noon of its present prosperity. Four thousand years ago there were African gold booms just as to-day. But then the gold-market was along the Red Sea, and Pharaohs and Solomons and Sargons came alike to add to their riches from the marts of Sabean merchants. Nor was it solely a gold-market; gold mines there were, and gold magnates too. The magnates were the Semite traders, the Hrians of Tyre, whose ships had been crossing and recrossing the Indian main perhaps for ages, returning laden with the precious merchandise of China, of Ophir, and of Ind. And the mines, they were chiefly at Ophir and at Punt — Punt, probably a strip of territory along the shores of the Red Sea, and Ophir, where else if not our ‘Africa’, the Africa south of Libya and Ethiopia, the Africa of the East Coast?

What an amount of interesting information these Semitic mariners of antiquity might have been able to tell us! And all is lost because they could not write; because they had no art whereby to preserve their hard-gained knowledge and experiences, no literature wherein to enshrine it for the profit of future generations. Their natural instincts were solely commercial, not philosophic. Yet, necessity is said to be the mother of invention, and commerce perhaps more than any other branch of human activity must inevitably force a demand for some means of easy intercommunication; so that we are not surprised to find that it was the northern branch of this same
Semitic trading race, the Phoenicians of the Mediterranean, who, unable perhaps to invent a system of their own, were the first to adopt the hieratic signs of the more classical Egyptians to the wider use of universal writing. But it was not born in the Semitic race to initiate rapid progress along literary lines; whence it arose that the Chinese, the Indians, the Egyptians, the Assyrians, the Greeks, had all, so to say, an elaborate literature before the Semites had so much as commenced to read. Masudi, the Herodotus of their race, arose no earlier than our own 10th. century, when he found them with their traditions of a long-passed antiquity as hopelessly vanished as those of an average present-day Kafir tribe.

That the Semitic people, however, had been already long engaged in maritime enterprise along the eastern coast of Africa at the very earliest periods of the historical era is abundantly evident from the writings alike of Egyptians, Hebrews, Greeks and Romans. These accounts, it is true, are deplorably meagre; but there is such an universal agreement in their various parts, such an accuracy in their geographical details, such a general probability in their assertions, as to command our accepting them as evidence of true facts. When we are told by the Biblical writer of the wealth of Sheba and Arabian merchants; of Solomon's large purchases from Hiram of Tyre, and of his commissioning him, a thousand years before our era, to organise a Red Sea fleet for the fetching of gold from Ophir; when the Greek, Herodotus, in the 5th. century before Christ, tells us how another such fleet, now in the service of the Pharaoh Necho, more than one hundred years before his own time, 'had the sun on their right hand as they sailed round (the southern coast of) Africa'; when the 'Periplus' mentions the extreme limit of geographical knowledge being then at Prasum, where 'the ocean curves towards sunset, and, stretching along the southern extremities of Ethiopia, Libya and Africa, amalgamates with the western sea (or Atlantic)';—all these details seem so exactly true, that we feel bound to credit them as a result, not of guesswork or fable, but of actual experience, and that experience belonged, not to the writers of those narratives, but to the Semite Arabs and Phoenicians alone of whom they were telling. Much useful information has been collected for us on this point by Bent in his "Ruins of Mashonaland"; and from it—from the historical evidence of the Egyptian monuments of the 17th. century before Christ; of the Assyrian inscriptions of the 8th. cent. B.C.; from the writings of Herodotus, of Ptolemy, and the more elaborated accounts of the anonymous writer of the 'Periplus of the Red Sea' in the 1st. cent. of our era; as well as from the eloquent and indisputable testimony of the still-standing ruins in Mashonaland, we find it to be absolutely certain that the ancient Semitic people were intimately acquainted with these parts, perhaps a couple of thousand years before even the dawn of our own history. While another branch of their race, the Phoenicians of Tyre and Sidon, were digging tin in Cornwall in Ancient Britain, the Himyaritic Arabs were grubbing for gold in the mines of Mashonaland. Egypt, Babylon and Jerusalem were all lavishly supplied by them with the precious products of their industry. But with the successive decline of those ancient world-powers; with the transferrence of the centre of wealth and power beyond the Mediterranean to Athens and Rome; with the consequent decay of the Indian and African trade and collapse of the Red Sea market, the golden days of Arabian enterprise were numbered and their name vanished from western knowledge.

East Africa, the Ophir of antiquity, like a lost invention, had to be discovered again.

And yet, despite the fact of their activity being no longer so loudly evident to European perception and their wares no longer so conspicuous in remote trans-Mediterranean markets, these Arabs still continued, though on a lesser scale, their old-world commercial communication with the East Coast, with Persia, with India, and even with China. In regard to Africa they had now altogether abandoned the hazardous undertaking of personally extracting the gold in the remote interior, and now confined their presence and their trading operations solely to the coast regions, where they could easily get sufficient of all they desired brought down and bartered to them by the Natives. True, they had lost heavily in point of wealth, but this was amply compensated by a rapid increase of knowledge. No longer absorbed so completely in the pursuit of mere material pelf, they could now find leisure to think and improve their minds in the schools of Greece. A perfect galaxy of great scientists and illustrious philosophers arose to adorn their race, and for a considerable period of the Middle Ages, their universities almost monopolised the learning of the world. Their brilliant historians had not quite forgotten the pristine haunts of their ancestors away in far Ophir, and they occasionally give us many a glance at things as they were then
progressing in those regions. One traveller, who, about 871 A. D., made a journey to China and back via East Africa, supplies us with an easily recognisable picture of our Kafir um-ngoama, or perhaps an im-bongi—'preachers', as he says, 'elad in leopard and monkey skins, who, with a staff in hand, speak of God (probably meaning the ama-dholozi or ancestral spirits) and recite the actions of their countrymen who are gone before them'. The historian Masudi, a century later, tells of the coming of the Zindi 'down from the north' and over-running the eastern coastal regions not long before his own time; but this statement has reference no doubt merely to the advent of one or other of the roving hordes of marauders so common at all periods among the Bantu tribes. He mentions Sofala, and says that the Natives up inland thereabout 'file their teeth (as indeed do the Hereross at the present day, as well as other tribes on the Congo, Gaboon and elsewhere) and are cannibals'; that they fought with long lances, hunted for elephants, and wore nought save leopard skins. Edrisi, the Arab geographer who lived at the commencement of the 12th century, makes a special remark about these same people being largely engaged in the iron industry (which is even to-day a characteristic of the tribes of Mashonaland), and as preferring brass rather than gold ornaments, although this latter metal was abundant in their country.

The expression Zindi, as applied by Arabic historians of the Middle Ages to the East Coast Bantus, reminds us very strongly of the Bantu root mtsundu, meaning 'dark-brown' and very often applied adjectivally by themselves to describe their own colour. Etymologically it would certainly seem to be related to that word, as well as to the Arabic sūd, plur. of īswid, meaning 'black'. Philologists, however, tell us that Zindi is really a Persian word meaning 'black'; from which fact we may think it possible that there were, not only Arab, but also Persian and Indian colonies along the East Coast during the early centuries of our era; although, again, it would seem more probable that the word became affixed to the African blacks, not here in their own continent, but in Persia itself, where no doubt a considerable slave-trade had already been inaugurated by the Arab traders.

But here the feeble flame of history dies out once more and the African Native disappears for a time from the scene.

Portuguese in South Africa. A few centuries roll by as a day in the life of the world; and the curtain unfolds again and discloses to us a coastal picture showing the mouth of a great river, with four large galleons rocking peacefully in the anchorage. The white-men from the ships have gone ashore and are busy in a kraal bartering with copper for ivory and provisions, surrounded by some hundreds of black-men dressed in skin-mantles. It was the 6th. day of January, 1498, and the bushy shores of Natal having been passed just twelve days before, the great river may be assumed to be the Limpopo. King Manuel's ships were riding in the offing, and Vasco da Gama's mariners had re-discovered the Bantus in a Kafir-kraal! 'Sailing again,' continues Theal, in his "Portuguese in South Africa," 'Da Gama next put into a river which he named the River of Good Tokens, because he found there clothing of Indian manufacture and a man who could converse in broken Arabic. Both banks of the river were thickly peopled, and among the inhabitants were many who appeared to have Arab blood in them. The river is the one now called the Kilimanjaro. On the first of March the fleet reached the Mozambique, where were found trading vessels and a town of Arabs. One of the Portuguese, who could speak Arabic, gathered a great deal of information concerning the Indian trade, of Sofala away to the south, and of the gold that was to be obtained in commerce there.' Finally, Da Gama continued on his way to Melinda, where he obtained an Indian pilot who directed him over the ocean to Calicut, and the problem of an all-sea route to India was solved, Ophir had been re-discovered, and the Zindi or Bantu again brought to light.

Literature bearing upon our subject now becomes prolific, if indeed not of much accuracy or reliability. Amongst a mass of matter irrelevant to our subject, we hear, in the year 1592, of a certain horde of savages reaching the Zambezi from regions beyond. Of these, one party, called the ma-Zimba, is said to have repeatedly overcome the Portuguese forces and practically extinguished Portuguese power along the lower Zambezi, until these latter, after being thoroughly conquered, were glad to accept the terms of peace offered them by the savages. These maZimba are said by the Portuguese to have been a race of cannibals. But inasmuch as the word ama-Zimu and its cognates is a common Bantu term in the South-African languages ex-
pressing ‘cannibals,’ it is just possible that the Portuguese mistook that word for the name of a tribe, because we can trace no tribe with an exactly similar name anywhere now in South Africa. Yet it may have been some Tonga clan still dwelling in Portuguese territory under some other cognomen, or, if we may make a somewhat fanciful suggestion, it may have been the familiar *aba-Tembo*, in the middle of the 18th century still sporadically scattered through all the country from St. Lucia Bay to the confines of Xosaland. A letter *z* in the Bantu languages often becomes changed into a *t*, and this especially under *tekeza* influence, of which speech this transmutation is a marked peculiarity. Then, in all the accounts of the Natives left us by the survivors of early shipwrecks, we find this people invariably called *maTimbe* or *maTimba*, never *maTembo*. The survivors of the “Stavenisse” wrecked in Natal about Alexandra county (Lat. 30-31 south) on the 16th. February, 1686, and afterwards found by the searchers for them on board the “Noord,” about S. Lat. 33°42 (or near the Great Kei river), stated that the chief tribes through which they had passed were the “Magosses (*i.e.* amaXosa), the Magrigas (probably a Hottentot tribe—Ngqika, the founder of the Cape Colony amaNgqika or Gaika tribe, being then not yet born), the Matimbes (the *abaTembu*), the Mapontes (or amaMpondo) and the Emboas” (*or abas'eMbo*), these last being about 450 miles roughly calculated in a north-easterly direction from the Great Kei, that is to say, in Natal in the vicinity of the wreck. Other survivors of this same wreck, and rescued by the “Centaur,” after having wandered about in the same regions, give the names of the tribes as, starting from the place of the wreck, “the Temboes (probably the abas'eMbo), the Mapontemousse (the amaMpondomisi), the Maponte (or amaMpondo), the Matimbas (or abaTembu), the Maligryghas (probably a Hottentot tribe), and the Magossebe” (*probably the amaXosa*). We thus find our present abaTembu everywhere described in those early days with an *t* instead of an *e*, thus maTimba, which is certainly very suggestive of the Zambesi maZimba.

Another of the hosts of savages then, in 1592, recently arrived in Portuguese territory, was said to be the *muMbos*. Here at any rate we have a name that is fairly recognisable, for we have to-day in Natal a large tribe bearing that name. This clan, prior to the days of Shaka, was resident about the middle Tukela, below its junction with the Mzinyati. From its manner of speech at that time, we would seem that, along with the other Lala tribes of Natal and the Swazis, north of Zululand, it belonged to the *tekeza* group of the Bantus. These Lala people, among whom the *umu-Mbo* (plur. *aba-Mbo*) must have been an important clan, occupied the whole of Natal at the time of the Shakan upheaval. Strange to say, the Xosa Kafirs, in the Cape Colony, give all the Natives resident immediately north of their own Xosa-speaking enclave, that is to say, the Lala clans dwelling in Natal, the generic name of abaMbo, and called their land iMbo. The Fingo refugees, therefore, were known to them as *abas'eMbo* or People of iMbo. From this we should like to believe that, either all Lala clans were originally called abaMbo, or, otherwise, that the present Natal tribe called by that name must have been first in possession and have occupied a considerable portion of the territory previous to the arrival of the hundred other clans afterwards found there by Shaka.

Soon after the reported appearance of the muMbos people on this side of the Zambezi, we read, in the year 1594, of a certain *va-Mbo* tribe living south of St. Lucia Bay. The expression ‘south of St. Lucia Bay’ is misleading, but we think it reasonably applicable to a people resident a hundred miles away, south of the Tukela, in Natal; although, if we accept the supposition that the name abaMbo was originally applied indiscriminately to all Lala clans, there would be no further necessity for any such stretching of the expression, for the Lala people were then probably occupying, not only Natal, but also the whole stretch of coast-lands right away as far as Tonga or Swazi-land. Theal thinks these vaMbos were ‘for a certainty’ the present Natal abaMbo. What is certain is that there is no clan nowadays, nor was there in Shaka’s time, dwelling anywhere near St. Lucia Bay with a name even remotely resembling that given. The prefix *va* which the Portuguese narrators have placed before the name of this tribe is interesting, inasmuch as it nowhere exists, as far as we know, as a prefix in any of the East or South-east African languages. But it *does* exist in the South-west African, where we actually find to-day a tribe, north of the Hereros, calling themselves the *ova-Mbo*. What seems possible is that the ovaMbo of German West Africa and the vaMbo of ancient Zululand, were branches of the same family, and that the abaMbo of present-day Natal are the descendents of the latter. These abaMbo
in former times, after their first arrival on the south-east coast, may still have called themselves by the original prefix omuMbo, which prefix, through long contact with the Zulu-Kafir peoples, may have become changed into that of these latter people and appeared as abaMbo. It is even possible that the muMbo tribe mentioned as crossing the Zambezi in 1592, were the same as the yaMbo found in 1594 southwards of St. Lucia Bay. The appellations are taken from different documents by different writers; one uses a singular prefix mu and the other a plural prefix ra; but in the Bantu, omu, as the actual designation of the tribe now inhabiting German West Africa.

In the same year, 1594, we hear in Portuguese accounts, of a Komata clan, whose country extended from the coast south of Delagoa Bay for about 90 miles inland. Though we are unable to identify this tribe, we see the name plainly enough in the Komati river, running from the Transvaal into the Crocodile river in Portuguese territory. May-be the Portuguese narrators got hold of the name of this river instead of that of a tribe living thereabout.

Early Inhabitants of Natal. From the accounts already referred to as having been left us by the survivors of various shipwrecks occurring along the Natal coast, it seems probable that, in the 17th. century, that country was inhabited by people, not of the Lala, but of the Zulu-Xosa stock, the former — its present occupants and who were found there by Shaka — not having yet arrived from their previous home higher up the coast, as well as perhaps also further inland towards Swaziland. A declaration made by ten officers and sailors of the “Stavenisse” wrecked about the Alexandra county on 16th. February, 1686, informs us that the Natives they there found in their neighbourhood, and among whom they dwelt for over a year, ‘have tobacco, and smoke it, and by good management its quality might be improved. Now, the habit of smoking tobacco is confined, among the South-East African coast Natives, to the present Cape Colony or Xosa-speaking tribes. The custom is unknown among the Zulus of all clans. It may originally have been a habit with the Lalas, and which they only lost during the years of homeless wandering and famine caused by their persecution by Shaka. Yet we doubt it, inasmuch as there are absolutely no signs of it now visible, nor any tradition that it ever was so. Again, the survivors of the English ship “Good Hope” wrecked at Port Natal on the 17th. May, 1685, relate of a ‘chief there, named ingoose.’ And on the 4th. December, 1689, the captain of the galliot “Noord,” acting under instructions from the Dutch Government at the Cape, purchased the bay of Natal and some surrounding land ‘from the chief, or so-called ingose.’ The word designating ‘a chief’ in the Zulu-Xosa group of languages is inkosi; but such a word is unknown to the speech of the present-day Natal Lalas, who belong to another ethnological group, and whose word for ‘a chief’ was ibosi and tyosi, which expressions neither an English nor a Dutchman could ever hear and then write as ingose. It is, of course, just possible that the aba'seMbo tribe — of whose reputed arrival in these parts we have already related — were at that time actually inhabiting Natal and that they possessed this word for ‘a chief’ in their language; although, if, as we have merely surmised, they had any close relationship with the South-Western African tribe of ovaMbo, such a close resemblance of speech with the Zulu-Xosa group was scarcely to be expected. And then, again, the Natal eMbo tribe does not smoke tobacco; so that all the circumstances combine to lead us to the opinion that about the end of the 17th. century, there resided in Natal some tribe of Natives, may-be the Tembus, which has since removed into the Cape Colony.

Another theory — and one equally as feasible — is that the Zulus were then in occupation of Natal (the Lalas being in present-day Zululand) on their return course northwards from Xosasland; that they subsequently continued on their way, dislodging the Lalas, who wheeled southwards along the coast; and that the Zulus since them have abandoned the habit of tobacco-smoking; just as they have that of circumcision. At the beginning of the 17th. century, we hear much of the ma-Kalanga (or as some Natives pronounce it, ma-Karanga) tribe, dwelling along the northern side of the Zambezi, and with the monomotapa (the designation, now obsolete, meaning really in our opinion ‘owner of the mines,’ just as one would say in modern Zulu, and with the same meaning, annaMbulila) or paramount chief of which the Portuguese, in their eagerness to become eventually possessed of the fabulous wealth supposed to exist in his country, often came into negociation and even warlike conflict.
But about the year 1750, we are told, the perpetual civil strife that had disturbed this tribe, or more probably congeries of tribes, throughout many generations, finally culminated in a total break up of the nation, each clan from henceforth launching out on its own independent account and some even setting forth to exercise their newly acquired liberty in newer lands.

It has been stated by Bent — but with what authority we do not know — that certain wandering Kalanga peoples came down into Natal about this time, or as he says, in the year 1720. Now, in Natal at the present day we find no knowledge whatsoever of any such immigration. But we do find that territory occupied by numerous clans whose origin and speech seems to have been altogether different from that of the Zulu clans now north of the Tukela. These are the Lala people, who, we have said, were, immediately prior to their entering Natal, in residence, or at least a part of them, in present-day Zululand, while others perhaps were more inland in territory adjoining Swaziland. At any rate, they were the sole occupants of Natal at the time of Shaka's invasion at the beginning of last century, and were commonly known to the Zulus under the general name of amaLala — a name whose meaning often puzzled us, until we were given by old Lala men the picturesque explanation that it was a term, unknown to themselves, but, contemptuously applied to them by Shaka's people, who used to say, uqoba belala benomunwe ego. Somehow or other, perhaps owing to their forefathers having been all but exterminated by the Zulu conqueror Shaka, these clans, even though still abundantly in evidence in Natal (notwithstanding that they have now entirely lost their original language), no longer possess any tradition of their origin or their history prior to the time of the Shakan invasion. What we do know is that they were a people famous to the Zulu tribes as workers in iron, and that their speech, unlike the softer Zulu, belonged to that harsh tekeza variety of the Bantu, common to the Swazi and some other peoples further north. But the Kalangas too were, and still are, celebrated precisely in the same manner as great iron-workers, and, moreover, many of the clans in the region of Mashonaland seem to us to speak a language which, along with that of the Lalas and Swazis, appears to have the tekeza characteristics. May, then, the Kalanga heard of by Bent (probably from some Suto or middle African source) as having emigrated into Natal, have been really these same amaLala tribes? South of Mount Wedza, in Mashonaland, we find even to-day a tribe, industrious as iron-workers, and calling themselves pa-Marara (or pa-Matala, as some Natives pronounce it), and the particular country inhabited by them is known as mu-Tekedza. Is it, then, nothing more than a coincidence that there should somewhere be a tradition of Kalangas having come down towards Natal, and that we should actually find these tribes commonly known to the Zulus as amalala, and their particular speech said to be 'to tekeza'?

The statement that Kalangas once came down into Natal would be still more intelligible and acceptable to us if it could be shown that there was some linguistic affinity between the Kalanga and Tonga peoples. For there does seem to be, or originally to have been, some recent intimate connection between the Lalas of Natal and some of the widely-spread Tonga tribes. Owing to the scarcity of our information, we could not indicate at present any likely spot, though we may say we have observed a marked similarity between the Shitswa dialect, spoken by certain Tonga Natives in the neighbourhood of Inhambane, and that of the Natal Lalas — thus, Shitswa, imbywa (dog), Lala, imbe; S. tihomoyo (cattle), L. itiyoyo; S. ihosi (chief), L. ihosi and iyosi; S. tinyane (birds), L. itinyoni, and so on. The single Lala word imbe for 'dog' is itself evidence of much. So far as we can trace, this root, though almost universal in the more northern Bantu languages from the Swahili to the Herero, nowhere else exists among the extreme south-eastern tribes save among these Lalas and Tongas. Manifestly, then, the former could not have adopted it from any of their present neighbours, but must have brought it with them from some more northern source and that, to wit, nowhere south of Inhambane.

Such, then, was the population of Natal, at any rate at the beginning of the 19th century — it was occupied solely by Lala tribes. The Cele tribe, under Dibanilele, was along the sea-coast about the mouth of the Mvoti. The emaNgangeni were further inland, on the same river at its junction with the Hlimbitwa. The emaTulini, then a large tribe and already long down from Zululand, was spread along the coast between the Mgeni and MkomaZi rivers, and for thirty miles inland. The Ngcolosi were about the Kranskop. The Zondi clan was along the Inadi, tributary of the Tukela. The Nyuswa tribe, divided into several sections — the Fuzes, the emaQa-
are scattered throughout the country between Maritzburg and the Karkloof range. The emakuzeni under Ngonyama, with their relations the enThunyeni, were about the Bushman River where it joins the Tukela and thence over and away towards the Mzimhlatuze. The Mapumulo were between the Hlambitwa and the Tukela, and nearly a hundred other small clans were scattered everywhere about from the Drakensberg to the sea, until at length the infamous Shaka came and destroyed them all. Then they each had their own chieftain and all spoke a like tekeza language; and if to-day they all speak the Zulu tongue, it is only because it became forced upon their young men, the grandfathers of the present generation, at the time of their universal captivity and incorporation into the Zulu army by Shaka during the first thirty years of last century.

**General Distribution of the Tribes in South-Africa at the Commencement of Zulu History.** At the end of the 18th century, just previous to the general social convulsion referred to as having been caused among the tribes by Shaka, the South-African continent was peopled roughly as follows. The western portion of the sub-continent, including the further half of the Cape Colony, German West Africa and the Kalahari Desert, was inhabited mainly by Hottentot and Bushman tribes. Four groups of sub-races of the Bantu stock held the rest of the continent. In the great central plateau, including Orangia, Basutoland, the Transvaal, Bechuanaland, parts of Rhodesia, even as far away as the Upper Zambezi, were various kindred tribes, all speaking markedly similar languages and all classed together as the Suto, or Chwana, group. The remaining eastern portion of the sub-continent was confusedly divided between other groups or varieties of the Bantu. In the north-eastern corner was a portion of the Tonga race, comprising Tshwaneke or Tshipis, Tulengas, and others—a race found scattered sporadically about the continent as far as the western shores of Lake Nyasa and the neighbourhood of Rotseland on the Upper Zambezi. Then there was the tekeza group (so called from the abundance of dental sounds in its language), including the Swazis, the Hlubis (originally in the eastern Transvaal), and the numerous Lala clans of Natal, all probably of the like origin and speaking mere dialects of the one tongue. Perhaps only a hundred years before the period here referred to, it seems probable that all these tekeza-speaking peoples were united in one solid block stretching from Swaziland to the coast and thence away southwards, all along the seabelt, as far as the confines of Kafirland at the Mzimkulu. As witness to this, we have the traditions of some of the Natal Lala clans that they really did originally live in the coastal districts of what is now Zululand e.g. the tradition of the emaTulini tribe of Mnini that they formerly dwelt about the Mlhatuze in Zululand (and who are therefore probably responsible for naming the river near Durban, about which they subsequently settled, as the Mlhatuzana or Small Mlhatuze), or the tradition of the Bacas or Wushes that, upon their expulsion by some enemy from their old home in Zululand, they hid in the Ngoye forest, north of the Lower Mlalazi. Finally, southward of all, and filling the whole eastern half of the present Cape Colony, was the Kafir race, including the Ngqikas, the Gealekas, the Bomvanas, the Tembus, the Mpondos, and others.

**The Early Clans of Zululand.** In amidst the tekeza enclave, and cut off from their next-of-kin, the Kafirs of the Cape, by the Lala clans of Natal, was another smaller portion of the last-mentioned Kafir group. These may have been left behind by the Xosa or Cape Colonial company on their common downward march from more northern parts (the Natal tekeza Natives having meanwhile thrust themselves in between the two parties, since we believe the Kafir party was the first on the scene), or they may have subsequently returned along their former course and settled down amongst the tekeza tribes, just as others of their family did again in more recent days when Mzilikazi conquered Matebeleland and Mankuza gave Central Africa its terrible freebooters, the abaNgoni and the waTuta. These Kafir clans, at the period here referred to, viz. at the end of the 18th century, occupied the whole of the country now known as Zululand, the Bacas and other tekeza peoples having already long before cleared away from the coast-districts there into what is now Natal. There was the Zungu clan along the coast beyond the Tukela. Adjoining them, and somewhat inland along the Ngoye Hills, were the Qwabes under Pakatwayo. Neighbouring on the Qwabes, on the further side of the Mlhatuze, were the emaNgadini people. Along the coast,
between the Mhlatuze and Mfolozi rivers, was the large M tetwa tribe under Dingiswayo, with the Mkwanazi clan (merely an off-shoot of the M tetwas, formed for the purposes of intermarriage, and now under Somkela) between the Mfolozi and the sub-Tonga emaNewangeni, Mfekane, Msane, and other clans, beyond the Hluhluwe and the Mkuze. Adjoining the Mkwanazis were the N cubes about St. Lucia Bay; a section of the much-scattered Tembus, under Jama, on the upper reaches of the Ntseleni stream; the emDhletsheni about Hlabisa; the eLangeni under Bebe, grandfather of Nandi, Shaka’s mother, north of the middle Mhlatuze, about where Siteku’s kraal now is; the Magwaza clan also in this vicinity; and the Ntulis at the Mpapula. Still further inland, in the Nkandha district, were the emBuyeni clan, the Mavundhlas, and the Mnomiyas. Southward of these about the junction of the Ntuzive river with the Tukela, was the Lala Ngongona clan, and beyond these, further up the Tukela, were the eMbos and Mdhlaloses. At the Nhazatshe mountain were the emaMbateni; north-eastward of them, about Ntabankulu and the upper White Mfolozi, were the emaNgwaneni tribe under the renowned Matiwana; and eastward again, beyond the Blood river, between the emaNgwaneni people and the Newcastle district of Natal, were the large section of the Tembus under Ngoza; while still beyond the Tembus, about the sources of the Mzinyati or Buffalo river, were the very large Hlubi tribe of the tekeza stock, related to the Swazis, and then under Mtikulu, Mpanganzo, and others. Southward of the emaMbateni, between the Babanango hill and the White Mfolozi river, were the Butelezis; while south-east of these latter, off towards the middle Tukela, were the emaCwini clan under Macingwane. Beyond the Black Mfolozi, from the Ngome forest along the Pongolo river towards the coastal districts, were the large tribe of Nd wandwes or Nxumalos, with its off-shoot the Kumalos, under the famous chief, Zwido. Nearly a hundred other small tribes were scattered here and there over the remaining parts of the territory, and one of these, dwelling in the triangular piece of country formed by the junction of the White and Black branches of the Mfolozi river, and closed in between the more powerful Butelezi and Nd wandwe clans, was destined to become the greatest and most famous of them all. This was the small clan known as the ‘people of Zulu’ (nearly related to the larger Qwabe clan down near the coast), whose principal kraals were situated between the Mkumbane and Nzololo streams running into the White Mfolozi, and at that time governed by a little-known chief named Senzangakona.

How the Zulu Clans were formed. It may be interesting here to note how this apparently in the remote past one race of Kaffirs became so numerous and broken up into separate tribes under independent chieftains, and in such a manner as to grow in time absolutely ignorant of any common relationship between them. It is, and I suppose always has been, the custom of Bantu peoples never to intermarry within their own clan, all of whose members, descended from a common ancestor, call themselves by the same cognomen or isibongo (with is generally the name of that ancestor or of his kraal), and regard each other as brothers and sisters. After the lapse, however, of about a century or more, the descendants of the different sons of an original chief, now representing perhaps two or three separate branches of the same ancestral stock, begin to perceive that their mutual relationship is becoming sufficiently remote to permit of a desire for intermarriage between their respective offspring. It subsequently happens that a son of one house does actually become enamoured of a daughter of the other house, who, though still a member of the same clan, is already his fourth or fifth cousin. In order to facilitate this, and to avoid the aspersion that he is marrying his own sister—for, as said, all members of the same clan are regarded mutually as brothers and sisters—a new clan-name or isibongo is coined for that branch of the clan into which the chief or his son may be marrying. He will thus escape being handed down to posterity with the stigma of having married his sister, and the particular girl, now possessing a new cognomen, will avoid the disgrace of having married into her own family. The two branches of this originally one family will thereafter form different clans with different clan-names, and will intermarry as though they were perfect strangers. An example of this we have working out before us even at the present time, when the children and nephews of Cetshwayo of Mpande of Senzangakona of Jama, and those of Zibebo of Mapita of Sojiyisa of Jama, two branches, therefore, of the house of Jama of the same Zulu stock, are manifesting a mutual desire for intermarriage, to facilitate which the offspring of Zibebo and his branch of the family are coming to be referred to as abakwabiyaha (the people of Biyaha), which cognomen, or else that of Mandhlakazi, will ere long assuredly come to
replace the isibongo 'Zulu' as far at least as this branch of the tribe is concerned. In a similar way in Mpande's time, another section of this same Zulu clan, or rather of its emGazini sub-section, cut itself off for similar reasons, and called itself (after the name of the kwalBiyela kral of a certain important personage named Xoko) the 'people of Biyela'. Another again called itself the 'people of Ntanzi'; another the 'people of eGazini', and many more, all of which are now coming to be well known as entirely separate, independent, and intermarrying clans. And so it had been going on for untold ages, and that not alone with the Zulu clan, but in an equal degree with each and every one of the other Bantu clans by which it was surrounded. So complete has been this dividing or breaking up of the original Zulu tribe into independent sections, that the isibongo or clan-name of 'people of Zulu' has now become in Zululand practically confined to the members of the ancient royal house alone i.e. to the immediate descendants of Jama, father of Senzangakona. True it is, that we still find a large number of Natives in Natal calling themselves by the cognomen 'Zulu'; but this arises from the fact of their grandfathers having left the country during Shaka and Dingana's time and therefore prior to the formation of the more recent sub-clans. These persons have, therefore, virtually 'lost' their caste; for they can scarcely claim to belong to the same family as now goes by the name of 'Zulu' in Zululand, which, as said, appears to be composed solely of the immediate descendents of the chief Jama; nor would it be any longer easy for any of them to discover to which sub-division of the tribe they really belong.

At other times it was private family contentions that broke up the tribe; and in this way was it that, about the middle or early part of the 17th. century—if we may hazard a guess based on their traditional genealogy—the tribe of which the original Zulus themselves formed one branch, became divided. It was then ruled by a chief named Malandela, whose wife, Nozidiya, gave birth to two sons, Qwabe and Zulu. The mother, as the story runs, and as is so frequently the case, had a preference for her younger boy, and on a particular occasion favoured him in the acquisition of some stock, fine white cattle, of which the elder and less favoured son, Qwabe, soon became jealous. Remark this, and fearing the evil consequences of some sinister talk she had overheard, the mother gave her younger son, Zulu, the timely advice to move away into other parts, which he did, going off with his fine cattle, and under the care of a certain induna, Mpunsgose, to dwell in the unoccupied locality beyond the White Mfolozi, at Mahlabatini. Being the son of a chief, a few retainers would naturally collect around him, and other members of the family in time adhere to him, so that a little tribe would not be long in forming. The elder branch of the family remained below; and in order to distinguish one from the other, that branch and its offspring went by the name of 'the people of Qwabe' and the up-country or younger branch by that of the 'people of Zulu', and in time the members of the two branches became scarcely aware of any relationship and have long been freely intermarrying. What the original isibongo or clan-name of the tribe may have been prior to the time of separation, does not seem to be known; but in our opinion it was 'Gumede', nowadays retained—as was the usual custom after such separations—as the isi-lakazo of the older branch of the family, the direct descendents of the original tribe, that is, the Qwabe people. We can scarcely believe the old, original tribal name to have become altogether lost; and the fact of the name Gumede having been assumed, as one of his honourable titles, by the Zulu king (and by him alone in his section of the tribe), would seem to confirm us in our belief.

Where the Zulu People originally came from. Now, inasmuch as the above tradition distinctly states that the separation alluded to took place within the boundaries of our present-day Zululand, and since the fact of the two already long independent tribes of Qwabe and Zulu being still close beside one another at the commencement of the Shakan period, verifies the statement—for, if the separation had occurred elsewhere in any distant region, we should scarcely have expected both tribes to have moved about the continent together and, so to say, arm in arm—we may safely conclude that, as above assumed, the Zulu clan was already in situ, and not somewhere away in the 'far north' or remote interior, at least during the middle or early part of the 17th. century. And since we hear no suggestion of even Zulu's father, Malandela, ever having known any other than the same old country, we may fairly believe that the tribe was still there even a good long while before that date.
But where they dwelt anterior to that time; where they came from, together with all the other kindred amaNtungwa clans—for this seems to have been the original generic name common to all those tribes of the 'Kafir' stock inhabiting this portion of the sub-continent, as distinguishing them from the tekeza peoples occupying the coastal districts and, in a remoter manner, from the amaXosa section of the same 'Kafir' stock away south in the Cape Colony—where, then, they came from when the whole Xungwa people, as is said, 'came down with a big corn basket (b'ehla ngesilulu), tradition telleth not. Nor is it easy to hazard a guess. Their remoter history is no doubt identical with that of the whole Kafir section of the Bantu race, with that of the Xosas and the Mpondos and perhaps, though in a less intimate degree, with the Swazis and Lalas and other tekeza-speaking tribes. The Bantu peoples, Sir. H. Johnston has thought, came down from the northern parts of the African continent less than three thousand years ago. It has been further surmised that the original home of the Zulus was within the vicinity of Lake Tanganika; but we are not aware of any reason sufficiently strong to justify either of these suppositions. Ourselves we incline, as already stated, to the Lemurian origin of the Negro and Bantu peoples; and as for the subsequent wanderings and history of that section of the Bantu family called the Zulus, we must confess ourselves so far absolutely unable to trace anything, unless it be one solitary, though highly interesting, indication that, at one time in their career, and that probably immediately prior to their migration to these parts, they were 'at home' somewhere in the land of the water-goat. Our reasons for this opinion will be found more fully explained in the Dictionary under the word un-Tini. What may be exactly the limits within which this rare animal is found in Africa, we do not know; but we believe it is solely confined to the north-western quarter of the southern continent i.e. to the Angola and Upper Zambezi regions.

Dawn of Zulu History with the Flight of Ngodongwana. — Over the ages, then, of impenetrable darkness we much reluctantly pass, and commence our narrative of actual Zulu history almost with these our own times. It was towards the close of the 18th. century that a quarrel broke out among the members of the royal house of the Mtetwa tribe down along the coast. The details of this quarrel, as left us by Sir. T. Shepstone and Mr. H. Fynn, though both obtained at first hand from 'reliable' Native sources, are regrettably conflicting. According to the former, the Mtetwa chief Jobe had, about the years 1785—90, appointed a certain son, Tana, to succeed him on the throne. Being however too impetuous to come into possession of his inheritance, this son set about intriguing with a younger brother, Ngodongwana, for the premature and violent 'removal' of their aged father, who now alone stood between him and the attainment of his ambition. But the fates were not propitious, and information of their conspiracy found its way to the ears of their father, who, turning the tables, immediately ordered their own death. Accordingly their hut was surrounded during the night; Tana was duly killed, but Ngodongwana escaped. Severely wounded in the back by a barbed assegai, he fled into an adjacent bush, where he was sought for and discovered on the morrow by his sister who, after attending to his immediate wants, lent him a strange skin-mantle, under the disguise of which he contrived to escape altogether from the district. He wandered away from tribe to tribe 'to the south,' where he came into contact with 'whitepeople' in whose service he engaged himself; and ultimately becoming possessed of a couple of horses, he wended his way back to his people, 'sitting upon one of the horses.' The reigning chief, a brother of his, fled before so ominous a return; for a horse in those days was, in Zululand, less known and more dreaded than might be a lion. He was, however, eventually overtaken and put to death; whereafter Ngodongwana was universally acclaimed chief.

Another account is that supplied by Henry Francis Fynn, one of the first batch of Englishmen to settle at Port Natal in the year 1824. According to him, the Mtetwa chief, Jobe, had not yet, at the particular time in point, about the year 1750, formally appointed a successor; but two sons, Mawewe and Ngodongwana, of different mothers, were both secretly aspiring for the position. The friends of Mawewe, the eldest of the two, anxious to ensure success for their candidate, circulated a rumour that Ngo- dongwana contemplated assassinating the chief. The latter, upon hearing the rumour, immediately struck home at the root and ordered the execution of Ngodongwana. But the attempt proved abortive; for in the attack on the kraal wherein this latter was residing, he escaped. Being severely wounded, he fled into a neighbouring forest, where he was subsequently discovered, hidden beneath a tree, by a couple of the party.
surgical par force gathered as' nearest unparalleled At forthwith as ever, captured than him; and that he had been succeeded by his son, Mawewe. And he had scarcely heard this, when a still more exciting occurrence startled the whole countryside thereabout. A phenomenon having the aspect of a white man had appeared in the neighbourhood! Its garment, though so small as to be held in the grasp of one hand, when slipped over the head, covered the whole body. On its feet there were no toes, and its heel was so long as to penetrate the ground. It was mounted on an animal of great speed, and carried in its hand a pole which spit fire and thunder and killed all the animals it looked at. This was the chief of the diviners from whom all derived their powers. At his presence the Natives fled, after having first killed an ox to be consumed by him; and whenever he entered a kraal, beads and brass were left behind by him and found by the Natives on their return. But Pangane, the chief, was more knowing than his people have been represented to be. He calmly awaited the approach of the apparition and got it to perform a surgical operation on his knee! This piece of unparalleled bravery disarmed the apparition of all its awe; and when our ancestor sought guides who would conduct him to the coast 'then distant nearly 300 miles', Ngodongwana and party were only too willing to accompany him. Such a guide, with two birds to kill with the one stone, naturally led the traveller to that part of the coast nearest to his own people, who lived along the sea. When already nearing home and within view of the sea, he left the traveller among the Qwabe tribe, which was that next neighbouring on his own towards the south. There Pakatwayo, the Qwabe chief, captured the apparition; 'and regarding it, not as a human being, but as a species of sea-animal, which traversed the ocean in large shells, feeding on such elephants-tusks as might be placed for its convenience along the shore and leaving in return beads gathered from the bottom of the sea,' he deemed it fair game for destruction. And this was the last of the ill-fated unpahlwan! But a happier destiny awaited Ngodongwana. He, having reached the neighbourhood of his own tribe, was duly reported to the chief, Mawewe, his elder brother, who forthwith despatched a councillor to interview him. The result of this interview was that the councillor became so hopelessly hypnotised by the apparent omnipotence of this strange chief riding against them on so marvellous a beast and bearing thunder and lightning within the grasp of his right hand, that he unconditionally surrendered. He enlisted himself at once in the stranger's service. He returned to the chief Mawewe and advised him to send out a force against Ngodongwana. This was done and this particular councillor was placed in command. He was thus enabled to arrange that in the rear of Mawewe's force, a trusted party of warriers, admitted to the secret, should be retained, who, upon the moment of conflict, would attack their former comrades from the rear. An easy victory was thus ensured for Ngodongwana, who immediately marched on the capital, but found his brother had already fled to the neighbouring Qwabe chief, who, however, was ultimately compelled to extradite the royal fugitive, handing him over to his brother Ngodongwana, who had him put to death.

The story as related at the present day by members of the Mthetwa tribe and still resident in the Mthetwa country, is that the chief Jobe had ordered his elder son, Tava, to adopt the head-ring; this latter refused, whereupon a party was sent out by Jobe to kill him and his. The hut in which he was living was surrounded and all therein slaughtered, save his younger brother, Ngodongwana, who escaped with a barbed assegai variously located as in the upper part of the left arm, in the right leg, or in the loins. Mawewe was another of Jobe's sons, who succeeded him after his death.

Ngodongwana's return with a Whiteman. Much of the foregoing accounts is mere undisguised fiction; but the framework of genuine history, cleared of the embellish-
ments and distortions of Native exaggeration, will be readily traceable. What is cer-
tain is that Ngodongwana quarrelled with his father Jobe; that this latter consequently
ordered the death of Ngodongwana, who, however, escaped from the attempt, and, 
after leading the life of a refugee for many years among a strange and distant tribe,
ultimately, after his father's death, returned, riding upon a horse, and, having killed
his brother then found reigning, took possession of the Mfetwa throne.

But the point of central interest to us would seem to be, who this stray white-
man, or those 'away south,' may have been, with whom Ngodongwana is said to have
come into contact, and from whom it is supposed he learned so many of those ele-
vated ideas concerning the advancement of his own and other surrounding Native
peoples which, as a ruler, he afterwards attempted to put into effect and with such
tremendous, if unexpected, results? Both explanations, as left us by Fynn and Shep-
stone, seem unsatisfactory and improbable. The former writer, although correctly, as
we think, intimating a westerly or up-country flight, has supposed the traveller to
have been a certain Dr. Cowen, and, as one may conclude from his narrative, for no
other reason than that a person of this name is reported to have 'travelled from
Capetown in a N. E. direction in the year 17—!' But if Dr. Cowen set out from
'Capetown' and travelled in the simple solitary manner in which this whiteman seems
to have been travelling, it would seem more than probable that he neither reached
nor intended to reach these parts. Without a large train of baggage-bearers, without
even a guide or companion, it remains a mystery how any traveller, much less one
from Capetown, could have kept himself supplied with ammunition, with raiment and
other necessaries, over all the hundreds of miles of unknown wilderness through
which this person is said to have travelled. And yet he had surgical instruments—
presumably because he was supposed to be a doctor!—and such an abundance of
ammunition as to be able to supply, not only himself, but also Ngodongwana! But
the account given by Sir. T. Shepstone is still more improbable, viz. that Ngodongwa-
a made the acquaintance of white people 'down south beyond the Great Fish River.'
For really it does seem too 'romantic' to suppose that a solitary Kafir boy, abscond-
ing from his kraal, with absolutely no inkling of the mere existence of whitemen in
any southern region, should have found a necessity, in those lawless times when even
the bravest of men did never dare to travel alone beyond the narrow limits of his
own tribal district, to tramp aimlessly along southward over half a thousand miles of
unknown country, large tracts of which were totally uninhabited, and in which, wherever
inhabited, a peaceful living with abundance of sour-milk and pretty girls might have
been obtainable as an adopted dependent for the mere asking; to tramp aimlessly
along through hundreds of foreign, oftentimes unsympathetic and unprincipled tribes,
too eager to capture or to kill upon the slightest appearance of helplessness or resis-
tance; along a dreary, endless path which led, goodness knows where, certainly not
to a greater security and happiness than he might have had anywhere within the first
hundred miles of his march; and then finally, to re-appear at his home, 'upon a horse
and with a gun,' and knowing all about Delagoa Bay (of all places in the world!),
with which Portuguese station he immediately proceeded to enter into an extensive
trade, 'sending there in the first year of his chieftainship,' as we learn from this same
Fynn, '100 oxen and a quantity of elephants' tusks in exchange for beads and blankets.'
According to Native accounts, this historic flight, now made so wonderful in the telling,
must, as Shepstone thinks, have taken place somewhere about the year 1785—1795,
and Fynn between 1760—1780; ourselves we should favour the former date. Now, at
that time the remotest outskirts of the whiteman's civilisation in a southerly direction
were far beyond the Great Fish River. Even that was a region then practically un-
known, save to a handful of solitary Dutch farmers and a few travellers; for the
whole of the East London and Queenstown districts were at that period still far away
in unexplored savagedom. The nearest military post, where in 1799 a 'small garrison'
was stationed, and the only place where anything like civilisation might have been
met with, was at Graaf Reinet. And this condition of things continued right away
till the year 1815, and indeed after; but that was a date already too late for our pur-
pose. And further, having been engaged in deadly warfare with Native raiders con-
tinuously for untold years, it is highly incredible that any whiteman 'down south,'
British or Dutch, would have had the temerity to allow a Kafir the possession of a
horse and gun. There is a palpable error in the direction of this Ngodongwana's
flight. The common Native, by whom these stories are generally spread abroad, had
gleaned from the crumbs of hearsay falling from the unapproachable royal-kraal's
table, that their chief in returning had come back from among some whitemen; and whitemen appearing soon afterwards, not from a westerly, but from a southerly direction, he very naturally assumed that these were the same as referred to in Ngodongwana's flight. In reality, however, his flight had been more probably in a direction that brought him within the sphere of influence of Delagoa Bay. It will be noted that Fynn gives the name of the chief under whom Ngodongwana had been living as 'Pangane', and the distance of that chief's country from the coast as 'nearly 300 miles.' It is our belief that in both of these statements Fynn was very close to actual truth; for, in those times and under those circumstances, it was almost impossible to calculate long distances correctly, and, furthermore, we know from his writings generally that his knowledge of the Zulu language, in its then undeveloped form, was not such as could enable him to write a Zulu name accurately. Upon making investigations among the older members of the Mfetwa royal house still living, we are told that the name of the chief under whom Ngodongwana found refuge was Mfikululu, son of Bungane. Now, Mfikululu ka'Bungane is a personage about whom it seems difficult to believe there could have been any doubt. He was, at that very time, a well-known chief of the great Hlubi tribe, of the Lala and Swazi stock—the first 'foreign' i.e. non-Zulu tribe a fugitive would have come to if fleeing from the coast directly inland or up-country, in a westerly direction. The Hlubi people were then dwelling about the sources of the Mzinyati, in the Wakkerstroom district of the Transvaal, and the distance of that district from the sea would be a full 200 miles by Native pathways—a figure which corresponds very fairly, considering the circumstances, with that conjectured by Fynn. We know, moreover, that there was a brisk trade in elephant tusks, hides, brass and copper rings, and beads going on at the time in Portuguese and adjoining territory. Numbers of hunters and hawkers, too, were roaming about the inland parts in search of sport or trade. What more probable, then, than that such a one should have chanced to reach the Hlubi country and there to have sought a guide to the coast? But the sea he would wish to reach was, we may believe, rather of his own home at Delagoa Bay, than that washing the shores of the Mfetwa domain. Naturally, Ngodongwana would be acquainted with none other than the latter, and would consequently, as well as for other and stronger private reasons, lead him to it. From the callous way in which his 'guides' seem to have deserted him when approaching their own destination, we consider it quite likely that they first took care to plunder the unfortunate traveller of his horse and gun prior to leaving him stranded in Pakatwayo's territory. There is, it is true, some difficulty attached to the fact of the Whiteman being in possession of a horse if, as we surmise, he came from Delagoa Bay; for it is hard to believe that horses at that time were in existence at that place, and still harder to believe that they could wander about the adjoining malarial districts without soon succumbing to horse-sickness or the tsetse fly. This drives us to oppose with Fynn that the Whiteman came up from the Old Colony and was now trying to make for Delagoa Bay, or otherwise—and which, in view of subsequent events, seems to us more probable—came on foot from Delagoa Bay and purchased the animals up-country in order to aid him in his travels; for we think that horses must have been already introduced at that time among the Basutos by the Griquas and other roaming Natives from the Cape Colony.

That such a seemingly trivial event as that recorded above should have been treated so exhaustively may well cause surprise to our readers. But when they are told that this little adventure of the Mfetwa boy marked an epoch in South-African history; that it was the insignificant spring from which started forth that cataclysm of bloodshed and devastation which overwhelmed all this part of the continent one hundred years ago, driving thousands upon thousands to homelessness and misery, thousands upon thousands to torture and death; that it was the tiny seed from which grew forth that many-branched disturbance of the Bantu race which had as its direct results the foundation of the famous Zulu nation, culminating in the Zulu War; the foundation of the Basuto nation, leading on to the Basuto War; the foundation of the Makololo nation with its early dissolution; the foundation of the Matebele kingdom, ending in the Rhodesian War; the driving forth into all quarters of the continent of fugitive hordes of lawless marauders whose continuous course of ravage and rapine stretched away even to Victoria Nyanza; and finally, that bringing of the Boers from over the Drakensberg which resulted in the proclamation of Natal as a British Colony—when the reader remembers all these things, he will come to see that the Mfetwa Kafir boy was answerable for much. Had there been no flight and no return of
Ngodongwana and no meeting on his part with an umhlangu, there would have been no Mtekwana military power; no Mtekwana power, no Shaka compelled to martial and imperial ambitions; no Shaka, no Zulu nation nor Zulu War, no Basuto nation nor Basuto War, no Matebele nation nor Matebele War; nor would our own Natalia have been born so soon.

Ngodongwana now Dingiswayo, King and Empire-builder. But wherever he came from, this Ngodongwana arrived, not only with the mere novelties of a horse and a gun — two wonders hitherto undreamed of in local imagination — but, what was more important, with the idea of the civilisation and militarism which those things signified; for he immediately set about busying himself alike with the arts of peace as with the arts of war. The stray Whiteman, upon learning that his guide was none other than a great chief, at least prospectively, no doubt conceived the philanthropic desire of instilling some more elevated ideals into his savage breast, informing him how countries were governed and peoples ruled where he came from, and how much better it would be to introduce the same system here. And Ngodongwana, though probably utterly thankless for the advice, yet was taking it all in, and, upon the first opportunity, proceeded to act upon it. The Whiteman's advice had had reference to commerce, and he had instructed his pupil how a start could be made; it had had reference to the army, and he had supplied him with an improved plan of organisation and usefulness. Ngodongwana therefore at once set about opening up trade with Delagoa Bay; he established home industries for the dressing of skin-mantles, the weaving of baskets and the manufacture of articles of furniture, and generally sought to inspire his people with an ambition for a higher social state. But all this was subsidiary to the matter of prime importance, the superior military power of his own tribe. In his corner of the world, right was only held by virtue of might; and he had the greatest peace who was the most powerful. As we have already noted, the country thereabout was at that time filled with numerous small independent clans who had a natural weakness — no less apparent in their descendants of the present day — for submitting all their petty disputes to the arbitrature of arms. True, this seldom amounted to a genuine battle, and war-waging on a large scale was, in those 'good old times', unknown. It was mere faction-fighting, in which a few might meet their death, but no atrocities would be committed. Beginning as it did and ending in a single day, the victors would consider themselves amply rewarded in having dealt their adversaries the merited punishment and enriched themselves with a few cattle or prisoners, mostly females, subsequently to be redeemed by a stock-ransom. But Ngodongwana — now, since his return, named Dingiswayo, which, being interpreted, means 'he who was made be at a loss as to what to do' — regarded this incessant petty fighting as a symptom of general unruliness; and, with the object of bringing order into chaos, he determined to constitute himself so powerful a policeman, that none would be able to dispute his word. He accordingly marshalled the whole disorderly mass of men over whom he found himself ruling into a systematic fighting-force, incorporating them, in quite a novel manner, into separate, picturesquely adorned and fancifully named regiments, according to their various ages. Imbued, then, with a rejuvenated consciousness of martial superiority, his warriors were not long in seeking to try their fortune with the disorganised fighting-crowds of neighbouring clans. The success that attended their arms was immediately apparent, and very soon Dingiswayo became the most powerful monarch in all those parts.

The system followed by Dingiswayo differed radically from that of Shaka. Being by nature more humane and by training more refined, his policy was not, like that of the latter, to incorporate or destroy; it was simply to conquer and then rule in a patriarchal fashion in the interests of peace and good order. It sufficed him to bring his adversary to subjection, and as a witness thereto, as a chastisement or lesson, to allow his warriors to sojourn a while in the enemy's land, living on their crops, though leaving their chief, their women and their cattle untouched. It is related that on one occasion he captured the whole of Pakatwayo's (chief of the Qwabe's) household, wives, daughters and other woman; he ordered them to be brought before him, and directed a dance in their presence, in which he personally performed; he then allowed them to go to their homes, telling them he fought with men, not women, and when men were obliged to leave their women to the enemy, it was a sign that they were beaten!

In this comparatively humane way, he overcame, at times by actual force, at
times by mere prestige, first the emaNgadini clan in his vicinity; then the Qwabes to the south, and, continuing indefinitely forward towards inland, the eLunjeni, the emaNtshalini, the Tembus, and almost all those tribes within striking distance of his sphere of influence, including the little Zulu clan between the Black and White Mfolozi.

It might render our narrative more intelligible if, at this point, we insert a genealogical table of the line of Mtekwu chiefs, together with their approximate dates of birth — the calculation being made on a basis of twenty-five years to a generation of eldest-sons (not great-sons) of chiefs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simamana-wengwe (b. 1600 A. D.)</th>
<th>Shangana (b. 1735)</th>
<th>Dingiswayo (b. 1770)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xaba (b. 1625)</td>
<td>Madipa</td>
<td>Madango (b. 1650)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mbiya or Mbila (b. 1760)</td>
<td>Mkayi or Mkali (b. 1675).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Myandeya or Mlandela (b. 1785)</td>
<td>Jobe (b. 1710).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shangana (b. 1735).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dingiswayo (b. 1770).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madipa</td>
<td>Madango (b. 1650).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mbiya or Mbila (b. 1760)</td>
<td>Mkayi or Mkali (b. 1675).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Myandeya or Mlandela (b. 1785)</td>
<td>Jobe (b. 1710).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sokwetshata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Senzangakona and Shaka, his son.** The history of the Zulu people having been preserved for us in the every-day conversation of each old man and woman for the past century or more, we do not presume to offer our readers anything very original and new. Here are no startling novelties and unfamiliar facts to be unearthed by a diligent historian from musty folios on the back shelves of mediaeval libraries. The Zulu clan or the few kraals comprising it were, as already stated, about the end of the 18th. century, ruled by a petty chieftain named Senzangakona, born probably about the year 1760, and a son of Juma, of Ndaba, of Punga, of Mageba, of Zulu, of Mlandela by his wife Noziyida. All that was in the 'good old times', memories of which still linger in the tribal amaHubo, when each clan, numbering but the few families gathered round its headman, was self-contented and unambitious; when a periodical fight amply satisfied all their warlike proclivities and settled all their mutual misunderstandings, a day being fixed beforehand when the men of the rival tribes met in battle and settled their dispute then and there; when they did not fight to shed blood, or burn houses, or capture cattle, or destroy each other, but to settle a quarrel and see which was the strongest; when the women looked on while the men fought, and the young warriors, whose addresses had been paid to the girls of the other tribe, sent home their shields from the field of battle by their friends, and returned with their late foes to prosecute their love suits; when an army never slept away from its home, and the sun that saw tribes fight never set till their quarrel was ended. Senzangakona would have the audacity to lead his little force against his neighbours the Butelzis. Pungashe, their chieftain, would capture him and immediately release him for a ransom. Macingwane, of the amaCunwini clan, would have a passage at arms with the Zulus, would as before carry off their chief, whereupon the faithful men of Senzangakona would repair with an offering of cattle to their enemy's kraal and bring home their stolen chief.

The home of this latter was at a place called Nobamba, between the Nuzzuma and Nzololo streams, running into the White Mfolozi. Senzangakona is reported by Natives intimately related with the family, to have had 'about ten' formally married wives, notwithstanding that Isaacs, one of the pioneers of Port Natal, assures, with the usual weakness for exaggeration, that he was blessed, or otherwise, with 'thirty wives and innumerable concubines.' His first wife, Fudukazi, daughter of Celo, was the mother of Mzintlanga, the crown-princess of Senzangakona, but had no male
offsprings (subsequently a younger bride — the fifth in order of marriage — named Mpikase, of the emaQungubeni clan, and mother of Dingana, was affiliated to this first wife, who, already so obese as to be incapable of parturiating, required the help of a deputy to raise up a family for her). The second wife was a girl named Nandi, a daughter of Mbengi, chief of the eLangeni clan, by his wife Mfunda, who herself was the inkosazana or crown-princess of Pakatwayo, chief of the Qwabes. The third wife was Langazana, daughter of Gubeshe, of the emaNzimeneli clan, who died so recently as 1882. The fourth was Mzondwase, the mother of Mhlangana, and the fifth, as said, the mother of Dingana. Magulana, Bibi, Mangengeza, Mntuli, Songiya (the mother of Mpande), and a couple of others complete the harem of actual wives.

The most famous of these wives must ever remain Nandi, the mother of Shaka, who, as 'Nada the Lily,' was destined to furnish a romance for antipodean posterity and have her name, though somewhat disguised, preserved so long as the fame of Rider Haggard shall endure. Senzangakona died before having chosen a great-wife; which fact would lead us to believe that, at the time of his death, he was still a man below middle age. Some say his heart was strongly inclined towards Nandi, and that, had his counsellors not objected, saying, 'we do not want so short a girl as the great-wife of our tribe,' he might have appointed her. But this statement does not appear to be without some doubt. At any rate to Nandi a child was born, and he was named by his father, Shaka — the derivation of which name, in spite of many altogether fanciful guesses, must be declared as unknown and unapparent. When about a year old, the boy was taken, according to custom, to his mother's home down country, there 'to be weaned.' Leaving him there, Nandi returned to her husband to whom she bore a second child, a daughter named Nomcoba — two other children of hers are said to have been miscarried. Shaka grew up with his mother's people of the eLangeni clan until he reached the age of puberty. Here for some reason or other, probably because of his own disagreeable character, he does not seem to have been regarded as a very desirable acquisition, and his days of childhood do not appear to have been the proverbial 'happy times'. The bullies of the family, it is said, found great fun in burning the end of the porridge-stirrer and, when red with fire, offering him the live cinder to eat, saying, Eat this, that we may see whether thou be indeed a chief; or, when he might return from herding the cattle to obtain his midday meal, they would force him to hold out both hands, extended side by side like a saucer, into which they would pour boiling collops, and then compel him to eat, or threaten him with punishment if he allowed the food to drop! The marked stumppness of a certain bodily organ was also ever a source of persistent ridicule among his companions, and their taunts in this regard so rankled within his breast, that he grew up harbouring a deadly hatred against all the eLangeni people, which hatred found its revenge when, now supreme, he attempted their extermination by impaling per rectum upon tall sharpened stakes all such as he could conveniently lay hands on, and then caused fires to be lighted below their wriggling bodies.

Hitherto, then, the boy Shaka had paraded, according to Zulu custom, in puris naturalibus; but now, having attained the age of puberty, he must go home once more to be presented by his father with his first umutsha or loin-covering of skin. This was a great event with Zulu youngsters and corresponded to that auspicious occasion among our own, when they are permitted to assume for the first time the glory of a pair of breeches. But Shaka even at this age must have shown himself of a particularly unlovable nature; and appearing now in his father's kraal, after so many years of absence, as a virtual stranger, he succeeded in getting himself so generally disliked among the various wives and among his own brothers and sisters, as to make his presence there no longer desired; and when he actually rejected with disdain the new umutsha provided for him by his father, his insubordination appeared so complete as to compel his mother to return with him to her own people down country. He had, however, had enough of the eLangeni people, so she took him to her own mother's home in the kraal of Pakatwayo, the Qwabe chief. But even there he was not welcomed, and as a last resource she sought an asylum for him, possibly about the year 1805, in the kraal of Dingiswayo, of the Mfetwa tribe, and at that time paramount chief of all the country round about. Here he was offered and, sobered by past experiences, gladly accepted the regulation umutsha, and here he grew up in comparative peace, advancing in bravery as in years.

In the old home-kraal at Nobamba, life seems to have been no longer pleasant for the mother. Two of her four children having, as some say, died at birth, and
the only child, Nomcoba, now remaining at home, having at length got married to Mandela, a great-nephew of Dingiswayo's, and subsequently, in more modern times, chief of the Mtekwana tribe, Nandi herself also bid a last farewell to the kraal of Senzangakona and went to dwell down-country among her own people, where she would ever be within easy visiting distance of her two remaining children. Although Nomcoba begat no offspring by her marriage with Mandela, her mother, Nandi, would seem, perhaps before and perhaps after Senzangakona's death, to have given birth to another son, Ngwadi, by a commoner of small repute named Ngendeyana, and by some said to have belonged to the Zulu clan. This Ngwadi followed on the heels of his half-brother, Shaka, into a premature grave; for no sooner had Dingana completed the assassination of the latter, than he despatched a party likewise to murder Ngwadi, lest perchance he be tempted with revengeful or ambitious pretensions.

Much gratuitous romance has been woven round this early history of Shaka and his mother; but the above account, as more normal and natural, and as that still preserved in the traditions of Nandi's own tribe, having been given to the writer by a grandson, still living, of Mbengi her father, probably reflects a truer picture than do those stories of illicit concubinage, illegitimate birth, expulsion of Nandi from the Zulu king's kraal while still enceinte or immediately after childbirth, and so on, as supplied us by many other writers. Thus Sir T. Shipstone tells how Shaka, although acknowledged to have been an illegitimate child, was suffered, along with his mother, to remain in the Zulu chief's kraal, where he grew up to be a young man. But owing to his arrogant manners, he made himself intolerable to the other of the chief's sons, and, along with his mother, was forced to fly 'for his life.' He betook himself for protection to the paramount chief, Dingiswayo, whose army he entered.

Fynn gives us still another story. He says, before the days of Dingiswayo, circumcision was the universal custom among all Zulu tribes. But Dingiswayo, he proceeds, ordered the periodical performance of this custom to be let fall in abeyance, until he should have completed his plan of campaign and brought the whole of the surrounding unruly tribes into order and subjection to himself. Subject to this ordinance was also the petty chief of the Zulu clan. Now, one requirement of the common circumcision law was that no man, much less a chief, should marry before the operation had been performed; so that the ordinance of Dingiswayo demanded an unusual amount of self-restraint on the part of the young-men, and was particularly irksome to such as, like Senzangakona, were madly in love. We are, therefore, not surprised that weak nature succumbed to unnatural laws, and that in spite of them his paramour became enceinte, 'much to the surprise'—says the account somewhat naïvely—of Senzangakona himself. A son was in due time forthcoming—against the law, of course—and was called Shaka; but his mother, developing so 'ferocious' a temper, was driven away, and returned to her own country 'among the Amola (sic) tribe.'

The above story, in making Senzangakona, the Zulu chieftain, subject to the Dingiswayan prohibition concerning circumcision, consequently assumes that he was at that time a very young man of at the most 20 years of age, which obvious deduction seems, in our eyes, to throw considerable doubt upon the accuracy of Fynn's account, for we can scarcely believe the Zulu chief to have been so young, at the time of Shaka's birth; and then, even before his meeting with Nandi, he had already taken another wife, the mother of Mzintlanga, which, again and alone, is difficult to reconcile with his not having yet been circumcised.

The truth of the matter would seem to be—and this is the tradition as known to the older members of the tribes concerned still living—that the practice of circumcision fell into desuetude in the times of Jobe, Dingiswayo's father, and Jana, father of Senzangakona, and not through any action of Dingiswayo, much less through any still more recent prohibition by Shaka, as is frequently stated; and, further, that Nandi was not a concubine, but a legal wife formally taken by Senzangakona, and Shaka a son honestly born in wedlock, probably about the year 1785.

Senzangakona visits Dingiswayo, and dies. — Now, Dingiswayo, the chief of the Mtekwanas, under whose protection the youthful Shaka was then growing up, was also the paramount over-lord of the Zulu clan; so that from time to time his chief was required to make his subjection evident by sending tribute or by a personal visit to his liege-lord. Senzangakona had already at home heard much of the exceptional bravery of his son at Dingiswayo's; how single-handed he had attacked and killed a
fiendish madman who had inspired the whole district with terror, had for a long time continued to play sad havoc with the king's cattle and, having securely established himself on a hill-top, had succeeded in driving off any force that had been sent against him; how he was the wonder of the whole army, in that while they, in their battles, would stand afar off and hurl their assegais at the foe, he, Shaka, would rush wildly upon them and work multiplied destruction at close-quarters—an action at that time so uncannily supernaturally that the enemy, filled with dread, would invariably become panic-stricken and fly. By such exhibitions of prowess, Shaka became admiringly nicknamed by his comrades uNodumelezi (he who causes things to hum without even stirring), uSigidi (he who does for untold numbers), and so on.

Although Senzangakona had not yet been called upon by his tribe to formally elect a great-wife for the provision of a legal heir-apparent to the throne, or perhaps had not yet attained the customary age for so doing, his heart, it is said, remained ever firm in its old love for Nandi of the eLangeni clan, and he often informally declared, in the society of his men, 'I have made my successor that young bull of mine with the little curled-up ears (meaning his son Shaka); he it is who will rip out the tendons from the necks of the other bulls'—referring to the emaCunwi and Butelezi chiefs whose people abutted on those of Senzangakona and, in their little fights, generally got the better of him.

At length the time was ripe for Senzangakona to pay a personal visit to the paramount chief. This he did and found, as rumour had stated, his boy the favourite of the king and the pride of his army. Among other festivities, a dance was arranged in honour of the Zulu chief-tain, in which his boy went through a wild and astonishing pass-seul before him. So delighted was the father that he made open deposition before the paramount chief that 'this is my great-son who shall govern my people after me.' The heart of Senzangakona—if it had ever really given expression to such a wish before the paramount chief—was now at rest as to having fairly secured the succession for his own and perhaps Dingiswayo's favourite. After a few more days' pleasant stay with the Mtetwa chief, Senzangakona returned home; but a short while after, he fell sick and died, probably about the year 1810.

Below we give a genealogical table of the line of Zulu chiefs, with their approximate dates of birth, reckoned on a basis of forty years to a generation of a great-son (not eldest sons) of chiefs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Malandela (b. A. D. 1520).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qwabe (b. 1555).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu (b. 1560).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mageba (b. 1600).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punga (b. 1640).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ndaba (b. 1680).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jama (b. 1720).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kondhlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakatwayo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mafongonyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sopana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidumo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njakaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigeotshana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senzangakona (b. 1760).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sojiyisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaka, Dingana, Mpande (b. 1804).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetshwayo (b. 1829).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zibebeu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinuzulu (b. 1870).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konela</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table is not given as authoritatively final. There is some doubt as to whether Punga was really a son or a brother of Mageba; also as to whether Mageba was the son of Zulu and immediately followed him in the succession. From Ndaba downwards the genealogy is certain.

Accession of Shaka. Senzangakona had died without any formal appointment of a great-wife and consequently also of an heir-apparent as known to, and such as would
be legally recognised by the tribe. The consensus of opinion among the headmen of the tribe was altogether in favour of recognising Dingana, the child of the first wife having been a female, and Dingana's mother having been affiliated to that wife's hut, so that, by Native custom, he now held the superior position in the family. There may have been a small minority, who, for personal reasons of respect for the wishes of the deceased chief or of private dislike for Dingana, may have favoured the more unpopular candidate away in the Mtekwwa country. But that enfant terrible did not deem even their patronage necessary; for, collecting such a small escort as with Dingiswayo's sanction he could gather together, and accompanied by Ngomane, of the emDhlatheni clan, an induna of Dingiswayo's, whom this latter had appointed to be guardian over 'his child'—knowing, no doubt, of the opposition that was possible on the part of his other brothers at Nobamba—Shaka, taking with him his mother Nandi, set out for the Zulu home he had left so many years before, and, arrived there, without further parley, assumed the dignity of kingship and, for about a couple of years, reigned in comparative quiet and peacefulness with his own people and the world at large.

Another account, left us by Fynn, tells us that, although Shaka, upon his father's decease, sought the favour of Dingiswayo to install him as chief, this latter refused, saying, that he himself was now in authority over the Zulu clan, and, further, there was Mfokazi (sce), an elder and legitimate son of Senzangakona, who had a prior right. Not to be so easily defeated, Shaka at once conceived a plan for clearing from his way this apparently the only obstacle to the attainment of his ambition. He accordingly employed his half-brother Ngwadi, to assassinate Mfokazi; which accomplished, the way was clear.

War with the amaNgwana and Flight of Matiwana. Dingiswayo, as the paramount chief, naturally required that tribal tribes should from time to time help to fight their liege's battles; and it was in this way that, about the year 1812, we find the Zulu forces, either with the sanction of or with express orders from Dingiswayo, attacking the powerful Ngwana clan under Matiwana, whom they caused to fly en masse from their aboriginal home about the Ntabankulu mountain in the Vryheid district. The terrible Shaka had commenced to move, and this was his first act that set the ball a-rolling; with it began that awful wave of bloodshed and devastation which cast the whole of South-African savagedom into a universal turmoil of mutual conflict and extermination.

The havoc caused throughout South-Africa by the ravages of this petty Attila, Matiwana, was second only to that of Shaka himself. To follow him and his tribe of roving freebooters throughout all their wanderings will cause us to deviate somewhat from our course, leading us away, as it will, from the days of Dingiswayo, through those of Shaka, even into the times of his successor, Dingana. Howbeit, it may best be done, by way of parenthesis, at this point.

One's home is one's castle; and this tribe, once ejected from its own aboriginal abode, had to fight for its existence. In its flight towards the south, it first found the way barred by the very large Hlubi tribe, of Swazi origin, and then dwelling throughout the whole district watered by the upper Buffalo river and its branches. This tribe the Ngwanas in their desperation succeeded in routing, sending them flying, some southward towards the Sand River, others over the Drakensberg into Orangia and thence far away into the Cape Colony itself. Themselves the Ngwanas continued their victorious march through the Newcastle division of Natal, putting to flight or sadly mauling as they went, still other less powerful Lala clans of those parts, as the Bele clan about Umsinga, the Zizis along the Drakensberg at the sources of the Tukela, the Nyamvus and Njilos about the Little Tukela, until, themselves tired out and in a comparatively safe and secluded country, they thought to rest and build in peace. But it was in vain; for Dingiswayo being dead, Shaka had usurped the paramount power behind, and his scenthounds were even then on their track. Once more, then, up and a-doing. Over the desolate Drakensberg flew the Ngwana hordes in among the Suto clans beyond. There, on the Orangia side of the Caledon, they met their old foes the Hlubis, or a portion of them under Mpangazita, whom they had some years before driven from their home on the Buffalo river. As was inevitable, they engaged them in battle near Ladybrand, on the banks of the Caledon, overcame them once more and killed their chief. The mountain tribes of Basutoland and the neighbourhood were filled with dismay before this powerful invader. They consisted mainly of about half a dozen independent clans—the Monageng, the Khwakhwa, the
Tlokwana, the Ramokhlele, the Phuti and others — and each fell an easy prey to the conquering Ngwanas. It is said to have been their custom, as it was subsequently of Mzilikazi, 'to attack a kraal a short time before day-break, set fire to the huts, and stab the defenceless inhabitants as they rushed out.' One tribe, from this eastern side of Orangia, bordering on Basutoland, after having had to suffer much humiliation from these Zulu hordes, afterwards, about 1821, taking a leaf out of its enemy's book, set up the same kind of freebooter life itself among its own kindred, and became famous. This was the Ntati tribe, under Sebetwane, who, in the year 1823, having been routed by Matiwana and driven beyond the Vaal, clashed together with the Griquas near Kuruman, who drove them north, until after fighting their course continuously through nearly a thousand miles of other Suto and Chwana tribes, they eventually reached the upper Zambezi, where they built up the Kololo nation, celebrated in Livingstone's writings. Sebetwane became the terror of all the surrounding clans, whom he conquered and incorporated with his own people. He was succeeded by his son, Sekeletu, who, however, died of leprosy; and, lacking a royal head strong enough to keep all the numerous parts together, the nation, under Mpo-roro, son of Sekeletu, fell to pieces. One of those fragments is the present well-known Rotse people.

But the Ngwanas remained victors only until another more powerful than they — their old enemy, Shaka — appeared on the scene. He sent an army against them, which, with its almost charmed good-fortune, had little trouble in freeing Basutoland for ever from the plague of these marauders. From being vassals of Matiwana, the Sutos henceforth acknowledged the Zulu king as their liege-lord and were wise enough to send regularly forward an humble tribute. But the castigation suffered at the hands of a despotic horde of vagabonds had not been without its salutary lesson to the hitherto independent and mutually contending Suto mountain-clans. It showed them that alone, they stand to fall, one and all; united, they might hold their own against any foe. A leader and organiser was wanted and forthcoming in the great and good man named Moshweshwe, himself not of high birth, who immediately proceeded to amalgamate the scattered elements, now sadly damaged and diminished, into the one solid and powerful Suto nation we now behold. And none too soon; for other horde, equally warlike and strong — those of the terrible Mzilikazi — were already on the war-path hastening towards them.

With Matiwana discretion was the better part of valour, and when he had to deal with those stronger than himself, he never waited long enough to be appreciably harmed. He could lead to a fight and direct a good retreat. Thus it was, after his last rout by the Zulu army, his tribe escaped almost without feeling any weakness from the attack. They crossed Basutoland into Griqualand East, and skirting along the Drakensberg, came at length to the upper basin of the Mtata river, whence they sent a thrill of dismay throughout the whole of Xosaland. The constellation they caused among blacks and whites alike may be judged from a work written soon after by Mr. Godlonton, editor of the Grahamstown Journal. He writes that 'in May, 1828, alarming reports reached the Colony, purporting that an immense horde of savages were approaching the boundary from the north-eastward; that the most sweeping destruction had hitherto marked their progress, and that it appeared very probable the Kafir tribes would either be driven upon the Colony, or be speedily extirpated, unless succoured by the Colonial power. These reports soon created some uneasiness at the seat of government; and at length Major Dundas, and subsequently Lt. Col. Somerset, were despatched against them.' Joined by the Tembus under Vusani, and another powerful chief, Hinta, with a great number of his warriors, the British troops moved against the dreaded and formidable foe. The Ngwana here received their first and last baptism of fire; for never having been or heard a rifle attack before, 'they', as the report says, were evidently unprepared for this destructive weapon, and hence, amazed at its report, and terrified at its effects, some instantly fled, while others threw themselves on the ground in a paroxysm of fear. Safe behind the mountains, after the battle, the redoubtable Matiwana, still bold as ever, though now a leader without a host, is said to have addressed the few remnants of his crew as follows: "When we have fought with men, we have beaten them; but to-day we have had to battle with thunder and lightning. It is no disgrace to be conquered by them." But the Ngwana power was broken, and Matiwana, like another prodigal son, set out, humbled and alone, to return to his former allegiance. For nigh five hundred miles he tramped disconsolate on through East Griqualand and Natal, through such deso-
lation and misery as he himself had been bringing to the poor and the weak for fourteen years — to seek reconciliation and forgiveness! He had outlived Shaka, whose days had ended in a fitting doom; and now, led on by a relentless fate, he marcheth to his own. He found Dingana at his Mgungundhlovu kraal, and ‘tendered his submission in abject tones, saying that he had now no cloak but the king to shelter him.’ Dingana having heard him unmoved, it was not long before he too was led across the Nzololo stream and up the ridge on the further side, where the land was quickly ridden of his unhallowed presence. As he had sown, so did he reap. This ridge was ever afterwards known to the Zulus as ‘Matiwana’s’ (kwa ‘Matiwana), and immortalised in the vulgar curse ‘Go to Matiwana’s!’ (yana kwa ‘Matiwana!), that is ‘Go to perdition!’

Shaka’s new Method of Attack, and Conquest of the Butelezi Clan. But while the banished Matiwana was spreading the first wave of disruption and mutual conflict among the hitherto peaceful Lala tribes south of the Buffalo river and Tukela, Shaka, the youthful Zulu chief who had been instrumental in banishing him, was equally busy rousing up other strife on the northern side. He had learned much in the new military school of Dingiswayo; but the methods and tactics there followed did not commend themselves to his keener mind. The custom of hurling an assegai, mostly without any effect, at a distant foe, was to him as though merely throwing one’s weapons away. This antiquated practice must disappear from any army so ‘up-to-date’ as his own. To give his warriors an ocular demonstration of his new fighting-method, he ordered two divisions of his army to supply themselves with reeds and then engage in a sham-fight, one party hurling their reeds, the other charging upon them with a single stabbing weapon. The onrush of this latter division was naturally irresistible, an immediate and complete victory demonstrating beyond any doubt the superiority of the new charging method of attack. The Zulu warriors would therefore henceforth carry but one stout assegai (i-rrwa), and with this, under pain of death, they must return from the fight, or alternatively remain a corpse on the field. Then, again, the plan of fighting an enemy, as did Dingiswayo, merely for the satisfaction of exercising a momentary jurisdiction over him by a display of one’s present superiority, while he, the adversary, was left easily capable of recuperation and future retaliation, was, in Shaka’s view, altogether deficient of any adequate gain, and imperfect, even dangerous, as lacking finality. If a foe was worth conquering at all, he was worth crushing out of existence once and for all. Whatever was to fear in the tribe must be eternally removed; whatever was of good and serviceable must be appropriated by the victors as a reward of triumph and applied as a further strengthening of their own position. In this way something could be gained and then held securely. Shaka’s army, therefore, would charge the enemy, and when it fled in panic, as inevitably it would, they would follow it vigorously home, kill its chief, and return with its cattle and women as booty. Thus reduced, without a head, without women, without cattle, a vanquished clan had no recourse but to avail itself of the ‘clemency’ offered it of securing a bare existence by incorporation with the victor’s own people.

Herein laid the secret of all Shaka’s military success. And now a chief with a little army all of his own, he was enabled to formulate plans and put them to the test at will. He found himself hemmed in among tribes much larger and more powerful than his own; and before a way was opened between these, he could never hope to get through to those more his equals beyond. So he selected the weakest of those surrounding him, though even this was a clan much larger than his own; for he was convinced that, not the biggest but the best battalions would prevail. The first step was to pick a quarrel, which presented little difficulty; for the Butelezi clan was the hereditary foe of his own, and its chief Pungashe had taken his father prisoner and released him over and over again to quite a ridiculous extent. The armies accordingly met. Shaka generallizing his troops, as he was wont to do, in person, saw that his system of attack was carried out. The result was a magnificent success. The Butelezis were driven fleeing to their kraals; but what was their dismay when they saw the enemy hastening down upon them even into the sanctuary of their very homes? True, their chief was not captured, but he was forced to leave his tribe in the enemy’s hands and himself to seek refuge at the court of the very powerful neighbour-houng chief, Zwede, of the Ndwindwe tribe, who only repaid his confidence with death.

Flight of the Tembus. Subject to the vanquished Butelezi chief was another clan, residing south of them along both banks of the Buffalo river. These were the
Tembus under Ngoza, who suddenly finding their protecting chief, Pungashe, so ignominiously defeated, considered it the wiser policy to place a greater distance between themselves and this terrible up-start in the Zulu country. So they launched out on a little course all of their own. They attacked the Lala enaKuzeni clan dwelling immediately along their southern borders. The Lalas were defeated, their chief Nomagaga killed, and their country annexed by the Tembus. These had hoped to remain now for a time in peace and safety, and watch developments up north. But the unexpected development was the appearance of the very Zulu army they so dreaded actually bearing down upon them; for the enaKuzeni people, wiser in their generation, had, after their defeat, immediately set out to curry favour and protection with the Zulu chief, whom they found only too ready to be given another tribe to conquer. Curious to relate, however, the Zulu force was repulsed; but not before Ngoza had learned that a repetition of their meeting were best avoided. He therefore at once moved off southward, fighting his way as he went, straight through Natal towards the Mzimkulu, scattering on his way the Washes on the Karkloof, the Ncwabes on the Nyanvubu, tributary of the Moom River, and afterwards the Xasibes about the sources of the Mpanza, and absorbing, as he did so, as many of the remnant as he could pick up, until reaching the Fondo country, he dared to attack their chief Faku, by whom he was completely overcome and himself killed. This was the second disturbing wave that spread over Natal consequent upon the unrest caused in Zululand by Shaka.

Having signally defeated the Butelezi clan, Shaka's next course was the incorporation of that tribe with his own. The last of the independent Butelezi chiefs had been extinguished and his people only escaped extermination by submissively becoming menials in the Zulu chief's service.

Flight and Rout of the enaCunwini Clan. Elated by such encouraging good fortune and with an army now almost doubled, Shaka looked around for further conquests. He fixed his eyes on the still larger and more powerful enaCunwini tribe, under Macingwane, dwelling in his southern vicinity. A casus belli was sought and found, followed, of course, by the usual defeat, albeit the major portion of the tribe, along with its chief, succeeded in escaping. They too passed over into and through Natal, taking a course still more towards the coast than that of their predecessors, the Tembus. They drove the enNyanwvini clan from the Isikoto, a tributary of the Mvoti, scattered the Ntambos from the northern side of the Mkomazi beyond Richmond and the Yobos from the upper Ilovu, sent the Tshwawus, from beyond Ixobo, flying before them into Fingoland, and finally cleared the Dronk Vlei, above the middle Mzimkulu, of the Cekwanes there residing, and settled down on the flat themselves. Here they were joined by the Bacas under Madikane, who had been driven from their former home between Maritzburg and the Mgeni by a confederacy of the enNdangwini under Baleni and Nombewu, the Dunugs under Boyiya (afterwards eaten by his own people when they had become cannibals), the Fuzes under Mahawule, the Beles under Mdngi, and the Gwennyanes under Ncandambelu, this strong confederacy having been formed so as to ensure for the confederates a successful escape to the south out of the way of the Zulu terror impending from the north, and the first experience of which had been felt in the forced flight of the enaCunwini under Macingwane.

But Shaka's policy was opposed to half victories. He had fought and overcome, but had failed to demolish the chief who had dared to kick against him, and to eat up to his own fortification the remaining members of his tribe. This was altogether unsatisfactory, and a Zulu army was forthwith despatched to pursue the retreating foe. This force entertained itself on the way by working havoc among the already sadly damaged Lala triblets through which it passed in Natal.

It finally came upon the fugitive enemy about the Nticiken Hill, over the Mzimkulu, in Griqualand East, where the enaCunwini were thoroughly routed and their cattle, their women and their 'very beautiful' royal girls, all captured and laid at Shaka's feet. The chief, it is true, escaped once more, but this didn't matter, for he was duly eaten on his flight by the cannibals at Elenge in Natal. His beautiful daughters, Ntsanyana and others, were alone a prize worth fighting for, and were accordingly duly embodied in Shaka's already large 'concubinarium.' The questionable pleasure of Shaka's company was, however, not long theirs, for ere long he gratified himself by killing them off and so giving new cause to an undying hatred.
in the hearts of the emaCunwini people against the Zulus. Pakade, the son of Macingwane, after the death of his father tendered his submission to Shaka, in whose army he was compelled to serve, and subsequently gave birth to his two sons, Mbelebele and Gabangaye.

With these powerful tribes removed from his neighbourhood, a free passage for Shaka's forces was now open into Natal. But it was just at this period that another piece of good-fortune, no doubt so long desired by Shaka, took place—Dingiswayo, his own paramount chief, died.

Murder of Dingiswayo. It would seem that Zwide, the Ndwandwe chief, had sent down some of his more attractive damsels, ostensibly with the purpose of seeking the love of Dingiswayo, but really, as it was afterwards believed, to obtain semen virile, by the possession of which Zwide had hoped to gain a certain occult ascendancy (according to universal Native belief) over the Mtetwa chief. For no sooner had the maidens obtained the object of their visit, than they vanished and were heard of no more in Mfetwaland. But in Ndwandweland the charm was immediately set a-working, and inspired by its infallible powers, Zwide at once initiated an attack on Dingiswayo, who was absolutely unaware of any such hostile intention, until Zwide's army was announced as having already arrived at Hlabisa, on the Mfetwa north-western boundary. Such is the tradition in the Mfetwa tribe; but other informants give another account. They relate of a certain Malusi, a headman of the Ndwandwe clan, who had had a grievance against his chief, Zwide, and had sought the protection of Dingiswayo. Some steps were taken by this latter for redressing the grievance, which interference, however, the pride of Zwide resented. Foreseeing a recourse to arms on the part of Dingiswayo, the Ndwandwe chief anticipated the attack by immediately mobilising his forces at Hlabisa.

However it may have been, Dingiswayo was taken unawares. He hastily summoned his army, as well as that of his allies, the Zulus; but while these latter were still on their march, at the Mayiwane pass, and his own army still a considerable distance behind, he himself had rashly ventured forward accompanied by only an insignificant escort. Here he was easily surprised by the Ndwandwes—some say, as Fynn observes, upon information deceitfully supplied by Shaka to the Ndwandwe chief. Howbeit, both armies received tidings of the disaster before coming in touch with the enemy and returned sorrowfully home. The Ndwandwes had often enough before been punished by the Mfetwas and had had their chief captured; but, in accordance with Dingiswayo's humane policy, he had been as often released; for, as this latter would remark, 'he was my father's companion', and, indeed, Zwide had even then as wife one of Dingiswayo's sisters. Now was a grand opportunity for a reciprocation of his generosity, but—cherchez la femme!—he hearkened to the counselling of a crueler mother, Ntombozi; and after having lain for three days ignominiously bound with cords in a hut in Zwide's kraal, not far from the present Nongoma magistracy, Dingiswayo, the best and most enlightened chief of his race, was killed about the year 1813. The charm of the damsels had worked; old Adam had again succumbed to Eve!

Its great chief gone and the dreaded Zulu power looming ominously above the western horizon, the Mfetwa nation felt its weakness and fell at once into disintegration. Mondiso, the late king's brother, made a vain attempt to hold the pieces together, but he was speedily disillusioned by the appearance of Shaka himself, who, after little resistance from the now leaderless Mfetwa warriors, incorporated them bodily into his own force.

With no longer a paramount chief to check his course and with a combined nation such as he now ruled over, Shaka was at length unapproachably great and his army irresistible. He had attained to the fullness of his destiny and now commenced the reign that was all 'his own'. Three great campaigns stand out conspicuously in this reign, set amidst a countless array of lesser wars, massacres, and other exhibitions of bloodshed. The first of these was the Ndwandwe war, with its sequel that against Sikunyana.

Ndwandwe War—first Attack. The powerful Ndwandwe tribe, before which Shaka had hitherto lived in constant awe, could now be dealt with without fear of failure. However, the initiative was taken by Zwide himself. Hearing that the Zulu army had also been on its way to aid Dingiswayo in his last abortive attempt against the Ndwa-
ndwes, Zwide became considerably incensed against them, and feeling himself now to have won by conquest the paramountcy over all adjacent tribes formerly recognising Dingiswayo, at once despatched a punitive expedition against the Zulus. But Shaka was not to be caught napping. His army was in readiness to meet the foe; and, having inspired his warriors, Manyosi of the emaMbateni, Nkayishana of the Kuzwayo clan, Mhindwa 'the wild buffalo of the ridge', Nezana of Moni, Nobanda, Mtsane and others, with unusual bravery, he attacked the approaching enemy whose numbers were 'as many as the bits of rubbish lying about'. Zwide himself, unlike Shaka, was no longergeneralling his own armies, but his brother Nqabeni, and his heir, Nomahlanjana, and his other sons, Mpepa, Dayingubo, and Nombengulu, were present, and it was chiefly against these that the centre of the Zulu attack was directed. All were killed, and the Ndawndwe put to flight, leaving their cattle in the enemy's hands.

Ndawndwe War—second Attack and Rout of Zwide. When Zwide heard of this sad and ignominious defeat, he waited a short time to recoup and then ordered his army to betake itself once more to the Zulu country to make there the 'hilambo (see Dictionary) for his deceased sons. For a second time, then, they went forth in full force to give battle to Shaka. But this master of strategy had his plans well laid. All crops and food supplies throughout the land were immediately destroyed, and the whole Zulu clan, accompanied by their women and cattle, betook themselves to the broken country about Nkandhla, south of the Mhlatuze. The enemy, said Shaka, trusting in our cattle and crops for food and finding nothing there, will be necessitated to make a still longer journey to meet us here, where they will arrive completely exhausted with hunger. And so indeed it happened. The Zwidean host, at the end of a fatiguing march, found nothing in store for itself, and was thus compelled to undertake a further march of a couple of days over trying country on an empty stomach. They found the Zulus at rest about Nkandhla; and to rob them of what little energy might still be left them, Shaka set upon them his inferior regiments to harass them continuously until sunset. Thoroughly worn out, the Ndawndwe army found its only consolation was a very needful sleep in their hastily constructed nightshelters. But the wily Shaka was just then very much awake, and his young-men stole upon the sleeping foe and worked merciless massacre. The host of Zwide was only saved from the fate of that of Sennacherib by a direction from Shaka that his death-dealing 'angels' should desist from their slaughter and return home before the break of day. Yet on the morrow the hungry Ndawndwe warriors rallied for a last decisive coup. But the flower of the Zulu army, till this moment kept continuously in reserve, fresh and irresistible, now charged down upon them like an avalanche. The Ndawndwes found no possibility of withstand, and fled as far as the Mhlatuze, where they were completely routed. Following up his success, Shaka pursued the fugitives of the enemy right into their own country, for their conquest was not complete without the destruction of their chief. His warriors were instructed, upon nearing a Ndawndwe kraal, to approach chanting the Ndawndwe war-song. Deceived by this artifice, and as there was little difference of dress recognisable by them between the men of one clan and those of another, the Ndawndwe women trooped everywhere forth to 'welcome', as they thought, their own returning warriors, only to find themselves hopelessly entrapped. But their chief had the fortune to receive timely warning and hastily abandon his throne for a nook in the reeds. Thus he escaped with his life; but whatever remained of the once great Ndawndwe tribe, in the shape of fat kine or buxom women, returned with the victorious Zulus, and it is stated that the booty captured on this occasion exceeded that of any other, and was 'the making' of the Zulu people.

Shaka's Chivalry. The combined fighting forces of many tribes, now incorporated into one vast army and generalled by such a martial genius as Shaka, stood arrayed, invincible and supreme, before the whole of the little world of South-African Kafirdom. By his sole tremendous effort he had succeeded in turning most of Black South-Africa upside-down, and it now lay helpless in his gory clutches. However, the first overwhelming shock of the social cataclysm was over, and those who had survived, having at length somewhat recovered their scattered senses, were preparing themselves for a peaceful submission to the inevitable.

Shaka was thus well able to rest awhile on his laurels, and, just for one moment, indulge the weary mind in a little healthy 'divarshun'. The mighty hero of a hun-
dread battles, he was at length to succumb to a mere intombi! He was at this period in the prime of his manhood, perhaps about thirty-five years of age. Having from the beginning resolved within him never to burden his life with the effeminating barnacles of matrimony — and he valiantly kept the resolution till the abrupt end of his days — nor leave a child behind who might perchance rejoice at his loss, this gory celebate now felt his heart being conquered by recollections of the enrapturing beauty of the daughters of Kondhlo.

Pakatwayo, the son of Kondhlo, was chief of the Qwabe tribe living a few miles inland and was by descent a remote cousin of Shaka's. His charming sisters, much younger, we will hope, than himself, Shaka had often feasted his eyes upon while still a growing youth in the adjoining territory of Dingiswayo. But now, by fair means or foul, he would have them all as his own.

When the wolf has once made up its mind to devour the lamb, and is too cowardly to openly avow it, he proceeds to pick a quarrel with the unhappy object of his intentions. So it was devised that an i-Judo (see text) should be arranged at which both chiefs, Shaka and Pakatwayo, with their respective parties of young-men and marriageable maidens should be present. The i-Judo met, and all went merrily as wedding-bells, until Shaka was chagrined to find himself utterly out-classed by the fascinating dancing of his rival. "Well!" said the Wolf; "you may beat me at dancing, but you couldn't beat me in a fight." And with this ominous remark, the parties separated for their respective homes.

**Pakatwayo's Death.** Now, when Shaka reached home, he called together a small body of his warriors and informed them that it was his wish they should go and build a kraal for themselves down country, and, further, that they should take especial care that it be placed just within the boundary of Pakatwayo's territory. "Should the people of the latter chief", he continued, "seek to molest you, offer them no resistance, simply run away; but on the morrow quietly return and start building again. Should the warriors of Pakatwayo return to molest you, simply throw down your weapons and run to meet them, crying Umbandamu! umbandamu!" Shaka's braves thereupon set out, wondering, no doubt, what such strange directions meant. With the nicey of a fairy-tale, everything happened just as Shaka had anticipated and everything was done as he had ordained, with the result that the famed Zulu warriors rapidly gained for themselves in Pakatwayo's land the reputation of being, not only clumsy dunces at the dance, but also numskulled old women at the fight. "With a little bit of a bead-string that won't even go round one's neck (uwana olungahlanangani nas'entanyeni)," said Pakatwayo sneeringly, "I'm not going to bother myself fighting." But the ears of Shaka were long and heard far, so that such insulting remarks of Pakatwayo found their way thereto in due course; whereupon, quite as we should have expected, Shaka became 'very angry', and organised a punitive expedition forthwith under his own personal leadership. Encamped at the Lower Mhlatuze, he ordered his warriors to gather with their mouths some ears of Kafir-corn, eating it as cattle do, and not touching it with their hands, 'for it is not my day today, but to-morrow I shall give battle'. Pakatwayo having been apprised of the approach of the Zulus, immediately proceeded to reconnoitre. He hastily mobilised his own forces, and on the morrow the two armies met. The Zulus, it is said, 'boiled like mambas in the long dry grass', and soon drove the Qwabe lines back upon their chief, who had been surveying the scene from a safe point of vantage in the rear. At this most inopportune moment, Pakatwayo was suddenly put himself hors de combat by an attack of wry-neck! Now, picture to yourself, gentle reader, the superstitious horror of these dusky warriors when, just at the critical moment, instead of rallying them back to the fray, their leader becomes afflicted with a ridiculous crick in the neck! Verily it was the evil omen fated to extinguish within them what little nerve was left, and the unfortunate Pakatwayo was captured where he lay. Then was it that runners were despatched to Shaka to inform him that they had taken the chief prisoner, but that his neck had become twisted and 'his head now looked backwards behind!' "Do him no harm, this brother of mine," said the crafty one; "bear him gently away to your kraal of his; and I must keep away from him, lest perchance the weight of my presence should overwhelm him, and he die — but be sure and bring back his cattle." Not only his cattle was it that was immediately collected and brought to Shaka, but a bewildering bevy of young girls and royal sisters — beautiful daughters of Kondhlo, whom Shaka had "loved long before, from the time he had
seen them on the day of the *ijadu*, but who had scorned his attentions until the day of the battle.” Now, poor things! they no doubt found it a wiser plan to vie with one another in winning his loving regard. In their agreeable company Shaka at once proceeded to his own Tendeni kraal (which — curious coincidence! — was known as the *Love-him kraal*). In the evening, Shaka enquired how his royal patient was progressing, and was informed that he was better, that he had regained his voice and his head was straight once more. “Then”, said the crafty one, “if so it be, let So-and-so, his brothers” (who had also been captured in the fight) “be sent to watch him in the night. May he recover, this child of my fathers; we have quarrelled forsooth, but we had not been minded to kill.” And the particular brothers of Pakatwayo whom Shaka selected to go and watch over him throughout the night, were precisely those who had already long been estranged from him through family contentions and were now at mortal enmity with him. It was the opportunity they had so long sought in vain, and in the night they did their duty well, twisting their brother's head now in such a way as to prevent all possibility of return, and on the morrow they reported him as dead. “Alas! alas!” wailed the crafty one, “and by his own bath he been killed!” In such a way was it that this wily master of strategy formed the world to his own liking. Jason had at last removed the dragon from the grove, and secured the coveted hide of a score of swarthy damsels. In love, as in war, Shaka conquered all.

**More Gallantry.** To call this unholy mixture of blood-spilling and brutal passion, love, would be little short of profanity. The best of the Bantus can rarely rise to anything higher than mere affection; but the monstrosity here considered could certainly have known no more of that highest of emotions than the cruelest of beasts. When, then, we speak of love in Shaka’s regard, we must understand mere unpurified sexual gratification.

So time went on, perhaps years, since the development just related of love into war, and now were we to be treated to a reverse of the picture and war was to culminate in love. Shaka had fought with a certain Lala chief, named Tondo-lozi, and had taken him prisoner. An idea was then broached of buying the prisoner out; but the Lala men had much past history to impress upon them the risks of such an undertaking, and, regarding self-preservation as the first law of nature, politely declined the invitation to test the magnanimity of this king of beasts. But there were certain simple maidens in the land, daughters of Tayi, brother of Tondo-lozi, who, ignorant as doves of this wicked world’s knavery, laughed lightly at this timidity of their brothers and determined themselves to set out and win their uncle's release. They accordingly donned their prettiest dress, and wore their most bewitching smiles, and so, driving a herd of fine white kine before them, they dared to tempt the ogre in his den. To see a bevy of charming damsels filing up a kraal, come to implore the release of their chief, was a spectacle quite novel in Shaka’s experience. Even his obdurate heart was melted at the pretty sight; and on the morrow he not only most graciously suffered the release of Tondolozi, but treated him and his enchanting nieces to a magnificent feast, and presented him with a gift of cattle and a royal guard to escort him back to his home.

But this was merely to pave the way for further manoeuvres; for, to tell the truth, Shaka himself had now been taken captive no less truly than had Tondolozi, and his heart was even then being carried away by artless maidens into Lalaland. So he hastily chose from all the land the handsomest young-men, who should go as a mission to select for him mistresses from among the lovely daughters of Tayi. That an humble Lala clan should be thus honoured by a special embassy implying favours for the dreaded Shah-jchan himself, would have sufficed to throw many greater peoples into a frenzy of delight. But in this case it misled into contrary excesses. It was something altogether too good to be genuine. It was a clever trick, and the courteous ambassadors were common spies. So they formed a plot whereby they should rid themselves of the whole party at one fell swoop. The plans were completed, and the conspiracy would have turned out a glorious success — had it not lacked that first essential, secrecy. For there was an innocent old woman pottering about the kraal. She was, it is true, also a daughter of Tayi, but she had been married to Senzangakona, and Shaka was therefore ‘her child’ and his people were her people. Imprudent whisperings were overheard by her, and she was not long in conveying the information to her Zulu friends.
The sun rose on the morrow and found the kraal, where the embassy was housed, surrounded by masses of howling savages. Boldly and bravely they approached to victory; for had they not caught the rat in its hole? True, they found the hole—in the kraal fence, by which the rats had noiselessly vanished for Guam the night before! And the old woman knew nothing at all about it! Nor does history tell us what was the hair-tearing frenzy of the Shah-jean when he espied the flower of Zulu manhood sneaking ignominiously home, and without the redeeming feature of a solitary bride. Without any doubt some unfortunate mortals had to pay the penalty.

Slaughter of the Innocents. From sexual instinct sprang love; love begat jealousy, then revenge and murder. A strange sequence of emotions, virtues and vices; but a fact too often true in experience. Shaka was nothing if not a ladies' man. His many kraals were overflowing with a multitude of nubile maidens, collected as tribute from almost every kraal of importance in the land (see um-Ndlinenkulu). But woe to any other who should presume to gratify his natural instincts against the wishes of the king! No man in the land was permitted to marry until well beyond his prime, and no longer of use as a fighting instrument. Yet the ancient fire burnt still in the breast of each, and Shaka knew it, and this knowledge was his penalty, for it kept his mind racked with fears and suspicion. He had 'dreams,' he said once, that the youth and maidens, of whom there might have been hundreds dwelling at the Bulawayo kraal, were continually misbehaving themselves in his absence. Such an action would always have constituted a capital offence; but in this instance there was no further evidence of the fact than Shaka's dreams. He therefore devised a plan for bringing the two young sexes together and so 'catching them in flagrante delicto.' He ordered a new kraal to be built at a certain spot. Now, the building of a kraal necessitated the presence of a great number of young men for wattle-chopping and building, and of girls for grass-cutting and mat-making. In obedience to their king's orders, the requisite parties went dutifully off to their allotted tasks. After a time, when the work was probably in full activity, the king also wended his way towards the spot, accompanied by another large body of men, to whom he related his dreams and made heart-rending complaints about the wickedness of the young people in the Bulawayo kraal. Moved by the imploring misery of their king, 'then let them be killed!' cried out the indignant escort unanimously. 'But how will you manage it,' asked the crafty one helplessly, 'so that none may escape?' and then immediately proceeded to tell them himself how it should be done. While he approached from the front, other parties should appear on both sides and so completely invest the kraal. And so it happened. The whole body of youthful builders, caught in the height of their animation and merriment, were hurled like sheep in the cattlefold, tremblingly awaiting their slaughter. Nor did they need wait long. The personification of death appeared at the gateway, and, picking out a number 'of the worst,' commanded that their heads be wrenched by their own brothers. After this fiendish prelude, followed a general and indiscriminate butchery of all. A happy spot on God's earth, a moment before sparkling with youthful vivacity, now became a hell of moans and pain, and, with the golden sunshine as their pall, one hundred and seventy battered corpses, like withered wild flowers, were cast away on the green veldt. So in the midst of life was death.

And of these poor girls how many were the monster's paramours of days before! But to become a prey to Shaka's lust, was ever one's condemnation to death. For to bear a child to this parent was a heinous offence, and when such a misfortune did occur, says universal report, both mother and child were butchered together. Indeed, this was the rock upon which Nandi, Shaka's own mother, was destined to come to grief and pay the common penalty. And if the slaying hand scrupled not to fall upon his own mother, we no longer wonder that, in his war with Zwide, he should have caused some poor, helpless, old women, who had unhappily fallen into his hands and from whom he had first of all coaxed all the information he desired, afterwards to be enwrapt in grass and matting, and then, having been set on fire, to be driven, shrieking amidst the flames, back to their own people.

Yet the men of the nation had still more to suffer; death stared each and every one of them daily in the face. The first whitemen to visit Shaka found it quite a common occurrence for an individual alongside whom they had been sitting in the gathering and perhaps peacefully gossiping a moment before, to be now, without a trial or warning, suddenly pounced upon at a motion from the king, and caught by
The crown and chin, to have their necks wrenched on the spot, and then be dragged away battered with sticks until life became extinct. That many should have been condemned, like Mashongwe, to suffer nothing worse than a plucking out of the eyes and then be left to grope in darkness to their graves, was deemed an expression of the royal clemency.

The Whiteman appears in Natal. Amidst such scenes was it that the first White-men visitors to Zululand appeared. It was on the 1st. of May, 1824, that Lieut. Farewell, who had been coasting as far as Delagoa Bay in search of new trade-markets, reported to Lieut. Col. Somerset, Governor of the Cape, that he had ‘found a port where a small vessel could lie perfectly secure.’ Soon afterwards, with a party of about forty all told, and including Fynn, Isaacs, King and others, Lieut. Farewell chartered two vessels from Capetown to this newly-found Port Natal. The party in the ‘Julia’ led by Fynn, arrived first, the remainder, under Farewell, following six weeks afterwards in the ‘Ann’. These were the pioneers of what ten years later became the township of D’Urban, so called after the then Governor of the Cape.

Although Farewell stated quite correctly that he had ‘found’ Port Natal, he was far from having been the discoverer of it. On the 25th. of December, 1497, the Portuguese navigator, Vasco da Gama, passed the bay and called the surrounding country Natal. In 1683 the sailors of the shipwrecked English vessel, the ‘Johanna’, tramped through this land on their way to the Cape. The English ship, the ‘Good Hope’, was wrecked in Natal Bay on the 17th. of May, 1685, soon after following the Dutch ship, the ‘Stavenisse’, wrecked further along the coast in Alexandre county. Through the survivors of these and other wrecks we have been furnished with much interesting information concerning the land and its early inhabitants. These continuous wrecks, too, was it that furnished the Zulu people with their first acquaintance with the pale-skinned variety of their species. Not imagining that there could be any land beyond the sea, the only home and origin of the whitemen was universally supposed to be the ocean, upon which they dwelt in floating troughs, and were very keen on elephants’ tusks which they would buy with tiny coloured stones fished up from the sea.

So well known did Natal become by means of these sailors’ narratives, that in December, 1689, the Dutch Government of the Cape, through the officers of the galiot ‘De Noord’, solemnly purchased the bay of Natal and the adjoining land from the local ‘ingose’ (sic), named, according to Fynn, Nyangesa, for a quantity of “copper arm and neck rings and other articles.” But the solemnity of the purchase seems to have worn off, at least in the Native eyes, so soon as the copper arm-rings lost their serviceability. The master of the ‘De Noord’, Johannes Gerbrantzer, returned to Natal in 1705 and found another king reigning ‘who knew not Joseph’. He ventured to suggest the deed of conveyance, but the young monarch closed the debate by curtly stating that ‘my father is dead and buried—and the copper rings with him’. Thus ended the Dutch possession of the Bay of Natal.

More than a hundred years passed by before Farewell and company arrived and came to stay. By that time Nyangesa and his tribe had trekked away, probably to the south into Kaffraria, and another variety of Bantu, now of the tekeza or Lala stock, had entered in and possessed themselves of the land. From the Tukela to the Mzimkulu, from the sea to the Drakensberg, was approximately the length and breadth of Lalaland. Within these boundaries were gathered together more than a hundred clans, each independent of its neighbours and with its own hereditary line of chieftains.

A devastated Wilderness. It was now the eighth year of the reign of Shaka when Farewell and Fynn stepped on the Natalian shore; and how had the face of Lalaland changed? Where were the hundred clans and their long ancient lines of hereditary chiefs? Where, this Arcadia of peaceful bee-hive kraals dotting the green sunny hillsides, surrounded by fields of reddening millet and lowing herds? Fynn was able to travel through the breadth of the land, from the Tongati to the Mzimkulu and see scarcely a sign of human life, save ‘thirty Natives residing near the Bluff, under the chief Matshane, of the amaTulini tribe. There were neither kraals, huts, Kafirs, nor corn. Occasionally I saw a few stragglers, mere living skeletons, obtaining a precarious existence on roots and shell-fish’. Three successive waves of destruction, like the molten torrent from some volcanic eruption, had rolled from the Zulu country over the face of Natal, obliterating in their course all signs of human life. Thrice had the
land been submerged beneath a flood of blood and death rushing away towards the south, wrecking all before it, bearing the refuse away on its crest, leaving only naked desolation behind. Then, to make the destruction complete, organised bands of Zulu murderers regularly patrolled the waste, hunting for any stray men and running them down like wild-pig. Thus, struggling in the flood, the hundred Lala clans were borne off to the south and got lost among the Kafir tribes between the Mkizimkul and the Great Fish River, then the southern-most boundary of Xosaland. There, without leaders, without homes, they wandered about (to mlenza, as the Xosa called it), each for himself, seeking acceptance as menials in the Xosa families, by whom they were contemptuously called ama-Mlenzu or vagrants, and by the White Colonists, Fingoes.

And away behind? Yes, some few had merely been hurled aside by the on-rush, had seen the beauty of the land swept away before their eyes, and found themselves stranded in one vast interminable wilderness. These lived in ones and twos, hidden away in woods and inaccessible mountain-parts, none knowing what had become of his friend, his chief, his father, his child, his mother; none knowing a neighbour, and each with his hand ever raised against the stranger who might have discovered his whereabouts. For years no sod had been turned in the fields. The winter-season came. The berries in the woods shrivelled up and fell, and the herbs on the veld withered away and drew in their heads from sight; for the night-time of nature had come. And now at length shall starvation bring sleep and rest to miserable man. Yet some preferred to live. Was not their brother’s flesh sweeter than death? They will then fight for it and hunger no more. So Muaya and his adherents, of the Dunge clan, set out to hunt men as game, and soon found their own chieftain, Boyiya, a toothsome morsel. The idea spread, and death in still another form was added to wretched life in Lalaland. And yet quite 10,000 miserable beings had been able to survive all these sufferings and persistent efforts to eraze them from the face of the earth, clinging to their life as to their land, if not to their homes, until the dark day of trial was over and the fiend in Zululand was himself laid low, safely and eternally imprisoned beneath six feet of earth.

Even before the tyrant’s death, 4,000 refugees from the surrounding country and from suffering Zululand, had thrown themselves for protection at the feet of the powerless but humane handful of Whitemen settled at Port Natal. Shaka himself had soon learned to value the acquisition of these strange new-comers, for, on their frequent visits to him, he had discovered them to be an altogether wonderful variety of mankind. So, from policy or from fear, he would regard kindly their protegés, saying, “They have gone to my friends, not to my enemies; take care of them, as of your own.” Ten years later, in 1834, and when Dingana, his successor, had already become conscious of the menace of the growing power at Port Natal, the number of Lala and Zulu refugees gathered together under allegiance to the White settlers was fully 6,000.

The Pioneers visit Shaka. Almost immediately after their arrival in Natal, the English pioneers deemed it prudent to make a friendly acquaintance with the terrible potentate whose subjects they were making themselves. Farewell, Fynn, Petersen, Davis and others accordingly set out for Zululand, and eventually arrived at the royal kraal, an immense accumulation of hundreds of bee-hive huts massed together in a circle two-thirds of a mile in diameter. There happened at the time to be a great festival in course of proceeding — perhaps the annual umKosi feast, held towards Christmas time — which lasted three days, and in which, as they calculated, some 30,000 people, male and female, were participating. And there for the first time they found themselves in the awful presence of the Satanic Majesty. On its head was a cirelet of otter-skin, the inner space being filled out with bunches of scarlet loury-feathers, while one great feather of the blue-crane, two feet long, stood erect in front. A dangling mass of tails, made of the twisted fur of the blue-monkey and spotted-genet, hang like a cape over the shoulders. Another dangled from the breast to the loins, and a third depended like a kilt from above the buttocks to the knees (see um-Qhubula). Round the legs, below the knees and reaching to the ankles, as also round the arms below the shoulder-cape, waved a silvery fringe formed of the long white brushes from cows’-tails (see ilji-Shoba). White ivory-like studs, an inch in diameter, made of dried sugar-cane (?), filled the ample holes cut in the lobe of each ear. In the left hand was carried a white cow-hide shield marked by a single black spot, and in the right was held an assegai. Twelve thousand savages, similarly though more plainly
attired, danced on each flank of their king. At times a dash of barbaric beauty would enhance the picture as hundreds of dusky ballet girls, with their plump chocolate bodies gaily bedecked in variegated beadwork, would appear and dance upon the scene. Then, again, vast herds of wildly frolicking cattle would be driven about the dancing place, each herd distinguished by its particular colour and by the shape of its horns, these latter in many instances having been artificially twisted in their growth into the most fantastic shapes. Yet even here a gory smear would be now and then drawn across the pleasing picture, as some miserable being was pounced upon and dragged off to a violent death before the very eyes of the European spectators and the beaded ballet-girls.

Shaka wounded. The evening was come, and brought an agreeable transformation of the scene. The bright variegated gaiety of the day had now become set in a background of jetty darkness, and, lit up by the lurid glow of bonfires of dried reeds, presented a weird and fascinating study in light and shade. It was a serenade in which the great chief was himself taking a part. Suddenly a terrifying shriek rent the air; and the fires went mysteriously out! The multitude was plunged in darkness, and confusion reigned supreme. Shaka the Terrible, Shaka the Divine, had himself been stabbed! Verily now hath come the end for many there present. What shall be done? The gathering wrath must be appeased somehow, else unhappy are they whose misfortune it must be to have to come near the wounded despot; for, says the adage, the wild-beast bites those who approach it. Now, the enemy whom Shaka just at that moment had uppermost in his mind was the Ndwandwe king, Zwide, whose power had not yet been broken and whose adherents, under Sikunyana, were even then threatening the northern boundary. Were there any of his people among the assembled masses? 'There had been; but they had 'gone out' as mysteriously as had the fires, and could not be found. Plainly these were they who had done the deed. So two companies of warriors were sent out in hot pursuit along the northern road. On the fifth day the party returned, bringing with them the bodies of three unfortunate and perhaps innocent individuals, whom they reported to have found and killed in the bush. The bodies were laid on the ground at about a mile from the kraal. Then, the ears having been cut off from the right side of the head, the whole multitude of 30,000 men and women filed along, screaming and wailing, each one as he or she passed, battering the bodies with a stick, which was afterwards dropped on the spot. Needless to say, the bodies were already invisible beneath a pile of sticks before many hundreds of the people had passed. Nevertheless the formality must be duly performed, if only to save one's own person from suspicion of any sympathy with the criminals; so they went by vigorously whacking the pile of sticks. Finally, the whole multitude collected again about the kraal. Three men appeared, bearing the ears of the unfortunate individuals at the end of long sticks. The ears were publicly burnt in a great fire kindled in the centre of the kraal and in the presence of Shaka, whose wound was now considerably healed. As though to furnish pretexts for further slaughters, new crimes were invented. Immediately following the stabbing, had gone forth a prohibition that none should wear any body-ornaments, nor shave their heads, and no man whose wife was pregnant should approach the king. Transgressors in abundance were rapidly forthcoming, the thought of whose cold-blooded murder the gory monarch found 'soothing' during the days of confinement to his hut! Further, a force of 1,000 strong was despatched as a punitive expedition against the suspected tribe, returning in a few days, after having valiantly set fire to several unsuspecting kraals and then relieved them of some 800 head of cattle.

Ndwandwe War — third Attack and Death of Sikunyana. Years had passed by since the last great campaign, and the Zulus were enjoying comparatively peaceful times in their homes. Their chief was sitting at ease in the cattle-fold along with his more familiar headmen, when suddenly a runner appeared, breathless and sweating, and announced that the Ndwandwe army, accompanied by its women and cattle, were already over-running the upper districts, coming, as they said, to retake possession of their father's land.

It had happened that the old chief Zwide, after emerging from the reed-bed, had fled inland to about where the town of Wakkerstroom now is. There, with his two surviving sons, Sikunyana and Somapunga, he settled down and gradually collected around him whatever stragglers of his tribe might from time to time arrive.
Seeing that the old chief was not to live much longer, his wives requested him to appoint a successor; but that he might have peace at least in his days, he gave them nothing but an ambiguous sign. Upon his death, the partisans of Sikunyana urged upon their nominee the necessity of rendering his position secure by the riddance of his rival, Somapunga. This latter saved his head by flight, and found protection under the Zulu king Shaka, who kindly furnished him with a wife ‘to take care of him.’ And now at length about the year 1826, Sikunyana, grown strong and in undisputed possession of the chieftainship, followed his brother, not as a refugee, but as an invader, ‘coming to regain the land of his inheritance.’

The whole Zulu land was thus once more aflame with the excitement of the coming fun. ‘Hurray! hurray!’ flew the password through the restful land, ‘the bride is already dancing in the court-yard! Sikunyana, your sweetheart, has come to marry you!’ It chanced that just at that time Mr. Fynn was at Port-Natal, and being already well-known to Shaka, he too was called out for active service against the common invader. He found Shaka’s army already on the war-path—warriors, cattle-boys and baggage-bearers ‘few of whom were above the age of twelve years’, and girls carrying beer, corn and amasi for the refreshment of the more important men—in all a host of about 50,000 souls. The movement of so vast a multitude marching in close formation was traced only by a great rolling cloud of dust. Parched with thirst, they reached a swamp, where each fought wildly with the other for one drop of the saving liquid, with the result that the whole became at once transformed into a field of mud, and ‘yet this mud was swallowed with avidity,’ and within its soft embrace were left the corpses of many men and boys, who, in the mad rush, had been actually trampled down to death. Several days were occupied on this wretched march; and so sore did Shaka’s bare feet become on the endless stony plains, that Fynn’s Hottentot servants were commanded to manufacture sandals for him out of raw cow-hide.

However, the conflicting armies eventually met in the valley below the Endolowane mountain. After several fierce engagements, ‘lasting altogether not more than an hour and a half’ and yet sufficiently long to leave heaps of corpses covering the field, the Ndwandwes were vanquished. Many sought refuge in an adjacent wood, others beneath the heaps of dead bodies, but were diligently sought out and killed, after which the women and children, who had been ministered together high up on the aforesaid mountain, were likewise ruthlessly butchered. About 60,000 cattle are stated to have been captured.

After such excellent work, one would have expected the Zulu general to have had some need of praise for his troops. Not so with this human monster called Shaka. For early the next morning, we are told, he had the regiments assembled before him for an angry harangue and for the customary ‘picking out of the cowards’—several unhappy captains, whose only offence, no doubt, was the disfavour of their chief, and several poor soldiers who had the misfortune to be disliked of their headmen, or who were indiscriminately pointed out by these merely to please their cruel master and so save their own skins—brave men all, who but yesterday had fought valiantly for their lord and country, and were now butchered before him for his delectation! In the afternoon the last act of this bloody performance consisted in the bringing before the king of a woman and a child, of about ten years of age, of the defeated tribe. For some time he found pleasure in gossiping with this woman, entertaining her with a pot of beer and a dish of beef, and then ordered both mother and child off to instant death! The life of the child was spared on the intercession of Fynn who was present.

From the woman’s account, it was learned that once again the defeated chief had succeeded in effecting his escape. He fled to the Tonga country, accompanied by a few of his people. A party were immediately despatched in hot pursuit. Upon entering a certain Tonga kraal they found the inmates in apparent readiness for some festivity. On enquiry, they were told that Sikunyana, the Ndwandwe chief, was in a neighbouring kraal, where he had slaughtered a beast presented to him by the local Tonga potentate. With little trouble the quarry was duly bagged, and the last flickering light of the Ndwandwe power put out.

**Mzilikazi, Founder of the Matebele Nation.** The break-up of the Ndwandwe nation under Zwane and under his successor, Sikunyana, was replete with far-reaching consequences to the whole of Africa. Small clans, hitherto tributary to the Ndwandwean paramountcy, were now thrown on their own resources. Some found it more discreet
not to kick against the pricks, but others were more recalcitrant. Among these latter, were a section of the people united under certain headmen, as Beja, brother of Sosha-ngane, of the Nxumalo, and Mlotshwa of the Kumalo, who, not content with the overthrow of Zwide, had themselves to be conquered again. They too at length were forced to bow before the Zulu monarch, from whom they at first received a measure of diplomatic favour, though ultimately the usual requital of this relentless tyrant, death. But more resolute and more successful than these was a certain induna named Mzikazi (corrupted by the Suto and Chwana peoples into Moselekatze), son of Mashobana (of the Knumalo clan), by his wife Nompetu, daughter of his erstwhile sovereign, Zwide.

Upon the demolition of the Zwidean power, this headman assumed for a time a feigned submission and was quartered with the Zulu regiment stationed at the Bulawayo military-kraal beyond Eshowe, between the Malazi and Mhlutuze rivers. But life there was not after his taste, and, gathering together a small band of three or four hundred trusted followers (with whom, it is said, he had been sent on a raiding expedition by Shaka), he cut himself loose from his enforced allegiance and commenced wandering about the upper districts, burning whatever kraals he came across and forcing their inmates into his own service. In this way and by means of the ceaseless addition of fugitives from Shaka's thraldom, he ere long, perhaps about the year 1826, succeeding in amassing a very formidable army of freebooters, a motley crowd from the Kumalo, Nxumalo, Mietwa, and almost every other of the hundred original clans of Zululand. With this vast crowd of waifs and strays, he hastened towards the Transvaal, in the hope of building there a new kingdom all his own. But the wily Shaka met him on the Drakensberg with a force hastily sent to intercept him. The Zulu force was repulsed, and Mzikazi hastened the quicker on his course ahead. Knowing that he would not be allowed to escape so lightly and that a further punitive expedition would be rapidly following behind him, he took the precaution to lay waste the whole country through which he passed, leaving neither people, nor stock, nor kraals, nor crops behind him. This method of destruction and wholesale pressure into his service became from now on his settled policy, so that when the Boer farmers trekked up in 1836, they found the greater part of Orangia and the Transvaal a miserable wilderness. Mzikazi first established himself at a place he somewhat prematurely named Ekuumuleni or the Place of Rest. 'For three months', says a Native account, 'they had no rain and suffered keenly from want of water. The chief thereupon ordered all rain-doctors to be brought before him. All made up some medicine, but the heavens were unwilling, and the doctors failed to procure rain. The chief therefore ordered their execution. They were bound and thrown into the river' (or possibly where a river ought to have been). An exploring party having already previously reported a fine land 'of much water and green grass even during the dry season' away north, Mzikazi forthwith determined to remove to those parts.

After several days' travelling, the armed warriors going on ahead, the women bearing the household gods and the boys driving the cattle behind, they came into touch with another band of refugees flying like themselves from the tyrant Shaka. Although these were marching under the headship of a clansman of Mzikazi's named Nqaba, son of Mbekwane, of the Knumalo clan, nevertheless for some reason or other the two parties fought. Nqaba being defeated, fled eastward into the Portuguese territory, where he subsequently met with and for a time united himself to the renowned Soshangane, near the Sabi river. The followers of Nqaba afterwards became famous themselves as the abanGoni of Central Africa.

Having reached a promising spot in the Marico district, Mzikazi next proceeded to erect a large military-kraal in the Mosika Valley, but he subsequently removed his own private kraal to a still more pleasing sight, at Kapaying, fifty miles to the north. From this centre raiding parties were sent out to scour the country in every direction. They swept the land clean from the Drakensberg to the Kalahari, and in 1831 reached as far south as Thaba Bosigo, the mountain-stronghold upon which Moshweshwe, the paramount chief of the newly united Suto nation, had established himself after their sad experiences with Matiwana, the Ngwana chief. 'The Matebele,' writes Widdicombe, 'halted under the willow-trees which lined the banks of the Putiatsana, a pretty little stream not far from the foot of Thaba Bosigo. There they sat down and rested after the fatigue of their long three-hundred-mile journey, bathing themselves daily in the cool, limpid water, sharpening their assegais, arranging their head-
plumes, and dancing their war-dance preparatory to investing the stronghold of the man they were sent to conquer. The Basutos watched it all from the heights above. They barricaded the few entries to their stronghold with huge boulders, and erected strong and substantial schanzen at any point where an ascent seemed possible; so when the Matebele came rushing on simultaneously from two different directions, they were met by such an avalanche of rocks and showers of spears raining down upon them from an invisible and unapproachable foe above, that they were compelled to retreat by the way they came. The Khatla tribe, however, the Harutse and several others, were less successful and had to submit to Mzilikazi. Even the Griqua chief, Berend Berend, who had dared to attack the latter in his new kingdom, was defeated and himself killed.

It was about this time that Mzilikazi made his first acquaintance with Whitemen, at least during his own independent career. Mr. Moffat, the celebrated missionary, was then at Kuruman. He was quickly discovered by Mzilikazi's raiding parties, and eventually became so great a friend of this latter, that the Matebele chief afterwards named one of his sons Kuruman, in honour of the missionary. When, then, in June of the year 1836, certain American evangelists, the Rev. Dr. Wilson, with the Revs. Lindley and Venable, appeared in the Mosika Valley, they were graciously welcomed and allowed to settle in the military-kraal. But it was not long before the warlike chief discovered that the principles they preached were hostile to his own practices, and he prohibited further exercise of their profession.

They had not been many months at Mosika, when, towards the end of that same year, the first wave of the Great Boer Trek from the Cape Colony reached them. These farmers had serious brushes with roving Matebele between the Vet and Vaal rivers, where several Boers were killed and two girls captured and sent along as acceptable booty to Mzilikazi up north. Subsequently the Boers were attacked again, when in larger at Vechtkop, near the sources of the Rhenoster river, by a Matebele impi of 5,000 warriors, under their induna Mkali, of whom, after a short but fierce contest, 430 were left dead on the veld, though the rest managed to depart with all the farmers' cattle. The Boers, getting exasperated at this kind of harassment, resolved upon a combined attack on the lion in his den. One hundred and seven farmers, reinforced by another hundred of Griquas and Natives, assembled under Potgieter and Maritz, and, on the 17th January, 1837, they surprised the Matebele army encamped in the Mosika Valley, and hunted them down like a herd of game until midday. The kraal was burnt, 6,000 cattle captured, and several of their own wagons recovered, whereafter, accompanied by the disheartened American missionaries before mentioned, the farmers returned to their head-quarters at Thaba Nchu, near the Caledon.

About the middle of this same year 1837, occurred Dingana's campaign against Mzilikazi. Since Shaka's demise, the Zulu army, through almost constant inactivity, had already lost much of its pristine verve. True, they were the victors in the fight, though their returning home in August with one at least of their regiments almost totally annihilated, can scarcely be deemed a triumph. However, the saving feature was that an unusually large number of cattle were taken, including many that had previously been stolen from the Boers; but the Matebele rallying, re-captured a great number. It was here that the Zulus made their first acquaintance with the comparatively huge, long-horned Afrikander cattle, about which so many exaggerated tales are told, and which became Dingana's favourite breed.

Dingana was so elated over this his first and only martial success of any importance, that he could not refrain from despatching a messenger, during the first days of September, to Capt. Gardiner, a missionary adventurer then in charge of the British settlement at Port Natal, proudly stating that he had 'killed all Mzilikazi's people and captured their cattle.' But his statement was altogether premature; for only two months after, in November, we find a strong Boer commando of 330 men, under Potgieter and Uys, marching against him. Weakened by their recent heavy reverses, the Matebele were easily routed. Between the Zulus and Boers, they found no security of tenure was now possible to them in the Transvaal. The Natives to the north were reported as of a much weaker race, fleeing upon the mere sight of a Zulu warrior. They therefore determined to seek a better fortune far away beyond the Limpopo. Dispersing and despoiling the peaceful Kalangas as they went, Mzi- likazi finally established himself about midway between the Limpopo and Zambezi rivers, building for himself a large kraal which he named after that from which he
had originally set out in Zululand, viz. *kwa Bulawayo* (the Place of him who was killed). Here he rapidly brought the surrounding tribes to recognise his sovereignty, and so the powerful Matebele nation was built up and flourished, until the downfall of Mzilikazi's son, Nombungula or, as the local corruption has it, Lobengula.

The name Matebele is not Zulu. It was derived from the Suto word *le-Tebele,* plur. *ma-Tebele* (a Kafir i.e. a member of any of those neighbouring tribes that did not speak the same language nor belong to the same ethnological group as the baSuto themselves). It was originally applied by these latter to the marauders from Zululand, as a term of contempt. Among the present-day Matebele scarcely anything of pure Zulu blood is longer traceable. Even so long ago as 1863, Mackenzie, who visited their country and was intimately acquainted with South-African races generally, was compelled to aver that 'he found very few real Zulu soldiers; the flower of the army consisted of Bechuanas, and the younger regiments were principally composed of Makalaka and Mashona lads recently enlisted'. Nor is their language any purer than their blood. It consists of a large percentage of original Zulu roots, all more or less corrupted, and even perhaps a half dozen old roots, also probably changed, now obsolete and unknown in Zululand; but a very large proportion of the speech is made up of entirely foreign words, a miscellaneous and indiscriminate gathering from all and every one of those tribes they incorporated and whose mixed offspring now mainly constitutes the Matebele nation.

**Soshangane, founder of the Gasa Nation.** The Zulu-Kafir race would seem to be the fighting cocks of the Bantu breed. Those peaceful times of yore, which we are so pathetically told ever existed in and before the days of Senzangakona, were really only a lying dormant of their innate aggressive, plundering spirit. Once the ancient fire had been roused by Dingiswayo, and then fanned to a roaring conflagration by Shaka, there was no further possibility of holding in check the natural impulses of this people. One after another wild spirits of the race led forth, north, west and south, fierce turbulent masses to disturb the peace of the world, revelling in rapine and blood. Of Matiwana with his amaNgwana and Mzilikazi with the maTebele we have related. But there are two other hands of freebooters hailing from the Zulu country — the followers of Soshangane (afterwards in his new home better known as Manukuza), son of Sigode, younger son of Langa, chief of the Ndwandwe or Nxumalo clan (and therefore nephew of Zwide, great-son and successor of Langa), and, secondly, the followers of Xqaba or Uzangandaba (or, as he was subsequently in Central Africa called, Uzwangendaba), son of Mbekwane, a chief-man in the Kumalo clan, whose names will stand out in terrible prominence in the future history of almost every eastern Bantu tribe right away to the Victoria Nyanza. These so maintained the war-like reputation of their breed, that even Stanley could not cross the continent, as far away as the equator, without becoming nervously cognisant of the fact. 'No traveller,' he says, 'has yet become acquainted with a wilder race in Equatorial Africa than are the Mafitte or Wattu (as he calls the abaNgoni wanderers). They are the only true African Bedawi; and surely some African Ishmael must have fathered them, for their hands are against every man, and every man's hand appears to be raised against them. To slay a solitary Mtuta is considered by an Arab as meritorious, and far more necessary than killing a snake. To guard against these sable freebooters, the traveller, while passing near their haunts, has need of all his skill, coolness and prudence. The settler in their neighbourhood has need to defend his village with impenetrable fences, and to have look-outs night and day; his women and children require to be guarded, and fuel can only be procured by strong parties, while the ground has to be cultivated spear in hand, so constant is the fear of the restless and daring tribe of bandits.'

The party under Soshangane, or as we shall hereafter call him, Manukuza, took a north-easterly direction and continued their course uninterruptedly forward through various Tonga tribes, until they entered the Portuguese domain, compelled, in their present struggle for existence, to buy life for themselves only at the price of much shedding of blood, and to retain a footing on God's earth only at the point of the assegai. The mixed mob of fugitives, comprising members, not only of the Nxumalo, but of the Mteutwa and several other of the hundred dispersed tribes of Zululand, with whom Manukuza had so far successfully cut his way into the heart of Tongaland, became now generally known among the surrounding tribes, not, of course, as Zulus (which they were not), but as *abaNguni* — a generic name in Tonga parlance desig-
nating a Native of what we call the 'Kafir' stock (whether it be Zulu or Xosa), as of a race and language distinct from their own; indeed, just in the same way as the Suto tribes called these same people *maTebele*. The great nation, however, which afterwards grew up around this Kafir or Zulu nucleus, was mainly composed of the conquered people of multitudinous local Tonga clans, and adopted for itself the general name—quite unknown in Zululand, and hence probably derived from some local source—of *abakwaGasa* (the People of Gasa), or, as they are more commonly called on the Gold Fields, *amaShangana*.

The martial feats of Matiwana and Mzikazi were reproduced by Manukuza in Portuguese East Africa without any diminution of their magnitude or gory brilliancy. The constellation caused among the British in the Cape Colony upon the appearance of Matiwana, and among the Dutch in the Transvaal by the appearance of Mzikazi, was repeated in an equal degree by Manukuza among the much weaker Portuguese of the East Coast. Their contemporary documents bravely own up to the fact, and tell us of many humiliations their little garrisons had to meekly endure at the hands of this barbarian upstart.

It was about the year 1831 that he first appeared and settled near the Sabi river, midway between the Limpopo and Zambezi. While there, he was joined by the second roving mob of Zulu fugitives, members of the Kumalo, *emaNewangeni* and other clans—also originally resident in the northern districts of Zululand about the coast—led by the aforesaid chief, *Nzula* or Uzwangendaba. This is the section of Zulu refugees to whom the name *abaNyoni* most persistently clung, and who, under a subsequent corruption of the word, became afterwards notorious in Central Africa as the *abaNyoni*.

But turbulent natures of this kind, fired with the spirit of independence and fight, could scarcely be expected to sit down together in peace. The inevitable contention arose, and the stronger chief, Manukuza, drove from the neighbourhood his brother, Mhlawadabuku, who, along with the main portion of the recently arrived party under Uzwangendaba, marched away still further north, accompanied by a considerable following from among his own people, leaving Manukuza in sole possession of another large section south of the Sabi river.

"On the 22nd. of October, 1833," says Theal, "a strong body of warriors of the Gasa tribe appeared before the fort on the Espiritu Santo (as the estuary of several rivers debouching at Lourenco Marques used to be called). They were provided with no other weapons than short-handled stabbing assegais, so they could not effect an entrance; but during the night of the 27th., the captain, Dionysio Antonio Ribeiro, seeing an opportunity to escape, evacuated the place, and with his men retired to the island Shefina, which lies close to the coast. On the following day the abaGasa destroyed the fort, and then pursued the Portuguese to the island and captured them all. The prisoners were brought back to their ruined habitation and were there put to death."

"The captain of Inhambane," continues the historian, "was so rash as to attempt to assist a friendly clan against Manukuza. The result of the interference was the plunder of the village, on the 3rd. of November, 1834, and the slaughter of the captain and all the inhabitants, except ten individuals who managed to escape."

"In 1836, the military commandant of Sofala, Jose Marques da Costa, collected the friendly Natives in the neighbourhood, and with them and his negroes ventured to give the enemy battle, with the result that every individual of his force perished."

"But if such easy game was made of the Portuguese soldiery, what shall we expect was the fate of the more helpless Blacks? For more than a quarter of a century after the last lesson had been given the Portuguese, and especially during the years 1852 and 1853, the Bantu clans throughout the territory were one after the other miserably plundered or sometimes exterminated 'with no more compunction than if they had been vermin.' But at length towards the end of the fifties, the dreaded Manukuza had played his last game and failed, had fought his last fight with death and succumbed."

"Previous to this, however, he had already expelled from the land one of his sons, Mzila, who had fled inland into the Transvaal region; and another son, Manukuza, now succeeded to the supreme power. This chief, much to the dismay of the little Portuguese garrisons, proved a chip of the old block. When, then, his brother Mzila, on the 1st. of December, 1861, applied to the captain of the garrison on the Espiritu Santo for aid against his brother and himself posed as Portugal's greatest friend, the captain
gladly lent him what help he could in the shape of powder and guns. After half a
year's fighting, Maweva was completely crushed and Mzila reigned in his stead and
ruled over all the country between the Zambezi and the Manisa, northwards of Delagoa
Bay. At length Mzila, too, was called to his fathers, and duly succeeded by his son,
Ngungunyana, who becoming obstreperous, was relieved of his chieftainship by the
Portuguese, in the year 1895.

The whole of Manukusa's or Ngungunyana's country is only hazily known to
present-day Zulus as kwa Gasa or Gasaland, the home of the Shanganas. Yet their
fathers knew it better; for, as Fynn records, Shaka's army was thrice sent to invade
that territory and bring home the head of Soshangana. They penetrated even as
far as Inhambane, but all they ever brought back was perhaps not much more than
one emaciated half of themselves and myriads of malignant malarial microbes to
finish them right off so soon as they got back to their kraals.

We have said that, after the Zulu fugitives, fleeing from Shaka's hands, arrived
near the Sabi river, their leader, Manukusa quarrelled with his brother, Mlabawad-buka, and that the latter, along with another and still more recently arrived batch of
fugitives, set out for a new field of independence still further north. How far these
two independent parties got in company we do not know; but it was not far, for in
a short time there was another rift in the lute, and that portion of the refugees more
recently arrived near the Sabi separated from their comrades, and, under the leader-
ship of their original chief, Uzwangendaba, went on alone yet further northward,
dropping, as they went, batches at the upper Sabi river and the lower Zambezi. This
horde of Zulu fugitives became generally known throughout all the part of eastern
Central Africa as the abaNgoni, aNgoni, awaNgoni, as well as under some entirely
new names, as maZitu, maViti, waZulu and other appellations according as they
migrated from country to country. They crossed the Zambezi, about Zumbo, probably
in November 1835, for at the time of their crossing, as Elmslie informs us, there was
an eclipse of the sun. Directing their course due north, they fought their way along
until they crossed the Tshambeze river flowing into bake Banguweolo, and, passing
round the south-eastern corner of Tanganika, they entered the Fipa country.

Having at length reached a spot quite 1,200 miles from their old home in Zulu-
land, these abaNgoni, or maViti, as they were here called, considered they had accom-
plished enough globe-trotting to suffice them for a season. So, after having duly
enslaved the Jeri people whom they found in the land (the name of which people, by
the way, they now appropriated as their own cognomen), there they settled for a
time. They amused themselves by making periodical raids into the country round
about, though not always to their own profit. There was a large tribe of waRori or
waSango on their eastern boundary, enviously wealthy in cattle. But after quite a
little campaign lasting through several months, our maViti found the enemy too strong
for them and drew back into Fipaland, but not before having left a large number of
their brethren as corpses in the Rori country and become reduced even still more by
the separation of a considerable section of their following, who went off and formed
the Hime tribe, resident on the upper Ruaha river, east of the Roris and south of the
Gogo people.

It is indeed astonishing how infectious the fighting temperament can become
when those predisposed to it are brought under the requisite conditions. It would
seem as though every Bantu tribe that chanced to come into contact with the roving
plunderers from Zululand and, being dislodged by them from their ancient home,
were compelled to seek another by force of arms, eventually developed a type of life
and character so like to that of their original conquerors as to become indistinguish-
able from them. Thus we find Central Africa nowadays filled with spurious Zulus;tribe after tribe, all declared to be of 'Zulu origin', but which, if we may judge from
their languages, markedly varying one from the other and all bearing alike absolutely
ly no resemblance to the Zulu (beyond that common to all Bantu languages), can
have practically no Kafir blood in their veins, and are only Zulu in so far that they
have once passed under the shadow of the Ngoni ascendancy. To tell the truth, these
latter forced along with them as they went whole tribes of strange peoples picked up
by them on their thousand-mile journey, and who in turn successfully cut themselves
loose from their erstwhile masters and struck out for themselves into unknown local-
ities, whose affrighted inhabitants attributed their coming to the universally notorious
abaNgoni. The blood of the few Zulu families who had really originated in Zululand,
was, by the time they had reached Central Africa, already considerably diluted by
foreign admixture; and, as for the vast mass of the heterogeneous mob they had press-ganged on their way, they were picked up mostly from numberless Tonga and kindred tribes, and were not Zulu at all. And in this way the Zulu name has become credited with much glorification that is not honestly its due. Thus the brilliant martial exploits of the Hehes and Bungas about the sources of the Ruffi, and of the Gwangwaras north-east of Nyasa, all go to swell the exaggerated reputation of the innocent boys in our midst; for all of these tribes are mistakenly dubbed of Zulu origin.

The Masai are held to be the fiercest tribe in Eastern Central Africa; but, as Last avers, when waMasai meet waHehe, then comes the tug of war. For, says he, 'they are frequently defeated in their contests with the Hehe. Only last year (1882) strong parties of Masai were nearly annihilated by the Hehe. I was once returning home to my station from a visit to Mpwapwa, when we were overtaken by a party of fifteen Masai, the remnants of an unsuccessful company who had gone to lift the cattle of the Hehe. Several of these were without shields, but carried two large spears, showing that they had been able to pick up some of the spears of their fallen companions, but had been obliged to secure their safety in flight by throwing away their shields'. Wherever they came from, it seems clear that these Hehe are comparatively new arrivals in the present land of domicile. They appeared, as Stanley was informed, as a powerful and strange tribe in the Ruaha country, soon after the invasion of Roriland by the Fipa abaNgoni or maViti, about the year 1844. There they set about despoothing or demolishing the local peoples in quite orthodox Shakan style. They overran Sagaraland, pigsticking the males and stealing the females of the industrious Itumba and Kaguru clans; then they administered some wholesome castigation to the bullying Ngurus of Zegahaland; and finally, in more recent days, they have brought permanently to their knees the brave Roris, who had so long successfully withstood the onslaughts of the maViti of Fipaland.

Then, from these Hehe, or from the mother-tribe, the Fipaland maViti, emerged another lawless band, the Bungas. These unwelcome strangers first made their presence felt, not far away from the Hehe, in the Gangi country, about the sources of the Ulanga, tributary of the Ruffi. They appropriated the south-eastern portion thereof as their own private domain, and then so far brought under their yoke a large section of the Gangi people, now known as the waHehe, that they not only recognised their paramountcy, but somehow or other came to assimilate a considerable quantum of their foreign language.

But revenons à nos moutons! From the time the Ngoni wanderers left Manikusa on the far Sabi river until the period of their arrival in Fipaland, they had been ruled by a chief named Uzwangendaba. But while they still sojourned in Fipaland, this chief died, and, lacking the strong binding influence of a powerful head, the tribe rapidly fell to pieces. The heir-apparent was a boy named Mtwaro, who, however, resigned his right to another brother, Mombere. These being minded to continue their rule comparatively at rest in the Fipa country, another more 'progressive' party favoured a renewed trek yet further ahead. This more restless section of adventurers actually set out about the year 1846; and, giving the waRori a respectful berth, they headed for the Kanongo country to the north-east of the latter tribe, and from thence pushed further on, through Kawendi, to Ujiji town, an Arab and Native trading-centre of importance on the shores of lake Tanganika, and well known from the writings of Burton, Livingstone and Stanley. The unexpected appearance of these terrible plunderers in that busy little town caused an immediate panic in the market, and the money-making Semites found their transactions abruptly closed. Taking to heart the Shakesperean aphorism that discretion is the better part of valour, they and their Natives vanished en masse for Bangwe Isle, out in the waters of the lake. The wisdom of this step was immediately apparent, for the waTuta (as our pseudo-Zulus were here called), having duly killed all who had remained behind and finding nothing further after their taste to plunder, speedily passed on. But they made a mistake when they thought to pass without tribute through the country, further along the lake, of those inveterate blackmailers the waHa. These headed them smartly off into the Nyamwezi land, where they were again recognised by their old name, the mwaNgoni. Cutting their way through tribe after tribe of this district, they eventually passed through the waZinza, and the vast expanse of Victoria Nyanka spread like a vision before them. But the sea has no fascination for the Zulu stock; so these lost sons of the tribe, after having wandered full 1,700 miles from home, had here reached
their farthest point north and now retraced their steps southwards and settled themselves for a rest once more on the grassy downs of Gombaland. There, betwixt the powerful waHa tribe and the equally warlike people of Mirambo, an Nyamwezi potentate, the waTuta found time to indulge in a more beautiful occupation than fighting. An unusual amount of love-making seems to have been done here, and the results consequent on this were no doubt the most potent reason that caused this section of the abaNgoni to give up further aimless wandering and settle down permanently in the land. King after king sought the hand of a Tuta or Ngoni spouse, aye, even the terrible Mirambo himself ensured a permanent fighting alliance with these doughty warriors by taking one of their daughters into the bonds of wedlock.

Leaving this, the most advanced section of the erstwhile Zulu fugitives, still enjoying life on the pasture-lands of Gomba, we shall now retrace our steps to the Fipa country, about 500 miles further south, on the south-eastern shores of Tanganika, and where the waTuta left their brethren the maViti, under their hereditary chief, Mombera.

The Gombaland party had scarcely separated from their Fipa comrades than civil strife broke out among the latter. Certain other sons of Uzwangendaba conceived the idea of contesting the sovereignty with Mombera. Fortunately the misunderstanding was amicably weathered by the rightful chief being willing to move away with his following, leaving the unsatisfied party, under Mperembe, where they were. Mombera marched off in a south-easterly direction, dealing death and devastation wherever obstruction was met with, until finally reaching the plains stretching along the north-western side of Lake Nyasa. As everywhere else, these restless freebooters became the terror of all the tribes surrounding the lake, and that continuously until peace, now fairly permanent, seems to have been introduced among them by the efforts of the white missionaries.

The party left behind in the Fipa country, under Mperembe, afterwards followed south and joined their brethren, submitting once more to the paramountcy of Mombera, in 1891 still living, and now united constitute the great abaNgoni, or as the strange local tribes call them, maViti, nation of Nyasaland.

We have now fairly unravelled the history of these puzzling and pillaging nomads of Central Africa, these mysterious and much-named abaNgoni, aNgoni, mwaNgoni, these maZitu, maViti and waTuta, these waHehe, waBunga and waGwawara. While from their migratory habits or their robbing propensities the Tumbukas of Nyasaland called them maZitu, and the Yaos of the same region, maViti, and the tribes of Tanganika, waTuta, the name which clung to them firmest and longest was that which they obtained nearest home, from our neighbours the Tongas, viz. abaNguni, which afterwards by the interior tribes became transformed into abaNgoni. Strange to say they have themselves still further corrupted the form of the appellation—that is to say, given it a form altogether unpermissible according to the principles of their original Zulu language—by calling themselves abakweaNgoni, the People of Ngoni, as though this latter were the proper name of some ancestor, whereas it is simply the Tonga way of saying 'Kafir.' For as we have already noted, it was not only the section of Zulu fugitives whose descendents are now speaking, as they say, itshiniNgoni and dwelling along the shores of Nyasa, who were dubbed throughout Tongaland as abaNguni. The Natives of our present-day Zululand, as well as the people of Manukuza or Soshangane who remained behind from the 'further northward' trek in Portuguese East Africa, were equally called abaNguni, and even to-day the few families of purer 'Kafir' or Zulu (i.e. non-Tonga) origin among Ngungunyana's so-called Shangana people, are still known by it. But such families and such pure Zulu blood is nowadays among these latter people, and still more so among the Central African specimens, the Ngonis, the Vitis and the Tutas, practically non-existent. Those in the Portuguese territory absorbed all the Tonga clans and Tonga blood within their own very extensive sphere of influence. Those who travelled still further afield, into the central lakes regions, absorbed even still more as they went, Tongas, Karangas, Sengas, Bisas, Fipas, Rungus, Tumbukas and innumerable others, so that there is little possibility of there being much of the original Zulu blood, Zulu character and Zulu language left. The abaNgoni or maViti on the north-western, western and southern shores of Lake Nyasa have probably preserved more of the language—though perhaps less of the true mother blood—than any other section of the whole multitude of original wanderers. We sometimes hear the Hehes, the Henges, the Bungas (on the upper basin of the Rufiji and Ruaha rivers)
and the Gwangwaras or Tshondes (to the north-east of Nyasa), referred to as of the Zulu stock. But their 'Zulu' origin merely consists, as we have before said, in their having been at one time more or less incorporated, after conquest, into the migratory Ngoni nation, from whom they subsequently cut themselves loose, taking along with

them no doubt a certain very small modicum of Zulu blood in a few of their higher families and their women, but never enough to leaven their language with anything more than a very remote and ordinary Bantu resemblance to the speech of the true Zulus.

The Passing of 'Nada the Lily.' It was probably some months after the close of the last Ndwanawo war, that Nandi, the Great Female Elephant, and mother of Shaka, passed away for a better land. The event, welcome, one would almost expect, to her, took place probably about the middle of the year 1826, at the Ndlhayangubo kraal, on the ridge between the Ngoye forest and the Mhlutu river.

The Natives have a strong innate disposition to exaggerate in their talk, and we fear that the reputation of Shaka, hideous as it already is, has been at times made worse by this weakness. That Shaka was utterly callous as to the selection of his victims is beyond doubt; relatives, friends, the harmless and the innocent, all went the same way as criminals and foes, to all was distributed the like meed of ruthless cruelty. This was patent to everybody; so when at length his own mother went the way of all flesh, there was ample justification for the Native mind suspecting, aye, almost feeling assured, that she too had travelled by the wonted path, and this especially since the fortune of exceptional treatment had not been hers during life, blows and abuse having been the too frequent mark of affection she received from her son. Yet, notwithstanding that all Native accounts positively assert that Shaka really did kill his mother, and that the explanation they give certainly predicates such an ending, an open-minded student of history cannot fail to entertain some doubt as to the fact. The great mass of Native knowledge is founded merely on hearsay; but our own countryman, Fynn, who was actually present in the kraal and with Nandi at the hour of her departure, apparently neither observed nor heard anything of foul play on Shaka's part. Indeed, the net effect of his narrative is to lead us to believe that in his mother's death Shaka found his adamantine heart at length subdued and capable for once of shedding a real tear. The Native accounts, on the other hand, tell us, some, that he strangled her by binding a cord about her neck; others, that he poisoned her secretly; others again, that he stabbed her with an assegai, himself actually holding up her arm and saying, while he pierced her in the arm-pit, ake ngikuziwisel (let me make you feel what it is like to be stabbed). But all are unanimous in stating that the reason was because Nandi had dared to conceal a male child born to Shaka by one of his concubines. The child, its mother, Nandi who had dared to conceal it, and an elder brother of hers who had first brought it to her, were all alike, it is said, slaughtered.

Shaka, we may here remind, lived in a constant state of apprehension lest he be assassinated. His only guarantee of self-preservation lay in his systemically killing off all such as might be tempted or capable of doing the deed. He evidently did not suspect his brothers, or, what is more probable, feared their combination against him, if he attacked any one of them; but that the land should becomeladen with actual sons of his own, born to him by his hundreds of concubines, was a contingency he could by strict supervision avoid. To think that he could permit a single one of these to attain to man's estate was to deem him foolish enough to overlook just what, in old age, would furnish him with the source of greatest danger. That Nandi, then, of all others, should attempt to purposely lay up for him such an evil, to nurture for him a future assassinator, to thus thwart him in his most strenuous efforts to avoid so fearful an end, was indeed most exasperating. As a matter of fact, however, we should prefer to believe that Nandi was too wise to be guilty of so unfortunate an indiscretion. Fynn, who was on the spot, knew nothing of it. Here is his unvarnished account of her death:

'While Shaka was engaged in hunting elephants, he received intelligence that his mother was seriously ill, which induced him to suspend the hunt, and proceed immediately to her residence, a distance of 80 miles from the hunting-ground, which distance was travelled during the latter part of the day and the night. Fynn (the narrator writes his account in the third person) 'had been with Shaka some time... Implicit confidence was placed in his skill, and he was on this occasion requested to visit Shaka's mother. He found her in the agonies of death, and she expired an
hour after his arrival ... When Shaka, accompanied by his chiefs in their war-attire, appeared near the hut in which she had died, he stood for twenty minutes in a silent melancholy attitude, while his tears dropped on his shield. At length his feelings were ungovernable; he became frantic. The chiefs and people, to the number of about 15,000, commenced the most dismal and horrid yells. The inmates of the neighbouring kraals came pouring in ... by morning the numbers had increased to upwards of 60,000. The cries now became indescribably horrid. Hundreds were lying faint from excessive fatigue and want, although not less than 40 oxen had been slaughtered as offerings to the spirits, the flesh of which was not allowed to be eaten ... Shaka had several (persons) executed on the spot. The multitude, bent on convincing their chief of their extreme grief, commenced a general massacre. Those who could no longer force tears from their eyes, those who were found near the river panting for water, were furiously beaten to death; and, towards midday, each took this opportunity of revenging an injury, real or imaginary, the weak falling by the hands of the stronger. By 3 o'clock, not less than 7,000 had fallen in this unjustifiable massacre. The adjacent river became impassable, and on the ground blood flowed in streams. The horrid cries continued till 10 the following morning, when Shaka became somewhat pacified, and the people were permitted to take some refreshment ... The following resolutions were strictly to be observed ... no cultivation was to be allowed that year, no milk was to be taken as food, the milk of the cattle to be spilled on the ground; and all women who should be found in a state of pregnancy during the following twelve months should, with their husbands, be punished with death ... On the third day after the death of the Great Female Elephant, a grave was dug near the spot where she died, in which she was placed in a sitting posture; and Fynn learned from some of the attendants, though it is now endeavoured to deny the fact, that ten females of her retinue were buried alive with her. Fynn was prevented from being an eye-witness to this scene, as he would, according to custom, have been compelled to remain at the burying ground for twelve months after'.

Besides Fynn, the pioneer J. S. King was also present with Nandi, 'attending her in her last illness', as Isaacs attests. Yet neither of these has made any mention in his writings of Nandi having met a violent death.

**Founding of the kwa'Dukuza kraal.** The original southern boundary of the several independent Zulu-speaking tribes had been, before Shaka's time, the Tukela and Mzinyati rivers; south of these, and reaching as far as the Mzimkulu, were tekeza-speaking Lala clans. In a very few years, Shaka had the face of the country totally changed. Independent clans, Zulu-speaking and Lala alike, had all ceased to exist as separate entities; their royal families had been destroyed or banished, and the whole had now become indiscriminately mixed up into one vast amalgam, which we may call the Zulu nation, with Shaka at its head. Although the Mpondos and Sutos and many other neighbouring peoples sent tribute to Shaka, as a wise piece of policy tending to save themselves the misfortune of having it compelled from them by force, their territories had not yet been incorporated into the Zulu empire. The actual boundary of the Zulu country and extreme southern limit of inhabited territory, extended, at the period of the arrival of the English pioneers in 1824, not beyond the Tongati river. The Zulu-speaking tribes still confined themselves mostly to their old districts north of the Tukela, while the country between the Tukela and the Tongati contained within it all that remained of the broken Lala clans which had previously occupied the whole of present-day Natal, from the Tukela to the Mzimkulu. Between the Tongati and the latter river was, at the period referred to, that vast uninhabited wilderness, already described in a previous section, in which now lurked nothing but outlawed waifs and strays, hyenas, and bands of men-hunters.

In order to bring himself into closer proximity with those powerful nations on the south, the Mpondo and Suto, whom he had not yet actually conquered by force of arms, Shaka now had a military-kraal built at kwa'Dukuza (where Stanger town now is), south of the Tukela, in Natal, his headquarters, however, still remaining at Bulawayo, beyond the Mlalazi river, in Zululand.

**Shaka as a Wizard.** Shaka about this time developed a new trait of character. He made the discovery that he possessed supernatural powers, could interpret dreams, smell out witchcraft, and perform in fact all the marvellous feats hitherto considered
the sole privilege of the witchdoctors. That so mighty a king should possess these powers seemed to Shaka self-evident. It was on the face of it impossible to suppose that any among his subjects could have powers which their king had not, and absurd to believe that any mortal could have a greater dominion over the spirit-world than he, to whom all the great dead had bowed. This new idea, further, provided him with an agreeable hobby wherewith to break the monotony of life while his warriors were absent on the war-path. At any rate, the female portion of the population would always be at home, and they were amply sufficient for a fair exercise of his powers. So he had a few hundreds of them collected, and naively enquired whether any of them were possessed of cats (i.e. izimPaka — see text), thereby hinting, of course, that they had and that he knew all about it. However, says Fynn, 'whether the answer was in the affirmative or the negative, the result was the same. During three days the dead bodies of women, numbering not less than three or four hundred, were seen carried away to the rivers or left to the wolves; and that in the absence of their husbands? — fighting for their king and country!

On another occasion, relates Isaacs, a certain nephew of Dingiswayo's, named Mbiya, and a great man in the Mzetwa tribe during Shaka's youth, appeared to him in a vision and gave him to understand that Senzangakona (Shaka's father) was 'very angry' with the Zulu people, because they were no longer so smart as they used to be, 'that the nation was growing too large and required constant employment, and that there were plenty of enemies yet to conquer before they could think to busa (i.e. enjoy good easy times). This was truly an ominous observation for an apparition to make, and so soon after Shaka had moved his kraal within easier fighting distance of the great southern tribes.

Embassy to King George. But the removal to Dukuza, had another advantage — it brought Shaka nearer to his recently acquired friends, the Whitemen at Port Natal. He could now receive more frequent visits from these interesting people. What crafty tactics he had already formed in the secrecy of his heart in their regard was not yet apparent. It seemed more probable that he had already acquired some notion of the almighty power that lay behind them, and so deemed a friendly men as safer and more politic. He thus conceived the admirable idea of sending two of his regiments 'to England' to learn to read, and manufacture firearms and wagons, and many other fascinating accomplishments he had marked on his White subjects. To prepare the way for this — and probably as the result of a shrewd suggestion thrown out by these latter — he forthwith despatched two of his councillors, Sotobe, son of Mpangalala, of the Sibiya clan, and Mbozamboza, under the care of James Saunders King, to pay a friendly visit on his behalf 'to King George.' In consideration of this service, he presented King with a document, signed February, 1828, at the Bulawayo kraal, repeating in his favour all the concessions of land about Port Natal and trading rights throughout his dominions, which he had already, in 1824, conceded to Lieut. Farewell, at that time absent in the Cape Colony, but who afterwards, in the early years of Dingana's reign, attempted to return to Natal by an overland route and was murdered by Qetu, chief of the Qwabe refugees then dwelling near the St. John's River. How far King really proposed to take the Zulu envoys is unknown, but probably it was not farther than Cape town. Howbeit, he fell himself grievously ill at Algoa Bay, and had perforce to return with his protégés to Durban, where, after a very short time, he succumbed, much to the sorrow of Shaka.

The Mpondos and Soshangane Campaigns. That pseudo-apparition of Mbiya was at length, in the early part of the year 1828, to materialise into sterner consequences. The nation was to be given some of that 'constant employment' recommended by the spectral chief. There was to be a campaign on a scale of unprecedented magnitude. Aged and young, the rich and the poor and the worthless alike, anybody and everybody, with the sole exception of females and small children, shall be massed together in one vast force — an u-Kulelela-ngoyo (or indiscriminate raking together of all and every rubbish), as Shaka called it — and proceed to conquer what still remained of the reachable world.

So, first off to the Mpondos they marched. But the Mpondos waited not till the looming mass rushed overwhelming down upon them. They executed a hurried retreat, vainly flinging their little spears as they ran at the on-rushing wave of destruction, leaving their cattle to be licked up in its passage. But not their chief. Faku
had taken the timely precaution to be hidden securely away in the deepest recesses of the Gosa forest, from which he emerged only after being informed that the invading monster had withdrawn its unhallowed presence from his land. In order to give any further developments a timely check, he at once despatched certain ambassadors to tender on his behalf the most humble submission to the Zulu Majesty, in the vicinity of whose Dukuza kraal one of them was to take up his permanent residence, and so remain a perpetual pledge in Shaka's sight.

Such an easy and absolute victory was very magnificent and flattering to Shaka's army, but it was altogether too rapid. Here was the whole mass of 'human rubbish,' whom he believed it his sacred duty to keep 'constantly occupied,' again thrown on his hands. Somewhere away in the remote north was an escaped rebel named Soshangane. Let them, then, thither, where good service may be done and entertainment for a considerable time be found.

The army, it is true, had returned from Pondoland with unusual speed, but precisely on that account also thoroughly fatigued. There were no commissariat corps attached to Shaka's armies, nor medical attendance for the wounded and sick, and if each of the twenty or thirty thousand hungering warriors got every day but one small snack from the few oxen slaughtered as their only food supply, he was lucky. With such a system, lengthy campaigns were cruel and impossible. But reasonableness and sentiment were qualities unknown to Shaka's nature. So, without a single day's break in their continuous march, without a passing look at their homes or families, without a rest, or one good meal, or a little medical attendance, the whole ukukulela-ngoqo or raking-together-of-all-the-rubbish was hustled unceremoniously by to seek further victories away in the unknown north, somewhere or anywhere about the Balule (or Limpopo) river, where it was fondly imagined Soshangane would be found awaiting them. Right through the length of Natal and Zululand they trudged, a vast multitude of limping, sinking, emaciated, growing humanity, into the feverlands beyond the Sutu. There, amidst the interminable expanses of waterless thornveldt and plains reeking with malarial gases, they drank in their full of the deadly miasma and were mowed down in thousands by an invisible and unchallengeable foe.

A few with stronger constitutions and more undaunted spirits, struggled, it is said, still further ahead, as far as Inhambane, some 350 miles from their homes, but only to find the phantom enemy still far, far beyond. Then, after having attained nothing more than a few unimportant skirmishes, and even these not always successes, the grande armée returned, downcast and disgraced, picking up, as it went, what stragglers remained of the malaria-decimated legions, and finally reached home to delight in a blessing it had never expected. The long, dark night of tyranny and woe had passed never to return, and a sunnier day of hope and rest had dawned upon the land.

The Assassination of Shaka. The intollerabe despot had at length laid the last straw upon the patient back of his people. As the Great Army was wending its way to the Balule, and Dingana and Mlanganya, Shaka's brothers, were limping along, sore-footed andsullen in its rear, the devil of conspiracy entered within them, and they determined that now the end must come. Here was an opportunity that might never present itself again; Shaka alone in an empty land, peopleled only by females! So they disclosed their thoughts to Mbopa, son of Sitayi, and body-servant of Shaka, and enlisted him in their service. All three thereupon discovered that they were taken ill, and must reluctantly return to their home, Mpande and the other brothers continuing their way with the army. Their sudden appearance at Dukuza naturally filled Shaka's guilty heart with woful suspicion. Instinct, exalted in the face of imminent death, spoke loudly that something fearful was about to happen. These racking pre-sentiments reproduced themselves at night as hideous dreams. At last, writes Fynn, 'he dreamt that he was dead and that Mbopa was serving another king. On waking—it was the 24th, September, 1828,—he told his dream to one of his 'sisters' (or concubines), who within an hour mentioned the circumstance to Mbopa. This, knowing that in consequence of the portent, he would not have many hours to live, urged the confederates to take the first opportunity to assassinate the king; and this shortly occurred. Some Kafirs arriving from remote parts of the country with cranes' feathers, which the king had sent them to procure, the king was dissatisfied at their having been so long absent. He came out of his hut, and went to a small kraal some fifty yards distant (from the Dukuza kraal). There these people sat down before him. Nguyazonke, brother to Nandi (the king's mother), an old man much in favour
with the king was also there. Shaka asking in a severe tone what had detained them so long with the feathers, Mbopa ran up to them with a stick and called on them to state why they had delayed so long to fulfil the king’s orders, and then struck them. Being aware that their lives were in danger, and supposing that Mbopa had, as is usual when someone is ordered to death, received the private signal, they all ran away. Shaka, seeing them run, asked Mbopa what they had done to deserve being driven off in this way. Mhlangana and Dingana had hidden themselves behind a small fence near which Shaka was standing, and each had an assegai concealed under his kaross. The former, seeing the people run off, and the king by himself, stabbed him through the back on the left shoulder. Dingana also closed upon him and stabbed him. Shaka had only time to ask: ‘What is the matter, children of my father?’ But the three repeated their stabs in rapid succession, so that he died after running a few yards beyond the gate of the kraal. The few people at the kraal and in the neighbourhood ran to the bush, believing that now heaven and earth would come together! But no such calamity happened, notwithstanding that the corpse lay out on the veldt all night long, and that on the morrow great Shaka’s body was ignominiously consigned to an old corn-pit in the kraal in which he was stabbed, and, along with all his body-ornaments, there safely bottled up for all eternity, after having polluted this earth with his unholy presence for a period of about 41 years.

**Interregnum and Reign of Dingana.** Inasmuch as the Zulu army was absent in the north—and the Zulu army comprised the whole male population of the land—it was manifestly impossible to proceed with the appointment of a new king. The administration of affairs was assumed by Mbopa, with the connivance of the brother assassins, as whose tool he acted.

From the paternal side of Shaka’s family there was nothing to be feared, for none had a prior right or more powerful influence than had Dingana and Mhlangana; but from the maternal side, some trouble might be anticipated. Radical measures must therefore be taken to prevent such a development. Mbopa was accordingly directed to assemble together what few men could be found in the neighbourhood. With these he first attacked and murdered without resistance, Nguyazonke, the aged brother of Nandi, and one or two other favourites of Shaka, still resident in the Dukuza kraal, after which the whole company set out to remove Shaka’s half-brother, Ngwadi, son of Nandi by Ngendeayana.

The departure of this expedition against Ngwadi, and which both Dingana and Mhlangana accompanied, marked the last connection of the Zulu court with the Dukuza kraal, whose solitary occupant was now the carcass of Shaka, rotting in a corn-pit. From the Wambaza kraal of Ngwadi, situate between the White and Black Mfrololi, and where, after a brave resistance, he had been finally killed, the party of murderers returned to Shaka’s headquarters at Bulawayo, not far from Eshowe. There they awaited the return of the straggling remnants of the Grande Armée—a sorry half of the entire force, who had been fortunate to survive both famine and fever, the remainder struggling along in small parties during the next quarter of a year, according as they could gather strength to do so on an occasional meal of locusts, which plague, by the bye, seems to have been as familiar then as it is now.

Meanwhile jealousy rapidly evidenced itself between the two brothers. Both strongly aspired to the throne, but plainly both could not win the prize. Petty quarrels naturally followed, and suspicion was the main feeling each experienced for the other. Mhlangana became avowedly impatient about the tardiness of the army to arrive, but Dingana was more restful in the consciousness of his superior claim to the kingship. Still, he would have been much more peaceful at heart were his brother not there to disturb him in his ambitions. So, when he one day discovered Mhlangana vigorously whetting his assegai for use, he instinctively felt that it might have some significance to himself. He immediately caused Mbopa to make secret enquiries, and from the remarks made by Mhlangana, that Dingana was ‘too much of a fool to be capable of filling a throne, and he most certainly should not be king,’ Mhlangana’s intentions became plainly revealed. Why, then, wait any longer? Without one moment’s delay, Dingana proceeded with a small party to Mhlangana’s hut. Then and there this latter was brought out and forthwith killed.

Within the space of a fortnight after this, the first companies of the army arrived, to find Dingana in sole possession of the royal kraal of Bulawayo. The gloomy forebodings that had racked them on their march were transformed into an ecstasy
of joy when they found the land ridded for ever of Shaka's presence. Nor did the most likely of them contemplate for one moment any attempt at disputing with Dingana regarding the succession. Enough for them was it, if they were granted in peace to crawl into their huts and rest, and await there in calm acquiescence the next turn of events. And the next turn was refreshing and inspiring, for Dingana assured the land of reforms and instilled into the hearts of the people hopes at length of brighter days.

Alas, for those hopes! No sooner had Dingana firmly established himself in power, than he commenced a catalogue of cruelties and crimes not one whit less diabolical than those of his predecessor. He set about a systematic extermination of all that remained of his family and relatives, all his friends and former comrades, the great ones of the nation, Mbopa not excepted. Only Mpande, a quiet, effeminate youth and brother of his, of about 24 years of age, was permitted to live as a simpleton, utterly harmless. But in this act of pseudo-clemency, he unwittingly set the seed of his own destruction.

We do not propose to enumerate here all the historical events of Dingana's reign, nor of the still longer reign of his successor, Mpande. These more recent occurrences, taking place after the advent of the White Colonists in the land, are too well known to require repetition here.

The First Missionaries. In February, 1835, Captain Allen Gardiner, a self-appointed missionary adventurer arrived, and made the first futile effort to evangelise the Zulus. Freedom to work was refused him by the Zulu king, and he returned disconsolate to Port Natal. Here he established himself as a preacher among the settlers, and was afterwards appointed the local justice of the peace, representing the British Government. He eventually departed in search of better missionary success in far Patagonia, where he met a sad death. On December 20th. of the same year, the Revs. Alden Grout, G. Champion and Dr. Adams, of the American Mission, arrived at Port Natal. On January 18th, 1836, they reached Dingana's kraal, and with his permission established missions near the mouth of the Mhlatuze and elsewhere. They were shortly afterwards reinforced by the advent of the Revs. Dr. Wilson and H. L. Venable, who had formerly been with Mzilikazi. Towards the end of the year 1837, the Rev. Mr. Owen, of the Church Missionary Society, appeared at Dingana's kraal at Mgungundhlovu, in the vicinity of which he was allowed to erect a small mission. He endeavoured to repeat Capt. Gardiner's efforts to convert Dingana, and even got him so far as to receive a few lessons in reading; but his pious labours were not rewarded with perseverance on the part of his royal pupil, and were soon doomed to come to an abrupt close in an awful tragedy.

Massacre of the Boers. Just prior to his arrival at Mgungundhlovu, a certain Pieter Retief, a leader of the Boer emigrants from the Cape Colony, who were even then streaming down over the Drakensberg Mountains into the Zulu coast-lands, came on November 5th, 1837, to visit Dingana, in order to seek permission for his people to reside in what is now Natal. To this petition the king assented, provided Retief should recover for him certain cattle recently raided by Sigonyela, chief of the Ma-Natis in the Transvaal. This task satisfactorily accomplished, Retief returned to Dingana, reaching the Mgungundhlovu kraal on the 3rd. February, 1838, bringing with him the re-captured cattle and accompanied by sixty-nine other Boers and thirty Natives. Great hospitality was shown the party during their stay, the deed of concession was duly made out and signed, and on the third day, the 6th. February, the farmers assembled unarmed in the kraal, preparatory to taking their farewell, when treacherously fallen upon and slain, neither Boer nor Native-servant escaping. Mr. Owen was within the immediate vicinity of the kraal, 'reading his Testament,' while the massacre was being enacted; but this terrible crime was a signal for his speedy exit from Zululand, along with that of all the American missionaries. Their generous sacrifices on behalf of the Zulus had been in vain. The missions were in every case abandoned and never re-opened, and not a single Christian was left behind in the land.

Dingana had all the cruel nature and brutishness of his brother Shaka, but none of his martial genius. Like him he never had a wife, nor left a child, though he freely indulged his passions among hundreds of concubines. Not a single military enterprise of note occurred during his reign to add some tinsel to his fame. There was a partly successful attack made about August, 1837, on Mzilikazi, then in the
Transvaal, when their returning with a large booty of cattle scarcely counterbalanced the considerable portion of their army left annihilated on the field. An abortive attempt to conquer the Swazis, with its single questionable victory resulting only in the project being abandoned, was the only other warlike undertaking throughout the twelve years of his reign. And yet there was ample abundance of cold-blooded and cowardly massacres of helpless people, and constant petty fighting with parties of immigrant Boers, all resulting in much bloodshed and devoid of glory or gain.

Flight of Mpande. Meanwhile, Mpande, now grown to be a man of about 35 years, had, save for the apathetic part he took in the Swazi expedition, been quietly enjoying the dolce far niente in his Gqikazi kraal, near the village of Eshowe, surrounded by beer-pots and numerous young wives, and disturbing none. He thus made for himself no enemies, and his popularity and even power among a large section of the community, grew apace. So much so that jealousy once more rankled in the breast of Dingana. This Mpande, on his part, did not fail to observe; so when Dingana one day peremptorily summoned him to appear before him at the Mgungundlovu kraal, Mpande saw right through the manoeuvre and executed a rapid retreat, with 17,000 of his Zulu adherents, over the Tukela, into the shadow of the agis of the Boers. This great influx of Zulu residents into Natal took place in September, 1839, and those who took part in it are referred to by the Natives as the igoda lika ‘Mpande or Mpande’s rope. The majority, of course, subsequently followed Mpande back into Zululand, but probably a few thousands remained.

Encamped near the Tongati river, in territory now practically annexed by the Boers, Mpande at once entered into negotiations with the latter, whose headquarters were then at what they called Boschjesmans Rand, afterwards the site of Maritzburg town. The result was that the more or less helpless farmers were glad to avail themselves of Mpande’s peaceful overtures, and consented to assist him to remove from their and his vicinity that dreadful element, Dingana. Mpande mustered his army forthwith—for with the Zulus every adult male was ipso facto also a fighting-man—and placed it under the direction of the induna, Nongalaza. Himself, as a pledge of good-faith, he accompanied the Boer contingent, 600 strong. With these also went ‘in chains’ the great induna of Dingana, named Nzobo (in the narratives of Colonists generally called by his praise-name, Dambuza). He had been sent by Dingana a short time before with a message, or perhaps more probably as a spy, to the Boers at Boschjesmans Rand. But upon Mpande’s appearing, he had been detained, and was subsequently, upon the evidence of Mpande and others, convicted of having been the instigator of the massacre of Retief’s party and responsible for other crimes, and so was summarily executed by being shot.

Overthrow and Death of Dingana. Dingana had already come to realise that with the recent formidable increase of strength among the White settlers to the south, his own sovereignty beyond the Tukela was now virtually at an end. To balance the loss, an extension of territory must be made to the north. He therefore conceived the ambitious notion of conquering the Swazi king, Sobuza, and obtaining possession of his land. A first attempt he had already made, but unsuccessfully, having lost half his force in the fight. Nevertheless, he still cherished the idea, and it was primarily in furtherance of this project that he had already shifted his head-quarters from Mgungundlovu to the Magundu Hills, eight miles south of the Pongolo river and not far from the Swazi border.

At the Maqongqo Hills, still further south, the army of Mpande met that of Dingana, on the 29th, January, 1840. The two forces were fairly matched, and for a long time each failed to move the balance. Ultimately Dingana’s warriors were outdone, and fled, with their king, to beyond the Pongolo and into quasi-Swazi territory. So incensed was he at this humiliating defeat suffered at the hands of Mpande, whom he had always referred to as a mere female and had only permitted to live out of sheer contempt, that he at once ordered the execution of his great induna, Nhlhlela, who, indeed, had already been wounded in the fight. He even went so far as to rally his troops to a second effort, when his heart sank within him at the sudden appearance of his old foe, the Boers, galloping towards him. These had been about 60 miles distant while the great battle was in progress, but immediately they received tidings of the victory, they vigorously set about pursuing the routed fugitives. Dingana, however, evaded their search, and succeeded in safely concealing himself, with some
of his females, a small supply of cattle, and, some reported, about a hundred warriors, in the Hlatukulu forest, on the Umombo (or Obonjeni) range. Here, unable to provide his following with food, he was driven to making foraging raids into Swaziland. This quickly brought down upon him the chastisement of the Queen-regent, Sobuza being dead, and a party of warriors were sent to get rid of him. They surrounded his kraal during the night, and succeeded in placing a spear in his side as he fled forth. He safely reached a friendly kraal in the neighbourhood, where he died from his wound after lingering three days, and was buried on the spot. His following in Zululand now dispersed and a large number passed over into Natal, they being contemptuously dubbed by Mpande’s people as the umdidi ka’Nhlela or Ndhlélé’s rectum.

Reign of Mpande. On the 10th. February, 1840, Pretorius, the commander of the Boers, proclaimed Mpande king of the Zulus. His reign, in accordance with his natural disposition, was mainly one of peace. Still, it had its turbulent and even sanguinary periods. In 1843, the king began to become tortured by the old canker of jealousy and suspicion that afflicts all who attain to power by the road of violence. He believed, with reason or without, that his only living brother, Gqqu, was planning against him, and had him killed. This sent the usual thrill of consternation among that brother’s adherents, and, about the middle of the year, a great number of them (dubbed the ufu luka’Mwara or pudenda Mwara) followed his aunt, Mwara, in her flight into Natal.

Mpande’s natural weakness of character soon manifested itself in his utter inability to maintain discipline in his own household. His sons, Cetshwayo and Mbulazi, quarrelled over the succession even during his lifetime and in his very presence. The former was his eldest son, born of Ngumbazi, daughter of Manzini, but the other was his father’s favourite, born of his favourite wife, Monase. Cetshwayo’s following, mostly resident in the country south of the Mlatuze, were called the nSulu party, while that of Mbulazi, dwelling about the Mfolozi and beyond, were distinguished as the iziGqosha. The forces of the contestants met, on the 2nd. December, 1856, on the flats of Xndondakusuka, just above the lower drift of the Tukela. The army of Cetshwayo, being nearly three times in number that of his opponent, found little difficulty in utterly defeating the latter. Mbulazi and five other sons of Mpande, including Mantantashinya and Madumbu, full brothers of Mbulazi, were killed.

After this extermination of all the sons of his beloved Monase, excepting only one boy named Mkungo, whom he secretly got over the Tukela into the care of Bishop Colenso, Mpande began to show a marked favouritism towards a certain younger wife whom he had affiliated to the branch of the family ruled by Monase. The ire and jealousy of Cetshwayo now fell upon this woman and her offspring. Again, quite regardless of his father, he had the kraal, in which she resided, surrounded and the mother with all her children ruthlessly slain. But as it happened, the chief sons of the kraal, Mtonga and Mgiddhla, were fortuitously absent, and eventually escaped over the border into Boer territory.

This internecine warfare constantly carried on among Mpande’s own people and within his own family, gave rise to a further emigration of Natives into Natal, a large portion of the adherents of Mbulazi betaking themselves there.

After a reign of 32 years, Mpande died a natural death, in the year 1872.

Reign of Cetshwayo. Cetshwayo now became king. His policy was not so peaceful, nor so prudent in regard to his White neighbours, as was that of his father, and ultimately led him into conflict with the British. On the 11th. January, 1879, the small British force crossed the Tukela, and on the 28th. of August, in the same year, Cetshwayo was captured near the Ngome forest. On the 9th. January, 1883, the ‘Algerine’ appeared in a small bight of the sea north of the mouth of the Mulalazi river in Zululand, and on the following day Cetshwayo was brought safely through the surf, and restored to at least a portion of his broken kingdom. On the 8th. February, 1884, he died, of fatty degeneration of the heart, in a temporary kraal in which he was staying, just outside Eshowe.

Dinuzulu, the eldest son of Cetshwayo and at the time a mere lad, now, as some state, according to his father’s expressed desire, though certainly without any formal appointment by the council of the nation, succeeded to the mere shadow of a throne. Even this he eventually lost, when, like his father, he came into conflict with the British Government. He was convicted of certain state crimes and banished for ten years to the Island of St. Helena. He is now re-instated as a headman in the Nongoma district in the north of Zululand.
A COMPARISON OF THE ZULU
WITH THE
SANSKRIT, ARABIC, MALAY, PAPUAN,
POLYNESIAN AND NEGRO LANGUAGES.

The question of the origin of human language has a very close bearing on that of the origin of the human species generally, and a likeness in the speech of the diverse primitive races of mankind would furnish one of the strongest evidences of a commonness of descent. In all the African family of languages, the Zulu may be regarded as one of the most ancient and best preserved examples. It occupies therein a place similar to that held by the Sanskrit in the Aryan family and Arabic in the Semitic. A comparison between these three specimens of human speech as to any common traits of character must therefore be of high interest and value to anthropologists. Of course, a thorough comparison would demand, first of all, a profound acquaintance with all three languages, and, secondly, a special study of comparative philology. Yet even the cursory examination of a mere amateur will not be without its usefulness, especially in that it may suggest to scholars the more promising points for profounder research.

In comparing languages for original relationships, we must consider, first, their respective grammatical constructions, and, secondly, the words of which they are composed; and of the latter, the primary parts of speech, the pronouns, numerals, prepositions and the like, as being most persistent, will engage the chief attention. The names of materials, and even of actions, are so constantly open to changeful influences, that similarities of form in their regard are of much less importance. Nevertheless, even such common likenesses have their own story to tell, and are useful to study, if only in a lesser degree.

Sanskrit. In regard to grammatical construction, a brief study of the Sanskrit language fails to reveal any more prominent signs of relationship with the Zulu than might be traceable in almost any other of the ancient languages. In almost everything save the verb, the Sanskrit seems to be much more highly elaborated than the Zulu; but in regard to the verb, the Zulu infinitely surpasses it in perfection. The Sanskrit, with its nominal and pronominal declensions, and suffixes abounding in ms and us, has a distinctly ‘classical’ appearance, which, of course, is only natural seeing that it is the mother of both Greek and Latin.

Neither in Sanskrit nor in Zulu is there any indefinite article, so that purushah and umu-natu,* without further addition, express ‘a man.’ But the Skr. has a definite article sa, which the Zulu has not.

The most marked divergence between the two languages is that the one is suffix and the other prefix using. We find, therefore, in the grammar and construction of the nouns absolutely no mutual resemblance.

* Wherever a Zulu word is found internally divided by a hyphen, only the latter portion must be regarded as the actual root-word, the first portion being merely a prefix, having no more force than e.g. the suffix a at the end of the Latin word mens-a.
In both languages pure adjectives are conspicuous by their rarity, the qualifying thoughts being expressed by specially constructed forms; but then in the Skr. these constructed words, once made, assume the form and take the inflexions of true adjectives, whereas in Zulu they take the form mostly of relative phrases having merely the force of adjectives. In the former language, also, the degrees of comparison are systematically formed and declined, whereas in the Zulu the thought of comparison, especially in the superlative degree, is barely expressible.

But the Zulu is one with the Skr. in possessing a complete system of enumeration up to 1,000. As with the ordinary adjectives, so here the numerals in Zulu adopt a simple relative form, whereas the Skr. numerals are complicated with declensions according to gender, number and case. The Z. word nye (one) might be compared, not with the S. eka (one) but rather anya (other), in which sense also the Z. word is frequently used. Similarly, S. dvi (two) and Z. bili; S. tri (three) and Z. tatu; S. panchan (five) and Z. ivanu; S. dashan (ten) and Z. i-shumi.

The Skr. personal pronoun for the 1st. person singular (aham, I; ma, me, etc.) has m as the prominent consonant and a as the prominent vowel throughout all its cases, the Zulu exhibiting a similar peculiarity in its emphatic form of the same pronoun (mina, I, or me), as well as in the dative (mi, me). Also again in the possessive adjectives derived therefrom (wa-mi, of me).

In the Skr. 2nd. pers. sing., we find the prominent vowel throughout all its cases to be u (sometimes changed into the semivowel v), in various consonantal combinations. The same is the case in Z., though the consonant chosen for combination in this latter is a k, instead of the t of the former. Thus Skr. tvam (thou, nom. or acc.) and Z. u (thou, nom.), ku (acc.), w-ena = w-ena (emphatic form for both cases).

The distinguishing adjectives or pronouns in Z. are formed generally by prefixing the particle le to the personal pronouns ti, si, etc.; thus le-li (this), le-si, etc. The Skr. sometimes forms the same pronoun by prefixing the particle e to the same pronoun of the 3rd. person, thus e-tad (from the pers. pron. tad, he).

The Z. generally forms the relative pronoun by prefixing an a to the nominal prefixes, with the initial letter of which it coalesces, thus a with isi (it) becomes esi (which). So in the Skr. the relative is formed by joining a y to the personal pronouns (yas, yau, ye, which).

The interrogative pronoun ‘who?‘ or ‘which?‘ is formed in Skr. by joining a k (instead of the y as above) on to the personal pronouns, whose initial it displaces (thus, kas, who? kau, who? ke, which?), in a somewhat similar way to the Z. which affixes the particle pi (where?) to the end of the same pronouns, this li-pi, si-pi, etc. But the letter k is precisely that consonant which is prominent also in the Skr. word for ‘where?‘ (viz. kisq).

We find in the Skr. a relative pronoun swa, denoting possession, as the Eng. ‘my own,’ which is at any rate reminiscent of the Z. reflexive particle zi (self) used in conjunction with verbs.

Both a and na we find in the Skr. expressing negation; in Z. we have a again as well as nga, as the common negative particles used with verbs to express ‘not.’

A remote relationship, we think, is noticeable between the prepositional particles Skr. ati, across, antar, within, and the Z. pa-kuti, through, inside; the Skr. ni, down, and the Z. pa-ntsi, down; the Skr. nir, out, and the Z. pa-ndhle, outside; the Skr. cha, and, and the Z. na, and with.

There is in Skr. no less than in Z. a causative form of verbs, expressing both actual causation and simply allowing or suffering. In the former, it is formed by adding ay to the verbal root, in the latter by adding isa.

But in the Zulu the suffix isa is also used to give the verb an ‘intensive’ form. A similar suffix, isha or sa, is used in the Skr. to give the verb a ‘desiderative’ or desiring form.

The passive form is constructed in Skr. by affixing the particle ya to the root of the verb, just as in Z. the particle wa is used for the same purpose.

The Skr. future passive participle, taking the affix ya, is equivalent in force to the nenter-passive form of verb in Z., taking the affix eka, and conveying the meaning of the English suffix ‘able’ or ‘ible’ (thus, lanteka, be lovable).

When, however, we come to the vocabulary of the Skr. and Zulu languages, we find resemblances much more abundant. But in noting this, we by no means intend to assert that there has ever been any immediate connection between the two.
races. Much more probable is it, that the mutual similarity of speech is the common likeness of both languages to a single primeval tongue.

The following list of roots, crudes, bases and other Skr. forms, casually collected, will at any rate testify that this resemblance actually does exist and that it is very suggestive of an original relationship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i-gamu (name)</td>
<td>naman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nyoka (snake)</td>
<td>naga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minandi (sweet)</td>
<td>madhu (honey), madhura (sweet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-kuku (fowl)</td>
<td>kukhuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-kati (time)</td>
<td>amatti, kala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>am-andhla (strength)</td>
<td>han (strike), ojman (strength)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is-andhla (hand)</td>
<td>han (strike)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is-ando (hammer)</td>
<td>han (strike)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ganda, kanda (pound)</td>
<td>bhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba (be)</td>
<td>tata; pa (nourish)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-baba (father)</td>
<td>bha (shine), bhanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baneka (light up)</td>
<td>(sun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-bani (lightening)</td>
<td>man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camanga (think, N.)</td>
<td>tu (increase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuna (increase)</td>
<td>dharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dala (create)</td>
<td>dirgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dālala (split)</td>
<td>dali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dangała (be weared)</td>
<td>glana (weared)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de (long)</td>
<td>dhrl (grow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depa (grow tall)</td>
<td>ad, ghas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhu (shaker)</td>
<td>dhu (shaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etula (lift down)</td>
<td>tul (lift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fa (die)</td>
<td>ha (leave), vi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fisa (desire)</td>
<td>ish (desire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-fula (river)</td>
<td>plu (flow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>im-vula (rain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuka (Su. river)</td>
<td>nadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-gila (throat)</td>
<td>gir-a (swallowing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>halia (eat ravenously)</td>
<td>ghas (eat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hambu (walk)</td>
<td>gam, kram (go)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlala (stay)</td>
<td>stha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sala (remain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kace (black)</td>
<td>kala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-kanda (head)</td>
<td>kapala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanya (shine)</td>
<td>chun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-kawu (ape)</td>
<td>kapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-konto (spear)</td>
<td>kunta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kula (grow)</td>
<td>ruh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kulu (large)</td>
<td>uru; sthula (massive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-kumba (skin)</td>
<td>sku (cover)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-kunzi (bull)</td>
<td>puns (a male)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lila (weep)</td>
<td>li (melt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luba (desire)</td>
<td>lubh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mamateka (smile)</td>
<td>smetum (inf.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-name (mother)</td>
<td>matri; ma (bear)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mila (germinate)</td>
<td>mi (go)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa (no)</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndiza (fly)</td>
<td>vi (bird)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nyanga (moon)</td>
<td>chandramas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osa (roast)</td>
<td>osami (I burn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa (give)</td>
<td>da</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| peka (cook)           | paka (cooking, fr. pach, cook)
<p>| puza (drink)          | pa                            |
| sa (dawn)             | ushas                         |
| saba (tear)           | bhi, bhaya                    |
| sha (burn)            | dah, ush                      |
| i-so (eye)            | akshe                         |
| isi-su (belly, womb)  | su (beget)                    |
| tamba (be mild)       | dam (tame)                    |
| tanda (love)          | van                           |
| tusa (praise)         | stu                           |
| wa (fall)             | pat                           |
| ya (go)               | ya                            |
| za (come)             | ga                            |
| i-zulu (sky, lightening) | dyut (shine), vidyut (lightning) |
| zwa (hear, live)      | shra (hear); swar (sound); jiva (life) |
| i-cala (crime)        | papa                          |
| um-hlabati (earth)    | bhutala                       |
| aka (dwell)           | kshi                          |
| apula (break)         | lup                           |
| bambu (hold)          | bandh (bind)                  |
| banda (split)         | bhanj                         |
| beta (strike)         | badh                          |
| bopa (bind)           | bandh                         |
| cija (sharpen)        | cho                           |
| in-dawo (place)       | dhama                         |
| dhlala (sport)        | las                           |
| i-dhlozi (spirit, of dead) | dyaus (sky)                  |
| in-doda (husband)     | dhava                         |
| dontsa (draw)         | duh                           |
| i-dwala (rock)        | upalas                        |
| enza (do)             | sadh (accomplish)             |
| um-fazi (wife)        | vadhau                        |
| funga (sweat)         | yu (bind)                     |
| futa (blow)           | va                            |
| i-gazi (blood)        | asrij                         |
| um-godi (hole)        | kupa-s                        |
| um-hlabi (world)      | jagat                         |
| isi-hlabati (sand)    | sikata                        |
| luhlaza (green)       | harit                         |
| i-hlo (eye)           | akshe                         |
| hlupa (trouble)       | muh (be troubled)            |
| in-ja (dog)           | svan                          |
| jabula (rejoice)      | bhujo (enjoy), las (delight)  |
| jobeelsea (join)      | yuj                           |
| in-kaba (narel)       | nabhi                         |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in-kala (crab)</td>
<td>karkata</td>
<td>vunda (have abundance)</td>
<td>vridhi (increase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bu-kali (sharp)</td>
<td>katu</td>
<td>vuta (flame)</td>
<td>jval (blaze)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pezulu (up above)</td>
<td>sura (sublime)</td>
<td>zala (begil)</td>
<td>jui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pezu (abore)</td>
<td>upari</td>
<td>i-kaya (dwelling)</td>
<td>vas (dwell)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qwaga (seize)</td>
<td>grabh</td>
<td>in-komo (cow)</td>
<td>gauss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sho (say)</td>
<td>chakash (speak)</td>
<td>kumula (liberate)</td>
<td>much</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu-sika (winter)</td>
<td>hima</td>
<td>lu-kuni (hard)</td>
<td>guru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-sindo (a sound)</td>
<td>svri (to sound)</td>
<td>i-lala (palmetto)</td>
<td>tala (a palm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti (do thus)</td>
<td>dich (show)</td>
<td>lawula (joke)</td>
<td>las (sport)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-ti (tree)</td>
<td>trus; dril (grow)</td>
<td>mangala (wonder)</td>
<td>man (think)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-tloni (shame)</td>
<td>hri (be ashamed)</td>
<td>imini (day)</td>
<td>dina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-tlizyo (heart)</td>
<td>hrid</td>
<td>u-moya (spirit, soul)</td>
<td>manyu (courage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-tsha (earthen pot)</td>
<td>chira (cook)</td>
<td>umu-nyu (feeling)</td>
<td>dina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tukutela (be angry)</td>
<td>kup</td>
<td>nuka (smell)</td>
<td>ghra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twala (carry)</td>
<td>vah</td>
<td>ama-uzi (water)</td>
<td>vari, udan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-valo (nervousness)</td>
<td>spha (tremble)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Arabic.** When we come to the Arabic and compare it with the Zulu, we find just so much similarity and no more, than we found between the latter and the Sanskrit—a similarity here and there, it is true, and one from which a learned philologist might be capable of extracting something substantial, but which to the superficial observer will not appear as of much obvious importance. These ancient languages have become in the ages so vastly far apart that any original resemblances they may have possessed have become lost or obliterated by time.

The Arabic language uses, like the Zulu, both prefixes and suffixes, and this resemblance is the more remarkable, because it uses these prefixes, under certain circumstances, for its nouns. Now, this is an important point, for precisely that persistent use in Zulu (and Bantu languages generally) of prefixes along with the nouns, is perhaps its most prominent mark of difference from the other languages of the globe. Where did this habit come from?—is the question that constantly puzzles philologists. Is it impossible that its origin and that also of the Arab usage are one? The Arab uses the prefixes in place of a definite article (the prefixes, therefore, amounting to a definite article and falling away whenever the mere indefinite sense is there). Thus, el-farsh (the sofa), en-nahar (the day), es-sâna (the year), el-turâb (the dust), ez-zawiya (the chapel); but, in the indefinite sense, simply farsh (a sofa), nahar, etc.

The Zulus have the custom of contracting the word u-ýise (father, or master) into u-so, and joining it on to other nounal roots to form proper names. The Arab does the same, thus, abu-gah and Z. uso-mandhla, the father-of-power, the almighty; or again abu-ras, and Z. uso-kanda, he-with-the-(big)-head, Mr. Big-head.

Regarding numerals, we find Ar. telat (three), Z. tatu; Ar. khamas (five), Z. hlom; Ar. jashar (ten), Z. i-šumi.

Among prepositions, etc., we may note Z. pakati (among, between, through), Ar. benat (between), fi (among); Z. pandhle (outside), Ar. bara; Z. pansi (under), Ar. taht; Z. pi? (where?); Ar. ten?; Z. pambili (before), Ar. 'abl; Z. nga (at, by), Ar. gand; Z. na (and), Ar. wa.

The possessive adjectives 'my', 'thy', etc., are formed in Ar. by suffixing, for the 1st. person, i; for the 2nd. person, ak, and so on—to the particular noun to be qualified, thus, bet-i, my house; bet-ak, thy house. These possessive particles i and ak have a resemblance to similar particles mi and ko used in Zulu for the same purpose and for the same persons, though in a different form; for in this latter language they are really the accusative personal pronouns used for the purpose in conjunction with 'of', thus inikhu ya-mi (the house of-me), my house; inikhu ya-ko (the house of-thy), thy house. At any rate, the presence of an i and a k as the chief particles of the possessive adjectives for the 1st. and 2nd. persons in Ar. is noteworthy, for it is also they which are most prominent in the corresponding particles in Zulu. The Ar. possessive particle for the 3rd. person masculine is h and for the feminine ha. Now, although there is no similarity here with the Zulu, there is with the Suto, which has, for both genders of this person, hav—thus, nithlu ya-hue (the house of-him), his house.
The above likeness appears again in the accusative forms of the personal pronouns, where we find for the 1st. person singular Ar. ni (me), Z. ngi; for the 2nd. pers. sing. Ar. ak (thee), Z. ku; for the 3rd. pers. sing. Ar. u (him), Z. m or mva. In the Zulu, however, these pronouns are joined to their governing verbs as prefixes; in the Ar., on the contrary, as suffixes.

Sometimes in Ar. the personal pronouns are used along with the above-mentioned possessive adjectives, in order to lend them emphasis. The Zulu does the same, thus, Ar. bet-i una, my house, me; and Z. indlulu yami mina. The likeness between this Ar. pronoun una, for the 1st. person singular, as also that of the 1st. pers. plur. ikwa, with the corresponding pronouns mina and tina in the Zulu, may be noted. Further likenesses in the other persons are not apparent, unless it be in the 3rd. pers. sing. feminine, where in the Ar. we find keya (her), and in the Z. yena (her or him).

The Arabic forms a kind of demonstrative pronoun (also existent in the Zulu), by combining the particle a with the personal pronouns, thus aho (from a-ko), there he is; or akom (from a-hom), there they are. The Zulu constructs identically the same forms by combining the particle na with the same personal pronouns, thus, nangya (from na-ng-u, the ng acting merely as connecting particle between the demonstrative na and the pronoun u, he); or again, nampo (from na-m-po, the m merely connecting the demonstrative na with the pronoun bo, now changed to po, for euphony after the m).

A peculiarity of the Zulu idiom is that the interrogative particles, 'what? where?' etc., are placed at the end of the sentence, not at the beginning as in English. The same habit we find in the Arabic. Thus, 'Where is your house?' — Ar. bet-ak fen (house-your where)?, and Z. indlulu yako (i-pi) (house your where)? Or again, Ar. gara e?, and Z. kwele-ni? what has happened?

In both Ar. and Z. adjectives follow their nouns, in the former language undergoing suitable regular inflexions, in the latter taking the form of relative phrases.

The verb 'to be,' when serving merely as a copula, is omitted alike in Arabic and Zulu. Thus, Ar. in-tu kebir and Z. u miku1u, thou (art) great.

Progressive thought in the present tense of the Ar. verb is expressed by prefixing a particle be to the simple form, thus i-ksar, thou breakest, be-ti-ksar, thou art breaking. The progressive present tense of the Zulu is formed quite differently from this; but the progressive past is formed in a very similar manner, although the explanation given to the process is different — a particle be (generally supposed to be the perfect of the Zulu verb 'to be') is prefixed to the present participle, thus ngi-casu, I breaking, benyi-casu, I was breaking. Perhaps, after all, this particle be in the Zulu, expressing progression of action, is no more a portion of the verb 'to be' than is the Arabic. Or, is the Ar. particle be the last survival of a verb 'to be,' which in that language would now seem to have got lost?

Progressive thought in the future is formed in the Ar. by means of a word rah ('to go' with the sense of 'going, on the way'), which is prefixed in a similar way to the be above-mentioned, thus ti-ksar, thou wilt break, rah-ti-ksar, thou wilt be breaking. Now, in the Zulu there is properly no future progressive, but the simple future tense is formed by means of a particle ya (which also seems to be the actual verb 'go,' which in Z. is ya), thus, ngi-ya-kwa-ya, I going to go — I shall go.

The imperative mood is formed in Ar. by prefixing i to the root, thus, i-ksar, break. Although in Zulu, in the case of all polysyllabic verbs, nothing but the untouched root is used to convey the imperative sense, yet, in the case of all monosyllabic verbs, a particle yi is always prefixed, thus yi-wa, hear.

The verb is given its negative sense in Ar. by prefixing ma and suffixing sh to the verb, thus, ma-ti-ksar-sh, thou shalt not break, break not; or ma-ksar-sh, he did not break. The Zulu has a similar method of forming his negatives by affixing at once a negative prefix and suffix, thus, a-ngi-casu-nga (I did not break), where the a and the nga have precisely the same effect as the Ar. ma and sh.

These negative particles ma—sh are sometimes brought together as one word in the form mush, which is merely placed before the verb. This form bears a very curious resemblance to the defective verb mus or musu in Zulu, having a similar meaning, though only used in a prohibitory sense and rarely with any but the 2nd. persons sing. and plur., thus, musu u-hambe! thou shalt or must not go!

A peculiarity of the Zulu — as, indeed, of many other ancient languages — is its possession of several different "forms" of verbs, each form having its own special
shade of meaning, and all built by various changes of the one original root. The Ar.
has these forms also, and identically the same as used in Zulu, though very different-
ly constructed. In the Zulu speech these forms still retain their full measure of use
and perfection; in the Ar., on the contrary, they are already very defective and, some
of them, rarely used, which leads us to believe that they are very ancient habits of
speech, which in the Arabic are tending to die out.

The **objective** form in Zulu is formed by changing the final vowel of the verb
into *ela*, thus, *aba* (share), *abela* (share for or with). The Ar. constructs the same
form by lengthening the first vowel and sometimes changing the second, thus *sharāk*
/share/, *shārik* (share for or with).

The **causative** form in Zulu is formed by changing the final vowel of the verb
into *isa*, thus *caca* (be clear), *cacisa* (make clear). The Ar. constructs the same form
by prefixing an *a* to the verb and sometimes with an internal change, thus *zahar*
/be clear), *azhar* (make clear).

The **reflective** form is constructed in Zulu by prefixing *zi* to the verb, thus,
*geza* (wash), *zigeza* (wash itself). The Ar. has a similar form, which it often avoids
itself of to express our passive voice—which otherwise has no regular existence in
the tongue. This reflective-passive form it constructs by prefixing the particle *it*
to the verb, thus, *naddaft* (clean), *ittaddaft* (clean itself i.e. be cleaned). The similarity
of these corresponding reflective particles in the two languages is noteworthy.

The Ar. uses again this same reflective particle *it* to give a verb the force of the
**reciprocal** form in Zulu, formed in that language by changing the final vowel
into *ana*, thus Ar. *ghalib* and Z. *banga* (contend), and Ar. *itghalib* and Z. *bangana*
(contend with one another).

The Ar. uses a prefix *ista* before a verb in order to give it a **causative-reflective** sense, thus, *fihim* (understand), *istafohim* (make oneself understand). This prefix
appears to be related to the Zulu causative prefix *isa*, mentioned above.

By changing the final vowel of a verb into *eka*, the Zulu builds a **neuter-passive**
form, whose sense is expressed by the English auxiliary ‘get’, or the suffixes ‘able’
or ‘ible’. Thus, *tanda* (love), *tandeka* (get loved, be lovable). The Ar. has now no
special form for this, though it has retained the thought, and expresses it by the
simple passive, so that *inhabb* may be ‘be loved, get loved, or be lovable’.

Below, we append a list of Arabic words, not, of course, as definitely related to
the Zulu, but which may provide the comparative philologist with a little concentrated
material for study. Some of the words are merely derived forms, and therefore very
different in appearance from their original roots. They are given in the form which
offers the most palpable resemblance to the Bantu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i-kaya (abode)</td>
<td>hanā'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba (be)</td>
<td>ba'na'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu-blaza (blue)</td>
<td>azra'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>casa (break)</td>
<td>kasar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-komo (cow)</td>
<td>gamūs (buffalo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-baya (cattle-pen)</td>
<td>ba'ar (cattle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keta (choose)</td>
<td>ikhtar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obala (clear, evident)</td>
<td>ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-gubu (clothes)</td>
<td>gūkh (cloth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-tuli (dust)</td>
<td>ḥudūm (clothes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banda (be cold)</td>
<td>berd (cold)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>za (come)</td>
<td>ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-lala (open country)</td>
<td>khala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da-la (create)</td>
<td>khala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sela (drink)</td>
<td>sa'a (givelto drink)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-lahabati (earth)</td>
<td>'ard, tin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noma-noma (either-or)</td>
<td>'ima, 'imma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-cala (error)</td>
<td>ghalat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wa (full)</td>
<td>wa'āl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-baba (father)</td>
<td>'ab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u-mame (mother)</td>
<td>'umm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gewala (be full)</td>
<td>malā (full)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nyama (flesh)</td>
<td>lahin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-laba (hill)</td>
<td>gābāl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-kosi (chief)</td>
<td>goz (husband)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-doda (man)</td>
<td>kimi (tongue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-limi (tongue)</td>
<td>lisān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-zinyo (tooth)</td>
<td>sin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-bani (lightning)</td>
<td>bar'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-daba (news)</td>
<td>khabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa (no)</td>
<td>la</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-gwabana (crow)</td>
<td>ghurab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-gamu</td>
<td>ghanna (sing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-gama</td>
<td>ghuuma (song)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kunuma (speak)</td>
<td>kellim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma (stand)</td>
<td>'am (stand up)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-sela (thief)</td>
<td>sara' (steal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu-banda (swim)</td>
<td>'abb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuana (Su. there)</td>
<td>hānak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abanga (think)</td>
<td>zanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-kati (time)</td>
<td>wa't</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geza (wash)</td>
<td>ghasal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Zulu | Arabic
--- | ---
una (when) | lamma
ubu-sika (winter) | shiti
u-nyaka (year) | sana
pa (give) | adda
im-puku (monse) | muku
qala (begin) | sharaj
u-sizi (sorrow) | aziya
tanda (love) | habb
tata (take) | khall
umud (tree) | tiwil
tola (find) | la’a
isi-tsha (vessel) | jarrah
u-tshani (grass) | hashish
vala (shut) | ’afal
u-valo (fear) | khaf
ya (go) | rah
zala (bear, beget) | tarah
zwa (live) | jash
de (long) | tal
i-mali (money) | mal
bonvu (red) | bamba
zeka (relate) | haka
i-cal (rim) | tara
in-dhlela (way) | tari
osa (roast) | shawa
sha (burn) | bahr
ul-wandile (sea) | bahr
hlala (stay) | ’azad
sala (remain) |
un-tombo (spring) | bir
bauzi (wide) | wasi
i-yakala (ankle) | kaqab
mangala (wonder) | jagab
bi | battal
twala (carry) | shal (transport)
beleta (bear child) | willid
um-hloho (friend) | libab
ambata (wear) | ghata (a covering)
| bayad (garment)

Malay. Passing now to the dark-skinned races beyond the Indian Ocean, we find the Malays occupying the whole western half of the Eastern Archipelago. They are people much more certainly related to the Hovas of Madagascar, though some have been curious to know whether they might not also have a still remoter relationship with the Bantus.

The Malay languages—for they are numerous—are, like all others of the Eastern Archipelago, in a very low state of development, and in this they resemble much more the Negro than the Bantu tongues, which show a high degree of finish. Inasmuch as the Malay has been in times past under strong Sanskritic influences, we should naturally expect to find, at least in its wordage, some occasional and similarly slight resemblance between it and the Bantu speech.

In the Malay, as in the Bantu, the accent falls generally on the penultimate.

As in the Zulu, an $n$ changes into an $m$ whenever it comes before a $b$, $p$, or $m$—a change very common in the prefix of Zulu nouns of the 3rd. class. It also assumes the ringing nasalization before a $k$, $g$, or $h$—which peculiarity, also in the Zulu, we believe, originally gave rise to the existence in that language of the soft $k$, although the preceding $n$ has now frequently dropped out.

Both prefixes and suffixes are made use of in the construction of words; but these prefixes present no likeness to those used in Bantu, indeed even in Malay they change so much in the various languages as to be no longer mutually recognisable.
Properly speaking there is no number, that is, there is no distinct form for the plural; but certain articles (only used in the singular), and placed sometimes before and sometimes after a noun, in order to express 'a, the', etc., convey an idea at any rate of a singular number. Proper names, also, have a special article, different in different languages, proper to themselves—all which seems to suggest a rudimentary usage of prefixes as the Bantus know them, or a system which, if methodically worked out, might ultimately lead, as with the Bantus, to regular classes of nouns with regular prefixes. In some Bantu languages we find a similar state of things to that just mentioned, though now in the reverse, that is, nouns without any prefix in the singular though taking one in the plural, e.g. Su. *tsimu* (field), plur. *masimu*.

The cases are expressed, as on most occasions too in the Bantu, by prefixing prepositions. The genitive is formed by prefixing *na*, thus, where the Zulu says *ku Faku* (of Faku, Faku's), the Malay says *na Faku*. The preposition *ka* also exists in Malay, but it is equivalent to the Zulu *nga* (towards, over against), thus *ka lanit*, towards the sky. The preposition *tu* is equivalent to the Zulu *ku* (to, towards), thus *tu rumu*, to the house. The preposition *danun* has the force of the Zulu *kanye na* (with, along with).

The possessive adjectives we find practically everywhere expressed by particles almost identical with pronominal roots appearing in the Bantu languages, e.g. *ku, nu, ni, tu, na*, or similar forms. Of course, being merely monosyllables of two letters, there is not much range for variations of change, so that, both in the Malay and the Bantu, we find the forms in turn almost indiscriminately used for each and every person and number. Thus, in the Malay the *ku* (my) is nearly everywhere used for the 1st. person singular; so in the Bantu, whether it be varied as Kamb. *kwa*; Knt. *aku*; Su. *ka*; Sw. *ngu*; Tu. *anj*; or U. *ane*. The adjectives *mo* or *mu* are used in Malay for the possessive of the 2nd. pers. sing.; whereas in the Zulu the same words are quite commonly used as personal pronouns indicating the 3rd. pers. sing. The adjectives *ni* or *na* commonly express possession in the 3rd. pers. sing.; while in the Zulu they well enough correspond with the 2nd. pers. plur.

A similar resemblance and a similar irregularity as to persons and numbers, is apparent all through the list of pronouns in the two linguistic families.

In numeral 'three' we generally find in the Malay the particle *ta, te or to* as predominant. This is the case also right through the Bantu, e.g. Z. *tatu*. Among the other Malay numerals, no external likeness is apparent.

Both Malays and Bantus have a common disposition to use the passive voice of verbs, where Europeans invariably use the active. But the passive is formed in the Malay quite differently from what it is in the African languages. Amongst several other forms, the prefix *ka* is used to construct a neuter-passive, giving exactly the same meaning as does the suffix *eka* or *kala* in Zulu, thus Mal. *ka-lihat*, get seen, Z. *bona-kala*.

The following few words (some of which, however, are clearly of Sanskrit relationship) may be suggested for comparison:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Malay</th>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Malay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in-ja (dog)</td>
<td>andjin</td>
<td>um-zimba (body)</td>
<td>badan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-kumba (skin)</td>
<td>kulit</td>
<td>i-tambo (bone)</td>
<td>tulang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-debe (lip)</td>
<td>bibir</td>
<td>buka (gaze)</td>
<td>{muka (face)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kamba (be hungry)</td>
<td>lapar</td>
<td>i-nyama (flesh)</td>
<td>daging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tabata (take)</td>
<td>djabat (take hold)</td>
<td>is-andhla (hand)</td>
<td>tangan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-vula (rain)</td>
<td>hudjan</td>
<td>i-tusi (brass)</td>
<td>busi (iron)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-duli (knoll)</td>
<td>bulu (hill)</td>
<td>in-tsimbi (iron)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-ntu (man)</td>
<td>tau</td>
<td>isi-tehe (mat)</td>
<td>tikar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>azi (know)</td>
<td>isen</td>
<td>um-lomo (month)</td>
<td>mulut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-dawo (a place)</td>
<td>taroh (to place)</td>
<td>u-limi (tongue)</td>
<td>lidah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tanda (wish)</td>
<td>hendak</td>
<td>i-zinyo (tooth)</td>
<td>gigi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-gana (name)</td>
<td>nama</td>
<td>i-baba (father)</td>
<td>bapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-cala (fault)</td>
<td>salah (sin)</td>
<td>u-mame (mother)</td>
<td>ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-kati (time)</td>
<td>kala</td>
<td>in-dhlela (road)</td>
<td>jalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teunga (barter)</td>
<td>dankan (trade)</td>
<td>tatu (three)</td>
<td>tiga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-langa (son)</td>
<td>lanit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tshala (plant)</td>
<td>lamun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Polynesian. If there be any similarity between the Polynesian and Bantu languages, it most probably came about through a common connection with the Papuan races, though, of course, it might also be the last remaining signs of an anterior relationship among the primitive races of mankind. As it is, with the few insignificant exceptions given below, we can discover nothing in the Polynesian speech that shows any resemblance to the Bantu, whether it be in its grammatical structure or in its vocabulary.

As in the Negro, so in the Polynesian, nouns and verbs are very frequently absolutely identical.

Like the Bantu, the tendency is to place the accent on the penult.

We find a semblance to the Bantu prefixes in the Polynesian usage of forming the plural of nouns by setting before them a certain general plural article.

A *pluralis excellentiae* is also found, constructed by placing the suffix *ma* after the proper name, just as the Zulus would prefix an *o* before it to express the same meaning.

The cases are expressed by prefixing prepositions, as in the Malay, and also in the Bantu.

The genitive is sometimes formed, perhaps from Malay influence, by prefixing the particle *na* (of), which is equivalent to the *Z. ka*.

The dative particle *ki* (to) is also strongly like the *Z. ku*, and is prefixed to nouns in a similar way; but before proper nouns and pronouns it becomes *kiia* (cp. *Z. kwa*).

The passive voice in the Polynesian is very commonly formed by adding *ia* (or some particle containing the same), or *na*, or other like particle, to the verb, in a manner very like that of the Bantu, who generally suffix *wa* to the verbal root.

It is noteworthy that nearly all the Australian languages have the numeral adjective for ‘two’ remarkably like the Bantu, thus Zulu, *bili*; Lake Macquarie, *bu-loara*; Wiradurei, *bula*; Kamilaroi, *butar*; Turrbul, *budela*; Dippil, *bular*; Tasmania, *pia-wa*.

Although amongst the Polynesian vocabularies one occasionally comes across a word startlingly like some African root, generally speaking there is absolutely no resemblance between the wording of the two families of speech. We must, therefore, not be misled by solitary resemblances, which are probably merely coincidences. Thus, we should not consider there to be any relationship between the Mande Negroes and Englishmen because the former had the word *do* in their speech, meaning ‘to make’ and the English the same word with virtually the same meaning; nor between the Zulus and the Eskimo, because their word for ‘a house’ (*Z. i-nithlu*; Esk. *ichalu*) appeared to be in sound almost identical. Why, then, should we think to see any between the Samoans and Transvaal Boers, because with the former *tala* means to ‘speak’ and *taal* again is the ‘speech’ of the latter?

Papuan. There are few languages less known than those of the Papuan group; but very little information is available. From what we have come across, it would seem that they are of a very low type, indeed are on a par with the Negro, which they resemble again in being a vast complex of independent tongues having no palpable relationship one with another.

In some specimens, we find the nouns divided into two classes, one with a pronominal suffix, the other without.

Generally speaking there is no number, singular and plural forms being alike. Separate plural forms, however, are found in the pronouns. Also occasionally do we find a plural suffix *na* used with nouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Malay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kanti (<em>but</em>)</td>
<td>ganti (<em>instead of</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-sa (<em>kindness</em>)</td>
<td>kasih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ningi (<em>many</em>)</td>
<td>banak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>im-bewu (<em>seed</em>)</td>
<td>bibi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-hlati (<em>forest</em>)</td>
<td>utan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-gwenya (<em>crocodile</em>)</td>
<td>buaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-gulube (<em>pig</em>)</td>
<td>babi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-tlanzi (<em>fish</em>)</td>
<td>ikan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-gazi (<em>blood</em>)</td>
<td>darah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-hlabati (<em>sand</em>)</td>
<td>dagat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>im-puku (<em>rat</em>)</td>
<td>tikus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ulw-andidple (<em>sea</em>)</td>
<td>laut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-kanyezi (<em>star</em>)</td>
<td>bintang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-konto (<em>spear</em>)</td>
<td>tombak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mnandi (<em>sweet</em>)</td>
<td>manis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>papa (<em>fly</em>)</td>
<td>sayap (<em>wing</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bulala (<em>kill</em>)</td>
<td>bunoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-dhu (<em>house</em>)</td>
<td>rumah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The cases, as in the Bantu, are constructed by prefixing prepositional particles to the nouns.

Adjectives follow their nouns as in the Bantu.

Verbs have causative, reciprocal and frequentative forms, which fact would seem to indicate a greater mental activity in regard to the elaboration of verbal forms—a phenomenon that equally strikes us in studying the Bantu.

As is also the case in the Bantu, considerable use is made of the words ‘already’ and ‘still’ in the modification of the verb, although the respective particles in the two language-groups present no similarity.

Other modifications are made by prefixing i, and others again by suffixing the same particle, to the radical vowel of a verb.

In regard to words, although we occasionally find such forms as namibaba and nibaba for ‘father’, we mostly find mama, ama, mam, etc., which are the forms commonest in African and Aryan languages alike for ‘mother’. For this latter we find in the Papuan such words as nina, ina, nin, inai, etc.—forms, again, almost universally used in the Bantu to express ‘his or her mother’—the word for ‘mother’ in the Bantu having generally three different forms according to the person. The Papuan for ‘child’ is generally wana, ana, anan, anak, or something similar—curiously reminiscent, once more, of the Z. un-ntwana, Su. ngwana, etc., although in these languages the ending is merely the common diminutive suffix expressing ‘small’ in the Bantu.

The following list of words presents us with a few slight resemblances; but one wouldn’t like to aver, at the present moment, that it is anything more than chance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Papuan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i-langa (sun)</td>
<td>Kelana, lavanga (sun); Manikam and Bogadjim, lan (sky); Valman, nanu (sun), anago (sky); Galela, wangi (sun).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa (dawn)</td>
<td>Jamir, as (sun); Tumleo and Salim, os (sun).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nyanga (moon)</td>
<td>Mysol, nah (moon); Tumleo and Sauvein, zanar (moon); Valman, sanar (moon).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-suku (day)</td>
<td>Tumleo, os (day, sun).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mini (day-time)</td>
<td>Valman, nanu (sun, day).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu-suku (night)</td>
<td>Valman, kon (night).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>im-vula (rain)</td>
<td>Valman, vul (rain); Szeak-Bagili, ua (rain); Karkar, ui (rain); Bakaua, u (rain).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-hlabati (earth)</td>
<td>Valman, t’a (earth); Bilibili, tan (earth); Jotafa, peer (earth).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-taba (hill)</td>
<td>Hatzfeldt, ab (hill).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-tshe (stone)</td>
<td>Tumleo, et (stone).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsha (burn)</td>
<td>Tami and others, ya (fire).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ulw-andhle (sea)</td>
<td>Bogadjim, iwal (sea); Kadda, yual (sea); Manikam, wal (sea).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-ti (tree)</td>
<td>Valman, meten (fruit).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-gulube (pig)</td>
<td>Valman, vul (pig); Wenke, bu (pig); Bongu, bul (pig).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nyoni (bird)</td>
<td>Valman, nal (bird); Kelana, mani (bird).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mamba (viper)</td>
<td>Tami, mama (snake).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nyoka (snake)</td>
<td>Mysol, pok (snake).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-fazi (wife)</td>
<td>Manikam, gali (wife).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mo-sali (Su. woman)</td>
<td>Manikam, kali (head); Bogadjim, kate (head); Kelana, daba (head).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-kanda (head)</td>
<td>Mysol, motu (man).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umn-ntu (person, man)</td>
<td>Valman, t’epurum (lip).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-debe (lip)</td>
<td>Valman, nelle (tongue); Jabim, imbela (tongue).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-limi (tongue)</td>
<td>Szeak-Bagili, lino (tooth); Jotafa, niyo (tooth); Galela, ini (tooth); Brissi, nissin (tooth).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-zinyo (tooth)</td>
<td>Manikam, dane (ear); Varapu, teve (ear).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-dhlebe (ear)</td>
<td>Kai, suntu (spear).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-konto (spear)</td>
<td>Bongu, onar (see).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bona (see)</td>
<td>Fiji, ngone (child).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-tebe (mat)</td>
<td>Mysol, tin (mat).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ama-te (saliva)</td>
<td>Mysol, tefo (saliva).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bili (two)</td>
<td>Mysol, lu (two).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tatu (three)</td>
<td>Mysol, tol (three).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Negro. In coming to the Negro languages, we return, at length, to the bosom of our own ethnological family, and may consequently expect to find at last a linguistic family-likeness plainly and strongly marked. Yet, strange to say, this is by no means the case. At first sight, the Negro languages exhibit no more marked indications of relationship with the Bantu than do, for instance, the Papuan, Polynesian, or Malay; so that even such eminent authorities as Prof. Frederick Müller of Vienna have absolutely denied any connection between the Negro and Bantu, and more, even between one Negro language and another; for, says the last named philologist, these (Negro) languages could not possibly have sprung from a single mother-tongue, but must have had each its own separate seed-plot. And Cust continues, "not only are there such great differences of structure as forbid any such hypothesis (viz. of common origin) being started, but there is no such uniformity in vocabulary as would allow such a hypothesis to be maintained." Yet, with nothing more to help us than the very sparse material available for our study on a remote Native mission in the outer darkness of the Zulu country, we firmly believe we do discern an unmistakable resemblance, not, it is true, so much between the individual members of the Negro family, as between the whole Negro family and the Bantu, and this, moreover, both as regards the structure of the languages and their vocabulary.

Our own private opinion concerning the ethnological origin of the Negro and Bantu peoples, has been already disclosed on page 19 of this Introduction and may be now re-read in this present connection. The theory there outlined is, we think, sustained and strengthened by the philological comparison. We believe we discern, indiscernibly scattered amongst the multitude of Negro tongues, those monosyllabic elements of which the present Bantu vocabulary has either been built up, (or else into which it has become disintegrated by degeneration, and those fundamental laws of which its present grammatical structure is composed. We say the 'Bantu' languages, whereas really our comparison, our very small comparison, of the Negro speech has been confined only to the single Zulu member of that great Bantu family. Were the comparison extended to all the several hundreds of other Bantu languages, we feel convinced the identity would be brought out much more prominently; indeed, we believe it probable that almost every element of Negro speech would find its corresponding cognate word in the Bantu, and vice versa.

The few remarks here following will explain our theory, and will indicate to more favoured students a very promising line of research. We cannot, of course, select any one specimen among the Negro which might serve as a standard and alone do entire satisfaction to our contention; for the Negro languages are so dissimilar among themselves, each exhibiting only a small portion of that fundamental likeness which one language-group has to the other. We may, however, select a couple of exemplary tongues, one spoken by the Nupe people, of the pure Negro race, and the other by the Hausa, of the sub-Negro class, both tribes resident far from Bantu influence, on the further outskirts of Negroland, well up the Niger. We feel convinced that nobody possessing a thorough acquaintance with the Zulu grammar (or, indeed, of that of any other Bantu tongue) will fail to see, aye, even mentally feel the very close relationship between the two groups of languages.

Nupe. Prefixes, that distinctive mark of the Bantu, are common; indeed, nouns are constructed from the verbs simply by the addition of such a prefix, thus di-da (a walk, from da, go), wi-wo (dryness, fr. wo, be dry), mi-mo (sweetness, fr. mo, be sweet), dzé-dzé (beauty, fr. dzé, beautiful), t-ta (deceit, fr. ta, deceive). It will be remarked that these prefixes are mostly formed by a single reduplication of the initial vowel. Compare this practice with that of the Arabic, as outlined in the second paragraph of our preceding article (p. 76a). We believe that herein may lie the first steps in the development of the Bantu prefixes.

The singular and plural forms of nouns are identical, although the plural is sometimes distinguished by the addition of a suffix zi. The particle zi constitutes the chief plural prefix in the Zulu, being used for no less than three different classes out of the total six taking plural forms.

The particle ko affixed to Nupe nouns, and kazi to those of Zulu, gives in both languages the same augmentative sense, thus N. lëgibou-ko, a great tree, Z. umuti-kazi. The diminutive particle in Nupe is yi, used in the same way; compare this with the Z. words nci, tiny, ncinya, small.

The nominative and accusative forms of nouns, both in Nupe and Zulu, undergo no inflexion and are the same, the first standing before the verb and the latter after it.
There is a genitive particle yan, exactly corresponding in sense and use with the Zulu particle ka, or indeed the Z. possessive particles generally, thus, N. kara yan Faku = Z. um-lwato ka Faku (the load of Faku, Faku's load), or N. yinkan yan-m = Z. intlanzi ya-mi (the fish of me, my fish).

The origin of the Zulu locative case, which discards the conventional use of prepositions and is complicated by a change both at the beginning and the end of the noun, has always been somewhat puzzling. In the Nupé we discover a new variety of 'divisible' preposition, and precisely this kind is selected to build the locative case, one portion being attached to the front part of the noun and the other to the end, thus N. ta-kata-li (fr. kata, house, ta-ti, on), on the house, cp. Z. e-ntabe-ni, on the hill (fr. intaba, hill).

The personal pronouns showing similarity are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nupe</th>
<th>Zulu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st. pers. n, na, e-mi (I); mi (me).</td>
<td>ngi (I); ngi (me); i-mi (it is I).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd. pers. o, wo, i-wo, (thou); wo (thee).</td>
<td>u (thou); ku (thee); u-wo (it is thou).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd. pers. un, wen, (he); un (him).</td>
<td>u (he); m or mn (him); u-ye (it is he).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st. pers. yi, e-yi (we); yi (we).</td>
<td>si (we); s (we); i-ti (it is we).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these are formed the possessive particles, of which we may instance 1st. pers. sing. m, and 2nd. pers. sing. o, alone. The particles in Zulu exactly corresponding to these are 1st. pers. sing. mi, and 2nd. pers. sing. ko. Thus, N. yinkan yan-m (the fish of me), yinkan yan-o (the fish of thee) is in Z. intlanzi ya-mi and intlanzi ya-ko respectively.

The distinguishing pronouns ana (this), ga (that), appear plainly in the corresponding forms in Zulu, viz. lo-na, le-na (this); lowa-ya, le-ya (that yonder).

Sometimes in the same distinguishing sense, the Nupé uses nau (this). Here we find the etymological counterpart of the Zulu demonstrative pronouns na-ng'u (this is he, here he is), na-n'li (this is it), na-n'bi, na-si, na-m'po, na-n'ko, etc. (originally, no doubt, nau-n, nau-i, nau-bo, nau-wo, etc., between the combining portions of which euphonic particles were subsequently inserted).

The interrogative pronouns are N. zai (who?) = Z. u-ba-ni; and N. ki (which?) = Z. pi.

The reflexive pronoun so corresponds exactly in sense and use with the Z. zi, thus, N. mi-so-ta (I myself deceive), Z. ngi-si-kohlisa.

Adjectives, in the Nupé, when in the epithetical sense, simply follow their noun without any change; in the Zulu, they follow the noun in the same way, with the simple prefixing of the relative particles denoting 'who' or 'which'—thus, N. bagni ziko (a black man), Z. umuntu o-mnyama. Adjectives used in the predicative sense, follow the noun, in both languages, simply prefixing the suitable personal pronoun, thus, N. bagni wun ziko (the man is black), Z. umuntu u-mnyama — wun and u being the corresponding personal pronouns for 'he.'

The verb 'to be' appears in the Nupé in forms tsi, si and yi—forms which throw an unexpected light upon a couple of points that have hitherto been quite inexplicable to us in the Zulu. In this latter language, such phrases as 'I am it,' 'it is they' and the like, are formed by simply coupling together the two pronouns by means of a certain particle yi, thus, 'I am it, a fool' (ngi-yi-so, isituta), 'it is they' (ku-yi-bo). Now, when we come to the negative form for these same phrases, we are told to prefix the negative particle a and then substitute a si in place of yi, thus, 'I am not it, a fool' (a-ngi-si-so, isituta), 'it is not they' (a-ku-si-bo). Now, these particles yi and si in Zulu have absolutely no known meaning; they have no place whatever in the Zulu verb 'to be' and therefore cannot be said to express to the Zulu the 'am' and the 'is' in the foregoing sentences; on which account Zulu grammarians complacently teach us that they are there 'merely for euphony.' Are they not much more probably near relatives of the substantive verbs yi and si as used away at the Niger?

The construction of the different tenses of the Nupé verb presents quite a remarkable similarity to that in the Zulu.

The X. present tense is formed by inserting the particle e (or re) between the pronoun and verb, thus, mi-e-du (I am going). The Z. substitutes ya for the e, thus, ngi-ya-yu (I am going).
The N. perfect suffixes antí to the verb, thus, ni-da-antí (I have done). The Z. substitutes a suffix ile for the antí, thus, ngi-ya-ile (I have gone) — abbreviated into ngi-yile.

The N. future inserts a or ga between the pronoun and the verb, thus, na-da (I shall go). The Z. inserts yakú in the same place, thus ngi-yaku-ya (I shall go).

The N. potential inserts ya between the pronoun and verb, with the particle wo after the latter, thus, n-ya-da-wo (I can go). The Z. inserts simply nga in the same place, without the wo, thus, ngi-nga-ya (I can go). But there is in Zulu a particle yo often suffixed to the end of verbal forms (e.g. the participles, verbs in the relative, etc.) which has absolutely no meaning of its own and may often be omitted, its only purpose seeming to be one of euphony. May it not possibly be a relation of the Nupe wo?

The N. conditional prefixes kagan or kaba before the future form as above, thus, kagan-ya-da or kaba-ya-da (I would go). The Z., although having and using other forms, may also at times construct in a similar fashion by prefixing to the future the word ngabe (supposed to mean simply ‘perhaps,’ although in this combination certainly expressing the conditional sense), thus ngabe ngi-yaku-ya (may be I shall go, I would go).

The Nupe numerals are somewhat more elaborated than those of the Zulu, having a separate distinguishing name for each ten up to 100. The primary numbers, however, are pure Bantu, thus, N. nini (one), Z. nge; N. ba (two), Z. bili; N. ta (three), Z. tatâ; N. ni (four), Z. ne; N. tsun (five), Z. klamu, after which in Nupe derivative forms are used constructed out of these primary particles, thus, suu-gin (five and one i.e. six), etc.

Unfortunately we have no copious supply of Nupe words by us from which to make a selection for comparison. However, the following may be noted: — dze (beautiful), Z. ile; isi-gbon (tree), Z. umu-li — it will be remembered that in Zulu examples the final portion alone contains the actual root-word, the former portion being merely a meaningless prefix; kuta (house), Z. i-kaya (home); kara (load), Z. um-twalo; ele (rain), Z. imvula; eko (hand), Z. in-galo (arm), Z. um-kono (arm); da (go), Z. ya; wo (be dry), Z. omo; mo (be sweet), Z. miotti, mnandi (sweet); yinkan (fish), Z. in-tlanzi; wi (teach), Z. funda (learn); bokun (white), Z. mhlope; ziko (black), Z. zile (black), i-ziko (fireplace).

Hausa. The Hausa language, like the Hausa blood, is no longer purely Negro; both have been considerably diluted, as is supposed, with Berber, and even Nubian, admixtures. Nevertheless, the fundamentals of the language still disclose their marks of Bantu relationship.

Both suffixes and prefixes are found in use among the nouns, thus, ba-Hausa (a Hausa) — which is the correct Bantu prefix for plural nouns of the same class; ma-kari (the end, from kare, to end); bawa-nisi (slavery, fr. bawa, a slave).

The possessive is formed by prefixing na (sometimes contracted into n') to the noun, in the same way as the Zulu prefixes ka. Thus, H. su'a na Faku (the name of Faku, Faku's name), Z. i-goma li-kâ Faku.

The distinguishing adjectives na and nan (this), placed as in Zulu after the noun, appear again in the Zulu distinguishing adjectives lona, lena, (this), as well as in the Zulu demonstrative pronouns nangu, nandi, nanku, etc. (this is it, this here, etc.). Thus, H. malsé nan (this wife), Z. um-fazi lona (this wife), or nangun umfazi (this wife here).

The interrogative pronouns are wa (who?), Z. u-bani; ni (what?), Z. ni.

Among prepositions and numerals we note, H. bissa (on), Z. pezu; dzakka (in), Z. pakati; yaba (before), Z. pambi; gare (by), Z. nga; biu (two), Z. bili; goma (ten), Z. i-shumi; dubu (hundred), Z. i-kulu.

The substantive verb is expressed by tse, which, as in the Nupe, reminds us at once of the negative verbal particle si or so in the Zulu, thus, H. kura tse (a hyena it is), Z. a ka so upisi (not it is a hyena i.e. it is not a hyena).

Several kinds of verbs are formed, as in Zulu, by changing the termination of the verb in some way or by attaching suffixes. For instance, the H. suffix së gives the verb the same causative sense as does the suffix isë in Zulu, thus, H. stáí (stand), stáí-së (make stand); Z. hila (stay), hila-së (make stay, stop). The H. suffix yes gives the verb the same particular ‘transitive’ sense as does the suffix eza in Zulu,
thus, H. ba (give), ba-yes (hand to); Z. nika (give), nik-ee (hand to). The suffix da in Hausa gives the verb a sense of 'entirely', just as does the Z. adverbial particle (not suffix) nga when placed immediately after any verb.

A verb yi, with the sense of 'do', is used in conjunction with nouns to form verbs, thus ni yi magana (I do speech = I speak). This particle, again, may have some relationship to the particle ya used in Zulu with verbs, in order to express a 'progressive' sense, thus, ngi ya kuluma (I do speak, or I am speaking).

A certain particle si is prefixed to verbs to lend them a kind of personal or reflective feeling, thus, si-dzoro (feel in oneself fear; i.e. be frightened). This is no doubt closely related to the Zulu reflexive particle zi (self).

The future tense of the verb is formed by prefixing the particle za (go), not as in Zulu, between the pronoun and the verb, but right at the beginning, before the pronoun, thus, zu ni taffia (going I go = I going to go, I shall go); Z. ngi zaku hamba (I go-to go = I shall go).

The curious custom of the Zulu sometimes affixing its negative particles at once both before and after a verb, is found also in Hausa, thus, H. ba na-samni ba (not I know not = I know not), Z. a ngi(i)-aza nga (not I knew not = I knew not).

Compare:— II. mutum (man), Z. wux-nlu; H. yaro (boy), Z. wum-fana; H. da (son). Z. in-doda (male-adult); H. sa (bull), Z. in-kuw; Z. samia (cow), Z. zwana (general female suffix of nouns); H. nama (meat), Z. i-ngama; H. karifi (iron), Z. in-tsibni; II. tamaha (hope), Z. temba; II. ido (eye), Z. i-so, i-hlo; H. oha (father), Z. u-baba; H. sikeara (year), Z. u-ngaka; H. kula (fly), Z. im-pukane; H. kwana (day), Z. u-suku (day), u-kwirivi (dawn), mzu-kwana (on the day, when); H. danga (garden), Z. isi-nande; II. tufu (clothing), Z. im-qnubo; H. sa (drink), Z. selu, puzi; H. kure (end), Z. kwula; H. tsai (stand), Z. ma (stand), hlala (stay); H. ba (give), Z. pa; II. matse (wife), Z. um-fazi; H. samma (know), Z. azi; H. tse (say), Z. sho, ti.

In order to curtail our means of illustration as much as possible, considering the following Negro languages, we shall assume that the reader is already thoroughly acquainted with the Zulu grammar, so that it will suffice simply to indicate the several points of resemblance without going further into explanations.

**Wolof** shows the use of prefixes in a rudimentary stage. It forms nouns from verbs by prefixing an n or m to the latter, though this practice is not nearly so developed as among the Niger tribes. Thus, m-bindu, a letter (fr. bindu, write); n-dwende, life (fr. dundu, live).

In assuming these nasal prefixes, we observe that the root sometimes changes its initial consonant for euphony, thus, sango, to bathe; sangaye, bathing. The verbal participles in Zulu also commonly take, apparently simply for euphony, a particle yo attached as suffix. There may be some connection between these two habits.

We find, also, a nounal suffix ite denoting 'having done', thus, the noun sopite, the having loved (fr. the verb sopu, love). The Zulu forms the perfect or 'having' tense of its verb by suffixing to this latter a particle ite, thus, tandu, love, tandile, have loved. There is manifestly some relationship between these two particles.

The plural of nouns is usually formed by suffixes, though also sometimes by prefixes.

The reciprocal class of verbs is formed by changing the end of the verb into ante, while the Z. changes it into unu, thus, W. sopu, love, sopante, love one another; Z. tunda, love, tundana, love one another.

Compare:— mar, tell lies (Z. ama-ngu, lies); baye, father (Z. u-baba, father); yapa, meat (Z. i-ngama, meat); also, ukaye, a nounal suffix denoting 'the place for', thus, nelam, sleep, nelamukaye, a sleeping-place (cp. Z. i-kaye, one's place, i.e. where he lives, his home, or where he is making for, his destination).

**Ibo.** This language has several singular prefixes (though no plural), in conjunction with nouns formed from verbs, thus, a-dzu, question (fr. dzu, ask — cp. Zulu buza, ask); e-tsi, thought (fr. tse, think — cp. Z. ti, think, sho, consider); i-kun, see (fr. kun, see — cp. Z. nhu-so, face); o-kwe, word (fr. ku, speak — cp. Z. kutuma, speak); umu, knowledge (fr. ma, know); u-kalu, deceit (fr. kalu, deceive — cp. Z. kohlisa, deceive); m-moiga, doctrine (fr. moiga, teach).
Also zi, send (cp. Z. za, come, zisa, make come); bibi, knock to rains (cp. Z. bibi, fall to pieces); ga, go (cp. Z. ya, go); bu, kill (cp. Z. bulala, kill); eze, chief (cp. Z. in-kosi, chief); nge, give (cp. Z. niku, give); uma, one (cp. Z. nye, one); abuo, two (cp. Z. bili, two); alo, three (cp. Z. latu, three); anaa, four (cp. Z. ne, four).

Fanti, ebien, two (cp. Z. bili, two); anaa, four (cp. Z. ne, four); i-du ten (cp. Z. i-shumi, ten).

Ewe or Evhe and neighbouring languages have both suffixes and prefixes, the latter mostly connected with nouns formed from verbs, thus, a-de, a hunt (fr. de, catch); e-so, horse (fr. sun, run—cp. Z. subatu, run); en-du, sleep (fr. du, sleep—cp. Z. lalu, to sleep, daka, stupidly); also yi, go (cp. Z. ya, go).

The Ewe has no separate form for plural; but the Odshi, a neighbouring tongue, has also plural prefixes, thus, ti, head, a-ti, heads; a-pata, a fish, en-pata; kuku, a pot, en-kuku.

Efik has prefixes, both singular and plural, thus, i-dara, joy (fr. dara, rejoice—cp. Z. taba, delight, jabula, rejoice); u-bak, part (fr. bak, divide—cp. Z. banu, split); m-bre, play (fr. bre, to play); edii-tono, beginning (fr. tono, begin). As plural prefixes we find nyene, possessor, andi-nyene, possessors (fr. nyene, possess—cp. Z. um-nyi, possessor); ete, father, m-ete; o-fu, slave, n-fu; ese, guest, i-ese. Also, i-ba, two (cp. Z. bili, two); ita, three (cp. Z. latu, three); i-pan, four (cp. Z. ne, four); i-kuku, hundred (cp. Z. i-kuulu, hundred).

Ve, fa, die (cp. Z. fa, die); bo, friend (cp. Z. isi-hlobo, friend); ka, snake (cp. Z. i-nyoka, snake).

The Ve, as well as the neighbouring Mande, form nouns rather with suffixes than prefixes, and occasionally show a separate form for the plural, also by means of suffixes.

Mande, ro, say (cp. Z. sho, say); nani, four (cp. Z. ne, four).

Susu, fa, come (cp. Z. za, come); fu, ten (cp. Z. i-shumi, ten).

Sonrhai forms a plural by means of suffixes, thus, kamb, hand, kamb-e, hands, (cp. Z. is-andhla, hand; bamba, hold); hau, head of cattle, hau-o (cp. Z. in-kono, head of cattle). Also, ma, name (cp. Z. i-gama, name); nam, bite (cp. Z. nambita, taste); tan, catch (cp. Z. bamba, catch); tu-s, tumour (cp. Z. i-tumba, tumour); tu, blow out (cp. Z. tula, blow); ya, body (cp. Z. igazi, blood; um-zimba, body); hau, meat (cp. Z. i-nyama, meat); he, cry tears (cp. Z. i-nyembezi, tear); ku, come (cp. Z. za, come).

Logone, sa, drink (cp. Z. sela, punza, drink); pau, white (cp. Z. mlopo, white); lebu, shirt (cp. Z. u-lembu, spider's-web).

Wandala or Mandara has suffixes in the plural, thus, luguuma, camel, luguuma-ka, camels (cp. Z. in-kono, head of cattle); na, see (cp. Z. bona, see); ma or me, if (cp. Z. uma, if).

The particle na is used, like the ya in Zulu, to form the progressive tense in verbs, though now as suffix, thus, ye-ze, I eat (cp. Z. ngi-dhla); ye-ze-ndi, I eating, I am eating (cp. Z. ngi-ya-dhla). The suffix ka, as in the Zulu, is used to form a negative, thus, ye-ze, I eat; ye-zu-ka, I eat not (cp. Z. ka-ngi-dhli, not I eat, I eat not).

Bullom and Temne have prefixes, thus, i-por, rain (cp. Z. in-vula, rain); n-mar, love (fr. mar, to love—cp. Z. tanda, to love); n-fo, speech (fr. fo, speak—cp. Z. sho, say). There are also suffixes.

The plural is generally formed by means of prefixes, thus, pokan, man, a-pokan, men; pom, leaf, i-pom; i-tu, pot, n-tu; kil, monkey, si-kil (cp. Z. in-kawu, monkey); fol, eye, to-fol (cp. Z. i-so, i-hlo, eye).

A causative form of verbs is constructed by affixing i, where the Zulu affixes isa.

The negative is shown by means of en as a suffix, changing to ken after vowels. Compare with the Z. negative suffix nga.

Also, i-jan, moon (cp. Z. i-nyanga, moon); gbal, write (cp. Z. bala, write); gbe, go (cp. Z. hamba, go); tof, soothe, quiiten (cp. Z. tula, be quiet, calm); ten, sweet (cp. Z. mioti, sweet).
Mafor has both prefixes and suffixes. The adjectives follow their nouns.
The perfect tense of the verb is formed by placing kwar (already) after the
verb, where the Zulu suffixes the particle ite.
The future is formed by placing nerri (still) before the verb as well as pronoun.
The Zulu word for 'still' is sa, but the particles used for forming the future in Zulu
are za and ya, placed before the verb, but after the pronoun.
The particle ba is used as a verbal suffix to express the negative, as is the
nya in Zulu.

Compare:— mankoko, fowl (Z. in-kuku, fowl); snun, man (Z. umu-ntu, man);
mbran, go (Z. hamba, go); ma, and (Z. na, and).

Bari knows nothing of prefixes, with one or two exceptions among its most
primitive words, thus, baba, father, pl. ko-baba (cp. Z. u-baba, father, pl. o-baba);
note, mother, pl. ko-note (cp. Z. u-nyoko, mother, pl. o-nyoko). The newer words
adopt suffixes.

Compare, nyo, what (Z. ni, what); yango, mother (Z. u-nyoko); bongo, gar-
ment (Z. in-yubo, garment); doto, to sleep (Z. ubu-tongo, sleep).

Baghirmi, man, water (cp. Z. ama-nzi, water); dza, fish (cp. Z. in-tlanzi, fish).

Maba or Mobba, tang, house (cp. Z. i-tanga, temporary hut).

Teda or Tibbu, goni, camel (cp. Z. in-komo, head of cattle).

Kanuri uses suffixes for both the plural and to mark the different cases. The
particle wa, either alone after the root, or inserted between the root and the case-
suffixes, marks the plural. Thus, soba-ye (Nom. a friend), soba-be (Gen. of a friend),
etc., plur. soba-wa-ye (Nom. friends), soba-wa-be (Gen. of friends), etc. Compare
soba, friend (Z. isi-hlobo, friend).

Galla is neither a Negro language nor a Negro race, being supposed to be
rather Hamitic. However, we may compare, shan, five (Z. hlanu, five); dera, long
(Z. de, long); sibila, iron (Z. in-tsimbi, iron); yogga, year (Z. u-nyaka, year); karra,
way (Z. in-dhlela, way); lola, war (Z. lwa, fight); oise, warm (Z. osa, roast); kesati,
within (Z. pakati, within).
A SYNOPSIS
OF THE
ZULU GRAMMAR.

1. Letters. Of these there are 26 used in the Zulu language, when written according to the improved orthography of this Dictionary. Of these, three (c, g and x) are used to represent clicking sounds; one (r), an European, but non-Zulu, sound; and the remainder the ordinary normal sounds of the Roman alphabet.

2. Pronunciation. This will be found exhaustively treated in the text of the Dictionary at the commencement of each letter. Briefly regarded it is as follows:—

A takes the continental sound, as in the Eng. word 'father.' It has three varieties of length — (1), short, as in the words miná (me) and ukutí sákú (to scatter); (2), full, as in the penultimate of words, e.g. udáka (mud), intláhla (luck); (3), long, as in the penult of intlábha (old basket) and iháši (horse), and according to the new orthography written with a aa.

B has three sounds — (1), close or inspired, as in beká (place); (2), open or aspirated, as in imbhóbo (hole) and ubambhó (rib) — this variety is distinguished by a bh; (3), exploded, as in bhéka (look) and umbhobho (tube) — also distinguished by a bh.

C represents the dental click, which has four varieties of sound — (1), simple, as in caca (be plain); (2), aspirated, as in chacha (cover), for which a ch is used; (3), hard liquid, as in gcáaca (dance) and gcobá (anoint), for which a gc is used; (4), soft liquid, as in ingcecaecae (certain plant) and ingcosana (a little), for which also a gc is used. There is possibly also an aspirated gc, or geh.

D has the same sound as in English. It is not yet ascertained whether there are not two varieties of this letter, a close and an aspirated.

E takes the continental sound, as in the Eng. word 'there.' It has three varieties of length — (1), short, as in cebábá (flat); (2), full, as in the penultimate of words, e.g. ceba (inform against); (3), long, as in ceba (be wealthy), and written with a ee.

F has the same sound as in English.

G has the sound of the hard g in English, though always aspirated. It is not yet ascertained whether there are not also two varieties of this letter, a close and an aspirated.

H represents the aspirate, in Zulu always more or less forcibly gutturalised according to taste or habit, as in hambha (go) and umhauwu (emotion).

I takes the continental sound, as in the Eng. word ‘ravine.’ It has three varieties of length — (1), short, as in imini (noon) and uti (stick); (2), full, as in the

* This is designed, not so much for teaching the language to a beginner (for which an exhaustive treatise on the subject should be employed), as for purposes of reference and explanation to those consulting this Dictionary, and of drawing the attention of students to certain more recent information on Zulu linguistics not contained in the present-day grammars.
penultimate of words e.g. *hila* (choke) and *mina* (me), or in the prefix of the 2nd.
class e.g. *xilo* (filthy thing); (3), long, as in *isisila* (bird’s-tail) and *isikaya* (por-
ridge), and written with a *i*.

*J* has the same sound as in English.

*K* has two sounds — (1), close or inspired, as in *kanye* (once) and *inkuku* 
(fowl); (2), open or aspirated, as in *khanya* (shine) and *ikhukhu* (pocket).

*L* has the same sound as in English.

*M* has the same sound as in English. It also sometimes represents a sound some-
what resembling that of the Eng. interjection ‘*um*!’, in which cases it is a contraction 
for the syllable *um*, and is written _particles*.

*N* has the same sound as in English.

*O* takes the continental sound, as in the Eng. words ‘all’ and ‘nor’. It has three 
varieties of length — (1), short as in *išó* (eye) and *góloza* (stare); (2), full, as in 
the penultimate of words, *e.g.* in *isikowa* (owl) and *góloza* (stare); (3), long, as in *isikóva* 
(banana-plantation) and *šóbe* (destitute man) and written with a *u*.

*P* has two sounds — (1), close or inspired, as in *polokoza* (pour forth) and *im-
pela* (really); (2) open and aspirated, as in *phokoza* (chatter) and *phela* (end).

*Q* represents the palatal click, of which there are four varieties of sound — (1), 
simple, as in *qalaza* (stare about); (2), aspirated, as in *qhalaza* (behave impudently), 
for which a *qh* is used; (3), hard liquid, as in *isiggala* (cow with little milk), for 
which a *gg* is used; (4), soft liquid, as in *inguqondo* (sense), for which also a *gg* 
is used. There seems also to be an aspirated *gg*, as in the example *iyqhalashu* (mungoose), 
as pronounced by some.

*R* with the trilling sound as in English, does not exist in Zulu, unless in foreign 
words *e.g.* the name *umMaria*, or in recently coined words, as in *ukuti dri* (whirr 
round).

*S* has the simple hissing sound as in the Eng. word ‘sin’, never the *z* sound as 
in the word ‘wise’.

*T* has two sounds — (1), close or inspired, as in *toba* (get softened) and 
tenga (wave to and fro); (2), open and aspirated, as in *thoba* (bow down) and 
thengá (barter).

*U* takes the continental sound, as in the Eng. word ‘plume’. It has three varie-
ties of length — (1), short, as in *lenú* (your) and *išulúkemi* (bad luck); (2), full, as in 
the penultimate of words *e.g.* in *uqïma* (become solid) and *kuye* (to him), or the 
prefix of the 6th. class *e.g.* in *uíkqelo* (affliction); (3), long, as in *uqíma* (cut off), 
and written with a *uu*.

*V* has the same sound as in English.

*W* represents the semi-vowel *u* when combining in sound with another vowel 
immediately following it. The sound produced, and represented by this letter, is con-
sequently not so full or broad as the English sound.

*X* represents the *lateral* click, of which there are four varieties — (1), simple, 
as in *ukuli xa* (spread apart); (2), aspirated, as in *ixha* (bundle), for which an *xh* 
is used; (3), hard liquid, as in *uxxá* (rod), for which a *gx* is used; (4), soft liquid, as 
in *uingxabanó* (quarrel), for which also a *gx* is used. There may also possibly be an 
aspirated *gx*, or *gxh*.

*Y* represents the semi-vowel *i* when combining in sound with another vowel 
immediately following it. The sound produced, and represented by this letter, is con-
sequently not so full or broad as the English sound.

*Z* has the same sound as in English.

The following combinations are used to describe special sounds:—

*Bh*, see B.

*Gh*, see C.

*Dhl* represents the deep throat lisp, as in *dhulula* (pass), and resembling the 
sound of the *thl* in the Eng. word ‘smoothly’.

*Gr*, see C.

*Gch*, see C.

*Gy*, see Q.

*Gqh*, see Q.

*Gx*, see X.

*Gzh*, see X.

*Hl* represents the medium or mouth lisp, as in *ahlula* (overcome), and resem-
bbling the sound of the *thl* in the Eng. word ‘deathly’.
Hh represents the soft or breath-like h, as in the words umkhahha (a single stroke) and khukula (blurt out).
Kh, see K.
Ph, see P.
Qh, see Q.
Rr represents the strong guttural sound, as in the words irrwa (spear) and rreza (milk into the month).
Sh has two sounds—(1), soft, as in the Eng. word ‘sherry’; (2), hard, as in ‘cherry’—but both sounds are interchangeable.
Th, see T.
Tt represents the sharp or dental lisp (being a variety of the Hh lisp and occurring wherever that lisp immediately follows an u), and resembles somewhat the sound of the ‘t’ in the Eng. word ‘neatly’, as in the word intsele (ratel).
Tsh represents a combination of the sounds of a close or inspired t together with an sh, and resembles somewhat the sound of the t in the Eng. word ‘virtue’ when pronounced with an intentional retention or closing in of the sound upon its expulsion from the mouth, as in the words itshe (stone) and tshala (plant).

3. Words—their Syllabification. The general rule in Zulu is for every word, phonetically considered, and every separate syllable thereof, to end in a vowel. Thus, tu-nda (love), not tan-da; u-bu-ntu-twane (ant-nature), not ub-ntulwane. This gives an easy rule for the correct division of polysyllabic words.

Etymologically this rule is not always correct, as e.g. in the word ubu-ntu-twane, where the second phonetic syllable ntu combines a portion of a prefix (the euphonic n) and a portion of a root (Tu)—from the noun intutwane (ant). But in actual speech, etymology must submit to the particular grammatical rules governing each language.

4. Accentuation and Quantity. Every syllable in a Zulu word contains a single vowel, and that vowel may be long, full or short (i.e. its quantity), and either accented (with a long or short emphasis) or altogether unaccented (i.e. its accentuation). Thus, in the word isi-Pu-ku-pu-ku, we have the first four syllables, as well as the last, all short, while the fifth is full in quantity—thus, isi-Pu-kü-pu-kü; and again, as to its accentuation, we have the first syllable bearing a short accent, the second short but unemphasised, the third bearing a short accent, the fourth short and unemphasised, the fifth bearing a long accent, and the final short and unemphasised—thus, isi-Pü-ku-pü-ku.

There are, therefore, in Zulu three accents, a short, a full and a long, or rather one accent carrying one of three various quantities. The long accent is rare and altogether unusual, and therefore has no rule. The rule of the full accent is that it always and only occurs on the penult of words, as in tända, gudhlula, bekезета. The fixing of the short accent, however, is more capricious: and, except in the case of so-called ukuti verbs, in which it invariably selects the first syllable (e.g. in ukuti fúcü, ukuti fókoqo, ukuti fâhlulhu), any formulation of rules would scarcely counterbalance the exceptions required thereto; for each class of words seems to be a rule unto itself, as the following examples will show—the sign ‘-’ over a vowel indicating the full accent, not the long, which does not appear:

- fn
  - fña
  - uků-dhla
  - i-nkó-mo
  - ū-ngu-gá-ne
  - ū-fú-kú-fú
  - ū-bu-tó-ngo
  - i-nkó-sí-ká-zi
  - ū-bu-nko-nyá-na
  - périe-le-zo-la
  - i-mbi-li-ki-cá-ne
  - enkó-sí-ka-zí-ní
  - isí-pü-ku-pu-kwá-na

5. Compound Words. These are both numerous and peculiar in the Zulu speech. They are formed by stringing together a number of separate, generally monosyllabic
elements of speech which have no definite meaning, and are never used, standing alone, but which, by virtue of being placed in a certain relationship to other particles of speech, gain a definite shade of meaning which they lend to the whole and enable it to express a single completed, and often to our view quite comprehensive, thought. Such a combination of particles is bound together in the Zulu's speech under one common penultimate or full accent, which, indeed, is the sign that the single quantum of sense, or word, is, in the Native mind, complete. Thus, in the words ngaye (formed of nga and ye), engakadhli (of e nga ka and dhli), and ngiyakutanda (of ngi ya ku and tanda), the particles e.g. nga, ka and yaku could not be separated from the particles ye, dhli and tanda respectively, without altogether destroying the accentuation, or, in other terms, destroying the word; and, further, alone they would present no definite meaning to the hearer, anymore than would the particle bo in the Latin future amabo, or the ing in the English participle 'eating' if separated from the kernel of the word.

Accentuation, then, is the only guide by which we know whether particles of speech are to be regarded as independent, or as forming part of a compound word. Thus, leyo nkomo is not a compound word because there are two penultimate or full accents, showing that, in the Native mind, each particle of speech stands alone; but leyo ndlulu is a compound word and must be united in writing, since both the particles of speech are united under a common penultimate; which is the case again in such instances as tel'amanzi, or wangip'amasi, where the first accent has become shortened and subordinated to the full accent in the penultimate, thus being accentuated differently from the sentences tel'a amanzi, or wangip'a amasi, where there are two separate full accents.

The copulation of two words into one compound mainly occurs, in actual pronunciation, in those instances where the elided vowel is that of the first word, as in the example lel'ihashi; where it is that of the second word, the two words are generally pronounced separately, each with its own penultimate, as in the examples lelo 'hashi, zonke 'zikati; unless that second word be a monosyllable, in which case it is always joined, under one penult, to the word preceding, as for instance leyo'nya, kabanginja'zwi.

6. Elision. When two otherwise independent particles or words, one ending and the other beginning with a vowel, are brought together in a close relationship, the weaker of those vowels, as an aid to fluency of speech, may be elided, and the two words joined together in one, or not, according as accentuation requires (see § 5). Thus:

| tin'abantu (for tina abantu), | lel'ihashi (for lela ihashi), |
| wangip'amasi (for wangipa amasi), | loli'li (for lolo lili), |
| kuy'op'iyazi (for kuyawpa iyazi), | kafun'imuli (for kafuni imuli), |
| bay'enza (for bayeniza—thecore insertion of a euphonic y in | les'iitsha (for lesi isitsha), |
| the instance would lead to confusion with the accusative pronoun of the 3rd class). | ngihlashwa vinkeba leli. |

But:

| lelo 'hashi, (for lelo ihashi), | felo 'hashi, (for fela ihashi), |
| lezi-ya 'zinkomo, (for lezi-ya izinkomo), | lezi-ya izinkomo, |
| zonke 'zikuli (for zonke izikuli). |

A similar elision also occurs in the formation of the vocative case of nouns (e.g., ne! Cishu), and the genitive of some nouns of the first class (e.g. ezika'Cishu), and upon other occasions to be learnt from the grammar.

7. Coalition of vowels. Whenever the prepositions na, nga, kwa, nj enga, immediately precede a noun or verb in the infinitive, the two words join together, the final vowel of the preposition coalescing with the initial vowel of the noun or verb, as follows: -a and u, into a; a and i, into e; a and o, or a and u, into o.

The same rule holds also in the conjunction of the genitive particles (see § 23) with their governed nouns.
The preposition *ku*, however, instead of coalescing, generally causes the initial vowel of the following word to be elided.

8. **Euphonic copulative**s. Where, however, two particles of speech, one ending and the other commencing with a vowel, are brought together in close relationship, and the retention of both vowels is of grammatical necessity, such vowels are coupled together by the insertion between them of one or other of the semi-vowels *w* or *y* (see Alphabet). Thus:—

(a) *amahashi lavo* a-w-ako (for *a ako*),
  *lavo 'mahantshi* a-w-odwe (for *a odwa*),
  *umfana* o-w-alusayo (for *o alusayo*),
  *inja* e-y-aziyo (for *e aziyo*),
  *intabo* e-y-ehlayo (for *e ehlayo*),
  *ba-yi-bona* (for *ba i bonu*).

The rule for such combinations, based on euphony, is as follows:—

- *a* with any vowel = *w*; except *a* with *i* and sometimes *e = y*.
- *e" " " " = y*; except *e* with *o* or *u = w*.
- *i" " " " = y*; except *i* with *o* or *u = w*.
- *o" " " " = w*; except *o* with *i = y*.
- *u" " " " = w*.

Other euphonic particles are *ng*, *l*, *w*, and *s*. These, like the foregoing, are primarily copulative in their nature and used to remove a hiatus, though sometimes they stand as introductory particles at the commencement of a word.

They are employed—(1), where, by reason of the omission of some intervening particle of the verb to be, nouns, pronouns or adjectives come to follow immediately after a pronoun, even though sometimes that pronoun (generally impersonal cases, amounting merely to it is) may be left absolutely unexpressed; (2), after passive verbs, as agent to same.

*Ng* is used only before nouns, pronouns or adjectives commencing with an *a*, *e*, *o*, or *u* (except in the case of nouns of the 5th. class). Thus:—

- *kung'amahashi* (for *ku amahashi*),
- *eng'umfana nje* (for *e umfana*),
- *kwakung'enkulu inkunzi* (for *kwakw enkulu*),
- *ny'unsebenzi wami* (for *ku — understood — umsebenzi*).
- *kung'utshani bami* (for *ku utshani*),
- *wahlushwa ng'abantu* (for *wahlushwa abantu*).
- *sashayena ng'we* (for *sashaywa we*).

*L* is used in a similar manner for the 2nd. and 5th. classes. Thus:—

- *kul'ikashi* (for *ku ikashi*),
- *kul'uto olu kul'uyeye* (for *ku uto*),
- *lulwandle* (for *ku lwandle*),
- *wahlushwa l'utini* (for *wahlathwa utini*).

*Y* is used before nouns, pronouns or adjectives commencing with an *i*.

- *yini, 'umfana? y'izinkomo* (for *ku ini, ku izinkomo*),
- *kuy'ingqola* (for *ku ingqola*),
- *kwakuy'ibona* (for *ku ibona*),
- *ubulewe y'inkosi* (for *ubulewe inkosi*),
- *ugqaliswa y'ilesisilondo* (for *ugqaliswa ile'isilondo*).

*W* is occasionally used in place of the particle *ng*.

- *eumfana nje* (for *e umfana*),
- *kwumsebenzi wako* (for *kw umsebenzi*).

*S* is used before nouns in the locative case.

- *bas'emfuleni* (for *ba emfuleni*),
- *owas'oNgoye* (for *owa oNgoye*).

The origin of these euphonic particles *ng*, *y* and *l*, although, in the present advanced and altered state of the language, no longer perceptible, seems to us to have been the impersonal particles or pronouns *ku*, *i*, and *li* or *lu*, and signifying simply an indefinite *it*. The *ku* became in time softened down to *ng*. Thus, *ng'abantu, ng'a-
mahashi, for ku or kw abantu, ku or kw amahashi. Yini le ekalayo (where ini has assumed the form of a noun of the 3rd. class), for i ini; or y inyolul, for i inyolu. Luli, again, for lu uti. Umlulwa yile si elisi (where the latter compound word has assumed the form of a noun of the 3rd. class), for i ulisi (ulu). The fact that at the present day the impersonal pronouns proper may be used together and along with these above-mentioned particles does not prejudice this idea of their origin.

9. Euphonic consonantal changes. Transformation of the internal consonants of words frequently occurs in Zulu for the sake of euphony. This change takes place on the following occasions:—(1), in the formation of the diminutive of words (see § 20); (2), in the formation of the locative case of nouns (see § 23); (3), in the formation of the passive voice of verbs (see § 42).

Words, therefore, in any such positions and containing within themselves—for these changes never affect the first syllable of any root—the following letters and combinations of letters, have them euphonically changed, as below:

- ph into sh e.g. bopa, passive boshwa.
- h into tsh e.g. loba, lotshwa.
- hh into jh e.g. bhodhisa, bhujiswa.
- m into ny e.g. tuma, lunywa.
- nw into ntsh e.g. mpompa, mpontshwa.
- nh into nj e.g. banbha, banjwa.
- d into j e.g. isibhuda, locative isibhujana (the latter change only occurs in the locative case of nouns, not with verbs).

10. Correct method of writing Zulu.* This is a subject about which there has hitherto been great divergence of method and opinion; and this, perhaps, because nobody has been forthcoming who, after formulating a practical and logical system, has taken the trouble to inform the public of it. We propose here to make an effort to remedy this deficiency, and, by submitting a carefully considered system, to introduce some general agreement and uniformity of practice in this matter. But in order to attain so desirable an end, we shall first of all have to be prepared to change some of our cherished habits and to sacrifice some of our erroneous prejudices.

The first and chiefest rule is to write, as far as possible, exactly as the Native speaks. There must, in our writing, be a correct spelling, a correct compounding, and a correct dividing of the Zulu words.

The present imperfect and faulty method of lettering must be abolished, and a true and phonetic rendering of the various sounds adopted. Such a system is outlined—we believe, for the first time, in so far as it regards the Zulu language—in the pages of this Dictionary. The use of the new lettering may be found somewhat irksome and its appearance produce something of a shock at first; but the change has been safely accomplished in the Xosa language, and can be equally so in the Zulu. The Native newspapers in the former language are now written in the improved style, and neither writers nor readers find it anything but convenient and as it ought to be. The spelling of Zulu words in future should, therefore, be strictly in accordance with that shown within brackets after the entries in the vocabularies of this book. Wherever no bracketed indication of change is found, the particular word may be regarded as correctly spelled according to the old form.

11. Diphthongs. There are no such in Zulu, notwithstanding that they are frequently seen in Zulu writing. It is altogether antagonistic to the genius of the Zulu language to place two vowels alongside each other in the same word. The rule in Zulu is for every syllable to commence with a consonant and end with a vowel; and where no introductory consonant exists, a semi-consonant or semi-vowel is inserted to answer the requirements of the language. The connecting consonants or semi-vowels used for this purpose are mostly either w or y. These letters, again, Europeans must

* It will be observed that the Zulu orthography, as exemplified in the examples, etc., to be found in this work, is not in accordance with the rules here laid down, but rather follows the imperfect method customary hitherto. This has been intentional, for most students of the language are still familiar only with that system of writing. Our first aim as lexicographers has been to explain the meaning of words, not to treat on orthography, which lies more truly within the sphere of a grammarian. Had we introduced changes of style and spelling too abruptly, while seeking to make clear, we might only have confused.
remember, do not represent the broad full-mouthed sounds of the same letters in English; such broad sounds are unknown in Zulu. In that language the w and y are nothing more or less than simply u and i, and are heard so faintly by European ears as to go often quite undetected. Nevertheless, they are always there, and a Zulu hears them distinctly. Therefore, wherever in words, simple or compound, two vowels (apparently) come together in one word, one of the euphonic semi-vowels should always be inserted in writing, in accordance with the rule in § 8. Thus we should never write, as is frequently done, weseti (then he said) — a Zulu never spoke so — but rather wegeseti; or again, not um-Hau (feeling), but um-Haun.

Although it has been said above that in Zulu no two vowels may come together in close connection in one word, nevertheless they may occur in such a position that one be at the end of a word and the other at the commencement of the word next following. Thus, it were quite correct to say or write kwasho inkosi (the chief said so).

12. Division of words into syllables. The general rule here, required by the principles of Zulu speech, though sometimes conflicting with the facts of etymological derivation, is that a word be so divided as to allow of every syllable ending in a vowel. The syllables, therefore, will, except such as stand at the beginning of words, generally commence with a consonant. There are, of course, a few exceptions, especially as regards the prefixes. Thus:—

\[
\text{u-bun-Ta-twe-ne (not ub-un-Tut-wan-e).} \\
\text{un-Mbi-la (not un-Mbil-a).} \\
\text{ku-y-o-p'i-ga-zi (not kuy-op-i-ga-zi).}
\]

13. Elision of Vowels. This is a very common practice in Zulu speech, and should also be duly marked in Zulu writing. This latter is accomplished by means of the apostrophe. The insertion of an apostrophe, wherever a letter has been omitted, removes ambiguity, guides the reader as to the actual manner in which a Native spoke and makes the construction of complicated words clear. Thus, without it, we might read the word wenzu, and be unable to say whether the present tense (wenzu i.e. n enzu) or the past (w enza i.e. wa enza) is intended. Or, again, one might write down from the mouth of a Native the words tinabantu, kasifunimali, and yet the reader be utterly at a loss to know whether what the Native actually said was tinu 'bantu or lin' abantu, whether wasi' imali or 'kisi' people. A letter has been skipped in speech, but nothing exists in the writing to show which letter it was.

Wherever, therefore, in a Zulu word, simple or compound, a vowel has been omitted in its expression, such omission should always be indicated in script by the insertion of an apostrophe.

This rule refers only to what we may call casual occurrences, not to words of a fixed formation in which it may occur, e.g. ngomhlomunye (for ngomhla umunye), or mhlawumbe (for umhla umbe).

The following may serve as examples of this manner of marking an elision:—

\[
\text{Mpunze, le'ukomo, lo'atshani}, \\
\text{kwa'Zulu, le'sitsinya, lo'ukudhla}, \\
\text{lo'mfazi, lo'mfula, lab'abantu}, \\
\text{le'tikashi, lo'uti, le'izinkono}, \\
\text{us'udi (for u se uti),} \\
\text{engena'ica (for engena icala),} \\
\text{abak'ontombi (where ontombi is regarded as a plural proper noun of the} \\
\text{first class — the girl's people — abaku or abaka ontombi),} \\
\text{ang'azi na'kubuya (for angi azi na ukubuya),} \\
\text{ub es efile (for ube ese efile),} \\
\text{ang'ab esas o (for angabe or angabi esasho).}
\]

The apostrophe is also used to mark off certain euphonic particles from the actual body of the word to which they are prefixed, and although no elision has taken place. The justification for this is in the attainment thereby of a greater certainty as to the meaning and pronunciation of the speech scriptorally expressed. Thus, we might write the word lutl (it is a stick) and the reader imagine that what we intended to say was 'it says or indicates' (i.e. luti); or, that the l were an intrinsic part of the body of the word, whereas the portion utl alone constitutes that word; or, he might be led to give the vowel u an incorrect pronunciation, not recognising that it
is the full n peculiar to nouns, a nti, of the 6th. class. The euphonic initial l is therefore marked off by an apostrophe, thus,—'nti (it is a stick), but luti (it indicates).

The above rule, then, is observed in regard to all those euphonic particles explained under § 8. Thus:—

wahluwa ng'abantu (he was made to suffer by the people),
but wahluwa njabantu (he was made to suffer on account of the people).
ngiy'indodana yako, (I am your son).
ngishishiwe ng'amahashi (I have been hastened along by means of horses),
but ngishishiwe ngamahashi (I have been hastened along on account of the horses).

'yini leyo es'otshanini? (what is that in the grass)?
Tuti (it is a stick),
we'emfuleni (he is at the river).

This rule is also observed in regard to the imperative mood of verbs commencing with a vowel. Thus, y'akani, y'embuta—the insertion of the apostrophe bringing the actual verb, and often its meaning, into clearer prominence. In regard to monosyllabic verbs, which usually take a full yl as imperative prefix, there does not seem to be any custom or necessity for the use of an apostrophe. Thus, yidhla, yima.

14. Hyphen. This is another sign made considerable use of in Zulu chiurography. There are in that language several adverbial and pronominal suffixes regularly tacked on to the end of verbs, nouns and the like in order to qualify them in some way. Thus we have ni (what)?; pi (where)?; ke (then); ze (empty); and sometimes na (denoting interrogation). All these particles have an essential and independent meaning of their own, and they are joined on to other words, not that they be absorbed by them, but merely as a convenience of enunciation, they being invariably monosyllables, and monosyllables being antagonistic to the rhythmic flow of Zulu accentuation. Nor can we depict them standing alone, for they are not so spoken, and our method of writing must be as near as possible an exact reproduction of the manner of speech. Were it not that they came into conflict with certain other similar particles likewise affixed to the end of verbs and with which they might easily be confounded, there does not appear to be any reason why they should not be joined on absolutely to the tail of the verbs, precisely, indeed, as the pronouns are prefixed to it at its head. We solve the difficulty, therefore, by making use of the hyphen. This plan not only preserves the correct accentuation, but it preserves also the identity of the particular particle and at the same time furnishes a guard against confusion with other similar verbal suffixes. Thus, the word puzani might, as it stands, mean either 'drink ye!' or 'drink what?'; or yakanini mean 'build ye!', or 'it (the bird) builds what?'. Or, again, to take the enclitic ke frequently affixed to the end of words. There is in Zulu a class of verbs ending in ka, which frequently becomes changed into ke. Were no distinguishing mark apparent in script, this latter particle would often become confounded with the former. Thus, anibulaleke might mean 'may ye then kill!' or 'kill ye away then,' or again, 'may ye get killed!' A difference in articulation would make the difference of meaning clear in speech; and equally clear should it also be made in script.

Wherefore, all such adverbial and pronominal suffixes, as pi (where), ni (what), ke (then), ze (empty), ba (who), etc., although no longer capable of being absolutely severed from their governing verbs, etc.—with which they have now entered into combination as compound words, as witness the common penultimate—might nevertheless be clearly distinguished in script by some sign, e.g., a hyphen, according to the custom of Colenso. Thus, we should have puzani (drink ye)—where the ni is not one of the particles of the class to which we refer—but puzani (drink what); and anibulaleke (may ye get killed), but anibulaleke (may ye then kill).

But this rule applies to those particles only so long as they perform the service of adverbial suffixes and retain their own essential meaning. Thus, we should write:—

si-pi (isitsha)? where is the vessel?

for each of these particles is really an independent wordlet—the pi retaining its completeness of meaning as an adverb, and the si being a regular pronoun; so that, the unexpressed verb to be having been duly supplied, the combined particles form really a perfect sentence.
Also, for the same reason:—

*nna-ni?* what have you? what is the matter?

But no hyphen would be used with the following:—

*utanda sipi (isitsha)?* which (vessel) do you like?

*wenza umshbenzi weni?* what work do you do?

for the reason, firstly, that the particles *pi* and *ni* are no longer adverbial suffixes meaning 'where' and 'what,' and, secondly, that the particles *si* and *mu* are not capable of standing independently alone, being merely used as prefixes and devoid of any substantial meaning of their own. The whole combination, therefore, expresses together but one single thought incapable of division by a hyphen.

The word *ngani* (by means of what, on account of what i.e. *why*) gives rise to some difficulty of rule. But after much consideration we have arrived at the conclusion that the best working plan is to follow the practice indicated above, using the hyphen wherever the word signifies 'by means of' and omitting it wherever it signifies 'on account of' or 'why.' Thus:

*ngani*? by means of what (instrument)? how?

but:

*ngani*? on what account? why?

In a similar way, though for a slightly different reason — the particle *ni*, in this case, meaning not actually 'what,' but being a colloquial abbreviation for *yini*, just as in English one says and writes 'doesn’t' — we write:

*imani-ni?* what, or how much, money?

*kwozula uukomo-ni?* what kind of a beast will it give birth to?

But here, as elsewhere, it must be the actual Native tongue that furnishes us with our rule. Wherever, then, the Native does not join such particles in one compound word with the governing verb, etc. — which will always be manifested by the fact of the penultimate of the governing word not having been shifted — in such cases, the particle, standing separately in speech, should be shown standing separately also in writing. Thus, a Native may say *hamba-ke* (go along then), but *wena ke* (you then) without taking forward the penultimate. Or again, at one time a Native may say *nyapi na?* (where are you going to?); at another, *nyapi-na?* (a form of pronunciation frequently heard in Zululand). The difference in the mode of writing should give at once the key to a correct reading of what the Native actually said, of the manner in which he actually spoke.

15. **Complex and Compound Words.** We use the former term to indicate a certain class of words, very common in the Zulu speech, which are composed of many different parts united together under one penultimate accent, as *e.g.* the word *wab'e sek* (from *waba e sek*), and to distinguish them from simply compound words, as *e.g.* the words *njengokuba* (from *njenga ukuba*) and *uNgubiziywenni* (from *u ingubo ziywa evwent*). The former are really small sentences in which the component wordlets, in spite of their concatenation under one principal accent, still retain their own independent meaning unimpaired; whereas in simple compound-words the component particles no longer retain nor express their several original meanings, but become amalgamated together as the single sign of a single idea.

A certain school of writers in Zulu have hitherto persistently denied the existence in Zulu speech of such a thing as complex-words. In a certain well-known Zulu grammar, we find the following quotation: — 'Most English authors (in Bantu languages) incorporate in one word the verb, its auxiliary, its pronoun subject, and, if there is one, its objective pronoun. Grout, however, did not do so; and, as a rule, French and German authors do not do it either. We think the latter are right, and we could prove it... We can only say that if this system of orthography were adopted in English, we would, instead of a sentence like 'he had not told it you', have the big word *hehadnotoldityou*. There is no more reason to apply it to Bantu than to European languages'.

Yet in truth there is a very good reason, though it may not have occurred to the writer of the above lines, nor to those who habitually use his system of orthography. For if English were Bantu, and the rule of word-construction therein were that every completed word be distinguished by the fixture of one full principal penultimate accent — as is the case in Zulu; and if we found such expressions as 'he had not told it you' *not* so spoken as here written, but with the various particles rapidly linked together in one single effort of speech and under the government of one single
principal accent falling on the particle it, we contend that such an expression would be quite correctly written if penned as actually spoken, without any dismemberment of its parts, in one united whole, with the accentuation properly shown. And more than that, we contend that it would be positively incorrect to write the word otherwise. Colenso applied this reasoning to Zulu and acted on it, and most well-informed authors do the same.

We thus have the rule, that all complex-words, constituted of several distinct particles or wordlets, which could not with any intelligibility to the Natives be chopped up into separated, independent particles of speech, and which are regularly joined together by them under one common penultimate (always clearly marked by an accentuation peculiar to itself), should be also so strung together in writing as to form one word or complete expression of thought. Thus wahamba (he went). Some persons write this as wa hamba, apparently for no other reason than that in English, the 'he' is separated from the 'went.' But in the Native mind, the particle wa, when standing alone, as a distinct word, is absolutely unintelligible and meaningless.

Again, the expressions siyakubona (we shall see), and siya 'kubona (we go to see), are by some persons — and apparently for the same reason as given above, viz., that English speech and orthography require it so — both written in the same way, in chopped up particles, without any regard to accentuation, and just as though each particle, when standing alone, had any meaning at all, thus — si ya ku bona. The different particles only obtain a definite meaning — that in the speaker's mind — when strung together as the Native does so, under one penult according as he places it. In the first instance, siyakubona, we hear the peculiar penultimate accent only once, on the bo, wherefore we connect all in one thought or word together; in the second case we hear the penultimate accent twice, on the si and on the bo, hence we write two divisions of speech or two words.

It is true that, according to our system, we shall sometimes find two complex-words appearing exactly the same in script and yet in meaning and pronunciation different. But this defect is attributable not so much to the system of writing as to the actual manner of Native speech. For certainly, in both cases, the component particles of such words will be found duly united by him under one single principal accent — the difference of meaning and pronunciation being accomplished by varying the position of the secondary or short accents, or by the dissimilar 'quantities' of the subsidiary constituent particles. Thus, the word belisadukile may mean (it, the cat, was still astray) and belisadukile (it, the sun, was glaring hot). Both words are written alike, but constructed and pronounced differently, each, as said, according to its composition. The first might be divided into its component particles thus: — beli-su-dukile, comprising four different wordlets, and the length of the several syllables being respectively — short with short accent, short, full, short, full with long accent, short. The second might in a similar way be divided — beli-su-dukile, comprising three wordlets, and the length of the several syllables respectively — short with short accent, short, short, short, full with long accent, short. The words are thus of different quantities, though of like accentuation. The sa in the former word is an independent particle signifying 'still' and retains the sound of a full (though unaccented) a; the sa in the second word is part and parcel of the word saduka, and as such only of short measure — which fact gives at once the key to the construction of the compound word, as well as marking the difference of meaning and pronunciation. Words of this description in Zulu remind us of such words in English as 'increase, concert, record', etc., which, though possessing but one form of script, have two meanings and two pronunciations, the guide being, just as in Zulu, the accent.

16. Capitals and Proper Names. So far Grout seems to have been the only one who attempted to formulate for us any fixed rules in regard to this matter. The practice of Colenso was constantly varying, showing that his own mind was not quite settled on the subject; at any rate he did not provide us with any regular method for dealing with these things.

Unhappily Grout's system is inconvenient and irregular — which is, forsooth, a poor recommendation for any 'rule'. He advises (Rule 5, Par. 64, 'Zulu Grammar') that "all proper nouns, as names of persons, places, rivers and tribes" be commenced with a capital letter, that is to say, that the capital letter should appear as the initial letter of the prefix of the word, not of the root. Thus, Umuti (a person), Utukela (a river), Inkunzhlathla (a place).
He then proceeds, by supplementary Rule 1 (under the same paragraph) to direct that, when such names of places appear in the locative case, the first letter is still that to be capitalised. Thus, Otukela, Enkanthla.

Again, by supplementary Rule 3, he directs that, when such a proper name is preceded by a particle whose final vowel coalesces with the initial vowel of the proper name, then the letter to be capitalised is that next following after the cessation. Thus, nyoTukela (along the Tukela), neNkanthla (and the Inkanthla).

Further, by supplementary rule 4, he directs that proper names of persons, as Umuti or Ugwayi, when in the genitive or locative case—in which instances, of course, the initial vowel or prefix is deleted—should capitalise the first of the remaining letters, thus, ka'Muti (genitive), 'Gwayi! (vocative).

Further on, in his notes upon these above-mentioned rules, he proceeds:—“After much study ... I see no reason to change or modify the foregoing rules ... They are in the best possible accord with good taste, do not mar or break up the word, or disturb its integrity ... Much less do they involve any arbitrary, difficult, or needlessly minute division in a name.”

By the above eulogy of his system, Grout seems to have unwittingly stated to us some of its most conspicuous defects. For just what it does involve is an arbitrary, complicated and needless’ chopping about of the names; just what it does do is ‘to mar and break up the words, and destroy their integrity,’ at least in so far as it makes the name of a particular river appear at one time as though it were Utukela, at another as though it were Otukela, and at another as though it were Tukela. And so on with all names written according to this changeable method—the capital letter, which most people would take to indicate the commencement of the actual name, would be incessantly altering. At one time Umhlatuze, at another Emhlutuze, at another noMhlatuze; at one time Inkandhla, then Enkanthla, and finally neNkanthla; at one time Undi, then noNdi, and again Onandi!

Still further on, in the same notes above referred to, Grout observes that “in respect to other methods, it must be said that some of them put indignity upon a word by separating essential elements, as the incipient from the radical, the inflectional from the root, and so make, as it were, invidious distinctions by passing over the first part of a word and giving the capital to the second which has really been brought up from an isolated root condition into recognition, etc.” But we are not at all sure whether his own method does not do precisely all these things; whether, by stating that the correct name of a river is Utukela, and then writing noTukela, he is not ‘separating the incipient from the radical, the inflectional from the root’; whether, by continually changing the appearance of the word, he is not systematically disregarding both prefix and root, ‘passing over from the first part of a word and giving the capital to the second which has been brought up from a root condition into recognition’—naming the place at one time Inkandhla, then iNkanthla (in form neNkanthla); whether the variations Utukela, Otukela, and uTukula (in form noTukela) are not very marked distinctions, not exactly perhaps invidious, but certainly puzzling to a beginner anxious to know what or where the essential body of the word really is? A system that preserves the identity of the root-name Tukela and Nkanthla unchanged under all and every condition, surely cannot be regarded as inferior, more complicated and less reasonable than the above? Why write at one time Utuku for a person’s name (e.g. in the sentence ngibona Utuku), and then Faku (as in the sentence wamuna kaFaku). In the sentence Uteza noMuti, the rule of the first word is broken in the second, and vice versa—two proper names, in which the t and the m are the corresponding initial letters of the root, each following a different rule of capitalisation, in the former case the sign of the name appearing in the prefix and in the second case in the root! Or, if we take the sentence Umuti umushi (written, of course, on the method of Grout), by what means would one show that the first word represents a person’s name (and meaning ‘Mr. Muti is bad’) and not simply a medicine (and meaning ‘the medicine is bad’)?

There is a system of capitalisation which, we believe, is much simpler, more practical and more logical than that of Grout would seem to be. By it the first letter of—

1. The first word of every sentence (including quotations and verse-lines), and

2. The root of every proper name (including appellations of the Deity), is always written with a capital. Thus, umMuti (a person), umHlatuze (a river), leSuto (a country), luGanda (a language).
Should it happen that such names be, not only proper names, but also commence a sentence, then naturally they fall under both rules, and become respectively umuti, umhlathuze, leSuto, luGanda.

By this method we retain the identity of the proper name unchanged under all circumstances. The following may serve as examples: —

umdali, a creator (Umandali, if commencing a sentence; voc. 'mdali),
uMdalii, Mr. Creator — a person's name (UMdalii, " do " ; voc. 'mdali),
unDalii, the Creator (Umdali, " do " ; voc. 'mdali).

umuti mubi, Mr. Muti is bad.
unutilu, the language is bad.
tUkela, the Tukela-river.
tTukela, at the Tukela.
ngoTukela, along the Tukela.
niNkandhla, the Nkandhla-forest.
cNkandhla, at the Nkandhla.
nqibona uFaku, I see Faku.
unelana kaFaku, the boy of Faku.

It is true, the first three examples above show three different forms; but then here it is not three different forms in the one name; here we have three different words, with different meanings, of which each single one will retain its capitalised root or essential part unchanged through all circumstances. In Grout's system we find these changes occurring in the one same word, through the constant shifting of the capital letter.

The method above outlined is that generally followed by Colenso and adapted by Cust in his book on the "Modern Languages of Africa." Imagine the absurdity of the thing had he classified his Bantu languages, places and peoples according to the first letter of the prefix instead of that of the root. We should have had umnayamwezi, a country (under U); Wunyayamwezi, its people (under W); and Kinyamwezi, their language (under K); Kwazulu, a country (under K); Isizulu, its language (under I); and Abakwazulu, its people (under A) — instead of finding all the former under N (e. g. umNyamwezi, waNyamwezi and kiNyamwezi), and all the latter under Z. The classification of his 223 Bantu languages would have been impossible had he discarded the root for the prefix, inasmuch as perhaps most of the Bantu languages have a Ki or a Si or something very similar as the prefix to their name.

Indeed, even in the classification of such a Zulu dictionary as we are at present engaged with, the adoption of Grout's system would have proved anything else than 'natural, plain and easy to the reader.' Who, for instance, would have thought to look for eTewini (Durban) under "I" (as Iteku), or the mission-station of enTwemni under "Ithuma," or the Tukela under "U" (as Ulukela)? The root of a name, and to wit the first or initial portion of that root, is the only unchangeable element in a Kafir word, and under that it ought always to be classified. According to Grout's method we should have been compelled to confine our 'classification' of Zulu names of people to the one letter 'U', and of places, to the two letters, mainly, 'U' and 'I'!

17. Prefixes of Nouns. Most languages of the world are suffix-using, as the Latin and Hottentot. Others again are prefix-using, as the Bantu. It seems obvious to us that suffixes and prefixes are, in their nature, philologically identical, differing only in the position which grammar has chosen or given to them in human speech.

Probably because the use of prefixes is an unintelligible novelty to ourselves, European students of the Bantu languages have displayed a great weakness for indulging in wild and fanciful theories concerning them. And yet it seems so plain that they are merely the African equivalents to the Aryan a and am, us and i, in the Latin words domina and dominam, dominus and dominii. Prefixes and suffixes alike, and in both varieties of language, tell us of the particular 'class' of the noun, and verb, too, in another respect. They indicate to us certain qualities of the word to which they are attached. In the Latin they inform us of the number, gender and case of the noun, and give us a key to the pronoun that will subsequently stand for it. In the Bantu they inform us of number, occasionally of case (as in the vocative and locative), suggest to us the nature of the object and give us a key to its pronoun. In the Latin the suffix vi, in the verb amavi, does for us what is achieved by the prefix nga in the Zulu verb ngatanda. Whereas, then, the Aryan ancestors of the
Romans chose to place their indicating-particles at the end of words, the African's ancestors chose to place theirs at the beginning.

The Bantu prefixes are believed by some to be the remnants of 'primitive nouns' just as the English prefixes 'dom' and 'hood' are from old Saxon words doim (doom) and hōd (character), and so on. But this, in our opinion, is exceeding the fair limit of comparison. We prefer to liken the Bantu prefixes to the suffixes, not of a comparatively modern language like English, but of the Sanskrit or Latin, in which it is not supposed that they are the remnants of primitive nouns; for, as Prof. Frederick Müller asserts, 'as for the meaning of the several suffixes (in the Aryan languages), one cannot affirm that any absolutely certain meaning has been attached to any particular suffix from the beginning.'

Others, again, like Döhnc and Torrend, have thought to detect in these Bantu prefixes the presence of an article. Thus, the latter, taking the prefix um of the 1st. class, calls the u thereof an article, and the m a classifier. Such theories are often-times ingenious, but, in our opinion, they are pure fancy; we do not believe that the statements upon which they are based, really exist. We think that, in the Native mind, the prefix um, or whatever it may be, will bear no more chopping up within itself, than would the accusative suffix an in Latin, were one so bold as to assert that the a therein served the purpose of an article and the m that of a case-indicator. For, alike in the Zulu as in the Latin, the theory would be found 'not to work.' Immediately we came to nouns of the 3rd. class in Zulu, we should find the prefix a simple short i (e.g. in the word i-Nala, plenty). What, then, has become of the article, or alternatively the classifier, in this the very largest class of nouns? We elect to agree with Dr. Bleek that, even though an 'ancient article' may have been contained within the prefixes in primeval antiquity, 'its employment (i.e. of the prefix) nowadays appears mainly to depend upon usage' (or inherited habit) 'and scarcely upon any intention of thereby defining the noun.'

18. **Classes of Nouns.** According to the variety of these nominal prefixes, there are in Zulu eight classes of nouns, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>umu</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>umu-ntu, a person</td>
<td>aba</td>
<td>ba</td>
<td>aba-ntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>um</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>um-fana, a boy</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>abu-fana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>u-Faku, Faku</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>o-Faku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>ili, contr. i</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>i-kanda, a head</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>ama-kanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i-buzi, a goat</td>
<td>izim</td>
<td>zi</td>
<td>izim-buzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>i-daba, an affair</td>
<td>izin</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>izin-dhlu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>isi</td>
<td>si</td>
<td>isi-tsha, a vessel</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>zi</td>
<td>i-tsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>umu</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>umu-ti, a tree</td>
<td>imi</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>imi-ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>um</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>um-fula, a river</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>ulu, contr. u</td>
<td>lu</td>
<td>u-bambo, a rib</td>
<td>izim</td>
<td>zi</td>
<td>izim-bambo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>u-kamba, a beer-pot</td>
<td>izin</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>izin-kamba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>ubu</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>ubu-kosi, chieftainship</td>
<td>izi</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>izi-ntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>uku</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>uku-kanya, light</td>
<td>izi-ntu</td>
<td></td>
<td>izi-ntu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above is the classification of nouns according to Colenso's tabulation which is that followed in this Dictionary. But we venture to believe this tabulation might be improved, were it arranged as below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>umu</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>umu-Ntu</td>
<td>aba</td>
<td>ba</td>
<td>aba-Ntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>umu</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>umu-Fana</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>o-Fana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>i, contr. fr. ili</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>i-Kanda</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>ama-Kanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>u, contr. fr. udu</td>
<td>lu</td>
<td>u-Banabo</td>
<td>izi-m</td>
<td>zi</td>
<td>izi-mBambo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>i-m</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i-nBuzi</td>
<td>izi-n</td>
<td>zi</td>
<td>i-nBuzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>isi, or isa</td>
<td>si</td>
<td>isi-Tsha</td>
<td>izi or isa</td>
<td>zi</td>
<td>i-Nyuza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>nku</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>nku-Kosinu</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>nku</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>nku-Kanya</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This method of tabulation seems to us much more systematic and accurate than the preceding. It brings those prefixes which are at all similar, and bear comparison, alongside each other. It brings prominently into view the fact that the m and n in the plural prefix (izi-m or izi-n) of the IV class (of this tabulation) are merely euphonics, that their appearance is merely casual and their variation solely caused and regulated by the nature of the consonant commencing the root, and that, although occasioned by the junction of a certain variety of vowel in the prefix and a certain variety of consonant commencing the root, they really pertain to and are pronounced in conjunction with the root, not the prefix, as the preceding table erroneously leads ones to believe. Wherever a root of this class commences with a b, p, f or v, there a euphonic m is required; in all other instances, an n, except where the initial consonant of the root be an h or an l, when no euphonic letter of any description is required.

The same remark refers equally to the prefixes singular and plural of the V class (as here tabulated), where the prefix is solely a short i (differing in pronunciation from the full i in the contracted prefix of the III class), and takes an m or n only for euphony’s sake, according to the aforesaid, rule. But should the root itself commence with either an m or an n, naturally no further euphonic letter is required, the short i of the prefix remaining alone, as in the words i-Mangumfengu and i-Nyuza.

It will be observed, further, that the contracted prefixes, consisting of a single vowel, show quite a variety of pronunciation. Thus, the u of the I class is short; that of the IV class, along with the i of the III class, are both full—that is, of the same quantity as the same vowels when occurring in the penult of words, though, of course, without the long accent, and, finally, the u of the II and VII classes are both long. The h of the VII class and the k VIII are, of course, both of the soft or inspissated variety.

The prefix of the VI class is given as isi, or isa. This does not imply that either of these prefixes may be used indiscriminately with all and any words of this class, but rather that certain of those words may, according to native usage, take either of them at choice, or, indeed, in particular cases prefer regularly and solely the isi variety. Thus, isaNgoma or isiNgoma, isiNei or isaNei, isaBongo or isiBongo, isaLukazi or isiLukazi, isiNgwana or isaNgwana, isiKwee or isaKwee. Others again are nowadays never heard with any but the isa prefix. Thus, isaNusi, isaNcaye.

And yet it is plain—though not in every case, with our present limited knowledge of Bantu etymology, absolutely provable—that in all of these cases the a is part of the prefix, not the root, which commences with the consonant next succeeding it. Thus, isaNgoma forms its abstract noun as ubaNgoma, not as ubaAngoma as it otherwise would, and so showing that the root is ngoma, not anyma; which fact is further evidenced by comparison with other cognate words—aNgoma, etc.—in Zulu and
other Bantu languages. The word *isaNeape* has a second form *iNeape*, proving the same thing. The word *isaKwwee* is from the verb *kwwee*; while the name *isaNusi* is manifestly derived from an obsolete verb *nusa* (= *nukisa*; cp. *susa*), meaning merely *isiNukisi* (a smellier-out). The use of this *isa* form of the prefix is, therefore, solely for euphonious purposes.

But this class of words must not be confused with another in which it is self-evident that the *a* is part of the root, and not of the prefix, which in these instances becomes simply is — the final *i* having been dropped by elision before the stronger vowel succeeding it. Thus, *is-Allwa* (from *ala*), *is-Azi* (from *azi*), and *is-Apuka* (from *apuka*). Some words, as *isandhlu* and *itsando*, are doubtful as to which of the above classes they belong.

In all of these cases, then, the etymology of the root of the word must be our only and infallible guide. Where such is untraceable, both forms and opinions must be permissible.

In this Dictionary, in order not to create confusion too abruptly, we have adhered to the old familiar style of classifying such words under *A*, as though that were the initial letter of the root. We hope, however, by having the above facts more clearly explained to them, students of the language will come to see the necessity in a future edition of altering this error.

In regard to the VII class, it may be noted that certain of the coast tribes in Zululand, as the Elangeni, Mtctwa, etc., have a habit of substituting the *uku* prefix for the *ubu*. Thus, *uku-kle* (for *ubu-kle*), *uku-omi* (for *ubu-omi*).

21. Number. This is shown by a change of the prefix — see § 18.

22. Gender. The suffix *kazi* or *azi* is used in a few words to denote the female gender, as *inKuku* (fowl), *inKukukazi* (a female fowl or hen).

But mostly the distinction of sex is expressed (1) either by a different word for each gender, as *inDoda* (husband), *umFazi* (wife); or (2) by the use of the terms *inKunzi* (male) and *inTsikazi* (female). These words are used indiscriminately with
both animals and birds, governing the particular word qualified in the genitive case —thus, inku\textsubscript{zi} ye\textsubscript{y}ungwe (a bull leopard), intsikazi yejuba (a hen dove).

23. Case. Roughly speaking — for there is no uniformity of opinion on this point — there are six cases in Zulu: (1), the nominative; (2), genitive; (3), accusative; (4), locative; (5), vocative; (6), prepositional.

The nominative is that simple form of a noun or pronoun which it assumes when occurring as subject of a verb.

The genitive, if this is to be regarded as a case, is formed in three ways:—

(1), by the use of genitive particles, corresponding to the class of the noun governing (and having somewhat of the force of the English of), which are placed before the noun governed, the two vowels coalescing on conjunction (according to § 7). Each class of nouns has its own proper genitive particle, as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Singular Prefix</th>
<th>Gen. Part.</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Plural Prefix</th>
<th>Gen. Part.</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>umu, um, u</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>womuntu</td>
<td>aba, o</td>
<td>ba</td>
<td>bomuntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>ili</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>lomuntu</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>omuntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>im, in, i</td>
<td>ya</td>
<td>yomuntu</td>
<td>izim, izin, izi</td>
<td>za</td>
<td>zomuntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>isi</td>
<td>sa</td>
<td>somuntu</td>
<td>izi</td>
<td>za</td>
<td>zomuntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>umu, um, u</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>womuntu</td>
<td>izim, izin, izi</td>
<td>ya</td>
<td>yomuntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>ulu</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>kwomuntu</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>za</td>
<td>zomuntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>ubu</td>
<td>ba</td>
<td>bomuntu</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>za</td>
<td>zomuntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>uku</td>
<td>kwa</td>
<td>kwomuntu</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>za</td>
<td>zomuntu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2), by the use of ka (of) prefixed by the personal pronoun (see § 25) corresponding to the class of the noun governing (unless that pronoun be a single vowel), and then, all combined, placed before the noun governed. This form of the genitive is only employed with nouns singular (mostly proper) of the I class, having the prefix u, which prefix is elided before the genitive particle. Thus, ikasi lika\textsubscript{g}wayi (a leaf of tobacco), inkomo kaMa\textsubscript{f}a (the beast of Mafa, Mafa’s beast).

Nouns plural of this variety of the I class follow the general rule 1, as above, save that there is no coalition of vowels. Thus, ukukhala kwawobaba (the food of my fathers), izidwaba zawonina (the kilts of the mothers).

(3), by the use of the genitive particle (rule 1, above) in combination with a noun in the locative case. In this instance there is no coalition of vowels, the particle being united with the word by a euphonic s (see § 8). Thus, umuntu was\textsubscript{c}Nalala (a person of or from Natal), intlanzi yas\textsubscript{c}0lewandile (a fish of the sea).

The accusative case, except in the case of pronouns (see § 25) always takes the same form as the nominative.

The locative case is used to denote the place at, to, or from which anything is or occurs. It is therefore always rendered into English by the use of prepositions.

It is formed:

(1), by changing the initial vowel of the noun into an e, or, if that vowel be the u of the VI class prefix, into an o; then —

(2), by changing the final vowel of the word, if an a or e, into eni; if an i, into ini; if an o, into weni; if an u, into wini; and finally —

(3), should the last syllable of the word contain a b, bh, ph, m, mbh, mp, or d, the rule (see § 9) for the euphonic change of consonants comes into force, nearly always, if the final vowel be o, frequently, if it be u; more rarely, if it be any other vowel; but, in such words containing the euphonic change, the final vowel, if an o or a u, frequently becomes merely eni or ini respectively, instead of weni and wini as before indicated.

\textbf{Table:}

- isi-tsha
- isi-tsheni

- isi-f\textsubscript{e}
- isi-feni

- isi-d\textsubscript{u}l\textsubscript{i}
- isi-dulini

- isi-f\textsubscript{o}
- isi-feni

- isi-su
- isi-suini

- u-ti
- o-tini

- in-laba
- en-labeni

- isi-k\textsubscript{h}lobo
- isi-khloni

- in-d\textsubscript{d}hlu
- en-dhlu

- isi-gubhu
- esi-gujini

- isi-bopho
- esi-bosheni

- im-puphu
- em-pusheni

- um-lomo
- em-lunya

- in-tambhu
- en-tanjeni

- i-mptompo
- e-mpontsheni
The vocative case is formed by simply eliding the initial vowel of the noun. Thus, 'Mpande! 'nKosi!

The prepositional case is formed by prefixing to the noun one or other of the prepositions na (with), nga (along, by, by means of, on account of), kwa (of), nje-nqa (like, as), etc., the final vowel of these latter coalescing with the initial vowel of the noun according to rule 7. Thus, nomkonto (with an assegai), ngendhlela (along the path), kwamasimu (of the fields), njengehashi (like a horse).

24. Pronouns. These are of eight kinds: (1), personal; (2), possessive; (3), prepositional; (4), emphatic; (5), relative; (6), distinguishing; (7), demonstrative; (8), indefinite.

25. The personal pronouns are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Nom.</th>
<th>Ace.</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Nom.</th>
<th>Ace.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>I class</td>
<td>um-fana</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>I class</td>
<td>aba-fana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd.</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>i-kanda</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>im-buzi</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>um-fula</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>u-bambo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>u-tshwala</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td></td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>uku-dhla</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

26. The possessive pronouns (or adjectives) are formed by prefixing the proper genitive or possessive particle (see §23) corresponding to the object possessed, to the pronominal particle corresponding to the subject possessing. Thus, the genitive particle having the force of the English ‘of,’ the pronominal particle has the force of ‘him’, ‘her’, ‘it’, or ‘them.’ The pronominal particles, along with the genitive particles which precede them, are shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>I class</td>
<td>um-fana</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>I class</td>
<td>aba-fana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd.</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>i-kanda</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>lo</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>im-buzi</td>
<td>ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>um-fula</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>wo</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>u-bambo</td>
<td>la</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>uku-dhla</td>
<td>kwu</td>
<td>ko</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, his (the boy’s) vessel = the vessel (isi-tsha) of (sa) him (ke), i.e. isi-tsha sake. Again, its (the river’s) water = the water (amanzi) of (a) it (wo), i.e. amanzi awo.

In regard to the particle itu and inu, of the 1st. and 2nd. persons plural, the rule of coalition (see § 7) comes into force. Thus, wetu, lethu, setu, etc.

27. The prepositional pronouns are those used in conjunction with the various prepositions na (with), ku (to), nga (by), etc., to which they are suffixed. Each person and class of nouns has a particular particle suitable to itself. Sometimes fuller emphatic forms are used, as below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>I class</td>
<td>um-fana</td>
<td>ye</td>
<td>2nd.</td>
<td>I class</td>
<td>aba-fana</td>
<td>bo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd.</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>i-kanda</td>
<td>lo</td>
<td>3rd.</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>izim-busi</td>
<td>yo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>izim-busi</td>
<td>yo</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>izi-tsha</td>
<td>so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>izi-tsha</td>
<td>so</td>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>ini-fula</td>
<td>wo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>ini-fula</td>
<td>wo</td>
<td></td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>izim-bambo</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>izim-bambo</td>
<td>zo</td>
<td></td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>u-tshwala</td>
<td>bo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>u-tshwala</td>
<td>bo</td>
<td></td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>uku-dha-la</td>
<td>ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>uku-dha-la</td>
<td>ko</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, na-mi (with me), ku-bo (to them), nga-yo (about it—the imbusi or goat).

When ku precedes the particles mi, ti and ni, it nearly always becomes ki.

28. The emphatic pronouns, included in the preceding table, are sometimes used in apposition to other pronouns (personal, prepositional, etc.) in order to strengthen their force or to replace them in the accusative, and sometimes independently with a preposition, or after (seldom before) a verb. Thus:

- washo wena, you said so.
- tina-ke kasikwazi loko, we know nothing about that.
- wanginika yona, he gave me it.
- kulele kimi mina, bring it to me myself.

29. The relative pronouns, who, which, that, are formed:

1. when in the nominative case, by combining (according to § 7) the relative particle a with the initial vowel of the prefix of the antecedent noun. Thus:—

   umu-nulu (a u) umu-bi, the person, who is bad.
   ishi-tsha (a i) esi-kulu, the vessel, which is large.
   u(zi)-ti (a u) olu-de, the stick, that is long.

2. when in the possessive case and meaning whose, of which, by the same rule, save that the relative prefix is now coupled on before the noun expressing the object possessed, which noun loses its initial vowel in the process. Thus:—

   in-kabi (a i) e'zimpondo zinkulu, the ox, whose horns are large.
   u(zi)-ti (a u) olu'mbalu mubi, the stick, whose colour is ugly.

3. when in the accusative or prepositional case, meaning whom, about which, etc., the relative is formed by combining (according to § 7) the particle a with the initial vowel of the prefix of the subject of the relative sentence. Thus:—

   amanzis, umfala (a u) o-wa-gisayo, the water, which the river bears.
   intsimu, imbusi (a i) e-yu kuyo, the field, to which the goat goes.

The personal pronouns of the 1st. and 2nd. persons, with their coalescing prefixes, should be remembered in this connection. Thus:—

- i-nyi (1), becoming e-nyi
- u (thou), becoming o
- i-si (we), becoming e-si
- i-ni (you), becoming e-ni.

In the 3rd. person singular, for nouns of the 1 class, the relative particle remains unchanged and uncombined with any vowel. Thus:—

- ihash, u-li-bonayo, the horse, which he (the boy) sees.
- intsimu, ubaba alimayo kuyo, the field, in which my father ploughs.

30. The distinguishing pronouns are based on a combination (according to § 7) of the distinguishing particle lu (here) with the prefix of the noun expressing the object indicated. Thus, la and u=lo; la and ili=leli; la and i=le, and so on, as follows:—
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prefix</td>
<td>This</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>lo, lona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ili</td>
<td>leli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>le, lena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi</td>
<td>lesi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>lo, lona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu</td>
<td>lubu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uku</td>
<td>loku</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These pronouns are generally prefixed to their nouns, though sometimes following; but in the former case the noun, by elision, loses its initial vowel. Thus, lo'mfana, lezi'zingkomo, le-yi'miti, isitsa leso.

31. The demonstrative pronouns are peculiar to the Zulu language, and are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prefix</td>
<td>Here it is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>nangu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ili</td>
<td>nantli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>nantsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi</td>
<td>nasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>nanku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu</td>
<td>nantu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uku</td>
<td>naku</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These pronouns are generally prefixed to the noun referred to, which may lose its prefix by elision. More rarely they stand alone. Thus:

- nang’umfana omuhle, here is a fine boy.
- nant’ibhaski lombumgu, here is the whiteman’s horse.
- lata nantsi, take this here one.
- nampu-ya, there they are over there.

32. By indefinite pronouns we mean such as the following:

- all, every, formed by prefixing the particular genitive particle (see § 23) to the word ouke, the vowels coalescing by rule § 7. Thus, bonke, yonke, sonke, etc.
- only, alone, formed in the same way, but with the word oduwa. Thus, lodwa, yodwa, sodwa, etc. The forms for the different persons, however, are somewhat irregular, and are as follows: — ngedwa (I alone); wedwa (thou alone); yedwa (he alone); sodwa (we alone); nodwa (you alone); bodwa (they alone).
- another, formed by placing the suitable relative prefix (see § 29) before the word nje. Thus, onu-nje, ehi-nje, esi-nje, uma-nje, etc.

Other examples will be found in the grammar.

33. Adjectives. There are very few true adjectives in Zulu. The following, however, are some of them: — bi (bad), hle (beautiful), de (long), lashane (short), kulu (large), neane (small).

Some are now practically pure adjectives, though originally derived from nouns now obsolete, e.g. mnyama (black), mnandi (nice), mpolu (poor), uzima (heavy).

Others are adapted from nouns still in use, e.g. lukuni (hard, fr. n-kuni), luhlaza (green, fr. u-hlaza), manzi (wet, fr. ama-nzi).

Others again are formed by the verb to hare — that is, the relative pronoun together with the particle na (with) and a noun. Thus, unantu o-noluka (a person who has anger i.e. an angry person).
Many are formed by the relative pronoun with an ordinary verb. Thus, umfana ogulayo (a boy who is ill i.e. a sick boy).

Finally, a few are formed by means of the possessive case, in the sense of ‘for,’ ‘of,’ etc. Thus, umuntu wokudakwa (a drunken person), imisebenzi yolwandle (marine affairs).

34. Adjectives may take the form of a predicate or of an epithet. When as a predicate, the rule is simply to prefix it to the personal pronoun corresponding to the governing noun. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>um-fana u(m)-kulu</th>
<th>um-konto u(m)-neane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i-hashin bi-bonvu</td>
<td>n-ti lu-de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-dhlu i-banzi</td>
<td>u-tshwala bu-ningi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-tsha si-mhlope</td>
<td>uku-dhla kw-mnandi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the adjective is used as an epithet, the rule is to place before it the relative prefix (see § 29) suitable to the noun qualified. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>um-fana o(m)-kulu</th>
<th>um-konto o(m)-neane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i-hashin ei-bonvu</td>
<td>n-ti olu-de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-dhlu e-banzi</td>
<td>u-tshwala obu-ningi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-tsha esi-mhlope</td>
<td>uku-dhla oku-mnandi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It will be observed that adjectives used as an epithet always follow the noun in Zulu.

There are several exceptions to the above rules which will be found duly explained in the grammar.

35. Adjectives very frequently take the diminutive and other suffixes mentioned under § 20.

36. The comparative degree of adjectives is mostly formed by prefixing the particle kuna (than) or simply ku to the noun compared with, rule 7 for the coalition of vowels being adhered to when necessary. Thus, ihashi likululu kumembangolo (a horse is larger than an ass), kuneke kune ke (it is smaller than this).

Or the verb dhlu (surpass) is used. Thus, ihashi liyadhulu imbongolo ngobukulule (a horse surpasses an ass in size).

37. The superlative (seldom used) is expressed by the use of certain auxiliary words, as kakulu (greatly), onke (all), etc. Thus, le'nkabi inkululu kunazo zonke (this ox is bigger than all i.e. is the biggest).

38. The numeral adjectives take the different prefixes, according to the class of the noun qualified and according as they are used predicatively or epithetically (see § 34), just as the ordinary adjectives. The numeral roots, to which these prefixes are affixed, are as follows, one of the prefixes being shown as a specimen:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>one</th>
<th>i-nye</th>
<th>nine</th>
<th>zi-y'isishiyangalolanye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>two</td>
<td>zi-mbili</td>
<td>ten</td>
<td>zi-l'ishumi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three</td>
<td>zi-ntatu</td>
<td>eleven</td>
<td>zi-l'ishumi na-nye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four</td>
<td>zi-ne</td>
<td>twelve</td>
<td>zi-l'ishumi na-mbili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>five</td>
<td>zi-ntlanu</td>
<td>twenty</td>
<td>zi-ng'amashumi amabili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six</td>
<td>zi-y'isilupa</td>
<td>thirty</td>
<td>zi-ng'amashumi amatatu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seven</td>
<td>zi-y'isikombisa</td>
<td>a hundred</td>
<td>zi-l'inkulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eight</td>
<td>zi-y'isishiyangalombili</td>
<td>a thousand</td>
<td>zi-y'inkulungwane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

39. The ordinal adjectives, seldom used above ten, are formed of nouns derived from the above roots and used with the genitive particle of the noun qualified, according to rule § 23. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>first</th>
<th>into yokwala</th>
<th>tenth</th>
<th>into yeshumi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>second</td>
<td>&quot;yesibili&quot;</td>
<td>eleven</td>
<td>&quot;yeshumi na-nye&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>third</td>
<td>&quot;yesitatu&quot;</td>
<td>twentith</td>
<td>&quot;yamashumi amabili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fourth</td>
<td>&quot;yesine&quot;</td>
<td>twenty-second</td>
<td>&quot;yamashumi amabili na-mbili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fifth</td>
<td>&quot;yesitlanu&quot;</td>
<td>hundredth</td>
<td>&quot;yekulu&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sixth</td>
<td>&quot;yesitupa&quot;</td>
<td>hundred and tenth</td>
<td>&quot;yekulu neshumi&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seventh</td>
<td>&quot;yesikombisa&quot;</td>
<td>thousandth</td>
<td>&quot;yenkulungwane&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eighth</td>
<td>&quot;yesishiyangalombili&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ninth</td>
<td>&quot;yesishiyangalolanye&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
40. **Verbs.** These are formed from a simple root, which is that appearing in the infinitive mood, after the nominal prefix **uku** (to) has been removed. Thus: — (uku)-

- **tanda,** (to) love; (uku)-hamba, (to) go.

Practically all verbs in Zulu end with an a.

41. There are several kinds of *derivative* verbs *i.e.* secondary forms constructed out of the primitive root by some modification or change thereof. They are of at least 25 different kinds, as follows:

1. **objective** verbs, formed by changing the final a of the primitive root into *ela,* and signifying for, to, on behalf of, against, etc. Thus, *tand-ela,* love for; *hamb-ela,* go on behalf of.

2. **causative** verbs, formed by changing the said a into *isa.* Thus, *tand-isa,* cause, make, or help to love.

3. **reciprocal** verbs, formed by changing the said a into *ana.* Thus, *tand-

- **anana,** love one another.

4. **static-passive** or **neuter-passive** verbs, formed by changing the said a into *eka* or *akala,* and signifying a continuous condition of the passive state, most conveniently expressed in English by the word *get.* Thus, *tand-eka,* get loved, be fit to be loved, be capable of being loved, be lovable; *bon-akala,* get seen, be visible, appear.

5. **reflective** verbs, formed by the insertion of the reflective particle *zi* (self) before the root (primitive or secondary) of any verb. Thus, *zi-tanda,* love oneself.

6. **reduplicated** verbs, formed by repeating the primitive root, and signifying a diminution of the action, as *limalima,* plough in a slight degree, *sebesebenza,* do a little work; or a frequentation thereof, as *sikasika,* cut away at, *hambahamba,* go about or here and there.

Then, again, there are *complex derivative* verbs, formed by combining two or more of the preceding simple forms along with theirs respective meanings. Thus we have the:

- **7.** objective-causative form, as *tand-elisa,* make wind round on *i.e.* twist around; *ak-elisa,* cause to build for.

- **8.** objective-reciprocal form, as *hamb-elana,* go to or for each other *i.e.* mutually visit.

- **9.** objective-static form, as *tand-ekela,* get wound round on.

- **10.** reflective-objective form, as *zi-bon-ela,* see for oneself.

- **11.** reduplicated-objective form, as *hamb-ekela,* go to or for *i.e.* visit for; intensified-objective form, as *hamb-ekela,* hold fast to.

- **12.** reduplicated-causative form, signifying an increased energy of action in the primitive (not causal) sense, as *tand-ikisa,* love ardently; *buz-ikisa,* enquire diligently; or a double causative sense, as *fundisisa,* cause to cause to learn *i.e.* cause to teach.

- **13.** causative-objective form, as *ak-isela,* cause to build for; *bon-isela,* help see for *i.e.* look after for.

- **14.** causative-reciprocal form, as *bon-isela,* cause each other to see *i.e.* show each other; *lim-isana,* cause each other to plough *i.e.* help each other ploughing.

- **15.** causative-static form, as *bon-iseka,* get caused to be seen, get shown, be showable.

- **16.** reflective-causative form, as *zi-bonisela,* cause oneself to see.

- **17.** reciprocal-objective form, as *pamb-anela,* go across for *i.e.* cross one another at.

- **18.** reciprocal-causative form, as *pamb-anisela,* cause to cross each other, put at cross purposes or cross each other.

- **19.** reciprocal-static form, as *pamb-anekela,* get to cross each other or be at cross purposes.

- **20.** static-objective form, as *hlup-ekela,* get worried for.

- **21.** static-causative form, as *hlup-ekisa,* cause to get worried; *bon-akalisa,* cause to get seen *i.e.* display.

- **22.** reflective-static-causative form, as *zi-bon-akalisa,* display oneself.

- **23.** reciprocal-causative-objective form, as *pamb-aniselana,* cause to be at cross purposes or crosswise for.

- **24.** objective-causative-objective form, as *f-elisela,* cause a person to be died for, as Shaka did the widows whose husbands he killed.

- **25.** reciprocal-causative-objective-reciprocal form, as *pamb-aniselana,* cause to lie across for one another *i.e.* strike cross blows at one another.
42. The conjugation of verbs of all kinds is as follows:

**Infinitive mood.**

*uku-geza* to wash

**Indicative mood.**

Present tense.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st. pers. sing.</th>
<th>ngi-geza, I wash</th>
<th>1st. pers. plur.</th>
<th>si-geza, we wash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd. &quot;</td>
<td>u-geza, thou washest</td>
<td>2nd. &quot;</td>
<td>ni-geza, you wash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd. &quot; I class &quot;</td>
<td>u-geza, he, she, it, washes</td>
<td>3rd. &quot; I class &quot;</td>
<td>ba-geza, they wash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; II &quot;</td>
<td>li-geza,</td>
<td>&quot; II &quot;</td>
<td>a-geza,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; III &quot;</td>
<td>i-geza,</td>
<td>&quot; III &quot;</td>
<td>zi-geza,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; IV &quot;</td>
<td>si-geza,</td>
<td>&quot; IV &quot;</td>
<td>zi-geza,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; V &quot;</td>
<td>u-geza,</td>
<td>&quot; V &quot;</td>
<td>i-geza,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; VI &quot;</td>
<td>lu-geza,</td>
<td>&quot; VI &quot;</td>
<td>zi-geza,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; VII &quot;</td>
<td>bu-geza,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; VIII &quot;</td>
<td>kugeza,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Present progressive, I am washing.

Sing. *ngi-ya-geza.*

*u-ya-geza.*

Sing. *u-geza,* li-ya-geza, etc.

Present perfect, I have washed.

Sing. *ngi-gezele.*

*u-gezele.*

Sing. *u-gezele,* li-gezele, etc.

Plur. *si-gezele.*

*ni-gezele.*

Plur. *ba-gezele,* a-gezele, etc.

**Static perfect,** I have washed = I am washing (state).

Sing. *ngi-gezele or geze.*

*u-gezele or geze.*

Sing. *u-gezele or geze,* li-gezele, etc.

Past, I washed.

Sing. *nga-geza.*

*wa-geza.*

Sing. *wa-geza,* la-geza, etc.

Plur. *sa-geza,*

*na-geza,*

Plur. *ba-geza,* a-geza, etc.

Past progressive, (1) I was washing (lately).

Sing. *bengi-geza.*

*ub'na-geza.*

Sing. *ub'e-geza,* beli-geza, etc.

Plur. *besi-geza.*

*beni-geza.*

Plur. *bebe-geza,* ab'e-geza, etc.

Past progressive, (2) I was washing (long ago).

Sing. *ngangi-geza.*

*waan-geza,*

Sing. *waay-geza,* laali-geza, etc.

Past perfect, I had washed.

Sing. *bengi-gezele; ngangigezile.*

*ub'na-gezele; waaw-gezele.*

Sing. *ub'e-gezele; waay-gezele; beli-gezele; laali-gezele.*

Plur. *besi-gezele; sasi-gezele.*

*beni-gezele; nani-gezele.*

Plur. *bebe-gezele; babe-gezele; ab'e-gezele.*
Past perfect progressive, (2) I had been washing (long ago).

Sing. ngangi-kade ngi-geza.
wwu-kade u-geza.
wayne-kade e-geza, lali-kade li-geza.

Future, I shall wash.
Sing. ngi-yaku-geza (ngi-yawu-geza, or
uyaku-geza (u-yawu-geza, or wo-geza),
uyaku-geza (u-yawu-geza, or wo-geza), bi-yaku-geza, etc.
Plur. si-yaku-geza (si-yawu-geza, or so-geza),
ni-yaku-geza (ni-yawu-geza, or no-geza),
ba-yaku-geza (ba-yawu-geza or bo-geza), a-yaku-geza (or wo-geza), etc.

Future perfect, I shall have washed.
Sing. ngo-ba ngi-gezile, wo-ba u-gezile,
wo-ba e-gezile, lo-ba li-gezile, etc.
Plur. so-ba si-gezile, no-ba ni-gezile,
bo-ba be-gezile, wo-ba e-gezile, etc.

Future progressive, I shall be washing.
Sing. ngo-ba ngi-geza.
wo-ba u-geza.
wo-ba e-geza, lo-ba li-geza etc.
Plur. so-ba si-geza.
no-ba ni-geza.
bo-ba be-geza, wo-ba e-geza, etc.

Future perf. prog.* I shall have been washing.
Sing. ngo-ba ngi-be ngi-geza, etc.
Plur. so-ba si-be si-geza, etc.

Conditional mood.

Present, I should, or would, wash (if).
Sing. bengi-yaku-geza; ngi-nga-geza; nga-
nga-geza.
ub'u-yaku-geza; u-nga-geza; nga-
ngi-geza.
ub'e-yaku-geza; a-nga-geza; nga-
ye-geza etc.
Plur. besi-yaku-geza; si-nga-geza; nga-si-
geza.
beni-yaku-geza; ni-nga-geza; nga-
ni-geza.
bebe-yaku-geza; ba-nga-geza; nga-
be-geza, etc.

Perfect, I should, or would, have washed (if).
Sing. nga-nga-gezile; ngangi-yaku-geza.
nga-wu-gezile; wawu-yaku-geza,
nga-ye-gezile; waye-yaku-geza, etc.
Plur. nga-si-gezile; sasi-yaku-geza.
nga-ni-gezile; nani-yaku-geza.
nga-be-gezile; babe-yaku-geza, etc.

Present prog. I should, or would, be washing.
Sing. bengi-yaku-ba ngi-geza; ngi-nga-ba
nga-nga-ba ngi-geza.
ub'u-yaku-ba u-geza; u-nga-ba u-
ngi-geza; nga-wu-be u-geza.
ub'e-yaku-ba e-geza; a-nga-ba e-
ngi-geza; nga-ye-be e-geza, etc.
Plur. besi-yaku-ba si-geza; si-nga-ba si-
geza.
beni-yaku-ba ni-geza; ni-nga-ba ni-
ni-geza; nga-ni-be ni-geza.
bebe-yaku-ba be-geza; ba-nga-ba be-
geza; nga-be-be be-geza, etc.

Perfect prog. I should, or would, have been washing.
Sing. bengi-yaku-ba (ngangi-yaku-ba, or
nga-nga-ba) ngi-gezile.
ub'u-yaku-ba (wawu-yaku-ba, or nga-wa-ba) u-gezile.
ub'e-yaku-ba (waye-yaku-ba, or nga-wa-ba) e-gezile, etc.
Plur. besi-yaku-ba (sasi-yaku-ba, or nga-
sa-ba) si-gezile.
beni-yaku-ba (nani-yaku-ba, or nga-
nu-ba) ni-gezile.
bebe-yaku-ba (babe-yaku-ba, or nga-
ba-ba) be-gezile, etc.

* This tense is never used in Zulu speech and would be scarcely intelligible; in case of necessity, the unchanged Future perfect, or forms with adverbs as s'ond, qeda, etc., would probably be used. The Zulu given above is merely a reproduction of the English thought.
### Potential mood.

**Present.** I may (can, might, or could) wash.

**Sing.** ngi-nga-geza.  
* nga-geza.  
* a-nga-geza, etc.

**Plur.** si-nga-geza.  
* ni-nga-geza.  
* ba-nga-geza.

**Perfect or Past.** I might, etc., have washed.

**Sing.** bengi-nga-geza (lately),  
* ngangi-nga-geza (long ago);  
* ub'unga-geza,  
* wawu-nga-geza;  
* ub'e-nga-geza,  
* waye-nga-geza, etc.

**Plur.** besi-nga-geza,  
* sasi-nga-geza;  
* beni-nga-geza,  
* nani-nga-geza;  
* bebe nga-geza,  
* babe nga-geza, etc.

### Optative mood.

**Present.** I ought to, should, must, wash.

**Sing.** nga-nga-geza.  
* nga-ye-geza, etc.

**Plur.** nga-si-geza.  
* nga-be-geza, etc.

**Perfect.** I ought to, etc., have washed.

**Sing.** nga-ngi-be nga-gezile (lately); nga-nga-ba nga-gezile (long ago),  
* nga-wu-be u-gezile; nga-wa-ba u-gezile.  
* nga-ye-be e-gezile; nga-wa-ba e-gezile, etc.

**Plur.** nga-si-be si-gezile; nga-sa-ba si-gezile.  
* nga-ni-be ni-gezile; nga-na-ba ni-gezile.  
* nga-be-be be-gezile; nga-ba-be be-gezile, etc.

### Present prog.* I may, etc., be washing.

**Sing.** ngi-nga-ba nga-geza.  
* u-nga-ba u-geza.  
* a-nga-ba e-geza, etc.

**Plur.** si-nga-ba si-geza.  
* ni-nga-ba ni-geza.  
* ba-nga-ba be-geza, etc.

**Perfect or Past prog.* I might, etc., have been washing.

**Sing.** bengi-nga-ba nga-geza (lately),  
* ngangi-nga-ba nga-geza;  
* ub'unga-ba u-geza,  
* wawu-nga-ba u-geza;  
* ub'e-nga-ba e-geza,  
* waye-nga-ba e-geza, etc.

**Plur.** besi-nga-ba si-geza,  
* sasi-nga-ba si-geza;  
* beni-nga-ba ni-geza;  
* nani-nga-ba ni-geza;  
* bebe-nga-ba be-geza,  
* babe-nga-ba be-geza, etc.

**Optative mood.**

**Present.** I ought to, should, must, wash.

**Sing.** nga-nga-geza.  
* nga-ye-geza, etc.

**Plur.** nga-si-geza.  
* nga-be-geza, etc.

**Perfect.** I ought to, etc., have washed.

**Sing.** nga-ngi-ba nga-geza.  
* nga-wa-ba u-gezile; nga-wa-ba u-gezile.  
* nga-ye-ba e-gezile; nga-wa-ba e-gezile, etc.

**Plur.** nga-si-ba si-geza.  
* nga-ni-ba ni-geza;  
* nga-na-ba ni-gezile.  
* nga-be-be be-gezile; nga-ba-be be-gezile, etc.

**Past.** I ought to, etc., have washed.

**Sing.** nga-nga-geza.  
* nga-wa-geza.  
* nga-wa-geza, etc.

**Plur.** nga-sa-geza  
* nga-ra-geza  
* nga-ba-geza, nga-wa-geza, etc.

---

* This tense, of which the literal translation of the English is given, is perhaps never used in actual Zulu speech.
Subjunctive mood.

Present, (that) I may wash; (if) I wash.

Sing. (ukuba) ngi-geze; (uma) ngi-geza.
(ukuba) u-geze; (uma) u-geza.
(ukuba) a-geze; (uma) e-geza, etc.

Plur. (ukuba) si-geze; (uma) si-geza.
(ukuba) ni-geze; (uma) ni-geza.
(ukuba) ba-geze; (uma) be-geza, etc.

Perfect, (that) I may have washed; (if) I have washed.

Sing. (ukuba) ngi-be ngi-gezile; (uma) ngi-gezile.
Plur. (ukuba) ba-be be-gezile; (uma) be-gezile.

Past, (that) I might wash; (if) I washed.

Sing. (ukuba) ngi-geze; (uma) nga-geza.
Plur. (ukuba) ba-geze; (uma) ba-geza.

Past perfect, (that) I might have washed; (if) I had washed.

Sing. (ukuba) ngi-be ngi-gezile; (uma) bengi-gezile (lately); ngaangi-gezile (long ago).
Plur. (ukuba) ba-be be-gezile; (uma) beb-gezile (lately); beb-begezile (long ago).

Future, (that) I shall wash; (if) I shall wash.

Sing. (ukuba) ngi-geze; (uma) ngi-yaku-geza.

Future perfect, (that) I shall have washed; (if) I shall have washed.

Sing. (ukuba) ngi-be ngi-gezile; (uma) ngo-ba ngi-gezile.

Imperative mood.

wash, geza; wash ye, gezani.

Forms used as imperative.

let me wash! may I wash! etc.

Sing. a-ngi-geze; ma-ngi-geze.
  a-wu-geze; ma-wu-geze.
  a-ka-geze, ka-geze, a-geze; ma-geze;
  a-li-geze, etc.

Plur. a-si-geze; ma-si-geze.
  a-ni-geze; ma-ni-geze.
  a-ba-geze, a-wa-geze; ma-ba-geze,
  ma-wa-geze, etc.

I shall, must, ought to wash, etc.

Sing. a-ngi-bo-geza; a-ngo-geza.
  a-bo-geza; a-wo-geza.
  a-ka-bo-geza, ka-bo-geza; a-ko-geza,
  ko-geza; a-li-bo-geza, a-lo-geza, etc.

Plur. a-si-bo-geza; a-so-geza.
  a-ni-bo-geza; a-ro-geza.
  a-ba-bo-geza, a-ro-geza; a-ka-bo-geza,
  a-wa-bo-geza, a-bo-geza, a-ko-geza,
  a-ro-geza, etc.
Participles.

Present, I washing.  
Sing. ngi-geza  
u-geza  
e-geza, ti-geza, etc.  
Plur. si-geza  
ni-geza  
be-geza, e-geza, etc  

Perfect, I having washed.  
Sing. ngi-gezile  
u-gezile  
e-gezile, ti-gezile, etc.  
Plur. si-gezile  
ni-gezile  
be-gezile, e-gezile, etc.

42. Passive Voice. This is formed by simply inserting a w before the final vowel of the root in the active voice, thus, tanda (I love), tandwa (I am loved). In the perfect tense, the l of the active voice falls away in the passive, thus, tandile (have loved), tandire (have been loved).

43. Verb ukuti. This verb is peculiar to the Zulu and other Bantu languages, and cannot be exactly compared with anything in English. Its uses are very extensive; but mostly it is used in connection with some verbal particle, often onomatopoeic, of which several hundred examples will be found in the body of this work. The verb it itself is conjugated in the regular manner, the particular particle being simply placed after it and standing independently, as below:—

akukati nga, it is not yet completely finished.
umuti ule tvi, the tree stands perfectly straight.
ibantshi libomvu lile tsebu, the coat is bright red.
ishungu sengaliti yege, I have already cleared out my snuff-box.
ngamuzua engiti qiki, I felt him giving me a nudge.
kabonanga eli nthu, he didn’t say a word.

44. Adverbs. True adverbs, like adjectives, are few in Zulu. Their place is supplied mainly by the use:—

(1), of adjectives, with the particle ka prefixed. Thus:—

ka-kle, nicely, well; ka-mmendi, sweetly; ka-kulu, greatly.

(2), of nouns and verbs, with the particle nga prefixed, the two vowels coalescing. Thus:—

ngamandhla, forcibly; ngejubane, swiftly; ngokuhlakanipa, wisely; ngo-kushesa, quickly.

(3), of adjectives, nouns and verbs in the relative impersonal form, with the particle nga prefixed. Thus:—

ngokusha, newly; ngokwabelungu, in the whiteman’s way; ngokusabekayo, frightfully.

45. The numeral adverbs are formed by prefixing ka to the cardinal roots (see § 38). Thus — ka-nye, once; ka-talu, thrice; ka-jitupa, six times; ka-l’ishumi, ten times.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Language/Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abipones</td>
<td>(in Paraguay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>Adanuwa (Sudan, basin of Upper Binni)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak</td>
<td>Akka (pygmies, S. of Manbuto, Long. 28 E.; Lat. 2 N.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amb</td>
<td>Ambula (island of Benguela, Portuguese Congo at Africa, Long. 18 E.; Lat. 15 S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ang</td>
<td>Angola = Mundu or Bunda (Portuguese West Africa, Long. 15 E.; Lat. 10 S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>Arabic (of Egypt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ararack</td>
<td>(South America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At</td>
<td>Atakpame (Togo, German Guinea Coast)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ac</td>
<td>Avesta (ancient lang. of Persia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>Bamba (dial. of Nywenna, about Nyanuwe, Upper Congo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag</td>
<td>Baghiriri or Bagrila (S. E. of Lake Tshad and E. of Shari R.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>Bari (S. of Dinka, on Upper Nile, Long. 32 E.; Lat. 5 N.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Bemba (N. of Lake Bangweolo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben</td>
<td>Bena (S. W. of Hehe and S. of Sango)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi</td>
<td>Bila (island of Benguela, Portuguese West Africa, about sources of Kuanza R.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bis</td>
<td>Bisa (S. E. of Lake Bangweolo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo</td>
<td>Bondi (German East Africa, coast opposite Pemba)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bon</td>
<td>Bongo (bet. Dinka and Nyanuymay in Sudan, Long. 27 E.; Lat. 8 N.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bor</td>
<td>Borni (Sudan, S. W. of Lake Tshad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bu</td>
<td>Bunga (N.E. of Lake Nyasa, S. of Hehe and E. of Benia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug</td>
<td>Bugis (Malay Archipelago)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bul</td>
<td>Bulom (on coast of Sierra Leone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bun</td>
<td>Bunda = Angola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush</td>
<td>Bushman or San (Western Kalahari, South Africa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwa</td>
<td>Bwari (on Lake Tanganika)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cam</td>
<td>Cameroons = Daulla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celt</td>
<td>Celtic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chak</td>
<td>Chaldean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chil</td>
<td>Chilwa or Kilwa (Germ. E. Africa, S. of Lufiji R.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuc</td>
<td>Chwana (Transvaal and Bechwana)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com</td>
<td>Comoro Islands (S. of Madagascar). See Hinz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cong</td>
<td>Congo (about Lower Congo R. and San Salvador) = Flote.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>Cornish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyn</td>
<td>Cynric (Welsh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dutch (South-African)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Da</td>
<td>Dahomey (Guinea Coast)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di</td>
<td>Dinka (S.E. Sudan, Long. 30 E. and Lat. 8 N.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dip</td>
<td>Dipili (Australia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Du</td>
<td>Duala (about the Cameroonians, opposite Fernando Po)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dun</td>
<td>Dunda — see Nkunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ef</td>
<td>Elik (on Lower Cross R., Old Calabar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esk</td>
<td>Eskimo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev</td>
<td>Ewe or Eone (in Togo, German Guinea Coast)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>Fan or M'Bangue (S.E. of Cameroons, Long. 12 E. and Lat. 2 N.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Fernandoan or Idiya (Fernando Po Island)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>Fiji Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fioe</td>
<td>Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fu</td>
<td>Fulah (scattered through Central and West Sudan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga</td>
<td>Gandu (N. of Victoria Nyanza)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gab</td>
<td>Gaboon or Pangwe (Long. 10 E.; Lat. 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gal</td>
<td>Galagana (in Nyamandala, W. of Hu and S. of Humla)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gall</td>
<td>Gallic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaila</td>
<td>(S. of Abyssinia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gau</td>
<td>Gangi (S. of Ruaha R., bet Bunga and Henge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ger</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gi</td>
<td>Gindo (S. of Ruafi R., bet. Gaangi and coast tribes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go</td>
<td>Gogo (N. of Hehe and S. of Naangi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goth</td>
<td>Gothic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>Greek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gu</td>
<td>Guha (Central Tanganika, W. Shore)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ha</td>
<td>Hamsa (Central Sudan, East of Niger)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayli</td>
<td>Hayli (West Indies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heb</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heh</td>
<td>Hehe (on basin of Upper Ruaha R., N.E. of Sango and S. of Gogo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her</td>
<td>Hereo (German West Africa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi</td>
<td>Hindustani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinz</td>
<td>Hinza (one of Comoro Islands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot</td>
<td>Hottentot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu</td>
<td>Hamba (Masai tribe bet. Sagara and Kilimanjaro)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir</td>
<td>Irish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo</td>
<td>(N. and N.E. of delta of Niger R.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ic</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iumb</td>
<td>Iumba (dial. of Sagara)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka</td>
<td>Karanga or Kalanga (Rhodesia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kay</td>
<td>Kaguru (dial. of Sagara)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kat</td>
<td>Kalaka = Karanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kam</td>
<td>Kaml (bet. Khuwu and Zeguga)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamb</td>
<td>Kamu (bet. Masi and Pokomo R.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamit</td>
<td>Kamilaroi (Australia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kar</td>
<td>Karagwe (W. of Victoria Nyanza)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ke</td>
<td>Kele (N. of Lower Ogoowe R., about Beno tributary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khu</td>
<td>Khuwu (bet. Kani and Middle Lufji R.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilwa</td>
<td>Chiliwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko</td>
<td>Konde (N. of Kua, on Lower Roruma R.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Basutoland
Xdonga
Kondwa
Marabetu
S.W. Xika
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East
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Congo

C.

Ku
Kwango (trib. of Congo on W. side).

Kwefi
Kwezi (dial. of Massai).

Kwezi (dial. of Sagara).

Ku
Ku (province of Mozambique, Portuguese East Africa).

Kus
Kusu (dial. of Nyawa, W. of Tanganika).

Kwezi

L.
Lower Congo — Congo.

Li
Lima (dial. of Swahili, coast opposite Zanz.

Lith
Lithuanian.

L. M.
Lake Macquarie (Australia).

L. Nig.
Lower Niger.

Lo
Lowve (dial. of Kua).

Lou
Lowve (S. E. of Lake Tshad and W. of Shari R.);

Lu
Landu (Central Africa, inland of Angola).

Lur
(W and N. W. of Albert Nyanza).

Ma

Maf
Maef or Kongara (in Dar-Fur, Sudan).

Mal
Malay.

Malg
Malgasy (Madagascar).

Mamb
Mambeta or Mombuto (Long. 28 E.; Lat. 14 N.);

Mon
Mande or Mandingo (N. W. of Liberia and E.

Momo
Moor.

Mbo
Mbaunda = Angola.

Mig.
Middle Niger R.

Mo
Mozambique (dial. of Kua).

Mob
Mobala or Maba (in Wadai, Sudan. Long. 21
E.; Lat. 14 N.).

Mon
Mou or Monay (S. E. of Mambetu).

Mor
Moro (W. of Bari, Long. 30 E.; Lat. 5 N.).

Mps
Mpongwe or Pongwe (about mouth of Gaboon).

Msm
Mambili = Mozambique.

Na
Nanu (in Bengwela, Portuguese West Africa).

Ndo
Ndonga (in Ovamboland, German West Africa).

Ndu
Nduma (N. of Ruaha R., bet. Hehe and

Sagara).

Ngo
Ngoni (N. W. of Lake Nyasa).

Ngu
Nguru (bet. Shambala and Sagaraland).

Ngw
Ngwila (N. E. of Sango, bet. the Hehe).

Ni
Nika (E. of Mashonaland, in Portuguese E.

Africa).

Nj
Nyanye.

Nya
Nyanwi (bet. Tanganika and Masailand).

Nyai
Nyai-Lungwa (bet. Tanganika and Lake Mweru).

Nyam
Nyamwezi or Sande (N. W. of Mambetu, Long.
25—28 E.; Lat. 4° 10’ N.).

Nyamb
Nya-Mbu (W. of Victoria Nyanza, N. of
Huma).

Nyange
Nyanyembe (in Nyaukezland).

Nyasa
Nyasa or Nganga (S. W. and E. of Lake
Nyasa).

Nyai
Nyai-Turu (W. of Masai and S. E. of Sukuma).

Ngge
Nyengo.

Ngoy
Nyoro (bet. Victoria and Albert Nyanzas, N.
W. of Ganda).

Nywe
Nyuma (S. of Regga, bet. Upper Congo and
Tanganika).

N.B. Whenever, in the derivations, no English word is inserted, it must be understood that the last English word given is repeated.

(b) MISCELLANEOUS:

1, 2 refer to the Classes of Nouns (see Synopsis of
5 Grammar).

acc.
accusative.

adj.
adjective.

adv.
adverb.

App. or Append. Appendix (at end of book).

aug.
augmentative.

O.B.
Old Bulgarian.

OHG.
Old High German.

P.
Portuguese.

Per.
Persian.

Po.
Pokomo (along the Tana R., N. of Mombasa).

Ra.
Rangi (bet. Masai and Gogo).

Rej.
Regga (N. of Nyuma, bet. Congo and Lual
Zaige).

Ro.
Rote (on Upper Zambezi, above junction with
Kunha).

Ru.
Ruo (on Upper Congo, W. of Tanganika).

Sa.
Sado = Nyamusam.

Sag.
Sagalawa (W. coast of Madagascar).

San.
Sango or Rori (N. of Lake Nyasa, W. of Bena
and Hehe).

Sae.
Sesa (on Lower Zambezi).

Sah.
Shambala (German E. Africa, bet. Bondel and
Nguru).

Sho.
Shoni or Swina (Mashonaland).

Sim.
Singhalese (Ceylon).

Skr.
Sanskrit.

Son.
Somhrai or Surhai (within the bend of Middle
Niger).

Sp.
Spanish.

Su.
Suto (Basutoland).

Suk.
Sukuma (S. of Victoria Nyanza, N.E. of Nya
wezi).

Sun.
Suabwla (S. W. of Sukuma, in Nyaukezland).

Sus.
Susu (E. of Liberia, Long. 13 E.; Lat. 10 N.).

Swe.
Swahili (Zanzibar and African coast opposite).

Swi.
Swedish.

Ta.
Taita or Taita (midway bet. Mombasa and the
Kilimanjaro).

Tar.
Tatar.

Tas.
Tasmanian.

Tut.
Tutu or Tutu (betta. Shambala, N. E. of Rhodesia).

Teb.
Tebele (Mateleland).

Tel.
Teda or Tidu (Southern Fezzan).

Tu.
Tusu (S. E. of Victoria Nyanza and through
Nyaukezland).

Tur.
Turbul (Australia).

U.
Ungu (bet. Fipa and Sango).

V.
Vei (coast of Liberia, N. W. of Monrovia).

Wan.
Wandala or Mandara (N. of Nyamusam, Long.
28 E.; Lat. 9 N.).

Wip.
Wiedadur (Australia).

Hol.
Wolof (S. mouth of Senegal R.).

Xo.
Xosa (Cape Colony).

Yn.
Yau (lower eastern side of Lake Nyasa).

Yau.
Yausi (Lower Congo, W. of Leopold Lake).

Ye.
Yeye (N. of Lake Ngami).

Yen.
Yencei (Siberia).

Z.
Zulu (Zululand and Natal).

Za.
Zaramo (S. W. of Bagamoyo, Gerna. E. Africa).

Ze.
Zegula (S. W. of Bondel, Gerna. E. Africa).

Zi.
Zirahla (S. E. of Sagara, Gerna. E. Africa).

bet.
between.

cas.
causative.

C.N.
Colenso-Natal, i.e. a word given in Colenso’s
Dictionary as used in Natal, though un
known or unused in Zululand.

collect.
collectively.

conj.
conjunction.
contr. .. contracted from, contraction of.
cp. or comp. compare.
dial. .. dialect.
dim. .. diminutive.
doub. acc. .. double accusative (taken by the verb).
e. g. .. for example.
euphem. .. euphemism, euphemistically.
Ex. .. Example.
f. .. feminine.
fr. .. from.
freq. .. frequently.
gen. .. generally.
h. i. p. c. hard liquid palatal click (see Note at commencement of Q).
i. e. .. that is.
imper. .. imperative.
impers. .. impersonal.
indie. .. indicative.
infin. .. infinitive.
inl. .. interjection.
lang. .. language.
Lat. .. Latitude.
Long. .. Longitude.
M. .. Missionaries (i. e. a word coined by them).
m. .. masculine.
metaphor. .. metaphorically.
mod. .. modern word (coined since the advent of Europeans).
N. .. Natal, i. e. a word used in Natal (though not appearing in Colenso's Dictionary), and unknown or unused in Zululand.

u. .. noun.
nom. .. nominative.

P. .. Proverb.
Phr. .. Phrase or Idiom.
plur. .. plural.
prep. .. preposition.
pron. .. pronoun.
q. v. .. which see or refer to.
R. .. river.
recip. or reciproc. reciprocal.
s. b. ..
s. c. .. soft b, etc. i. e. without the aspirate (for explanation, see Note on Pronunciation at commencement of each letter).
s. k. ..
s. p. .. planation, see Note on Pronunciation at commencement of each letter).
s. q. ..
s. t. ..
s. x. ..
sing. .. singular.
s. i. p. c. .. soft liquid palatal click (see Note at commencement of Q).

T. .. Town Kafir i. e. coined by the Natives in the towns.
(used in perf.), means that the particular verb, in the particular sense, gen. takes the static perfect tense, even though when referring to present time.
v. .. verb.
N. B. — When seeking a word, take care, in every case, to refer also to the Appendix for additions and corrections.
A

ZULU-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

N.B. For the pronunciation of the several letters, as shown in the corrected orthography given in brackets after many of the words, see the notes on pronunciation at the commencement of each sectional letter.

A, in Zulu, always takes the Continental sound, as exemplified in the English word 'father', and lengthened or shortened according to the different varieties of the letter.

There are in Zulu three varieties of A — (1), a short a, as in the words mlini (my), and ukuthi sakha (scatter); (2), a full a being that generally heard in the penultimate of words, as in u-Daka (mud), i-nTlahla (luck); (3), a long a, a sound less common, in i-nTlahla (old basket) and i-Hashi (horse), and distinguished in script by the sign .buf.

A, pers. pron. They — used with nouns plur. of the 2nd. cl., having the prefix ama [Sen. MZT. Ro. Chw. a; Cong. Ang. ma; Kag. Nyam. ga, etc.].

Ex. ama-hashi a-gijima, the horses (they) run.

A, rel. pron. Who; which — used for nouns of the 2nd. cl. plur., having the prefix ama, when the relative in Eng. is in the nom.; also for 3rd. pers. sing. of nouns of the 1st. cl., having u or un as prefix, when the relative in Eng. is in the accusative.

Ex. ama-hashi a-gijimayo mhole, the horses which run, are nice.

Inja umfana a-yi-tandayo, the dog which the boy likes.

A, pers. pron. He, she, it — used only in the 3rd. pers. sing. of the subjunctive mood, for nouns of the 1st. cl.

Ex. m-ishele, a-hambe, tell him, (that) he may go.

A, aux. verb. part. Let, may — prefixed to pers. prons. of all cs. and followed by the verb in the subj. to express a polite request, exhortation, entreaty = ma, ka.

Ex. a-si-hambe! let us go.

A, neg. part. Not — the particle is meaningless when alone, expressing the neg. only when in combination with other certain inflexions of the verb or verbal particles = ka. Cp. nga.

Ex. a-ngi-tandi, I do not like.

a-si-yi-kun-hamba, we shall not go.

A, int. Ah! — used to express sudden surprise.

Aba (pass. abwa), v. Distribute, deal out, allot, apportion out property, prizes, etc., among persons (doub. acc. with ela form) — used properly only of 'distributable' goods, as cattle, clothing, etc.; for land, and the like, sikela, nqumela, nika, etc. would be used [Skr. bhajami, I allot].

N.B. For the construction and meaning of the numerous derivative forms of each verb, see the note thereon in the preface.

Is-Aba (mostly used in plur. form iz-Abaq), n. Attempt or effort (generally where there is doubt as to its usefulness or success) made in order to overcome some difficulty, etc., as when endeavouring to cure a sick person, when consulting a witch-doctor on the chance of gaining some light on a matter, or when a person offers some fabricated pretext, excuse, or prevarication, when endeavouring to get out of some difficulty (with inza) [Sw. sababu, pretext].

Ex. mumuntu ny'enza izaba nje, a person has a try, makes some attempts at any rate (even though it be not much use).

asim'wenzi 'zaba, we make no prevarications, objections, regarding him, i.e. we have nothing to say against him, no fault to find with him.

Abe (with the last syll. prolonged), int. — used to express reproving surprise, as in order to check, etc., and equivalent to Eng. 'what next? what are you doing! where are you going to there?'.

Abo, poss. adj. Their, of them — used of things of the 2nd. cl. plur. when possessed by others of the 1st. and 7th. cl. sing. [Ga. MZT. Chw. etc. abo].
is-Abongo (Abhongo), n. Fixed, brooding ill-feeling retained long in the heart against another person = ama-Fundululu.

Ex. angina's abongo kave (or naye), I retain no ill-will or malice towards him.

ukipa isabongo kimini, he is letting off his ill-feeling towards me.

is-Abudu (Abhudu), n. (N) = i-nTenesha.

is-Abukazana (Abhukazana), n. = ili-Bukazana.

iz-Abulo (no sing.), n. Secret affairs (of an evil nature) — only used as below.

Ex. nyumanika izabulo, I presented him with all his secret doings, dirty deeds.

is-Abumu (Abhumu), n. Ripe fig when already bad or rotting (ep. um-Poho); person outwardly smart-looking, though really stupid; an abnormally large navel or swelling thereat, umbilical hernia, freq. among the Natives (= isi-Bono); ox of a breed having long shaggy hair.

is-Āca (Acau), n. Immense number; as of people or cattle; immense quantity, as of corn, etc. — used only as below as expression of surprise.

Ex. isaca somuntu ka Faku; s'enzani? that multitude of people at Faku's; what is it doing?

is-Acusana, n. dim. of the following.

is-Acuse (Achuse), n. = isi-Cuse.

is-Acute (Acuthe), n. = isi-Cute.

is-Ādhla (Adhla), n. Final circular mat of grass thatching the summit of a Native hut and forming the crown-tuft = isi-Tikili.

is-Afico, n. = isi-Fico.

is-Aga, n. Name, saying, or word, of any description, containing some hidden or suggested meaning, i.e. a verbal token of something; hence, a nickname coined for a person and referring to some physical peculiarity or incident connected with him (= isi-Fengo); current saying or proverb, which suggests a second meaning not literally that of the words; particular cry, as that commonly adopted by a particular regiment or other body, when united in concerted action, as when charging in battle, at a hunt, or tackling a heavy weight together (ep. isi-Mena); any surprising, unaccountable event or performance (from its strangeness being supposed to indicate some other event which it suggests or portends as about to happen = um-Ifolo); habit or manner of life, daily conduct, customs or ways (= um-Kuba, and, like this latter word, when used in plur., generally implying bad ways) = isi-Gu.

Ex. yeka isere etinzaya! what a country for bad practices!

isay anga womano angixolweni, I don't like the carryings-on of that boy.

kwele isayi simi kapa-yi? what strange thing has occurred over there? = what's wrong over there?

is-Agila or Agile, n. Short stick rough-cut from the bush and having an irregular knob left at the end, commonly carried by herd-boys for throwing at birds = isi-Agisha.

is-Agisha, n. = isi-Agila.

is-Agude, n. = isi-Geeba.

Ahle, anr. verb, used with the subjunctive of a verb to express 'possibility' in matters where there is some question or uncertainty, and equivalent to Eng. 'could, could really, would actually, etc.' The fuller form ngahle is sometimes used; and even this may be further prefixed by any of the pers. prons., thus, ngingahle, angahle, etc. The commoner form in Zululand is ngase, which is merely another form of ngahle (the particles 'il and s being, in Zulu, occasionally identical, e.g. ỉ-hlo or i-so, meaning 'eye'). Both se and ile would appear to be the solitary remnants of some obsolete verb. See ile, sa.

Ex. able (or ngahle, or ngase) ngikevene mani, why, I too could do that.

kanti ule able (or ngahle, or ngase, or ba-ngahle) bagelon, ti li karje? Do you think, then, they would actually go and hoe, it raining like this?

able (or ngahle, or ngase, or ba-ngahle) ule basimuna usifiso ugele, it is possible they found the river full.

Ahluka (s. k.), v. Part company with (with loc. or kā); get separated from; differ from (used in perf.).

Ex. inyalo yami y'ahluke kuweyok, my blanket is different from yours.

Ahlukena (s. k.), v. Separate (intrans.), become disconnected mutually, come apart, as a chain in the middle; part company with, as with a fellow-traveller (with na); disagree or differ from one another, as one thing in appearance with another (with na), or one person with another over an agreement (used in perf.).

Ex. s'ahulukena naye emLalazi, we parted company with him at the Umalazi.

amagama abo 'ahluken, their statements are separated i.e. are different, disagree.

um-Ahlukanandhla (s. k. loc. entahuku-kanandhla), n. 5. A parting of the ways, a junction of two roads, etc.
Ahlukanisa (s. k.), v. Separate (trans.), disconnect, as anything (acc.) joined together with something else (with na); make part company, part, as two companions (acc.) or two boys fighting; set apart, devote, as money for a certain purpose (doub. acc. with ela form); make a distinction, as between one fault and another; divide into parts, as a cake, or property among a number (doub. acc. with ela form); grant a separation or divorce, as a magistrate.

Ex. lesi’istikiti sahlukanisile ukutela amacala, this time is set apart for trying cases.

wanyekele-nya ukub’sahlukanisa? why didn’t you part them (the fighters)?

is-Ahlukaniso (s. k.). Letter of divorce; divorce, separation, as of husband and wife; cause of separation; partition.

is-Ahluko (s. k.). Part, chapter, as of a book (M).

Ahlula, v. Get the better of, master, in any sense; hence, conquer another (acc.) in battle; overpower, as one wrestling with another; overcome, as grief a person; be too much for (hibern.), surpass the understanding, astonish altogether, as an incomprehensible action or a huge joke might a person; beat, as one boy another in a race; convince, get the better of, as in an argument; persuade, as by convincing advice; master, as a disease: tika; zanga. Cp. tantata.

Ex. mf’ahlula wamphindisi, ukhitha kwake, he has beaten me, has the missionary, by his food (its astonishing quantity or deliciousness).

amathambi laura ayes’ahlula, these kafir-potatoes are too much for us (being more than we can manage, or get down in the eating).

unifo ka’Nhlambo serwey’ahlula intombi ka’Ngiyazwa, the young-fellow of Ndwa-ndwe’s has now brought down Ngiyezwa’s girl (has made her consent).

Ahluleka (s. k.), v. Get overpowered, conquered; get ousted, as by any difficult task; be done up, as by fatigue or astonished (used in perf.); be unequal to, unable to cope with, unable to do (with ku, or infin.).

Ex. seng’ahlulekile. I have been ousted, quite got the better of, as by any impossible work, or intractable person or disease.

babeyakuti-nya bona, seku’ahluleka uma-Bantu? what would they have done, even the Boers having been worsted?

leyo’ukuku iy’ahluleka ukuhamba, that fowl is unable to walk.

Ahlusa, v. = ahlukanisa.

is-Aho, n. = isi-Ho.

am-Aja, n. = see umu-Ja.

is-Aja, n. Water remaining in the horn of the i-Gudu or hemp-pipe after smoking = isi-Ja.

N.B. This water is smeared on the genitals of a cow that has been covered, in order to prevent the bull from re-mounting it.

Ajila, int. = ashila.

Aka (Akha), v. Build, as a house (acc.); construct, as a wagon, or bridge; inhabit, as by a country (acc.); live, dwell (used in perf. ake — cp. hlatla). [Skr. kshi, dwell; Gr. oikeo, I dwell; Heb. banah, build; Lat. habito, I dwell; MZT. yaka, build; Sw. jenny, build; kau, dwell].

Ex. w’ake-pi wena? where do you live (lit. where have you built)?

unuzi wakiti wake nya’otukela, our kraal is settled (lit. is built) near the Tukela.

abakwe’Mtewana b’ake lonke lelo’zwe, the Mtewas inhabit all that country.

is-Akukamkanya (Akhamukhanya), n. Garden watch-hut, built like a small grass hut raised aloft on a stagework of sticks; a little yawning garden hut — a name jocularly given to a person who is shading his eyes with the hands (i.e. ukw-aka’nkanya). Cp. (lii)-Xiba; in-Qo-lobana; u(ln)-Bamba.

Ake (s. k.), aux. verb. part. used in all persons, with the subjunctive, to express a polite request, stronger than u (q.v.), and rendered into Eng. by ‘please, I wish you would, be so good as’, and the like. Cp. ke, c. [Sw. ake; Kamb. Ni akwe; Sen. ahe; Mo. ake; Mpo. ayel.

Ex. ake w’enze kahle! please wait a moment!

ufike ku’mlungu, uke atume looce’muntu ’exe kimi, you will go to the whiteman, and say, would he be so kind as to send that Native to me.

ake balule, ngize ufsike konu, just let them be going on hoeing, till I come to them.

Ake (Akhe), poss. adj. His, her, its — used for nouns of the 1st. cl. when possessing things of the 2nd. cl. plur., having the prefix ama. [Sw. ake; Ku. awo; Mpo. aye; Com. ahe; MZT. akwe; L. Cong. andi].

Ex. ama-simun ake, his fields.

Akela (Akhela), v. Build for (a particular purpose, person etc.) — mostly used of birds ‘building’ a nest for the breeding season.

Ex. yabo’siwa uba leyo’munye ukwokela
indhu enje? by whom was that bird shown to build such a nest?

Phr. ikapana labe ling'akela omuso nge-langa! his little head may build for (i.e. be built in by) field mice in no time — a threat to 'do for' a person (C.N.).

Am-Akela (amunana) i.e.: to construct for a person (i.e. against him) a fencing-off (within which he may not come) — to exclude him from one's society, companionship, cut him off.

Akela (Akhelana), v. Build i.e. settle down for one another, be neighbours, living in one another's vicinity (used in perf.).

Ex. s'akelene nje naye. we have our kraals near one another, are neighbours of his.

s'akelene kabi kule'ndau, we have bad neighbours in this place.

we'akelene mani, nave, naye, etc. my, thy, his, neighbour.

um-Aki (Akhi), n. I. Builder, bricklayer, mason (M).

Akisa (Akhsa), v. Cause a person (acc.) to build i.e. give him a site, settle him, as in such and such a place, help him to build.

Ako (Akho), poss. adj. Thy — used with nouns of 2nd. pers. sing. when possessing things of 2nd, cl. plur. having the prefix ama [Sw. MZT. ya. ako; Cong. aku; Chw. aho; Mpo. Ka. ao] also with nouns of the 8th. cl. when possessing things of the same cl. i.e. 2nd cl. plur. [Sw. Ka. Cong. ako; Chw. aho].

Ex. ama-simu ako, thy fields.

ama-ni ako (uku-thlo), its water (i.e. of the fool).

um-Akoti, plur. ab-Akoti (Akooti, s. k.; s.t.), = u-Makoti.

is-Akwali (Akhwali), n. = isi-Kwali.

is-Akwece (Akhwece), n. Small quantity of anything left remaining in a vessel, as a little tobacco still left at the bottom of a pipe, food in a dish, etc. Cp. isi-Dinyela; isi-Cete.

Ala (pass. aliwa), v. Forbid, disallow, anything (acc.) or action (with uku, or ukuba), not a person (for which see alela); refuse, as to do anything (with uku); decline to give up a thing (with na of thing); reject, as a girl her lover (acc.); dislike refuse to have any dealings with, as with a certain person (acc.); keep off, beat all hollow, do in a masterly all-beating manner, as in dancing, etc. = nyaba (which latter is the word commonly used in Zululand, ala being seldom heard, though in Natal it is the contrary). Cp. nqumisela. [Ar. harama, forbid].

Ex. qa! ngiy'ala! no! I am sure not; I deny it, etc.

lw'ala lwane wafu, it refused just a little, and he was dead i.e. it wanted but a little, he was very near dying.

wafa is'elangeni, a/c. 'Mpane! wagiya, w'ala, that fellow of the Langeni clan, oh! by Mpane! he did dance, he would let nobody approach him (in quality of dancing).

uku-za'la, to reject oneself i.e. pay no attention to one's bodily appearance, neglect oneself, keep oneself in a dirty, untidy manner.

Ala (Aalu), v. obsolete verb, only remaining in phrases below.

Phr. ukwa-ala xitanga, to sit cross-legged, like a tailor.

ukwala wumana, to plan or mark out a field-patch, by picking out with a hoe, or merely by the eye. Cp. yaba.

am-ala (no sing.), n. The concavity below the ribs when the belly is sunken in from famine.

Ex. wafika es'em'umula, he arrived with the belly quite sunken in with hunger.

is-Ala, n. Bunch of crow or other feathers, worn on the back of the head by young men and boys when out courting, though originally only at royal festivities.

is-Alakutshelwa (s.k.; s.t.), n. One who won't be advised by others.

I. isalakutshelwe sobona ngomqomo, the obdurate man saw (the truth of what had been told him) by the blood-flow = who won't be told, will learn by bitter experience.

is-Alakwanda (s.k.), n. An um-Takati (lit. one who prevents increase in a family by killing off its members).

Alana, v. Dislike one another, be bad friends.

Ex. bay'ala, they don't get on together, don't like one another.

Alahala (Alahala), int. = halahala.

Aleka (s.k.), v. Be such as to be forbidden, disallowed, refused, disliked; hence, be disagreeable or disliked, as a young-man with the girls.

Alela, n. Forbid a person (acc.) to do anything (with uku, or ukuba).

Ex. nhaba mus'alele ukuba siye kona, our father has forbidden us to go there.

Aliswa, v. Be caused to dislike a person (acc.), feel an antipathy towards him — only used idiomatically as below in regard to married state.
Ex. umfazi u'aliswa indoda, the wife is caused to dislike her husband (by the child in her womb) — referring to a natural antipathy she feels against him about the period of conception.

indoda y'aliswa umfazi, the husband has an antipathy against his wife (at the same period).

is-Aliwa, "n. Young man or girl rejected by the other sex = isi-Shonkolo, isi-Gwadi, isi-Shimanqa.

is-Aliwakazi, (s. k.), n. Wife disliked by her husband = isi-Shinikezi, isi-Shonkolo.

Alo, poss. adj. Its — used with nouns of the 2nd. and 6th. cl. when possessing things of the 2nd. cl. plnr., having the prefix ama [Sw. Nya. alo; Sen. Her. alo; Chw. ojo].

Ex. ama-ndhla alo (ihoshi), its strength (of the horse).

ama-ndhla alo (u)ti, its strength (the stick).

Aluka (s. k.), v. Plait, as a grass-rope (acc.); weave, as a rush sleeping-mat; go out, as cattle to graze, or people to work [Gr. pleko, twist; Bo. Ga. luka, plait; Sw. suká, plait].

Phr. sabangana nempi is'aluka, we knocked up against an army going out (to war) = we are in a nice fix — used by one suddenly befallen by some difficulty or inconvenience in the midst of his work, as when the pot cracks in the midst of the beer-brewing.

is-Alukazana (s. k.), n. Little old woman or cow; a certain insect; a splashing up on the ground, caused by rain-drops, when the soil is already flooded; also = isi-Cashakazana.

Ex. imuda yealukazana, a heavy, splashing, gen. quiet, but drenching rain, without wind or mist, as in the summer.

Phr. isalukazana sakwa'Mpuwaja, any very ancient old woman, no longer able to feed or look after herself.

is-Alukazi (s. k.), n. Any woman beyond the age of child-bearing; any old female animal; also derivisely of any old male animal; name applied to any insects, also to the isi-Cashakazana.

Ex. isalukazi esing'umane, my old mother. umfani versalukazi, an old woman's boy, a molly-codle = um-Ngolo.

um-Alukazi (s. k.), n. 5. Old bullock, or cow (not bull = u-Masheqa).

is-Alukwazi (s. k.), n. (N) = is-Alukazi.

Alusa, n. Cause the cattle (acc.) to go out to graze i.e. to take out to graze, herd, as a herd-boy; hence, watch over; keep guard over, as a headman over his people (acc.).

Ex. kako, v'alisile, he is not here, he is out herding.

um-Alusi, n. 1. Shepherd, herd (M).

is-Alute (Aluteh), n. Mist = i-Kungu.

Amba (Ambha), v. Dream of a thing (metaphor), imagine, think, as anything (acc.) improbable or incredible [MZT. ambha, speak].

Ex. benging'aambi na'kwamba ukuti huyakuna namhlanje, I didn't even dream it would rain to-day.

is-Amba (Ambha), n. A taking off bodily, a clearing off wholly at one go, as below.

Ex. ukwatala npezambo, to take the whole off at once, bodily = nqukula.

is-Ambane (Ambbane), n. Ant-eater or ant-bear (Orycteropus Capensis); sometimes applied to a restlesslly industrious man.

Phr. sigadilisambane, esinb'angadi, sivacundali, s'enza'konkankama wokongonumbe! he's a self-contented fellow is the ant-bear, who digs a hole and then doesn't lie in it, making it only for ferrets and porcupines! = he is happy who can afford to work for mere pleasure, without bothering himself about any results.

ye'uk'ukwezi, isamthlha esambane? alas! for this doing the work (exertion) of an ant-bear! — exclaimed by one who finds he has been working for the benefit, not of himself, but of somebody else; or who has been working with no profit to himself.

Ambata (Ambhatha), v. Put on, cover or clothe the person with some covering, as a blanket (acc.) or other free, flowing robe according to Native fashion (not properly used of dressing with European clothes = goqoka) = embata. [Ar. bayad, garment; Ga. ambbala, put on; Ka. mbara; Chw. apra; Sw. ambata, stick to — cp. Z. namata].

Ex. kude onesifazana ahambe 'ambete, it is proper for a female to go with the body covered.

is-Ambatwangapi (Ambhathwagaphi), n. Blanket with both sides coloured alike. Cp. isi-Balala.

Ambesa (Ambhese), v. Cover or clothe with a blanket (with nga), etc., the body of a person (acc.) = embesa. Cp. sibekela.

Ex. 'ambeza, angalali cinaliile, cover him (with his blanket), that he may not lie naked.

ulw-Ambesi (Ambhesi), n. Pericardium.

Phr. illiv'ixo imiambesi. the heart has
a smothered-up sensation, i. e. the free action of the lungs is impeded.

is-Ambale (Ambale), n. Quiver, for carrying assegais on the back; quiver-like receptacle for preserving feather head-ornaments.

Ambula (Ambula), v. Break one’s allegiance to or abandon one’s chief (with ku or loc.) in favour of another — the word was commonly applied to those of Cetshwayo’s people who went over to the southern side of the Umhlatuze, to John Dunn and the white-people. See i-li-Ambuka.

Ambula (Ambula), v. Uncover by stripping off a blanket or similar covering, as when uncovering a sick person (acc.) so as to expose his body (the antithesis of ambela), or a heap of goods covered by a cloth; hence, open to view, reveal, as hitherto hidden matters (acc.). Cp. penyja; sibukula. [Bo. hambula, undress.]  
Pfr. akw-ambula ambokazi, to uncover a young-wife — as a father-in-law might do by presenting her with a goat (taken by her isi-Gqila), after which she would no longer require to behinya him by covering the breast, etc., in his presence. See behinya.  
P. iambuliingbo, linyene, it (an isali) uncovers the blanket (uninvited) and gets in (to the bed) — said by a person who suddenly finds himself involved in some trouble, almost before being aware of it.

is-Ambulo (Ambulo), n. Divine revelation (M).

Ami, poss. adj. My — used of 1st. pers. sing, when possessing things of 2nd. el. plur. having the prefix ama [Mpo. ami; Cong. ame; Her. andye; Sw. anyu; Chw. aka].  
Ex. ama-sina ami, my fields.

is-Ampâanza (Ampâanza), n. Water-bladder expelled by cattle, etc., before the delivery of the calf. Cp. um-Ilupu; i-nCupre.

is-Ampokwe (s. p.; s. k.), n. Shambok, or thick stick-like strip of hippopotamus hide = i-mYubn. [D. sjambok].

is-Ampompo (s. p.), n. Native spoon-bag woven with grass or palm-straw = is-Ampontshe, um-Godhlo.

is-Ampontshe (s. p.; s. t.), n. = is-Ampompo.

is-Ampotwe (Ampotwe), n. Native adze, consisting of a wooden handle with a small triangular blade of iron fixed into it, by a spike, near the end and at right angles to the haft (cp. i-li-Zembe); person with very protruding forehead.

Amuka (s. k.), v. Take away a thing from a person by force (doub. ace.), deprive = apume [Sw. mpoka].

Amukela (s. k.), v. Hold out the hands to receive a thing (ace.); hence, receive generally. Cp. kangeza.

X.B. It is Zulu etiquette for children, women, and inferiors generally, to receive a thing by holding out together both hands. To receive in one hand only would imply superiority, or familiar intercourse between equals.

Amukezelana (s. k.), v. Pass to, or hand to one another, as persons do the strings when building a Native hut; supply one another with words, devices, as when pre-arranging evidence; stand next in order to (with na), as one hut to another in a kraal.

is-Amuku (s. k.), n. = isi-Muku.

Amula, v. Pat or slap gently on the face or head, as one might a child (ace.), with the palm of the hand (= mukula; cp. i-mPoma); interrupt, put out a person (ace.) when talking (not working — cp. pazaamisa).

Amuleka (s. k.), v. Get made to forget, get escaped for in the memory, forget; go wrong, make a mistake, get confused or put out by forgetfulness or distraction (cp. kohlwa; yibaza); go wrong altogether in respect to any specified vice (with na or nga), get so habituated to any bad custom (with na or nga) as to do it without thinking (cp. mukeleka; heleka).  
Ex. us’amulekile nqweqwe, he is now altogether given up to thieving, it is habitual with him.

o! aqinisile! na’amulekile, oh! you are right! I have been made, or have got to forget.

Amulekisa (s. k.), v. Cause a person (ace.) to forget or have an escape of memory.

X.B. A boy who has had the misfortune to allow the cattle to trespass into a neighbour’s fields, nibbles is-Amuyisane q. v. as he goes home, in order to induce forgetfulness in his father’s mind — which this plant is supposed to do; and so he escapes punishment.

is-Amuyisane or Amuyisani, n. Long-stalked weed, growing in old fields, and used as above.
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is-Ămvu (Aamvu), n. = isi-Fudumezi.

is-Ancape (Anapehe, no plur.), n. Late green mealies, eaten at the beginning of winter, after the harvesting of the amu-
bele, but before the (i(li)-Wenana = i-nCape.

is-AncapeIa (Anapehela), n. Certain bird (? Saxicola bifissiata) (N).

is-Ance, n. Tawny coloured jackal, having a disagreeable smell. Cp. i-lii-Kanku.

is-Anzincu, n. Girl kept by a chief, ostensibly as a maid-servant, but also as co-
unbisible = i-mPotuli [perhaps from ncinza q.v. — Sw. m-zinzi, fornicator].

And', and'uba, and'ukuba, and'ubani, adv. Then, and then, afterwards, before that — only used in Natal = kud'uba.

Ex. anubekisa kuqala, n'and'uka'tkwe-
nya leyi'no, look well first, before you go
to do that thing (N).

sebwenani, nipile, and'uba niddle, work and get fini-hed, and then eat (N).

Anda, v. Increase (intrans.), multiply; spread, as might a report or sickness; become enlarged, as a hole in a hut, or a field by annual additions [Lat. pando, I spread; Sw. tanda, stretch out; Her. tandawara, stretch].

Phr. ukwanda kwalica umtakati, increase (of family) is prevented by an umtakati — may mean, there has plainly been no umtakati here, in this rapidly growing family.

w'amde uqondomo nye, he is grown large only as to his mouth, i.e. he talks much, but does nothing; is all bluster.

is-Anda, n. Remnant or remainder left over from anything after the main purpose has been fulfilled, as a small supply of corn or dymbis remaining after planting; (N) ground plan of, or site got ready to receive a hut (= isi-Za); (C.N. fr. Xo.) layer of reeds for storing grain upon.

is-Andakwapusa or Andokwapusa (Andu-
kuphansa), n. Child, calf, etc. which has just ceased sucking.

Ande, adv. (N) = kad'uba.

is-Andela, n. Certain sea-fish.

is-Andhla, n. Hand; sometimes used to indicate the right or left 'side' (ep. (i(li)-
Calu; u(1u)-Hlangoti). [Skr. han, strike; Hi. hath, hand; Lat. manus; MZT. li-
anza; Ka. i-ganja; Bo. u-daha, ability; Ku. mthatha, hand; Heh. i-ganza; San.
ganja; Go. uyna; Ng. vyla; Sak.
ntanga].

Ex. ukusipisi isandhla nomyawo? it (the
kraal) is on which side of the road?

umuzi ka'Bani wemunika (or bajiisla)
kulesi isandhla, So-and-so's kraal you must
leave on this hand (as shown by a sign).

Phr. uku-huga ng'amandhla, to return empty-handed, having failed to get what one had
gone for.

uku-zenza ngapamandhle kwezamndhla, to do
anything without authorisation, on one's own
account, without permission of those in au-
thority, etc.

oku-belek'isandhla ku'Bani, to seek the fa-
vour, or patronage, of So-and-so, as a poor
man when wishing to be adopted as the de-
cendant of some rich or powerful person.

uku-gold isandhla, to complete the hand,
i.e. be or make up five.

am-Andhla (no sing.), n. Strength (phys-
ical = iZi-Kwep;a); power, might, moral
strength; authority; authorisation, as for-
dong anything; ability, capability, as for
doing any work; exertion, labour, ex-
pended on any work; euphem. for semen
virile (=/ama-Lota) [Skr. han, strike; ojman,
strength; Lat. manus, hand; Bo. u-daha, ab-
ility].

Ex. i'amandhla le'mbola iizile iziandhla,
be able or skilful is this man in the carv-
ing of sticks.

okabel Engu kunamandhla, the things,
doings, etc. of the Whitemen are of power
i.e. show wonderful ability or skill.

kunamandhla okuba induna injelo, it is
a powerful obstacle (to progress) that the
induna should be away.

Phr. uku-pel'amandhla, to fail of strength,
be quite exhausted, whether physically or
mentally; hence sometimes, be overcome with
amazement; faint; give up in despair, etc.

ulw-Andhle (loc. elw-Andhle or olw-Andhle,
no plur. — the plur. izi-Lwanhle, now
sometimes heard, is of modern coinage and
etymologically incorrect), n. Sea [MZT. lw-
anga; Ga. Gu. nyanga, broad
expanse of water, sea; Her. oku-varc, sea — see amu-Nzi].

ulw-Andhlekaizana (s. k.), n. Variety of yel-
low mealies having grains somewhat
smaller than the u-Tubini (= u(lu)-Ngo-
yo); another variety, having small black
and white grains. Cp. i-lii-Geak; ili-
Huma.

is-Andlwa, n. = i-nGobo. Cp. u(1u)-Su.

Andisa, v. Make increase or multiply;
enlarge, make be more; make go a long
way, as a little food (ace.) by treating
economically.

is-Andisa, n. Increase; interest or profit
 accruing from anything.

is-Ando, n. Hammer; origin, the stone
used by a smith for striking the hot iron
And'uba, adv. (N.) = kad'uba.

Andulela, v. Begin first, or before another, as a woman beginning to hoe before the others of her locality; begin first with, start off with, as with any particular one (with nga) of a rotation; be beforehand in regard to, anticipate a person (acc.) or event, as by speaking before him, making provision against, etc. [MZZ. andula, break open].

Ex. ngiyakwandulela ngendhlula yaka'Magidi, I shall start off or begin with the hut of Magidi's daughter (in removing a kraal).

mus'ukung'andulela ukakulima, don't anticipate me with your talk (I shall come to that which you are talking about).

is-Andulela, n. First-fruits of any season's crops; (C. N.) certain bright star appearing at the end of autumn (cp. i-nKwenkwezi).

um-Anduleli, n. 1. Precursor (M).

And'uma, and'um'le, and'ukuma, adv. (N.) = kad'uba.

is-Andundundu (no plur.), n. = i-mBovane.

Anela, v. Be sufficient for (acc. or with ku); suffice; be sufficed for by, have enough of (with agent); be given sufficient of (with nga), as a kettle with water; keep, retain possession of, as anything (acc.) found, lent, or taken by force — in all senses most freq. used in perfect; just or merely do a thing, as arrive (with uk), speak, etc. = Eng. 'just.'

Ex. izihomla kacz'anele, inganti benjiti ziyakwanele, the posts do not suffice, whereas I thought he would be sufficient.

atole into panti, ab'es'eg'anela, he finds a thing on the ground, and therupon keeps it.

inliviyo kay'anelanga, the heart or desire did not get its full.

wane'luhleko ny, he did nothing but laugh.

'sane'nkufika, basebha'pa nkudlu, we had, just, or no sooner, arrived, than they gave us food.

shwulukuza, wanele nace, take a spoonful (pinch, etc.) and be satisfied also — as might be said to a person arriving when the food prepared is of a very small quantity, not sufficient for all.

Anezela, v. = enezela.

Anga, v. Kiss a person (acc.) [Bo. onka; Sw. nu].

N.B. Although, according to Native custom, fathers and mothers frequently kiss their children, these latter never kiss their parents. Two boys, or two girls, may also, under exceptional circumstances, kiss each other.


Phr. ucame ulacanga, she has a big mouth i.e. much talk, a noisy active tongue. See i-mBoru.

is-Angabe, n. = um-Nyabazane.

is-Angcesheza, n. Certain small bird (N.) = isi-Hlabamahlanguvengi.

is-Angci, n. Dense continuous rain (not necessarily heavy), persisting perhaps for a whole day or longer; and, as it were, holding the whole land fast (yge) within its grasp = is-Angcinyane; cp. um-Vinbi.

is-Angcinane, n. = is-Angci.

is-Angcobe, n. Old mealies or mabele of the current or last harvested season, which have become sour from the damp of the pit. Cp. u(h)-Pata.

is-Angcokolo (s. k.), n. Maize-grub = isi-Illa.

is-Angcozi, n. Protruding forehead; person therewith.

Angiti (Angithi), idiomatic equivalent to Eng. 'not,' as below (lit. don't I say?), used interrogatively only and when an affirmative answer is assumed; hence, often equiv. to 'of course, you know, etc.'

Ex. angiti ungopi shela na? did I not tell you? (of course I did).

qa! bamsloni nje nabo, bati, angiti wabekele y'iti na? no! they blamed him too, saying, were you not placed there by us?

is-Ango, n. Sudden breaking forth from the clouds, or a momentary oppressive glare, of the sun, as on a cloudy sultry day in the summer = is-Ongo. Cp. isi-Fudumuzi.

is-Angobo, n. Food-crib, for storing mealies, etc. = i-nGoma.

is-Angoma, n. Necromancer, so-called 'witchdoctor,' Native diviner = is-Angi, um-Ngoma. Cp. iti-Dhlozi; non-Losi [Gr. nekros, dead; manteia, divination; Lat. augur, soothsayer; Gr. magos, one of the magi or tribe of dream-interpreters; Sw. Ga. ngoma, drum (comp). Zulu custom of beating a hide during a witch-doctor's ceremonies); cp. Sw. ganye, practise medicine; ngaca, to doctor; Ga. mhuzi, medicine-man; Z. um-Losi, q. v. and i-Nyanga q. v., both of which latter are other titles for an is-Angoma].

N.B. There are two classes of necromancers among the Zulus, one said to be
inspired by an ancestral-spirit or *i(li)-Dhloni — this is by far the commonest variety — and another, rarely met with, said to be possessed by a familiar-spirit or *um-lozi. In the former case, of course, the speaking is done by the witch-doctor himself; in the second, it is done by the spirit, the doctor himself being supposed the remains silent. Their business is to unravel for their clients, for the sum of one shilling down (for a single private consultation, though for a public or combined consultation or *um-Hlabo a much larger sum is required) any of the mysterious occurrences of daily life e.g. disappearances of persons or stock, surprising calamities, outbreaks of disease, deaths, etc.

is-Angoza, n. Intense sun-heat, as when ‘the very ground is hot to the feet’ = *isi-Gagadu.

is-Angqondo, sometimes in plur. iz-Angqondo (*Angqondo) n. Amasi of the best kind i.e. such as comes out white and well clotted = is-Akfeke, *isi-Keke.

is-Angqu, n. Orange River; one of a certain regiment formed by Mpande next after the ama-Pela or more properly after the *i-Gulube (= *i(li)-Sishi). [Sü. Sesuqu, Orange R. in its upper-parts; lower down called nuka entsu or Black R., and by the Hottentots called the Gwiriet].

is-Angquma, n. Hail = *isi-Coto.

is-Ange, n. Certain plant, used as an i-nTelezi.

is-Angunu, n. = is-i-Gubudu.

is-Anxoko, (s. k.), n. = is-i-Nyoko.

ul-Angu, n. = ulw-Anga.

is-Ankahlu (s. k.), n. Violence, vehemence, as when talking furiously to a person = *isi-Kahlu.

is-Ankfeke, or sometimes in plur. iz-Ankfeke (s. k.), n. = is-Angqondo.

is-Ankunshane (s. k.; s. l.), n. Small veldt-herb (*Ophioglossum sp.), much liked as imifino.

is-Anqawane, n. = is-Cegu.

is-Anlulo (s. t.; s. k.), n. Pea-like seed of the *i(li)-Kumalo bush, worn as an ornament.

iy-Antlukano (s. t.; s. k.), n. 2. Split or separation, temporary estrangement, between relatives, friends or companions, as might follow some quarrel or passing disagreement; cause of such estrangement; (C. N.) separation, gap.

N.B. This word is very irregular in its formation, having a *y in the prefix instead of the euphonic *n, and an *n introduced into the radical *ahlukanu (see *ahlukanu) from which it is probably derived.

um-Antshu (s. t.), n. 5. Serous blood, as is sometimes discharged from a wound or sore.

ulw-Ants (s. t.), n. (C. N.) = ulw-Si.

ulw-Antu or Antulwantu (s. t.), n. Any nice, dainty food, not come across every day, as meat, cake, etc. Cp. *ul-Orela; *i(li) Velakanci.

is-Antungwana, n. Odour, scent, small sneeze (good or bad), as of a smelling hide, some medicines, or the savour of frying meat = *ulw-Si. Cp. *i(li)-Punga; *ulw-Qoshi; *ulw-Pula.

Ex. *kwamuka ‘santungwana, there is a scent or odour about (pleasant or unpleasant).

Anula, v. Widen out, as the mouth of a sack (acc.), a hut by extending outwards the foundation wattles, or a field by enlarging at the side; go beyond the reasonable limit in talk, as a person quarrelling going on to divulge secrets, etc. Cp. *cweka; *elule [Sw. tsamu, enlarge].

is-Anungu, n. (C. N.), = *inTale.

is-Anusi, n. = is-Angoma [prob. akin to nuka q. v., or obsolete nusu = nukisa — cp. Sw. unusa, smell].

Anya, v. Suck the breast, as an infant or calf = *neela, *ncinta. [Ga. nywa, drink; nyaba, a mother; Sw. nyonya, suck the breast; L. Nig. w-anyi, woman].

iz-Any (no sing.), n. Consciousness of guilt, inferior fear or shame arising therefrom, causing sensitiveness and mental agitation before others. See ngcza.

is-Anyana, n. Certain shrub (*Kraussia lanceolata).

Anyisa, v. Suckle, give the breast, as a mother to her child (acc.); cause or allow to suck, as a herd-boy the calves; suck heartily, as a calf.

Anyisela, v. Cause to suck by sucking for — used only of an older calf sucking at its mother after she has already a younger calf, which it is supposed to be helping to suck thereby.

is-Anyu, n. = is-Anywane.

im-Anyule, n. — see *i-Manyule.

is-Anywane, n. General unpopularity or disfavour, as of a young-man with the girls; person with the same (= is-i-Nyobolo; see is-i-Sita; *i-Nyoma); certain shrub, growing in the bush-country, which, when placed in a man’s hut, is supposed to bring about his being generally disliked.
Ashula, int. = ashila.
ulw-Asi, n. (C. N.) = ulwu-Si.

Aso, poss. adj. Its — used with nouns of the 4th. cl. sing, when possessing things of the 2nd. cl. plur. having the prefix ama [Sw. Nya. Mo. acho].
Ex. ama-azi uso (isitsha), its water (of the vessel).

Ata (Atho), v. Divide down the middle, as a hide (acc.), loaf of bread, etc.
ulw-Avela, n. (C. N.) = ul-Ovela.

Awo, poss. adj. Its — used with nouns of the 5th. cl. sing, when possessing things of the 2nd. cl. plur, when possessing things of the same class [Sw. Ka. Kag. Her. awo, its; Ni. Chw. ao; Her. Ang. MZT. ao, their; Sw. Nya. ayo; Ga. ya. ayo].
Ex. ama-yobi awo (umati), its leaves (of the tree).

ama-hashu awo (amakosi), their horses (of the chiefs).

Awu, int. Oh! — an exclamation, when uttered soft, expressing agreeable surprise, admiration, etc.; but when expressed hard, as Hawk, expressing the surprise of dislike, disapproval, indignation, etc.

Awus', defect. verb. Don't, refrain from, desist from, must not — the original root of this verb, along with that of nousa q. v., with which it is closely connected, or is, may be, identical, had probably a meaning, like the present meaning of yeke q. v. (with which it is even still interchangeable) of positive-negative command. The word or particle given above is used, though very rarely (like nousa and yeke) to forbid, or cause desistance from an action, and is properly followed by the infin., uku [Sw. isha, leave off = yeke, Z.; Ga. deka! stop! leave off!].
Ex. aus'u'ukushe njo, you mustn't or shouldn't say so = aus'u'ukushe njo, yeke uku uku uku.

gijima, unmunjise: aus'u'ukushe uye lapo, run and bring him back; it must not be that he goes there.

Ay, int. of negation, expressing strong dissent or denial; or of disapproval, intended to reprove or check some action or statement. See hayi; cp. ashī.
Ex. ayi! bas'ukulubuvu amangwa, stop that! you mustn't get telling lies.
ayi bo! heal! cease that!
ayi wena, 'mfundisi! you mustn't 'mfundi.' (hibern.) — you are altogether too funny, too particular, etc.
ayi tina wena! oh! dear me! with your fun! (you are quite too funny),
ayi ngebesi leke bo! oh! for his fine after-covering (what a beautiful, or unusual one it was).

Ayi-ke, (s.k.), int. commonly used as a set-off or prefatory expletive in conversation or narration, always standing at the beginning of a sentence and used to lower expectation, sober excitement, etc., and may generally be rendered into Eng. by such expressions as 'well! very well! well and so!' etc.

Ex. ayi-ke! y'enzani uyokubona kwaena,
very well! do as you find best.
ayi-ke! suthuba siphe kona, sakunzula izinakabi, well! when we got there, we out-spanned the oxen.

Ayo, poss. adj. Its—used with nouns of the 3rd. cl. sing., when possessing things of the 2nd. cl. plur. having the prefix ama—thier—used with nouns of the 5th. cl. plur. when possessing things of the 2nd cl. plur. [Sw. Ga. Cong. Her. ayo, its; Sw. Sen. Ka. ayo, their; Cong. amo; Her. ario].

Ex. ama-sondo ayo (impho), its wheels (of the wagon).
ama-yabi ayo (imiti), their leaves (of the trees).

is-Ayoyo, n. Young of man, animal, or bird when just born. Cp. (ili)-Papu.

Azana, v. Know one another; be familiarly acquainted, intimate with a person (with not); know each other's capabilities, strength, etc.

Ex. akasiye oewkiki, siy'azana naye njx, he is not one of our family, he is merely an acquaintance.

Phr. ayyanc ebuyakukakelwa, lukuyise lapo ayag'azani noma da, the foot will carry you there where you know nobody, where you will be a perfect stranger yourself—said to reprove an inhospiteful person.

Azeka (s.k.), v. Be or get known; be knowable, ascertainable.

Ex. izinkomo zake ka'sazeki, abaningi bazo, his cattle are not knowable, are beyond computation, as to their numbers.

Azela, v. Know a person (ace.), etc., at.

Ex. ngim'azele enZimkulu, I have known him at the Umzimkulu.

Azelela, v. Have concern for, show consideration for, notice kindly, as a person (ace.) ill; think to know a person's (ace.) thoughts about any matter.

Ex. umuntu okupakayo khibe ukum'azelela, it is right to pay kindly attention to a person in suffering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AY</th>
<th>AZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ayi tina wena! oh! dear me! with your fun! (you are quite too funny),</td>
<td>umanya! ma's'ukung'azelela, it is not so! don't get thinking to know my business for me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ayi ngebesi leke bo! oh! for his fine after-covering (what a beautiful, or unusual one it was).</td>
<td>redalihliza nje, beng'azelela, he just laid himself out to die, they paying no attention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayi-ke, (s.k.), int. commonly used as a set-off or prefatory expletive in conversation or narration, always standing at the beginning of a sentence and used to lower expectation, sober excitement, etc., and may generally be rendered into Eng. by such expressions as 'well! very well! well and so!' etc.</td>
<td>Azi, v. Know anything or any person (ace.); understand a thing; show a person (ace.) the respect, sympathy, etc., due to him, as to one's superior, or a person in want [O. Fr. fis, knowledge; Ga. manyi, know].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. ayi-ke! y'enzani uyokubona kwaena, very well! do as you find best.</td>
<td>Ex. aku'-azi, to be self-conceited, full of the idea of one's own importance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ayi-ke! suthuba siphe kona, sakunzula izinakabi, well! when we got there, we out-spanned the oxen.</td>
<td>kwazi umuntu okupakayo, he has no understanding, shows no concern about a person in suffering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayo, poss. adj. Its—used with nouns of the 3rd. cl. sing., when possessing things of the 2nd. cl. plur. having the prefix ama—thier—used with nouns of the 5th. cl. plur. when possessing things of the 2nd cl. plur. [Sw. Ga. Cong. Her. ayo, its; Sw. Sen. Ka. ayo, their; Cong. amo; Her. ario].</td>
<td>ngena we'azi, it is he who knows all about it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. ama-sondo ayo (impho), its wheels (of the wagon).</td>
<td>abantu bayakohlisira, uboba inami besuku beng'azi, the Natives get chanted, because they don't understand money-matters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ama-yabi ayo (imiti), their leaves (of the trees).</td>
<td>Phr. amanya ngwazi kokula, he knows water-matters very well i.e. he is a good swimmer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is-Ayoyo, n. Young of man, animal, or bird when just born. Cp. (ili)-Papu.</td>
<td>ang'azi imiti mina, I know nothing of medicines, or about doctoring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azana, v. Know one another; be familiarly acquainted, intimate with a person (with not); know each other's capabilities, strength, etc.</td>
<td>ng'aye, ini, umazi rezabantu (izindaba), ekhe izinkohlile? is he the man then, who knows all about other people's affairs, while his own slip his memory?—as might be said of a busy-body finding fault with the affairs of another and implying that he ought rather to look after his own.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. akasiye oewkiki, siy'azana naye njx, he is not one of our family, he is merely an acquaintance.</td>
<td>is-Azi, n. One who knows a thing thoroughly, an expert.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phr. ayyanc ebuyakukakelwa, lukuyise lapo ayag'azani noma da, the foot will carry you there where you know nobody, where you will be a perfect stranger yourself—said to reprove an inhospiteful person.</td>
<td>ukw-Azi, n. Knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azeka (s.k.), v. Be or get known; be knowable, ascertainable.</td>
<td>Azisa, v. Cause a person (ace.) to know, acquaint; know a thing well or thoroughly; remember well, have vivid recollections of anything (ace.); think of with admiration, as any object or person; esteem, value, show due appreciation or respect for, as towards a parent (ace.) or for some present given to one; like, be fond of, as meat (ace.); treat a person (ace.), etc., kindly, with consideration; know well generally; also idiomatically as below.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. izinkomo zake ka'sazeki, abaningi bazo, his cattle are not knowable, are beyond computation, as to their numbers.</td>
<td>Ex. ihashi lakonw'mntungu ngiyal'azisa! I have vivid recollections of that whiteman's horse, I think of it with a very intimate knowledge (for it once very nearly killed me).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azela, v. Know a person (ace.), etc., at.</td>
<td>akhe'ngenza'ku'ayisungo'izani inami! the white people didn't like money! i.e. they are surprisingly fond of it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. ngim'azele enZimkulu, I have known him at the Umzimkulu.</td>
<td>abakwen'Zulu bayam'azisa umuntu omhlope, the people of Zululand have a great respect for a white person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azelela, v. Have concern for, show consideration for, notice kindly, as a person (ace.) ill; think to know a person's (ace.) thoughts about any matter.</td>
<td>Phr. ang'ikuyiqele, kwa's'ukutu ng'epi'za ukuphika, I have not yet finished it (the field), it makes one remember (= you see; it was</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
because; it was on account of that) I arrived late.

*is-Aziso, n. A making-known or announcement; hence, advertisement; proclamation (M).

*Azo, poss. adj. Their—used with nouns of the 3rd. 4th. and 6th. cls. plur. when possessing things of the 2nd. cl. plur. having the prefix ama [for nouns of 3rd. cl. Sw. Ga. Her. Cong. azo, their; Ka. Ang. ajo; for nouns of 4th. cl. MZT. azio, their; Nya. afo; Cong. ayo; Sw. avio; the 6th. cl. doesn’t gen. exist in other Bantu langs.]

Ex. *ama-kanda azo (izintombi), their heads (of the girls).

**B**

In Zulu has three different sounds—one, a closed or inspired *h*, pronounced by compressing the lips and then gently opening them with a slight holding of the breath, as exemplified in the Eng. word *cab*, and in the Zulu words *beka* (put), *buna* (see), and described in this work by the simple sign *b*.

Another kind is the open, or slightly aspirated *h* (this is the ordinary *b* of English), as in the word *boar*, or the second syllable of the Zulu word *i-mkhobo* (hole).

A third variety is the exploded, or strongly aspirated *h*, identical with the *bh* in the English word *cab-horse* (when united in one sound, thus *ca-bhorse*), and exemplified in the Zulu words *bhleka* (look) and *um-Bhobho* (tube).

These last two, as aspirated varieties, are both described in this work by the sign *bh*; the difference between the two kinds being sufficiently marked by the fact that the softer or slightly aspirated form occurs only after an *m*, where that letter immediately precedes it and in the same syllable; the exploded *h*, on the other hand, standing generally alone and at the commencement of a syllable.

The slight difference between these various sounds is not easily recognisable to untrained ears, so that in consequence we find both Natives and Europeans making many orthographical mistakes. Thus, the river or place in Natal called by the Natives iXopho has been by the Whitepeople erroneously named iXopo. Similarly, the English word *borer* becomes to the Zulu *i-bhola* (this is the exploded *h*, the Zulu language not permitting the use of the merely open *b* — which would be the correct sound — except after the prefix *i-*)

Again, the English *y* is not easily distinguished by the Natives, especially when it comes at

the end of a word. Hence we find the Eng. word *shop* becomes in Zulu *i-shabho*.


Ex. *ngikwile uje, kungu yami yokuba yami*? that I should just give you, it not being mine at all, or not being really mine? *akwaba bayakukunguwe lobo abayakasiayo*! would that they might be executed (hanged); those who are causing the agitation! (N).

**Ba**, ukuti (*Bha*, *ukuthi*), v. Lie clear and open, as the flat, treeless veldt, a cloudless sky, or a plain fact = *ukuti mba* [Lat. *pateo*, I lie open; Ar. *ban*, to be clear].

**kwa’Ba** (*Bha*; s. *k*), n. Country open and flat, where all is plainly visible=ii(li)-Ceke.

**ubu-Ba** (*Bha*), n. Utter bareness, as of a treeless plain; utter destitution, as of a poverty-stricken man; absolute devastation, as of a country after a war or visitation by locusts.

**Ba** (*uku*), *v.* = *eba*.

**ukú-Ba** (*ukwa-Ba*, s. *k*), v. To steal; n. Stealing = *ukw-Eba*.

**Ba**, pers. pron. They (nom.); them (acc.) — used with nouns of the 1st. cl. 3rd. pers. plur. [Ga. MZT. Chw. etc. *ba*; Cong. *be*; Her. *we*; Sw. *nya*; Ya. *wa*].

**u-Bá’** (abbrev. of *u-Bani*), interr. pron. Who? whom?

Ex. *kwasha*ba? who said so?
u-Baba, n. My or our father (nearly always used without any poss. pron.); my or our father-in-law (whether husband's or wife's father); my or our n-Babekazi q.v., of any description, male or female; used out of respect to a chief or person of consequence; also by a servant to his master; or by a woman when courteously addressing a man; or to a boy by way of coaxing [Skrr. tata, father; pa, protect, nourish; Hi. dada; Chal. abba; Ar. 'ab; Sw. Su. etc. baba; Mamb. papa; Sa. ba; Ang. MT. tata; Her. lal; Mon. tia; Ak. aña; Lut. jam; Di. wa; (cp. Xo. bawo); Bo. baba, grandfather; Ha. baba, chief, man of consequence].

Ex. ara, 'baba! oh! father! — equivalent to the common Eng. expression 'oh! mother,' and used by males, in a sportive way, to express some slight laughable surprise.

Bába, ukuti (Bhába, ukuthi), v. = babaza (bhabhaza).

Baba (pass. Batshwa), v. Be disagreeably strong (in various ways) to the taste; hence, be bitter, as aloe; be acrid, as tincture of iron, or the fruit of the arum-lily; be very salty, as brine, or sea-water; be very sour, as yeast; be very acid, as vinegar; be pungent, sharp, 'strong,' as highly fermented beer, or soda-water; be prickling, stinging, itching, irritating to the skin, as a nettle; or, metaphor, to the heart, as a tantalising object or anything strongly exciting. See isi-Hadzolo; isi-Halamahoyo. [Bo waana, smart; Her. waru, bitter].

Ex. buyababa lobu/batshwala, this beer is strong, pungent (with carbonic-acid gas).

ubatshwe ngqayi, (or udaka, or ukukalabana), he is made to itch by snuff (i.e. by the strong desire for it), or by anger (burning within him and wanting to be let off), or by speech (i.e. by the desire to make known what is mentally irritating him).

Baba (Bhabha), v. Catch, as a bird (acc.) by a trap or entanglement; hold fast or firmly, as deep mud might an ox or wagon that has sunk therein—this word is rarely used in the active form, being nearly always transposed into the passive form babwa; also = babaza (bhabhaza).

Ex. kwaqala kwaribjeca inkobi, manje kubajice inyola, first the oxen got stuck, now the wagon is stuck.

P. kubajice/ekoshayo (inyoni), it is the one (bird) that hops about the ground that gets caught in the trap (not the one flying in the air)—implying that it is dangerous to be always going about here and there, instead of staying at home; accidents are mostly in the travelling.

i(l)-Baba (Bhabha), n. An isibongo or nickname for a fiery-tempered, spirited young-man, to whom also the longer form, u-Mababakuzana, might be given.

i-mBaba (Bhaba), n.—only used adverbially in the form nyembaba, to express 'openly, outright, clearly,' as of one's talk, evidence, confession, etc.

Ex. indabu riyisho (or wagibeka) nyembaba, he stated (or placed out) the affair openly (without any mere hinting, attempts at concealment, etc.).

i-mBába (Bhaaba), n. Unsound, badly-shaped pumpkin, generally discarded on the field (= i-nGrwele); hyena (= i-mPisi).

um-Baba, n. 5. Wild-chestnut tree (Cata
dendron Capense) (N. fr. Xo.).

uku-Baba, n. Strength; bitterness; sourness; acidity; pungency; itchiness, etc. See baba.

u(l)-Babadhlolo (Bhabhadhlolo), n. Tall, sturdy, well-built young-man. Cp. i(li)-Jaha.

Babagogo, int. = babashaue.

u-Babakazi (s. k.), n. = nBabekazi.

Babala, v. Come or go anywhere in regard to or about any particular matter (acc.) or to any particular person (used in perf.); set off, start suddenly doing or saying anything; provoke a person (acc.), as to quarrel or fight (= qala).

Ex. kukona munthu onyans'ebabala inkowo, umainini ebuya na? is there any body who can get to come about a beast, while the kraal-head is absent?

ngibhola uBani, I have come to, for, or about So-and-so.

wababala wanyishaya, he just started off thrashing me (without any warning or provocation).

i-mBabala (Bhabala), n. Bush-buck (Antelope sylvatica), male or female; (N) female only of same. Cp. u-Nkouka. [Ya. nbavatla].

Bábalala, ukuti (Bháballala, ukuthi), v. Lie or fall sprawling, sprawl flat out on the belly or breadth of the body, as a child falling, or a woman lying on her belly, or an old nut falling down in a 'squat' manner = babalala.

Babalala, (Bhabhalala), v. = ukuti babala (used in perf.).

um-Babalala (Bhabhalala), n. 5. = um-Dhlekedhie.
Babama (Bhabama), v. Flap out the wings, as a bird when caught in a trap; fling about the arms, as a man wildly gesticulating; pouce or spring at a thing (acc. with elu form), as a cat at a mouse (cp. badama).

u-Babamkulu (Baheumkhulu), n. My or our grandfather, or grandfather's sister or brother (i.e. great uncle). Cp. u-Mabemkulu.

u-Babana, n. Step-father (the title being somewhat contemptuous, is not liked). Cp. u-Wava.

isi or um-Babane, n. 5. Any bitter, sour, sharp-tasted, stinging thing = iliilli-Hlababa, isi-Hahadolo.

Babashane, int. Dear me! oh my! — as when a fatigued person sits down for a rest, or when one expresses, in a sportive way, astonishment at some tale or action of another (mostly used by males) = Babagoyo. Cp. maneshane.

Babaza, v. Express astonishment at any thing (acc.), whether of displeasure or admiration; hence, speak with praise or admiration of a person (acc.) or thing, as to its astonishing excellence, etc.; be surprised at the astonishingly bad doings (acc.), etc. of a person or the bad qualities of a thing; have a very handsome appearance, whether by natural physique or get up. Cp. mangala; bonga.

Babaza (Bhabaza), v. Squelch, make a squelching sound, as a frog when thrown on the ground, or as the person throwing it (acc.) = ukuti baba (hhaba).

Babaza (Bhabhaza), v. Bubble, babble, as the water of a brook among the rocks. i-mBabazane (Bhabazane), n. Stinging-nettle, used medicinally to induce sexual irritation (cp. i-mBati); regiment of girls preceding the i-nZawu, and the last formed by Shaka.

um-Babazo, n. Any foppish peculiarity of dress to attract admiration, as a long iliilli-Beshu.

Babé, ukuti (Bhabé, ukuthi), v. Come down upon in a thickly-covering, encompassing mass, as locusts swarming down in a field, a lot of people crowding over a fire, or as an outbreak of disease universally attacking a kraal.

Ex. sekute baba izinyoni entsimi, it is now thickly covered with birds in the field.

iliilli-Babe, or Babé (Bhabe), n. Discoured spot or patch on the skin, where a sore or burn has originally been.

u(lii)-Babe, n. Name of two varieties of long broad-leafed grass (Panicum excur-
u(lu)-Baca (Bhaca), n. Person habitually lying 'sprawled' out; hence, one absolutely without strength, as when in the last stages of illness; one chronically sick, a confirmed invalid. Cp. um-Cambayiya.

Bácalala, ukuti (Bhácalala, ukuthi), v. = ukuti baca.

Bácalala (Bhácalala), v. = ukuti baca.

i-mBácambaca (Bhácambáca), n. Any soft, semi-liquid, slushy substance, as mud = i-nTácamtáca.

Bácaza (Bhácaza), v. Make anything of a soft, semi-liquid nature lie out expanded, splash-wise, as porridge (acz.) or mud by throwing it or letting it fall = ukuti baca.

Bácazelá (Bhácazelá), v. Splash or slush anything, as a wall, a table, or person (acz.), with anything (with nga) of a soft semi-liquid nature, as above = báceke.

Báceke (Bháceke), v. 'Slush,' splash, bespatter a thing (acz.) with any softly expanding, semi-liquid substance (with nga), as when throwing mud on a wall when plastering it, or letting cow-dung or porridge fall about the table or floor; bespatter a person (acz.) as to his character by making foul charges against him; begin to show cobs, as mealies (caskela) = táceka.

(i(lu))-Báceke (Bháceke), n. Very small girl's umutsha, having a mere apology for an isi-gege or front-piece and a very narrow loin-band of beadwork.

Bácekeke (Bhácekeke), v. Get so slushed, splashed, or bespattered, as above.

Báda báda, ukuti (Bháda bháda, ukuthi), v. Stagger about, be unsteady on one's legs, as a person intoxicated or wading through slippery mud; walk with a staggering, unsteady gait, as a traveller thoroughly exhausted; do anything (properly with the feet) in a clumsy manner (cp. pama泽ala); flounder helplessly about in one's talk, as a person quibbling or giving concocted evidence (= manaza) = badaza, badazela [Sw. Ga. bata, duck; Her. taka, waddle].

(i(lu))-Bádabada (Bhádabáda), n. A clumsy, awkward person (properly on the feet, though also freq. used in a general sense). Cp. i(lu)-Palapama.

u-Bádakazi (Bhadakazi), n. Profound sleep — only used in the phrase kwe-ku'bádakazi (isikuti), at the time of deep sleep i.e. about midnight.

(i(lu))-Bádakezi (Bhadakezi), n. Big, broad, flat foot.

Bádalala, ukuti (Bhádialala, ukuthi), v. Lie sprawling or at full length on the ground, as a drunken man, or an ox in the mud = ukuti patalela.

Badalala (Bhadalala), v. = ukuti badalala.

Badama (Bhadama), v. Come down upon suddenly or by surprise, pounce upon unexpectedly (not necessarily with any springing of the body, merely by suddenly appearing over), as a highwayman suddenly coming down upon a person (acz.) he has been betraying, or a thief taken in the act, or as a cat surprises a mouse. Cp. bahamela.

Ex. w' étuka, ipogisa selembodene, he started to find the policeman already upon him.

u(lu)-Bádane (Bhadane), n. General outbreak or epidemic of disease.

Badaza (Bhadaza), v. = ukuti báda báda.

Badazela (Bhadazela), v. Go along in a staggering, unsteady, clumsy, floundering manner, as when walking or talking = ukuti báda báda.

isi-Bádzi (Bhadazi), n. Any person or thing unduly 'squat,' low and broad, as a short thick-set woman, a broad low hut, or squat beer-vessel.

(i(lu))-Báde (Bháde), n. Certain veldt-herb, the white under-skin of whose leaves used to be stripped off for fringes and body-ornaments.

Bádeka (Bhadéka), v. Roast by burning, by putting right into the fire, as boys meat (acz.); over-roast, burn, as a mealie-cob (which should be placed near, not in the fire).

Ex. ukwe-ze-bádeka umilekile, to roast oneself over the fire i.e. sit very close over it.

u(lu)-Bádeka (Bhadékä), n. South-African leprosy (N) = u(lu)-Qoko.

N.B. Leprosy seems to be quite unknown in Zululand, and no name exists for it. See i(lu)-Nitiki.

Bádhla, ukuti (Bhadhla, ukuthi), v. Place or throw carelessly down in a broad expanded heap, as one might his blanket (acz.); place or throw oneself flat down on the buttocks, squat down, as a Náive woman = bádhla; be or get so placed or squatted down = Bádhláza.

Bádhla (Bhadhla), v. Boil in a bubbling, spluttering manner, as any thickened semi-liquid food like porridge (= swata). Cp. bila; bádhluza; iyázelá; stow away, pack away into, as goods (acz.), grain, etc. into any basket (with nga) or other receptacle (= pahla).

Bádhlaza (Bhadhlaza), v. = ukuti bádhla.
Badhlazeka (Bhadhlazeka), v. = ukuti badhlu.  
Badhlu, ukuti (Bhādhlu, ukuthi), v.  
Break open into broad sores, or become marked with extensive open wounds from burning, etc., as a person's body; become 'all holes' i.e. with staring open spaces (not mere tears), as a person's garment = badhlu, cp. camuka; make become as above = badhlu, badhluza; cp. camusa.

isi-Badhlu (Bhadhlua), n.  
Broad open sore, as from a burn; broad staring hole, as in a blanket.

Badhluka (Bhadhluka), v. = ukuti badhlu.

Badhlu or Badhluza (Bhadhlu, Bhadhluza), v. = ukuti badhlu.

(iii), or isi-Badu (Bhada), n.  
Large-sized spot, as below = (iii)-Gqaba.

Bādu bādu, ukuti (Bhādu bādu, ukuthi), v.  
Be dotted or marked with large-sized spots, as a pig, leopard, cloth, etc. = baduza; put on, or mark with such spots = baduza.  
See ukuti ggaba.  
Cp. ukuti kifi kifi.

Badula (Bhadula), v.  
Tramp along a great distance over the country (acc. = lit. spot it all over with footmarks); bar, as the doorway of a hut (acc.) by a thick cross-bar (see u-Nobadule).

u-Badule (Bhadule), n.  
used only in a jocular sense as personification of a tramp's feet.

Phr. waħaambo, 'Badule ka' Lonyaco! thou goest well, good feet of mine!

Baduza (Bhaduza), v. = ukuti badu badu.

Baduza (Bhaduzeka), v. = ukuti badu badu.

u-Bafazini, n.  
Hen-pecked husband, or one mastered by his wives (= u-Wumokwe- 
nina); or an 'old woman' of a man, always with his wives.

Baha (Bhaha), v.  
Rave, as an angry man at a person (acc. with ela form); rage, as sickness or famine.

isi-Baha (Bhaha), n.  
Fever-tree, whose very hot and pepper-like rooted-bark is used for malarial fever and as an expectorant.

(iii)-Bahu (Bhahu), n.  
New skin-petticoat or kilt of a woman before it has been blackened for wearing.  
Cp. isi-Dwaba.

isi-Bahu (Bhahu), n.  
Angry, absolute person, who domineers over all.

Baka (s. k.), v.  
Rage, be furiously active, as an epidemic of disease, a great grassfire, or a person giving full play to some passion or evil propensity.

Ex. uBani uba ke ngokwela (or ubakile 
kwebeni), So-and-so is going at it strong with his thieving.

(iii)-Baka (Bhaka), n.  
Veldt-pond (= iii-i-Cibi, iii-Damu); pl. ama-Baka, great abundance, 'ponds-ful' of u-tshwala (= ama-Damu).

Ex. kweku ama-baka nje, it was just ponds (of beer), we were just swimming in it.

Bāka bāka, ukuti (ukuthi, s. k.), v. = ba-

ka-

(iii)-Bakabaka (Bhakabaka), n.  
Person with restless eyes, as though of a timorous, suspiciously cunning nature (see bakaza); fine-looking person, of attractive appearance, male or female.

isi-Bakabaka (Bhákabhaka), n.  
Great ex-

panse of water, as from a river that has over-flown its banks; a flood.

um-Bakabaka (s. k.), n.  
= um-Gembele-
zane.

(iii)-Bakabolo (Bhakabholo), n. = (iii)-Pa-

kapol.
something; chew or eat with a quick nimble movement of the mouth, mumble, as a rabbit or old person without teeth (cp. mmunuta).

Bakuza (Bhakuzza), v. Flap or flutter about, as the wings of a bird when caught, or a flag in the wind = ghubaza.

Bakuzeela (Bhakuzzelo), v. Flutter at the diaphragm i.e. palpitate, as a man after rapid running; flutter or be flurried with timidity.

Bajaza (Bhaajaza), v. Look in the eyes as though conscious of guilt. Cp. bakaza; nyeza.

Bala, adv. A fact! actually, so then, really, indeed, etc. = expressing surprise with doubt, surprise with admission (= mba-la, imbala, nembala); adj. a mere (one), a single (one) = gen. in a dispensing sense (= mbalu) [Sw. wazi, clear. Cp. Sw. waze, count = Z. balu].

Ex. balu. kwaza kwatlulu, actually, it got to come right!

angina'nmuntu, mibala momfunu obala, I have nobody, not even a single boy.

Bala, v. Count, as cattle (acc.); go over, one by one; calculate, as the effects of an action. [Skr. bhajami, I allot; Ar. manuch, reckon; Sw. waza; Her. vara; Bo. tala; Ga. gata].

Ex. kakubali konke loko, he doesn’t take all that into account.

Bala (Bhalu), v. Make scratched figures or delineations on anything (acc.) with the nails or a pointed instrument (= kwebo); hence, write (M), as a letter (acc.), write down, register, enter, as a person (acc.) or thing.

Phr. mMani mbalule, So-and-so has been written down i.e. enrolled or called out to work on a road-party.

(i-li)-Bala, n. Spot, of any kind, as on a leopard’s skin, on a dress, on the veld when grass has been cleared away; an open-space, court-yard, as outside a kraal (= i(li)-Gecke); spot specially cleared in a field for the temporary stacking of Kaffir-corn when cut; distinguishing colour-mark or pattern, of cattle, all of which marks have separate names — see tlongu, wasa, etc.

i-mBala (Bhalu), n. = i-mBali.

um-Bala, n.5. Colour, as of anything; shinbone, tibia [MZT. nu-balu, colour; Her. otyi-nara; Cp. Her. oku-nara = Z. ukuba-la; Sw. buya, scraggy].

Phr. ukuba nembala or nembilu, to have thin scraggy legs, without calves.

semyi'mikomo enombala, I am now become

a ‘spotted’ beast in the land i.e. disagreeably famous in some bad sense — as the father of a young-man whose crimes are the talk of the country.

(mbalu) obala babili, one who is of two colours, i.e. double-faced, skilfully joining either side as circumstances require, as a man who sometimes pretends to be a Christian and at other times a heathen. Cp. u(lu)-Dimi.

u(lu)-Bala, n. Open, empty country or spot, clear of trees and other objects, or unoccupied by people (= u(lu)-Qanggalazi; cp. i(li)-Cekc; (i-li)-Gecke); hence, an empty, useless thing, a nothing; empty stuff, as talk (= i(li)-Ze); used adverbially as ubala, to express ‘ vainly, for nothing’, or as nyeba, in a similar sense (= nyeza); loc. obala, in the open, in the open country; hence, plain, visible to all (with kut) [Ar. khal, open country; Sw. wanda].

Ex. ngebali, uMehu, etc. ubala uje, he is merely talking (working etc.) for the air, for nothing, to no purpose.

mManzi ake azobala, your words are out in the open, obvious, perfectly plain.

mManzi rokobo azobala kiti, there a person just finds cattle in the open i.e. without even having to look for them, without any exertion.

i-mBalakabili (Bhalakabili), n. One who shows two colours, a trimmer — see um-Bala.

Balakaca (Bhalakaca), v. = balakaza.

Báikaka, ukuti (Bhalakaca, ukuthi), v. = ukuti balakaza.

Báikaka, ukuti (Bhalakaca, ukuthi), v. Fling down in a flat-falling, flopping, sprawling way, as a wet hide (acc.), or anything of a similarly soft nature = balakaza; get so flung flatly or flop down; get thrown, or lie, sprawling, as a man in the ground = balakaza. See ukuti dalakaza.

Balakaza (Bhalakaza), v. = ukuti balakaza.

(i-li)-Balakaza (Bhalakaza), n. Big, clumsy, ‘sprawling’ foot or hand; large clumsy boot. Cp. i(li)-Baxakezi.

Balakexeka (Bhalakexeka), v. = ukuti balakaza.

isi-Balala (Bhalala), n. Woollen blanket having coloured stripes on one side but plain brown on the other (N. fr. Xo).

Baleka (s. k.), v. Run away, openly or known to others; escape, flee openly. Cp. eqa.
P. kubalaka chlatshwago (inkono), it is the ox that is gored or stuck that runs away, i.e. do thou likewise and clear, since the abatakati have already given you evidence of their presence (perhaps by the death of some person).

Balekela (s. k.), v. Run off or away to a person or place (with ku or loc.); run away from a person or thing (acc.); run away after or for a thing (acc.), whether actually, or mentally (metaphor.) as when drawn or made to run off towards any particularly attractive article among a selection; make straight for a certain spot aimed at, as an assegai.

Balela, v. Recount or enumerate for a person the details of an affair (doub. acc.); shine brightly or hotly, as the sun (used in perf.) [Lat. caleo, I glow].

Ex. libaleka umhlaba ilanga, it (the sun) is hot to-day. 

libalele isango, or elevunazi, etc., it is shining with a stiling glare, or with a ball of a sun (i.e. tremendously hot), and so on.

um-Balela, n. 5. (N) = u-Nyazi.

um-Bali (Bhali), n. 1. Writer; clerk (chiefly that in a magistrate's office).

i-mBali (Bhali), n. Peculiar skin-spot caused in numbers on the legs of Natives from 'scorching' themselves i.e. sitting too close over a fire (= i-mBala); flower, blossom, of a plant or tree (cp. i-mPoke); pretty-featured person, male or female (i.e. Baqa, um-Ceko) [Lat. flos, flower; Ar. fatah, to bloom; A. Sax. blossom, flower; Her. o-ngara].

Ex. ukabelela imbali cunjani? what kind of a flower has it (the plant)?

isi-Bali, n. Flower of the pumpkin plant = isi-Gwee.

Balisa, v. Recount, relate to a person all the details of a case (doub. acc.); go over within oneself, consider successively all the many points of an affair, as a sorrowful person thinking over to himself all his troubles (acc.); turn over thoughtfully in one's mind, as an affair (with nga) about which there is some doubtfulness (cp. ngabaza).

Balos, poss. adj. Its — used with nouns of the 2nd cl. sing. — see ao.

isi-Balo (Bhulo), n. Work-party, called out by a chief for doing Government works, mainly road-work; such a road-party.

isi-Balo, n. Cypher, figure, in arithmetic (M).

um-Balo (Bhulo), n. 5. = um-Cwanyane; also (M) a writing, document; plur. umBalo, the Scriptures.

um, or u(ul)-Balu (Bhulo), n. 5. = um-Gede.

i-mBaluko (Bhaluko), n. Bag or long pouch, for carrying the sniff-box, etc., and made of the skin of an unborn calf (N).

Bamazela (Bhamazela), v. = pamazela.

i(li)-Bamazi (Bhamazi), n. = i(li)-Bamaza.

Bamba (Bambha), v. Catch, as a person (ace.) pursued; grasp, lay hold of, as the horns of an ox; get hold of, as a fish with the line; grasp with the intellect or memory, as an explanation of anything; keep, as a law; keep hold of, as a thing placed in the hands; keep back, hinder, delay, as a person from action; catch, discover, as a thief in the act of stealing; lay hold of for curial purposes, rape (actually, or only with such intention), as a girl; catch the throat, stick in it, as distasteful food that won't go down; engage in battle or close fight (more freq. bambana); take up for a time, a particular job (only used in certain connections) [Skr. bandh, bind; Ga. baka, catch; Sw. kamata; Her. kambara].

Phr. uku-bamba onges'ntsi (umdomo), to lay hold of the lower lip, as a Native does when amazed = to be overcome with perplexity, not know what to do, what course to take.

uku-bamba ongas'ntsi (umdomo), to lay hold of the upper lip = to feel the heart lighten, be filled with a little hope, feel less seriously, as after grievous excitement, sorrow, etc.

uku-bamba itola, to take up toght work i.e. work for daily payment.

uku-bamba umdomo, to hold the mouth i.e. to be overcome with amazement, as before anything wonderful, calamitous, etc.

uku-bamba imhlela, to take hold of the path i.e. to address oneself to one's journey, go on one's way.

uku-bamba is'ulu, to grasp at the sky i.e. be unduly ambitious, seek what is altogether beyond one.

uku-m-balalo isamuku (umutini), to stifle, smother one.

uku-balalo umkono otile, to take this or that arm (i.e. hand) = to go to right or left.

uku-bamba umdomo, to catch hold of the penis i.e. to become effectively covered, conceive, as a cow.

uku-bamba umzimba, to lay hold of the belly i.e. begin to put on flesh, as after sickness.

uku-si-bamba, to hold i.e. restrain oneself, exercise moderation or temperament.

u-Bamba (Bambha), n. A stage made of sticks or branches placed crosswise upon stakes and used for stacking something (as Kafir-corn) upon, or to act as the
floor of a watch-hut or a corn-crib; (N) one of the cross-beams or rafters of a Native hut, going from side, not from fore to aft (= um-Shayo. Cp. um-Janjato).

[i(i)-Bamba (Bambhaha), n. Canine-tooth, of dog, etc. (C. N.); also (C. N.) = isi-Fociya.

Ex. kamba lokuza-yi isini, a belt to bind herself round the belly — a name given to a bullock presented to a bride’s mother (C.N.) = umu-Mba.

isi-Bamba (Bambhaha), n. = isi-Fociya.

Bambabula (Bhambhathala), n. Deal a blow on the body of a person (acc.) with the length of some supple instrument, shambok, or switch, such as would leave a mark = tendebula. Cp. tarabula.

Bambala v. (C. N.) = bambelela.

Bambalala v. Neglect, disregard, as a child its parents (C. N. — see bembesela; talasa); also (C. N.) = babalala.

Bámbalala, ukuti (Bhambhalala, ukuti), v. = ukuti ja.

isi, or u(lu)-Bambalala (Bhambhalala), n. Any long body lying extended on the ground, as a long stick, post, etc.

Bambalaza (Bhambhalaza), v. = ukuti ja.

Bambalazi, ukuti (Bhambhalazi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti ja.

Bambana (Bambhana), v. Catch hold of, grasp one another; grapple, wrestle; engage one another in argument or dispute.

Ex. asiambane, let’s have a wrestle.

Phr. uku-bambana ngasandhla, to shake hands.

isi-Bambane (Bambhane), n. Thick, dense, closely-packed together cluster or accumulation of several separate objects, as of huts in a kraal, kraals in any particular spot, or stripe along side stripe (as of a whipping) on a person’s body = isi-Dhlavela, isi-Xakaxolo, isi-Dhlidhli. Cp. um-Hlohexelekwana.

um-Bambangwe (Bambhangwe), n. 5. Certain thorny bush; hence, Mauritius Thorn, called after it. Cp. u-Sondelangange.

[i(i)-Bambahisi (Bambahisi), n. (C. N.) = isi-Fociya.

Bambata (Bhambhathha), v. Pat with the hand, as a dog (acc.). Cp. palula.

um-Bambato (Bhambathha), n. 5. = um-Janjato.

[i(i)-Bambazi (Bambahazi), n. Species of red-bellied iguana, of greater length than the isi-Onts and very destructive to pumpkin-fields.

Bambeka (Bambheka), v. Be catchable, holdable, graspable to the mind; get detained; have a hitch or difficulty in one’s speech; get hitched, as work or machinery.

Ex. ngisambambelile lapa, I am just detained here (at some work I cannot leave).

alibambeki leli:xoBe, this hatchet doesn’t easily get held, is awkward.

Bambela (Bamhhelela), v. Hold, or catch something for a person (doub. acc.); act as substitute for another (acc.) at some work (with ku or loc.); take a turn, as at any work; reach as far as.

Ex. wati anginambalele uku luube lany, he said, might I hold on for him (i.e. take his place) for a day.

ngiyakukumbambela lelo'xwe, I shall take care of that word for you = I shall not forget it, shall pay you out for it some-day.

Phr. uku-bamhelela ekhanda, to hold the hands to the head, i.e. to wail or perform the isi-Lilo custom, as women do.

im-Bambela (Bhambhela), n. = i-nGwane.

Bambelela (Bamhelelela), v. Lean forward in a kneeling posture with the palms of both hands on the ground; also = bmbela.

i-mBambelela (Bamhelelela), n. = isi-Bambezelo.

Bambezela (Bamhezela), v. Detain, delay, as a person (acc.); continue holding tightly, as on to anything (with ku); hold on, keep on, as at any work [Ka. bandizira].

i-mBambezela (Bamhezela), n. = i-nGwane.

isi-Bambezelo (Bamhezelo), v. Cause of detention.

Bambisa (Bambhisa), v. Cause or help one (acc.) to hold on at any work i.e. give him a hand or keep him company thereon (with ku).

isi-Bambo (Bambho), n. Blacksmith’s vice (M).

u(lu)-Bambo (Bambbo), n. Rib, of man or beast; face-scrapers, made of rib-bone (= n-Pepeta) [Sw. ubavu; Ka. be-bavu; Her. oru-pat].

Phr. yek'umumbo lwendlele u-dhlavela e-nhlanhla! alas! for the rib of an ox (a prime part of the beast) eaten in a hovel! — expressing disgust at the daughter of some important man having married into a common family.

i-ximambono, umateya, ngkutiya ubumebele (or umovuny), the ribs are the obstacle, keeping back within, one’s blood (or painful feelings) = great is my grief within, but nobody sees it for these ribs which prevent my heart from being shattered.
Bami, **poss. adj.** My - used for 1st. pers. sing. - see *ami*.

*Bamu, ukuti (Bhànnu, ukuthi), v. = banamu, i(li), or um-Bamu (Bhànna). n.5. = i(li)-Baka.*

Phr. *amabantu otshwala*, great abundance, 'floods' of beer.


Banumuza (Bhànmuza), v. Wade, flounder, as through deep water when cross- ing or bathing; talk rubbish, nonsensical tales.

i(li)-Bamuza (Bhànmuza), n. Bladder, blis- ter, such as forms on the skin when sealed with water, or as the pod of the *u-Sínga* plant; bubble, as formed by soap = *(i(li)-)Panyaza*, i(li)-Qunuwe. Cp. *(i(li)-)Pote; i(li)-Shumuzá.*

Bana, **adj.** Baddish, rather bad; freq. equiv. to 'common, inferior, old, etc.'

Ex. *uyppoke ixiqhubo enímbuta, inqunti nechile kanyaka-ya*, he wears shabby clothes and yet he is so rich.

Bánána, ukuti (Bhánnu, ukuthi), v. Lie out or be openly exposed in a numerous intermingling, as the veins on a man's body when standing prominently out, or a lot of intercrossing railway lines at a junction or of fields ploughed here and there thickly together on any spot = *bananaza.*

u-Banana (Bhànana), n. Banana or ba- nanas [Eng.].

isi-Banana (Bhànana), n. Banana planta- tion.

um-Banana (Bhànana), n. 5. Jealousy, envious feeling = *um-Ona.*

Bananaza (Bhànanaza), v. = ukuti banana.

Banda, **v.** Be cold, as water or wind; be cool *i.e.* comparatively cold, as a refreshing breeze, or cool atmosphere (= *gandu*); cleave or split wood (acc. = candu); ward off or 'cover' oneself from some danger by hiding behind a tree (with *nyá*), by speaking evasively, or hiding behind an excuse [Skr. *bhánj*, split; Ar. *berd*, cold; Her. *panda*, cleave; Sw. *katá*, cleave].

Phr. *uku-geza amanzí abandayo*, to wash away the water which is cold (*i.e.* the chill which is said to come over one when bir- ring a corpse), by going to bathe in a river after a burial.

*uku-geza, amanzí ebanda*, to wash (the body in a river), the water being cold.

Banda (Bhanda), v. Plaster a hut (acc.) by flinging on lumps of mud (with *nya = pohleke*); stow away within, pack goods (acc.) into any basket, or wagon (with *nya = pahlela*).

i-mBánda or *Bände* (Bhaanda or Bha- nde), n. Slope, as on a hill-side [Sw. *mpando*, incline].

isi-Banda, n. Flat scaly scar on the skin, as left by a burn or healed sore; any small animal about the size of a cat and of any species; a very short person (also isi-Banjana) [Chw. *lo-badi*].

Bandakanya (s. k.), n. Take or place to-gether, unite, couple, as a number of tools (acc.) held in one hand, two bul- locks in the one yoke, an extra horse tied alongside a pair (not properly used of two things coupled together one behind the other, as railway-carriages) = *bandakanyisa.* [Ang. *bandeka*, unite; Her. *pandeka*, bind].

Bandakanyisa (s. k.), v. = bandakanya.

i-mBandama (Bhandama), n. = i-mBánda.

um-Bandamu, n. 5. Ring-worm.

N.B. The ringworm is cured by placing thereon an um-Cimbiloro or an um-Nekke (slug), and allowing its mucus to remain.

u-Bande (Bhande), n. Children's game of throwing up stones and catching them on the back of the hand.

i(li)-Bande, **n.** The one half or side of a cooking-pot — only used adverbially, as below.

Ex. *isijinjí sise ibande*, the pumpkin-mash has got burnt on one side of the pot.

i(li)-Bande (Bhande), n. Belt, brace (in plur. = a pair of braces) [Eng. *band*].

ama-Bande (Bhande; no sing.), n. (C.N.) = *ama-Mbande*.

i-mBánde (Bhaande), n. Musical pipe or flute, made of the shin-bone of a reed- buck or goat (now no longer in use); also = i-mBánda.

i-mBande (Bhande; no plur.), n. Strip or strips of wood *i.e.* wood cut lengthwise from the block (not crosswise, so as to include the whole body thereof = *(i(li)-)Dumbu*), as a piece of chopped firewood, or a scantling, or walking-stick made from such a 'strip' of wood. See *banda* [Sw. *ki-banzi* and *ki-pande*, splinter of wood].

Ex. *induku yami iyin'imbande*, my stick is a strip (not cut off whole from the tree = *(i(li)-)Dumbu*).

u(lu)-Bande, n. Piece of *um-Tomboti* wood (much liked on account of its agreeable smell) cut in the rough from the tree; necklace made of numerous little black sticks cut from this wood.
**Bandeleza, v.** Inconvenience a person (acc.), block the way to free work, hamper, as by not allowing him the use of one’s tools or pots.

**Bandezela, v.** Inconvenience a person (acc.), block the way to free work, hamper, as by not allowing him the use of one’s tools or pots.

**Bandzeku (s.s.), v.** Be in a crowded, inconvenienced state through pressure; be hampered in one’s freedom, oppressed, as by one’s chief.

**Bandhla, v.** a. bandhla. (ili)-Bandhla, n. Men sitting assembeld together, a social gathering, as merely to gossip or drink beer, or for some particular business, as to hear a trial or some announcements of the chief; the men collectively of any kraal; hence (M) congregation, company of believers, sect, church.

Ex. 'bandhla! do you say so (humorously)? how funny! wonderful! — the expression is mostly used by males, and is supposed to draw the company’s attention to the good thing being said or something astonishing being done = bantu (see umu-Nyu).

rec. 'bandhla! or o! 'bandhla! or 'bandhle'epakati! — used similarly to the above.

Phr. nyixe 'kwela'bandhla nje, I have just come to warm myself at the company i.e. to enjoy the society of other men, have a little chat, etc.

**Bandhulula, v.** Disown, parent; nyazima), pretext, sharp claim supposed to have been made in another (acc.);

**Bandhulula, v.** Disown, parent; nyazima), pretext, sharp claim supposed to have been made in another (acc.);

**Bandhlulula, n.**mostly used, sect, as convenienced andndhl'epakati! — thing to be the tools surrounding one’s exclude, by kanya, (Ang. [M])

[Ang.]

**Bandhla, n.** Ex. Phr. Bandhla, i-mBando, isi-Bando, n. = isi-Bani.

um, or u(lu)-Bane, n. 5. = um-Bani.

**Baneka (s.s.), v.** Lighten up, make bright with light, illuminate, as lightning does in the heavens (= nyuzina), or a person does by placing a lamp in a room; have a sharp shooting pain in the body; other modern uses as light a lamp (acc.), light up a room (acc.) by a lamp (with nga), though occasionally heard, would seem to be grammatically incorrect. Cp. baqa. [Skr. bhara, sun; Ar. bura', lighten; bar'', lightning].

Ex. rox'ubaneke lapu, come and bring a light here.

**Banga, v.** Claim by contending for, as one son with another (with na) for the cattle (acc.) left by a parent; contend over anything (acc.); make for, journey towards (used with abbrev. perf.); give rise to, bring about, produce, cause, as any action might give rise to bad effects (acc.); bring down upon, cause for a person (acc. with ela form) some ill (acc.) [Ang. banga, make; Sw. tanya, cause].

Ex. ubande-pi? where are you making for, or going to?

ukupusa amani amabi kuyabanga u'ini, drinking bad water gives rise to disease.

nyabanga naye ubakosana, he is claiming or contending for the (right of) hisship along with him.

amayamn sako usibangela uhukunga, his words caused (for) us pain.

siddha nesibilen tina, sibanga nyoba kuy'inokono, we eat even rotting meat, contending that (i.e. basing our justification on the fact that) it is a beast (and is to be eaten).

uka-bangera nodinga, to be contended for with the grave i.e. be nearly dead.

uka-bangera usindo, to make a noise.

uka-bangelulili, to raise a dust.

uka-bangera umlali, to excite pity.

[ili]-Banga, n. Distance, as from one place to another [Ga. banga, space].

Ex. ibanga lingakana elisaka sTsirini laya euMzinto na? what is the distance from Durban to Umzinto ?

kuka'banga'lide, it is not a great way.

[ili]-Banga (Bhanga), n. Large beer-cala-bash with broad mouth; woollen blanket having large coloured squares (ep. isi-Balula).

u(lu)-Banga (Bhanga), n. One of the se-
veral sharpened stakes fixed erect in the ground at the bottom of a pit for trapping game = u(lu)-Veku.

u(lu)-Bångabanga, n. = u(lu)-Rrangarranya.

isi-Bangabatakati (Bangabathakathi), n. = isi-Qataqana.

Bangalala, v. Rage furiously, as a grassfire or angry man.

u(lu)-Bangalala, n. Veldt-plant, used to cause sexual excitement in the male (man or beast).

Bangalasa, v. Make a great noise with the mouth, scream, as when loudly crying (as a child), scolding (as a woman), shouting (as of boys playing) = rranagalasa.

isi-Bangamlotu (Bangamlotha), n. Certain bush (Antidesma venosum), growing on the coast.

i(l)-Bangana, n. Short distance, or considerable distance (according to context and manner of expression).

Ex. kuseBangana nje, it is now only a little way.

kuvBangana nje kodwa, it is rather a good way, a fair distance.

um-Bangandhlala, n. 5. Small tree (Heteromorpha arborescens), making very bad firewood — the bark is said to be used for coile and serofula and as a vermilufge for horses.

Phr. ngalit'inu ukunzi lombangandhlala, I touched a log of the umbangandhlala tree — applied to an irrelelable person, who will flare up if merely touched.

i-mBangayiya (Bhangayiya), n. Long tail-feather or feathers, gen. of the ostrich, worn on the head = um-Bongo.

Bangazela (Bhangazela), v. Run, rush, dash wildly, excitedly along, as a person or animal in a great fright (not when racing) = papaleka.

um-Bangazi (Bhangazi), n. 5. Flat-crown tree = u(lu)-Solo.

i(l)-Bange (Bhangé = loc. eBange), n. Bank (for money) [Eng.].

isi-Bangengebange (Bhangengebhangé), n. Person angrily or violently demanding anything, as food, payment, etc.

i-mBangi (Bhangi), n. Young-man who, in courting girls, trespasses on the preserves of others.

Bangisa, v. Cause (the country) to make for or be directed towards any certain place, as below:—

Ex. saluba sipamekona, salibangisa oTu-kela, upon leaving there, we directed our course (Z. the country) towards the Tukela.

isi-Bango, n. Charm, or incantation, by herbs, etc. (C.N.).

um-Bango, n. 5. Family contention, as about property, heirship, etc.; contentition between two young-men for the same girl.

Ex. mbukosana baka'Somkelisi sebang'um-bango, the heisipship of Somkelisi is already a matter of family strife.

P. umbango wend'emloneni, family strife springs up from the ashes (of the paternal heirth) i.e. has its cause in the house, is not originated outside.

Bangqa (Bhangqa), v. (C.N.) = bangqa.

Bangqana (Bhangqana), v. (C.N.) = bangana.

Bangqanisa (Bhangqanisa), v. (C.N.) = bangqanisa.

Bangquza (Bhangquza), v. Wriggle about, as a dog its tail (acc.), or a person the tongue in his mouth; fly about here and there, up and down the country, as a man running about in search of a doctor, or anything urgently needed = qangqaza.

Bangula, v. Extract a thorn (acc.) or splinter from the body, by picking it out with another thorn or needle. Cp. vungula.

isi-Bangulo, n. Instrument (usually another thorn kept for the purpose) for extracting thorns, etc. from the body.

Bæni, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti bane.

u-Bani, interr. pron. Who?; indef. pron. Somebody, a person, anybody; also used for 'So-and-so, What's-his-name' (as when narrating or illustrating, and the particular person's name is unknown or forgotten) [Ze. bhani; Ngu. mbwani; Sha. mbwani; Sw. Kag. Heh. umi; Ru. ngwani; Gu. ani; Her. iani; Nyanh. windi; Gal. ndi; Sum. nde; Chw. man].

Ex. abani rewa, iyani kalo? what is your name?

angisaqondi ukuti wushayn ubani, I am no longer certain who it was he struck.

asind'angene ekaya, ab'es'et'ini, mina! Bani! he just enters the kraal, and then says, Come here, So-and-so!

isi-Bani, n. Light, torch (in the kraals usually consisting of a stalk of tambotie-grass) — this word is used more in Natal than in Zululand, where u(lu)-Byga is the common expression; hence (M) candle, lamp.

um, or u(lu)-Bani, n. 5. Lightning (generally), whether forked or sheet = u(lu)-Nyazi [Skr. bhanu, sun; Ar. bar', lightning].
N.B. Owing to the dislike of the Natives for calling awful things by their proper names, the word in most common use for 'lightning' is merely ili-Zulu (the heavens).

u(lu)-Bani, n. Certain veldt-plant, having blue flowerets, used as a love-charm by young-men.

u-Banibani, n. So-and-so standing for the name of a person when it is unknown or has been forgotten, or in giving an illustration = u-Bani, u-Sibanibani.

isi-Bankwa (s. k.), n. Lizard; narrow in the jaw-bones of cattle.

Banqua (Bhanga), v. Unite, join, bind together side by side, as sticks (acc.), or mealie-cobs held or tied together, or bullocks in the same yoke = bandakanya.

Banqana (Bhanganana), v. Be united, joined or bound together side by side, as above (used in perf.) Cp. hlagnana.

Banqanisa (Bhanganisa), v. = banqa.

Bañqu, ukuti (Bhawu, ukuthi), v. Mark a thing (acc.) with cross-stripes of different colour, as the inside framework of a hut when alternating old (or black) and new (or white) wattles, or an eating mat when weaving it with cross-stripes of dyed and undyed grass = banqula.

i(li)-Banqu (Bhanwaya), n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Banqule.

Banqula (Bhanganula), v. = ukuti banqu.

i(li)-Banqule (Bhanquule), n. Anything with a cross-stripe or stripes, or broad crossing patch of a different colour, as the hut or mat above, or an ox (whether black or red) with a broad stripe of white going up from beneath the belly and meeting on the back (ep. i(li)-Qota; i(li)-Waba).

Banquza (Bhanganza), v. = banquza.

um-Bantaka (Bhantaka), n. 5. Kind of tall thatching grass, somewhat like tambootic.

Bantsa (Bhantsa), v. Slap a person (acc.) with the palm of the hand on the body (not on the face = mkukula).

i(li)-Bantsa or Bantsi (Bhantsa or Bhantsi), = isi-Gaya; (C.N.) a grey-bounded.

Bantsana (Bhantsana), v. = mpantsa.

Bantsela (Bhantsela), v. Present a buyer (acc.) with a bonus, throw in some slight extra as a present [? Eng. bonus].

i-mBanselo (Bhantselo), n. Bonus, extra, thrown in with a purchase, as above.

i(li)-Bantshi (Bhantshi), n. Coat (D. baatji).

um-Bantshi (Bhantsshi), n. 5. (N) = um-Xuku.

Phr. asigu! 'mbantsi ukujiva, we are not at all sure as to how the matter will thicken = we can't say how the affair may turn out, what will be the end of it.

Bantu (s.t.), int. fr. abu-Ntu = see nm-Ntu; i(li)-Bandhla.

u-Bantwanyana (s.t.), n. Emerald Cuckoo (Chrysococcyx smaragdinus).

N.B. The cry of this bird is said to be 'Bantwanyana; ning'endi! Little children! don't get married!

Banyana, adj. reduplie. dim. of bi q. v.

Banyaza (Bhanwaya), v. Look blinkingly, with watering eyes, as a person sitting in the smoke, or when, from disease, the eyes cannot bear the light; look with shy, shifting eyes, as persons who feel a disability to look another in the face = panyaza.

i(li)-Banyaza (Bhanwayaza), n. Blister, as on the body when scaled (ep. i(li)-Poti); large, protruding eye = i(li)-Bantuza, i(li)-Panyaza.

Banzana, adj. Rather wide; fairly big (in extent), whether actually (as a piece of land, or metaphor. (as a position or billet'); fairly large (in quantity), as stuff.

Banzi, adj. Broad, wide [Ar. wasiz, wide; Sw. pana; Bo. kana; Her. paranya].

ubu-Banzi, n. Breadth, width; extent (generally), dimensions, of things of surface.

Báqa, ukuti (Bhauqa, ukuthi), v. Lie down flat on the belly, sprawling or floundering = baqaza. Cp. ukuti bukuta, ukuti nqepu, becalala, babalula.

Baqa (Bhaga), v. Light up, as in a hut by means of a torch (with uga) or lamp, or as the lightning lights up the heavens (== baneka); light up, light, make to shine, as the torch (acc.) or lamp itself (== okela); light up a person (acc.) in regard to his evil doings so that he become clearly exposed to public view; also = ukuti baga — this word is much used by those who hlonipa the words baneka and kanyisa.

Ex. ngiyakubaqwa nha? by whom shall I be exposed? — as might be said by a child stealing something and cautioned by another.

u(lu)-Baqa (Bhaga), n. Native 'lamp' or torch for lighting up in a hut, and consisting generally of a dry stalk of tambootic-grass; a pretty, handsome person, male or female (= i-mBuli, um-Ceko).
person sent secretly to warn another of danger (= u(tu)-Nyandile, u(tu)-Qanga, i-N\(\text{a}\)Kasa); (C.N.) a beast given by the bride's family to the bridegroom's father 'to light up the lobola cattle' he has parted with on his son's account.

Ex. \textit{ikyangyi embangya}, a star with a torch = comet (C.N).

\textbf{isi-} or um-\textbf{Baqanga} (Bhaqanga), \textit{n.} 5. Thick, lumpy porridge of crushed mealies, mostly eaten by boys after they have attained to puberty. Cp. isi-Shwala.

\textbf{Baqaza} (Bhaqaza), v. Jump up high, kicking the buttocks in doing so, as children or an \textit{is-Angoma}; also = ukuti baqza.

\textbf{isi-Baqaza} (Bhaqaza), \textit{n.} Any broadly spread-out thing or person.

\textbf{Baqeka} (Bhaqeka), v. (C.N.) = baqza.

\textbf{Baquza} (Bhaqaza), v. = banquza.

\textbf{B\(\text{a}\)ru, ukuti} (Bh\(\text{a}\)ru, ukuthi), v. = barruza.

\textbf{Barruza} (Bharruza), v. Deal a person (acc.) a 'squealing' blow, as in the belly; throw down anything, as a fowl (acc.), with a 'squealing' sound = barruza.

\textbf{Basa}, v. Make a fire (acc.) i.e. arrange the sticks and set fire thereto (cp. pe\(\text{n}\)uba); make up and enkindle strife (acc.) [Ar. wallaz, kindle; Sw. washa; Bo. wosce].

\textbf{um-Basa}, \textit{n.} 5. Month, beginning after the middle of February, when the winter is making itself felt and fires have to be lit, and next preceding \textit{n-Nyulazibnya}.

\textbf{Basela}, v. Kindle fire or strife for a person (acc.); make it warm for a person (acc.) concerning old debts (with \textit{ug\(\text{a}\)}) i.e. rouse him up by strong persistent demand or talk; warm up for the old debts (acc.) themselves i.e. demand strongly a clearance or payment of them.

Ex. ngisaga'kubasela uweza\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\) f\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)ibani, I am just off to make warm demand for the old debts due to me at So-and-so's kraal.

kade ese kungibasela yeqwakonqo yake, he has just been here to warm me with demand about his beast.

\textbf{Basha} (Bhasha), v. Be stunted, undergrown, as a boy or plant (used in perf.) = qatu, shishibulu.

Ex. \textit{ubashile}, he is short for his age.

\textbf{B\(\text{a}\)shu, ukuti} (Bh\(\text{a}\)shu, ukuthi, — sometimes also with \textit{s.b.}), v. Do patchwise, in any sense; hence, patch a coat (acc.); patch on the piece of cloth (acc.); hoe a patch of a prospective field (acc.); burn off a patch of grass (acc.) on the veldt; be patchy, as mealies growing badly in a field; be patchwise, as the multi-coloured squares on a blanket; break out or appear in different localities, as an epidemic of disease.

\textbf{isi-Bashu} (Bhashu), \textit{n.} Patch, of any description, as above.

\textbf{Baso}, \textit{poss. adj.} Its — used with nouns sing. of 4th. cl. — see aso.

\textbf{um-Baso}, \textit{n.} 5. = um-Basu.

\textbf{i(\text{f})-Bata} (Bhata), \textit{n.} Foot conspicuously big and flat, as of a duck, or some oxen with the hoof deformed, or a splay-footed man [Sw. Ni. Ga. bata, duck; Her. o-\(\text{m}\)baze, foot; o-\(\text{m}\)baka, duck].

Ex. ukuhamba kwere, wenza wamabata, as to his walking he does it as with splayed feet i.e. goes with a slouching, slip-shod gait.

\textbf{i-mBata} (Bhata), \textit{n.} (C.N.) = i-\(\text{m}\)Bazu.

\textbf{i-Bata} (Bhatha), \textit{n.} Spring-snare for duck, etc. made of string and stretched twigs for catching it by the neck or limb = isi-Batazane, um-Esho.


\textbf{isi-Batata} (Bhatata), \textit{n.} Sweet-potato field.

\textbf{Bataza} or \textbf{Batazela} (Bhathuza), \textit{v.} Walk in a flat-footed way, as one splay-footed, with naturally weak feet, or a person walking when quite tired out. Cp. ba\(\text{a}\)daza.

\textbf{isi-Batazane} (Bhathazane), \textit{n.} = isi-Bata.

\textbf{i-mBati} (Bhati), \textit{n.} Kind of nettle, eaten as \textit{umifino} = isi-Kukuku. Cp. i-mBazazane.

\textbf{i(\text{f})-Batu} (Batu), \textit{n.} An open grassy spot or glade amidst a forest = isi-Kata.

\textbf{Bava} (Bhava), \textit{v.} = bave.

\textbf{i-mBava} (Bhava), \textit{n.} = i-Nyati.

\textbf{u-Bavu} (Bhuru), \textit{n.} Any large tin vessel, as parafin-tin, or zinc-bath [Eng. bath].

\textbf{isi-}, or \textbf{u(\text{f})-Bavu} (Bhavu), \textit{n.} (C.N.) = isi-Banda.

\textbf{isi-Bavubavu} (Bh\(\text{u}\)vubavu), \textit{n.} Wild, fierce person. See bavumula.

\textbf{i(\text{f})-Bavula} (Bhavula), \textit{n.} Barbel [Eng.].

\textbf{um-Bavuma} (Bhavuma), \textit{n.} 5. Old, shrivelled, dried-up person or animal; old worn-out earthenware pot = um-\textit{Dhlekelele}, um-\textit{Hohoho}, i-nKohlomba.

\textbf{Bavumula} (Bhavumula), \textit{v.} = bavumula.

\textbf{Bawela}, \textit{v.} Have an irresistible itching to do something prematurely, impulsively, etc., as to mix oneself up in the talk or dispute of others (acc. with \textit{ela\textit{a}} form), to blur out a secret, to be served with food before one's turn, etc.

\textbf{Bawo}, \textit{poss. adj.} Their — used with nouns of 2nd. class plur. — see \textit{awo}. 
isi-Bawu, n. Gadfly, of which there are several species; one of a regiment formed by Mbande of old men, remaining from Shaka's regiments.

Báxa, ukuti (Bhaxa, ukuthi), v. Tramp or slush through the mud, as cattle in a fold after rain, or a person walking in the rain over muddy ground = baxa. 

Cp. i-mBaxambaxa.

i(li)-Báxa (Bhaxa), n. Fork or crotch, as where two branches of a tree join; any stake or piece of wood having such a fork (= i(li)-Xastiyo); forked-junction, as formed by two rivers or roads; pretext or opportunity, for mounting in an argument or getting the better of one; plur. ama-Báxa = ama-Mbande.

isi-Báxa (Bhaxa), n. Young fat-bodied girl, of about nine years of age, such as were common in the royal kraal; forked-stump or support for propping a shelf or for laying weapons upon; plur. izi-Báxa, kind of scaffolding erected outside a hut when building, for standing on; also = i(li)-Baxakezi.

i-mBáxa (Bhaxu), n. Branch of a forked river, read, or tree; mental hitch or difficulty.

Baxabula (Bhaxabula), v. Strike a person (acc.) with a flexible instrument, as a shambok or reim = taxabula, gvarudula.

i(li)-Baxakezi (Bhaxakezi), n. Big foot with the toes spread out broadly. Cp. i(li)-Bhalakaxe.

i-mBáxambaxa (Bhaxambhaxa), n. Person or thing all covered with wet mud, as after slushing through a muddy place. Cp. baxa; i-nDaxendaxa.

Baxaza or Baxazela (Bhaxaza) v. Slush or splash along, as above—see ukuti baxa; walk awkwardly, clumsily, as a person with big or splayed-feet.

Baxela (Bhaxela), n. Girt or wrap a cloth (acc.) round the loins, as a young girl out of decency. Cp. binea.

Báxu, ukuti (Bháxu, ukuthi), v. = baxula.

i-mBáxu (Bhaxu), n. Certain creeping plant, whose roots yield fibre used in the making of isi-Nene, assegais, etc.

Baxula (Bhaxula), v. = baxubula.

isi-Báya, n. Stock-fold, pen, for cattle, sheep, etc., gen. situated in the middle of the kraal; the space (gen. shaven) enclosed by a rau's head-ring; wearer of such (i.e. of a head-ring) used joecarily [Cp. Ar. ba'ar, cattle; seraya, camp, fort; zimbabwe (originally zi-mbuke), name of ancient circular buildings in ruin in Mashonaland; Ga. ki-talu, cattle-fold].

P. ayikabi izihayu ezidili, it (a cow) doesn't kick in two kraals = a person is only lord in his own castle or domain, elsewhere he becomes a nobody.

Bayede, int. Hail! your Majesty! a word of salutation only used to the Zulu king.

N.B. Its origin, as is the case with most interjections, is untraceable. It certainly has no connection with 'bring them' (i.e. ba lete or ba yele), the orthography bayede being incorrect. The full salutation might run:—Bayede! wen'umangomusa! wen'waphakala! wen'wakiyana! wen'umlabana! Hail! thou who art black (the royal house of the Zulus being generally a dark-skinned family), thou of the inner recesses (may-be of the isi-yodhi esinwagnera), thou of the original source (of our tribe), thou who catets up (strong men) (by first having them killed and then confiscating their property). It is quite improper to apply the term to anybody but the paramount Zulu chief or king. Hence the custom, frequent in Natal, of addressing magistrates, etc., as your Majesty; is, in Zulu eyes, altogether inappropriate, if not indeed somewhat ridiculous.

Bayete (Bayethe), int. (N) = bayede.

Bayo, poss. adj. Its — with nouns of the 3rd. cl. sing.; their — with nouns of the 5th. cl. plur. — see ayo.

Baza, v. Shave, pare, or carve wood with a knife, as when making a knob-kerry (acc.), or head-rest; hence, plane, as a board (acc.).

Ex. uyabaza amapulankwe, he carves planks i.e. works at carpentry.

uku-baza induka, to make or pare a stick.

uku-baza npoko, to make or carve a meat-tray.

i-mBáza (Bhaza), n. = i-mBazu.

i(li)-Bazelo, n. Paring, shaving, chip (such as is cut off smooth with a knife). Cp. i(li)-Zubela.

Bázi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = bazimula, ukuti pazi.

i-mBázi (Bhazi), n. One who works in wood, a wood-carver.

isi-Bázi, n. Blotch, as on a person's skin or the rind of a pumpkin.

u(lu)-Bázi, n. Certain tree, yielding fibre.

ubu-Bázi, n. Tiny stinging prickles on the leaves of nettles; irritation caused by them. Cp. i-mBubabane; i-mBathi.

Bazimula, v. Glitter, glisten, as a diamond or mirror in the sun = ukuti bazi, kazimula, ewebezela.

Bazizela, v. = bazimula.
Bazo, poss. adj. Their — used with nouns plur. of the 3rd., 4th., and 6th. els. — see azo.

i-mBazo (Bhazo), n. Axe, hatchet (= i(li)-Zembe); big broad front-tooth (cp. i-nGorofo.

i-mBazu (Bhazu), n. Mussel, sometimes eaten by Zululand Natives along the coast.

Bê, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = beza.

Bê, ukuti (Bhê, ukuthi), v. Flare up suddenly, break out into flame, as when a light is put to anything very combustible.

Be, ukuti (Bhe, ukuthi) — with a prolongation of the vowel, v. Do with a great outburst of energy or passion, as an animal raving, a fire devouring, an epidemic raging, or a man asserting or denying vehemently. See ukuti be.

Beba (Bhebhe), v. Mount, cover, or tread the female (acc.), as any of the smaller animals, like a pig, sheep, goat, fowl, or as children one with another (for the cow, zeta; for the dog, pinga; and for a wife, zeka, zeta, or lundela, are generally used — cp. jeka; xova).

Beba, v. Sit or ride lying flat and straddled on another’s back, as the infant on that of its mother, or a person being carried by another over a stream.

isi-Beba, n. Coloured spot, patch, streak, or figure worked upon a ground of another colour, or alongside it, as a belt of fancy string-work in a sleeping-mat, or the different coloured spaces in a girl’s bead-girdle.

Bêbe, ukuti (Bhebe, ukuthi), v. = ukutile mbebe.

i(li)-Bebe, n. (X) = i(li)-Bebesi.

isi-Bebe (Bhebhe), n. Any broad, thin, flat plate of a thing (whether quite rigid, or only stiff), as a piece of oil-cloth, sheet of zinc, piece of headwork, or sheet of glass; broad-shouldered, spread-out person (= isi-Hlakhi) = isi-Xwexwe. Cp. n(li)-Bebezu.

isi-Bebe (Bhebe), n. Porridge of ground mealies or Kaffir-corn fermented with Kaffir-corn malt.

um-Bebe (Bhebhe), n. 5. Largest kind of amasi calabash. Cp. isi-Hlali.

i(li)-Bebebe (Bhebhebhe), n. Man always ‘growling’ or ‘jawing’ angrily at others, making the wild sound be be be — See bebeza.

i(li)-Bebegolo (Bhebhegolo), n. Obscene word denoting an immoral girl.

i(i)-Bebekazi (s. k.), n. (C. N.) = i(li)-Bebesi.

i(li)-Bebesi, n. Any food of a pleasantly mild, mellow taste, not strong or sharp to the palate, nor yet wanting in flavour; as fresh amasi, sweet i-inBondwe, nice mild beer, etc. (= i(li)-Kzekeze); speech or orders to which no attention is paid, without power, falling ‘flat’.

Bebeta (Bebetha), v. Go nimbly along in a quiet, quick manner, ‘eating its way forward, as a grass-fire creeping rapidly forward over the dry veldt, or a nimble man walking; munch away incessantly, as a person at medleys (acc.), or a goat = bubata. [Bo. bebeta, gnaw.]

Bebeteka (Bebetheka), v. Get taken nimbly along in a quiet, quick manner over a great stretch of country, as a grass-fire.

Bebeza (Bhebze), v. = mbebeza.

Bebeza (Bhebheza), v. Make the sound bhe, bhe; make the fierce, growling noise bhe bhe bhe, as a lion or leopard when enraged or excited at an attack; make a similar sound, as a goat when ravening after the female; flap about with a similar sound, as fire burning wildly in the wind; keep ‘jawing’ away, as a man or woman when angry.

Bebezelazela (Bhebhezelazela), v. Fan up, make flare with a flapping of flame, as the wind or a person with a mat might a fire (acc.); fan on, urge on, stir up, excite, as a person (acc.) to do anything, as fight, rebel, etc., or a bull to mount. Cp. bibizela.

Beca (Bheca), v. Smear, daub, anything (acc.) with mud (with nga), paint and the like = huga.

u, or i(li)-Bece (Bhece), n. Kind of water-melon, resembling the (i(li)-Kabe, though gen. eaten boiled (= u-Jeleza), great, effeminate man, an ‘old muff’. See u-Becesaflinya.

Phr. uku-graamz ubec, to kill a defenceless or powerless person, massacre an enemy when already vanquished, surrendered, or overtaken in flight.

i-mBece (Bhece), n. Blackening made of fat mixed with grass-ash, for smearing the isi-dwaba.

u(Iu)-Bece (Bheee — no plur.), n. Plant of the water-melon above (see u-Bee); (with plur.) seed or pip of the same.

u-Becesaflinya (Bheesaflinya), n. Name given to any very fragile thing, or peevish child, which will break, or full into tears, if merely touched (itl. a water-melon while still just appearing like a
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Bedhu (Bhedhu), v. Be annoyingly fidgety, vexatiously restless in one's actions or with one's tongue; hence, keep the tongue persistently on the wag at a person (acc.), as a fidgety old person constantly scolding, or a man allowing a debtor no rest when dunning for his money; fidget about, keep constantly and annoyingly on the move, as one continually shuffling about in a hut or turning about in bed. Cp. bedeleza; budazela.

Bedeleza (Bhedeleza), v. Talk away a lot of senseless stuff, as a stupid person relating some absurd tale. Cp. bezela;

Bedu, ukti (Bhedu, ukuthi), v. Do abundantly or in great degree; get done, appear, be seen, or get revealed in great numbers or quantity, as a lot of people working together, seeds growing up, etc.

u(lu)-Bedu (Bhedu), n. Fat attached to the pericardium, and the perquisite of the herd-boys; band or flat ring of solid brass worn originally round the neck, as a decoration of the highest class, by Zulu chiefs in olden times (the custom having become already obsolete in Shaka's time). Cp. um-Naka; um-Daka.

Beduka (Bheduka), v. Get done, get seen, appear, etc. in great numbers or quantity = ukuti bedu.

Bedula (Bhedula), v. Do abundantly or in great degree, as when ploughing up a very large piece of land, or when walking an immense distance (= dwengulu); begin to twist or turn the horns at the extremities, as a bullock after it has reached its prime (= ngandla; cp. shwili); also = petulula (s. p.; s. t.).

Ex. weshunga wobedula, he was off and far away in no time.

i-mBedula (Bhedula), n. Bullock that has already reached the age of uku-bedula.

Bedulumula (Bhedulumula), v. = petulula (s. p.; s. t.).

i-mBedumehlwana (Bhedumehlwana — no plur.), n. Action of inverting the eyelids, as common with children.

Ex. wemela imbedumehlwana, he turned up his eyelids.

um-Befu, n. 5. Asthma, asthmatic breathing (N. fr. Xo).

Befuzele, v. Gasp for breath, as a person suffering from asthma, or an over-loaded stomach. Cp. petufuzele.

Beja (Bheja), v. Be red, as the sky, moon behind a fog, an inflamed eye, or an angry white man's face (used in perf.) [Skr. raj, shine].

(i)-Beja or Beje (Bheja or Bheje), n. One of the ama-Beja group of Dingane's isi-godhlo girls — the kraal set apart for them at emGungundhlovu was called eBeje. Cp. (ii)-Tontsi; in-Kwelemba.

u, or isi-Bejane (Bhejeane), n. Common Black Rhinoceros, smaller and with shorter horns than the um-Kombo.

um-Bejazane (Bhejazane), n. 5. = um-Bekezane.

u(lu)-Beje (Bheje), n. Native of a very light or yellow skin (cp. ilili-Gawozi); a certain shrub.

Beka (s. k.), v. Put, place, set a thing (acc.), as on a table; instal, place in office, appoint, make a person to be a chief or policeman (doub. acc.); commit to the charge of, place under the care of, as one's children or cattle (acc.) into the care of some guardian (with ku); put down formally or decided, as the
money (acc.), for a purchase, a definite promise, etc.; stake, as a wager; put aside, put by, as food or money for future use; he fair i.e. put aside the rain or wind, as the heavens (used in perf.); drop or give birth to a calf (acc.), as a cow; pay or present the um-Beko beast or equivalent [Sw. xeka, place; Ga. teka; Yn. tayi; Bo. ika].

Ex. rambeke iพบana, he appointed him headman.

nyakubeka-a? what will you bet?
tata lokukudhla, akabeke, take this food and put it aside.

libkile manhlanje, it has cleared up (of rain), calmed down (of wind) to-day.

ubekile, kanda alaka, he is of a quiet, mild disposition, not angry-tempered.

dumulo bekukubeka uyase umaBeka, in olden times the um-beke was paid in rings of brass.

Phr. sekubekeri indhlanu uye, there has already been laid a branch (over him in the grave) = he is already as good as dead and buried.

uku-bek'indhlhebe, to hearken, pay attention to, listen to what is being told or ordered (with ku).

uku-bek'isandhla, to seek the patronage of, or adoption as a subject or servant by, some higher person (with ku).

uku-bek'induka, to place the stick (on the head of another contumently) i.e. challenge him to fight (with acc.).

uku-beka iisho, to walk or go slowly.

Beka (Bhekana), v. Look at one another i.e. be face to face (used in perf.), or opposite to (with u).

Ex. iini zi geta bekene, our kraals are face to face or opposite each other.

unuvi vakabo nyakubeka wonakiti, their kraal is opposite to ours.

ukuBekanci uunuvi wakini, opposite (or in the place opposite to) your kraal.

isi, um, or u(lu)-Bekazane (Bhekazane), n. A raging, a wild impetuous activity, as of a furious devouring fire, a raging epidemic of disease (often equivalent to English adjectives denoting such a condition, as 'raging, furious, passionate'); passion (in human beings), wild uncontrollable mental impulse to do something = um-Bezazane.

Ex. aku'nnicini, ubekazane, it is not a (mere) famine; it is a real furiously raging thing.

unake unbekazane wokwela, he has got excited (within himself) a passion or irresistible craving for stealing.

Bëkebe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Appear suddenly before one, as a highwayman before a traveller, or an unexpected visitor suddenly appearing before one's door.

Bëke, bëke, ukuti (ukuthi, s. k.), v. Wave, undulate, as a long plank carried on the head = bekezela.

isi-Bëkebeke (Bhekhebeheke), n. Big affair, serious matter.

isi-Bëkedu (Bhekedu), n. = isi-Kigi.

Bëkelana (s. k.), v. Place, lay by, provide for, as food, etc. for a particular person or time (doub. acc.); put a patch on to, as on to a dress (acc. with nga); put on, wear the izi-nJobo on one's umu-Tsha; place for a person some medicine (doub. acc.) with criminal intention, as an um-bukuti.

Bëkelana (Bhekela), v. Look for, or on behalf of (not in search of = cinya) a person (acc.).
Ex. *wosibeckelu!* you shall look for us! as shouted by a man at a hunt when he believes he has struck a buck and thereby giving notice of his claim to those on ahead.

**Bekelana (Bhekelenana),** v. Place for one another, as medicine, with evil intent; lay a wager mutually.

**Bekelana (s.k.),** v. Place for one another, as medicine, with evil intent; lay a wager mutually.

**Bekela (s.k.),** v. Lay one thing on top of another, pile one above the other, as one blanket upon another on a bed, or one garment over another on the body; lay by time after time, store up, as money (acc.).

**isi-Bekeli (s.k.),** n. An umtakati or one given to ‘placing’ medicine on paths, etc. with the intention of doing injury to certain others.

**um-Bekelo (s.k.),** n. 5. Contribution; deposit (M).

**u(lu)-Bekenywa (Bhekwenya),** n. Person with an angry, noisy tongue, always scolding, finding fault, quarrelling, etc.; one of a regiment formed by Shaka; the regiment itself.

**u(lu)-Bekenyakato (Bhekwenyakatho),** n. Species of red ironwood. Cp. *um-Ozane.*

*N.B. This tree is used medicinally as a charm against an um-Korn.

**Bekenyeka (Bhekwenyeka),** v. Be always ‘jawing’, scolding, grumbling, or finding fault in an angry noisy manner.

**u-Bek’eyahlulwako (Bhek’eyahlulwako),** n. One who looks out for the victorious (or *ili* the conquered) side with which he always craftily takes his stand. Cp. *i-Malakabili.*

**i(lil)-Bekezantsi (Bhekzantsi),** n. Large bat, a ‘Flying Fox’ (cp. *i(lil)-Lulwane*; (C.N.) also = *u-Xamu.*

**Bekezela (s.k.),** v. Wave, undulate, as a long plank carried on the head (= *bokozela, teba*); submit patiently to (with *kwin*), be patient or forbearing before ill-treatment or trouble; catch rain or dripping water, by placing a vessel for the purpose (= *kongozela.*

**Bekisa (Bhekisa),** v. Make a thing (acc.) point or go in the direction of (with *ku* or loc.); look away towards, reach away in the direction of, as a range of hills (with *aga* and loc.).

Ex. *ukufa kusabekisa pambili,* the sickness is still directed forwards i.e. is still making progress.

**Bekisela (Bhekisela),** v. Help a person to look for something (doubt. acc.).

Ex. *we! wos’umyhekisela imali yami!* here! come and help me look for my money.

**Bekisise (Bhekisise),** v. Look, look at, or look for very carefully; be very careful, cautious, etc.

Ex. *into wos’umyhekisise, woyakayitendi,* you should look at a thing properly before you buy it.

**um-Beko (s.k.),** n. 5. Meat or beer placed for the ama-Dhlozi; beast sent along with a bride by her father on her wedding-day as a present to the bridegroom’s people to be slaughtered by them (= *isi-Gado, eyokukulekela ukuzala abantu-wo*) — it is gen. accompanied by another fine bullock (eyokucela izinkomo) which itself is accompanied by a third, but gen. smaller beast (*ifil-Shoba* or *u(lu)-Swazi*), both of which remain in the kraal unslaughtered. Although the name um-Beko is gen. applied only to the first beast, the plur. *im-Beko* is used to denote the whole three collectively.

**ubu-Bukubeku (Bhekubeku),** n. General commotion of spirited activity, as below.

**Bekuza (Bhekuzu),** v. Turn up or throw up the buttocks, tail, etc., as a buck does its tail, or its rump when running, or a fowl when scratching, or a woman when strutting about at a dance; hence, act or talk rudely to a person (acc. with *ela* form); do, or work away at anything with spirit or energy, as when hoeing, walking, etc. = *pekuzu; beluza.*

**isi-Bekuza (Bhekuzu),** n. Tail of any kind of buck or goat (= *isi-Belu*; cp. *um-Tshokoko*); spirited, energetic, industrious person (= *isi-Lekupelen*); certain dance ceremony, of the women, etc., at the attaining to puberty of a girl or a boy (used with *ukw-eza* — the custom however is now almost obsolete).

**Bele, aux. verb,** expressing ‘constantly, repeatedly, continually’ = *de, jinge, zinge,* etc.

Ex. *ubel’eso,* he is always saying so.

**i(lil)Bele (with the voice raised and the vowel slightly lengthened in the last syllable),** n. Ear of Kafir-corn (*Sorghum vulgare*); plur. ama-Bele, Kafir-corn (collectively) in gen. sense, whether as grain, or in growing plant; beer made therefrom (= *u(lu)-Tshwata.* Cp. *u-Jiba; u-Nkawo; i(lil)-Hlosa.* [prob. so named from the resemblance of the pendulous ears to the female breast — see below.]

**Hi. bajree,** kind of millet (*Pennisetum Typhoidicum*); warre, another kind of millet (*Panicum miliaicuum*); Fulbe,
Beleka(Belekeqa), v. = ukuti belekeqe.

Belekeqequ, ukuti (Belekeqa, ukutla), v. Be broad, widely spread or opened out, as a wide hut, or sleeping mat; part, cut, or open widely apart, make gape, as a person's head (ace.) with a blow from an axe; get widely parted, as the seed-leaves of a sprouting plant.

isi, or um-Belekeqequ (Belekeqa), n. 5. Any broad, widely spread-out thing, as a wide hut, meat-tray or mat.

isi-Belekeqa (Belekeqa), n. = isi-Beleqeqe. i-mBeleko (Beleko), n. Skin used for supporting an infant when carried on the back; hence, hood; breast presented by a father, for slaughtering purposes, to his daughter soon after her marriage and for which she makes a visit to her home in order to hold there the feast.

Phr. akudakhe 'umbeleko nga'kufelen, the child's sack is not thrown away (absolutely through one's children dying) = there is always still hope of a child living; never despair on account of present adversities.

upakati kromkolana nembeleko, he is between the back and the sack i.e. is crying, like a child, even when comfortably carried on the mother's back — said of one who grumbles even when well off.

i(l)-Beleleendhlou, n. Certain tree (Kigelia pinnata) (N).

u(lu)-Beleleendhlou, n. Variety of the female breast, in which the organ is unusually large and long. Cp. i-nKomane; isi-Pofu; um-Nqadula; um-Vongoto.

um-Belenja (Belenja), n. 5. Skin of any small animal worn hanging as a frontal dress (in place of the isi-Nene, q.v.) by men, and sometimes by girls when in 'un-dress' within their homes = (i(l)-Bele) (Bhele).

Belese, v. Be always at a person (ace.) in a worrying, harassing way, as when dunning him for payment of a debt (with nga), bothering him with persistent begging or following, or when constantly teasing him about some old fault. Cp. bdi-lha; fukamelwa; fumdelekela; fundamela.

Beleta (Beletha), v. Give birth, as to a child (ace.), only used of women; carry straddled on the back, as an infant (ace.)
in the i-mBeleko, or a person over a stream; also mcasheta [Ar. wilid, bear (child)]; Ka. Ga. bereka, carry on back; Her versaka; Ya. geleka; Bo. eleka].

Phr. uku-lelela izinga, to carry one's feet on one's back i.e. to hasten along.

Beletisa (Belethisa), v. Help to bring forth, as a midwife assisting a woman (acc.); attend such a woman (acc.) in child-birth; cause a person to carry another (doub. acc.) on the back i.e. assist him or her thereto.

Phr. uku-zi-beletisa (inlumbazana) itunga — see ili-Tunga.

u(lu)-Belo, n. Great swiftness, as of an arrow or race-horse 'flying' (C.N.) Cp. isi-Qhub; ili-Subane. [Reg. lu-biru, haste].

um-Belo (Bhelo), n. §. Method of building a cattle-kraal with the long stakes, leaning from the inside and outside upon a common central rail, closely packed side by side; method of sewing beadwork, in which the beads are drawn closely together, leaving no interstices as in the ili-Tambo. See isi-Twetwe.

Belu, adv. used only as an expletive, to gently or politely emphasize, and often equiv. to such Eng. expressions as 'just, then, of course, you know, etc.'

Ex. kahleni belu! hold on! just wait a bit! e! yenxani belu! now then, fire away! ngiyelwa belu! I am just coming (so be patient a moment, or, be continuing slowly).

ngokuzwa belu powamile, you will hear, you know, on ahead.

isi-Belu (Bhelu), n. Tail of a buck or goat (= isi-Beleza; cp. um-Tshokolad); person with a conspicuous 'Grecian bend' or curving in of the spine and protrusion or 'turning up' of the buttocks (= u(lu)-Belu; cp. i-mPenzulu; talaza); false alarm (cp. um-Kosi); certain bird, White-breasted Dove (Tympanistria bicolor).

u(lu)-Belu (Bhelu), n. Afrikaner cattle (used without plur.), first brought down from the Transvaal Basutos about the time of Mzilikazi's raiding there, and hence called also u(lu)-Suku; person with very curved back and 'turned up' buttocks (= isi-Belu).

um-Belume (Bhelume), n. §. Certain sea-fish (N).

Beluza (Bheluza), v. = bekuzu.

Bema (Bhema), v. Take snuff (acc.; cp. helo); smoke, as wild-hemp or tobacco (acc.), or as the hemp-horn or the pipe; used idiomatically as below to express

to do off in no time, clear away completely, make a complete end of a thing (used with shaya and only in certain connections — cp. golutu); clear i.e. be off and away in no time (cp. citu) [Her. pena, blow the nose; Ovambo. o-sewi, stuff-box].

Ex. washaya wobena, he was off and away in no time, he cleared completely.

um-Belume (Bhelume), v. Finish or do off smartly, in no time, as work (acc.) or meals.

i-mBemakanyana (Bhemakanyana), n. Small or moderate snuffer or smoker.

i-mBemba (Bhemba), n. Kind of ornamental or war axe or hatchet, common among the Swazis, consisting of a crescent shaped blade of iron with a long spike in the concavity for driving through the end of a wooden handle. Cp. ili-Zembe.

isi-Bemba (Bemba), n. Branch of a palm of any kind (from the drooping curve thereof = isi-Kwepa); person bearing the head drooping towards one side, as a coy little child (= isi-Xadali).

u(lu)-Bemba (Bemba), n. Anything falling, leaning, or drooping over towards one side, as the head of some children, an ear of Kafir-corn, or a badly set lamp-glass. Cp. u(lu)-Tshekenu.

isi-Bembé (Bhembbe), n. Anything left abandoned, without any owner or inheritor; as food left in the fields or kraal by a family removing, property left by an intestate man without heirs, or girls left by a man who has no sons to 'own' them (see ili-Fa); plur. isi-Bembé, great abundance of food, as at a feast, so that it was left uneared for on all sides (cp. ama-Baka; isi-Bidhlibidhli).

u(lu)-Bembé (Bhembbe), n. = u(lu)-Bembedu.

isi-Bembedu (Bhembedhun), n. Certain hard-wooded forest-tree.

u(lu)-Bembedu (Bhembbedu), n. Any rigid sheet or plate of a thing, as a hide dry and undependable, a tray, or plate of iron (cp. isi-Rebe, isi-Xwezwe); stiff-backed, stiff-necked person, moving the whole body round when glancing sideways, as though in one rigid piece; certain bush.

Bembesela (Bhemhesela), v. Treat ungratefully, despise, disregard or dis-
Blood

Bembeso (Rhembheso), n. 5. Broad belt of stiff white ox-hide worn round the waist by the um-Twisisuze regiment, but from its inconvenience to the active soldier, afterwards abolished and cut up into a certain skin head-dress (see um-Ngume).

i(li) Beme (Rheme), n. Large supply or abundance of food, as at a feast (N) = izi-Bembe.

u(lu)-Bememe (Rhememe), n. A great rushing forward with overpowering force, as of a mightily strong wind, an inpi dashing forward, or a wild grass-fire or epidemic of disease.

Ex. mzikana kwbememe lebanelungu bega eNthunana, at the time of the on-rush of the whitemen to the Diamond-fields.

kwegenzansika umabene okukuthi, thereupon there arose a great rush forward.

Bena (Rhena), v. Curve in the back and throw up the buttocks, as young-men do to show off, or a horse mounted by a heavy man. Cp. benza; talasa.

Benca (Rhene), v. = benceza.

Bence, ukuti (Bhence, ukuthi), v. Bend about in all directions, or back upon itself, as anything hanging together by a loose joint, as a snaffle-bit, or thing allowing itself to be easily turned or folded back upon itself without breaking, as a piece of card board, tin, or oil-cloth = benceka; make so bend about, turn back or down upon itself as anything (ace.) above; twist about in all directions in one’s talk, as an evasive, crafty talker or one prevaricating = benceza = ukuti mbence.

uBence (Bhence), n. A snaffle-bit (T).

i(li)-Bencebece (Bhencebheconi), n. One who twists about in all directions in his talk, an evasive crafty talker = isi-Mbence.

Benceka (Bhenceka), v. = ukuti bence, mbenceka.

Benceza (Bhenceza), v. = ukuti bence; mbenceza.

Bencu, ukuti (Bhencu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti bence.

Bencula (Bhencula), v. = benceza.

i(li)-Bende or Bende (Beende), n. Blood flowing from the bowels i.e. the vagina (as at childbirth or during the menses), or the anus (as when suffering from piles (ep. i-Gazi); small kind of veldt rat (see i-li) Gundane).

u(lu)-Bende or Bende (Beende), n. Spleen; certain splenic disease of calves.

ubu-Bende, n. Blood found in the body of a slaughtered beast, which is mixed with minced-meat and eaten; used as an adj. in the form ‘ubu-bende, crimson, dark blood-red.

Phr. ukus-i-kwese uhubende, to preserve one’s blood i.e. to take care of oneself, guard oneself from danger.

P. isingi iyabona abu-bende, the multitude of people spoils the colllops = too many cooks spoil the broth.

um-Bendeni, n. 5. = n-Ndicosho.

Bendhla, v. = lendhla.

u-Bendhle or Bendhle (Beendhle), n. 1. = nb-Endhle.

Benga, v. Cut meat (ace.) into a long rope-like strip, for roasting over the fire; cut off a long strip of anything, as hide (ace.) to make a reem, by a succession of small slits, not by one cleat cut (ep. caya, cakaza); cut up or cut a strip out of the veldt (ace.), by burning successive small patches forming a zigzag line; cut up a person (ace.), by blows with a stick dealt right and left on the head.

Benge, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti benge.

i-mBenge (Bhenge), n. Small Native basket, about the size of a large bowl (ep. um-Helo; i(li)-Qoma); the pileus or cap of a mushroom (= i-mPenge).

i-mBengembenge (Bhengembenge) n. Serious, nasty-looking affair or law-case (= i(li)-Beleba); bad-tempered, cross-grained person.

Bengezela, v. = bengezela.

um-Bengo, n. 5. Piece of meat slit zigzag fashion so as to lengthen it, for roasting, into a long thin strip.

Bengu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = benga.

Bengu, ukuti (Bhengu, ukuthi), v. = bengula (bengula); benguza; benguza.

isi-Bengu (Bhengu), n. Wild or furious rising up, as of people in a tumult, a raging fire, or furious wind.

Ex. umoya (or umilo, or abantu) sebesusa isibengu, the wind (or fire, or people) are now getting wild, furious.

u(lu)-Bengu, n. Outer skin or sheath of a stick of imfe or a stalk of tambotie-grass, and which is somewhat sharp, and removed when eating or dressing.

isi-Bengu (Bhengu) (Bhengu), n. = isi-Bengu.

Bengu (Benguza), v. Get thrown or tosed wildly up or about, as a man’s
blanket by a strong wind, or a grass-fire when blown furiously about.

Bengula, v. Cover or go over a great stretch of country (ace.) very quickly, as a grass-fire going rapidly forward, or a quick walker covering a long distance in a very short time.

Bengula (Bhengula), v. Throw or toss wildly up or about, as a furious wind might a man's blanket (ace.), or the flames of a grass-fire (= bengula); do or go furiously, with wild vehemence, as a grass-fire in the wind or a routed impi retreating.

Benguza (Bhenguza), v. Drive wildly forward or about, as a great wind might a grass-fire.

Bentsa (Bhentsa), v. Turn up the buttocks, as a person with a deeply curved back (used in perf.); turn up the buttocks at (metaphor.) i.e. be saucy, insolent, contemptuously rude to a person (ace. with ela From) = bena, talasa.

Phr. abento unakaluka, he has his posteriors swollen out with tapeworms — vulgar term of abuse used by women (C.N.).

i(i)-Bentsa (Bhentsa), n. Follower or attendant, living on the good things of his lord (C.N.).

isi-Bentsa, n. Person with deeply curved back, throwing the chest forward and the buttocks up = isi-Belu.

Benu, poss. adj. Your — with nouns of 1st. cl. plur. — see eun.

u(lu)-Benyane, n. Certain kind of grass (Optismenus Australis).

Bene, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = benyaze. i-mBenyeza (Bhenyeka), n. Indecency of sitting on the buttocks with the thighs opened far apart (N.).

i-mBenyeza (Bhenyeka), n. (C.N.) = i-mBenyeza.

Benyaze, v. Glitter, as bayonets in the sun; glisten, as a diamond; flash, as a mirror reflecting light = evuzizela, bazimila.

i(i)-Beqe (Bheqe), n. Strip of dry skin, of the i-nTsimango, i-nTsimba, etc., worn dangling on each side of the head before the ears, as a full-dress ornament at the um-Kost, wedding-dance, etc.; hence, blinker; pl. ama-Beqe, a kind of afterdresses of men made of strips of i-nTsimango skin.

isi-Beqe (Bheqeza), n. Large, broad, flat thing, like a tobacco-leaf; skin sleeping-mat of infants = isi-Beqeeza.

i(ii), or isi-Beqeeza (Bheqeza), n. = isi-Beqe.

i(ii)-Beshu (Bheshu), n. Skin buttock-covering, of males. Cp. umu-Tsha; isi-Ne.ne; i-nJobo; i(i)-Dhlaka.

Ex. uku-binca ibeshu, to girl on or wear the buttock-covering.

Beshuza or Beshubesheza (Bheshuza or Bheshubesheza), v. Throw up the rump when running, as a buck or goat; go about 'throwing up the rump, or tail' (metaphor.), as a woman in a very short, stiffly sitting istudwana; go off 'throwing up the rump' i.e. go or run off contemptuously, as a refractory child when ordered to do anything by its mother.

Beta (Betha), v. Strike, as a nail (ace.) with a hammer, or a person with a stick; beat, work by striking, as a smith iron (ace. = kanda); pelt, as hail a person or field, or boys throwing stones; blow a pleasant breeze, as the wind [Skr. badh, strike; Ang. beta, strike; Her. vela; Kamb. aitha; Ku. wata; Gi. puta].

Ex. izwe elibe'mangwa, a country which blows pleasantly i.e. a cool, airy, breezy locality.

amangwa ubeta kumunjama wanda, there is a pleasant breeze to-day.

Phr. ibanda Luxhele, his head recedes, he has a receding head. Comp. byga.

aku-beta ikwelo, to whistle.

aku-beta ihlombe, to clap the hands.

aku-beta umgaba, to play the organ or piano.

um-Bête (Beetha), n. 5. Dew, or drops left by rain upon the grass (= ama-Zolo — the latter use is merely by comparison); hairiness about the belly (= uku-Hwanaqua).

Betela (Bethela), v. Knock or drive in, as a nail (ace.) into a board; nail, fix with nails or pegs, as the board (ace.), the soles of boots, or a fresh skin to dry; drive in or set up a stake for charming off evil, as lightning (ace.), etc.; clap the hands, or beat the hide for, as is done for a witch-doctor (ace.).

Beteleda (Betheleda), v. Operate on or 'fix' a girl (ace.), as a young-man does by certain love-medicines (see isi-Betelelo); (C.N.) put up to fight, as cattle (ace.) or boys (see qato).

isi-Betelelo (Betheledo), n. Any love-medicine used for the purpose of uku-betelela.

N.B. Take of the i-mBambula (cuttle-fish), n-Manjage (plant), n-Nqinaqile (plant), n-Zi-life (plant), ama-Futa ugenze (leopard's fat) and n-Lukumungumile (plant), each a part and mix with the spittle of any particular girl and your own; place all, carefully covered up, beneath a projecting rock in some
precipice, and the girl is ‘fixed’ firmly to you against all comers!

Beto (Betho), n. Native smithy or forge = isi-Tembo.

Ex. Ingubo wenyiukwana isapuma ebedeu, manje is'ind'ei: he was given the blanket just new from the factory or store, and now it is like this!

Betu (Bethu), poss. adj. Our — used with nouns of the 1st. cl. plur. — see etu.

Betuza (Bethuza), v. = shanga.

Beva (Bheva), v. Be wild, fierce, furious, as an ill-tempered dog or an irascible man at another (acc. with elu from) = bava, bova. Cp. bovumula.

Ex. Ncebo ngolaka endhini, he is wild with rage in the hut.

isi-Beva (Bheva), n. Fierce, passionate man, given to getting in a rage; (C. N.) one with very strong animal passions, a lecherous person. = isi-Bova.

um-Beva (Bheva), n. 5. Manner of casting lots (ukweza umbeva) practised by herd-boys, wherein two of them grasp a stick hand over hand until the top is reached. The one to whom the last place falls must then hold the stick swinging between his forefinger and thumb, while the other, with a jerk, endeavours to throw it from him. If he succeeds, he is considered free, and the other must go and look after the cattle (N).

ubu-Beva (Bheva), n. Lewdness, lecherousness (N).

Bevumula (Bhevumula), v. = bovumula.

i-mBewu (Bheuwe—no plur.), n. Seed, of any description (for planting purposes, not in the mere sense of a ‘grain’ = i-nlam-evu); (C. N.) stock or race of people, etc. (= ulu)-Hlobo. Cp. i-nThwanyelo. [Sw. Bo. mbevu; MZT. im-bewu; Mo. beu].

Phr. imbewu ihlalelilehlanga baya, the seed waits for its old ground = I am biding my time, everything comes round to those who wait.

u-Bewula (Bhewula), n. Section of the u-Mbonambi regiment.

Beza, v. Glitter, as dew on the grass in the sun; vibrate shinningly, as the hot air on a plain = ukuti beze.

um-Beza (Bheza), n. 5. = um-Embesa.

Bëzë or Bëzi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = beza.

Bezezela or Bezizela, v. = beza.

Bi, adj. Bad, in any sense, moral or phycal; hence, wicked, as a person or deed; evil, as an omen; dangerous, grievous, as a disease; serious, grave, as a matter; unpleasant to the eye, deformed, ugly; disagreeable, unpleasant to the feelings; nasty, unpleasant to the taste; difficult, troublesome, hard, as any work; worthless, useless, inferior of quality, as a coat; in bad condition, out of order, unhealthy, unsound, as a dirty vessel, an untidy hut, or a deranged stomach; (Pers. bud, bad; Ar. battum; Hi. baru; Goth. ubils; Ger. ibel; Eng. evil; Ga. Gu. Ru. etc. bi; Sn. Her. vi; Sha. wiwi; Ko. kiwa; Ya. chinwea; Kam. ehela; Hhe. Kag. etc. keha; Ze. weha; Go. yeha; Sw. bayo).

Ex. Kubikwake (nsuhlpuka, ukwebo, etc.) kumubani, his (affliction, thieving, etc.) is worse than that of So-and-so.

Bi (Bhi), adj. Same as above, the aspiration being introduced when the b follows an m.

Ex. umfana omubi, a bad boy.

imoda omubi (cobhili), a bad man.

Bi, ukuti (Bhi, ukuthi — with prolongation of the vowel), v. = biba; bibisa; also = bhiza.

isi-Bi, n. Little bit of (vegetable) rubbish or sweepings, lying about on a floor, floating in the air or in the water (= isi-Longosha); small pimple growing or formed on the eyeball, as from a forming catarrh or thorn-prick (cp. um-Langa; um-Tqwavwa).

Phr. kukuwane'tlongwasi, it is open, exposed country, without a scrap of vegetation (save grass).

wezimvelo, she is in the rubbish i.e. in childbirth, from the practice of women in this condition lying on cut-grass.

ubu-Bi, n. Badness, of any kind, moral or physical, as above — see bi.

Biba (Bibho), v. Spin round (intrans.); whirl round, revolve, as a top, a wheel, or stick when twirled round in the hand; spread, as a sore (= hlentleleka); quiver, vibrate rapidly, as a reed or assegai (= reva, rezeza).

im-Biba (Bihiba), n. Striped field-mouse, in some parts hunted for and eaten by boys = u-Hazula, um-Tendekazana. Cp. (ii)-Gundane.

isi-Biba, n. = isi-Hlunyu.

i(d)-Bibane, n. Chaps or sores forming beneath the toes, in scrofulous persons. Cp. umu-Tele.

Bibë, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Appear in great numbers, as people or cattle.

Bibi, ukuti (Bhibi, ukuthi), v. Fall to pieces
broadly, get spilt out in a wide-spread, scattered manner, all over the place, as water from a broken vessel, mud from a wall, or mealies from a fallen sack = bibiza; make anything (acc.) so to fall or get spilt scatteringly about = bibiza.

(i)-Bibi, n. Weeds or vegetable refuse gathered together in one place, as in a field or at a river's edge; sometimes applied to dry overgrown veldt-grass that has escaped being burnt off; immensely big broad person 'appropriating all the room' to himself (= isi-Kukulungu); any one of the inferior wives attached as subordinates to any of the chief huts in a Zulu kraal (see i-nDhlunkulu) [Bo. wiwi, weeds; Sw. ma-biwi, rubbish-heaps].

ama-Bibi (no sing.), n. Weeds lying about uncollected in a hoed-field; also plur. of preceding, i.e. weed or rubbish-heaps.

Bibidla, v. Bubble at the mouth, pass out dribble or food (acc.), as an infant (cp. graza); come 'bubbling' out, as water at a spring.

Bibika (Bhibika), v. = ukuti bibi.

i-mBibika (Bhibika), n. Mouth with big, hanging lower-lip 'all fallen abroad.' Cp. isi-Mbence; isi-Bumbulu; isi-Xakulu.

i-mBibimbibi (Bhibimbhibibi), n. Thing fallen broadly to pieces or scattered all about; hence = isi-Bidhlibidhli, isi-Bikibi.

Bibisa (Bhibhisa), v. Make spin or whirl round, as a top (acc.) or wheel, as above — see bibo = ukuti bi.

Bibiteka (Bibitheka), v. Break up in the face, look on the point of crying, as a child = bibha, bibhliika.

Bibiyela, v. Collect and clear away rubbish (acc.) in a newly hoed field.

Bibiza (Bhibiza), v. = ukuti bibi.

Bibiza (Bhibhiza), v. (C.N.) = bibidla; hubuza.

Bibizela (Bhhibizela), v. Whistle on, set on or excite by whistling, as dogs (acc.) at a buck, or the bull when serving a cow. Cp. haka; shishizela.

Bici, ukuti (Bhici, ukuthi), v. = bicika; biciza.

u-Bici (Bhici), n. Small-pox (so named at the time of the violent epidemic in Zululand).

u(lu)-Bici (Bhici), n. Purulent matter exuding from the eye when diseased. Cp. ubu-Tuku.

Bicika (Bhicika), v. Give forth, or run with, thick oozing exudation, as a person's body when covered with running sores, or as a dirty dish-cloth exuding greasy filth when pressed = ukuti bicici.

i-mBicimibici (Bhicimibici), n. Oozing exudation, as comes from a sore, or a greasy dish-cloth when washed.

Biciza (Bhiciza), v. Make give forth an oozing exudation, as a dirty dish-cloth (acc.); make come forth, squeeze out, as the greasy filth (acc.) therein.

um-Bicosho (Bhicosho), n.1. — see u-Mbicosho.

Bidihi, ukuti (Bhiphihi, ukuthi), v. = bidhika; bidhiza.

(i)-Bidihi (Bhiphihi), n. Thing numerously scattered on all sides, an immense quantity or number, as of people at a feast, or crops at a harvest; big, widely affecting affair (= isi-Bidhibidhi); any hobby, or petty fashion in dress, adopted by a person for a short time then dropped; person who has the habit of commencing things, then abandoning them unfinished.

Phr. angina'bidhi huboka, I have no interest or concern with that; it is not my hobby or affair = angina'bhunhu, or 'dhuhi.

um-Bidihi (Bhiphihi), n. 5. Immense number or quantity of things thickly scattered about, as people, cattle, food, etc.; also applied to the famous proclamation of Sir T. Shepstone fixing the lobola cattle at ten head, the reference being to the multitude of girls who got married in consequence thereof (= isi-Tobataba).

isi-Bidhibidhi (Bhidhibhidhibidi), n. Things scattered numerously about; hence, great multitude, as of cattle; immense quantity, abounding wherever one looks, as of food at a feast; big, serious affair, extensive in its circumstances or effects; hugely fat person or animal, with fat falling abroad on all sides; lump of jelly-like thing, seeming to shake to pieces broadly on all sides — i-mBihimbibi, i-mBidimbiki, i-mBikiza, um-Bidihi.

Bidhiika (Bhidiikika), v. Get scattered abroad, fallen apart or in pieces, as a big crowd dispersing from a meeting, an immense quantity of food all scattered about at a feast, a sod wall or pile of books all fallen down apart. Cp. bhila, bhikika.

Bidhliza (Bhidhliza), v. Cause to get so scattered about or fallen down; hence, throw down, knock down, shake down, the wall, books (acc.), etc., as above. Cp. bhiliza.
i(di)-Bidi (Bhidi), n. Variegated thing, con- mingling various colours, as a lot of beads of different colours, a tortoise-shell cat, etc.

izi-Bidi (Bhidi = no sing.), n. Sediment, dregs, deposit (properly only when settled at the bottom of a vessel) = iZi-Di- bi, iZi-Dibiza, iZi-Zika, iZi-CuEu; cp. i-nGyuba.

Phr. kwebo iZibi, there will be a general mixing up, lively times, excitement, merrymaking, as at a kraal on the day of a wedding-feast.

Bigidiza (Bhidiliza), v. Do anything in an unskilled, imperfect, bad manner, as a man any work with which he is not well acquainted, or a foreigner or child talking in a language he does not yet know = pitiliza. Cp. potololizwa.

Bihla. v. Fall softly apart or to pieces, as a clay vessel while still soft in the making; bread before baking, the flesh of a person broken out in sores; break up about the face, as a child when about to cry (= bibiteka) = ukuti bihi, bihlika. Cp. bidhlika; kiriika.

Bihli, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = bihla, bihlika; bihliza.

Ex. bati bihi, bebaleka, they ran off dispersed in all directions.

um-Bihli, n. 5. Old person (mostly women) with fallen, hanging chops. Cp. um-Bi- mbi.

isi-Bihlibihi, n. Big, fat, flabby person = isi-Bikibiki.

Bihlika (s. k.), v. = bihla, ukuti bihi. Cp. kiriika; bidhlika.

isi-Bihlikana (s. k.), n. = um-Bihli; also ‘little crying thing’ of a child, who breaks into tears for nothing.

Bihliika (s. k.), v. = bibiteka.

Bihliza, v. Make to fall softly apart or into pieces, as a clay-vessel (acc.), as above – see bihla. Cp. bidhliza, kiri- za.

Bihlizeka (s. k.), v. = bihlika.

Bija (Bhijo), v. Concentrate or ‘focus’ the eyes, so as to follow or see clearly any distant object; follow up with eyes, find, ‘spot’ a thing (acc.) being searched for; put on, wear, an armlet of grass or wire (acc.).

um-Bijazane (Bhijazane), n. 5. Stalk of the isi-Konko grass twisted into an armlet for wearing (= um-Bijo); sometimes applied to the stalks of such grass generally.

Bije, ukuti (Bhije, ukuthi), v. Penetrate or pierce into deeply, as a thorn or assegai into the flesh; make so to penetrate deeply, thrust deeply in, as an assegai (acc.) = ukuti hlose.

Bijeleze (Bhijeleze), v. Empty or clear out entirely, leaving nothing behind, as water (acc.) from a bucket, mealies from a basket; pour or let out the whole of an affair = bshopofotelwa, minyeleze.

Bijelezi, ukuti (Bhijelezi, ukuthi) v. = bi- jeleze.

um-Bijizane (Bhijizane), n. = um-Bijazane.

Bijzo (Bhijo), u. (C.N.) = um-Bijazane.

um-Bijo (Bhijo), n. 5. = um-Bijazane; headwork string, worn round the neck or loins (= um-Ginggqo); also = um- Bijongo.

um, or uulu-Bijongo (Bhijongo), n. 5. Any tall-standing thing with perpendicular sides, like a coffee-tin or tar-drum, as some Native vessels, a man’s head-ring when grown high, or a ‘chimney-pot’ hat = um-Bosho. Cp. um-Patsha.

Bika (s. k.), v. Report, as an occurrence or a person (acc.) to somebody (with ku) – see bikela [Bo. bilikita, announce].

Ex. ‘nkosi! ngis/a babika uHamu, ukuti nyagula, sir! I come to report Hamu, that he is sick.

P. babikimhiba, babik’ibuswe, they report a field-mouse, then they report a field-rat, i.e. they first report one thing, then another.

okwuhl’amalo kalayikwe, that which beats men is a thing to be reported, i.e. something unusual one would like to hear = there’s nothing a man of intelligence and will cannot do.

Bikela (s. k.), v. Report a thing or person to another person (doub. acc.).

Bikezelwa (s. k.), v. Announce beforehand, foretell, as any event (acc.).

Bikelana (s. k.), v. Report things (acc.) to one another (with u).

Biki bik’i, ukuthi (ukuthi – s. k.), v. = biki- za, bikizela.

Bik’i, isi, or uulu-Bikibiki (s. k.), n. Anything of a shaky nature, as jelly or cold porridge; hugely fat person, whose flesh shakes as he walks (= isi-Bihlibihi); large abundance of food, as at a feast; great multitude, as of a cattle = isi-Bihlibihi, i-nBibimbi, i(li)-Likiliki.
i-mBikicane (Bhikicane), n. = i-mBilikicane.

i-mBikihla (Bhikihla), n. Certain forest-tree, used for sticks.

i-mBikimbiki (Bhikimbiki), n. = (ii)-Biki-biki.

Bikinqa (Bhikinqa), v. = binqa.

Bikiza (s. k.), v. Shake (trans. or intrans.), as a person might jelly (acc.) on a plate, or as the jelly itself; prepare food abundantly, as when grinding corn (acc.) for a beer-drink, a large quantity of sunfu, etc. See isi-Bikibiki.

i-mBikiza (Bhikiza), n. = (ii)-Bikibiki.

u(lu)-Bikiza (s. k.), n. = (ii)-Bikibiki.

Bikizela (s. k.), v. Shake tremulously or with a quivering motion, as jelly, a house in a strong wind, the body with nervous twitchings (cp. hlasimula), or sheet-lightning = likizela.

um, or i-mBiko (s. k.), n. 5. Report, message, gen. of something that has happened.

Bila, v. Boil, as water (intrans. = the word referring to the bubbling action of the water; hence, not in trans. sense, for potatoes, etc. — see peka); ferment (intrans.), as beer; boil with rage [Lat. bullio, I bubble; Hi. abatna, boil; Ka. bira, boil; Ga. binba, boil over; MZT. pia, cook; Sw. pika, cook; Bo. bilibili, heat].

Ex. amanxi abilayo, boiling water.

amanxi abilileyo, boiled water (but amanzambe apestivenyo, boiled potatoes).

Phr. uZulu wabiliwa okesumuma, the Zulus were furiously enraged or excited (as in a battle).

i-mBila (Bhila), n. South-African daman or cony (Hyrax capensis). Cp. i-nGola.

P. imbila yasevela umvila yokuphelo, the cony got to be without a tail through having given directions (to others to fetch him one at their distribution) = if you want a thing done, do it yourself.

woxiveke kea'Magadlu, kea'Mhabimpholo, you will come to arrive at Magadlu's, where Mr. White-cony lives (a white cony not existing) — ridiculing the useless ambition of a person.

N.B. To drive away thunder or rain, the Natives burn the skin of a cony; but for bringing rain the porpise is the powerful specific!

isi-mBila (Bhila), n. = see isi-Mbila.

um-Bila (Bhilo), n. 5. = see um-Mbilo.

i-mBilapo (Bhilapho), n. Groin, in man.

i-mBilati (Bhilathi), n. Bone of the fore-arm (tibia), or fore-leg of beasts (C. N. fr. Xo.) — the word seems to be now unknown in Zululand, although the following phrases are used in rare cases by the women, e.g. uku-ma (or uku-tu) nyembilati, to go on persistently at a thing, peg away at it (with the feet in walking, or the tongue in talking).

Phr. senlolu u'ema nyembilati, ninyasipumzi, you have been now ever so long driving away (walking), without giving us a rest.

yikhu wamnela nyembilati, he was continually driving away at him (with the tongue, e.g. to get him to agree to something, or when scolding him, etc.).

i-mBile (Bhile), n. = i-mBilembilana.

u(lu)-Bileble, n. Any very rich, fatty food of a soppy or mushy nature, as fat of meat mixed with vegetables, a bean mash mixed with much butter or oil, etc. = isi-Bilibili, isi-Bilibico.

Bilela, v. Boil with rage at a person (acc.); boil over a person i.e. befal with vehemence, as an outbreak of sickness in a kraal.

i-mBilembilana (Bhilembilana), n. Small quantity, i.e. small brewing, of u-shwela, as for private consumption = i-mBile.

Bili, adj. Two [Ga. Co. MTZ. bili; Sw. pili; Nyan. wiri; Fer. iba; Ba. ibali; Ang. yari; Her. xari; Kamb. kele; Sang. wili; Heh. xile].

Bili (Bhili), adj. same as preceding, the aspiration being introduced when the b follows an m.

Ex. abantu aba-bili, two people.

isi, or ubu-Bili, n. The second place.

Ex. inkabi yebiili, the ox of the second place i.e. the second ox.

isi-Bili, n. Body i.e. main trunk of a thing, as that part of a man left after the limbs have been cut off, or of a tree, etc.; main or essential substance, as of an affair; hence, sometimes equiv. to 'the real truth', and in this sense used adverbially (the use of this word, though common in Natal, is rare in Zululand) ep. i-nBilenza. [Bo. aditi, truly; Her. ou-atyiri, truth; Sw. kuveli, truth].

Ex. isibili! or impela isibili! it's a fact! indeed! on my word! humour bright! (N).

usumkile isibili, he has gone off properly now, gone in real truth (may-be for a far-off place, or for good). (N).

yona (inkosi) isibili sayo, he (the chief) his own self (N).

kuya neisibili, it goes by sizes (N).

isi-Bilibili, n. = u(lu)-Bileble.
izi-Bilikico (no sing), n. = ukuta Bilebile.

Bilikica (Bhilikica), v. = ukuti bilikici; pilikici.

i-mBilikicane (Bhilikicane), n. Goose-foot (Chenopodium ambrosioides, and Ch. vulvaria) — a paste of the leaves (Ch. vulvaria) is said to be good as a styptic for staying blood-flow; the leaves are also eaten by women as imifino.

Bilikiceka (Bhilikiceka), v. = ukuti pilikici; pilikickea.

Bilikici, ukuti (Bhilikici, ukuthi), v. Fall down, or come into sharp contact with anything with a soft fleshy sound, as any soft clammy fleshly thing like a snake, a fish, a calf when born, or a wet hide when flung down = bilikickeka; make so fall i.e. throw or drop anything down, as a snake or fish (acc.) with a slushy flop = bilikica. See ukuti pilikici.

i-mBilikihla (Bhilikihla), n. Certain tree growing in coast districts.

um (plur. im), or izi-Bilini, n. 5. Entrails, bowels; sometimes applied euphem. to the sexual organs of either sex = izi-Bindi [Lat. ile, gut; pl. ilia, entrails; Sw. iui, liver].

Phr. sekekele:'izibilini kuye, the entrails have now sunk down in him i.e. he has now departed life, given up the ghost. 

unikugiyendula izibilini, to turn me as to my entrails i.e. to turn my stomach, as some horrifying sight.

umombilini omudle, he (or she) has a good breeding-organ, i.e. produces fine children.

Bilisa, v. Make to boil, as water (ace.), but not potatoes (see peka), the thought referring merely to the bubbling of the water.

i(li)-Bilo, n. Loose flesh at the throat i.e. between the chin and Adam's apple.

Ex. yek'umulunga enibolo! just look at the i-bilo or 'double-chin' of the whiteman! 

wontshoza, ukuthi kaza ibilo, if you steal, you will have a swelling under the chin (and so be detected) — said to check a child from stealing.

u(li)-Bilo, n. Dewlap or loose baggy skin hanging below the throat in cattle; certain cattle disease, marked by a swelling of the dewlap; tired, weak, flagged-out feeling, as after heavy work or a spurt of energy.

Ex. isinobilo imikono, the arms are tired out.

ns'enobilo, kasapomisa, he has had enough of it for the present, he no longer goes about after girls.

Biloza, v. Puff, pant (swellingly), as a toad, or a fat person in a close room; make an ostentatious forward motion with the head, as girls or young-men when dancing a certain kind of forward movement.

i(li)-Bimbi (Bhimbi), n. One who is a stupid at anything requiring some experience or nicety of action, e.g. dancing, singing, talking, et seq., as one who is a raw beginner thereat, or lacking in intellectual aptitude = isi-Xwe, (ili)-Dhilina.

um-Bimbi (Bhimbi), n. 5. Wrinkled, fallen 'chops' (mostly used in plur. um-Bimbi), as of an old woman = um-Jwili. Cp. um-Bihli.

Bimbetela (Bhimbhithela), v. Eat or drink to the full, to satiety.

Bina (Bhina), v. Utter abhorrent, fearful, loathsome things or expressions, as girls or boys singing lewd songs or shouting obscene language (not when conversing privately), or when a father in expelling a son from his kraal utters a curse upon him, or a person who tells another (acc. with ela form) that a certain calamity will befal him if he goes such and such a way, or a person taking any of the ordinary obscene Kafir oaths.

N.B. This custom of swearing by obscene assertions or threats is very common in Native conversation, occurring almost in every instance where, in Eng., one might emphasize the truth of a statement by merely saying 'A fact!' Prevalent Native expressions of this kind are 'dade reto! (= ngifungu isnda reto, I swear by my sister i.e. that I would rather commit incest with her than be now speaking a lie); 'baknekazi! mezala! 'Mpowu! ngilulude imibungu ka'Mpowu!'

Binca (Bhincia), v. Gird on, wear round the loins, as an umun-Tsha (ace.), cloth, etc. = vata. Cp. ambuta; gqoka.

Ex. ab'engabineile, he was not wearing any unmtho or loin-covering.

abincia inywe yake, he is wearing his tiger-skin (unmtho).

Bincilizi, ukuti (Bhincilizi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti winci.

isi-Binco (Bhincu), n. = isi-Vato.

Binda (Binde), v. Choke, obstruct as to breathing-room, as a bone (nom.) when sticking in a man's throat (in use nearly always transposed into the passive form, as below — cp. mu; ili(i)-Findo); stiffe one's inclination to speak i.e. retain silence, remain silent, when one would have expected a cry, a word, an answer, etc. (mostly used as bindela).

Ex. wabindela itumbo benlan i, he was choked by a fish-bone.
P. wabiindwa isidwa, he was choked by an isidwa stone — said of a person whose lies have been so exposed that he remains speechless — vanica isidwa.

isi-Binda (Biindla), n. Certain large and hard-wooded forest tree.

Bindana (Biindana), v. Be congested, choked for want of room, closely packed together, as people in a hut, nuncies in a field, vessels in a cupboard, etc. Cp. minganya.

Bindanisa (Biindanisa), v. Make be congested, choked for room, closely packed together, as above. Cp. minganisa.

Bindeka (Biindeka), v. Get balked in one's plans, put out in one's calculations. Cp. panduleka.

Bindela (Biindela), v. Choke oneself (metaphor.) i.e. not let a sound pass the lips, keep the mouth closed, retain silence, remain mute, as a man who when hurt gives forth no cry, or, when he ought to have spoken, remained silent.

i(li)-Bindela (Biindela), n. One who remains mute, or says nothing purposely or by self-restraint.

um-Bindela (Biindela), n. 5. A sickness or disease of any kind that doesn't 'open its mouth', i.e. which, though working away within the system, presents no locatable symptoms for one to operate upon; hence, a blind abscess, dry cough, etc.

i(li)-Bindi (Biindi — oft. in plnr. ama-Bindi), n. Sorrow or painful anger temporarily choking the heart, painful brooding disturbance of the temper such as gets relieved by opening one's heart to another or by a flow of tears — isi-Dikoz.

isi-Bindi, n. Liver, of man or beast; courage, nerve, heart for doing a thing cruel or courageous, boldness of purpose; any tree-growing fungus (— isi-Bindi somin-ti); germ inside a seed, as a bean, mealies, etc.; heart, essential internal part of anything; heart of a country, the interior parts, where the most important kraals are generally located; plnr. isi-Bindi = isi-Bitina [Her. om-penda, courage; o-mbindu, blood; — ep. u(lu)-Bindi; i(li)-Bindel].

N.B. Isibindi sengwenya (crocodile's liver) is a medicine in great request by Kafir doctors for takala purposes.

u(lu)-Bindi (Biindi), n. Thick mass, dense multitude, as of cattle, people, as it were, packed together (ep. u-Bintsi); a crowd-ed or packed-together body, a combined mass, as when the waters of two converging rivers combine together into one great body of water, or when two previously separated fields are joined into one block by ploughing up the land in between.

i-mBindolo (Biindolo), n. Very black, ugly person (ep. i-Kwischela); black, dirty-looking, uninviting food.

Bindela (Biinela), v. Utter a word of uku-bina q. v. at a person (acc.).

Bingelela, v. Greet, as the people in a kraal or field might a passer-by (acc.) or new arrival, gen. by saying sukabona. Cp. kuleku. [Gr. anigelo, bring tidings; Ga. lubilana.]

Ex. loko ukukuluma ngiyakubingelela, that (kind) of talk I hear for the first time, it is something new — as when expressing surprise.

i(li)-Bini (Biini), n. Certain climbing plant (Embelia Krausii), whose roots are used as remedy for tapeworm, etc.

Binqa (Biinqa), v. Speak ironically or to a person (acc.), praise sarcastically; tuck in or up about the loins, as a female her dress (acc.) or isidwaba when working = binkinga.

u-Bintsi (Bhintsi), n. Great multitude, immense number, as of people or cattle = isi-Bindlibidi; ep. u(lu)Bindi.

Binya or Binyi, ukuti (Biinya or Bhinyi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti pinya.

Binya, v. Writhe, wriggle, as a snake when struck (used in reflect. form zi-binya) = janquza.

Binyaza (Biinyaazu), v. = pinya.

Binyila (Biinyila), v. = ukuti pinja.

i(li)-Binza, n. Little heap or small handful of grain placed upon the grinding-stone for crushing at one time; hence (metaphor.), a handful, small quantity, heap, crowd, mass, etc. of anything generally.

Bipa (Biipa), v. Look downcast, sad or breaking-up in the face, as a child about to cry (ep. bibiteka; hlibiita), or an adult when grieving at hearing or announcing very sad news.

Phr. umuatu obipisele, person with a broken-up, ugly face, as though about to cry = um-Pikhana.

Biqa (Biqqa), v. Spit i.e. string or pierce together on a spit, as bits of meat (acc.), locusts, figs, etc. = hlooma.

u(lu)-Biqo (Biqo), n. String of locusts, figs, etc., spitted on a stick, as above, for eating or roasting = u(lu)-Hloomo.

Bisha, v. Be or get bogged, sink down deep into, as into soft mud or a bog.

u(lu)-Bishi, n. Bog, quicksand, place with
very deep soft mud, as about a swamp  
= um-Dabe; u(lu)-Buku. Cp. i(i)-Xapu-zi.

i-mBishimbishi (Bhishimbishi), n. = i-nDishindishi.

i-mBishishi (Bhishishi), n. = i-uDishindi- 
shi.

u(lu)-Bisi, n. Milk (sweet — cp. ama-Si); 
(C.N.) interest or profit from any thing 
[Her. ama-thi, milk; ou-ity, honey; 
Xo. ubwesí, honey; Ga. un-bisi, honey; 
Sw. ma-ziva, milk, also female breasts 
— see i(i)-Bele. From these examples 
would seem that the original root 
was si or isi, the b being merely euphonic 
(cp. biza, bolu); which fact would 
be further confirmed by the existence of 
si only in the word ama-si (sour milk). 
One might also believe there is some 
connection between this word u-bisi and 
honey (the ‘milk’ of the bee), both from 
the cognate words above and from 
the fact that the honey or bee-bread of 
a certain kind of hornet is actually called 
in Zulu uhu-Si, q. v. Kinship might 
perhaps be further traced with the Z. 
word ama-nzi (water), which in the klo- 
nipa language becomes ama-ta (see also 
uku-nata, to be damp); but in Ga. 
matla is ‘milk’].

Bisizela (Bhisizela). v. = dishizela.

Bixa (Bhiza), r. Smear, as a hut (ace.) 
with mud; besmear, as a person (ace.) 
by laying a disgraceful charge against 
him = neumba, beea, baceka.

Bixi bixi, ukuti (Bhizi bhirí, ukuthi), v. 
(C.N.) = ukuti pirí pirí.

Bixili, ukuti (Bhizilili, ukuthi), v. Be all 
in a mess, disorder; mixed-up state, or 
muddle, as articles in a room, or as an 
affair = ukuti fitili, ukuti xakudza.

Bixilizela (Bhixilizela), v. Slush about 
in mud or rain, as a person walking along 
a road, or cattle in a muddy kraal; 
‘slush’ along i.e. go as a heavy soft 
mass, as a very fat person (even when 
over a dry place).

Bixileza (Bhixileza), v. = bixilizela.

Biya, v. Fence in, enclose, by a hedge or 
palisade, as Natives do their kraals (ace. 
with ela form).

Biylelela, v. Fence off for, defend, as one 
man might another (ace.) by speaking 
for him.

Biza, v. Call, a person (ace.); summon; 
invite (= mema); name, designate a 
person or thing (cp. ta, gamba); claim, 
demand, ask, as a salesman so much 
money (ace.) for his goods, or a person 
claiming for damages; cost, as a coat 
so much money (ace.) [Lat. cita, I sum- 
mon; Ar. summa, to name; Chw. btsa, 
call; Sw. Ga. Nyan. MZT. ita; Her. 
ismu. By comparing the Sw. ita, Her. 
ista, etc., it would seem that b-iza 
and uku-ta (to name) are probably mere 
different forms of the same original 
root, the b of the former word being 
merely euphonic].

Ex. uygizwa, bo'mhunga, this whiten 
does ask high prices. 
uyiza-ni ugenkabi yaka? what do you want, 
or ask, for your bullock? 
ukábá yaka ibiza-ni? what does your 
bullock cost? 
Ampheza yosakwita uMali, he called or 
made him Malí.

Biza (Bhiza) r. Have concern, care, or 
solicitude about any person (ace.) or 
thing (= waka, nakekela); fly off, as 
spark, chips of wood, etc. (= qasha, 
ukuti bi).

Ex. kabambizi, they have no care or 
care for him (a sick person).

i-mBiza (Bhiza), n. General name for any 
of the larger-sized earthenware pots 
in Native use (not those used for actual 
table use i.e. for eating or drinking 
out of — see u(lu)-Kamba); bowl of the 
hemp-horn (see i(i)-Guda); generic 
name for a large number of herbs used 
as boiled decoctions, for scrofula, chest- 
complaints, and blood-purifying pur- 
pouses generally (cp. isi-Conce; i(i)-Ka- 
m'bi; i(i)-Kubalo).

i-mBizawule (Bhizawule), n. = um- 
Pandawule.

Bizekela (Bhizekela), v. = nakekela, bhiza. 
i(li)-Bizelo, n. Matter about which one has 
been summoned.

P. ibizelo hathekilekeki, the summons 
was the death of the she-baboon (perhaps 
referring to some fable) — used of a person 
for whom the summons by his chief has 
turned out ill.

i(li)-Bizo, n. Name, designation of a person 
or article = i(li)-Gema.

u-Bizobi, n. General name of convenience 
used by women to designate their father 
or mother-in-law, or their kraal (which 
names, of course, they klonipa).

Ex. usayo kw'Bizobi, she has just gone 
to Mr. Bad-name's.

u(lu)-Bizongo (Bhizongo), n. = u(lu)-Bijo- 
nga.

Bo, int. Particle used as an enclitic, ge- 
generally at the end of a sentence or word, 
i.e. bijo = gisentha (by lotho)
to throw force into a statement, or to urge an action with vehemence.
Ex. hamba ba! go on, with you! or, go on, I say!

Bö, ukuti (Bhö, ukuthi) v. = bojoza.

i-mBo (Bho), n. Malignant malarial fever, common about Tongaland; certain plant, said to be used by an um-Tukali to produce such disease.

um-Böbe (Bhoobe), n. 5. Butter-milk = um-Qiki, um-Tikto.

u(lu)-Bobe, n. Dense, thickly growing, or entangled place, as a thickly-overgrown bushy place, or dense jungle, or a field with the corn so close as to impede movement; certain tree (Entada Natalensis), in the bush-country.

i-mBobela (B hobela), n. Certain very nice edible veld-herb, eaten as imifino.

Böbo, ukuti (Bhöbo, ukuthi), v. = boboka; boboza.

i-mBobo (Bhobo), n. Hole, passing through a thing (hence, not a pit = um-Godi), as in a calabash, coat, or needle. Cp. i-nTuba.

isi-Bobo (Bhobo), n. Hole, as above (= i-mBobo); mouth, opening or passage for exit, as of a river, long ravine or pass; also = u(lu)-Hlabo.

um-Bobo, n. 5. Sour wind belched up from the stomach. See bodhla.

um-Böbo (Bhobo), n. 5. Any long, narrow, hollow, tubular thing, as the curled-up leaf projecting from the top of an isi-Geeba tree, or a long narrow passage or channel made underground by ants or moles, a hollow reed, etc.; hence, pipe, tube (of Europeans); a name given originally to the gun.

u-Bobobo (Bhobohobo), n. Large intestine or colon, of cattle = u-Popopo.

Bobodhla (Bhobodhla), v. = nbudhla.

isi-Bobodhla (Bhobodhla), n. Calabash with a large-sized hole or mouth.

Boboka (Bhoboka), v. Get a hole bored, pierced, or broken through (the thought referring chiefly to its coming out on the other side), as a board, calabash, or coat (used in perf.); get broken forth, burst, as an abscess; come forth, get produced, as food; break or burst out from, as from a wood; come out, get stated openly, as a matter hitherto hidden up; break out, get started, get set in action, as any particular works; war, symptoms of a disease, etc.; emerge, come out at, find oneself eventually at, as at a particular place.

u-Bobokana (Bhobokana), n. One who blarts out everything, can't keep a secret.

i-mBöombobo (Bhöombhoba), n. (C.N.) = i-mRubumbun.

(i-li)-Boboni (Bhobhoni), n. Large Puff-backed Bush Shrike (Dryoscopus rufigenys) (N.).

Bobosa (Bhobosa), v. (C.N.) = boba za.

Boboza (Bhoboza), v. Make a hole through anything, as through a plank (acc.) with a borer, through a calabash with a stone; pass through, as through a forest (acc.) (not through an open field = dabula); make burst, i.e. open, lance, as an abscess (acc.); bring forth, produce, as food, etc.; let out, publish openly, as a matter hitherto hidden up; burst through, as an impi charging the enemy (acc.); break or burst a girl (acc.) through i.e. deflower (= mekeza; hoboza). Cp. casha; ukuti cashe. [Lat. foro, 1 bore; Her. lopora, bore; Bo. boyosa, bore; boruso, break through].

Boboza (Bhoboza), v. Let 'flow' out i.e. pass excessively, as a woman, with uterine disease, blood through the vagina; pour out talk (acc.) excessively.

um-Bobozelewa (Bhobozelwa), n. 5. Hole made in the bottom of an i-gula to let out the whey.

Boca (Bhoca), v. Beat a person (acc.) about right and left on the body, beat the life out of him, beat him till exhausted or rendered helpless; knock up, take all the life and strength out of one (acc.), as famine might. See bocobala.

Böco, ukuti (Bhöco, ukuthi), v. = bocoza.

Bëco, ukuti (ukuthi, s.k.), v. = ukuti foco.

isi-Beco, n. = isi-Foco.

Bocobala (Bhocobula), v. Be in a 'knocked out' state, powerless, done up, from exhaustion, famine, beating, etc. (used in perf.). See boca.

Bocoka (s.k.) v. = focoka.

Bocoza, v. = focoza.

Bocoza (Bhocoza), v. Make or put a person (acc.) in a knocked out, powerless, done up state, as above -- see bocobala; also = boco.

Bodhla (Bhodhla), v. Belch up wind (see um-Bobo); growl with a deep rumbling sound, as a cat or wild-beast at night (= bonga); grunt, as a pig.

i-mBodhla (Bhodhla), n. Cat become wild or homeless = i-li-Gula. Cp. i-mPaka.

um-Bodhlelantanyeni (Bhodhlelantanyeni), n. 5. Little drop of beer which a man
drinks privately by himself. Cp. i-mBible.

Bödhlo, ukuti (Bödıblo, ukuthi), v. = bódhloka; bódhloza.

i(ī)-Bödholo (Bödıblo), n. A growing or belching, as above — see bódhla. (C.N.).

Bödholo (Bödıbloko), v. Get smashed in or through, as below — see bódhloza = ukuti bódholo.

i(ī)-Bödhololo (Bödıblolo), n. Certain veldtherb, having grayish leathery leaves.

i-mBödholombodhlo (Bödıblombodhlo), n. Person with a loud, deep, gruff, voice.

i-mBödholongo (Bödıblongo), n. Deep, gruff, chest voice; bubbling of phlegm in the chest, as of one with bronchitis or consumption; an i(ī)-Zele q.v. of an inferior quality i.e. without any sweet juicy pith.

Bödholoza (Bödıblozo), v. Smash through, smash in with a crushing blow, knock a hole or breach through anything (ace); bubble, as phlegm in the bronchial tubes; speak in a deep, gruff, chest-voice.

isi-Bödholozi (Bödıblozi), n. Wild, angry, ‘smashing’ manner of action or speaking, as when disputing excitedly.

Ex. watata uyesibödholozi, he went at it in a violent way, as when replying to a charge.

u(ū)-Bödongo (Bödongo), n. = um-Pata.

um-Bödiya (Bödiya), n. 5. Small plant growing by rivers, the viscous fluid of whose bulbous root is used in making with the u-Xigyane in the making of a Native headring; (C.N.) petticoat of buckskin with brass ornaments.

Bödo, ukuti (Bödo, ukuthi), v. = ukutipata.

Bödo bódo, ukuti (Bödo bódo, ukuthi), v. = bongozela.

i(ī)-Bödobodo (Bödodbodo), n. Rapidly-growing child i.e. growing rapidly tall. See bodozelä.

Bodoka (Bödoka), v. = patazeqa.

i-mBödöombodo (Böödöombhodo), n. = um-Pata.

Bodoza (Bödoza), v. = pataza.

Bodozelä (Bödozelä), v. = bongozela.

isi-Böfu, n. Faint, scarcely audible voice, speech or word, as of a very sick or thoroughly fatigued person (the use of the word is almost confined to the negative phrases below).

Ex. way’eloto engena’išibofu, he lay incapable of speech, almost lifeless.

Böhololo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = bohloa.

Boja (Böjoa), v. Thrust or poke into i.e. burst through into something (ace.) by thrusting, as a stick into the mud (ace.), or the elyser-horn into the rectum of a person. Cp. jója.

i(ī)-Bojane (Böjane), n. Lying scoundrel, bad-charactered person given to false talking.

i(ī)-Boje (Böjoa), n. Place with an excess of subsoil water, so that when trodden on the foot sinks deeply in, as among the trees in some woods or even in some exposed spots too watery for cultivation = i(ī)-Jója.

Böjo, ukuti (Böjo, ukuthi), v. = bojoua.

i(ī)-Böjobojo (Böjobojo), n. Unconcerned, unbridled talker, who pours out talk quite regardless of its being true or false, painful or indecent.

i(ī)-Bojongwana (Böjongwana), n. = i(ī)-Bukazana.

Bojoza (Böjoza), v. Thrust forth or pour out talk in an unprincipled, unrestrained manner, quite regardless of its truth, effects, decency, etc. = ukuti bo, bolowa.

um-Bokazana (Bokazana), n. 5. = um-Zantsi.

u(ū)-Bokela (s.k.), n. Any immensely long thing, as plank, field, forest, etc.

Böko, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = bokoza; bokozeqa; ukuti pokoa.

isi-Böko (s.k.), n. Soft glandular swelling, as on the side of the neck; also = isi-Bokoboko.

um-Boko (s.k.), n. 5. Elephant’s trunk; penis of horse (cp. um-Nqundu) [Gr. boksos, 1 cat; Di. rok, mouth; MZT. kubo, arm; Fan. nkok, elephant (cp.-Z. i-Nyoka, snake; i-mBokawane, ed); also prob. akin to radical boko — see bokoza].

kanjiındaki 'sibofu', he didn’t give me a sound.

u(ū)-Bofu, n. = u(ū)-Futa. [Sw. ovu and boeu, rotten; Bo. u-ovu, rottenness; Her. ora, to rot].

Bohla, v. Subside, sink down, as anything swollen, like a river or tumour, or inflated, like the stomach; subside, as anger or noise = ukuti bohololo; toba.

P. sobohla, 'Manyosi! it (the isi-Su or stomach) will go down, Manyosi! — referring to a certain man who after having had the belly fattened by the good treatment of Dingane, afterwards ungratefully went over to his enemy Mpane = you’ll come to your senses eventually, you’ll think of it some day.

Böhlolo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = bohloa.

Boja (Böjoa), v. Thrust or poke into i.e. burst through into something (ace.) by thrusting, as a stick into the mud (ace.), or the elyser-horn into the rectum of a person. Cp. jója.

i(ī)-Bojane (Böjane), n. Lying scoundrel, bad-charactered person given to false talking.

i(ī)-Boje (Böjoa), n. Place with an excess of subsoil water, so that when trodden on the foot sinks deeply in, as among the trees in some woods or even in some exposed spots too watery for cultivation = i(ī)-Jója.

Böjo, ukuti (Böjo, ukuthi), v. = bojoua.

i(ī)-Böjobojo (Böjobojo), n. Unconcerned, unbridled talker, who pours out talk quite regardless of its being true or false, painful or indecent.

i(ī)-Bojongwana (Böjongwana), n. = i(ī)-Bukazana.

Bojoza (Böjoza), v. Thrust forth or pour out talk in an unprincipled, unrestrained manner, quite regardless of its truth, effects, decency, etc. = ukuti bo, bolowa.

um-Bokazana (Bokazana), n. 5. = um-Zantsi.

u(ū)-Bokela (s.k.), n. Any immensely long thing, as plank, field, forest, etc.

Böko, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = bokoza; bokozeqa; ukuti pokoa.

isi-Böko (s.k.), n. Soft glandular swelling, as on the side of the neck; also = isi-Bokoboko.

um-Boko (s.k.), n. 5. Elephant’s trunk; penis of horse (cp. um-Nqundu) [Gr. boksos, 1 cat; Di. rok, mouth; MZT. kubo, arm; Fan. nkok, elephant (cp.-Z. i-Nyoka, snake; i-mBokawane, ed); also prob. akin to radical boko — see bokoza].
Bokoza (s. k.), v. Drop or nod at the extremity, as a pendulous ear of corn (see bokozela); also = bukuza.

Bokozeqa (s. k.), v. = bukuzeqa.

Bokozela (s. k.), v. Go nodding or drooping at the extremity, wave up and down, as a long plank or bundle of grass when carried on the head = teba; cp. tenqa.

um-Bokwane (s. k.), n. 5. Eel. Cp. um-Boko.

Bola, v. Decay, as wood (used in perf.); putrefy, as meat; turn rotten, as fruit; go bad (to putrefaction), as milk [Aug. bolela; Ka. bora; Bo. obsa; Her. oru; Sw. oza].

Ex. *insika* is'iboli, the post is now rotten.
P. *wabola* uboshiko, it (the tobacco) went rotten while tied up (so that when it was opened out, it was found to be good for nothing) — said of a person who, when he opens his mouth to speak, brings out some rubbishy, good-for-nothing word.

*i(i)-Bola* (Bhola), n. Playing-ball, of any kind; gimlet [Eng. ball; *bore*].

*i(i), or* um-Bole, n. 5. General dying off, state of decay, such as enters a flock of sheep, or the members of any family.

Boleka (s. k.), v. = tsheleka.

Bolekela (Bholekela), v. Go into, enter, as into a hut (loc.) or kraal = nyena.

*i(i), or* um-Bolela, n. 5. Anything left to rot, or knowingly neglected or discarded by its owner, as a fallen tree lying to rot, an old debt uncalled for by the creditor, people left in the grave, etc.

u(lu)-Bolo, n. Penis of man (only in vulgar lang.) = um-Tondo [Bo. mbolo, penis; OHG. *nabolo*, navel].

P. *wabola* uboshiko (or *ubasha*), *njengabhoxi*, you will come to munch at it (the mbolo), as a goat does — said in derision of a young man who cannot get a wife (vulgar).

Bolokoqa (Bholokoqa), v. Throw or pitch out bodily or in mass, as water (acc.) from a bucket; throw down bodily, hurl down, as a strong man might another (acc.); bring down upon cruelly or with full force, as a man dealing another (acc.) a heavy blow with a stick; come down upon a person (acc.) heavily, like a load of bricks, with vehement scolding or violent abuse = ukuti bolokoqa.

Bólokoqa, ukuti (Bholokoqa, ukuthi), v. = bolokoqa.

*i(i)-Bololwane, n. Compact mass or swarm, large number of things closely packed together, as a lot of bees clustered thick about their nest, or people or cattle clustered thickly together. Cp. *u(lu)-Buzela.*
Phr. mafura, you’ve got a big piece of pudding, my boy! — said humorously to a small boy eating a large lump of anything nice.

Bombodha (Bombhodha), v. Do in a long-drawn-out manner, as when walking away interminably.

um-Bombombo (Bombhombho), n. = um-Nyabazane.

Bombota (Bomvhotuha), v. = bomboda.

um-Bombo (Bombo), n. 5. Any long bulky body, as a massive stick, thick pole, or tall big-bodied person. Cp. bomboda; um-Bombuluka.

Bombuluka (Bombhuluka), v. Go along, or be extended in a large long body, as a herd of cattle or troop of soldiers marching along a road over a plain.

um-Bombuluka (Bombhuluka), n. 5. Large long body, as a great thick snake or tree lying on the ground, a long round-topped ridge, or long troop of soldiers. = isi-Bubulungu.

Bombuluzo (Bombhuluzo), v. Do, obtain, anything (ace.) easily, without any effort, as when making money, or a horse pitching a rider with ease. Cp. litiiza.

um-Bomvu (Bomvu), n. Large long body, as a great thick snake or tree lying on the ground, a long round-topped ridge, or long troop of soldiers. = isi-Bubulungu.

um-Bomvu (Bomvu), n. 5. Saffronwood tree (Elодеum dicroeum), the astringent bark of which is said to be good for tanning; also another tree (Ochena arborea).

Bomvu, adj. Red, in any of its shades; crimson (cp. ubu-Bende); brown, chestnut, as a cow; orange-yellow, as a sovereign or a light-skinned Native; ripe, as fruit, regardless of its exact colour; inflamed, as the eyes. Cp. ukuti isehu; um-Tozo [Ar. bamba, pale red; Nye. moyu; red soil; Ye. moyu; Ro. moyu; — the Z. adj. was also prob. derived from (ii) or isi-Bomvu, red earth].

Phr. uitanda inyama ebonu uma, envelope angiyitandi, I like lean meat, do I; not fat.

Indhulula ebonu, a famine of the last degree (with nothing but wild herbs to eat).

Sasibekile ugonelbo abonden, we were expecting with all our eyes i.e. with all cagneness.
nyamshiya es'ebomvu rruda, I left him deep red (in the face) i.e. about to die.
yaseyi'ntuliyo'bonona, he (the chief) was by then red at heart i.e. very angry.

(iii)-Bonvu, n. Kind of red ochre or clay, used for smearing on the body of small children = u-Qintsi. Cp. isi-Bodu.
isi-Bonvu, n. Red soil, as in some parts of the country.

Bona, v. See, a thing (acc.); see with the mind's eye, know who or what (acc. is meant, understand; recognise or see the truth of a statement (acc.); see good, think proper, think right; hence, will or like; notice, regard a person (acc.) see a person (acc.), as when paying him a visit [MZT. bona; Nyam. wona; Sw. Bo. Heh. ona; Her. muna; Mpo. yena].
Ex. 'esibo', or kesibo', or kesibone' let us see! let me have a look!
sakubona! we saw thee! — common greeting to a person arriving (perhaps from the Zulu habit of giving every new-comer first a good and prolonged 'look' before acknowledging or addressing him as a friend). See bonela. qa! angikuboni loko, no, I don't see that; I can't consent to that.
akungiboni, he doesn't recognise me; he doesn't notice or regard me (as though he doesn't know me).
sabona kwena yje, we saw it just doing i.e. being done, happening. not knowing how it came about, our efforts having had no effect — as when expressing surprise at a sudden extrication from some difficulty.
kwebonwa sokwezenza, it was seen already occurring or being done — as above.
newe ngokubona kwakwalo, do as you like, as you think best.
sokubona ngokusa mangokuthwa, it is now seen by the morning and evening i.e. we cannot be sure of anything for a day.
asibonanga sibona utso obiwe, we have never seen such a thing.
Phr. ukubona kanye, 'kubona kabili!' to see once is to see twice = once caught, twice shy; or, I've experienced it once, I don't want to experience it again.
amabonunawane nshicv'Gengewa; u-bona wena yje, bobona wena wopelwa, the mutual seeing of one another as told of by Gengewa, to wit, you see me to-day, they will see you to-morrow! — words said to have been spoken by Gengewa to Shaka when the latter was about to have him killed, and so used by a person even to-day in comparatively similar circumstances.

Bona, emph. pron. They; them — used with nouns plur. of the 1st. el. and nouns sing. of the 7th. el. [Chw. bone; MZT. abo; Du. babo; Her. oro].

Bonakala (s. k.), v. Be in a state of being seen i.e. be visible; appear or be in sight; turn up, as an animal or thing that has been lost; (N) be evident, plain (= obala). Cp. blanuka; qumuka; ukuti qangqala-zo, etc.

Bonakalisa (s. k.), v. Make a thing (acc.) to be visible; hence, disclose, reveal; show, indicate.
isi-Bonakaliso (s. k.), n. Sign, indication (M).

Bonanga or Bonaze, anr. verb. denoting 'never, not at all' (the former word being followed by the pres. part., the latter by the subj.) = zange.
Ex. kubonanga ekuluma, he never spoke (a word).
angibonane ngikulume, I never spoke (a word).

Boncé, ukuti (Bhonen, ukuthi), v. Draw out anything that slides or slips out smoothly, as a stalk of grass (acc.) from its sheath, a cork from a bottle, a stake from the ground, or a hair from the head = boncule, neomula, neotula, moncule; get so drawn or pulled out; be of a 'slidingly slipping out' nature = boncuka, neomuka, neotuka, moncuka.

Boncuka (Bhonenka), v. = ukuti boncule.

Boncule (Bhonenula), v. = ukuti boncule.

Bonda, v. Stir and mash up, as any thick soft-natured food like porridge (acc.), sweet-potatoes or beans (ep. zanisa; govuza); take, bring, or send forward the um-Bondo.

(iii)-Bonda, n. Heap of firewood, whether in logs or already chopped.

isi-Bonda, n. Pole, post, as of a fence, or a Native hut. Cp. 1-nTsika [Sw. mbondo, stick; Sw. upondo, puniting-pole; Her. o-nyinnde, pole].
P. aku'sibonda suguna namaxol'aso, there is no stake that grew old with its bark still on = age must tell upon us all (as to our external looks), we must all lose by age.

um-Bonda, n. 5. Long broad crowd, troop, or lengthy narrow swarm, as of cattle being driven, bees or ants flying (not a standing crowd — see isi-Qimbw, etc.; nor a long single train — see u(n)-Boko, etc.) [Her. oyi-mbumba, crowd; Sw. kundi, crowd].

izi-Bdhlo (Boondhlo = no sing.) n. Anything done or said to create a pleasant impression, as kind soft language which one might use when wishing to coax, flatter, console or gen. speak 'nicely' or
lovingly, or nice enjoyable food with which one might entertain some valued friend who has come on a visit.

um-Bondo, n. 5. Food, gen. u-Tshwala, sent by a young wife's mother to her new home, regularly, perhaps once or twice every year, in recognition of the cattle paid for her. Cp. um-Coboza.

i-mBondwane (Bhwondaana), n. A large heap of anything, perhaps as large as a small hut = i-mBundu, i-nDondela.

um, or i-mBonwe (Bhondaane, no plur.), n. Native vegetable (Plectranthus esculentus) having long narrow tubers = u(lu)-Jwangu, u(lu)-Shizane. Cp. u(lu)-Iilo.

isi-Bonela, n. Name of a large tree (C.N.).

Bonela, v. Remember a person (acc.) to another (with ku), convey one's greetings or regards to him — this is the expression common in Zululand, where the konzela q.v. of Natal is seldom used.

Ex. wonyibonela ku'Buni, remember me to So-and-so.

Phr. uku-i-bonela, to look out for oneself, do as one thinks best or himself prefers. nakona ebine isigeye sodwa, uku kabo-nela, and even though they (the girls) only wear an isigeye, nevertheless they are not seen for i.e. their private parts are not seen. mubi umntsha, umnta nyabonela, the kafir-gielle is not nice; a person is seen (thereby) as to his private parts.

Bonelela, v. Look after, care for, have or show consideration towards, as a sick person (acc.).

Bonga, v. Praise, extol, a person or thing (acc.); the Zulu manner of expressing one's gratitude being to 'praise' the giver or his gift — hence, give thanks (gen.); thank a person (acc.) for something (with nga = tokozas); thank for a thing (acc.); his abject reverence, submission, etc., being manifested in a similar way — hence, worship, offer sacrifice to (acc.), pray to (acc.), as to the ama-Dhlozi or ancestral-spirits (cp. enanexela) [Her. tanga, yimba, praise; Sw. abnlw. worship; omza, pray; Go. kombika, pray; Ka. tambika, pray; Cong. boka, call].

Phr. umambonga ugetlambha, he acclaimed him loudly with rounds of abuse or insulting words.

le'konomo iibatshele-nesi? ibongile, what is this beast slaughtered for? it has given praise, done sacrifice i.e. is slaughtered for the ama-Dhlozi.

Bonga (Bhonga), v. Roar, give forth a deep angry cry, growl in a loud continuous rumbling manner, as a bull when it sees another approaching, or of a lion or baboon, or a pig grunting, or a cat at night (not used of the shrill bellowing of a bull = konga, nor of the crying of a cow for the calf = kala); roar, as a bawling child or angry man. Cp. kalima.

i(ii)-Bonga or Bongo (Bhonga or Bhongo), n. Young male (of man or beast) just after attaining virility, as a boy of about fourteen years, a young bull just beginning to mount, etc. Cp. i(ii)-Bungu.

u-Bongabonga (Bhongabhonga), u. = u-Popopo.

Bongela, v. Thank for a person (acc.) i.e. tender thanks on his behalf, for any thing received (in the latter sense less frequently used).

i-mBongi (Bhongi), n. Professional praiser, one of whom is attached to the court of every Native chief to proclaim publicly the praises of this latter or any notable visitor on certain grand occasions or public festivals; honey-bee (= i-Nyosi).

u(lu)-Bongiyane, n. Honey-bee = i-Nyosi.

u-Bongo (Bhongo), n. = u-Qogogo.

i(ii)-Bongo (Bhongo), n. = i(ii)-Bonga.

ama-Bongo (Bongo, no sing), n. Deep angry continuous growling or low roaring, as of a lion, bull when angry, or a cat at night (see bonga); deep audible breathing, as of a person in consumption, or as some people naturally when asleep (cp. ndonda).

isi-Bongo, n. Tribal or clan name (cp. isi-Takazo); name of praise, given to a young-man by his comrades; pl. isi-Bongo, praises of a person, cow, dog, etc. — every Native, and especially chiefs, has a number of these praise-phrases coined for him by others, and which are often added on to his name by way of a distinction.

Ex. ung'owa-pi weza, isisetelo sakini? ugi-ny'orakweNtombele mina (or rakwe'Mkive, or weng'elanyeni), etc., of where are you, your people's origin? I am one of Ntombele's clan (or Mkize's, or the Elangeni clan) — Ntombele, Mkive or Elangeni, then, are the isi-Bongo of these people.

N.B. Of these clans there must be more than a hundred among the so-called Zulu-Kafirs, and to one or other of them every Native belongs. Each originally sprang from some particular individual in past times, in some cases probably far back into hundreds of years, in others (as in the case of the Bhiyana, Ntuzi, etc., who are really, with the Zulu, merely branchlets of the same clan) more recently, almost within living memory. Being, therefore, but so many separate, large families, there is no inter-
Any marriage between persons of the same clan-name, even though there may be no known directly-traceable relationship between them, such a marriage would be regarded as incest; although cases of this description do occur, whereupon, to cover the stigma (though for the moment, of course, accentuating it) a new clan-name is formed, as e.g. with the Ngiyi and Bhinyaba clans who are said to have sprung from such a union between members of the Zulu tribe. A Native regards the kraal of every man having the same isibongo as himself, as his own home, the owner being to him a father or brother, and he has only to walk in, make known his clan-name, and be treated as one of the family.

isi-Bongo (Bhongyo), n. = is-Abongo.

um-Bongo (Bhongo), n. 5. Deep angry continuous growing or low roaring, as of a lion, or (metaphor.) of an angry man, distant thunder, etc.; also = i-mBungayi.

Bongobana (Bhongobana), v. Retain a fixed ill-will or hateful feeling towards another (with na).

isi-Bongobi (Bhongobhi), n. = is-Abongo.

isi-Bongobiya (Bhongobhiya), n. = is-Abongo.

i(li)-Bongobongo, n. = i-mBongombongo.

Bongola (Bhongola), v. Be pouted, as the mouth; have the mouth pouted, as with sullenness or disdain = bozoma, pukula.

Bongolisa (Bhongolisa), v. Pout the mouth (acc.), 'turn up the nose', as a girl might with sullenness or disdain = pukula.

i-mBongolo (Bhongolo), n. Donkey; mule; big, protruding, pouted mouth [Sw. baghala, mule; Ga. dogoi, donkey; Her. oka-ndonge].

i-mBongolwana (Bhongolwana), n. Black flying-ant, such as appear in swarms on hot days; a little pouted mouth, or the owner thereof, as might be applied to a sullen disdainful girl, given to turning up the nose at people and things.

i-mBongombongo (Bhongombongo), n. Peevish, fastidious, spoilt, child crying at every restraint and wanting its way in everything = i-nTe?imeza; i(li)-Tenge.

Bongozza (Bhongozza), v. = mbongozza.

Bongozza, v. Humour, indulge, pet, a child (acc.) so as to spoil it = totosa, tengeza.

Bongozela (Bhongozela), v. Grow rapidly, shoot up quickly, as a child or tree = wongozela, banguzela, pakazela, bodozela.

u-Bongwana (Bhongwana), n. = u-Qoqoqo.

i(li)-Bongwendhlini, n. A selfish greedy person, who likes to eat his meat privately, alone with his wives in the hut, not distributing it freely among his assembled visitors (lit. one who is praised in the hut, not out among the public, from the Native custom of thanking the giver of a meat-feast by uttering his praises) — only in phr. sikh'umabongwendhlini, we got burnt (i.e. had unpleasantly to do with) greedy, selfish people, (N.).

um-Bongxosi (Bhongxosi), n. 5. = um-Bosho.

i(li)-Boni, n. Kind of yeldt-loeast of two varieties, one of a greenish and the other of a brownish colour.

im-Boni (Bhoni), n. Certain climbing-plant, growing along the sea-coast and bearing a huge non-edible bean, sometimes with a pod nine inches long, used medicinally for goats = i-mBune.

Bonisa, v. Cause a person to see anything (doub. acc.), i.e. show = kombisa.

Bonisela, v. Look after anything for another (doub. acc.), as things left in one's charge; tell or inform a person where something is that he is looking for.

Ex. e. 'moduka,' ngibonisela (or ngiboniseli) — both these forms of the imperative being commonly used in Zululand) shashi lami! O! qa! soshimidisa, I say, my men! show for me my horse (i.e. tell me where it may be seen)! O, no! we haven't seen it.

um-Boniseli, n. 1. Caretaker (M).

i-mBonisi (Bhonisisi), n. Stationary observer or spy placed on any particular spot to give notice of the movements of an enemy = i-nThomeli. Cp. i-nTolili.

i-mBoniso (Bhonisiso), n. Any conspicuous spot, as a high hill, from which the movements of an enemy may be observed and signalled.

um-Bonjana (Bhonjana), n. 5. Thorny-bush, whose sticks are used as wattles.

u, or um-Bonjisii (Bhonjisii), n. 1 or 5. Bean or beans [D. boonjii].

isi-Bonkolo (no plur.), n. Species of brown ant, giving painful 'bite,' and whose mud nests are frequently seen on trees.

isi, or um-Bono (Bhono), n. 5. Large fleshy protuberance (umbilical hernia) about the navel of some Natives = um-Rumn.

um-Bono, n. 5. Any wonderful or strange sight suddenly or unexpectedly appearing before one; hence, sometimes used for apparition, vision.

Ex. manthla ngibonene umbono! to-day I have alighted upon a strange sight! have had a strange apparition.

Bonqa (Bhonga), v. Entwine, twist round or about, as the string (acc.) round the
neck of a calabash for suspending it, or round the grass at the edge of a mat to make it firm. Cp. tanda.

Phr. *uku-ni-bonqa*, to twist or roll oneself about, as with pais.

i-mBonqa (Bhonqa), n. String twisted round or about anything, as above.

Bontsa (Bhontsa), v. Enlarge the cob, separating it from the stalk, as a mealie-plant when beginning to put on grains, and subsequent to the *uku-nogubeka*. See um-Dende.

u-Bontshela (Bhontshela), n. = i-nTshawula.

(iii)-Bontsi (Bhontsi), n. Shrub (Salacia Kraussii) growing along the coast and bearing an edible fruit something like an apricot.

um-Bonxosi (Bhonxosi), n. 5. = um-Bosho.

Bonyu, ukuti (Bhonyu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti boshu; also ukuti gona.

Bonxuka (Bhonxuka), r. = boshuka; gona.

Bonxula (Bhonxula), r. = boshula; gonyu.

Bonya (Bhonya), v. Beat or strike a person (acc.) with a stout stick on the body; also to *tula* (q.v.) excessively, finish all off, as mealies (acc. = cp. wubxokula).

1-mBonya (Bhonya), n. Girdle of long goat's-hair (C.N.) = u-Tshavula.

Bonyu, ukuti (Bhonyu, ukuthi) v. = ukuti gonyu.

Bonxuka (Bhonxuka), v. = gona.

Bonxula (Bhonxula), v. = gonyu.

Bopa (Bopho), v. Bind i.e. make firm or secure by a binding or string, as one might a parcel (acc.), or as one might the string (acc.) or binding itself by entwining it round about some other object; fasten up, as a horse (acc. with *ela* form) to a tree, or a rope to a ring (not properly tie a knot = tekeleza); pack up, bind up, as one's goods (acc.) into a bundle; button up, make fast, as a coat (acc. Mod.); take into custody, put into prison, as a policeman or magistrate might a criminal (acc. Mod.); be 'tight' or holding one firmly in i.e. be strong, as a smell of something rotting or thick coal-smoke (used perf.). Cp. *kunya* [Skr. bandh, bind; Su. batu; Ga. siba; Her. pandeka].

Phr. *kwiwekwa!* *ubopha inja nekuni!* isn't he stingy, tight-fisted! why he binds up his dog along with his firewood (perhaps that he may save even the morsels that would otherwise be eaten by it) — said of a very stingy person.

Bopela (Bophelela), v. Inspan, as oxen (acc.) into a wagon; saddle up, as a horse (acc.).

Bopelezele (Bophelezele), r. = bopa, bopela.

Bopezela (Bopheleza), r. = bopa, bopela.

isi-Bopo (Bopho), n. String or rope of grass, used for binding; hence, any thing used for binding; bounden duty (M).

u-Bogo (Bhogo), n. Kind of convolvulus (Ipomoea ovata), whose black bulbs are eaten in time of famine.

(iii)-Bogo (Bhogo), n. Fibre-bearing bush, growing on the coast; short-hafted assegai with a long broad blade.

(iii)-Bogwongana (Bhogwongana), n. = u-Manga.

u-Borri (Bhorri), n. Medium large bead or beads of a light bluish colour.

Borro, ukuti (Bhorro, ukuthi), v. = borroza.

Borroza (Bhorroza), v. Break off with a crashing sound, as a dry branch (acc.) from a tree; smash with a crashing sound, as box (acc.), or (metaphor.) a person's head or ribs. Cp. dorroza; durrureza.

isi-Boshi or Boshishi (Bhoshi or Bhoshishi), n. Anything with a fetid smell, stinking, with an overpowering stench = u(n)-Fatu, u(n)-Bofu.

(iii)-Bosho (Bhosho), n. Cartridge; cartridge-case.

um-Bosho (Bhosho), n. 5. Any tall-standing, long and narrow thing, as a Native milking-pail, a chimney-pot, long narrow can, long topknob of a woman, or long head with the crown high; might also be used for a 'tower or turret', from its shape = u(n)-Bijongo, um-Boshongo, um-Bonxosi.

u-Boshobana (Bhoshobana), n. Weasel = u-Cakide.

um-Boshongo (Bhoshongo), n. 5. = um-Bono.

Boshu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Get peeled off, come peelingly off, as the skin from a burn or graze = boshuka; peel off, take peelingly off, as the skin (acc.) = boshula. See = ukuti bonxu.

Boshuka (S. k.), v. = ukuti boshu, bonxuka.

Boshula, v. = ukuti boshu, bonxula.

u-Bosiki (Bhosiki), n. Red-water = u-Mbe-ndeni [D].

(iii)-Boti (Bhoti), n. Genitals of a girl — a word only used idiomatically by women, as below, and gen. only of each one's own daughter (not of a strange girl);
hence, applied to the profit resulting from being a girl i.e. various cattle; certain climbing plant, having red edible berries.

Ex. nandi iboti lumi! here are my little genitals i.e. here is my little girl — said by a mother when toying with her infant.

sotshikii iboti lesoboscane, we shall enjoy the genitalic-profit of our young-ladys, as might be said by one wife to another and referring to the eating of the tokano yokwumula (at the first menstruation) of one of their daughters, or the tokano yokwula (slaughtered for the girl in the paternal kraal on the day of her leaving to get married), or the umgoliso (slaughtered in the bridegroom’s kraal on the day after the wedding).

Bōto, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = botoza; botozeka.

isi-Boto (Botho), n. Young locust or grasshopper just putting on wings but not yet able to fly (cp. i-nKasa); weak-footed person, a bad-walker, who cannot walk far.

[i(i)-]Bōtoboto (s.t.), n. Any soft-bodied thing that allows itself to be pressed in or pitted by the fingers, as a very ripe peach, or india-rubber ball. Cp. i(li)-Bukubuku.

Botoza (s.t.), v. Press in or pit with the fingers, any soft-bodied thing, as a softened tumour (acc.), ripe peach, or india-rubber ball. Cp. bukuza; fecoza.

Botoza (Bothoza), v. Walk in a weak-footed way, get quickly tired out, as a bad walker.

Botozeka (s.t.; s.k.), v. Get so pressed in or pitted with the finger, as above, be soft of substance or body, so as to become pitted when pressed by the fingers. Cp. bukuzeza; fecoza.

um-Botshozelwa (Bhotshozelwa), n. 5. = um-Bobozelwa.

Botuluka (Botuluka), v. Go, or appear, in an incessant repetition (not in one close procession = mininika), as party after party going along to a hunt-meeting, or wagon after wagon appearing along a road = tapuka.

Bova (Bhova), v. = beva.

u-Bova (Bhova), n. Man with a furious temper, given to getting into a rage (= isi-Bova); also sometimes applied to a Scotch-terrier dog (cp. isi-Moku).

isi-Bova (Bova), n. = u-Bova, isi-Beva.

i-mBovane or Bowwane (Bhovane or Bhovane, no plur.), n. Weevil or weevils = is-Awundundu.

Bōvu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Stab a thing (acc.) thoroughly, deeply, vigorously, as with an assegai, or an ox with its horns = bouvula.

i-mBouv (Bhouv), n. Chaps, inside the cheeks of cattle.

Phr. unembow or unwe imbow, he has a long tongue, has much talk. See uner-Anyu.

u(bu)-Bouv, n. Matter, pus, as from an abscess [Sw. ovu and bowu, rotten; Bo. w-ovu, rottenness; Her. ora, to rot].

Ex. sikwa sipum’dbou, it (the sore) is continuously discharging matter.

Bouvula, v. Stab a thing (acc.) deeply, thoroughly, vitally, stab it home, as a man a buck with an assegai, or one ox another when driving in the horn; bellow away excitedly, keep up a persistent roaring, as cattle when agitated by some frightful thing as the blood of a slaughtered beast, or (metaphor) a man keeping up a persistent scolding at finding something wrong. Cp. bovumula.

Phr. ziyayibouvula ku’Bowi, they (the cattle) are showing a loud dislike towards So-and-so, i.e. they can’t bear even the sight of him — said of a man who has got himself generally disliked.

Bovumula (Bhovumula), v. Rave, be in a noisy rage or fury, be ‘roaringly’ furious, as a wild-beast, dog etc. at something, or an angry-tempered man raving at another (acc. with ela form) = bavumula, bevumula. Cp. bova.

Bova (Bhova), v. Knead, work up, gen. with the feet, as earth and water, or as cattle the mud (acc.) in the cattle-fold; make a mess of an affair (acc.), mix it up; put on horns about nine inches in length, sufficiently long to be of service in goring, as a growing bullock; pierce or stick another (acc.) with the point of the horn; throw out the cob i.e. make it fall from its hitherto vertical position alongside the stem (see weshela) and point outwards, as mealies growing.

i-mBoxela (Bhoxela), n. Ox with erect sharply-pointed horns = u(lu)-Cushela.

Bōxo, ukuti (Bhoxo, ukuthi), v. = boza, bozoza.

[i(i)], or i-mBoxo (Bhoxo), n. Young bullock with the horns well grown, just suitable for inspawning = i(li)-Jongosi.

um-Boxo (Bhoxo), n. 5. = un-Bosho.

[i(i)-]Boxongo (Bhoxongo), n. Person who mixes up people's affairs, causing misunderstanding and strife between them.

um-Boxongo (Bhoxongo), n. 5. = um-Bo-

sho.
Bozoza (Bhoxozoa), v. Flounder or wade about in mud, as cattle in a muddy cattle-fold; work up mud or mortar (acc.) with the feet.

i-mBoxwana (Bhoxzwana), u. Little umshwala, sufficient for a small 'beer-drink'. Cp. i-mBile; um-Bodhlelatanyeni.

u-Boya, n. Variety of uMute.

isi-Boya, n. Single hair, as of a cat, dog, or other animal (of man — see u(1u)-Nwele, u(1u)-Za) = u(1u)-Dosi; also (C.N.) = um-Ncongo.

u-Boya, n. 7. — see ub-Oya.

i(l)-Boyi (Bhoyi), n. Grey-backed Bush-Warbler (Camaroptera sundevalli), said to foretell rain and not eaten by girls as causing them to bear children with scraggy legs.

i(l)-Boyiyanaka (Bhoyiyana), n. Person with an uncontrolled tongue, always scolding, slandering, etc.

Boyiza (Bhoyiza), v. Act as the above.

i(l)-Boza or Bozane, n. Tall plant (Moschosa riparia) having yellow flowers, and used for coughs.

isi-Boza (Bhoxa), n. Person who habitually passes urine during sleep, as many children.

Bozela (Bhoxela), v. = mpoziza.

isi-Bozi, n. Any medicine or plant used for causing decay or 'dying-off' in people, crops, etc., such as an umtakati uses; counter-remedy or antidote for nullifying the effects of such a medicine. Cp. i-mBulelo. See bozisa.

u-Boziyembhe (Bhoxiyembhe), n. A front (i.e. white stained breast-covering, or such as is attached to a shirt); certain kind of ladies'-jacket made with a kind of front (T.).

u-Bozo (Bhoxo), n. = u-Cakide.

u-Bozoba (Bhoxobha), n. = u-Cakide.

u(lu)-Bozolo (Bhoxolo), n. = i-mPukutu.

Bozoma (Bhoxoma), v. = bongola; also mpoziza.

i-mBozoma (Bhoxoma), n. = u-Mamapozoma.


Bu, pers. pron. It — used with nouns of the 7th. cl., having the prefix uBu.

Bu, ukuti (Bhù, ukuthi) — with prolongation of the vowel, v. = buza (bhuzo).

i(l)-Bu (Bhù, no plur.), n. Common grain or clothes' moth (cp. i-mVewvwe); tiny fly, common about fermenting things, as beer or rotting fruit (= i-mBuze) [Sw. imbù, gnat, mosquito].

i-mBu (Bhù, with plur.), n. Certain flying ant that freq. swarms about one when travelling along a road (N) = i-mBuze, um-Iyane.

umu, or u(lu)-Bu (Bhù), n. Large number or 'swarm', of any small animals (gen. such as bear proliferily), as a litter of pigs, a brood of chicks, or a lot of little children about a kraal.

Bùba, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti pata.

Buba (Bhubbha), v. Perish, die, be or become no more.

i(l)-Buba, n. Syphilis, properly syphilitic sores about the genitals [Eng. bubo].

um-Buba, n. 5. = um-Pata.

Bubana, v. = patana.

u(lu)-Bubana, n. (N) = u(lu)-Sebe.

u-Bubani (Bhubhani), n. Plague (the disease) (T.).

Bubaza, v. = pataza.

i-mBube (Bhubhe), n. Lion = i(l)-Bubesi, i-Ngonyama.

N.B. The dry excrements of a lion burnt and mixed with those of an alligator are an excellent emetic for one who has been poisoned by an umtakati!

i(l)-Bubesi (Bhubesi), n. = i-mBube.

Bubisa (Bhubhisa), v. Cause to perish, destroy, any living thing (acc.). Cp. bulala; bubu.

Bùbu, ukuti (Bhùbu, ukuthi), v. Do anything with a sudden and sharp outburst of energy, as a hawk sweeping off a fowl (acc.), a person suddenly and quickly snatching away a child from any danger, or a cyclone suddenly rising and taking off a hut = buzbua. Cp. buzbububuza.

Bù búu, ukuti (Bhù bhù, ukuthi), v. = buza (bhuzha).

i-mBubu (Bhubu), n. Kind of soft long grass, used for thatching; anything soft like down of birds, lawn-grass, soft soil, etc. (more freq. i-mBubuMhubu).

isi-Bubu (Bhubu), n. Certain bush.

u(lu)-Bubu, n. = u(lu)-Mbimbi; also small tree.

isi-Bùbububu (Bhubhubhubhu), n. Sudden onrush or outburst of continuous violent energy, as when one throws himself suddenly and desperately on an enemy,
or of a man beating about a child right
and left giving him no breathing time,
or of a violent wind rushing suddenly
down upon a kraal or a hawk upon a
fowl (with enzo).

Bùbùbùza (Bhùbùbùbùza), v. Work
away with a great and sudden outburst of
violent energy upon anything (acc.),
as upon the enemy, child, fowl, etc., as
above

Bùbudhla (Bhùbudhla), v. Make a bub-
bling sound bu, bu, as water does when
a bottle is thrust into it, or as soft mud
does, from the escape of gas, when a
person walks upon it; hence, ladle out
beer (acc.), from the noise made; (Mod.)
mix up sugar (acc.) with water for
drinking.

Phr. kòde sìbùbùbudhla kà-Bàni, we have
just been having a great bubbling or hailing
(of beer) at So-and-so’s, i.e. have been
having a fine beer-drink.

ìngukù ibùbudhla amagqwébu, the unheal-
thy-meat bubbles with foam (i.e. is filled
with a watery fluid).

Bùbùla, v. Moan, sigh, groan, as a person
lying in pain (= iquìna, gòhìa); give
a sigh of dissatisfaction, as at an article
(ace. with elà form) presented for pur-
chase; give forth a moaning sound, as
some cattle when sleeping (see um-Dàka);
(C.N.) forsake, cast off, as offspring
(ace.) [Sw. uyùna, moan].

ìsi-Bùbulùndu, n. Hugely fat child, such
as were common in the royal kraal, and
to whom the name was usually confined;
hence, a child of the royal kraal; now-
days applied indiscriminately to any
such unusually fat child.

ìsi-Bùbulûngu, n. Any long bulky thing
with a roundish body, as a long round-
topped ridge, or a big long sweet-potato
= um-Bùmbùlùka.

ì-mBùbùmbùbu (Bhùbùmbùbù), n. Any-
thing softly yielding to the tread, as
soft lawn grass, soft soil on an old kraal-
site, etc.

Bùbùta (Bùbùtha), v. = bebèta.

Bùbuga (Bhùbuga), v. Affect or pretend
regard for a person (ace.), having some
ulterior motive of self-interest; play
upon one’s generosity, as when always
begging of a soft, kind-natured person.

Bùbuga (Bhùbuga), v. Cause the sound
bu bu; hence, flap the wings, flutter, as
a bird in a trap = pupùza.

Bùbuga (Bhùbugs), v. = ukùti bòbu.
i-mBùbugzi (Bhùbugzi), n. Moaning, as of
one in pain.

Buca (Bhùca), v. Become softly de-
composed, falling to pieces from rotten-
ness, as flesh, paper, etc. (= buèka);
smear a thing (= bëca); (C.N.fr. Xo.)
mix up with the hand, as any paste.

Phr. akù-buèmûlûnû, to smear the mouth,
i.e. to take a little food in order to appease
slightly one’s hunger.

Bucela (Bhùcela), v. Walk empty-handed,
as a man without a stick (C.N.) = va-
bazela.

Bùcu, ukuti (Bhùcu, ukùthi), v. = buèku;
bucuza.
i(i)-Bùcu (Bhùcu), n. Certain small plant,
used as intelezi.
i-mBùcu (Bhùcu), n. Certain small bird.
i-si-Bùcu (Bhùcu), n. Anything in a soft
state of decomposition or rottenness,
as flesh, hide, brown-paper, etc.

Bucuka (Bhùcuka) v. Be or become in a
state of soft decomposition or rotten-
ness, falling readily to pieces, as putrid
flesh, rotten hide or paper-made thing;
get readily fallen to pieces or broken
up in a soft manner, i.e. crushed, squas-
ed, etc., as any such rotten thing.

Bucula (Bhùcula), v. Make a thing become
softly rotten or decomposed, as an ex-
tensive burn might the flesh of one’s
body (ace.).

i-mBùcùmbùcu (Bhùcùmbùcu), n. Any-
thing in a state of soft decomposition
or rottenness, as flesh, hide, thatch-grass,
paper, etc.

Bucunga (Bhùcunga), v. = bùzùnga.

Bucuza (Bhùcùza), v. Break up, crush
apart, squash, etc., anything (ace.) in
a state of soft decomposition or rotten-
ness, as flesh, paper, etc., or anything
of a similarly soft nature, as a banana,
orange-peel, etc. = ukùti bùcù.

Buda (Bhùda), v. Colour the top-knot
with isi-Buda or red paint, as a woman;
also = bázela.

i(i)-Buda or Budana (Bhùda or Bhùdana),
n. One who talks away in a wild, sense-
less, stupid manner, as a crazy person.
(C.N.)

isi-Buda (Bhùda), n. Certain red ochreous
stone, which is ground into paint for
women’s top-knots. Cp. i(i)-Bómeu.

Budaza or Budazela (Bhùdàza), v. Talk
away (continuously) a lot of senseless
jargon, as one delirious or crazy, or
when dreaming. Cp. beda; bedelëza.

i-mBùde (Bhùde), n. Crazy, deranged per-
son; a returning of the cattle at noon
during the summer for a rest, after-
wards returning to graze till sunset — a custom no longer in vogue (= ukuza-kupunga imikonto ekaya; see butisha).

**Budha (Bhudha), v.** Gore or stab a thing (ace.) vigorously, or stick into it deeply, as with an assegai, or an animal with the horn; talk out wildly in a totally unrestrained, regardless manner, without concern for the truth, decency or effects of what one says = budhuza, buja.

**um-Budha (Bhudha), n. 5.** Tall, plump-bodied person.

**isi-Budhlakali (Bhudhlakali), n.** (C.N.) = i(li)-Budhile.

**i(li)-Budhile (Bhudhile), n.** One who acts or talks in a wild, unrestrained, violent manner, having no regard for superiors, no consideration for others, no regard to decency (i(li)-Padda; stem of the aloe-plant upon which the flower grows and which, when dry, is used as an i(li)-Pini; also = i(li)-Tulo.

Phr. uku-m-shiseka ibudhle, to burn the porridge-stick for one = to make one’s life unpleasant, make things unpleasant for one, by petty harassments, etc., as women might for an unwelcome addition to their number.

**Budhluka, ukuti (Bhudhluka, ukuthi), v. = budhulu; budhuza.**

**i(li)-Budhulu (Bhudhulu), n. = i(li)-Bidhili.**

**i-mBudhuluba (Bhudhuluba), n.** Great, round belly, as of a big fat man. Cp. u(lu)-Buku.

**Budluka (Bhudluka), v.** Get smashed, broken or crushed to pieces, as below — see budhuza.

**i-mBudhlumbudulu (Bhudhlumbudhulu), n.** Anything readily getting broken up or smashed, whether from softness or friableness of nature, as a piece of soft dry earth, or an over-ripe fruit.

**Budluza (Bhudluza), v.** Smash, break up into particles or parts, as one might a calabash (ace.), a piece of dry earth, or a soft fruit; make fall to pieces i.e. purge, as a doctor his patient (ace.) by a strong purgative; talk in a wild, unrestrained manner without respect or consideration; smash up a person (ace.), etc., i.e. stab or gore vigorously or deeply with horn or assegai = budhu.

**Budhluzela (Bhudhluzela), v.** Boil away vigorously, as potatoes or other solids in a pot (not as liquids = budhla).

**Budu, ukuti (Bhudu, ukuthi), v.** Make a trampling sound with the feet, as children running; hence, scamper off, as children to see anything; also = buduka; budula.

**i(li)-Budu (Bhudu), n.** A scampering along or off, as of children running off anywhere, or out of any place (with suka, puma, etc. and nga).

**isi-Budu (Bhudu), n.** (C.N.) = i-nTeneshia.

**um-Budu (Bhudu), n. 5.** Grassy place now worn bare by constant sitting or walking on. Cp. isi-Kundhla.

**ubu-Budu (Bhudu), n.** Anything readily falling to pieces from decay, etc., as rotten skin or cloth, or meat boiled to rags.

**Buduka (Bhuduka), v.** Get worn of its grass, as a place or path on the veld; get trodden down or worn away by trampling, as the grass itself; get worn of its nap, as a man’s or woman’s skin dress (= buduleka); fall readily apart or to pieces from rot or looseness of composition, as a pumpkin, skin, a clod of soft soil, or over-boiled meat (cp. buculu; budhulu; buduleza).

**Budukeza (Bhudukeza), v.** Make a grab at a thing (ace.), as to catch hold of it, as a cat with a mouse; grab about at anything (ace.), as a man endeavouring to retain hold of a sharp active boy who wants to get away from him = ukuti budukezi.

**Budukezi, ukuti (Bhudukezi, ukuthi), v. = budukeza.**

**Budula (Bhudula), v.** Cause a thing to get worn of its grass, nap, etc., as above (see buduka), as when trampling about upon grass (ace.), constantly rubbing one’s skin-dress, etc.; hence, search minutely, diligently, for something (ace.) lost, as in the grass, in a hut, etc.

**Buduleka (Bhuduleka), v. = buduka.**

**Budululu, ukuti (Bhudululu, ukuthi), v.** Fall sprawling, as a child when running (C.N.)

**i(li), or isi-Budululu (Bhudululu), n.** A ‘sprawling’, clumsy, awkward person with his feet or hands (N) = i(li)-Pamapama.

**i-mBudumbudulu (Bhudumbudhulu), n.** Any friable, crumbling substance, as old dry bread, decayed wood, etc.

**Buduza (Bhuduza), v.** Crumble or break up any substance (ace.), as above.

**u(lu)-Buduza (Bhuduza), n.** Short, stumpy, bulky thing, as a person or mealie-cob.

**Buduza (Bhuduzele), v.** Scamper off, along, or out, as a lot of children running excitedly away from any fearful thing, or off to see something = ukuti budu.

**Buja (Bhuja), v.** Stick far or deeply into
anything, as a person stabbing an ox (ace) vigorously with an assegai, or a thorn piercing far into one's foot = ukuti buje, buddha.

Búje, ukuti (Búje, ukuthi), v. = buja.

Buka (s. k.), n. Gaze at a thing (ace), look at intently, with eyes fixed thereon (cp. bheketa); hence, admire, a thing (ace) or action.

Phr. ukutu-buka (i)tu emunzini, to look at it (any desire or plan) in the water, i.e. regard it as unattainable, beyond one's powers of obtaining.

P. elisina munea ligabuwa, that (company) which dances afterwards is looked at (most) = who speaks last speaks best; nothing is lost by waiting, etc.

(i) or more gen. ama-Buka (s. k.), n. Tape-worm or worms (only used in vulgar abusive lang. with wadhla, you ake), or w' esu to (you were filled with). Cp. isi-lo.

u(lu)-Buka (s. k.), n. Emaciated, feeble, lifeless thing, as sheep, ox, or man = u(h)-Nieuw, u(lu)-Dwamba.

Bukana (s. k.), v. Face each other, as two kraals. Cp. bekana.

(i) or isi-Bukazana (Buukazana), n. Person of loose, low, dissolute character and vicious disposition = isi-Bojonwana, isi-Hatanga.

Bukeka (s. k.), v. Be worth looking at; hence, be beautiful, pretty, to be admired, to be approved.

Ex. bukubuki lokokweswa kweko, that conduct of yours is not nice, does not meet with anybody's approval or admiration.

Bukela (s. k.), v. Gaze at (intrans); be a spectator, in an approving or admiring sense, as at a dance (not as a mere onlooker at a fight = buko).

isi-Bukeli (s. k.), n. Spectator, as at a dance.

Bukeza (s. k.), v. Repeat or go over a second time, in any connection, as when re-grinding corn (ace), re-ploughing a field, re-trying a lawcase. Cp. duba.

Bukisa (s. k.), v. Cause to gaze at or admire, i.e. show, as a child one's treasures or curiosities; draw one's gaze or attention, as one might that of a crying child (ace).

isi-Buko (s. k.), n. Anything used for seeing or looking through or in, as a mirror, spectacles, window, etc. (Mod.)

(i) Buku (Bhuku), n. = i(li)-Bukwane.

isi-Buku (Bhuku), n. Short log, or stump piece of wood, as when a tree trunk or branch is sawn into pieces. Cp. um-Buku.

um-Buku (Bhuku), n. 5. Stump or small thickish piece of wood, as cut off from a scavling; such a short stumpy block used as a head rest without legs = um-Gqiki; anything negligently cast away, as unvalued or unwanted by the owner (= inGiqi).

u(lu)-Buku (Bhuku), n. Bog or place where the soft deep mud forms a great shaking mass (cp. u(lu)-Bishi); big, flabby belly, as of a man who drinks much beer (cp. inBudhlubu).

i(li)-Bukubu (Bhukubu), n. = i(li)-Papu.

Buku buku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = bukuza; bukuzeka.

(i) Buku baku (s. k.), n. Any soft-bodied thing or mass such as becomes swollen or puffed out at the sides when pressed, as a soft peach or India-rubber ball, or a mass of jelly = i(li)-Bokoboka.

isi-Buku baku (Bhukubaku), n. Log-like thing or animal, appearing only to be a lump of body without limbs, as a mole; plump, round, stump-bodied person, gen. used of a chubby child.

Bukuka (Bhukuka), v. = tukuka.

Bukuda (Bhukuda), v. Bathe in a river or pool (i.e. not the washing of the body = geza, but the general frolicking about of young people); throw oneself into a discussion or matter (ace) with which one has no business or with the details of which one is unequainted.

(i) Bukudwane (Bhukudwane), n. = i(li)-Bolwane.

Bukula (Bhukula), v. (C.N.) = bunku.

Bukulu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Lie stretched out in a reclining position, or on one's side. Cp. cimbalala; ukuti baq; ukuti wqepu.

isi-Bukutu (Bukuthu), n. Any fat, plump lump of a thing, as a fat little pup, kitten, child, or fledgling of bird; name given to any girl of the um-Xhuluukula.

(i) Bukuvane (Bhukuvane), n. Big flap of an ear, whether, as of a man, when standing stiffly out, or of a dog or rabbit, when hanging down (= i(li)-Buku); big flabby belly (= u(h)-Buku).

Bukuza (s. k.), v. Make any soft bodied thing (ace) bulge or swell about under pressure, as below = see bukuzeka; shake out snuff (ace) abundantly from the snuff-box = bokoza.

Bukuza (Bhukuza), v. Make lie about, i.e. put or throw a thing (ace) down anywhere in a disorderly fashion, as a person carelessly throwing down on the floor his blanket, basket, or any other article. Cp. ukuti filili.
isi-Bukuza (Bhukuza), n. Short log or stump of wood (= isi-Buku); noodle, simple stupid fellow (= isi-Bunge).

Bukuzeka (s. k.), v. Be softly pressable, i.e. bulge or swell about when pressed, as any soft-bodied object or mass, as an orange or ball of soft rubber, or a mass of jelly = bokozeka.

Bukuzeka (Bhukuzeka), v. Get thrown down or about anywhere in a careless, disorderly, neglected manner, as any article — see bukuza (bhukuza); get lying anywhere and in any disorderly manner, as a drunken man.

Bukuzela (s. k.), v. Go bulging or 'swelling' along (from the weighing down of the flesh at each step), as a very fat man when walking.

um-Bukwane (s. k.), n. 5. Sight that makes one gaze, spectacles to be gazed at, as a dance or show; strange occurrence that makes one look in amazement.

um-Bukwane (Bhukwane), n. 5. Certain stilt-bird resembling the pawu. Cp. il(ili)-Seme.

Bula (Bhula), v. Beat with the dull thudding sound bu, in various connections; hence, beat with a stick, as corn (acc.) to thresh it, or any other thing, as snake, hide, etc., lying on the ground; beat anything of a soft resounding nature, as a carpet (acc.) to knock out the dust, or a woman (from the softness of the body); beat anything with a broad thudding instrument, as when beating out a grass fire (acc.) with a branch or sack, or when beating a person with one's coat or rolled blanket; consult an is-angoma or witch-doctor (perhaps from a former custom — now only partially retained — of beating on a hide during the process); hold such a consultation, divine, as the witch-doctor himself [Sw. pura, thresh; mbele, divine; Bo. mbul, word, affair; Nyam. boru, divine; Sumb. bula, beat; Bu. tula; Ru. hila; U. pola; Be. pinna; Mpo. bula; Gi. puta; Gal. kuba].

N.B. A common indoor pastime of children is to place a row or rows of mealic-grains on the floor of the hut, supposed to represent different birds. The mass of children then form a chorus, singing in a pleasant minor tone, the refrain Bula! 'msence! (Divine, clever fellow!) to which another single girl, singing in a similar pleasant tone, and pointing to one of the mealic-grains, replies, E! e! esemackedi, imbulwane, ijahatikulu (Very well! the one among the calves, the yellow-finches, a very fine-looking young-fellow). At each round a different bird must be mentioned, and the game consists in the child being able to think of so many birds as will get him or her through all the row of mealies.

Bulakasha (s. k.), v. = bulekusha.

Bulakasha, ukuti (ukuthi, s. k.), v. = ukuti bulinkusha.

um-Bulakasha (s. k.), n. 5. = um-Bulakusha.

Bulakashesa (s. k.), v. = bulukusheka.

Bulala (pass. bulawa), v. Kill, a person (acc.); murder him; destroy, injure, render useless, as anything (acc.); break into pieces anything hard, as a stone (acc.); ill-treat, as a master his servants; hurt, cause pain, afflict a person, as might a headache; kill, be the death of a person (hibern.), by making him laugh, by overdoing him with unpleasant food, etc. [Lat. pinga, battle; Ic. bana, kill; AS. bana, murderer; Ar. 'aza, in- jure; Kag. Sa. ulaga, kill; Kwa. eari, kill; Ga. chawa, injure; Sw. ua, kill; Kam. aa, kill; Ka. buraya, kill].

Ex. ngisibulala ngomsebenzi, he kills us with work, he overworks us, he works us to death.

ngibulele isisu, I am troubled, pained, by my stomach.

wasibulala ngenzini, he killed us with his drollery.

P. kubulala okudhliwayo, it is the food (which one enjoys) that kills one (that carries the poison) — said in reference to a person who has brought down suffering upon himself by some pleasure in which he was indulging.

libulele umaMbo, lasa, it (the lightning) killed one of the Embu tribe, and then it cleared up (perhaps referring to some former incident of this kind) — used to express that 'it was a short sharp trouble, but it is all over now' (C.N.).

Bulala, adv. While lying down, in a recumbent position — only used as an affix after verbs (probably from an obsolete noun nbu-Lala).

Ex. wagipenje u'bulala, he stabbed it (the leopard) while down, lying on the ground.

isi-Bulalambiza (Bulalambhiza), n. Certain small bird, with the habit of drawing people from its nest by feigning inabi- lity to fly.

Bulalela, v. Kill for or on account of.

Phr. uma-zi-bulalela, to kill, ill-treat, according to one's own fancy, or for mere pleasure.

i(li), or more gen. ama-Bulawo, n. Any pain or ill caused in one's limbs by the injurious medicines of an umtakuti;
especially, painful swellings of the joints from rheumatism, chronic gout, etc.; medicine supposed to cause such. Cp. um-Bulelo.

u(lu)-Bule, n. Manner of standing, sitting or lying on or towards one side, as though inclined to fall, as a beer-pot, lamp, or a man reclining on one elbow (used adverbially, as below, with khala, lata, etc. = u(lu)-Tshekhu); manner of stacking amabele by setting it in bundles one upon the other in a long line, not by the loose ear, in circular heaps (cp. qinga; hlona); a long, not big, belly, as of a growing boy; any pleasant food.

Ex. nku-lala 'tubule, to lie half-prostrate on one's side, resting on the elbow = nku-lala wenyenugu.

Bulela (Bulelo), v. Place an um-Bulelo for a person (a.e.), kill or harm with an um-Bulelo = rwebela.

um-Bulelo (Bulelo), n. 5. Certain class of poisons or injurious medicines placed in a kraal, along paths, etc., by an um-takati, for the purpose of causing fatal disease in those who should come in contact with them. Cp. um-Qoto.

Ex. cutica w'egile, it is said that he has stepped over (an umbolelo) — hence his peculiar sickness.

N.B. If the umzanyana wonfazi (the placenta of a woman) and the umkhlopo we-hasha (that of a horse) be mix together with ikhlatiwekwa (human fat) and umnhlebe (a poisonous bash) and umnopo (a certain sea-animal) and ifellakona (a certain mollusc) and one or two other ingredients, a powerful umbolelo will be prepared!

izi-Bulo, n. = iz-Ablulo.

isi-Bulo (Bhulo), n. Stick for beating anything, as for threshing corn, using at witch-doctor's ceremonies, etc.

Bulu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti pulu.

i-mBulu (Bhulu), n. Large land-lizard or monitor living beneath rocks or in earth-holes; also = i-mBululwane; also see iMbulu [Bo. mbulu, lizard].

N.B. It is said, if a person imitates the umbulu (which is said to make a cry as though of a distant person singing), he will get a toothache.

Buluba (Bhuluba), v. Miscarry, used only of women, pigs and dogs (not cattle — see punza) = pumana isisu.

u-Bululwe (Bhulube), n. Certain sluggish non-poisonous snake of a light-brown or reddish colour (= i-nKwakwe); any dull-minded, stupid person.

i(li), or isi-Bulubentse (Bhalubhentse), n. Big fellow having large buttocks and belly; also used to refer contemptuously to a person with whom one has no concern, as an unknown stranger, child of some other kraal, etc.; also used to denote an uncultured, ill-mannered person who doesn't know how to conduct himself in decent society (every Native having the idea that there is no other tribe or family so fine as his own).

i(li), um, or i-mBulukucu (Bhalukuen), n. Thoroughly indolent, spiritless person, too lazy even to cook for himself.

Bulukuqa (Bhalukuqa), v. Throw or fling anything (a.e.) down or away so as to fall sprawlingly, lying out at length. = ukuti bulukuq. Cp. bulukusha.

Bulukucqeka (Bhalukueqeka), v. Get flung down, as above; lie sprawled or stretched out at length, as a man drunk or asleep, or a snake; go stretched out at full length, drawing itself along on the belly, as a snake = ukuti bulukuq. Cp. bulukusheka.

Bulukuq, ukuti (Bhalukuq, ukuthi), v. = bulukuq; bulukucqeka.

um-Bulukuq (Bhalukuq), n. 5. Any long, bulky body, stretched out at length, as a python, a long narrow bale as of oil-cloth, or a tall man stretched out on the ground at full length; tall, big-bodied man; applied contemptuously to any stupid, thoroughly indolent person, 'a mere inert mass', or a non-venomous snake = um-Bulukusha.

Bulukusha (s. k.), v. Make lie down in a long bulky-bodied manner i.e. lay or place down anything (a.e.) of a long bulky body (as a thick snake, or long narrow bundle) so that it lie stretched out in a long mass.

Bulukushaka (s. k.), v. Get so laid out at length, as any long body with bulk, as a python, a long thin bale, or a tall man asleep; go as a long bulky stretched-out mass, like a python = bulukucqeka.

Bulukushu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), n. 5. = bulukusha; bulukusheka.

um-Bulukushu (s. k.), n. 5 = um-Bulukuq. i(li), or ama-Bulukwe (Bhalukuwe), n. Pair of trousers [D. broek].

i(li)-Bululu, n. Puff-adder (Bitis arietans) = i(li)-Hobosh. Cp. i-nTlangwane; u-Maquandalingopi.

i-mBululwane (Bhalulwane), n. Thick scaling of the skin on the upper part of the foot, in some Natives constitutional = i-mBulu. Cp. i-nKwali; um-Kenke.
isi-Bululwane, n. Plump-bodied infant; (C.N.) large centipedal worm; any other large non-edible worm; large buzzing insect.

Bulumunga — see obula.

Bulunga, v. Roll, i.e. make into a roll or sausage-shaped lump, as when rolling the n-Ngiyane for a headring or the clay (acc.) in pot-making into a long thin rope; rounden off, as when giving the head (acc.) of a knobkerry its final shape. Cp. bulunga (bulumba).

Bulunga (Bulunga), v. Roll into a ball, form anything (acc.) into a round globular lump or mass, as a pill or dumping = dilinga; cp. bulanga. [Lat. pila, ball; Bo. mbuluga, round; Her. putu-putu, round].

i-mBulunga (Bulunga), n. Anything of a round, ball-like shape, as a bead or cannon-ball (not a circular disc = i-NDilinga; nor sausage-like roll = um-Bulunga) = i-nGqumunyanga.

um-Bulunga, n. 5. Long sausage-shaped roll, as of putty, clay for pot-making, a roly-poly pudding, etc. Cp. i-mBulunga.

Bulungana (Bulungana), v. Form into a ball, or into ball-like lumps, as the moon in its course, or mealie-meal when thrown into boiling water = dilingana.

Buluza, v. = puluza; ukutli bulu.

(i), or um-Buma (Bhuma), n. 5. Kind of rush, growing in marshy places and used for making women's sleeping-mats and medicinally to aid parturition; small kind of green bead (= u(Du)-Huza); anything of a deep-green colour (but lighter than the um-Xope).

Bumba (Bumbha), v. Work or make anything (acc.) in clay, as an eating-vessel; make from dough, paste, etc., as bread (acc.), or a plaster-model; fabricate, make up, as deceptive plans or stories [Ga. bumba, clay; um-bumbi, potter; umba, to shape; Sw. bumba, sod; Her. ot yi-tumbeki, sod].

Phr. uku-bumba umkomo, to refrain from speaking (whether altogether, or merely about any particular matter).

P. likhinge (bumba), isi-seeu, it (the clay) is worked while it still allows (i.e. is fresh, in good condition) = strike the iron while it's hot; make hay while the sun shines.

i(i)-Bumba (Bumbha), n. Clay, generally; and especially, that fit for making pottery [Ga. bumba, clay; Sw. bumba, sod; Her. otyi-tumbeki, sod].

i-mBumba (Bhumbha — no plur.), n. Kind of small black bean cultivated and much liked by the Natives = i-nDamba.

isi-Bumbata (Bumbhatha), n. Lump or elod of any soft clay-like stuff, as dough, putty, or damp corn clotted together.

isi-Bumbaruvi (Bumbhathawi), v. The Tumble-dung beetle = i-nKuba.

isi, or i-mBumbe (Bhumbhe), n. Noodle, simpleton, one naturally stupid or lacking in intellect; bad snuff = isi-Bunje.

ama-Bumbelaneni (Bumbhelandeni), n. Monstrosity (of birth). See (i)-Lumbela.

Bumbezela (Bumbhezela), v. Arrange or make up a thing (acc.) so as to deceive, as by covering up some defect, by presenting a specious external appearance, etc., as a man might his hair when arranging so that it appear abundant or conceal a bald spot, or similarly with the topknot of a woman whose hair is scarce, or as a person might the fault of another when presenting it in such a way that its grievousness be not apparent.

i-mBumbezela (Bhumbhezela), n. Thing 'arranged or made up', as above, so as to present a specious appearance, as a filling out of the hair so as to appear abundant, a pretending to enjoy a certain disagreeable food when in a friend's house, or a glossing over of the fault of another (with ukw-enza).

isi-Bumbu (Bumbhu), n. Pubes or lower part of the abdomen just above the sexual organ.

Ex. itambo lesibumbe, the os pubis or front part of the pelvis, as felt just before the bladder.

ama-Bambilu (Bumbhalku), n. A loud outburst (whether by one or many) of reproach, indignation, etc., as at somebody's disgraceful speech or conduct. Cp. is-Aho.

Ex. wakuzwa amabambilu, he uttered a cry of loud reproach or disapproval.

isi-Bambilu (Bumbhalku), n. Mouth with fine large lips (admired by the Natives). Cp. isi-Mbence.

i-mBambilu (Bhumbhalku), n. Pip, as of an orange or pumpkin; kernel, stone, as of a peach or wild-berry; hence, sometimes used in the general sense of i-nTlanwe, i.e. a berry or stone-like thing, as a pill, marble etc. (cp. i-mBulunga); a treacherous plot, ruse, or action — mostly used in adverbial form = see Mambilu.

Bumbuluza (Bumbhuluzu), v. Act treacherously, act deceptively with the intention of doing harm, as a party ostensibly hunting but really intending to kill somebody.
um-Bumbuluzo (Bhumhuluzo), n. 5. Large war-shield. Cp. isi-Mbangu; (ii)-Hawu.

Bumbutana (Bhumhuthunda), v. Get or be massed together, as below.

Bumbutela (Bhumhuthela), v. Heap or mass together in one lump, crowd, collection, etc., as different lots of grain, people (ace), etc.

i-mBumbutela (Bhumhuthela), n. A massing together, conglomeration, as above.

i-mBumbwane (Bhumhkwane), n. Small dung-fly.

Bume, adv. Standing, on the spot, while still walking or living, etc. — only used idiomatically in connection with certain verbs, as mangala (be amazed), la (die), etc. (prob. from an obsolete noun ubu-me).

Ex. usumubokwaxi kadhi bame curvini ka-minusada, a young-wife doesn’t eat standing-up or walking in the kraal of her father-in-law.

ace! ngafa bame, oh! I am dead while still living, i.e. my chronic ailment has rendered me utterly useless, as good as dead.

bat’ubu babone infulula, b’oma bame, when they saw this strange thing, they dried up still standing (i.e. became fixed to the spot). etc.

isi-Bumu (Bhumu), n. = is-Abunu.

um-Bumu (Bhumu), n. 5. = isi-Bono.

(i)-Bumumu (Bhumamumu), n. Big, good-for-nothing man.

Buna, v. Fade, wither, as a plant; dry up, as a sore when healing; die off, die away, as sheep from emaciation. Cp. fekela [Ga. beu, brown].

Bunca, ukuti (Bhineca, ukuthi), v. = buanca.

Buncana (Bhuncana), v. Shrink, shrivel up, gather together into small compass, as a dried fruit, gall-bladder, an old woman, or a shirt through washing = shwabana.

u-Bunce (Bhunce), n. Certain small bird.

um-Bunce (Bhunce), n. 5. Any shrunken, shrivelled-up thing, as above — see buanca.

Bunda, v. Shrink away, dry up, become merely bones, as one wasting with consumption, or sheep with famine.

(i)-Bunda, n. Certain shrub (Dombeya Nataleensis), whose skinny bark is used for making baskets = (ii)-Bunga.

uBunga, n. Miserably emaciated, dried-up, animal or person, merely bones, as from wasting disease or famine; (C.N.) = u-Bamba.

u(iu)-Bunda or Bunda (Buunda), n. Raised earthen boundary, made in the floor of a hut, cutting off a small portion at the side thereof for the use of young goats, etc.; such an enclosed place itself; hence, sometimes applied to the batch of goats sleeping there or belonging to that particular hut. Cp. (il)-Tombe.

Bundana, v. Shrink together, dry up, become merely a skeleton, as a withered grenadilla = bananca.

i-mBündu (Bhumnda), n. = i-mBundwane.

um-Bündu (Buunda), n. 5. A bulging-fold, pleat or plait, such as caused in a woman’s kilt or a lady’s dress by the gathering in at the waist; a crimping, creasing, or wavy unevenness at the edge of a sleeping-mat, from having pulled the parts too tightly together; raised earthen border made in the floor at the back of a Native hut, so as to mark off the um-Samo or place for pots. (cp. u(n)-Bunda; (il)-Ziko).

u(iu)-Bündubundu, n. Any substance of a smooth pasty nature, as boiled arrowroot, flour paste, plaster, etc.

Bu, u (ukuti), v. Be drooping, in a faded or jaded state, without strength or vigour, as a plant through drought, or a person overcome by hunger. Cp. bura.

i-mBune (Buane), n. Withered, emaciated, strengthless creature, man or beast, as from age or disease; certain climbing plant, bearing a large kind of bean (N. = i-mBone).

N.B. This bean is used by an umtakati to cause a person to waste away (buna).

Bunga, v. Gather or heap together in one place, as firewood (ace.), or mealies; gather or flock together, as bees round the queen (ace.), or sheep collecting together; gather or flock round, as flies round a person or children round a visitor (ace.); come upon in a flock, swarm, etc., as birds or locusts upon corn (ace.) in a field; heap upon a person (ace.) all manner of charges. Cp. bungayela; bunyaza.

(i)-Bunga, n. Piece of rotten, decayed wood, whether stick, post, or tree-trunk; also = (il)-Bunda; certain plant used as an um-Budelo for causing ‘rot or decay’ in a kraal.

Ex. i:bunda sesiny'amabunya, the posts are already rotten.

i-mBunga (Bhunga), n. Hair of a soft downy, woolly nature, as that about the tail of a rabbit or at the back of a man’s neck; fluff, nap, as on some cloths;
(C.N.) manner of dressing the hair with young-men so that it have a frizzy appearance (sometimes in plur. izi-mBu
nunga). Cp. isi-Hluphe, i(1i)-Qubu; um-
Swendo.

isi-Bunga, n. Certain disease, caused by an um-Bulelo.

Bungabunga, v. = bungaza.
i(1i)-Bungane (Bhungane), n. Generic name for any flying beetle; hence, applied in a more particular sense to the human intestinal beetle (= i(1i)-Kambi), a certain boring fly, etc.

N.B. The two varieties of Mylabris (M. bifaseiata and M. bunata), so common in the pumpkin-fields and valuable for their blistering properties, are gen. merely called by this name, seeming to have no distinguishing appellation, although their blistering properties are known.

Bunganylea, v. Flock or gather together for, collect round, as people round one (acc.) who has met with an accident, or cattle round something exciting on the veldt. Cp. bunga; bungaza.

Bungaza, v. = bunga; and bungasela.

Bungazela, v. Gather to, come closely round about, as a child might about its mother (acc.) from whom it would like something or about a friend just arrived; fawn upon, show affection by close contact, as a dog running about its master (acc.) who has just arrived; caress, put oneself closely around or about, as a father affectionately caressing his child (acc.), or a person his dog; keep flatteringly about the chief (acc.), as one seeking to ingratiate himself with him.

Bungcana (Bhungcana), v. = buncana.

isi-Bunge (Bhungwe), n. = isi-Bumbe.

Bungela, v. Heap or gather together in or at any place, as mealies (acc.), rubbish, etc.; heap upon, as firewood (acc. or with nga) upon a fire (acc.), or false charges upon a person; gather or collect thickly upon, cover in heaps', as ticks might a person (acc.). See bunga.

ama-Bungela, n. Charges 'heaped' falsely upon a person.

i(1i)-Bungazi (Bhungazi), n. (N.) = i(1i)-
Bungane.

i(1i)-Bungu, n. Certain kind of river-grass or rush; veldt-grass, field-crops, etc. while still young and soft, about a few inches above the ground.

i(1i)-Bungu (Bhungu), n. Lad, young male of about sixteen or eighteen years. Cp. i(11)-Bongu.

isi-Bungu, n. Maggot of a certain fly, living in the ground; maggot-like piece of flesh extracted from beneath the tongue of a young dog (= um-Nqadula). Cp. i-mPetu.

um-Bungu, n. Embryo of man or beast still in the womb and not yet a fetus (= um-Gawe); ox of an entirely white colour, horns and all [Her. oty-mumbumba, fœtus].

Bunguka (Bhunguka), v. Leave or abandon one's parents and home and become 'wild' i.e. living among foreign tribes' or in non-related kraals. Cp. hlubuka.

Bungula (Bhungula), v. Cause a person (acc.) to abandon parents or home, as above; used also for making a person (acc.) insane or go mad. Cp. hlubula.

i-mBungulu (Bhungulu), n. Bug = i-nTsikizi [Ga. blulu, bug].

i-mBungumbungu (Bhungumbhungu), n. Thing of a soft, yielding nature to pressure of the feet or hands, as the soft earth in a cattle-fold, soft downy hair, etc. Cp. i-mBunga.

Bunguzwa, v. Move rollingly along, roll heavily about, etc., in a heavy, lumbering manner, as a big snake moving torpidly along, or a heavy sheep's-tail dangling round and about behind.

um-Bunguza, n. 5. Big, rolling, lumber-some mass, as of izi-nJobo, a large sheep's-tail, or a snake.

Bunguzeka (Bhunguzeka), v. Yield softly to pressure, as anything of the nature of an i-mBungumbungu.

Bunguzela (Bhunguzela), v. = bongozela.

Bûniyani, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Fade right away or die away rapidly, or without effort. See ukuti bine.

Bûnku, ukuti (Bûnku, ukuthi), v. = bu-
kula.

Bunkula (Bhungula), v. Break, snap, or cut off or apart, as a branch (acc.) from a tree, a mealie-cob from the stalk, one piece of meat or cloth from another, or as a man cutting off i.e. rejecting, having done with, any of his wives or children.

Bunqana (Bhungana), v. = buncana.

Buntsha (Bhuntsha), v. Be or become no longer appreciated or of interest, become of little or no value, get consequently neglected or abandoned, as a piece of handiwork which one has made and then sold and only cheap or left about uncared for, a hut or any undertaking which one has commenced and then through loss of interest left unfinished (used in perf.).

u(1u)-Buntshu (Bhuntshu), n. Person with very small buttocks = isi-Shodo.
Būnts[u, ukuti (Bhunts[u, ukuthi), v. Pitch or throw heavily down, as a heavy load (acc.) carried on the head = buntsu[a; get so thrown down heavily = buntsuleka. See ukuti tuntsu.

Buntsula (Bhuntsula), v. = ukuti buntsu; tantsula.

Buntsuleka (Bhuntsuleka), v. = ukuti buntsu; tantsula.

i(li)-Bunu (Bhunu), n. Dutchman, Boer [fr. Xo. i(li)-Balu].

isi-Bunu, n. Vagina feminine (this word is of a decent nature, and can be used, when necessary, in respectable society) = i-nTlunu [Bo. tunu, lust; Her. e-kuku, vagina].

Bunuka (s. k.), v. (C. N.) = bunusa.

Bunusa, v. Live the ‘gentleman’ i. e. lead an easy, happy life, with abundance to eat and drink and nothing to do, as a wealthy kraal-owner, or a wife in a chief’s kraal. Cp. tamasa; hileleka; ukuti zele zele.

i(li)-Bunzi, n. Forehead = i-mVelelo [Skr. bhu, brow; Ar. ṣura, forehead; Her. o-mbumba].

Buqa (Bhuqa), v. Make a clean end of a thing (acc.), finish it off or clear it away outright, as cattle clearing off a field of mealies, constant walking wearing clean off all the grass from a place, an or army making a clean end of an enemy (= ukuti buqe, buqaza); go over a field (acc.) a second time, ‘doing for it entirely’, as when a harrow is sent over it after ploughing so as to completely break up the clods, or when re-sowing it after a first sowing has not been a success; make sport of a person (acc.), have fun out of him, humbug him, whether by humourous talking or practical joking.

i-mBuqa (Bhuqa), n. Person or thing cast aside, neglected, as of no further value or use = i-nGinqi.

Būqabuqa (Bhuqbhuqa), v. Dash down or about, make a thorough end of him, as a strong man might another (acc.) with whom he is wrestling.

Buqaza (Bhuqaza), v. = buqa.

Buqazela (Bhuqazel[a), v. (C. N.) = vasazela.

Buqe, ukuti (Bhuqe, ukuthi), v. Make a clean end of a thing (acc.), finish it off entirely (= buqa, ukuti lohle, ukuti lute), be quite black, pitch dark (gen. with myama = ukuti kace, ukuti gaude).

i(li), or isi-Buqe (Bhuqe), n. A clean sweep-
Bushuza (Bhushuza), v. Go with the buttocks i.e. keeping them close together and wriggling them slightly from side to side as one goes, as people, gen. short and plump, who habitually walk with very short steps; go wriggling the buttocks i.e. go naked, generally, and as any kind of person = shubuza.

Bushuzela or Bushuzela-ze (Bhushuzela), v. Go along naked, 'wriggling the bare buttocks', as above = shubuzela.

isi-Bushwane (Bhushwane), n. Short plump-bodied person who walks with short quick steps, wriggling the well-stuffed buttocks about from side to side as he goes; also applied to a plump-bodied ox with well-filled-out buttocks (= isi-Shubuka); an idiot, one naturally without intellect, 'who goes about bare', as though understanding nothing.

Busisa, v. Cause or help one (acc.) to enjoy life or have fine times, as a chief might a favourite by lavishing wealth upon him; hence (M), make prosperous, bless, as God (cp. hlahlamelisa).

um-Buso, n. 5. An enjoyment of life, 'fine times'; manner of enjoying one's life, as customary with any particular nation, as bull-fighting might be with the Spaniards, or polygamy and beer-drinking with the Kafr; mode of 'lording it' or acting the chief in a land i.e. mode of dealing with or governing the people, making life happy for them (they being supposed to be the 'children' of the chief); country over which one lords it or reigns, kingdom.

Buta (Butho), v. Gather together or up, collect, as rubbish (acc.), scattered grains or blankets; call to account, bring up, as a person's talk may afterwards bring him up for an explanation; pass. butwa, be gathered into i.e. incorporated in a regiment, as was every young-man among the Zulus upon attaining about his twentieth year of age (see i(li)-Buto) [Sw. butanisha; Bo. vuna].

Ex. nabutwa-pi nina? Sabutwa ka'Nodwengu, where were you assembled (i.e. your regiment), where did you serve for military service? We were assembled, or we served, at the Nodwengu military-krall.

Phr. ukhululeka kyakukubuta, the dusk will rake you in or bring you back — as might be said to a naughty boy running away from punishment.

uku-buto intshawana, to gather in the wrinkles i.e. to frown.

i(li)-Buta (Butha), n. Certain climbing plant, used as a charm for attracting the girls.

Butalala (Buthalala), v. = ukuti butalala.

Butalala, ukuti (Buthalala, nkuthi), v. Squat down in a crouching posture i.e. resting upon the knees with the buttocks upon the heels and the body lying low over the knees; lie on the belly (not on the side), as a cat or a dog, with the head erect. Cq. bombelela.

Butana (Buthana), v. Gather or collect together (intrans.), as cattle or people coming together on one spot [Sw. kutana].

i-mButane (Bhuthane), n. Kind of scented grass (C.N.).

Butaza (Buthaza), v. Gather up closely together, compress, as a person his body when pressed for room.

Ex. uku-zi-butaza, draw oneself together, crouch, as a cat when about to spring, or a thief hiding in a bush. See i-li-Butu; uku-zi-cuta.

Butazeka (Buthazeka), v. Get drawn together, or compressed, as the body of a cat before it springs, or a new clay-pot still soft when it gets pressed together at the sides.

Butisa (Buthisa), v. Gather itself (or themselves) together in one place, as a snake when coiling itself up, or cattle collecting together on one spot at mid-day (sometimes used in reflect. form uku-zi-butisa).

Ex. nantsi inyoka ibutisile otshamini, here's a snake coiled up in the grass.

inkomo sibutisile, the cattle have now collected together (for the mid-day rest). Cp. i-mButo.

um-Butiso (Buthiso), n. 5. A combined ploughing or hoeing for the chief by his people, and applied alike to the assembled workers or to the land ploughed by them. Cp. i-li-Lima.

i(li)-Buto (Butho), n. Regiment, such as were periodically formed by the Zulu king of all young-men of the nation of a like age; member of any such regiment, warrior, or fighting-man (cp. u(tlu)-Dibi); all collectively, or each individually, of the girls of a similar 'regiment' (in their case there was no actual embodiment in regiments, but from time to time, perhaps at the period of incorporating a new male regiment, the Zulu king would also coin a name by which all the girls of the nation of a like age would henceforth be known; the women thus knew their respective ages from their i-butso).

Ex. ay'inini wena, ibuto lako? Ngiyindlu-yengxeni, of what regiment are you? I am an
i-nDlunguwe (the Leopard’s-lair—name of a regiment).

P. akohlisana (anabuto), elhonile. they deceive one another (the warriors) when under arms or on the war-path (having then to be very wary) = two rascals (out on the same job) met and took each other in.

N.B. Every boy in Zululand who had attained about his eighth year had to work, when required at any military-krail, as an utha-Dibi or bagage-bearer. When about eighteen or twenty, he was, along with all the other youth of a like age throughout the land, incorporated into some newly-formed and newly-named regiment, and for a time had to serve a kind of apprenticeship in one of the military-krals (see i-li-Kambu).

Butu, ukuti (Buthu, ukuthi), v. = butuka; butuzuka.

izi-Butu (Buthu), n. Crouching posture, a compressing of the body together into small compass, as when wishing to conceal oneself from sight, or when approaching the Zulu king, or as a cat about to spring — only used adverbially as below.

Ex. ukula-la izibuthu, to lie crouched up = butaza.

um-Butu (Buthu), n. 5. A general dropping or dying off in large numbers and without apparent cause, as sheep or goats.

Butuka (Buthuka), v. Crumble to pieces, as a lump of dry earth between the fingers; drop away or die off, as sheep and goats, in large numbers and without apparent cause.

i-nButuma (Buthumana), n. Big, baking fire, formed of a heap of glowing logs.

Butuzuka (Buthuzwa), v. Make crumble to pieces, as a piece of dry earth (ace.), between the fingers; make drop or die off largely, as certain diseases do sheep (ace.).

Butuzeza (Buthuzeza), v. = butukza.

Buexe, ukuti (Buïxe, ukuthi), v. = buxeka; buxekeza.

Buexe (Buëxeza), v. Place so as to stand immovable or firm; hence, fix or drive in firmly, as a stake (ace.); set down firmly i.e. flat down or squat, as a flat-bottomed can (ace.), or an infant on its buttocks; settle firmly or fixedly, as one’s kraal in any particular locality = ukuti buxe.

Buexekeza (Buxuekeza), v. Get placed firmly or immovably, as above; get firmly fixed or driven in; get to sit flat down, as a can, or squat down, as a lazy woman idling; get firmly settled down, as a kraal in any locality, or a man in a new position.

isi-Buxu (Bhuwari), n. Calf with unusually large body.

Buxu, buxu, ukuti (Buxu buxu, ukuthi), v. Wash the body with the hands, as when bathing.

Buxunga (Buxungana), v. Wash the back of another person (ace.).

Buya, v. Come or go back, return; bend inwards at the top, as the sides of a beer-barrel, or in a more pronounced degree in some globe-shaped vases and Native pots and baskets (ep. cita; u(bu)-Biyou; ana-Nyungu); be closely, compactly built, as a cosy Native hut that has been well thatched so as to allow of no cold or draughts to enter (used in perf.); succeed in getting, or come off with, anything (with na) over which there has been some contention; be thus obtained after successful contention, come back with one (with na of person), as some object (nom.) over which there has been contention; contract, as a healing sore; also used adverbially, as an aux. verb, and expressing ‘afterwards, and then, again, etc.’ [prob. akin to buta; At bo, go back].

Ex. ngulubha kona, ngulubha kuye, ngulube-la vena, ngulubela kwe, I return from there, I return from him, I return for (i.e. to fetch, or on account of) you, I return to you.

ikanda lake libungile, his head curves round at the forehead (i.e. curves forwards, is bow-shap).

ngulawu isiltsha esibilaye, I prefer a vessel bending in at the top (not straight-sided).

labinya nati (icalu), it (the lawcase) came back with us, i.e. we won the case.

ngiyakabinya nako, I shall succeed in getting hold of it — as when thinking for a word one has momentarily forgotten.

yadula iniyalele (inigali), yadibula; ngulabina umoya-ke; nge-seelele uwalu, after it (the buffalo) had cast an angry look at me, it passed on; and I came back again as to my breath (i.e. and I breathed again freely); for I was already dead with fright.

ibuyu, 'madola;' it (the imp) returns (to the fight), my men! — a common rallying cry of Natives fighting.

yida, manje, ubuye we kimi, eat now, and then come to me.

ubuyu coti uMpande, afterwards Mpande said.

uma ubuyu okwenza, awu! 'Mpande! wo-bona okukulu, if you do it again, oh! by Mpande! you will see something great.
i(li)-Bu ya (Bu ya), n. Backwash of any kind, i.e. water driving backwards, or up on to the land, not passing off in a free forward course, as the in-coming tide at a river-mouth (the waters apparently being thrown back on the land), or as in some rivers, where a swift current throws the side-waters in a circular, backward course round some promontory.

i(li)-Bu ya, n. Place where a large number of people have their fields together, a large number of fields close together in one common spot = um-Limela.

i-mBu ya (Bu ya), n. Common weed (Amaranthus Thinbergii), much liked as imifino when young; also another weed somewhat resembling it, but said to cause dysentery in a kraal in the vicinity of which it grows (= isi-Nyembe)

P. (umuntu) o'muxwana kantli 'mbuya, a person whose kraal-sites don't grow any imbuya (he doesn't stay long enough for that), — said of a restless man, who is constantly shifting his kraal.

isi-Buya, n. Spot prepared for threshing Kafir-corn (= isi-Zo); fenced enclosure for storing grain after harvesting.

i-mBuy abatwa (Bu yabathwa), n. Certain weed, something like the i-mBu ya, but thorny, and not eaten.

Buye lela, v. Return on the same day (not sleeping away from home).

Buyi sa, v. Return, bring or send anything (acc.) back, as an article borrowed; bring back (the clouds), be working up for rain, as the heavens; take back, withdraw, as offensive words; make good, replace, as the injured property (acc.) of another; rally, as an induna might his warriors after a repulse by shouting ibuya! to them; bring back home a recently deceased person (acc. i.e. his ilili-Dhlozi — see hlamba).

Ex. (izulu) likuma ukubigisa, it (the weather) wants to work up for rain (i.e. a set-in rain, not a passing shower or storm).

P. abubigisi baphambili, the turners-back (i.e. those who are worse than those you are running away from) are on ahead = you will find worse things on ahead; out of the frying-pan into the fire.

Buyisana, v. Bring or send back one to another; take back one from another, withdraw mutually, as offensive words; hence, make it up, after a quarrel.

Buyise la, v. Cause to come back to a person something, return or restore a person his thing (doub, acc.); make amends to a person (acc.) for something damaged or lost (acc.) by something else (with nya).

Phr. okusena/kubuyiselwa'mura, it is no longer able to be returned back (and be as though never done) = it's no use crying over spilt milk.

Buza (Buza), n. Buzz, hum, as a swarm of flies or bees; swarm, be numerous, as an immense number of cattle or a pig's litter; wander idly, saunter about without any purpose, as a loafing man or unherded cattle.

Buza, v. Ask a person (acc.) anything (acc.), put a question to a person (with ku) about some matter (acc. or with nya); enquire about something (acc. or with nya) of a person (with ku, or acc. respectively); interrogate, examine orally, as a teacher his class (acc.) [Lat. postulo, I demand; Ar. sa'at, ask; MZT. buzia; Chw. bitlsa; Ka. buja; Ga. wusa; Sw. usa; Her. pura].

Ex. buyabuzwa, yini? is it then asked about? — used to express 'of course! there's no doubt about it.'

wobuzwa pela! you shall ask me then (if it is not so) i.e. you'll see if it won't be as I say.

Phr. ukubuzi isivi, to ask about a statement; to ask for a statement or definite reply.

N.B. A favourite musical pastime of the Native children is to draw certain figures, consisting of lines, rings, etc., on the floor of the hut, whereafter one of the girls, having noted the position of the several figures, covers her eyes with one hand, and, in a pretty minor song, replies to another of the girls who, pointing to the first of the figures as they stand, enquires, in a similar singing tone, Nyibusa! (I ask what this is!). There are three varieties of figure and three different replies, viz. Nyibusa umloko vesibambo, ye yenyeni! (I ask about the mouth of the gun, ya! ya!); 'Nsik'insiki, siy'axi sone, ye yenyeni! (Lump of a thing, we all know it, we do, ya! ya!); Vuta, 'nkwenkweni esi-pum'elendothle; siyo sambamba N'diyimana, ye yenyeni! (Flame up, twinkling thing, those which rise up out of the sea; we went and caught him at the Diamond-Fields, ya! ya!)

If the girl who is replying, through forgetfulness of the relative positions of the different figures, sings out an unsuitable reply, she has lost the game.

i-mBuzana (Bhuzana), n. Green-backed Bush Warbler (Camaroptera olivacea) = i-mBuzi.

i-mBuzane (Bhuzane), n. Black flying-ant that comes out of the ground after rain (= um-Iyane); black flying and stinging
ant that sometimes appears in swarms on hot days; small species of fly that swarms about fermenting stuffs (= i(li)-Bu); small gnat that rises in columns from the ground on hot mornings—the word would seem to have been originally, as it still is in the Xosa, a generic name for any kind of gnat or midge; in which indiscriminate sense it is, however, no longer in use among the Zulus. Cp. i-ntsentsane.

N.B. The naming of the numerous varieties of ant is very contradictory among the Natives, the different names being applied to different objects in almost every separate district.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BU</th>
<th>63</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Buzane (Bhuzane), n. = u(lu)-Buzela.</td>
<td>isi-Buzela (Bhuzela), n. Idle vagrant, one sauntering laziily about, a loafer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Buzela (Bhuzela), n. Roaming swarm of things, as of cattle wandering in great numbers unherded about a plain = u(lu)-Yaba. Cp. i(l)-Bololewane.</td>
<td>um-Buzeli, n. I. One who defends another, by cross-examining the other side, asking questions on his behalf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Buzenge (Bhuzenge), n. Half-dast, daft-looking, mentally-lost individual.</td>
<td>isi-Buzi (Bhuzi), n. Certain kind of grass (Andropogon fimitimus).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Buzi, n. Kind of field-rat, larger than the i-mBiba.</td>
<td>i-mBuzishe (Bhuzishe), n. Cane-rat (= i(li)-Vandwe); gnu (= i-konkoni) — the word seems to be almost obsolete now, save, as in Somkeli’s district, where it is used for klonipu purposes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aku’ntsimbwa yaxux’ibuzi nyokuhlala, there is no genet that ever caught a rat by sitting down.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| i-mBuza (Bhuzi), n. Goat; also = i-mBuzana [Ar. mazā, goat; Sw. m-buzi; MZT. i-m-buzi; Amb. buz, water-goat; Mpo. m-boni, goat]. |

Phr. mus’ukuqab’imbuze nyakimi! don’t get driving your goats over towards me!—said to reprove an intoxicated man when he rolls up against a person.

P. imbuze ingazal’inkono (N. nombuny atume isicoco)! a goat could beget an ox (and a whiteman wear a headring)!—before such and such a thing could be.

imbuze iyadh’iguma (or indhu), the goat rubs close along the door-screen (or hut) — when it wants to get a chance to come in — said of a person cunningly seeking an opportunity for ‘getting’ at one, or catching him by stealth.

isi-Buza (Bhuzi), n. Certain kind of grass (Andropogon fimitimus).

i-mBuza (Bhuzi), n. Goat; also = i-mBuzana [Ar. mazā, goat; Sw. m-buzi; MZT. i-m-buzi; Amb. buz, water-goat; Mpo. m-boni, goat]. |

Phr. mus’ukuqab’imbuze nyakimi! don’t get driving your goats over towards me! — said to reprove an intoxicated man when he rolls up against a person.

P. imbuze ingazal’inkono (N. nombuny atume isicoco)! a goat could beget an ox (and a whiteman wear a headring)!—before such and such a thing could be.

imbuze iyadh’iguma (or indhu), the goat rubs close along the door-screen (or hut) — when it wants to get a chance to come in — said of a person cunningly seeking an opportunity for ‘getting’ at one, or catching him by stealth.

isi-Buza (Bhuzi), n. Certain kind of grass (Andropogon fimitimus).

i-mBuza (Bhuzi), n. Goat; also = i-mBuzana [Ar. mazā, goat; Sw. m-buzi; MZT. i-m-buzi; Amb. buz, water-goat; Mpo. m-boni, goat]. |

Phr. mus’ukuqab’imbuze nyakimi! don’t get driving your goats over towards me! — said to reprove an intoxicated man when he rolls up against a person.

P. imbuze ingazal’inkono (N. nombuny atume isicoco)! a goat could beget an ox (and a whiteman wear a headring)!—before such and such a thing could be.

imbuze iyadh’iguma (or indhu), the goat rubs close along the door-screen (or hut) — when it wants to get a chance to come in — said of a person cunningly seeking an opportunity for ‘getting’ at one, or catching him by stealth.

isi-Buza (Bhuzi), n. Certain kind of grass (Andropogon fimitimus).

i-mBuza (Bhuzi), n. Goat; also = i-mBuzana [Ar. mazā, goat; Sw. m-buzi; MZT. i-m-buzi; Amb. buz, water-goat; Mpo. m-boni, goat]. |

Phr. mus’ukuqab’imbuze nyakimi! don’t get driving your goats over towards me! — said to reprove an intoxicated man when he rolls up against a person.

P. imbuze ingazal’inkono (N. nombuny atume isicoco)! a goat could beget an ox (and a whiteman wear a headring)!—before such and such a thing could be.

imbuze iyadh’iguma (or indhu), the goat rubs close along the door-screen (or hut) — when it wants to get a chance to come in — said of a person cunningly seeking an opportunity for ‘getting’ at one, or catching him by stealth.

isi-Buza (Bhuzi), n. Certain kind of grass (Andropogon fimitimus).

Bu — words containing this sound in the Natal dialect, where it is occasionally heard, are invariably spoken in Zululand with the exploded b (bracketed in this work with a bh), the bw sound being unknown. Wherefore, all words of this description must be sought in this book under the ordinary B, with the bh sign in brackets.

C in Zulu that represent the dental click, of which there are four varieties, viz. (1), the dental click simple, represented by the letter c, and occurring e.g. in the word caca (to be plain); (2), the aspirated dental click, represented by a ch, as in the word chacha (to cover, as water the food in a cooking-pot); (3), a hard liquid dental click, represented by the sign ge, as in the word geagea (to perform the wedding-dance), and geoba (anoint); (4), a soft liquid dental click, also represented by ge, as in the words i-nGeacane (a marsh-plant), and i-nGeosana (a small quantity) — the difference between these last two varieties being sufficiently marked by the fact that the latter or softer kind only occurs after an n immediately preceding it in the same syllable, the sound being found mostly in words of which the radical really commences with a c, but the sound of which has now become liquified or tempered down by the presence of the nasal n preceding it. It must be noted, however, that there are some words in which the simple dental click, written with a c, also follows immediately after an n in the same syllable, and yet does not have its sound affected in any way; but in such cases it may be assumed as more probable that the n is, along with the c, an intrinsic portion of the original root, and is not a subsequently added prefix, as for instance in the word i-nCweinewi or i-Cweinewi (honey-bird).

Words commencing with the liquid varieties of the click, written with a gc, will be found duly entered under the letter G.

Ca (Cha), int. = Qa (this latter form being almost universal in Zululand, the former in Natal).
i-nCa, n. Grass, generally (= u(tu)-Tshani); used also adverbially, as below.

Ex. kwakika amaBumi, engangena nje, there came the Boers, they being as many (as the blades of) grass.

Phr. uma'ondele iwe (or uma'ondele iwe), they ill-treated him (or it) as though he were mere grass (to be trodden on) i.e. as though he were a despicable nothing, of no worth or account. Cp. uk-antele pawusi.

Caba, v. Chop down, chop away, as bushes (acc.) from a spot being cleared; break up by biting, as a bone (acc.) when nibbling it off at the soft end to obtain the marrow and juice (not the gristle, etc. clinging to it outside = kukuza); cut down, slay right and left, as people (acc.) in a battle.

Ex. neaba ihigobo, neaba umusi, he is chopping stakes, he is chopping (stakes) for a kraal.

umusi sowusawushe, the kraal is already chopped for i.e. its necessary stakes for fencing, etc.

Caba, ukuti (ukuthi) v. Be flat, level, smooth, as a plain or hut-floor (= cabazeka, cabekeka); sit flatly, or squat, down, as any flat-bottomed vessel, or a book lying on its side, or a woman 'squatting' on the ground (= cabazeka, cabekeka); hence, have a pleasant berth, be comfortably placed, as a woman marrying into a well-off family (= cabazeka, cabekeka); come down on to flat ground, as when descending from a precipice or steep hill (= cabazeka, cabekeka); make flat or level, as a hut-floor (acc. = cabaza, cabeka); set down flat i.e. so as to sit flatly down, as any flat-bottomed vessel (acc.), a grinding-stone, or a book on its side (= cabaza, cabeka); place down slightly, whether in small degree or quantity, as porridge (acc.) when serving it out; or carefully, softly, as a blanket (acc.) over a sleeping person, or food so that it be not splashed about (= cabeka) = ukuti defe, cababa, cebabe, cebelele, tu, tebelele.

isi-Caba, n. Thin flat piece of crushed mealies (or um-Caba), such as gets turned off the stone when crushing boiled-mealies for mixing with amasi; any similar thin flat cake or plate, as a tin lid or a dinner-plate; flat, low-lying strip of land beneath a hill or by a river (cp. i-mFindo).

isi-Caba (Cabha), n. Small sitting-mat (= isi-Cepu); Native hut-door made of wicker-work.

um-Caba, n. 5. Boiled mealie-grains crushed on the grindstone for mixing with amasi; sickly, delicate, strengthless person or animal.

Phr. uncab'oselemasi, the crushed-mealies that are left in the sour-milk — a term jocularly applied to those young-people born since the break-up of the Zulu power and who have consequently not been called up for regular military service nor incorporated into regiments, except nominally.

Cábaba, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti caba.

Cábaba, ukuti (Cábha, ukuthi), v. = ukuti taba taba, ukuti zinzi zinzi.

Cábaba, ukuti (Cábba cábha, ukuthi), v. Patter, as a rain-drops on the wet ground.

N.B. There is a universal custom among Native children of splashing about with their feet in the rain, singing 'Caba caba! ama-tontsi ayaWanda!' or 'Caba caba kwanamato! cabalele kwcещзикомо!' — see caba.

u-Cabacabane (Cabhuaceabhane), n. Children's pastime, as above (with enza).

u-Cabakahishi (s. k.), n. Nice cool food — a nickname for amasi.

u-Cabalele (Cabhailele), n. = u-Cabacabane.

Cabanga, v. Think, in all its forms; hence, reflect, consider; imagine, suppose, fancy, any thing (acc.) or person = kankanya, kanyakwa. Cp. zindhlala [Skr. man, think; Sw. angalia, have thought for; Her. ndangorasi, imagine].

Ex. kade nqikwabanga, I have been long imagining (i.e. suspecting) you.

kade nqiwabanga ngave (or nqikwabanga), long is it if I have been thinking of you.

u(tu)-Cabanga, n. Cartilage at the end of the breast-bone = i(tu)-Pe, u(tu)-Valo.

Cabangela, v. Think, or presume for a person (acc.) i.e. assume a knowledge of his thoughts or actions; hence (in a bad sense), imagine for him, entertain thoughts of suspicion about him, suspect him, as of doing any bad action = zindhlakela.

um-Cabango, n. 5. A thought; reflection, consideration.

Cabaya (Cabhaya), v. = cabaza (cabhazu).

Cabaza, v. = nkuti caba.

Cabaza (Cabhaza), v. Splash about singing in the rain, as Native children have the custom of doing. See nkuti caba caba.

Cabazeka (s. k.), v. = nkuti caba.

ubu-Cabe, n. = um-Cabo.

Cabeka (s. k.), v. = nkuti caba; also, get cleared or chopped away, as bushes, etc. — see caba.

um-Cabo, n. 5. Piece of bush-land newly cleared = ubu-Cabe, ubu-Hlaklo.
isi-Cabu, n. Any kind of venomous spider (= u(lu)-Lembutu); gadfly (= isi-Rawu). (C.N.).

Caca, v. Open a wound (acc. = i-nGozi), gen. on the head, by scraping aside the flesh so as to reveal the underlying bone.

Caca (Chacha), v. Be plain, evident, un-obscured, as the words of a person (not as a kraal — see u(lu)-Balâ; nor water = eweba); be glossy, sleek, as the skin of a person or beast in good condition (= cacambu, tawuzela, topa); appear like a shiny covering on the top, as water (nom.) when poured on food in a pot so as just to cover it with a shining surface (perf. is used in all above senses to indicate the state); break up, chop up, as a bone (acc.) for boiling in soup or extracting the marrow (cp. caba), or as the middle wattles in the roof of a a Native hut when removing the same in two portions.

Ex. ama-naize iko nacacile, your words are clear, evident.

tel-namanzi, nacacile, pour in water, so that it may show a surface (above the food).

ucacile nBani, he is in fine sleek condition, is So-and-so.

u(lu)-Caca, n. Anything lying 'scattered' or fallen about over the ground, as Kafir-corn blown down (in grain, or plant) by the wind, mealies spread all about the ground to dry, or men strewn killed over a field of battle.

CACamba (Chachambha), v. Burst by cracking (not into atoms), as an earthen beer-pot, or lamp glass; burst open by splitting the joint, as a seed-pod; be sleek, with well-filled-out, glossy skin, as a person or beast (used in perf. = caca).

Phr. nku-cacambise anuacdlozi; to put in good condition the ancestral-spirits, i.e. put them in good heart, make them come back to the kraal, when, by some misfortune, it is feared they have forsaken it. This is done by slaughtering a white beast in their honour and placing medicine at the back of the hut to be sipped by them.

Cacamezela, v. Do anything carefully, with concern, as when carrying a fragile vessel, pouring out beer, hoeing a valued plant; do, use, treat economically, with frugal care, as when patching a garment to make it last long, or when tying up a bundle with scraps of old string, other being unobtainable; act with patient, resigned perseverance or carefulness, as in any hard circumstance difficult to bear = catamezela.

i(l)-Cacane, n. Certain veldt-plant having an orange-red spike like the i-nGacane of the marsh; in some localities applied indiscriminately to one kind and the other.

Cacaza (Chachaza), v. Act the lord, be the master, as a bull over the herd or a wife over the man (with pezu, or loc.); make oneself out the master, as a boldly disobedient child, or a stranger improperly assuming authority in any kraal (= totonota); drip, as rain from the roof of a hut (= ketuza); leak by letting ooze or trickle out, as a cracked pot; crack or crackle, as dry firewood when split up or a board when breaking lengthways (= rrerra); also = qaqaza.

Cacisa or CaciseL (Chachisa), v. Make an affair (acc.), word, etc., clear, or plainly evident for a person (acc.). Cp. cesisa.

Câdelana, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be very thin, with the bones showing prominently at all points of the body = caka.

ama-Cadelana, n. Thin bony person, 'all bones', as an old man, or thin growing boy.

Cafaza (Chafaiza), v. Squash up in the mouth, champ, as honey-comb containing young bees (= cimiza); squash or break softly between the fingers, as the mealie-grains of an over-fresh cob when shel ling.

ama-Cafazi (Chafaizi), n. Young immature bees in the comb, eaten by Natives = ama-Qanda, ama-Cimiza, ama-Qamuzu.

isi-Caucafu (Chânechafu), n. = isi-Finini.

Cafuza (Chafafo), v. = xauza.

isi, or isi-Câgogwana (Caagogwana), n. An undertoned slanderous talking about others (= isi-Vicoco); small cooking or serving of food.

Ex. umuna-xa beliyezi isivagwana, there they are, sitting talking slander, talking ill about other people.

Caka (s.k.), v. Be very thin, emaciated, 'all bones', as a consumptive or famine-stricken person (used in perf. = gwântsisa); whiten, whitewash, with white ochre or lime, as a wall (acc.), or as witch-doctors do the body; hence, paint the face with colours, as young-men and girls nowadays occasionally do.

Caka (Chaku), v. Blurt out, let out openly, publish abroad, as a secret, whether an affair or a person (acc.) = ekefela. Cp. ewula; хаfula; pafuza.

Ex. unufana ka'Nomi indaba njitekile, nusicakile, Nomi's boy has let out the whole affair, he has given us away or made us known.
isi-Caka (Chaka), n. Poor, poverty-stricken fellow, without any stock (= i(li)-Hobe, um-Punggolo, um-Italaqa, i-mPabangu); pumpkin-garden [Fv. bo-taki, servant; Mpo. o-shaka].

Cakabeza (s. k.), v. Make or let get cold, as food (acc.); make a person get or feel cold, as cold food, or as when a person with a cold body lies near him.
i(li)-Cakabezí (s. k.), n. Cooked food already become cold = i(li)-Takabezí.
Ex. basibekela icakuberiiligizolo, they served us with some cold stuff of the day before.

Cakacakaza (s. k.), v. Augment. form of cakaza.

isi-Cakacolo (s. k.), n. Any things, as kraals, fields, etc., standing numerously together on one place (not densely packed in one block = isi-Dhlavela).

isi-Cakafu (s. k.), n. Any squat-bodied thing, as a pumpkin flattened on both sides, or a short broad-bottomed pot = isi-Daraza.

Cakafula (s. k.) v. Walk slowly along, as an old or feeble person.

Cakafula (Chakafula), v. Revile, abuse with offensive language = eikacika, eekaceka, uyeza, xaflaza.

Cakalishe (s. k.), v. = calakashela.

Cakala, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti fitilili.

u(lu), or i-nCakalala (s. k.), n. = i-mFitilili; also = i-mFene.

Cakamisa (s. k.), v. (N) = cakatisa.

Cakasha (s. k.), v. Collect or pick up small sticks (acc.), scraps, for firewood. Cp. teza.

Cakata (Cakatha), v. = cakatisa.

Cakatisa (Cakathisa), v. Do anything slightly, just a little, imperfectly, not thoroughly, as when pouring out a little water (acc.), grinding snuff roughly or in small quantity through want of time; do anything loosely, slackly, not firmly or tightly, as when fixing a ream or putting on a covering; do lightly, softly, gently i.e. carefully, not roughly, as when carrying or washing a fragile vessel; be or get done slightly, loosely, etc., as the ream, covering, etc., above; be an imperfect, a 'loosely' ten i.e. be nine in number. Cp. cotozo.

Ex. ngiekatisile loku, just take this loosely along for me — implying that there is no need of much care being taken; or, just carry this gently for me — implying carefulness of handling (the sense would be self-evident from the particular object referred to).

zikakatisile izinkomo sikabani, So-and-so’s cattle have not made up a full izhoni, they are about nine.

Cakaza (s. k.), v. Scatter or throw disorderly about on all sides, as a fowl does when among spread-out grain (acc.), or children the refuse of inde, clothes, etc.; cut incisions abundantly in the body of a person (acc.), ‘slice him up’ (= vakaza; cp. zawula).

Cakaza (Chakaza), v. Slit or notch at the edges, as men do strips of skin (acc.) when making ornamental tails, or the edges of an assengai so as to make it catch into the flesh (= qopa); slit up or slice up, as one might a hide (acc.) when slicing off a rein or slash for a whip (= chaya).

i(li)-Cakazi (Chakazi), n. Young widow marrying a second husband = i(li)-Dikozi. Cp. um-Felwakazi.

u, i(li), or ubu-Cakide (Chakide), n. Weasel = u-Boshobana, u-Mbonjolo.

P. ucakide ubholile, inamba y'alukile, the weasel is at ease, the mamba having gone out — might be applied to children enjoying themselves when their parents are away = when the cat’s away, the nice will play.

puma, 'cakide,' wadhiwa inamba; come out, weasel! or you will be eaten by the mamba = get out of his (your father’s) sight before he comes, if you don’t want to be walloped (as might be said as a warning to a child who has done wrong).

um-Cako (s. k.), n. 5. White ochreous stone, found in some localities and used by the Natives for painting the body (distinct from u(lu)-Daka olumbholo); hence, lime; certain tree, growing in the bush-country and whose red berries are used as an ornament.

Cakula (s. k.), v. Draw, dip, as water or beer (acc.) with the i-nDebe or gourdladle.

um-Cakulo (s. k.), n. 5. Small sized earthen pot, shaped like a pudding-basin or tin bowl, and used for eating from = um-Kele, um-Kambati, um-Shengele.

i-nCakusha (s. k.), n. Certain bluish-coloured cloth.

i(li)-Cala, n. Anything wrong, deserving complaint, in any kind of action or work; hence, fault, defect; mistake, error; harm, injury; crime, offence against the law; guilt, guiltiness, as of the person, or his action; law-case, trial, of any description as tried before a court; debt, whether owing to, or by, a person [Ar. ghala, fault].
Ex. kaku'eala, or kakuma'ela, it's no matter, or consequence.

unu'enda-ni? what's wrong with you?

mecala elikula, he has a great crime (attached to him), he has great fault, great guilt.

kucuba mu'ela, he suffered no harm or injury.

angina'ela kuleko, I have no responsibility for that.

uye eceleni, he has gone to a trial (before the chief or magistrate).

uye 'kubasela anecelela keFaku, he has gone to agitate about his debts (i.e. about payment of them) at Faku's.

icela limathile, the case has thrown him away, i.e. he has lost the case.

icela limelile, the case has relieved him of blame, i.e. he has got off.

icela limevume, the case has agreed with him, i.e. he has won the case.

uku-trala icela, to incur blame, become charged with wrong-doing.

uku-beka (umuntu) icela lokweba, etc., to accuse him (any person) of stealing, etc.

uku-li-beka kuse icela lokweba, etc., to lay the blame or fault of the stealing, etc., on him.

uku-niuka icela lokuti, to place upon him the responsibility for any thing

(i) Cašala (Chala), n. Edge, outside limit or extremity of anything of surface (ep. ulu-Cilo, ulu-Ndi, ulu-Siko); side (relatively), of any surface, as a road (ep. ulu-Hlantlo); side, bank, shore, as of a river (ep. ulu-Gu, ulu-Sebe); adj. eceleni kwæ, beside, at the side of.

Ex. ukeleli eceleni kwendlala, he stands beside or at the side of the path.

budela emeceleni onke, they scattered on all sides, in every direction.

ungapi nyas'eceleni, don't go off towards the side (i.e. keep straight forward).

(i) Calaha (Chutaha), n. Male (i.e. uncased-trated) dog.

Calakashele (s. k.), v. Do anything by a forced effort, even when without strength or heart, as when trudging along to get to one's journey's end, though quite exhausted, or working when disinclined or against one's will, or when bearing up patiently under adverse circumstances; hence, force oneself to do anything overpowering or difficult = calumezele, candalasela, cinelela, condobezele.

Cam (Chama), v. Void or pass urine = tanda, gacabaza, shobinga.

Cama cama, ukuti (Chama chama, ukuti), v. = ukuti nekende.

Camazeka (Chamazeka), v. = nekendeka.

Camanga, r. (C. X.) = cahungu [Skr. man, think; mati, thought; Lat. mens, mind].

um-Camango, n. 5. (C. X.) = um-Cabango.

Camaza (Chamazu), v. = tamasa.

Cambalala (Chambhalala), r. Recline, lie down for repose (not sleep = see lala) [Ang. lambalala; L. Cong. lavalala; Her. tamanana, lie stretched out].

um-Cambayiya (Chambhayiya), n. 5. Indolent person, always lying down or sleeping.

Cambuka (Chambhuka), r. Have, or have made, a hole through; get opened or lanced, as below = camuka, qambuka.

Cambusa (Chambhuse), v. Make a hole through anything (acc.), as a plank, or child's ear (according to Native custom and when it is about seven or eight years of age = rrerra), or a calabash at the mouth; lance, open, as an abscess (acc.); be of full intellect, attained to full clearness of mind, i.e. not stupid or boorish, as a child growing out of its first years of infancy, or a country-lad brightening up by contact with civilization ( = rrerra). See camusa, qambusa.

Phr. boto ongcambusile, isipita; umhlela em-kombeni icempana, they say a person who has not pierced the ear is a lagger-behind, one not up to the mark in growth or intellect; he eats out of the trough of the wild-cat (has cut himself from his family and their ways and become wild).

Camela, v. Rest or lean the head on anything (with ku or loc.), as upon a pillow. Cp. eyama [Her. yama, lean against: Sw. inama].

isi-Camelho, n. Kafir head-rest, made of a log of wood with a leg at each end = isi-Gqiki; isi-Goco; cp. um-Buka.

um-Camo (Chamo), n. Urine; penis maris = um-Tondo.

(i) Camu (Chamu), n. = (i) i-Camhu.

isi-Camu (Chamu), n. Hole, gap (C. X.).

Camuka (Chamuka), r. Have a hole through, as below; get opened or lanced, as an abscess (= qambuka); break out in open sores, as a person's body (= eucева, cp. bokhluka).

Camusa (Chamusa), r. Make a hole through anything, as a plank (acc.), child's ear, or garment; open, lance, as an abscess (acc.) = qambusa, qambusa.

Camusela (Chamusela), r. Hatch, as a hen (by breaking a hole in the eggs for the chicks to come out).

(i) Canca (Chancro), n. = (i) Canele.
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CA

A

flooding, as
i(li)-Cancala (Chancala), n.
of any spot with water after heavy rain
;

hence* puddle, pool, as

might be formed

CA

=

eneka [Sw. tanda, spread out;
Her. vanda, spread over].
or u(lu)-Cantsi (plur. only ama), n.
i(li),
Sleeping-mat
u(lu)-Kuko. Cp. i-nKeta; isi-Hlandhla; i(li)-Nxadi.
Cantsisa (Chantsisa), v. Help or cause a
person to lay out anything (doub. ace.)
unfold, unravel, explain, lay out clearly
any difficult matter or problem (ace.)
hlazulula.
affair

=

plur. ama-Cancala,
multitude of pools, general inundation,
swamping, flood, as might be here and
there about a partially submerged field
(= ama-Ta)itala); great abundance of
u-tshwala, 'floods' of it (= ama-Damu,
Ex. wuLalaxi seuul'icancala, the UmlaCantsisela (Chantsisela), v.
Unfold, unlazi is now in flood, a broad expanse of,
ravel, or explain a matter (ace., or ku,
water.
or nga) to or for a person (ace.)
kaintsimu ka'Ngoxa is'ing'amacancala, Ngo-

on a road after rain

;

;

=

—

now

za's field is

flooded, covered with pools,

swamped.
Canda, v. Cleave,

wood

split, 'chop', as a log of
into lengths of firewood
[Lat. ccedo, I cut; Sw. chanja,

=

(ace.)

ba?ida
chop; Her. penda, split].
calakashela.
Candabezela, v.
calakashela.
Candalasela, v.
Candula,v. Make new or fresh again, as
a smith an old hoe (ace.) by working it
up anew.

=
=

Canduleka

Come

(s. k.), v.

out afresh,

up again, come out 'young'
new grass coming up after a

grow

again,

as

grass-fire,

or foliage re-appearing on the trees in
spring; become

young again

(jocularly),

nyisela.
isi-Canucanu, n. Any rich, luscious food
that quickly causes surfeit or disgust;
any food or medicine of a nauseating
nature, liable to turn the stomach, as
castor-oil or cold soup person or thing
of disgusting habits or appearance;
person of a squeamish nature, easily
disgusted
isi-Fehlefehle, isi-Casucasu.
;

=

Canuka

Get sickened or turned
as to the stomach (i-tiTliziyo) by anj'
luscious food, nauseating medicine, or
casuka.
disgusting sight
Canula, v. Turn the stomach (i-nTliziyo),
as luscious food, nauseating medicine,
or disgusting sight
casula, canuzela;
cp. swica.

=

=

as an old person regaining vigour (used
in perf.).

Meat of an eman. 5.
ciated beast that has died of disease also
applied contemptuously to any thin,
;

animal purposely slaughtered.
sorry
Cp. i-nGcuba.
Caneka (Chaneka), v.
ctvaneka.

=

i(li)-Cangcala

(

Chang cala),n.

=

i(li)-Ca-

ncala.
v.
Dance as girls, at
certain ceremonies or festivals connected
with their sex, as at the ukw-omula,

Canguza (Changuza),
and

at a wedding (in this latter case it
applied solely to the bride or to the
bride's party collectively and inclusive
of males, but not to the girls of the i(li)Keto or bridegroom's party). Cp. gcagca; keta; sina.
is

(Changuzisa), v. Help a girl
i. e.
attend her dancing
ceremony, wedding, etc., as a member
of her party.

Canguzisa

dance,

um-Canguzo (Changuzo),
Cantsa (Chanted),

n. 5.

=

um-Gca-

Lay out, spread or
as a garment or mealies to
v.

"pen out,
dry divulge, expose publicly, as a secret
;

Ex.

kuyangicanida intliziyo loku'kudhla,
my stomach.

this food turns

um-Cane (Chane),

(ace.) to

(s. k.), v.

isi-Canulo, n.

Canuzela,

v.

= isi-Canncanu.
= canula.

Capa, ukuti (Chdpha, itkuthi), v. Drop, i. e.
make fall drop-wise, spill in drops, as
a person water (ace), mud, etc.; drop
capaza;
juice, as a palm-tree when cut
drop or dot a thing about with something of a liquid nature, as a table (ace.)
with lumps of porridge (with nga), or
a floor with drops of ink
capazela;
get dropped about or spilt in drops, as
capazeka.
water, porridge, etc.
Ex. itafula baliti capa capa tjoitke indawo

=

=

=

they dropped or dotted
over with ink.

iigomuti,
all

the table

Capa (Chapha), v. Supple or soften a skin
(ace.) by smearing it or rubbing it in
with amasi, milk, cowdung, etc. [Sw.
paka, smear].
Phr.

uku-capa

umuntu

to
iiyvntlamba,
it well in-

smear a person with abuse, rub
to him (used chiefly by women).

i-nCapa (Chapha), n. Soft kind of grass,
used for putting under girls menstruating for the first time (C. N.).

ama-Capacapa (Chaphachapha),

n.

Spots,


dots, blots, and the like, 'dropped' or scattered about over anything.

Cápasha, ukuti (Cháphasha, ukuthi), v. 
Emerge or come up out of the water on to the other side, as a person when forcing a river = ukuti capashi, ukuti capashiya.

Cápashi, ukuti (Cháphashi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti capasha.

Cápashiya, ukuti (Cháphashiya, ukuthi), v. = ukuti capasha.

(iii)-Capazelo (Chaphazelo), n. Drop, as sprinkled or spilled anywhere; separate drop of loose rain, such as falls sparsely at the commencement of a storm.

Phr. uku-dhlika amcapazelo, to be eaten by the drops falling about, i.e. to be struck or injured by a stray shot or chance blow intended for someone else — as might occur to a spectator at a fight.

i-nCape (Chaphe), n. = is-Ancape.

Capec (Chapheca), v. Get supplied, as above — see capa; be well supplied (figuratively), i.e. of quick perception, readily grasping, sharp intellectually, as a boy; to have feeling, sympathy, good nature, in one's heart (used in perf.).

um-Capo (Chapho), n. 5. Any material used for suppling a skin, as amasi, milk, cowdung, etc.

Capuna (Caphuna), v. Take out a small quantity of anything solid with the hand, scoop, dish, etc., from a larger quantity, as when taking out a dishful of mealies (acc.) from a sack (not of liquids = ca-kula). Cp. cosula; Zacula.

Casa, v. Smash, break up into bits, as a stone (acc.) or any hard body; eat amasi 'raw' i.e. unmixed with crushed mealies; eat or harvest Kafir-corn still green; also = ewasa [Ar. kasar, break; Ga. asa, crush; Sw. saga, grind; pazua, split].

Phr. uku-zi-casa, to throw oneself about on the ground in a rage, as a child.

Cash, v. Hide oneself, as behind a thing, in the grass, or as a person concealing himself from his creditors or the police (used in perf.) = baca; also (C.N.) = cosha.

Phr. uku-casha ngaye, to hide or screen oneself by means of him, i.e. casting the blame on him.

(iii), or isi-Casha, n. Spot, as on a leopard's skin, a pig, dress, or person's body — in phr. ana-Cashacasha; (C.N.) certain poisonous ground-spider (cp. w-Nomagende). [Sw. ncha, a point].

isi-Cashakazana (s. k.), n. Certain small salamander, superstitiously regarded as the Dholi of some old woman, and which is carefully avoided, if it should enter a hut, lest it fall down and get killed, whereupon evil might be expected = is-Alukazi, isi-Catakazana, isi-Cashalala.

Cashalala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Squat down on the ground with the body bent lying over the knees — a freq. posture with old women; listen slyly, as when placing one's ear to the door in order to hear what is going on inside = ukuti catalala.

Cashalala, v. = ukuti cashalala.

isi-Cashalala, n. = isi-Cashakazana.

(iii), or isi-Cashana, n. Very small spot, speck, dot — dim. of (iii)-Cash.

Casisa or Casisela, v. Break up or explain an affair (acc.), word, etc., for a person (doub. acc.). Cp. cacisela; hlaqualula; cantisela.

isi-Cásucasu, n. = isi-Cannecanu.

Casuka (s. k.), v. = cannuka.

Casula, v. = cannula.

Cata (Chatha), v. Inject an enema to a person (acc.) = ta, potsha, boja.

Phr. keto sixeleda nqotsikwela, we've been just pouring in the beer, drinking largely.

isi-Catakazana (Cathakazana), n. = isi-Cashakazana.

Cátala, ukuti (Cáthala, ukuthi), v. = ukuti cashalala.

Catamezela (Cathamezela), v. = calakashela; also rarely cacamezela.

Cataza (Chathaza), v. Pour out some, not the whole, of what is in a vessel, as water (acc.), amasi, or snuff = cataka. Cp. bijelezela.

Cateka (Chathekela), v. = caza.

Catekelá (Chathekela), v. (C.N.) = gandelela.

isi-Cato (Chatho), n. Any medicine used as an enema; large quantity of beer, as at a large beer-drink.

Cáthu, ukuti (Cáthhu, ukuthi), v. = catula.

um-Catu (Cathu), n. 5. (C.N.) = i-nGatu.

Phr. umcatalu ka'Bovungana, the slow pace of Bovungana — a former chief who required his girls to walk slowly to and from the river, in order not to break their pots (C.N.).

Catula (Cathula), v. Walk very slowly, scarcely moving the feet, just crawling along, as an infant just learning to toddle, or a very sick person scarcely able to use his feet = ukwenzu ingcatau.

Ex. uku-catulisa ingane, to cause an in-
Separate now devise, inform spread. Be patch the plan, upper.

Single caza. Wicker-tray, those to CMh-v isi-Catulo Caya, i(li)-Ce ogulayo, on kaya, up.

ubu-Cayi, n. State of annoying inconvenience, an inconvenient position, an unpleasant fit.

Ex. ngi'sebucayini lapa, ngitondo'nmuntu ogulayo, I am awkwardly placed here, having to look after the krall for one who is sick.

Caza, v. = ceza.

Caya (Chaya), v. Spread out, lay out, whether flat on the ground, as mealies (ace.) or clothes to dry, or hanging up on a wall or string, as an i-beshu or blanket (= eneke); separate into small strips or shreds, as when pulling fibre (ace.) into its component threads or a palm-leaf into strips, (= rraya); slice up, as a skin (ace.) into strips, a pumpkin into slices, or the body by numerous incisions (= rraya, ekakuza, caza) [Cong. kaya, divide].

isi-Cayo, n. Wicker-tray, for carrying meat (ep. u(lu)-Gqoko); sometimes used for is-Adhla.

um-Cayo (Chayo), n. 5. Single thread, as of separated fibre (a number of which when rolled together make the i-ntambo or string for sewing and weaving purposes); single small strip or shred, as of a palm-leaf.

Caza, v. Separate or divide anything into parts or portions, as an orange (ace.) when distributing it among several, beer among one's wives, or any matter, when making it clear by separating distinctly its different facts, etc. = czalula, co-azulula.

Ex. cazelu, wela! give us a bit. comrades! --common request of one boy to another (N.).

Caza (Chaza), v. Make incisions in the skin of a person (ace.) for rubbing in medicine (= zaula, gcaba); also sometimes used for caza.

Cazulula, v. = caza.

(iii)-Ce (Che), n. Habituai good fortune, success, prosperity, as of a young-man in regard to girls (i.e. lezinbomu), cattle (i-ce lezinbomo), or any matter of business (not a casual stroke of fortune or bit of good luck = i-nTlahta). See w-Tekete.

u(lu)-Ce (Che = plar. i-nGre), n. Dribble or tenacious spittle of an infant, which hangs from its mouth (ep. bibidhla); kind of very fine, brightly green river-grass, having soft hair-like blades (= u-Kazikazi).

Ceba, v. Inform against a person (ace.) to his superiors (with ku or loc.), accuse behind one's back (= hlala, wamusha, kelenga); devise, contrive, invent, as a plan (i-cebo), means for doing anything, lies, etc. (= qamba). Cp. songuza; rama.

Céba (Ceeba), v. Be rich, well-off (used in perf.); (N) be in good condition, as an ox (used in perf. = kulupala). Cp. uolu; zaleku.

i(li)-Céba, n. Upper part of the shoulders, between the shoulder-blades (C.N.).

Cébebe, ukuti (ukathi; s.k.), v. = ukuti caba. Cebedis, v. Seek to win favour by fine pretending appearances, put on fine plausible ways in order to win favour, as when a man, wishing to be given a share at a meat feast, makes himself ostentatiously helpful to the one in charge (with ku and elu form), or a young-man seeking to regain the good-will of his father, with whom he has fallen out, by adopting towards him a manner of unashamed submissiveness, or a person seeking by his pleasing manners to get himself liked by the chief; let the vulva hang loosely, i.e. be about to calve, as a cow = cebéza. Cp. neengeleza.

Ex. uku-zi-cebedisa enkosini, to curry favour, make oneself liked with the chief.

Inkwazi is-cebedisa, the cow is now wanting to calve (perhaps in a few hours).

Mns'nekwedisela ngesi, don't be seeking to make the thing look favourable with you hand -- as a seller when spreading out his grain broadly in the basket so as to make it appear much.

Cébekazi, ukuti (ukathi; s.k.), v. = ukuti caba.

Cébelele, ukuti (ukathi), v. = ukuti caba. i-nCebeleleza, n. (N) = u(lu)-Titi.

Cebengela, v. Patch up any old worn-out thing, hold it together by patching, as an old garment (ace.), hat, etc.; patch up, make the best out of a bad case, as an advocate urging all manner of specious excuses, etc., for his client, or a man for his friend at a Native trial = evikeyela.

Cebéza or Cebecocebeza, v. = cebedis.

(iii)-Cebo, n. Plan, device, stratagem, for doing anything (ep. iii-Su, iii-Songoz; plar. ama-Cebo, fabrications,
deceits, deceptive tricks, plans to deceive or mislead, lies.
Ex. *anantu* *sawana*cebo, a deceitful, false person, in talk or dealings.

**i(1i)-Cece, n.** Anything ‘dear’ to one’s heart, as a prized article, or one’s ‘darling’ or sweetheart (= *i(1i)-Lecce, i(1i)-Gnypu*); a meeting together of sweethearts, as in the bush or home of the young-man, where beer is generally provided; beer surreptitiously prepared or carried by a girl to the meeting-place with her sweetheart and his companions, generally in some secluded spot away from the parental kraal, also as refreshment for him when attending some wedding-dance (e.g. *um-Njonjo*); (N.) wedding or wedding-dance (= *um-Gcagco, um-Sindo*).

Ex. *bas’cececeni*, they are at the lover’s party (whether in a hut or away in the bush).

**isi-Cecelegwana, n. = isi-Xecelelegwana.**

**u(lu)-Ceceva, n.** Small, thin, light sheet, or slice, as of paper, bread, or tin = *u(lu)-Cwecewa*.

**u(lu)-Cecevu, n.** Large thin, light sheet, as of zinc, tin, or brown-paper = *u(lu)-Cwecewe*.

**Cecezela, n.** Show affection or loving attention towards a person (ace. with *ela* form), as a girl when welcoming a dear friend in her home.

**Cefeza (Chefeza), v.** Squash, crush, anything soft, like a boiled pea (ace.) between the fingers, soft grains on an unripe mealie-cob when rubbing off the grains in shelling, or as young bees eaten in a honey-comb.

**i(1i), or more gen. ama-Cefeza (Chefeza), n.** Anything of a soft, readily ‘squashable’ nature, as above.

**isi-Cegu (Chegu), n. = isi-Nqawana.**

**Ceka (s. k.), v.** Cut off prematurely, i.e. cut firewood while still green and leaving it in the bush for future use; cut down or harvest grain-crops before ripe, as in order to save from the locusts; destroy growing crops, as an invading army; slaughter away everything; without regard to age, sex, etc., as a blood-thirsty invader or chief (oft. in reduplic. form *cekaceka*).

Phr. *ntafa kuze ka isumuka nesithsho*, death finishes off the new beer and the state = old and young alike.

*iinkosi ikeke ikoba*, the chief has cut down the young green crops, i.e. has put to death the young people.

**i(1i)-Ceke (s. k.), n.** Flat, open country (treeless or with trees) = *elama-Ceke, i(1i)-Denge*. Cp. *i(1i)-Gckeke*.

**isi-Ceke (s. k.), n. = isi-Cete.**

**um-Cekekeke (Chekecekeke), n. 5.** An ibuto of girls formed by Shaka after the *i-nTshuku*.

**Cekefula (s. k.), v.** Repeat continually the one thing, as a person going over a piece of work (ace.) several times in order to make it perfect (not doing it once and having done), a woman persistently reiterating an old grievance, or a man constantly repeating the same old story or joke.

**um-Cekelele (Chekelele), n. 5.** Stick or sticks bound on to the outside framework of a hut when building for standing or mounting on. See *isi-Buxa*.

**um-Cekozo (s. k.), n. 5.** (C.N.) = ama-Tele.

**um-Ceko (s. k.), n. 5.** Firewood cut green and left to dry in the bush; nice, pretty, ‘fresh-looking’ young-person, male or female (= *i-mBali*).

**i-nCuku (s. k.), n.** Certain official in a chief’s kraal, whose duty it is to look after the food; butler, steward. Cp. *i-nDuna*.

**ubu-nCuko (s. k.), n.** Position of, office discharged by, the above.

**Cekula (s. k.), v.** Make thin, do thinly, as when making pottery (ace.) and laying on very little clay (ace.), or a basket when stuffing into the body too little grass, or a hut when covering it with only a slight thatch. Cp. *tambisa*.

**Cela, v.** Ask for a thing (ace.) of any person (with *ku*), beg, request; nearly reach to, as to any place (with loc.); be very nearly as big as, as tall as, as many as, as one child with another (with *ku*), or one person’s cattle with those of another.

Ex. *wacela inengadi enkosini*, he requested a letter of the chief, or he asked the chief for a letter.

*iwe lika ‘Dinzulu lamba cmillatuwe*, Dinuzulu’s territory very nearly reached to the Umhlutuze.

*ihlosa lika cele elondini, the ihlosa variety of imfe is very nearly as tall as the idonci variety.*

P. *sojicele‘icumwe*, we shall ask for it (the tinyamni) when it is cooked, i.e. we’ll not talk about it in the present state, we’ll consider it when it has come to a head.

**Cela (Cheela), v.** Sprinkle, as snuff (ace.) or a plant, with water (with *ngu*), or an army or kraal with medicinal charms; carry or spread reports or tales (ace.) all about the country.
**is-Celeankobe** (s. k.), n. Certain tree, growing in the bush-veldt; certain small bird with long bill; head fringes hanging from the hair over the forehead; evening-star. Venus (cp. i-li)-Kwesi).

Cele, adv. = nlanye.

i-li-Cele, n. = i-li-Ca-la.

Ex. eclekho kromaque, at the side of the road.

i-Cele, n. Loose flesh at the hinder part of the upper-leg just below the buttocks. Cp. i-li-Tsweba; i-nQulu.

Ex. angceula m'enele, I didn’t move, not even my thigh-flesh, i.e. I wasn’t in the least afraid = angulutwenela m'enele.

uku-hlala u-genele, to recline on one’s side = uku-hlala nyenqulu.

uku-lala u-genele, to lie almost down, resting on the thigh — the ‘court’ manner of approaching the Zulu king, creeping along in this position towards him.

i-Celebana, n. A favourite, as with one’s chief or father; (N) navel-cord, of a new-born infant (= i-nGalati; i-nKaba; cp. um-Zanyana).


isi-Celelwana (Chelelwana), n. Small brown bird with white tail (C.N.).

Célekesh, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), n. = ukuti ngecelekeshe.

isi, or um-Celekeshe (s. k.), n. 5. Certain bird frequent new grass (= um-Ngecele); love-charm manufactured by young-men from same.

u-Celenga (Celenga), n. Native chopping-knife; hence, cane-knife, bush-knife; long flowing beard, of about six inches, such as are common among the Dutch (cp. i-nTshebe).

isi-Celu, n. Sunshine, or place whereon the sun shines (as distinct from shade) = isi-Gakhi, isi-Tangamu.

Ex. osihlale esicelwini, let us sit in the sun or sunshine.


i-Cema, n. Long rush, growing in swamps about the coast, and making the best kind of sleeping-mats; long waving beard (= u-Celenga). See i-nKela.

isi-Ceme (Cheme), n. Line of persons (whether only three or four, or very many) standing together and facing the same way (not one behind the other = i-li-Hole; u-li-Qitololo); muzzle or mouth-band for calves, armed with a row of thorns to prevent their sucking the cow (cp. isi-Mfonge).

Céme cémé, ukuti (Chéme chémé, ukuthi), v. = ukuti nentende.

Cemezeka (Chemezeka), v. = nentende.

i(li)-Cena, n. Small kind of aloe (Aloe su-

ponaria), whose leaves are used for raising the hair on hides. Cp. um-Hlaba.

isi-Cenene (Chenene), n. Involuntary dribbling out or passing of urine, as from enuresis.

Cengebezela, v. = nceengelezela.

i-Cengela or Cengelana, n. Protuberance at the lower part of the occipital bone at the back of the head = u-Mantshasa; cp. isi-Pundu.

isi-Cengeza, n. Beast with horns broadly spread out basin-fashion.

um, or u(li)-Cengezi, n. 5. Broad, shallow, flat-bottomed earthen basin or bowl, for washing the hands in (cp. um-Qengele); horns of an ox when spread broadly out and round like a basin; such ox itself.

Centa (s. t.), v. Clear the grass off the top of the ground by chopping it off with a hoe, as when clearing a space (acc.) of weeds (acc.); scrape, as a medicinal root.

i(li)-Cenyane (Chenyane), n. An ibuto of girls formed by Dingane and following next after the i-nTlabati.

isi-Cepu (Cephu), n. Small sitting-mat. Cp. isi-Tebe.

isi-Cete (Cethe), n. Contents of a vessel when just covering the bottom, or any thing up to a small quarter full = isi-Cekte. Cp. isi-Kope; isi-Qentu.

Cété cete, ukuti (Céthe céti, ukuthi), v. = cetesa.

Ceteza (Cetheza), v. Gossip lies, false tales, etc.

Cetula (Cethula), v. = CWetula.

i(li)-Cevucevana, n. Persistent gossip, one who can’t restrain the tongue.

Cevuza, v. Talk away, or gossip, incessantly or without restraint.

Cezza, v. Chip or strike off, as a piece (acc.) from a stone or log of wood; fly off, get struck or chopped off, as such a piece from the block (= cezuka); go off away from a place (loc.), as a person crossing the veld: from the high-road (= cezuka); make go off at a tangent, take off or away, as a bye-path might a person (acc.) when leading him out of his course.

Ex. ngaceza kwa’Ndambeni, I went off away (out of my course) at Ndambeni’s kraal.

kwezile kwa’Ndambeni, it is off away (out of my course), is Ndambeni’s kraal.
"indhlala xatingcwa emLalazi, the path led me away (from the main-road) at the Umlalazi.

Céze, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = cēza; dodge about, fly sharply off away, as a child dodging another, or behind anything (with nqle); dodge aside, dodge away, as from a missile flung at one = cēzeza, ukuti pelu.

Cezeza or Cezezela, v. = ukuti ceze.

Cēzu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = cēzuka; cēzula.

u(lu)-Cēzu, n. Bit, chip, fragment, broken, knocked, or cut off from the block, as a chip of wood or stone; hence, piece, portion (generally) of any solid, as a crust of bread broken from a loaf, a slice of meat cut off from the lump; sometimes used for ‘wedge’ (from wood-chips gen. being of this shape).

Phr. uku-fako 'lweceu, to insert or introduce edgewise, sideways, as one might a door (ace.) or bedstead through a narrow entrance.

ama-Cēzucezu (Chezucezenu), n. Place where many roads or side-paths branch off.

Cezuka (s.k.), v. Get broken, knocked, or cut off from the block, as a chip of wood or stone = qezuka. Cp. hlezuka; hlepuka; gepuka.

Cezuka (Chezuka), v. Turn off, go off and away, as a bye-path from a main-road, or as a person going off by such a path out of his course = qhezuka.

Cezula, v. Break, strike, or cut off from the block, as a chip (ace.) from a log or stone, or a crust from a loaf of bread = cēza, qezula. Cp. hlezula; hlepalu; gepula.

Cezula (Chezula), v. Make turn or go off or away, as above — see chezuka.

Ci, ukuti (Chi, ukuthi — gen. with prolongation of the vowel), v. Be soaking wet, running with water, as a wet garment or green firewood.

Ex. izulu tiloku litu ci, the heavens are continuously running with heavy rain, i.e. it keeps on raining.

Ci, ukuti (Chi, ukuthi), v. Do, or get done, in a ‘scattered’ manner, about in all directions, on all sides = ukuti mibi, ukuti hlangu hlangu, ukuti citi.

Ex. babalaka, batu ci, they ran off in all directions.

wahlahanipa, woti ci, he was clever all round, in every way, outright.

i(l)i-Ci (Chi), n. That part of a kraal between the outer fence and the inner cattle-fold surrounding any particular hut and considered private to that hut; combination formed against a person for excluding him from their company, etc. (= u(lu)-Tikiti); any concerted plan mutually arranged among a number of people.

Ex. utata izinkuni, okusilo iyi lokwami, yini, lapa? you are taking firewood, is it not my private part of the kraal here?

Phr. uku-n-akela (umuntu) iyi, to form a concert against a person, as a number of children associating against another, excluding him from their society, etc.

isi-Ci, n. Thing, in a general, abstract sense, as perceived by the mind; hence, that which happens, causes, exists, etc.; event; matter; peculiarity, particular mark, seen by the mind. Cp. um-Hlola; isi-Yiko.

Ex. isiei simi? what is it? what is the matter (gen. something serious)?

kuya ngesi esitile, there is some particular thing which causes it.

kako’muntu ongena’siici, there is no man that hasn’t something (peculiar or defective about him).

Ciba, v. Fling an assegai (ace.) holding it poised by the middle (cp. jijimeza); take a long drink, going deep down into the pot, as of beer (ace.) — see um-Cibo.

i-nCiba, n. (C.N.) = um-Newado.

Cibalala, v. Fly along ‘like a shot’, as one running from some danger, or even walking along at a tremendous pace = snbala.

Cibi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = cibiza.

u-Cibi (Chibi), n. Immense multitude, as of people or cattle on one spot = u-Bintsi. Cp. u(lu)-Bindi.

i(l)i-Cibi (Chibi), n. Pond, considerable accumulation of standing water on the veldt (= i(l)i-Duma); also sometimes used for isi-Cibi.

isi-Cibi (Chibi), n. Puddle, small pool of water, as on a roadway after rain, or at the bottom of a cooking-pot; a cut piece of dressed hide, of which a number sewn together form a woman’s isi-dweba; hence gen., piece or patch, of cloth, etc. (= isi-Ziba); penis-covering made of soft skin, worn by men in Zululand up to Dingane’s time (cp. um-Newado).

Ex. angibanga nqisafanyiwa na’siici cibosheni; vizihile, I didn’t just find even a drop of water in the meals; they are burnt.

Cibikeza (s.k.), v. = cifiza.

isi-Cibili, n. Brownish bird, with red beak, living in the woods.
Look Rub One-eyed Squash with Practice the Let Do Flat, Shoot Certain Come

um-Cibilindi, n. 5. Any nauseatingly insipid, thickish liquid, as stagnant veldt-water, 'dish-water' tea, warm stale beer. Cp. i-Ncikineki; i-Ncibinicebi.

Cibishela, v. Shoot an arrow (C. N.).

um-Cibishelo, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Cibisholo.

Cibishi, int. Cry uttered when a thrown stick has struck the mark (C.N.).

isi-Cibishi, n. Practice by boys of throwing sticks at another stuck up in the ground (C.N.).

um-Cibisholo, n. 5. Arrow. Cp. u(lu)-Gwibisholo. [Ak. Mon. seba, bow].

Cibiza, v. = cifiza.

(i-li)-Cibiza, n. Slush, or soft semi-liquid filth of any kind, as soft vegetable matter covering a river-stone, a lump of porridge or cow dung on a floor.

(i-li)-Cibo, n. Certain tree, growing in the bush-country.

um-Cibo, n. 5. Long drink, as of beer, going down 'deeply' into the pot. See ciba.

Ex. umoncibo, he is a long-drinker (the will finish it half off at a drink).

Cica (Chicha), v. Let oozc tricklingly out, let run out in an oozing trickling fashion, as a cracked vessel the liquid (acc.) it contains, or an ulcer matter; oozc tricklingly out, run out in an oozing, trickling fashion, as the water from a cracked vessel, or matter from an ulcer, = cuea; cp. cinineka; ruza. [Her. ziza, leak].

(i-li)-Cici, n. Ring worn in the ear, ear-ring (N. fr. Xo).

Cicibala, v. Come down upon a thing (acc.) overpoweringly, as when dealing an animal a vehement death-dealing blow, or a man ravishing a girl.

Cicina (Chichima), v. Flow over, as water at the top of a pot in which it is boiling, or over the banks of a river = papuma, hthhlima [Ga. bimba, boil over].

Ciciyela, v. = cebengela.

Ciciza, v. = cewuza.

Cicizela, v. Look with eyes watering or running, as one whose eyes are diseased and cannot bear the light, or when overpowered by smoke.

(i-li)-Cide (Chide), n. One-eyed person or animal, i. v. with only one eye-ball (not properly when both eye-balls remain, though one is blind). Cp. i(i)-Tobana.

Cifi, ukuti (Chiti, ukuthi), v. = cifiza, ukuti vibi.

Cifika (Chifika), v. Get so squashed, as below = cifizeka.

Cifikeza (Chifikeza), v. = cifiza.

Cifiza (Chifiza), v. Squash anything of a slushy, pulpy nature, or that can be crushed to pulp, as when treading on a lump of porridge (acc.), a worm, or (metaphor.) when dealing a man (acc.) a blow that will knock his head to pulp = cibiza, cibikeye, cifikeza, xifiza, fihiza. Cp. sicila.

isi-Cifiza (Chifiza), n. Flat, broad nose, as though squashed (more commonly isi-Geifiza) = isi-Geimiza. Cp. isi-Habuza.

Cija, v. Point, sharpen at the end, as a stake (acc.) or pencil; be pointed, have a sharpened end, as a stake or pencil (used in perf.); sharpen, make keen a person (acc.) by inciting words, as when urging him on to fight, etc. [Skr. ço, sharpen; Sw. neha, point; Ga. qrg, sharp; ku-jö, to sharpen].

um-Cijo, n. 5. = u(lu)-Kandempemvu.

u(lu)-Cijo, n. Any stick, stake, iron, etc., sharply pointed at the end. Cp. u(lu)-Bango.

um-Cijwane, n. 5. Card of the 'diamond' suit in playing-cards (Mod.). Cp. u-Magebeni.

Cikacika (s.k.), v. Do with much vigorous effort, spirited movement, intensity of action, as when stabbing a beast (acc.) then stirring the assegai vigorously about internally, or a dog angrily tearing about with the mouth some small animal, or a man wrestling with some difficulty or sickness that bids to get the better of him, or a woman 'pitching into another properly' with abuse.

Cikakika (Chikakika), v. = cikacika above.

Cikaza (s.k.), v. = cikakika.

Cikakiza (s.k.), v. Cause one (acc.) to wrestle away at some difficulty that threatens to overcome him, as by obstructing him, confusing him, etc.

Ciki, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k), v. Be filled completely, to the brim, as a bucket with water, or the water itself (= ukuti gwea, swi, nqata); be fully riggled out, as a Native dressed up in all his trappings.

Cikica (s.k.), v. Rub the eye or ear (acc.), as a child when rising from sleep, or when something is tingling in the ear.

u-Cikicane (s.k.), n. Little finger (cp. isi-Tupa; umu-Niee); smallest toe (cp. u-Qakula; i(i)-Zwani) [At. cigidi, small].

N.B. A common game with Native children is to count the fingers of both hands, calling each finger, beginning with the little finger of the left hand, by its proper name, thus:— 1. uCikicane lo; 2. owawoCiki lo;
i(li)-Cikidwane (s. k.), n. = i(li)-CuKudwane.
i-nCikinciki (s. k.), v. see i-Ncikinciki.

Cikozu (s. k.), v. Work the head backwards and forwards from the neck, as a duck does when walking, a young-man when dancing affectuously, a man when crossing a full river with a jerking movement, or when riding on a horse = gi-nshoza, jingozu.

Cilikisha (s. k.), v. Do very nicely, finely, dexterously, any work (ace.), as a mat, headwork, etc. (= nomfiya, cola); also = cikaweka.

Cilikisha (Chilikisha), v. = cilikisha above.
u(lu)-Cilikishane (Chilikishane), n. Any nicely-done little piece of work, as a nice little hut, neatly made mat, etc.

Cilikishi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti ciki.

(i)l, more gen. ama-Cilikwane, n. Crafty, fabricated talk intended to deceive.

Ex. adimde angibumbele amakilekwe, he just conceots for me deceptive stories.

Cilileka (Chilileka), v. = cipateka.

Ciliza (Chiliza), v. Motion away, as a person (ace.) with the hand; push slightly out of the way with the foot or back of the hand. Cp. kaPeza; sunduza.

u-Cilo (Ciilo), n. Very small bird, said to be difficult to hit with a stick, it generally managing to get through clear with the grasshopper still in its mouth. Hence the following proverbs:

P. nelo ndalaha intete, the nelo has let go the grasshopper = it’s done for this time, is dead — e.g. when one breaks a pot to pieces.

nelo kasi isidubali, the nelo doesn’t die of his bruises = don’t mind hard knocks, persevere in spite of them.

nelo ngiyathle intete kwBani, the nelo has let go the grasshopper with So-and-so = it’s all up with him, he’s done for, i.e. is dead.

(i)l-Cilo (Chilo), n. Any action or thing disgusting to nature, filthy, obscene, to be ashamed of = ama-Nyata.

um-Cilo (Chilo), n. 5. Rope or cord made of twisted hide and used for various purposes, as the long ropes of twisted calf-skin worn hanging over the shoulders as an ornament by men (= uMubani, i-nTsonto), or the cord of a woman’s isidwaba by which it is bound round the loins (cp. u(lu)-Qoto); hence (N) bullock-reim (= i-nTambbo); horizontal wrinkle on one’s forehead (= um-Qwebu. Cp. i-nTlonze).

u(lu)-Cilo (Chilo), n. Border, edge of anything (not brim = u(lu)-Ndii), as of a mat, cloth, book, etc.

(i)l-Cilongo, n. Native trumpet, made of a long reed with a horn affixed to the end; hence, trumpet of Europeans. Cp. u(lu)-Verre.

Cima, v. Put out, extinguish, as a candle (ace.) or fire; go out, get extinguished, as the candle or fire itself; shut the eyes (with umelho) to anything (metaphorically — acc. with elu form), so as not to notice it (not to actually close the eyes = emeza); be in articulo mortis, dying, passing away, as a dying person (= emeza) = cishe, kwisha [Ang. jima; MZT. Nyam. Sw. Bo. zima; Her. zema; Ga. zikiza].

(i)l-Cimamilihlo, n. Small veldt-plant (Pentanis variabilis), having an umbel of blue flowerlets resembling ‘Forget-me-not’ = (i)l-Cishamilihlo.

X.B. The roots are boiled for swollen stomach, retarded after-birth, etc.

(i)l-Cimbi (Cimbi), n. Large hairless caterpillar, of which there are several varieties, all eaten by Native children, and being the larvae of several kinds of moths, according to the tree (e.g. umu-Nga, um-Gani, etc.) upon which they are found. See isi-Gwe [Her. okakombo and umu-ngu, two species of caterpillar, latter edible].

i-nCimbi (Cimbi), n. Any uncooked, raw-eaten, watery dish, as a mess of poko or nyawotli; kind of meadow-grass, having long stalks surrounded by a tuft of white spikes.

um-Cimbi (Cimbi), n. 5. Mark or track formed by a drop of rain running down a window, or of sweat or tears trickling down the cheeks.

um-Cimbithwa (Cimbithwa), n. 5. Large green, brown-striped grass-loest, sometimes eaten.

Cime, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go out, as a candle (referring to the moment of becoming extinguished); put out, as the candle (ace.); close the eyes (ace. — referring to the moment of excluding the light from them). See eima; eimeka; eimeza.

(i)l-Cime, n. = i(li)-Cishe.

Cimeka (s. k.), v. Get just extinguished, as above; be getting extinguished i.e. be
in the last flickering stage of life, be
dying, passing away (= cima).

Cimela, v. Put out, or go out for — see
cima; be gone out for, as below; (N)
beg money, etc., from one’s friends, as
girl, previous to getting married.
Ex. imbiza is’icimela, the pot is gone out
for (by the fire) i.e. the fire beneath it has
gone out = isiy’engele.

Cimelela, v. Fade away, die gradually
away, as a cloud before the sun-heat, or
as a child fading slowly away from
some wasting disease.

Cimeza, v. Shut the eyes, whether in
sleep or purposefully, in order not to see
a thing.

Phr sesi:akahamba sicinezile, we shall
now go with our eyes shut, i.e. with easy
minds, without further fear, anxiety, thought
of fatigue, etc.

Cimi, ukuti (Chimi, ukuthi), v. = cimiza.
isi-Cimicimi (Chimichimi), n. = isi-Dumu-
dumu.

Cimiza (Chimiza), v. Squash anything of
a soft pulpy nature or that can be
crushed to a pulp, as a worm (acc.), or
lump of porridge on the floor, or (metaphor.) a man’s head with a smashing
blow (=cimiza); eat anything of a
’squashing’ nature, as a piece of fat
meat (acc.), immature bees in a honey-
comb, etc. (= cafaza).

ama-Cimiza (Chimiza), n. = ama-Cafazi.

isi-Cimiza (Chimiza), n. = isi-Cifiza (more
gen. isi-Geimiza).

u(lu)-Cimo (pl. i-ngCimo), n. Certain kind
of bi-valvular sea-shell. Cp. i-nKumba.

Cina, v. Stop up, as a hole (acc.) or gap
in a wall or window; stopper, put a
stopper into, plug, as a calabash (acc.)
or bottle = vimba [akin to geina; qina; cindezela; and Xo. xina, press against].

um-Cina, n. 5. An um-Tshiamo not yet
clered of the pith, still ‘stopped up.’

Cinana, v. Be confined for room through
being too closely packed or placed, as
mealie-plants in a field, or sleepers in
a hut; be stopped or stuffed up, as
the nostrils of a person with a cold, or a
drain-pipe with dirt (used in perf.) =
vimbana; minyana.

Cinanisela, v. Constrain oneself, urge one-
self along by force, as to do anything
unpleasant, like drinking medicine, or
distasteful, disagreeable work; restrain
oneself, as from breathing when under
the water = cinela.

Cindezela, v. Press, in any way (actually
or figuratively); hence squeeze, as the
finger (acc.) in a door; exert pressure
upon, press down, as a lever or electric-
button; compress anything, as into a
box; force, constrain, as a person to do
something; constrain oneself (without
zi), as to eat (= cinanisela); oppress, as
subjects by tyrannous laws; (Mod.) print,
shindila, press; Bo. sindila — see cina].

Cinelela, v. = cinanisela.

Cinga, v. Look for, search for with the
eyes, as anything (acc.) lost. Cp. tana
[Ga. nonga, look for — for change of
Ga. n into Z. c. see also cosha].

um-Cingo, n. (C.N.) — see um-Ngingo.

u(lu)-Cingo, n. Wire, as of a fence, tele-
graph, etc; hence, telegram [fr. Xo].

Cininka (Chiniminka), v. Ooze out, exude,
so as to form tiny drops externally, as
beer through the sides of a beer-basket
(isi-Cunza), or matter from a sore; ooze,
as the beer-basket itself, = cuca. Cp.
cica; vononeka.

i-nCinini, n. Kind of rush or marsh-grass,
used for making isi-Tebe.

iS-Cinini (Chinini), n. Kind of u-Ngos.

Cintsa (Chinetsa), v. Spirt out by a for-
forcible blowing from the mouth, as an
elephant or whale does water (acc.) or
a chief the mouthful of u-setela squash
at the um-Kosi (not to squirt through
the teeth = tsaka; nor yet through the
closed lips = kifa); spirt out at or upon
anything (acc.).

Phr. uku-cints’usela, to spirt out the
usebe (kind of gourd) — this formed one
of the ceremonies at the um-Kosi or annual
harvest-festival, when the chief spirted out
a mixture of the new year’s fruits, including
the usebe, in different directions over
his supposed enemies. See uku-eshuma.

Cipateka (Chiphathake); v. Be stuck up,
haughty, regarding others with disdain
= cilileka, zi-gqaja, cipilika.

Cipi, ukuti (Chipi, ukuthi), v. = cipiza;
cipizeka.

Cipilika (Chiphilika), v. = cipateka.

Cipiza (Chiphiza), v. Shed tears slightly,
let fall a few drops.

Cipizeka (Chipizeka), v. Get shed slightly,
drip, as tears above.

Cisha, v. = cima.

Phr. lile lishone, bemeisha nyamanxi, till
the sun went down they have been extin-
guishing him (with water), i.e. all day long
have been awaiting his becoming extinct, or
passing away.

i(lu)-Cishamililo, n. = i(lu)-Cimamililo.
Cishe, Cisho, or Cishu, defect. aux. verb. expressing 'almost, nearly, on the point of, etc.' = pose.

Ex. ngacishe ngafa, I nearly died.
ngambona cish’ukwela, I saw him almost (or on the point of) falling.

(i) Cisho, n. State of being without light or fire (um-Lilo), whether for lighting or warming purposes (mostly used by women, and only as below).

Ex. kukona cish’e ndhkhini, there is darkness i.e. no light, in the hut.

sengiha’ecisheni, I am now sitting (or living) without light or fire — often said by a man who has lost his wife.

C’shi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti cime.

um-Cishu, n. 5. = um-Vemve.

ama-Cishucishu, n. Only as below.

Ex. uloku ebikwa amacishucishu, he is always being reported as very nearly, very nearly (as one long on the point of death, yet never dying).

i-nCisili, n. Red edible flowers of the isi-Kwa plant.

Phr. ukun-m-shaya (umuntu) incisili, to treat a person with open contempt, scarcely regarding his presence.

Cita (Chitha), v. Scatter abroad in a blameworthy manner; hence, waste, throw away, as one's money (acc.) or property; throw out or away, as water from a dish, or potatoes from a basket (only of such things as can be scattered abroad — not a single article = laha, ntshinga); spill, as any liquid; spoil, render useless wantonly, destroy, as any article; abolish, do away with, as any obnoxious custom; cast out, expel, as an undesirable servant; disperse, rout, as an enemy.

Phr. uShaye uvacita, he cleared, he was off and away in no time.

isitha esicilile, a spread-out vessel, i.e. with the sides broadly extended outwards from a small base (like a wash-basin; not like the wash-jug = esibuyile).

Citakala (Chithakala), v. Be in a scattered abroad i.e. ruined, destroyed, wasted condition (used in perf.).

Cite, ukuti (Chithe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti citi.

Citeka (Chitheka), v. Be or get scattered abroad i.e. wasted, thrown out, spilled, destroyed, dispersed, etc., as above (used in perf.) — see cita.

Citi, ukuti (Chithi, ukuthi), v. Scatter anything (acc.) abroad in every direction, as grain; waste, squander, scatter to the winds, as a prodigal person his money

(acc.) or property (cp. klapaza) = citiza; get or become scattered in all directions, as people or cattle dispersing = citizeka. Cp. ukuti ci.

uhlakaniyile ule citi, he is in all respects clever, is downright smart.

u-Citi (Chithi), n. Children's game of throwing up a lot of stones and letting them fall scattered in all directions. Cp. u-Bande.

(i) Citiciti (Chithichithi), n. A wasteful, extravagant person, who gets through all his possessions by prodigality = (ii)-Hlanga.

Citisa (Chithisa), v. Make thoroughly smart or sharp, as a growing child (acc.) by teaching it, or a dog by administering it an emetic of the poisonous i-nTlunguphumbelwwe bush.

um-Citiso (Chithiso), n. 5. Emetic given a dog, as above.

Citiza (Chithiza), v. = ukuti citi.

(i) Ciwu, n. Small green non-poisonous bush-snake, supposed to bring good luck.

Ciya (Chiya), v. Stay, support, by the hand or a prop (with nga), anything toppling over, as a wagon (acc.) or cupboard. Cp. sekela; pasa.

(i) Ciye (Chiye), n. Certain veldt plant, whose bulbous root produces a lather used for cleansing shields, etc.

(i) Ciy, n. = (ii)-Cwiyo.

Ciza (Chiza), v. Be soaking wet, as a garment just washed, or very green firewood (= ukuti ej; be of a surly, disagreeable temper, as an unsociable man.

isi-Ciza (Chiza), n. Person with a surly, disagreeable, unsociable temper.

um-Ciza (Chiza), n. 5. Thing soaking-wet, as a garment just washed or piece of very green firewood; plur. im-Ciza, wet firewood generally (whether from lying in the rain or being still green).

Co (Cho), int. said by a mother to her infant when it sneezes = so.

Čo, ukuti (Chö, ukuthi), v. = cocoza; coba (choba).

Co, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = cona, contsa.

Coba, v. Thoroughly enervate, render languid, rob of strength, as a sultry day (ilanga), dissipation, etc., does one's body (acc.); mine, cut or chop up fine, as meat or ubu-Bende.

Ex. ilanga nambha liyeoba’amatombo, the sun to-day takes all the strength out of one's bones, makes one as though he could collapse.
Coba (Choba), v. Crack or kill lice (acc.) between the nails. Cp. utlantlata.

Ex. "wu! awuqiyobo imiuka, I say! mother! please kill me (these) lice (on my head)."

(iii)-Coba (Choba), n. Sandstone, of any colour, used by the Natives, like pumice-stone, for cleansing the feet = (iii)-Cweba. Cp. i(i)-Siza.

"si-Cobamhlaza (Chobamblaza), n. Certain tree, growing in the bush-country.

(ii)-Cobantswani (Chobantswani), n. One of the vanguard or foremost party, as of an impi, or party going to a wedding (= abacoba intswani, those who crack up the dry scrub — marking a way for the main body following); anyone given to much travelling, 'grass-treading', never being found at home; certain goat given by the bridegroom's people to the young-men of a bride's party on their arrival on the eve of the wedding and eaten by them at the isi-hlala on the wedding-morn.

Cobeka (s. k.), v. Be or get energized, made languid or weak of body, as above (see coba — used in perf.) = fehleka, ukuti die, ukuti lisa.

Cobela, v. Fill the smoking-horn (acc.) with hemp (acc.) for smoking, or a pipe with tobacco.

Ex. ngiboleni, 'misana, fill the smoking-horn for me, my boy.

Cobo, ukuti (Chobo, ukuthi), v. = coboka; coboza; cobozeka.

Cobocishi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do for thoroughly, kill outright, as a person (acc.), when slaying him with an assegai, or by heavy blows from a stick (=coboshä); be dead or killed outright (=coboshaka).

Ex. us'ete cobocishi; he is already quite dead, has life extinct.

Coboka (Choboka), v. Get smashed or broken to pieces, as below — see coboza. = fohloka.

(iii)-Coboka (Choboka), n. Any frail, delicate thing, easily smashed up; delicate, sickly, unhealthy person easily knocked up (= iii-Qanda-tenyoni).

um-Coboka (Choboka), n. 5. Kind of reed, used for making snuff-boxes, musical-pipes, etc. = (ii)-Shani. Cp. u(Gqubwane.

um-Coboko (Choboko), n. 5. Scrofula, showing itself generally in glandular-swellings, body-sores, etc. = um-Zimb'omhobi.

Cobosha, v. = ukuti cobocishi.

Coboza (Choboza), v. Smash, break up, anything of a delicately brittle or frail nature as an egg-shell (acc.), calabash, earthen-pot, match-box, etc.; go cracking through dry undergrowth or bush = fohloza; pahluza; falsiza; dubuza.

Cobozeka (Chobozeka), v. = coboka.

um-Cobozo (Chobozo), n. 5. Beer fetched by a bride from her mother's kraal about two months after marriage = um-Skisanyongo. Cp. um-Bondo.

isi-Coco, n. Headring, of a Native man; first child born of a man (cp. umu-Tsha).

Cocoba, v. = cocobala.

Cocobala (Chochobala), v. Be crisped or baked externally by heat; hence, be toasted, as bread or kidneys cooked on a skewer after Native fashion; be parched or roasted, as a mealie-cob set near the fire; be scorched, as a garment placed too near the fire to dry (used in perf.). Cp. hwamuka; hanguka.

Cocobalisa (Chochobalisisa), v. Crisp, toast, roast, scorch, anything (acc.), as above, Cp. hwamula; hangula.

Cocoma, v. Hop, as a frog; hop about, go constantly from here to there, as a woman hoeing first here then there in a field, or a person constantly shifting his place in a hut = yegoeoma. Cp. qigíma.

Cocoza (Chochoza), v. Make a crackling noise, as beetles eating at night, or meat when roasting; be baking hot, as the sun (=cocobalisa).

i-nCodoba, n. Person with broad upper body but thin lower limbs = u(lv)-Tshubungu, um-Cukutu.


Cófo, ukuti (Chófo, ukuthi), v. = cofoza; ukuti cosololo.

Cofóza (Chofóza), v. = cifiza.

i-nCohiba, n. Small veldt-shrub (Gomphocarpus sp.) resembling the ili-Whongwe, whose milky leaves and carrot-like root are poisonous and so used for poisoning dogs, etc.

Cóka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = cokama; cokaska; ukuti congco.

Cokama (s. k.), v. Stand or be perched up on high, as a bird on a tree, or a man on a house or hill-top (used in perf.); be on tip-toes, whether standing erect or crouching down (see ama-Zawayiba).

(iii)-Cokama (s. k.), n. = (iii)-Geckokama.

ama-Cokamo (s. k.), n. Tonga word for 'dew', occasionally used by women in Zululand for hlonipa purposes, having been introduced at the time the Zulus
were raiding cattle in the northern districts. See ama-Zolo.

Cokaza (s. k.), v. Go along with a springing, light-footed gait, as though on tip-toe.

Coko, ukuti (ukuthi ; s. k.), v. = ukuti cokolozo.

u(lu)-Coko (Choko), n. Any very tiny thing, a mite, as a very small bead, or seed; (N) South-African leprosy (unknown in Zulund — see i(li)-Ntiki).

Cökolozo, ukuti (ukuthi, s. k.), v. Be thoroughly at rest, happy, contented, having all one’s desire (used of the i-nTliziyo) = ukuti cokolozo, ukuti copo. Cp. i(li)-Te.

Cokoloza (Chokoloza), v. Poke, as a person (acc.) with the point of one’s finger, or a dog with one’s stick (= ilokolozo); urge on by poking (metaphor.), irritate, as a person (acc.) to anger or any action (= nekuza); take or poke up on a stick, as a dead snake or filthy cloth = ukuti cokolozi, ukuti cupuluzi, tokoloza, copoloza.

Cökolozi, ukuti (Chökolozi, ukuthi), v. = cokoloza.

Cokosha (s. k.), v. = cakusha.

u(lu)-Cökucoku (s. k.), n. Any very delicate, frail thing, easily breaking, tearing, etc., as a fragile vessel, thing hanging together by the last threads, thin leg of a stilb-bird, or person of frail delicate body.

Cola, v.  Do anything well, nicely, finely, as when grinding corn (acc. — i.e. grind it fine), sewing a dress (do it neatly), folding clothes (do it tidily = cilikisha); do a girl (acc.) in good style, do her off nicely, as her father by slaughtering for her, according to good Native custom, a beast at the time of her first menstruation, of her going off to get married, or on the loss of her child (she being generally on such occasions, rendered ‘fine’ or purified, by sprinkling the gall of such beast on her arms and legs).

Phr. colinone! do it well and let it (the beast) be fat! — used to express ‘that’s right!’ as might be said to a child that has burnt itself after being cautioned not to play with the fire.

ule abuge, he would do well to return (i.e. we wish he would return).

ule nokhuwa nxakhuqomba, he would do well if he were to go.

Cola, v. = buqa.

Côle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti buqe.

Coleka (s. k.), v. Get done nicely or finely, as meal well ground, pottery smoothly polished, cloth of fine soft make (used in perf.).

Colisa v. = cola.

i(li)Colo (Cholo), n. Small copse or thicket (C.N.) = i(li)-Hlozi.

isi-Colo (Cholo), n. Tuft or top-knot of any description, as the crown of a hut, the hair protuberance on the head of a hornless ox (C.N.). Cp. i-nTloko; is-Adhla.

izi-Colo (no sing.), n. Acts of kind-heartedness, such as shown towards a friend or new arrival when conversing with him or behaving towards him with marked signs of friendship. Cp. cccezelana.

Comba (Combha), v. Mark a thing with a spot or patch of another colour, as a man might his trousers (acc.) with a coloured patch, or a hut-wall with a spot of colouring; put on such a mark, have or wear such a mark, as the pair of trousers above, or an ox with a white star on the face (see um-Combo); smear a thing gen. with colouring, as a child’s body with red ochre; begin to put on white patches, as mealie-plants commencing to dry.

Cômbi, ukuti (Cômbhi, ukuthi), v. = cminda.

Combiza (Combhiza), v. Fall ‘drop-wise’ so as to form a ‘spot’, as a drop of rain falling from the roof on to the floor of a hut, or the large drops of rain ‘spotting’ here and there at the commencement of a storm; pour out a little drop, as of water or semi-liquid stuff (acc.).

i-nCombo (Combho — no plur.), n. Species of small white ant (different from the umu-Hlwana), making the ant-heap i-nGa-nanga, and used as bait by boys for catching birds; hence, small light-yellow bead or beads; young amabele still yellow.

um-Combo (Combho), v. 5. Spot or patch of colour upon any differently coloured ground, as the star on the forehead of a horse or ox, the bull’s-eye of a target, or a conspicuous patch on a pair of trousers.

Cona, v. = contsa, ukuti co.

isi-Conco (Chonco), n. Infusion, made by pouring cold or lukewarm water upon medicinal leaves, pounded roots, etc. Cp. i-nBiza.

um-Condo, n. Thin, scraggy, calfless leg, like that of a fowl, or some thin persons. Cp. um-reno.

Phr. smCondo ku’Zimelela, Mr. Thin-legs.
son of Mr. Walk-with-sticks — said derisively of a person with scraggy legs (C.N).

Condobezele, v. = congobezele.

Condooza, v. Walk in a light, perky manner, as a fowl, person with thin light i.e. calfless and fleshless legs, or as a young man dressed up going along in a nice 'lady-like' manner on the fore-part of the foot (= cokaza).

Côngco, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti coka, cokama. See i-n-Gongcoo.

Congelela, v. = qongelela.

Congobezele, v. Act with great carefulness, as when making use of a vessel (ace.) already cracked, when economising one's small food supply in time of famine, when being thrifty with one's money, when taking care of one's sick body during work, or when speaking or acting cautiously where there is danger of displeasing = congobezele, congolezola.

Congolezola, v. = congobezele.

Contsa (s.t.) v. Drop, drip, as a small portion of any semi-liquid substance, like amasi = tontsa, tonta, cona. [Sw. tona, drop; Ga. tonya, rain; Her. tyonona, drop].

(i)-Contsi (s.t.) n. A drop, drip = i(ti)-Tontsi [Sw. tone; Ga. tondo; Her tyonona, to drop].

Conzulula, v. = cazu.

Copa (Chopho), v. Scrape or rub the feet or back with a piece of sandstone in order to clean it. Cp. nqumula; rrerra.

Cőpo, ukuti (Chópho, ukuthi), v. = ukuti cokololo.

(i)-Cőpo (Chopho), n. Flap or meeting-part of the isidwaba where the two sides come together and lie open below the loin-string, or of a coat in front below the lowest button.

isi-Cőpo (Chopho), n. Small fancy stick, like an i-wisa with the top and under-part of the knob scooped out, and used by amadoda when dancing or walking = n-Shingwana, isi-Shingo.

Phr. uku-posa isiyopa, to make fine movements with the stick when dancing.

ubu-Cőpo (Chopho), n. Brain (in the material, not abstract sense) [Chw. bu-koko; Ga. bu-engo].

N.B. The brain of a guinea-fowl or house-fowl is not eaten by girls, lest they should give birth to long, narrow-headed children (see u(ta)-Gedhlu).

Copoloza (Copholoza), v. = cokoloza; also = ukuti copolozi.

Cőpolozi, ukuti (Cópholozi, ukuthi), v. Do very slightly, as when taking out a very small quantity of sugar (ace.), etc., from a sack (cp. zauela), or when doing a little bit of hoeing; also = ukuti colozi.

isi-Cőpolozi (Copholozi), n. Small portion of anything done or taken out, as a tiny patch of hoed-land for planting vegetables = isi-Geoi.

i-nCosana, n. = i-n-Gosana.

ubu-nCosana, n. — see ubu-n-Gosana.

Cosha, v. Pick up, both in the sense of 'taking up from the ground' and of 'finding'. Cp. tola. [Sw. okota, pick up; kuta, get by chance; Ga. nonja, find].

Cősho, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Sit or squat down (referring to the moment of action), whether as a man seating himself on the ground, or a bird alighting on a tree; sit down, stay, or rest just for a moment, as a person making a passing visit to a kraal when delivering a message. Cp. ukuti qubasha.

i-nCosho, n. = i-n-Coto.

Coshoza, v. = ukuti cosho.

i-nCos, n. Smallish portion or quantity of anything, as above — see i-n-Cosana. Cp. ukuti cosu.

Cősolelo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti cokolo.

Cőso, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = cosuka, cosula.

isi-Cőso-cosu, n. One easily irritated, quickly getting into a pet.

Cosuka (s.k.), v. Get torn off or away easily, as below; get quickly irritated, taken off in a pet, as a peevish child; expire or get taken off easily, as one whose long dragging illness has already taken all the life out of him; get taken out in a very small quantity from a larger mass, as a handful of meal from a sack (cp. ukuti copolozi) = hlosuka, tosuka. Cp. nwebuka.

Cosula, v. Tear off or away easily anything (ace.) softly yielding to the pull, as when nipping off a small piece of dry skin about a sore, or when pulling from a tree a fresh switch already hanging by the skinny bark, or a portion of a string of worsted or wet blotting-paper from another portion, or as a nail might rip up a woollen coat; take out a very small quantity, a tiny bit, from any larger quantity, as a handful of meal from a sack (cp. ukuti copolozi; ukuti zaevu) = hlosula, tosula, yosula. Cp. nwebula.
i-nCósuncosu, n. Anything that gets easily torn apart, as worsted, rotten sacking, etc. = i-nTosunutosu. Cp. i-nDhlubu-nDhlubu.

Coto, ukuti (Coto, ukuthi), v. = cotoza.

isi-Coto (Choto), n. Hail = isi-Ngguma, isi-Wingwiza.

i-nCoto (Coto), n. Fire-lily, the outer-skin of whose bulb is stripped up, and after being put into a little box or ear-ornament for a child, just pierced.

Cotomezela (Cothomezela), v. (C.N.) = cacamezela.

Cotoza (Cothoza), v. Do anything (acc.) very slightly, whether in small quantity or in gentle manner, as when hoeing a little, beating a new floor almost just slightly with the stone, giving a little snuff, etc. Cp. cakatisa.

Cotu, ukuti (Cothu, ukuthi), v. = cotuka; cotula.

Cotuka (Cothuka), v. Get galled or scraped off, as the skin from one's leg, or hair from an i-Beshu = ukuti cotu.

Cotula (Cothula), v. Scraper off or gall, as the skin (acc.) hair from an i-Beshu, etc., as above = ukuti cotu.

Coyacoya (Choyachoya), v. = neiyanciya.

Coyiya, v. Be fastidious, over-nice, particular about trifles, as about little particles of dust on one's coat, when picking and choosing in selecting goods, scrutinising the food served up to one; pick off little bits of things, as little bits of rubbish (acc.) from one's coat, little bits of grains from a poor mealie-cob, small particles of food from between the teeth, etc.; be unduly slow, dilly-dally, taking excessive time over a mere nothing, as an over-scrupulous or phlegmatic person at work.

i-nCozana, n. (C.N.) = i-nGeosana.

Cozulula, v. = caza.

Cu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be extended in a long straight line, as a snake or man lying stretched out, or a long train of wagons or cattle, or any long straight thing like a road or tree. Cp. ukuti cubululu; cubuleka; ukuti culukushu.

umu-Cu, n. 5. Single thread of anything, such as are twisted together to form a string or rope, or of fibre; single string or piece, as of fine wire; pinnule or leaflet of any kind of palm-branch; a tiny bit of a thing, as a thin person, a few goats, a little amabete.

Phr. akusel'wene ongaguliyo, there doesn't remain a morsel (of us) that is not sick.

u(lu)-Cu, n. Single string, as of beads, words, details of evidence, etc.

Phr. lwo'o'mfana kana'he, that boy has no manners, no breeding, no refinement of nature or ways — may be said of one who returns no thanks for anything received, who is insolent to his parent, etc.

Cuba, v. Squash or break up the lumpy ingredients in any mixture, as of flour (acc.) when mixing it with water, or of meal when cooking porridge.

i(li)-Cuba, n. Leaf, as of tree, or tobacco = i(li)-Kasi (the word being gen. adopted by women when hlonipaing this latter word, it is now rarely used by men).

Phr. wamfusa, kashiya na'cuba, he resembled him and didn't leave a single leaf, i.e. resembled the old stock in very limb, in all his features.

ixinkuni zami ba:ditile, kubashiya na'cuba, they have taken my firewood and haven't left a leaf i.e. a single scrap.

Cubu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = cubuka; cubuza.

isi-Cubu, n. Lump of fresh or uncooked meat (cp. isi-Boma); lobe of the ear, where the hole is pierced (cp. i(li)-Gwagwe).

u(lu)-Cubu (Cubhu), n. = u(lu)-Qubhu.

ubu-Cubu, n. Chick, or chicks, of any bird or fowl; small fry (applied jocularly to children, below the age of about five years, and contemptuously to an adult); certain small bird, Ruddy Waxbill (Lagonosticta rubicata), commonly seen going in pairs = ubu-Cwibi.

Ex. kungafirirana's'tunte, ubuqubu borewa, I didn't find a person (at home), only little children.

Phr. ub'ebulungana ndeza kwe; kwexi yini ukuti ubuqubu bulungana nga'ubuhili na? you were just going alone; don't you know that the waxbills (i.e. little children) go in pairs (i.e. never alone)?

Cubuka (s. k.), v. Get squashed up, crushed, as anything of a soft pulpy nature, like a worm beneath the feet, a soft pea between one's fingers; hence, get crushed to atoms, as an earthen pot upon which anything heavy might fall; get wiped out, crushed to nothing, rendered absolutely desolate, as a land by war. Cp. cubu (Her. tkutkutwa, crush).

Cubukala (s. k.), v. Get or be in the squash- ed, crushed state, as above (used in perf.).

Cubukeza (s. k.), v. = cubuza.
Cubululu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Lie stretched-out in a long, loosely hanging, lifeless body on the ground, as a dead snake, or man lying down at full length exhausted (cp. nabalala); be of a long, limply hanging nature, as a snake or wet rein = ukuti cu.

Ex. wajaba wati cubululu (or cu), he was abashed so as to become quite limp of body, i.e. was thoroughly abashed.

uloku ete cubululu endhini, he is all along stretched lifelessly out in the hut — said of a lazy, indolent person.


Cubungula, v. Keep fiddling about with anything (acc.) in one's hands, dilly-dally with anything, not quickly getting it off one's hands, as when washing cups or clothes, dawdling over a field, etc. Cp. coyiya.

Cubuza, v. Squash or crush up anything (acc.), as above; crush or smash to atoms anything, as above — see cubuka; 'break up' or 'break down' a person (acc.), get the better of him thoroughly (in a good or a bad sense), as a young man conquering his girl or getting the better of her rebuffs, or an unruly boy getting the mastery over his parents; break down a temporary estrangement with a person (acc. or with ku), re-win his favour, make it up with him, as a son with his father with whom he has fallen out.

Ex. ntipa nje, ucuwuza-ni kuyo? you just make her a present, what is it you want to break down or smoothen away with her?

kade ucuwuza nje, he has just been smoothening things up, i.e. making it up with him.

Cubuzeka (s. k.), v. = cubuka.

Cuca (Chucha), v. Make anything (acc.) fall in holes, as below; also = cica.

Cuceka (Chucceka), v. Fall into holes or shreds, as an old worn-out blanket (used in perf.); fall to pieces, break out all over in sores, as a person's body (= camuka; cp. badhuka).

i(li)-Cucu, n. Thing all in shreds or tatters, as the ear of a beast slit about as a body-mark; ear, of a man, with an abnormally long lobe; plur. ama-Cucu, shreds, tatters, as a garment torn or worn-out with age.

izi-Cucu (no sing.), n. Shreds, tiny fibrous particles, as fall from a worn-out blanket (= ama-Cucu); meat all in strings, gone to shreds, with excessive boiling or decay; small particles of meat collect-ed in the gravy at the bottom of the pot; hence, any sediment or dregs (= isibidi).

Cucuza, v. Make run or flow out, discharge anything (acc.) of a thick flowing nature, as the cow mucus from the vagina after covering (cp. pungula) = ciciza.

u-Cucuza, n. = u-Qadolo, u-Game.

isi-Cudulu, n. = isi-Bozi.

Cukalala, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. (C.N.) = ukuti lolotolo.

i(li)-Cukazi (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Xukazi.

i-nCuke (s. k.), n. Hyoena (= i-nPisi); also applied to any wild 'devouring' beast of prey, as a leopard, etc.; a voracious eater, gourmand — the word, owing to its being generally adopted by women for khonjifuka purposes as a substitute for imPisi, is now rarely used by men. [At. okoko, hyoena].

i(li)-Cuku (s. k.), n. Group or body of young people of about the same age, though in a broader sense than the i-nTanga (big boys or girls = i(li)-Cuku; small boys or girls = i(li)-Cukwana), such as are collected, or living together in any kraal; any and all young persons of a common age (used collectively = i-nTanga).

Ex. koko lapa, us'cukwaneni, he is not here; he is with the little children.

uZumbu noMaxwana bal'ucuku linye, Zumbu and Mazwana are of the same group (i.e. of about the same age).

um-Cuku (s. k.), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Xuku.

Cukuza (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = xukuza.

i(li)-Cukudo (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = i(li)-Cukudwane.

i(li)-Cukudwane (s. k.), n. Small veld-plant with pink flowerlets and a large bulbous root, used as an enema for infants, internally for cattle, and, on account of its latter, as a washing-soap, like i-nFe-gyesele, by the Natives = i(li)-Kikidwane.

um-Cukutu (Cukuthu), n. 5. = i-nCodooba.

i-nCukwe (s. k.), n. = i-nCuke.

Cula (Chula), adv. = qgala,

Culkusha (s. k.), v. = ukuti culukushu.

Culkusha, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Be perfectly straight, as a road, or post; lie out in a long straight away, as a snake.

Cululeka (s. k.), v. Be in a long extended train, as wagons or cattle (used in perf.); go along straightly i.e. be quite straight, as a road, snake, or a tree (used in perf.); pour out watery stools in a long incessant stream, as one suffering from
diarrhea (= huda; cp. cubulula); do in a lazy, indolent, loose-bodied manner, as a lazy girl going lazily along when sent out to work, or lying about in a lazy fashion, or a person coming down a hill in a leisurely, loose-bodied manner. Cp. ukuti cu.

um-Cululeka (s. k.) n, 5. Any long, straightly extended thing, as above; lazy, indolent person.

Cuma (Chuma), v. Bear abundantly, as mealies in a fertile spot (used in perf.); multiply or increase largely, abound, as cattle with any person or in any locality (used in perf.); be of a meek, mild, kindly disposition (used in perf.) [Skr. tu, multiply; MZT. vata, multiply; Her. kuma, mount, as a bull].

Ex. zinemelele ixinkomo uMajiyana, cattle have increased well with Majiyana.

ucumelele ixinkomo, w'aliva inzalo, he has been increased for by cattle, but denied (by) offsprings.

lom'insfana ucmuye amashumi amabili, that boy is abounded for by, i.e. always gets, twenty (shillings a mouth).

um-Cumane, n. 5. Certain forest-tree, growing along the coast.

Cŭmba cŭmba, ukuti (Cŭmbha cŭmbha, ukuthi), v. = cumbaza.

Cŭmbaza (Cŭmbhaza), v. Feel a thing (acc.) with the fingers, press or poke repeatedly, as when curious to know what is inside; toy with, play with a thing (acc.), as a nice little object, or as a young-man with a girl; turn about in the hands, finger, handle, as a child when disdainfully turning about its food (acc.) in the plate.

Cŭmba, ukuti (Cŭmbhe, ukuthi), v. Prick lightly, as with an assegai (C. N.)

Cŭmbheza (Cŭmbheza), v. = ukuti cŭmba.

Cŭmbu, ukuti (Chŭmbhu, ukuthi), v. = cŭmbusa.

Cŭmbulula (Cŭmbhulula), v. Turn over something (acc.) disgusting, as a dead dog (C. N.). Cp. petulula; cŭпуbuza.

Cŭmbusa (Cŭmbhbusa), v. = cŭmbusa.

isi-Cumi (Chumu), n. Meek, mild, kind-natured person. See cuma.

isi-Cumu (Chumun), n. Large globular basket, with small mouth at top, used for carrying beer.

isi-Cuntuza (Chuntuza), n. = isi-Cuse.

Cŭnu cŭnu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti newu newu.

Cunuka (s. k.), v. Get vexed, put out, offended, as below (used in perf. — see

cunula): get disgusted, or tired, as with an excess of very rich food, or with a monotonous repetition of the same food (follow. by agent); feel a thing (with agent) tiresome, irksome, as work.

Cunukala (s. k.), v. Be in the vexed, offended, tired out, state, as above.

Cunula, v. Vex, put out, offend a person (acc.) by any word or action; disgust, or tire, as very luscious food, or the same food always; be tiresome, distasteful, irksome, as work to a person (acc.). Cp. nenga; casula; fundeleka; tukuTela.

Cunulula, v. = wumubula.

Cunuza, v. = newuza.

Cupa (Cupha), v. Lay a trap or snare for anything (acc.), as a wild-beast or bird; place a sign so as to show if anything has been touched, entered, etc.

Ex. cupa! look out! be careful! — used as a threat, or warning.

Cupana (Cuphana), v. Be on the look out to catch one another (with some bad intention); threaten one another.

Cupanisana (Cuphanisana), v. = cupana.

Cupe, ukuti (Cuphe, ukuthi), v. Do anything very slightly, very nearly, scarcely at all, just avoiding not being done, as when hoeing a few moments in the field, doing a few rubs with the grinding-stone; hold a thing (acc.) in such a way as scarcely to be holding it at all (as when catching it by the edge or with the tips of the fingers); set a thing so that instead of standing it is in constant danger of falling; get done or happen by all but a mere shave, i.e. narrowly escape being done; stand ready to act on the instant, as a gun to go off, or a box to fall.

Ex. cupe ngalimala (or cise ngalimala), it was the merest shave and I had been injured.

gati ngipakati, kwezi cupa, ngamuka, and when I was in the middle (of the stream), it wanted just a little and I was gone (with the current).

ngati ngipakati, kwazi cupa! umagamuka, and when I was in the middle, it was be careful that you don't go off, i.e. I had to be very careful not to go off; musa'ukusiti cupu iisithaka, you mustn't hold the vessel as though you just wanted to let it drop.

ixe lake lite cupu ukufika emhlatuze (or licupele ukufika), his land very nearly reaches to the Umhlatuze.

Cupela (Cuphela), v. = ukuti cupe. Cp. nengela.
Cupuza (Cuphesa), v. = ukuti cupe.

Cupisa (Cuphisa), v. Warn, caution, put on one's guard; threaten a person (acc.). Cp. songela; zwaya.

Cupuluza (Cuphuluza), v. Poke a thing (acc.) with the finger or a stick; poke or take up, or turn about, a thing (acc.) with the point of a stick, as anything disgusting which one dislikes touching = ukuti cupuluza; kokolozu; copolowa.

Cupuluzi, ukuti (Cuphuuruzi, ukuthi), v. = cupuluza.

isi-Cute (Chuše), n. Any object set up, or standing out conspicuously alone, as a scarecrow in a field, an object seen standing on a road in the distance or stuck up in a kraal, or an 'aunt-Sally' made of an um-Senge stump and set up by boys for throwing at; an utterly worthless, despised person, not worth caring about, a mere 'dummy' of a person, as an old neglected woman or child (= um-Lwane).

Cusha (Chusha), v. = boboza (on account of its being mostly adopted as a substitute for this latter word for hlonipha purposes, the use of the word is now mostly confined to women).

Cushe, ukuti (Chůšhe, ukuthi), v. Pass (intrans.) straight or right through, pierce through, as a needle or awl passing through a piece of leather, grass, etc. = cusheka; make pass through, as the needle (acc.) or awl above = cushezza; get passed through, or pierced through, as the piece of leather above = cushzeza.

Cusheka (Chusheka), v. = ukuti cushe.

u(lu)-Cushela (Chushela, or sometimes, s.c.), n. Any sharp-pointed, piercing thing; an ox with sharply pointed horns standing erect (= i-mBoxela).

Cushelekela (Chushelekela), v. Go straight through, or direct along, a path (with nga). Cp. ukuti ngelekeleshe.

Cusheza (Chushesa), v. = ukuti cushe.

Cushu, ukuti (Chůšhu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti cushe.

i-nCushuncushu, n. — see i-Neushuncushu.

Cushuza (Chushuza), v. = cusheza.

Cushuza, v. = nCushuza.

Cuta (Chuha), v. Contract, compress, or draw in the body (acc.), or any of its parts, as when seeking to drag the body through a narrow space, or when being tickled, or when straining, or when pursing the mouth to restrain from laughing, or as a horse or dog laying down the ears (cp. butuza); have the ears drawn together i.e. unpierced, without a hole, according to Native custom (used in perf.); have the ears closed i.e. be disobedient, not readily responsive to orders, as a bad child; be deaf (used in perf.).

isi-Cute (Chuthe), v. Person with ears unpierced; person with ears closed i.e. not obedient, or actually deaf = isi-Puta.

Cwa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be calm and clear, as the sky, mind, etc. = ukuti cwanta.

Ex. indlxiyo yami ite cwu, my heart is at perfect rest, happy and contented, without anything to ruffle it = ukuti kokololo.

Cwa, ukuti (Chwa, ukuthi), v. Resound, send forth a continued indistinct din or noise, as a lot of people singing in the distance, or as a wood or hall sending forth a dull confusion of sound; make a gentle rumbling noise, i.e. ferment gently, effervesce, as beer, or soda-water = cwaza.

Cwaba, ukuti (Chwaba, ukuthi), v. Crackle, as dry sticks or undergrowth when walked upon; make to crackle, as a piece of dry firewood (acc.) when breaking it up, or dry undergrowth when walking upon it = cwabaza.

Phr. ake uti cwaba umilo, just crack a few sticks for fire, or make up a small fire.

u(lu)-Cwabasi (Chwabasi), n. Any food nicely crisped in the cooking or nicely crisp in the mouth, as meat or mealies nicely roasted, or buttered toast; (C.N.) a tall person of nice medium-sized body (= i-nGwabasi).

u(lu)-Cwabasosha (Chwabasosha), n. (C.N.) = i-nGwabasi.

Cwabaza (Chwabaza), v. = ukuti cwaba.

i-nCwabi, n. = i-nBodhla; i-nPaka.

Cwacwaba or Cwacwabala (Chwachwaba or Chwachwabala), v. = cocobala.

i-nCwadi, n. Mark of any kind which indicates, directs, etc. as a sign-post, a stone placed as a guide in measuring, a peculiarity of features by which one recognises, etc.; hence, sign; evidence; letter, 'which indicates or tells things'; book; certain string of beads with the colours arranged according to a fixed custom, and which a young-man 'reads or tells,' it having reference to his love-feelings (Mod. in the latter instances).

Ex. inewadi yami leyo, that is my sign or guide (as a knot tied in the grass or stick in the ground).

iNewadi yabo inye, ikala, their distinguishing feature is the same all round, viz. their nose (as children of a particular family).
Cwāka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti cwanta (mostly N.).

Cwākalala, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti cwantalala (mostly N.).

Cwala, v. Dress the hair by picking or combing it out with any pointed instrument, as is commonly done to the hair below the headring = visha.

i-nCwali, n. Native hair-dresser and head-ring-maker.

isi, or u(lu)-Cwalo, n. Pointed wooden instrument for picking or puffing out the hair, as above.

um-Cwana, n. 5. (C.N.) = ili-Lula.

Cwaneka (Chwaneka), v. Roast, toast, as a piece of meat (acc.) over the fire, or a person at the stake; bake, as the sun a person (acc.) = cocobalis.

N.B. Burning at the stake was not unknown with the Zulus. Shaka had a large number of the Elangeni clan — that of his mother — impaled on a circle of sharpened stakes, the stake entering by the anus and passing through the body up to the neck, and then roasted over fires made up below them.

isi, or um-Cwangelane (no plur.), n. 5. Certain kind, or kinds, of small, striped, smooth-bodied caterpillars which have appeared in certain past years and worked great damage to grain crops = um-Balo, um-Cwangelē. Cp. ili-Nshungushu.

um-Cwangelē, n. 5. = um-Cwangelane.

Cwalinga, v. Search or look for anything (acc.) carefully (= hlwaya); collect small sticks for firewood (acc. = cokasha).

Cwānta, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. Be perfectly calm or still, as the weather on a windless, cloudless day (= ukuti cwantalala); be spread out at rest, as a multitude of people, or of cattle, sitting or lying down quietly on one spot (= ukuti cwantalala, ukuti yiba, ukuti yibaba; cp. ukuti kwatalala).

Cwāntalala, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. = ukuti cwanta.

u(lu)-Cwantalala (s. t.), n. Mass of people or cattle lying or sitting spread out at rest on one spot = u(lu)-Yiba.

Cwanzulula, v. = cwasa.

Cwasa, v. Exclude or cut off a person (acc.) from one's society, friendship, etc. = bandhluhluha, cwanzulula. See ili-Qude; ili-Ci.

Cwāsha or Cwāshe, ukuti (Chwāsha or Chwāshe, ukuthi), v. Stick or pierce a person or thing (acc.) very slightly, as might a thorn, or one person giving another a prick with a pin; stick in slightly or loosely, as a hair-pin (acc.) into the hair, or a spoon into the throat of a hut (cp. hloma); throw into the mouth, or eat bit by bit in small pieces, as when eating mealie grains (acc.) or small fruit singly = cwashasha or cwashahela, ukuti twasha.

Cwashasha or Cwashahela (Chwashasha or Chwashahela), v. = ukuti cwashasha.

Cwashasha or Cwashahela, v. Put or wear a band of skin or headwork round the head, generally over the forehead = qela (qhele).

Cwāta (Chwatha), v. Become clear, cloudless, as the sky (used in perf.); become bare, bald, cleared of hair; grass, etc., as a man's head, a patch on an ox, or a spot on the veldt (= qwata) = cwatala.

Ex. iweutilile izulu namblanjane, the sky is cloudless to-day.

Cwāta, ukuti (Chwātha, ukuthi), v. = cwashasha.

u(lu)-Cwata (Chwatha), n. Bare or bald thing or place, as a man's head when shaved, a bald patch on an animal's body as where burnt, or the veldt where quite bare of grass = i-nGwatala; i-Nyabule; i-Manyule. Cp. i-nPandhla [Ga. kwalata, baldness].

u-Cwatalane (Chwatalane), n. Kind of grasshopper, said to be the male of the ili-Diya = n-Manthole.

Cwatala (Chwatala), v. = cwashasha.

i-nCватandle (Chватandle), n. — see i-nGwatala.

Cwaya, v. = geoya.

Cwaya (Chwaya), v. Perform the hut, or sitting-dance.

i-nCwayi, n. One skilful at the um-Cwayo, dance.

Cwayi cwayi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = cwayiza.

Cwayiza, v. Blink, wink, as when something has entered the eye, or as ordinarily = quayiza; cwaizima; pazaiza.

um-Cwayo (Chwayo), n. 5. Hut, or sitting-dance, or its accompanying song = um-Vumo.

Cwaza (Chwaza), v. = ukuti ewa.

u(lu)-Cwazi, n. A dazzling or glittering thing, a 'dazzlingness', such as fills the eyes after looking at the sun, or the dazzling heat-waves dancing above moist ground on a hot day, or the layer of oily-matter lying on the surface of stagnant water, or the heliograph from its dazzling motion = u(lu)-Nezaizi; u(lu)-Gleigelei.
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Cwazi cwazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = cwaizimula, cwaizizela.

ubu-Cwazicwazi, n. = Brightness, shininess, as of polished metal or glassware; splendour, effulgence, glitter, as in a gorgeous hall lighted up.

Cwazima, v. = cwayiza.

Cwazimula, v. = kazimula, ukuti ewazi cwaiz.

Cwazizela, v. = kazimula, ukuti ewazi cwaiz.

Cwë, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = Be brightly green or blue, as new grass, a clear sky, or pure water = ukuti yaka. Cp. cweba.

isi-Cwe (Chwe), n. = Pigmy or Bushman (= umu-Twa); sometimes used (N) for isi-Xwe.

Cweba, v. = Become clear or pure i.e. free from all obscuring bodies, as muddy water does upon being left undisturbed, or as the sky when free from every cloud or haziness (used in perf.); become 'glassy', as the eyes when filled with tears.

Ex. amaazi acevile akoe, the water is clear as crystal.

amehlo asceceuwe (or hluvenge, or eceuwe) xinyembexi, his eyes are already filled with tears.

i(l)-Cweba, n. = Lagoon, as at the mouth of the Umhlatuze or Durban. Cp. u(lu)-Cwebe.

Ex. icwebe losuNlengevi, the Tonga lagoon i.e. St. Lucia Bay.

i(l)-Cweba (Chweba), n. = Single stalk of a certain kind of rush (used with plur.); also = i(l)-Coba.

i-nCweba, n. = Tiny skin-bag containing medicines or charms and worn singly or in numbers on a string round the neck. Cp. am-Mbata.

u(lu)-Cwebo or more gen. Cweba, n. = Any still, pure expanse or sheet of liquid, as a clear stagnant pond, lagoon, or beer when standing at rest (from the clear surface of water rising to the top).

Cwëbe cwebe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. == cwebezela.

Cwëbedu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = Be perfectly clear and still, as the sky; be perfectly silent, quiet, as a person. Cp. ukuti eawanta.

Phr. kusate cwebedu, it is still all clear, without a speck (along the path), i.e. there are still no signs of him (as of a person coming).

Cwebezela, v. = kazimula.

um-Cwebo, n. 5. = um-Laza.

Cwecwa, v. = Pare, shave off in thin slices (not scrape), as peel (acc.) from a potato (ace.), or fat from a piece of meat, or small shavings from a medicinal root.

Phr. ukucwecwa ngcazi, to remove the stalks and stiff ribs from a tobacco leaf, leaving only the ukudhla.

uku-xi-cwecwa endabeni, to cut oneself off from (having anything to do with) an affair, shrink out of it.

u(lu)-Cwecwa, n. = Thin, light sheet or plate of anything, as a sheet of tin, or brown-paper; dim. form u(lu)-Cwecwana, slice, scale, wafer, etc. == u(lu)-Cecevu, u-Ngececewe.

i-nCwele, n. (N. fr. Xo. i-nQwelo) = i-nQola.

i-nCweleha, n. = i-nXeleha.

Cwenga, v. = Clear i.e. make run off clear, 'pour off' any liquid (ace.) from its sediment, as one might clear water by straining, filtering, or making it run off clear at the top, leaving the sediment behind; or as the sour-milk enalbash (nom.) does the whey (ace.) when it lets it run off clear leaving the curds behind (= hlwenga, hlalha); or as a person's eyes make tears (ace.) 'run off clear' when they fill with them from sorrow or anger (= hlwenga, cweba).

Ex. usceceuwe izinyembexi, his eyes are already filled with tears.

Cwentsa (Chwentsa), v. = Act or talk in a bad-mannered, rude way, without shame, restraint, or respect, as a youth talking rudely to his father, or fighting with another boy in his presence.

i(l)-Cwentsa or Cwentsana (Chwentsa), n. = One who acts or talks as above.

Cwepe cwepe, ukuti (Chwêpehe chwêpe, ukuthi), v. = cwepesha.

Cwepesha (Chwépesha), v. = Do off smartly, with skilful easiness, as any work (acc.), account of an affair, etc. See i-nGewepe-shi.

Cwépesha, ukuti (Chwêpeshe, ukuthi), v. = cwepesha.

Ex. vasiti cwpeshe (isicatulo), he put it right in no time (the boot he was repairing).

i-nCwepesha (Cwepeshi), n. = See i-nGewe-peshi.

Cwepesha (Chwépeha), v. = cwepesha.

Cwesha, v. = ukuti cwehe.

Cwëshe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = Cut off a little bit of anything (ace.), as meat, cloth, etc.;
encroach upon land (acc.) by appropriating small bits at a time = cwenja.

Cwetula (Cwethula), v. Clear away the clouds, become clear, as the sky (= cweta, hluwa; cp. hekula); clean up, sweep up, as a kraal (acc.) of weeds and rubbish (acc. = cetula).

Phr. (izulu) licevewutule, nas'ebukeeni benvunga, the sky has cleared up right away to the horizon (lit. even to where the dog's wives come from).

ubu-Cwibi, n. = ubu-Cubu.

Cwicwitela (Cwigwitela), v. Titter, as a lot of girls at a person speaking. Cp. mamateka; gogeleka; kwentukela; giteka.

Cwila, v. Sink down bodily into anything (loc.) out of sight, as when quietly diving or sinking into deep water, or (metaphor.) into deep or long grass. Cp. ukutli goje. [Ga. bira, dive].

Cwili, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = cwila; cwilisa.

um-Cwili, n. 5. Klip dagga (Leonotis ovata) = ubu-Tshwalabenyoni; cp. i-Munya-munyane.

N.B. The leaves of this plant are said to be one of the chief Xosa remedies for snake-bite.

Cwilisa, v. Make sink down into, as above — see cwila; hence, immerse, dip into, as when placing anything (acc.) beneath the water; steep, soak, as Kafir-corn (acc.) by putting into a stream to make it sprout for malt.

Ex. uku-xi-cwilisa, to duck oneself, dive down beneath the water (not properly plunge).

i-nCwincwi, n. Sun-bird or Honey-sucker, of which there are several varieties (Cinnyris Afrus, C. chalybea, etc.).

Cwiya, v. Cut off small bits here and there from a slaughtered beast, or as an umtakati does from a murdered person; take out or away small bits now and then, as of food (acc.) from a pot.

i(li)-Cwiyo, n. Small choice piece, tit-bit, such as is cut off a slaughtered beast for the kraal-head, or from a human body, as above.

**D**

in Zulu has but one sound, the same as in English, although in Zulu the letter is somewhat more clearly dentalised and possesses a stronger aspiration than in English speech.

The combinations dhl, as in the word Dhlala (to play); hl, as in the word Hlala (remain); and tl, as in the word i-nTlilikiyo (heart), are used to denote the three varieties of lip in the Zulu language. The difference in sound between the dhl (the deep, throat lip) and the hl (the medium or mouth lip) is very like the difference between the thl in the English word 'smoothly' and that in the word 'deathly' — the sign dhl corresponding to the former and the hl to the latter. The tl (or sharp, dental lip) is the latter sound sharpened by the fact of its following immediately after an n, which causes it to become somewhat dentalised, so as to resemble the sound of the tl in the English word 'neatly'.

In the Xosa language, the sign dl is used for the same sound as we express in Zulu by the sign dhl. For the sake of uniformity, as well as of brevity, it would seem eminently desirable to adopt the Xosa sign also for the Zulu.

Da, defect. verb. — mostly appearing in the form de q.v., and used to express 'continually, constantly, always', etc.

Ex. uti n.Mpatwa, uboda umbekela intsimu yake, Mpatwa says, always keep an eye for him on his field.

i-nDaba, n. Matter, affair; case; topic of conversation; business; report; story, tale; pl. izi-nDaba, news; doings [L. fabula, story; fana, report; Ar. khabar, news, report; Sw. jambo, affair; Ga. kigambo; Bo. z-ambo; Zc. NgU. ku-gambira, to tell to; Her. oku-yamba, to talk about; Ka. ku-leba, to speak].

Ex. kuy'indaba yako nkulingisa loko, it is your business to arrange that.

seku indaba, it is now a case (to be talked about) — previously it was of little public concern or importance.

ixindaba xake angixitandi, I don't like his affairs (caused by his carryings-on).

ngimani ngendaba ije, angimani ngamaho, I know him just by report, I don't know him by the eyes (i.e. personally).

indaba kangiyaniki, the affair, no! I don't talk about it, i.e. it is altogether too bad, or surprising, beggars all description.

Phr. tat'indaba le, ngikuphe umcaba, take this affair, and I will give you some mealie-
masi = oh! do relate to us that affair.

i-nDaba (or i-nTlilikiyo) ka'nDondondo, n. = i-nGubo ka'Kundhlase.

u(lu)-Daba, n. Occurrence or matter of importance, serious affair.
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i-nDabakadengizibone, (s. k.), n. = isi-Kutlutshane.

i-nDabakawombe (Dabakawombe), n. — see i(li)-Wombe.

Dabalaza, v. Stand astride, with the legs wide apart (C. N.) = zamalaza.

i(li)-Dabane, n. Certain weed, growing in old kraals.

isi-Dabane, n. = isi-Geeba.

i-nDabankulu (s. k.), n. Certain section of Shaka's izi-mPohlö regiment.

um-Dabe, n. 5. Place with deep, uncrossable mud; a bog = u(ulu)-Buku; u(ulu)-Bishi.

Dábu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dabuka; dabula.

um-Dabu, n. 5. Name given to the larger i-nTolwane shrub (= um-Dabu obomvu) whose roots are used as an emetic for ubu-Lawu and for chest and stomach complaints; more rarely also applied to i-nTolwane encane (= um-Dabu omklope) which is used for, headaches; also = um-Fantu.

Dabuka (s. k.), v. Get rent, torn, as a garment (cp. gibuka; rerebuka); get broken, as an earthen vessel; get broken out, as the body of a person with sores; get heart-broken, saddened, grieved; get broken out into being, get sprung forth into life, i.e. break out into being, spring forth into life, as new grass and plants at the coming of spring; originate, have their origin, as a tribe [Sw. pasuka, get rent or broken; tatuka, get rent; Ya. sauka, suffer; Her. pauka, tauka, get broken or torn].

Ex. u(yi)dabuka 'impela u(galogo)ndaba. I am very sorry about that affair.

y'iloku kwadabuka umhlabo, ever since the world came into existence.

abokwe Dhlamini badabuka eSwaxini, those of the Dhlamini stock had their origin in Swaziland.

um-Dabuka (s. k.), n. 5. = um-Kenke.

Dabukela (s. k.), v. Be grieved at (the sight of) i.e. to envy, enviously covet, as the property (acc.) of another man = haswekela.

Dabukisa (s. k.), v. Grieve, sadden, as a child its parents (acc.) — this word is not used as a rule in the sense of 'to create', or of 'to cause to get torn or broken' i.e. to break or tear, dabula being used in such cases.

um, or i-nDabuko (s. k.), n. 5. Original or ancient custom, nature, as of the Natives = i-nVelo.

isi-Dabuko (s. k.), n. Original source, place of origin, as of a tribe; original or ancient custom.

Dabula, v. Rend, tear, as a garment (acc. — cp. gibula; rerebula); break (trans.), as an earthen pot; make break forth into life or being, create, as God did the earth; split up or off, as one portion (acc.) of a tribe from another; go or pass through, as a field (with loc. or pakati); cut or saw through, as a plank; chap, as frost, the feet (acc.); slice, slit, as a hide — (this word is not used to express 'to make heart-broken, or grieve'; for this dabukisa is used). [Sw. paswa, tauta, to break or tear; Her. paura, tauara, to break or tear].

Ex. uyifunde gede, ubu'usu'yidabula (iwevo-di), when you have read it (the letter), tear it up.

uKudankulu weDabula abantu okhlangeni, God brought man into being from out of the original stem.

Phr. ukudabula umkonto, to separate off from the bundle, grasp hold of an assegai — in order to draw it out for throwing.

ukudabula vbusuku, to travel during the night — whether only for a short portion or the whole thereof.

i(li)-Dabulambiza (Dabulambhiza), n. = (i(li)-Hlabamvula.

u-Dabuleni, n. Safety-pin (T.).

um-Dabuli, n. I. Surveyor — from his business of dividing up the land into farms (Mod.).

i-nDabuli, n. Professional 'arranger' of Native dance-songs, adapting the song to the dance, etc. See fända.

Dáca, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a slapping, splashing sound, as of a lump of mud thrown on a wall, or dropped on a floor; hence, throw, drop any soft semi-liquid substance (acc.), as before = dacaza; get so thrown or dropped, as the semi-liquid substance itself; lie sprawling or flat on the stomach = dacazeka. See ukuti buca.

Dacaza, v. = ukuti dacza.

Dacazeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti daczu.

Daceka (s. k.), v. = dacaza.

Dacekeka (s. k.), v. = dacazeka.

Dada, v. Cause a person (acc.) to be at a loss as to what to do, make helplessly puzzled how to extricate oneself, as might any difficult circumstances e.g. two impis coming up from different sides at the same time, a superabundance of weeds in a planted field, etc. = tana. [Sw. tatanisha, puzzle. Comp. Didja].

i(li)-Dada, n. Black Duck (Anas sparsa);
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applied also to any other similar varieties (cp. i(li)-Hoge); also (N) = i(li)-Cacane. [Hi. bat, duck; Sw. Ga. Ngu. bata; Bo. Sha. Ze. wata; Ku. nrat; Heh. ibata-wata; Her. o-nbaka].

um-Dada, n. 5. Big i(li)-Reshu, very broad and long.

isi, or u(lu)-Dada, n. = u(lu)-Dadawe.

Dadambala (Dadambhala), n. Go beyond the proper time in doing anything; hence, be over-cooked, as any food (used in perf.); delay in bearing, as a cow or woman whose time has already passed.

u(lu)-Dadasholo, n. Any broadly expansive thing, as a skin, blanket, curtain, etc. = u(lu)-Dwadwasholo. Cp. i(li)-Qungqu.

u(lu)-Dadawe, n. = u(lu)-Duduma.

u-Dade, n. Applied by males to any female, younger or older, born of the same mother (= sister); of the same father by other wives (= half-sister); of the maternal uncle or aunt, and of the paternal uncle (= cousin, — when of paternal aunt = um-Zala); or of any other kral or family having the same isi-bongo (= clanswoman, kinswoman, blood-relative). Applied by females to any female as aforesaid, when elder than the speaker — females in the same degree of relationship, but of like age = um-Fo, q.v.; those in the same degree of relationship, but of younger age = um-Nawu, q.v. [Sw. dada! used in addressing a sister; San. mubasa; Gan. Heh. muhadsa; Bis. wwe; Bo. Ng. Ze. lumbu]. Comp. n-Tate.

Ex. udade wetu, wenu, nabo (never wami, wako, wake), my, or our sister; plur. odade wetu, wenu, nabo (never mani, etc., or betu, etc.), my, or our sisters.

ngis'ingudade wetu, I swear by my sister; or 'dade wetu' alone, or the sister's name — is a very common expression of men when wishing to confirm a statement by an oath, the meaning being 'Indeed I would lie with my sister, if I be not telling the truth' (see Biia).

Dadeka (s. k.), n. Get put, or be, at a loss as to what to do, how to extricate oneself, as when in seriously embarrassing circumstances (used in perf.) = taneka. See duru.

Dafaza, v. Trudge wearily along, when tired out = divaza.

ama-Dafu (no sing.), n. Very soft, over-boiled mealie-grains (isi-nKobe) = ama-Nyewu, ama-Nyikwe.

Daka (s. k.), v. Make besotted, stupefy, intoxicate, as alcohol, or hemp-smoking a person (acc.); make faint, languid, strengthless, as hot sultry weather; besot, be too much for, make forget oneself, as an unaccustomed abundance of delicious food (acc.) might cause children momentarily to lose their gravity, respect, etc. — the word in all its senses is generally used in the passive form dakwa q.v., seldom in the active.

i(lu)-Daka (no.pl.; s.k.), n. Rich compressed soil beneath the soft surface-mud in the cattle kraal, in some places used as fuel; (with pl.) single brick or clod of dried kraal-mud, used as fuel.

isi-Daka (s. k.), n. Black rich soil, wet or dry.

um-Daka (s. k.), n. 5. Ring, about six inches in diameter, of rough brass of about an inch in thickness and obtained by barter from the Portuguese territory or possible manufactured by Native smiths further north, and formerly used for making the i-nGroti and also as an um-Beko; soil of any kind rendered black and muddy by rain; hence, any thing of a dark-brown, muddy colour (see ndaka); gall-ball, or soft pellet found in the gall-bladder of some cattle and goats, and said to be the cause of the animal's making a groaning sound when breathing asleep in the kraal; such groaning sound made during sleep by cattle; deep breathing of some human-beings when sleeping. [Tat. odika, iron; Kig. Itum. ndapo, iron-ore; Sw. shaba, brass or copper; Bo. ki-lama, iron].

X.B. These brass or copper rings were formerly of great value among the Zulus, a person being easily able to get a beast, or even a wife at times, for them. They were used for making neck-rings, and other body ornaments.

u(lu)-Daka (s. k.), n. Mud; mud-mortar; ndaka olumlopho, white ocherous clay.

isi-Dakadaka (s. k.), n. Huts, houses, or kraals very numerous together in one place. Cp. isi-Dhldhidi.

u(lu)-Dakalwezisini (s. k.), n. Any nice soft food that makes a paste for the teeth, 'stick-jaw,' as nice isilingi, amasi, or very tender meat.

um-Dakamfene (s. k.), n. 5. Certain forest-tree, having hard red wood.

u(lu)-Dakana (s. k.), n. Half-asleep looking person having no energy of body or mind. Cp. um-Lalane.

i-nDakandaka (s. k.), n. Great quantity or multitude of anything, as crops, beer, books, cattle, etc.; person overcome or done up with exhaustion or worry,
whose powerless body is 'all over the place.' See dakaza.

Ex. ku' Bani aku'mable, indakandaka nje, with So-and-so it isn’t corn; it is just heaps of it.

(iii)-Dakane (s. k.), n. Certain bush-tree, growing along the coast.

um-Dakane (s. k.), n. 5. White Pear (Apo-
dytes dimidiata) — forest tree growing along coast with hard wood used for felloes, and its bark and leaves as pur-
gative for young cattle (N).

u(lu), or i-nDakane (s. k.), n. Certain shrub, producing fibre, and used medicinally for fevers and as an i-nTelezi.

Dékatscha, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.; s. t.), v. = dukatschela.

Dakatschela (s. k.; s. t.), v. Go dragging one-
selves along, as one quite exhausted = dukutatschela.

Dakaza (s. k.), v. Do anything largely, abundantly, prodigally, etc. — most commonly used of 'good things,' as food, etc. See i-nDakanda.

Ex. ubani wasidakaza ngotshwele, So-and-so treated us abundantly to beer.

sadakaza ngotshwele k’obani, we got any amount of beer at So-and-so’s.

inkosi gabyidakaza ixinewadi, the magistrate was engaged on a great heap of letters.

Dakwa (s. k.), v. Be besotted, drunk, as with beer or hemp; be overcome, as by sun’s heat or over-eating.

Ex. ndakwe, he is drunk

udakwe ilanga, he is done up by the sun.

(iii), or isi-Dakwa (s. k.), n. Drunkard; one given to excessive hemp-smoking.

N.B. Native medicine is not without its cures for inebriates, e.g. ground partridge-gizzard, or the froth of boiled beer-dregs, adminstered in a little utshwala before the feast is an infallible specific. Another remedy is the is-ona weed taken in the same way. The reasoning in this case is probably that, inasmuch as the i-sona weed is the most fatal enemy to the mabele plant while in the field — this latter not being able to thrive at all wherever the weed exists — ergo, the mabele-beer poured into a stomach previously well drugged with the weed, will find it a very unfavourable habitat. Lest, however, there be any misunderstanding as to the opinion of the Native, from an ethical point of view, about getting drunk, I may state that it is not the habit of inebriation that is disliked by the drunkard or disapproved by the community, or indeed treated by the Kafr doctor, but the alcoholism and nerve-effects (u-Valo) resulting therefrom.

See u(lu)Qwog.

u-Dakwa-ukusuta (Dakwa-ukusutha), n. Regiment formed (or rather only named) by Dinuzulu’s mother, during his absence in St. Helena, and next following after the i-nGubu ka Kungthlase (q.v.).

Dala, v. Bring into being, create, as God brought into existence the world (acc.), or as Mpande is said, in his praises, to have created Zululand = dabula. [The word is probably only another form of zalza, to give birth to (q. v.). Skr. dhama, effect, create; jan, beget; Lat. pario, I bring forth; nasco, I am born; Heb. bara, create; Ar. khalta, create; Her. kara, make to be; At. da, create; Ga. tonda, create — comp. Zulu um-tondo, male organ of generation, the penis].

Dala, adj. Old, aged (not used for ‘old’ in the jocular sense — see u-Ntsondo and u-Koto). [A.S. eald; Eng. old; Ar. ’adim, old; Ga. Nya. Kag. dwa, ancient; Her. kuru, old (k in Her. = d in Z., e.g. Her. kara, create = Z. dala, create); Ngu. Ze. kolo, (see prev. remark); Sw. zee, old (z in Sw. = d in Z., e.g. Sw. zaa, to bring forth, and Z. dala, create)].

Phr. ngimala namhlane, I am old today, i. e. I have seen wonders.

woba mdala, you will be old, i. e. will make a tough experience, such as you never knew before — said to a naughty boy for whom chastisement is in store.

seli tidala (ilanga), it (the sun) is already old, i. e. is already up some time, say about an hour (see pisa).

loko kwavela pakade kadala, that happened long ago, in old times.

abadalala, adults; amatada, old people.

(iii)-Dala, n. Aged person.

ubu-Dala, n. Age, as of a person; anti-
quity, the ‘long ago.’

Ex. kwenxia ‘budala loko, or ebudaleni, or endulo, that was done or made in ancient times.

Dálala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be openly exposed to the view of all, be in the open, as a krala or exposed object, or the fault of a person become publicly known; be quite bare, empty, a merely open space, as a field that has been eaten off by cattle; make, or place, so openly exposed, bare, etc., as any object (gen. such as ought to be concealed), the fault (acc.) of a person, etc. (= dalula). [Skr. dal, split; Her. kuruka, bare — comp. Her. kuru, old = Z. dala, old].

Ex. ixinkomo xangena, zweni buge umbi,

umthi dálala, the cattle entered and utterly cleared off the mealles, it is now perfectly bared (nothing being left).
Follow river track.

Dálača, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti balákazá.

u-Dalámede, n. Dynamite [Eng.].

Dalasa, or Dalasela, v. = talasá.

um-Dalase, n. 5. Any very old thing, as vessel, hut, or person.

isi-Dalasi, n. = isi-Talasi.

u(lu)-Dalasí, n. = u(lu)-Dwadwa.

ezika’Dalawana (izinju), n. Dalawana’s dogs — a name of contempt given to the Durban Native police, probably so called after a certain superintendent.

u-Dali, n. Dohl; split-peas; lentils [Eng.].

i-nDalu, n. Small tree (Greyia Sutherlandi), growing in up-lands (N).

Dalala, v. Expose, make bare, as a person or his secret doings (doub. ace. = ukuti dalala) [Skr. dál, split; Her. kuru, bare — comp. Her. kurú, old = Z. dala, old].

i-nDalule, n. One of the number of bones used by the Native bone-diviner (N).

Damba (Dambhá), v. Go down, as a swelling; subside, as a river; be calmed down, as anger; be allayed, as pain; be calmed, as one’s desire = bholá.

Dambata (Dambhatha), v. = gubuya.

um-Dambi (Dambhi), n. 5. Rush-like grass, used for making eating-mats; (N) shrimp, prawn.

i(lí)-Dambisa (Dambhisa), n. = i(lí)-Dwanyubane.

Dánmá dámbu, ukuti (Dambhu dámbhu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti namba namba.

Dambuza (Dambhuza), v. = nambaza.

isi-Dambuza, or Dambuzana (Dambhuza or Dambhuzana), n. = isi-Nambé.

Damene, aux. verb. = de, jinge, zinge, etc.

Dámu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Burst up in a flare or flame, as a little dry grass when lighted; burst or break open or apart, as a mist, clouds, or a rank of men to allow a chief to pass; open out in concentric circles, as water when a stone is thrown in = damuka; go flaring or flaming up, as a grass-fire when coming across patches of dry grass or blown up by a wind = damuzela; cause to burst up in a flare, as the wind might a little fire (acc.) among dry grass; cause to break open or apart, as the wind a fog (acc.) = damula; go splashing in or through water (acc.), causing it to ‘burst’ up and about, as when crossing a drift, or a swimmer splashing about with the feet = damuza.

i(lí)-Damu, n. A splashing about in the water, or splashing up thereof, as when swimming, according to Native custom, with a splashing of the feet (= ukhu-sha-ya idamun), or as children splashing one another when bathing in a river (cp. i-nTiki); a large abundance of food, generally beer, ‘ponds-ful’ of it (more generally used in plur. ama-Damun = ama-Baka; ama-Cibi).

Damuka (s. k.), v. = ukuti damu.

Damula, v. = ukuti damu.

Damusa, v. (C.N.) = damuza.

Damuzá, v. = ukuti damu.


Dana, aux. verb. = de, damene, etc.

Dana, v. Get powerless, depressed, languid, as the body from excessive heat or weakness; get depressed mentally, out of heart, as through worry.

Ex. ngidanile, ngidanise iwindaba zako, I am tired out, I have been tired out by your carryings-on.

isi-Danasi, n. = isi-Talasi.

Danda, v. Follow along, as a track or path (with ku); follow along, relate, an occurrence (acc. = landa); plant or sow anything (acc.) by following along (not scattering broadcast), i.e. seed by seed in furrows, or rows, or successive holes made by the hoe.

Phr. ukhu-danda indu, to mark out a field or garden by cutting a row of holes with the hoe = gaba, ala.

N.B. This word, danda or landa, shows how also in the Zulu language an interchange formerly existed between the letters d and l. How this interchange was managed is clearly exemplified by the Suto branch of the Bantu languages, where even to-day a sound exists which is midway between a d and an l, as shown in the Suto word for ‘God,’ which some Europeans write as Mo- lino, others as Modimo.

i(lí)-Danda (loc. e-Danda) n. = i(lí)-Qolo.

isi-Danda, n. Person or animal (as cow or bullock) of sluggish, spiritless disposition, without energy or fire — used of a child still crawling when others of its age are walking, or a cow that lets itself be pulled about by anyone, or a woman in an advanced stage of pregnancy.
ubu-Danda, n. Quality or state of being as above.

Dandabuza, v. Travel far, covering a great stretch of country (acc.); go on and on, recounting all the monotonous details, never getting to the end, as when giving evidence or relating an affair = tandabuza, shishimeza.

Dandalaza, v. Come into sight, come into the open, as anything previously screened from view.

Phr. idandalazile (inyanga), it is come into sight (the moon) — used of the new moon just appearing.

Dángalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dandalaza.

i-nDandato (Dandatho), n. Ring, or circular piece of metal; the name was applied to the um-Daka q.v.

Dandisa, v. Make to see all the incidents of an affair by giving a detailed account of it (doub. acc.) = landisa.

Ex. waygidamisile yonke indoba, he related the whole affair to me.

Dane, aux. verb. = de.

i(li), or sometimes ama-Danga, n. = i(li)-Denge, i(li)-Ceki; also (C.N.) = i-mBuqa.

isi-Danga, n. Very long string or rope of beadwork wound round and round the loins or neck so as to form a thick belt (= isi-Wondo), or allowed to hang in numerous strings from over the shoulder (= um-Gazo).

i(li)-Dangabane, n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Dwanga-bane.

Danga dàngu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dangazela.

Dangala, v. Get or be depressed, strength-less, languid, as the body from illness or heat, or the mind from affliction or worry (used in perf.) = dana.

i-nDangala, n. = i-mFene.

Dangalaza, v. = xamalaza.

Dangana, v. = dangalula.

Dangazela, v. flare up, break out into flame brightly for a few moments and then die down, as a grass-fire when the breeze blows, or a hut-fire when a few more dry sticks are thrown in = danguzela, langalangazela (see remarks under danda). Cp. damuzela.

i(li)-Dangu, n. Veldt-pond of stagnant water = i(li)-Cibi. [MZT. chi-bongo, small lake].

Dàngu dàngu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dangazela.

Danguzela, v. = dangazela.

u(lu)-Dànguqandaqu, n. = u(lu)-Donyadonga.

Dantsaza (s.t.), v. Go trudging, shuffling along, dragging the feet after one, as a tired-out traveller. Cp. davuza.

Dāntsha, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ukuti dicea.

Dantsu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = dantsula.

Dantsula (s.t.), v. Hit a person (acc.), give him a stroke or swipe with a switch, whip, birch, or other flexible instrument = kwantshula, kwantshabula; cp. taxabula.

Danyana, adj. dim. of De, long — hence, rather long, longish.

Dàpu, ukuti (Đaphu, ukuthi), v. = dapuna.

isi-Dàpudapu (Đaphudaphu), n. = i-nDàpudapu.

Dapuna (Đaphuna), v. Take up or out with the hand anything (acc.) of a soft, ungraspsable nature, falling into pieces or away from the hand, as any semiliquid food like pumpkin-mash, or any rotten, sodden substance.

i-nDàpudapu (Đaphudaphu), n. Any soft-natured, ungraspsable thing, falling apart under the touch, as above.

Dapuza (Đaphuza), v. = dapuna.

Dapuzekea (Đaphuzekea), v. Get taken up or be takable, as above, i.e. be of a soft, ungraspsable nature, falling to bits under the touch, as sodden meat or soaked bread.

isi-Darraza, n. = isi-Cakafu.

Dâtscha, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ukuti dicea.

i-nDatsha (s.t.), n. Certain ferocious little rat-like animal, having small tusks and tail-less, of a light brownish colour, and living underground (N) = i-mPukuluti.

Davuza, v. Plod laboriously along, toil along, as when on a long journey; wade or toil through, as a swamp, broad expanse of water, or dense undergrowth of vegetation; plod about, wander about, as one not knowing the way, or going about on fruitless errands = divuza, gqizaza. Comp. dantsaza.

isi-Dawane, n. Strand-wolf, a species of hyæna (the animal having become extinct in the country of the Zulus, the name also has become obsolete and exists now merely in fable) [Xo. is-Andawane].

N.B. The isidawane is said to come up to a kraal and say, We! 'ban! nampu ububende bako!' i.e. Here! So-and-so! Here is your mince-meat! — upon his arrival, it will seize and go off with him.

i-nDavo, n. Place, locality, room, space; situation, place of employment; particular point of an argument; proper
or usual point or limit for doing anything; used adverbially as *ndawo, to express 'at all, by any means, anywhere', and generally, though not always in connection with a negative [Skr. *dhama, place; Ar. *adha; Ta. *ad-nu; Ga. *ad-nu; Bo. *bha-ntu].

Ex. uti bala kukona *ndawo? and do you think then it actually exists anywhere?

*ndawonye (= *ndawe *iyey) is used pro-

positionally to express 'together, in the same place'.

*wa! ningese ngwama *ndawo, no! by

no means can I allow it.

us'efikile, yini, *ndawemi? has he then already arrived anywhere? — said sneeringly in reply to a question as to where a bad walker might by this time have got.

wayipekisisa (iinyama), wadhulu *ndawo, he cooked it (the meat) beyond the mark or proper degree.

utshwala babumandi, badhihlu *ndawo, the beer was nice, beyond all ordinary beer.

ukukuluna kwako kawukulumeli *ndawo, as to your talking, you don't talk for any point, or useful object, at all — i.e. you are driving at nothing; also, you speak to no purpose.

i-nDáwo (*Dawo), n. Species of *cyperus or

rush, whose stalks are used for mat-making,

and whose roots, having a bitter ginger-like taste, as a stomachic for indigestion, foul breath, etc., and which are consequently often worn in small bead-like pieces round the neck for nibbling at as occasion requires; another kind of flag, growing in moist places, and used for 'smoking away' ticks from cattle; also sometimes applied to i-nDumguli.

N.B. The *cyperi are known all the world over for their carminative properties. And the fact of this local specimen (the *ndawo) of the genus (as well as many other more important remedies, as, for instance, the fern — i-nKomankoma — for tapeworm) having a place in the Kaffir materia medica, is taken as evidence that they do possess some really good and efficacious remedies.

i-nDáwolucwata (*Dawolowathata), n. Cer-

tain iridaceous plant of Europeans, used by Natives for sprains, as a charm, etc.

i-nDáwolu (*Dawolu), n. Species of *iris (*Belamanda punctata), cultivated by Europeans, and of which one kind (*en-

nyama) is used as a cure for hysterics and the other (*emhlopo) for headache and stomach complaints, also to render ineffectual the medicines of an umtakati.

Dáxa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = daxazela; dax-

aza.

Daxalazela, v. = daxazela.

i-nDáxandáxa, n. Person or thing dripping

wet with rain, causing the slopping sound
daza. Cp. i-nBuxambaza.

Daxaza, v. Make the slopping, slushing sound daza, as a cow when dropping dung, or a person throwing mud, or the *isidwaba of a woman when wet through, or a man walking through a muddy place in the rain.

Daxazela, v. Go slushing, slopping along, as a person walking along a road in a heavy rain, or a woman with her *isi-
dwaba wet through.

Dáxu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Hit a person (acc.) or thing with any soft-substanted, flex-

ible instrument, as a wet reim, or shambok = dazula. Cp. dantsula.

Daxula, v. = ukuti daxu.

isi-Dayananko (s. k.), n. Daft, utterly sense-

less, stupefied-looking individual or idiot; sometimes applied contemptuously to any deaf person (= isi-Tulu), from the stupid appearance he presents when being spoken to and not hearing; anything of a hard, or intractable nature, not readily responding to any operation, as tar to leave the hand when washed, etc.; any disagreeable peculiarity about a person, as a repulsive appearance, disgustng manners, etc., such as make him generally disliked among the girls, etc.

Dáza, v. Persist in contention, strife, or dispute from sheer obstinacy (used with i-nKani). Cp. banga.

Dázu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dazuka; dazula.

Dazuka (s. k.), v. Get so split apart or asunder, as below; utter a 'splitting' or piercing cry, shriek out, cry out with all one's might, as when in danger or merely to some distant person = dazu-
luka.

Dazula, v. Split apart or asunder, as the
two portions of a piece of chopped fire-wood (acc.), a man's head with a blow from a hatchet, or a person his legs when separating them far apart whether when sitting or standing (cp. zamalaza) = dazula. Cp. dabeza [Skr. de, split].

Ex. ukvi-dazula, to open apart one's legs so as to expose the private parts obscenely.

Dazuluka (s. k.), v. = dazuka.

Dazulula, v. = dazula.

De, def. verb. used to express 'continu-

ally, constantly, frequently' = dane, da-

mente, jinge, zinge, etc. See da.

Ex. wad'esho, he was constantly saying so.

De, adj. Long; high, tall; deep [Skr. dirgh, long; Ar. tawil, long; Bo. le;
Her. nde; Ru. la; Sum. tele; Ko. lehu; Ka. iltu; Ku. udlulu; Ngu. tali; Sw. refu; At. 1i, far].

Phr. eneke, umzimba umnde, you rise in the morning with a long body, i.e. with a feeling of weakness, enervation.

amasuku amade, long days, i.e. a long number of days.

elide (timbo) homkono, the bones (both umen and radius, which the Natives speak of) of the lower arm. See tapi.
elide homlono, the bones (both tibia and fibula) of the lower leg = u(lu)-talo.
sokuku dekala yarela, it is now long ago, in old times, that it happened.

ubu-De, n. Length; height; depth [See de].
P. umuuzu abupangza, height is not snapped up in a hurry = Rome wasn’t built in a day; it will all come in its good time.

Dèbe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = debeza.
i(li)-Debe, n. Person with his face cut up with tribal incisions, as the amaBaca; used contemptuously of anybody (C.N.).
i-nDebe, n. Half of a split gourd, used for boiling water, beer, etc. = i-nKezo.
u(lu)-Debe, n. Lip; pl. i-li-nDebe, common name for the whole female external organ (cp. u(lu)-Fa; um-Lomo; i(li)-Lebe).

Debekesa, v. = debeza.

Debesa, or Debesela, v. Do anything in a heartless, careless, slow, lazy manner, as having no interest in it = tebesa, debekesa.

Debeza, v. Divide, cut, or break asunder in ‘mouth and lip’ fashion (v. u-Debe, a lip), as when cutting open a man’s (ace.) scalp by a heavy blow with a stick, or when stabbing a beast vigorously so as to cut a big gash, or when splitting a calabash into two halves or ‘lips’ (izi-nDebe). Cp. dazula.

Deda, v. Get out of the way for a person (ace. with ela form) = gelika; suduka; eluka [Sw. jitenya].

u-Dedangandhale, n. Level open country, clear of hills and ravines. Cp. i(li)-Ceke.

Ex. keza Dedangandhale, name of a certain plain in the Transvaal.

kade sjamba uedangandhale, we have been ever so long travelling over a level stretch of country.
i(li)-Dede, n. Excrements passed in a soft, semi-liquid state, as those of cattle. Cp. un-Gamu; um-Godo.

um-Dede, n. 5. = u-Nomedede.

u-Dede-ezibomvu, n. Kind of i(li)-Qwagi.

Dédélele, ukuti (ukuthi), n. Be thoroughly done up, without strength or spirits, ready to sink, from fatigue, overwhelming misfortune, etc. = ukuti lisa, ukuti dica.

Dedéngu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Bear or carry anything (ace.) in an utterly careless, regardless manner, as when merely dragging it indifferently along, merely throwing one’s dress loosely round the body, or when taking up a pot between the fingers of one hand.

Dédika, v. Get out of the way = deda.

Ex. mus'ukukuluma loko, deda! don’t talk that (stuff), get away!

Défe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be level, flat, as a plain or hut-floor = ukuti caba.

u(lu)-Défe, n. Flat, level place or thing.

u(lu)-Dekane (s.k.), n. Meadow-plant (Vitis hysteoleca) with raceme of tiny white sweet smelling flowerlets and used as an intelezi = u-Norramurresse.

i-nDekazi (s.k.), n. = i-nDendende.

u(lu)-Dekeda (s.k.), n. Small veldt plant, having a raceme of blue flowers.

isi-Deku (s.k.), n. Main root (not seed-tuber originally planted — see i(li)-Goni) of the i-Dumi plant, from which the leaves and shoots sprout forth; root-stump of a tree, from which all the izi-Gxabu or earth-roots proceed; origin, root, of any matter (= isi-Zimbati, isi-Qu).

Dela, v. Have enough — in all its possible uses; hence, give in, give up, as when overcome (the thought always being in the Zulu mind that the individual has had ‘quite enough’); have one’s heart’s content, be thoroughly satisfied, as when the desire has been completely gratified; leave, throw off, abandon, as a man his chief when going to live under another; give up hope or expectation, as when tired of waiting any longer [Sw. tele, enough; Ga. deka! leave off, enough!; Bo. delea, let loose; hela, cease].

Ex. bayondeka labo'bafana, they are happy, are those boys, i.e. have all they could wish for.

ngidele, I have had enough; I don’t want any more; I have had my heart’s desire — applicable to every phase of mind.

nkwi-deka, to sacrifice oneself, one’s own life, comforts, etc; risk oneself.

ukw-zi-deka amatatamo, to give up oneself as to one’s bones = to risk one’s life.

Phr. ngairemeinde'ule, ngairemeinde nilede, banyeinde badele, you (they, etc.) will dip it (the medicine) up with your fingers (i.e. will be able to put your finger in the jam) until you have had your full = you
will be astonished (e.g. at the beautiful work; marvellous feats, etc. of So-and-so); you won't want to see any more.

ij(i)-Delal, n. Happy-go-lucky kind of person, careless and content with anything and everything.

ij(i)-Delabutongo (Delabuthongo) n. Hyena; an umTokati q. v. — lit. a thing that gives up sleep, i.e. goes about during the night.

Delana, v. Have done with one another.

P. imbusa ayidelani nomfula, ukukhamba ngokweyo, the branch doesn't throw off its connection with the river, in order to go along by itself—said to correct the impudence of a poor dependant severing connection with his patron.

Delela, v. Disregard with contempt, care nothing about, as a boy his father (ace.); make nothing of, do anything (intrans.) with easy mind, without any mental anxiety or concern, as when walking along where there is no longer fear of danger; put a circlet of beads round the head so as to hang diagonally over the ear or eyes. [Sw. thara, despise].

Ex. namhlane sekuwfi abelingu, nexinga- nexinga uyiulele, nowadays that the whiten men have arrived, even children go about with perfect ease and unconcern. 

uBani uyadelela, So-and-so is contemptuous, haughty of character.

isi-Deleli, n. Disregardful person, wilfully despising authority; an easy-going person, indifferent to everything (=ij(i)-Delal).

Deleleka (s. k), v. Get despised, i.e. be desplicable, made nothing of.

Ex. umuNkunu odelalekile, a despised person.

Delsa, v. Make a person (ace.) to have enough, satisfy him, by presenting, every where, a generous and desired him a service.

Dembesela (Dembhesela), v. (C. N.) = debe- sele.

u(lu)-Dembudembe (Dembhudembhu), n. = i-nJembutungu.

Dembuluka (Dembhuluka), v. = lembuluka [Bo. dema].

Denda, v. Do anything, as work or talk or growth, in a slow, drawn-out manner, never getting to the end = dendisa. Cp. ndandaza; lembuluka.

i-nDenda, n. Certain bush (= u-Maguq), or the tiny berries growing thereon, and which are eaten medicinally for worms, etc. (= i-nTlamuvelile); (C. N.) back hair of girls, which is coloured red.

um-Denda (Deenda), n. 5. Variety of wild-

fig tree, bearing a small edible fruit. Cp. um-Kiwane.

um-Denda or Dende, n. 5. Row or line of anything running horizontally, as of mealie-grains on a cob, or planted trees; streak, stripe, as of colour on a dress (= um-Tende) = umu-Nqa.

u(lu)-Denda, n. Viseid expectation or mucus, such as expelled from the throat after violent exertion or vomiting, in long tenacious strings (used with hadiza). Cp. i-nJembuluka.

isi-Dende, n. = isi-Tende; also (C. N.) = u-Maguq.

Dendebula, v. Tear into strips or rags, pull to pieces stripwise or piecewise, as a garment (ace.), or hut by dragging out the grass; strip up as the long roots of a tree or soft bark from a tree-trunk = tentebula.

i-nDendende, n. An affair of long ago; a long, never-ending affair, story, conversation, etc. = i-nDekazi.

Ex. musi'umiyikumela indendende, don't talk to me of a thing so old, remote (in the past), or so distant as in the future — as might occur when referring to any great retrospective or prospective pleasure.

nd'ecusa indendende leyo, he is constantly bringing up that old-gone-by affair.

bakuluma indendende, they had a long talk, they were talking an immense time.

Dendisa, v. = ndandaza, denda.

Denga, v. Do anything reluctantly, very slowly, without heart or energy, as a lazy person working, or a tree growing (ep. zindela); drawl out in talking, as a person with a slow manner of speaking or when never getting to the end of one's tale = zenga; denda. Cp. donda.

isi-Denga, or Denge, n. A drabbling, slow-moving person, who gets to move or do anything only with difficulty. Cp. isi-Denda, i-nDondokusuka, isi-Nyemfu.

ubu-Denga, or Denge, n. Slow, spiritless, drabbling nature in a person incapable of acting with spirit or energy.

i(lu)-Denge, n. = i(lu)-Tenge; also i(lu)-Ce-

ke.

Denge denga, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti tenge tenge.

isi-Dengele, n. Any old earthen pot already chipped about the brim = isi-Qengele.

um-Dengele, n. 5. = um-Qengele.

u(lu)-Dengele, n. = u(lu)-Dengezi.

Dengeza, v. = tengeza.

Dengezela, v. = tengezela.

i(lu)-Dengezi, n. = i(lu)-Dunguza.
Disinclination to exert oneself, slow, lifeless, unenergetic, lazy nature in a person. Cp. ubu-Denga.

isi-Denjana, n. Anything of a squat, broad and stumpy build, as a flat-bottomed kitchen cauldron, or a short thick woman.

Depa (Depha), v. Grow tall, high, or long, as a person, tree, or grass [Skr. drīk, grow; Her. renaka, grow tall — akin to de, q. v.].

Dépu, ukuti (Déphu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti tepu.

Depuka (Dephuka), v. = tepuka.

Depula (Dephula), v. = tepula.

Derre, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Squat down on the buttocks in an easy, regardless manner; not arranging the legs according to the rules of Native decency — may be used of a woman squatting flat on the private parts, or a man squatting with the knees far apart, or generally of anybody 'squatting' lazily down while others are working.

Derrezeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti derre.

i(di)-Devu, n. Nose of a bullock; moustache, of a man (plur. ama, or iizi-nDevu) [Sw. ndevu; Bo. lu-devu; Ma. ndolu; Ga. kilevu; MZT. in-devu; Her. oru-yezu — this word exemplifies the interchangeableness in the Bantu languages of the letters d, l and y, and of the letters z and v. See remarks under Danda].

Dhla, v. Eat, as food (acc.); used metaphorically in a general sense expressing 'to enjoy' any of those multitudinous material pleasantnesses which the body may consume or experience — hence, to drink, as utshwala; to sniff, as tobacco; enjoy, as a conversation (indaba) or a set-dance; come into possession of, inherit, as property; confiscate, as a man's cattle (doub. ace.); cheat, as in making a bargain (doub. ace.); profit by another (with nga); take possession of any particular thing, as in dividing spoil; pick out, fall upon, take hold of, as a lot (inkato) a person (acc.); eat up or consume, a person (acc.) i.e. his substance, as a lawsuit might; bite, eat, as a snake or wild-beast a man (acc.) — though not actually devouring him; eat away, wear away, rub away into, gall, as friction or a tight-boot; eat into, as an ulcer or rust; cost, as a coat; feed, graze, as animals; pass, as a season or space of time (acc.); cut into, as a sharp edge; eat in upon, encroach, as a man on another's estate (with loc.); 'sport', delight in wearing, as any finery (with nga of the thing); be decorated or smeared with, as a girl's face or child's body with colour (acc.); go through in a fine masterly manner, as a man a dance or pos selv (acc.) [Skr. ad, ghas; eat; Gr. phago, I eat; Lat. edo, I eat; esca, food; Goth. aytan, eat; Ar. 'akil, to eat; Kt. Bo. yd; Sen. dy; Sag. dia; MZT. lia; Sw. la; Cong. dia; At. je].

Ex. kudhibya-piyomhla? where is it drunk to-day = in which kraal is there a beer-drink?

sike sadhla indaba naye, we just enjoyed a bit of a talk with him.

wadha impahla yokone ka'yise, he inherited all his father's property.

inkosi yamudlala zonke ixinkomo zake, the chief confiscated (from) him all his cattle.

myqahlile imali yami, he has cheated me (out of) my money.

abehegu bagadula ngati, s'zifuta, the whitesmen make profit out of us, we stupid people.

genya wadha ixinkomo, ingukubonwe khayi-nika umfo wabo, he himself took possession of the cattle and gave the cart to his brother, icela himhile, the lawsuit has eaten him, i.e. has consumed some of his substance, he having been fined, or ordered to disgorge what he was illegally holding.

wadhlwana inyoka, or ingres, he was bitten by a snake, or leopard.

intshibi yeleliso ondo iloku ihleka ujalo, the iron of this wheel is constantly getting eaten or worn away (by friction).

sadhla izinyanga ezivi kona, we passed four months there.

lesi'ncatulo sinyangidla eswane, this boat galls (not pinches) me on the toe.

lechabantsho ibhala imali-? how much does this coat cost?

Phr. idhle ibonjo inyane, the child has put on the red clay i.e. has had its body smeared therewith.

ye'kwamfo ka'Sibani, wasidhlala isisuso, leave him alone, the fine fellow of Sibani's, he did his isisuso (Native dance) in fine style.

uku-zidhla, to enjoy the ornamentation of oneself, to be full of delight of oneself = to be proud.
uku-mu-dhla insimuta uboni, to take advantage of one’s (acc.) helplessness (e.g. being alone, ignorant, etc.) in order to harm him in some way, as when scolding a child because its mother is away, striking a boy because he is alone, or defrauding a person because of his not knowing anything of the details of the transaction.

P. udhe ukudhla, kcamudhla, he has eaten food, (but) it has bitten him = the biter bitten, or of one whose pleasure has turned out a pain.

udlwe nkuhlo, he has been bitten by the invitation, i.e. he has been drawn on by a coquette and then jilted. 

zoradhla epakati, they (the birds) will eat it (the Kaffir-corn), even while she is in (the field) — said of an incapable, stupid, good-for-nothing person, who can be charged with no work or responsibility, who would allow things to go wrong before his eyes.

isi-Dhlaha, n. Cancerum oris, a cancerous and generally fatal ulcer eating into the side of the cheek; unhealthy spot on the side of a pumpkin which dries up forming a hole; also = is-Adhla.

ubu, or uku-Dhla, n. Cutting part or sharp edge, as of a knife or unkonto = ubu-Kali.

uku-Dhla, n. Food; utshwala, the food par excellence of men; feast; holding capacity i.e. interior space, as of a basket or pot.

Ex. ipalungwe siti l'ubembevu ngoba lingena'kudhla, a plank we say is a bembedu (flat thing) because it has no ‘food’ in it, i.e. no food can get in it, it cannot hold anything.

o! leb'botwe kalina'kudhla, oh! this pot doesn’t hold anything, one can only get very little (food) into it.

Dhlaba, v. Sport with, play jokes upon (with nga) a person regardless of whether he likes it or not, make fun out of him — the action being sometimes permissible, but more generally disapproved of as an excess or reckless liberty.

i(li)-Dhlaha, n. Person of a sportive nature, given to playing jokes, making fun out of others without regard or restraint; he-goat while young, as being of a sportive nature. Comp. i-Pompo, i-Gabaza.

Dhlabe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Sink down deep, ‘up to one’s ears’, as in deep water or long grass (not in mud); cook in very large quantity, be up to one’s ears in food = dhlabeke.

Ex. ng'anele'ukwengena, ngasegiti dhlabe, I had only just got in, when down I went up to my ears (in water).

Dhlabeke (s. k.), v. = ukuti dhlabe.

isi-Dhladhla, n. Footprint of any paw-footed animal, as a leopard, cat or dog (cp. u(lu)-Nyowo; i(li)-Sondo; u(lu)-Hlabo; ama-Zoane); muscular strength, power of arm, as for lifting, etc. (= izi-Kwepe, izi-Pika); person of average, medium size.

Dhlafu dhlafu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dhlafaza.

Dhlafuzu, v. = dhlavuza.

i(li)-Dhlaka (s. k.), n. Man’s after-covering when made of several dangling ‘tails’ of i-n'Tsimba skin merely slit up, not twisted = u(lu)-Hayi; cp. i(li)-Gqibo.

isi-Dhlakadha (s. k.), n. Overpowering violence, force, or energy, as of an impi when it comes on with an irresistible rush; violence of temper, irascibility (= ubu-Jaka).

Ex. amaBum enaningi kungaka, kufanele sisele ngidhlakadha, the Boers being so numerous, it is proper that we appear in overpowering force — lest they overcome us.

Dhlakata, ukuti (Dhlakatha, ukuthi), v. Seize, grasp firm hold of, as a dog a buck (acc.), an iron-trap an animal, or a man a thief = ukuti qakata, ukuti xakata.

Dhlakatisi, ukuti (Dhlakathisi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti dhlakata.

i(li)-Dhlaku (s. k.), n. Large white-bellied rat found about watery places (C.N.) = i(li)-Gwevu.

i(li)-Dhlakubi (s. k.), n. One who breaks the mourning-abstinence, i.e. who partakes of food before duly permitted by the Native law of mourning; any one who acts against the ordinary etiquette of ‘eating,’ as a shamefully greedy person or who partakes of someone’s hospitality and then spreads reports about him of stinginess.

N.B. The kraal-owner, the eldest son, eldest daughter and the various mothers are all ‘eaten medicine for’ on the day of burial and hlab’da for a few months after death. There are numerous very fine rules governing the eating of food at these times, and particularly before these duties have been duly performed. One who eats food contrary to these rules is called an idhlakubi, i.e. one who eats what is bad; for food so taken will surely bring down some evil upon him!

i-nDhlakudha (s. k.), n. Goat, or other present, made by a young-man’s people to a sweetheart upon the occasion of any of her numerous ante-nuptial visits,
in order to 'open her mouth to eat' — which she will not do until so presented.

isi-Dhlakudha (s. k.), n. Ravenous person, eating always and anything he comes across = isi-Huqa; cp. isi-Hamuncana.

i-nDhlakuse (s. k.), n. One always eating, voracious person; (C.N.) = um-Gwangu.

Dhlala, v. Play; frolic; make merry, hold a feast. Cp. feketet [Skr. las, sport; Tc. dara, make sport of; MZT. ziana, play].

Ex. kudhlali lo'mngqu! there's no play about that whiteman, he does the thing properly, with energy — whether it be in asking exorbitant prices, performing any work of surprising skill, or what not.

udhlala ngami nje, he is just making a fool of me, humbugging me.

kutiva isidhlalo, mboba y'ilapo tidhlalala (ixulu) kona, it is called a playing-place, because it is there that it (the lightning) dances. See isi-Dhlalo.

Phr. uku-dhla-la umkosi, to hold the harvest-feast, as a chief.

P. udlhala ngegeja kusile, you are playing about with the hoe, (notwithstanding) it is abstained from (being a day of abstinence from work) = you are doing what is not permitted, or are talking about a dangerous subject, you had better leave it alone.

i-nDhlala, or Dhlála (Dhaala), n. Any gland of the body (considered delightful eating by the Natives).

i-nDhlála (Dhaala), n. Dearth of food supply, as in any kraal at any time; famine, generally throughout the land. Cp. u(lu)-Keveti; lamba. [Ga. njala, hunger, famine; Sw. njau; MZT. in-zala; Bo. sala, Ku, i-tala; Chw. tala; Her. o-ndyara].

Ex. 0! kasidhlili ndhlala, oh! we are not eating anything (i.e. have no beer), it is a dearth (of supplies now with us).

sibulece indhlala, we are killed by scarcity of food, i.e. we don't get enough to eat.

Phr. indhlala ebomvu, a red or well-ripened death = a thorough-going famine.

i(li)-Dhalalati (Dhalalathili), n. Anything not softening under treatment, as a hard abscess or swelling not going up to suppuration, or a potato or pumpkin that remains hard even after boiling. Cp. i(li)-Qwula.

i(li)-Dhalesula, n. False, unprincipled talker, who says a thing and then denies it, who never remains true to what he has said.

i-nDhalalita, n. Heir.

i(li)-Dhaligwawuma, n. Human fat (i.e. of a Kafir, 'one who grows when eating), and used by an umtakati. Cp. i(li)-Pumalimi.

Dhlaisela, v. Show off, running gracefully (according to Kafir notion) about the dancing-place, as women are accustomed to do at a dance; 'jump about' or move, as the unborn calf in the cow's womb.

Phr. y'ilapo (ixulu) tidhlaisela kona, it is there where it (the lightning) plays about, i.e. is given to striking (as on some particular spots).

isi-Dhala, n. Plaything; laughing-stock; place where lighting is given to playing i.e. striking; (C.N.) pneumonia (= isi-Bele).

i-nDhlamadoda, n. A name given to the i-nGqungqulu (from its habit of eating the corpses of those slain in battle); also = u(lu)-Tovela.

i-nDhlamafa, n. = i-nDhla-lifa.

u(lu)-Dhlambedulu (Dhlambedhulu), n. Fierce, wild man; Dingane's own regiment: (followed by um-Kuthshe), and afterwards revived by Mpende next after the u-Ndaba-ka-wombe (= u-Dhlenevu, i-nGweywe).

i(li)-Dhlabi (Dhlambhi), n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Ndhlabi.

um-Dhlabi (Dhlambhi), n. 5. Foam of the sea-waves (C.N.).

isi-Dhlabi (Dhlambhi), n. Person come for food to a strange kraal, as occurs in time of famine (the term is contemptuous and not applied by friends); certain plant.

um-Dhlabi (Dhlambhi), n. 5. Species of rock-cobra, of a reddish colour, very venomous, and said to be very fond of coneyes (see i-nBila).

u(lu)-Dhla-me, n. (C.N.) = u-Bamba.

i-nDhlamu (Dhlamu), n. Certain lively kind of dance, indulged in by a number of young people together (N). See gadhlela.

Dhlamuluka (s. k.), v. Do, or talk, in a furious way, wildly, with overbearing violence, in a state so as to utterly disregard all restraint or reproof, as when quarrelling, when shouting out angrily at anyone, etc. = dhlova, dhllova, dhlanzusa, etc.

Ex. uhlamuluka kungaka, kawumboni, yini, es'eke lwa? you are in a fury (with your wild shouting), don't you see he is already far away (and doesn't hear a word of what you say)?

Dhana, v. Eat, cheat, etc., one another, or one with another.
Phr. ukudhlama ngenkoto, to cast lots for one another, or mutually; divide among one another by lot (N.)

uku-dhlana imihla, to cut the imi-Lala (q.v.) for one another (said in reference to a custom of men placing the sharp edges of their assegais together and seeing which, by a sharp, dexterous pull, shall succeed in cutting the blade-strings of the other) = to be in close contest, as two imips in sharp conflict, two horses contesting a race very closely, or a number of boys eating at the same pot where it is all a struggle to get anything at all.

uku-Dhlana, n. Little food, or utshwala.
i-nDhlundhla, n. Certain kind of brownish frog (cp. i(li)-Sele); certain kind of veldt-rat; also sometimes used for i-nTlahta.

Dhlundhlaaza, v. = klantlalaza.

Dhlundhlaazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti klantlalazi.

um-Dhlundhlasi, n. 5. Certain climbing plant, whose very poisonous leaves, etc., are used as medicine for stomach complaints.

Dhlundhla (Dhlundhlatha), v. Accuse a person (acc.) falsely, bring a charge against him of which he knows nothing = poga. Cp. qamba.

um, or u(lu)-Dhlundhlati (Dhlundhlati), n. 5. Any narrow ridge, passage, ascent, etc., running between two precipitous hills, or a narrow passage crossing between two deep pools in a river = um-Tantato.

i-nDhlundhlozi (s. k.), n. Jackal Buzzard (Buteo Jackal) = i-nTlaundhlozi.

Dhlanga, v. Act or talk in a wild, violent manner, without thought, restraint or respect, as some naturally ‘wild’ youngmen (= dhlanuluka); go wrong or bad, not as it ought to be, used of milk, beer, etc., in their chemical changes (= dhloba); do ‘awfully’, be awful, in respect to immense numbers, awful size, hardness, etc. (often with nya); rage, as disease, immorality, etc.

Ex. impindo yas’emadolobeni idhlange ngokubambo, town education is awfully prolific of badness.

sekudhlana ixinkomo, sekuncwipa isibaya, now that the cattle are so very numerous, the cattle-fold is getting small.

kudhlana amantombazana ku'Bani, there are an awful number of girls at So-and-so’s.

ingama ko’sibani yasidhlangela, the meat at So-and-so’s was frightful to us (so tough)!

isi-Dhlanga, n. Pneumonia (C. N.).

u(lu)-Dhlängadhlanga, n. = isi-Dhlangu-dhlangu.
i(li)-Dhlangala, n. = i(li)-Dolkodo.
isi-Dhlangala, n. = isi-Dhlangati.

Dhlangala, v. Rage furiously, so as no longer to be held in check, as a grass-fire, an angry man, or sickness.

Ex. ukufa sekudhlangalele ku’Bani, the sickness has now got firm hold of So-and-so — it scarcely helps to attempt any further treatment.

ukufa kumudhlangalele ubani, the sickness has got the better of So-and-so — it has got firm hold over his kraal in spite of all his efforts to keep it away.

isi-Dhlangati (Dhlangathi), n. Large number or ‘swarm’ of young men in any one family or kraal (= isi-Dhlangala; cp. u(lu)-Dumo, unnu-Bu); very handy person, always in good health.

u-Dhlangezwa, n. Certain military-kraal of Shaka situated near the mouth of the Umlalazi, in Zululand; a regiment formed there = u-Hlomendhlini.

um-Dhlankuku (s. k.), n. 5. Poor, worthless fellow, of no consequence, ‘who eats fowls’ for want of cattle = umu-Nkazana.

isi-Dhlängudhlangu, n. Wild, violent tempered person, given to acting in a furious, unrestrained, arbitrary way.

ubu-Dhlängudhlangu, n. Wildness, unconcerned violence of manner, in acting or talking.

Dhlänguluka, v. Act or speak in a wild, violent manner, as a furious, disrespectful person.

Dhlanguza, v. Act or talk as above = dhlanga.

i(li)-Dhlanyazi, n. Person caring for nothing and nobody, rude, unprincipled, etc.

i(li)-Dhlanzana, n. dim. of following = i(li)-Hlokovana.

i(li)-Dhlanzi, n. Party, company, herd, etc., of perhaps twenty head = i(li)-Hlokovana.

Dhlapuna (Dhlaphuna), v. To tapuza (q.v.) vigorously, violently.

isi-Dhlavela, n. = isi-Dhlidhli.
i-nDhlavini, n. = unu-Kulutshane.

Dhlahu dhlâvu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dhlâvu.

ama-Dhlâvu-dhlâvu (no sing.), n. Tatters (properly from being worn away, not torn), a worn-out ragged thing, as a moth or rat-eaten garment, or a mat all tattered from long use = ama-Hlafhlafu, ama-Hlakahlahla. Cp. ama-Nikini.
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Ex. ingubo gami is'imeadlavelulun, my blanket is already in worn-out rags.

Dhlauza, v. Make ragged, in tatters, by eating, gnawing, wearing, rubbing, etc., as moth or rats an article of clothing (acc.), or constant sitting the seat of one’s trousers; rate a person (acc.) with sharp words, pull him about roughly (by words) = hlafuza, dhilaaza.

u(lu)-Dhlawu, n. Native blacksmith’s tongs; hence, pincers; wing, as of an army or hunting-party (u(lu)-Pondo); long, prominent nose.

Dhlayidha, v. Eat and eat away at — reduplicated form of dha.

i-nDhlanzonyi, n. (C. N.) = i-nGqungqulu.

i-nDhlazi, n. Mouse-bird (Colius Capensis) whose long tail-feathers are used as a head-ornament.

P. nginonene pakati njengenhладha, I am fat inside like a mousebird, i.e. my feelings, thoughts, anger, or revenge, is not seen by you, but you may come to feel it — may be used as a threat, or of a person with a brooding ill-feeling.

N.B. The amafula of this bird is used as an isi-betelelo (q.v.) because it is always sticking at home in its nest!

i-nDhle, n. = i-Ndhlile.

i(lu)-Dhlebe, n. Any big, broad, limp-hanging lobular thing, as ear of an elephant, or lobe, of lungs; big, broad, flap of an ear, in human being (even though standing stiff out); (comparatively) broad, flap of a leaf, as the small broad leaflets of a mealie-sprout; barb, as of a barbed-assegai [Gr. lobos, lobe of ear; Ma. nebbi; Z. Ng. gutwe; Sha. Bo. gutwi; Ko. Ga. kutu; Her. oku-tui].

i-nDhlebe, n. Ear, of anything [see i(lu)-Dhlebe].

Phr. indhlebe itshelu intiliyiyo, the ear tells the heart, i.e. what goes in at the ear goes home to the heart.

um-Dhlebe, n. 5. Certain bush (Synamuni arborescens), the smell of which when in flower is said by the Natives to be fatal to one inhaling it.

N.B. The bark of this tree, mixed with other ingredients, makes a powerful um-Bululo, and the doctor when cutting it, must first smear his hands with the bile of a goat, then approaching from the windward side, let fly his axe at the trunk of the tree and so chip out small pieces.

u(lu)-Dhlebe, n. Second-hearing i.e. a supposed preternatural power of intellectual or telepathic hearing possessed by one who has anointed himself in the pre-scribed way with i-nTsimango fat, etc., and by which conversations, slanders, etc., uttered a long distance away, become distinctly audible to him.

i(lu)-Dhlebedudu, n. Species of sweet-potato, said to bear well but inclined to be stringy. Cp. u(lu)-Tshuza.

Dhlebeleka (s. k.), v. = dhlevutuka.

i(lu)-Dhlebelendhlovu, n. Certain shrub (Rhynchosia sigmoides) growing in damp woody places and whose broad leaves are used as an i(lu)-Kambi; also certain small tree (Trimeria alnifolia).

Dhlõbu, ukuti (Dhõbhu, ukuthi), v. = dhlõbula.

Dhlõbula (Dhlebhu), v. Pull off threateningly, tear off with a pulling grab, as the topknot (acc.) of hair from a woman’s head, or any small bunch or hanging article that can be grabbed by the hand. Cp. hlepula.

Dhledhla, v. = dhledhlezela.

Phr. uku-dhlebha upiso, to fetch or take an u-piso (certain large beer-pot) — from the trotting caused by its weight when being carried.

u(lu)-Dhledhle, n. A continuous trotting about, tramping along, etc., as of a policeman.

Ex. ukuxhule adhi'ldhlele, he is continuously on the trot, always going about.

ubu-Dhledhledhle, n. A trotting along.

Dhledhlezela, v. Trot heavily along, as a bullock, or a man carrying anything of great weight = dhledhla. Cp. nqungquta.

Dhleka (s. k.), v. Get worn away, as by constant friction, rust, or wear.

isi-Dhleke (s. k.), n. (C. N.) = isi-Hleke.

um-Dhlekedhle (s. k.), n. 5. Old, worn-out thing, as an old man, woman, or beast; sometimes applied to a broken-down wagon, or old earthen-pot = um-Babalala. Cp. i-nKohlomba.

izi-nDhleko (s. k.), n. Expenses, outlay (M).

Dhleka, v. Eat from, etc.

Ex. lestisitha kasidhlele 'muntu, this plate does not eat from (= is not eaten from) by anybody.

kakudhleli 'muntu kulestisitha, there eats nobody from this plate.

ukamba, isitsha esihleleayo, an ukamba is a vessel for eating out of.

ukulhlela indakala, to eat on account of aearth — that is, something not considered fit, proper or sufficient at another time.

Phr. uku-dhlela ubani emekelela, to make fun of a person (acc.) in his presence by openly passing remarks about him, though
concealing them under the show of talking about somebody else.

uku-dhlela enkombeni wempaka, to eat from the wild cat's basin — to have thrown off the 'good manners and customs' of home and race, and become wild, uncultured, rude — mostly used of one who has not had his ears bored (C. N.).

um'indlela omkulu uku-dhleleka 'zole, a great hoeing is not eaten for by (a single) stalk, i.e. so great a labour has proved altogether profitless.

i-n-Dhlela, n. Native foot-path (from the grass having been 'eaten away' along its course); way or direction; way or manner, of doing a thing; air, or sopranino-part of a song; way or habit of conducting oneself in life [akin to uku-dhlela q.v. — Nye. in-deri; Her. okanyeira; MZT. in-zila; Sw. njia; Bo. sia].

Ex. o! kanti udbomba ngayami, oh! so then you are going the same way as I.

i-n-Dhlele zake zimbi, his ways, or life, is bad.

i-n-Dhlele zokurala (N) = ulta-Ta.

Dhlelana, v. Be good neighbours, partaking of one another's food (i.e. beer); try to out-do one another, generally in a bad way.

isi-Dhlelani, n. Friendly neighbour, whose food (i.e. beer) is partaken of — the unfriendliness of Natives being manifested by their not appearing in each other's kraal at a beer-drink.

um-Dhlelanyoni (loc. em-Dhlelanyoni), n. 5. Small kraal-of-ease which a chief may establish away from his principal kraal and in which he generally resides with his favourite wife.

N.B. This kraal is also called owakwe-'Ntandokazi, or owakwe'Mpimbo wake, or owakwe'Mpinjeni, or owakwe'Njilingweni. There is generally a good deal of jealousy between the wives left in the chief kraal and the wife or wives regularly inhabiting the Njilingweni residence.

ubu-Dhlelanyoni, n. State or condition of living as above.

Ex. inkosi is'ebudhlelanyoni, the chief is at his kraal-of-ease.

isi-Dhlele (Dhlelele), n. Swollen cheek or neck, as from toothache or glandular disease.

Dhlelesele, v. (C. N.) = dhlelezele.

Dhlelezele or Dhlelezelele, v. Say dhlele dhlele! to a person (acc.), i.e. show off ostentatiously one's superiority over him, e.g. after having been at rivalry with him and won = gabisela.

i-li-Dhlelo, n. Pasture-ground, cattle-run (comp. ili-Dhlelo-Kapel) ; small mat for rolling imi-Tshumo, etc., in.

i-n-Dhlelo, n. Crop, of a fowl; that side of a slaughtered beast, or its hide, opposite to the wounded side — this latter, notwithstanding that it contains the assegai holes (and probably just on account of them), is the most prized and goes to the chief, or favourite wife.

i-n-Dhlelwamehlwani, n. Person made look or feel foolish, by the custom of uku-dhlela (q.v.) emehlwani.

Ex. uku-m-enza ubani in-dhlelwamelweni, to make a fool of So-and-so — by passing jocular remarks about him in his presence while pretending to be speaking of somebody else.

Dhlemuleka, or Dhlemuluka (s. k.), v. = mukeleka.

Dhlemuzela, v. Walk briskly, step it out.

um-Dhleenewu, n. 5. Slight burning or excessive roasting on mealie-grains, when roasted dry in the grain (gazingu) or when boiled in water (iz-i-nKobe); member of the ulta-Dhlambedulu regiment.

Ex. uji-e exumwomdhleenewu, give me of the burnt or crisp ones (mealie-grains).

Dhleleng, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti dhlelelele.

Dhlelenelilele, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Start, as in one's sleep; start back, be startled, as by any sudden horror on the road. Cp. ukuti qikilili; eluka.

Dhlelu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Spring up or appear abundantly at the same time and all over the place, as newly-sown seed after a good rain (with mila) = ukuti dhlibu, ukuti me, ukuthi yalu.

ama-Dhlepu or Dhlephudhlepu (Dhlepuru or Dhlephudhlephu), n. Tatters, rags (from tearing; not from being moth-eaten or worn = ama-Dhlabudhlabu) = ama-Nikiniki, ama-Leplepu.

Dhlepu dhlepu, ukuti (Dhlephu dhlephu, ukuthi), v. = dhlepuza; dhlepuzeka.

Dhlepuza (Dhlephuza), v. Tear a thing (acc.) so as to be rags or tatters, as thorns or nails might one's clothes.

Dhlepuzeza (Dhlephuzeka), v. Get so torn to rags, as above.

Dhlelu dhlelu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti dhlabu dhlabu.

ama-Dhlephudhleu, n. = ama-Dhlabudhlabu.

Dhlephuluka (s. k.), v. Go on persistently scolding, 'jaying' without cessation.

Dhlephuza, v. = dhlabuza.
i-nDhlezane, n. Cow that has recently calved, and so called till the horns appear in calf; applied also to goat, sheep, and buck.

um-Dhlezane, n. 1 or 5. Woman who has recently given birth, and applied to her till the child can walk; also used of pig, dog, and cat.

u-Dhlí (accent on last syl.), n. Contemptuous disregard, insolence, brazen-faced rudeness, as of a child towards its parents (used with enza and nga). Cp. u-Noqakala.

Dhlíbu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti dhlenu. isi-Dhlí, n. Close, compact gathering or grouping together of things on one spot, as of kraals or huts thickly crowded together, or the string-seams in a sleeping-mat when too closely placed so as to form a belt as it were = isi-Dhlavela.

Dhlíkadhlíka (s. k.), v. = dhlíkiza.

i-nDhlíki (s. k.), n. Name applied to the little bit of stick, stone, etc., with which the herd-boys cast lots as to which shall run after the cattle.

Ex. osibone ukuti indhlíki iyakulonya ngyaba? let us see with whom the indhlíki will return. i.e. who will draw it?

Dhlíki dhlíki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = dhlíkiza.

ama-Dhlíkidhlíki (s. k.), n. Thing or things all pulled roughly about, i.e. in an untidy, dirty, neglected condition, as an untidy hut with the thatch all pulled about, food droppings all about a floor, a dirty unwashed pot, a disorderly heap of unfolded clothes, or a pair of trousers all torn about = ama-Xikixiki.

Dhlíkilili, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Be in a scattered-about, disorderly, pulled about state, as a lot of things untidily thrown about a room, or a number of people running off disorderly in all directions; be general, all over the place, as a famine or epidemic; be numerous, in great numbers, as cattle.

Ex. ndlebele dhlikili kukeyo'nfunda, abundant crops are everywhere, general (in all the fields) of that river-flat.

sekute dhlikili ixinkomo ka'Masuku, cattle are now in great numbers (are scattered on all sides) at Masuku's.

i(li), or mostly ama-Dhlíkiti (Dhlíkithi), n. Big, bulky mass or lump of a thing, as the cheeks when swollen, large breasts on a female, etc.

Ex. n'Bunu nq'amadhlíkiti, So-and-so is great lumps i.e. has fat chops.

isi-Dhlíkithi (Dhlíkithi), n. Great lump, or huge mass of a person, mostly used of an unusually fat child. Cp. isi-Baza.

Dhlíkiza (s. k.), v. Pull about in a rough, disorderly manner, as a goat the grass (acc.) of a hut by rubbing up against it, or a person a cupboard of nicely arranged clothes (acc.); pull tearingly about, as a girl her clothes (acc.) by going through a bush; pull roughly about, worry, as a dog might a small animal (acc.) that it has caught; throw or drop about in a dirty untidy fashion all about the place, as food droppings all over a floor = dhlikadhlika, xikiza.

i(li), or more commonly ama-Dhlingosi or Dhlingozi n. Outburst (generally passing) of intense interest, as a child in its picture-book; or of ardent zeal, enthusiasm, as a man for any undertaking or enterprise; outburst of excitement, frenzy, as a man in a towering rage, a man or witch-doctor wildly dancing = ama-Nuele.

Ex. u'ukwe amadhlíngosi, or umamadhlíngosi, he has been aroused for by an intense interest; he is in a pitch of excitement, enthusiasm.

basukwe amadhlíngosi, they were entered by quite a frenzy.

Dhlinza, v. = zindhlá.

i(li)-Dhlinza, n. = i-Liba.

Dhlinzekela (s. k.), v. = zindhlékela.

Dhlisha, v. Administer poison to a person (acc.); help one (acc.) to eat, i.e. eat along with or share with him.

Ex. kweyikudhlise! let me help you with your food i.e. take a mouthful with you.

udhlísisa, he was poisoned.

P. ngi'ikudhlise nqobeni (ubuti), I have poisoned myself with my own (poison) — as described when one has brought back upon himself any misfortune while attempting to injure another.

i(li)-Dhliwa, n. = i(li)-Bimbi.

Dhlo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Have a sleep, perhaps for a couple of hours.

izi-Dhlo (no sing.), n. Fine foods, as of the Whiteman, or at a festival.

imi-Dhlo (no sing.), n. 5. Unwillingness to share, selfishness, greedy unsociability.

Ex. umuhlobo, nqoba, nokona abantuwa lakhe bedhlu lakhe k'okwetu, ang'zakwama nokona sikhathi kwebho, she is selfish, because, while her children eat from our (food), she will never allow that we eat in her hut.

Dhlooba (Dhlooba), v. = dhlanga.

Ex. utshwala budhlöle, the beer is a failure, has not turned out well (as when it
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has not fermented well or turned sour from climatic influences.

{i(i)}-Dhlöbidhöbí (Dhloobidhloobi), n. Staring gaze; staring eye (gen. in plur.).

{isi}-Dhlöbidhöbí (Dhloobidhloobi), n. Rude gazer; a starer.

Dhlöbiza (Dhloobiza), v. Stare at (acc.), gaze at fixedly (the action being disliked as rude).

{i-n}Dhlodhlela, n. Assegai with a very long blade-shank headed by a tiny spear of perhaps two inches in length. Cp. {i-n}Geula.

{isi}-Dhlodhlo, n. Bunch of feathers worn on the top or back of the head (= {isi}-Dhlukula); person with broad upper body; person of medium size (= {isi}-Dhladhla).

{i(i)}-Dhlodhlimbya (Dhlooblimbyi), n. Anything hanging in a loose, straggling, dishevelled manner, as hair dishevelled out from a woman’s topknot, feathers from the bunch on a man’s head, or portions of grass from a bundle.

{u(lu)}-Dhlolo (s. k.), n. One of a regiment formed by Mpande next after the {i-n}Dhlondhlo.

Dhlodhla (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = hlokoza.

{i(i)}-Dhlolo (s. k.), n. Plume formed of a single large bunch of {i(i)}-Sakabuli feathers, worn on the top of the head at great festivals = {isi}-Saka. Cp. {isi}-Dhlodhlo; um-Nyakanya.

u-Dhlo, n. = u-Zibandhlela.

u(lu)-Dhlolo, n. Sterile person or beast, and of either sex (= i-Nyumba); evil-tempered person.

i-nDhlolotí (Dhloolpho), n. Species of iris, with a yellow flower and abundant in moist places, but very poisonous to cattle eating it; angry-tempered, scolding person; such temper itself.

u(lu)-Dhlomotí (Dhlomothi), n. Any very tall or high thing, as a tree, tower, pillar, or man.

Dhlolumuka (s. k.), v. = dhlamuluka.

i-nDhlöndhlo (Dhloondhlo), n. Large dark-coloured variety of cerastes or horned viper (Cerastes caudalis), of a very venomous nature, and regarded by the Natives as the most dreaded of snakes; one of a regiment formed by Mpande next after the i-nKonkoni (= u-Shisizwe); certain ‘sea-fish’ with many teeth.

Dhlondhlobala, v. Tower up or become swelled with rage, intense excitement; get furious, as a wild-beast when irritated or an angry man when aroused or a regiment dancing spiritedly before their chief; puff itself up, make the hair, etc., stand erect, from internal excitement, as a cat, or leopard; get big, put on size, grow, become numerous, as a beast, or cattle generally.

Ex. ikati selidhlonhlobele, the cat has now got its hair off—is puffed up in a rage.

is'idhlonhlobele inkonyanya yako, your calf has already put on size, has got big.

{isi}-Dhlondhololozí, n. Short period of insensibility, as when a person gets stunned.

Dhlondholopala (Dhlondhopala), v. (C.N.) = dhlondhlobala.

u(lu)-Dhlondhlwane, n. Certain regiment of Shaka.

Dhlongopala (Dhlongophala), v. = dhlondhlobala.

ubu-Dhlontiya (s. t.), n. Ostentatiousness, love of displaying one’s beauty, fine attire, etc., as in vain young people.

um-Dholo, n. 5. Certain forest creeper, said to be a remedy for horse-sickness, the leaves being also rubbed and smelt for headache.

um-Dholoti (Dholothi), n. 5. Natal tobacco (from being largely grown in the um-Dholoti district).

Dhlova, v. = dhlovadhlova, dhlovula.

{isi}-Dhlova, n. Wild, furious, savagely-acting person, or animal, as a dog or wild-beast, or some wild-tempered people. Cp. isi-Dhlungudhlanu.

Dhlövadhlova, v. Pitch into a thing (acc.) in a wild, savage, infuriated manner, as a wild-beast when fighting, or a man acting or talking wildly when enraged = dhlovula. Cp. dhlunya.

Dhlövo dhlovo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dhlovoza.

Dhlovoza, v. = hlovoza; fofohloza.

i-nDhlouv, n. Elephant [MZT. in-zove; Ni. n-dzovu; Go. nžovu; Ga. njovu; Chw. tlou; Her. o-ndyou; Reg. njou; San. jongwa; Kw. endoma; Ma. oldome; Bari. tóme; Sw. tembo, elephant; ngwọ, strength].

Phr. kwëehla indhluvo! there came down an elephant! — remark made upon the appearance of a girl with small buttocks (a mark of ugliness with the Natives), the elephant being conspicuous for the smallness of its hinder quarters.

ukw-enza (tala, ngena, etc.) ngendhloru-yangena, to do (take, come in, etc.) like an elephant coming in, i.e. in the manner of an invading enemy, in a wild, forcible manner.

wazihla (ixinkomo) ngendhloru-yangena, he seized them (the cattle) by simply, wildly
coming in and taking them, by violence, by force.

*iNdhlouv iwele, ipelele zonke ixiwe ziyi kurepula kuyo*, the elephant has fallen and all the tribes have turned out, every man-jack of them, gone to pull off a bit of it — where the carcass is, there will the vultures be gathered together — may be said in reference to the contentions of relatives over the property of a deceased man.

P. *iNdhlouro iDhlaba abasungazeli*, the elephant eats up those who approach very near (not wildly attacking like a lion) — may be said of a chief who comes down suddenly on his courtiers, or who turns the tables on his enemies who had thought to better him.

**um-Dhlouvu** (generally in plur. *im-Dhlouvu*), n. 5. Horn or horns of an ox when growing with the points downwards so as nearly to touch the jaws, but not hanging loose as the *ama-Hlavwe*.

**i-nDhlovudalana** or **Dhlouvudawana**, n. Species of wart-hog or long-tusked bush-swine (*Potamochoerus cheiropterus*).

**Dhlövu dhlövu, ukuti (ukuti), v. = dhlouvuzza.**

**i-nDhlouvukazi** (s. k.), n. Female elephant — used as a term of honour to a woman of very high rank, as a chief’s mother; or to any woman of an unusually big size.

**Dhlövu, v.** Be wild, rough, furious or violent towards (acc. of person) = dhlöva; cp. dhlamuluka.

**i-nDhlouvula, n.** Rough, wild, savage treatment or behaviour, as above; person of a wild, savage, violent temperament, as above = isi-Dhlouva.

Ex. *wangaDhlhla iNdhlouvula,* he turned on me like a savage, pitched into me (with his tongue) in a wild, overbearing manner, although I had done nothing.

*isiyazereyazele yiloze oDhlhla umuntu iNdhloula,* an isiyazereyazele is one who takes to himself the property of a person by force.

**i-nDhlouvunda, n.** Wild, angry person.

**um-Dhlouvune, n. 5.** Fever-tree, a large tree growing in Swaziland, having light green leaves and smooth bark, and said to be a good specific for malaria = um-Dhlovunga.

**um-Dhlovunga, n. 5. = um-Dhlouvune.**

**um-Dhlovunya, n. 5.** = um-Dhlouvune.

**um-Dhlouvutwa (Dhlouvuthwa), n. 5.** Certain tree, said to cause fatal umukuhlane to anybody standing near it. Comp. um-Dhlebe.

**Dhlouvaza, v.** Stab about, on a person (acc.), as when giving him more than one stab in quick succession, or when thrusting

the assegai about in the same wound = ukuti dhlouv izhlovo.

Ex. ukufa kuyangisibhulwenza lapa, the disease is stabbing me about just here = I am troubled with a stabbing pain.

**Dhloza,** or **Dhlozela,** = *dhluezomela.***

**isi-Dhlozane, n.** Violence of manner, when wildly attacking a person or tearing anything from him.

**i(l)-Dhlizi, n.** Spirit of a man, when gone from the body in death; ancestral spirit, i.e. spirit of some former member of the family = i(l)-Tongo; cp. um-Lozikazana; um-Zimu. [Skrt. dyaus, sky; Lat. deus, god; Low Lat. duxus, demon; Gr. zeus, theos, god; Ga. ngogwi, spirit; Gi. li-koka; Gan. k-iisi; Nywe. u-kishi, God; Her. mu-sisi, ancestral spirit; Ya. li-soka, spirit; Gal. i-pasa; Sw. pepo, spirit — in Zulu witchcraft the plant burnt in honour of the ama-dhlizi is called im-pepo].

Phr. *izwe elipatela emzwakholosi,* a lonely, deserted place, without inhabitants.

*umkholoza elikulu,* or *likulu-hole lako,* he has a powerful (lit. great) ancestral spirit (looking after him), or his (guardian) spirit is mighty — said of some person who has been uncommonly fortunate, in coming unscathed through danger, sickness, etc.

P. *oku’dholosi layendhlini, layeka kwabo,* there is no ancestral-spirit who ever went into (another) hut and left his own as = our ancestral-spirits exist, so surely will they help us; or, each looks after his own.

**N.B.** The *i-dholazi* is the nearest approach the Zulus have to the idea of a ‘God.’ The *u-Nkulunkulu* (q.v.) or ‘first man,’ who is said to have ‘made the world,’ is nowadays merely a nursery-myth, neither trusted in nor cared for. He seems to have created mankind and vanished altogether from their further experience; for the government today is certainly not in his hands, but entirely in those of the ama-dholizi. These spiritual beings are the benevolent or malevolent ‘Providence’ of the Zulu, according as they be pleased or displeased with the conduct of the living. They are the supreme feature of whatever religion he still retains — all his faith is founded on them; all his worship is directed towards them; all his hopes and fears are centred in them. Prosperity, preservation of health, misfortune, and even death, are matters arranged by them. According to the Zulu system, every person, even a child, becomes after death a spirit or little god of this description. He does not sever connection with this earth — for the simple reason that the Zulu could scarcely imagine the existence of any place
after having eaten meat, lest all the nuts go rotten!

u(lu), or i-nDh lubu, n. Kind of ground-nut, planted and much liked by Natives. Cp. il(i)-Ntongomana. [Reg. mabungu, round ground-nut; Sw. njuga nyasa, ground-nut].

Phr. ukuku-keta indlubu ekasini, to pick out the nut from its shell, i.e. exclude a person from one’s concern or society on account of his being of another tribe or family.

Dhlubulenda, v. = dhlubulanda.

Dhlubulunda, v. Act under a sudden impulse of revolt, as when breaking violently away, kicking against control, doing perversely what one has just been told not to do, etc. = ukuti dhlubulundu.

Ex. yadhulubulindlela engeleni, it (the bullock) broke away, freed itself by violence and made off, from the wagon.

Dhlubulundu, ukuti (ukuthi), n. = dhlubulunda.

Ex. bengingalandla ukwambu, ng'ewe isintshiyo is'ithi dhlubulundu, ng'ambu. I was not wanting to go, but I felt my heart say ‘break away!’ ‘revolt!’ and off I went.

i-nDhlubundhlubu (Dhlubhundhlubhu), n. Thing that has lost its consistency, cohesion or firmness, separating up into parts, as a rotten skin, sodden meat, a moth-eaten garment, or food of a washed-out nature having an excess of water and consequent disintegration of parts and insipidness of flavour. Cp. i-nKamwenkamvu; i-nCosuncosu.

um-Dhludlu, n. 5. Assegai having a long blade-shank but only small blade (= i-nDhlodhlela); cow given to breaking away when being milked.

Dhluku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v.=dhlukula.

Dhlukula (s. k.), v. Take up or take away a thing with a violent breaking away, seize up, or seize away, as a person suddenly snatching up a child (acc.) away from some danger, or dragging away the blanket from another, or as oxen starting a wagon with a sudden violent jerk. Cp. hlwita; dhluzo melana.

isi-Dhlubu, n. Bunch of feathers worn on the top of or dangling behind the head, as an ornament (= isi-Dhlodhlo; cp. ubu-Tekwane); one who takes or seizes with violence.

Dhula, v. Pass, in all its meanings; hence, go on ahead; go by, pass anything (acc.); pass on from (with ku); pass
along by, pass through, as a field or kraal (with loc.); pass beyond, exceed the line of rectitude, legality, etc.; surpass, as another (acc.) in any matter of comparison or rivalry (=eqa); pass over, as a time of affliction; pass away, die; often used in the sense of ‘and yet’, ‘nevertheless’, ‘besides’.

Ex. ujise wamutshela; adhule ‘onc nye’; his father told him; he just goes on (= notwithstanding) and does it.

umfundisi uyasifundisa; kepa sidhula kus’avi luto, the teacher teaches us; and yet we know nothing.

uyapwa njolo yokukhululeko, or yokukhulu, you always drink to excess, in a manner that is beyond the bounds.

mus’ukuhlulo penu kwamazwi enkosi, you mustn’t proceed and do in spite of, or in opposition to, the words of the chief.

yashe pantusi, yasho pezulu, yakhulu yingane), it (the child) gave off below and gave off above, and passed on i.e. died.

Phr. ukuhlula nayo into, to pass along with a thing, i.e. carry it off either actually or practically, by destroying it, as an impi might field-produce taken or destroyed along its course.

P. okwanuca kudhlul’okwamandulo, the last surpasses the first (may be used as a threat of vengeance which shall exceed the injury).

wadhlula nyendhi y’akwisa, kwabamba ‘qondo (= kwabamba, the a in the contracted form having the ‘full’ sound), he passed by a hnt while being built and didn’t tie a knot, i.e. and didn’t lend them a hand, which little courtesy is expected by Native etiquette of every passer-by—said of an unsympathetic, feelingless person who hasn’t the manners of a true man, who would see a fellow-being in difficulty and merely pass by unconcerned.

[i]-Dhula, n. Certain plant growing in woods, whose roots are used as an indTelesi; small quantity of already fermented beer which, along with some malt, is mixed into other unfermented worts, in order to induce rapid fermentation (= isi-Xubo).

um-Dhula, n. 5. Kind of trap, built of a fence with apertures through which buck, etc., may pass and be caught by a string. Cp. um-Wowane.

in-Dhlulamiti (Dhlulamithi), n. Giraffe (lit. the thing that surpasses trees in height).

Dhlulisa, v. Do in excess, pass the line of propriety, lawfulness, etc., as when joking or drinking.

ama-Dhuludhlulu, n. Lumps or small round masses forming in porridge or similar food when cooking.

i-nDhulundhulu, n. = i-nDhululza.

Dhluluzo, or Dhluluzela, v. Look or see things in an indistinct, dazed manner, out of focus, so as to mistake their real position or nature, as a man dazed or drunk, or with one eye injured, or with the eyes full of smoke, so that the objects appear obscurely and in untrue positions. Cp. ndululza.

i-nDhuluzo, n. Eye, sightless and generally grown abnormally large and protruding, through injury or disease = i-nDhulundhulu. See i-nDhulundhlu.

Dhlumbu, ukuti (Dhlümmbu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti dhlabe.

um-Dhume, n. 5. Light dusty-brownish snake with darkish stripes, and nonvenomous, though large.

[i]-Dhulhu, n. Young man who thinks much of himself, is puffed up with self-conceit, and making it chiefly conspicuous by his high talk (C.N.).

i-nDhulhulu, n. Self-conceit, stuck-uppishness, haughty pride, such as is said (by the Natives) to be a prominent characteristic of the Kafir policeman.

Ex. otsele indhundhlu, one who is puffed up with self-conceit.

oy’indhundhlu (ngeso), one who is puffed up with his own greatness (of eye) — used as a term of derision of one who has an i-nDhluluxa, q.v.

Dhlundhluteka (Dhlundhlutheka), v. Do anything, go, walk, etc., in a ‘blind’, wandering, uncertain, erratic kind of way, as a blind or drunken man straying about not knowing where, or a person searching in an uncertain, groping way all over the place for something that is plain before him = dhlundhluza.

isi-Dhlundhluteka (Dhlundhlutheka), n. Blind kind of person, going groping aimlessly about, unable to see what is plain before him.

Dhlundhluza, v. = dhlundhluteka.

Dhlunga, v. Talk out everything in a wild, unrestrained, regardless, violent manner, as a young-man of a wild, unprincipled character. Cp. pahluka.

isi-Dhlunga, n. One given to wild, violent, unrestrained talking, as above (cp. isi-Pahluka); such manner of action; a clump, as of mealies or grass (= isi-Dhuloa).

[i]-Dhlungandhlebe, or Dhlungundhlebe, n. = [i]-Pungandhlebe.

i-nDhlunkulu (loc. e-nDhlunkulu; s.k.), n.
Chief hut, i.e. the hut of the i-nKosikazi duly appointed; family belonging to this hut; kraal attached and subject to this hut, therefore the great kraal.

N.B. The indhlunkulu is the hut occupied by the inkosikazi or chief wife of the kraal. The great wife, in the case of chiefs, is chosen by them in consultation with the headmen of the tribe, at any time after they have become 'full-grown men' by the putting on of the headring, and therefore this 'great wife' is rarely the chief's first wife.

Along with and at the same time as the inkosikazi, there are further appointed another wife to be the i(li)-Kohleka or i(li)-Kholo, and a third to be the i(li)-Nyadi.

The inqadi is a kind of supplementary 'great wife', so that in case of the indhlunkulu failing to provide an heir or inkosana, the eldest male of the inqadi hut becomes chief inheritor on his father's death. The hut of the great wife being always at the higher end of the kraal, that of the inqadi wife is built near it, on the left hand side looking towards the gate.

But good means are always taken for preventing a failure on the part of the indhlunkulu to provide an heir. For in case the great wife may have given birth to no male issue, the chief remedies the deficiency by taking a new wife, whom he places in the great hut and whose duty it becomes to produce male offspring for that hut. Her son then becomes inkosana or heir, and is regarded as the actual son (born by proxy) of the great wife. The real mother of this boy, along with any further wives who may have been 'put in' or attached to the indhlunkulu — a number of these always existing — are provided with separate huts in the upper part of the kraal on the left hand or inqadi side, looking down towards the gate, and are known as ama-Bibi.

The iKohleka wife occupies the second place of dignity in the kraal, and will oftentimes be the chief's 'first love'. She, and all other subordinate wives attached to her household (ama-Bibi), is entirely independent of, and in no way connected with the great wife and her indhlunkulu. The iKohleka portion of the kraal, therefore, has nothing to do with the provision of an heir for the chiefship and has no part in the personal property of the chief, all of which pertains solely to the indhlunkulu. To prevent any jealousy, however, the chief usually permits the eldest son or inkosana of the iKohleka side, so soon as he is grown up to man's estate, to withdraw with his portion of the great kraal and to establish a new and independent kraal for himself elsewhere, giving him at the same time some portion of the tribe with authority over them, always of course subject to his own or his chief son's paramountcy. So long as they remain within the enclosure of the great kraal, the iKohleka, with the various huts attached to it, are built on the right side, looking down from the indhlunkulu to the gate. One of the wives attached to the iKohleka is appointed to be the inqadi of that branch of the family; and in case of failure of male issue in the real iKohleka hut, the eldest son of this inqadi inherits the position and property.

Apart from, and in rank below all these, a certain hut is appointed as the isi-Zinda, q.v.

um-nDhlunkulu (s. k.; no plur.), n. 5. Girl, or girls (collectively) sent up as tribute to the chief and living in his kraal until married off by him to his favourites, who pay the lobola to him.

N.B. The indhlunkulu, and iKohleka, and inqadi in every kraal of importance in Zululand was required to present to the king at least one grown-up girl. This girl was sent to one or other of the chief's numerous kraals, lived there with the other girls in a similar position — forming the um-nDhlunkulu of that kraal — and ceased entirely to be any longer the property of her natural father. She belonged to the chief, and did the work of the kraal — the chief's wives and their children not being expected to work — and if she chanced to be good-looking, was taken to wife by the chief himself; otherwise she was made a present of by him to any favourite, or sold by him for lobola to any one with a chance who might bid for her.

Dhlunye, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do anything excessively or in unusually great degree, as a woman cooking an over-abundance of food (acc.), a doctor administering an overdose of medicine (with nga) to a person (acc.), or a thorn penetrating unusually deep into the foot of a person (acc.) = dhlunyeka.

Dhlunye (s. k.), v. = ukuti dhlunye.

Dhlunyekeka (s. k.), v. Get done excessively, as above.

u(lu)-Dhlutshana (s. t.), n. Small veld-plant, having violet daisy-like flower and highly poisonous roots, sometimes used medicinally for chest and head complaints, for trichnosis, and as an enema.

i-nDhlu-yenkonjane (s. k.), n. Dimple, as on the cheek of a plump-faced child = i-nKonjane.

i-nDhlu-yengwe, n. One of the regiment formed by Mpande next after u-Nokenke.
izi-Dibi (Dibhi; no sing.), n. = izi-Bidi.

um-Dibi, n. 5. Irregular or disorderly mingling or mixing-up together, as of things that by their nature or by custom are kept apart, as boys and girls in a school, big cattle and their calves, etc.

Ex. ixinkomo namhla zipume zi umdibi, kanye namankonyanga, the cattle to-day have gone out all mixed up with the calves.

ku-cvakuko isikole kuba umdibi kanye nabo-fana namabantwana, in their school it is an indiscriminate mixing-up of boys and girls.

ulu-Dibi, n. Carrying or baggage boy.

N.B. Every boy in Zululand, between the ages of 9 and 15 about, had to become an u-dibi and do the carrying for the fighting-men or ama-bulo. At the end of this term of service, he would get drafted into a newly formed regiment, along with all others in Zululand of approximately the same age.

ubu-Dibi, n. = ulu-Titi.

i-Dibilishana, n. Small penny i.e. half-penny, or farthing.

i-Dibilishi, n. Penny [D. dubbeltje].

u-Dibintlango (s. t.), n. = u-Jubingqwanga.

izi-Dibiza (Dibziza), n. = izi-Bizi.

Dica, v. Fling down, or make lie down in a dead, flaccid manner, as a wet cloth (acc.), or a person thoroughly exhausted; make to fall or lie prone and ruined anything which by nature stands erect, as an army ‘cutting down’ the enemy (acc.), a destroyer trampling or casting down the crops in a field, or (by comparison) a person cutting down his crops prematurely and before ripe on account of locusts or an expected invasion = ukuti diei; dieza.

Dica, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be altogether without strength, ready to collapse, faint, as from complete exhaustion, fright, or diminished heart-action = ukuti lisa. Cp. cobeka; fekela.

um-Dica, n. 5. Anything lying prone in a dead, strengthless, limp-bodied, loosely-hanging way, as above — see dica.

Dici, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dica.

Diciza, v. = dica.

Dida, v. Put out (acc.), as when reckoning; confuse, as a lot of people addressing a person together.

Didakala (s. k.), v. Be put out; be confused, as above.

Didakalisawisa (s. k.), v. = dida.

Dideka (s. k.), v. Get put out; get confused, as above (see dida).

Ex. sengi-didekile yilexizalo, I am now all in a fog with these figures.
i(li), or um-Didi, n. 5. Rectum; of man (see um-Tshazo).

Ex. ukurebwe ididi, he suffers from prolapsus ani.

N.B. The umtakati watches for his victim going out to stool. He then stealthily goes and takes the um-Neono (q.v.) of the person, mixes it with certain medicines and goes through some other processes at home, with the result that the said victim, however far away he may be, immediately discovers that something has gone wrong with his rectum!

isi-Didi (Diidi), n. Great number of things standing in a mass, as a large herd of cattle or multitude of people, or kraals.

Di di di, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Give rise to the dull, heavy sound of di, i.e. the thud or patter made by a footstep; hence, tread, stamp, pitter, and the like; give forth such a sound, as the earth when stamped or heavily trodden upon (= ukuti gi gi gi); make a general pattering, move about in a lively, excited manner bustle about, as women beer-making, (= qiqizela, didizela); run about or run off in an excited, confused manner, make a general stampede, as people when an impi is reported = didizela. Comp. gi-gizela.

ubu-Dididi, n. Lively, excited moving or running about, as when a fight is on, or a lot of children are playing.

Didiyela, v. Do two or more things at a time, which usually or properly should have been done separately, or kept apart, as e.g. a waiter bringing in two courses (acc.) at once, a master giving a boy several months wages at a time, a man cutting off from the beast a double joint at one stroke.

Ex. mus'ukudidiyela isitsha xombang xecabantu, you mustn’t take together, or mix up together (it may be ‘wash’ together, in this particular case) the vessels of the whitman and of (his) Kafrs.

umunzwana wandidiyela imbando yombili, the kraal-head ‘doubled’ her (his wife) with both halves of the hide (whereas it would have been usual for her to have received only one, and some other wife the other).

udidiyela abanye abantu, inganti ng’wee, you bring in or add in (the names of) other people, whereas it is you (alone).

Didizela, v. = ukuti di di di.

Didizelisa, v. Causative of didizela — to drive about in confusion, send off in a general scamper or stampede, scatter, rout, as an impi might an enemy (acc.).

i(li)-Didwa, n. Temporary post stuck up inside a hut to support the framework while building; any of the permanent sideposts.

i(li), or isi-Didiza, u. = isi-Difizeki.

isi-Difizeki (s. k.), n. Big, heavy, clumpy thing, as a swollen hand, a clubfoot, a flat-bottomed, too heavily shaped vessel; big, heavy-bodied person = isi-Difiza.

Dikadika (s. k.), v. Deal with, pitch into, do for anything (acc.) in a vigorous, spirited, thorough manner, as a man thrashing soundly one weaker than himself, when dealing vigorously with a big piece of work, when feasting heartily on nice food, or when stabbing a beast thoroughly with much energetic action of the assegai. Cp. tikatika.

isi-Dikadika (s. k.), n. Any big, weighty thing, a ‘proper’ specimen of its kind, as a great heavy bundle to be carried, a large joint of meat, or a serious affair; a lifeless body, carcass, corpse, such as of man or beast when found on the veldt, or after a battle (not gen. when dying or slaughtered at home).

i(li)-Dikazi (s. k.), v. Young widow eligible for marriage, or about to be married again = i-Cakazi, i-nJuba. Comp. um-Felwakazi; i(li)-Pumandhlu.

i-nDiki (s. k.), n. Little finger with the last joint cut off, as is the distinguishing mark of some tribes, as the ama-Bomvu. See i(li)-Ntiliki.

Phr. nyakucwquma (umunwe), ube indiki, you will cut it off (your finger) and become an indiki (stump-fingered person) — before you have the courage to do what you say = I should just like to see you! — as when daring a person in a quarrel to do what he says he will do.

Dikibala (s. k.), v. Be tired out, ‘sick’ of doing or trying anything, as of correcting an incorrigible child, or with food (used in perf.). Cp. tikibala; dinwe.

Diki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Quiver, tremble, vibrate (= dikiza); fall flat with a thudding sound, as any blunt instrument which does not penetrate, but merely knocks (dikil) when thrust against anything (= dikimeza); to eat oneself chock-full, so as not to be able to put away any more (= dikiza).

Ex. ijeza lami isimze liti dik i pantsi, my hoe just comes down with a thud on the ground, i.e. is quite blunt.

sudla sati dik, we ate till we had filled ourselves,—shown by our leaving some food in the dish = sudla sakushiya.

akusali dik i kimi, it no longer quakes within me = I no longer fear.
Dikidi (s. k.), adj. Loosely, limply, powerlessly hanging, as a person's arm when paralysed or thoroughly exhausted.

Ex. imikono isidikidi, (any) arms are now quite fagged out— from tiring work.

Dikila (s. k.), v. Refuse or reject a thing (acc.), or refrain from doing anything through being in the 'huffs', as to eat, talk, work, go, etc. = kalala, duba.

i-nDikili (s. k.), n. Any blunt or stump-pointed thing, as hoe or unpointed stick (see ukuti diki); a 'blunt' pot i.e. one that doesn't quickly boil, through being too thick at the bottom (see ubw-Kali) = i-nDikindiki, i-nDikiva.

isi-Dikili (s. k.), n. Small yeldt-plant (Lasiosiphon Meisneri) having small white umbel and silver-green leaves, and whose pungent roots are used for snake-bite, some fevers, and as an enema.

Dikimeza (s. k.), v. Come down flop or flat, not sharp and penetrating, as a blunt hoe or stump of wood = ukuti diki, ukuti dinisi.

isi, or i-nDikimezi (s. k.), n. Any blunt, stump of a thing, that won't Pierce or cut, as a hoe, horns of a beast with the points cut, man's leg with the foot (or sharpness) off, or any unpointed thing that comes down with a flat thud = isi-Dukumezi.

i-nDikimba, (Dikimbha), n. The bulk, i.e. the main or larger quantity, of anything; bulkiness, bigness, largeness of quantity; main 'body' i.e. main facts, essential points, of an affair. C.p. isi-Bili. [Bo. udidit, truly].

Ex. nyabahaza lezo (ixingubo), kanti kwen-kaboni indikimba yazo, you open your mouth at those (clothes), but you have not yet seen the bulk or main quantity of them (which is locked in the store).

indikimba yazo (i-mkonc) yodhliwa nMus, the bulk of them (the cattle) were inherited by Musi.

kubasuti ngani, loku indikimbo yalo (palikhi) ingaka, why is it they do not get enough, when the amount (or bulk) of it (the porridge) is so much?

usik'xwana indikimba yalo (ieula), we have not yet heard its 'body' (i.e. main facts that go to make up the case).

i-nDikindiki (s. k.), n. Any blunt-edged, or stump-pointed thing, as a much-worn hoe (not generally used of a knife = i-nJundu), an unpointed stake, etc.; cooking-pot that doesn't quickly boil (= i-nDikili, i-nDikina); any tasteless food, from nature or want of flavouring (= okudrima); immense quantity of food, as beer or meat at a feast (cp. ama-Damu); any shaky, jelly-like thing (= i-nTikintiki).

isi-Dikinyane (s. k.), n. Bodily faintness, sickly powerlessness, from excessive fatigue, as when one feels quite ill, unable to eat, etc. (with ukubu na).

i-nDikiva (s. k.), n. = i-nDikili, i-nDikindiki.

Dikiza (s. k.), v. Tremble, as a man from fear, or as distant-thunder; vibrate, as a bridge when anything heavy crosses; shake, as jelly when carried; quiver, as sheet-lightning; twitch, have muscular twitchings, as an animal dying (= ukuti diki); eat food in great abundance till one can't eat any more (leaving some uneaten = ukuzi-tika). [Sw. tikisika, tremble; Her. teketa, tremble].

Ex. kade siku mnemonic, ungadiixi na'ndikivu, we've been calling you ever so long and you haven't moved a muscle.

sidikixe sodikixa, sakisheya, we crammed it away till we couldn't get in anymore, and left it.

Dikoza (s. k.), v. Say spiteful, malicious things (C.N.).

isi-Dikodzi (s. k.), n. Grudge, spite, ill-will, malice (C.N.).

[i]-Dikwe (loc. eDikwe), n. Any 'uncatable' food or drink, whether from unfitness or nasty taste.

Ex. wasibekela idikwe layizolo, he set before us unetable food (cold and insipid) from yesterday.

mus'ukwpuxa konu, kus'edikwe, don't drink there, it is at an undrinkable place (because it is there we bathe, or wash our clothes).

amanzi akona o'lidikwe, the water there is unfit for drinking purposes.

isi-Dikwe (s. k.), n. One who dwells on the same spot for an unusually long time, not occasionally shifting his kraal from place to place.

Phr. isikundalha somnamatela, njeng'esahle-tira ukweni, the sitting-place of a stick-faster -- like that which Kenkeni carried on his back (the reference here is to some ancient fairy-tale of the Zulus, and the saying is now applied to such a man as above).

Dili, ukuti (akulhi), v. = dilika; diliza.

[i]-Dili (Dili), n. Great multitude or mass abundantly about on all sides, as of food at a feast (cp. ama-Damu), people flocking into or attending an assembly, etc.

Ex. kuka'konoko, idili nje, it isn't cattle at all, it's an idili (extraordinary multitude), = cattle's not the word for it.
nyirinjerere amadili amasala, I have been blocked out by the unusual number of cases (to be tried).

P. idili l'enzire ng'uanninile, the feast (i.e. abundance of food) is caused by its owner (i.e. by his generosity) — a word in praise of his liberal hospitality.

Diliki (s. k.), v. Fall to pieces, fall down, fall in, as anything constructed of stone, plaster, earth, etc.; lose flesh, let fall superfluous fat, as a stout person; be in great abundance, ‘fallen all about’, as cattle, food, cases for trial, etc. (the state, in all cases is expressed by the perf. tense — dilikile) [Her. siringa, fall in].

Diliki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Fall, or be fallen, in a faceid, lifeless sprawl on the ground, as the body of a man or small animal, a snake sleeping on the road, or a wet skin flung on the ground (not applicable to any rigid object, or to any large-sized animal falling heavily or lying in a great heap, as a bullock = ukuti gitigiti). Cp. ukuti di; ukuti dice.

Ex. ngamfunawafunta etc dilikici endhlini, I found him sprawled in a lumber, lifeless manner (not stretched out in an orderly fashion as when sleeping) in the hut.

Dilinga, v. Make round or into a ball, as a piece of clay (acc.); invent a falsehood or false story (not exactly ‘tell a lie’ or single untrue word, which would scarcely want ‘making or rounding up’) = bulungu (bhulungu) [Sw. viriganisha, rounden; m-viringo, a circle].

i-nDilinga, n. Round thing, whether ball or disc shaped (comp. i-mBulungu); an invention, fabricated i.e. false statement or story = i-nDingilisi [Sw. m-viringo, circle].

Ex. inganya is'i-nindilinga, the moon is now a ball i.e. is full = is'idindile, is'idilenge.

ungilete indilinga nje! woba ndala, ngi-fung'uMparde, you just bring me a story tramped up by yourself! you will be old (a person of experience, when you have got what I shall give you some day), by Mparde you will.

Dilingana, v. Form, or form itself, into a round shape or balls, as the moon, meal when thrown into the boiling water and forming lumps, etc. = bulungana (bhulungana).

Ex. inganya is'idilingene, the moon has now formed itself into ball-shape i.e. is at the full = is'idindile, is'idilenge.

Diliza, v. Make to fall down, fall in, fall to pieces, etc.; hence, pull down, knock down, bring down, as a man or rain might anything formed of stonework, plaster, earth, etc. [Her. siringisa, make fall in].

i-nDima, n. Middling-sized piece of cultivated ground, not large enough to be called a field or i-nTsimu, of which it may at times be a single strip allotted to a particular wife [skin to lima, to hoe — the t and d being interchangeable in Bantu languages; hence, Lu. ku-dima, to hoe; Bo. ndima, work].

Phr. u'seimdimeni yabantu, he is in the middling-sized place of people, i.e. in the mean, average, as to size, height, etc.

kanisekuyo enyayisolo; sesipakhe enye indima, you are no longer in the one (indi-ma) of yesterday; you have now planned another field to plough (by running round it with the hoe or ploughed) = uku-gaba indima [comp. Ga. ch-ulu, a field].

Dimde, aux. verb. = simze.

Ex. udimde avume konke, he just agrees to everything.

isi-Dime, n. Person dumb and idiotic.

u(lu)-Dimi, n. Tongue (now obsolete, except in phrases below and in case of ‘snake’s tongue’, only spoken of in plur. izi-nDimi, and for which u-limi is never used). See u(lu)-Limi. [Lu. lu-dimi, tongue; Sw. Ga. Bo. etc. lu-limi, tongue; plur. u-limi, tongues — the l, for euphony, becoming d after the n].

Phr. inyoka ingazile izindimi, the snake thrusts out its tongues (from the forks. — Mark that this d form occurs only in the plural, and refer to remark on Sw. and cognate languages above).

umuntu d'ndimibiti, a double-tongued, deceptive, wilfully misleading, treacherous person. See u(lu)-Limi; u-Bo-Ba.

Dina, v. Tire, be irksome to, sicken (metaphor.) — generally by excessive, monotonous repetition = pisha, shipa. [Ga. simu, satisfied].

Ex. kuyangidina ukcwenzu kwalaba'banu, it sickness me, this manner of the Natives.

isi-Dina, n. Disagreement arising from too frequent repetition, tiresomeness.

Ex. amadumbi lae u'se'nesidina kitii, these madumbi are now irksome to us.

sesinesidina sanadumbi, we are now sick of dumbs.

Dinda, v. Thrash, beat vigorously, as a person (acc.) with a stick or switch, or a heap of mabele for the grain (= bula);
be a useless thing, of no service, be an in-Dinda (used in perf.); do a useless work, of no service, make be an in-Dinda; make up one's full term, full size, etc. (comp. ndina, with which it is probably akin. The exact meaning of this word, dinda, is somewhat difficult to follow; it is mostly used in reference to animal procreation and food, seldom on other occasions).

inkunzi iloku idinda iinyambakazi, the bull is all along doing a thing of no service to the sterile cow (by constantly mounting it).

isi-Dindi, isi-Dindibala, isi-Dindili, are discarded dead on anybody, i.e. they have skipped this season, by not having been served by the bull.

isijingi sidindle, kasidhlile 'muntu, the pumpkin-nash has done a useless work, has become an in-Dinda, it is not eaten by anybody i.e. standing idle, cooked for nothing, there is nobody who will eat it.

umsebenzi uDindle, the work is standing an in-Dinda, there being nobody to do it i.e. standing idle for want of somebody to take it up.

us'edindile umfazi ka'Bani, she has made up her full time, has the wife of So-and-so i.e. she is now due to give birth.

inyanga isidindle, the moon has made up its full term, i.e. is now at the full = is'ihlangene, is'dilingene.

i-li or in-Dinda, n. Anything cast away, as useless, not wanted or cared for by anybody, as anything found thrown out on the veldt or lying about neglected in the kraal (cp. in-mBuqa); a buck found dead in the bush, a woman cast out on to the world by her husband, meat of a bush-buck, etc., not eaten by girls, a discarded pot, would all be named an in-Dinda.

Dindi or Dindikazi (s. k.), n. (C. N.) = diindini.

isi-Dindi, n. Cheek-bone (= isi-Dindi seso, i-li-Tududu); clod of entangled roots and earth, such as is formed beneath a clump of grass (= isi-Hleke); such a clump of grass itself (= isi-Qundu; isi-Dlhango).

i-nDindibala, n. Any mass or body of huge, immense proportions, as a man, but, heap of mabele (not used of such things as a forest, field, river, etc. = u(fu)-Dukada, u(fu)-Dwalaza, etc.).

Dindida, v. Thrash vigorously = dinda.


Dindiliza, v. Lie stark-naked (= ungqunguza; comp. ungqusiza; ungqusa); throw down at full length on the ground, as a man a girl (acc.) for carnal purposes or one boy another when merely playing; lie out dead, as a corpse in a hut, even when the corpse is covered (used in perf.) = ukuti dindilizi [Sw. pinda, dead carcass; Her. pinyauka, lie in disorder].

Ex. ngamfumana isindilibile ecelele kwemwirago, I came across him stretched dead (even though covered) by the roadside.

Ndindiliza umuntu, sing'azele, a man lay down dead, we not having paid attention — said to blame, as it were, the sudden death of a person.

Dindilizeka (s. k.), v. Get thrown down at full length, as when one slips in the mud = ukuti dindilizi.

Dindilizi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dindiliza; dindilizeka.

Ex. us'ete dindilizi, he already lies dead.

Dindinini, adj. Tasteless; flavourless; flat; insipid, as food = duma.

Dine, aux. verb. = simze, dimde.

Dinga, v. Be without, want, need (acc.); be needy, destitute [Sw. taka; Ga. agala; Her. hemo] — the word has gone out of use in Zululand through the habit of klonipxing the names of Dingiswayo and Dingane, the word ntula being there substituted for it.

i-nDinganiso, n. Large-sized i-Qoma (q.v.), about two feet or more in breadth, containing nearly half a sack, and used in the old days for measuring out grain for sale — about half a dozen of these baskets filled with corn being deemed equivalent to a beast = u(fu)-Yengezi. [see linganisa, from which it is derived].

isi-Dingawoti (Dingawothi), n. Idiot — often used as a term of abuse in the sense of 'fool' (= isi-Tuta); also, bad snuff (= isi-Pushai) = isi-Dingidwane, isi-Lima.

Dingeka (s. k.), v. Be scarce, not easily obtainable.

i-nDingi, n. = i-nDingiliza.

Dingida, v. Investigate, enquire into, an affair (acc.) = titinya.

isi-Dingidwane, n. = isi-Dingawoti.

Dingiliza, v. = ukuti dingilizi, nt ingiliza, dilanga.

Ex. ukutu-dingiliza i-xwi, to roll together a word i.e. come to a common agreement as to what shall be said, as a lot of men going to a trial.

i-nDingiliza, n. Round, ball-shaped thing (= i-nDilinga, i-nDingilizi); Kafir top, made by thrusting a stick through any large berry, etc. (= i-nDindi, i-mPimpi-liza. See 'bhbiga). Cp. isi-Yingelezi.
DI

Dingilizi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go round; hence, roll, as a ball; spin, as a top; revolve, as a wheel; spin or circle sharply round on the ‘chest,’ as the flanks of an extended impi or line of dancers, so as to form up group-wise = ukuti ntungilizi. Cp. ukuti yingilizi.

isi, or i-nDingilizi, n. = i-nDingiliza.

(i-li), more freq. in pl. ama-Dingolo, n. Any badly-made carven vessel too heavily laden with clay; person having big, ugly ears, or buttocks, or body generally.

(i-li)-Dini, n. = i-Dili.

u(lu)-Dini, n. = u(lu)-Ndii.

Dintsi, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Be or come down heavily as a dead weight, as a heavy box falling, or a blunt hoe that simply falls flatly on the ground, not penetrating the soil = ukuti gqintsi.

(i-li)-Dintsi (s.t.), n. Any very heavy, weighty thing = (i-li)-Gqintsi; i-nZema.


Ex. ngiyadwele y’ilo kwele kwaBantu, I am sickened with this begging of Natives. senqidiniwe, I am already tired out, have given up trying any more.

Dinye, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Fill anything (acc.) into something else (loc.); be full, as a vessel (nom.) with anything (acc.), or as anything (nom.) in a vessel (loc.).

Ex. ngawu ngomgaga, ngumini dinge esitsheni sami, I shall grind the snuff and fill it into my snuff-box. ngatifamanisa igula lite dinge amasi, I found the milk-gourd filled with amasi. amaxi amani api? ngicawhilile ati dinge esitsheni, where is my water? I having left it full in the pot.

Dipaza (Diphaza), v. = ntipaza.

Dipizisa (Diphizisa), v. Surpass one’s power to comprehend, beat, puzzle (C.N.). Cp. ntipaza.

isi, or i-nDisheha, n. Any tasteless, insipid mash, porridge, or other thick soft mess of food. Cp. dzuma.

i-nDishindish, n. Person or animal heavily shaking with fat = i-nBishimbi, i-nBishishi, i-nDishtishishi.

i-nDishishi, n. = i-nDishindishili.

Dishizela, v. Go with the fat shaking or heavily sinking down at each step, as a very fat man, or pig = bishizela.

i-nDiva, n. Any cast-away, worthless, neglected thing, as an old pot no longer used, a wife no longer cared for since the advent of younger brides, etc. = i-
mBuqa; i-nDinda. [Sw. hafifu, worthless].

Divaza, v. Walk or tramp along weedy and done-up, and search warily about for a thing (acc.) without finding it; dance in a bad, heavy, lazy manner, be merely ‘stamping.’ = divaza.

Diva, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (N) = ukuti diki.

i-nDivili, n. (N) = i-nDikili.

i-nDivindivi, n. (N) = i-nDikindiki.

u(lu)-Divo, n. = u(lu)-Kamba.

Dixi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dixiza; dixizeka.

Dixiza, v. Make to lie, as below.

Dixizeka (s.k), v. Lie out on the ground in a loose, relaxed manner, as an indolent person lounging lazily in a kraal.

ama-Dixana (no sing.), n. A ‘running’ with an excess of any thick liquid, etc. — used as adjective, as below.

Ex. inkosikazi imadizeana amafutha, the wife is just running with fat (with which she has anointed herself).

Diya (Diiya), v. Cut a straight, even edge or end on a thing, as when nicely paring the both ends of a stick, or when cutting even the top or bottom edges of an isidwaba, or when cutting a piece of cloth to fit in by measurement.

isi-Diya, n. = isi-Gcayo (the latter is the word mostly used in Zululand); sometimes applied to the i-mBeleko afterwards made from such isi-Gcayo.

u(lu)-Diya (Diiya), n. Straight even edge or cut, as made along a piece of cloth or skin. Cp. u(lu)-Ndii.

(i-li)-Diyi, n. Small locust eaten by boys.

Phr. nantsi ngqoto yami, 'Mfana, nge anyilo amadele emva kuendhlu kwemva, there’s my settler, boy, just come and catch locusts for me behind your mother’s hut — a common challenge in Natal given by one boy to another by tapping him lightly with a stick on the head.

Doba, v. Fish, catch fish (acc.) (N) = bamba. [Ga. robu, fish-hook; vuba, to fish; Reg. kalobo, hook; Sw. ndoana, fish-hook; oopoa, to fish up].

(i-li), or i-nDobela, n. Tidal waters of the inner-bay or lagoon at Durban, so called from the old-time Native custom of fishing there. Cp. i(li)-Buya.

Phr. sokubuye idobela, the i-dobela (i.e. the water of the lagoon) has come back — at return of tide = for practical purposes at Durban, ‘it is high water.’

liš’emukile idobela, the i-dobela (i.e. water of the lagoon) is still away — when the tide
An man Be Son ama-Dodisisa, with Zulu, should DO in It, The Doda, u(lu)-Dobo, i(li)-Dobo, consequently of that or 'man'; for the idea of 'a female man' (i.e. in-Doda-kazi) is impossible.

Again, the word in-Doda — and also perhaps umu-ntu as well — may be connected, in its origin, with the Bo. ku-doda, to drip; Sw. dondo-ka to drip; Ga. tondo, a drop; Ga. tonda, to create or bring forth into being; Zulu. umtando, the male organ: — hence, the 'dripping' or 'procreating' one).

P. adhla nga'mdoda, they (the other ama-doda) ate through a man — said by people in praise of anybody who has brought them something good.

ubu-Doda, n. Manliness; male sexual organs.

i-nDodakazi (s. k.), n. Daughter (female offspring, even when adult, and married, is scarcely ever dignified by this name in every-day Kafir speech; the word i-nTombazana (little girl) is that in customary use, even when referring to a married woman still in her prime, beyond that period i-nDodakazi would be used; in the case of chiefs and men of position, the word i-nKosazana (frequent used).

i-nDodana, pl. ama-Dodana, n. Son (like the preceding, this word also is seldom used, um-Fana (boy) being that in common use, even though it refer to a married man of anything under 30 years of age — the word i-nDodana might be applied to any male older than this).

P. indaba inemododana, uyise kana'cola, the matter is with the son (or offspring), the father is of no concern — it is not the mere original action, it is not what you have already done (that is of concern to me), but the bad results it may have, the ill effects it may give rise to.

u(lu)-Dodelana, n. The little good-for-nothing lot of men — as of a certain kraal or locality (word of contempt). Comp. u(lu)-Fazazana, u(lu)-Ntonjana, u(lu)-Funyaana, etc.

i-nDodisisa, pl. ama-Dodisisa, n. A man indeed i.e. of true manly qualities.

Dodonya, n. = durrusa (q.v.) thoroughly, vigorously.

u(lu)-Dodovu, n. Person broken-down, infirm, through age or sickness = um-Totouvu.

Dodoza, n. = ndonda.

i-nDofane, n. = isi-Dofela.
isi-Do̱fedo\textit{fe}, \textit{u.} = isi-Do\textit{fela}.

Do\textit{fela}, \textit{v.} Eat, as any food that can be called an isi-Do\textit{fela}.

isi, or i-nDo\textit{fela}, \textit{n.} Any nice thickish paste of a food, mash or porridge of pleasant taste and nice consistency.

Do\textit{fo}, ukuti (\textit{ukuthi}), \textit{v.} = do\textit{foza}.

Do\textit{foza}, \textit{v.} Administer pressure by a punch, kick or tread of the foot or hand on any soft, yielding surface; hence, crush, crush down, squeeze, as when treading on a lump of thick dough, a snake, mole-hop, or long entangled grass (= skofuza), or when giving anything a kick in the stomach.

Ex. sasapho\textit{za eme\textit{ne}eni, we went crushing through the long grass.

Phr. wamapho\textit{za kwe\textit{zibomwe}, he gave him a thrust (with his foot) in the light-brown parts \textit{i. e.} on the side, beneath the arm.

Do\textit{fo}, ukuti (\textit{ukuthi}; \textit{s. k.}), \textit{v.} = do\textit{foza}.

Do\textit{foza}, \textit{v.} = Do\textit{foza}.

i\textit{(li)}-Do\textit{kodo} (\textit{s. k.}), \textit{n.} Roughly made, temporary hut, as were commonly erected in roving times of war = (i\textit{(li)}-Dhlanginga; \textit{c. p.} i\textit{(li)}-Fokoza; i\textit{(li)}-Xiba.

Doko doko, ukuti (\textit{ukuthi}; \textit{s. k.}), \textit{v.} = do\textit{koza}.

Dokofu, ukuti (\textit{ukuthi}; \textit{s. k.}), \textit{v.} = dokofuza.

Dokofuza (\textit{s. k.}), \textit{v.} Do anything in a weak, strengthless, weary manner, with body limp and ready to fall, as an exhausted or lazy woman hoeing, or a tall, weak-legged man walking = dukutula.

i-nDo\textit{koxa} (\textit{s. k.}), \textit{v.} = isi-Do\textit{xo}.

Dokoza, or Doko\textit{zelza} (\textit{s. k.}), \textit{v.} Speak in a low, base, gruff tone, as a person talking when half-asleep, or some deep-voiced persons naturally, or as the voice.

i\textit{(li)}, or um-Dokwe (\textit{s. k.}), \textit{n.} 5. Kafir-corn porridge (= i\textit{(li)}-Yambazi); anything of a greenish-brown colour, like Kafir-corn when half ripe (= um-Tokwe).

\textit{N. B.} The dove (i\textit{(li)}-Iuba), which is a destructive visitor to corn-fields, sings a\textit{'m\textit{dokwe\textit{e}! av\textit{e\textit{ne\textit{e}}!} it (the am\textit{abe\textit{le}!}) is brown\textit{-ing!} it is ripe!}

i-nDola, \textit{n.} Certain shrub (\textit{Triumfetta rhomboidea}), used for its fibre.

u-Do\textit{lo} (Do\textit{olo}), \textit{n.} Very great mass or multitude, as of people or cattle (larger than the u-Bintsi).

i\textit{(li)}-Do\textit{lo}, \textit{n.} Knee; pl. ama-Do\textit{lo}, the decreased flow at the menses owing to conception, only used as below [\textit{Her. o-ngoro}; \textit{Sw. got\textit{e}!}].

Phr. uku\textit{-gweza amadola}, to have the decreased menstrual flow of conception.

(i\textit{(li)}, or u\textit{(lu)}-Do\textit{lo} (Do\textit{olo}), \textit{n.} Long compact mass or closely packed line, as a crowd of men sitting thickly round hearing a trial, a row of dancers when standing very close together, or a long thick stretch of cloud. Cp. u\textit{(lu)}-Qimba.

[i\textit{(li)}]-Do\textit{lo}-len\textit{konyane} (\textit{s. k.}), \textit{n.} Smaller Dock (\textit{Rumex Ecklonii}), whose roots are used for tapeworm.

i-nDololwane, \textit{n.} Elbow [\textit{Ga. lu-koko\textit{la}; Her. o-\textit{ng\textit{ene}}}].

u-Dolonzima, \textit{n.} = u-Dolo.

u-Doloqina, \textit{n.} Medicinal charm taken as a tonic at the commencement of every new season, previous to the eating of the first-fruits. See es\textit{he\textit{wana}.

isi-Domba (Dombha), \textit{n.} Species of unusually tall and fine-looking imfe = i\textit{(li)}-Dondi.

Domboloza, or Dombolozela (Dombholoza), \textit{n.} Grow handsomely tall, with a fine sleek body.

um-Dombo\textit{lozi or Dombolozana (Dombho\textit{lozi}), \textit{n.} 5. Tall handsomely person with fine sleek body. \textit{Comp. um-Gembeleza\textit{na}; um-Dondoshiya.

[i\textit{(li)}]-Dompola (\textit{s. p.}), \textit{n.} Dumpling [\textit{Eng.}].

D\textit{omu}, ukuti (\textit{ukuthi}), \textit{v.} = domula; domu\textit{-leka}.

Domula, \textit{v.} Draw out with a smooth, sliding action, as a stalk of grass from its sheath, a stake from the ground or a cork from a bottle (= uncomula), select the choicest, among a lot of things, as girls or goods in a store (= jomula).

Ex. katele, unwomula, he hasn't taken (a wife), he has selected the sweetest thing (in the district).

uPikwasi uyat\textit{e}, \textit{yini? utamula, doesn't Pikwasi make a purchase? she chooses the nicest (of what is there).

Donda \textit{v.} Be slow, or reluctant, to move, as in order to do anything, obey, get up, or a tree to grow. Cp. deng\textit{a}; k\textit{amula} [\textit{Her. o-\textit{nda\textit{nudo}; un\textit{willingness}.

i-nDondela, \textit{n.} Immense heap, perhaps as large as a small hut = i-nQolo\textit{bela}, i-mBudu, i-mBondwane [\textit{Her. o-n\textit{dyu\textit{udo}; heap; Sw. chungu}.

[i\textit{(li)}]-Do\textit{nodi}, \textit{n.} = isi-Do\textit{mba}.

isi-Dondi, \textit{n.} Slow, reluctantly moving person.

i-nDo\textit{n}do, \textit{n.} Solid brass ball, about an inch thick, and having a hole through
the middle, for wearing round the neck as an ornament = i-n'quma.

Phr. hamba 'ndondo! Good bye! big golden ball! — said to the red evening sun as it sinks in the west (N).

Dondobala, v. Be in an utterly powerless, strengthless state, unable to walk or rise, through sickness, cold, etc. (used in perf.).

isi-Dondobala, n. Person in such a state as above; also applied to any abnormally weak delicate person, unable to walk, work, etc.

u(lu)-Dondolo, n. Long stick for walking, as carried by old women or men when travelling = u(lu)-Boko.

Phr. ukudla kul'udondolo, kuy'intsika ye-

zee, food is the staff-of-life, it is the pillar of the land.

leli ikambi li udondolo lokuhlola uma y'ido,
yini, uhlabo na? this herb is a staff for examining (r. e. a test) whether it is an uhlabo or not.

Dondolozela, v. Walk with the aid of a stick or staff, as an old man. Cp. sim-

lola.

Dondoshiya, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go up tall, be slender and high, as a tree, reed, etc.

um-Dondoshiya, n. 5. Any tall thing or person, as above. Cp. um-Dombozilo.

i-nDondokusuka (s. k.), n. Slow, tardy, sluggish person, always postponing or promising yet always too indolent to do.

isi-Dondwane, n. Mound, generally overgrown with bush, and formed of low ant-heaps.

u(lu)-Donga, n. Bank or steep side, as of a river or dam; used for the ‘wall’ of a house (mod.); deep gully or washed-away channel, such as are common on the up-country flats; a long compact mass of people sitting or standing, or of cloud (ep. u(lu)-Dolo) [Mbu. on-donga, river; Her. on-ndondu, river; Sw. u-kingo, river-bank; dungu, platform].

Phr. ufele odongeni lwamadoda, he has died in the men’s pit = he has died the death of a brave man — said of one who has been killed in battle.

Gubudu uifikile umambane odongeni lwab-
dala. Gubudu has to-day reached the bank of the old people — the edge of adult life i.e. she has to-day reached the age of puberty, that is, has menstruated for the first time (the phrase is also applicable to males).

u-Dongoyi, n. = u-Nondongoyi.

u(lu)-Dongozi, n. Bad smell of any kind. Cp. i(l)i-Punga; u(lu)-Futa; u(lu)-Si.

um-Dongwe, n. 5. Very fine fatty clay deficient in sand and cracking when baked, hence not used for pottery [Sw. u-dongo, clay; Her. omu-noko].

i-nDoni, n. Black edible berry of the um-

Doni tree.

um-Doni, n. 5. Waterboom (Eugenia cor-
data) a large tree growing on the coast bush-lands.

i-nDoniyamanzi, n. Dark-skinned person, but not so black as the i-nKanyimba.

u(lu)-Donqa, n. Sesamum Indicum, a plant flowering something like the foxglove, and producing a small edible seed, for which it is slightly cultivated by the Natives.

u(lu)-Donqabatwa (Donqabathwa), n. Anther plant (Chenopodium murale) closely resembling the preceding, but wild and not used as food.

u(lu)-Donqadonqa, n. Any savoury-smell-
ing, tasty food, as isi-Tubi or roasted mealie-cobs = u(lu)-Dangudanqu.

Donts (s. t.), v. Pull, in all its meanings; hence, draw, drag, tug; allure, attract, as by some inticement (with nga); draw, as by suction through a pipe; pull up, ascend with exertion, as a steep hill (acc. or loc.); strain or make protrude, as the eyes (acc.) [Skr. dnh, draw out; Lat. duere, to lead; Xo. donitsa, strain; Sw. jhuhd, a strain; Her. kondya, to strain].

Phr. uku-xi-dontsa, to be gripped, to strain, as one with diarrhoea.

wangidontsela amehlwana, he pulled his little eyes out for me, i.e. stared at me.

isi-Dontsa (s. t.), n. A gripping or straining at stool, as one suffering from diarrhoea.

i-nDontsa (s. t.). The planet Jupiter = i-nDontskusa, i-nDontsasamuku.

i-nDontskusa (s. t.; s. k.), n. = i-nDontsa.

i-nDontsasamuku (s. t.; s. k.), n. = i-nDo-

ntsa.

i-nDontsamehlwana (s. t.), n. Silly, stupid person who, when asked a question, merely gapes at one without answering. Cp. isi-Newayimbana.

u(lu)-Dontsi (s. t.), n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Dosi.

Donya, n. = durrusa.

i-nDonya, n. White star on the forehead of a horse or ox; hence, a single conspicuous spot of a different colour marked in the middle of anything, as the ace of any suit of cards (except of spades = u-Sihungu); some red substance purchased in the towns and used by the young men as a love-charm to fill a girl with fear in his presence and so make her easily prey.
Dörro, ukuti (ukutki), v. = dorroza.

Doorroza, v. = dorruza.

i-nDosa, n. (C.N.) = i-nDontsa.


u(lu)-Dosi, n. Sting, of a bee; a loose hair, of any kind, i.e. detached from the body, such as one might find on one’s coat after holding a cat, or in the food occasionally, and whether of animal or man. Cp. u(lu)-Nuele; isi-Boya. [Her. o-ndyise, a human hair; Reg. ma-osa; Sum. mu-sasti; Be. mu-sisi; Ze. lw-fili; Kon. m-vili; Gan. lu-wile; Sw. w-nyele; Li. lu-nyule = Zulu. u-nyele, human hair].

N.B. The u-dosi or hair of some animals, as the lion for instance, figures largely in cases of lokata. They are said to cause various diseases, generally incurable chest complaints. Consumption is sometimes conveniently explained as being such an u-dosi on the chest, introduced there, of course, by an untakati.

Dôvadova, v. Knead, tread or trample upon anything (acc.) with the feet, as mud when preparing it for mortar; knead, punch, or press about with the hands or fists, as anything down on the ground. Cp. xova.

um-Dovu, n. 5. Any grain of last season’s crop already slightly smelling of the pit (but not so strongly as the is-Angcobe). Cp. u-Nyasa.

isi-Doxo, n. Filth or dirt of a thick, pasty, besmearing kind, whether still wet or encrusted, as of mud on one’s trousers, food-stuff about the hands of a child or thick dirt encrusted on a boy’s neck or back = i-nDokoxa.

u-Doye, n. = u-Maguge.

(i-li)-Doïy (Dooyi), n. Medicine of any kind taken by the members of a family immediately after the death of one of their number and previous to taking any food, in order to ‘brace up’ (qinisa) their bodies = (i-li)-Kubalo.

Dû, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do in an ‘out-and-out’ kind of way, thoroughly, completely, utterly; be done in such a way. Cp. ukuti nja; buqe; cf.

Ex. uq’isidingawiti impela du, he is a real, out-and-out idiot.

sadhla sati du, sasessihamba, we ate and finished, and then went on our way.

Phr. du njalo du, or (more often) dunja-lolu. with that I shut up, I’m not going to say another word — said by a person who refuses to give any further reply.

u(lu)-Du, n. obsolete word (= u(lu)-Ju), now only found in the phrase below.

Phr. ngadhla ulo, ngadhla incomo ya-s’odwini for yas’ojweini, or yas’esijeini — see u-l-Ovu.

Duba, v. Break up the clods (acc.) in a recently ploughed or hoed field (acc.); go over a field (acc.) a second time generally, whether in order to break up the soil, or to re-sow it when the first sowing has been a failure (cp. bukeze); break about a person (acc.) i.e. treat in a hard, inconsiderate manner, as a master overworking his servant, or a rider treating a horse harshly (cp. kahla); pester, trouble, worry, as might some passion or moral weakness hard to restrain (= kataza)—cp. ukuti dubu, dubuza; also (N) = dikita.

i-nDubazi, n. ‘Green,’ unexperienced fellow, as a country Native coming up for the first time to town (N).

(i-li)-Dube, n. Zebra (Equus zebra—see i-Qwakah) — beadwork with different coloured stripes running horizontally (see qopa); unhealthy mealie-plant having the leaves striped with white.

Dubeka (s. k.), v. Get broken up, or gone over a second time, as above (see duba); get treated hardly, troubled, worried, as above (used in perf.).

u-Dubintlango or Dubintlangu, n. = u-Ju-bingqwanga.

Dûbu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dubuza; dubuza.

um-Dubu, n. 5. Two species of willow, one a tree, the other a bush, both growing along the coast, and the rough leaves of the latter used for polishing sticks; any animal or thing coloured like an um-dubu stick i.e. of a light yellowish or dusty brown; also of a drab or pinkish grey tint.


i(li)-Dûbububu (Dûbhûdûbûh), n. Confused thud thud, a ‘mere stamping,’ as of a lot of people dancing badly or out of time. See dubuza (Dubusha).

Dubukala (s. k.), v. Be in a broken up state, as a clod of earth or fragile pot smashed up into bits; be in a soft, smashed state, as beans thoroughly cooked; be sodden, broken up, as over-boiled potatoes (used in perf.). Cp. dubuzeka.

Dubukeza (s. k.), v. Cause or make to be as above; grind or crush corn (acc.) in large quantity, as for a great beer-drink.
i-nDubukezi (s. k.), n. Large quantity, as of beer or crops; immensely big person.

Dubula, v. Fire off, as a gun (acc. — perhaps from the dull, thudding sound when heard from a distance); fire at, shoot, as an animal (acc.); 'bring down' a girl (acc.), as a young man who smartly paying off her lobola cattle; strike a person (acc.) with some hard word; begin to flower, as mealies (= nyekiwna) [Sw. tupa, shoot; Her. nyopora, shoot an arrow; MZT. in-tobolo, gun].

Ex. ngidubule mychumi, he has knocked her off with (a full) ten (head of lobola cattle).

isi-Dubuli, n. Internal contusion, injury, or pain, as from the blow of a stick (cp. isi-Lalo); (C.X.) suddenness.

i-nDubundubu, n. Anything of a friable, fragile nature, as a clod of earth, biscuit, or earthen-pot.

Dubuza, v. Make a dull, thudding sound, or cause a thing (acc.) to make such a noise, as when stamping or dancing on the ground, kicking the wicker-door (acc.) of a hut when closed, or a thing falling on the roof of a hut (cp. dudhluza); break a thing (acc.) of a friable or fragile nature into particles or fragments, as a clod of earth, a biscuit, or an earthen pot by letting it fall (= dudhluza); coboza; fahlaza; pahlaza). Cp. budhlaza. [Her. takutura, smash up; Sw. vunja].

Phr. uka-zi-dubuza, to throw oneself away, risk oneself, give up one’s life, in any cause or speculation.

Dubbza (Dubbhuza), v. Bring the foot down with a thud on the ground, as people dancing. Cp. dudhuza; i(li)-Dubudubu.

Dubuzeke (s. k.), v. Get knocked, kicked, stamped upon, etc. with a thudding noise, as above; get broken into particles or fragments, as above.

Duda, v. Excite or rouse a person (acc.) to do by inflaming or encouraging his passions or strong desire, as the bull-calves excite the bull to activity by mounting before it, or as a boy is led on to fight or steal by evil example or prompting [Lad. daco, I lead; Sw. thubhutisha, encourage; vuta, induce].

Dudhlua, v. = ukuti uDudlu.

um-Dudhla, n. 5. Any high-standing, bulky-bodied thing, as a long sack well filled out a high thick-bodied barrel, large bulky bottle, tall bulky person; long and big bodied person, i.e. with long full belly = um-Dudhla.

Dudhlua, ukuti (ukunthi), v. Thump, strike with a thumping noise, as a man on his chest or a bullock on its belly (= dudhluza); fix, as the eyes on any spot (= dudhluza) = dudhla.

i(li)-Dudhlua, n. — see Ex. under i(li)-Bidhlia.

Dudhlula, v. Fix the eyes (with amehlo), rivet the gaze, as when looking fixedly on any spot = ukuti uqwata.

Ex. angidhlulale amehlo, he has fixed his eyes on me.

Dudhluzza, v. Thump, strike with a thumping sound, as a man (acc.) with one’s fist on the ribs, or a bullock with a stick on its sides.

i(li)-Dudu, n. A doing all together or all at once, a doing in a body or en masse, a combined or united doing, as when fighting, hoeing, dancing, entering, cooking, etc. = isi-Dududu.

Ex. bane b’enza ‘idula, banye, they made one combined attack, had one general go at it, and left off.

undingwela ‘idula, she threw on all the mealie-cobs at once (instead of roasting them some at a time).

ubu-Dudu, n. = ubu-Tutu.

u-Dududu, n. Regiment, or member thereof, formed by Mpondi next after the u(du)-Dhlolo.

isi-Dududu, n. = i(li)-Dududu.

um-Dudukazana (s. k.), n. 5. Young heifer already going with the younger bulls — somewhat younger than the um-Tantiqazi = um-Tantiqaza.

Dudula, v. Make go away, push away, drive off, as any object (acc.) obstructing one’s way, cattle from any spot, or one bull from another.

Ex. xitudula bo bululo ‘ndawo, drive them away from that place.

u(du)-Duduma, n. Any broadly extensive thing, of extensive surface, as a large field, forest, river, hut, etc. (= u(du)-Dwula, u(du)-Dadawa, u(du)-Dukudula); any great shaking, trembling thing, as the mud of a bog, a great fat pig, or big belly (= i-mBikini; cp. dudumela).

Dudumela, v. = tutumela.

i-nDudumela, n. Certain forest climbing-plant.

i(li)-Dudusi, n. Very soft, sandy soil, almost entirely sand, as is frequent along the coast. Cp. i(li)-Tshetshe.

Duduza, v. Make a constant dull, thudding noise, as one beating the ground within a hut or at a distance. Cp. dudhuza.

Duduzela, v. = tunduzela.
isi-Dudu zo, n. Lullaby, means to quieten a crying child.

Duka (s. k.), v. Go or get off the right path; go astray, or leave the right way; be wrong (by comparison), as in an argument or assertion [Her. *puka*, go astray; Sw. *zinguku*, wander].

Ex. *uku-duka endhleleni*, to go astray from the path, or on the way.

*u(du)-Duku* (s. k.), n. A girl attached to the *ama-Duka* hut or section of the *i-nKwelwema* band of Cetshwayo's *um-Ndhlulukulu*. See *i(i)-Tontsi*, *i(i)-Beja*.

*u(lu)-Dukada* (s. k.), n. = *u(lu)-Duduma*.

Dukela (s. k.), v. Get astray for a person (acc.), as a path or person one has missed.

Ex. *ingidulele endhlela*, the path has got astray for me, i.e. I have missed it.

*ingidulele endhlela*, I have been got astray for by the path, i.e. I have missed it.

*i(n)Duku endhleleni*, I got wrong or went astray for him on the way, i.e. I failed to meet him, I missed him.

Dukelana (s. k.), v. Get astray from one another, miss one another = *pambana*.

Dukisa (s. k.), v. Send astray, make go from the right path.

*i(i)-Duku* (s. k.), n. Kerchief, either for covering the head, or wiping the nose [D. *doek*]; Spanish-fly plaster, and other medicaments, sold to the Natives by Arab traders as powerful love-charms.

*Uma us'uxazaale entombini, 'Mpaende! ingqiqima konamanye, ixe kwee.*

*u(lu)-Dukwa* (s. k.; no plur.), n. = *u(lu)-Wamba*.

Důku důku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Be a little while, pass a short time — used impersonally to express 'after a short time', 'very soon after', — the length of time may be a 'few moments', a 'few days' or a 'few weeks' after, according to the circumstances.

Ex. *sosika ilanga selishona; kute kusati dukuduku, vosifika yena*, we arrived as the sun was setting; a little while after, he arrived.

*uCishu wabuya eShowe, kwezi dukuduku, wax'hamba futhi*, Cishu returned from Eshowe; a short time passed, and he went off again.

i-nDuku (s. k.), n. Walking or carrying-stick of any kind [the original meaning was probably that of a 'cut or stumped' thing. Sw. *rungu*, knobberry; *gutu*, stump of a limb; *ongo*, long thick stick;]

Ga. *muggo*, stick; Bo. *ngoda*, stick. See *i-Wisa*, *um-Shiza*, *u(lu)-Boko*, etc.

Phr. *u-giyabek'induku yami kwane*, I am leaving my walking-stick with you — said by a man when travelling past a friend's hut with the intimating that he is just going on ahead, but will return by way of that hut again, when he will expect to find something to eat.

*bagube babek'induku*, they danced and set up a challenge in a way that challenged all betting.

*udle uZitwana, ubabek'induku* (*ubange*). Zitwana is handsome, he challenges them (the others, to surpass him) = Zitwana is handsome; who can beat him? (nobody, of course).

*sib'eleke induku, or sibabeke induku*, we have lain the stick on them (i.e. have challenged them by tapping them on the head — see *i-nQodo*) = we have beaten them.

*kulhe umuntu afe, eshiya induku ebandukela*, good is it to die, leaving one's stick in the assembly i.e. leaving something behind by which one may be traced, remembered, etc., not disapproving outright and unbeknown to every body.

*sasina sashiya induku*, we danced and left our mark = we danced surpassingly fine.

P. *induku ishay'imiki*, the stick strikes the one warding it off, i.e. the blow strikes him who seeks to run away from it.

i-nDuku-ka'Qwabalanda (s. k.), n. An unformed *ibuto*, following next after the *u-Dakwa-ukusuta* and which would have embodied boys who were between 13 and 15 years old in 1901 = *u-Nsinya*.

N.B. Qwabalanda is the name of one of Dinuzulu's *indunas*.

isi-Duku (s. k.), n. Blunt end, stumpy or cut-off end, as of a stick, assegai, etc. = isi-Dunu.

Ex. *wamjwajwa ngesiinduku somshiba wake*, or *somkontu wake*, he poked me with the end of his stick, or of his assegai (i.e. not by the point, but by the blunt end).

um-Dukula (s. k.; s. c.), n. 5. = um-Nukuba.

Důkufu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = dokofula.

Dukufula (s. k.), v. = dokofula.

isi-Dukulu (s. k.), n. Blunt, stumpy end of a thing of length, as a log of wood, an unpointed stake; such thing itself. Cp. isi-Duku.

isi-Dukumezi (s. k.), n. = isi-Dikimezi.

Dukuzza (s. k.), v. Walk or go in the dark, surrounded by darkness so that one cannot clearly see his surroundings or bearings, as when travelling during a dark night, or through a thick mist, or though a dense forest [akin to duka —
isidukwana (s. k.), n. A small stick — applied to a part of some position, a 'biggish stick', as a sub-headman.

Duulela, v. Speak to anyone, call him, etc., without eliciting any attention or reply [akin to tula q. v.].

i(li)-Duli, n. Knoll, small round hill = i(li)-Gquna, i(li)-Ganga.

i-nDuli, n. Species of river-grass or rush used for mat-making. Cp. i-nDuma.

isi-Duli, n. Ant-heaps, such as are common over the veldt; grave-mound (= i-Liba); natural roughness of the skin, like a multitude of hard tiny pimples, common on the upper leg; dumb person, deaf person i.e. one not giving a reply when spoken to (from duulela, q. v.). [Ya. chikula, ant-heaps; Her. oyti-tundu, ant-heaps; Sw. ki-sugulu, mound of earth].

i-nDulo (loc. enDulo), n. Ancient times, antiquity; an old-time, unenlightened, ignorant person, 'green', as to the things of modern times (= i-nDubazi, i-nDubuzane) [the letters d and k being sometimes interchangeable in Bantu, prob. akin to Sw. kale, ancient; Her. korukuru, anciently; hence, related to Z. kula, to get big; may be furthermore connected with dala, old, q. v.].

i-nDulu, n. = i-nDulo.

isi-Dulu, n. = isi-Zukulwane.

i-nDubuzane, n. = i-nDulo.

Duma (Duuna), v. Thunder; hence, make any noise resembling the heavy, or dull rolling sound of thunder — e.g. resound, as a ceiling or hall when a number of people are talking or singing therein; rumble, as the stomach from flatulence; boom, as cannon firing; hum loudly, as a swarm of bees passing (not a single bee = buza); make a great sound abroad, i.e. be famous, notorious, well-known — in good or bad sense (used in perf.); rush off thoughtlessly to do anything; be thundering great, numerous, etc., as crops or cattle [Skr. dhu, shake; Lat. tonare, to thunder; fulmen, thunder; Xo. duduna; Her. tutuma; Bo. tuntuma; MTZ. izumo, thunder;

Sw. ngurumo, distant thunder; Ma. komadu.]

Ex. itinkomo ku'Bani ziyaduma, So- and-so's cattle are a thundering-large herd.

nyakutuwa ishungu, ubus'uduma uye kutata induku, I sent you for a snuff-box, and then you thoughtlessly rush off to go and take a stick (why don't you think what you are doing?).

P. lidume, ladlha umungu, it thundered and struck an umungu tree (for which the lightning, prob. on account of its resinous nature, is said to have a liking) = it thundered, and not without its victim — said of an angered chief killing a man.

N. B. Anything of a white nature, whether it be beads, wood-parings, or white cattle, is studiously concealed or avoided during a thunder-storm, especially in a kraal that has been medicinally treated with an isi-betelelo sezulu; also a person walking along a path would immediately leave it for the grass, as all of these things are supposed to draw the lightning!

Duma, adj. Flavourless, insipid, flat, as any food may become (even though retaining its natural taste) from want of seasoning or cooking (= dindinini. Cp. i-Mwanye); unsweet, as the mouth when rising in the morning; unpleasant, unlike, as a person's talk = dumele [Sw. duh, tasteless; Her. hakhu].

i(li)-Duma (Duuna), n. Notable, or notorious person, in a good or bad sense, as a young man or girl noted for good-looks, a doctor famous for his skill, man notorious for his anger or evil practices.

i(li)-Duma n. Person whose looks do not please, are without flavour, or any attractiveness.

i(li) or isi-Duma, n. Knoll, small round hillock; mound of earth or rubbish (= um-Ganga); lump or unevenness, as on a badly levelled earthen-floor = i(li)-Ganga.

i-nDuma (no plur.), n. (N) = i(li)-Geeba.

u(li)-Duma (Duuna), n. Crushing bruise or contusion (not externally bleeding), as from a severe blow or knock.

Phr. maqwe! ngashaywa nguduma! oh! I was struck by a crushing blow (one felt internally, but not seen by others) — said by a woman who has lost her child.

Dumala, v. Lose flavour, become tasteless, as food by an excessive addition of water; lose sweetness, become bitter, detested, disappointed, as a heart robbed of its hopes; be disagreeable, unlike, offensive, as rude talk [see duma].
Dumaza, v. Make lose flavour or become tasteless, as food (ace) by an excessive addition of water; make lose sweetness, become bitter, dejected, disappointed, as a person’s heart (doub acc. with i-nTlizi-yo); make lose favour, credit, good repute, or to look small, discredited or ridiculous, as one person might another (ace) by talking disparagingly of him, or disrespectfully to him in the presence of others, or by acting in such a way as will reflect discredit upon him—hence, disgrace a person. (ace. = potisa; cp. fiba). Ex. uku-zi-dumaza, to make oneself lost of flavour or good repute, to disgrace oneself—used especially of a girl who has allowed herself to be deflowered.

**Dumba (Dumbha), v.** Bulge up, swell slightly, as a bump where one has been stung or knocked, or where an abscess is forming (mvuka is used of a general or considerable swelling, as of the cheek or foot); fill out, grow stout, as a bean-pod, a child putting on fat or bulk while growing; choose, select (keto). [Her. o-ndumba, bump; Sw. vimbha, to swell; nundu, a bump].

**um-Dumba (Dumbha), n. 5.** Pod of the u-Dumba plant (the beans being still inside; not when empty = i(li)-Qobolondo).

**u(lu)-Dumba (Dumbha), n.** Certain climbing bean-bearing plant cultivated by the Natives; one of the small edible beans thereof (mostly used in plur. as i-nDumba = i-nDumba, i-nTlumayo [Her. e-kunde, bean].

**i(li)-Dumbe (Dumbhe), n. = i(li)-Dumbi.**

**u-Dumbbedumbe (Dimbedumbe; no plur.), n.** Species of i(li)-Dumbe of more recent introduction from Natal, and much larger than the original kind cultivated in Zululand. See i-Dumbi.

**i(li)-Dumbi (Dumbhi; with plur.), n.** Certain plant (Colocasia antiquorum), or the edible tuber thereof, much cultivated by the Natives for food (cp. u-Zaza; u-Qomo; ulu-Nyawolwenkuku; u-Dumbbedumbe); the trembling of palsy, or palsy itself, as often seen in old Native women.

P. injalo yapuma edunjini, the small potato came out of the big-potato = he is a chip of the old block.

**isi-Dumbi (Dumbhi), n.** Field or garden planted with ama-Dumbi.

**i(li)-Dumbi-like’Ntloyle (Dumbhi; s. k.; s. t.), n.** Kind of Haemanthus (Haemanthus Natalensis), having a large orange-red, brush-like flower = i(li)-Dunjana.

**Dumbisa (Dumbhisa), v.** Show a swelling of the genitals at the time of reaching maturity, as a pig, etc. (N.).

**i(li)-Dumbu (Dumbhu), n.** Skin-string, made by slitting an u-Qoto, and used for sewing the isi-Fociya, etc.; wood in the whole, or piece of such wood, i.e. not a strip (as firewood), or a slice (as a board), or a side-length (as a scantling), all of which are i-nDunde q.v. — a stick chopped clean off from trunk is an i-Dumbu, or a post consisting of an entire tree.

Ex. induku yami i’tidumbu, my stick is a whole-growth — not a strip or piece cut out of the length.

**isi-Dumbu (Dumbhu), n.** Corpse, carcase, of any dead person or animal [Her. omu-tundu, corpse; Ga. m-lumba].

**um, or i-nDumbu (Dumbhu), n. 5.** Whole grain or lump left in a mass of fine-ground or soft-cooked food, as whole mealies in the um-Caba, or an uncooked grain in a pot of boiled rice = i-nDumbuluza.

**um-Dumbu (Dumbhu) n. 5.** Whole ‘body’ or full term, of any period of time, as a day, week, month or year.

Ex. uqemendidumbu emingaki yevinganya usebenza na? sengemendidumbu emitata, how many full months have you now at work? I have now three full periods.

**i-nDumbuluza (Dumbhuluza), n.** Stone, pip, or hard lump, found in any soft-natured mass, as the stone of a peach, pip of an orange, a mealie-grain in the amasi, etc. Comp. i-nDumbu.

**Dumela, v.** Go with a vehement rush; make a rush at (ace.), spring upon, as a wild-animal attacking a man.

**i(li), or i-nDumela, n.** Fame, notoriety, in a good or bad sense; sound of a great noise as heard in the distance (= uku-xokozela when heard close at hand).

**i-nDumezulu, n.** Any immensely big, extensive thing, as field, forest, hut, noise, etc. (= ulu-Dadawe, ulu-Dumuma, ulu-Dukudu); immensely large quantity, as of cattle, mealies, beer, etc. (= u-Bintsi, u-Dolo, ama-Baka, etc).

**um-Dumezulu, loc. emDumezulu, n.** Name of one of Mpande’s kraals.

**Dumisa (Dumnisa) v.** Make famous, notorious, in a good or bad sense; extol, sing the praises of (ace.); glorify, make known (modern use), as God (ace.) among the nations.
i-nDúmo (Duomo), n. A thundering noise, tumultuous uproar, as of a great quarrelling in the distance, or a great herd of cattle running; a thundering, terrific on-rush, as at a charge.

Ex. iankingo višile ngendumo kuye, the cattle would come thundering down upon him (as a person in their way).

isi-Dúmo (Duomo), n. Great occurrence, serious event; matter or report of importance, gravity.

Phr. nBani kasilu esidunyweni, So-and-so is never out of the row, is sure to be found in every bad scrape. See um-Pungulelo.

um-Dúmo (Duomo), n. 5. Thunder-storm, or noise of any description that can be said to dumu, hence, rumbling of a lot of wagons passing, booming of cannon, humming of a bee-swarm passing, etc.

Ex. lashaga umdumo, lasi, it went through a thunderstorm, and cleared up.

u(lu)-Dúmo (Duomo), n. Great number or 'swarm' of children or people or a kraal; (C.N.) sound (= um-Dúmo); fame (= i(lu)-Dumela).

isi-Dumudumu, n. Immensely large thing, as an affair; or quantity, as of beer = isi-Cimieini, isi-Dumukela.

Dumuka (s. k.), v. Brazen out, proclaim abroad in an impudent, regardless manner the private doings of another person (acc. = oka); provoke, exasperate, as another person (acc.) by any word or action (= gala).

Ex. ukus-i-dumuka, to publish abroad in a brazen-faced manner one's own carryingson.

isi-Dumuka (s. k.), n. Internal fat, or suet of an eland, used for purposes of taka-ta (see i-Mpofu, for which this is the women's klonipa name); person given to brazening abroad the secret affairs of other people.

isi-Dumukela (s. k.), n. = isi-Dumudumu.

Dumuzela, v. Make a humming sound, as a lot of people talking quietly in a hut = lumuzela.

i(lu)-Duna, n. Male, of any animal (not man) — especially used to indicate the sex of young animals (ep. i(li)-Sikazi); a highest-class i-nDuna, of which there were only a few in Zululand, forming, as it were, the ministry of the Zulu king (ep. isi-Lomo).

Ex. imphube yami isebe anaduma obwa, my pig has given birth to males only.

i-nDuna, n. Male, of any animal (not man) — especially used to distinguish the sex of young animals (= i(lu)-Duna; ep. i(lu)-Sikazi); officer of state, or army, appointed by the chief over others; captain, overseer, foreman; (gen. in plur.) acne or pustular pimples on the forehead, etc. [Heb. adon, lord; Goth. guma, man; Her. omu-hona, a chief; o-ndume, male animal; Sw. ndume, male; Li. Bo. Ngu. Ze. etc. dumu, a bull; Ko. mmume; Kam. umume; Ru. Go. hune, male, — kazi, female. The original root of this word probably signified 'a male' or 'bull' animal, and so came to be used for a 'bull' or 'chief' among the human herd].

Ex. inkomane yenduma (or yeduna), eyenduma (or eyeduma) (ingulube), a male calf, a male one (pig) — of full-grown animals, when designating their especial functions in life, one would use inkomazi (cow), often-times insikazi (female) when used of smaller animals; inkabi (a castrated beast, bull, gelding, etc.), inkazi (bull).

P. we! 'yahekazi! ukusamba kusala dumu, I say, poor me! to go about gives birth to a male thing i.e. something of importance = going about makes one see something, or one meets strange things in life.

Dundu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Come to, or be on, the summit or top of any elevated place, as a man on the roof of a hut, a monkey on the top of a tree, or a person ascending a hill (gen. used with pezu or pezulu) = qoka, qwaka. [Sen. chi-dunda, hill; Her. o-dunda, low hill, o-ndomba, summit; MzT. chi-kendu, hill; Ga. wagulun, summit].

i(lu)-Dunda, n. Top part of a hill, ridge, precipice, or any ascent. Cp. isi-Qongo.

Dundubala, v. Come to the top of any elevated place, as a hill, a precipice, house, tree, etc.; come up over a hill, as the sun or moon.

Dundubeza, v. Cause to go or come to the top, as above = dundubalisa.

isi-Dundulu, n. Shortish person; (C.N.) = isi-Dindili.

Dunduluza, v. = dindiliza.

i-nDunduma, n. — see i-Ndunduma.

Dunduzela, v. = tunduzela.

Dunga, v. Disturb or make turbid by raising the sediment in any liquid (acc.), as when stirring up the mud in a pool, or shaking a bottle containing any sediment; disturb the complacency of any company, as a rough, noisy person on arriving = xunga. [Her. xonga, stir up; Sw. shugulisha, disturb].

i(lu)-Dungamuzi, n. Middle-sized tree (Euclea Natalensis), possessing violent purgative qualities and supposed to produce quar-
rels in the kraal, to which, on that account, it is never taken; a kraal-disturbing person.

Dungazela, v. = xwuyazela.

Dungeka (s. k), v. Get disturbed or stirred up as to its clearness, as any liquid containing sediment; get disturbed as to their compacency, as a company of men by the arrival of a rough, noisy person; be muddy-minded, 'seedy,' as one roused up from sleep at night to do some work.

Dungula, v. Make a hole through the centre of any reed-like thing (acc.), um-Tshummo, etc.

i-n-Dungulu, n. Certain broad-leafed plant (Kaempferia sp.) whose strong-scented root is said to be good for a catarrh; for driving away snakes, and warding off lightning; for mixing with the mabele or mealie seed to keep off the ill-effects of drought and excessive heat; and for preserving the iyangga from the dangerous effects of some noxious plants when he goes to cut or collect them. See i-n-Dawo.

u(ú)-Dungundumela, n. Serious affair already noised everywhere abroad = ama-Hlekelele.

i(íl)-Dunguzwa, n. Swelling, or puffing up of the skin or flesh, whether large or small, in any part of the body, as from some internal inflammation, or when externally irritated = i(íl)-Dengezi; cp. i(íl)-Nqoza; isi-Rrilaza. [Sw. chrobuku, bump; ki-nundu, protuberance].

Dunguzela, v. Be ill (only used of the chief, and of small children, in which cases it is not advisable, or possible, for the public to be told what is actually wrong with the sufferer).

Ex. inkosi siseka kahle iyalungazela, we hear it said that the chief is ill.

i(íl)-Dunjana, n. =i(íl)-uDubili-ka Nitjolye.

Dúunu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dunnusa.

isi-Dunu, n. Thick, blunt or stubby end, as of an assegai, or the butt-end of a gun (= isi-Duku); the lower end of the land, i.e. on the coast.

Ex. s'ake ceidumweini seace, we live at the stump-end of the country (where it is abruptly cut off by the sea).

i-n-Dunu, n. The anus or fundament = i-n-Gqazwa.

Dunusa, v. Turn up the rump (i-n-Dunu), as by leaning down over the knees, or a buck when running, or fowl when scratching. Cp. talasa; qulusa [Sw. tupu, naked; Her. mutundu, naked].

Dunusela, v. Turn up the rump at a person (acc.) i.e. act in a rude, bold, disrespectful way towards him = talausela.

N.B. When it is raining, the children have the custom of going out and turning up their posteriors towards the sky, saying, as they do so, alise, 'duuna!' (let it clear up, bare rump!); or, 'dundumw, malise: mina ngiyelelelanye! bare rump! let it clear up; I am the last born of our family!

Dunuzela, v. (N) = dunusela.

Dúru, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = durruza.

Durrzuza, v. Smash, make crash to pieces, as an earthen-pot (acc.) by a blow or fall; smash a person (acc.) i.e. deal him a blow with a stick, fist, etc., about the ribs (not head) = dorroza, borroza, donya.

Dusa, v. (C.N) abbrev. form of dukisa.

Dúshu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = dushuza.

Dushula, v. = dushuza.

Dushuzza, v. Thump, on any soft or resounding part of the body, as when a man punches another in the chest, or a bull thumps off another with a thrust of its horn = dudhluza.

Duva, v. Get disregarded as of no consequence, be made little of, as anything, affair, etc. (used in perf.).

i-n-Duva, n. Thing disregarded or not cared about, as of little value or importance, as a frivolous complaint brought to a chief, or an old piece of property. Cp. i-n-Diva.

Duvaza, v. = divaza.

Duzu, v. Make fast, by one of various methods, the grass already loosely hung on to the framework of a Native hut (acc.), as by pegging it down with sticks (= kwence), by surrounding it with a network of string, or by covering it all over with matting.

i(íl)-Duze, n. A place near, a short distance away (with na); loc. eduze or emaduzwa, in the vicinity of, within a short distance from, near (followed by na, or ku).

Ex. ka'Ndabambi ku'eduzwa ndalopo ngikona, Ndabambies is a short distance from where I am = ka'Ndabambi ku'eduzwa ndalopo ngikona.

um-Duze or Duzi, n. 5. Natal Lily, having a large white flower with pink stripes.

um-Duzu, n. 5. White Rhinoceros = um-Kombe.

i-n-Dwa, n. Blue Crane (Ardea grus); feather of same worn as head ornament.

N.B. This head-feather was presented to
isi-Dwa, n. Pink *gladiolus* (*Gladiolus Ludwigi*), common on the veld, and the stone-like nut of whose root is placed by a woman in her seed-gourd and kept therein all the time she is sewing, it being supposed to increase the productiveness of the field. Cp. *um-Langane*.

P. *waminya isidwa*, he was stuck for (in the throat) by an *isidwa* (i.e. by one of its stone-like roots, which are about the size of a penny-piece and half an inch thick) — said of a man whose lies have been so exposed that he remains speechless.

umu-Dwa, n. 5. Line, of any description, whether drawn, planted, etc. Cp. *um-Denda*; 1(11)-*Hele*.

u(lu)-Dwa, n. First menstruation of a girl (the word in now nearly obsolete). See *um-Gongo*; *tomba*.

Ex. *kanakwele umfula omkulu, lokulu esewenwe*, she may not cross a broad river, since she is in her first menstrual period.

boge odlwini, they have gone to a first menstruation.

isi-Dwaba, n. Short skin petticoat, worn round the body above the thighbone and reaching nearly to the knees = *isi-Kaka*.

u(lu)-Dwabu, n. = *u(lu)-Dwamba*.

Dwabuzela, v. = *dwanguzela*.

u(lu)-Dwadube, n. Person with thin emaciated body, from sickness or famine.

isi-Dwadwa, n. Any very light yellow complexioned Native; hence used contemptuously of a man who is "white" (*mhlopo*, i.e. poverty-stricken, absolutely propertyless); certain shrub having broad cabbage-like leaves.

u(lu)-Dwada, n. Any ineffectual, vain, worthless doing, whether of work or talking (used with *enza, kuluma*, etc. = *u(lu)-Dwalasi*); any large, broadly expansive thing, as a big field or large stretch of bush-country (= *u(lu)-Dudumu, u(lu)-Duduma, u(lu)-Dwala*).

u(lu)-Dwadwasholo, n. = *u(lu)-Dudasholo*.

Dwala, v. Stand or sit silently gazing into space, as an ox on the veld when unwell, or a man standing thinking (not merely gazing, with motion of the head or body) on a road or hill (used in perf.) — the action is regarded as somewhat eccentric or foolish by the Natives, they having not yet attained to the habit of communing within oneself.

1(11)-Dwala, n. Large, flat-surfaced ground rock (not standing perpendicular), such as in some rivers; hence, very hard soil [*Skr. upalla*, rock; Ar. *hagar*, stone; Sw. *kali*, hard; Sen. *mwala*, stone; Lu. *diyala*, stone].

i(11) or u(lu)-Dwala, n. Applied to a woman who, through some malformation of the sexual organs, is unable to deliver at childbirth.

u(lu)-Dwala, n. = *u(lu)-Duduma*.

u(lu)-Dwalasi, n. = *u(lu)-Dwadwa*.

u(lu)-Dwalaza, n. = *u(lu)-Duduma*.

i-nDwali, n. One of a certain section of the *u-Mbonambi* regiment = i-n*Konyanebowvu*.

u(lu)-Dwalimela, n. = *u(lu)-Duduma*.

um-Dwamba (*Dwambha*), n. 5. A self-evident thing; so plain or well-known as to be beyond denial; a convincing statement, a settler (cp. *i-Nqobo*); any tall, slender person, tree, etc. (= *um-Dwambayiya*).

u(lu)-Dwamba (*Dwambha*), n. Thoroughly weak, infirm person; a confirmed invalid (= *u(lu)-Nwabu, u(lu)-Dwabu*), ugly end, unpleasant climax, as of a person or affair, as an *icala* or a persistent outbreak of sickness in a kraal.

Phr. *sengati ungaba udwamba loperulu!* would that you may be an invalid of on the surface (not under the ground, i.e. dead) — expressing one's sympathy and good wishes to a friend who is a chronic invalid.

*wox'abe ndlwamba*, he will eventually come to a bad end.

*koro kugcine ngdwamba*, it will come to something ugly at the end.

um-Dwambayiya (*Dwambayiya*), n. 5. Any tall person or thing, as tree = *um-Dwamba*.

i-nDwandwe, n. — see i-n*Dwandwe*.

u(lu)-Dwani, n. Single blade or stalk of dry grass. Cp. *izi-nGwabi* [prob. akin to *u(bu)-Tshani*].

Phr. *us'epiiale, us'chamba osindwani*, he has gone wrong (become temporarily wild and rude), he is now walking among the dry grass (not on the path).

*osindwani sesiyo*, the dying grass-blades are now bending i.e. losing their summer erectness = the summer is past, the winter is nigh.

*umfula uhlala osindwani, or usu nesi*ndwani, the river cuts along the edge of the grass-stalks, or comes along with grass-stalks, i.e. the river is full, reaching to the grass alongside.

i-nDwangu, n. Cloth, of any kind; a cloth,
as for the table, etc.; sometimes used for flag [the word is of modern intro-
duction into Zululand, probably from
the Cape; cp. Xo. ukuti dwangu, to spread,
out, as a cloth].

i(li)-Dwangubane, n. Running weed (Com-
melina sp.), having light green leaves
and a tiny blue flower, very common
and troublesome in fields.

Dwanguzela, v. Walk with effort, drag one-
self along, as an infirm person scarcely
able to stand or go = dwabusela.

isi-Dwanukazana (s. k.), n. femin. dim. of
isi-Dwenene.

Dwanula, or Dwanuza, v. Do broadly, large-
ly, in a stretched out manner, as
when ploughing, demanding endless
lobola presents, etc.

Dwasho or Dwashela, v. Eat food (acc.)
of a soft pappy nature and generally
pleasant to the palate, as a nice por-
ridge = twahla, nwaya.

u(lu)-Dwashela, n. Any food delicious to the
taste and soft, pappy, semi-liquid to the
mouth = u(lu)-Nwayela. See dwasha.

i-nDwayimana, n. Sling, almost identical
in make with that common among
European boys, and formerly used by
the Zulus for driving away birds from
the corn-fields.

Dwayizela, v. Stride along, take long strides
in walking.

Dweba, v. Draw, as a line (acc.); draw
lines, delineate, as figures or pictures
(acc.) on paper or a wall; scratch, as
a horn or cat a person (acc. = rrweba;
cp. enwaya).

isi-Dwedwe, n. Any old discarded piece
of cloth, a rag; pl. izi-Dwedwe, old rags,
smeared raiment, etc., containing the
body-dirt of people and collected by an
umta-
kati for his evil practices.

u-Dwedwedwe, n. Certain kind of rush or
marsh-grass, larger than the i-nCinini.

i-li), or i-nDwele, n. Sharp, smart, clever
person = i-nDwelemana.

i-nDwelemana, n. = i-nDwele.

u(lu)-Dwendwe, n. Train or file of people
moving or standing one behind
the other (generally longer than the
i(li)-Hele, may-be a dozen persons
or more, and less than the u(lu)-Jenga);
in an especial sense, the train of people
accompanying a girl to her wedding,
the bridal-party; used to express 'a
long train or crowd, a large number',
as of people arriving in a kraal, going
along a road, etc.

Ex. amazambane atshabeka isindewende,

potatoes are planted in rows, one after
the other.

isi-Dwenene, n. Female organ (in human-
beings — though seldom used in this
sense, save as below — see u(lu)-Debe;
i(li)-Lebe; i-nThunu; i(li)-Golo); a 'female
thing' — word of contempt used to fe-
male persons = isi-Dwenekazana.

Ex. kwayalanga; isi-dwenene lezi kasibalela,
she gave birth to nobody; this female thing (or
girl) is, of course, not counted (as any thing).

isi-Dwenekazana (s. k.), n. dim. of stronger
contempt of the above.

Dwengula, v. Do any thing 'largely', in
an extensive, long-drawn manner, as
plough a very large field, walk a great
distance, talk much, never getting to
the end (= bedula); tear, rend, as a
piece of cloth (acc. = vrebula).

i(li), or um-Dweshu, n. 5. Long strip of
cloth, skin, etc., as might be torn off
from a broad piece (= i(li)-Twishi, i(li)-
Dwishi, um-Sweswe); hence, strip of
ploughed land, etc.

u(lu)-Dweshu. n. Endless consequences (gen.
unpleasant) brought about by some-
thing one has done.

Ex. indula (or ulshwela) ingaswa idweshu,
the matter (or beer-drinking, etc.) may bring
along or give rise to unpleasant after-effects.

um-Dweza, n. 5. Kind of weaver-bird,
building a hanging nest.

Dwi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Rend, tear up, as
a piece of cloth (acc. = dwisha, dwe-
shula); get so rent; get rent i. e. break
apart, break, as the dawn, or the clouds
during a temporary clearing up from
rain (cp. ukuti nwe); come to regain
one's sences, after being drunk, etc.
(with gabuka).

Ex. izulu selite de, the sky has now got
parted in twain, the rain-clouds have broken
to clear up.

Dwi, ukuti (ukuthi — with prolongation of
the vowel), v. Go or be perfectly straight,
as a furrow, tree, etc. (= ukuti twi;
twishiya); whiz or whirl, as a stone or
bullet flying (= dwiza).

i(li)-Dwi, n. Kind of black-backed toad,
said to be used by abatakati for poison-
ing purposes, being mixed with human
placenta. Cp. i(li)-Sele.

Dwisha, v. Raise up the eyebrows (with
izi-Tshigini), expressing sarcasm, a sly
hint, etc.; rend, or slit up, as a piece
of cloth or a hide (= dwengula, ukuti
dwi).

i(li), or um-Dwishi, n. 5. = um-Dweshu.

Dwiza, v. Whiz or whirl, as a stone or
bullet flying by = ukuti dwi.
E in Zulu always has the continental sound, as in the English words 'merry' or 'there'.

Of this sound there are three varieties — (1), a short e, as in the word cèbebè (be flat); (2), a full e, as generally exemplified in the penultimate of words, e.g. in the word eèba (inform against); (3), a long e, non-existent in English, e.g. in the word cèba (be wealthy), and most conveniently distinguished in script by the sign ce.

E, pers. pron. in participial form for nouns in the 3rd. pers. sing. of the 1st. cl., and in the 3rd. pers. plur. of the 2nd. cl.

Ex. wati unlinugu, ebona loko, the white man, seeing that.

ati amakosi, extra loko, the chiefs, hearing that.

E, rel. pron. for nouns sing. of the 3rd. cl. with the prefix a short i; and nouns plur. of the 5th. cl. with the prefix ini; this rel. pron. is also used in the formation of rel. sentences marking possession.

Ex. inja cilhlayo lapa, the dog that eats here.

ini ini ehluma lapa, plants which grown here.

E, int. Hail! ah! yes! — this is the common expression used as introductory particle in politely addressing oneself to another, or when about to commence a speech.

Ex. e! 'manyone! hail, friend! — said by way of announcing oneself (kuleka) upon arrival before a hut-door.

e! benqiti ngiyakumishela, ah! I was wishing to tell you, etc.

E (much longer drawn in pronunciation than the preceding), int. Oh, I see — as when recognising some correction, etc.

E, verb. part. contracted from ke q. v.

Ex. esibo! (or esibone), let us see!

Engibone! may I just see!

Eba (pass. ebirwa), v. Steal anything (acc.) i.e. take surreptitiously or without any knowledge of the owner (not plunder = panga) = ba. Cp. ntshontsha. [Sw. Ba. MZT. iba, rob; Ga. bia; Ngu. baawa; San. ija; Kwaf. ebor].

Ebanà, v. Steal or get possession of one another surreptitiously, without the father's knowledge — used euphemistically for the indulging in sexual intercourse of children and young people. Cp. hlobonga.

Ebanda, v. — bunda.

ulw-Ebu, n. = um-Ebuzo; i-nWebu.

P. nyam'ebula uwebu, you are peeling him off the skin from his sore = you are renewing again his pain — said to one who is afflicting a person already cast down with some sorrow, re-opening old sores.

Ebuka (s. k.), v. Get peeled off, stripped off, as the thin outer skin of a plum, or the bark of a tree — see ebula; get cast, as the old skin from a snake — see ebuza = obuka.

Ebula, v. Peel off the light outer skin-covering (acc.) of a thing (doub. acc.), as the skin of a plum (not of an orange, as too thick = hluba); strip off, as the bark of a tree (properly of thin bark, but used also of thick); strip, as tambootie grass (acc.), removing the ragged outer sheaths (= hluba). Cp. ebuza. [Sw. ambua, peel; Her. puha].

Phr. inkabi y'ebul'umunya (or y'ebul'amunya), an ox, having peeled a mimoso, i.e. an ox having a black body but white face and chest — looking like an umunya trunk with a strip of bark peeled off showing a white stripe in front. Cp. i-mPemva.

Ebuza, v. Cast off, as a snake or beetle, its former skin (acc.) or covering. See ebuza; um-Ebuzo. Cp. hluba.

um, or ulw-Ebuzo, n. 5. Thin outer skin of anything such as can be peeled off, e.g. the cast-off skin of a snake, new skin covering a healing sore, skin of a plum, or the outer skin (epidermis) generally of the human body = ulw-Ebu, ulw-Obu, ulw-Obuzo; i-nWebu. See ebuza; ebuna.

Ecini, adv. On purpose (C.N.).

Ecwecwa, v. (C.N.) = Cweewe.

u-Edana, n. A standing erect 'alone' (yedwana) on the feet, as an infant learning to stand with (ukw-enzza) — from the custom of the nurse-girl repeating to the child édana, whereupon it makes an effort to stand. See teleka.


Eduze, adv. Near, in the vicinity of (followed by na, or ku). See i-li-Duze.

Edwa, adj. — obsolete word (= odwa) only appearing in conjunction with prenominal particles of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. pers. sing. to express 'only,' 'alone' — thus, ugedwa, (I) alone, by myself; wedwa, (you) alone, by yourself; yedwa, (he) alone, by himself. See odwa [Ga. ka. eka, or oka, alone, merely; Her. Sw. peke, alone].

Ex. nakanbe yedwa, he has gone alone, by himself.
**Ekama (Ekhama — perf. ekheme), v.** Have the mouth open; be open as the mouth (the word is no longer used in this sense, except in causative form Kamisa q.v.); hence, talk away inordinate, have the mouth always on the move (in a bad sense), as one who has the habit of gossiping scandal about the doings of others, or who can’t withhold himself from an incessant jabbering or abusing when put out. See il(i)-Hambalikeme.

**Ekata, v. = Kata.**

**Ekaya, adv.** see il(i)-Kaya.
Ela, v. Winnow grain (acc.) — the Native custom is to hold the grain, contained in a basket, high in the air and allow it to fall into another vessel below, the wind carrying off the chaff.

Phr. uk-e-la intsema, to bowl the intsema q.v., to 'pour it out' along the ground.

Elakanya (s. k.), v. Lie flat or spread out on the top of, as one blanket in a pile on the top of another (with pezu); follow immediately after, 'on the top of', as one war after another.

Elakanyana (s. k.), v. Lie flat one on the top of another, as one book on another in a pile, or one blanket over another on a bed; follow one another immediately, one on top of the other, as two successive years of abundance or two wars following each other closely; be thickly numerous, as a great collection of cattle or multitude of people. Cp. elekela.

Elakanyisa (s. k.), v. Make lie, lay or place flat or spread out one on top of the other, as one blanket over another (with pezu) on a bed; add one thing on (with pezu) another, in any sense, real or metaphorical. Cp. eleku.

Ex. uala elakanyakise, he sleeps under a pile of blankets (not beneath a mere single one).

Elama, v. Come after or follow in point of birth i.e. born subsequently to, as one child after another (acc.) — not immediately (= emhlana), but at any subsequent period, and not necessarily of the same, but even of other parents; follow after in rank, arrival, marriage, formation, etc., as one wife another into the married state whether in the same or different kraals, or as one regiment following another as to period of formation; come across unexpectedly, find by chance, as a knife (acc.) on the road (= elamela, kanda). [Sw. andama, follow]. See elamana.

Ex. uyang'elama, kdong'akang'relami emhlana, he comes after me (= was born after me), but he does not follow me on the back (= was not born immediately after me of the same mother).

Elamana, v. Come after one another in point of birth and from the same mother.

iz-Elamane, n. Persons following one another in birth from the same mother.

Elamela, v. Come across unexpectedly, find by chance = elama, kanda.

um-Elanya, n. (C. N.) = um-Lanya.

Elapa (Elapha), v. Treat, give medical attendance to, as a doctor attending on a sick person (acc.) i.e. prescribing for or administering medicine to him; do or make a thing (acc.) with unusual expertise or skill.

Ex. inyang'a yokwelapa, a medical doctor (not an inyang'a yokwulula or witch-doctor).

uy'elapa, he practises medicine.

ku'penza, wa'felapa, he didn't make it, it was simply magic.

Eleka (s. k.), v. Put a smaller thing (acc.) by way of an extra, on the top of, in addition to, over and above some greater quantity already there, as a piece of pumpkin (acc.) on the top of a pot of mealie-grains (with loc., ku, or pezu) or a few dumbs on a pot of sweet-potatoes; lay heavy upon the mind of a person (acc.), causing worry or concern, as some difficult work that must be undertaken, or some disturbing rumour of a serious nature; pass blood (acc.) from the bowels, after and upon the stools, have dysentery; move a person (acc.) to do a thing, get over him by some power or influence supposed to emanate from the person of another (ngesitunzi), as when a person requests something great of another and moves him to give, or advises an erring man and gets him to act [Sw. eleka, bear on the back; Ga. bereka, bear on the back = Z. beleta].

Ex. ukwelwe isishu, uyeleka, he is troubled with the bowels, he is passing blood (from dysentery).

lovak'mfokazi um'elekile (ngesitunzi) umluqo, that stranger (who came begging a blanket of him) has got over the whiteman (has moved him, to grant his request).

'Elekile isuzu, the sky has lain on = has become covered with clouds, as upon a south-wester rising.

ku'Bani sekwelecwe ikasi, with So-and so the leaf is already laid over = he is almost dead, is already in extremis, as good as buried. See ili-Kasi, um-Nlondo, um-Xwele. wa's'en'eleka induku, thereupon he put the stick upon him, = pitched into him with it.

angen'kalimo, uyelekwa usizisela kaya, I am unable to hoe, bearing as I am affliction here at home (e.g. of a dying child).

Elekeka (s. k.), v. Get laid upon by something over and above; get burdened, with troubles befalling one.

Elekela (s. k.), v. Put in addition to, or something extra for; come or go to aid one, bring one (acc.), assistance, extra help, as when a woman goes to assist another with the hut she is thatching,
or one party goes off to the aid of another in a fight (= telela).

Elekelana (s. k.), v. Aid one another mutually.

Elekela (s. k.), v. elekelu.

is-Elekelo (s. k.), n. That which is added as an extra to, over and above — see eleka.

Elekezela (s. k.), v. Fortify oneself against evil by eating medicinal charms of some kind, as when a person mixes certain charms with the first fruits of a new season so as to secure himself against any ill that might be in the crops about to be harvested, or in a like manner a chief at the um-kosi, or the adults of a kraal taking a ‘monthly’ of the flesh of some animal, as porcupine, not generally eaten, so that he may not bear children with any resemblance to that particular animal (see ulu-Fuza).

is-Eleko (s. k.), n. is Elekelo.

Elelesa, v. Work serious evil to or at, as the lightning would be considered to do when striking a kraal, or a snake when biting a person (acc.); do grievous wrong of a criminal nature, as when setting fire to a neighbour’s kraal or maliciously injuring his stock.

Ex. izulu leelelesa ku’Bani, the lightning has worked evil at So-and so’s = has struck something, always a bad portent with the Natives.

nyoka yam’elelesa umuntu izolo, a snake did a person serious harm yesterday.

us’etend’ukeelelesa, he now wants, or is inclined to do, something seriously wrong, something criminal; or to walk in the way of crime.

is-Elelesi, n. One who habitually works crime, a criminal-doer.

Eluka (s. k.), v. Get off (i. e., cease being upon), as off a mat (with ku) upon which one is lying, or off a person on whom one is reclining; pass off, as the effects of alcohol, hemp, etc., from a person (acc.); get off, away from, out of the way of (with ku, also acc.), as anything undesirable when in too close proximity, or a person blocking the way; also = oluka. Cp. deda.

Ex. uShembelelo sebum’elukile, the beer has now got off him, has released him from its effects, i. e., its effects have passed away.

us’elukile mane uShembelelo lubu, he is now free from that beer, i. e., is no longer under its influence or effects.

ng’elu! get off or away from me!

N.B. We may here remark that in Zululand, the imperative does not, as is the case in the Natal language, always and by rule change its final vowel into an e when preceded by an accusative pronoun; in the former country both forms, the unchanged and the changed imperative, are in daily use.

Elukela (s. k.), v. Get off for, as off a mat (with loc. or ku) for some person (acc.); get away, out of the way for, as for a person (acc.) wishing to pass. Cp. dedela.

Eloku (s. k.), adv. = seloku.

Elula, v. Extend, lay out at length, as any long foldable thing like a roll of carpet (acc.), mat, or piece of string; stretch out to full size, length, breadth, etc., as a garment (acc.) that has shrunk; straighten out to full size, length, etc., as a garment that has got crumpled, or one’s leg or arm = olula. Cp. qibula; endhlala; eneka.

Ex. uku-x’elu, to stretch oneself, as a person on rising, or a cat.

ab-Elungu, n. = aba-Lungu — see um-Lungu.


Emana, v. = nchishana.

Ex. indola ey’emana, a mean, niggardly man who won’t give anything.

Emandulo, adv. = Mandulo.

Emba, v. = Mba.


um-Embese or Embeso (Embhesa or Embhese), n. 5. Small shrub, the bark of whose roots is used as an emetic for chest-complaints and snake-bite, as lotion for eyes, and dried as powder for killing head-lice; the wood is also burnt and sniffed at for head-ache = um-Mbeza.

Eminaloku (s. k.), adv. = nanamhla-loku.


Emita, v. = Mita.

Emuka, v = Muka.

Emula, v. = Omula; amula.


Emuva, or Emva, adv.; prep. — see umu-Va.

Ema, v. Be grown entanglingly thick, dense, as grass along a path, undergrowth in a wood, or a dense entanglement of creepers in a bush (not trees in a forest or mealies in a field = cinana, minyana); be luxuriantly prosperous, wealthy, as a man with many cattle or wives (= nota) [Lat. densus, thick; Sw. Ga. nene, dense].
Ex kvelele kubi kubel'vwe, vegetation is unpleasantly overgrown, thick, in this country, as where the rank grass is frequently breast-high along the paths.

Injali ujikosyi, leuveli, So-and-so is a lord, he is exuberantly rich.

Ukwenza (s. k.), n. Thicke over-abundantly-grown, bush-entanglements, and the like, such as one would clear from a path.


Enama, v. Be generally happy at heart, blissful, exhilarated, contented, comfortable in mind (not casually rejoice = jabula), as when pleasant times are being enjoyed, or after partaking of intoxicating liquors (used in perf. ename or enamile) = nama. Cp. jabula, sasa [Ga. esima, be happy; Bo. enelwa, be pleased].

Ex uy'evena leu kwelela, he is glad over me i.e. at my misfortune, etc.

Enana, v. Seek or obtain (a thing — acc.) in exchange for (something offered — with nga). Cp. tsheleka. See below enanelo.

Ex. uNomadoda uy'enana imitombo ku Nobafazi uyamabele ake, Nomadoda seeks malt of Nobafazi in exchange for her Kafir-corn.

Nga liy'enana ise liamile enelalo, the cliff receives my word in exchange for its own (not gives back or echoes my word = enanelo).

Enanana, v. Exchange mutually one thing for another, reciprocate one another with two things (acc.).

Ex. uNomadoda uNomadoda bay'enanana imitombo nomabele, Nomadoda and Nobafazi exchange mutually malt and Kafir-corn.

Enanela, v. Take or receive (from a person — acc., a thing, acc.) in exchange for (something given — with nga) — the thought in this case is, in the Native mind, identical with that of enana above, save that here it is performed for or in behalf of the other party); reciprocate (not exactly echo), as a cliff a person's voice (acc.) i.e. receive it in exchange for another of its own. See enana.

Ex. uNobafazi uya'wenela uNomadoda amabele ngimbeni yake, Nobafazi receives from Nomadoda Kafir-corn in exchange for her malt.

Nga liy'enanela (or liyan'evenanela) ise liamile (nigelalo), the cliff receives (or receives from me) my voice (in exchange for its own, which it sends back to me).

Enanzeza, v. Cheer, shout for joy at, applaud, as a body of men their chieftain (acc.) on his arrival or whenever he makes a speech, or a hunter a buck (acc.) when he has run it down (see mento), or a krall a beast (acc.) that has been presented to them (comp. bonga); cheer, do for from joy or gratefulness, applaud, as a man might his ancestral spirits (acc.) by slaughtering a beast gratuitously in their honour, "they not having called for it" by the happening of any sign or the word of any witch-doctor.

Is-Enanelo, n. Cheer, shout of joy or success; echo. See enanelo.

Eneneka (s. k.), v. Lean against, recline back upon, as a person standing and resting the body against a post (with loc., kn, or nga), or one sitting with the back reclining against a wall (= eyama); go along a river i.e. up or down it without crossing (with nga = eyama); lean against (metaphorically), rely upon (with nga) for support, help, or protection in some action, upon an influential friend; take advantage of, make use of in order to suit personal convenience, as a person who, unable to get to the store himself, takes advantage of somebody else (with nga or kira) going there to do the purchasing through him, or a person who, having nobody to accompany him on a journey, takes advantage of the journeying of some other party travelling in the same direction (cp. siza- kala); incline towards, in an abstract sense, as the resemblance of a boy inclining rather to the father (with kira) than the mother — the use of the word in these latter senses is very sparing and only in certain connections, and cannot therefore be indiscriminately applied = eneneka. Cp. engama. [Her. zila, lean against; Sw. leka, lean towards].

Ex. imbeni engama (nkufuma kwimo) iy'enekela kwena 'boni, my blanket (as to its resemblance) leans towards that of So-and-so.

Imkhe enwe, the two kraals are side by side, almost joined together.

Imba ungane'komo yobisi, ngiyakwenele ngenzabo, I have no milch-cow myself, I shall take advantage of (make use of) those of the Natives.

Ngiyakwenele ngaye u vakana (nkhubamba naye), I shall rely upon vakana (to go with him)—perhaps into the royal-kraal.

Encekisela (s. k.), v. Cause to make a convenience of, or take advantage of — rarely used.
Marry,

get person wild hang lay horse dog.

Enda, v. Marry, or take a husband (acc.), as a girl (= gama); die, as one of a couple of twins, in which case the word ukw-fa is not used (see goduk) [possibly originally meaning 'to go off' — see um-Endo, beaten track — Sw: Ro. Ang. Ru Hinz. Kamb. enda, go; Her. Gal. San. yenda, go; Ya. jenda, go; Ga. Kon. yenda, go; Ko. wenda, go; Hu. enno, go; otherwise akin to tanda, love: — Kamb. ku-enda, to love; Go. wenda, love].

Ex. intombi ka'Boni yam'enda umuntu omunhi (or y'endela kuye), So-and-so's daughter married a bad person.

Phr. ng'enda! don't go and sit down i.e. delay or loiter there, as though you had come to marry into the kraal.

Endhlala, v. Lay down or spread flat out anything (acc.) for sleeping or lying upon, as a mat for a man or grass for a horse (to spread out a mat on the grass for airing would be ukw-eneka). See endhlula.

Endhlaleka, (s. k.), v. Get spread out flat, as above.

Phr. ubuso bake b'endhlalekile, his face is spread flat out, i.e. he has a broad flat face.

Endhle, adv. Out in the open away from the kraal, in the veld or fields. Cp. pandle [Sw. nje, out of doors].

Ex. into yos'endhle, a wild (not domesticated or cultivated) thing.

salaloo endhle, we slept in the open (i.e. not in any kraal).

inja iyateneza endhle, a dog is castrated away from the kraal.

ukw-ya endhle, to go outside (for purposes of nature) = ukw-ya was'endhle.

ub-Endhle, or Endhle (Endhle), n. Small veld-plant (Gazania longisepa), whose flower (isi-Pepane) is eaten, and the white-under-skinned of whose leaves was formerly used, before the advent of beads and after the disuse of the um-Kindi q.v., for making the fringed-locovering worn by girls; hence, such a fringed-girdle = u-Endhle. See isi-Gege; um-Neneso.

Endhlula, v. Take up anything (acc.) that has been spread out for sleeping or lying on, as a sleeping-mat or stable-bedding. See endhlala.

Endisa, v. Cause, make, assist, permit a girl (acc.) to marry a person (acc., or with ela form and ku), as might her father; marry off a girl (acc.), i.e. put her through by providing all the necessary slaughter beasts, presents, etc., for the occasion, as her father should do.

Ex. ngiyakwembisa, 'Mpande! I will send you to get married, by Mpande I will — a common threat made by a father to a naughty girl.

Endisela, v. Marry a girl (acc.) to some man (with ku), as her father might do.

um-Endo, n. 5. The marriage affair; married life — used by women.

um-Endo (Eendo — pl. im-Endo), n. 5. Much used path, well beaten track (of people, not cattle — see um-Zila = um-Gidu. [see enda].

Phr. umendo wake nubi, his path i.e. life is bad = he leads a bad life.

Endwamela, Endwela, Endwemela, v. = ndwamela; ndwela; ndwemela.

Eneka (s. k.), v. Spread out broadly, as a garment (acc.) on the grass to dry, or grain on the ground, or a sack (i.e. its mouth) when opening it, or one's arms when throwing them out crosswise when lying down asleep. Cp. endhlala; elula. [Lat. tendo, I stretch; Sw. eneza, spread out; Ga. aniqa; Her. nyaneka].

Enela, v. = amenela.

Eneze, v. Increase a thing (acc.) by adding more, as porridge on a boy's plate or grain in a measure when the quantity is found fault with; do the more, as a stubborn child who increases his crying when reproved [Sw. eneza, spread out, increase].

Ex. y'iloku nyiti okuthe, y'iloku 'eneza uNkonulima, the more I tell him to be silent, the more he increases his talk.

Enezelela, v. = eneza.

Engama (perf. engeme), v. Lean over, as a person over a desk to see what is behind it (with acc., loc., ku, or pezu), or over a cliff to see down below, or over a sick person in bed; hang over, overhang, as a tree inclining over a cutting (acc.) or an impending cliff over a person standing beneath it; overshadow by inspiring with awe, reverence, respect, as an exalted personage might by his dignified bearing when among others; overlook, as a kraal the river (acc.) above which it is built = uNkonkomisa. [Her. hendama, hang over; Bo. egamia, lean upon; Sw. inama, lean].

Ex. leyo'ntombi ib'engeme bonke ngesiyinzi, that girl overshadows all (others in the
company; by her respect-inspiring, dignified bearing, or noble appearance, etc.

umuxi vakiti w'engene pem kweJara, our kraal looks down over the Jara (river).

is-Engco, v. Sweetheart (C.N. from Xo. is-Angco). See isi-Grebe.

Engeza, v. Add further or again, on to what is already there, or has already been done, as another handful of potatoes (acc.) into the basket (with kw or loc.), or a further paragraph when reading = taisela. Cp. eneza, jobelela [Sw. ongeza, add to; Her. uzeza, add].

Engezelela, or Engezelela, v. Add further or again on to, into, etc.

Engula, v. Skim off, as cream (acc.) off milk or scum off boiling water [Sw. engua, skim; Her. tyenga, skim].

um-Engulo, n. 5. = um-Ongulo.

um-Enke (s. k.), n. 5. (C.N.) = i-nJalo.

um-Eno, n. 5. Thick, tangled overgrowth of grass or bush-creepers, as along the coast where vegetation is luxuriant. See ena.

Enqaka (s. k.), v. = Nqaka.

Enqakelela (s. k.), v. = Ngakelelela.

Enqena, v. Be indolent, indisposed to activity; be disinclined towards, dislike, from indolence, sluggishness or unwillingness, as to do any work (with acc. or infin.); have the energy taken out of one, i.e. be filled with anxiety or worry about (used in perf.), as about a dangerously ill person (with nga or acc.), or a child going on a journey, or a person coming and no food or provision ready for him (= ukuba nophazi) = ngena. Cp. vitapa.

Ex. into embi ku'butnu ukwenqena, a bad characteristic of the Natives is indolence (to do anything).

gyi'engena naphola, I don't feel inclined to-day (to go to church).

ngi'engene umlundy ukuba nyacenka ati-ni, I am flurried or in anxiety about the whiteman as to what he will say.

is-Enqeni, n. Sluggish, indolent, lazy-natured person, habitually disinclined to do any work or exertion = isi-Nqeni.

Enqenis, v. Cause a person (acc.) to have the energy taken out of him, cause him to be anxious or worried, as a very sick child might its mother = ukw-enza nupazi.

Enqika (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = eneeka.

Entini, adv. — see i-nTi.

Entla (s. l.), adv. Up above (in locality), as up-country, at the upper end of a kraal, or at the further or back part of a hut (used with na or kwa). Cp. ezantsi; pezulu; enyuka.

Ex. entla nomuxi, up above in the kraal i.e. in the higher parts; entla khomuxi, up above the kraal i.e. outside of it, up behind it — though these two expressions are sometimes indiscriminately applied.

s'ako entla nomIlathaxe, we live up, or on the upper, Mhatuze.

kapuka. nge m'entla, go up i.e. to the upper part of the kraal, table, etc.

asivea'ntla, astha'ntla, ng'owa'ntla, ng'abo'ntla (= akasiye owas'ntla, etc.), he is not, he is not, he is, or they are, up-country people.

Entlanye, adv. (C.N.) = ntanye.

Enu, poss. pron. plur. Your (used in conjunct. with plur. words of the 2nd. cl. having ama as prefix) [Sw. Her. enu; Chw. MTZ. Cong. eno].

Ex. amaxweni enu, your words.

Enwaba, v. (C.N.) = naba.

Enwaya, v. Scratch (with the nails) or rub (with the pointed fingers) any itching place on the body = nwaya. Cp. dwweba, rweveba [Her. nyaka, scratch].

Ex. ake uny'enwaye ikauza (or ekando), please scratch my head (or scratch me on the head).

inkomo iyax'enwaya entini, the cow is rubbing itself against the tree.

Enyanya (Enyaanya), v. Dislike with repugnance, have a strong disgust for or aversion to, as filthily-prepared food (acc.), a person whose company is disagreeable, or low talk. Comp. nenga [Her. ovi-nguanga, disgust].

Enyela, v. Be sprained, as one's ankle or wrist (or person himself, with acc. or loc. of joint); be dislocated, put out of joint, as any joint-bone; be put out (of humour), dissatisfied, displeased, as a person might by some disliked action or speech of another, or by being given less drink or snuff than is sufficient to satisfy his appetite; be put out of sorts, as a pot or the food in it, by being supplied with insufficient fuel or fire, be or become uneasy of mind, disconcerted, disturbed, abashed, as a thief when in company he hears insinuating remarks made about thieves, or a person whose intimate companion has shown himself to be a rogue (cp. zi-Nyeza; zi-Neinzia).

Ex. ng'enyele unyaro (or anyane), I am sprained (not 'have sprained') as to my foot = I have sprained my foot, or my foot is sprained.

imbiza y'enyela ngis'entsimini, ukudha
kw'ọnakala, the pot got put out of sorts i.e. was left without fire, while I was away in the field, and the food got spoilt.

umangkulunisi, manje, wenyele (entlizi-yweni), don't speak to him now, he is put out (about something).

**Enyelisa, v.** Sprain, or dislocate, as a person his foot (acc.); put a person (acc.) out of humour, make him feel dissatisfied or displeased, as by disliked action or speech, or by giving him less drink or snuff than is sufficient to satisfy his appetite; put the pot (acc.), or the food in it, out of sorts by supplying it with insufficient fuel.

Ex. wo! ngax'enyelisa, oh! I've made myself feel dissatisfied, i.e. instead of satisfying my appetite by taking just a mouthful of beer or snuff: I've induced a still stronger craving.

suka wena engeneni, ngay'enyelisa, get away from you the baby, make it displeased or cross.

**Enyuka (s. k.), v.** Go up, ascend, as a hill (acc. or loc.); mount, as a bird in the air (loc.); go up (metaphor) i.e. to the further or upper parts, as up-country, to the top part of a kraal, or back part of a hut (see entla; isi-Fuba) = kupuka [Sw. inuka, ascend; Ga. linya, ascend; Co. enuka, get up].

**Enyukisa (s. k.), v. = enyusa.**

**Enyula, v.** Take anything out of water, whether a garment (acc.), person, or stone, or as beans out of a pot of water in which they are boiling (cp. kipa); strain anything, i.e. let the water run off from it, as corn (acc.) that has been soaked in the river by turning it out into a basket, or cooked beans or potatoes by turning them into the cullender (cp. kama); choose, pick out, as one article (acc.) from among many (= qoka, kela, kupulula) [Her. nyenda, filter; yuka, take out; Sw. chiya, filter].

**Enyusa, v.** Make go up; bring up, take up, send up, put up, as from a lower to a higher position, or from the lower part of a kraal or hut to the upper = enyukisa.

Phr. ukwe-enyusa umfula, or iwe, to go up a river, or up-country (i.e. away from the coast).

**Enza, v.** Do, act, behave in any manner; make, a thing (acc.); to be the matter, with person or in place; bring about, work, cause (with ukuti, or inf.); cause a thing (acc.) to be, as in a certain condition or state [Heb. asah, make; Lat. ago, I do; Sw. Ro. tenda, do; Kar. w-ta, do; At. ejo, make; ce, do].

Ex. uy'enza kona, you are acting rightly, doing the proper thing.

bang'enza isipukupaku, they make a fool of me, make me look like a fool.

y'enza kahe, wait a moment! a little patience!

kagut, ngax'enza, he is not sick, he is feigning or pretending.

ung'esabi, kayikukuncena 'luto, don't be afraid, he won't do anything to you.

inkosi yam'enza amandhla, the chief gave him strength, power, authority.

kwezeni njezi kulowo'mini? what's the matter in that kraal?

kwezeni uhlani kona loku? who has done this here?

kwezeni ngoba esuke enya'i, it was because he did no know.

w'enzuina intliziyo yake embi, he was made (to act so) by his bad heart (or natural disposition).

ng'enzuina loku, ngoba bebona ukuti ngiyagula, I have been done this thing (treated in this way), because they see that I am sick.

ake s'ene iyamu, let us have a hymn or song.

uma kung'enza, ufakazi abe kona, if it can be, let there be some witness.

anoxesenzela njengokubona kwenza, you shall do (or for yourselves, as you see fit).

Phr. kube kusuka ovestifazama nokwenza, and there gets up a female, actually?

kute nokwenza lana, amabale enyakafulela, and it actually rained, before the corn was covered up.

ayi-ke! w'exile ukwenza, ah well! you have done (your) doing, you have done your best.

P. yek'ukuza kirokus'enza! alas for the dying of one's own making! used to express the unpleasantness of being oneself the cause of one's afflictions, the making of pain for oneself may be used even when a woman breaks her own pot.

ukwenza kuya emwe, kuye pambili, the doing goes backward and forward — used to express the changeableness of event or action, as in the course of disease, path to fortune, etc. (N). umeziva kakohle, kukohle umenzi, he to whom (evil) was done does not forget, it is the doer who forgets — used to express that the doer of an injurious action is in continuous danger after of having to suffer revenge from the other side (N).

okwe kwenza kupinda kwenze, what has once done (a thing), will do it again — as a boy caught stealing may be expected to repeat again.

**Enzakala (s. k.), v.** Get done, as any work the possibility of which is in doubt (=}
enzuku); happen, as any event (= velo); get done for, as by an umtakati or the blow of an enemy.

Ex. kwenkenele! (or kwenzakala!) it has got done! it's all up, it's no use now! — may be said e.g. when a Native, thinking to take a short cut unobserved through a Boer farm, suddenly sees the Dutchman coming down upon him.

Enzakalisa (s. k.), v. Cause to get done, or happen; do for thoroughly (in a bad sense), as an umtakati who has brought serious illness on a man (acc.) or a fighter who does his adversary (acc.) some grievous hurt; do for thoroughly, perfectly, or well (in a good sense), as a man any work (acc.) or undertaking.

Ex. inihla way'oka, way'enzakalisa, he built the hut, he did it off thoroughly, well. way' bamb'enzakalisa, oh! they (the aba-
thakati) have done for him really.

Enzantsi, ade.; prep. (C.N.) = ezantsi.

Enzeka (s. k.), v. Get done, be possible, capable of being done = enzakala.

um-Enzi, n. I. Maker (M).

Enzisa, v. Cause or help a person to do or make a thing (doub. acc.).

Ex. uku-izenzisa, to make oneself do, i.e. to pretend, feign = uku-zenza.

Enzelisa, v. Help a calfless milch-cow (acc.) with another calf (of some other cow) so that it give its milk, or help a motherless calf by inducing it to suck from another cow. Cp. anyisela.

Ex. kiti imhongane eselwe uma, iy'enziselwa, with us a calf that has lost its mother, is made up for by another mother.

Enzisela, v. Cause or help a person, etc., to do something by doing for him — gen. transposed into passive voice, as below.

Ex. inkono eselwe iy'enziselhe uqoburimba, a cow that has lost her calf is helped along (to take to a strange calf, so that the milk be not lost) by the uqoburimba-herb.

intombi iy'enziselwe, the girl is helped along (as to accept a lover she rejects, by being treated with charms, urged on by her friends, etc.).

is-Enzo, n. Deed, action.

Phr. w'enze esokanye, she has done what she did before, repeated her old fault, etc. — as might be said e.g. of a woman who miscarries for a second or third time.

Epa (Ephu), v. Thin out, as mealies (acc.) when too thick in a field; pull up, as grass (acc.) for thatching purposes = pa.

Epana (Ephuna), v. = pana.

Epapa (Ephapha), v. Be nervous, timid, anxious = papa.

Epepa (Ephepha), v. = pepa.

Epūla (Ephuula), v. Take off the fire, as a pot (acc.) or the food (acc.) cooking in it; take a person (acc.) out of a hot position (metaphor.) i.e. save him from danger, release from trouble, bring safely out of a sickness = opula.

Epusa (Ephusa), v. = pusa.

Epūza (Ephuza), v. Be slow or late, as to arrive; delay to do, be slow to do; be slow to get done, as a field to get finished = pusa; comp. tibala.

Eqa, v. Jump, generally, in any of its senses; hence, leap, as a horse or buck over an obstacle (acc., or loc. = ngqibita); spring, spring over with one foot foremost, as over a ditch (acc., or loc. = ganeuka); skip, skip over, as a word (acc.) or line when reading; leap over, go outside of, transgress, as a law (acc.) or boundary; run off secretly, escape from (with kw or loc. — comp. baleka); bound along, as an army on the war-path, or a stone when thrown; go beyond, 'jump' the spot, overshoot the mark, as one portion of an army the place (acc.) of rendezvous with the other portion, or a railway-train the platform; surpass, outdo in excellence, as one person another (acc.) in knowledge or skill (= dhula); go or travel over-night or during the night (with ubusuku); step over an im-Bulelo q.v. and so contract the disease it is supposed to cause (comp. habula; qotela; dhlisa) [Sw. ruka, jump; Ga. wuka; Her. tuka].

Ex. inihlola! myeqe izinyawo zenkosi! perfectly astounding! in all truth! (lit. I would skip over the feet of the king! — if it were not so) — it being considered an insult in Zululand to step over the outstretched feet or legs of a person.

uBani nyagula, kutiwa weqile. So-and-so is sick, it is said he has jumped an umbulo q.v.

w'eqa ebosuku, he escaped in the night.

w'eqa ebosuku, he travelled at night.

Eqela, v. Turn back, stop, intercept, cut off, as cattle (acc.) running away or making for a field.

Ex. k'eqelwe 'muntu, he is not turned back by anyone, i.e. is not to be thwarted in his designs, or does not allow himself to be corrected in his obstinacy.

Eqelana, v. Intercept or cut off one another, as people outbidding one another at an auction.

Eqisa, v. Jump beyond or outside of cer-
tain words (with kw or loc.) already spoken, i.e. violate, transgress against, pervert by changing something said before or adding something new.

Esa; Esaba; Esabela, v. = Sa; Sabu; Sabela.

Esasa, v. Rejoice with outward excitement; show joy by dancing, frolicking, singing, etc.; exult (with nga) [Ga. esima, rejoice]. Cp. jagula, taba.

Ese, adv.; prep. In secret, without the knowledge of (with kwa, and freq. preceded by nga) = eyi, esita, esite [prob. from some obsolete noun = Sw. kwa siri, in secret; nje, outside; Her. okosio, aside, away from].

Ex. loko bakwenza ese, they did that thing in secret.

ab'es'eya ayidhlele ese, and then he goes and eats it all on the quiet.

kayikuhamba ngas'es'is'e kwami, he shall not go without my knowledge, without first letting me know.

Esela, Esenza, v. = Sela; Seza.

Eshi, int. = yeshi.

um-Esho, n. 5. = isi-Bata.

Eshwama, v. Perform, as the Zulu king, the preliminary feast of the first-fruits, about a month before the great annual festival of the um-Kosi = nyatela.

N.B. This ceremony is performed in a more particular sense by the chief, in whose case it is also called ukhu-nyatela. It takes place a month or so before the um-Kosi, q. v. The whole nation is not required to put in an attendance, as for this latter festival; only the principal headmen and the younger boys of the tribe, who go up to make preparation for the um-Kosi by cutting firewood, hoeing the fields, etc. A private ceremony of a similar kind, and on a minor scale, is at the same time performed in each kraal, where the fruit of the u-bece, u-seleka and i-mfe plants are taken and boiled along with, or mixed with a decoction of the u-Zazweleni plant, and then eaten. This last plant is supposed to act as a stomach tonic or corrective, and to prepare it for the sudden change to the new 'green' foods; and the whole mixture or medicinal charm is called u-Dologina.

Esita or Esite (Esitha or Esithe), adv.; prep. = ese.

Esokanye (s. k.), see is-Enzo.


Etu, Etaba, Etamela, Etara, Esisa, v. = Ta, Tuba, Tamela, Tusa, Tasiela.

Etaka, Etamba, v. = Tekela, Tembu.

Etimula, v. = Timula.

Etshata (Etshatha), v. Bear, carry, on the shoulder (not on the head — twala), as a bundle of grass (acc.), or a log [Her. tyinda, carry; Ga. etika, carry].

Etshisa (s. t.), v. Bring up the end, as a cow. Cp. hluwabula; um-Swani. [Sw. chena, chew the cud].

Etu (Ethu), poss. adj. Our — used with nouns plur. of the 2nd. cl. [Sw. Her. Ang. etu; Nyanye. MZT. esu].

Ex. amazwi etu, our words.

Etuka, Etusa, v. = Tuka, Tusa.

Etula (Ethula), v. Take off and down (both adverbs being combined in the Zulu word), remove down as a thing (acc.) from the top of a cupboard, goods from a wagon, one's hat from the head, or the lid from a pot; put down, as anything (acc.) of size carried in the hands; present or put down before by way of recompense, as an inferior hut in a kraal would do to the i-Dhunenkulu or chief hut, by presenting it (loc.) with the first-born female child (acc.), in return for the cattle provided for the lobola of the wife in this particular hut, which cattle pertained by right to the indhunenkulu hut of the kraal [Skr. tul, lift; Sw. tua, put down; Her. tua, put].

Phr. ngiyakeetul'ingwe, I shall present a leopard = I shall wait calmly till he touches me, then I'll turn upon him desperately, so that he won't bother me again.

Etwala, Etwasa, v. = Twala, Twasa.

Etwesa, v. = Twesa.


Ewami, Ewako, Ewake, n. (C. N.) = Owa-
m'i, etc.

Ewuka (s. k.), v. Go down i.e. from the higher or upper parts to the lower, as down a hill (acc. or loc.), down country or towards the coast, down towards the lower part of a kraal or hut — (the antithesis of enyuka) = ehu.

Ewukisa (s. k.), v. = ewusa.

Ewula, v. Make go down from the upper to the lower parts, as when sweeping the rubbish (acc.) from a kraal or hut from the upper parts towards the gate or door (= ewusa); let out the secret doings (acc.), inner goings-on of a kraal or other people, as a tale-bearer might (comp. caka).

is-Ewula, n. Cold wind from the northwest, blowing towards the south-east (C. N.). Cp. i(li)-Shisandhlu.
Ewusa, v. Make go down or downwards i.e. from the higher or upper to the lower parts, as a person or thing (acc.) down a hill (loc., or doub. acc.), down country, or towards the lower part of a kraal or hut — (the antithesis of evyusa) = ehlisa.

Ex. *nhw-ewusa umfuna, or izwa, to go down a river, or down-country.


Exeka, v. = Xeka.

Exwaya, v. = Xwaya.

Eya, int. (C. N.) = iyá.

Eya, v. Lack, i.e. run short of, not have sufficient of, as people running short of food (acc.) at a feast, or a hut coming short of grass in building (= silela); also = eyisa.

Eyama (perf. eyeume), v. = eneeka; also (N.) = wela. Cp. ukuti yeme.

Eyeka (s. k.), v. Get lacked, i.e. come short for, not suffice for, as food for the people (with ku or loc.) assembled at a feast = silela. Cp. ngqwamba.


Eyi, adv.; prep. = ese (and used in the same way).

Eyisa, v. Act disdainfully, contemptuously towards; despise, have contempt for, as a man towards his chief (acc.), or a child its food = eya [Sw. hizi, despise; Her. nyengura].

F has, in Zulu, only one sound, the same as in English.

Fa, v. Die, in all its senses, real and metaphorical; faint, have a fit; be grievously troubled by, be killed by (hibernice), as by work, dearth of food, surprise, or vermin (used in perf.); be broken (whether in bits or merely cracked), as a vessel (used in perf.); be worn-out, ruined, as an isidwaba or coat (used in perf.); be ruined, devastated, as a land after war (used in perf.); fade, as a flower; put in its final appearance before 'going out,' as the moon on the last day of the passing month (not on the previous days); be satisfied, quenched, as the desire (intili-

ziyo); be dying for want of (hibern.), as for suffn, water, etc. (with perf. and ngya); be covered with, be bound down with, as a hill with cattle; [Skr. ha, leave; Ar. mat, die; Sw. and most other Bantu langs. fa, die; Kamb. ga;
(li)-Faba, n. Coil of anything (whether plant, or of stiff ring-shaped nature — see i-nKata), as of twisted calf-skin for wearing round the body, of fencing-wire, or cotton wound in a ring; also u(lu)-Faba.

um-Faba, n. § Barren stalk of Kafir-corn, mealies, or imfe, i.e. one diseased and not bearing anything of use; woman who is more or less barren, having no children, very few, or only girls; the ‘barren’ family of such a woman, all girls or otherwise few in number.

Ex. umfe umaFaba ye, she has borne a poor lot — only females or very few of anything.

u(lu)-Faba, n. = u(lu)-Saku.

Faca, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = facaka; facaza; ukuti foco, faza, poco; cp. ukuti pofo, ukuti foto.

isi-Faca, n. Pit, as in any soft body; dent, as in anything of a firm nature = isi-Foco, isi-Faxa. See facaza; amaFolo-Folo.

Facaka (s. k.), v. Get eaten, as an i-mFacamfaca q.v.; get pitted, as any soft body like a ripe peach; get indented, as a parafin-tin = faxaka, focoza; ukuti fa; ukuti poco; cp. potozeka; foloka; foloka.

i-mFACAMFACA, n. Any solid foodstuff of a soft, semi-dry nature, as a soft bone, sugar-cane, new mealies when boiled, or honeycomb = i-mFocamfoco, i-mFacamfaca.

i-mFacane, n. Bead-work waist-band worn by girls (= ifil-Xama; comp. isi-Fociya); (C.N.) axe or hatchet with very long edge (see i-mBemba).

Facaza, v. Eat anything (ace.) of the nature of an i-mFacamfaca q.v.; pit, as any soft body like a peach (ace.) by pressing it with the fingers; make a dent in, as in a tin (ace.) by striking it with a stone = faxaza, focoza; ukuti faca; ukuti poco. Comp. potoza; foloza; foloza.

i-mFADUKO (s. k.), n. Dish-cloth [D. vadoek].

Fafa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. reduplicate. Form of ukuti fa = faxaza.

u(lu)-Fafa, n. = u(lu)-Fa.

Fafalaza, v. Just do a little at anything, have a short go at anything, as when ploughing a field (ace.), building a hut, investigating a matter (ace.), or just making a slight reference or few remarks about anything (ace.) during a speech = ukuti fahalaza. Comp. ukuti fahla; ukuti gabave; ukuti futu.
Fálahla, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a short first start at any work, be just starting, as when ploughing the first two or three furrows of a field (acc.) i.e. whether at the first commencement or any subsequent repetition of work, or when doing the first few stitches at a sewing-mat (ace.), or saying the first few words of a speech (uku-falululawi) or conversation (cp. fahla, fahlela); break or smash with a crash, as one might a calabash (ace.), bottle, roof of a house, etc. (= fahlaza); get so broken with a crash (= fahlazeka, fahlaka) = ukuti pahla, cobo, dubu, fehle.

Fahla, v. Make or arrange the first starting line or point in any work from which one sets off, as when sewing the first thread-line along the edge of a sewing-mat (acc.), binding the grass together and marking the length, or when putting in the little stick-arches marking the four corner-points of a new hut and by which the subsequent wattling is regulated = tela; cp. ukuti fahla.

Fahlaza (s. k.), v. = ukuti fahla.

u(lu)-Fahlasi, n. Lanky, loose-legged person = u(lu)-Fahlayiya; cp. (lu)-Qamkashkia, in-Tsazayiya.

u(lu)-Fahlayiya, n. = u(lu)-Fahlsali.

Fahlaza, v. = ukuti fahla.

Fahlazeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti fahla.

Fahlela, v. = fahla, tela.

i(l)-Fahlela, n. = i(l)-Zoco.

Faka (s. k.), v. Put or place (in a rough, or vigorous sense generally); put in or into, as clothing (ace.) into a box (loc.); put out, post out, as a captain’s troops (ace.) or the master a hunting-party; put on, as an article of dress, or extra oxen on to a span (doub. ace.) be putting in, or filling up the udder, as a cow when the udder increases perceptibly in size about a month or so before calving (see chlisu; xojis); introduce, as an extra child (ace.) or wife into any hut or particular part of a kraal (= fakoleta, N.) [prob. akin to pako q. v. — Gr. phago, I eat; Sw. paka, put on or apply as medicine; Her. paka, put in the ground, bury].

Ex. zonke xindlu zasejako xind lumulo, all the houses were put on, dressed with flags or bunting.

Fakana (s. k.), v. Put on or to one another.

Phr. ukun-fakana unqomo, to put mouths together, to whisper to one another.

Fakaza (s. k.), v. Give testimony or proof about anything (with nga); bear witness to anything (with kun).

Fakazela (s. k.), v. Bear witness for or against a person (ace.) or event.

u-Fakazi (s. k.), n. Witness i.e. one giving testimony for or against.

Fakelela (s. k.), v. Put in, for, or in place of, as new wattles (ace.) to replace old ones in a portion of a hut (acc. with nga), or more food into a cooking-pot to fill it up when the former filling has subsided, or a child of one hut into another where none have been born; put or join on to, as one piece of string (ace.) on to the end of another (with kun = xumelela).

u-Fakolwani (s. k.), n. Half-a-crown = u-Mfangolwani [Eng.].

i(l)-, or u(lu)-Falahela, n. Garrulous person, who can’t refrain from repeating or spreading abroad everything he sees or hears. Comp. i(l)-Helanjudi. See falaza.

Falakahla (s. k.), v. = ukuti falakahla.

Falahlahla, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Throw or make fall down in a scattered shower, as mealies (ace.) from a basket or water from a basin (comp. quza, falaza) = falakahla; get thrown, fall, in a scattered shower, as above = falakahleka.

Falakahleka (s. k.), v. = ukuti falakahla.

Falaza, v. Act as an i(l)-Falahala q. v., unable to refrain from chattering, etc. Comp. hela.

u-Falaza, n. Member of a regiment next following after the u(lu)-Ve, — the elder members of the regiment were called um-Stizi.

i-mFama, or Fama, n. Poor, famished individual, thin and strengthless.

i-mFambelle (s. b.), n. Cow with one or more of the teats blind or wanting.

Phr. iureka yemfambele, poor, destitute person, barely able to get the necessaries of life (C.N.).

isi-Famona, n. Jealousy, envious hatred (= um-Ona); person with such; used of a lion or similar thing which destroys its prey apparently without any cause
or necessity (merely from envious feeling), afterwards leaving it to be eaten by other animals.

(iii)-Famu, n. Certain forest-tree.

isi-Famxwele (Famxwele), n. Person who seems to have no interest or concern for anything, e.g. pleasure, property, etc. Cp. isi-Neaminji.

Fana, v. Be or seem like, resemble, be similar to another thing (with na); be alike, resemble, each other, as two things; be as though or as if (with nokuba). [Skr, janami, I recognise; Cy. haful, similar; Gr. phaino, show; Sw. Bo. fa-nana, resemble; Ga. fananya; Her. sana; Ro. feka].

Ex. kugafana, it is just the same. lezi'inkomo ximibili xigafana, these two cattle are alike.

[kufana nokuba ob'entshelwanga na'kutshelwe, it is as though, or just as if, he had never been told.

um-Fana, n. 1. Boy, or young man — of any age right up to prime of manhood; used for ‘son’ in ordinary language; used by a man as euphem. for isi-Kigi, q.v. [possibly the diminutive form of um-Fo, though the following cast a doubt thereon — Sw. ki-jana, boy; Bu. mfwana, child, son; Sha. ka-zana, boy; Suk. kana; Kon. chana; Ngu. mbwanga; Her. omu-Zandu; Gt. etc., mwana = umntwana, Z. — there seems to be some connection between the roots ntu (person or man) and fana (young male) — cp. Fan lang. Fan (= umn-ntu), pl. bu-fan (= aba-ntu)].

Phr. umfana w'amate, a glass-alley (or marble).

ubu-Fana, n. State of boyhood, or youth.

i-mFanayo, n. Useless girl, without any diligence, intelligence or service, with whom one might die — for all the help she would be; any similarly useless wife, husband, etc.

Fanekisa (s. k.), v. Make a likeness of a thing (acc.), actually (as by a picture), or mentally (as by a comparison or imagination). Comp. lingenisa.

isi-Fanekiselo (somteto — s. k.), n. 5. Draftbill (M).

isi, or um-Fanekiso (s. k.), n. 5. Likeness of anything, actually or mentally drawn; hence, statue, image, picture, photograph. Cp. isi-Tombe.

Fanela (perfl. fanelo), v. Be suitable, fit, proper, as an article to its place or end (acc. — used gen. in perf.); deserve, be worthy of, as a man a reward (acc.); have a duty or propriety, as to do anything (with uku) [Sw. Ku, tanyiza, fit; Her. saneka, fit].

Ex. isicoco simfangane, the heading suits or looks well on him; or, a heading is befitting to him i.e. he is of the proper age and position for it.

ukulama izwi alingfanele, you speak an improper word, i.e. indecent, indiscreet, undeserved, ill-timed, etc.

kazifanele lezi'inkomo, he is not proper to i.e. not deserving of, or with any right to, those cattle.

ufanele ukunuku, you are proper i.e. you have a duty, you ought to, reprove him.

ufanele uMasuku lebo ifa, that property is deserved by Masuku.

uMasuku ufanele ye'lebo ifa. Masuku is worthy of that property.

i-mFanelo, n. A right; righteous thing; a duty (M).

i-mFangamfanga, n. see i-Mfangamfangu.

isi-Fanguba, n. Smallpox (N) = i-nGxobongo.

Fanisa, v. Make like, liken to, compare with mentally (with na).

Ex. ngiyamfanisa le'mantu, I liken this person (with somebody I have seen somewhere) = I think I know him, or have seen him before.

Fanisana, v. Make each like to the other — appear alike, or dress alike.

Ex. bafanisene, they are dressed alike.

Fanisela, v. Make a comparison for, think to be like, conjecture at, guess at, as at some particular person (acc.) being the doer of some action, or when explaining anything by a similitude.

Ex. qa! ngiyamfanisela uje, no! I think it is like him i.e. his doings = I imagine it might be he.

ama-Faniso, n. Things alike, of same kind or colour; hence, pair, etc.

um, or u(lu)-Fanta or Fantu (s. l.), n. = u(lu)-Fo.

u(lu)-Fanyana, n. The little, good-for-nothing boys (collect.) of any particular kraal or district (word of contempt). Cp. u(lu)-Ntonjana, u(lu)-Dodelaana, u(lu)-Fazazana.

i-mFanzi, n. Shrimp, eaten by Natives along the Zulu coast.

(iii)-Fasela, n. Long-stalked veldt-plant, with purplish flower.

u(lu)-Fasimba or Fasimbe (Fasimbha), n. Haziness, haze dimming the distant view, as on very hot days; certain regiment formed by Shaka after the izi-mPohlo (= i-mVokwe).
FAxa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = faxaka; faraza; ukuti faa.

isi-Faxa, n. Pit, such as might be left in any soft body, like clay, after pressure by the finger; dent, such as might be made in a tin-can; small holes or pickings-out made as a pattern in Native pottery, or chippings-out as a pattern in Native carved wood-work.

Faxaka (s. k.), v. Get pitted, or dented, or picked or chipped out, as below (see faxaza) = faxaka; fococa; ukuti fara.

Faxaza, v. Pit, as any soft body, like clay (ace.), by pressing it with the fingers; dent, as a tin-can, by striking it with a stone (= faxaza, focoza); pick out small portions, making a 'pitted' pattern, in an unbaked clay-vessel (ace.); carve or chip out grooves, and the like, in articles (ace.) of woof-work, as Native headrests; stick in the nails, so as to 'pick holes' in the flesh, as one Native child might to another (ace.) when fighting with him = ukuti fara.

Fayi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Sprinkle slightly, as a person might salt (ace.), or as fine rain falling.

i(l)-Fayindi, n. Hole or sinking-in of the earth, as over an under-ground ant-nest, in a hut or along a road.

Faza, v. = ukuti fa.

isi-Fazana, n. Collection of females, in any particular place; woman-kind, generally.

Ex. umuntu vesifazana, or simply oesifazana (pl. abesifazana), a female — whether a girl, or adult woman.

um-Fazana, n. 1. Name of 'respect' for a porcupine = i-ngungumbane. See i-nkosazana.

N.B. To call a porcupine a 'porcupine' is to provoke it to increased depreciation in one's fields; it must therefore be spoken of politely as the 'little woman.'

u(lu)-Fazana, n. The little, good-for-nothing women (collect.) of any particular kraal or district (word of contempt). Cp. u(lu)-Fanyana.

Fazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Just slightly sprinkle, as food (ace.) with salt, or the salt itself, or rain; give a wink with the eye.

um-Fazi, n. 1. Married woman, wife (any unmarried female, of whatever age, even though she may have had children by illicit intercourse, is called an i-nTombi, never an um-Fazi). See um-Felwekazi; ili-Dikazi; is-Alukazi; i-Nyumba; i-nkosikazi; u-Makoti; um-Lobokazi; isi-Fazana; u-Mka [possibly a combination of um-Fe and the female termination kazi, though perhaps only a variation of this latter root denoting the female sex — Skr. vadhu, wife; Lat. fe-mina, woman; fe-lo, I suck; Gr. phe-le, nipple (cp. i-bele, Z); Ar. goz, mara, wife or woman; irrati, my wife; Ga. mkazi, woman, wife; Ru. Gu. Sum. mkazi, woman; Bo. Shia. Ng. Ze. mkaza, wife; Bis. mukazi, wife; Be. unkazi, wife; MZT. mu-kazi, female; Her. omu-kazendu, woman, wife; Li. mtwanzo, woman; Khu. mtwanzo, woman, wife; Zi. Nd. mkodzi, woman; Nywe. Kus. wazeni, wife; Hinz. mše, wife; Sak. vali, wife; Congo Forest Dwarfs. kali, wife].

i-mFe (i(i)-mFe), n. Shaloo or sugar-reed (Sorghum saccharatum), of which there are several varieties cultivated by the Natives (see ili-Yengantombi, u-Nlokonde, ili-Dondi, u-Boyu, u-Nyanez, u-Ziile, u-Nkunjane, ili-Hlosa); person with limp, loose-jointed body, like that of an acrobat [Her. ou-tyi, sweetness].

Phr. wangishaya ngemfe ipindwe, he struck me with a doubled imfe-stalk = he has done me a grievous wrong or serious injury from sheer hatred or envy (not revenge).

isi-Fe, n. Mealie-plot (gen. small and planted at the commencement of the season) intended mainly to supplement the crops of the fields proper afterwards to be ploughed (= isi-Vande); bird-trap, as commonly built by boys of a stone resting on a stick. Cp. i-nTsimu.

Feba, v. Give oneself up to unlawful sexual intercourse habitually (with na) — used of males and females of any age or state (for a solitary committal of fornication or adultery pinga is used).

isi-Febe, n. Male or female, of any age or state, who habitually lends him or herself to unlawful sexual intercourse with the opposite sex.

Féce, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = feeka; feceza; ukuti feekaiz.

um-Fece, n. 5. Cocoon made by a certain caterpillar (see u-Nomangeikiva) and fixed to the u-Putwa, um-Kamba and other thorn-trees — the cocoon being frequently used when empty as a snuff-box, ankle-ornament or prepuse-cover of boys; any empty case of a limp nature, like a pea-pod; empty-bellied, hungry-looking person.

Phr. ishinya elinomfece (nkanda, or ego), a downright rascal, a hardened scoundrel, given to roguery by habit. See i-Mphem.
(li)-Fecefece, u. = (li)-Fetelete.

Feceka (s. k.), v. Get broken down or bent back without any snapping of fibre (comp. fehleka), as a cane or imfe-stalk; get turned back, as the point of a hoe (= peecka) = ukuti fece.

Fécekazi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti fece.

Feceza, v. Break down or bend back without any snapping or bursting of the fibre, as a cane (acc.) or reed; turn back, as the edge of a hoe (acc.); chatter away maliciously, about the doings of others, tales, scandal, and the like, as an evil-minded gossip (= feteza; foloza).

Féfe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = feteza.

Fefenyeka (s. k.), v. Pretend, put on delusive appearances purposely, as a visitor who protests sattyi while still hungry lest he be thought a large eater, or one who adopts a sympathetic manner while really quite indifferent; put on assumed manners, show off, as a young man when dressed up before the girls. Cp. mbuluzza; xinga.

Fefeza, v. = kifiza; lisp, as some Natives do when uttering the letter z, etc.

Fehla, v. Feel enervated, languid, physically depressed, as the body from excessive heat, or at the commencement of a fever (= cobeka, fehlenyeka, fehleka, ukuti lisa, ukuti dica); give oneself ostentatious, conceited airs, show off, whether on account of fine dress, or from undue pride in one's position or authority (often used in reflect. form. = zi-fehla = xinga, fehlenyeka; cp. felenyeka, gqaba).

Fehle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = fehleka; fehleza; ukuti kehele, ukuti pehle.

isi-Fehlefehle, n. = isi-Camucamu.

Fehleka (s. k.), v. Break (intrans.) in two with a gradual cracking of the fibres (not with a single clear snap = ukuti pogo), as a stick when broken by bending across the knee, or the rafter of a roof when giving way under a weight (= fehleza; pehleka; comp. fahlaka); get enervated, made languid, or physically depressed (used in perf.), as the body (= fehla, fehlenyeka, ukuti lisa or dica, cobeka).

Fehlenyeka (s. k.), v. = fehla.

Fehleza, v. Break (trans.) in two with a gradual cracking sound, as a stick (acc.) when bending it across the knee, or a piece of firewood, or the rafter of a roof by overweighing it = kehleza, pehleza. Comp. fahlaza.

Fehlezenka (s. k.), v. = fehleka.

Fejisa, v. (C. N.) = tojisa.

(ili)-Feka (s. k.), n. Woman whose husband or child is dead (C. N.)

Féke féke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Wave up and down, as the ends of any long flexible thing carried on the head = ukuti boko.

Fekela (s. k.), v. (N.) = fekela.

Phr. kayakucuma 'ntlanuru, ezinge fofekela, some grains (of sown corn) will bear abundantly, others will die off, i.e. amidst many chances, speculations, etc., something is sure to turn out a success (N).

Feketa (Feketha), v. Play i.e. behave playfully, sportively, in action or word (cp. tekela; fenqa; ntela; dhlala), as when threatening children humourously, drop off and die (when merely withering = bunqo), as maileys when attacked by the grub, or children of some unhealthy families (= fekela, N.) [Her. kata, wither].

Feketisa (Fekethisa), v. Make a thing (acc.) play, i.e., do playfully, sportively, fancifully with it, as with a dress (acc.) when trimming or cutting it in some fancy fashion, or a young man when allowing strings of beadwork to hang down over his ileshe, or when decorating a building. Ex. *uwe lokufeketisa*, a play-name, nickname, as coined for a person by his companions (= isi-Fenqa); a euphemism, or word used for calling a thing, the actual name of which would be disagreeable in society.

Fekeza (s. k.), v. = kifiza.

Fekezela (s. k.), v. Go wavering up and down — see ukuti feke feke.

Fela, v. Die for; on account of, in, at, etc. — and in various metaphorical senses; hence, yearn for, desire a thing (acc.) strongly; be satisfied or wholly gratified, as the desire or appetite (intliziyo = delo, aneta); be consumed with any kind of feeling towards a person (doub. acc.) — in all metaphor. senses commonly used in perf.; (C. N.) spit (= pemisa, kafula, tsaka).

Ex. *inti*iyi kayafofele (or kuyfelungo), my appetite is not (or was not) thoroughly appeased.

*inti*iyi yami ifele kule'nyobo, my heart is dying for that dress (really, is quite satisfied with, desires none other).

kukona onyifefele un'baqwa, there is somebody who is dying with envy of me (insinuating that it is he who is causing my stock so to die off).

abantwana bofelwe uma, the children
have died for by their mother, i.e. have lost their mother.
Phr. ukvi-fela, to be dead mentally or intellectually, have no mind or interest in anything, indifferent to everything, as one who has become insane, or from severe sickness.

ukvi-fela ngokuti, to have no thought or interest in anything else save so-and-so, e.g. beer, meat, snuff, or any undertaking.

ukvi-fela pakuti (or entl'xiyeni), to die or be consumed inwardly (or in one's heart), as when a person is made very angry by someone in the presence of others before whom he cannot show his anger; or when one is yearning to say something but from circumstances is compelled to remain silent.

i(li) Felakona (s.k.), n. Certain sea-molluscs (probably a limpet) — a valuable medicine among the Natives used for purposes of takata (N).

u-Felapakatikufelahakathi, v. = i-nGubokakwakakundhlase.

u-Feleba, n. Great, powerfully-built man, or animal, of unusual strength — used jocularly to express amazement at great size and strength.

Felisa, v. — used (C.N.) in pass. feliswano = fiselwa q.v.

um-Felokazi (s.k.), n. 1. (C.N.) = um-Felwakazi.

um-Felwakazi (s.k.), n. 1. Widow (generally young) still temporarily residing in the paternal kraal i.e. not yet contemplating a second marriage. Cp i(li)-Cakazi, i(li)-Fusakazi.

Fenda, v. Have the bottom, i.e. lower bulging part, knocked or bent in, as a Kafir-basket (used in perf.); have the middle-body, i.e. buttocks, drawn inwards and the stomach bending outwards, as some cripples, or a boy when receiving a stride behind (used in perf.); draw in the buttocks (used vulgarly), as the cow when under the bull, or the bull itself, or a pig suffering from paralysis of the hind-legs; also applied obsecenely in similar action to human-beings = ukuti fende, ukuti fete, ukuti fesho, ukuti shefe.

Fende, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be bent in, knock ed in, be bent inwards or forwards at the middle-body or buttocks, as a man or beast (= fendeka; fenda); bend in, knock in, or make draw in, as before (= fendela, fendisa) = ukuti fete, ukuti fesho, ukuti shefe.

Fendeka (s.k.), v. = ukuti fende.

Fendeza, v. = ukuti fende.

Fendisa, v. = ukuti fende.

i-mFene, n. Baboon = u-Noha, u-Nohoba, i-u-Tsingaweni, i-nDangalala, isi-Yanganyanga, i-nGdlo, i(l)i-Konde, i-nZingamawu, i-nTshingila. Cp. n-Matanazana, isi-Jwana, etc.

Phr. isandla senfene (N) = i(l)i-Nxele. N.B. Native tradition says that abakwa 'uisi bab'ensena ukulima, inipini bayenzo inishoba, basebhalala ehlutini, babhila ubhombo okulu.

Fene fene, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be, or do anything in a strengthless, lifeless manner, without power or energy, as when the body is quite exhausted. Cp. ukuti lisa.

Feneza, v. = ukuti fene fene.

i-mFengane, n. See i-Mfengane.

isi-Fengoza, n. Obscene term applied to an immoral girl (N).

Fenqa, v. Talk in sport, say in fun, not seriously (cp. tekula; ntelo; feketa); call a person (acc.) a name expressing playful, or contemptuous, reference to something connected with him physically, as a bodily peculiarity or a hint at his parents.

Ex. uqafenqa nje, he is only saying it in fun.

isi-Fengo, n. Nickname, as above, playing on some physical peculiarity, or having reference to one's parentage, etc. = is-Aga.

Ex. was'engibeka isiseuqo, he then called me a name.

i(li)-Fenya, n. Land, generally of a sandy nature, that is normally over-moist from an excess of sub-soil springs.

i-mFenyane, n. Small shrub, growing in watery places, whose small scented leaves are pounded and used for perfuming the body and articles of dress.

Fenyisa, v. (C.N.) = filisa.

u(lu)-Fenu, n. Male organ of man or beast (only used vulgarly) = um-Tondo, u(lu)-Bolo.

N.B. abakwa'luSfeni-bwenja was a former isitakazo of the Zulu clan.

E! 'luSfeni-bwenja! might have been said upon commencing to address anyone of that tribe; but since the conquering of the ama-Mhata clan by Shaka, the isitakazo of that clan, viz. uNdabe sita, has been universally adopted by the Zulus.

isi-Fesane, n. Hard blind tumour, forming on the feet or hands. Cp. i(li)-Fo; isi-Mila.

Feshe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Turn loosely (intrans. or trans.) about, wriggle loosely backwards and forwards, as the two branches of a bridle-bit on their joint,
an acrobat his loose joints (acc.) when twisting his arms, fingers, etc., easily in all directions, or as the male animal in the act of copulation, or as some people do naturally when walking. Cp. ukuti fende; ukuti veka.

i-mFeshe, n. Loose-jointed person who can twist his limbs round and about in all directions, as an acrobat; one (mostly a female) given to immorality (cp. isi-Vetula) = i-mFeshemfeshe.

ubu-Feshe, n. Words spoken in an affected tone or manner (C. N.).

i-mFeshemfeshe, n. = i-mFeshe.

Fesheka (s. k.), v. Get turned loosely, as above. See ukuti feshe.

i-mFeshekelana (s. k.), n. dim. of contempt of i-mFeshe.

Fesheza, v. Turn loosely about, as above. See ukuti feshe.

um-Fesi'kukuluma (Fesi'kukuluma), n. 1. Person with a very active tongue, always talking, scolding, etc.

Fete, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. = ukuti fende.

Fete fete, ukuti (Fethe fethi, ukuthi), v. = feteza.

i(i)-Fete fete (Fethefethe), n. Sneakish, treacherous talker, who carries reports, makes false statements, etc., about others = i(i)-Fecetheto. Cp. i(i)-Garugumu.

Feteza (s. t.), v. = fenda. feteza.

Feteza (Fetheza), v. Talk in a sneakish, treacherous way, carry reports, make false statements, etc., about others (with nga) with whom one has appeared as a friend = fextra, vecera. See i(i)-Fete fete; gavanu; veteza.

Fetezekka (Fethezekka), v. = fendeka.

i-mFeyen'kala, or mFeyen'kawu (s. k.; long i), n. (N) = i-mFeyeselwe.

i-mFeyenkomo (s. k.; long i), n. Kiggelaria africana (N.).

i-mFeyeselwe (long i), n. Small sorrel-shrub or kind of oxalis, growing in watery places, and whose acid edible leaves, from the potash they contain, are used for producing a cleaning-lather by the Natives; also, certain epiphytic orchid, common in Ongoye Forest.

Feya, v. Finish i.e. get to the end or termination of any specified stretch or allotment of work (acc.), as of a particular strip of land to be hoed, or a plough getting to the end of a furrow — used only of such works as where the action goes progressively forward toward a final point (Chw. feta, get beyond; Sw. isha, terminate).

u-Fezela, n. Scorpion.

i-mFëzi (Feezi), n. Splitting Snake — a light brown kind of uja or asp. Cp. i(i)-Pimpi.

Feziela, v. Help to finish off or get to the end of any particular work, as by assisting a woman (acc.) to get to the end of her patch of hoeing, or by helping one (acc.) short of snuff, to give a third person (acc.) a full complement, or as one man prompting another (acc.) when making a speech or giving evidence by putting words into his mouth which he has forgotten or cannot immediately recollect.

Fi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Screw up the eyes (acc.), as when looking at something distant = fisifyla.

um-Fi (long u; pl. abâ-Fi), n. Deceased person.

Ex. umntanumunsi, or umtaka'numsi (pl. ababantanumunsi, or ababantaka'numsu), child of a deceased man (not woman), fatherless child.

i-mFibinga (collect.), n. Opaque amber-coloured bead or beads, of two small sizes, — the favourite bead of Mpande.

Phr. ngiyihule! or ngiyihule insibinga! I would slip off the insibinga (from the string worn by one of the royal girls) — if I have done so and so (a form of ukuba-bina or oath).

Fica, v. Press together, squeeze together, in various senses — hence, squeeze up or compress into a bunch, as a handkerchief (acc.), lot of string in the hand (comp. finya); hold close together in the hand, as a handful of salt (acc.); hence, squeeze up a handful i.e. take out a handful, as of salt (acc.) from a sack; draw tight or close, as a knot (acc.); draw together wrinkles (intlonze) on the forehead, i.e. knit the brows, frown; squeeze together the eyes (acc.) or face (acc.), as when looking at something distant (cp. fisifyla); press close, squeeze down, as soft goods (acc.) into a sack; drain, dry off, as water (acc.) from vegetables (acc.) by turning the pot over on the lid, or the whey from the amasi by opening the calabash at the bottom, or the water from a plot of land by a ditch (cp. enyila); do quickly, hasten, as with any pressing work (acc.), or when walking or running; get to, find, as a person (acc.) when visiting him in his kraal; catch up to, as a person (acc.) travelling on ahead; close down upon a person (acc.), get hold of him face to face with unanswerable evidence; press upon or load one (acc.), as with heavy work. Comp. ukuti ficiti; fleeceza; ficinya [Sw. finya, press].
Ex. unungitšele kulwono'sacôti, take out a handful for me (i.e. give me a handful) from that salt.

amanzi kuyaseko kuleyo'ndawo, as'sefieke umsele, there is no longer any water in that place, it has already been drawn off by the ditch.

besihamba sifeca, we pressed along quickly.

fica bo! nari seviyengena, hasten along, I say! there they (the cattle) are already, entering (the field).

intambo is'ifice isindlo, the string has now got (drawn) into a knot.

cakun'ukuba nyiyifce le'ntsimu, it is necessary that I get along sharp with this field.

ungamfica engako, I came up to him (i.e. found him) absent, not at home.

Ficeminwembibili, adj. Eight = isi-Shiya-ngalombibili.


Ex. izimono ezikicemunwemunye, cattle which press down one finger (the Natives in showing nine, closing down the tenth or little fingers).

Ficeza, v. = cindezela.

Ficezelana, v. Follow quickly, or close after one another, as one person in a train walking close one the heels of another, or wagon following close on wagon = fitizelana.

Phr. izintsuku seziyaficzelana, the days are now short.

Fici, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Press together, squeeze together, in various senses: hence, squeeze or press together; as a lemon (acc.) or the juice (acc.) therein (comp. ficimfici), or the hands to squeeze off the water after washing them; squeeze, as one's foot (acc.) by treading on it, or in a door (comp. ficela, cindezela); press down, as goods (acc.) in a sack, or a person (acc.) with a heavy burden (comp. fica, ficela, cicindezela); draw close together i.e. tight, as a knot; knit the brows (intolozze), as when frowning (= fica); squeeze up the eyes (acc.), as when looking at a distant object (= fica); hold closed up in the hand, as a handkerchief, or handful of grain; take up or out a handful, as of salt from a sack (= fica) = ficiza.

Ex. vacigiti fica nyompondlo, he presented me with a whole pound.

vacigiti fica kuleyo'shukela, please do me a handful from that sugar.

i-mFicimfici, n. Ugly, deep-furrowed, squeezed-up scrofulous-looking face, such as is common among the Natives = i-mFicimfici; cp. um-Fingozi.

Ficinga, v. Squeeze in an intensified sense, with all one's might (not merely press together = fica), as a lemon (acc.) to get every drop of juice out; press down, squeeze down forcibly, as soft food (acc.) by a spoon to get out all the liquid, or a person's foot (acc.) by treading on it heavily and purposefully; squeeze out thoroughly, as a washed cloth (acc.) which, after mere wringing, one holds firmly squeezing it up by both hands = ukuti mufomfici. Cp. ukuti fica, foca.

Ficiza, v. = ukuti fica.

isi-Fico, n. Squeezed handful or lump of um-caba, such as a mother when grinding might give to her child; small tree (Rhous longifolia) in the bush-country whose black berries are used as ama-ka and are strung together to make a girdle (= isi-Fice. Comp. isi-Gcengce).

isi-Fifane, n. Irascible, quick-tempered person, who readily fires up into a passion. Cp. isi-Kuku.

Fifeka (s. k.), v. Get into a rage, in a passion, as a person with quick fiery temper (used in perf.). See isi-Fifane.

u(lu)-Fifi, n. Any thing appearing indistinct, not clear to the vision, as an object seen in the dusk or the distance, a dress marked with a close confusing pattern as a small check or smeared print (= u(lu)-Fikifi, u(lu)-Fikiza; cp. i-mFimfici); person with small half-closed eyes, or such eyes themselves, or short-sighted eyes that give a blurred vision (see i-mFimfici) — often used adverbially after a verb, as 'lufi, or k'aluffi, expressing 'indistinctly, not clearly. See ukuti fiki; fifyela.

Ex. sakubona 'lufi (or ka'luffi), we saw it indistinctly, as a blurred object.

Fifyela, v. Screw up the eyes (acc.), as when wishing to see distinctly a distant object = ukuti ft. Cp. fica.

Fihla, v. Hide (trans.), put away out of sight, as anything (acc.) so as not to be seen (= lukweza; comp. casha; shisa); conceal (mentally), keep secret, as knowledge of a crime or the culprit's name [Sw. ficha, hide; Bo. fisa; Her. utika].

Ex. indaba bayayifihla, they are keeping the affair secret.

Fihlakala (s. k.), v. Be in a hidden or concealed state (in perf.).

Fihleka (s. k.), v. Get hidden or concealed.
FIhlela, v. Hide, conceal, or keep secret from.

FIhlelana, v. Hide, conceal, or keep secret from one another.

FIhi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. =FIhleza: FIhlezeka.
i(i)-FIhlfihli, n. Disorderly, untidy person, who cannot keep his place or his appearance neat and clean (= i-mFIhlfihli; comp. i(i)-Yatayata; plur. ama-FIhlfihli, things lying about or placed in a disorderly, untidy manner, as pots in a hut, clothes in a wardrobe, or rubbish lying about (cp. i-mFIhlmumfihli; i-mFIkixemfiku, etc.). See FIhleza.

FIhlikeza (s. k.), v. = ukuti FIhlikezi.

FIhlikezi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Squash, crush any soft substance, as cow dung or a frog, with one’s foot.

i-mFIhlfihli, n. = (i(i))-FIhlfihli; ama-FIhlfihli.

FIHllili, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = FIhleza; FIhleze; ukuti fihlikulu.

FIhliza, v. Put or place untidily, disorderly about, as pots (acc.) about a hut, clothes in a cupboard, or rubbish about a place (= fihluza; hlikiza; comp. hnyaza), crush, squash, any soft-bodied or squar- shy thing (acc.), as a beetle beneath the foot (= cinza) = ukuti FIhli, hlikiza.

FIhlizeka (s. k.), v. Get so crushed or squashed, as above = cifizeka, hllfizeka.

i-mFIhilo, n. Secret, thing or affair hidden or concealed from others. Cp. ist-Fuba; fiha; i-mFumbe.

Fika (s. k.), v. Arrive, as a traveller at a place (loc.); reach to, get to, as a rope extended so as to reach a certain spot, or a traveller walking as far as a certain place (loc.); often used as an aux. verb expressing ‘to get to’ do anything (perf. fike), as below. Comp. za; finyelala; ukuti qata. [Sw. Sen. Lu. fika, arrive; MZT. sika; Nya. sika; Chw. fiila; Ga. tika; Kamb. ukua, come; Itum. koo; Ku. unyaga; Suk. soya; Her. vaza].

Ex. njobo fika ayingene nyeshilula, he goes and discusses the matter in a violent manner.

waufika wati-ni umlungu? and what did the whiteman get to say?

uwawufik’uhlupeke, you will come to suffer. sengifikile! I have already arrived! — said in reply to a call, and meaning that ‘I am coming at once’.

Fikela (s. k.), v. Arrive for, or upon, or at; often used in passive to express ‘be befallen’ (cp. velela).

Ex. nyafikela nseki olukulu, I was come for by a great affliction or misery, i.e. a great affliction befall me, or a great feeling of sorrow came over me.

Fiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Appear or get seen indistinctly, not clearly, as an object in the distance or in the dark = fikiza. Cp. u(1)-Fikiza.

um-Fiki (s. k.), n. 1. New arrival, person recently come.

u(1)-Fikifi (s. k.), n. = u(1)-Fifi.

Fikiza (s. k.), v. Cause or help to arrive, or get to; hence, bring, send; extend to (trans.); take on as far as; make ‘go home’ i.e. attain its mark, or penetrate deeply so as to be effectual, as one might an assagai (acc) when stabbing a beast; make one’s arrival pleasant, welcome, as a man his friend (acc) by slaughtering for him a beast (with nga), or the people in a kraal a newly married bride, or member of any community showing kindly attention to a new arrival (see i(i)-Pe).

Ex. kafikisanga unkontu, he didn’t thrust the assagai home (consequently it was without result).

inkosi yabafikisa manyamvumani amabili okonko, the chief welcomed them by a present of twenty head of cattle.

Fikisela (s. k.), v. Make to arrive for, etc.

Phr. uku-xi-fikisela, to get to do for oneself, please oneself.

uyazifikisela kuko konke, he does as he likes in everything.

kabi ukutengela ny’umunye, kabile umuntu axifikisela, it is unsatisfactory to have things bought for you by one; it is better that one get to do the thing for himself (i.e. chooses for himself; pleases himself).

Fikisisa (s. k.), v. Drive home thoroughly, as when landing an abscess with a lancet or stabbing a beast.

Fikiza (s. k.), v. = ukuti fiki.

u(1)-Fikiza (s. k.), n. = u(1)-Fifi.

Filisa, v. Depreciate, talk disparagingly of, ‘run down’, as one stockman the goods (acc) of another, or a person disparaging a present (acc) that he has received = kesa, qhiba. Cp. fajisa; hlikiza; jibaza; tunisa; veipaza.

i-mFiimfi, n. Person with small, half-closed eyes; such a half-closed, screwed-up eye = u(1)-FiFifi.

Ex. uBani ny’imfiimfi. So-and-so has small half-closed eyes.

Fimfiyela, v. = fiyela.

Finca, v. = fica.

i(i)-Findo, n. Knot, in a string, etc. Cp. i(i)-Puzu. [Sw. Bo. fundo, knot; Ga. kifundikwa].
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Finga, v. Gather together, draw close up, as a mass of string or a handkerchief (ace.) in the hand (comp. fina), or a dress when gathering it up so as to reduce the length (comp. finya), or the extended legs when drawing them up close to the body, or the body when doubling it up as from colic-pains, or of a dead man before burial, or scattered cattle when driving them into one compact mass, or a telescope when shutting it [Bo. fina, squeeze together].

Ex. uku-zi-finga, draw itself up, as a snail when touched on the body, or a caterpillar when crawling.

Phr. imajo, umfingo, amiyise kwa'Banda-bando, abuyamnub'obonon, umthiwe nyo-tshani bonzace, afufo efokanyaka — abusive language commonly used by one person to another (mostly by women), both parties being referred to in the third person.

ileyaka lakfinyga, ngukfinyga ana-ngo-ziyo, a cheeky, impudent person, utterly shameless or fearless, who would attack a whole crowd at once — as an induna driving together his troops.

Fingana, v. Draw itself up or together, as a snail when touched, or a caterpillar when crawling (comp. vingqa); be drawn or collected close together, as cattle driven up into a compact mass, (used in perf. fingene), as when entering the kraal-gate or before inspanning, or a man's body when huddled up (cp. finyela).

Fingqo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti vingqo.
Fingqoza, v. = vingqoza.

i-mFingwana, n. Seed at the top of the i-mFingo.

Fini, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = finiza.

Finiza, v. Hold back, not come forward, as mealies when not growing well from abundance of weeds, or a sickly child that doesn't grow in a healthy degree, as from some constitutional weakness; hold back, not bring forward, as a person not stating all he knows of an affair, keeping back certain points (ace.), or a man intentionally restraining himself from laughter (ace.).

isi, or um-Fino (gen. no plur.), n. 5. Daily, ordinary food of any kind, as vegetables, grain, meat, beer, etc.

imi-Fino (collect. no sing.), n. 5. Any wild-growing vegetable or edible herb (mainly leaves and stalks), cooked as vegetables for food (for cultivated vegetables see isi-Limo).
Finya, v. Blow the nose i.e. clear it of mucus (ama-Finyila) by blowing; put on tiny fruit appearing as a little knob just forming below the flower, as plants of the pumpkin kind [Bo. fina, blow the nose; Her. hinya, blow].

Phr. amuntinu ubecesafinya, I touched a bee (q.v.) still just forming — a little fruit so tender that a mere touch makes it fall from the stalk = may be used of any very fragile vessel, or peevish child, which only requires to be touched to fall to pieces, begin to cry, or get out of temper.

yeka nkanda lwa ubecesafinya! oh ‘my! what a fragile beer-pot!

Finyana, v. = fumana; also minyana.

Finyanisa, v. = fumanisa; also minyanisa.

Finye, ukuti (uKuthi), v. = finyaza; Finyela.

Finyela, v. Be or get drawn in, contracted, drawn together, as a muscle, a man’s extended leg when drawn back to the body, or the whole body when gathered together in small compass as from cold or when hiding (comp. finqana); draw in (metaphor.), as children suddenly quietening down upon the entry of a superior; go with limbs or muscles contracted, i.e. go with sharp quick step, hasten briskly along (not with slow, easy gait), as when overtaken by dark; get drawn to a close, come to an end, be finished, as any work, food, or affair; get dropped, discontinued, as a lawsuit that has been given up = finyezeka. [Sw. finyo, a wrinkle].

Ex. rohamba ufinyle emLalazi, you must get sharply along to the Umalazi.

amakura os’eYafinyela, the cold-weather is coming to an end.

Finyelela, v. Reach to, get to, any particular place, as a string draw out, a person’s arm when seeking to get something (with kw or loc.); reach, as a traveller a place (loc.); metaphor., attain to, as a certain rank.

Finyeza, v. Draw in, contract, draw together, as a person the muscles (ace.), or his extended leg, or the whole body when huddling it up (comp. fingga); make go with the limbs or muscles contracted, i.e. with a sharp quick step, make hasten briskly along, as one driving cattle (ace.) when overtaken by the dark; draw to a close, make come to an end, finish, as a man any particular work (ace.), food, or speech; drop or discontinue, as a lawsuit (ace.) one is giving up.

i-mFinyezi, n. Large kind of wood-louse = i-mFumbe.

ama-Finyila (no sing.), n. Mucus from the nose. Comp. ama-Korula; u(lu)-Timula; um-Nqonqo [Her. oma-nina].

Finyisa, v. Pass mucus from the vagina, as a cow when already in calf (ep. punyula); put on tiny fruit below the flower, as plants of the pumpkin kind (= finya).

Fipa, ukuti (Fipha, ukuthi), v. Be darkened or obscure to the vision — hence, be dimmed, as an object seen through a dirty window-glass, mist, or in the dusk; or, be dim or of unclear colour, as the dirty window-glass itself, or the cover of a book when the bright colour has faded; become darkened i.e. not ‘fair’ or clear as before, as the complexion of a Native through anger or hard work (comp. gqunqa); get darkened or dimmed, come over dark, as the heavens (izulu) when clouding over or at dusk (ep. hwaqabala); drown the face, blink, as when one sees a sudden blow coming down upon him = fipala (mostly used in perf. fipela); make blurred or obscure to the vision — hence, make be dimmed, as a dirty window-glass the object (ace.) behind it; make be dim, as the window-glass (ace.) by smearing it with dirt, or the sun the colour (ace.) of a book-cover or coat; make become darkened i.e. no longer clear or fair, as hard work the complexion (ace.) of a Native, or the clouds the sky (ep. ukuti hwaqaba); cause one (ace.) to drown the face (ace.), as by making a sudden feint of striking him; drown at one (ace.), give him a sign of displeasure with the brows, as when wishing him to cease talking = fipaza [Sw. fîcha, obscure].

Ex. wase’muhi fipha nyise, wabha, then his father gave him a frowning look, and he kept quiet.

kuti fipha kakulu, uma sekunakusa, things become very dusky, or dim to the vision. just before dawn.

i(l)-Fipa (Fiphala), n. = i(l)-Liba.

u(lu)-Fipa (Fipha), n. Thing of a deep venous, or dark crimson, or purplish brown colour.

Fipala (Fiphala), v. = ukuti fipa.

Fipaza (Fiphaza), v. = ukuti fipa.

um-Fipazo (Fiphazo), u.5. Small veld-plant having a large white flower which becomes inky-black when faded.

Fisa, v. Desire to have anything (ace.); wish longingly, as to do anything (with ukhu); also causative form of fo (die), frequently used in reflective as below [Skr. ri, desire; Ar. bidd, righib, lîmî, wish, desire, covet; Her. pîa, desire].
Ex. ukuzi-fisa, to make oneself to die, i.e. feign death, pretend to die, as some insects.

Fisana, v. Die all at once, one with the other.
Ex. lafisana izwe isikongane, the land died or was ruined in all its districts, all over, by the locusts.

Fiseka (s.k), v. Be very desirable or wished for.

Fiselwa, v. Make to be died for by, i.e. make to lose (by death), as an umtakati causing a man to lose his stock or a woman her children.
Ex. uNobani usisele indoda ung'umtakati, So-and-so has been caused to have her husband die for her, i.e. has been widowed, by an umtakati.

Fisha, or Fishane, adj. = fusha, fushane.

Fitezela (Fitezela), v. Assert violently, hurriedly (C.N).

Fiti, ukuti (Fithi, ukuthi), v. Come down upon something soft (acc.) with the foot or knee, put the foot or knee upon, as upon a snake on the path, or the knee upon a bundle of grass to keep it firm while binding (= fitiza); also (rarely) = ukuti fiti fiti; ukuti fitifiti.

i-mFitilia (Fithiliba), n. Disordered throwing or being scattered about, a higgledy-piggledy, as above = i-nCakalala.

i-mfitilimi (Fithilibi), n. Thing dim, indistinct to the sight, as anything seen at dusk, or a smeared picture (cp. uhu-Fiti); talk that is obscure, not clearly intelligible; thing of disagreeable appearance (and expressing inferiorness of quality or badness of state), as disordered thatch on a roof, things lying untidily about a room, a mat that is old and worn, amabele of a poor quality (= i-mFitili), or an ugly scrofulous-looking face (= i-mFicimfici).

Fitiza (Fithiza), v. Do quickly, polish off briskly, as any work taken in hand, as a hut (ace.) to be built, grain to be ground, or a boot to be repaired (= fititiza); 'clear' the eyes, appear dimly or indistinctly before them, as an object seen at dusk, or marked with a small pattern that cannot be clearly seen; appear dim, obscure, to the mind, as unintelligible talk; put the foot or knee upon something soft or giving, as upon a snake (acc.) on the path, or the knee upon a bundle of grass when binding it = ukuti fiti.
Ex. intombazana amabele icerifitidele, se-yawagwa, the girl has polished off the amabele (to be ground), she has already finished it.

Fitizelana (Fithizelanala), v. Follow quickly after, on the heels of, close upon one another, as one wagon close upon another, cattle following on the heels of one another as when going into the fold = fizezelana.

i-mFiva, n. Malarial fever [Eng.]. See i-Mbo.

Fiyane, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Die off just at once, without any ado.

um-fo, n. 1. Man, fellow (in a familiar, not contemptuous sense, though implying that he is a 'stranger,' not one within our circle of friends); plur. aba-Fo, those who are not with us, merely 'men' of other tribes, often implying 'the enemy' — every strange tribe being supposed to be an enemy; applied by males to any male (for use of females to males, see um-Ne), of a like or younger age (if elder, see um-Ne), born of the same mother (i.e. brother); of the same father by other wives (i.e. half brother); of the paternal uncle (i.e. cousin, — not of paternal aunt, nor of maternal uncle = um-Zola; nor of maternal aunt = um-Ntaka'mame); or of any kraal or family having the same isi-bongo (i.e.
plur. Get Wooden Disease, go mealie-field

Ex. umfo vetu, wennu, wabo (never wami, wako, uake), my, or our brother, or sister, etc.; plur. abafo vetu, wennu, wabo (never bami, etc.; or betu, etc.), my, or our brothers, or sisters, etc.

amfo wapi yena lo? ng'ovcas'langeni, or ng'ovcas'emHlatuze, what (of where) fellow is this? he is one of the Elangeni clan, or he is from the Umhlatuza River.

akule, aye ku'bafo, he (the child) will grow up and then go off to those who are not with us, are strangers, enemies.

isi-Fo, n. Disease, a sickness (in a specified sense). See fa; uku-Fa.

Ex. ububara y'isifo sini? he is afflicted with what disease?

isi-Foboza, n. Wooden spoon with a very large (long and broad) mouthpiece = isi-Kabetuwe. Comp. isi-Xeembé.

Foca, v. Press (in a squeezing manner) in the hand, or with a spoon (not to squeeze with all one's might = foci nga), as the dregs (acc.) of utshwala to get out any further liquid, or a lemon (acc.) between the fingers, or any mashy food with a spoon to make the water rise; press out, as juice out of a lemon (doub. acc.) = ukuti foco.

Foceka (s. k.), v. Get pressed or squeezed; or pressed out, as above = ukuti foco.

isi-Focela, n. = isi-Fociya.

isi-Fociya, n. Belt made of fibre worn by women from after the first childbirth = isi-Bamba, ili(X)-Xarna. Comp. um-Kanzi; um-Qila; i-mFocane.

Phr. isifociya sika'nina = umu-Mba, q.v.

Fóco, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = foca, foceka; focoka, focoka. Comp. ukuti poto.

Focoka (s. k.), v. = facaka; facaka. Comp. potoza.

i-mFocamfocwa, n. = i-mFacamfaca.

Focoza, v. = facaza; facaza. Comp. potoza.

Focozeleka (s. k.), v. = focoka.

Fofobala, v. Stay indoors (i.e. not appear or go outside), as a young-man or girl on any of the preliminary marriage visits to one another's kraals, or a person when sick. Comp. fukama, qula.

Ex. mus'ukuloku usofobele endhlini, you shouldn't be always staying indoors.

Fófololo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be relaxed, slackened, hanging lifelessly, loosely down, as a slackened sail, or the body of a famished, powerless man; slacken, let hang, as one's working, walking, talking, etc., i.e. take a moment's rest or relaxation, as when travelling, being importunate with one's talk = ukuti ro-vololo, vonononcka.

Fohla, v. Break into, or through, i.e. go into, or through, in any irregular, generally violent, manner, as when a man forces his way into a kraal (acc. or loc.) or house (whether he break through the fence, jump over it, or enter the place in any other manner than honestly by the gate), or (by comparison) when he might break away through a crowd of people = ukuti fohlo.

Fohlo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = fohloka; fohloza; fohla; ukuti hlofo.

u(lu)-Fohlo, n. = u(lu)-Kohlo.

Fohloka (s. k.), v.; Get smashed, or crushed, with a crashing noise, as a calabash or slate when struck a heavy blow, or a match-box or mealie-stalk when crushed = fohlokala, hlofoka.

Fohlokala (s. k.), v. Be smashed, as above.

i-mFohlomfholo, n. Any thing of a dry fragile nature, breaking up with a crashing sound, as a calabash, glass-vase, match-box, or dry sticks and leaves on the ground beneath a bush.

i(li)-Fohlowlane, n. One of the um-Fece, or i-Lala, boxes which, with a small stone placed inside, are strung together into an anklet worn in order to produce a rattling noise when dancing = il(i)-Folowlane.

Fohlola, v. Smash, or crush, with a crashing sound, as a calabash (acc.) or glass-vase when striking it heavily, or a mealie-stalk or dry leaves when crashing them under foot; go crashing through dry undergrowth or bush = hlofoza, coboza.

isi-Fohlóza, n. Arbitrary, self-willed, rough-mannered person, who forces his way roughly and without concern anywhere, as through a mealie-field where there is no path.

Foja, v. Be humbled i.e. have the pride taken out of one, be brought down in tone, as a haughty official when publicly rebuked by his chief (= fola; toba); be humiliated, made feel small, as a father might by insolent conduct on the part of his child in the presence of others (used in perf.).

isi-Fòji, n. An humbled, humiliated person.
Fojisa, v. Humble i.e. subject to humiliation, take the pride out of a person (acc.), bring him down in tone, as a chief a haughty induna by publicly rebuking him; mortify, make feel or appear small, as the bad behaviour of a child might its parents (acc.) = folisa. Comp. filisa.

U-Fojisa, n. Section of the izi-mPohlo regiment of Shaka.

Um-Fokanza (s. k.), n. 1. Little bit of a fellow from some other tribe (by Natives always supposed to be inferior to their own) — diminutive form of umFokazi used in sense of contempt; hence, stranger in a poor way; poor fellow living as dependant or servant in a strange kraal, as old Native bachelors often do; any beggarly, menial-class person (term of contempt). Cp. u-Twangu; u-Nqogo [comp. Ar. fekir, poor man].

Um-Fokazi (s. k.), n. 1. Stranger i.e. one unknown in the kraal; commonly used by girls when talking of young men, even when familiarly known.

Foko, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = fokoku; fokoza.

Fokoka (s. k.), v. Get crushed down with a crisp, crackling sound, as long dry grass or straw when trodden on = ukuti foko.

I-mFokomfoko (s. k.), n. Thing of a light dry nature which when pressed down crushes together with a kind of soft crackling sound, as long dry grass growing thick on the veldt, or a heap of straw; hair (of Natives) when long, and of fine, soft quality, readily crushing down, like hay, when pressed by the hand. Comp. i-mFukumfulu.

Fokoqa, or Fokoqela (s. k.), v. = ukuti fokoza.

Fokoqeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti fokoza.

Fokoka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Cram into, stuff into, press a mass of any soft, yielding substance into any hole or oriifice, as a whole sweet-potato into one's mouth at once = fokoqela; get so crammed in, as above = fokoqeka.

U-Fokoqa (s. k.), n. Name jocularly applied to isi-Nkwa.

Fokoto, ukuti (Fokotho, ukuthi), v. Sit down, or take a seat for an instant, as when at work, or when a person has just taken his seat and is then called away. Comp. ukuti qubasha.

U(1)-Fokoti (Fokothi), n. Anterior fontanelle, or spot on the top of an infant's head where the skull-bones have not yet met together; part of the navel-string remaining on the calf after birth (ep. i-nGalati).

Fokoza (s. k.), v. Crush down with a crisp, crackling sound anything of the nature of long dry grass or straw (acc.), when pressing the foot upon it; crush through with a crackling sound, as when walking through (with ku or loc.) such long dry grass = ukuti foko.

Ex. sohamba sizifokazemene neni omkulu, we went crushing through the long thick overgrowth of grass.

I(1)-Fokozi (s. k.), n. Hut with a dilapidated appearance, from the thatch being old and disordered. Comp. i(1)-Dokodo; i(1)-Xiba.

Fola, v. Stoop, as a person when looking at something on the ground, or over work (= kotama; cp. gomfa); bend or bow down the head (intrans.) as before a blow; be bent or bowed down (metaph.) i.e. humbled, as a proud person who has been intentionally humiliated (= toba; fokoza); stick or pierce all over, cover with small holes or pits, as boys the intsema (acc.) bulb with their sharpened sticks, hob-nailed boots the ground, or small-pox the face of a man (= ukuti fokoza.

Ex. amunye afosiswe, abes'efola, another person after being subjected to humiliation, becomes humble (this one not).

I(1)-Foliji, n. Forage, oats [Eng].

Folisa, v. Cause to stoop; bend or bow down (trans.) the head (acc.); bring down, bend, humble, as a proud or stubborn person (acc. = fajisa; tobisa).

I(1)-Folo, n. Snares for catching bucks, etc. (C. N.).

Folo folo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Pierce all over with holes or pits, as boys the intsema bulb (acc.) with their sharpened sticks, a hobnailed boot the soft ground, or as small-pox a man's face (= fokoza; foloza); get so pierced all over with holes or pits (= foloka; foloza); put on assumed, ostentatious gestures of the body, as a dandy or when ostentatiously admiring, showing love, etc. (= foloza; folozela); talk (with false appearances of truth) lying, fabricated, deceiving stuff, as when backbiting or making a dishonest sale (= foloza, poloza).

I(1)-Folofolo, n. False person, given to talking lying fabrications, as when backbiting or making a dishonest sale (= i(1)-Polopolo); one who puts on assumed, ostentatious gestures of the body, as a dandy, or when ostentatiously admiring, showing love, etc., as a coquette
Foloka (s. k.), v. Get pierced or pitted all over with small holes, as the intesema after being stuck by boys, or the soft ground by hobnails in a boot, or a man's face by small-pox = ukuti folo folo.

i-mFoloko (s. k.), n. Small-pox, from the pock-marks left on the body (= u-Biei, i-nGrolobongo); fork [Eng. and D.]

Folokohla (s. k.), v. Crash through or into, as a buck crashing through a bush (acc. or loc.), or an ox breaking through a wooden fence = fulukuhla, folokohla, ukuti folokohla.

Folokohleka (s. k.), v. Get crashed through, as the thicket or fence, as above; go crashing through, as the buck or ox, as above (= folokohla, fulukuhleka).

Folokoho, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Crash through, crash down, or crash into, as a buck through a bush (loc. or acc.), or an ox through a wooden fence, or any heavy thing falling upon dry bush (acc. = ukuti fulukuhla, folokohla); get crashed through, crashed into, or crashed down, as the bush, or fence, above (= folokohleka).

Folokotaya (Folokothaya), v. Make or cause to collapse, or fall bodily 'in a heap', as one might a hut (acc.) by removing the pillar supporting it, or a horse by shooting it through the heart = ukuti folokoto.

Folokoteka (Folokotheka), v. Collapse, or fall bodily 'in a heap', as a hut when the supporting pillar is removed, or a horse when shot through the heart = ukuti folokoto.

Folokoto, ukuti (Folokotho, ukuthi), v. = folokotha; folokotheka.

(iii)-Folowane, n. = (ii)-Fohlowane.

(iii)-Folosi, n. A leader i.e. one of the leading couple in a span of oxen. [D. voor-oa].

Folowa, v. Pierce or pit with numerous small holes, as boys the intesema bulb (acc.) when stabbing it with their sharpened sticks, or small-pox the face, or a hobnailed boot soft ground (= folo); talk falsely with a show of truth, as when backbiting or making a dishonest sale (= poloda; habuza; hahaza); put on false, ostentatious gestures of the body, as a dandy (= folozela) = ukuti folo folo.

Folozela, v. Put on false, assumed, ostentatious gestures of the body, as a dandy, or when ostentatiously admiring, showing love, etc., as a coquette. = kenyezela, kendhlenyeka, kendhlezela, folozela.

i-mFolozi, n. Kind of pointed zigzag or chevron pattern, formed by double rows of tiny knobs or warts on the sides of Native pottery, or a waving zigzag pattern formed of fibre threads on Native matting; such a pot, or mat itself; small edible gourd, having smooth or warted shell, and introduced in recent times from Natal (= u-Galone) into Zululand (= u-Sololo); section of the isi-mPohlo regiment of Shaka.

um-Fomamasi, n. 5. — see um-Mfomamasi.

Fononeka (s. k.), v. (C. N.) = mfononeka.

Fonqa, v. Crumple up together, bend or crush up together by roughly turning in, etc., as one might a sheet of paper, a sleeping-mat (acc.), etc., instead of rolling or folding it properly, or as one might the limbs of a person when fighting fiercely with him.

isi-Fonyo, n. (C. N.) = isi-Mfonyo.

Fonyo fonyo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = fonyofonyoza.

Fonyofonyoza, or Fonyoza, v. = mfonyoza.

Fosha, v. = mba [E.].

(iii)-Fosholo, n. Spade, shovel [E.].

Foto, ukuti (Fotho, ukuthi), v. Yield or sink readily to pressure, as anything of the nature of an i-mFotomfotyo q.v. (= foto); make so yield i.e. press down, anything (acc.) of the same nature; hence, lie sinkingly down upon a soft feather bed or heap of hay; walk with a constant sinking of the upper body as though the legs were weak (= fotoza) = ukuti tofo; ep. ukuti polo, feca.

Fotho (Fothoka), v. = ukuti foto. Comp. potoka; facaka.

i-mFotomfotyo (Fothomfotyo), n. Anything of a soft, generally dry, nature readily sinking under pressure, as a feather-cushion, heap of clothes or soft hay (= i-nFotonfotyo, i-nTobontobo): also used of meat, and soft-boiled new mealies, as readily giving when chewed. Comp. i-mFotompoto; i-nTanyanlanga.

isi, or um-Fotongo (Fotongo), n. 5. Small veldt-ditch or hollow, generally found where two slopes or inclinations meet, and carrying a small freshet during a heavy rain.

Fotoya (Fotoha), v. = ukuti foto; ep. potoza; facaza.
Fu, ukuti (akathi), v. Throw out bodily, in a mass, 'flop down', as the water (acc.) from a basin, or potatoes from a basket; throw out in a mass upon, as when throwing upon a person (acc.) the water from a bucket (with nga); squat down 'flop', as a woman when sitting or a hen on the nest = fuzu; fubza; ukuti 'fu.

Ex. wesi'enyili fu nyequla, he thereupon throw out upon me (the sour-milk) from the milk-gourd.

li-Fu, n. Cloud, of the sky; field carrying a very heavy crop, 'a great mass' of grain. See uama-Fugafa. Comp. umu-Laza; li-Keke, um-Qongo, ama-Nkoukowane [Kamb. ibu]; San. Hch. i-fundi; Go. marwindi, clouds; ss Ma-rundu, scattered cloud; Kag. kunguyu, Reg. ku-kuti; Her. oru-su, light clouds.

isi-Fu, n. Stone-trap for birds (see isi-Fe); quantity of soil loosened at one time when digging (C.N.).

ulu-Fu, n. Stench (= uulu-Futo); (C.N.) paunch or first stomach of an ox (= uulu-Su); (C.N.) despised person, not worth regarding [see uulu-Su].

li-Fuba, n. Pelican (Pelecanus rufescens).

isi-Fuba, n. Chest, breast (comp. li-Fu-Bele); central body of an army (as distinguished from the flanks — see uulu-Pondo, also isi-Nqe); entrusted secret, affair to be retained in the heart (comp. i-mFihlo, i-mFumbe); intimate, or breast friend, to whom one's secrets are confined; any chest complaint when accompanied by pain and coughing (cp. uulu-Fuba) [Ga. ki-fuba, chest; Sw. Ze. Ngu. ki-fua; MZT. ci-fua; San. kufula; Kag. kifa].

Phr. isize ulitwene ngesifu, carrying the country on your chest, as though forcing your way against it = going up-country, towards inland.

sezagevela esifuben iimi isindaba, my breast (or inner heart) is already filled with (an abundance of trouble) affairs.

'esifuba sako lesion, that is something for you to keep to yourself, a secret confined to you.

ulu-Fuba, n. Asthma; emphysema; sometimes applied to any very slow-progressing variety of chronic consumption. Cp. li-Fu-Xuvala.

isi-Fuce, n. Certain tree (Rhus longifolia) = isi-Fico.

isi-Fuci, or Fucu, n. Lump of um-caba (C.N.) = isi-Fico.

Fucu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Stink, emit a stench, as a putrefying carcass = fucuka. Comp. uulu-Futo.

Fucuka (s.k.), v. Get to emit a stench, as above = ukuti fucu.

i-mFucumfucu, n. Rubbish, refuse, off-castings, and the like, generally lying about to be collected and cast away, as rubbish about in a room or workshop, clippings lying about after hedge-cutting, bits of grass after thatching, or (by comparison) dirt all over a dirty-boy's body; great number, or quantity, of any thing 'lying all about,' as a large scattered herd of cattle, or food about in large quantities at a feast = i-mFucuza, i-mVuumvucu. Comp. i-mFukumfuku; i-mFihimhihi; uulu-Vucu.

ubu-Fucufucu, n. = i-mFucumfucu.

Fucuza, v. Have to do with an i-mVuemvuu n.v. in any manner; hence, make a mess or rubbish all about a place; collect, or remove, such rubbish (acc.), or dirt from the body or a dirty garment; have to deal with a large scattered herd of cattle, as when collecting the scattered herd together, or driving it out of a place in which it is momentarily grazing; or have to do with i.e. collect, get in, manage, large quantities of crops as when harvesting, or large quantities of food as at a feast = vuucuza, vuucuula.

i-mFucuza, n. = i-mVuemvucu.

ulu-Fudu, n. Tortoise; heaviness of heart, loss of good spirits, bad humour, as caused by any passing mental disturbance or distress (comp. uulu-Kutu); (C.N.) kind of dancing [Her. onduzu, tortoise; Ga. ki-kutu; Chw. khatu].

Ex. umangakupi enofu dbe zino, don't bother him while he is out of good-humour through affliction.

kudle umuntu os'ekulile abe nafuda lubo-doda, ayega ukuba iyegebicelana, kungati i-ingane, it is proper for one already grown up to put on the stern-humour (i.e. grave-ness) of manhood, and cease being a noisy chattering little thing as though he were a child.

N.B. Ufudu lung'umuni wojoqela, wo-nkewuza penis maris nti twa pokuti (which arises in certain kidney diseases).

Fuduka (s.k.), v. Get out of the way, move aside, as to let a person (acc. with ela, or form) pass (= deda, dedela); move away a bit, get away or aside, as a kraal might from its original position = suduka.

i-mFuduka (s.k.), n. = i-mFutumfutu.

Fudukisa (s.k.), v. Make get out of the way, make move away a bit or aside.

Fudulula, v. Gather up or away a lot of scattered rubbish (acc.), etc. = fucuza.
FU

Fu dululu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = fu dululu.

Fu dulumala, v. Be or become warm, as the weather, or water; be close, as the air in a room filled with people; be fever-stricken, abounding in malarial disease (connected by the Natives with the warm sultriness of atmosphere), as some districts along the coast or in the bush-country; be warmed up, as a man disputing in a heated manner (gen. used in perf.) = kudumala.

Ex. lea amanzi afudumeleyo, bring some warm water.

Tisfu dunule ku kuluku kulayo indleko, it is very warm i.e. prolific of fever and the like, at that place.

Fu dumalisal, v. Warm a thing (acc.), make to be warm, as a cook might water or cold food, or a great-coat a person's body.

Fu dumalisa, v. = fu dulimalisa.

Fu dumezela, v. Steep crushed mealies (acc.) in boiling water and leave to stand overnight, so as to be ground finely; for utshwata on the morrow.

isi-Fu dumesi, n. Sultriness of atmosphere, not room), close moist heat, such as makes one perspire even while sitting, as along the coast; used also of a hot wind (even when dry, though warm or stifling to the breath) = isi-Kudumesi, is- Amenu, is- Vumvu. Comp. isi-Kulu.

Fu dusa, v. = fu dukisa.

isi-Fu fufu, n. Strong wind coming up in violent gusts; hasty, impetuous, passionate person (see fufuzela).

Fu fufu, v. Carry a heavy weight, be heavily loaded, as a person carrying an unusually large burden, or a river carrying down 'cart-loads' of rubbish, etc., when in flood = futu.

isi-Fu fufu, n. A great carrier, one given to carrying heavy loads; also applied to such a river as above, a rushing torrent, freshet.

Fu fulu, v. Act with spirit, as when boldly facing danger (C.N.).

ama-Fu fununu (no sing.), n. Huge fatness or breadth of body; person with such body = ama-Fundulu, isi-Kukulugu, iti-Bibi.

isi-Fu fununu, n. hugely fat, broad-bodied person, taking up the room of two ordinary persons = is-Fu bunununu; isi-Vunyavunya.

Fu futa (Fu futha), v. Carry a heavy weight, as on the head or shoulder; be heavily loaded, as a wagon, or a small child given more than it can carry ( = futu); go along in an ignorant, unknowing manner, 'all in the dark', as a man who goes along quite unacquainted with the country he is going through and what is on ahead, or one out journeying in search of a cow for sale not knowing exactly where he is making for, or a person travelling in the dark without seeing the path or where he is walking = fumfuta. Comp. fukuza.

Ex. ngiyipika ngokufufuta nje, I contend by going unknowingly, i.e. I simply go along, without knowing where I am going to.

Fu futeka (Fu futheka), v. Get taken along 'all in the dark', i.e. do a thing without thought, without attention, without knowing, as when buying the first coat offered in a shop without examination and afterwards discovering it to be a deception, or a father who thoughtlessly gives consent to a thing and afterwards finds he has been misled. Comp. futuzela.

um-Fufuto (Fu futho), n.5. Any heavy burden, carried on the head or shoulders, as a great bundle of grass or goods; heavy load, as of a wagon = um-Fufuto; um-Fungo. Comp. um-Futho; futula.

isi-Fufuyana, n. Small 'torrent' (= isi-Fufulu) or freschet formed after a heavy rain; the ditch or place (= isi-Fotongo) where such a freschet runs.

Fu fuzu, v. = futa; also fufuzela.

Fu fuzela, v. Do in a hasty, impetuous, passionate manner; be 'hasty,' as one quickly allowing himself to be led away by the emotions, as of anger, eager desire, etc.; also = fufuza; futa. Cp. futu.

Fuhlu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = fuhluka; fuhluza; ukuti fihli.

ama-Fuhlufulu, n. = ama-Fihli fihli.

Fu hluuka (s. k.), v. Get put disorderly or untidily; get thrown about, or down, in a disorderly, untidy manner, as bundles of grass about a kraal, sacks of mealies about a store, vessels in a hut, clothes in a cupboard, or rubbish all about a room = fihlizeka. Comp. ukuti fitlili; ffunyazeka.

Fuhluulu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = fuhluka; fuhluza; ukuti fuhlu.

i-Muhlufulu, n. Things lying in a disordered, untidy state, as clothes in a cupboard, vessels about a hut, or rubbish about outside of a kraal = ama-Fihli fihli, ama-Fuhlu fulu. Comp. ama-Fungafunya.
Fuhluza, v. Put disorderly or untidily, throw about or down in a disorderly, untidy manner, as clothes (acc.) in a cupboard, vessels about a hut, or rubbish about a kraal outside = fihliza. Comp. funyazi.

Fukama (s.k.), v. Sit, as a hen hatching; sit indoors (with ngendhlu), properly of certain Native customs requiring it (as of a woman after childbirth ‘until the navel-string has fallen from the child,’ or of a girl at her first menstruation, or of a newly married wife on the days following her wedding, also when confined to the house from sickness (gen. used in perf.). Comp. fofohala. [Ka. MZT. tugama, kneel (the Native custom being to kneel in a squat manner, with the buttocks sitting on or beside the heels); Ga. fukamiria, kneel; Her. haama, squat; Sw. hamia, squat].

Ex. sengikona ngafukama ngendhlu I have been continuously confined to the house.

Fukamela (s.k.), v. Sit upon eggs (acc.), be hatching, as a hen; sit over a person (acc.), i.e. be constantly coming down on him, worrying him about something (with nga), as for the payment of a debt, or when constantly teasing him about some old fault he may have committed (used in perf.) (= fundekelia, helesela, fundamela, bedhla).

Fuku, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = fukuka; fukula; fukuza.

i(l)-Fuku (s.k.), n. Heap, or collection in one place, of disorderly placed grass or dry vegetable rubbish of any kind; hence, any untidy ‘heap of grass’ i.e. thing made of grass or similar vegetable rubbish, as a Native hut or the thatched roof of a house with the grass all blown about in disorder, or the ‘rubbish heap’ of a nest built by the u-Tekwane, u-Ntholozile, etc., or an entangled mass of climbing plants thickly covering a bush or veranda; folds of fatty skin which in some people fall down heavily upon and cover the eyelid (gen. used in plur. ama-Fuku or i-m-Fuku); also sometimes, eyelid generally.

Ex. kwa’simenja ku’esukwindini, Funela’s kraal is in a rubbish heap — said of any kraal overgrown with weeds, in the midst of which the huts seem to sit.

i-m-Fuku (s.k.), n. see i(l)-Fuku.

u(lu)-Fuku (s.k.), n. Black ox when grey (i.e. with white and black spotings) about the throat and chest. Cp. i-n-Gwevu.

Fuku fuku, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = fukuza.

i(l)Fuku-fuku (s.k.), n. One who exerts himself, is energetic, diligent at work (comp. isi-Pekupeku); anything that goes bobbing up and down, as a man carrying heavily on his head, or the long bundle of branches he may be carrying; collection of anything of the nature of an i-m-Fukumfuku q.v.; plur. ama-Fuku-fuku, such i-m-Fukumfuku lying abundantly, ‘in heaps,’ all about the place (= i-m-Fuenumufu).

Ex. indhlu yake is’i-mafuku-fuku, his hut is (like) disordered heaps of grass-rubbish.

Fukuka (s.k.), v. Get made to rise up, swell up, go up with a gentle motion, as the soil of a mole-hill when the mole is working below, or as the tablecloth when a kitten walks beneath it, or the big-toe when worked up and down, or as a mist enveloping a mountain-top which gets lifted as the day progresses (not the clearing away of a mist within which one finds himself = damuka), or as chaff from grain when thrown in the water, or a river rising after rain, or children growing, or a heap of hay when turned over with a pitch-fork.

Ex. indhlu is’i-fukukile lapha wacita kana ama-Fuku, the hut (i.e. earthen floor thereof) is now all puffed up where you spilt the water.

u-Madllozi seFuku-zulo, Madllozi has now grown (i.e. has got taller than he was).

ama-Fukuka (no sing; s.k.), n. Risings, i.e. chaff, weevil-eaten skins, and the like, that rise to the surface when grain, beans, and such things, are thrown into water.

Fuku-la (s.k.), v. Lift up, as a pot of beer, or other heavy thing (acc.) from the ground; also = fukaza. Comp. paka-misa; zimbula; sibukula.

Phr. ngisuya ‘laphu-la ipango kwa’Bani, I am just going to swell out my sunken stomach at So-and-so’s.

um-Fuku-lo (s.k.), n. = um-Hlandhla; also sometimes um-Nqonqo.

i-m-Fukumfuku (s.k.), n. Things of a light, loose nature (such as could be raised by a pitchfork), as hay, droppings from roof-thatching, clippings from a cut hedge, imfe stripings, and similar rubbish, when lying about before removal. Comp. i-m-Fuenumufu; i-m-Fuittumiftoni; i-m-Fhiillumfhi; i-m-Futhumufhu. See fukuza.

i-m-Fukumfuzi (s.k.), n. (N) = i-m-Fukuzane.
Fukuza (s. k.), v. Raise i.e. make to rise or swell up, as a heap of flattened hay (acc.) by turning it with the pitchfork (= yokomalisa), or the dung floor of a hut by pouring boiling water on it, or as a mole the earth when working beneath it, or as a girl the ground grain when ‘raising’ up a big heap, or as a kitten the tablecloth when creeping beneath it, or as a man his big-toe when working it up and down, or as a heavy rain causing a river to rise, or as a man the chest or stomach when breathing; give a throbbing push upward from beneath, as a thing beneath a carpet, or a child in the womb; also = fukuza. See fukuza. [Sw. Futu, fukuza, raise].

Phr. unb’isfukuza irokoke, he was pilling the chips up and down, munching boiled-mealies.
sahamba sifukuza ekweneni, we went along raising up (i.e. crawling beneath) the thick overgrowth of grass.
kade unfuksuxa umntongo, you have been sleeping away ever so long.

Fukuza (s. k.), v. Go bobbing along, with an up and down motion, as a man going briskly when carrying a heavy load on the head; rake up, or make to rise, the clouds, as the heavens (i-zulu) when a south-wind springs up and brings together an abundance of clouds; do energetically, with spirit, or brisk diligence, as a woman working away with a heart. See fukuza.

u-Fukwe (s. k.), n. Lark-headed Cuckoo (Centropus senegalensis), only eaten by old women and small boys.

Fula, v. Gather green food (i.e. food not yet thoroughly ripe) from the fields for present use — its use is almost confined to green or young mealies (acc.) and young pumpkins. Comp. vuva.

um-Fula, n. ß. River (ep. um-Nonjano); eczema (so called from the watery exudation during the weeping stage — comp. um-Nu; u(lu)-Twayi); a certain tree [Skr. plu, flow; Lat. eruere, to flow; Heh. mfula, rain; Bo. Ze. Ngulu, futa, rain; Her. omubura, rain; Kamb. mbue, rain; Sw. mfo, torrent; m-fuo, furrow — prob. akin to i-mVula q.v. rain].

Phr. kosayinya emfuleni (or enakwazi), he will no longer go out on to the veldt, or out into the cold (the word um-Fula being sometimes euphemistically used for ‘the bush’ or anywhere outside of the kraal) = he will not now die.

P. akuko ’umfisa umahlokomo (or ungakezakali), there's no river that hasn't got a sound = there's no man with a tongue that won't use it; or there's no man that won't make his presence known somehow.

Fulatela (Fulathela), v. Turn the back towards (acc. or ku); turn the back on, disregard absolutely, as a son his father (acc. = comp. hambesela); get on far ahead, get along a great distance, as a man when travelling and leaving behind him a big stretch of country; retreat, turn tail, as an impi running away; retire, as an impi that has done its work and is returning home. See shikila.

Ex. us’efuta(te) kukuwa namhla, he is today already far away, or a great distance from where he started.

wane’okomunti qa, wamfulatela, he no sooner caught sight of him, than he turned and was off.

kade wamfulatela uqise. already long ago has he forsaken, or had nothing to do with, his father.

Phr. inyanga isiifulatela ezantsi, the moon has now turned its back towards down-country — that is, is in its last quarter, with the bulge of the crescent off towards the east = isipetele ezantsi.

i(l)-Fulatelana (Fulathelana), n. Kind of flying insect, working much damage in amabele fields and often seen, during the breeding season, flying in couples joined ‘back to back.’

i(l)-Fule, n. = i(l)-Fulana.

i-mFule, n. = i-mFulwa.

Fulela, v. Cover over, cover, in, any kind of habitation or shelter (acc.), whether with grass, matting, skins, iron, or what not — it is also used of the walls of such buildings when covered round with grass, matting or iron, but not with plaster (see nameka); cover over a person (acc.) as to his faults, etc., i.e. shield him from blame, evil consequences, etc., as an induna might his friend when brought into court (comp. gqiba); cover up, hush up a person’s doings (acc.), faults, etc. (= gqiba).

Fulukhula (s. k.), v. folokholha.

Fulukhuleka (s. k.), v. folokholka.

Fulukhulu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. ukuti folokholo.

i(l)-Fulwa, n. Green snake, with white belly, living about rivers, and even in water, only slightly poisonous = i(l)-Fule.

i-mFulwa, n. Native ‘sewing-bristle’, used for passing the thread in mat-making, and consisting of a strong fibre from an i-lala leaf; cord-like creeping plant
(Ophiocauleum gymnifera) used as an i-nTelezi.

isi-Fulwane, n. Certain plant something like the i-mFulwe.

Fuma, v. Be clouded over, as the sky, with one grey sheet of clouds, as during a settled land-rain (used in perf.).

um-Fuma, n. 5. Calabash, generally, of any size, for keeping fat to be used in anointing the body, or smearing isi-dwabo (comp. um-Gqwraku) [Her. otyi-lyama, vessel].

Fumana, v. = fanyana.

i(li)-Fumanankundhleni (s.k.), n. = (li)-Fuyanisanankundhleni.

Fumanisa, v. = fanyanisa.

Fumba (Fumbha), v. Pour or throw on, forth or at, mass-wise, bodily, in large quantity — used in a very broad sense, as when throwing out bodily the water (acc.) contained in a bucket, when throwing a rolled-up blanket or bundle of clothing (with nga) at a person (acc.), when sewing grain (acc.) extravagantly in a field (cp. kwaya), when piling any thing and every thing in the way of wood upon a fire to make it big, when turning out the whole lot of calves at once to their mothers at milk-time = ukuti fu. [Lat. cumulo, I heap together; Her. tumba, heap up; Ga. fuka, pour: Sw. fungu, heap].

Ex. ngisaya kwifumba ngamansi, I am just going off to administer him a water-clyster.

u-Fumba (Fumbha), n. Black-bellied Bush-tard (Lisotis melanogaster).

isi-Fumanqoko (Fumbhanqoko), n. Round Shouldered, dwarfish person.

Fumbata (Fumbathya), v. Close the hand (acc.) fist-wise (used in perf. fombele); close the hand upon i.e. hold in the closed hand, as one might a thing (acc.) to be guessed at (used in perf.) [Sw. fumbata, close the fist; Bo. Fumbatia; Her. nyula]. Comp. i-mFumbe.

i-mFumbe (Fumbehe), n. Thing held in the closed hand to be guessed at; hence, riddle; any secret, affair confided to one to be kept quiet (comp. isi-Fuba, i-mFhlo); certain kind of edible mushroom of the knob-headed or unexpanding kind; any kind of mushroom while young and with the pileus still ball-shaped; large kind of wood-louse (= i-mFingezi) [Bo. fumba, handful; ku-fumba, to speak in parables; Sw. fumbo, riddle].

Fumbeka (Fumbheka), v. Get poured or thrown down, etc., bodily, in a mass.

Phr. wadimde wafumbeka ezinquabeni, he just fell down in a heap, bodily — as when shot through the head.

Fumbela (Fumbhela), v. Pour or throw down, on or at, mass-wise, all-together, on one place; hence, pour or throw in a heap together, as when piling wood (acc.) upon a fire, or throwing down potatoes in a heap.

isi-Fumbu (Fumbhu), n. Hump on the back of a person (not cattle = i(li)-Lunda), curvature of the spine; such a hump-backed person = i-nQorrolo. [Sw. fumha, hump].

Phr. isifumbu sibelele umntwana onge-hlikiyo, the hunchback carries a child that never gets down.

Fumfu, ukuthi (ukuthi), v. = fumfusa.

um-Fumfu, n. 1. = u-Mumfu.

i-mFumfu, n. Hushed-up affair just beginning to leak out or get known abroad; any matter talked of between two persons in such a manner that those who overhear shall not understand, or only obtain a remote idea of the subject of conversation. See fumfusela.

Fumfusa, v. Just emerge or come forth into view, as a seedling-plant just peeping above ground, buds just coming forth on the trees in spring (=mftoma), a nail or needle just appearing on the other side of the thing it pierces, or an affair just beginning to be heard abroad; make just emerge, just put forth, as trees their tiny buds (acc.) in spring, or the veldt putting forth new grass after the old has been burnt off = ukuti fumfu.

Fumfusela, v. Talk of a matter in such a manner that those who overhear shall not understand what is being talked about. See i-mFumfute.

Fumfuta (Fumfutha), v. Smell at (with an audible sniffing of the nose — cp. nuka; sezelu), as at meat (acc.) to see whether it be fresh, or at a vessel in the dark to see whether it be the one required; smell for, as a cat smelling after a mouse (acc.) or dog after a buck; smell out, trace smelling, as a dog tracing down a buck (acc.), or one man successfully searching for another; also = hifuta.

Ex. ungumfutu ngani? how ever did you smell me out, i.e. discover me?

um-Fumfuto (Fumfutho), n. 5. = um-Fumfu-
to.

i(li)-Fumuka (s.k.), n. Very new beer, i.e. only just strained, or only partially fermented. Comp. isi-Laza, isi-Tshodo.
Fumuta \((\text{Fumutha}), \text{v.}\) Eat anything (acc.) with the mouth stuffed choke-full, so that only the sniffing through the nose is heard = \text{fumuzu, munuma.} \[\text{i-mFumuta (Fumutha), n.}\] A coming down on one at a disadvantage, not giving him a chance to move — only used nowadays in following phrase: — \text{aku-un-dhla imFumuta (amnuta),} to take a person (acc.) at a disadvantage so as to do him some harm, as when striking a child because it’s mother is away, or when attacking a man because he is without weapon or alone, or when defrauding a person on account of his ignorance of how to manage a transaction.

Fumza, \(\text{v. = fumuta.}\)FU

Funa, \(\text{adv. Lest.}\) Ex. \text{ngisaba fumunokwane, he is afraid lest he get killed.} \text{nyangiyusi, fumubaleke, don’t startle it (the buck), lest it run away.} \[\text{Funa, \(\text{v.}\) Want or require, as a workman requiring a certain tool (acc.) for a particular work, or a boy wanting a certain wage; seek or search for (in any manner, as with hand or eyes — see \text{cinga}, as when searching for a stray sheep (acc.), or for a particular article amidst a box of clothes (=kwataza). Comp. \text{nula, swela.}}\] \[\text{Funda (\text{Funda}), \text{v. Put into the mouth, in with it, as food (acc.) — of any kind except liquids, as beer and water} [\text{\text{Kag. Funda, mouth.}}]}\] \[\text{Funda, \(\text{v.}\) Learn (generally); more particularly, assemble in the kraal of a bride or bridegroom, as do the boys and girls who are to take part in the wedding-dance a few days previously, in order to learn new dance-songs or rehearse old ones which the bride and bridegroom propose to have performed by their respective parties on that occasion; hence, go to school, or mission-class; learn at school; read, as from a book [\text{Sw. Ji-Funza, fundishwa, learn.}}\] Ex. \text{kukufunda, the dance-rehearsal has not yet taken place.} \text{kungundwe ramhla ka'Boni, they are rehearsing the dance-songs (for a wedding) at So-and-so's to-day \(\text{i.e. the wedding is in a day or two's time.}}\] \[\text{N.B. There is an interesting resemblance between this Zulu custom and the work of the mission-school. When a wedding is at hand, the bride and bridegroom arrange a dance-programme, each for his or her own party. Although it used to be customary for the party of the bride to repeat mainly old and well-known songs, the bridegroom generally preferred, for his own party, something entirely new and peculiar to this occasion. For this purpose he would secure the good services of some professional 'composer' (\text{\text{i-nGqambi), of whom each district could boast of one or two. No fee was charged for the service. A few days immediately before the wedding, the \text{uku-funda} or dance-rehearsal would be announced among the surrounding kraals. The bride, or bridegroom, would lead their parties through all the old dances, but the \text{iqqambi} would attend in order to initiate them in the new composition. His method was to sing the piece through several times alone, after which one by one the smarter of the young men or girls would pick up the air and join in with him; and eventually the whole class. Strict discipline was maintained by the \text{iqqambi during the teaching, and anyone, even men or women, who was so unwise as to laugh, promptly received a painful reminder, or was ignominiously expelled from the hut. The second step in the composer's method was for him to go through the actual \text{dance}, in person and alone, before the class. This was the stage when the maintenance of order and self-restraint was particularly irksome to the class; for it very frequently happened that our dusky composer utterly failed to make the wording suit his motions. On such occasions, he had to seek the aid of another professional, an \text{i-nDabuli, i.e. cutter-up, who 'arranged' the words to the different leg and arm movements. This satisfactorily mastered — although often enough the efforts of both \text{iqqambi and iDabuli only resolved themselves into a screeching force — the more initiatory of the young people would join in with their teachers; and so gradually the whole houseful. This process of learning or rehearsal was called \text{uku-fundisa}; and the composer was said to be \text{uku-fundisa}, i.e. make to learn, or teach.}}\] \[\text{im-Funda (Funda), n. Piece of flat, grassy, meadow-like land generally alongside a river or between hill-slopes, and of a dry soil, and liked for mealie-gardens. Cp. \text{isi-Hlambolo.}}\] Phr. \text{aku-dhla 'ufunda 'wbili njengoroomba, to eat on both sides of the river like a hippopotamus — said of a young-man who claims the cattle of several huts, or child who eats first in one hut, then goes and eats in another.} \text{isi-Funda, n. Piece of country, or district,}
placed by the supreme authority under control of a headman, i-duna, magistrate, and the like; sometimes used of the people of such district, as to distinguish them from those of another [Sw. fungu, district].

um-Funda, n. 5. One of the people of any isi-Funda; hence, a common or subject person i.e. not one of the higher or ruling classes, a country-dweller who has no direct social connection with the chief (= ovus'emapandhleni); (C. N.)

Ex. young imifundana lena ka'Majiya, all these rubbishy subjects (or people) of Majiya.

Fundama, v. Collect or gather together on one place, as a snake when coiling itself up, or cattle standing together for the midday-rest (C. N.) — see butisa; i-nFunde.

i-mFundamakwelo (Fundamakwelo), n. Species of small aquatic beetle commonly seen darting about on the surface of stagnant water, and which, when applied to the tongue of a small boy, gives it a sharp bite, and from henceforth he is able to whistle! = i-nThamakwelo.

Fundamela, v. = fundekela.

i-mFundamo, n. (C. N.) = i-nTlatu.

Fundekela (s. k.), v. Bother, torment, as a girl’s people when they constantly worry her (acc.) to get married, boys when teasing one of their comrades (acc.) about some fault he may have made, or one man another when continually pressing him for payment of a debt. Comp. helesela.

um-Fundi, n. 1. Learner, scholar; disciple (M).

Fundisa, v. Teach — see funda [Sw. fundishu].

um-Fundisi, n. l. Missionary; teacher, of any kind (M).

isi-Fundo, n. Lesson (M).

u(lu)-Fondo (Fundo), n. = u(lu)-Findo.

Funduluka (s. k.), v. Come or go in constant succession, as wagon after wagon along a road (= tapuluka; comp. ukuti ntsenele); (C. N.) go out again, as the cattle in the afternoon after the ukusundama q.v.

i(i)-Fundululo, n. (N) = i(i)-Fundulula.

i(ii)-Fundululo (also used in plur. ama-Fundululo). Rankling ill-feeling in one’s heart against another person, malice (= is-Abongo); pl. ama-Fundululu, immense fatness, hugeness of body (= ama-Futumana).

Ex. anyuma’mafundululo kuye, I have no malice against him.

Funela, v. Seek for another (acc.) i.e. provide for him the necessities of life.

Ex. kafunela matu, ugaZifunela iye, he is provided for by nobody; he just looks after himself.

Funga, v. Swear i.e. take an oath; swear by, as by one’s chief (acc.) [Skr. yu; bind; Lat. ius, law; Sw. ji-funga, give one’s word].

Ex. wafung’amanga (or wafung’elamanga), he swore falsely, he swore to what was not true.

wafungu, wagabela, he swore positively.

N.B. The Native custom is to swear by one or other of the words of uku-bina q.v. that is, to swear one would do something abominably wrong, if he be not speaking the truth. Thus, if one man says a thing which another seems to doubt, he may follow up his statement by adding Nyifunga wade se re (I swear by my sister)! or Nyinulule imibinga yenkos! (I would strip off the imibinga beads of the king)! the real meaning being that, if I be not speaking truly, I would commit incest with my sister, or I would take off the bead-ornament from one of the king’s daughters and coolly strip off the beads thereof (the imibinga or amber-coloured bead being Mpande’s favourite), which, of course, would be deemed a capital offence. See fungisela.

Fungisa, v. Cause one to swear, administer the oath to one (acc.), as in court.

Fungisela, v. Swear at one (acc.) i.e. take an oath on another’s account in order to cause him to swear the truth.

N.B. If a man says something offensive to another, or which is quite incredible to him, this latter may retort by some kind of uku-bina word, e.g. kebo kecenza abakwe-kazi! (it will be your wife’s mothers that will do it! — never you!); or if it be women, the one may express her disbelief in the statement by saying to the other, kebo kecenza umyoko:alu! (it will be your father-in-law, not you, that will do it!). The person ‘swearing’ in this way is said to fungisela the other (see funga). Upon the utterance of such an oath, this latter, highly offended, will usually take up his stick and leave the hut at once. Should it, however, be afterwards proved that he spoke the truth, the person who fungisela’d is in honour bound to make him some amende in the shape of some small gift.

Funisa, v. Help one (acc.) to look for something (acc.); sell, or buy, used idiomatically as below (comp. tenga).
Ex. ngiyafunisa nyenkonesi yami, I am helping (people) to want or desire by this my cow — that is, am hawking it about or proclaiming its sale before them = I am selling my cow, or I want someone to buy my cow.

ngifunisa imali nyenkonesi yami, I am wanting money and causing (others to want) by this my cow = I am selling my cow for money, or I am wanting money in exchange for my cow.

ngifunisa umuntu umembuzi yenje yami, I am causing a person with a goat to want or desire by this my sheep = I want a man with a goat to buy my sheep, or I want to sell my sheep to one with a goat.

Funisela, v. Try for by searching in a random, chance kind of way, as when a man, hearing at night an uproar in his Kafir-hut, enters, and seeing nothing in the dark, lets fly with his stick in all and every direction hoping thereby to chance upon somebody; or when, by making enquiries among a lot of children, he hopes to chance upon the one who has been guilty of a theft; buy, or sell, on behalf of another (used idiomatically as below — see above funisa).

Ex. wasengena umhlanga, waphunisela ngenkulu, then the whitemen entered and struck about (for chance whacks) with his stick.

ngisifunisela uMasimu imali umembuzi yake, I am looking for money for Masimu for this goat of his, or I am selling Masimu's goat for him for money.

um-Funkulu (s. k.), n. 5. = um-Hlandhla; also sometimes = um-Nqono.

isi-Funuku (s. k.), n. Certain parasitical plant.

Funya, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = funnela; funyaza.

ama-Funyafunya, n. Things (properly soft goods) placed in a disorderly, untidy fashion, as blankets just thrown down in a hut, clothes in a cupboard all pulled about, mats put away unrolled, or bundles of corn roughly and loosely bound. Comp. amu-Fihlifhi, ti-Fuhlufunghlu.

Funyana, v. Find i. e. come across, meet with (not get or obtain = fola), as a person's hat (ace.) on the floor, or a knife on the path; come up with, come upon, overtake, as one person another (ace.) when journeying = funyanisa [Her. muna, find; MZT. jana].

Ex. ngifunyene elele, I found him asleep. ngafunyana uNkuti akuso yena, I found that it was he.
infiqi le'tambo, this string is short.

Fuqa, v. Be put out, vexed, out of temper (gen. used with intliziyi as nom., not person himself) (= ukuti fuqa, fuquza); put down anything (acc.) hastily (whether angrily or not), as when one puts down a thing in a pet, or as a servant might do when suddenly called by his master, or a man throwing down his hat or burden when arriving home dead-tired (= ukuti fuqa).

Ex. intliziyi yami iyafuqa, I am put out — because of something that has happened or just been said to me.

Fuqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = fuqa (in second sense).

Fuqela, v. Be out of temper towards, or by reason of, as above.

Fuqisa, v. Put one (acc.) out, make him vexed, put him out of temper, as above.

Fugu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = fuquka; fuquza, fuqa.

Fuquka (s. k.), v. Get put out, or out of a temper (usually used of one’s heart or intliziyi).

um-Fuqulu, n. 5. Large bundle of anything for carrying on the head or shoulders (only used of things packed bale-fashion, not in lengths as grass is usually done) = um-Qiqingo. Comp. um-Fufuto.

Fuquza, v. Be put out, out of temper, as one’s heart or intliziyi = ukuti fuqa, fuqa.

Fusa, v. Smoke a thing (acc.) i.e. saturate it with smoke till thoroughly discoloured, as a wooden spoon, or piece of meat hung up in a hut; smoke out, as a newly-dug mealie-pit by making a fire in it ‘to drive out the earthly smell, otherwise the mealies would not do well’; discolour a person, as by giving him a black-eye or bruise. Cp. futa, fufuza. [Sw. fuka, smoke (neut.).]

(i) Fusakazi (s. k.), n. Cow that has lost its calf, by abortion or death (cp. um-Lazetakazi); young marriageable widow (= (i) Cakazi).

um-Fusamvu, n. 5. Tree in the bush-country (Pittosporum viridiflorum) whose bark is used as emetic and enema for fevers.

(i) Fusazana (no plur.), n. Crushed-mealie paste cooked in boiling water in rounded lumps or dumplings.

(i) Fusela, n. = (i) Fusi.

Fusha, adj. = fushane, fisha.

Fushane, adj. Short, in any sense; a short distance i.e. rather near (adjectivally) = fishane [sec: fupi].

Ex. kufushane nokoma, it is not far from there.

Phr. intliziyi yake infushane, his heart, or appetite, is short = he is quick-tempered; or, his appetite is very small, has little desire for food; or, his stomach is inclined to vomit, as when one is faintish.

(i) Fusi, n. Cultivated land lying fallow; used of a field no longer ploughed, as worked out, or from the owner having removed, etc.; discoloured patch or mark on the skin, where a burn or old sore has been (= isi-Bashu, (i) Fuse-la); small piece of tender meat adjoining the paunch in cattle.

i-mFusi (Fusisi), n. Child born at birth next following that at which twins were born. See (i) Wele.

Futa (Futha), v. Blow strongly (intrans.) as the wind (= futuza; comp. pepeta; vunguza; kwishisa); blow, blow on or at, as a man at his fingers (acc.) when he has burnt them (= futuza); blow up, as a bladder (acc.); spit at a person (acc.), as a spitting-snake; blow upon, puff upon or ‘smoke’, as smoke does the eyes (acc.) of a person when sitting in it, or any food-stuff standing long in it (= futuza); get into a passion with a person (acc.), address with violent speech; throb painfully, as a wound, or as the thorin in it (= futuza; iskuthumba; cp. gagamba, kenketa) [Skr. vā, blow; Gr. phuo, I blow; Lat. flo, I blow; Ga. fua, blow; Sw. vuna, blow; mi-fua, bellows].

Ex. uBani ifutice imfexi (or isu), So-and-so has been spit upon by an infexi-snake (or struck—not killed—by lightning).

ukuthula kw’onakala ngokufuza intu, the food was spoilt by getting smoked (with smoke).

ama-Futa (Futha; no sing.), n. Fat, liquid or solid, animal or vegetable — hence, extracted animal fat, grease, ointment, butter, olive-oil, and the like (but not the fat or white of meat—see (i) Nozi, i-Nyama emkholo—although sometimes incorrectly applied thereto in conversation with white-people) [Sw. matu, fat; Bo. maruta; Ny. maguta].

u(lu)-Futa, Futo, or Futu (Futha, etc.), n. Stench, such as arises from putrefying animal matter — u(lu)-Bofu, isi-Boshi; cp. is-Antungwane; um-Vundela; isi-Kapane. [Lat. puto, I am rotten; Goth. fuls; foul; Sw. vundu, stench; Ga. vunbi — see vunda].
isi-Futane (Futhane), n. Ailment of infants, accompanied by markedly quick breathing, perhaps from fever.

Futaniso (Futhaniso), n. Suffocate, smother, stifle a person (acc.), as by holding the hand over his mouth and nose, by covering him thickly with blankets, or as smoke or gas = kutaniso, qumbelaniso. Comp. futelana.

Futanisela (Futhanisela), n. Do anything with a 'straining' effort i.e. exert oneself over, make a strenuous effort.

Ex. safutanisela, saza safika emLabazi, we strained ourselves, till we reached the UmLabazi.

asifutanisile kube'ulina esekayo, let us make an effort, or exert ourselves, with this remaining patch (to get it finished).

Futata, ukuti (Futhatha, ukuthi), n. Alight i.e. come down on one's feet, to the level, on to the bottom, etc., as a spider upon reaching the floor from the ceiling, a man coming down on to the plain from a hill, or a person arriving at length at any spot after a journey.

i-mFute (Futho), n. A breaking out in a passion, or sudden outburst of rage.

Ex. wadimile wangitatela ngemfute, he just set at me in a passion.

Futeka (Futhoko), n. Get blown up, or broken out, into a passion or sudden outburst of rage, as when momentarily exasperated.

Ex. isiska wasiibudala efudekile, she broke the pot while in a pet or passion.

Futela (Futho), n. Address a person (acc.) violently, in a sudden outburst of passion; rage at; throb painfully for a person (acc.), as an abscess, or thorn in the flesh. See futa.

Ex. ufihlule hamba, I am throbbed for by an abscess.

ungacwe lunyangiphutela, my foot is pains me (with a throbbing pain).

Futelana (Futhelana), n. Be or get suffocated, smothered, stifled, as when the mouth and nose are held closed, or from being completely covered up in blankets or from smoke or gas = kutelana, qumbelanana. Comp. futelana.

Futi (Futhi), adj. Again, once more; also, too; besides, moreover, furthermore [Skr. tu, multiply; Ga. ati, again].

Futi (Futhi), adj. Perpetually; incessantly; over and over again, time after time; used idiomatically, in conjunction with verbal noun as below.

Ex. ade e'b'enza futi, she being continually, perpetually making it (beer).
Just do off slightly or a little, quickly, without much care, as when asking a person to quickly rub up a little snuff for one or make a little food. Cp. ukuti futu.

i(l)-Futufutu (Futhufuthu), n. Good worker i.e. one who generally brings together a larger pile of others. Cp. i(l)-Fitifi. isi-Futufutu (Futhufuthu), n. Sudden stuffy heat passing over the body, as from the reaction after some sudden emotion or shock = ubu-Futufutu.

ubu-Futufutu (Futhufuthu), n. = isi-Futufutu.

i(l)-Futululu (Futhululu), n. Smallish heap, as of grass, Kafir-corn, or clothes. Cp. i-Nqebaba.

i-mFutumfutu (Futhumfuthu), n. A great quantity, or large number, abundance, ‘heaps’, ‘lots’, as of rubbish or other goods lying abundantly all about (comp. ama-Fihlifihli, i-mFukumfuku), a great ‘pile’ of work, as grass or ground-corn, already done, a large number of cattle or other stock = i-mFutuza, im-Futo, i-mFuduka, i-mFutu.

Futuza (Futhuza), v. Bring together abundantly or largely, ‘lots of’, ‘pile up’, ‘heap about as an industrious girl grinding a great heap of corn, or shelling a great heap of mealies, or a man cutting thatching-grass in considerable quantity, or the heavens (izulu) when ‘piling up’ great masses of cloud from the south, or as children bringing in or throwing about ‘lots of’ rubbish, ime-strippings, and the like = ukuti futu. See i-mFutumfutu.

i-mFutuza (Futhuza), n. = i-mFutumfutu.

Futuzela (Futhuzela), v. Come together in crowds, throng together, as large numbers of people coming in to a dance from all directions (comp. ukuti nisene-); ‘pile up’ the clouds or heavy mists, as the sky, when making for rain; or wrath, as an angry man getting into a great rage; come over warm or ‘close’, as the body after a sudden fright or exertion (see i-Futufutu).

Fuya, v. Possess, own, first-class property of any kind (not small, separate articles), as cattle (acc.) or other stock, tenants or dependants, wagons, land, etc.; keep, have as one’s property, as a boy a pet goat (in all cases commonly used in perf. fuye or fuyile) [Sw. fuya, domesticate; Ro. fuma, possess].

Ex. nseyile lo’mbungu, this whiteman is a man of property, has large possessions, stock, etc.

FU

um’enze njani unogwaja? Ngwifugile, what have you done with the rabbit? I am keeping it.

le’ngulube ifuyiwe, akusikyo eyas’endhle, this pig is possessed (by somebody) i.e. is a domestic pig, it is not one from the veld i.e. a wild one.

ama-Fuyafu (no sing. — reduplicated form of ama-Fu), n. Clouds and clouds, used of the sky and of a heavily bearing cornfield.

Ex. amabele, y’ini? amafuyafu! is it corn, you say? just rolling clouds of it!

Fuyisa, r. Make come into possession of property, enrich; give to keep, as one might his child (acc.) some pet animal.

Ex. ngiyakumfuyisa umfana wami le’mbutana, I shall make my boy possess this little goat i.e. shall give it to him as his possession.

i-mFuyo (collect), n. First-class property of any kind, possessions, wealth.

Fuza, v. Resemble, be like (physically, of persons), as one person another (acc.) in appearance, voice, manner, gait, etc. (with nga); strip a hut (acc.) of thatch (acc.), as a strong wind might, or when renovating the interior framework, or as cattle rubbing against it; also = ukuti fu.

u(lu)-Fuza, n. Supposed peculiarity possessed by certain animals of passing on their physical characteristics to human beings whose mothers might have eaten them, that is to say, a girl who might eat a guinea-fowl would reproduce children with a long flat head, one who might eat a hare would have long-eared children, one who might eat a swallow would have children who couldn’t even make a decent nest i.e. hut for themselves, etc. See isi-Sila; fuzisa.

i-mFuzane, n. Small veldt-plant whose large bulbous root is used as a cleyer for stomach-complaints and as an imbiza for scorfula.

Fuzisa, v. Cause to resemble, or possess the power of an u(lu)-Fuza, as certain animals. See u(lu)-Fuza.

u(lu)-Fuzo, n. Resemblance, as of one person to another, physically, or in manner, etc.; patch of grey hairs growing, as a freak of nature, on the head of an infant. See elekezela.

Ex. unufuzo laka’yise lemanadlhele, he takes after his father, with his great big ears.

Fuzula, v. Thrust or burst a thing through, as when an ox (nom.) thrusts or bursts the kraal-fence (acc.) through (not ‘bursts
through the kraal-fence', which would be fohla), or a man breaking a hut (acc.) through from the inside, or a man thrusting or bursting a crowd of people (acc.) through by forcing his way arbitrarily among them; thrust violently aside, as a rough character might a person (acc.) blocking his passage; thrust oneself into or among, as when entering a hut forcibly or uninvited; brush roughly against one (acc.), brush aside, with one's long flying coat or blanket (with uga). Comp. shigelekela.

Ex. izinkomo zipika ngobuzulu, the cattle manage the thing by just bursting through or thrusting one another aside (when the herd is entering the cattle-fold).
wangifuzulu ngiyabu, he brushed me aside with his blanket.

Fuzulela, v. = fuzula.

G.

G in Zulu has but one sound, always hard and slightly aspirated, somewhat resembling the sound in the English word 'gherkin', though in Zulu always more forcibly expressed than in English. The sign h, marking aspiration, has, however, not been introduced into the Zulu orthography as superfluous, there being no other sound of this letter known in the Zulu language except that described above. The combinations Gt, Gg and Gx will be found described under the letters C, Q and X respectively.

Ga, uku (ukuthi), v. = uku gale.
isi-Ga, n. = is-Ayu.

umu-Ga, n. s. Long, gaping cut or gash; long open scratch, as by a wild-beast (seldom used). See uku gah.

Gaba, v. Put one's reliance on, confidence in, as a shield to cover one's actions or as a means for doing something, lawful or unlawful, as a man covering all manner of doings by the prestige of his position (with uga) or putting his trust in his gun before which the hunted beast is powerless; hence sometimes, to take advantage or undue liberty on account of, shield oneself behind, as a whiteman taking undue advantage or liberty by reason of (with uga) his superior power when dealing with Natives, or a person making unrestricted use of a permission once given (= gabaza); threaten, as the sky (izulu) with rain (nyemula); make hole after hole in a row or line with the hoe, as when marking out the boundary of a field, or when planting potatoes (comp. ukwala); plant in such a way (not by scattering the seed), as potatoes (comp. tuza).

Ex. abelungu baguba nyesibamu sabo, the whitepeople confide in their gun (to do with us just as they like).

uyane iyogaba nyomina, the child takes advantage of its mother (being present) — to act in such an impudent way.

ungiyitene nje (inkomo), ngiyabo ngemali yomfana, I have just bought it (the beast), on the hope of, or shielding myself behind, my boy's money (which is on the way).

Gaba (Gabha), v. Wash out the stomach of bile, etc., by an emetic (a very common practice of Natives when 'seedy' with fever or general bodily derangement) = palaza; cp. hlanza.

i(li)-Gaba, n. = i(li)-Gatsha.

i(li)-Gabha (Gabha), n. Bottle [fr. Natal].
i-nGaba, n. = i-nGatsha.

isi-Gaba, n. Section, or portion divided off from the whole, as of a regiment, a field, contents of a book, a sleeping-mat, girl's beadwork girrtle, etc.; — hence, troop, detachment, division, column, chapter, paragraph, verse, etc.

Phr. kus'ezigabeni, it is in the lower part of the royal kraal, below the fence partitioning off the upper part or isi-godhlo; in this part of the kraal lived the multitude of attendants, menials, etc., of all descriptions. See isi-Godhlo.

ulu-Gaba, n. Top section of the stalk of mabele, mealie, or imfe plant, above the last joint and upon which the ear or flower-tuft stands — might also be used for any stalk supporting a flower, etc.; neck, or narrow entrance into a grain-pit.

Gadabela, v. Take boldly upon oneself some undue right, act presumptuously, as when talking insolently to one's elder (with ku), taking too much liberty of action, etc. — the word is now obsolete.

Ex. wayabaceda inkindhla yakwaba Bulawayo, he usurped or arrogated to himself the court-yard of the Bulawayo kraal — said in the praises of Dingane who, after killing Shaka, took possession of the royal-kraal (or throne) himself.

i(li)-Gabadi, or Gabade, n. = i(li)-Gade.

u-Gabalazana, n. Long slug (C. N.).
u-Gabana or Gabane, n. Kind of amabele having short stalk and long ear.

Gabangula, v. = kahangula.

u(ulu)-Gabashane, n. = u-Gabana.

Gabava, v. Do anything half wise, just half; be or get half way through it (acc.) = gamanza, ukuti gabavu.

Ex. sebeiyigabavele inihlu, they have already half built the hut.

w'ema cyagabale enyanyango, he stood half way through the doorway i.e. with his head and shoulders outside and his body within.

Gáбавu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do anything half-wise, just half; be or get half way through it, as a hurt (acc.) when half-way through with the building of it, or a person standing half-way through a door (= gabava, ukuti gamanza); do anything 'just for a moment', as when doing a little work for a short time, or visiting a friend for a few minutes' stay (comp. fahalaza); be just upon doing something, just on the point of doing, have scarcely done, as when one gets suddenly brought up in the midst of an action (comp. ukuti nga, ukuti qikiti); bound lightly along, as a buck; go at an easy gallop, canter, as a horse.

Ex. ngasangimbone ete gabacu enyanyango, I then saw him standing half out of the doorway.

ngati uquisi gabaru ka'Ndabambi, ngasi-bona. I had scarcely got to Ndabambi's, when I saw them (the cattle).

uqiyakuti gabaen, uqibuye, I shall only stay for a moment, and then return.

isi-Gabavu, n. Person with broad protuberant breast, but not conspicuously retreating belly (comp. isi-Gaga); (C.N.) an attempt at a thing, then leaving it or giving up.

Gabavula, v. = ukuti gabavu, gadabula, gabavula.

Gabavuleka, v. Make an effort, attempt (C.N.).

Gabaza, v. Shield one's actions by, place one's confidence or reliance in (as in one's high position, superior strength, white skin, possession of a permit, or effective weapon — with nga of thing) to do as one likes with others (ela form and acc.); hence, take excessive liberties with, make free with, take undue advantage of, as of an old man, an ignorant Kafir, or an unarmed stranger (with ela form and acc.) by reason of some advantage possessed = gaba.

Ex. ngagabaza nga ko ye, ngoba ebena ukuti angisena'madolo, he takes advantage, takes such liberties on that account, because he sees I have no longer knees (or legs to run after him).

i(1)-Gabaza, n. Person who is too 'free' in his manner or speech, taking unfair advantage of, assuming excessive liberty or license in regard to others, as a child given to playing jokes on any mildly disposed or helpless person; pl. ama-Gabaza, such liberties taken, action or talk excessively free or bold. Comp. i(i)-Dhlaba; i(i)-Pompo.

GáBe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do anything in large quantity, heap-wise, as when cooking, giving, making a fire, paying up lobola cattle in a lot at once (= gabela, ukuti dhlabe, ukuti utla); do in a thoroughly confident, positive, determined manner, as when affirming (= gabela, gamela); cut or cut open with a gash, slit, or long even cut, as when making slits across the middle of a shield (acc.), when cutting open a man's head or a log of wood with a hatchet, etc. (= gabela; cp. ukuti menege).

i(1)-Gabe, n. Anything done heap-wise, in large single quantity, as a great heaped-up fire, a whole beast cooked at one cooking, the whole lot of lobola cattle paid up at once.

Ex. kanti uwepke igabe? do you then cook them (the meals) all off at once?

babase igabe, they have lit a whole heap of firewood at once i.e. have piled up a huge fire.

isi-Gabe, n. (C.N.) = i(i)-Gawu.

Gabela, v. = ukuti gabe; gabo.

Ex. washo wagabela he asserted positively, in a determined manner.

amabele bawepela, baragabela, they cooked off the whole lot of amabele at a go.

ungiyabale ngafo'akari wako, he is self-confident over me, i.e. feels quite sure of getting the better of me, by reason of his witness, isi(1), or um-Gabelo, n. 5. One of the strips of skin interlaced lengthwise into the slits cut down the middle of a shield.

Gabisa, v. Be filled with self-confidence or self-conceit towards a person (acc. with ela form), pride oneself over him, show off or take advantage over him by reason of (with nya) some circumstance, of a better weapon, more powerful support, or other advantage he doesn't possess. Cp. dhileleza.

Ex. udo laba ngiyabisa ngenduku, you are all along 'cocking' it over me with your stick — as though I don't know how to use one; I'll just show you in a minute.

i-nGábungabu (Gábbingabhu), n. Food of
a very thin, watery, insipid nature, as watery porridge, 'watered' beer, etc. = *i-nGaba\u00eazu, ama-Gadule.*

*i-nGaba\u00eazu* (*Gabbuza*), *n.* = *i-nGabungabu.*

**Gada, v.** Drink vigorously in a ravenous, greedy manner, as water (acc.) or beer; leap or move wildly about outside of some narrow enclosure, as a mouse in a pail of water, or an *i-nGadane* in a woman's stomach.

Ex. *ama\u00e9zi ngicankanise igada ise\u00e9, I found a frog jumping about in the water (in the pail). umuntu afungunise kugada injomanze, a person finds (in a battle with the Whiteman) horses running wildly all round and about the spot.*

**P. igade tikwini,** it drinks deeply when it is tired out — said of a person returning to his old love, coming back to what he had previously forsaken through finding things worse on ahead — he has had enough of running about and will now come to a stand.

**isi-Gada, n.** (C.N.) = *i-nGadane,* piece of spar or white quartz, used medicinally for the *i-nGadane* disease (N).

*i-nGadane,* *n.* = *i-nGadane;* also (N) a low, poor white man [prob. from Xo. *in-Gadull*, wild cat].

**u(lu)-Gada, n. = u(lu)-Gadunquunu.**

**i-nGadaba\u00e9na, n. = i-Ngungumbane.**

**Gadabula, v.** Run along swiftly in great leaps, bound along, as a buck or dog; hence, run along swiftly, in general sense; cover quickly a great distance, simply bound over the country (acc.), as a traveller, or a woman hoeing quickly = *gabainula, gadavula, gadula, gabanula.* See *gijima.*

**i-nGadane, n.** Mass or lump of clotted blood formed in the female womb, through some physical or constitutional derangement, or imperfect removal of the after-birth, etc., and generally attributed by the Zulus to some charm; hence, sometimes equivalent to inflammation of the womb, puerperal fever, etc.

*N.B.* The 'ball' of clots is said to roll or leap about (*gada, gadabula*) in the female's stomach, causing her to throw herself about on all sides with pain (probably caused by serious inflammation, puerperal fever, etc.). The disease has been contracted by the patient having somewhere inadvertently 'stepped over' (*uwege*) a fireplace where Native doctors have recently been roasting a certain kind of lizard (*i-Ziko lemBulu*) in the preparation of their medicines!

**u(lu)-Gadunquunu, n.** Term of derision (lit. one who runs about naked) applied to Basuto-Kafirs by the Natives of Natal, from their habit of wearing a close-fitting loin-cloth and so appearing to go naked (C.N.).

**Gadavula, v. = gadabula.**

**u-Gade, n.** Anything built of sods, as a heap, wall, or hut.

Ex. *tina ngentla s'aka ugu\u00e9, we up-country build a sod-structure (e.g. as cattle-fold).*

**i-li)-Gade, n.** Clay, lump of earth such as may be cut out by one stroke of the hoe = *(i-li)-Gabadi.* Cp. *isi-Sinde.*

**u-Gadenzima, n.** Heavy, black soil.

**Gadhla, v.** Make a strike (not necessarily with effect) at anything (acc. with *ela* form), as when fighting or aiming a blow at a dangerous animal; throw oneself, as a girl does, at a young man (with *ku*), when she suddenly turns up of her own account (though of course with her lover's approval) in his kraal for purposes of sexual intercourse (a recognised Native custom — see *hlabo-nga*); do this thing (metaphorically), as a father would, by means of his daughter, whom he would force to go off in this way to some young man (cp. *galela*).

Ex. *intombi igadhleke kw'Bani* the girl has come (or gone) on a surreptitious visit to So-and-so (this will be with the object of indulging in sexual intercourse and will take place several times, at night-time, during the courting days of young lovers, previous to, but not after, the lobola being paid).

**u'Bani igadhleke (or gadhlbene) intombi,** So-and-so has received a surreptitious visit (as above) from a girl.

**ngiyakugadhla ngwane kw'Bani,** I shall deal a blow at So-and-so by means of you, i.e. will make you go off and thrust yourself upon him — as a father might say when threatening his daughter.

**isi-Gadhlabla, n.** Person of big, robust, stoutly-built body.

**Gadhlela, v.** Object. form of *gadhla;* (N) dance the *i-nDhlamu* dance, as introduced from Natal.

**isi-Gadi, n.** Stunted, deformed, unsound or irregularly grown plant, whether of mealies, Kafr-corn or *imfe,* and generally bearing nothing, as when the grub has got into it and impeded its normal growth; shortish, stunted person, even when of perfect bulk.

**u-Gadigadi, n. = i-li)-Shoshi.**

**i-li)-Gadu, n. = i-li)-Qosi.**

**Gadula, v. = gadabula.**
i-nGadula, n. A quick walker or runner; also = i-mPisi (mostly used by women).

ama-Gadule (no sing.), n. = i-nGabungabu.

Ga ga, ukuti (uKuthi), v. Spring along, get along smartly, when walking or running.

Gaga, ukuti (uKuthi), v. See, or open the eyes upon, a thing (acc. or with pezu) suddenly, alight upon suddenly with the eyes (the word indicates the first moment of opening the eyes on a thing, of the first moment of an unexpected vision of anything). Cp. ukuti gaba ru; ukuti qikili.

Ex. ngite ngisati gamu pezu (entabeni), ngati gaga pezu kwomuntu, I had no sooner appeared at the top (of the hill) than my eyes alighted on a man.

ngati ngisati gaga eningango, wangeishayo ngenduku, I had scarcely given a look at the doorway (upon creeping out), when he dealt me a blow with a stick.

Kwa’Gaga, n. Name given to any unfenced kraal, merely huts standing in the open.

(i)-Gaga (Gaaga), n. = u(lu)-Gaga; pl. ama-Gaga, all bones, merely a skeleton, applied as adjective to a very emaciated person.

Ex. umfana ka’Bumi seku amagagama, So-and-so’s boy is now a dried-up carcase, or skeleton — from the chest-bones conspicuously showing through emaciation. Cp. ama-Palo.

ama-Gaga (no sing.), n. A spirited doing; hence, a single dash, on-rush, spirit, etc., as of an army making a charge, a party hoeing with a sudden outburst of energy, etc.

Ex. amagaga ayo (impi) oba matatu, its charges, or meetings in conflict (of the army), were three.

isi-Gaga, n. Person with very prominent chest and drawn-in belly = isi-Kweee. Comp. isi-Gabunru.

u(lu)-Gaga (Gaaga), n. Thorax or upper half of the dead body of any animal, remaining after the lower or abdominal part has decayed or been removed — the word being applied both to the dried-up remains of a carcase or even the clean-stripped skeleton, as well as to the whole upper half of an animal which has been killed and divided by two hunters (= i(lu)-Gaga); an i-mBiza of a tall large kind; certain bird, Cape Chat-thrush (Cossypha Cuffra).

Gagada, v. = gangada.

Gagadeka (s. k.), v. = gangadeka.

isi-Gagadu, n. Blazing-hot sun i.e. intense heat of the same (= isi-Gonogono, isi-Nyengenge; comp. isi-Vumi); very hard dry soil, whether naturally or from being baked up by the sun.

Ex. libalele isigagadu, it (the sun) is scorching hot.

i-nGagalu, n. Pink Bustard (Heterotetraz vigorsi). Cp. i(lu)-Seme.

Gagameva, v. Come across by chance, or see unexpectedly (with acc., or ku, or pezu), as one might an old friend in Durban, or a stranger in the forest (= ukuti gaga); behave (whether by manners or speech) in a bold, brazen-faced, impudent way, as a girl when free and easy with a stranger in the kraal, or talking openly on matters of delicacy (= ukwenza amaGangangozi).

ama-Gagana (no sing.), n. Ribs and shoulder-bones when projecting conspicuously through emaciation. See i(lu)-Gaga. Cp. ama-Palo.

u(lu)-Gagane, n. Small thorn-tree of the mimosa kind.

isi-Gagasholo, n. = isi-Gaga.

Gagata (Gagatha), v. = gangadeka.

Gagateka (Gagatheka), v. = gangadeka.

Gagaza, v. = ukuti gaga.

(i)-Gagu, n. Bold, forward, shame-less person, in a good or bad sense, as a bold singer or dancer, a pert braxzenfaced girl, a smart apt boy at learning, a person not ashamed of making firm promises to your face while knowing he will never perform them.

P. indhu yeqagwa iyaneta, the hut of the bold talker (who never does anything) lets in the rain, i.e. even his own shelter he won’t repair, much less then do for anybody else.

i-nGagu, n. Conceited boldness, or self-assurance of being able to do anything or overcome some difficulty, where the more prudent show fear.

Ex. abafana bakaFaku bungule inyaga manhlanye, Faku’s boys have put an end to his conceited boldness to-day — he coming bravely up, quite confident of giving them a thrashing, whereas they quickly sent him off considerably humbled.

u(lu)-Gagu, n. Bush, whose sticks were used for fencing the isigodhlo and for giving light in the huts at night.

ubu-Gagu, n. Bold forwardness, shamelessness, or sharpness, as above — see i-Gagu.

Gagula, v. Talk in a bold, brazenfaced, disrespectful manner to any person.
(acc.) or of any delicate matter (acc.), as a child might when calling his father by his name, or a girl talking boldly of some matter of shame. Cp. gazula.

Gáju, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ganu.

Gajuka (s. k.), v. = gancuka.

Gála, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Open out yawningly or staringly, as a female the pu-denda when sitting indecently, or a staring child the eyes (the word is rarely used in this latter connection owing to the commoner preceding use); be glaring or blazing hot, as the sun = ukuti golo.

Ex. weziangifumane ngiyile gala! you will come across me some-day with it distended widely! — a word of threatening abuse to a man, from the custom of the women committing this indecency intentionally when wishing to insult a man in the most exasperating manner.

u, or isi-Gálagala, n. Vagina femina maxima distenta and implying excessive sexual intercourse; such a female herself — the word constitutes the most disgraceful insult one can apply to a girl = isi-Hobo, um-Moho, isi-Habuza.

See ukuti gala.

N.B. To fling spittle at a girl, whether by hand or mouth, is equivalent to insulting her by this term. In former times a girl so abused would clear her honour by assembling her girl-companions and going in force with them to the kraal of the slanderer, who if prudent, would make him or herself scarce, as the girls on this occasion were permitted by custom a very free hand. Everything in the abuser's hut would be destroyed, and finally any one of his cattle killed there and then, the gall and stomach being taken by the girl for anointing herself with and so cleanse away the aspersion.

Gála-kaju, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. (N) = ukuti ganu.

u(lu)-Galashane, n. Person with thin scrappy legs.

-i-Ngalati (Galathi), n. That portion of the navel-string left attached to the body of an infant at birth. Cp. i-Nkaba; u(lu)-Fokoti.

Ex. nyimuna ngingalati, I perceive him by (nay) navel, i.e. that he is a blood-relation of mine — said by a woman to a strange child whom she discovers to be a relation.

N.B. Native women declare or imagine that they can instinctively detect blood-relationship by navel sensations.

Gálatsha, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. = ukuti lekence.

i-Ngalawana, n. Tug (T).

Gála za or Galazela, v. = ukuti gala.

Gále, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Take a long springing step over or down from anything, spring over or down with one foot first, as over a ditch (acc. or loc.) or down from a box; spring, leap or skip along, as a man running with long springing jerks, or a buck going lightly over the veld; spring along i.e. get along briskly, whether walking or running; start away on any work (with infin.), as dancing, mat-making, etc.; strike forcibly and abruptly up against, as a pick when striking a hard rock, or a man's head when he collides with a post; strike or deal a blow on any hard substance (acc.), as a rock with a pick or a man's head with a stick; strike upon i.e. come suddenly upon with the eyes, suddenly perceive, as one might any object or unexpected stranger (with nga of thing); do largely or abundantly or in powerful degree (= ukuti garra); hence, make up a great blazing fire (acc.); pile up the firewood (acc.) largely when making such fire; be great and powerful, as such a large fire itself; be blazing hot, as the sun on a summer day (= ukuti ho); make yawn or open broadly, as a female the pudenda (acc.) when acting indecently (vulg. = ukuti gala) = ukuti ga.

Ex. ngati njisali ukupuma, ngasingiti gale nyomuntu emi ngaundhle, I was just going out (of the hut), when I was arrested by seeing (i.e. suddenly observed) a person standing outside.

Gálela, v. Strike a heavy blow on anything hard (acc.), as with a pick on a rock or with a stick on a man's head; marry off a daughter (with nga) by 'throwing her violently' at some young-man (with ku) i.e. against her will, as a father might with his child (cp. gá-dhla).

Ex. waminyalela ngomndwako, he threw his child at me, thrust her forcibly on me i.e. made her run off to come and marry me without any desire of mine.

ngiyakagulela ngawe kuelsibonhoni, I shall deal a blow with you at So-and-so, shall thrust you on him — a threat of a father to a refractory daughter.

Galeleka (s. k.), v. Arrive at, reach (with loc.); get struck, as above.

Galeza, v. = ukuti gale.

u-Galo, n. Fore-arm, or lower fore-leg, of man or beast = u(lu)-Galo [Mpo. ogulu, leg].
Ex. ngalo wotlenze, or ngalo womkono, the lower part of the leg or arm.

i-nGalo, n. Arm (whole = um-Kono); skill, dexterity (mostly u(lu)-Galo); power, might (used in certain connections only = am-Andhla) [Mor. dimaro; Sw. u-ka-no, sinew; nguwe, strength].

Ex. ngakuluma i'lwana, wesi'nyikwe ny- ngalo, or nyamandhla, I spoke one little word, when he was down upon me with force (as though he wanted to fight).

isi-Galo, n. Bracelet (N); pl. izi-Galo, sinews, or brawniness, as of a powerful arm. [Xo, isi-galo, brawny arm; Sw. u-ka-no, sinew].

Ex. uBani mezi-galo. So-and-so has a powerful arm, such as could deal a smashing blow.

u(lu)-Galo, n. Lower fore-leg, or fore-arm, of man or beast; either, or both together, of the double-bones of those parts (= u-Galo); dexterity, skill, able management (gen. used in sing.; but in plur., when referring to the skilful practices of a doctor = i-n-Galo, ili-Kono).

uBani imogalo lenothrata, hucukono, etc. Mrs. So-and-so knows properly how to make beer, to manage or breed cattle, etc. leyo'nyanga mezi-galo, that doctor is very clever or skilful.

isi-Galo lwane, n. Constitutional weakness of wrist, rendering a woman incapable of grinding; bad quality of grinding stone causing such weakness of the wrist.

u-Galonci, n. Broad-shouldered person, gen. with smaller lower limbs; (C.N.) small edible gourd, having smooth or warty shell (= i-m-Folozii).

ili-Gama, n. (C.N.) = ili-Gamn.

um-Gama, n. (C.N.) = um-Gamn.

Gamanxa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do anything half-wise, just half, be or get half-way through it, as a hut (acc.) when about half through the building of it, or a person standing half-way through a doorway i.e. with body inside and head and shoulders out (= ukuti gabaru, gabara, gamanxa); ukuti or ukutana gamanxa, be well into an affair (with na), knowing or understanding it, not superficially, but with some depth or intimacy, though not necessarily entirely or thoroughly; be well in with a person (with na), i.e. be well acquainted with him, his ways and thoughts, though not necessarily deeply intimate in a friendly sense.

Ex. selite yamanza (igaba), it (the bottle) is now half-wise, i.e. half-full.

ngati ngetse yamanza ukuholuma, while I was still in the middle of my speech.

awu! sesitene yamanza uye kokul, O! I understand him very well, am well acquainted with him.

Gamanxa, v. Do anything (acc.) half-wise, partly, as any work or action = ukuti gamanxa, gabara.

ili-Gamanxa, n. Any half-and-half kind of person or thing, as a person handsome of face and body but with ugly lower limbs.

ili-Gamanxandukwana (s. k.), n. Little silly thing that can't yet hold a stick — applied to a small boy who finds his fighting stick too heavy to hold in the orthodox fashion near the end and therefore holds it far up near the middle; hence, applied to any boy or young man who, from lack of physical or mental vitality, falls behind the average standard, hence, youth of a soft, stupid, unmanly, nervous nature, who would instinctively take his place behind the others in any action requiring a display of the manly qualities.

Gamanxisa, v. Cause to do half-wise, partly, as a person a bottle (acc.) by only pouring in such a quantity of liquid = ukuti gamanxa.

Gamata (Gamatha), v. (C.N.) = hon. for gamanza.

Gamatela (Gamathela), v. = gomotela.

isi-Gameko (s. k.), n. Word or statement one sticks fast to, a repeatedly reiterated assertion; small cultivated patch of land (= isi-Fe).

Ex. isigameko zube leso, that is the matter he is always trotting out, harping on.

Gamela or Gamelela, v. Be positive, firm, in earnest about, as when asserting, taking an oath, denying, etc. (used adverbially along with another verb, not alone) = gomela.

Ex. upikile, vagambe, he denied it absolutely.

u-Gamfe or Gambiafe, n. = u-Qadolo.

Gamfu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti gampu.

u(lu)-Gamfu, n. Anything having a big bulky body at each end and tightly drawn up into small narrow compass at the middle, as a sack of mealies with a rope drawn tightly round the centre; hence, any similar person or thing, as wasp, or female of bulky body and very small waist (one with a small waist and small slender body would be isi-Ga-
mfwana) = u-Sikibhi; n(fu)-Zocu. Cp. u(fu)-Nyiki.


Gampu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), v. Do i.e. divide, cut, mark, etc., across the middle, as when cutting a thing (acc.) in two, a string binding round the middle of a sack dividing it into two portions, a stripe of colour passing across the middle of a thing; give a person (acc.) a stroke 'across' the body with a stick, shambok, etc. = gampaña, gampula.

Gampula or Gampuna (s. p.), v. = ukuti gampu.

Gamu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Cut through anything (acc.) with a stroke from some sharp instrument, as when lopping off a small branch with a hatchet, or cutting through a string with a knife; cut across, as a person passing through a field (acc.), a boundary-line passing over a hill-top, or a woman's isidwaba, when hanging low across the buttocks; cut off, cut short, as a flow of blood, or, one's talk = gamula; be cuttingly i.e. exceedingly sharp or strong, as anything very bitter, sour, salty, acid (used adverbially with baba, etc. = ukuti ha) = ukuti nqamuka.

Ex. uBani umobi yamu. So-and-so is horribly, hideously ugly = ngobaba uye ha.

i(l)-Gamu, n. Name, of person or thing; single item of speech, as a letter, word, order, or statement (= i(l)-Zwi in last three times); Native song (i.e. its wording; air = i(l)-Dhlela); notability, notoriety (i.e. i(l)-Dumela): lump of flesh between the end ribs and the buttocks [Skr. nama, name; cans, sing; Lat. canere, to sing; cana, fame; Gr. gnome, mark; Ar. summa, to name; Itum. tawwa, name; Sum. ina, Ma. engarina; Sw. jinu, Her. e-na; Ga. li-nya; Kamb. dizi-twa. Comp. i(l)-Goma].

Ex. uBani vene, igamu lako? who are you, your name? = what is your name?

isi-Gamu (Gaamu), n. Piece chopped, docked, or cut off; hence, applied to anything cut unduly short, stumpy, as a stick, or person = isi-Nqamuka.

um-Gamu (Gaamu), n.5. Interval of space, i.e. distance, as between one kraal and another (an umgamu might represent a distance of, say, a twenty minutes' walk); interval of time (say, of an hour or two's duration); excrements passed in dry separate lumps, as of a constipated man, goat, etc. (see i(l)-Dede, um-Godo, um-Pulu).

Gamugamula, n. Cut about erratically, all over the place, in one's talk, not talking to the point as evidently not knowing anything about it; slash about, cut about at a person (acc.) indiscriminately, as with an assegai or stick = nqamungamula.

Gamuka, v. (s. k.), v. Come to a stop, cease, as work, or noise; get cut off, brought to an end, as a flow of blood, or food supply = nqamuka.

Gamula, n. = ukuti yamu, nqamula; freq. used for gawula.

isi-Gamunga, n. Any big, bulky lump of a thing, as a large sweet-potato, or u-dambi, or a very fat child; anything, as food, formed in great lumps, like isi-Biqanga.

Gana, v. Marry, or take a husband, as a girl (only used of females = enda; cp. yegeya); pass. Gaunya, be get married or taken as a husband, as a man (only used of males in pass — see zeka) [Gr. gennaio, I marry; genavo, I give birth; Ar. gawwi, to marry; gawaz, a marriage; Sw. unyanika, get united; Ga. yanya, join].

Ex. intombi iyanele umfana ka'Bani (or iganile kuye), the girl has married So-and-so's son.

iNoda iyanele y'intombi ka'Bani, the man is, or has got, married to So-and-so's daughter.

Phr. unqesi kuye, don't go and marry there i.e. stay or loiter. See enda.

i-ngana or Gane, n. See i-Ngane.

Gancu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ganeneka.

Gancuka (s. k.), v. Spring, leap, bound, throw the body with a jerk from place to place, as a monkey from bough to bough of a tree, or a dog over some obstacle on its path, or an acrobat springing up at a rope. Cp. eqa; ngqibita.

Ganda, v. Pound, in any of its senses, as the earthen-floor of a hut (acc.) to make it hard, a shield (acc.) to make it supple, hence also a person or beast (acc.) by beating him or it with sticks or pounding with stones (= gosha) all over the body; stamp, as with the foot on the ground; stamp or walk heavily, as a clumsy person over a floor; also used for, to lay a floor of European kind of boards (with nga), cement, or stone (= gandaya, ganyanda) [Skr. hau, strike;
MZT. in-ganda, hut; Sw. gonga, beat; ponda, pound; Her. tonda, pound — akin to kanda (q.v.), am-Audhla (q.v.), is-Ando (q.v.).

Phr. ligande nesingama, it (the i-zalu) is stamping or roaring along with a black storm or cyclone; said also of a man in a furious rage.

Gandaya, v. Lay a floor of any kind in a hut (acc.), etc., as with pounded ant-heap (with nga), or (by compar.) cement, boards, etc. = ganguda, ganda.

Gande, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti kace.

u(1)-Gando, n. Kind of assegai having a long thin iron headed but a very tiny blade (perhaps of only two inches); person with very thin legs or 'shanks.'

Gandu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Wield or drive away with great spirit or energy, as a smith swinging away with the hammer at a red-hot iron, a woman letting fly the hoe spiritedly when working at her field, or (by comparison) people pitching into a dance with much energetic action of arms and feet = ganguda.

Ganduza, v. = ukuti gandu.

um-nGane, n. 1. — see um-Ngane.

i-nGane, n. — see i-Ngane.

Ganga, v. Do petty wrong, naughty things, mischievous tricks, as is habitual with children, and used even of the petty wrong-doings of adults; be naughty, mischievous, given to playing tricks, as before (used in perf.) [A.S. gomen, sport; Sw. danga, play tricks; Her. omu-ngandyo, trick, fun].

Ex. kanti ngandile b'omuntu, so then he is up to tricks, up to mischief, is this fellow?

i(li)-Ganga (Gangata), n. Small round topped hill or hillock, knoll (= isi-Ganga, i(li)-Gquma, i(li)-Duma, isi-Duma); pl. ama-Ganga, ardent passionateness of heart, whether of intense desire or heat of anger, as when a child has a strong longing to go anywhere, or a man to fight it out with an adversary [Ar. gâbâl, hill; Her. okâ-vanda, low flat hill; Her. ganda, stone].

Ex. alu'abafile kona, abe engase'maganga, he gets there and is no longer of passionate desire — his first ardour or fervour is gone.

Cp. ama-Dhlingosi.

isi-Genga (Ganga), n. = i(li)-Ganga.

i-nGanga (Ganga) — no plur., n. Kind of small white ant, used as bait in bird-traps (= i-nCombo; cp. umu-Hlwa); small mound of earth or ant-heap made by the same and used as fuel by Natives = i-nGnubwe.

um-Gânga (Gaanga), n. 5. Earth heaped up, a mound, as alongside a mealie-pit when digging it out, or just outside a hut-door to keep the rain from running in (= isi-Duma); piece of cartilaginous flesh growing over the breast-bone of cattle, sheep, etc. and regarded as a very dainty morsel (= i-nQirra).

u(1)-Ganga, n. Water boiled with a little ground amabele, which water is afterwards used for the making of utshwala — the preliminary boiling with a sprinkling of meal being supposed to take the bitterness off the water, making it sweet, and the beer good; anything quite dried or parched up, without any sign of moisture left, as mealie-grains, soil, a dead tree, dry snuff, etc.

Gangada, v. Dry up stiffly, parch, as the sun a skin (ace.) = gangata, gagada; also = gangaya. [Sw. kauka, to get dry: Ga. kâla; Her. kâla, kukuta, dry up].

Gangadeka (s. k.), v. Get dried up, baked up, parched, as a skin by the sun, or person's mouth when travelling thirsty in the sun (= gangateka); be thirsty, be burning with desire, as a person desiring snuff (used in perf.) (= qaleka, qabateka) [see ganguda].

i-nGangakazane (s. k.), n. = i(li)-Qaqa.

Gangalaza, v. Do or take off at a single stroke, as a buck (ace.), or an umitaka-li a person he is doing away with (= ukuti pobolo, ukuti shwambakaka); begin, start, set off, as a new field (ace.) or kraal for oneself, or a dance; begin or set off a person (ace.) to fight, provoke to quarrel (= qalet).

Ex. ngiyakuyan(jalalA7i) ngiyakuyan(jalalA7i) ngiyakuyan(jalalA7i), I shall start off (in shifting my kraal) with Ncoza's hut.

Gângalizi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gangalaza.

Gangaleka (s. k.), v. Feel faint, be overcome with faintness, as a weak person in a close room or from fatigue on the march (not fall in a faint = quleka) [Her. koka, feel faint].

u(1)-Gangampuza (s. p.), n. Certain small shrub, bark used as fibre.

i(li)-Gangangozi (mostly in plur.), n. Bold, brazen-faced, impudent conduct or speech; person given to such conduct (= onawanyangangozi).

Gangata (Gangatha), v. = gangada.

Gangateka (Gangatha), v. = gangadeka.

i-nGangazane, n. (C. N.) = i(li)-Qaqa.

u(1)-Gange, n. Outer-fence of a kraal. Cp. u(1)-Tango.
isi-Gangi, n. One given to naughty tricks, mischief, and the like. See ganga.
i-nGangomfula, n. — See i-Nyangomfula.

um-Gani, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Ganu.

Ganisa, v. Cause to marry, as a father his
dughter (acc.); help to marry, as a fa-
ther his daughter, by arranging the
wedding for her; help through the mar-
rriage-ceremony or wedding-feast, as one
girl might another girl-friend (acc.), by
accompanying her as one of the bridal
party to the dance.

Ganisela, v. Cause to marry to, give in
marriage to, as a father might his
dughter (acc.) to a young-man (with
ku); cause to marry for, i.e. arrange
the wedding for or permit it to come
off, as a father might for a young-man
(doubt acc.).

Ex. ungani selo umnakanke ka'muntu, he
has given his child (i.e. daughter) in
marriage to a Basuto.

Gani selebo! make marry (your girl)
for me! i.e. permit her wedding to come off.

um-Gano, n. 5. Bullock which, along with
an i-tale, usually accompanies the isi-
Godo on the wedding of a girl — word
now seldom used

isi-Gantsha (s.t.), n. Feeling of disgust or
repugnance occasioned by eating certain
rich foods to the full ( = isi-Gantsha-
gantsha, isi-Gaxa) ; such rich food itself;
young man or girl for some physical or
other reason repulsive, always soon
gotten disliked by the other sex.

Ex. xiili xenxi yiisi isinesigantsha-gantsha,
my heart (i.e. stomach) has now a feeling
of dislike or disgust (of food).

i(li)-Gânu (Gaannu), n. Fruit of the um-Ga-
nu tree.

um-Gânu (Gaannu), n. 5. Certain wild fruit-
Tree (Sclerocarya caffra), whose wood is
used for pot and tray carving, the bark
being good for tanning, and from whose
fruit an intoxicating drink is made.

u-Gânugunu, n. One who makes anoth-
er’s mouth water with desire but does
not give him, a tantalizer.

Ganuka (s.k.), v. Desire vehemently a
thing (acc. with elia form) or a person
(in a lustful sense) = kanuka.

ama-Ganuka (s.k.), n. Urethral (not se-
mal) discharge, caused by sensual excite-
ment or desire = amu-Ja. Cp. i(li)-Zi-
buka; ama-Lotha.

Ganukisa (s.k.), v. Cause to desire vehe-
mently, or to lust sensually; tantalise,
as by enticing sights = kanukisa.


ama-Ganungu, n. (C.N.) = ama-Ganuka.

Ganya, v. Out-do decisively, get the better
of another (acc.) in dispute or dealings.

Ganzinga, v. Roast mealie-grains, etc., dry
in the pot or on the pot-lid; bake, or
fry, as meat (acc.) placed dry in a pot
or on the pot-lid = kanuzinga, Iskwela-
[Sw. kanga; fry; Bo. kazinga, fry;
Her. kanyura, bake].

um-Ganriven, n. 5. Koodoo (Antelope strep-
siceros); young man generally disliked
by the girls (see isi-Gantsha), so called
from the koodoo being one of those
animals repugnant to and not eaten by
girls = um-Garra.

Gaqa, n. Creep on hands and knees (unga-
modolo = kasa, huquzela); (C.N.) also
gala.

Phr. iBanu uzejile, uyagaza. So-and-so
has been severely reprimanded (by the chief),
he is going on his knees = is afraid to go
upright, from nervousness or shame.

i(li)-Gaqa, n. Assegai, generally, but more
especially the war-assegai or i(li)-Irwa.

Phr. kwalangana iqa, it was a fierce;
close conflict, with assegais everywhere.

u(lu)-Gaqa, n. = u(lu)-Gaqasi.

u(lu)-Gaqa, n. Any long, slender thing,
as a monkey's tail, long stick, or tall
thin man = u(lu)-Gaqa.

Gaqa, v. = gaqa.

Gârra, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do a thing large-
ly, abundantly, 'properly' or in high-
est degree, as when making up a big
blazing fire (acc.), or the sun when unu-
ually, 'broilingly' hot (= ukuti gol-
dwane, etc.), or a man when swearing
very positively.

Ex. waxiti gura nyokambu, he did for us
properly with a (great) pot (of beer).

um-Garrra, n. 5. = um-Garra.

Gasela, v. Be bent upon, i.e. come or go
anywhere about any particular person
(acc.) or thing, as when calling on a per-
son about a business matter (= bab-
ula); be bent upon having, be persistently
after a person (acc.), as when the mind
is made up to fight with him; make for,
any particular place (locl.) = qondu.

u-Gâtiqati (s.t.), n. = i(li)-Shoshi.

i(li)-Gatsha (s.t.), n. Small branch, twig-
branch, of a tree = i(li)-Gaba. Cp.
i(li)-Hlanvu; i(li)-Hlaha.

i-nGatsha (s.t.), n. Large or trunk branch,
large bough, of a tree = i-nGaba [Her.
o-ndavi; Sen. iki-kazi; Reg. mu-sangi;
Ga. tabi; Sw. tawil].

Gava, v. Exaggerate an affair, make more
of it than there really is, by adding false colour, talking volubly about it, etc.

i(i)-Gávugavu, n. One always on the chatter, incessantly gossiping, ‘talking’ (gen. in a bad sense), as a scandal-monger, etc. Cp. i(ii)-Fëtekte.

Gavuza, v. Chatter or gossip endlessly; chatter or talk away (in a bad sense), as one given to reporting scandal. Cp. Feteza.

(iii), or i-gavuzana, n. contempt. form of i(iii)-Gavugavu.

(iii)-Gawozi, n. Green grass-locust, having long legs; Native of a light yellow complexion, resembling a half-caste (somewhat darker than the um-Hanga). Cp. isi-Pakoapaka.

(iii)-Gawu, n. Young pumpkin, of any kind, or size, though still green = i(iii)-Rewiinti, i-nguru. Cp. isi-Rongo.

um-Gawu, n. 5. Fetus of any animal not yet completely grown, e.g. when just beginning to show hair. Comp. um-Bongo [Her. on-guza].

u(iu)-Gawula, n. (C.N.) = um-Dhiandhlati.

Gawula, v. Chop or cut down, fell a tree (acc.), large or small, with an axe or similar sharp instrument = gamula [Her. oku-ka, to fell; Sw. kuta, angusha, to fell].

P. kugwamuwa ow’uwiwayo (umati), there gets cut down (the tree) that is known — said to express the disadvantage of being a notable character or high personage.

u-Gawumbila (Gawumbhila), n. Name for a leopard, on account of its grunt or growl resembling the sound made by grinding mealies on the stone (hence it would seem more correct to say u-Gayumbila).

Gáxa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do anything half-wise, be in the middle of it, as half fill a bucket (acc.) with water (ngaka), as water (nom.) half filling a bucket (with ku or loc.), a person midway in his speech (with infin.), a boy holding a stick (acc.) by the middle, etc. = ukuti gamanza, ukuti gabava.

Gáxa, v. Put across so as to fall on both sides, as a towel (acc.) over a towel-horse or blanket over one’s shoulder; put astride, as a man his legs (acc.) when riding on a horse; hang across or upon, as a coil of rope (acc.) upon a nail, a portion falling on both sides; put, hang, or tie round, as a rein (acc.) round the horns of a bullock; tie a person (acc.) round, or involve him in an affair (loc.); lay the stick (acc.) across a person’s (acc.) back or body thoroughly, pitch into him; put across or in between so as to fix, as string between two closely standing teeth; add to as an extra, over and above (when of a different nature to that which is added to), as a pumpkin (acc.) on a basket of mealies (loc.), or a box of matches (acc.) on a purchase of groceries (loc. or ku = eleka); hang, as a string of beads (acc.) over one shoulder and under the arm on the opposite side (cp. ngwamba).

Ex. wasigaxa induku, saza sati katata ekaya, he laid the stick across us right away till we got home.

uyaxigaxa ngamabomba exindabeni zabantu, he thrusts himself intentionally into the affairs of (other) people.

isi-Gáxa, n. Lump, as of clay, meat, etc.; person or child with a short bulky body, as a very fat child (= isi-Gigihala); bulkiness, magnitude, weight (as below only); disgust (not nausea) arising from surfeit of rich food (= isi-Gantska).

Ex. watukutela, waba isigaxa, he was angry, he was a lump = he was puffed out with rage.

katina'sigaxa (lelo'xwi), it (that word) has no concrete thing (expressed by it), i.e. it is of an abstract nature, tangible only to the mind.

akun'sigaxa sezi lok o, that (which you say) does not possess the substance of a word (or complaint) = there is nothing in it, it is of no weight or importance.

isi-Gaxana, n. Little lump — used for a reel of cotton (isi-gaxa sentambo); short but rather small-bodied person (= isi-Gigibaleka).

Gaxeka (s.k.), v. Get to be across, astride, caught, etc. (see gaxa), as a particle of meat in a person’s teeth (loc.) or the wheels of a wagon when it collides with a tree.

um-Gaxo, n. 5. Long string or rope, of beadwork, dressed leather, etc., hanging in a coil and for ornamental purposes over one shoulder and under the arm on the opposite side. Comp. ngwamba; isi-Danga.

Gaya, n. Grind, or break up into small particles by crushing, etc., as grain (acc.), tobacco-leaves for making snuff, etc. [Her. koeya, grind; Sw. saga, grind; Go. i-ganya, hand].

Ex. uku-gaya ngwicyi to make snuff.

Gáye, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be thickly numerous, densely covering all, as a dense herd of sheep grazing together; do thickly, numerously, as kill off whole troops in battle.
Ex. nqafumaniisa izimeni zile gaye enulubezi, I found the sheep densely covering the hill = kufye intaba izimeni.

wabagadula, wabali gaye, he cleared them off in dense numbers, laid them thick all over the place.

isi-Gayelo, n. (C.N.) = isi-Gatshowe.

(i)-Gazi, n. Blood (the substance, as running in the living body) [Gr. haima, blood; Lat. sanguis; Ngw. sakami; M. essarage; Reg. massi; Ga. msai; Ar. dem; Sw. damu, blood; uaji, bloodshed; At. eje, blood].

Ex. khezi iyazi leke uje, it is just caused by his blood, i.e. his (unhealthy) constitution.

umagula egazi, blood cases, i.e. criminal cases affecting persons' bodies, generally, of course, cases in which blood has or might have been drawn.

Phr. uShakubani mahlule, kodwa iyazi lake bingi, So-and-so is nice, but his blood is only one i.e. his physical appearance is only one, has a sameness, commonness, unattractiveness about it = ibhule bingi bingi, umzimba weke umanye.

i-nGazi, n. A blood i.e. blood regarded as a separate quantity, or a single collection, as blood discharged from the body, or congealed or clotted in the body (the Natives having no clear conception of the circulation of the blood); plur. izi-nGazi, dropsy of the legs and arms, supposed to be from congealed blood and caused by an umukutshi. Cp. i(i)-Bende; um-Ongulo.

Ex. khepauma ingazi (or iyazi), there flowed out blood, or a quantity of blood. Ingazi leki yoni? what are all these bloods i.e. all this blood.

Inyazi yakhe xintle, his bloods are good i.e. his physical constitution is healthy, robust.

um-Gazi, n. 5. Small opaque dark-red beads with white inside (used collect). Comp. um-Lilwe, um-Mampahane.

u(lu)-Gazi (more rarely also i-nGazi), n. Handsomeness, niceness, fineness of appearance or complexion (not actual beauty), which may be evident in one's face even though he be not beautiful, and contrariwise may be wanting in one who is decidedly beautiful.

Ex. umuntu owogazi, a person of fine, clear complexion.

umuti owogazi, nice-looking wood (e.g. a varnished board) of pleasing grain and colour.

Gazinga, v. = gazingiya.

Gâzu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gazuka; gazula.

Gazuka (s. k.), v. Get opened apart, as below; go bouncing or bouncing along, as a ball or stone when rolled or buck when running; split for a person (ace. with ela form), as one's head with headache; split for a person (ace. with ela form) with screaming or shrieking at him, as when quarrelling or calling him from a distance (cp. dazuluka) = ukuti gazu.

Gazula, v. Open a thing (ace.) apart so as to present an open mouth, as when giving a person a gash or long deep cut in the flesh (cp. zawula), or as a pumpkin or log of wood when cutting into it with a knife or axe, or as a female the pudenda or legs when sitting indecently (= rranula); shout loudly and irreverently at a person (ace.), scream at him in a disrespectful manner; make a thing (ace.) go bounding or bouncing along, as a boy a ball or stone down a hillside.

Gcaba, v. Cut small incisions in the skin of a person (ace.), as for rubbing in medicine (comp. gazula, zawula); hence used for, vaccinate (ace.), inoculate; also (C.N.) pain the face or body with coloured spots or patterns, as young men and girls (= eka).

isi-Gcaba, n. (C.N.) = isi-Caba.

Gcabaza (Gecabhaza), v. Pass urine = tanda, ema, shobinga.

Gcabâza (Gecabaaza), v. = tamusa.

um-Gcabo, n. 5. Vaccination; vaccination virus; vaccination marks (Mod.).

i-nGcacane, n. Marsh-plant having an orange-red spike on a long stalk, like the i(i)-Cacane, and whose fibre is used as string in hut-building; sometimes applied also to the i(i)-Cacane.

Gcaca, v. Go through the wedding-dance (or marriage ceremony generally), as a girl marrying; dance the wedding-dance, as the bridal-party (um-Timba), males and females, at a wedding. Comp. enzuza; keta.

Ex. intombi kaBani isiyangile, So-and-so's daughter has already performed the wedding-dance = is now married officially or formally, has joined her husband — the term gna referring to marriage merely in the natural sense, 'to take a man'.

(i)-Gcgcane, n. Small square ornament of beadwork hung round the neck.

Gcgcisa, v. Allow or arrange for a girl (ace.) to go through her wedding-dance or ceremony, as her father might; help a girl (ace.) to do so, by accompanying her as one of her bridal party.

um-Gcgcso, n. 5. Bridal-dance, at a wedding (not that of the i-Keto or bridegroom's party) = um-Canguzo. Cp. isi-Gerre.
Gcaka (s. k.), v. (C. N.) = caka.

isi-Gcaka (s. k.), n. (C. N.) = isi-Caka.

i(li)-Gcaki (s. k.), n. White quartz, frequently found as semi-transparent pebbles in river-beds and along the sea-shore—it is used medicinally by the Natives; common variety of white Natal marble (comp. i(li)-Huma; u-Hlezane).

isi-Gcaki (s. k.), n. = isi-Celu.

um-Gcako (s. k.), n. 5. (C. N.) = um-Cako.

i-ngCangiyanana, n. (C. N.) = n-Nomngangiyanana.

Gcantsa (s. k.), v. Be very thin, emaciated, as from famine or wasting disease (used in perf.) = caka.


i-ngCatu (Gcathu), n. A very slow walking or creeping along, as of an infant or very infirm person (with ukwenzu). See catula.

isi-Gcawu, n. Any certain spot or place out in the open used by people or cattle for frequently congregating on, sitting about on, etc., as an appointed cleared-space outside the kraal on which the cattle stand and are milked in rainy muddy weather, a sheltered spot near the kraal where the men are given to sitting or trying cases, a spot on the veldt or inside the kraal appointed for holding the wedding or other dance, lair of a wild-beast in the long grass or bush, or any other place cleared or trodden-down by frequent use (= isi-Kundhla); kind of small pink bead (= isi-Pofu).

Gcaya, v. Cover from sight the breasts and abdomen by the inGeay, as a young woman does when recently married, and whenever pregnant; conceal one’s real mind about anything by false external appearances (ngomzimbo), as when showing oneself glad on meeting a person one doesn’t care about, or assenting to anything from fear or somebody present; retain silence purposely, as when being abused = caya.

i-ngCay, n. Skin-covering used by women for concealing the breasts and abdomen when pregnant or recently married. = isi-Geay. See gcaya.

isi-Gcayi, n. = i-ngCayi.

i-ngCayikazana (s. k.), n. Recently married wife.

i-ngCazi, n. = i-mBenge (freq. used by those who hlompi this last word); (C. N.) also large round earthen vessel.

i-ngCce, n. plur. of u(ulu)-Ce.

(i-li)-Gceba (with plur.), n. Single rush, of a certain kind of marsh-grass used for mat-making (= i-nDuma); also = i(li)-Tulo.

i-ngCeba, n. Thick lower stalk of the wild-banana leaf, which, when dry, is torn into thin strips for making the um-Newado; the um-Newado itself, for which it is a euphemism name (= i-nKamanga); (collect.) ama-Shoba for arm-ornamentation, when of a beautiful silvery whiteness, such as worn by the higher-class men (cp. u(ulu)-Kasi).

Ex. inonile, iy'ingeooba, it (the ox) is as fat as a wild-banana stem (which is juicy and eaten).

isi-Gceba, n. Wild-banana tree (Strelitzia augusta) whose leaf-stems are used as above and the leaves themselves used for carpeting dam corn-pits = isi-Dawane.

i-ngCebelezela, n. (C. N.) = u(lu)-Titi.

i-ngCebengela, n. A patching-up of a bad case, or of an old coat or hut (see cebengela) = i-ngCecicyela.

Ex. yasim'we yomina iy'engebela, he (the chief) just consented to a specious patching-up (or made-up case) by the other side (whereas the matter stood perfectly clear against them).

(i-li)-Gceke (s. k.), n. Kraal-yard i.e. cleared space about the huts, or outside the kraal when cleared of grass; loc. egcekeni, in the open, or clearly visible country; adv. openly (= obala); also = i(lil)-Ceko.

i-ngCekeza (s. k.), n. Certain kind of dance of girls at a first menstruation, etc. (with shaya — this custom is now almost unknown).

Gcelykeshe, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti ngcelykeshe.

i-ngCelu, n. Broad, shallow-shaped i-mBenge. See i-ngCeece.

(i-li)-Gcema, n. Wooden needle for thatching (= i(lil)-Tulo); flat iron needle for sewing mats, etc., with; hence, applied to any kind of stake or iron-instrument flattened at the sides and sharp at the point, like a modern bayonet.

i-ngCenge, n. Any broad shallow-shaped basket, whether i-mBenge, or i(lil)-Qoma. See u(lu)-Celulu, i-ngCelu.

isi-Gcengce, n. Certain tree growing in the bush-country whose berries, mixed with umu-Teea, are used as ama-Za. See isi-Fico.

i-ngCengebezela, n. = i-Nengebelezela.

isi-Gcibishe, or Gcibisholo, n. Mark for boys to throw sticks at (C. N.). See i-ngGewimbi.
Lay, Do, Be barren. (C.N.)

Repeat stuff (C.; N.)

Shame do Small (C.)

Floor; Horizontal

i-nGcino, n. = i-nFebe engela.

Gcifi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti cifi.

Gcifiza, v. = cifiza.

isi-Gcifiza, n. = isi-Cifiza.

Gcika (s. k.), v. Lay leaves on the top of water in a vessel to prevent it shaking over by the motion of carrying.

um-Gciko (s. k.), n. 5. Leaves placed on the top of water, as above.

Gcija, v. (C.N.) = ciya.

i-nGcili, n. Small part of a tapeworm passed separately with the stools (the word is not liked as vulgar). Cp. isi-Lo; ama-Hashu; u-Nozondilanga; i(li)-Buka; u(lu)-Hlavane.

isi-Gcilisha, n. (C.N.) = isi-Bankwa.

isi-Gcimiza, n. = isi-Cifiza.

Gcina, v. Make stick fast, as glue (nom.) a broom-handle (acc.) in its hole, or as cement the fragments of a broken vessel (for the sticking of the gum of an envelope uku-namatelisa is used); keep firm, as a commandment (acc.); preserve, take care of, as money (acc.); end, finish up, terminate, as by (nga) the last thing in a row (comp. gedla) [comp. qina of which this word appears to be a form].

Ex. ngecinileyo or owokugcina, the last, the ending-up one, as of a woman's children, or a row of huts.

i-nGcina, n. (C.N.) = i-nGcino.

Gcinezela, v. Keep firm, press with hands or feet — akin to or adopted from Xo. cinezela (C.N.).

i-nGcingane, n. — see i-Ngcingo.

Gcingca, v. Stuff up, as when stuffing a child (acc.) with excessive food, stuffing up a person with excessive or unanswerable talk so that he be unable to reply, or as a bull continually mounting a cow after its covering has been completed and which habit is supposed to render it barren. Cp. ukuti fokoqo; gcishaza.

i-nGcingo, n. = um-Ngeingo.

ama-Gcino (no sing.), n. End; final doing.

Ex. umntwana wamagcino, or owakamagcino, or ovakamagcine, or ovokugcina, the last or final child (of any woman); so also the last boy, tree, etc. of a row.

i-nGcino, n. Small yeldt plant having large raceme of tiny white flowerlets and large bulbous root containing a slimy substance used for. gluing the assegai-blade into its wooden shaft; the slimy, glutinous substance itself (= i-nKulati); black pusty matter accumulating in the stem of a hemp-horn or pipe; (C.N.) = um-Oru.

i-nGcipo (Geipho), n. Horizontal spring-stick holding the stone of a boy's bird-trap or isi-Fe.

Phr. kugciko bujembe ingeipo uamibha ku'Bani, the trap-springs has sprung back to-day with So-and-so = something has got hold of him, he is very angry or put out.

Gcisha, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be full up, as a calabash or mealie-pit; be of full body, well filled out, or of equally bulky proportions right away from top to bottom, as a pillar, or a man of bulky body right through = gcishaza.

Ex. wahlabo woti geisha, he adorned himself, filling up every part of the body.

Kusuke pezulu, kuye kute geisha pantsi, from the top it goes in the same fullness (bulk or breadth) down to the bottom.

Gcishaza, v. = ukuti gcisha.

Gcishi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti disi.

i-nGcisili, n. Certain animal of the badger kind (N).

i-nGcisini, n. = i-nKwishe lela.

(i)-Gciwane, n. Small light particle floating about in the air, as of fine ash when blown about by the wind, or of dust raised in sweeping a floor; person of weak intellect, devoid of all self-restraint, incapable of behaving respectfully, whose normal manners are similar to those of a man under the influence of drink.

Phr. um'Bani nyakambha etwale amogciwane ngokwanda, So-and-so goes about carrying bits of dust (i.e. dirt) on his head (i.e. on his headring) — a shame to a self-esteeming ikehlana.

Gciwaza or Gciwagciwaza, v. Do, or behave like an i-Gciwane q. r., or a man who has been drinking.

Gcizelela or Gcizelela, v. Repeat over again something (acc., or with kwa or loc.) one has already done before, by way of emphasizing, perfecting or increasing the quantity, e.g. when repeating a second serving or ladleful on the top of a plate of porridge, when giving over again evidence or information one has given before, or repeating again a lesson one has already gone through; put up, as a child (acc.), to do again something wrong; fill up or fill in the open spaces in a branch-built hedge by bending in any protruding twigs (= xabiya).
Ex. oke ngicizelo konalipu, just do again here, will you? i.e. put on a little more paint, etc.

ngikolu ngicizela kwFaku, I am all along doing again Faku’s kraal i.e. am always going or being sent there.

kale kuswa ngicizela kutela’zini, I have day after day kept repeating that same thing.

Gcoba, v. Anoint with anything of an oily nature, as the body (acc.) with fat, or a sore with ointment; hence, oil, grease, lubricate; rub clothes (acc.) with soap when washing them.

Phr. sath’gcobola, wakule, just grease yourself to satisfaction, i.e. just feel easy and satisfied and don’t mind what this person says or does, give him his money and let him go — said by one friend to another to ease the latter’s feelings, advising him for sake of peace, not to quarrel, etc., with another.

amlobokazi uhambo esagcobole, the new bride goes while still comfortably greased — said of a person who has been staying at a place and left it while still on good terms all round, not having had time to exhibit his natural defects or discover those of the kraal he is leaving; all has been pleasant and comfortable.

angitiandi ukagosthwa (or ukubereza) ugo-bondo ozonyeni, I don’t like being (merely) smeared about the mouth with spleen (which, as a good-for-nothing morsel, is thrown to the small boys, whose mouths become covered with the blood thereof) as though they had been feasting on something good — said when finding fault with the stingy bit of meat, etc., offered to one.

Gcoba (Geobho), v. Milk slightly i.e. a cow (acc.) that has little milk, as during the winter. Cp. ggoba.

Gcobo, ukuti (Geobo, ukuthi), v. Make a slight poke or ‘dip’ into something soft or liquid with some pointed thing, as into the porridge (with loc. or ku) with one’s finger (with nga), into a basin of meal with a stick, or as one’s coat-tails dipping into the water when fording a river = gcobozu.

i(li)-Gcobo, n. Any thing, or action, pleasing to see, nice to the eyes, as a fancy omuntuza, respectful behaviour in a child (not used of persons or their features, unless metaphorically).

Ex. konti igcobo, giyu, loka, does that then, think you, look nice? (that conduct of yours).

Gcoboza (Gcoboza), v. = ukuti gcobo.

i-nGcodoza, n. (N.) = i-nGcodoba.
into the i-nDhloniNdo and u(lu)-DhlokO regiments of men.

Gcucgeka (s. k.), v. Get frittered away or diminished by constant petty withdrawals from, as one's money (nom.), food or cattle; be reduced in quantity, or short in numbers, not of full strength or amount, as a regiment (nom.) when some of the men have been called off for other small duties.

u-Gcucuza, n. = u-Qadolo.

(i-ii)-Gcuka, or Gcuke (s. k.), n. Large yellow ant (C.N.).

i-nGcuku (s. k.), n. = (i-ii)-Cuku; (C.N.) large skin dress worn about the loins by women in the interior.

Gcula, v. Stand stationary, in one place, as cattle when sick, or a man viewing the country (gen. in perf.). Cp. gqula; ma; dwala.

i-nGcula, n. Variety of assagai having a very long shank and small blade, perhaps four or five inches long, used for small game, etc. = i-nTshutsha. Cp. i-nDhloniNdoela.

um-Gcula, n. 5. Barren mealie-stalk, i.e. bearing no cob. Comp. (i-ii)-Pluta, um-Pluta.

(i-ii)-Gcuma, n. Certain running veldt-plant, having nasty thorns; burrweed (Xanthium spinosum).

i-nGcungo, n. — see i-Ngungo.

i-nGcungul, n. (C.N.) = u-Tshobitshobh. n.

i-nGcungwana, n. A screwing together of the tips of the fingers, as in a certain children's game. See gupa.

i-nGcupo or Gcupo (Gcweebo or Gcupho), n. The increased secretion or 'show' preceding delivery in women. Cp is-Ampanza.

u(lu)-Gcusage, n. (N) = isi-Patsholo — the word has been now adopted in Zulu land, where the disease seems to have been unknown before the advent of Europeans.

Gcwa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be brimming full = ukuti cikii.

(i-ii)-Gcwabakazi (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = (i-ii)-Cakazi.

i-nGcwabasi, n. Any very tall, towering person, tree, etc. (cp. i-nGwani); (N) wealthy, well-off man, a 'gentleman' = i-nJinga.

Gcwaka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. (C.N.) = ukuti cwepe.

Gcwala, v. Be full, as a vessel (nom.) with water (acc.) — used gen. in perf.; fill as the water (nom.) does a vessel (with loc. or ku) — used gen. in perf. [Ar. mala, to fill; MZT. and Xo. zala, to be full; Sw. jau; Ga. jula; Her. ura; At cu, fill].

Ex. kuyewe lenabantu umdlihini, it is full (of) people in the hut.

ikanda lake kiyewe, his head is not full i.e. doesn't carry the proper amount of good sense = he is a wild, indiscreet, rascally fellow (Mod.).

i-nGcwali, n. = i-nGwali.

Gcwalisa, v. Cause to be full i.e. to fill, as a person a vessel (acc.) with water (nga), or water (acc.) into a vessel (loc. or ku); fulfill, as a person his promise (izwi — Mod.).

(i-ii)-Gcwane, n. (C.N.) = (ii)-Gewane.

Gcwaneke (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = gjwaza.

i-nGcwani, n. Very tall, slender-bodied, lanky person. Cp. i-nGwabasi.

i-nGcwatule (Gewathule), n. = u(lu)-Gwata.

Gcwaya, v. (C.N.) = gcaya.

i-nGcwaiy, n. (C.N.) = um-La\a.

i-nGcwecwe, n. = u(lu)-Gwecwe.

i-nGcwedi, n = i-nGwepeshi.

i-nGcwele, n. A pure, holy thing (N. fr. Xo. ngwewu, pure) — see cweeba.

isi-Gcwélecgwewe, n. Plunderer, marauder, such as were driven from their homes by war, etc., and compelled to live a ma-rauding life in secluded spots.

Gcwéléza, v. Lead a plundering, marauding life, as above.

i-nGcwépecshi (Gcwépéshisi), n. One unusually smart, clever, skilful, expert in talk or work = i-nGwedi; see cwepešu.

i-nGcweli (s.t.), n. (C.N.) = i-nGwedi.

i-nGcwimbi, n. — see i-Ngucwimbi.

Ge, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Refuse, or deny absolutely (used with ngaba, pi\a, etc); oftentimes equivalent to 'never!' (= ngeke).

Geba, v. Bend down (intrans.), as the bough of a tree when pulled; incline to one side, as the top of a long thin plank when stood on end, or the head and body of a child when asleep in the i-mBeleko; dip, or tip on one side, as a tray or pot of beer when carried unevenly; incline or bend down over, as the shades of evening (amatungu) down the eastern side of a hill in the afternoon. Comp leba; goba [Sw. geyka, turn; ne-pa, bend; pendu, incline to; Her. peta, bend to one side; Ga. menya, bend].

i-nGebangebane, n. Children's game, in
which one takes hold of the hand of another by the wrist and then by a jerk suddenly endeavours to knock him, or another, on the nose with his own hand. See i-nGeungiwa.

Gebe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Bend down, or incline at the end, as a long plank, or long bundle of grass carried on the head (= geba); cut a person (acc.) a big open wound, as with a stick, stone, or cane-knife (= gebeza).

(i)-Gebe, n. Any deep empty pit or hole, whether dug by man, or burrowed by animals; such a pit, used as a trap for catching game; concavity of the body just above the hips, the waist, (= i-li-Guma).

Ex. emagebeni, round the waist, over the hips.

i-nGebe, n. Breech-loading gun (from geba — C.N.)

u(lu)-Gebe, n. Dangerous ridge (C.N.).

Phr. ukuba s'agebeni, to be on the point of, on the verge of, in danger of (C.N.).

u(lu)-Gebedu, n. Man's headring when made to fall low at the sides showing the crown of the head.

u-Gebeleweni, n. Plant (Rhipsalis sp.) with fleshy, leafless stalks growing in rocky places, said to be a remedy for irritation caused by um-Dhlebe;—also certain tree of the u-Nlangotli kind (= u-Nlangotli omposfu).

isi-Gebenga, n. Highwayman, whether murdering or plundering (N. fr. Xo. isi-Gebengoa).

Gebeza, v. Cut or strike a person (acc.) so as to cause a big open wound, as with a stick, stone, or cane-knife = ukuti gebe.

Gebezelu, v. Wave up and-down, incline in a waving manner to one side, as a bough with some one sitting on it, a bundle of grass carried on the head, or a long, thin plank when stood on end = ukuti gebe gebe, gobozela.

u(lu)-Gebezhi (Gebezhi), n. Fragment or broken piece, of a gourd or other similar light brittle vessel (not of earthenware pots = u(lu)-Denyeki); such gourd, etc., partially broken; empty skeleton (i.e. thorax) of an ox, etc., as seen lying on the veld (= u(lu)-Gobozhi). Cp. isi-Qepu.

Gebisa, v. Bend down (trans.), make incline to one side, as a person might a bough (acc.) by pulling it, or a tray when carrying it unevenly, or a long thin plank when holding it erect.

Gebu, ukuti (Gebhu, ukuthi), v. = gebula, gebusa.

isi-Gebu (Gebhu), n. Deep hole of a wound, whether from injury or ulcerous growth.

Gebula (Gebhula), v. Cut deeply into, whether by a vertical cut (as when cutting through a loaf of bread (acc.) or a slice of meat off a lump), or concavely, leaving a deep hole (as when cutting out big clods of earth (acc.) with the hoe, or when digging a grain-pit very deep, or when biting a big hole in a man's leg (acc.) or loaf of bread) = gebuza, ukuti gebu.

Gebuza (Gebhuza), v. = gebula.

isi-Gebuza (Gebhuza), n. = isi-Gebu.

u-Gebuz'izulu (Gebhuz'izulu), n. Common isi-bongo for a warrior who has, at some time, administered a famously big wound.

isi-Gece, n. Any incomplete or unfinished thing, or work, or affair, wanting in any of its parts, as a house still partly unfinished, or a cup that has lost its handle, or a matter only partly considered (comp. umu-Kwa); knife of Native workmanship, shaped like a broad assegai-blade, and originally used by women for field and cooking purposes (= umu-Kwa, umi-Hebe); plur. isi-Gece, food left uneaten or over from a meal (= i zi-Gede, i zi-Geqe).

Ex. umsebenzi umushige ngisiyenger, he has left the work unfinished.

(i)-Gècegece, n. = (i-li)-Gwence.

Gède, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gedzeza; gedzesela.

i-nGède, n. Interior trembling or nervousness; (C.N.) = u(lu)-Gedegede; i-nThuma.

isi-Gède, n. Any big, bulky thing, enough for a meal and over, as a large sweet-potato or mealie-cob; pl. isi-Gede, food left, or remaining over, after a meal (= isi-Geqe, isi-Gece).

Ex. basula, bashiya isigede, they ate to the full and left a lot over.

um, or u(lu)-Gède, n. Cave, cavernous place, den (large or small), as beneath a precipice, or over-hanging rock, or as formed by large stones leaning together, or within a large hollow tree = um-Balu, um-Pandu, um-Hume.

Gède gède, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gedzeza; gedzesela.

(i)-Gàdegàdegà, n. A trembling, as from nervousness, etc. See gedesela.

u(lu)-Gàdegàdegà, n. Loud, noisy talker, both by nature, or when excited by anger = i(li)-Keteke. See gedesa.
Gedeza, v. Talk away with a continuous noise (so as to make the whole place reverberate, as it were, with the din), as some very loud talkers do naturally, or women when loudly scolding, or when doctors crying out praising the spirits; reverberate, resound, make a din, as an empty hall or a wood might one’s voice be heard.

Ex. nj’erwa kugeleza ka’koloni, I heard it being bawled out (by an umnyoma) at So-and-so’s kraal — which is taken to mean a meat-feast on the next day.

Gedezela, v. Tremble, with fear; shiver, from cold = tutumela, yangazela, yambuzela, quqa.

Gedhla, v. Grind with the teeth, making a grating noise, as hard mealie-grains or a stone in the food (= gedhleza; nwela, ququda); gnaw anything hard, as a rat a board (acc. — ep. gevula); cause a gnawing or sharp cutting pain, gripe, as a drastic purgative might a man (acc.); cut gradually through and off by some continuous process, as a man sawing a block of wood (acc.), or a rodent gnawing away the bottom of a post (acc.), or a man felling a tree by chopping out bit by bit from the bottom; gnaw away so as to bring down, kill off, as an untukati does the individuals (acc.) of a kraal; cut sharply and finely, as a sharp assegai-blade or blade of grass; produce a grating sound, as the chest of a person with bronchitis, from the passage of air through the accumulation of mucus in the bronchial tubes = ukuti gedhla.

Phr. nongangigedhla incele, come and cut my hair for me.

oku-gedhla amatinge, to grind the teeth, as a child in sleep = ukudla amasinga.
oku-gedhla imikhati, to grind the jaws i.e. gnash the teeth, as an exasperated man = aku-ququda imikhati, or ukudla imikhati.

isi-Gedhla, n. Ox with horns pointing downwards in any way, whether straight down on either side (= um-Dhlovu), or round before the face; one of a certain section of the um-Xapo regiment.

u(lu)-Gedhla, n. Anything of an erect, flat-sided shape, as the comb of a cock (= u(lu)-Mema), long narrow-faced (i.e. flat-sided) head (= u(lu)-Mema), or a mountain rising abruptly up and presenting a flat precipitous face; grating soil i.e. soil abounding in small stones or fragments of shale (= u(lu)-Gedhle).

iGedhlane, n. One who secretly makes away with the people of a kraal or carries injurious information about them to the chief (see gedhla).

Gêdhlle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. — gedhla, gedhleza, gedhleze. isi-Gedhle, n. Stony place, covered with pebbles or boulders, as by some rivers = u(lu)-Gedhle, isi-Wedhle.

u(lu)-Gedhle, n. Grating soil, or place where the earth is mixed with an abundance of small stones or fragments of shale = u(lu)-Gedhla; also isi-Gedhle.

isi-Gedhlekazi (s. k.), n. Cow, as above — see isi-Gedhla.

Gedhleza, v. Freq. and intens. of gedhla.

Gedhlezela, v. Go grating along, grate, as a wagon going over stony ground or a person grinding with the teeth a stone in the food or any hard dry grains; grate, as the road-stones, stone in food, etc., itself.

Gega, v. Take off the hair (acc.) so as to leave bald, as the headrest does by constantly rubbing at the same place during sleep, or as certain diseases which make the hair fall out, or as does the razor when shaving. Cp. puca, scinua; gundu [Her. boko, fall out as hair].

Ex. ikunda sefuyile isinqiki, his head has the hair already all rubbed off bare by the headrest.


isi-Gêge (Gege), n. Greedy, glutinous person, eating largely and alone (= ilii-Gora, isi-Hangabanga); applied also to a loose-charactered flirt, who is not satisfied with only a single young-man.

ubu-Gêge (Gege), n. Gluttony; glutinous nature, as above.

isi, or u(lu)-Gegebu, n. — u(lu)-Keve.

Gegedhla, v. Gnaw at or away, as a rat or white-ants = freq. of gedhla.

(i)-Gegedhla, n. Thing always going ge ge (i.e. with giggling, gnawing, etc.) freq. used of a rat, an i-Hlokohloko, etc.

Gê ge ge, ukuti (ukuthi — pronounced in a low tone and with all syllables equally short), v. = gegeleza.

Gê ge ge, ukuti (ukuthi — pronounced in a high tone and with the last syllable prolonged), v. = gegeleka.

isi-Gege, n. Blazing, baking sun or heat.

Gegeka (s. k.), v. Get made to come out (i.e. fall off), as a person’s hair from disease or friction.
Gegeteka (Gegeteka), v. Give a long, re- iterated, lusty laugh, as might a lot of Native girls when amused. Cp. gigi- teka.

Gegezela, v. Trot lightly along, shuffle quickly along, at a pace intermediary be- tween walking and running, as a person too old to run, or a man going quickly down a hill = kekezela.

i-nGego, n. = i-nTsingo.

Geja, v. Fail to reach or obtain a thing aimed at or sought after, as a boy (nom.) whose stick, when thrown at a bird misses its mark; hence, to miss, as the boy (not as the stick = papalaza); lose; feel the want of, fail in anything i.e. be without it (nga). Comp. tshamtsheka, tshezela.

Ex. esekile ka'mnumuxama, kageje ngala- to, as long as he is living with the well-off man, he fails for nothing, i.e. needs nothing, gets everything he wants.

P. i-geja litengwa ngokubonaca, the hoe is bought after being seen = look before you leap.

ngidexi pene kwegeja lishisa, I am sitting upon a hot hoe-iron — used to express living in very uncomfortable surroundings, or with some great sorrow or misfortune afflicting one.

isi-Gejane, n. Long train of people, etc. Cp. i-(i)-Hele.

Geja, n. Native hoe; hence, plough (i-geja lezinkabi); card of the spades suit, in playing-cards (see um-Cijwane, u-Mpukane, u-Magqebeni) [Sw. jembe, hoe; Her. otyi-vete; Ya. ka-jela].

isi-Gejane, n. Long train of people, etc. Cp. i-(i)-Hele.

i-nGeje (Geje), n. Single string of beads worn by girls and boys encircling the head or hanging over the shoulder (comp. um-Gele); also = isi-Kigi.

Gela, v. Cut down, as an enemy a man’s crops (ace); abandon one’s own chief (with kn) and go over to another for some selfish purpose, go over to the enemy, act disloyally (={k}ubuka).

i-(i)-Gela, n. One who abandons his own chief and goes over to another for selfish reasons; one who goes over to the en-emy (if he sees it stronger), turns dis- loyal, a traitor; small veldt-plant having edible roots.

isi-Gele, n. (C.N.) — see u-(lu)-Gwele.

Gele, v. Make an undulating, wavy movement, undulate, as a long loose rope when shaken, or long grass when the wind passes over it, or as the heat-waves on a hot day or above a stove; go in an undulating, wavy, up and down manner, as a line of sheep, or a single man, tripping along, or water rippling along in a brook = nyeleze, wimbuzela.

Géle géle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = geleza.

u-Gélegele, n. = u-Ntloyle.

Gélegele, n. Very steep, precipitous ascent, as in valleys, etc. of very broken country or precipitous hills = um-Tesnka.

u(lu)-Gélegele, n. = n(lu)-Cwazi.

Gelekeqa (s.k.), v. Do a thing sharply, with un- deliberated action, as when a man comes home from work, throws down his sickle (ace.) in the hut and goes out, or picks up a mealie-cob in his way and flings it (ace.) away outside; or with quick sudden effort, so as e.g. to catch instantly some object before it can get away, as a man (nom.) when he snatches up a stick and hurls it (ace.) at a thieving dog, or as a blade of tambootie-grass might give one (ace.) a sudden cut while handling it; or in a sharp decisive manner, as when a person (nom.) gives another (ace.) a sudden gash with a knife (with nga), or cuts asunder a string (ace.) by a sharp de- cisive stroke = ukuti gelekeqa.

Gélegeke, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = geleke- qa; gelekekeqa.

isi-Gelekeqe (s.k.), n. Highwayman who attacks and kills persons on the road. Cp. i-nTswelaboya.

u(lu)-Gelekeqa (s.k.), n. Thing curving over backwards at the top, as a man’s head with a receding crown, an ox with long horns flowing away behind, or the crescent-shaped moon before its first quarter.

Gelekeqeka (s.k.), v. Get done sharply, with un- deliberated action, as above; or with quick sudden effort, as above; or in a sharp decisive manner, as above = gelekeqqa = ukuti gelekeqqa.

u-Geleqamba, n. Dredger [Eng.].

Geleza or Geleze, v. Make an undulating, wavy movement, undulate, as a long loose rope when shaken, or long grass when the wind passes over it, or as the heat-waves on a hot day or above a stove; go in an undulating, wavy, up and down manner, as a line of sheep, or a single man, tripping along, or water rippling along in a brook = nyeleze, wimbuzela.

u(lu)-Gelo, n. Any assemblage or gathering of men, sitting in a semi-circle, as to try a case, drink beer, etc.

Gema, v. Indicate, or point out, by a mo- tion of the head (nyeka nda), as when nodding assent, or motioning a person to a particular spot by a side-movement of the head; make an indication or feint
of striking at one (acc.), as by raising one’s stick (= sikaza).

um-Gemane, n. 5. Kind of in-tsema (Euphorbia bupleurifolia).

um-Gembeleza or Gembelezan (Gembelezu), n. 5. Fine, sleek, handsome-bodied person, as is common among headmen = um-Babakaba, um-Peteza. Cp. um-Dombolozi.

Gêmbeqe, ukuti (Gémbeqe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti yenu.

izi or ama-Gemegeme (no sing.), n. Event or events, of a grave, serious, disagreeable nature, happening in a kraal or locality = ama-Lekeleke, ama-Yingoti.

Gemenca, v. Banter, or play with a person (acc.) by making humourously insinuating remarks so concealed as not to be apparent to him.

(i-li)-Gemence, n. Person of a fickle, capricious nature, whose love only lasts a short time before being passed over to another.


(i-li)-Gemfe, n. Native reed-whistle, the herd-boy’s pan-pipes = (i-li)-Gerre, (i-li)-Venge.

(i-li)-Gemfu, n. Hut at present unoccupied, as that of a young-man away at work.

isi-Gemfuka (s.k.), n. Huge, big-bodied person or animal.

Genama, v. Be in a state of exultation, supreme happiness, high glee, as the Zululand Natives upon the return of Dinuzulu from St. Helena (used in perf.) = genama.

Genca, v. Deal a blow or gash, as with a sword or axe; hence, cut down by slash-es of such an instrument, as when felling a tree (acc.), cutting down sugarcane, etc.; give a person (acc.) or thing a chop or cut with such instrument = genca. Cp. ukuti yepe [Sw. chanja, chop: Her. penda, chup].

Genga, v. Deceive, trick a person (acc.), as in trading, etc.

Ex. aeu! ngiligengule! oh! I have played myself a nice trick, have got myself fincely done (e.g. by trusting a begging friend to help herself to my mealie-sack, and she has cleared out the whole lot).

(i-li)-Gengce, n. (C.N.) = (i-li)-Gwence.

Génélezi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Lie gaping open, wide open, at full face towards one = ukuti génélézi.

Ex. indhu ihelezi génélézi, the hut stands wide open (although its owner is away).

Ex. ishe waliyugula, waliiti yengelezi, she turned the grinding-stone at full face, i.e. face upwards, staring towards her.

Généngenene, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be, stand, or look full face on, wide open, openly exposed, as a hut-door or box wide open, or a person looking with all eyes and ears when something exciting is being related = ukuti yengelezi.

Ex. yabaleka, yaza yafika kudwa-ya umuntu, lopo yapendukwa yati génénéngenene ukakimini, it (the bullock) ran off until it reached that tree, when it turned round full face at me.

isi-Généngenene, n. Person with a big full face.

Généqe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = généqæ; also ukuti yéqæ.

i(li)-Généqe, n. Thing completely finished, at an end, as beer, snuff, etc.

Ex. sekul'igeqæ ye, it is now quite finished up (as to my snuff, etc.).

Généqæne, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a clattering, rattling sound, as any light-bodied rattling thing falling, e.g. a calabash or tin-dish. Cp. ukuti diutsi.

Généqæza, v. Rattle about; hence, hang dangling with a rattling sound, as a calabash, or bottle strung up to the roof by a piece of string — might be used of any dangling body even without sound.

(i-li)-Généqæza, n. Anything hanging up dangling on a string, as a calabash strung up to the roof, or a large bladder-tick on a horse’s body, or a trinket hanging on a watch-chain.

Généqæziwa, v. Hang up (trans.) so as to dangle, as a person might, a calabash (acc.) on to the roof-rafters.

Généu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = généwa, ukuti yékæm.

isi-Généu, n. A turning-back on one’s path, as a soldier performing (with ukashaya) a ‘right-about-turn’ when marching.

Ex. zuti iya zilaya-ya, zashaya isigenu, zahaya, when they (the cattle) were over there, they turned about and came back.

sambona esekule, saxesišaya isigenu, asaba sisambona, we saw him while still far away, whereupon we took a back-going path (so as to have our backs towards him), and we saw him no more.

Génékwa (s.k.), n. Fall, or get made to fall, over on the back, also (by comparison) on the side, as a box or chair upsetting backwards, or a man over the edge of a cliff (= getuku; comp. penuka); fall back in a matter, give it up = yenekwa.

Ex. wapika, wagenuka, he flatly denied it = valaphi ugomzola.
Genula, v. Make fall over backwards, upset, as above = getula. Comp. penula.

Geqa, v. Scrape or clear out, as one does a snuff-box, or calabash (acc.); clear out by purgatives (to remove the uku-fudumula kwesiu), as one does a woman (acc.) who doesn’t bear properly, her children dying, or who doesn’t bear at all = geqeva.

Phr. uti amiyqeqe amagula? uqiy’emako, yini? you want me to clear out the milk-vessels; am I then going away? (when, of course, one would naturally have a general cleaning out) — said to one who is pumping another = do you think I’m going to let out my secrets. I still having to live here!

Geqe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do, or be done in entirety; hence, be quite at an end (= ukuti nya); be quite dry, dried up, as corn, or a dead tree (= ukuti gerre); finish off completely, make to be at an end; or dried up (= geqeva).

(i)(ii)-Geqe, n. = (i)(ii)-Geqye, (ii)(ii)-Qu.

isi-Geqe, n. Any partially broken or chipped earthenware pot; a very old, worn-out person; pl. izi-Geqe, food left over, as unwanted, after cooking or eating (= isi-Geve).

Gêge geqê, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gevzu.

(i)(ii)-Geqe, n. Single ringlet of hair, about the diameter of a small bead, as one frequently finds fallen on to a plate in a Kafir-served kitchen. Comp. (ii)(ii)-Nyakadi.

Gezeza, v. Clear out completely, as snuff (acc.) from a snuff-box; finish off entirely, as a sack of mealies (acc.); plead being absolutely out of a thing (acc.) somebody has made a request for (see landula); speak out an affair (acc.) smartly and to the point, make a clean breast of it (= ukuti yege yege).

um-Gexo, n. 5. Any medicine used for the purpose of uku-geqa, q.v.

Gerre, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be quite dry, dried up, as corn when ripe on the stalk, a dead tree, or a washed garment (= ukuti yege, ukuti kebele); break with a continuous crash (intrans.), as a branch or stick when broken across (= ukuti gorro) = gerrezeka; go in a train, as people or cattle walking; cause to break i.e. break (trans.) with a continuous crash = gerreza.

(i)(ii)-Gerre, n. = (i)(ii)-Geze.

i-nGerre (no plur.), n. Little egret (Hrrodius garzetta), seen in flocks along the coast, picking ticks from cattle. Cp. (ii)(ii)-Landa.

isi-Gerre, n. Any form of wedding-dance that is accompanied by clapping of hands, and generally of a quick spirited nature = isi-Suso. Cp. um-Giengwa, isi-Qudulu, i-nKonkholo.

Gerrezeka, v. = ukuti gerre.

Gerrezeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti gerre.

Geva, v. Eat any food in a raw state (such food as should properly be cooked, as sweet-potatoes or mealies, not fruit).

Gêve, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti keve.

Geveza, v. = keveza.

Gêvu gévu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gevzu.

(i)(ii)-Gêvugevu, n. Incessant gossiper, as below.

Gevuzu, v. Gossip without cessation, so that another can’t get a word in edgewise. See above.


Gewula, v. Nibble, as a rat anything (acc.) of a soft nature, as bread, cheese, boots, or young mealies (not gnaw, as anything hard = yedhlu).

Gexezela, v. Be rickety, unsteady, as a stake fixed unfirmly in the ground, or a person’s knees when coming down a steep hill = xega.

um-Gexo, n. 5. String of beadwork worn encircling the neck. Comp. um-Garo.

Geza, v. Wash, as the body (acc.), vessels, clothes, etc.; hence, bathe or have a bath (as by washing the body, not frolicking in the water = bukuda); euphem. used by females for ‘to have the monthly flow or menses’ (see potela) [Gr. kuklo, I wash; Ar. yhasal, to wash: Sw. oyasha, bathe; Ga. waza, wash].

N.B. A man commences his bath by washing his head, then following with the arms, and finally the body; a woman likewise commences with the head, but next proceeds to the body and legs — for either one or the other to wash like the other sex would appear ridiculous in Native eyes.


i-nGeza, n. Certain herb, used as lovecharm to make oneself nice and attractive.

(i)(ii)-Gezê, n. Any nice-looking, pretty, handsome person, young or old and of either sex = (i)(ii)-Somololo.

P. ako ‘geze elaswela mizingwa, there’s no handsome person without some defect.

Gi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a patterning sound with the foot, as when walking or treading = ukuti gqi.
Gl

Ex. ake agi ti yi ngapandile, just let me take a step outside (i.e. to run out for a moment for the purposes of nature).

isi-Gi, n. Sound of a footstep; a footstep = isi-Gqi.

Giba, v. = kipa.

u(lu)-Gibane, n. Certain stringed musical reed = um-Habe; cp. isi-Tontolo.

u-Gibabanye, n. One of the first-formed and 'crack' sections of Shaka's izi-mPukelo regiment.

i-nGibaniso, n. = i-nKintsha.

um-Gibe, n. 5. String, rope, or wire stretched across from point to point, inside a hut or outside, for hanging clothes, etc., on.

i-nGibe, n. String attached hinge-wise to the lid of a Native basket to hold it on; hence, hinge, as of a door or box.

u(lu)-Gibe, n. Snare for trapping small game, composed of a bent stick with noosed string attached = u(lu)-Gide, u-m-Goga. See gindlela.

Gibela, v. Ride on the back of a thing, as abatakali were supposed to do on the back of a hyena or baboon, or a child being carried on a man's shoulder, or a person riding a horse (loc.) [Her. ka-vira, ride].

u-Gibisila, n. Small plant (Bowewia volumbilis), used as an i-nTelezi.

Gibugula, v. = sibakula.

Gibuguli, ukuthi (ukuthi), v. = nkuti sibakuli.

Gida, v. Dance, generally, though principally of a wedding-dance, or children dancing for a pastime (chiefly used by women) = sina. Comp. gegeca; giba; gubula. [Her. puna, dance; Sw. vunda].

Phr. uyido ngami, you make fun of me as when one has made a mistake through ignorance.

Gidaza, v. = kitaza.

u(lu)-Gide, n. = u(lu)-Gibe.

Gidhla, ukuthi (ukuthi), v. Load a person, or animal, or thing (acc.), with a heavy load; pile a heavy weight upon him (whether metaphorical or real) = ukuthi gidhlabeni, ukuthi khlala.

Ex. wamuti gidhlu nyebokisi leziintsimbi, he loaded him heavily with a box of ironthings.

wamuti gidhlu ngendaba or ngembuzi, he burdened him (his father) with a grievous affair, or loaded him with (i.e. sent him off with the present of) a goat.

wamuti gidhlu amilo, he piled up the fire (with a heap of firewood).

Gidhlabezi, ukuthi (ukuthi), v. = ukuthi gidhla; ukuthi khlala, ukuthi khlaloba.

Gidhli, ukuthi (ukuthi), v. = gidihlika; gidhlikisela; ukuthi bidhlala.

Gidhlika (s.k.), v. Fall scattered abroad by a sliding slipping motion, as a stack of sacks giving way under excessive top weight, or a stone-wall, or earth at the edge of a sand-pit.

i-nGidhlingidhli, n. Any steep sloping place where the soil is loose with sand or small stones and tending to fall downwards, or make one slide downwards, when trodden upon.

Gidi, ukuthi (ukuthi), v. Come to a firm stand, as a stone rolling down or a person descending a hill, when coming to level ground; settle down firmly, find a firm stand, as a man's courage after he has made up his mind or become determined. Cp. ukuthi caba.

Ex. ugasengiti gidi isibindi, or sase sisi gidi isibindi kini, or kwevakumi gidi isibindi kimi, I was then firm in courage, or, courage was then strong within me, or, it was then strong the courage within me.

i-nGidi, n. Firmness, fortitude, resolute courage (see ukuthi gidi); also = um-Gidiyo; (N) trembling fear (see ukuthi gidi).

Ex. aku-nta faka ingidi, to give one courage, heart, to hold up against adversity or danger.

isi-Gidi, n. Immense number, beyond calculation, 'thousands'; pl. izi-Gidigidi, 'millions' = (iI)-Tshe. Comp. amu-Siamishumi.

um-Gidi, n. 5. = um-Gidiyo.

Gidi gidi, ukuthi (ukuthi), v. Come down with a heavy pitter, as a man's feet when trotting down a hill; (N) gedgezela.

i(i)-Gidigidi, n. Absurdly ridiculous or highly comical thing, word, action, or person, making one laugh heartily (= i(i)-Illu-ya-likuthi); roar of laughter, as of many people laughing out loudly together.

Ex. wameti umxashesha, inganti bomboyena umxhethi aye, he was thinking to preach away at them, but they were just in a roar with laughter.

Gidinga, v. Be engaged upon (acc.), occupied with, be busy with, as a magistrate with trials (acc.), a clerk with letters, a storekeeper with buying and selling, or a schoolboy with sums.

Ex. nisingida nisingidingo mini wonke intsakula esikoloni? what are you engaged
with, what are you doing, every day at school?

*i-nGidingidi, n. = um-Gidingo.*

um-Gidingo, n. 5. Any business, work, or job which forms part of one’s daily occupation; one’s daily works; (in a partice. sense) evil or bad works or habits, as of a young man (= *imi-Kuba = um-Gidi, i-nGidingidi, um-Hiba.*

um-Gido, n. 5. Any ordinary wedding or children’s dance. See um-Geago, um-Cwayo, isi-Gerre, i-nKondhlo, isi-Qubulo, etc.

isi-Gigaba, n. Any huge, unusually big thing, as a big leg, huge person, serious affair, etc.

isi-Gigibala, n. Any heavy bulky thing, as sack of mealies, coil of fencing wire, barrel of cement; heavy-bodied person, bulky and short.

*Gi gi gi, ukuti (ukuthi — pronounced in a high tone and with the last syllable prolonged), v. = gigiteka.*

*Gi gi gi, ukuti (ukuthi — pronounced in a low tone and with all syllables equally long), v. = gigizela.*

Gigiteka (Gigitheka), v. Giggle, as a lot of boys at an old person speaking. Cp. ewicwiteka; gegeteka; yi-yiteka.

Gigizela, v. Make the repeated patterning of footsteps, as a person walking heavily when carrying a load, or children running about = gigazela. Cp. didizela.

*i-li)-Gija, n. = i(li)-Jadu.*

Gijima, v. Run, generally. Cp. hadula; gadabula [Skr. eri, go; Ar. giri, run; Kag. birima; Kam. imb. Li. kimbilia; Dun. chimbila; Ze. genko; Be. isiga].

Ex. bajiimja naye, they ran along with him i.e. drove him along.

udime vegjima nako, she (the unngoma or witchdoctor) just ran along with it, had it all at her fingers-ends, related all straight off without any hesitation.

isi-Gijimi, n. Runner, messenger = isi-Tungwa.

Gila, v. Practise or play off (pranks (acc.), evil-practices, and the like = *imiKuba* upon a person (acc., or acc. with ela) as a boy might who is given to tricks or an um-Takati; fill the belly excessively, glut, as a gluttonous eater with food (acc.).

*i-nGila, n. Gizzard, as of a fowl (= i-nGi- ngila): throat or Adam’s-apple (= i(li)-Gilo). [Skr. gir-a, swallowing; Ga. bulago, crop; m-tro, throat].

Phr gizamula indoda ngengila, the man shouted or screamed out with all his might i.e. strainingly loud.

*i-nGilamikuba (Gilamikhuba), n. One given to evil practices in secret, as an um-Takati or doctor dealing in those secret medicines designed to work ill, an adulterer, etc.*

i-nGilazi, n. Tumbler; spirits [Eng. glass]; Durban running-grass (= *um-Madohwana* [Eng. grass].

Gile, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Die suddenly, die off quickly, without time for notice of illness to be given = gileka.

Ex. *samfununisa esete gile, we found him already dead in no time.*

Gileka (S.k.), v. = ukuti gile.

Gilela, v. Practise (pranks or evil practices = *imi-Kuba*) upon a person (acc.).


Gilikiqa (S.k.), v. Make fall, or throw down, heavily in a lump or mass, as a man might a sack of mealies or heavy stone (acc.); vomit or throw up any heavy, semi-solid mass; bear heavily i.e. fruit of large size, as a pumpkin-field. Cp. ukuti dintsi; ukuti dilikiei.

Ex. *okaFaku ngilikiqa isitbaxa somfuna, Faku’s daughter has thrown down (i.e. has borne) a big lump of a boy.*

Gilikiqeka (S.k.), v. Fall, or get made fall heavily in a lump or mass, as a cow slipping down heavily on its side, or a sack of mealies or stone thrown down by a man carrying it. Cp. ukuti dintsi; ukuti dilikiei; golokogeka.

Gilikiqa, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = gilikiqa; golikiqeka. Comp. ukuti golokogo.

i(li)-Gilo, n. Adam’s-apple, the throat at that point; also, heart, mind (= *i-nTli- ziyzo*) — the Natives supposing all those mental powers connected by us with the ‘heart’ to take their rise in the throat. Cp. um-Pimbo; i-nGila. [Skr. gir-a, swallowing; Sw. um-wo, throat; Her. omu-riu, throat; Ga. mtro, crop of a fowl; Sa. ginibolo, throat].

Ex. kusho iyo kini, it speaks (so) in the heart to me, or my heart tells me = kusho intliyzo.

Gimbici, ukuti (Gimbhici, ukuthi), v. Close up thoroughly, as a door does the doorway (acc. = ukuti ne); close in, surround, as a wire-fence a homestead (acc.), or a stone-wall a cattle-fold, or an impi a kraal.

Gimbilita (Gimbhilita; s.t.), v. = gimibiliza.
Gimbili (Gimbhili, ukuthi), v. = gimbiliza; gimbilibeka.

Gimbilibiza (Gimbhiliza) v. Gulp down, bolt whole, in large mouthfuls or without chewing, as an unpleasant medicine (ace.), or nasty food of any kind of a semi-liquid or soft nature, as porridge or a cooked sweet-potato = ginga; gwinya; cp. gwinya, gobotoleza, pongyoza.

Gina, v. Cut, chop, or lop off short; shorten by cutting off a portion, as a man's arm (ace.), stick, etc. Cp. nquma; n-Nyini.

Ginga, v. or n. = ginja.

Gingeka (s. k.), v. = gingeka.

Gingqi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti gingqi.

Gingqi, i-nGingqi, n. = i-nGingqo.

Gingqika (s. k.), v. = gingqika.

Gingqilika (s. k.), v. = gingqilika.

Gingqiliza, n. = um-Gingqiliza.

Gingqika (s. k.), v. = gingqika.

Gingqilika (s. k.), v. = gingqilika.

Gingqiliza; v. = gingqiliza.

i-nGingila, n. = i-nGila.

Gininda, v. = ginja.

Gingqiliso, n. = um-Gingqiliso.

Gingqeko (s. k.), v. = gingqeko.

Gingqi, n. = um-Gingqi.

Gingqilo, v. = gingqilo.

Gingqilo, v. = gingqilo.
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assegai and shield, or-dealing slaughter right and left on an imaginary foe, as young men and old braves do at the wedding-dance, as if to recall applause for former prowess; hence, leap for joy, as a woman does when some unusual good-fortune has befallen her.

i-nGiyazana, n. An eating alone, in a good or bad sense (with ukw-dhlula), as when a person takes a snack of something privately in between meals, or a child eating its food by itself so as not to have to share it with others. Cp. i-nTshwanezo.

isi-Giyo, n. Name of praise given to a young-man when dancing wildly—see giya.

Giza giza, ukuti (ukuthi), r. = gizazela.

Gizazela, r. = gizazela.

Goba, r. Bend (intrans.), as a stick; be bent, or curved, as a bow (used in perf.); be bent or softened, as an angry or stubborn heart; relax oneself, take relaxation or a little rest, as a man after working or walking hard; bend oneself, or be bowed down, as a person when stooping looking at something on the ground; retire from view, as a bride sitting covered in the hut (= goya—gen. used in perf.) [Ar. gobhah, a vault; Her. kota, curve — comp. Z. kotama, bend down]. Comp. goba; kotama; toba.

Ex. nqaqo/gobhamanado, I am just relaxing my knees—as might be said by a traveller sitting for a moment by the roadside.

basogobh (abs.habu), they of the road-party are just taking a rest.

Goba (Gobha), v. Take out a large or major portion of anything contained in a vessel, as water (acc.) or beer from a barrel, or grain from a basket; pass blood (acc.) excessively, as a female at the monthly period; relate an affair (acc.) or give information only partially, superficially, not bringing out the whole of it = gwabu.

i-nGobamakosi (Gobamakosi — collect.), n. Member of the first regiment formed by Cetshwayo, and following next after the u(1u)-Kanempumeng of Mpange.

i-nGobamsundulo, n. One who goes with the head habitually bent down or forward.

u(1u)-Gobandhlouvu, n. Certain tree (Secamone Gerrardii), growing about Tongaland and said to cause a fatal kidney disease; gravel, or stone from the bodily contortions caused by the pain (supposed by the Natives to be caused by the above medicine, or by unlawful connec-

tion with a female; hence called also u(1u)-Jovela).

isi-Gobe (Gobhe), n. Deep-set or sunken eye — i-nKolomzela, i(l)-Hobela, um-Holo.

u(1u)-Gobe, n. Secret compact or compact of a few persons together to kill another (with enzela). Cp. u(1u)-Zungu.

(i(l))-Gobela, n. Arch, in building (M.).

Gobelana, v. Impend over one another, i.e. be ready to fall upon or attack one another, as two hostile armies.


Gobo, ukuti (ukuthi), r. = gohoza.

Gobo, ukuti (Gobho, ukuthi), r. = gohoza.

u-Gobo, n. Name given jocularly to one of the Durban Native Police.

u-Gobho, n. Certain flowering plant (Gunnera perpensa), whose long juicy stalk is eaten and whose roots are mixed with isi-Dwa for expelling the placenta in man and beast = u-Renya. See i(l)—Nembe.

i-nGobho (Gobho), n. Second or honey-comb stomach of cattle (= is-Authlwana; cp. u(1u)-Siu; (C.N.) mealie-crib (= i-nQotobana, i-nGomba) [Mbu. u-jobo, hut; Xyamb. njo; Ru. nabo; Reg. msoso; Ma. engaji; Hin. dugo; Gn. nsesse].

isi-Gobo, n. Thorny shrub, used for torches (C.N.).

um-Gobo, n. 5. Certain cattle disease along the coast causing emaciation and curvature of the spine; the stick of a shield when fitted at the extremity with an u-ali-Sila or tuft of twisted skin; young edible plant of wild asparagus (C.N.); name of another bush-plant (C.N.).

N.B. Specific for above-mentioned cattle-disease: — Take the tail of an i-tsishuba (kind of genet), burn it to ash. give the beast to drink, and recovery is assured!

i-nGoboco (Goboco), n. = um-Hlahlo; also isi-Kopoco.

Goboda, v. Stand out drooping over at the side, as the flower of maize when forming or a big ill-formed ear = goboda.

Gobodisa, v. Have such an ear, flower, etc., falling over or drooping to one side, as the maize or person above (used in perf.) = gobodisa.

(i(l))-Gobolondo, n. Outer case or shell of anything, as of an egg, snail, ground-nut, dry bean-pod, etc. = i(l)-Gobolondo; cp. i(l)-Gobosi [Bo. gobela, egg-shell; Sw. konokono, sea-shell].

(i(l))-Gobongo, n. Hollow place or thing, an
empty body, as a calabash with the inside extracted, a tree eaten out internally by ants, hollow place beneath the ground, or an empty egg-shell (comp. i(lj)-Gobo-londo); wide-mouthed calabashes, from the head having been knocked off, used for utshwatala (= i(lj)-Qaga). Comp. i(lj)-Gobosi [Her, oti-yongo, egg-shell; Sw. kombe, sea-shell; Ga. souko, sea-shell].

isi-Gobongo, n. Wide-mouthed calabash for water.

i(lj)-Goboqo (Gobhoqo), n. — isi-Kopoco.

i-nGoboqo (Gobhoqo), n. Any deeply scooped-out thing, as a spoon, or i-nDebe, or the face of a person with flat nose and deep-sunken eyes (= isi-Kopoco).

u(lu)-Goboqo (Gobhoqo), n. = u(lu)Gobozi.

i(lj)-Gobosi, n. Empty outer-covering or sac (only used when baggy and empty), as of a blister or boil or u-singa pod whose contents have been discharged; hence, any light, baggy thing without contents; bulge or uneven prominence formed in an isi-dwaba by the insertion of a strip of skin too narrow for the place, or in a hut when the frame-sticks are not made to curve evenly. Cp. u(lu)-Gobozoi.

Goboza, v. Strike away at with force, peg away at, as at a stone (acc.) with a pick when wishing to get it out of the ground, or at the soil (acc.) when hoeing in a hard place.

Goboza, n. Wave up and down, as a long bundle of grass carried on the head: undulate, as long grass when a strong wind passes over it = yenda, bekezela, bokozelea, gehzele, jokozele.

Goboza (Gobhoza), v. Flow, as water in a ditch or river (commonly used as opposite to 'stagnant' — aku-ma); move briskly along in a long train, as a string of cattle making for a corn-field. Cp. mpompoza.

Ex. bo'mufale nyobozela ngapit in which direction does this river flow?

Gobo泽la, v. Go wavying up and down, as a long bundle of grass when carried; go with a bobbing gait, as a tall person with weak, springing knees. See above.

Gobozele (Gobhozele), v. Drink off greedily in large mouthfuls, just letting it flow unimpeded down, as a man drinking beer.

u(lu)-Gobozoi (Gobhozi), n. Empty body-case of anything (i.e. skeleton, shell, etc.) left after the contents have been extracted, as the still intact skeleton of an animal on the veld after the entrails have been devoured, or the body of a headless calabash, or the shell of an i(lj)-Hluha, q.v.; any empty case-like thing being nothing but an outward shell, as a hollow ant-eaten tree, or empty coffee-tin (comp. i(lj)-Gobos); person with a small straight stomach that never bulges out even when full, always hanging empty, as it were.

isi-Goco, n. = isi-Hluva.

Goda or Godela, v. = ukuti yode.

i(lj)-Göda (Göda), n. Thick cord or rope, made of plaited grass or palm-leaf = i(lj)-Joka [Her. o-ngoze, rope].

Göde, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Tie very tightly, as the string (acc.) round a parcel (acc.) or post; hold tightly or firmly enclosed, as the string a parcel (acc.) or the already stiffened fingers of a dead man anything in the hand; finish completely, as any work (acc. = ukutu yudlu = go-da; cp. golonya.

i(lj)-Göde (Giode), n. Variety of sweet-potato, having a large leaf and bearing well = i-Qualatenkuku.

Godhla, v. Keep back, reserve, as food (acc.) for any particular purpose; suppress, as information or a point of evidence.

Phr. uku-godhlela inkonyane, to retain for the calf — said of a cow that holds back its milk from the milker.

uku-godhla isihlulwa, to carry the shield under the arm.

imp niqodhlene izimpendo, the army has turned back one of its flanks while the other goes forward.

i(lj)-Godhla, n. Bullock with one of its horns concealed away', as it were, i.e. away from the other one, and whether round before the face or away behind the head. Cp. i(lj)-Xele; isi-Yece; i(lj)-Toba.

isi-Godhlo, n. Upper or reserved part of a royal kraal, kept strictly private.

N.B. Upon entering the Zulu king's kraal by the lower entrance, one found himself amidst numerous rows of huts, inhabited by soldiers, menials and i-inde, and known collectively as ezi-Gobeni. They surrounded a large cattle-fold in the middle. Passing beyond the ezi-Gobeni huts, one came to a fence, through which he passed, and found himself in the isi-Godhlo or reserve. Up at the further end of the isi-Godhlo, lived the King's wives, each in her own hut, and the adult girls of the um-ndhmkulu q.v., also in their own separate huts, each hutfull being called by a name proper to the inmate alone (see i-Duka, i-QaQo, i-Tontsi.)
etc.), and every hut separated from the other by a fence surrounding it. This was the isiGodhlo esimnyama or black reserve, to trespass within the precincts of which was a capital offence. On the lower ends of this isiGodhlo esimnyama, stood, on the one side, the huts of the avanticana benkosii (i.e. the male and female children born of the Zulu king) and named, collectively with the Zulu as the im-Volo; and on the other, the huts of the younger girls of the um-Nildhunkulu. This lower portion of the isiGodhlo was known as the isiGodhlo esimhloko i.e. the white (or less important) reserve.

um-Godhlo, n. 5. Native spoon-bag woven with grass or palm-straw = is-Ampontše, is-Ampompo.

Godhlo godhlo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = godhlozelu.

u(lu)-Godhlo, n. Lanky, thin-bodied person; sharp-pointed, prominent nose, as of a European.

Godhlozelu. v. Make a rough rumbling sound, as a dry skin when dragged along the ground, a wagon in the distance, or a Native grinding-stone when being used. Cp. godhlezelu.

i(ii)-Godi, n. Grave-hole, before the interment (cp. i(ii)-Liba); any hole, not as large as a pit, dug in the ground (seldom used).

P. umumbira 'godini linge, it (medicine) is not dug from only one hole = two can play at that game (of takatwing).

i-nGodi, n. Cavernous, hollow place, as in between large rocks, or beneath a precipice (used also of coal-mines). Cp. um-Gede.

isi-Godi, n. Dale, broad flattish valley with hills surrounding (cp. isi-Hoshu); small earth-hole, such as might be left by an ant-bean on the veldt (cp. isi-Sele; um-Godi; um-Holo).

um-Godi, n. 5. Hole, of considerable size excavated in the soil, pit, as made by an ant-bean or in the kraal for storing grain in (not a perforation as through a bead or wall = i-nBobo). Cp. isi-Godi, um-Holo, isi-Ti [Skir. kupa-s pit; Her. o-ndori, hole].

u-Godie, n. Small veldt-plant (Jatropha hirsuta) whose bulbous root is used medicinally for an umKuhlane.

i-nGodo, n. = i-mFene.

isi-Godo, n. Tree stump, still standing in the ground; small, stumpy log of wood, lying on the ground; a beast presented by the bride's people to the bridegroom's people on the day of the wedding and supposed to be slaughtered at or soon after the marriage (cyokukulekela ukuzala = um-Beka)—it is usually accompanied by two other beasts, not for slaughtering, the inKabi neshoba layo or irisazi lwayo, and all three cattle are known as the i-nBeka; applied also familiarly to one's son-in-law from whom the mothers-in-law knock out bits of assistance (see gqule) whenever they get the chance.

um-Godo, n. 5. Exrements of a roll shape, as of human beings, or a dog. Comp. um-Gamu, i(ii)-Dede, um-Pulu, u(lu)-Hudo, i-nGqata.

u(lu)-Godo, n. Large log of wood; trunk or long stump of a tree standing or lying dry; body already stiff, as of a dead man.

Godola, v. Be cold, chilled with cold, as a child insufficiently clothed (only used of the body). Comp. gama.

ama-Godolo (no sing.), n. = ama-Godolozi; (C.N.) = ama-Nyozololo.

Godoloza, v. Do or make anything or any work in a bad, faulty, unskilful manner, as a mat, hut, pottery, etc.

ama-Godoloz (no sing.), n. Anything, as mat, pottery, hut, etc., made in a bad faulty, unskilful manner; hence, any unbeautiful looking, irartistic, ugly-looking thing, as a girl or beast = ama-Godololo, ama-Godoriya.

ama-Godoviya, n. = ama-Godoloz.

um-Godoyi, n. 5. Any vagabond dog, become wild, wandering about away from home thieving and the like; (C.N.) fabulous dog or wehr-wolf, said to devour men.

Ex. kuba umgodoyi? stick the cur (with an assegai) — shouted to a howling dog to quieten it (see um-Kulungwane).

Goduka (s. k.), v. Go home; die of senile decay, only used of very old people (of such the word ukufu is not properly used = enda) [Her. yaruka].

Godusa, v. Make to go, or send, home; (C.N.) applied to the returning or escorting home of a girl who has run off to her sweetheart (see baleka; enda).

i-nGoduso, n. Betrothed girl, who has returned home again, after her run-away visit to her sweetheart, to await the payment of lobola and subsequent wedding (C.N.).

i-nGodofuza, n. see i-Nyozofuza.

Goga, v. Prevent effectively or forcibly, obstruct a person (acc.) from doing something, as an impi might further
progress of their opponents, or a strong prohibition the felling of trees by Natives, or chronic disease a person from getting about.

_Gogoza_ or _Gogozela_, _v_. Make a rumbling noise, as the bowels when empty, from flatulence, etc. (not the 'watery' rumbling of diarrhoea — see _zunuzela_), or sometimes as distant thunder (= _mlindiza_).

_Goja_, _v_. Finish off sharply, at one go, as when drinking off medicine (acc.) at a single draught = _ukuti goje_.

_Gōje, ukuti_ (_ukuthi_), _v_. Bob down, go suddenly down out of sight, as in the water, long grass, or over the brow of a hill; also sometimes, go out of sight round a corner, as round a house (= _ukuti goutshi_); cp. _ukuti qweqwe_; finish off 'at a go', put away in no time, as when drinking medicine (acc.) or wine off at a draught (= _ukuti minyi_), or a dog killing a small animal, or a man finishing off a certain unpleasant stretch of country on a journey.

_Goda_, _v_. Serape out clean or completely, to the last scrap, with a ladle or _indebé_ (not with the hand = _kota_), as one might the water (acc.), beer, porridge, or rice in a pot = _gwebeda, hwebeda_; cp. _huwa, pala_.

_P._ *akuka 'muntu ok'a-gogode*, there is no one who ever scraped (a pot) clean out (something, however little, will always remain) — might be said of an _umkatsi_ gradually getting rid of a family, when some one or other is sure to escape to take refuge.

_Gogodhla_, _n_. 5. Back-bone (= _um-Hla-

_Gogolelo_, _ukuti_ (_ukuthi_), _v_. = _gogolelo_.

_Gogosa_, _v_. Conceal suddenly or put quickly out of sight, from fear of its being seen, as a thief might a stolen article (acc.) under his coat, or as one might liquid when a stranger suddenly enters; go off with a thing (with _na_) 'concealed' about the person i.e. having pocketed or stolen it = _guguba, gugula, gugusa_.

_Golo, ukuti_ (_ukuthi_), _v_. = _goloza_.

_Goja_, _v_. Finish off sharply, at one go, as when drinking off medicine (acc.) at a single draught = _ukuti goje_.

_Gól, ukuti_ (_ukuthi_), _v_. = _goloza_.

_Gój, ukuti_ (_ukuthi_), _v_. = _goloza_.

_Just_ — _goloza_, _ukuti_ = _goloza_.

_With_ — _goloza_, _ukuti_ = _goloza_.

_Goloza_ or _Gogozela_, _v_. Make a rumbling noise, as the bowels when empty, from flatulence, etc. (not the 'watery' rumbling of diarrhoea — see _zunuzela_), or sometimes as distant thunder (= _mlindiza_).
Good Tu. Turn Crib Make summersault. i(li)-Gojela. gomgalaza; GO gombokoqa); pound. Native whole Blazing Induce i(li)-Zanenkande, mountain-top, kraal thundering very chasm, Certain pot gomgalaza; great Open ukuti mines Golokoqeka i(li)-Gologodo. u-Gologo, isi-Golodwane, u(lu)-Golokoqo i-nGolovane, i-nGolokoxi Golozela, ama-Golwane (no sing.), n. Fit of chil-

liness, said to follow excessive drinking of Native beer. Cp. u(1u)-Quo. Goma, v. = gamela; also (C.N.) = gqi-
lasha.
i-nGôma (Gonna), n. Certain class of royal dance-song performed at the great feast (um-Kösi) of the Zulu king and refrained from among the people at other times [Ga. Sw. Bo. ngoma, drum, tune; MZT. in-goma, drum; Her. ongo-
ma, drum].
i-nGôma, n. Crib or grass-hut used for storing grain word only used rarely and in certain localities (= i-nQolobana; cp. i(lu)-Zele; Native snuff box (= i(lu)-Shanga). Phr. w eru ngoma ka'Mahalyaxe, he built the food-crib of Mr. Come-back-empty — applied to a person who has been on a fruitless errand, thinking to come back with something to put in his store, but getting nothing. o'ngoma is'chanteini, he whose food-cribs are out among other people — applied to a person too lazy to provide himself with snuff or food and consequently live by begging from others.
i(lu)-Gôma (Gonna), n. Steeply ascending ridge, as up to a mountain-top, with slopes falling abruptly on each side.
i-nGômane, n. Tremendous uproar or din, as of a great crowd in conflict or as made by a whole army beating and rattling their shields together; great, awe-inspiring mass of flame, conflagration, as of a kraal burning under a strong wind.
Ex. kwesekubhanyen ingomane, it was then all united in one tremendous blaze.
S'ezoro koduma ingomane ka'Ndobambi, we heard it thundering a great tumult at Nda-
bambis.' um-Gomba (Gambha), u. 5. = illi-Gojela.
Gombokoqa (Gombhokoqa), v. Turn upside-down, as an imhenge (acc.) over a pot of food, or a pot on its mouth = gombeya, gymba, gubuda, gomonga.
Gombokoqa, ukuti (Gombhokoqa, ukuthi), v. Turn upside-down (= gombokoqa); get turned upside-down, as above (= gombokoqeka) = ukuti gombiyaq. Gombokoqa (Gombhokoqa), v. Make to fall, throw, over on the face; turn up-
side down, as a pot (acc.), wagon, etc.; turn round roughly upon one (acc.) with words, just take him and turn him up-
side down, instead of replying politely, etc.; just take and turn upside down the beer-pot i.e. drink the whole thing off,
instead of taking moderately = gomboloko, gomboqa, etc.

Gombolokoqeka (Gombholokoqeka), v. Get made to fall, get thrown over on the face, or upside down, as above.

Gombolokoqo, ukuti (Gombholokoqo, ukuthi), v. = gombolokoqo; gombolokoqeka.

Gomboqa (Gombhoqa), v. = gombolokoqo; (C. N.) extract, as ear-wax or a matter.

Gombolokoqo, ukuti (Gombholokoqo, ukuthi), v. = ukuti gombolokoqo.

Gombola (Gombhola), v. = gombolokoqo; (C. N.)

i-Qiniso, be komfa, 'lake gamela). Person stoop—Be, u-gombolokoqo. River ukuti be-gomboloqo ukuti <<'. Hence, um-Nqolo.

One summersault Hold singata (C. Turn feast Semi-circle dog's race

Gomfa, v. Be, or do anything, in a stooping posture, stoop over some work, as writing, when sitting mat-making, or straining beer; be bent (= qota), from old age; (gen. used in perf. not used of a sudden stoopdown—uku-kutwana—as to tick something up) = komfa, qomfa.

um-Gomo, n. 5. True facts, real truth, of an affair (= i-nQuinisela, i-nGomela): a law by custom, strict custom not to be transgressed; main thing or point aimed at, as to get in first in a race (not the object run for), or to make up the lobola (not the girl to be bought by them); sometimes, though rarely, used adverbially to express 'a fact! truly! assuredly' (= i-Qiniso, impela) [Sw. ki-komo, goal; Her. nonunya, to aim at].

Ex. ukukhono i-xingelo yale, angonono um-kulu loko enakaleni, to wear clothes constantly, that is an inviolable custom among Christians.

u-Gomolupondo (Gomoluphando), u. = u-Gomonga.

(i)-Gomonco, n. Person with the head high at the crown and low over the forehead mostly applied to ama-Khela or ring-men, the peculiarity then being more conspicuous from the ring seeming to slant down over the eyes. Cp. (iI)-Kobongo.

Gomonqa, v. = gombolokoqo.

Gomonqo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti gobolokoqo.

u-Gomonga, n. Posture of standing on one's head and falling over on one's back as performed by children playing, a summersault (used with euza) = u-Gomolupondo, u-Nqimphava.

(iI)-Gomonqa, n. Large kind of bat = (iI)-Bekezantsi.

Gomoshele, v. = gomotela.

Gomotela (Gomothela), v. Do firmly; hence, be fast or firmly fixed, as a nail, a stake in the ground, or a dog's teeth in the flesh (with loc. or kwa) when biting; make fast, make be firmly fixed, as a man a nail (aex.), stake, a dog when biting firmly, or a man when holding firmly to his stick = gomoshele, gomotela, ukuti uyo.

Ex. abaka eyomotela lelo'zaici or eyomotela kulo lelo'zaici, he keeps fast to that word, persists firmly in it.

Gona, v. Hold in the arms close to the breast, embrace, hug, as one might a child (acc.) = singata [Bo. mgoni, adulterer; Her. oku-gonoka, to be friend].

Gonca, v. Take one 'winding about', as by one's crafty talk or cunning movements gonzisa.

Gonci, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go winding about, as a river or path, or a person in his cunning talk or sly movements; make so to go = ukuti zombe.

ubu-Gonci, n. Deceptive talk or movements, as above; such deception.

Gonciza, v. Make go winding about, as above zombeza.
isi-Gondwane, *n.* = isi-Goutswane.

Gongo, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* Get drawn together or up, as the limbs by muscular contraction in certain diseases or death; draw in or up the limbs (acc.), as before; huddle oneself up by drawing the legs close up to the body; draw back, ‘draw in the horns’, as when suddenly confronted by a snake on the path (= ukuti gikili) = gongobala; gongobalisa.

ama-Gongo, *n.* (N.) = ama-Nqeshane.
i-nGongo (*goongo*), *n.* = i-nGongolozi.

Gongoba, *v.* Be in a contracted, huddled up, ‘drawn closely together’ state, as a dead man or one afflicted with certain diseases, or merely lying huddled together (used in perf.) = ukuti gongo.

Gongobalisa, *v.* Cause anything (acc.) to be in such a state.

u(lu)-Gongo (*goongo*), *n.* Any long, large log of wood, or post; tall, stiff-bodied, muscular man; dead person already stiff [Sw. *yogo*, log; Chw. lo-gong; Her. otyi-hongera, block].

Gongo (*goongo*), *v.* Do anything in vain, fruitlessly, without any resulting effect, as when doctoring a person without any results, planting a vegetable that is unsuitable to the climate and will not grow, or when expecting a person who never arrives = gunguluzi; cp. ukuti gwangwalazi.

u-nGongo (*goongo*), *n.* = see u-Nyongolozi.

i-nGongo (*goongo*), *n.* Thing vainly attempted, expected, desired, etc.; thing that will not happen; unhappenable, unattainable, impossible thing.

i-nGongomba (*gongumbha*), *n.* Ox with long horns twisted towards the end. Cp. i-nGqela.

i-nGoni, *n.* = i-nKokoni.
i(li)-Gongosi, *n.* Large brown ant (C.N.).

Gongo (*goongo*), *v.* = qobola.

isi-Gongo (*goongo*), *n.* = isi-Qobolo.
i(li)-Goni, *n.* The originally planted seed-tuber of *dumbis*, potatoes, and the like, from which, in the former, the isi-Deku and whole plant grows.

i-nGoni, *n.* Seed-panicle of *um-Singizane* grass; (C.N.) filament of mealies (= i-nKosa).

i-nGoni (*gooni*), *n.* An angle, corner, or sharply bended formation (when the straight line turns back acutely upon itself), as of a wall at the corner of a room, a sharp elbow-like bend in a river, etc. = i-nQobi, i-nGosi, isi-Kambuzi. Cp. i(li)-Gmbi; i-nTsonge; i(li)-Pimbo-


isi-Gononi, *n.* = isi-Qopamuti.
i(li)-Goniningoni (*gooningooni*), *n.* The ins and outs, the intricate details, or peculiarities, as of an affair, or a foreign language.

Gongo (*goongo*), *v.* = gongoloza.

um-Gongo (*goongo*), *v.* 5. = um-Gongolozi.
i-nGono, *n.* Nipple of the breast, in male or female; small head at the top of a gourd, the eating of which while the plant is young, is supposed to make one an i(li)-Dhiwwe; short stalk by which a pumpkin hangs to the mother-stem.

isi-Gongongo (*goongo*), *n.* Ear-wax (= isi-Kolokoto); the small red flesh at the inner corner of the eye; blazing hot sun (= isi-Goolodwane, isi-Nyengenge).

i(li)-Gondo, *n.* Rump or part at the end of the backbone (just above the buttocks) in human beings — almost only used as below.

Ex. uku-hlala ngegonondo, to sit with knees erect and reclining, rolled back, as it were far up on the buttocks.

u(lu)-Gonoti (*goonthi*), *n.* Species of cane or osier-like forest climber (*Flagellaria Indica*), used by Natives for making hut-doors (cp. u-Mazivenda); (N.) also = u(lu)-Gaba.

Gonqa, *v.* Sit retired in the um-Gongo in a hut, as a girl menstruating for the first time, or a bride on the day following the wedding (used gen. in perf.).

Gonqisa, *v.* Keep company in retirement, i.e. take part in the general indoor ceremony attached to the first menstruating of a girl, at which ceremony all the girls of the neighbourhood of a like age would be present.

Ex. bayakwangaqisa unBani, they have gone to assist So-and-so in her retirement i.e. menstruation ceremony = baye emgongoqeni.

um-Gongo, *n.* 5. Portion of a hut partitioned off by wicker-work or nowadays by a curtain, in which a girl menstruating for the first time, or a bride on the day following her wedding, sits retired.

Phr. baye emgongoqeni, they have gone to the first menstruation of a girl. See hlala.

Gonqa, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* = gongobala.

Gongobala, *v.* Be in a contracted, shrivelled or drawn-together state, as a dried-up hide, or other body; become
thus drawn or shrivelled together = goqobala, vongobala; cp. gongobala.

Gongoloza, v. Form anything (acc.) into a long slender roll, rope, or thing of sausage-shape, as a lump of clay when rolling it between the hands or a sausage-machine passing out the meat = gunqululza.

Gongolozela, v. Go along as a long trailing roll, ‘roll along’, as a snake = gunqululza.

um-Gongolozi, n. 5. Long roll, rope, or sausage-shaped thing, as a piece of clay rolled out between the palms, a rope formed of rolled cloth for sewing beads round, etc. = um-Goqongo, um-Gunqululza.

isi-Gontsane (s. t.), n. = isi-Gontswnwe.

Göntshi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. Go suddenly down, sink or bob down, out of sight, as in water, long grass, etc. = ukuti goye, ukuti shoni.

q(i)-Göntshi (s. t.), n. Small veldt-plant having a bulbous edible root.

ubu-Göntshi (s. t.), n. A bobbing craftily about; hence, such deception.

isi, or um-Göntswane, n. 5. Certain tree (Ficus sp.), resembling the um-Kiwane, producing fibre used for mat-making and whose red fig-like berries, smaller than the um-Neongo, are eaten = isi-Göntswane, isi-Göntswane.

Gonula, v. Break or wrench off, as one bone from another at a joint, or a mealie-cob from the stalk = bonyula, kunula.

ama-Göntswane, n. Sores in the mouth of a goat (C. N.); also (C. N.) = ama-Göntswane.

i-nGönyama, n. = i-Ngonyama.

Gönyo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gonyoza.


Gönyoza, v. Strain over anything (acc.), exerting all one’s muscular strength, as when lifting, pulling, wrestling, etc.; grasp, grapple with, or hold a person (acc.) with violent or excessive straining of the muscles, as when grappling with a thief or seeking to disable one = nkunyaza, nkunyankunya. Cp. ubu-Gönyogunyana.

isi-Gönyoza, n. Strong muscular man = isi-Gönyololo; cp. i-nTsazayiya.

Gönyuluka (s. k.), v. Strain,retch, as when vomiting. Comp. kamula; gonyoza; ka-

Gönyuluka [MZT, ku-luka, to vomit; Her. rukura, vomit as infants; kondywa, strain].

Goqa, v. Roll up, as a sleeping-mat or skin (= goqonga); coil up, as a pig

its tail (acc.), a man a roll of wire, a snake or cat its body (may also be used in reflect. form with zi); roll off i.e. ward off, as an opponent’s stick (acc.) when fighting or fencing (comp. vika); roll off i.e. get through, clear off, finish off a piece of work, as a field (acc.) to be ploughed or hut being built (gen. used in conjunction with another verb and equivalent to adv. ‘off’ or ‘entirely’); roll up i.e. close up a door or gate (loc.) by rolling or slipping across bars of wood.

Ex. weike, wagoqa, he passed, and barred the blows off (so that nothing could get in at him).

wagoba, umgunguza, go and bar up the entrance (as of the goat-hut).

i-nGöqoza, n. A coiled or winding thing, like a pig’s tail; twisted or spiral thing, like a ram’s horns or those of a koodoo; ox with such spirally twisted horns; ox with the horns curving towards each other and nearly meeting above or before the head.

Göqo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a rattling noise, as poles falling together; also = ukuti yongo.

i(G)=i-Göqo, n. Heap of wooden bars (see um-Göqo) for closing any entrance; bullock with long spirally twisted horns in any direction though generally backward (cp. i-nGöqela).

i-nGöqo (Goqo), n. Deep mud of the cattle-fold when dry and ready for use as fuel.

um, or u(lu)-Göqo, n. 5. Wooden bar for closing up an entrance, as to a kraal or out-house = um-Valo. See isi-Qongqwane.

Goqobala, v. = gongobala.

i-nGöqokazi (s. k.), n. Cow with i-nGöqela q. v. horns, i.e. either nearly meeting above the head, or long and spirally twisted generally towards the back.

Goqonga, v. Roll up, as a mat (acc.), carpet, or ‘rolly-polly’. = gongolozza, goqa.

Ex. wasimse wagoqonga isawhilha, he merely rubbed his hands (by rolling them one over the other).

um-Göqongo, n. 5. = um-Göngolozzi; (N.) black-headed oriole (Oriolus larvatus).

Goqoza, v. Stir up, as medicine with water, paint with oil, etc. (ep. govozo); rouse the life out of, bring to a speedy end, as when finishing off an ox (acc.) already half dead with sickness or old age (hlabanya not being used for such a beast).

i-nGöqwazana, n. Small or young cow with i-nGöqela q. v. horns.
Görro, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Break with a continuous crash, as a branch or stick broken across (= ukuti gera); get broken in the back i.e. have a curvature of the spine = gorrozeka; cause to break, as above = gorroza.

Ex. ungas'uti (= unaga soxenii) gorro, you may already grow a hump on your back (from old age, before I shall do so and so that you want of me) — a word of absolute refusal.

Gorroza, v. = ukuti gorro.

Gorrozeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti gorro.

i(li), or i-NGosi, n. Corner, sharp recess or bending in a building or cave, or river = i-nGoni; cp. i(li)-Gumbi [Her. oyi-koro, corner].

i-nGoso, n. — see i-Nyoso.

i-nGotsha (s.t.), n. One of the small succulent stems of the bush-creepers (Sarcostemma viminale) bearing the um-Belebele pods; creeper itself.

u(lu)-Gotsha (s.t.), n. Surplus or excess of length in a thing, as that part of a belt, or isidwaba, which, when girded round the waist, passes beyond the required length.

i(li)-Gotshwa, n. Pocket-knife, as sold in the stores (Mod.)

u-Govana, n. Bad principle of the heart, spirit of evil prompting within one (see u-Nembeza); uvula, of the throat (cp. i(li)-Nkanka).

Ex. kushe ugorana, ait, Tata leyo'uto! abes'ekusa uunembega, ait, yeka! kube, the bad principle might say, Take that thing, whereupon the good principle would say, Don't! it is wrong!

N.B. The seat of this ugorana is pointed out as the same as that of the inlithiyi or moral heart, viz. in the throat.

Góvo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = govoza, ukuti keve.

i-nGóvolo (Govolo), n. Large front tooth protruding conspicuously (gen. used in plur.); person with such (gen. used in sing.) = i-nGyavula, i-nGraukula, i-nGzavula; cp. isi-Kunku; u(lu)-Nqapol, i-nVekula.

Govoza, v. = keveza.

i(li)-Gou, n. Gluttonous and selfish eater, eating ravenously and allowing none to approach (= isi-Geye, isi-Hangahanya); certain variety of large powerful dog, a Dutch hound — Dingane's favourite breed; member of a certain regiment formed by Dingane [Sw. choyo, greediness; Ga. be-kodo, greediness].

Govuka (s. k.), v. Be greedy with a thing (with na), greedily refuse a thing, as a child to let others have a portion of the food, or a man selfishly taking for himself the whole of property in which others have an equal right = gwenika.

Ex. le'ngane isiyavika nokulika, this child is greedily refusing the food (to others).

Gouvza, v. Stir up, as one might utshwela (acc.) or medicine with a stick, to bring up the sediment. Cp. zamisa; goqoza. [Sw. boruga, stir food; Her. zunga, stir up].

isi, or um-Goxana, n. 5. dim. of isi-Goxi; small deep hollow, or pit-like ravine; small pit or hollow, as in a broken hut-floor, or in the peel of an orange.

Goxe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti goxo.

isi, or um-Goxi, n. 5. Deep hollow, or pit-like ravine, dell, e.g. a small flat spot down between two precipices; by comparison, a deep valley, as in some very broken country [Her. omu-poko, deep valley; Sw. bonde, dell].

izi, or imi-Goxigoxi, n. Pl. freq. of preceding — used to denote broken, precipitous country, consisting mainly of deep-down hollows and pit-like ravines, as about the Nkandhla district.

Góxo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Put or stow anything (acc.) away in some secluded corner or narrow space, as when scarce of room, or anxious to keep it out of people's way or sight; stow oneself away in a little 'corner' or small space, as among a crowded hutfull of people = ukuti goxe.

Goya, v. Sit retired from sight in the hut (a frequent custom in Native female life), as when a girl is vinjezelwe (see vinbezela), or a bride on the fifth day succeeding the wedding until perhaps a week has elapsed, or a woman after giving birth, for 8 days in the case of a boy-child, and 5 in that of a girl.

Goyisa, v. Assist to retire, as above; stay at home with the female, as a young man at the vinbezela (q.v.), or a husband with his newly-married wife.

i-nGoz, n. Harm or hurt unintentionally inflicted, an accident, as when a person, in burning off grass, causes the kraal or food of a neighbour to be destroyed; injury, hurt, to the person (not damage to material thing); a danger i.e. a dangerous thing or action; as to play with firearms, or a ferocious dog capable of attacking one; severe wound anywhere about the head, as caused by a blow from a stick (cp. i(li)-Nzeka); conspicuous scar, or internal painfulness (comp.
isi-Lalo), left by such a wound when healed [Ar. khoð, danger; Her. ɵty-po, harm; ɵty-onga, misfortune; MZT. inyæsia, danger].

Phr. sekyabu ɵyozi ʻuakazã, it will now be a cold wound or cooled danger—used of a sick person in a critical state who is now on the road to recovery, no longer in imminent danger.

ukheleleka, or ukufikelela, ɵyozi, to meet with an accident.

Gozobala, v. = gogobala.

Gózololó, ukuti (uKuthi), v. = uKuti ngololó.

u-Gozwana, n. Anything unusually small of its kind, as a certain very small earthen ɵs-Oco (q. v.) or cooking-pot, or an n-Manešwana (q. v.) beer-pot; very small quantity of anything, as food = u-Ngoso, u-Ngoswane; i-ngosana; cp. i-n-Gqenge [Sw. doyo, small; Ga. tongo, small].

umu-Gqa, n. 5. = umu-Nga.

Gqaba, v. Mark the face with spots of coloured clay, etc. (C. N.) = eka.

Gqaba (Gqabha, ukuzu—only used in reflect. form), v. Give oneself spots i.e. be proud (as showing by external behaviour), stuck-up, conceited, think a lot of oneself = uku-zi-gqaba, uku-zi-qomo- nga, cipateka, cileleka, xinga.

(i)-Gqaba (Gqabha), n. Animal or thing marked with large spots, as a butterfly, leopard, pig, etc. = (i)-Badu.

i-nGqaba, n. (C. N.) = i-nGqalaba.

Gqaba gqaba, ukuti (Gqabha gqabha, ukuthi), v. Be dotted with large sized spots, as below = uku-budu budu; cp. ukuti vaka vaka, ukuti kifi kifi.

ama-Gqabgqaba (Gqabha gqabha), n. Large sized spots, roundish marks of colour (as large perhaps as one's hand), as on a leopard's skin, pig, cow, dress, etc. = ama-Badu, ama-Nangananga; cp. ama-Kifikit; ukuti vaka vaka.

i-nGqabanga, n. Any very thickly concealed food or mash, like porridge or thick beer-worts.

Gqabaza (Gqabhaza), v. Bring up in small lumps or mouthfuls from the stomach, as an infant vomiting.

(i)-Gqabo (Gqabo), n. Self-conceit, stuck-up manners and airs; a thing (as conduct or decoration) to be proud of, stuck-up about; fastidiousness, disdainfulness, in matters of food or dress. See gqabo.

isi-Gqabo, n. Love-medicine of any kind smeared or spotted on the forehead, etc., by a young-man and supposed to mysteriously draw the girls (N).

um-Gqabo, n. 5. Anything, as white clay, ashes, paint, etc. used for gqabu, q.v. (C. N.).

i-nGqabozo (Gqabhozi = h. l. p. e.), n. = isi-Habuza.

isi-Gqabozo (Gqabhozi), n. = isi-Habuza.

Gqabu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gqabuka; gqabula.

Gqabuka (s. k.), v. Get broken, as a string or similar object by pulling (comp. apuka, dabuka, klepuka); get broken off, as anything like a button, affixed by strings; get broken, or break up (intrans.) into chaps, as the hands and feet by cold; get ripped or torn up, as any cotton material (the thought refers to the breaking up of the threads); expire, breath one's last (the lungs being supposed to get broken off from their place and so breathing cease) = gqibuka, qashuka.

Gqabula, v. Break, as one might a string (ace.) or any similar object by pulling (comp. apula, dabula, klepula); break off, as one might a button (ace.) or anything fixed on by a string; break up into chaps, as cold might the hands (ace.) or feet; rip, or tear up, as one might any cotton material (the thought referring to the breaking of the threads) = gqibula, qashula.

i-nGqabulamikindiyami (s. k.), n. Woman's first husband or first child. Cp. umu-Tsha; um-Kindi.

isi-Gqabuza (Gqabhuza), n. = isi-Habuza.

Gqagqa, v. = ukuti gqagqa, qalinga.

Gqagqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do anything in a scattered, loose, just here and there kind of way (not compact, evenly, or close), as when sowing mealies (ace.) in patches about a field, a mealie-cob putting on grains (ace.) irregularly here and there, a person sewing with long stitches (ace.) far apart, or one showing an irregular row of teeth with some of them missing (= gqagqa, gqagqaza, galinga); be in such a scattered, patchy, irregular state, as mealies (nom.) in a field, stitches (nom.) of an isidwaba, grains on a cob, or teeth in a mouth (= gqagqa, gqagqana, qalingana).

(i)-Gqagga, n. Anything showing or made up of scattered, irregularly placed patches or parts thrown disorderly here and there, as a mealie-cob with only a few grains irregularly dotted here and there, a field growing in disorderly patches, or a man's teeth when some are missing = (i)-Qalinga. Comp. u(li)-Toto. 13
Phr. isegyala sigiyo intsengwekazi, the poor-milkner gives orders to the heavy-milkner— a remark made e.g. of a disliked wife when 'bossing up' the favourite.

i-nGqalaba, n. = i-nQaluti.

i-nGqalabuto (Gqalabutho), n. First born or first fruits among calves, children, crops, etc. of the same inTonga, bearing, or season—each season or repetition of bearing having its own ingqalabuto.

Gqalakasha, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = yga-
lakasha.

Gqalakasha (s.k.), v. Spring or bound off, spring or bound along, spring or bound about, as a child suddenly up and away, a young-man bounding ostentatiously along, or a cricket springing about when being caught; search about here and there in a field for odd potatoes (acc.), etc., still left therein. See gqanqula.

Gqalakashela (s.k.), v. = gqalakasha.

i-nGqalamba (Gqalamamba), n. Robust, muscular-bodied person; a hardy person; stout, strong stick; hard rock, etc. See nqala.

i-il-Gqalashu (Gqalashu), n. = i-il(i)-Qalas-
shu.

i-nGqalati (Gqalathi), n. = i-nQalati.

Gqalinga, v. = qalinga.

Gqalingana, v. = qalingina.

Gqalingisa, v. = qalingisa.

i-nGqalizivele, n. Thing such as was never before!—name applied to anything of surpassing beauty, excessive ugliness, extraordinary wonderfulness, etc. See i-nGqala.

Ex. ngibone umfundo intombi cy'ingqalizive-
le, I have seen to-day a girl who is a wonder (of beauty).

i-xikomo xaleti-ya ibunu senqati ingqali-
zivele, the cattle of that there Dutchman are almost a marvel (in their immense num-
bers).

Gqalona, v. = qalona.

Gqama, v. = qama.

i-nGqambi (Gqambhi), n. Composer of Na-
tive dance-songs. See henda.

Gqambu, ukuti (Gqambhu, ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti yqama.

um-Gqaime, n. 5. Anything unusually tall, conspicuously high of its kind, as a fast growing child; or some kinds of pumpkins growing in height, not in length; any tall-standing (not stumpily-set) thing of bulk, as a box standing on end. See um-Qangqato; also isi-Belekeru, isi-
Nekefu.
Gqâmu, ukuti (ukuthi), r. Sink or go down into anything, out of sight, as a stone or man falling in deep water, or a child throwing itself in the long grass; make so sink or go down; blaze or flare about, as a flame in the wind = ukutl uyyama. Cp. damuzela.

Gqamuka (s. k.), r. Blaze or flare up, or about, as a flame in the wind = ukuti yyyama. Cp. damuzela.

Phr. vantukela, rayyamuka, he blazed about in an awful rage.

i-nGqamundi, n. Fluent, voluble talker. See qamunda.

i-nGqanati (Gqanathi), n. Person with broadly-extended, protruding buttocks. Cp. i-nPentsula; uf[u]-Belu; see qanala.

i-nGqanda, n. Anything 'amazing' in its good or bad qualities, as surpassingly beautiful, decisively clear as evidence, incredibly rich, etc. — used as adjective, adverb, etc., in the same way as i-nGqa-ta, i-nQuba.

Ex. uBanki wajuluha ingqanda. So-and-so sweated in buckets. wakuhuma ingqanda, he spoke a word that was a settler, or of surprising clearness. amaka lowa awaka ingqanda, this perfume smells incomparably sweet.

i-nGqangasi, n. Stiff, bristly hair (used also in pl., also as of a dog, pig, or brush.

i-nGqangashi, n. (C. X.), = i-nGqangasi.

i-nGqangqamatumba (Gqangqamatumbai), n. Certain brownish grasshopper; name sometimes given to the (ill)-Nkukave and n-Xyelxa birds, 'because a person who mocks them will break out in abscesses.'

Gqänqu, ukuti (ukuthi), r. = yqanqua.

ama-Gqanqu (no sing), n. Small leaps or bounds, as of a young man leaping gracefully along, or a buck (used with ukw-eqa).

Gqanqua, r. Go along with small graceful leaps or bounds, as a young man showing off, or a buck. Cp. qalelekaša.

i-nGqapeli (Gqapeli), n. Sharp-witted, intelligent person, quick to observe and learn.

i-nGqapunana (Gqapunana), n. One given to interesting himself uninvited in the talk of others, listening by habit to what they are saying and then reporting it about, offering an opinion, or imagining they are making insinuations about himself.

i-nGqaqabulani, n. Certain thorny creeper, growing in the woods; sometimes applied to any such creeping or climbing plant, grass, etc., that 'tears' up the soil or tears through the bush when pulled.

Gqashuka (s. k.), r. = qashuka.

Gqashula, r. = qashula.

i-nGqasundu (no plur.), n. Edible berry or berries of the (ill)-Sundu palnetto. Cp. u-Ntula.

i-nGqata (Gqatha), n. Single pellet of excrement, as passed by a sheep or goat. Cp. um-Godo. See qatazu.

i-nGqato (Gqatho), n. New ground broken up for the first time (= um-Qato; see qata); mealie-cob roasted after the grains have already dried hard (see qata).

i-nGqatu (Gqathu), n. A skipping over a rope of skin or grass with both feet — a game of Native children; the skipping-rope itself (used with ukwenza or ukushaya).

Gqava, v. Be plainly visible, conspicuous, as a kral; be clearly cut, distinct to the vision without blur or imperfection, as good large print, bright colours, or a person of all-round defectless beauty or intellectual smartness; be plain, clear, obvious, as a statement or affair (used gen. in perf.) = qama.

i-nGqavula, n. = i-nGororo.

i-nGqäuvungqavu, n. = i-nQaumqavu.

Gqaya, v. Look at observingly (almost obsolete) = beku.

Ex. waisimwe waggaya pawesi, waggaya pesiula, he merely looked down and looked up — in the all-absorbing deliciousness of what he was eating, raising his eyes while biting and then regarding the fruit in his hand.

i-Gqayingqayi, n. — see i-Nqayingqayi.

u-Gqayinyanga, n. Night-watchman, for guarding the isi-Godlho in the royal kraals = (ill)-Vukashi.

(i'il), or um-Gqeba, n.5. Certain tree growing in coast bush-country and used for making sticks; collective name for izi-nDuku or cudgels as carried by a young man, and including knobkerries, single-sticks, etc.

Ex. umnyang'ahlula ngagunge, kepa ngqyqeba, ya, you may beat me in other things; but with the sticks, never!

i-nGqedamabele, n. Jocular name for the amus.

Gqegqa, v. = dhledhelzele.

i-nGqenonge, n. Anything small of or among its kind, singly or collectively, as a batch of small children in a hut, a small beast
or a number thereof together; a basketful of small-sized mealies. Cp. u-Gozwana.

Gqengqa, v. (C.N.) = ngqengqa.
isi-Gqengqe, n. (C.N.) = isi-Qenqe.
um-Gqengqe, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Qenqe.
i(li)-Gqengqeshwana, n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Qengqeshwana.

i-nGqepu (Gqephu), n. Piece, portion, or cutting of anything of a broad flat nature, as cloth, skin, cardboard, zine or board (cp. i(li)-Qa); a thing of this description excessively short for the object intended, as a belt not meeting round the body = isi-Qepu.

Ex. isiwebe sami siy'ingqepu, or ingubo yaleyo'ntombowana iy'ingqepu, my kilt is too short, or the dress of that girl is too short, not meeting round the waist (not-length downwards).

i-nGqeqe, n. = i-nGqeqebula.

i-nGqeqebula, n. Smart, skilful person, clever at work or talking (= i-nGqeqe, i-nGgewedl); certain creeping plant.
isi-Gqezeba, n. = isi-Qezeba.

Gqi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti gi.
i(li)-Gqi, n. Manner, method of doing anything, as of administering medicine, or (by comparison) doing any other kind of work = i(li)-Qondo.
isi-Gqi, n. = isi-Gi.

Gqiba, v. Fill up, as a hole (acc.) with earth; cover up with earth, as a dead person (acc.) at the burial, ama-dumbi (acc.) when heaping them round, or (metaphor) a fault (acc.) in order to hide it (cp. fulela); cause a person (acc.) not to make mention of a matter that has been confined to him or he knows about, as by a bribe; dress the short remaining hair, after hair-cutting, by putting it down as the hand into little flat ringlets (see u-Maggibane; sokhola) [Her. sira, fill up a hole; Sw. setiri, cover up; shibu, be filled as the belly].

um-Gqibelo, n. 5. Saturday (Mod.).
i-nGqibingqibi (Gqibhingqibi), n. Dirty disturbed water full of sediment or mud, as just after the passage of cattle; dirty-coloured, grey-blackish complexion.

i(li)-Gqibo, n. Certain kind of man's i-Beshu, made of twisted tails, skin, etc., hanging behind in tails (= isi-Tini, u-Madimana. Cp. (li)-Dhuka); also certain kind of eating-mat (= i-Nyike).

Gqibu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti gqabu.

Gqibuka (s.k.), v. = gqabuka.

Gqibula, v. = gqabula.

Gqigqa, v. Dance the um-Gqiggo q.v.; visit or come to a kraal with observable frequency; earn quickly and easily, as money (acc.).

isi-Gqigqi, n. Short thick-set person.

Gqigqizela, v. Patter along, as one going hurriedly to fetch something, or hurrying along carrying something heavy with both hands (from the sound gqi gqi of the quick footsteps); patter or bustle about, as a woman busily engaged boiling beer.

um-Gqiggo, n. 5. Kind of dance formed by a train of boys or girls, one behind the other, dancing forwards and then backwards i.e. back foremost. See gqigga.

Phr. angqikubungela emuwa, angqiqogom-qiggo, I shall not go backwards, I am not like an umgqiggo dance — may be used in any connection to indicate that there will be no going back on what has been said or done.

Gqisha, v. Breath with a groan, groan, as a sick person feeling great internal suffering = bubula.

Gqika or Gqikela (s. k.), v. Pile up i.e. add abundantly on to what is already there, as when piling on the logs to make up a large fire, or when laying on extra grass (acc.) on the roof of a hut, or blankets (acc.) over one's body at night.

isi-Gqiki (s. k.), n. Kafir head-rest formed of a wooden log with two short legs = isi-Cameloe.

um-Gqiki (s. k.), n. 5. Kafir headrest when consisting merely of a wooden block without any legs = um-Buku.

i-nGqikitli (Gqikithi), n. Main body, mass or bulk of anything, as an amabele crop, an affair, etc. = i-nDikimento; isi-Zimbali.
i(li)-Gqikolo (s. k.), n. = i(li)-Gqizolo.
i(li)-Gqila, n. Short garment of women (C.N.).

isi-Gqila or Gqilli, n. Female servant, 'slave', i.e. young girl obtained to do the menial work for any of the wives of a chief's kraal (a class of servants who became noted for the harsh treatment they had to endure at the hands of their mistresses — see gqilaza); applied derivatively to a man in a similar menial position (cp. isi-Tumu); young girl who accompanies another at her marriage and remains with her as her body-servant; big bump or swelling of the glands below the angle of the jaw and natural in some Natives (= isi-Qata).
Gqilaha or Gqilasha, v. Treat a person (acc.), kraal, etc., with medicines, charms, etc., in order to render him proof against the evil efforts of enemies, abatakuti, and the like = qinga, misa; cp. shikaqa; elapa.

Gqilaza, v. Punch or pommel away at a person (acc.) with the fists, as when dawn on the ground—a common habit of the chief's women when punishing their maid-servants, from which fact perhaps their name isi-Gqilza was derived. Cp. dondonya.

u-Gqilaza, n. Mumps = u-Zagiga.

i-nGqimba (Gqimbha), n. (C. N.) = u(lu)-Qimba.

Gqimfu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gqimfuka; gqimfula.

Gqimfuka (s.k.), v. Snap (intrans.) or get broken, as a string; get torn or broken off, as a button = qamfuka, gyabuka.

Gqimfula, v. Make to snap or break, as a string (acc.); tear or break off, as a button (acc.) = qamfula, gyabula.

i(l)-Gqimilili, n. Blue-bellied salamander.

N.B. The appearance of this little animal betokens that heavy rains are high.

Gqimu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Fall down suddenly in one heavy mass, as an heavy body, a horse shot, or tree felled (= gqimu); make fall down, as before (= gqimula); ukuti jiwa; lie flat on one's back, as a man.

Gqimula (s.k.), v. = ukuti gqimu.

Gqimulafu, u. = ukuti gqimuna.

u-Gqimulapotswe (Gqimulaphothwe), n. (C. N.) = u-Gomondo.

Gqinaha, v. (C. N.) = qgilaha.

i-nGqinambha (Gqinambah) n. = i-nTolo.

i-nGqiniseka, n. = i-nGomela.

Gqints, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Fall heavily, bodily, in one heavy mass, as a horse or man slipping or heavy weight falling (= gqintsika); make so fall heavily, throw down heavily or bodily, as anything (acc.); thrown down anything (acc.) bodily i.e. roughly, violently, pitch it down (even though it be light); throw up, as a lawsuit (= gqintsila) = ukuti dintsi, ukuti tintsi.

i(l)-Gqints (s.t.), n. Any very heavy body, heavy-weighing thing, as a great box, stone, lump of meat, etc. = i(l)-Dintsi, u-n-Gqinta.

Gqintsika (s.k.), v. = ukuti gqintsi.

Gqintsila, v. = ukuti gqintsi.

Gqisha, v. Press or stuff in, as clothes (acc.) into a sack (= gqusha); stuff oneself, as a glutonous child, with food (used in simple or reflect form); fill itself up i.e. overlay itself heavily with storm-clouds, thick mists, etc., as the sky (cp. hloma).

i-nGqixe, n. (C. N.) = i-nQixe.

Gqixa, v. Trot about showing off and crying out, as the women do about the girls at a dance; put on, wear, an armlet (acc.), wristlet, anklet, etc. of beadwork, wire, hair, etc.

i(l)-Gqixa, n. Crushed u-Nyawoti (q. v.) made into a paste and eaten raw.

Gqixaza, v. = divaiza.

isi-Gqizo, n. Wristlet, anklet, armlet, etc. made of beads, wire, or tails; also = um-Gqizo.

um-Gqizo, n. 5. Trotting about of the women when showing off at the dance (see gqixa); also = isi-Gqizo.

Phr. akupindelwa emwe, kungemqixo there is no going back now, or with me, etc.; it is not an affair of an uMqixo dance (in which the woman, after trotting some distance forward, retire again in a backward movement).

i(l)-Gqizolo, n. Any thick, heavy, lumber-some thing, as an earthen-pot unduly loaded with clay in the make, a basket made of thick heavy grass, a thick buffalo hide, or a thick heavy board = i(l)-Gqiko, i(l)-Gqezema, i(l)-Gqizongo.

i(l)-Gqizongo, n. = i(l)-Gqizolo.

Gqọ, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Drip or drop down, as a drop of water from a roof; drop down (metaphor.), as a stranger suddenly alighting before one's door; put or bring in in driblets, as money (acc.) when paying slowly one's debts = gqọza.

Gqoba (Gqobha), v Dig out by picking at with an iron-rod, as a Native doctor does herbs (acc.); hence, dig out with a hoe any food-root from the ground, as ground-nuts (acc.), sweet-potatoes (not used of anything like dulunbis that are easily found in a cluster together); milk a cow (acc.) to the last drop leaving nothing for the calf (cp. geoba); press strongly, as a lender might a borrower (acc.) for return of his money (acc. and kv).

Gqobe, ukuti (Gqobhe, ukuthi), v. Go down out of sight, as the sun (cp. ukuti to to), or a man = ukuti shoni.

i-nGqobe (collect), n. Any remnants, remains, refuse, of material, crops, grain,
sometimes

Gqöös, (C.)

Meaning, go obscene

person muscular

with Gqöoo, Gqobo, or Gqolo, n. Polyp of the womb in females (N).

Gqoloza, v. = goloza.

um-Gqomo, n. 5. Person whose body is square-built, i.e. of the same breadth all the way up; vessel of such a shape; hence, drum, as of tar or oil.

isi-Gqomozana, n. Short person of square-built body.

i-nGqondo (Gqondo — with plur.), n. The stringy, fibrous edge or middle rib of a palmetto leaf, which are bunched together to form the rope-like frame of a man's head-ring, etc.; the stringy, fibrous part torn off from the back of green-beans and other fresh vegetables; also (T) = isi-Boshwa.

i-nGqondo, n. Meaning, purport, sense, of a word or order; sense, understanding, as of a person. See gunda.

Gqonda, v. Break up the hardness of a thing (acc.) by pounding it with an i-nBokode, as a shield to render it supple, the hard earth on a floor in order to repair it, or dry tobacco leaves on the stone previous to grinding them.

X.B. During the absence of the Zulu men on the war-path, it was the custom of the women to go about at home beating together (gqonda) large stones or rattling small ones between both hands, in order to scare away death from their husbands — death presumably being driven away by the noisy clatter made.

i-nGqorrolo, n. (C.N.) = i-nQororo.

i-nGqoshololo, n. = i-nGqolokosho.

i-nGqoto (Gqotho), n. = i-nGqobe; also see i-Nggolo.

u(ul)-Gqoyi, n. Any delicious food (= ul-Ovela, ul(ul)-Ngqetek); sometimes used for an unusually strong sexual desire or lust in some persons, chiefly growing children, and supposed to be caused through the ukw-gweba (g. c.) or blood-purifying custom not having been properly performed.

X.B. Gqooyi! gqoooyi! ku'mantombazana;
Qgqoza, n. = ukuti qyo.
i-nQgqoza, n. — see i-Nyqoza.
isi-Qgqoza, n. One of that portion of the Zulu nation who adhered to Mbulazi in the contest between him and Cetshwayo, and who fled with him across the Tukela into Natal; sometimes applied to any Zulu Native who has 'gone over' to the White people or to reside in Natal (cp. u(ulu)-Sulu); small stone that may get mixed up with mealies and cause grating in the teeth.

Gqubi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gquba.
i-iGquba, n. Small particles, dust, shavings and the like, as motes floating like dust in the water or air, or dropping or cast off anything when being worked, as dust dropping from a beam that is being bored by a wood-worm or saw-dust from a plank being sawn, or shavings from a horn being scraped or tiny fragments dropping off thatching-grass. Cp. isi-Bi, isi-Longosha.

Gqubu, ukuti (Gqubhu, ukuthi), v. = gquba.
i(ii), or ama-Gqubu, n. Persistent, settled ill-feeling against a person, a grudge, spite, as against a person who in the past has done one considerable injury = i-nQiwa; cp. i-nQushumba; vunda; qumba.

Ex. ukun-w-banbela umuna iqubu, to retain a grudge against a person.
i-nGqubu (Gqubhu; no plur.), n. Floating sediment or particles of foreign matter, as in water, medicine, etc., (not when settled = i-nZika, izi-Bidi) = i-nQumbedu.
u(iu)-Gqubu, n. Glans penis of an animal (except dog — see i(ii)-Kinqi), as bull, pig, etc. = um-Nqundu; cp. um-Tondo.
u(iu)-Gqubu (Gqubhu), n. = u(iu)-Gqubu.

Gqubuzza (Gqubuza), v. Raise up a dust (u-tuli), as by sweeping, shaking a mat, or the wind (= buqaza, qubuza); (C.N.) strike, as on the head, or on water so as to splash.
i-nGqudu, n. = i-nQudu.

Gqù guqù, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ggugquza.
Gqugqumeza, v. = ggugquza.

Gqugquza, v. Prod or poke repeatedly, as a pig (acc.) to get it to move on; keep nudging, as a person to draw his attention; bother, worry, be constantly pushing or prodding a person, as with importunate requests or demands, or to get him to do something = ggugqumeza.

Gqùkuma or Gqukumana (s. k.), n. Stumpy block of a thing, as a short thick foot or hand. Cp. isi-Qukuna.
i-nGqukuma (Gqukumbha), n. = i-nGqkuza.
ungqukumana (s. k.), n. = see u-Nyqukumana.
i-nGqukumana (Gqukumbhana), n. Cart (lit. a stumpy wagon); dim. of i-nGqukuma.
i-nGqukuqa (s. k.), n. Any short stumpy thing, a block, a knob, as a block of wood, knob of a kerry (see isi-Kanda), a big round head, or a short broadly-built person or animal = i-nGqukumba, isi-Qukwa; cp. i-nQudula.

Gqukuza (s. k.), v. Go along stiffly, stumpyly, as one with short stumpy feet — see i(i)-Gqukumana; (C.N.) shake.

Gqula, v. Poke forcibly, prod, thrust, as a person (acc.) with the end of a stick; stick or pain one piercingly, as pleurisy or a stitch in the side; stamp, as mealies (acc.) with the broad end of a club, as do the Basutos and Dutch (= gqo). Cp. hlokoloza, tokoloza [Her. tiwa, poke; Sw. kumba].

Gquleka (s. k.), v. Lose one's fascination or desire by having had enough of anything, as after having seen, tasted, or experienced something one had a craving for.

isi-Gqulo, n. Goad for oxen (C.N.).

um, or u(lu)-Gqulo, n. 5. Stitch in the side, as from pleurisy (N).
i-nGquluwane, n. Common kind of river reed, used for hut-building (cp. um-Co-boka; umHlangua); also = i-nGanga.

Gquma, v. Moan, groan, as a person in great pain (= gqihla, bubula); stamp with the foot, as when dancing or seeking to crush an insect; throb, beat, as a pulse or the heart (not a wound = fula, ishuthshumba, kenketa, etc.); go along in a long swarm or crowded train, as a troop of cattle or swarm of locusts (see um-Gqumo) [Sw. uqwa, groan; pu-na, pulsate; Her. tona, throb; Ga. ku-ba, beat].

(iii)-Gûma (Gueama), n. = i(iii)-Ganga, i(iii)-Duma.
i-nGquma (Gqumana), n. = i-nDondo.

Gqumasha, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Wrap closely round the body, as a blanket (acc.) or cloak; be closely wrapped round, as before.

Gqu, qumasha, v. = ukuti gqumasha.

Gqumashela, v. Go wrapped up in a cloak or blanket, as a sick Native.
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Ex. ngumbone engumashela ngungubo (or ehamba ete gqumasha). I have seen him walking wrapped (in his blanket).

i-nGqumbi (Gqumbi). n. Great heap, as of amabele, hay, etc. = i-mBundu.

Gqumbu, ukuti (Gqumhbu, ukuthi), v. Make the dull, heavy, plumping sound of any heavy body falling into deep water, or as a person passing wind (cp. suza); hence, fall, or make to fall, plump into = ukuti xumbu.

i-nGqumelo, n. Rubbish-heap outside of a kraal, where all the refuse and ashes are thrown (cp. i-li-Zala), and where the urine is emptied and urine-pots kept (see is-i-Ki-qi).

um-Gqumo, n. 5. Long-drawn crowd, thick train of anything, as a regiment of soldiers marching, locusts or bees flying; pulsation or throbbing, of the heart or pulse. See gquma; cp. um-Qwomo.

Gqumu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go in a long crowded train or swarm = gquma. Cp. quma.

i-li-Gqumu, n. The i-nTsinyama (q. v.) of the um-Qoliso (q. v.) = i-li-Futu.

i-nGqunu, n. = i-Nqunu.

u-Gqumugqumunu, n. Cape gooseberry (Physsalis).

i-nGqumunga, n. = i-mBulunga.

Gqumusha, v. = gqumushela.

i-li-Gqumusha, n. Certain small bird in the bush-country.

Gqumushela, v. Dance the private dance in the bridegroom’s kraal on the arrival of the bride on the evening preceding the wedding, or on the evening of the wedding-day, and at which only the young family people are present. See gcagea.

i-nGqunda, n. Kind of iris (comp. i-nDhlonoloti); any medicine or charm supposed to possess the powers of taking the sharpness off anything, putting a damper on it, rendering it dull and ineffective, as on the evil practices of an um-takuti, the skilful assegai-throwing of an enemy, or the generous feelings of a benefactor. See qunda.

N.B. The common u-sangulo or Kafr-needle is an example of this. A man going to war would carry one of these to render himself invulnerable to the enemy. But one going to beg food of a friend in time of famine would take care to leave it at home, lest it affect the good-will of his friend!

i-nGqunge, n. Rapidly made amasi, produced by mixing sweet milk with whey, which quickly causes it to curdle = um-Qungo; i-li-Hongo.

i-nGqungu, n. (C. N.) = i-mBunga.


i-nGqungqulu, n. Kind of reddish-brown eagle, frequently seen hovering over the veld = i-nDhluzanyoni.

N.B. Parts of this bird are in great request among young men as love charms. Specific: take the fat of this bird’s eye, mix it with some um-Kando, e.g. the u-Langazine, and you have a powerful i-Ihabiya, q. v.

u-li-Gqunu, n. Glans penis of an animal chiefly of such as goats, sheep, etc. (but not usually of dog = i-li-Kini) = um-Nquntu.

Gqunga, v. Become discoloured, change to a dirty colour (losing the natural freshness or purity of tint), as a Native whose skin gets a dusty grey in sickness or death, a rusty assegai, mildewy Kafir-corn, salted meat, a sky covering over with dark rain clouds, a wooden spoon from hanging in the smoke, or a white dress from accumulation of dirt = gqwala; cp. fipala; vutwa.

Gqunquisa, v. Make to lose colour or freshness, as above; work upon a person (acc.) with charms so that he become ‘dulled’, lose his attractiveness to the other sex (cp. shikuqa).

um-Gqunqiso, n. 5. Medicinal charm, used for working as above.

Gqushu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Stab, pierce largely, as with an assegai or dagger. Cp. ukuti qushu.

i-nGqushembana (Gqushembhana), n. = i-nQushembana.

Gqushuza, v. = ukuti gqushu.

i-nGquthu (Gquthu), n. Vessel, gen. of basket-work, sometimes of pottery, with flat covered top and small mouth, as some um-caba baskets and beer-pots; thick stumpy heard of a man, somewhat resembling above vessel in shape = i-Ngwcungu.

i-nGqutu (Gqutu), n. Ox given to a bride’s mother, and extra to the lobola cattle (C. N.) = umu-Mba.

Gquza, v. = gqula.

u-Gquza, n. = u-Tepe.

i-nGquza, n. Anus i.e. gut of flesh thereat. Cp. i-li-Golo.

Gqwá, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gqwaba, gqwaza.

Gqwaba, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Just do once or slightly, as say a single word, run over for a moment to any place; reduplic. form Gqwába gqwába, ukuti, do just here and there, just now and then = ukuti gqwasha, ukuti pose, ukuti zwa.
Gqwaba, v. Do anything only now and then, here and there, at long intervals, as a woman digging for potatoes in an old field and only finding something here and there, a man winning a prize from time to time, a stay-at-home who only turns up on a visit to a neighbour’s kraal after long intervals, or a female child who only gets born to a man rarely and after a number of male births; be only here and there, dotted about, as a few scattered krals, or mealsies in a field = ukuti gqwaba, gqwa-baza, gqwa-zu; cp. ukuti ze se; ukuti pose pose.

Ex. uBuni kusizwini, ali nje gqwaba (or akagqwedene), So-and-so no longer goes about (on visits), he just does it now and then. uqquvalile umbila kuleyo witches, the mealsies have only come up here and there in that field.

um-Gqwapagwaba, n. 5. Cork tree (Erythrina latissima), with very broad cabbage-like leaves = um-Kukasi.

Gqwa-baza, v. = gqwaba.

um-Gqwaku (s. k.), n. 5. Small-sized calabash for keeping fat (cp. um-Fuma; ili-Hlabalo); big hanging belly drawn in at the navel (cp. ili-Qaga; i-Nqubaza).

Gqwalu, v. = gqwala.

Gqwaluza, n. = gqwaluza.

i-nGqawamasi, n. = i-nQwamasi.

i-nGqawanzi, n. = ama-Nqawamane.

i-nGqawanga (both s. and h. l. p. c.), n. Any tough, strong thing or person; framework of a headring (= u(lu)-Qondó); kind of mealsies.

P. ingqawanga kuyibonwa, ibonwa ng’ama-qili, the headring-frame is not seen; it is seen only by those in the know — said frequently of a man whose real position is concealed by his outward appearances.

i-nGqawangane, n. Certain bush, having long thorns.

i-nGqawangiyiwa (both s. and h. l. p. c.), n. Tall, tough-bodied person.

i-nGqawangi, n. (C. N.) = ili-Qwangi; (C. N.) small kind of rock-rabbit.

i-nGqawangqwa or Gqawangqawu, n. A collection, classing together, group, body of persons or things of a like kind, age, colour, size, etc., standing by themselves, as a lot of small children, cows, similar blankets, etc. = isi-Qowawane, i-nKeto, um-Qwabalando.

(i-lli)-Gqwángu (Gqwángu), n. Any light, cotton material, such as common coloured handkerchiefs, muslin, etc., are made of.

Gqwasha, v. = gqwaba.

Gqwāsha gqwāsha, or Gqwashu gqwāshu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gqwaba.

u(lli)-Gqwayi, n. Person with slender, wiry, musculearly energetic body = u(lli)-Gqwayimba, u(lli)-Gqwayasha.

isi-Gqwayigqwayi, n. Sharp-spirited person, full of fire and energetic action.

u(lli)-Gqwayimba (Gqwayimba), n. = u(lli)-Gqwayi.

Gqwayiza, v. Act or speak in a sharp-spirited, energetic, fiery manner.

Gqwayizela, v. Go along in a spirited manner, as an active wiry person.

u(lli)-Gqwayosha, n. = u(lli)-Gqwayi.

u(lli)-Gqwegwe, n. (C. N.) = u(lli)-Qweqwe.

i-nGqwele, n. The chief or principal among a number of herdsmen or herdboys, whether by age, or as self-constituted ‘cock’ of the gaq (= i-nGqwele edhla ubedo).

Gu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Fill to the brim, as a bucket (acc.), or the water poured therein; be brimming or chock-full, as a hut with people or a river with water; make a thudding noise, as one digging in hard ground where the implement doesn’t readily cut in.

u(lli)-Gu, n. Water-edge or ‘brim’ of a river or sea; edge or outskirts of a forest (cp. u(lli)-Lala, u(lli)-Saku) = u(lli)-Kumbi, u(lli)-Sebe.

Phr. benza yengu (yobuzi shini), they made a ‘river-bank’ (towards So-and-so), i.e., they all went to one side, sided together (in favour of So-and-so).

Guba, v. Stint, as a mother her children with food (doub. acc.) = gubaza, nyi-nu [Sw. zuia, stint].

Guba (Gubha), v. Toss wildly about, put in commotion, as a child the water (acc.) when splashing it wildly up while batting; toss wildly about (intrans.), be in wild commotion, as water fiercely boiling, or a rough sea; dance the hunt-dance; flutter wildly about, as a bird in a trap or a garment hanging out in a strong wind (= gubaza; cp. punguza); press a person (acc.) to divulge secrets, try to draw him out, ‘pump’ him (= panda); scoop out, hollow out, as earth (acc.) from the sides of a mealie-pit (acc.), or wood from the falle of a new spoon, or the body of a person suffering from the um-Gubane disease (= gymba); do off largely, as a girl when grinding off an unusually large heap of grain (acc.) or a traveller getting over a stretch of country (= kuba).

u(lli)-Guba, n. Flank or side of a man or...
beast (= um-Hlubulo); top part of the upper arm, shoulder; ‘cold-shoulder’, unsociable bearing, disinclination to be companionable or obliging, as of a stranger when asked a question or favour, or people on unfriendly terms (= isi-Shi; cp. u(lu)-Kutu); muscular strength, as exhibited by men wrestling (gen. used in plur. isi-Gubu).

Ex. babambelana ugezingaba, they are on unvisiting, unfriendly terms, they meet one another with the cold shoulder whenever they chance to come across one another.

wesimve wamagwisa ukuba, he just gave me disobligingness as when I asked him to allow me a place by the fire and he just refused to budge.

wamagwisa ugezingaba, he prevented him (from doing something) by muscular force not by sticks, etc.

Gubadhlela, v. Put away out of sight under one, in order to shelter, preserve, conceal, etc., as a hen its chick (acc.), a property (metaphor.), the property of her child, or a stingy person might food.

Guba guba, ukuti (Gubha gubha, ukuthi), v. = gubhaza.

um-Gubane (Gubbane), n. 5. = i-nGubane.

um-Gubane, n. 5. Kind of hard dark-brown stone, used for hardening roads (C.N.).

Gubaza, r. = guba.

Gubaza (Gubhaza), r. Flutter wildly about, as a bird in a trap, or a flag in a strong wind = gubha, bakuzu. Cp. papaza.

i(l)-Gubela (Gubhela), n. = (l)-Gojela.

i-nGubo, n. Cloak or covering of any kind for the body; hence, in special sense, the large feathered kilt or petticoat worn by women on ‘best’ occasions and generally used by them for covering their children at night (not applied to the inferior every-day petticoat — see isi-Dwaba); skin-mantle originally worn by men in place of a blanket (= isi-Poku); hence, blanket (cp. u-Nkamhesi); body-covering or article of European dress of any kind worn on the body, as frock, trousers, shirt, etc. [prob. akin to ukuti gubha and gubaza = Ar. qubh, cloth; kubah, clothes; MZT. i-un-gubo, piece of cloth; Ba. uqoba, skin-shield; Sw. ngu-vo, cloth; Bo. nyo, cloth; Reg. nguvo, cloth; Her. nguvo, cotton-cloth; Ku. i-kwena, cloth; Ga. nqo, cloth; Nyo. ndag, bark-made cloth].

Plur. o'ngubu ng'wemini, one whose blankets are off to the precipice i.e. the grave = said of any very aged person, already as good as dead and buried.

i-nGubo-ka'Kundhiase (ka Khundhiase), n. Name of an unformed i-buto (existing merely in name) and consisting of that intunya of boys which would follow next after the i-nBokod ehomwe — aKundhiase is the name of Zibehu’s mother = u-Felapakuti.

isi-Gubo (Gubho), n. Native tool for scooping out wooden spoons, etc.; also = um-Gubo.

isi-Gubo, n. Habit of body (C.N.)

Ex. isigubo salono'mutu sibi, unukashsha abungapi, that person’s habit of body is bad; he will soon grow old (C.N.)

um-Gubo (Gubho), n. 5. Hunting-dance. See gubha.

Gubu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gubhaza.

Gubu, ukuti (Gubha, ukuthi), v. = gubu-ka; gubza.

i(l)-Gubu, n. = (l)-Gumhi.

isi-Gubu (Gubha), n. Gourd or calabash, emptied of its pulp and used as a beer or water-vessel (see = i(l)-Gulo); sometimes applied to the same while still growing (= u(la)-Selwa); Sacred Ibis (Ibis ethiopica); (mod.) drum, as of a military band [Sw. bayu, calabash; Her. i-adunya; At. ibha].

um-Gubu, n. 5. = um-Tshiki (mostly adopted by women for klonipa purposes).

um-Gubu (Gubhu), n. 5. Any big broad cloth or covering, suitable for covering over, veiling, etc., as a big smothering dress, blanket, isidwaba, etc.

u(lu)-Gubu (Gubha), n. Musical instrument formed of a stringed bow with a calabash attached as sounding-board; hence, piano, harmonium (Mod). See i-nKoka, u(lu)-Qeaba.

Gubudu, r. Turn upside down or on its face, as a pot (acc.) or basket (= go-mbuqa); turn a person’s (acc.) face (with ngubhwa) away or down i.e. intentionally deceive, trick by appearances of sincerity, as one sent to trap others, or to act as a blind, or when humbugging another by sending him off on a useless misleading errand (cp. lutu); have horns falling forward or curling round before the forehead.

Gubudu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gubhaza.

i(l) or isi-Gubudu, n. Man, or beast, as above (see gubhuda); basket of the isi-Cana shape, having a small mouth and broad flattened top. Cp. isi-Nyungu.

isi-Gubugubu (Gubhagubha), n. A sudden breaking forth within one i.e. a sudden
irresistible feeling or strong desire — isi-Kupekupe.

Gubuka (Gubhuka), v. Rise up or start up suddenly, as a buck in the grass or a man jumping up from the ground; break suddenly forth, *i.e.* suddenly change or get changed (into another state), as a child who, while playing with another, suddenly changes temper and quarrels, or the weather when it suddenly breaks forth into a squall of wind, or a sick person who after a quiet period, suddenly experiences another acute attack or relapse — ukuti gubhu.

isi-Gubukana (Gubhukanana), n. Sudden change or breaking forth, as above.

i-nGubuxa (Gubhuxa), n. — see i-Ngubuxa.

Gubuya, v. Tramp along or about, as through a long stretch of country (ace.), or to and fro, here and there, continuously — dumhula.

Gubuza (Gubhuzo), v. Make one restless, rise up wildly within one, as the heart with passionate desire; make a person (ace.) restless, trouble or worry him, as by persistent demands or requests; splash up the water (ace.), as when ‘splashing’ through a drift, or a stone when falling therein (= rehuza, remuza); play bady on the uha-Gubu (ace.), with a strumming, not light musical touch.

Gubuzela (Gubhuzela), v. Be in a restless state, be going on in a wildly turbulent manner, as water boiling fiercely in a pot, or the sea in great commotion; be all in a shiver or trembling, as a person’s body from cold of fear (= gedezele, guqazela).

Gubuzela, v. Cover over, throw a covering over, as when covering a heap of potatoes (ace.) with a mat, or a wagon with a sail; throw a covering over, veil the head and face from view, as a bride does when retired (see gova) after the wedding, or to klouni a certain relatives; throw the wings over its young (ace.), as a hen (= fukamela).

Guda, v. Milk a cow (ace.), without its calf having previously sucked (see isi-Gudo); ‘pump’ a person (ace.), try craftily to extract information from him (= pandola); also = gudulaza.

isi-Gude (Guade), n. = isi-Geeha.

Gudha, v. Rub, or exert friction upon, as one hard substance upon another (ace.); hence, rub up against, as a goat its back against a tree (ace.); rub smooth, polish, as a new hut-floor (ace.), earthen-pot, or a hide with the scraper; give a slight rubbing, a rub or two, to tobacco leaves on the stone, as when making just a small quantity of snuff (ace.); wear off or down by friction, as when filing a piece of wood or iron (ace.); go close along the side of anything (ace.), shave it, as a cow running close to a hut (ace.); make insinuating remarks about, hint at a person (ace. or ku=sikisela, pipiyela); be of long pregnancy, take an unusually long period of confinement before bearing, as some women, cows, etc. (cp. zuz = gudhlaza). Cp. kuhla [Sw. kutua, polish; Her. kura, rub against].

Gudhlanu, v. Graze against a person (with na), without going straightforward against him, *i.e.* make insinuations about him

Ex. eloka euphikhu ucyange, he continually throwing out hints about him.

isi-Gudhlo, n. Native rasp or scraper, for scraping skins when preparing them; hence, file = isi-Hlilo.

um-Gudhlu, n. Soapstone, from which bowls for the smoking-horn are made.

Gudhlu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gudhluka; gudhlula; gudhluza.

u-Gudhluhonga, n. An ibuto lezibombe formed by Mpanje next before the isi-Timane, and married mostly by the is-Angqa regiment of men.

Gudhluka (s. k.), v. Move (intr.) or get moved a little away or aside; make room; go aside a bit; move slightly so as to alter its position, as anything revolving on its axis = gwehluka, gwehulula; cp. ukuti siki.

ama-Gudhluhudulu (no sing.), n. Roughness or ‘scrapiness’ of surface, as of a rough-barked tree, face of an iron file, or a piece of sandstone.

Gudhlu, v. Move (trans.) or cause to get moved a little away or aside, or slightly round, as above — see gudhluka = gudhluka, gwehlula.

Gudhluza, n. Push aside forcibly, as one person another (ace.).

isi-Budu, n. Mealie-grains boiled yesterday, re-warmed or eaten cold; cow that is milked without her calf.

Gudu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go along with, follow along the course of, follow close along by, as a traveller following a river (ace. or with nga = gudulaza; cp. ukuti ngwelekele), finish completely, as a hut (= ukuti yiuda).

i(0)-Gudu, n. Horn for smoking wild-hemp.

Cp. i-mBizu; isi-Tukulu; i-ntsangu; is-
**Aja.** [Reg. ikunda, horn; Ngw. nkondi, hemp; Her. o-nyungu, pipe].

Ex. **uku-bena igulu.** to smoke the hemphorn.

**P. igulu selish'amansi.** the smoking-horn is now dried-up as to its water (with which it is partly filled when smoking) — said of one whose over-eagerness has met with a rebuff, or whose self-confidence has been sadly confounded, as expressing utter disappointment or abashment.

**i(li)-Gūdu (Gudu).** *n.* Certain veldt-herb resembling the *i-nKomfe*, but having a much larger bulbous root, used as below.

N.B. The large root of the *i-Gūdu* is sometimes stuffed into a hole into which a snake has been seen to enter. The reptile, on seeking to come out, bites at the bulb, with the result that its teeth remain fixed therein, and there it dies. The plant, like the *i-nKomfe*, is probably poisonous.

**um-Gūdu (Gudu), n. 5. = um-Endo.**

**u(lu)-Gūdu (Gudu), n.** Very old buck or other kind of game.

**i-nGududu, n. = i-nTsingizi.**

**Gudula, v.** Finish off any work (ace.), give the finishing touches to, as when levelling out the sides of a mealie-pit after having dug it out, or when painting and decorating a newly-built room = **ukuti gudu.**

**i-nGudulwana, n.** Young bullock whose horns are just appearing; applied in contempt to a youth who thinks himself a man.

**isi-Gudumezi, n. (C.N.) = isi-Kudumezi.**

**Guduza, v.** Poke about in the dark, grope one’s way without seeing it (= gudu, dukuza); poke about inside anything indiscriminately, without seeing where or what one is poking at, as when poking a stick in one’s ear (ace.) when it itches, or scraping the remaining suff (ace.) out of an *i-shungu* (also ace.) by picking about inside with a stick, or when poking about in a hole (ace.) to rouse out a snake (ace. = gwangumisa); go along or follow the course of, as a river (ace. or with maya) when travelling (= ukuti gudu).

Ex. nyhambwe nyigudwa umnyama, I have been going along poking or groping my way in the dark.

**Guga, v.** Grow old; be worn out, as a much used garment; be wasted, devastated, as a country ‘pulled to rags’ by a passing *impis*; be used or worked out, as the soil, no longer capable of bearing [Her. karupa, be old; Sw. kongwe, old — prob. akin to kula, grow, q.v.].

Ex. **igugile leyo’nhulu,** that hut has grown old, i.e. is old.

**ixwe amaBunu aligugisile,** the Boers have caused the land to be wasted, no longer in its original good form with fields, peaceful kraals, etc.

**umuntu ofumane kugye ivintaba,** one finds the hills worn off (by the abundance of cattle grazing thereon).

**i-nGuganaboya, n.** Any old treasured thing, kept only as a valued curiosity.

**Gugela, v.** Object form of above — see guga.

Ex. **uku-i-gugela,** to grow old for itself i.e. grow old of itself by standing idle, not being worn out in the service of somebody else.

**Gugisa, v.** Wear out, as a child clothes (ace.), an *impi* the country (ace.), or worry a man (ace.).

**i(li)-Gugu, n.** Anything ‘dear’ to one’s heart, as a much prized article, or one’s ‘darling’ or sweetheart (= i(li)-Walahakahla, i(li)-Cece, i(li)-Lecce); any ‘dear little thing’ i.e. nice, fancy-like, as a fancy stick or basket, not made for rough use; *pl.* ama-Gugu (sometimes in sing.) = ama-Wala; see guguzela [Ga. bu-guga, wealth; Sw. tenu, precious; Her. huse, precious].

Ex. igugu lake nje, it is merely a fad, fixed fancy of his; it is a hobby of his.

P. igugu ligadosissicana, a fancy, taking thing pulls both ways, i.e. pulls itself and gets pulled by the other, the attraction being reciprocal — used in reference to the mutual attachment of two young lovers.

**i(li)-Gūgu (Gugu), n.** Black-beetle or cockroach. Cp. i(li)-Pela.

**isi-Gūgu (Gugu), n. = isi-Hudulu.**

**um-Gūgu (Gugu), n. 5.** Strong rush of water, going with such force or violence as to sweep away anything in its course, as between the different rooks in a rapid, or the first on-rushing waters of a flooded river, or as may be applied to the um-Singa q.v. of a flooded river.

**Guguba, v. = gogosa.**

**Guguda, v. = guguda [Sw. guguna, gnaw].**

**um-Gugudo, n. 5.** Certain tree growing in the coast bush-country, and whose bark is used medicinally as a stomachic.

**Gugudu, ukuthi (ukuthi), v. = guguda.**

**Gugula, v.** Go off stealthily with anything (with na of thing), as a thief after he has pocketed somebody’s property, or a full river with the umu-Tsha of a young man attempting to cross it. Comp. ku-kula.

**Gugusa, v. = gogosa.**
Guguza, v. Rumble or rattle on a shield (acc.), as a person when scaring away locusts = ukuti gu gu.

Guguzeka (s. k.), v. Rumble or rattle, as a wagon in the distance when rumbling over stony ground = ukuti gu gu.

Guguzela, v. = walazela.

Gula, v. Be sick (not merely feel sick — see i-ntlizayo) [Sw. sugwa, be sick].

i(!)-Güla (Gula), n. Calabash milk-vessel, usually used for the ama-Si [At. iguna, pot].

P. igula lendlebe aliyevala, let the milk-vessel of the ear be filled, i. e. let our ears hear everything, the whole story.

ngocike nguya'ukuvala amagula exantsi, I very nearly went off to buy milk-gourds down at the coast (where these gourds abound), i.e. I was very nearly carried down to the sea by the water, or drowned.

i-nGüla (Gula), n. Large i(li)-Shangu; also large head of a knobberry.

i-nGulamimono, n. Medicine or charm for causing facial paralysis, also for drawing all 'mouths' or opinions in a law-case towards one's own side.

i-nGülazikubuya (Gulazibuya), n. = u-Nt「amba.

u(lu)-Gule, n. = u(lu)-Keke.

Guleka (s. k.), v. Go off towards one side, get drawn towards one side, lie slantingly, turn off out of the straight line or perpendicular, as the mouth of a person paralysed, a row of trees suddenly going off crookedly, etc. (used in perf).

Guleksa (s. k.), v. Turn off, or otherwise make go off from the straight line or perpendicular, as above.

isi-Guli, n. One chronically sick, always ill.

See gula.

Gulisa, v. Cause a person (acc.) to be sick, whether actually or metaphor. as constant worry.

Ex. uku-xi-gulisa, make oneself-sick i.e. pretend to be sick.

i-nGulube, n. Pig, wild or tame (ep. i-nDhlovudwana); one of a certain i-buto formed by Mpande (= i-nKone). [MKT. a-ngula; Her. o-nguruwe; Sw. nguruwe; Moz. i-kulwwe; Bor. ngwiritsi; hippopotamus; Bo. ngulue, pig; Yan. ngulu; Co. ngulu; At. gulu].

i(li), or um-Gulugulu, n. 5. Certain dull blue kind of bead, as large as a plum, worn by Mpande (C.N.); hence, a large blear-ed eye-ball (used when insulting a person); loc. em-Gulugulwini, the place immediately in front of the pillar nearest the doorway in a Native hut and where a bone charm may frequently be seen protruding from the ground (ep. um-Linduziko).

i(li)-Gulugeza, n. Fruit of following (N).

um-Gulugeza, n. 5. Certain tree (Strychnos Mackennii), bearing a fruit like the um-Ilala (N).

Gulukudela (s. k.), v. = ukuti gulukudu.

Gulukudu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Rush precipitously off, into, out of, along, etc. (not smoothly like a train or race horse = kahlamezela, etc.), as a startled buck rushing off into the bush, a man rushing into or out of a hut, or a terrified cow rushing precipitously down a hill. Comp. ukuti kalakata.

Ex. nqisati ungula enkanywa, I am just running home for a moment (referring to the rushing in and out on arrival, not the running along the way).

Gulula, v. Serape, or stroke smoothly off, anything (acc.) of a semi-liquid nature, as fresh mud from the boots, dung from the intestines of a slaughtered beast, sweat from the face by a bone scraper, or a milker the teats of a cow that has little or no milk; scrape or skin along the top, side, outside, etc, as an assegai that strikes a bone and skims off inflicting only a superficial skin-wound (not cutting into the surface flesh = gwengula) [Her. kuruwa, scrape off; Sw. sugwa, scrape].

i-nGulule, n. Cheetah; small kind of monitor. [Sw. chui, leopard; Ga. ngo, leopard; Her. o-ngue, leopard; o-nguirira, red wild cat].

Gululeka (s. k.), v. Get skinned off, scraping along superficially, as an assegai that strikes a bone and so slides smoothly off = gwenguleka.

isi-Gulutshane (s. t.), n. An i(li)-quma made of grass in a certain way; one of a certain regiment formed by Dingane and incorporated with the um-Kulutshane.

Guluza, v. Look with big, blear-ed balls of eyes — see i(li)-Gulugulu; also pakaza.

Guma, v. (N) = tsemeza.

i(li)-Guma, n. Wind-screen, erected of reeds, tambooi-grass, etc., before the entrance to a hut (= isi-Honqo); the enclosure or 'lobby' formed by such screen; concavity of the body just above the hips, the waist (= i(li)-Gebe; u(lu)-Tambu).

i-nGumane, n. Certain blight attacking mabele and mealies (not the same, though similar to isi-Womba q.v.); person 'blighted' intellectually, an idiot.

um-Gumanqa, n. 5. Name of one of Sha-
ka's regiments, following next after the n(lu)-Fasimba, and which had its headquarters at Congella, near Durban.

**Gumba (Gumbha), v.** Scoop or hollow out, as a hole with the hands, the sides of a mealie-pit with a hoe-iron, or the ladle of a wooden-spoon; scoop out a person (acc), get the whole story or affair out of him by private asking or with reserve when before others (= gunca; cp. kela) = guba [Her. hupa, scoop out; Sw. komba, scoop out].

**isi-Gumbampalo (Gumbhampalo), n.** Kind of hawk, that preys on field-mice (C. N.).

**i-nGumbane (Gumbhane), n.** Certain disease, probably a spreading venereal ulcer said to cause considerable destruction of the tissues about the genitals = um-Gumbanc.

**i(li)-Gumbe (Gumbhe), n.** Any scooped out, hollowed out place, as in the banks of a river or the sides of a mealie-pit, or broad 'bulging' pot; hence, 'bulge' or corner of a room = i(li)-Gubu, i(li)-Gumbe, i(li)-Ngunza.

**u(lu)-Gumbu (Gumbhu), n.** (C. N.) = u(lu)-Gubu.

**Gumbuqa (Gumbhuqa), v.** = gumbuqa, gubuda, gomonqa, gomboka, etc.

Ex. uk-um-gombuqa amehlo, roll up the eyes, showing only the whites — as some Natives do.

**i(li)-Gumbhi (Gumbhi), n.** Any scooped up, hollowed out place, as in the banks of a river or the sides of a mealie-pit, or broad 'bulging' pot; hence, 'bulge' or corner of a room = i(li)-Gumbu, i(li)-Gumbe, i(li)-Ngunza.

**um-Gundatsani (s. t.), n. 5. = um-Gkikivane; also (N) = um-Cwanyukame.

**i(li)-Gundela, n.** Man who has removed his isi-Coco, or a betrothed girl who afterwards removes her i-nTloko.

**Gungqu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti gungu.**

**Gungquula, v.** = gungquula.**

**um-Gungquula, n. 5. = um-Gnqolozi.**

**Gungqumeza, v. = gunqumeza.**

**Gungquza, v.** = gunquza.

**i-nGungu, n.** = see i-Ngunu.

**isi-Gungu (Gungu), n.** Small private, secret plot kept closely confined to the few concerned (not so general or public as an u(lu)-Zungu), as when two or three unite to make away with a person, or a few children plot secretly together to run off to school (used with ukwenzza); hence, anything done in secret, when alone. Cp. u(lu)-Mbimbi; u(lu)-Solo.

Ex. bambulula isiqungu, they killed him by a secret plot, they secretly made away with him.

Other variants: wafikavakala isiqungu (or isiqungwane), she got and cried in secret, when by herself.

**Gungubala, v.** Be stiff or stiffened by muscular contraction and presenting a tough appearance, as the body of a man when wrestling with another who seeks to throw him down; hence, be straining; be tough, as meat whether from its raw quality or from insufficient boiling; be angry internally, put out about something, as a man who doesn't care to speak through some ruffling of temper (used in perf.) = gunya.

**i-nGungubala, n.** Tough-meated beast; a man internally irritated, out of temper.

**Gungubalisa, v.** Stiffen the body (acc) as above, strain.
Gunguluza, v. = gongoloza.
i-nGungumbane, n. = see i-Ngungumbane.
i-nGungununu, n. = see i-Ngungununu.

Günq, or Günq günq, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gunqusa; gunqumeza.
u-Gunqubantwana (s. k.; s. t.), n. Certain fabulous monster.
Gunu, v. = gungoloza; gungolozele.
km-Gunuluza, n. 5. = um-Gungolozî.

Gunqumeza, v. Cause to make a rattling, clattering noise, as one might a lot of gourds (acc.) or pots in a hut by violently disturbing them; send rattling i.e. noisily flying on all sides, as one might a lot of frightened children in a hut = gunquzisa.

Gunqua, v. Make a rattling, clattering noise, as a lot of gourds or pots when violently disturbed or knocked about, or a lot of large stones clashing together, or as a wagon loaded with a lot of such things when travelling over rough ground; roll about, as the big eyes of a person.

Gunquzisa, v. Cause to make a rattling clattering noise, as the gourds (acc.), etc., above (= gunqumeza); roll one's eyes (amekho) about.
i-nGunudu, n. Thing with the point cut off, as a horn, ear, tongue of an um-Kovu, etc. Cp. isi-Hunu.
i-nGununundu, n. — see i-Ngununundu.

Gunya, v. = gunqubalâ.
Günya, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gunyaza.

ubu-Gunyagunyana, n. Muscular stiffening of the body, as in the execution of violence; a straining. See gunqubala.

Gunyaza, v. = gongoza, ukutu-
yaza.

um-Gupane (Guphanie), n. 5. Simpleton, adult with childlike intellect.

Guq, v. Bend the knee, as a horse when being knee-halterèd; kneel (= guq pa-
tsi or guq ngamadolo); make the customary 'flight' to her intended, as a girl might when wishing to hasten on payment of the lobola cattle (= baleka). [Sen. gogoma, kneel; Sw. goti, kneel].

N.B. The marriage-custom referred to above is the same as the uku-baleka q. v., and was so called from the fact of a girl, upon entering the hut in the young-man's kraal, kneeling down in silence, by which action the women understood the object of her visit. Of such a girl it would be said intombi ka'Bani is'iroyquq ka'Bani, So-and-so's daughter has now gone off on her guq visit to So-and-so's kraal.
i-nGuq, n. Girl who is paying, or has recently paid, the guq marriage-visit, as above.

isi-Guq, n. Great, powerful, wild-natured old bull, of cattel, buffaloes, rhinoceroses, etc., which generally goes about alone; applied to any big, powerful, old bull, even when ordinarily tame; powerfully built man with much physical energy; earthen vessel of any description, when unusually large and heavy for its kind = um-Huqâ.

u-Guqabadele, n. Kind of isibongo or praise-name given in recent times to the u-Nkulunkulu of the missionaries (i.e. God) — lit. He who is knelt down to (in supplication) and they receive their hearts desire (N.).

Guqisa, v. Tie up one of the fore-legs of a cow (acc.) that doesn't allow itself to be easily milked; knee-halter, a horse (acc.).

Güqu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = guquka; guqula.

Guqubala, v. Put on clouds, become covered with clouds, as the sky when the south-wind rises = sitibala.

Ex. ixi luguqe, the sky is cloudy, beclouded.

Guqka (s. k.), v. Get changed, or change (intrans.), as a dead man into a snake (acc.), according to Kafir tradition; get turned, or turn (intrans.) as a road, a person travelling, or a garment laid out to dry = penduka [Sw. genka, zungu-
ka, change].

Guqkezela (s. k.), v. Turn inside out, as a coat (acc.); or upside down, as a pot, or word when perverting it = klan-
kezela, pendikezela.

Guqula, v. Change (trans.), as one thing (acc.) for another; change a thing into something else (doub. acc.), as water into wine; turn a thing (acc.), so as to face or go in another direction or manner = pendula [Sw. genza, zungusha, turn].
i-nGuiquguqu, n. Changeable person, al-
ways altering his mind.

Ex. inguquququ njangehkengetwe, a person who turns over and over like a porpoise.
i-nGurr, n. = i(li)-Gawu; also = i-nKuhl.

Gusha, v. Slink away, keep away, as a man who has fallen out with another and is ashamed to meet him face to face (acc. of pers. with elu form) [Sw. jiku-
nya, slink].
i(li)-Gusha, n. Merino sheep (N) [Hot. gu-s, sheep].

Guxa guxa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = guralazela.
GU

Guxalazela, v. Go along in a rickety, shaky manner, as an old man with the knees-bones loose, or an old rickety wagon.
Cp. zakazela.

i-nGuxanguxa, n. Such a shaky, rickety person or thing, as above. Cp. i-nZanganzanga.

i-nGuyazana, n. (N) = i-nGiyazana.

Guza, v. Cause a person's (acc.) expectations to come to the ground, disappoint him in his wishes, as when he seeks the loan of something and is met with a refusal = qunda.

i(li)-Guza, n. Large i-Shungu.

Guzeka (s.k.), v. Have one's expectations damped or baffled, get disappointed in one's wishes = qunde.

Guzuka (s.k.), v. Get forcibly obstructed, tripped, or struck on the foot, shin, or head, by some obstruction on one's path, as a stone, log of wood, or projecting branch of a tree (= guzuka, kubeka); get forcibly removed, by wrenching off, knocking out, tearing up, etc., as when wrenching off a dry branch, tearing up and off a big tree-root, or kicking out a stone loosely projecting above the soil.

Guzula, v. Forcibly strike against, trip, obstruct, as a stone (nom.), log of wood, or projecting branch of a tree might a person (acc.), wagon, etc., when traveling (= guzula, kuba); remove forcibly, as by wrenching off, tearing up, knocking out, etc., as a dry branch (acc.) from a tree, a root from the ground, or a projecting stone from one's path (= guzula).

i-nGuzunzu, n. Anything of a lumpy, bulky, solid-massy nature remarkably large for its kind, as an unusually large lump of clay, a huge pumpkin, a large stone or rock.

Gwaba, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gwabaza.

Gwaba (Gwabha), v. = yobha.

Gwaba, v. Rattle about the hide-shield (ngesithlangu), throwing it quickly from side to side, pretending to parry off blows, as when testing it; (N) rumble, make the continuous noise of rushing, tumbling water, as over the stones or cascades of a river; sing in company, from the continuous noise kept up.

i(li)-Gwababa, n. White-necked raven (Corvus albicollis) or carrion crow (= i(li)-Hlungulu, i(li)-Hubulu); white-bellied crow (Corvus scapulatus = N. i(li)-Gwababa) [Ar. ghuråb, crow; Her. e-koura; Sw. kunguru].

GWA

P. ngwebababa like lipate umgodo, nombuye afise, even the crow gets to have an excrement (which) the hawk would be glad to get — said to a person who has refused to help another in need = I am poor to-day, but may live to have something you would like to possess.

i-nGwababana, n. African rook (Heterocorax capensis) or cornland crow; also (N) white-bellied crow (Corvus scapulatus = Z. i(li)-Gwababa) = i-nGwabaza, i-nGwagwabana.

Gwábala, ukti (ukuthi), v. Arrive for nothing, in vain, fruitlessly, as when one arrives on a visit to a friend and finds him away, or goes to fetch something which he finds is no longer there. Cp. gongoloza.

Ex. ngite ngwabala, anyabe nqimfisa, I arrived for nothing; I didn't find him there.

Gwabaza, v. (C.N.) = gwabaza.

i-nGwabazane, n. = i-nGwababana.

Gwabelana, v. Sing with rivalry, vie one with another in singing or dancing, as two contesting parties; be in a wild commotion, rushing, dashing about on all sides, as the seething waters of rocky rapids in a river (N).

izi-nGwabi (no sing.), n. Loose rubbish, stalks, etc., swept along by an overflowing river (the true meaning of the word is uncertain, as it is now obsolete save in the following phrase). Cp. u(I)-Dwani.

Ex. umfula us'ulhu izingwabi, the river has now overflowed its banks, is sweeping off the rubbish from the lands alongside.

i(li)-Gwabisi, n. Guava [Eng.].
in-Gwabiy, n. = i-nGwagila.

Gwábú, ukuti (Gwábhu, ukuthi), v. = gwabaza.

Gwábú, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gwabuka; gwabula.

isi-Gwábugwabu (Gwábhugwabhu), n. An over-eager person, given to eating with greedy haste, dancing with impetuousity, etc.

isi-Gwábugwabu, n. Person with a touchy, quickly irritated temper, flying into a rage at once.

Gwabuka (s.k.), v. Spring back, fly back, rebound, as a bent stick or spring of any kind (= kwebhuka); go back on one's word or promise; go off in a rage, immediately fly into a temper, as an irritable, untouchable person; get opened, turned, or pulled back, as the door of a hut or the lid of a tin; get deducted or taken from, as a small quantity from
an over-full basket of potatoes or from an over-flowing pot of beer.

Gwabula, v. Make spring back, go back on one's promise, or go off into a rage, as above (= kwabula); pull, turn, or open back, as a hut-door (acc.) lid of a meat-tin, or stone from a mealie-hole; hence, often used for 'open' generally; deduct a small quantity so as to reduce the excess, as of beer (acc.) in a pot or potatoes in a basket (= pungula).

Phr. uku-gwabula isitupa, to deduct the sixth finger i.e. to make it five; uku-gwabula ishumi, to deduct a little from ten i.e. to make it nine.

Gwabuzu or Gwabuzela (Gwabhuza), v. Do anything in an over-eager, over-hasty manner, impetuously, or with a sudden outburst of energy, as a child ravenously eating food (acc.), an impetuous person dancing with undue quickness, or one pegging away at some manual work in momentary spurts of activity.

Gwaca, v. Sit crouchingly, squat low upon the ground, as an old woman with the body resting close over the knees, or a boy concealing himself beneath the grass (used in perf.).

isi-Gwaca, n. Small kind of quail (C.N.).

Phr. isigwaca esisuka 'nje sikhwu izigila, the quail that's last to leave will get his full of the sticks; also—

isi-gwaca silind'induku, the quail waits for the stick (from its slowness to move) — said to reprove the dilatoriness of a person (N.).

Gwacela, v. Go round the side of a house or hill, as in order to escape notice (C.N.). Cp. gwegwesa.

Gwadhla, v. = gwangamisa.

i-ngwadhla, n. Any um-Konto (for which it was an old name).

Gwadhlaalaza, v. Strike at, peg away at without any effect, as at a very hard rock with a pick, or at a nail that no longer enters, or at an obstinate person.

i(li)-Gwadhle, n. Any small piece of stone used by herd-boys for playing pitch-and-toss or building with on the veld, and gen. selected on account of its hardness; hence, granite, or similar hard rock, from which such stones may be knocked off; tough-looking, hard, muscular body (also in plur. ama-Gwadhle); or person with same.

u(li)-Gwadhu, n. An irregular, erratic way of acting, out of the usual, on a way of one's own, as when a man marries off his daughter without fulfilling the ordinary customs, or strikes out a path for himself and different from that of other travellers.

Ex. ncinema ngwerebhu nje, you invite us (to come and help you at work) in a quite unusual manner (e.g. having provided no beer for us).

Gwadhlu, v. Use leverage in any way, as to press back or raise up a thing (acc.) with a crowbar or strong-stick.

isi-Gwadhlu, n. Stick for poking in between the wattles when hut-building in order to press them apart and so facilitate the passing of the string.

Gwadhluza, v. Talk to a person (acc.), turn upon him, crossly, violently, as when replying, disputing, etc.

isi-Gwadi, n. Unmarried man rejected or disliked by the girls, who cannot get a sweet-heart or wife = isi-Shonkolo.

u-Gwadigwadi, n. (C.N.) = ili-Shoshi.

i-ngwagila, n. Long crutch, used by a woman for pulling down the branches when gathering firewood = in-Gwabuyo.

Gwagqa, v. = gwaqa.

Gwagqama, v. = gwaqama.

Gwagqaza, v. = gwagqaza.

i(li)-Gwagwa, n. Pumpkin-leaf; ear, of man or beast, i.e. the whole external flap thereof (not the soft lower lobe = isi-Cubu); also = um-Gwagwa (Ra. gwa, ear; Li. gutwe; Kwe. i-gutwe; Be. i-kutwe; Ga. i-twe; Ga. kutu; Nywe. hun; Tat. it).

i-ngwagwa, n. (C.N. fr. Xo.) = ili-Shaza.

um-Gwagwa, n. 5. Butter (ep. ili-Pebwana); hence, any white thing, as a horse or garment (= isi-Washlawashwa); anything turned 'white' i.e. faded, as a red curtain or black coat (= um-Papateka); also = um-Kwakwa.

i-ngwagwabana, n. = i-ngwabana.

Gwaghwasa, v. Rumble, as thunder; growl, as an angry man.

i(li)-Gwahubana, n. (C.N.) = ili-Gwababa.

i(li)-Gwahubana, n. (C.N.) = ili-Gwababana.

Gwaja, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be brimming full, as water in a vessel, or people in a hut, or cattle very numerous in any place; make brimming full, as a bucket (acc.) with water, or water in a bucket.

i(li)-Gwaja, n. = u-Nogwaja.

Gwala, v. = gwalala.

i(li)-Gwala, n. Coward i.e. one who runs away from the fight, not a bully (which latter characteristic, though common enough, doesn't seem to have been deem-
Cowardice.

P. isi'magevu 'mabil, the affair (in-daba) is now a double coward — each party having been for some reason afraid to attack or prosecute the other.

N.B. Warriors accused of cowardice were, in Zululand, immediately killed upon their return from the fight, by being told to hold up their arms and stabbed in the side, to the tune of the song:

kelani'magroyi-oho-oho-o-oho-o, etc., pick out the cowards, etc.

Gwaliza, n. (C. N.) = u(lu)-Nkwindi.

ubu-Gwala, n. Cowardice.

i(lu)-Gwálagwala, n. Green Loury (Turacous corythair).

Phr. uku-n-tresia igwalagwala, to make a person carry a loury-feather, i.e. a striking ornament = to deal a person a blow on the head so as to draw blood (see i(lu)-Qolo).

Gwalakaqa (s. k.), v. = kwalakaqa.

isi or i-nGwaligwali, n. One with fiery, goggling eyes, as though about to gobble up all about him — may be used of a ravenous greedy eater, or a red-eyed fierce-looking person.

Gwaliza, v. Strain in the face, as when choking, from food, anger, or drowning; hence, used to express, choke oneself, eating greedily; be choking, as an infant eating too hurriedly; be in a red fury, as an angry man; be drowning = gweliza.

um-Gwamanda, n. 5. = um-Gwanqama.

Gwámanqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Assemble together in a body.

Ex. nqifumane abesifazana bete gwamqama endhubhlu iuye, I found the womenfolk collected together in the same hut.

um-Gwamana, n. 5. Body of people in any way congregated together in one place, whether living (as a community of young men at a military kraal), sitting (as men assembled together to try a case), or working (as a road or field-party, of one or both sexes); hence, assembly, congregation, company, company = um-Gwamanda. Cp. um-PlaNGano.

Ex. nwe'ngwamamgeni, he is at the meeting.

umhlangene wonke umqamama vemadwaxa, the whole male community was assembled.

isi-Gwamba (Gwamba), n. Any semi-fluid food become unthiefly thick, as porridge with too much meal in, amasi, etc.; food prepared of imifino mixed with mealie-dough and boiled, and mostly eaten by women (= isi-Jabane).

Gwámbaqá, ukuti (Gwimbháqa, ukuthi), v. Meet closely or thoroughly together, as the two arms of a circle; go round right, encircle entirely, as a belt round one's body, or an impi round a kraal (acc.). Cp. hqa; ukuti ne.

Gwamelana, v. Vie with one another, strive to out-do, or compete with one another, as two women quarrelling or doctors competing with one another to bring down some evil by incantations or charms. Cp. neintisana.

i-nGwane, n. Cuttle-fish (C. N.) = i-mBambela, i-mBambeze.

i-nGwanekana (s. k.), n. (C. N.) = i-nGane-kwane.

i(lu)-Gwanga, n. Anything half-raw, half-cooked, as a piece of meat, potato, etc. Cp. i(lu)-Gwanga.

Gwángalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti gwangwalazi.

Gwangqa, Gwangqama, Gwangqameza, Gwangqamisa, Gwangqeka, v. (N) = gwáqa, gwaqama, gwaqamisa, gwaqamise, gwaqeka.

i(lu)-Gwangwa, n. (N) = i(lu)-Gwanga.

Gwángwalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do, strike, throw, etc., without effect i.e. miss the mark, fail, as when throwing at a bird (acc.), striking a nail with a hammer, administering an ineffectual medicine, or failing to find what one had expected or wished for. Cp. gongoloze.

Gwáqa, v. Strive hard, wrestle with, peg away at any difficult task (acc.), or study; also = gwaqá generally.

i-nGwána, n. = i-nGwóqa.

Gwaqama, v. = gwaqama.

Gwaqameza, v. = gwaqameza.

Gwaqamisa, v. = gwaqamisa.

Gwaqeka (s. k.), v. = gwaqeka.

isi-Gwantshini (s. t.), n. = isi-Gwntshini.

isi-Gwanxó, n. = isi-Qongqwele.

Gwánya, v. Be hard, tough, etc., as fruit not yet ripe, or potatoes or meat only half cooked (cp. vutwá); be in 'hard flesh' i.e. in full growing bodily vigour, as a youth or girl between the ages of about 14 and that of marriage, after which the body is supposed to commence to ripen or soften down (used in perf.).

i(lu)-Gwánya, n. Anything still hard or raw, as above. Cp. i(lu)-Tubela; i(lu)-Gwanga.

Gwapuluzo (Gwaphuluzo), v. = hwapuluzo.

Gwápuluzi, ukuti (Gwáphuluzi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti hwapu.
Gwáqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gwáqaza.

Gwáqa, adj. Difficult, hard, requiring much exertion or wrestling with, as any work or study; of a complexion neither dark nor fair, i.e. medium dark.

Gwáqa, n. Poke about in the dark (with unnyama or nyomnyama), grope one’s way without being able to see it (= gwáqaza, guduzu, guda); poke or rattle about inside anything indiscriminately and, as it were, in the dark, as when twirling a stick in the ear (ace.) when it itches, or poking a stick about inside a calabash (ace.) to rattle out the remaining pulp (ace.), or when thrusting a stick about in a hole (ace.) to rouse out a snake (ace.) (= gwáqaza, guduzu, gwáqamisa); peg away at any difficult work (ace.), strive hard to master it, as to be able to read English (ace.) (= gwáqaza, gwáqana).

i-nGwáqa or Gwáqangwáqa, n. Any difficult, hard thing, requiring much striving about or exertion, as any difficult task or study (see gwáqa); any place covered closely with large stones, as some hill-sides and precipitous ascents (see gwáqa).

Gwáqama, v. Get roused about, driven here and there, as a snake (nom.) when poked at in its hole, or lazy Kafirs in a hut when roused out violently by their master; rattle one against the other, as a number of gourds or pots standing close together when shaken (= gwáqaza).

Gwáqameza, v. = gwáqamisa.

Gwáqamisa, v. Rouse up or out, as a snake (ace.) by poking at it in its hole, or lazy Kafirs in a hut by visiting them with violence, or a buck by throwing stones in the bush where it has hidden; make rattle against one another, as a lot of gourds (ace.) or gourds standing close together by disturbing them (= gwáqameza).

i-nGwáqangwáqa, n. = i-nGwáqa.

Gwáqaza, v. Rattle i.e. a rattling, knocking sound with anything (ace.), as a man walking over rocky ground, knocking as he goes with his staff, or bulls rattling together the horns when fighting; also = gwáqa.

Ex. lefizwe iiyasigwqaziso, this word causes us to rake away at our brains (see gwáqa), striving to get out its meaning, i.e. it is a difficult word to explain.

Gwáqeka (s. k.), v. Get striven about, require much striving or wrestling with, as any difficult job, or puzzling study.

i-nGwáqo, n. = i-nGwáqa.

um-Gwáqo, n. 5. Kafir highway i.e. important path much used by everybody, such as existed between the kraals of the different indunas, military kraals, and the royal residences; hence, road, wagon-road.

isi or i-nGwatshini (s. t.), n. Person with a big, sturdy, muscular body.

i-nGwávu, n. Leopard = i-nGwe [Bo. ngwuma; Her. otji-mbarungwe].

Gwávuma, v. Growl (in a low murmuring manner), as an angry dog or other animal (the following being more commonly used of man) = gwávumula, bavumula; cp. hakama [Sw. ngwumua, vuma, growl; Ga. uruguma].

i-nGwávuma, n. Certain tree, growing in the bush-country.

Gwávumula, v. Growl, as an angry man, or a dog (for which the preceding is more commonly used).

Gwáxula, v. = baxabula.

u-Gwáyana, n. Certain veld-plant, having tobacco-like leaves which are used as an emetic.

u-Gwáyi, n. Tobacco; snuff [Ar. dukhan; Ga. taba; Her. omu-kaya; Sa. gwañu; Xo. gwáda, take snuff].

Ex. ukubemba ugwáyi, to make snuff; also, to smoke tobacco. uku-gaya ugwáyi, to take snuff. ugwáyi wamakasi, leaf-tobacco. ugwáyi wamakala, snuff.

P. ugwáyi neullaba, tobacco and aloe (the pungent ashes of which are invariably mixed with the former in preparing snuff) — said of inseparable friends or lovers.

isi-Gwáyi, n. Tobacco-plantation; small, insignificant kraal having only one or two huts.

u-Gwáyi-ka’Kolo (Kholo), or u-Gwáyi-ka’Ntloiyile, n. Puff-ball, a kind of powdery fungus growing on the veldt.

Gwáza, v. Stab, as a person (ace.) or animal with a spear or knife (comp. hlabab); get as far as, reach to, as a person when journeying, or a row of trees when reaching to a certain point [Ar. garah, to wound; Ba. Sa. gwañza, arrow; Ga. bwa, a wound; mmambis, arrow; Her. yaka, to wound; omu-zi, arrow; Ya. gwañ, to wound].

i-nGwazi, n. = i-nXeleha.

um-Gwazo, n. 5. A stabbing.

i-nGwe, n. Leopard; applied also to a ferocious man = (l)il-Jele, (l)il-Shikane. Comp. il(l)-Illosi; i-nGubule [Reg. i-ngwé; Ga. ngo; Sw. chuí; Sen. nyarungue; Her. otji-mbarungwe].
Phr. ukwelele—see etula.

P. inglee kanalali nembisi, the leopard doesn't lie with the goat—may be used by a girl of a young man whose attentions she spurns.

inglee idhla ngamabala ayo, the panther shows off by its spots (without which it would be of no beauty)—so too, a young man should decorate himself, if he wants to look nice.

isi-Gwe, n. Bright red finch having black on the throat and wings (cp. i-nTakauntsense); flower of the pumpkin plant; an i-Cimbi of any kind when already old and of brownish colour.

Gweba, v. Thrust or poke at with the horn, as one ox at another (acc.) to drive it away (even though the horn doesn't reach its body; cp. hlabas); treat a child (acc.), as below.

N.B. Every Native child is supposed to be tainted at birth with a constitutional defect called isi-gweba, which is held to be the cause of several ailments, as unusual sexual irritation causing lecherous inclinations in adults, disposition to eczema, etc. To get rid of this taint, the stem of a castor-oil or an um-senge leaf, or a stalk of fibre, is thrust by the mother into the rectum of the child and vigorously twirled round between both hands (as when beating up an egg), until, by the scraping on the membrane of the bowels, blood is copiously drawn. Not infrequently children die as the result of the proceeding. This is one of those barbarous customs still permitted to be practised by the Natives, and is one of the most glaring examples of the stupendous ignorance of these people.

isi-Gweba, n. Bad-blood or 'heat' supposed to be in the body of nearly every Native child until subjected to the process of ukwe-gweba, as above; sometimes applied to the inordinate lust in male or female, supposedly caused by this 'bad-blood' not having been worked off.

Gwebeda, v. Scrape away, with a spoon or i-nDebe, the remnants of porridge, etc. (acc.) at the sides and bottom of a cooking-pot (acc.—not used of cleaning out with the fingers í.e. kotulula) = hwebeda, gwegweda.

isi-Gwebedhla, n. Very powerful, fierce (or fear-inspiring) man, of any height (cp. isi-Qwaga; i-nTsazayiyi); certain very fatal, infectious disease, said to have been introduced from Tonga or Swazi-land, manifesting itself mainly by an extensive corrosion of the abdominal apertures, commencing with the anus and thence working inwards, and finally culminating in a spinal inflammation and death (cp. i-nGunbanane).

Gwébedu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Scrape without result the bottom of an empty food- vessel, as when one puts in his spoon or open-hand thinking to find something therein but only scrapes the pot; be completely finished, as food, leaving only the pot to scrape.

isi-Gwebo, n. = isi-Gweba.

(iii)-Gwebu (freq. used in plur. ama-Gwebu): n. General name for anything of a spumous nature; hence, froth, as of beer; lather, as of soapsuds; foam, as from an animal's mouth (= í(i)-Pukupu); scum, as on the top of a cauldron of boiling water (= isi-Lungulela)—see the following [Her. oma-ngumba, foam; Sw. povu].

Phr. uywelele igwebu lokutukutela, he is choked with anger.

i-nGwebu, n. = í(i)-Gwebu — the word most commonly used for utshwala, milk, and animals.

Ex. ímen kutche iyaqilisa ingwebu uma idhla umahambanendhwanu, it is said that the sheep gives forth foam (at the mouth) if it eats a psychid-moth larva.

u-Gwebula, n. Itch, in man; scab, in sheep and goats; mange, in dogs = ulu-Twayi.

Gweda, v. Perfect í.e. finish entirely, as a hut (acc.), dress, etc.; do to perfection, as anything (acc.) done or made in a thoroughly good, skilful manner; give the finishing touches to a thing (acc.), perfect it, as when paring off the last irregularities on a wooden-pot (acc.) or a knobkerry.

Gwedhla, v. Make to move away or aside a little (= gewethlula, gudhthula); hence, make a boat (acc.) shift or move, í.e. paddle or row it.

isi-Gwedhla, n. = isi-Gwedhbedhla.

Gwedhlu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gwedhluka; gwedhthula.

Gwedhluka (s. k.), v. = gudhthula.

Gwedhlu, v. = gudhthula, gwedhla.

Gwedhluza, v. = gudhthuza, gwedhthula.

i-nGwedí, n. One who produces 'perfect' work; hence, thoroughly efficient, skilful doer (see gewda) = í-nGwedí, í-nGwepepeshi.

isi or í-nGwedó, n. Paring or graving iron, used by Native carvers.

i-nGwekazana, n. Little female leopard; applied to a wild angry female, a vixen.

Gwegwa, v. Form into a hook, as a piece of wire (acc.); form into a hooked or
angular line, as a troop of soldiers when wheeling to the left; go in zigzag hooks and sharp curves, as a road up a steep hill; draw or catch up a thing (acc.) with a hook; hook a person (acc.), enticing him by promises [Sw. ki-ngoe, hook for fruit-gathering].

i(li) or isi-Gwegwe, n. A crooked i.e. curved, not straight, thing, as a bow, or bandy-legs = i(li)-Gwenxe; i(li)-Kwembe.

Ex. uCetshwayo way'e ng'amagwegwe, Cetshwayo was bandy-legged.

i-nGwegwe, n. Hook, of any kind; crook; thing with a hook or crook, as a crutched stick; also = u(lu)-Dhiambedhlu.

Gwegweda, v. = gwebeda.

Gwegwesa, v. Go from the direct path taking a round-about way, make a detour, as when wishing to avoid a certain person or place (acc. with ela form) = gweema; cp. shalaza.

u-Gweje, n. The odd one left over (from any number), as when pairing or combining in any way (N).

i-nGweje, n. Any bright red or brown thing, as an um-sintsi flower, a new-born Native child (Kafir idea of colour), or a fair or yellow-skinned Native.

i-nGwejeje, n. Kind of squirrel = i-nTshi-nudane.

i(li)-Gwelo, n. Maize-water, made by pouring hot water on crushed mealies or mabele mixed with malt and allowed to stand till the water has become slightly soured by fermentation = i(li)-Piliba, i(li)-Shonishosi, i(li)-Tonto.

i-ngwele (collect.), n. Two kinds of red beads, a large and a small, said to have been Shaka's favourite kind — they probably came through Portuguese territory along with the i(li)-Masa and isi-Simbulu and are no longer in vogue.

u(lu)-Gwelo, n. Dry icy-cold wind, such as blows down from the snow-capped Drakensberg on an otherwise bright sunny day in winter (= u-Mbayiyana); a cold-hearted, feelingless person who never sheds a tear; such a quality of nature [Sa. zele, cold; Her. o-mbepera, cold; oma-kende, snow; Sw. theluji, snow].

Ex. lipendule uywele, it (the i-ulu) has changed to a crisp icy wind.

i(li)-Gwelo, n. Shred of skin (C.N).

Gwema, v. = gwegwesa.

isi-Gwegwe (Gwembhe), n. Person having crooked arms or bandy legs = isi-Kwembe, isi-Kwembeza, isi-Gwenze.

u(lu)-Gwembe (Gwembhle), n. Native meat-tray carved out of wood (= u(lu)-Ggoko); piece-of gristly flesh on the flank of a beast; (C.N.) girls' dance wherein all hold hands and run round together.

i(li)-Gwence, n. Deceitful, double-tongued person whose talk cannot be trusted = i(li)-Kwemce.

Gwenceza, v. Talk in a deceitful, double-tongued manner generally from bad character. See above.

Gwenda, v. Shave a thing (acc.) i.e. miss reaching it slightly, as when throwing at a bird, passing very near a certain kraal, etc.; also = gwendula-gwendula-gwendo.

Cp. ukuti gwengwalazi; yeja.

Gwendee, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gwenda.

Gwindu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gwenduka; gwenguka.

Gwenduka (s. k.), v. = gwenguka.

Gwendula (s. k.), v. = gwenguleka, kwenteleka.

Gweneneza, v. Cry in a long, feelingful manner, as a child crying for the return of its mother [Bo. ngwinya, sob].

u-Gwenge, n. Shrub, whose bulbous root is eaten (C.N.).

Gwengu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gwenguka; gwengula; ukuti gwendo, kwente, or yoyi.

Gwenguka (s. k.), v. Get done only superficially or taken off slightly from the top, as a very fine shaving from a spoon being pared or plank planed, or the surface-grass from a plot of ground when being centa'd, or an affair when related only superficially and with the omission of its chief details; spring back, recoil, as the bent stick of a trap, or a person from his allegiance, promise, or contract by which he has bound himself to another (acc. with ela form = kwebuka) = gwenduka, kwenteu, gwenguka.

Gwengula, v. Do only superficially, taking off slightly from the top, as when paring a spoon or planing a board with very fine shavings, or finely hoeing off the surface grass from a plot of ground (comp. yulula), or when relating an affair in a superficial manner omitting or withholding its main details; make spring back, or recoil, as the bent stick (acc.) of a trap, or a person from his allegiance, promise, or contract by which he is bound (comp. kwebula, klu-
**GWE**

bungula) = gwendula, kwventula, gwenda, gwengula, yoyiza.

Gwenguleka (s. k.), n. Get to do or be done only superficially, run along near the surface, as a bullet or assegai when cutting along through the outer layer of flesh. Comp. gultuleka.

i(li) or isi-Gwenxe, n. = i(li)-Gwewe.

i(li)-Gwenya, n. Fruit of the um-Gwenya or Kafir-plum tree.

i-ngwenya, n. Crocodile; ear of Kafir-corn not thoroughly threshed [Reg. ngwenya, crocodile; Ga. gonya, crocodile].

P. giltungeni udikukhobo eyaka yaluqhu, the crocodile eats that kind which it has once eaten — might be said of any hereditary disease that is working havoc among any particular breed or tribe.

um-Gwenya, n. 5. Kafir-plum tree (Harpephyllum Caffrum, or Odina Caffra).

isi-Gwenyana, n. Small crocodile, said to be a distinct species and less dangerous than the i-ngwenya.

Gweva, v. Refuse greedily what one ought to give up, as cattle (with na of thing) by rights belonging to somebody else, or food = gwevuka, gowuka.

u-Gwenyana. (C. N.) = u-Gorana.

Gwevu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gweva.

i(li)-Gwevu, n. (N.) = i(li)-Dhlalevu.

i-n-gwevu, n. Ox, of any colour, having the front parts (face and chest) grey i.e. white carrying spots of a darker colour (cp. i-mPemu); person showing grey amongst his black hair i.e. turning grey, iron-grey (not whitely grey = i-mPunga); (C. N. from Xo) a grey thing, as cow or grey-haired man (= i-mPunga).

Ex. umDlotshulwa ulezingiccen, Mdutshulwa is already turning grey or iron-grey.

i-ngwevu (Gweewe), n. Small plant growing in coast bush-country whose stalks are used for the um-Tshamo.

Ex. umtshamo nami ny'ingiccen, my smoking-tube is an ingiccen-stalk.

ubu-n-gwevu, n. = ubu-Ngwevu.

Gwevuka (s. k.), v. = gowuka, gweva.

i(li) or isi-Gwewe, n. = i(li)-Gwewe.

Gwi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be chock-full (= ukuti swi), make the gulping sound of swallowing (= ukuti gwisiti).

u(lu)-Gwibisholo, n. Bow, of an arrow.

Cp. um-Cibisholo.

Gwica, v. Gulp or guzzle away at any food (ace.), i.e. drink or eat largely and greedily. Cp. gwintsa; gwiliza; kints.

**GWI**

i-n-Gwici, n. Gulping of the swallow, as when a person drinks; large drinker or eater.

i(li)-Gwigwi, n. Gulp, whether of the swallow or of food.

Ex. ngx'ena ev'ehlisa amagwici, I heard him letting down the gulps.

i(li)-Gwigwigi, n. Dark-brown bird, that is given to eating the ama-bele; also = i(li)-Gwigwi.

i(li)-Gwija, n. = i(li)-Jadu.

Gwiji, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti gwini.

i(li)-Gwijo, n. = i(li)-Jadu; (C. N.) stick or spring by which a snare is set for birds. Cp. u(lu)-Gibe; ukuti kwintshi.

Gwili, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gwilika; gwiliza.

i(li)-Gwili, n. = i(li)-Ngqomfi.

isi-Gwili, n. Greedy, gluttonous eater (= isi-Gege, ili-Gonu); also applied to a hyena (= i-mPisi).

um-Gwili, n. 5. Kind of edible gourd (i-selwa) of a hard nature that doesn't readily soften and mash in the cooking (see v-Zaza); person stubbornly given over to bad ways, who will not allow himself to be cured.

Gwilika (s. k.), v. Go back on one's word as given to a person (ace.), as when one refuses to do, give, lend, etc., what he had already promised or undertaken = kwuNkwa, gwenguka.

Ex. waibuya wakwenguwilika, avaba esenvuma, he afterwards refused his promise to me and no longer agreed.

Gwilikica (s. k.), v. Talk or act in a cunning, shifting manner, habitually turning back on one's word, one moment asserting a thing and the next as seriously denying it. Comp. gwenceza, pietipieza.

i(li)-Gwilkicici (s. k.), n. One who talks or does as above. Comp. i(li)-Gwenye, i(li)-Pietipie.

ubu-Gwilikici (s. k.), n. Character or manner of talking or acting, as above.

i(li)-Gwilintsisi (s. t.), n. = i(li)-Ngqomifi.

Gwiliza, v. = gwliza.

i(li)-Gwiliza, n. = i(li)-Ngqomfi.

i(li)-Gwinci, n. Any zigzag thing, as a mountain path or very winding river; chevron pattern in Native wood-carving or headwork = i(li)-Zombe.

Gwinciza, v. Go in a zigzag or chevron-like manner, as a very winding mountain path = gonoeza, zombeza.

Gwinja, n. Dip down suddenly, as a swallow flying or a man bobbing down to avoid a blow.
Gwinja, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Duck or bob down suddenly out of sight, as a boy in the grass, or a bird to avoid a blow = ukuti gontshi; cp. ukuti shoni.

Ex. yini yona eloku iti qamu, gwinji, osthanyini? what is that constantly bobbing up and down in the grass?

Gwinqa, v. Bolt, gulp down in lumps, swallow whole, as unchewed food (ace.), pills, or whole mouthfuls of liquid (= Ginga); absorb, suck up, as the earth does water (ace.) when spilt on it (= kota); be wetty, damp (used in perf. = have drunk in water), as the sides of a hut after rain, or a mealie-pit; be moist, clammy, as the skin of a person when about to perspire (used in perf.).

Gwintsa (s. t.), v. = ukuti gwintsi.

Gwintsi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. = ukuti gwi.

i-li-Gwintsi or Gwintsana (s. t.), n. Bluebird, or Green starling (Lampornocölus phoenicocepus) also Black-bellied starling (Lamp. melanogaster) = i-li-Kwezi; also = i(li)-Gwiwunzi.

Gwintsika (s. k.), v. Get gulped or swallowed down = see ukuti gwi.

Gwintsitsoko (s. k.), int. (C. N.) = gwitsoko.

Gwinya, v. Swallow, i.e. simply pass down the gullet, as food (ace.) — fr. the sound made by the throat, gwi, in passing food or drink. See ukuti gwi [Her. ovi-inyo, the swallow].

isi-Gwineyamadoda, n. Torpedo-fish (? — N) = i-li-Savla.

Gwitsoko (s. k.), int. (C. N.) = qibugele.

Gwiya, v. (C. N.) = giya.

Gxa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Leak or drip out abundantly, run out, as water from a hole in a bucket, or split in an earthen pot; make leak or drip abundantly, as a hut letting in the rain in all directions; dribble, let the spittle fall out abundantly, as a child = gxaxa.

isi-Gxa, n. Iron rod, or wooden stake, used by a Native doctor for digging up medicinal roots; used for drilling-machine = u(lu)-Gxa, isi-Mbo.

u(lu)-Gxa, n. Iron rod, or stake, as above; fee for using it, nowadays a goat or half-a-sovereign.

N.B. This is the first or preliminary charge or retaining-fee made by a doctor on a patient, followed by several others (generally small stock required by the doctor for purposes of treatment) during the course of the disease, and finally a beast upon the final recovery of the patient. No beast is paid if the treatment has been plainly unsuccessful.

i-li-Gxaba (Gxabha), n. Dirtiness, uncleanliness, untidiness of manners, as shown in the preparing or eating of food, one's clothing, etc.; such a dirty-mannered, unclean, untidy person; such vessels, clothing, etc.

i-nGxabalazi, n. Food, of a mashy, porridgey nature, of which the ingredients have not well combined, as pumpkin or potato mash where the water seems to settle alone = ubu-Xabalazi.

i-nGxabangxoxa, n. Thoroughly entangled, complicated together, inseparably mixed-up thing, as a heap of loose string, or confused affair.

Ex. sekuy'ingxabangxoxa, amale volini, it is now mutual entanglement (i.e. there is no longer getting them apart), a case of the spittle and the tongue — as might be said of two lovers.

i-nGxabano, n. Quarrel, strife (mod. use).

i-nGxabobo, n. A root, i.e. single branch thereof, of any plant — this is the only word now used in Zululand, owing to the word i-nPande, v. v. being kloniphda.

Gxazaza, v. Be running, leaking, or dripping out abundantly — freq. form of ukuti gxa.

i-nGxákangxaka (s. k.), n. = i-nXakanxaka.

i-nGxakula (s. k.), n. = i-nGovolo.

i-li-Gxalaba, n. One of the dorsal vertebra, such as show between the shoulder blades in a very thin person.

Ex. amadoda as'eba amazalabana, the men were now all little vertebrae — their bones poking out at the back from starvation. Comp. amu-Tatana.

Gxamalaza, v. = xamalaza.

Gxambu, ukuti (Gxambhu, ukuthi), v. Make the slight splashing noise grambu (not the heavy plump ngqambu q.v.), as a frog when jumping into water or a stick when thrown upon the surface of a pool.

um-Gxamu, n. 5. Small tree or mimosa (Schotia latifolia), whose bark contains a red dye = i-li-Iluze. See um-Vongoti.

Gxangasha, v. Frisk, as a cat with a mouse (C. N.).

i-nGxangxla, n. Green frog stripped on the back, prob. species of edible frog (Rana esculenta) similar to that used as food in Europe. Cp. i-li-Sele.

Gxanxa, v. Mix or sop milk (ace.), amasi, or water, with some solid mash, as crushed mealies, etc. = xanxa.

Gxänxu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = gxanxula.

Gxanxula, v. Spring or leap up gracefully
with the feet, as a person walking who suddenly sees a snake before his feet and over which he leaps; prance, as a young man leaping conceitedly along.

1-nGxatu (Grathu), n. Anything of a sticky nature, which clings to the hand when touched, as birdlime, gum, etc. = i-Nafunafu.

Gxavula, v. Have, or thrust out, big protruding teeth (acc.).

i-nGxavula, n. = i-nGovolo.

Gxaza, v. = x Kutki gea.

i(li)-Gxébe (Gxeebe), n. Intimate, confidential friend; loved companion — the word is used by all classes of persons male and female, but only between those of the same sex = um-Nyani. Cp. isi-Gxeebe.

isi-Gxébe, n. Sweetheart, male or female, i.e. of a boy or of a girl — only used of young lovers and in regard to the opposite sex. See i(li)-Gxeebe; i(li)-Soka.

Gxeka (s. k.), v. Mix together entanglement; complicate, as skeins of string, people (acc.) so that they come to quarrelling, etc. Cp. xoba.

i-nGxémbe (Gcembhe), n. = i-nGxwenbe.

i-nGxemu, n. Cross-eyed, squinting person, whether in one eye or both. Cp. i-mPendu.

i-nGxepu (Gxephu), n. Old dirt or filth already caked on the body or garment, as on the back of a dirty boy = i-nGxi.

i-nGxi, n. = i-nGxepu.

Ex. umfana us'eesepuka ingxi, the boy is already peeling off cakes of dirt.

Gxibá (Gribha), v. = kesa, filisa.

i-nGxibilili (Gribhili), n. = i-nGxzikili.

i-nGxbingxibi (Gribbingxibi), n. = i-nGxzi-kili.

i-nGxibongo, n. = i-nGxobongo.

i-nGxikili (s. k.), n. Thing or things all mixed up, dishevelled, etc. See ukuti xikili.

(i) or um-Gxikiva or Gxikivane (s. k.), n. 5. Old unmarried female, old maid (occurring sometimes among the Zulus from some physical deformity or organic disease, also occasionally from choice); applied derisively to an old bachelor. Cp. um-Jele, um-Jendem.

Gxila, v. Stand fast and firmly, as a well fixed post, deeply rooted tree, or man planting his feet firmly so as to be immovable when wrestling (used in perf.); throw out, or become firmly bound to the soil by, adventitious roots, such as running plants throw out from their stalks as they go along.

Ex. ubata ukambve'gxila, the sweet-potato plant travels along getting fixed firmly (i.e. throwing out adventitious roots).

Gximeka (s. k.), v. = grxumeka.

Gxoba, v. Pound, as medicinal herbs (acc.) on the grinding-stone, or the floor of a hut with an i-nBokode, or heated iron on the anvil, or a person by pelting him heavily with large stones, or meallees when 'stamping' them (= gqula) = kaanda, ganda.

Gxobagxoba, v. Pound thoroughly; trample down, as grass (acc.) with the feet.

um-Gxobela, n. 5. Closely packed crowd, as a herd of cattle travelling along a road, multitude of men packed in a hut at a beer-drink, or a lot of pots crowded together.

isi-Gxobo, n. Rough wooden post (= isi-Bonda), as for fixing a wire-fence; stake, as for supporting a corn-stage or watch-hut; wooden bar, as for barring across a gateway or hut-door.

i-nGxobongo, n. Ox with horns going straight and uncurved forwards (= i-nGribongo); small-pox (= u-Biet, i-mFoloko).

(i) Gxoko (s. k.), n. = isi-Nxoko.

(i) Gxogxo, n. = (i) Sele.

Gxogxoma, v. = cocoma.

i-nGxola, n. Long assegai (C.N.). Cp. i-nGenula.

(i) Gxolo (or freq. ama-Gxolo), n. = (i) Xolo.

(i-nGxota (Gxotha), n. Heavy brass plate with roughly notched exterior, worn round the lower arm above the wrist by old warriors in Zululand, and shaped like the upper part of a gauntlet = um-Quabalanda.

(i) nGxoto, n. (C.N.) = i-nCoto.

i-nGxoyangxova, n. = i-nXovanxova.

i-nGxoviya, n. = i-nGxovangxova.

Gxubaza (Gxubuza), v. Agitate in water, rinse out, as a soapy-cloth (acc.), or one's body when muddy, by working it about in the water.

Gxumeka (s. k.), v. Stick or pierce thoroughly or deeply, as a stake (acc.) into the ground or the ground (acc.) with a stake (with nga), an assegai into a buck or the buck with an assegai (= simeka); transplant, plant out, as young trees or seedlings (acc. = mbela) [Bo. someka, stick into; Sw. simika, stick up].

Ex. ukuk-xumeka ndeka, to set up or pitch a tent.

Phr. angisiye ugujoyi wokugxumekwa,
H

is used in Zulu to represent two varieties of aspirated sound. The first, or hard h, is always more forcibly expressed than in English, assuming an amount of gutturalisation which, in its weaker form, renders it more similar to the German h (as in the word haben, have), and in its stronger, similar to the ch of German or Scotch. This variety is exemplified in the Zulu words hamba (go) and um-Hawu (sympathy). The weak and the strong gutturalisation being but different degrees of the same sound, are, either and both, alike applicable to any word of this class. Some individuals and some tribes habitually prefer the weaker sound, while others prefer the stronger, and all together may at times, when speaking with a marked intensity of feeling, make use of the harsher throat-action for any particular word. This indiscriminate interchange of what at first sight appear to be two different sounds has given rise to much irregularity in Zulu writing. A person uses an h to express what he hears as the weaker sound, and an r to distinguish the stronger, and then, when coming to another region, discovers that what he had been accustomed to write with the weaker h is now pronounced with the stronger gutturalisation, and what was formerly a strong guttural has now become toned down into merely an aspirate. The tendency in Zululand is, generally speaking, to use only the weaker sound, written with an h, which sound, of course, may always become more or less strongly gutturalised to suit the individual's taste, the usage of the locality, the more accustomed pronunciation of certain words, or the intensity of the speaker's feelings. In Natal, on the other hand, owing, no doubt, to the almost universal prevalence there of guttural-loving ama-Lala tribes, there is a marked disposition to make a more frequent use of the harsher sound. In view, therefore, of the fact that all these varieties of gutturalisation are merely weaker or stronger degrees of the same sound, and are mutually interchangeable, and inasmuch as the softer form is that held in greater preference by the purer Zulu tribes, I have adopted, for an improved system of Zulu spelling, only one form of script, viz., that of H (the r being altogether discarded for this class of word), desiring thereby to introduce uniformity into the Zulu orthography and perhaps in time also into the Zulu speech.

The second variety of this letter, the soft h, is used to represent a sound altogether different from the above. This sound has absolutely no counterpart in English, and may be best described, though somewhat paradoxically, as an inspired aspirate, one whose force is abruptly checked on the point of expulsion, the vocal effort resolving itself merely into a strong, soft, open breathing upon the vowel following. As a distinguishing mark I have given this broad, soft, breath-like aspiration the sign of hh as, e.g. in the words um-Hhakha (a single stroke) and hhakula (to blurt out).

For remarks on the combination hl, see under D.

Hā, int. expressing sudden surprise, similar to Eng. 'oh!', etc.

Hā, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be intensely bitter, salty, acid, sour, etc.; or horribly ugly — gen. with uku-baba = ukuti gama.

Ha, ukuti (ukuthi — freq. with prolongation of the vowel), v. = haza.

ama-Ha (no sing.), n. Quickness, nimbleness, fleetness of foot, as of a good walker who covers a long distance quickly or a good-running dog. Cp. u(lu)-Belo, i(lil)-Jubane.

i(li)-Haba or Hāba (Haaba; sometimes unlengthened), n. 'Big', exaggerated talk, as of a person boasting, or one magnifying the facts of a case, as is common with Natives and children = i(li)-Wawa; i(li)-Tamo. Cp. kana-sa, wawaza.

Ex. awe! umamango! ubehabo, oh! you story-teller! you are exaggerating.

Habe (with final syll. accentuated), int. intensified form of ube.
Habe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Rage, as sickness or fire (C.N.) Cp. ukuti be.

u(lu)-Häbe (Hhaabe), n. One who, when scolding or angry, keeps up an incessant noise of violent talking.

i(li)-Häbehabe, n. Small yelted plant, of which there are several varieties, much liked by rabbits = i(iI)-Hogwe; see u-Mahoyo.

u(lu)-Habela (Hhabelo), n. Tall, slim-bodied person.

i(li)-Habiya or Habiyo, n. Medicine or love-charm of any kind (of modern introduction from Natal) used by young-men to cause a girl to hayizu, i.e. to throw her into fits of shouting hysteria in which she repeatedly cries out hayi! hayi! or hiya! hiya! (C.N.)

Hābu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = habula; ukuti moto.

Hābu, ukuti (Hābhu, ukuthi), v. Be 'gappingly' broadly open, as a yawning cavern, person's mouth, or great hole = habuka; make anything (acc.) of a hole-like nature 'gappingly' or widely opened = habuza; ukuti vongo, ukuti venge, ukuti hobo, ukuti huru.

i(li)-Hābuhabu (Hābhuhabhu), n. Lying, exaggerating tales, reporting things about with habitual laxity as regards truth; any soft, spongy, 'holey' thing, as lungs, sponge, curds of um-Qungo, etc. = i(iI)-Hēbuhebu.

Habuka (Habhuika), v. Get to have a large gaping hole knocked through, etc. — see habuza.

Ex. kude habu (or khubabikile) okholongotini, there is a hole or wound in my side — said by one suffering from severe pain in the side from pneumonia, etc.

Habula, v. Drink in very small quantity, drink a little, take a mouthful, as of beer (acc.) or any other drink (comp. i(li)-Tamo); have a puff, take a mouthful, at the hemp smoking-horn (acc. = ukuti moto); drink in by the nose, i.e. catch a fever and the like diseases, supposedly from some medicine (see um-Bulelo) placed about by an untakatiti for affecting some individual who will probably visit the spot (see eku; butela; go tetela; ithlisa).

Ex. abahule ngekunda elitambileyo, he has drawn in the disease on account of having a soft i.e. sensitive head (it being supposed that a person with a 'hard' head would not be so susceptible of the disease).

HabulisA, v. Give a person (acc.) a 'drink', sip, or small quantity of beer (acc.) or other drink; let one (acc.) have a whiff or small smoke at the hemp-smoking-horn (acc.) = ukutisa moto.

ama-Habulo (no sing.) n. Coarse sediment i.e. husks, grounds, etc., left in utshwala or coffee when unstrained. See i(li)-Hnu.

Habuza (Habhuza), v. Make, burst, knock, etc., a large gaping hole through or into anything (acc.), as through a calabash, or man's head with a blow from a stick or when giving a gash in the flesh with any sharp instrument; cut off the head of a calabash (acc.) at the neck so as to give it a wide mouth; expose openly and widely the pudenda, as a female sitting indecently; cause a girl to become an isi-Habuza through excessive coition (cp. mekezisa; bobozwa); tell untrue, exaggerated tales or reports (see polozwa, foloza, etc.) = hoboza, havuza.

isi-Habuza or Habuza (Habhuza), n. Any large 'gaping' hole, aperture or mouth of a thing, as an unusually large mouth cut in a calabash, or a 'gaping' hole knocked in it with a stick, or large staring nostrils; such vessel, person, etc., with the same (= isi-Gqobozi, isi-Ggoboza, isi-Havuza, isi-Vongoza); vagina femina ab intertempontia coluit maxime distenta; such a girl herself — the word being only used in obscene abuse, and never of married females (= isi-Hobo, isi-Galayana, um-Moho — all words of extreme obscenity). See habuza.


um-Hadu, n. 5. People coming to a place with violence, taking things without leave, etc. (C.N.)

Hadula, v. Race along or off, as an army when pursued by the enemy, a boy after a runaway horse in order to catch it, or when hurrying with a message (ep. gijinha) (C.N.) to tekela q.v. very much in speech, i.e. use abundance of harsh sounds, as the amaLala.

isi-Hafu, n. = isi-Hamfu; also (C.N.) poor, beggarly person.

Hafuka (s. k.) v. = pafuluka.

i(li), or isi-Hāfuhafu, n. Untruthful, exaggerating talker = i(iI)-Habuhabu, i(iI)-Polopololo, i(iI)-Polofolo.

Hafuza, v. = pafuluza.

Hāha (Hhaahha), int = Shihaha.

Haha, v. Have a ravenous appetite for anything habitually, have a constant voracious, greedy desire, as some beasts after food, men after wealth, etc. (acc.
Halahala, int. exhorting to brisk, energetic action. See halazela.

Ex. halahala! 'mobulo! nyoka ngizwe-ke 'mabandla ka'Mjokwane ka'Ndwandwe na-bade! address of an induna to his regiment (one of Zwide's, the Ndandwe chief's) before going off to fight.

Hála, or Hála hála, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = halaza.
Hála, v. = haya.

Hála (Hhaala), v. Harrow a field with a harrow or tree dragged along [Eng.].

u-Hala, n. Sewing cotton, thread [D. gare, thread].

i(i)-Hála (Hhaala), n. Harrow [Eng.].

ubu-Hala, n. Suricate, a small weasel-like animal.

Halahala, int. exhorting to brisk, energetic action. See halazela.

Ex. halahala! 'mobulo! nyoka ngizwe-ke 'mabandla ka'Mjokwane ka'Ndwandwe na-bade! address of an induna to his regiment (one of Zwide's, the Ndandwe chief's) before going off to fight.

Hála hála, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = halaza, halazela.

ili-Halahala, n. Sea-crab (cp. i-nKalaa); an energetic, spirited doer, 'ravenous' to attack, etc.; plur. ama-Halahala, thick sediment, grounds, etc., floating in any liquid, as beer or coffee; such beer, coffee, etc., filled with sediment; section of a certain regiment. See i(i)-Hulala; halazela.

Halahlahela (s. k.), v. = ukuti halakahla.

Halahalahela (s. k.), v. = ukuti halakahla.

Halakahla, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Drink right off, at a single draught, as medicine (acc.) = ukuti goje, ukuti minyi, ukuti ngabalazi. Cp. um-Haha.

Halakahlela (s. k.), v. = ukuti halakahla.

Halakaaqa, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Meet in conflict i.e. start an engagement or come together at the first onset, as two bulls or people fighting (see ama-Nqeva); go about doing evil, stealing, molesting women, etc. (= hilikiga); leap or spring over, 'clear,' as a dog a fence (acc. = ukuti halakasha); run round or over to, as to a neighbouring kraal (= ukuti halakazeri) = halakaqela.

(i(i))-Halakaaqa (s. k.), n. A 'bad character' i.e. one given to committing all kinds of crime. Cp. i(i)-Hilikiga; i(i)-Halaniga.

Halakaqela (s. k.), v. = ukuti halakasha.

Halakasha, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Leap or spring over, 'clear' any standing obstacle, as a dog leaping over a fence (acc.); spring over to any place (metaphor) i.e. run rapidly there and back in no time, as to fetch water from the river = halakasherla.

u(ulu)-Halakasha (s. k.), n. Tall person.

Halakashela (s. k.), v. = ukuti halakasha.

Halála, int. Cry expressive of joy on the reception of any good thing, as a gift of...
cattle, on the arrival of a girl’s lobola, or on the arrival of a sweetheart in a young-man’s kraal, or as may be shouted by the companions of a child by way of thanking for him or congratulating him upon receiving some gift. See halalisa [Heb. halaš, praise].

Halala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do in a faint, hazy manner, so as to obscure, as a mist making dim the mountains (acc.) beyond, or the shades of night rendering objects indistinct, or a layer of dust making faint the polished surface of a table; waft or pass by in a faint, hazy manner, as a whiff of something smelling (pleasantly or otherwise) = ukuti ncalala, wacaya.

Ex. kukona okuti halala, there is something smelling (referring to the smell, not the object).

ubu-Halalazi, n. Dimming, obscuring covering, cloud, layer, etc., upon or coming over anything, as above; wafting smell moving in the air, a whiff, as above.

Halalisa, v. Cry halala.

Halalise, v. Cry halata with joy over a person, or the good thing he has received (doubt, acc.); hence, sometimes equivalent to ‘congratulate’.


i(li)-Halanjadu, n. = i(li)-Helanjadu.

i(li)-Halavu, n. Shovel or scooped-spade [E. grade].

Halaza, v. Do in a light, faint manner; hence, for about (anything) softly with the flat of the hand, as a person feeling about for his spectacles in the dark or for anything lost in the grass about where he is sitting; feel or lay the hand gently upon, as upon a sitting person when passing closely near him (cp. tinta; pata); do in a faint, hazy manner, i.e. be hazy, misty, obscure, as the atmosphere, or the sky when clouding over, or liquid when thick with sediment (used in perf.). Cp. ukuti halala; ama-Halahala; also = halazela.

Halazela, v. Do in a spirited, energetic manner, ‘greedily’ eager to get at, get through, etc., as warriors going to the attack, women hoeing briskly in order to get the field finished, or a cow making eagerly for a mealie-field.

isi-Halijana, n. Spirited person, quick in doing; hence, sharp-tempered person immediately eager to fight; a greedy, ravenous eater who wildly attacks the food or any other approaching to partake (see i(li)-Gona).


Hamba (Hambha), v. Go, in any sense; hence, walk; move; live (of human beings only); proceed; go on; depart; flow, run, as water; travel over, as a country (acc.); visit, go or come to, as one person to another (acc.); as auxiliary verb expressing ‘continually’, ‘always’, in form hambe, or pass. hanjwe (= de, zinge, etc.). Comp. ya; muka [Skr. gam, go; Hi. jana, go; Ar. hadjdja, set out; ghab, be away; Lat. ambulo, I walk; It. gamba, leg; Bu. hamba, go; Bo. tamba, travel; Sw. tembea, walk; Ga. tampilu; Sen. tamba; Her. handa, go fast; Go. hamysa, go; Ra. tamanya; Chw. tsamanya; Mamb. amai; Tat. faja].

Ex. hamba kahle or hamba njalo! get along well!! fare-well! move about (i.e. live) along! — a word of farewell said to one going off (see hala, sala).

i(lontombi ka'Bani kusayihambi, he no longer pays visits to So-and-so’s daughter.

‘usahamba, yiini, nyihlo? ‘o! lasahambi, nyigula, is your father still getting about (i.e. is he well, or may be, is he still alive)? Oh! he is no longer getting about or well; he is sick.

uhamba ngabanye, he lives by others (not by his own labour).

uhamba wa'ulwa nalo'mfana, you go on constantly fighting with this boy.

kwa'Zulu kwekikhanye kubalawo abantu, in Zululand there were people constantly being killed.

Phr. u'wehamba nyakashi na? qa! u'behamba pantsi (or njezinyawo), was he going on horseback (or riding)? no! he was going on foot.

nyahlupela; u'hamba pantsi, he is afflicted (with trouble or sickness); he goes low (not up, like a man untroubled by body or mind).

kwaseku ukupela; was'ehamba namanzi, that was the end of it; then he went off with the water i.e. was carried off by it.

P. ukuhamba kusal'ivuna, kusali'tiska-zi, life (on this earth) brings forth sometimes a male, sometimes a female = you must take things as they come, the good with the bad; or, you mustn’t expect to get only good things during life.

i(li)-Hamba (Hambla), n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Hwanka; also, a poisonous snake (C.N.).

uku-Hamba (Hambha), n. Gait, manner of walking, as of a man or horse; ways, manner of living, life, of an individual or people.
Ex. kubi ukusa! kuhle ukuhamba, it is bad to die; it is better to live (or death is bad, but life is good).

ukuhamba kwakona, it is the mode of life of those parts.

isi-Hambakubi (Hambhakubi), n. = um-Takati.

um-Hambakaya (Hambhakaya), n. 5. An every-day dress i.e. umu-tsha (of men) or isi-dwaba (for women) common use, not that worn on high occasions = u-Maqapegaso; cp. i-n-Gubo.

(iii)-Hambalikeme (Hambhalikheme), n. A thing that goes along with its mouth always on the move—hence applied in the following phrase to a person who cannot restrain his tongue, in any sense, whether when talking ill of other people, carrying tales, or unable to refrain from much talk when put out. See ekama.

Phr. n-wadha ihambakikela, you ate an ihambalikile (that's why you can't stop jabbering).

u-Hambangana (Hambhanganu), n. Person habitually travelling about, here, there and everywhere, never to be found at home.

ama-Hambangapantsi (Hambhangapantsi no sing.), n. Whey, of um-Qungo v.v. (not of the amasi for eating kept in the i-gula, the which is called um-Laza).

Hambela (Hambhela), v. Visit, pay a visit to (acc. or ko).

Ex. kabali kona, ukambela nje, he doesn't live there, he is only on a visit.

kabasahambelani they are no longer on visiting terms.

uku-zi-ihambele, to go for oneself, of one's own accord, as one likes.

(iii)-Hambelihaddhela, pl. ama-Hamb-ebadhlhela (Hambelihaddhela), n. An idle fellow who wanders about living on other people, a sponging vagrant or loafer. Cp. (iii)-Hlabaledhilelule; um-Hambula; um-Shangeshu.

um or isi-Hambi (Hambhi), n. 1. or 5. Traveller, one on a journey; one who habitually journeys about (comp. u-Hambangana).

P. isisw sombambu asiqedi 'utho, a traveller's appetite doesn't consume anything (of account)—said by a traveller when asking for a little food.

Hambisa (Hambhisa), v. Send off or away, as a letter (acc.), train, or girl to get wedded; cause to go, i.e. purge, as medicine (= hudisa).

ama-Hambo (Hambbo, no sing.), n. Endless journeys —only in the phrase below. See futi.

Phr. u-Majozi iselchame amahambo, Majozi has now gone never to come back = uchambele umambela wafusi.

um-Hambo (Hambho), n. 5. Manner of life, natural habit or custom = uku-Hamba.

um-Hambuma, plur. ili-Hambima (Hambuma), n. 5. Homeless person who drifts about the world from one kraal to another, waif, wanderer = u(n)-Zulume. Comp. ili-Hambelihaddhela; ili-Hlabaledhilelule; um-Shangeshu.

isi-Hamfu, or isi-Hamfulahamfu, n. Wild-tempered person, quickly getting ferociously angry; a ferocious animal = ili-Ngqofa.

Hamfuza, v. Act in a wild-tempered, fiercely angry, ferocious manner = ngqofa.

Hâmu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hamuka; hama.

Hamuka (s. k.), v. Get dried externally or superficially, become 'parched' by heat or wind, as cut-grass, mealie-leaves in the field, grain spread out to dry, wet soil under a hot wind, the water in a pond by the sun, or a tree by a lightning-stroke; get parched, as the lips or throat from thirst; get dried over, as a scabbed sore; become superficially scorched, or singed, or burnt dry, as hair or grass when tipped by a passing flame, or meat when placed for a moment in a flame so as to obtain an external parching (gen. used in perf.) = kwamuka. Cp. hanguka; cocobala.

Hamula, v. Dry on the surface (trans.), 'parch', as heat or wind might cut-grass (acc.), mealie-leaves, grain spread to dry, soil wetted by rain, the water in a pond, or lightning a tree that it strikes; parch, as heat and thirst the lips or throat (acc.); singe, superficially scorched or burnt, as a passing flame the tips of grass (acc.) or hair, or as the fire a piece of meat placed therein for a moment = kwamula. Comp. hangula; hama; cocobala [Sw. kausha, dry].


(iii)-Hanana, n. = isi-Hamaneana.

isi or um-Hanga, n. 5. Native of a very fair, merely tanned, whitish complexion (more white than an ili-Gauzo q.v.); freq. applied to a Dutchman, as being of a similar light-yellow complexion, not mlopo (white) as English people.

isi-Hanga or Hângahanga, n. Fierce tempered, ferocious person or animal, whose anger generally shows itself in violent
physical activity (= isi-Hamfu, isi-Hangahanga); fierce, greedy eater, devouring largely himself but allowing none to come near (= ili)-Govu, isi-Gege) [Her. oyi-ndandi, ferocious animal].

Hangaza, v. Get or be ferociously wild, so as to be capable of any violent action, as a fierce dog or man = hamfuza, hangaza. See isi-Hangahanga.

Hängu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hanguka; hängula.

isi-Hänguhangu, n. Any scorching, burning-hot thing, as scalding food, hot wind, or heat from fire, pepper, brandy, etc. See hangula.

Hanguka (s. k), v. Get burnt or scorched superficially, as by a momentary passing flame, as below; get seared; get singed; get burnt or scalded as the mouth; get burnt i.e. dried up, as water by the sun (used gen. in perf.). Comp. hwa-muka; hamuka; shisa.

Hangula, v. Burn or scorch superficially, as a momentary passing flame might the outside of a mealie-cob (acc.) set to roast too near the fire, or when searing the foliage of plants in passing alongside, or when being grilled or fried on too powerful a fire so as to get burnt externally while internally still raw; singe, as the nap of a garment, a person's hair, or the tips of long grass (see hwamula); scald, as hot food the mouth i.e. leave it as though scorched (see yokula); dry up, as the sun water in a pond (= hamula). Comp. shisa. [Her. kangura, bake; Sw. unguba, scorch].

Hanguza, v. = hangula.

Hanisa, v. = wawaza.

Hänga, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hanga.

Hanqa, v. Surround i.e. enclose on all sides so as to prevent egress, encircle, as an army a kraal (acc.), a fence a cattle-fold = haga, kaka. Cpl. wanga; zungeleza. [Her. hangatena, surround; Sw. u-wanga enclosure].

Phr. uyakusika kwé Mkatali, isidevaba sinyokakahanga, you will arrive at Mr Gettier's, a wife's kit will close you in i.e. bring you to know your senses — said to a naughty, disobedient girl.

u-Hanga, or Hanqa, n. Jocular name for a woman's isi-devaba q.v. See above.


Hangaza, v. = hangaza, hamfuza.

(iii)-Hantsi, n. Goose [D. gansé].

Hanya (Hhanya), v. Finish off all at a time, as a woman extravagantly cooking all or an unduly large quantity of the food (acc.) at a single cooking, or a child who when sent to gather (fula) pumpkins for present use plucks the whole lot of them, or cattle which entering a field make an end of it at the one go [Her. nyanga, finish off; mana, finish].

Háp' or Hápu, ukuti (Hápha, ukuthi — very short final vowel), v. Eject phlegm, expectorate.

Hápu, ukuti (Háphu, ukuthi), v. = hapu-na; hapuza.

(iii)-Hápuhapu (Háphuhaphu), n. Greedy eater, merely gobbling up; (C.N.) = (iii)-Habuhabu.

Hapuna (Haphunu), v. = kwapuna.

Hapuza (Haphuza), v. Eat greedily, gobble up; (C.N.) = háfuza, háguba.

Haqa, v. = haqa, kaka.

um-Haqu, n. 5. = um-Panga.

Haqa, v. Grind a knife, etc. (acc.) by rubbing from right to left on a rough stone, so as to give a course edge. Comp. lola.

Haqazela, v. Creep or crawl briskly on hands and knees. Comp. huluzela.

Hásah, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Rustle (intrans.), as dry leaves when anything moves among them, or trees stirred by the wind; rattle softly, as water (not any hard substance = heshe) when shaken up in a bottle or calabash; rustle (trans.), as cattle among the dry mealies in a field, or anything moving among the grass or in a waste-paper basket; rattle (trans.), as above (= hashaza); hear just slightly, just catch a 'rustle' of, as of a distant cry, a slight movement in the bush, or a rumour (acc.); draw or take out a little, as a few mealies (acc.) from a sack (= hasheka; ukuti heshe).

(iii)-Háshahasha, n. Brisk, vigorous walker who gets sharply over the ground (see haqazela); pl. ama-Háshahasha, things of a dry nature which when shaken produce a rustling or rattling sound, as dry leaves, a bundle of dry reeds, or the cocoon-anklets of a Native dancer (see hashaza).

i-nHáshänhasha, n. Anything of a dry, stiffish, crisp, 'rustling' nature, as a silk dress, starched linen, crisp hair, coarse dry grass, etc. See hashaza.

Hashaza, v. Rustle (trans. and intrans.), as cattle among the dry mealie-leaves (acc.) in a field or the wind the leaves of a
tree, or the leaves themselves ( = kwe-shaza, kiwe-shaza); rattle softly, as water (not any hard substance = hesheza) when shaken up in a bottle or calabash, or as the person so shaking the water (acc. = ukuti hasha).

Hashazela, v. Rustle along i.e. go with a brisk rushing step. Cp. halazela.

Hasheka (s. k.), v. Take out a little, as a few mealies (acc.) from a sack = ukuti hasha.

i(li)-Hāshī (Haashi), n. Horse (= i-n-Jomane); sometimes used in vulgar conversation of a wife [Eng.].

Hashila, int. = ashila.

Hāshu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hashuka; hashula.

Hashuka (s. k.), v. Get dried or crisped, as below.

Hashula, v. Dry up crisply, crisp up, as a passing fire the vegetation (acc.) near by, or a cook mealies boiling in a pot when allowing the water to dry up.

Hashula, int. = ashila.

ama-Hashu (only used in plur.), n. Tape-worm or worms — from the word being now only used as a term of very offensive abuse, these worms are commonly called izi-lo ezinhllope ezivhe. Comp. i-n-Gelil; u(uth)-Hlavana.

Ex. wadhla amahasha! you ate tapeworms! — word of abuse mostly used by an irate woman.

i(li)-Hata (Hatha), n. = i(li)-Hatanga.

i(li)-Hātahata (Hōthahatha), n. = i(li)-Hatanga.

i(li)-Hatanga (Hathanga), n. Blackguard, scoundrel, person of wild, loose, unprincipled life or manners, with no respect for self, actions, home or parents = i(li)-Yatayata, i(li)-Yahule, i(li)-Bukazana, i(li)-Shabangni. Cp. i(li)-Holakaga.

isi-Hatayiya (Hathayiya), n. Person who is always idling, smoking, etc., not mind ing his work (C.N.).

Hāvu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti habu.

Havuka (s. k.), v. = habuka.

i(li)-Hāvuhavu, n. = i(li)-Habuhabu.

Havuza, v. = habuza.

isi-Havuza, n. = isi-Habuza.

Hawuza, int. strong form of avu.

Hāwu, or Hāwu háwu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = havuza.

i(li)-Hau, n. Small shield, used at dances (comp. isi-Hlangu; i(li)-Habefo); also = i(li)-Hwahwe; um-Shangashu.

isi or um-Hawu, n. 5. Strong feeling or emotion, e.g. such as caused by 'touching' music, or female amorosities; or by a 'touching' sight (hence, pity, compassion, sympathy, tender feeling — comp. ubu-bele); or such as might be excited in a person by the sight of any good thing (hence, strong desire, lust, jealousy, envious desire = is-Angabe, um-Bombo-lo, um-Hobolo); or by offensive language or action (hence, indignation, resentment, etc.) [Sw. karuma, feeling; Her. omn-horo, attractiveness].

Ex. kana'mhawe, he has no feeling (for another, in any shape or form, or even for himself as to his shameful actions).

uyomhawe kuye, naye, naye, wake, I have pity, jealousy, etc., towards him = ngimhawekela.

umantu wesifezana umomhawe, a female person is with emotion i.e. excites it in another

Hawuka (s. k.), v. Feel um-hawu for or towards a person (acc. with ela form) or thing, i.e. be jealous of him, have envious desire for his property, feel sorry for, pity, sympathise with him, etc.

Ex. ngiyamhawekela, I am sorry for him (in his adversity).

Hawula, v. Excite um-hawu in a person, move (acc.) — often transposed into pass. voice.

Ex. ngahululwe ukubona usizi olungako, I was moved at the sight of such misery.

Hauwza, v. Milk a cow (acc.) sharply, with quick motion, as when taking advantage of the moment when she is letting it flow freely (shisi); praise a person (acc.) i.e. sing his praises, call him by all his izi-bongu (of which the Native is proud); praise a person (acc.) by applauding his good actions or character; tell or relate news (acc.) and the like in a slight brief manner to a person, as might a new arrival or visitor (ela form with acc. of pers. and affair = xoxa, zekela; cp. landiso).

Haya, v. Be rough externally, not smooth, as a grinding-stone, or coarse bristly carpet; make be rough, as a grinding-stone (acc.) by chipping it (comp. qanda) — grind coarsely, as mealies (= gqakaza); make up i.e. invent, as a plan (acc.) or lying talk (= qamba); make up i.e. compose, as a dance-song (= qamba; see i-nGqambi); 'sing' a person (acc.) i.e. compose a song in reference to him; take up i.e. set about performing, as men a song (acc.) when learning it from the teacher, or when going through it at a dance; take up i.e.
cry. Kind Man’s river; give it fly. Man’s kraal continuous touch.


Hayi, t. intensified form of uyi q. v. u(lu)-Hayi, n. Man’s unu-tsha or buttock-covering made of twisted calf-skin so as to hang behind like so many tails. Comp. (lu)-Dhlaka, (lii)-Gqibo.

Hayiba, n. — see (lii)-Qanda.


Hayiza, v. Have the Native crying-hysteria i.e. cry out involuntarily hayi, hayi, hayi, as hysterical girls, or hysterical men who have become witch-doctors (= hayiya); (more gen. hayizela) be roughened i.e. have a rough, scraping feeling at the throat, as after eating certain foods (= nwayizela).

(iii)-Hayiza or Hayizana (HHayiza), n. Any torn, ragged thing, as any article of dress — sometimes used in plur. ama-Hayiza for the whole ‘collection’ of rags. Cp. ama-Nikiniki.

Ex. quba lape amahayizana ami, hand over here my rags — as a woman might say when asking for her dilapidated isidevaba.

Hayizi (HHayizi), int. = yayizi.

Hayizela, v. Itch, or have an irritating roughness in the throat, such as causes one to cough, or follows the eating of certain pungent foods = nwayizela; cp. kuvuzela.

ama-Hayo (no sing.), n. Conversational ‘references’ to matters — only used in phrase below = ama-Pato.

Phr. ungangikayo nas’mahayiyo, don’t even touch upon in your references i.e. don’t refer to me in any connection or in any shape or form = ungangipati nas’emaphemweni.

Haza, n. Give forth a continuous softly-hoarse rumble, as water falling in a shower, or splashing down from a height, or dashing among stones in a river; give forth a continuous light din or rumble of sound (comp. holoba), as a lot of young people simultaneously talking in a hut or assembled outside, or singing at a hunt or dance, or expressing their approval or disapproval, all at the same time, in a body; race or go rapidly along, as though causing a rushing sound, as a man walking sharply = ukuti ha, rruwa, rro, ho. Cp. hlokoma; holoba.

Ex. ugifika kuholo undindlindenini, I came while the noise was a-din in the hut. basebeha ha bonke, thereupon they all broke forth in a simultaneous noise (perhaps of reproach).

u(lu)-Hazane, n. Quick rapid walker, or swift runner — see haza.

Hazula, v. = katula.

u(lu)-Hazane, v. Any long-bodied person or animal, as a snake, some dogs, or a tall slender man.

He, t. Mostly used by girls and expressive of light ridicule or derisory merriment (the sound is produced by a laughing modulation of the voice and differently from the word below).

Hè, ukuti (Hee, ukuthi), v. Fly steadily along, skim along with great swiftness, as a bicycle or swift runner = ukuti pe.

Hé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be ‘light’ i.e. refreshingly cool, as an airy hut when not over-stuffed with furniture or people; be ‘light’ i.e. empty, without the weightiness accompanying the presence of people of importance, as in a kraal in which one arrives and finds everyone away, or only the women at home, or the kraal owner himself absent, or a room bare of furniture (= ukuti wi) = ukuba lula.

Ex. ngifumani kute he, kungako muntu, I found it all light or empty (in the kraal), there being nobody at home.

Hè, ukuti (Hee, ukuthi), v. Give a person (acc.) or animal a gash or gaping wound, as when striking a lump of meat with a sharp hatchet, or splitting a man’s scalp with a stick = heha, ukuti hebe.

Isi-He, n. Compassionate feeling, pity, sympathetic heartedness, as for one afflicted = um-Siko.

Hèbe, ukuti (Heebe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti he. um-Hebe (Hebhe), n. 5. Kind of Native-made knife = isi-Geece.

Hèbe, or Hèbe hèbe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hebesa. Cp. ukuti hebe, kwebi.

Ex. sibhe siyate hebe hebe ngenkomo, aku-
rumi, we attempt to get rid of them (the troublesome amadhlozi causing this person’s sickness) by a beast (being killed for them), but it doesn’t succeed.

isi-Hebelendu, n. Any spoon with a large broad mouth-piece. Comp. isi-Xeembbe.

Hebeza, v. Scare away, get rid of any kind of danger or pest (acc.), as cattle attacking one, locusts, troublesome amadhlozi, by shouting hebe! hebe! etc. Cp. kwibiza; hobeza.

Ex. kutiwa ukutheshelele (yenkena, it is said (by the witchdoctor), it (the ukufa or disease, or more correctly the dissatisfied amadhlozi who are held to be the cause of it) should be driven away or got rid of by (slaughter of) a beast.

hebezi imunsindo lova-ya, clear off and make us of that noise over there.

Hēbeza (Hheebeza), v. = ukuti hē, hēha.

Hēbu, ukuti (Hēobhu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti hlepupu.

Hebuka (Hhebhuka), v. = hlepuka.

Hebula (Hhebhula), v. = hlepula.

i(li)-Hebula (Hhebula), n. Man with hair about the cheeks (but less than the i(li)-Hwanga).

Hēde, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti neede.

um-Hedede, n. 5. = um-Needede.


Heha, v. = huha.

Hēha (Hheehha), v. Rave, talk loudly away in a wild, incoherent, senseless manner and generally alone, like a person out of his mind (=mpompa, hūha, hēhēma); deal a person (acc.) or animal a gash or gapping cut, as with a hatchet or when splitting the scalp with a stick (=ukuti hē; see um-Hehe) [Her. hēha, chop off].

u(lu)-Hēha (Hheehha), n. Raving habit i.e. of wildly talking when alone or in a senseless manner, as some lunatics = u(lu)-Huka.

um-Hēhe (Hheehhe), n. 5. Large gapping wound or gash, as might be made by a blow with a hatchet. See hēha.

i(li)-Heheba, n. Anything with a rough, uneven surface, as a stone, person’s hand after work (oft. used in plur.) = ama-Haye; sometimes applied to a tape-worm.

Hēheka (Hheehheka), v. Go ravingly insane, be insane with the habit of wild senseless talking (used in perf.) = huheka.

Heheka (s. k.), v. = huheka.

He he he (the last syll. gen. prolonged), int. Oh my! etc. — expressing merry ridicule — often shouted by a boy after a girl who may be passing = ho lo to.

Hehenuka (Hhehenuka), v. = mukeleka.

Heheza, or Hehezel, v. Breathe rapidly pant, as a dog after running (comp. kefuzela); tell or report something (acc.) to a person (ela form with doubt, acc.) secretly, make known to him privately (= ilebela).

Ex. leyo’tada ngaiyiheshelela ny’a-Majiyana, that affair was whispered to me by Majiyana.

Hela, v. Stand in line with face to the front, forming an isi-Ceme, as girls dancing (used in perf. = rrela); draw a line of fire across the veldt, as a man when setting fire to the grass at the annual burns; carry about a report or matter (acc.), take it along among the kraals, as a mischievous gossipier; cut or pain a woman (acc.), as do the bearing-down pains of childbirth (=sika; see um-Helo); snuff up snuff (acc.) remaining on one’s palm after holding some, or from a leaf or i-viti as an old woman (comp. bema); (C.N.) make a hut with holes or chinks in thatch or wattled sides.

i(li)-Helanjadu, n. Mischievous, untrustworthy gossipier, who can’t hold his tongue, talks abroad secrets confided to him, distorts the truth, etc. Cp. i(li)-Falafala. See hela; falaza.

i(li)-Hele, n. File of people, string of cattle, or row of things, few or many, standing or walking one behind the other (not front-faced = isi-Ceme; a long train = u(lu)-Dwendwe, u(lu)-Jenga) — see hela; any plane-formed (not solid or bulky) thing whose surface is filled with holes or unduly large interstices, like a sieve or a wattle frame of a hut when not compactly built, any gauze-like cloth of loose texture, or a field hoed or sown in separated patches (comp. i(li)-Qalinga); any one of the separate holes, chinks, or interstices in any such thing as above (comp. i-Mfangananga).

Ex. indhu ka’Bani il‘ihele. So-and-so’s hut is (like a sieve) all holes i.e. with the wattle meshes unduly large.

indhu ka’Bani imahela. So-and-so’s hut is all holes, i.e. abundant in little chinks between the thatch where it has not been closely placed.

Ex. indhu ka’Bani imahela. So-and-so’s hut is all holes, i.e. abundant in little chinks between the thatch where it has not been closely placed.

P. sihlangepo persul (nyugolezi), pantsi si’mahela, we are close above (like the ibe-Eti), underneath we are holes — our friendship is only superficial, a thing of the mouth, as one man might say of another whom he cou-
si...helele, n. = i(li)-Rrwa.

Héle hèle hèle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Waft or blow very softly, as a gentle breeze passing = heleza.

Hélele, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti rvrelele.

i(li)-Helesi, n. Anything unusually light of its kind, a mere 'feather' in the hand, as a card-board box, very thin calabash, very light beer-basket, a bundle or load surprisingly light for its size = i(li)-Henge, i(li)-Pepezi, i(li)-Papasi, u(lu)-Heleke.

Heleza, v. = ukuti hele hele hele.

um-Helo, n. 5. Medium-sized basket, smaller than an i(li)-Qoma, but larger than an i-mBrnge; cutting pain felt by a woman when bearing down in childbirth (commonly in plur. = um-Siko, um-Kwa; see hele).

Hema, v. = hemuza.

Hêma (Hheema), v. = hêna, mpompa.

i(li)-Hembe (Iheembhe), v. Shirt [D. Hempi].

Hêmbu, ukuti (Hembhu, ukuthi), v. = hembuka; hembuna, hembuza; ukuti hembu.

Hembuka (Hembhuka), v. Get torn off, as below = ukuti hembu; hembuka.

Hembuna (Hembhuna), v. Tear off (by violently pulling), as a man weeding might the tops of the weeds (ace. — not pulling up by the roots = kultula) or as a nail might tear off a portion of one's garment = hembuza, hembuna.

Hembuza (Hembhuza), v. = hembuna.

um-Heme, n. 1. Person utterly destitute of everything = um-Hlalaqa.

Hêmu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hemuza.

Hêmu, ukuti (Hheemu, ukuthi), v. Be half dark and half light in colour, as the face of an ox or a shield; hence, get done off i.e. blackened off or lightened off on one side or one half, as the one half of a field when ploughed and the other remaining, or the veldt burnt off only on one side of a locality, or the sky when the rain-clouds have passed off towards one side leaving the other clear, or (metaphor.) the pain of a sick person when it has temporarily or partially passed off = hemuka; make be half dark and half light in colour, as one might a fancy-dress (ace.), or the head of a person when shaving off only one half of the hair, or the field or veldt above = hemula.

i(li)-Hêmu (Iheemu), n. Thing dark on one side and light on the other, as an ox black or red on one side of the body and having white patches on the other, or a shield similarly coloured; (C. N.) = w-Nohemu.

Hêmuka (Iheemuka), v. = ukuti hêmu.

i(li)-Hemuhemu, n. Person given to talking untruths, tales, fabricated statements, etc.; such a fabricated statement, made-up report, etc. See hemuza.

Hêmula (Iheemula), v. = ukuti hêmu.

Hemuza, v. Talk lies, fabricated tales, etc. = ukuti hêmu, hema. See (i(li)-Hemuhemu.

isi-Henge, n. Small broad-mouthed calabash, used for beer.

i(li)-Hêngenhenge, n. = i(li)-Helesi.

u(lu)-Hengele, n. = um-Papu.

i(li)-Henge, n. = i(li)-Helesi.

u(lu)-Hengezi, n. = u(lu)-Yengezi.

Henqa, v. (C. N.) = hônga.

ama or izi-Hêngqenhaqa, n. Separated groups or clusters of people sitting about here and there in one place, as at a feast (not when so standing about = ama-Xongoxongo) = izi-Hênhahinga.

Hêpu, ukuti (Hephu, ukuthi), v. Cut off with a sudden whisk of any sharp instrument, sever at a stroke, as when separating from the lump by a sharp cut a piece of meat (ace.) already hanging therefrom, or when cutting off by a single movement of the sickle a bunch of grass (ace.) held by the hand (= hepula, hepuna); get so cut off by a single stroke (= hepuka). Cp. ukuti iquu. [Her. kepura, cut off at a stroke].

um-Hêpuhepu (Hêpuhephu), n. 5. Kind of long coarse grass.

Hepuka (Hhephuka), v. = ukuti hepu; cp. iquu.

Hepula or Hepuna (Hphula), v. = ukuti hepu; cp. iquu.

Heqenga, v. Wander idly about, 'loaf' about, without any apparent object, in other people's kraals, or in other women's huts in the home kraal = hegenga, hegqua.

u(lu)-Heqengu, n. Idle wanderer, or loafer about, as in other people's kraals or other women's huts in the home kraal. See heqenga.

Hequnga, v. = heqenga.

Hequza, v. = heqenga.

Hesha, v. Throw any upright thing, as a pillar (ace.), man, or cow, out of the perpendicular by pulling it away at its base, so that unless supported, it will fall, as one would do if wanting to bring
down a roof, or as the Natives do when wanting to bring down a young beast by catching hold of its legs and pulling them aside (= kela); cut away long grass and weeds (acc.) from any place, as when clearing it for ploughing (= hula) [Her. henvya, cut off, as hair].

Hěshe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Whisk up, whisk away anything (acc.) of a very light nature, as the wind taking up and away a piece of paper (acc.) lying in its course, or a man taking up any article, as a bandbox, which appears heavy from its size but is really unusually light (cp. i(li)-Helesi); draw or take out just a little, as a handful of mealies from a sack (= ukuti tweshe); (sometimes hěshe hěshe) rattle, as earth or small stones when shaken up in a calabash or tin-can, as when securing away locusts; make so to rattle, shake up the earth (acc.) or stones, as above = hesheza.

isi-Heshe, n. Girl’s unutsha or girdle made of short strings of beadwork hanging separate and loose like a fringe right round the body; girl’s isi-Gege made of hanging strings of beadwork in the same way; long waving beard (not cut stiffly), as of many Dutchmen (= u-Celemba; um-Neele; cp. i-nTshebe); wearer of such a beard.

u(ulu)-Heshe, n. = i(li)-Helesi; and u-Rebe.

ubu-Heshe, n. = i-nHesheza.

Hesheza, v. Rattle, as earth or small stones when shaken about inside a calabash, box, or tin-can, or as a little sniff inside a sniff-box; make so to rattle, shake up the earth (acc.), stones, or sniff as above, as when securing away locusts (comp. hashaza); whisk up or away, take up lightly, as the wind a piece of paper (acc.), or a man an unusually light article or parcel = ukuti heshe, ukuti keshe.

i-nHesheza, n. Little sniff still left in a sniff-box, just so little as to be capable of producing a rattling noise when shaken; hence, little, or very small quantity of anything, as a ‘handful’ of mealies, beans, dunbis, still left of one’s supply, or given to a person = ubu-Heshe; i-nKhesheza; cp. u-Kweshe.

Hěvu, ukuti (Hhevu, ukuthi), v. = hevuza; hevuzeka.

u-Hevu (Hhevu), n. Any kind of spreading ulcer, syphilitic sore, etc., that ‘eats into’ the flesh considerably.

Hevuza (Hhevuza), v. Eat into the flesh considerably, as certain kinds of sores.

Hevuzeka (s. k.), v. Get eaten into, as a person or his body by spreading sores, as above.

Hěwu, ukuti (Hheewu, ukuthi), v. Cut, break, or tear off a piece, as of flesh, or of an earthen pot (acc.) = hēwula; get so cut, broken, or torn off = hēwu-ka.

ama-Hewu (no sing.), n. Fermented mealie-porridge [introduced from N.].

isi-Hewu (Hheewu), n. Piece cut, broken, or torn off from anything, as above; such thing itself from which the piece has been cut, broken, or torn off. Cp. isi-Hlepú.

Hěwuka (Hheewuka), v. = ukuti hėwu.

Hěwula (Hheewula), v. = ukuti hėwun.

Hewula (Hheewula), v. Utter a wailing cry, wail, as a woman in grief (= hēwula); howl in a wailing manner, as a hyena (not a dog – see um-Kulungwane).

Hěza (Heeza), v. = ukuti ĕr.

um-Hiba (pl. imi-Hiba or Hibahiba), n. 5. = um-Gidingo.

Ex. ubambhe uwa’ahiba muni namhlange? what affair, or business, has he gone away about to-day?

Hibanisa, v. Complicate, entangle or confusedly mix up together, as a lot of string (acc.); confusedly mix up things (acc.) together with a purpose, as a woman who mixes in with her own the mealie-cobs of another person which may be lying near, thus rendering them indistinguishable, so that she may easily steal them.

isi-Hibe, n. Slip-knot, loop, noose, as for trapping, catching, or suspending anything; coil or circular winding, as of rope or wire, for hanging on a peg (cp. i(li)-Faba; i-Nkata).

Hida, v. Wattle, as a fence (acc.) by intertwining with twigs or wattles (= píea); sew roughly, with long loose stitches, as when tacking two pieces of cloth (acc.) together previous to sewing, or thatching a roof (= haba; qalinyisa).

u(ulu)-Hidi, n. Any long string of a thing, as a long rope, railway train, a long endless story = u(ulu)-Hule.

Hila, v. Entangle about, catch by entangling around, as a string (nom.) might the feet (acc.) of a person or the branch of a tree about which it is drawn (= kintssha); entangle a thing about, noose it, catch it by an entanglement, as a person (nom.) when catching an animal (acc.) by a noose (= kintssha); catch a person (acc.) in his talk i.e. fasten upon him sharply and craftily for some state-
ment he may inadvertently have made (= kilela); choke a person (acc.), 'catch' him in the throat, as food or a bone might when sticking in the throat (= kwinca; cp. gweliza; nd) [Sw. hila, a trap, trick].

Hilela, v. Entangle a thing (acc.) about or around with a string (with nga) or noose, as a person might the leg of an animal; entangle i.e. make get caught by entanglement, as one might a rope (acc.) or string when twisting it round a tree (loc.): entangle about i.e. catch round, get entangled about, as a string might about the branches (loc.) of a tree through which it is pulled (= hileka, hileleka); entangle itself i.e. get entangled or caught together, as a bunch of string (nom.) when forming together in a knot (= hileka, hileleka).

Hilelana, v. Entangle or get entangled together, as a bunch of string (used in perf.).

Hileleka (s. k.), v. — see hilela.

(iii)-Hiliba, n. A 'fast' girl, loose flirt, who merely 'plays' with the young men.

Hilikiqa (s. k.), v. Commit evil, do wrong of any serious, criminal nature, as robbing, immorality, and the like (= ukuti halakaqa; cp. rrina); drive or chase off by pelting with missiles, as one might a strange dog (acc.); slip away to, slip into, as a child running off to another kraal by stealth, or stealing into a hut it has been forbidden to enter = ukuti hilikiqi.

Hilikiqi ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = hilikiqa.

Ex. oke ngiti hilikiqi ezibenzi, let me just slip into the outhouse (to steal a drink of beer).

(iii)-Hilikiqi (s. k.), n. Evil-doer, crime-worker, scoundrel, villain = (ii)-Hatanqa, (iii)-Halakaqa.

Hina, v. Cut off at the end so as to shorten, as one might a dress (acc.) or long sleeping-mat = huna [Her. hunya, cut, as hair].

um-Hini, n. 5. Thing cut short, as above, as a dress, mat, etc.

izi-Hinqahinya, n. = ama-Hengahinya.

Hintsha (s. t.), v. = hila.

Hïntshe, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. = hilela.

Hintshëka (s. t.; s. k.), v. = hileka, hileleka — see hilela.

Hintshëla (s. t.), v. = hilela.

i-nHintshëla (s. t.), n. Entanglement in a string, as made by a loop, slip-knot, noose, knot, etc. Cp. isi-Hile.

Hintshi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. = hila, hilela.

Hintshiza (s. t.), v. = hila, hilela.

Hintshizisana (s. t.), v. Take one another up sharply for some rash statement each has inadvertently made = hiliana.

(iii)-Hiqihiqi, n. One who gets brought up or is continually made to hesitate, as below.

ubu-Hiqihiqi, n. Affair complicated by many difficulties, that constantly bring one to a stand.

Hiqiza, v. Get caught or brought abruptly to a stand-still, get 'stuck', as a man in a disputation when confronted with arguments which he cannot answer, or a rusty needle when it gets caught in the hole or (by comparison) a machine that breaks down somewhere and so comes to a stand; get choked, as by a bone.

isi-Hiya (Hiyia), n. Mixture of pumpkin or mashed sweet-potato with crushed mealies or mabele; also applied to um-Neindo q. v. = isi-Jingi.

Hla (infin. ukhu-le; subj. hle; perf. hle — vowel of unshortened length), defect, aux. v. — used idiomatically and signifying 'actually, just, so', when used to express reproachful surprise, etc. = se of the same meaning [Comp. Xo. eku-hleni, clearly, openly — probably the same word — and Zulu so, be clear, as sky; also comp. freq. interchanging in Z. of hla or hle and se; also identity of i-Hla and i-So (the eye). From which it would appear that hla and sa are merely different varieties of the same root].

Ex. usinisa, kube kuka'Mangobe (abbreviated for usinisa, kube kube ukwina kuka'Mangobe), you dance just like Mangobe (in full form, 'you dance, it is just the dancing of Mangobe').

uhamba, kube kube (or kube kube) uMangobe, you walk just like Mangobe (lit. you walk, it is just Mangobe himself).

uhlutele (or us'utule)? kawumuzwa, yini, ekubiza? so you just be silent? don't you hear him calling you?

uile wamagibuka nje, was'edhila, he just merely looked at me, and then went on.

ugqhe nyintolile el'uzumile nje, ngimkulise, nes'ehle angimbenselo!' that I should just take him in a homeless wail, bring him up, and then he actually turn his back on me!

kuyangimanga isita, umuntu oganga-we ukule 'enze kanjalo, that surprises me, that a person of your age should come to act in such a way!


um or umu-Hla, n. 5. (seldom used as
simple noun in this form, except in plur. and adverbially). Day = i(la)-Langa, u(la)-Suku. Cj. i-Mini [akin to umu-So (morrow) and sa (dawn) — Sw. kw-cha, dawn; Ga. mu-cha, dawn].

Ex..name isyanke, yemhinisa nemhinla, imihla namalanga, imihla nayizolo or namazolo, every day, day by day, day after day. n'anga, on the day when.

ngomhlonanye, on the day after to-morrow.

ngomhlonanye ronwanye, or ngomhlomonwe ronwanye, or ngomhlonanye wongklomonwe, or ngomhlonanye wonzhlomonwe, or ngomhlewe, on the day after to-morrow, i.e. on the third day (after to-day).

mhlawunbe, or mhlawunbe, perhaps, per-chance (lit. another day, sometimes).

u(la)-Hla. n. (C.N.) = u(la)-Hlulu.

Hlaba, v. Pierce or stick a thing (acc.) with any sharp-pointed instrument, as when sticking a piece of meat with a fork; stab, as a beast with an assegai (= ukuti gqushu); slaughter, slay with a piercing instrument, as a beast for food, or a man in battle (= gwaza); prick, as a person's body with a pin, or as a thorn might a man's foot (= ukuti gqushu); gore, as one cow another with its horn; thrust, give a thing (acc.) a thrust, with any pointed instrument like a stick (= ukuti enshe); strike with any sharp-pointed instrument i.e. make it penetrate, as with a pick in any particular spot; pain, or attack with pain, as in any disease might a person (acc.) in particular part of the body; thrust in or through, as the worker outside does the needle (with nga) when thatching a hut (= tula, hloma) — also idiomatically in numerous senses as below [Chw. thlaba, pierce].

Ex. ukufa kwemhlaba laya, the disease attacked him with pain in this place (on the body).

ukulima amazwi ahlabayo, you speak words that are painful.

Phr. mangu umntwana engihlaba amule (or ite) kuye, this is the child in whom I experience pleasure, gladness, or satisfaction.

uNdwander we'shlabana iyanu lokaba, Ndwanwe then struck up, or led off, with a song of their country.

baye kuhlaba wengoiso, they (the young men) have gone to hurl their spears (in the ground) outside the hut in which the betrothed of one of them is menstruating (according to a former custom).

bahlaba ilele, they went in single file, one behind the other.

ng'exwa kuhlatsheka umkosi, I heard a cry of notice given — whether it be of alarm at any danger, or announcement of any event of public concern.

kufike amaNlenya, esa 'kuhlabo isikosi ukuhulunye.plate 100.
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The Prickly-aloe, but found only in male. The Hindoos use a sharp stick to make fire. For this purpose they have a stick called *i(li)-Hlaba*. The Prickly-aloe, *Aloe ferox*, is used as a substitute. When the young leaves are peeled off, they are boiled in water and the juice is used to make a tea. The juice is also used to treat boils and wounds.

**um-Hlaba, n. 5.** Aloe (Aloe ferox) plant or leaves thereof (which are not prickly, but have thorny edges), which are commonly used by the Native for mixing with snuff to render it more pungent — *i-nTlaba*. Comp. *i(li)-Hlaba* [Sw. mshubiri, aloe].

Phr. *nishwala bunnumandi, bung’umhlabana*, the beer is nice, it is like aloes, *i.e.* is strong, pungent.

**um-Hlaba (Hlaba), n. 5.** The earth or world (not the soil — *um-Hlabati*); land, such as might be owned by any particular individual (— *i(li)-Zvee*); used (N) for ama-Dhlozi (— *um-Hlabati, i-nTlabati*) [Skr. jagat, world; Ar. ard, earth; Gr. plasma, mould; Sw. shamba, land; Mamb. neba].

Hlabahlosi, ukuti (*uKuthi*), v. Be perfectly satisfactory (of its kind), without defect or fault to be found, as a garment or vessel, singing, talk, and the like.

Ex. kuboci’muntu kakushilo ukuti hlabahlosi, with that person there is a screw loose somewhere, it is not all perfectly right.

**i(li)-Hlabaledhule (pl. ama-Hlabahedhule), n.** Unprincipled wanderer, who sets up for a short time in one strange kraal then leaves it for another (— *i(li)-Hapeshe*; cp. um-Shangeshe, *i(li)-Hambelelabhel ela; um-Hambama*).

**i(li) - Hlabalokumbelwa (Hlabalokumbhelwa), n.** (— *i(li)-Zawenkande*; cp. um-Lanywana).

**isi-Hlabamkondhlwane (Hlabamkondhlwane), n.** Certain veld-herb having a thorny flower and whose leaves are used for *ub-Endhle* and the roots medicinally for a cough.

**isi-Hlabamhloko, n.** Any unusual occurrence, supposed to predict a coming *um-Hlola*, as when the children set up play stations at an *isi-Lilo* q.v., or mealies send forth filaments from the grains themselves, or when certain birds or insects appear (see *i(li)-Bika*).

**um-Hlabampunzi (s.p.), n. 5.** Certain tree, used for making Dingane’s sticks.

**i(li)-Hlabamvula, n.** (C.N.) = *i(li)-Hlabazulu*.

Hlabana, v. Fight bravely, as a warrior stabbing right and left in a fight; do bravely, in any deed requiring courage, as when a man attacks and kills a dangerous snake or wild-beast.

**i(li)-Hlabantsungulo (used collect.; s.t.), n.** Seedling of mealie or any other similarly growing plant (whose seed-leaves pierce through the soil in a sharply pointed twirled-up manner). Cp. *isi-Pumpu*.

**isi-Hlabane, n.** After or second-crop of ama-bele growing out from old or already harvested stalks. See *hloaba*.

**Hlabaneke (s. k.), v.** Shiver (C.N.) — see *hlakanyeka*.

**ubu-Hlabankomo (loc. ebu-Hlabankomo; s. k.), n.** Place just below the left armpit, or spot corresponding thereto in an ox where it is usually stabbled so as to reach the heart.

**um-Hlabangubo, n. 5.** Prickly seed or seeds of the *u-Qudolo* weed.

**i(li)-Hlabati (Hlabathi), n.** Whitish sandy soil; sometimes applied to pure sand (— *isi-Hlabati*) [At. ile, sand].

**isi-Hlabati (Hlabathi), n.** Sand, as on the sea-shore; gravel; sometimes applied to sandy soil; an *i-buto lesintombi* formed by *Mpano* about the time of his flight into *Natal* from Dingane.

Phr. *uNkudi* *ufana nemhlabati zeela-dhle, Nkulu* is like the sea-sand *i.e.* is very light complexioned. See um-Hanga.

**um-Hlabati (Hlabathi), n. 5.** Ground, earth, soil, land; applied to the ama-Dhlozi or those down below, already buried; also to the soil of a grave (— *i(li)-Hlaba* which is not touched when hoeing, and is sometimes used for *uku-takata* = *i-nTlabati* [Lat. terra, earth; sabulun, sand; Hi. zamin, earth; reta, sand; Ar. ard, earth; ita, soil; Sw. inchi, arthi (from Ar.); Ga. insti; Bo, si; Mor. badi; Her. e-hi].

Ex. *nyikutole emhlabatini*, I found in it the soil, or on the earth.

*nyikutole punzis*, I found it on the ground (anywhere).

*waqhosha umhlabati* (or *ilhlabu*), he was made to eat, *i.e.* was poisoned with, grave-
HLA

soil — which is supposed to be one of the causes of \textit{i(i)-Xwala} or consumption.

\textit{kwa} Msunduzu kungenye nohlubaté wakó-Bantu, at Msunduzu’s there has got in the earth-people or \textit{ama-dhlolo}, \textit{i.e.} there is somebody there who is down with pleurisy (\textit{a(h)}-\textit{Hlabo}) — which is supposed to be caused by the \textit{ama-dhlolo}.

\textit{P. nohlubati kaqewon}i, the ground doesn’t get fat (however many are buried in it) — a word of lamentation over a dead friend.

\textit{i(li)-Hlabazulu, n.} Young bullock of about two years old, with its horns still ‘pointed heavenwards = \textit{i-nTvabisantimba}.

\textbf{Hlabela, v. = habelela.}

\textbf{Hlabelela, v.} Sing, generally (not properly of a bird = \textit{kala}). Cp. \textit{huba}.

\textbf{isi-Hlabelelo, n.} Song of childhood, which almost every mother inverts for her child, and which is sung during infancy, at the time of first menstruation and marriage; (M) song, hymn, psalm (fr. verb \textit{hlabelela}). Comp. \textit{isi-Takazelo; i(li)-Gamü; (ii)-Hubo}.

\textbf{um-Hlabelo, n. 5.} Any medicine used for ‘rubbing in’ to remedy a fracture, sprain, or snake-bite.

\textbf{Hlabesa, v. (C.N.) = hlebeza.}

\textbf{Hlabisa, v.} Make to slaughter \textit{i.e.} present to a person (acc.) a beast (acc. or with \textit{nga}) for slaughtering, as \textit{e.g.} when he comes on a visit to the kraal; hence, present with, generally, even with things (with \textit{nga} or acc.) which do not require killing, as a blanket.

Ex. \textit{kakona, yini, umuntu ofikayo, anga-\textit{hlabishesa} luto \textit{na}? is there then any person who arrives (on a visit) and is not presented with something?

\textbf{isi-Hlabo, n.} Small piece of wood having iron points or nails knocked in and used for scraping skins (\textit{= i-nDhlwando}) fork; fork, for eating meat.

\textbf{u(lu)-Hlabo, n.} Sharp piercing pain in the side near the breast — a symptom of pleurisy and pleurodynia and supposed to be caused by the \textit{amadhloli} (\textit{isi-Boho}; see \textit{bokoda}); footprint of a hoofed animal (N. — see \textit{i(li)-Sondo}).

\textbf{um-Hlabamkonde (Hlabamkhonde), n. 5.} Person looking fixedly downward, from fear, etc. (C.N.). See \textit{um-Konde}.

\textbf{Hláfa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti fahla.}

\textbf{Hláfaza, v. = fahlaza.}

\textbf{Hláfu hiáfu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hla-}

\textbf{tusa.}

\textbf{ama-Hláfuhiáfu} (\textit{no sing.}), n. Grain merely broken up or very coarsely ground on the stone (\textit{= i-nQarunqarun}); garment worn or moth-eaten into rags (\textit{= ama-Dhlavudhlavu}). See \textit{hlafiza}.

\textbf{Hláfuna, v.} Chew or masticate anything (acc.) in the mouth; wear out clothes (acc.) in an unduly short time; rate a person (acc.) soundly, ‘give it to him’ with words (ep. \textit{dhlavuzu}) [Sw. Bo. \textit{tahuna}; Her. \textit{tahuna}].

Phr. \textit{ongena’sigepe sentlabati eyokuhlafun-eyijima, who hasn’t a piece of land (of his own) will eat his mealie-grains while running, \textit{i.e.} won’t have a place where he can even sit down and enjoy his food.

\textbf{Hláfunela, v.} Put a person (acc.) up to anything by advice or suggestion, as a young-man to take a particular girl or a man as to what he should say at his defence. Comp. \textit{funzelela; niezeza}.

\textbf{Hláfuza, v.} Merely break up or grind coarsely grain (acc.) on the stone, as a lazy girl only half grinding (\textit{= gqakaza}); tear about into holes, as a careless boy his clothes (acc.) or the moth when eating them (\textit{= dhlavuzza}).

\textbf{Hláhla, v.} Cut anything (acc.) with a clear chopping blow; hence, chop up, as a slaughtered ox by chopping the bone-joints (\textit{= hlahlela}); chop down, as a tree or tree branch; chop off, as sugar-cane or \textit{ime}, when collecting it from the field; deal a person (acc.) a heavy blow causing on open wound (\textit{= i-nGozi}) on the head; open a painful bruise (\textit{= i-nGozi}), by dealing it a brisk slitting-cut with a very sharp knife; divide off, as a captain his regiment into troops (acc.); open out, disclose, as the sky does the sun (acc.) when it eats asunder the clouds and allows it to appear; be or become clear, bright, without obscurity of colour, as water when it ‘eats itself off’ from the sediment \textit{i.e.} when the sediment has settled (\textit{= eeba}), or Kafir-corn that has grown fine clear-tinted grains (used in perf.); make so clear or bright, as a good calabash is supposed to make the whey (acc.) by well separating off the eurds, leaving a pure serum (ep. \textit{hlweng}; put on nodes or joints (acc.), as an \textit{ime} plant does from below after attaining the height of about two feet [Her. \textit{heha}, chop off; \textit{hahiza}, chop up; Sw. \textit{kato}, \textit{chanja}, chop].

Ex. \textit{ngiyakubiyana, (amanzi) es’ehlahlile, I shall return when it (the water) has already settled or become clear.}

\textit{mahle la’mabele, abahlilile}, this Kafir-corn is nice, having clear-coloured grains.

\textit{yaseyisuka induna, yahlaha amariy}, then the captain went and separated off the various sections of (the regiment).
HLA

wambilaha ingoxi ekama, he cut him a wound on the head.

seliyahlaha ilanga, it (the sky) is now putting the clouds aside, and letting the sun come out.

i(li)-Hlahla, n. A 'chopping' i.e. a branch of a tree, portion of a bush, and the like, when chopped off or away for any purpose, as the bush-choppings left when one clears a spot for ploughing, the portion of a bush with which one might block up a pathway, or the branches which one chops off in the bush for making or wattling a kraal-fence. Comp. i(li)-Hlamwe.

isi-Hlahla, n. Bush i.e. a single small tree; a small 'bush' or clump of small trees isolated together on the veld; that spot, generally a bush, though sometimes a river-side or open veld, where the bridal-party assemble to dress themselves or put on their finery on the morning before a wedding-dance [Sw. ki-chaka, thicket].

Phr. vanutola esihlahleni (or endhle), she got him (the child) in a bush (or on the veldt) i.e. by illegitimate intercourse. See um-Lamjeka.

P. isihlahla asingelwe, the bush (to which you run for shelter) is not defiled with ordure = don't speak ill of him who has befriended you.

um-Hlahlahla, n. 5. Certain tree (C.N.).

um-Hlahlamakwaba, n. 5. Certain tree (Bridelia micerantha) (N).

Hlahlamela, v. Come across anything good (acc.) by luck, by chance or unexpected good-fortune, as beer in a kraal, money on the road or a lost thing long sought for and unfound; come down upon one (acc.) by luck or chance, as any good fortune, or bad, as an accident or other misfortune; hence, passive, hlahlanye-lwa, be come down upon by, take the chances of, risk, as a traveller dangers (acc.). See i-nilahla.

Ex. ngapombuka, ngati, ngiyakwela ingxazi, ngaseqhlahlamela ingxama, I went aside (into a kraal), thinking I would ask a pinch of snuff, when I had the good fortune to come across meat.

ngati ngiyagoluka, ng'eluka sengimihlahlamele, as I was returning home, suddenly I chanced by good luck upon him.

siyakupika nqokuhamba, ingoxi isihlahlamele, we shall simply travel on ahead, and let the danger come down upon us by luck shall chance the danger.

siyakuhamba nase, sibhalanyeleke ingoxi, we shall go with you and be come down upon by luck by any danger, i.e. and will chance or run the risk of any danger.

HLA

Hlahlamelisa, v. Make one come across good things (doub. acc.), make one (acc.) lucky or of good fortune, as some charms are supposed to do.

um-Hlahle (Hlaahle), n. 5. Coast tree, bearing edible berries (i-nTsheshe); (with plur.) kind of long grass or rush (i.e. a single rush) growing in moist meadow places and yielding fibre.

Hlahlela, v. Chop up a slaughtered beast (acc.) "hlahla."

um-Hlahlo (Hlaahlo; or by some unlengthened), n. 5. A going together of all men of any particular locality (generally by order of the chief) to consult an um-ngoma, that an evil-doer who is supposed to be among them may become 'smelt out'; the actual consultation itself = i-nGoboco. See bula; nuka.

X.B. Should any serious and unaccountable evil chance to befal a kraal, as for instance, the death of a large number of its inmates or its cattle, the kraal-owner would send out, into different districts, three or four members of his family or friends to bula i.e. consult a witchdoctor as to the cause of the occurrence. This preliminary proceeding is technically styled uku-puka xinhalhela. Should the result of such consultation show that the evil has been worked by some human-being in the neighbourhood (not by the ancestral-spirits or ama-dhloxi), the kraal-owner will forthwith advise the chief, and this latter on his part will authorise some suitable person to arrange for a general and united consultation with any particular witchdoctor by all the men in the neighbourhood. This organiser of the affair is said 'to be given an umhlalho' (uku-nikwe umhlaho) to arrange. Of the men going in body to such a consultation, it is said that 'they are an umhlaho, or ingoboco' (bang'umhlaho), and that 'they are going to hold an umhlaho' (baya 'kubula umhlaho'); and of the witchdoctor himself, that 'he is holding an umhlaho' (uyabula umhlaho).

ubu-Hlahlo, n. Place cleared of its bush for cultivation = ubu-Cabe.

Hlāka, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = hlakaka; hlakaza.

(i)-Hlaka (s.k.), n. Beestings, or milk of a cow for the first couple of days after calving. Comp. um-Tubi, u(lu)-Bisi.

(u(lu))-Hlaka (s.k.), n. Reed-mat i.e. a number of long reeds bound together by fibres and used for wrapping round food-stuffs, a human corpse, etc., when to be carried; small hut, or kraal-partition, built of a fence of similar reed-work, and used for keeping calves or beer in.
Ex. *utshwala buso'hlakeni*, the beer is in the reed-hut.

**HLA**

$s$. $k$. $v$. Cut apart, as the bones (acc.) of a slaughtered beast at the joints, or the two sides of a Native hut (acc.) when removing it in two sections; open out, so as to see, or be seen, clearly, as a complicated affair (acc.) or a person's dense head (acc.) by explaining to him [akin to *hlakaza*].

Ex. unumungu uyakusidilakahela le'dababa, the whiteman will explain to us this matter. *izibalo lezi yiHLakalaha amaHLakanda*, this arithmetic opens out our heads, dispels their density.

**u(lu)-HLakahla** (sometimes plur. *i-nHLakahla*; $s$. $k$.), $n$. Spittle dried round the mouth after sleep (comp. ama-Kotokoto); the spongy-bones at the back of the nose internally; yeld-plant whose large bulbous root is used as an *isi-Hlambazo*.

**ama-HLakahla** (no sing. $s$. $k$.), $n$. Tatters, thing all in rags or ragged disorder, as a ragged coat, sleeping-mat falling to bits from wear, or thatch on a hut all knocked about in disorder; untidiness, dirty disorder, generally, as rubbish lying about a hut, or dried food and dirt on the unwashed face of a child = *ama-Hlakarv*, *i-nHLakantlaka*, ama-Hlikihliki.

**HLakalisa** ($s$. $k$.), $v$. = *citisa*.

**HLakaka** ($s$. $k$.), $v$. = *hlakazeke*.

**isi-HLakala** ($s$. $k$.), $n$. Wrist. Comp. *i(li)-Qakala* [Her. *e-ngaha*, wrist].

**HLákalala**, ukuti (*ukuthi*; $s$. $k$.), $v$. Be disorderly scattered about, all in confusion, as things thrown about, or people engaged in a general quarrel or commotion = *ukuti xalakala*.

**ubu-HLakalala** ($s$. $k$.), $n$. Disorderly scattering about in all directions, confusion, commotion, as of things thrown about, or of people quarrelling or bustling about = *ubu-Xalakala*.

**isi-HLakalane** ($s$. $k$.), $n$. Pain in the wrist from grinding — supposedly caused by the fact of a 'boy' having previously ground on the stone.

**ifi-HLakani** ($s$. $k$.), $n$. Crafty, cunning individual = *ifi-Qili*. See *qina*.

**ubu-HLakani** ($s$. $k$.), $n$. Craftiness, cunning = *ubu-Qili*.

**HLakaniapa** (*HLakanipha*), $v$. Be smart intellectually, in any sense; be wise, sensible, prudent, in one's actions or judgement; be skilful, clever, in matters of work; be smart, bright, sharp, lively, not dull-minded or stupid, as a smart boy or servant, or a dog; be cautious, wary, on the look out, as for dangers or sudden occurrences (= *xwaya*); reach the age of reason i.e. begin to show sense and mental brightness, as a child of seven years of age; become brighter in spirits, as a sick person recovering from a crisis (mostly used in perf.). Comp. *qina*; *ewepe* [l. *hayen*, wise; Sw. *aungalita*, cautious; Her. *ekanyi*, watchful].

Ex. *woz'ahlakanipe belu*, he will of course come to get more sense (as he grows older).

Phr. *intombi ka'Hlambanoba ilele, igazi layo kalihlakanipe*, Hlambanoba's daughter is half-asleep (of a dull, sleepy-minded nature), her blood (or vitality) is not lively or animated.

*hlakanipile nyamantanye okwemese*, he is sharp on one side, like a knife, i.e. he is only half sharp; intelligent enough in some respects, stupid in others.

*hlakanipile ngamchelo, okwempene*, he is sharp by his eyes, like an *um-Pengq* q.v. = he looks sharp enough, but it is all eyes, he being really stupid and dull.

**HLakanipele** (*HLakaniphele*), $v$. Be smart, sharp, clever, etc., in regard to; be cautious of, on the look out for anything (acc.).

Ex. *uku isi-ahlakanipe*, to have one's wits about one, take care of oneself.

**um-Hlakanya** ($s$. $k$.), $n$. 5. Large white maggot-like wood-grub, frequently found embedded in fire-wood, and eaten by some Natives.

**HLakanyeke** ($s$. $k$.), $v$. = *qakanyeke*.

**u(lu)-HLakashia** ($s$. $k$.), $n$. = *u(lu)-HLasha*.

**isi-HLakatsha** ($s$. $k$.; $s$. $t$.), $n$. = *isi-Hlangatsha*.

**isi-HLakaviti** (*HLakavithi*), $n$. = *isi-Hlakavu*; *i-nHLakaviti*.

**ama-HLakavu** (no sing.; $s$. $k$.), $n$. Tatters, thing all fallen to bits, in ragged disorder, as a worn-out sleeping-mat, ragged *isidwaba*, or dilapidated hut = *ama-Dhlarumhla*, ama-Hlakahlaka [Her. *ou-kaka*, rags].

**isi-HLakavu** ($s$. $k$.), $n$. Sleeping-mat, *isi-dwaba*, or garment generally, all fallen to bits, in tatters = *isi-Hlakaviti*, ama-HLakavu, *isi-Dhlarumhla*, *i-nHLakavu*.

**HLakaza** ($s$. $k$.), $v$. Scatter about, disperse, as one might when throwing about a lot of things (ace.), or a dog a flock of sheep; take to pieces, knock to pieces, as a man might an old house or box (ace.), or large piece of furniture for transport (= *hlizika*; pull raggedly
about, put in disorder, as a lot of clothes (acc) arranged on shelves (= *hilikiza*); grind mealies (acc.), etc., very coarsely, merely breaking up the grains (= *gqanaka*); apportion out one's property (acc.), as a dying man does among his sons (= *aqa*); divide out the whole brew of beer (acc.) from the *imbiza* into other smaller storing vessels previous to the drink (when direct from the *imbiza* into the drinking pots or *isi-nKamba = tunga*); spread about, as a report or secret (acc.). Comp. *sakaza*.

**Hlakazeka** *(s. k.)*, v. Get scattered about, dispersed, taken to pieces, etc., as above.

Comp. *sakazeka*.

Ex. *zekhhlakazekile*, they (the crowd) have already dispersed.

*sekhenhlakazeka neswe bonke*, it has now got published abroad all over the country.


**Hlakula** *(s. k.)*, v. Weed with the hoe, clear of weeds by hoeing, as a mealie-field (acc.), or the weeds therein (not to clear off weeds in a yard by chopping them off at the top with a hoe = *centa*; nor yet by pulling them up with the hand = *sipula*.) *Her. zukura*, to weed.

Phr. *uGuda sengamlima, ngaze ngamhlakula*, as to Gudu, I have by this ploughed him and weeded him = I have come to know him through and through.

**um-Hlakuva** *(s. k.)*, n. Castor-oil bush (*Ricinus communis*).

**u(i)-Hlakuva** *(s. k.)*, n. Castor-oil seed *i.e.* stone inside the pod = *i-nTlakuva*.

Phr. *ungaza umwendunga wehlakula*, you treat me with contempt, make me out an old castor-oil-seed pot (because this pot was regarded as a thing of no importance, being kept outside, never in the hut).

N.B. The old women used originally to press oil from these seeds, after first drying and heating them. The oil was used chiefly for the smearing of skin-kilts, also for the ears of children with a scrofulous flow.

**Hlala** *(perf. *hlalile*; static perf. *hlezi)*, v. Stay, remain, stop; reside, dwell, live; sit; settle, perch, as a bird on a tree; settle, as a disease in any particular part of the body (locative); become settled upon or fixed in a person (acc.), as might any disease when becoming chronic; rest idle, without service or occupation, as an idle man, or a domestic article of no present use; bring an accusation against another (acc.), inform against him privately or behind his back (= *ceba, zekoca*) [Skr. *kši*, dwell; Heb. *shabath*, to rest; Ar. *'aṣād*, stay; Ang. Go. and most other East Afr. Bantu langs. *kala*; Ngu. etc. *ikala*; Her. *karu*; Ru. *hawa*; Gu. *jikawa*; Ga. *tula*].

Ex. *ukhala kona*, he lives or stays there *i.e.* is putting up there at the present — of a kraal-owner it would be said *w'ake kona*, he lives or has built there.

*sibhezi*, he is still there; *usahlezi*, he is still living.

*sibhezi kabi kulendawo*, we live uncomfortably, unhappily in this place.

*kusablezise kiti*, it is still lived at our place *i.e.* all is so far well.

*kasikheleke 'muntu lest'sikhala, kayikhalaza ;muntu leyi'nithi*, this chair is not sat upon or used by anybody, that hut is not lived in or occupied by anyone.

*bangeze bakhala kona*, they will never remain there.

*ukhulala kromuntu kulo'nullaba kaknegakana*, a person's staying or life on this earth is not long.

*imhezi into lo emadóloeni*, a chronic weakness has settled in his knees.

*umfane uye wahlala y'intombazana ku'gyise*, the boy was informed against by the girl to her father.

*intombazana uye yahlala ngumfana ku'gyise*, the girl went and informed against the boy to his father.

Phr. *kumhezi eubongeni*, it (the affliction) sits upon his nose — said of a person who is worried with some ever-present affliction of which he can never free himself, as a father or mother who has been thoroughly disgraced by the immoralities of a daughter whom he is naturally unable to expel from the kraal, and so must always bear the sight of her and the shame of her doings.

*sibhezi etlalele enhlana*, he is sat upon by a live-ember on his back, *i.e.* has to bear some persistently worrying affliction, as a guilty prisoner awaiting his trial.

*sibhezi emanzini*, we sit in the water, *i.e.* in a state of discomforting anxiety, as with a sick person in a critical state, some rumoured disaster, etc. Cp. *i-nGebe* (Appendix).

*umNhulala ulhla ukhulala kwake*, the sitting-person (lazy, etc.) will enjoy his sitting (and that is all; he will gain nothing else thereby) — as might be said of an indolent person who does no profitable work and so remains ever in need.
um-Hlāla (Hlaala), n. 5. Small coast tree (Strychnos spinosa), akin to the nux- vomica tree. Cp. um-Gulugusa.

um-Hlalajuba, n. 5. Certain white-wooded forest-tree = um-Mbila.

isi-Hlakakaya (Hlakakhaya), n. Stay-at-home, seldom visiting, never going up to the chief’s place, etc., from indolence, sickness, or other cause. Cp. isi-Hlalanandawonye.

isi-Hlalamahlangeni, n. Certain bird frequenting reedy places = is-Angeesheza.

um-Hlalakawana (Hlalakawana), n. 5. = um-Hlaimakwaba (N).

isi-Hlalandawonye, n. Indolent, inactive person, always ‘sitting down in the same place’ instead of going about working, etc. Cp. isi-Hlakanaka.

P. isihlalandawonye sodlha amajwabu, the sitter-in-the-one-place ate the skin-scrappings i.e. had nothing better by reason of his indolence.

i(l)-Hlalane, n. Certain tree, having an extremely hard wood.

u or i(l)-Hlankenosi (s. k), n. Kraal or hut where the chief is residing, royal kraal or hut (C.N.).

i(l)-Hlanyati (Hlanyathi), n. Tick-bird or Ox-pecker, of which there are two kinds, the Common Ox-pecker (Buphaga erythrorhyncha) and the African Ox-pecker (B. Africana) — the former very frequently seen pecking the ticks from cattle.

um-Hlanyathi (Hlanyathi), n. 5. Certain tree in the bush-vedlt.

um-Hlalapantsi (Hlaphantsi), n. 5. A lazy lounging about, with nothing to do (comp. diezeka); kind of string trap.

Ex. badhla nonghlalapantsi, they enjoy a life of sweet indolence, merely lounging about.

um-Hlalaqa (Hlalaqa), n. 5. Utterly destitute person, without cattle, wife, or children = um-Pangqolo, i-Mpabanga, um-Hene.

ubu-Hlalaqa (Hlalaqa), n. State of utter destitution.

Ex. isishaka simi sesihlezi ubuhlalaqa, my snuff-box is quite empty.

izwe selihlezi ubuhlalaqa, the land is now quite destitute (of cattle, crops from locusts, etc.)

Hlalela, n. Wait for, await, as a person waiting for another (acc.) to arrive (= linda); wait a few minutes for the cow (acc.) while the calf sucks, in order to milk her a second time; also (C.N.) = konga.

HA

Ex. nku-zi-hlalela, to live for oneself, minding one's own business.

um-Hlaleli, n. 1. (C.N.) = um-Kongi.

i(l)-Hlali, n. Herb whose roots are mixed with the flesh of a kingfisher (isi-Vuba) and used as a love-charm (C.N.).


u(lu)-Hlali, n. = u(lu)-Hlalu.

um-Hlaimakwaba or kwababa (Hlaimakwaba), n. 5. Certain coast-tree (Brdeilia microcarpa), bearing dark-coloured non-edible berries (N).

Haliswa, n. Help or make to stay or remain, make to sit, seat a person (acc.); delay, keep, a person (acc.); cause to live pleasantly or unpleasantly (kahle or kabi), as by good or bad treatment; place a thing (acc.) so as to stand, stand it; cause a betrothed girl (acc.) to remain a few days in the young-man’s kraal when she surreptitiously visits there during the period of courting (see vimbizela).

Ex. likhalise kahle, make it (the milk-calabash) stand properly.

uhlalise okwomlungu, he lives like a white-man.

isi-Hlalo, n. Seat, of any kind; long length of inDuli matting which when rolled up formed a seat for the Zulu king when sitting among his councillors; hence, chair, bench, saddle, etc.

Ex. kubangwa isihlalo sobukosi, they are contending for the royal roll-of-matting, chair of state, or throne.

u(lu)-Hlalu (no pl.), n. Small stones in a loose separated state (and of any size up to about an inch), lying upon the surface, or forming the sub-soil in some districts; any similar small hard substances lying about the ground, such as might feel uncomfortable to the bare feet in walking = u(lu)-Hlali [akin to ubu-Hlalu].

ubu-Hlalu, n. Bead, or beads [Bo. saltu; Kag. usala; Ngu. Ze. usaro; Sw. ushanga; Go. sanga; Her. o-hanga, metal-bead].

Phr. ubuhlalu bemphakane, fly’s beads — the eggs of some insect found adhering, like a string of white beads, to a stick or blade of grass.

ubuhlalu bonasolo, frog’s spawn.

Hlaluka (s. k.), n. Appear, come in sight (= qamuka); turn up, come to light, as a thing that had been lost; come up, as a young plant just peeping through the soil. Comp. ukuti qalu, ukuti qamu,
Washable, Blue-flowering—Infusion disgracing um-dlumbu slaughtering HLA in bodies—ama-Hlaluhlulu, samba; to the ukuti saliva connected which engaged of body mbu [akin to hlaza, hlambulula — MZT. samba; Kal. shamba; Chw. thlapa].

Phr. intlibiso iyahlamba, my stomach is turning i.e. is causing an unusual flow of saliva in the mouth (previous to vomiting). N.B. As soon as possible after the burial of a person, perhaps on the day following, it is customary ‘to wash the hands’ (uku-hlamba isandhlala) of those who have been engaged at the burial by slaughtering for them a beast of some kind. They do this, furthermore, ‘to wash the dead man’ (uku-mhlamba) in a very pleasant manner out of their memory (at least as far as the present very unpalatable in a circumstance is concerned), and to remove from themselves any mental depression or ‘darkness’ (uku-susa umuyama womuntu ofileyo) produced by a death in the kraal, and any defilement or restrictions which tradition has associated with the burial of a person. After this performance, at which, moreover, various uma-khahlo or wood-medicines are nibbled for ‘strengthening’ purposes, the family party may with easy minds disperse for their several homes or return to their daily avocations.

And yet not fully so; for there is still a ‘full month’ (umomba wenyanga) of mourning to be religiously observed, during which the little children must refrain from singing songs, and the young men and girls deny themselves the pleasure of putting on finery or of attending wedding-dances or hunts, although, of course, the male portion of them will scarcely be expected to deny itself the happiness of participation in any local beer-drink that may occur during the period.

At the conclusion of the month of mourning, should the deceased have been a man, or, in some localities, a chief wife, the ili-Hlambu has to be performed. This is another ‘washing’ of the spears (uku-hlamba imi-

konto), which, from disuse during the period of mourning, must be naturally supposed to have grown somewhat rusty and must now be cleaned by the slaughtering of an ox or other beast. And to make the washing still more complete, abundance of beer is prepared and a hunt organised among the neighbours, so that the supply of meat may be yet more increased.

The spears and everything else having been now duly washed, the family may go out of mourning. The widows, however, have a little feast or ‘washing’ all to themselves about a month after the ili-Hlambu, and called the uku-hlamba abafhekaazi; and after the lapse of still another month or thereabout, there is the uku-buyisa idhlolzi (the bringing home of the spirit of the deceased) — it having been hitherto endlini or ontakeni (outside in the open, on the veldt) — when the present head of the kraal must slaughter another beast, none of the flesh of which may be removed from the kraal, lest perchance the spirit depart with it!

isi-Hlamba (Hlaambha), n. Bad name or reputation, consequent upon being charged with something deprecatory or dishonouring to one’s character — isi-Tuko. Cp. i-nhlamba [Her. yamburura, to abuse].

Ex. uresihlamba pakati kwabantu, he has a dishonoured or disgraced name among the Natives.

Wangitela isihlamba kwabantu, he threw upon me a disgracing charge before the people i.e. gave me a bad name, or brought me in ill repute among them.

um-Hlamba (Hlambha), n. 5. Single string of threaded tobacco-leaves, or small bundles of leaves, hung up to dry.

Hlambalaza (Hlambhalaza), v. Abuse with disgracing epithets, such as will injure the reputation (N); also = hlambalazela.

Hlambalazela (Hlambhalazela), v. Go with bare (i.e. unwrapped) bodies (although covered about the loins), as men and boys generally do, or girls at a dance = qunguza. Comp. uquma, bushuzela; qwigwibiza, didtiliza.

um-Hlambamanzi (Hlaambhamanzi), n. 5. Tree (Rauvolfia Natalensis or Tabernanthe ventricosa) in coast bush-country, whose soft wood is used for making food-utensils and its bark as medicine for the eruptive fevers.

um-Hlambamasi (Hlaambhamasi), n. 5. = um-Hlambamanzi.

isi-Hlamezo (Hlaambhezo), n. Infusion of certain plants, as ulu-Hlakaha, etc., kept covered up in a pot by a pregnant
woman and from which she drinks a spoonful now and then during the latter months of her pregnancy, which the medicine is supposed to render successful, with rapid delivery, etc. This medicine must not be looked upon by any person, otherwise the child will take the likeness of that person—the reflection in the water being presumably swallowed by the woman in the drinking and transferred to the child!

(i)-Hlambi (Hlambhi), n. Flock of birds, such as come at once into a corn-field; sometimes applied to a small collection or herd of cattle. Cp. um-Hlambi.

isi-Hlambi (Hlambhi), n. Short sleep or nap (say of an hour or two—with ukutata or tola), such as one might take after arrival from a fatiguing journey, or one of the separate 'sleeps' that make up the broken rest of a night (comp. isi-hlwa
ti); heavy shower of rain (with ukuwensa or uku-na), as from a rain-cloud passing overhead (comp. i(i)-Piko); also um-Hlamba.

um-Hlambi (Hlambhi), n.5. Herd, flock, or troop, as of cattle (properly not less than twenty about), sheep, horses, etc. (comp. um-Ngwantsi, i(i)-Qabi); flock of birds, as when migrating.

Phr. izozwe, yaze ya'mhlambi kw'nkono, it (the impi) drove them along, till they became all mixed up together in one confused mass with them. 

um'umhlambi ka'Zalutive, he is the herd of Mr. Mind-himself—may be said of one who is dependent on nobody, his own master; or by way of reproach, of a wayward, self-willed child.

u-Hlambihloshane (Hlambhibhloshane), n. Veldt-daisy with a large white or yellow flower, and whose leaves are used as an i(i)-Kambi for stomach-ache and are also placed upside down on the path during rain so as to make it clear up; another veldt-plant with large white everlasting-flower. See u-Hlambikho-

shane.

Hlambisa (Hlaambhisa), n. Make to wash the hands, or swim.

N.B. A woman whose child has died, assembles together all the other children of the kraal, and makes them wash their hands with ashes (azihlambise ugomlota).

(i)-Hlamo (Hlaambho), n. Custom of 'washing the spears' (uku-hlamo imikonto) at the conclusion of the month's mourning following the death of a person. See uku-hlamba.

Ex. abanye kabalipumi ithlamo lonfusi, some people don't send out an ithlamo-hunt for a woman.

isi-Hlambho (Hlaambhho), n. Low flat piece of meadow-land with a damp soil, from its position as a drain to hills or kloofs. Comp. i'mhlamba.

Hlambuluka (Hlambhuluka), v. Get made thin, be thin (not thick or thickened) by the addition of extra liquid (water, milk, etc.), as porridge, isi-jingi, or similar food (comp. ji
tisa, hlaziyi); get made 'thin' i.e. get made lose their denseness, as the evidence or words of a person by further elucidation; get freed, released from some physical or mental defectiveness that has temporarily got hold of a person, so that he 'becomes himself' or 'becomes a man' again, as when a man brightens up bodily and mentally upon recovering from a serious illness, or when regaining his se
erenity of mind after a temporary insanity, or when getting freed from the depression of spirits that accompanies affliction, or a child when it attains the use of reason and so becomes an umu

ntu or intelligent being, or a young person growing out of his disposition to shyness, or a young man becoming released (by charms, etc.) from his hi

therto unpopularity among the girls; become or get made 'thin' as to one's friendship towards another, becoming no longer a 'thick' or 'fast' friend; come out freed and 'refined' from the dross and imperfections of the initiatory stages, as an um-ngoma who has com
pleted the process of initiation; make the body thin and ungraspable, i.e. wriggle about, as a frightened infant might in the hands of a stranger, or as a boy might when playfully struggling against a comrade who has caught him and seeks to get at any certain part of the body (in all cases commonly used in perf.) [Her. rambuka, make thin].

Hlambulula (Hlama
hbulula), v. Make thin, to thin (i.e. render unthickened, loose), as porridge (acc.), etc., as above; make 'thin' i.e. to lose their denseness, as a person's unintelligible words (acc.), as above; make a person (acc.) free, loose, unbound, in regard to any physical or mental defectiveness under which he has been temporarily labouring, as above; make a person (acc.) 'thin' or loose in his friendship, so as to be no longer a 'fast' or 'thick' friend; make come out free and refined of dross and imperfection, as an um-ngoma (acc.) from the process of initiation [Her. ram

buka, make thin].
HLA

Ex. ang'azi uma elanjuilwe yini. I don't know what has caused his friendship to slacken.

Hlamuka (s.k.), v. Bolt, run away, break away from, as a horse from a traveller (acc. or kti) when off-saddled on the veldt, or a prisoner when he has suddenly eluded the supervision of the guards (acc. or kti). Comp. hlubuka [Her. saruka, run off].

i(li)-Hlamvu, n. Small branch i.e. a single stick from a tree with its connected branchlets and covered with leaves, and of any size up to such as can be conveniently wielded by both hands when fire-beating (comp. i(li)-Gatsha; i(li)-Hla hla); medicine used to make a woman who has hitherto had only female children, now bear male.

u(lu)-Hlamvu (Hlaamvu), n. Single grain, berry, pip, stone of fruit, (less freq.) fruit itself, coin, or small body of similar kind; single separate particle of such as go to make up the mass; hence, a single word, saying, sentence, syllable; detail, point, of an affair = i-nTlamvu.

Ex. ngadhla inyama yalo, uhlamvu leuthalungane, nyantshinga uhlamvu obhatalupakati kulu, I ate the pulp of one fruit (as of plums) and threw away the stone that was inside of it.

weunginika uhlamvu buka'mpando, he gave me a pound-piece or sovereign.

ixinhumvu ezimbili zauweshelene, two shillings i.e. shilling-pieces.

u-Hlamvuhloshane, n. (C.N.) = u-Hlambihloshane; also u-Hlangvuhloshana.

um-Hlana or Hlane, n. 5. Back of man or beast. Cp. um-Hlandhla [Bis. MZT. msana; Lom. ntana; Moz. ntana; Chv. mo-thlana].

Phr. umhlane wake, her back — said by any of the chief or independant wives in a large kraal of a younger wife who has been placed under her in her part of the establishment, by the kraal-head.

Hlandhla, v. State clearly, decisively, so that there be no further mutual misunderstanding, as when a man finally appoints a particular day (acc.) for a journey, or when an intelligent witness states a case (acc.) so clearly as to require no further elucidation, or a leader of a party when he proclaims clearly what is to be said (i-Zwi) or gives an order (i-Zwi). Comp. qonqa.

isi-Hlandhla, n. Mat roughly made of i-nTlanga, or u-Mabobe, grass and used chiefly for covering over the outside of huts, also for wrapping bundles of hemp or tobacco in; great broad-backed person (= isi-Bebe). Comp. i(li)-Nzadi; i(li)-Cantsi.

um-Hlandhla, n. 5. Spine or back-bone; spine or elevated ridge carved along the back of a bone face-scaper; similar elevation or ridge across the finger-nails of some people = um-Gogodhla, um-Funkulu, (N) um-Hlonzo.

Phr. uku-lata ngombhlandhla, to put forth all one's strength, as when lifting a heavy weight; to do with all one's might, as when racing along as fast as one can, or putting all one's energy into a dance, hoeing, etc.

um-Hlandholi (Hlandholi), n. 5. Flat-crown (C.N.) = u(lu)-Solo.

i(li)-Hlane (loc. ehlane), n. An uninhabited country, wilderness; a solitary place, quiet corner where there is no fear of being seen (cp. i(li)-Hlola; isi-Sulu) [Sw. jangwa, mahame, desert].

Ex. asi'fane ehlane, let us look for a place where we shall be alone, a secluded spot. kus'ehlane, it is in the wilderness there (there are no people to be seen) — may be said of a locality, or a kraal having only two or three inhabitants.

Hlanekezela (s.k.), v. Invert, generally; hence, turn inside out, as a coat (acc.); turn under side up, as a mat; turn upside down, as a pot; misstate, distort, a person's words or the details of an affair = pendukezela, hlanezela [Her. tanava, turn upside down].

HLA

Hlanezela, v. = hlanezela.

i(li)-Hlanga, n. Harvested-field in which the corn-stalks or stubble is still standing; wasteful giver, extravagantly generous, giving away all that he has, so that he and his have to suffer (comp. i(li)-Hlapalapa, i(li)-Citiciitci, citiza); (C.N.) = i(li)-Hatanga.

Ex. ebusika i'inkomo zikelwa umahlanga (or eunobhlangeni), in the winter the cattle eat off the stubble (or in the stubble-fields). Phr. uMaduna uhlanga lezindlundlu, Maduna is a harvested dhlabu-field (which yields up all its abundance of food and keeps back not a stalk for itself — the surface leaves of the plant having first to be pulled out before coming to the nut underground) = he is prodigally or wastefully liberal, giving away all he has and then remaining with nothing himself.

um-Hlanga (collect.), n. 5. Reed, or reeds of any kind; reed-bed, reedy-place, as in a river. Comp. isi-Qandolo; i(li)-Shani; i(n)Gqulwane [Gr. kannu, reed; Ga. bunda].

u(lu)-Hlanga (Hluanga), n. = i-nTlanga.
HLA

u(lu)-Hlangana, n. Dry stalk (i.e. with greenness off and internal moisture dried up) of the mealie, maobe, or similar plant (cp. i(lu)-Zele); reed snuff-box, of various kinds; column of the throat (u-hlanga lwompimbo), which is caught hold of when throttling a person (cp. i(lu)-Nkun-ka; i(lu)-Laka); original stem or stock from which mankind generally is supposed to have taken its rise, from which it, like an ear of corn, has been produced or grown forth; stem or stock (i.e. particular house or family) from which a clan or tribe has taken its rise; genealogy or pedigree, of any family or house; dynasty; body of a person when it has lost its glossy, fresh-looking appearance through ill health or age (cp. i(lu)-Zele).

Ex. inkosi yokhlangana, an hereditary chief, of the old original stock. amakosi as'eGipite akwaba u'hlangana buwe, the kings of Egypt were not all of the same line or dynasty.

uNkulunkulu wendubula abantu iohlwengi, Nkulunkulu made men grow forth from the original stem or stock (that produced them), i.e. in our speech, He made them.

Phr. kube 'intlanga zimaka namawzi, it will be a matter of the stubble going off with the flood — it will be a case where nothing will help, where all effort will be powerless to stay the course of events, the disease, etc.

P. akulhlangana buchihlangana lodwe, there is no corn-stalk that forsook itself — people of the same stock will always stick together; blood is thicker than water. See um-ndeni.

Hlangabeza, v. Go, or come, to meet a person (acc.) coming.

Ex. ngiyakukulahlangabeza emLalazi, I shall meet you at the um-Lalazi.

Hlangabezana, v. Go to meet one another (with na), meet one another half-way; meet or answer one another, as the different choirs or parts in a Native song.

um-Hlangala, u. 5. Kafir-mungoose (Herpestes Caffer) = u(lu)-Shonya. Cp. um-Viizi.

Hlangana, v. Come together, meet together, assemble, as a number of people or cattle collecting in one place (in this and other senses often in perf. hlangene); come together, join, unite (intrans.), as the two ends of a belt, or one article when brought into connection with another (with na); come together with i.e. meet a person (with na), as when walking down the street; meet with, come across, as any unexpected object or occurrence; come or be in close contact, be thick together, or compressed, as mealie-plants in a field or sleepers in a hut (used in perf. = minyana, cinana); be compact, drawn firmly together, as a close-grained wood, the close texture of a cloth, or a firmly built hut (in perf.); be thick or dense, as a fog, or (metaph.) a confused combination of noisy sound (in perf.); be full, be fully made up (as to quantity), as an ishumi or dozen, or as the moon when full (in perf.); agree with, fit in with, correspond, as the different parts of any structure, or the evidence of different witnesses (in perf.); join together in friendship, associate with, as a man with a neighbour, or a boy with a companion (in perf.); join together by word, come to an agreement or mutual understanding, as regarding a matter of purchase; come together, either encounter one another, or join in conflict, as two impis; have sexual connection (of human-beings, and legitimately or not — comp. lala). Comp. banqana; butana [Skr. game-s, band, crowd; Ar. itcham, be gathered together; Lat. tango, I touch; Chw. thlakana, meet; Sw. changanya, join, combine; Bo. hanganya, mix; Her. hanga, join; hangana, meet together].

Ex. babuya bhlangana, they afterwards made it up (after an estrangement).

sekulangelene isikolokolo samadoda, nabo-faxi, it is now joined in one solid mass, the confused hubbub of the men, and the women. amangama abo kavukhlangene, their evidence does not fit in together or correspond.

Hlanganela, v. Commonly hlanganyela, q.v.

Hlanganisa, v. Make come i.e. bring to-gether, make meet together, assemble (trans.), as above; join (trans.), unite, connect, as above; make be in close contact, put thickly or close together; compress, confine, as above; close in upon (acc.), surround, as a hunting-party, or one impi another; add together, one thing or number (acc.) with another; make up fully, as a dozen, or the required lobola cattle; make join or bring together in friendship, or associate with, as above; make up, form, an agreement or plan (acc.); contribute a word (acc.) of advice or proposition as to the general making up of any scheme; bring together in battle, cause to engage, as two impis; bring together the clouds (ama-Fn), as the sky (i-Zulu) when making up for rain. Comp. banga; butanisa.

Ex. umwxi ku'Ndabambi somahlanganisi-ve, the krala of Ndabambi (deceased) has
now been united (with that of his brother) i.e. has already been entered (ngena) by this latter for the purpose of raising up seed for his deceased brother.

Wipe her litter. Join HLH than body. single also Her. certain or else Get I'omp.

um-Hlangano, um-Hlanganiso, «. isi-Hlangatsha Hlanganyela, on a (doing thing), as

occupied the body. i.e. they all joined (their eyes) together regarding Gwababa, i.e. they all turned their gaze of admiration together on him.

ingulube yami ikwe yahlanganisa ishumi, my pig has cried out (like a man when showing off at the yiyo dance, and shouting in self-adulation, saying, There you are!) and made up a full ten, i.e. has given birth to a litter of ten — the kura in this case is really on the part of the speaker, though attributed to the pig.

um-Hlanganiso, n. 5. First coming together or beginning of an engagement between two conflicting parties. Cp. amu-Nqvea.

Ex. uqwevaxwa emhlanganiseweni, he was stabbed right at the start.

um-Hlangano, n. 5. Meeting, assembly, of people. Cp. i-nTlangano.

Hlanganyela, v. Join together against, as a number of people uniting in an attack on another person (ace.); join together for (doing something) with (somebody else) i.e. take part with him in doing something.

Ex. bauhlanganyela, they attacked him in a body.

angifani ukuba balhlangangale ukuthla (or ukuthula) nabawini, I don't want that they (certain other boys) participate or join together in the food (or sports) along with mine (or my boys).

isi-Hlangatsha (s. t.), n. Person of hardy, healthy constitution, who never gets sick.

u(lu)-Hlangoti (Hlangothi), n. Side of the body, from shoulder down the legs; hence, side or flank generally (though the use is mostly confined to long double-sided things), as of a kraal, limb, tree, or board (comp. i(lu)-Calu, is-Andhla); one 'side' of a regiment i.e. those who occupied the one or other half of the military-kraal, and who consequently included several sections or isi-Gaba. [Sw. upande, flank; Her. kongotse, the opposite side].

Phr. ufe nhlangoti, he is dead (as to) one side i.e. is paralysed on one side of the body.

Hlangu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Give a single wipe or brush at anything (ace.) with the hand, etc., as at a particle of dust on one's coat (= hlanguta); get so wiped or brushed off (= hlanguleka, hlanguka).

isi-Hlangu, n. War-shield (cp. i(lu)-Hawu; i(lu)-Hubelo); white of the eyeball, as below [Sw. kigao, shield; Her. oru-vao].

Phr. uku-beka ngexihlangu zamehlo, to look with the whites of the eyes i.e. with the eyeballs turned up (as one approaching death).

umlomo u'sihlangu sokuzicikela, the mouth is a shield for protecting oneself (used by women).

Hlangu hlangu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Fly off helter-skelter, scamper off in all directions = ukuti ci; hlanguka.

u-Hlanguhlosana, n. Veld-plant with numerous small silver-gray leaves on a long stalk and burnt on the fire to scare away lightning (= u-Hlanguhlosana); (C.N.) = u-Hlambhibhwayne.

Hlanguka (s. k.), v. Get made to scamper off, or fly off helter-skelter in all directions, as a lot of pigs surprised in a field, or of frightened children (= ukuti hlangu hlangu); get wiped off by a sweeping brush, as dust from the coat by a brush of the hand or of a clothes-brush (= hlanguleka; ukutita hlangu).

Hlangukisa (s. k.), v. Make or cause to scamper off or run off helter-skelter in all directions, as pigs (ace.) in a field, or frightened children.

Hlangula, v. Wipe off or brush off by a sharp sweeping motion of the hand, brush, etc. (not rub out or wipe off with force = kuhla, hlikhla), as dust (ace.) from one's coat-sleeve or rubbish from a bundle of thatching-grass; also = hlangulisa [Sw. pangusa, saugwa, wipe; Ga. sangula, wipe; Her. pondora, brush].

Hlanguleka (s. k.), v. Get wiped, brushed, or knocked off by a sharp sweeping motion, as dust from one's coat-sleeve = hlanguka.

Hlangulisa, v. Help a person (ace.) to shake off some danger that is momentarily upon him, i.e. to save or rescue him from it, as when he may be grappling with a wild-beast or with the water when drowning, or with an overwhelming debt, or a fowl when attacked by a hawk; help him to rid himself of some troublesome thing or nuisance i.e. to rid him (ace.) of it (ku or loc.) = hlangula; comp. opuwa, kutula; pituma.

Hlanguza, v. Brush off from one, knock it off, get rid of it i.e. to protest no connection with, utter ignorance of any particular affair (ace.) or person; have nothing to do with, make oneself quite clear of it or him. Comp. hlanza.

Ex. uku-z?-hlanguza, plead one's own non-
connection with any charge, have nothing to do with it, defend oneself against it.

nalunguza kuleyo'ndaba, I defended him against that affair, got rid of it for him.

hlanguza leyo'ndaba, he shook himself clear of that affair, would have nothing to do with it.

**um-Hlangwe**, *n. 5.* Large, dust-coloured snake, with prominent spine and not poisonous, but regarded as an isi-Hlambhola should it enter a kraal or hut; small triangular or quadrangular shaped rope of beadwork worn as a necklace, etc.

**isi-Hlanti** (*s. t.)*, *n.* Torch, made of a bundle of grass, sticks, etc., used by an inyanga or doctor for waving about round a kraal in the night-time to scare away evil, as abatakati, lightning, etc.; similar torch used by common people for the purpose of giving light outside in the dark though in Zululand this latter is more usually termed isi-Hlonti to distinguish it from that of the inyanga.

N.B. These torches are sometimes used for scaring off wild-beasts, as lions or hyenas.

**um-Hlanti** (*s. t.), *n. 5. = i-unTlanti.*

**Hlantlalaza, v.** ukuti hlangtlaali.

**Hlantlalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v.* Do off at once, outright, as when killing a beast.

**Hlantlata (Hlantlatha), v. (C.N.) = ntlntlata.**

**um-Hlantalaze, n. 5.** Small veldt-herb, with large pink flower.

**Hlantalzeleka** (*s. k.), *v.* Get prospered, prosper (*N.*).

**Hlantlula, v.* Skin or slide swiftly along, as a person or bicycle running with great speed and without any apparent motion; slide or skin along, as an assegai striking a bone or a stone a flat rock = shantshul.

Ex. wakala ingleqale, he was off like an arrow.

**Hlanu, adj.** Five [Skr. panchan; Hi. panch; Ar. khamas; Com. MZT. sano; Ka. shano; Sw. Her. tano; Ang. tanu].

Ex. amadoda ama-hlanu, five men = amadoda a yishinhlanu.

isi or *ubu-Hlanu, n.* Five (as a concrete number); used in this form to express the ordinal number.

Ex. umfana westhlanu, the boy of the fifth place, or the fifth boy.

**Hlanya, v.* Go mad, become a wild raving lunatic; become or grow wild, violently intractable, as a horse; act in a wild, mad manner.

u(lu)-**Hlanya, *n.* A raving lunatic, one wildly violently insane, a madman (ep. in-i-nupamini); used of abanganya as being ‘in mind different from other ordinary people’; state or disease of being out of one’s mind, insanity, madness; wild, ungovernable person or animal, of unbridled habits; state of being so.

Ex. us'esacumngomu ulhlanga, he is about to be entered by insanity, is on the way to going wrong in his head.

ulhlanga lolu! this wild thing!

uluHlanya, he is of a wild, ungovernable nature.

**ubu-Hlanya, n.** Insanity, madness = u(lu)-Hlanya.

**Hlanyisa, v.* Send out of one’s mind, make one (acc.) deranged or insane.

**Hlanza, v.* Wash, cleanse with water, as the hands (acc.), clothes, etc. (= gesa); wash a deceased person (acc.), or those who have been engaged burying him (= Hlamba q.v.), by killing a beast for him or them; make clean or clear a person (acc.) of ill-feeling, etc., by offering him a gift (with nga) as a salve after the ill-treatment or abuse that has caused it; make clean one’s words (acc.) i.e. clear away the unpleasant misunderstanding that has accompanied them by further soothing explanations; wash the senses (acc. — heart, eyes, etc.) either of oneself or of another by gratifying them in some way, hence, cheer, gladden them; clear a person (acc.) of some fault by speaking excusingly in his favour or defending him against some accusation (comp. hlanguza)[Ga. naza, wash — akin to hlanu q.v.].

Phr. angubalele luto, ngixe kuhlanzumelholye, I have not come on any business, I have come merely to gladden my eyes (by a sight of you).

izilu iyahlanza inyanga, the sky is washing the moon — said of a rain which now and then occurs about the time of a new moon.

**Hlana (Hluanza), v.* Vomit, as food (acc.) or medicine, or an emetic such as the Natives take from time to time to cleanse the stomach (see qaba, palaza); begin to show tiny fruit below the blossom, mostly of pumpkins and like plants (= gona, qopa), also of fruit-bearing trees (for full-grown fruit, see tela); give birth to kittens, only used of a cat (ep. ngelezeza).

Phr. uku-hlanza umenda, bring up mucus or expectoration in long tenacious strings, as when vomiting or clearing the chest after violent exercise.
Hlánzisa (Hlaužiswa), v. Cause to vomit.

Ex. umulise vokuhlanzisa, an emetic.

ubu-Hlánzo (Hlanzo), n. What has been ejected from the stomach when vomiting.

P. inja yabungela ebuhihlanzeni bang, the dog returned to its vomit — said of a going back to a formerly rejected lover.

Hlápa hlápa, ukuti (Hlápha hlápha, ukuthi), v. = hlapaza.

i(l)-Hlapahlapa (Hlapahlapha), n. Lavish giver, a profusely generous person giving away largely and freely of whatsoever he has; sometimes even wastefully (= i(l)-Citiciti) = i(l)-Siphasapa.

Hlapaza or Hlaphaphalaza (Hlaphapha), v. Give away anything (ace.) lavishly, with profuse generosity, sometimes extravagantly, as corn (ace.), cattle, etc.; hence, throw about in a careless untidy way, as though of no consequence, as a child its food (ace.) or clothes; squander, as money; throw out all kinds of talk recklessly, as when angry; throw off mucous per vaginam, as the cow after covering (N. = so on punyula) = supaza; cp. etlizwa [Sw. tapanjwa, scatter].

Ex. ukusinde buye osimwe ahlapaza njie, as to her floor-smearing, she just throws the cow dung about — not rubbing it off nicely.

ama-Hlapahlapha (Hlapahlapha), n.

Things thrown carelessly, neglectfully about, as in a hut.

um-Hlapo (Hlapho), n. 5. Placenta, of animals (of human-beings = um-Zanyana). Comp. is-Amponza.

Hlasela, v. Go out to war; invade, any particular locality (ku or loc.); go, or come, against with the purpose of fighting, attack, as any particular person (ace.) or tribe [prob. akin to hlasi].

u(lu)-Hlasha (collect.), n. Scraps or bits of light, dry, husky refuse left collected together after the useful parts have been removed, as of mealie-leaves in a field after the cobs have been picked out, or of dry dung after insects or fowls have eaten out the softer parts = u(lu)-Hlakasha.

Hlasi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Take up something light with a quick sudden movement, grab up, snatch up (not snatch away = ukuti hlwiti), as a mother hastily grabbing up her child (ace.) out of the way of a snake, or a person suddenly snatching something up and making off with it = hlasiza, hlasila, ukutiokus, ukuti lasi, ukuti tisi. Cp. hlwita.

Hlasila, v. = ukuti hlasi.

Hlasimula, v. = qakanyeka, hlakanyeka.

Hlasimuli, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = qakanyeka.

Hlasiza, v. = ukuti hlasi.

i(l)-Hlathi (Hlathi), n. Forest (comp. i(l)-Hlanze); man with much hair on the body about the chest, back, etc. (= i(l)-Hlanze); used metaphor, for a place of refuge, a protector, etc. [in final particle prob. identical with umu-ti q. v. — Chw. si-thlari, tree].

Ex. n'dlhati lam, thou art my forest (to which I fly for refuge).

isi-Hlati (Hlathi), n. Cheek = isi-Tamo [Sw. chafa; Reg. itana].

um-Hlathi (Hlathi), n. 5. Jaw or jaw-bone, upper or lower [Sw. taya].

ubu-Hlathi (Hlathi), n. Under-jaw (C. N.).

ubu-Hlatu? (Hlathu), n. A 'sailor's knot', a peculiar way of uniting two reins (N.).

isi-Ilava, n. Mealie-grub; place within the stalk eaten out by same = i-nI lava.

u(lu)-Hlavane (no plur.), n. Numerous tiny pimples formed by a pitting of the Native skin through contraction of the pores from great cold and giving the appearance of an eruption (cp. isi-Dathi); short thread-worm or j worms (Oxyuris vermicularis) of children (cp. isi-Lo).

Ex. ubani n'senohlavane, So-and-so has the skin already wrinkled with cold.
Horn. (Hlaze, n. Horn of a beast when bent downwards over the jaws and hanging loose (not firm like the um-Dhloveni); parietal protuberance on each side of the head at the back (= i(li)-Hlaza; ep. i(li)-Nyaza); (C.N.) small plant having edible seed-pods.

Ex. inkabi e'mahlabane, an ox with loose downward-hanging horns.

Hlawula, v. Pay a fine or penalty, make reparation or return to a person (acc. or ku) or for a thing (acc.) injured. See i-nTlawulo.

Ex. sengomhlawula imbusi yake nganye, I have now made reparation to him for his goat by another.

Hlawulisa, v. Fine a person (acc.), make him give reparation by means of something (with nga).

Ex. unamahalisa, he is given to fun, joking, playing tricks.

angise'makhaya, I am no longer playing, I am no longer in a joking mood, I am now serious.

uduku umkalela ngomahalisa, you are always at him with your joking tricks, making game of him.

Phr. ake w'enxe amahlay'endhlela (or ama-
y'endhlela, or ake nisekhe inguka endhlele), please play the fun of the path (or untrue things of the way, only done in sport not for reality, or please strike a snake on the path) — common solicitation of a young man to any girls he may chance to come across when journeying, or who themselves may be journeying, and with whom he wants to have some love-making 'only for fun.'

amahlaya abo alele inxilo kimi, your joking is covered with dirt to me — it is not nice, it is offensive to me.

Hläyi hläyi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hlayiza, hlaaziya.

ama-Hläyihläyi, n. Particles, lumps, grains, etc., of an unmixable nature, remaining in a loose, separate state within any mass, as pea-husks or barley-grains in a soup, or bits of uncrushed mealie-grains mixed into amasi along with the umcaba = izi-nUlayintiya, izi-nTlayiyia. Comp. i-nDumbuzala, i-nDhlubanakulu; ama-Dhluludhlulu; i-nKambukana-
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Ex. ukudhla kwaba 'mahlayiklayi, the food was all unmixable lumps or bits.

Hlayiza, v. = hlaaziya.

Hlaza, v. Disgrace, bring shame or reproach upon, as a young person might his parents (acc.) or himself (with zi) by shameful deeds. See i(li)-Hlaza; comp. dumaaza [Sw. haya, shame].


um-Hlaza, n. 5. Tuberosous vegetable, somewhat resembling the sweet-potato and formerly cultivated in Zululand (= i(li)-Nyaza); name now applied by some to the sweet-potato (= u-Batata), by others to the i-mBuduwe and u(lu)-Jilo; sixth finger or toe, generally growing alongside the small one [Sw. kiazi, sweet-potato].

u(lu)-Hlaza, n. New grass (comp. u(bu)-
-Tshorut); fresh or 'green' tobacco, in leaf; snuff made of such; large grey-headed bush-shrike (Laniarius poliocephalus), which bears really an olive-green body (= u(lu)-Hlazawesiva); green-coloured bead, of any size (comp. i(li)-Buma); common grey, or duiker-buck (= i-nPrazzi); used as an adjective in the form 'uhlaza to express 'green' and 'blue,' of any shade (both being apparently regarded by the Natives as merely different shades of the same colour) — see hluhluza [Pers. luzar, blue; Skr. harit, green; Ar. aza, blue; Gr. chloros, green grass; Lith. zelv, I grow green; O.B. zelmu, green; Her. turaz, green; rovazu, blue; e-lozu, grass; Kamb. mazungu, green; Heh. maazi, grass].

u(lu)-Hlazafuku (s. k.), n. = u(lu)-Hlinza-
fuku.

um-Hlazaluti (Hlazaluthi), n. 5. = u(lu)-Jilo.

Phr. ukuba njengomhlahla ka'Lutlunye, to be quite alone, without wife, child, companion, or helper.

u(lu)-Hlazalwesiwa (pl. izi-nTlazasesiwa), n. Large grey-headed bush-shrike (Laniarius poliocephalus), of which the body is olive-green (= u(lu)-Hlaza); certain kind of green bead formerly in use (ep. i(li)-Tanzi).

u-Hlazazana, n. Small plant growing in damp-soiled meadows and used as amakula.

isi-Hläzi (Hlazi), n. Any medicine used by an um-Nyoma during the process and for the purpose of initiation.

Hlaiziya, v. Mix up any food (acc.) with a slight addition or small quantity of something else (with nga), as when mixing up umaHlawula-dregs a small
quantity of malt in order to add strength thereto for the making of further light beer, or when adding a little crushed-mealies to amasi; hence, season, flavour, as one food (acc.) with a dash or sprinkling of another, as of herbs, sugar, milk, etc. Cp. lokela.

Ex. umhaliyisele umqombotho (amasi), a lu-
ha, you have mixed in with the amasi a (too) small quantity of crushed-mealies, it is too light.

ixinkobe zimandla xhaliyisele umqomboth-
ba, boiled-mealies are nice when flavoured with a few mixed-in umkhulu beans.

(i)-Hlazo, n. Disgraceful, shameful deed, such as would dishonour one's reputation.

Ex. us'enehlazo ku'ntenjane, he is now dis-
graced among the people.

Hlazuluka (s. k.), v. Get separated or put apart; get disentangled, unravelled, as below.

Hlazulula, v. Separate, or put apart one from the other, as two cloths (acc.) sewn together, the different cobs (acc.) of mealies laid out to dry, or boys fighting; disentangle, unravel, as a knot (acc.), entangled string, or (metaphor.) a complicated affair or difficult passage in a book = razulula [Her. karururu, divide; kozorora, disentangle].

Hle, and HLé, perf. and subj. of hla, q. v.

HLé, adj. Good, in all and any of its meanings; hence, nice, of good appearance, pretty, handsome, beautiful, elegant, grand, as a nice-looking child, a fine dress, or a well decorated room; nice, of good quality, as food, or clothes; nice, enjoyable to the senses, pleasant, as bathing in the river, or life in the town; nice, good morally or of nature, as a boy, or a horse; proper, in order, as a person's action or conduct. Comp. bi [Chw. nthle, good; Kamb. cheo; Tu.

Nyat. idza; Ru. ija; Bo. Ngu. Ze. eda; Ko.

chihi; Lo. rera; G. halile].

Ex. okhule! good fortune! — as might be said to a departing friend.

nyahele ukuhu nyipile isola, it would have been well, or all right, if I had gone yesterday.

nyahele ukuha nyiyaniso, it would have been well, if I had gone last year.

nyahele ukuha nyile gumu, it would have been better, if he had gone.

nyahele ega gumu, it would be well, or better, if he went (now, at the present time).

Hle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be thoroughly good, etc., as above = ukuti khehlulezi.

Ex. mukhle he (or mukhle uhe le, or uhe 
hlehlulezi) he is perfectly lovely.

isi-Hle, n. Charitableness, benevolence of nature, kind-heartedness — used only literally in conjunction with some verb = ubu-Hle.

Ex. 'muholele y'ini?' 'Wa! wenze isible 
aje!' 'Did you pay him for it?' 'No! he just did it from love, charitableness, his good-heartedness!' 

yigile isible (or isible), he gave (it) to me (from) kind-heartedness, i.e. without looking for any return, for nothing.

uku-Hle, n. = ubu-Hle (localism in Zulu-
land).

ubu-Hle, n. Quality of goodness, in all its varieties; hence, beauty; enjoyableness, pleasantness, peacefulness, of life or land; goodness of heart, good-nature, chari-
tableness (= isi-Hle); propriety, etc.

Phr. uku-xi-sizika ngas'ebuhleni or ngase-
nonini, to cut off for oneself from the good part, or fat part = to take the best for oneself, or to make one's own case or side out well.

Hleba, v. Speak evil of a person (acc.) be-
hind his back (such action always being disapproved of, even though the accusa-
tion be true), make an accusation against him secretly, slander, defame, as a malicious individual might another man to the chief (kun, or loc.) = sekehla.

Ex. nampu ntshwali bukheba, ah! there is the beer telling on you (viz. that you have been at it before, secretly) — said to a person who, when about to take his first drink of beer, spills some down his chest.

uku-hleba ngayanamnda = vibrilela.

Hlebela, v. Tell a person (acc.) something (acc.) secretly, make known to him pri-

tively some concealed affair concerning himself or others = hlebeza. See u-nTlebo.

Hlebeza, v. Whisper; tell whisperingly. = 

enyenze.

Hlebezela, v. Whisper to one, tell one an affair (doub. acc.) in an under-tone or secretly = hlebelo.

ama-Hlebezi, n. Whisperings, talkings in a suppressed tone.

Ex. ugi'zile uganakhebezi, I have heard it whispered.

isi-Hlebo, n. Slanderous speech, a calumny, or false accusation secretly laid.

Hlefe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti fehle. 

Hlefeza, v. = fehlezu.

Hleha, v. Step or go backwards, recede, draw back, retire, as a person or army
before some opposition ahead (often used with *nyoza* or *nyorane*); fall back *i.e.* fall through, as a plan that has been abandoned.

isi-Hlehele, *n.* Small cactus-like plant, of which there are two varieties growing on the veldt, one eaten, the other not; hence also, prickly-pear plant.

**Hleheleza, v.** Push or make slide along the ground, as one might a spoon or sleeping-mat (acc.) asked for by another in the hut; give with marked liberality *i.e.* more largely than one has earned or expected, as when a man gives another (acc.) a beast for doing very little (= ukuti hlehelezi).

Ex. *wangilehleleza* (or *wangiti hlehelezi*) *nyobo keentsonyama,* he bestowed upon me the *intsongana* (prime part kept for the chief) itself.

**Hléhlelezi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hleheleza; also ukuti hle.**

um-Hleholo, *n.* 5. The caul or network of adipose tissue covering the viscera of a beast and forming part of the peritoneum.

**Hleka (s. *k.), v.** Laugh; laugh at a person (acc.) or thing (comp. *gegeteka*; *gigiteka*; *kwunukuteka*; *nmateka*; *u(lu)-Hleka*); he split an open crack (used in perf.), as a cracked pot (= ukuti hleke) [Ar. *dikik*, sakhira, laugh, laugh at; Sw. *cheka*; Ga. Bo. Ya. MZT. *seka*; Kamb. *deka*].

Ex. *akamaba sehlakile,* the beer-pot is now split.

*unyilekela ni?* what are you laughing at me for?

Phr. *uku-m-hleka usala,* to laugh at him contemptuously, laugh to scorn, deride.

*uku-hleka unhleko,* to give a loud laugh — peculiar to Native girls.

"*imanga ihleke xiymoni!"* "Amanga! xiyi-hleke tiyo; namtha iselwe," *the moon is laughed at by the birds (i.e. sets to-day just before sunrise, while the birds are doing their morning chatter)." "Not so! they laughed at it yesterday; to-day it is dawned for (i.e. it set yesterday just before sunrise; to-day the sun will be up before it sets) — the expression is only used of that particular last setting before sunrise.

**Hleke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. *k.), v.** Split or open apart (longitudinally), as the two sides of a log of wood that has been riven or of a board that has been sown down the middle or of a pot that has cracked, or the legs of a man when sitting on the ground with the legs far apart; open out, as the two sides of an oyster when split open, of a book when opened, or of a bundle of goods when the sack-covering is ripped down the middle (= hleka, hlekezeke); make so open or split apart, as a man might a cloven log (acc.) by pulling it asunder with the hands, or his legs (acc.) when he sits with them wide apart, or a book or bundle when he opens or unfolds it (= hlekeza) = ukuti geke.

**iHleke (s. *k.), n.** A sitting down in a state of absolute destitution or want, without children, cattle, food, snuff, etc. (*lit.* with the legs stretched out like a fool) — only used idiomatically in conjunction with *uku-hlalu,* as below.

Ex. *enitongeni nyikileke ileke,* as to molt I have absolutely none, am quite out of it — said by a woman to another who has made request for a little.

*ishungu lami selihlezi ileke,* my snuff-box is now quite empty of snuff.

isi-Hleke (s. *k.), n. Cluster, clump (*i.e.* compact collection of small separate bodies in one place or mass, whether standing, growing, or hanging), as of tambootie-grass, Kafir-corn, trees, or (by comparison) cattle and people (= isi-Xeko, isi-Xobo), or grapes or similarly growing berries (= iHleke, iHleko), or a clod of entangled roots at the base of a clump of grass (= isi-Dindl); wasp’s nest (as being formed of a close mass of little cells). Comp. *iHleke,* isi-Ihleke; *iHleko,* isi-Ihleko; *iHleka,* isi-Ihleka; *iHleke,* isi-Ihleke; *iHloko,* isi-Ihleka; *iHleke,* n. *iHlile,* isi-Ihleka.

Ex. *kade nqilexana neqileke,* I’ve been ever so long splitting up along with root-clumps — said by a woman who has been breaking up new ground abundant in such grass-elods.

*kung’imisi yini?* *ixilekana,* is it then kraals? it is just a lot of little cells — applied contemptuously to a number of small kraals of one or two huts gathered together in one locality.

**Hlekelele, ukuti (ukuthi; s. *k.), v.** Be spread out and about, as blankets lying about airing, or goods out and about in a kraal during the process of hut building or cleaning; be broadly spread out, as a tree, a very broad mouth, or kraal-affairs that have got scattered abroad.

ama-Hlekelele (s. *k.), n. Things lying spread about, as blankets airing or hut utensils outside during the cleaning process; serious kraal-affairs that has got or will get noised abroad among the public (= *u-Dungundumela*).

isi-Hlekelele (s. *k.), n. Anything spread broadly out, as a tree = isi-Yenelele.

**Hlekeza (s. *k.), v. = ukuti hleke, gekeza.**

*ukuthi (s. *k.), n.* A loud laughing *he!*
Porpoise, or, Help person Escort, 1 as Show hlunga); plank very have was hence, show by travelling ivaltlenyioa journey was Put

ama-Hlelelele (no sing.), n. = ama-Hlenglelela.

Hleleleka (s. k.), v. Go about at one's pleasure, without any work or supervision = yilileka. Comp. buyana.

Ex. nyambona chleleleka enyakaqeni, I saw him out for a walk along the road.

Hlelemba (Hlelembha), v. Level or smoothen the surface of any loose-bodied mass by raking it about, as a lot of corn (acc.) when spread out to dry by running the hand over it, or the loose earth (acc.) in a hut when flooring it or on a new road by raking the loose soil to and fro (not properly used of levelling a plank with the plane or a road with the pick); 'level' a newly-dressed skin (acc) i.e. rub up the nap with an aloes-leaf so as to give it a soft even surface; 'rake about' in a newly planted field (loc. or ku), used of the birds that flock into a field after sowing and pick out all the seed.

Ex. vhlelembile ixinyoni kalequntsima gami, the birds have raked out the seed in that field of mine.

u-Helenjwayo, n. Food consisting of fresh young mealies crushed and then boiled in sweet mife-water.

isi-Hlelo, n. = ili)-Qoma.

Hlenga, v. Escort, or accompany with the object of protecting, helping, taking care of, etc., lead or guide through, or out of, any danger, etc., as when one accompanies a very sick, fatigued, or disabled person (acc.) on a journey (comp. onga), or a swimmer accompanying a person crossing a river on a float (isi-Hlenga) by pushing along and guiding this latter, or attendants accompanying a chief when travelling; help along when travelling by giving aid, as a wagon or horse does a sick or disabled person (acc.); ransom, redeem, as one might a person (acc.) taken captive by buying him out with a beast; sift, clean, or clear, as snuff (acc.), meal, or thatching-grass by knocking off the disconnected bits, shaking about in a basket, or through a sieve (= hlunga); sift out, as the coarse sittings (acc.) or rubbish from such snuff, meal, or grass (= hlunga).

Ex. umlungu wonhlela ngobhashi, the whiteman helped him along (he being sick or incapable) by a horse.

'wahlela uba?' 'Wahlela iquqo', 'who took charge of him on the way?' 'He was taken charge of by a wagon.'

isi-Hlengelenge, n. Float, consisting of a bundle of reeds, along the top of which a man lies on his stomach, holding on to a forked-stick thrust in at the front, and is thus pushed by a swimmer across a full river; hence, raft (see hlenga); sieve (= isi-Sete).

ama-Hlengelenge (no sing.), n. Mucus passed with the feces at stool; applied contemptuously to nasty food of a semi-liquid nature when the ingredients have not combined well with the water = ama-Yeziyezi, ama-Tekeleke, ama-Hlelelela, i-nLengelengele.

Hlengelela, v. Help or guide a person (acc.) or bear out of any difficulty, want, or danger, as by giving him food in time of famine, or a team of oxen (acc.) stuck in the mud by pulling them this way and that = hlengela, hlengelzele. Comp. hlengela.

i(li)-Hlengetwa (Hlengethwa), n. Porpoise = u-Sitebe.

Hlengelzele, v. Show exceptional tenderness towards, treat with especial care, kindness and consideration so as to secure oneself against the loss of, as a poor man might certain cattle (acc.) which his chief has handed over to his care and which he is anxious to keep, or as a man might a servant or wife (acc.) who requires especially careful handling lest she depart; show excessive 'tenderness' or touchiness, be petulant and peevish, as a child or wife (nom.) might become when spoiled by such exceptional treatment; show tender emotion in the eyes i.e. have them filled with tears (izinyembezi), as a person when feeling sorry (izinyezela); or, show tenderness, i.e. fill over the eyes, as the tears (nom.) themselves; also = hlengelzele.

Ex. ngite ngiyakuluma, was'hlengelzele (or whlengelzele izinyebezi), I was just thinking I was speaking, when she filled the eyes with tears.

ng'ezwa sekhlelengela izinyebezi, I felt the tears filling my eyes.

ngi/hlengelzele, angithandi ukuba amake, I treat her with especial consideration, as I don't want her to leave.
Hiengzelisa, v. Spoil, or render petulant, peevish, touchy, etc., as a man might a particular wife or child (acc.) by showing exceptional treatment.

Hlentebula, v. Break or cut up new soil largely and well i.e. sending the hoe deeply into the ground. Cp. qata.

Hlentleka (Hlentlehaka), v. Spread, as a sore (= bibu); persist obstinately in contrary talk or conduct (= pisela).

Hlepu, ukuti (Hlephu, ukuthi), v. = hlepuka; hlepuka; ukuti qepu, ukuti kep. 

(iii)-Hlepu (Hlephu), n. Part only of a herd of cattle or of a full body of men, after a certain portion (= isi-Qepu) has been removed.

isi-Hlepu (Hlephu), n. Anything from which a piece, portion, chip, fragment, etc., has been separated off, broken off, cut off, or removed in any way, as the remainder of a chipped pot, of a loaf after a crust has been taken, of a piece of cloth or a field from which a portion has been cut off (= isi-Qepu); also rarely, the fragment or portion so removed (= isi-Qepu, u(lu)-Dengezi).

Hlephuka (Hlephukuka), v. Be or get chipped, cut, etc., i.e. have a portion (= isi-Qepu) separated off, broken off, cut off, or otherwise removed, as an earthen pot, piece of cloth or land, herd of cattle, etc., (used in perf. = ukuti hlepuqepuka); also rarely, get chipped or broken off, as the fragment itself (= qepuka).

Ex. isitsika sami sihlephukile. My pot is chipped, or has a fragment knocked out.

isitya isi-hlephukile. The moon has a piece taken off i.e. is just after the full, when diminished slightly at the side.

Hleplula (Hlephulula), v. Chip, cut, or otherwise diminish a thing (acc.) by removing a portion (= isi-Qepu) of its substance, as a loaf of bread (acc.) by breaking a crust from it, an earthen pot by chipping it, a piece of cloth by cutting from it, a herd of cattle by removing a number, or a piece of land by cutting off a portion (= ukuti hlepuqepuka); also rarely, chip or break off, as the fragment (acc.) itself (= qepuka).

u(lu)-Hlevene, n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Hlavenene.

(iii)-Hleza, n. Pithy interior of a mealie-cob when shelled of the grain (= iii-Qobo); core of a cow's horn, or soft horn inside of the outer sheath or u(lu)-Pondo; (C.N.) any cartilaginous bone, such as can be gnawed, as below.

Ex. ihleza besejuba, breast-bone; ihleza bempapa, rump-bone (C.N.).

isi-Hleza, n. Bullock with only one horn, or with the core only remaining on the other side.

u-Hlezane, n. Hickory-King mealies (collect.), from the small il(i)-Hleza or cob = i-mVutuminti (N.).

Hleze, def. verb. expressing 'continually constantly, always,' used with nearly all the tenses and followed by the participle of succeeding verb [originally identical with hlezi, the perf. of hlala, as proved by similar use in Xo. of this latter] = ziuge, etc.

Ex. ngihleze uqintshela, I am continually telling him.

bayakululeze beqintshela, they will be always playing with it.

(iii)-Hlezi, n. (C.N.) = (ili)-Vondwe.

Hlezuka, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hlezuka; hlezu-la.

Hlezu-la, v. Divide, cut, break, or otherwise separate into two or more portions, as a plank, orange, bundle of firewood, as below. Cp. ezekuka; hlepu-kua; qepuka.

Hli, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be very sour or acid, as beer, amasi, etc. (comp. hlosana); make the hissing sound when experiencing sharp pain = hliza.

Hlibitsisa (Hlibithisa), v. Make an ugly, wry, distorted face (with or without abuso), as when making grimaces, drinking medicine or breaking into tears (comp. bipa); be thus distorted, as the face itself.

Hlibiza, v. Gather the little bits of mealie-cobs (izi-Hlibiza) from a field that has turned out a failure = hlubaza.

isi-Hlibiza, n. Little under-grown bit of a thing, as a small stunted mealie-cob or person.

Hlifihlifi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hlifiteke.

Hlifi hi(fi), ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hlifiza.

ama-Hlifihlifi, n. = ama-Fhli(fh)lifi.

ubu-Hlifitana (Hlifithana), n. Naughtiness, rudeness in a child, as below.

Hlifiteka (Hlifiteke), v. Act naughtily, rudely, improperly, as a child when it laughs at an elder (with uga), or is pettish, fastidious about its food, quarrelsome with others, etc.
Pull hut, the rub; Cp. Rub, the dog Poor, cicima, Skin, servant slaughtered 'cheeky' hut HLO

um-Hlikwe ama-Hlikihliki Hlikiza Hlimikeza Hliki Hlifizeka, as fihliza, a as (acc.) fihlit'i run to ama-Hlipihlipi, cheeks; <>r as it pulling pulling pulling die kih a face as 'scratches' by pulled impi the body (ace.), or an impi the enemy (gen. with shaya = sikhiba) [Lat. frico, 1 rub; Sw. fikieka, rub to pieces].

Ex. ininka amba as'ekishage waxihihihi, she has already finished off all her beer-pots.

Hliki hlïki, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = hlihliki; hlikiza. ama-Hlikihliki (no sing.), n. Things all pulled about, ragged, disordered, untidy, as thatch on a hut when blown about by the wind, clothes all tattered, food or dirt besmeared all about a child's face or body, or hair of a woman when dishevelled or of a man when uncombed or growing 'untidily' over the chest or cheeks; such a man, child, hut, etc., itself = i-nTlakantlaka, ama-Hlakahlaka, ama-Hlipihlipi, i-nTlikinliki, ama-Hlihliki; cp. ama-Ntahantlhu.

isi-Hlikili (s.k.), n. Person with a ragged appearance from hair growing untidily about his face or chest, or hanging dishevelled or uncombed about the head = um-Hlikowe.

ili-Hlikiva (s.k.), n. = ili(X)-Xikiva.

Hlikiza (s.k.), v. Pull about; as a dog pulling about playfully an old coat (ace.) it may have found, or a pig pulling about the bedding in its sty (comp. nyikinya); pull about, scatter about, put in disorder, as clothes (ace.) in a cupboard, pots in a hut, or rubbish all about a kraal (= fihliza, fuhlaza, xikeza); pull to pieces, as oxen the kraal-fence (ace.) or a man pulling down a hut (= hlakaza); pull to pieces (metaphor.) by talk, vilify, run down, as one might another person (ace.) or institution (= fihlsa).

um-Hlikwe (s.k.), n. 5. Person with hair growing raggedly, shaggily, all about the face, chest, etc. (= isi-Hlikili); any 'king' in playing-cards (comp. n-Mudevuna).

Hlina, v. (N.) = hlihitisa. Hlinikeza (s.k.), v. = shinikeza.

Hlinekezi, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = ukuti shinikezi.

Hlnza, v. Skin, flay, as a slaughtered beast (ace.); skin (metaphor.) i.e. murder and mutilate, as an intsvelabo ya his victims. Ex. wahlinzeka intsvelabo, he was murdered by a professional-murderer.

u(llu)-Hlnzamfuku (s.k.), v. Common meadow fern. um-Hlnzantulo (s.t.), n. 5. Poor, inferior-class person, who possesses nothing and doesn't visit the chief's kraal.

[i(i)-Hlnzanyoka (s.k.), n. Certain shrub (C.N.)

Hlnzeka (s.k.), v. Prepare food (with uga) in readiness for a person (ace.) coming or expected to come, as on a visit or from a journey.

Ex. bamhlinzeka ugenfo, they had some boiled mealies ready for him on his arrival.

isi or um-Hlnzeko (s.k.), n. 5. Food prepared in readiness, as above.

isi-Hlipi (Hliphila), n. Fork of a tree used as a slip or drag for carrying purposes = isi-Huduto [Eng. slip].

Hlipi hlili, ukuti (Hliphili, hlili, ukuthi), v. = ukuti hlili hlili.

ama-Hlipihlipi (Hliphilihiphi), n. = ama-Hilihiphili.

Hlipiza (Hliphiza), v. = hlikiza.

isi-Hlito (Hlitolo), n. (C.N.) = isi-Hluta.

Hliza, v. = ukuti hlili.

Hlö, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti rro.

[i(i)-Hlo, n. Eye = ili(S)-So (which latter word is most commonly used for the singular, and ama-Hlo for the plural) [Skr. aksha, eye; Gr. ops; Sw. jocho; Sha, zi-eso; Hinz. dzi-tso; Lo, i-tho; Ko, li-ho; Kwe. ji-ho; pl. me-so; Her. e-ho; Nywe, i-so; Li, isi-so; Bo, ti-so; Kag. ijo-so; Ya, li-so; Ru, ji-so; U. ili-iso; Mo. idi-ti; At. ozl].

Phr. usvele amelhlo, he carries (high) the eyes, i.e. carries no modesty or respectfulness in his face, is 'cheeky' looking, bold and impudent = o'melhlo as'ekanda. amelhlo oke kumakhanyeni mawabantu, his eyes don't meet those of (other) people, i.e. he doesn't look one straight in the face, has a dishonest, deceitful look about him.

mekheka ukwenzeka abonom, to look or expect with red (straining) eyes i.e. with intense desire.

bas'emuhlweni, reflections seen in the pupils.

nantsi inqubo es'emuhlweni ami (or kimzi), this is the blanket which is in my eyes i.e.
which has most attraction for me, which I admire most.

**Hloba, v.** Put on any article (acc.) of finery by way of adorning oneself, dress up, as a young man going out to court (used in perf. = *manula*); sprout anew, as an amabale plant (see isi-Ilabane); sprout, put on new branchlets, as a tree in spring; put on or show fine, clean stalks, without abundant ragged sheath-leaves; become curdled, as milk by the addition of acid or in its natural chemical changes (for amasi the word *nutwe* is used).

**Hlobisa, v.** Help one (acc.) to ornament himself, dress him up; decorate, ornament, bedeck, as a house (acc.), table, etc., with finery of any kind.

**(i)i-Hlolo, n.** Article of finery for bodily adornment, an ornament. See hloba; isi-Shipi.

Ex. *ababun babegakuyenza* (or *envelo*) ihlolo, the Natives would make a body-ornament of it.

**(i)ii-Hlolo (Hlolo — no plur.), n.** Summer i.e. season of vegetative activity (beginning therefore with the sprouting of the trees and ending with the ripening, not harvesting, of the crops) [prob. akin to hloba q.v.]. Comp. ubu-Sika.

Phr. *nyathla ihlolo kuma* I spent or enjoyed the summer there (but not used of the winter season, when there is no fresh field-stuff to enjoy).

*a-**bik’ihlolo, to announce the new season — a custom of a betrothed girl of taking a present of the first-fruits to her future father-in-law.

N. B. This season is customarily divided as follows:

1. *Ipetsele ihlolo*, the summer has come round, *i.e.* at the time of the first rains, when the new grass begins to cover the land.
2. *sekud’ulolo*, or *sekuyisikati sololo*, it is now the time of the first fruits, when green pumpkins, gourds, and the like are eaten.
3. *sekuykwinda**, or *sekuyisikatiso kwinda**, it is now the time of the new food, when the new mealies (not amabele) are eaten, when the amabele is just commencing to produce ears and the birds to give trouble.

(a). *sekuyisibobo ekukulun*; *sekupakati kwokwinda**, it is now great or mid-summer, it is now the middle of *kwinda*—time, *i.e.* when the amabele is in full ear and the mealies ripening.

(b). *sekupakati kwinda; sekupakati ihlolo*, the *kwinda*-time, is now at an end, the summer-season is now finished, *i.e.* when the amabele and mealies are already ripe and drying on the stalk.

---

4. *sekungena ubusika; sekuyisikati sukuma*, the winter-season is now coming in; it is now harvesting time.

**isi-Hlolo (Hloobo), n.** Relative, blood-relation (of a distant nature, and hence generally applied to such as have no other name to distinguish them, *e.g.* relatives on one’s mother’s side); friend, acquaintance (= *um-Hlolo*). Cp. isi-Sebele. [Her. omu-hoko, relation; Sw. ukoo, relationship].

Ex. *yu’isikholo simi naye?* what relation is he to you?

**um-Hlolo (Hloobo), n.** 5. Friend, acquaintance (comp. um-Ngwe, isi-Sebele); relative, relation, of a distant kind, undistinguished by name (seldom used in this last sense; more generally isi-Hlolo) = isi-Hlolo.

Phr. *yek’umhlobonebunthlalo, ozizeka zilale, zing’epiqa gunuwa*! what a fortunate friend! who boils his mealies and lets them rest, and they are not so much as jumped over by a mouse — expressing admiration of one’s good fortune or prosperity.

**u(lu)-Hlolo (Hloobo), n.** Race, nationality, of mankind, as the Indian, or Suto; tribe, or clan, as the Qwabe and Zulu clans (the word here refers to the common blood-relation, not the body corporate = isi-Zwe); genus, species, breed, as of animals; kind, sort, as of any inanimate thing; variety of action, way, manner [Her. omu-hoko, kind; Sw. ukoo, relationship; MZT. lu-zubo, kind].

Ex. *kubasilo uhlobo luwe*, they are not of the same nationality.

**ul’uhlobo lekiti**, he is a countryman of mine, or of the same clan.

**injya yohlobo**, a dog of a breed *i.e.* of a good breed.

**uhlobo luni lona lolu lwokuloba**, what kind of writing is this?

Phr. *uhlob’ubali, otlunyebekelwe’ienza*, a wretched tribe (or class of people), such as you would not set a dog before (to eat) — word of contempt for any disreputable family, kraal, etc.

**ubu-Hlolo (Hloobo), n.** Relationship.

**Hlobonga, v.** Indulge in lewd sexual intercourse (by habit and externally) with one of the other sex (with not), as a young man with a girl or vice versa (for a single connection, see *pinga*); induce or entice a person (acc.) by private talking to do anything = *soma, seeba*; (C.N.) court, woo, in a good sense.

Ex. *lokunyakhlobongu ng’ame ukuba ngixe?*
why thus, since it was you who enticed me to come?''

X.B. It is the common custom among Zulu Natives that a betrothed pair indulge in frequent surreptitious, though unconsummated, intercourse. The practice though technically unlawful, is nevertheless universally connived at, even by the girl's parents; but it is only so tolerated between a couple who have been properly affianced in accordance with Native custom. The word, however, in Zululand is never used in a 'good' sense, that is, in the sense of pure wooing. Cp. *umhezela*.

**Hlofo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hlofoza, ukuti fohlolo.**

**Hlofokea (s.k.), v. = fohloloza.**

**Hlofoza, v. = fohloloza.**

*lu*-Hlofu (*Hloufu*), *n.* Bitterness to the taste of certain watermelons and pumpkins; water-melon or pumpkin when so bitter; strong, disagreeable bodily odour of some Natives (cp. *um-Sanka; i(l)i-Quaqua*). ili or isi-Hlufuhlofu, *n.* Person who takes no care or thought as to what he says or does, as below.

**Hlofuza, v.** Do or make anything (ace.), or speak, without taking any thought, care, or pains, doing therefore in an improper, wild reckless manner, as when talking angrily about a thing one has not properly understood, or when eating food (ace.), sewing a dress (ace.), dealing with females, etc., in an irregular, wild, inordinate manner.

**Hlohla (Hloohlha), v.** Drive or force into by pressure, thrust in, ram in, as when ramming a lot of soft goods (ace.) into a sack (ace.), or thrusting in a blanket amidst a pile of others on a shelf, or loading the powder into a gun, or a stick into mud or water to see the depth; drive in upon, run back into, as a main river when in flood running up into its feeder (ace.), or the in-flowing tide entering a river-mouth; go out of one's direct course, go running off at a tangent, as a path, or person travelling; drive up or along with force, as the sky (i-zulu) bringing along rain (ace.) from the southern-horizon, or the wind when blowing hard in one direction as though 'filling in the sack'; force out i.e. blow or give a whistle (i(l)i-Kwelo). Comp. hlokoza; hlokoza; phula.

Ex. ng'elele yele *eshowe, ngasegilohloha, ngyowela oTukela*, after I had come down from Eshowe, I struck away and went in the direction of the Tukela.

**Hloko, or Hloko hloko, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = hlokoza.**

**isi-Hloko (s.k.), n.** Top, point, tip, upper end, or head of any long-bodied thing (in contradistinction to the *isi-Qu* or bottom), as of a stick, pillar, finger, assegai, pencil, bundle of grass, or tree; foremost or head of a train, as of cattle, soldiers marching, or wagons travelling (i-nTloko, i(l)i-Kala); originals or head of a herd, from which the others have been bred (i-nTloko) [akin to hlokoza, q.v. Her. o-hongya, top; Sw. chongoa, to point].

**Hlokhola (s.k.), v. = hlokholanisa.**

**Hlokholana (s.k.), v.** Be cramped together, over-crowded, over-stuffed, as corn in a field, a too heavy weight of leaven in a vessel so that it cannot readily ferment, or damageable clothes stuffed into a box.

**Hlokholanisa (s.k.), v.** Stuff in, cram in, etc., anything (ace.), as above.

**i(l)i-Hlokhohlko (s.k.), n.** Yellow Weaver-bird, of which there are several varieties, the commonest being the Spotted-backed Weaver-bird (*Hypanctornis spinolotus*).
Ex. kantu kwakwele amnhlokoshoko tapa
enhlini ma? is it then a weaver-bird settlement here in the hut?—as may be said when reproving a lot of chattering children.

isi-Hlokolo (s. k.), n. Certain sea-fish.

Hlokoloza (s. k.), v. Poke anything (acc.) with the top or point (isi-Hlokolo) of a thing, as with a stick, one's finger, etc. (= cokoloka, tokolozola); thrust pointedly at, poke towards (acc.) without touching. Cp. igula; hlokolo [Sw. sukuma poke].

Hlokolozi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = hlokoloza.

Hlokoma (s. k.), v. Make a confused rumbling or dinning noise, as of people talking loudly in a hut, a party singing in a distance, a river running over stones in a valley; fast water when singing previouus to boiling; 'din' to a person (acc.) with praise, as when the whole company mingled simultaneously in shouts of admiration at a man, dancing. Comp. haza.

Ex. kuyahlokoma enhlabezoi kini, there is a tingleing in my ear.

bamhlakoma, iyagyi elikulu, they gave him a rumbling volley of praise, the great dancer.

i(li)-Hlokova or Hlokou (s. k.), n. Group, collection (say a dozen or two), as of cattle belonging to a man, or of men walking along a road, or working together = i(li)-Dlantenzi. Comp. i(li)-Qabi; isi-Xuku.

Hlokiza (s. k.), v. Thrust or poke about at, thrust or poke in at, as at a snake (acc.) in a hole, or a frog beneath a box = ukutu hloko hloko. Comp. shidela; hlokoloza; joja. [akin to isi-Hloko q. v.].

Hlola (Hloola), v. Be alone, or left alone, by oneself, without companionship, supervision or restraint, at one's ease or leisure (used mostly in perf.), as children when their parents are out or as a sick person left alone without anyone to care for him (= ukutu-hlala i(li)-Hlola or ellolola; see i(li)-Hlane); work an unusual, awe-inspiring feat, as a magician; work an um-Hlola i.e. send or bring down an evil-omen or portent, as anuntakati (see hlolela); serve out beer in a private pot (see hlolela).

Ex. agale abhlole umhlole, he first sends an evil-omen or portent.

amankonyane abhlole umhlole umnhlanje, the calves are enjoying their ease to-day, going just where they like.

P. nekidele abhlole, imanla y'udakile, the weasel is at ease, the mamba having gone out = when the cat's away, the mice do play.

Hlola, v. Spy out, spy at, as a scout the enemy (acc.) in war-time; explore, sur-vey, as a country (acc.); inspect, as a piece of work or a school; examine, as an article bought (comp. virinya), or as mothers were in former times regularly accustomed to do pudenda curum tlia-rum by way of supervision against illicit intercourse; run the eyes (with nyame-hlo) over things (acc.) cursorily, glance at surveyingly, as a stranger might the goods in a hut when wishing to discover if any particular object is concealed there [Her. hora; spy; Sw. onja, examine].

Ex. nqalala wasehlola uyezelo, he first surveyingly ran his eyes over us (to see what kind of visitors we were).

Phr. ukun-m-buka yelekukuhlo, to look at him (a person) with an examining eye, i.e. in a suspicious, unfriendly manner.

i(li)-Hlola (Hloola; loc. e-Hlola), n. Un-supervised, unrestrained leisure; the state of being left undisturbed to oneself or alone (gen. used with ukutu-hlola, hlala, hlezi, etc.) = isi-Sulu; cp. i(li)-Hlane. See hlola.

Ex. sikhula hlola, ou sidezi ehlola, we are enjoying ease, or we are living at ease — as children when left free from control. 

ubani uholzei hlola lake yedza, So-and-so is having his ease all alone — might be said by way of regret at his solitaryness.

P. ihlola lapha uminindlo, the solitude devoured its owner, i.e. thinking to be possessed of something good, it was really his own death, for when the wild-beast came down on him there was none at hand to aid him.

ihlola ihloleleso zebe, the solitude is solitary in all things alike. i.e. it is not only so in a pleasant sense, but the same solitariness may be the source of much unpleasantness e.g. should evil befall you while you are alone.

um-Hlola (Hloola), n. 5. Any strange, extraordinary, awe-inspiring thing or occurrence ceasing one to wonder, as an eclipse of the sun, or a railway-train to the Natives; such thing or occurrence when regarded as a portent of evil, an ill-omen, as the alighting of a ground-hornbill (i-nTsingizi) upon one's hut (= isi-Ga); used interjectionally, in sing. or plur. (umhlola or imihlola) to express indignation, angry surprise, etc., as 'Well I never! what next! what check!' = isi-Yiko. Cp. isi-Ci [Sw. motlolo, wonder; Sw. onyo, omen].

Ex. kechile umhlole, there has come down an omen.

s'ebhlole umhlole, we were befallen by a strange occurrence.
Phr. uku-hlola umhlola, to send an evil-omen or portent, as an umukakati does previous to his operating on a kraal.

uku-panga umhlola, to drive away (by charms, etc.) an evil-omen.

(iI)-Hlalamvula, n. Common Swift (Cypselus apus) = i(iI)-Ja.

Hlolela (Hloolela), v. Bring or send down on one (acc.) an evil-sign or ill-omen, as an umukakati does on a kraal previous to attacking it; serve a person (acc.) with a private portion (see um-Hlolo) of beer for his own especial use, according to custom.

Ex. mns'kongiHlelela umhlola, don't bring a bad omen upon me! — as might be said to check a person who is doing or saying something unlucky, as when expressing uneasiness about the safety of somebody gone on a journey, or the death of somebody still alive.

ngamkholela um refill you are pressing death or ill for me! — expressing strong objection or dislike to some request made to one.

umuntu ofikayo kosimkholeli (umhlola), kakholelebo abush'ekaya bodwa, a person arriving we do not serve with a special private pot; it is served privately to those of the family only.

Hloleisa (Hloodisa), v. Attack or come down on a person (acc.) when alone, or by stealth, as when one hostile party takes another by suprise.

Um-Hlolo (um-Hlolo), n. 5. Private pot of beer served out (bekela) to the chief members of a kraal or for the amadhlozi, etc., on the morning of a beer-drink, for their own especial use, and extra to that to be drunk in company (ebandhla). See hlolela; um-Beko.

Ex. amnikheleka isiphatha (or amnkheleka umhlola), you shall put aside for him a special pot of beer.

Um-Hlolo (Hlolo), n. 5. = Um-Hlolo.

(iI)-Hlololwane, n. Small group or cluster of men, cattle, etc., standing together. Comp. isi-Eleke; i(iI)-Viyo.

Um-Hlololwane, n. 5. Long strip of meat running along the back of an ox on each side of the spine.

Hloma, v. Arm, take up one's weapons (isi-Kali) for a fight; arm oneself with, as an assagai (acc.); stick in, so as to stand, as a stick (acc.) in the ground, or a spoon in the thatch of a hut (= ukuti ulo); stick on, as strips of meat (acc.), locusts, or medlars on a spit or skewer (see u(lu)-Hlomo; comp. hloma); stick or thrust through, as the one outside does the needle (acc.) when latching a Native hut (comp. tula); stick or thrust in under, as firewood (acc.) under a cooking-pot (loc. or ku); set fire (acc.) to the veld-grass (loc.) systematically, as when wishing to burn off a portion; build the loose ears of Kafir-corn (acc.), when harvesting, into a small circular stack (not tying them up into separate bundles — see u(lu)-Bule, i(iI)-Qinga); 'stick oneself up' i.e. place oneself (with isi) in an unpleasant, uncomfortable position, as when removing one's kraal into the vicinity of a disagreeable neighbour; bring up thunder clouds, he gathering for a thunder-storm, as the sky (i-zulu) [Sw. choma, to stick; Ga. sima, pierce.].

Ex. ubehlonile umkonto, he was armed with an assegai.

ungama kuNs'ma, woSa bhlonile, if you should put up (for the night) in that kraal, you will have put yourself into an unpleasant place.

ngiyakwaahloma, I shall spit them (the amaViyo or medlars).

U(lu)-Hlomantete (Hlomantethe), n. Veld-plant having long stalk and scarlet flowerlets, used as firewood and clinging to which dead locusts are frequently found.

(iI)-Hlombe (Hlombe), n. Shoulder, at the top and upper portion of the shoulder-blade (see isi-Panga); a single clap, or continuous clapping with the hands, as the girls do at a Native dance-song (with shaya = cp. ngukuza) [Sw. kombela mkono, shoulder-blade; Her. o-hongue].

Phr. ukubeke ihlombe, okuka'Nyamane, he is carried away, just like Nyamane, by the impulse or excitement of seeing or hearing others, as when a child hears others in a noise of excitement outside and must needs go out to see what it is, or when a person seeing others going off anywhere feels impelled to go also (not used of an action through any private, secret impulse).

Um-Hlome, n. 5. = isi-Ningo.

Hlomeka (s. k.), v. Be in an unpleasant position, live uncomfortably, as when in the vicinity of a disagreeable neighbour (used in perf.). See hloma; ukuti koto.

Hlomela, v. = gapela.

U-Hlomendhlini, n. Regiment of Shaka, whose headquarters were in the present Natal.

(iI)-Hlomo, n. Cluster of things standing up or stuck in together, as a lot of mealie-cobs stuck full into a basket, a number of people standing in a group.
together, or a heap of separate amahle ears stacked up together (cp. u(ia)-Bule).

u(ju)-Hlomo, n. Spit, or skewer, for sticking louesets, pieces of meat, or wild-fruit upon. See hloma; u(ju)-Nlomtlo.

u(ju)-Hlomoti (Hlomothi), n. = u(ju)-Dhlomoti.

Hlonula, v. Stab a buck (acc.) in the second place, have the next and final 'go' at it, after another has already stabbed it and partially brought it down or the dog of another already got hold of it (not used of the same person stabbing again for the second time = gedela); do for in the second place, as a dog which attacks and brings to ground a buck already stabbed by somebody else (the word would only apply to a dog belonging to another party, not to him who first stabbed); obtain the second share, e.g. a leg (acc.), in the apportioning of such a buck, as does he who stabbed it or whose dog attacked it in the second place.

um-Hlomulo, n. 5. Portion of a buck, as a leg, obtained as above.


Hlonga, v. Be quite destitute of anything (acc.), have absolutely nothing thereof, quite out of or without it, as corn, cattle, or goods of any kind — is sometimes used by Natives to express comparative indigence, even when in actual possession of a small quantity = lambata. Cp. ntula, swela [Chw. tloka].

Ex. 'ngisize ngumlonjuna', 'Ungafa' ugiyakonga', 'help me with a little malt'. 'You might die (before you will get any from me)! I have absolutely none.'

kabayiloboli; uhlong'ixinkomo, he has not yet lobola'd her; he has no cattle.

um-Hlonga, n. 5. = um-Hlwenya.

u(ju)-Hlonga, n. Two kinds of long grass for thatching, somewhat resembling tambootie; (C.N.) also i(i)-Pungandhlebe.

i(i)-Hlongandhlebe, n. = i(i)-Pungandhlebe.

kwa'Hlongasibi, n. (C.N.) = kwa'Nlonyangasi.

Hlongago, v. Push on with talk or action perversely, with obstinate persistency (sometimes with i-nKani); bring up rain (acc.) i.e. the rain-clouds, as the heavens (i-Zulu).

ama-Hloni (no siny.), n. Shame (as shown on the face), shyness, bashfulness; modesty, respectfulness (in behaviour) = i-nTloni [Chw. li-thlong; MZT. in-soni; Sag. Bo. soni; Her. o-honi; Ga. nsonzi].

Ex. umuntu ongeya'mahloni, a shameless person, indifferent as to breaches of modesty or respect.

uku-keelwe amahloni, to become ashamed, be overcome with shyness.

Hlonipa (Hlonipha), v. Show respect to, have respect for, as for one's parents or elderly persons (acc.); do or act respectfully, modestly, in one's behaviour generally; cover the breasts by way of modesty before certain classes of people (acc.), as women do according to prescribed Native custom; 'respect' i.e. avoid mention of in conversation, certain words (acc.) which contain the radical of the name of certain persons to be so respected, as women do according to prescribed custom; do, omit doing, etc., certain other things 'out of respect' for certain persons, as women do [Her. o-honi, shame; hona, crouch; Chw. li-thlong, shame; Su. hlonepha, respect; MZT. in-soni, shame; Sag. Bo. soni; Ga. nsonzi].

P. kubonishwana kabilu, it is respected twice, on both sides, i.e. if you want others to respect you, you also must respect them. 

Hlonipa lape isungayikwindela, she (a girl) acts modestly also where she will not marry — said to a girl to teach her that the respect to persons which she shows towards the family of her future father-in-law, should also be shown towards all others with whom she has no connection.

N.B. The practice of hlonipa is very widely distributed throughout the uncivilised world, existing in different forms, not only among nearly all African tribes, but also in Australia, among the Caribs of Central-America, and elsewhere.

Among the Zulus it touches mainly the married women, although, as exceptional cases, the men, or indeed the whole tribe indiscriminately, may hlonipa the name of a renowned chief or ancestor, as, for instance, the Zulus hlonipad' the words i-nPande (root) and i-nDhlela (path) owing to certain great individuals of their tribe having been called u-Mpande and u-Ndhlela.

A married woman hlonipa's the names of her father-in-law and all his brothers, the ama-Kosana or elder among her brothers-in-law, her mother-in-law and all other wives of her father-in-law. Any word containing the radical of such a name would be avoided by her in speech and another word substituted for it. Thus, if one of these persons were called u-Mati (Mr. Tree), not only will this actual word for 'a tree' be disused and the work um-Cakanashi substituted, but every other word containing within it the particle ti, will be equally avoided. Thus, for uku-
Tree-cricket, generally white malignant recently small.

um-Hlonishwa, isi-li-Hlonzi.

Thus, she are also round was burnt. must be allowed to go.

um-Hlonitlo, isi-li-Hlonzi.

um-Hlonyane, isi-li-Hlonzi.

um-Hlonta, isi-li-Hlonzi.

um-Hloni (s.t.), 5. Large spreading euphorbia (Euphor. grandifl.) whose milk is used as a specific for external cancer (comp. i-i-Hlonishwa); (gen. in plur. = imi-Hlonta) details, particulars, as in the narration of the course of any occurrence or affair; symptoms, as in the course of a disease.

Ex. ukalanu imihlonitlo yendaba, she (the um-Nyona) traced out the course or details of the affair.

us'ey'eye eminey imihloni, he (the doctor) has already cut off the progress of some of the symptoms.

u(lu)-Hlonito (Hloonitlo), 5. Spit or sneever of locusts, pieces of meat, or fruit, i.e. the spit together with what is spit thereon = u(lu)-Nhloni. Comp. u(lu)-Hlomo.

Ex. ukwenzu ubhlonito, to stick on one after the other — generally used of a man in battle stabbing several people successively.

um-Hlonyane, isi-li-Hlonzi.

Hlonza, isi-li-Hlonzi; also (C.N.) do a thing (ace.) habitually, be in the habit of doing it, be always doing, as a child any bad habit, or a person being an unusually frequent visitor at any kraal (= vanza, nakala); (C.N.) lead off with the track, follow along the trail, as a dog following a buck (ace.—comp. tuna); (C.N.) lead in music or reed-playing (= hlabu; of the second party wuma would be used); (C.N.) = nakala generally.

u(lu)-Hlonzane, isi-li-Hlonzi.

um-Hlonta, isi-li-Hlonzi.

um-Hlonzane, isi-li-Hlonzi.

Hlosa, isi-li-Hlonzi. is thickest; kakumul'ho- ne, it is thin.

Hlonzinge, isi-li-Hlonzi.

um-Hlonzo, isi-li-Hlonzi.

um-Hlonekezi, isi-li-Hlonzi.

Hlosa, isi-li-Hlonzi. is eagerly bent on doing something, used in perf. and followed by
uku); be bent on a person (acc.), be resolved to get hold of him (gen. in a bad sense), have the mind made up in his regard (used in perf.), as an umtakati to kill a person, a youth who has made up his mind to win a certain girl (acc.), or to pay out somebody with whom he has had a quarrel (= gonda); begin to have breasts, as a girl; begin to appear, as the breasts themselves; treat a person (acc.) for purulent ophthalmia or granular lids (acc. = i-nTelolo), extracting from the eyes all the foreign bodies i.e. grains of amabale, etc., etc., which the umtakati who caused the disease, is supposed to have introduced therein; roast an unripe ear of amabale (acc.) over the flame of a fire, then knock off all the roasted grains into a pot and eat them, as children formerly used to do in the harvest-field, though the custom is now objected to as causing a swelling below the ears (see i-nHlosa); put forth the twisted sheat-leaf eventually to contain the ear, as an ama-bale plant (see um-Qumbi); burn a person (acc.) by poking him with a live firebrand (= ukuti hlose) = sohle; soholu.

Ex. u'wurule wamhlosa, you had made up your mind for him from the start (i.e. to do him this ill).

ngihlose ukuhomba umhla, I am bent upon going to-day.

uyamhlosa intelo, he is treating him for an intelo (most commonly ophthalmia of the eyes).

(iii)-Hlosa, n. Kind of Kafir-corn having black-husked and large sized grains; kind of tall growing imfe with an ear resembling the aforesaid.

isi-Hlosa, n. Veldt-plant, having a raceme of tiny white flowerlets, and used as a specific for ophthalmia and similar eye-diseases.

Hlosana (perf. hlosene), v. Turn sour, as beer or milk from excessive heat (comp. ukuti hli); impede or pierce into deeply, as to growth, movement, etc., by being too compressed, cribbed, confined together, as mealies in a field or sleepers in a hut (used in perf.). Cp. minyana.

Hlôse, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Burn a person (acc.) by touching or poking him with a hot or flaming thing, as a firebrand (= hlosa); penetrate or pierce into deeply, as a thorn or assegai into the flesh; make so penetrate deeply, thrust deeply into, as any sharp instrument (acc. = ukuti biye); finish off, make a clean sweep of, as fire of a country (acc.), cattle a field, or an impi the enemy (= ukuti buqe) = ukuti sohle.

um-Hlosazana, n. 5. Small white heifer.

(iii)-Hlosi, n. Variety of leopard, said to be larger than the i-nGwe and with the spots forming a complete circle, not open as those of the latter, and having a dot in the centre — others asserting that the difference is merely from environment = (iii)-Sohlisi.

Hlôsu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Remove by a slight forcible tearing movement; hence, tear off or away, as a person might when nipping off a piece of skin (acc.) from the body, or when pulling off a green switch at the point where the skinny bark still clings to the tree, or when pulling off one portion of a string of worsted, or of rotten paper, from the other = hlosula, cosula, yosula; get so torn off = hlosuka, cosuka, yosuka. Cp. hlosulaza.

Hlosuka (s. k.), v. = ukuti hlosu, cosuka, yosuka.

Hlosula, v. = ukuti hlosu, cosula, yosula.

Hlosuluzi, v. Tear or strip forcibly off (action more intensive and extensive than ukuti hlosu), as any skin-like covering (acc.) of a thing when firmly adhering and requiring pulling, a green bough from a tree-trunk when demanding some force, or (metaphor.) a child from its mother (with kn.), as an umtakati might by killing it = ukuti hlosuluzi; sohlu-

Hlozu, v. Look about for, endeavour to obtain by seeking as money (acc.) among one's friends to pay the hut-tax, or any necessary thing required for any special purpose = hlonza.

Ex. bengisahloxa lolo 'buhlamwe, I was still trying to get that piece of money (so as to make up the full amount of my debt).

umina ukholoza abamudonke ukudhla, the mother is looking for food for her children (i.e. visiting this and that kraal in search thereof).

u(lu)-Hloza, n. Veldt-herb whose pods and leaves are eaten.

(iii)-Hlozi (Hloozzi), n. Dark, thickly overgrown spot in a bush or copse with a dense-matting of creepers and branches overhead; white-flowering bush, used medicinally for a cold in the head, etc.

Hlozinga, v. Keep eyes on a person (acc.), keep a sharp look-out on him (not in order to know his character = qesha) but to catch him in the act or trap him = hlozinga.

u(lu)-Hlu, n. Single line (whether straight,
as a row; or circular, as a ring), e.g. a line of print in a book; a row of trees in a garden, a file of soldiers standing (not a train = ifiti-Hele); or as a waving ring on the surface of a pond, seats in the pit of a theatre, or a single coil of a snake when sleeping, or cotton on a reel [Sw. mtho, line; MZT. lwsa].

Ex. inyoka, uma ilele, iyashaya ixintu, a snake when it sleeps, makes rings (i.e. coils itself in rings).

**Hluba, v.** Peel, as soft bark (acc.) from a tree or peel from an orange, or as the orange (acc.) or tree itself; strip, as the rough outer-leaves (acc.) from imile or thatching-grass, or as the inile or grass itself (acc.); throw off the dry peelings of skin, as a person's body after certain skin deseases and eruptions; mout, change coats, as a bird, horse, etc.; clear up, become clear, as a sky (i-zulu) that has been cloudy (= ewetula); strip off i.e. get off or finish, any long stretch of work, as of hoeing fields (acc.) or covering a distance when travelling [Sw. chuna, skin; Her. puhura].

Phr. *ixwe valishaya valihluba ngejubane,* he peeled off the country (i.e. got clear of it, got it off) in great speed.

*uyaxihluba isitiwazi yokwenza njalo,* you are stripping off (i.e. destroying) from yourself your shadow (i.e. good name, respectability) by so doing.

*inkomo (umuntu, etc.) ihlubele nthange o-kweisitupa sawenubu* (or *ihlubele nthange okwe-langa las'ebusika*), the cow (person, etc.), has peeled off towards one side like a chameleon's thumb (or like the sun in winter, when it seems to go down towards one side, owing to the change of the ecliptic) — said of a boy, ox, etc. of an unsociable nature, who slinks off and away from the others.

**Hlubu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hlubuka; hlu-bula.**

**isi-Hlubu, n.** Certain sea-fish (N).

**Hlubuka (s. k.), v.** Get stripped of its peel-like covering, as a mealie-coob when the covering spathes are removed; get stripped off, as the spathes when removed from a mealie-coob; get to sever one’s connection with, for sake, abandon, as a man his chief (acc. or *ku = gelu*; cp. hlunguku); desert from, leave in the lurch, escape or slip away from, as an absconding servant from his master (acc. or *ku*), a prisoner from his guard, or a cat out of a person’s hands (comp. punyuka; hlamuka); go back on one's promise to or agreement with a person (acc. or *ku = gwenguka*); get uncovered, come out, as the sun from amidst the clouds when the sky is clearing up = *ukuti hlubu.*

Ex. *ngihlubulele itshe ezwaneni,* I have gotten the skin taken off my toe by a stone. *selihlubulele (hilango),* it (the sun) has now come out (on a cloudy day).

**(ii)-Hlubuka (s. k.), n.** One who abandons his former chief or party, turn-coat, rebel. See hlubuka.

**Hlubula, v.** Strip of its peel-like covering, as a mealie-coob (acc.) of the spathes covering it or a person of his clothes; strip off, as the spathes (acc.) from a mealie-coob or clothes off a person; make sever one’s connection with, for sake, or abandon, as a man (acc.) his chief or party (with *ku*); make or cause to desert, escape from, as a servant (acc.) from his master, or prisoner from his guard (see punyula); make a person (acc.) go back on his promise or agreement (loc. = gwengula); uncover, make come out, as the sky the sun (acc.) when hidden by clouds; get off, get through, clear off, any long stretch of work to be done, as of fields (acc.) to be hoed, or of country (acc.) to be covered when travelling = *ukuti hlubu* [Her. puhura, strip; Sw. tupu, abandon; chuna, strip].

Ex. *ngisihlubulele isikwewu amakasi,* I have stripped the mealie-coob of its leaves.

*sebevecate hlubu* (or *sebewahlubule*) *amasi-mu,* they have now cleared off the fields (i.e. the work on them).

*waliti hlubu ixwe,* it (the um-lilo or fire) burnt off the whole country. *ngihlubulelwe itshe ezwaneni,* I have been stripped (of the skin) on the toe by a stone. *ixwe valishaya valihlubu ngejubane,* he cleared off the country, got over it, at a great speed.

**um-Hlubulo, n. 5.** Ribs of meat (the flesh lying over the ribs on the outside = i-nTsonyama); flank or side generally, of man or beast (= u(lu)-Hlangoti, u(lu)-Guba).

N.B. Just as the i-nTsonyama of any beast slaughtered is the perquisite of the chief hut in the kraal, so one of the ini-Hlubulo goes by right to the i-kohleka hut, the going over to the assembled wives of the kraal.

**Hlubulula, v.** Strip or peel off, strip or peel back, as any thin skin (acc.) or membrane, like the eyelid or the spathes on a mealie-coob = hlubula.

**Hlubuyela, v.** Tie a string (acc.) with a slip-knot. See i-nTlubuyela; if(i)-Findo.

**Hluzu, v. = hlibiza.**

**isi-Hlubuza, n. = isi-Hlibiza.**
cause his blood is one clot or coagulation. is thick, i.e., there seems to be a lack of 'takingness', attractiveness about his looks (which might otherwise have been good).

(iii)-Hlu-lemamba (lemambha), n. Veldt-plant having large umbel of pink flowerlets on a single stalk, and whose tubers, mixed with um-Kuhle bark, are used as a drastic purgative.

ama-Hlulhulu (no sing.), n. Semi-liquid food of any kind, in which the ingredients form into disconnected lumps and water so as to become 'watery', as pumpkin and mealie mash, ububende, porridge, etc. = ama-Hlutlhlalu, isi-nThwengela.

Huluza, v. = banlkuluza.

Pluma, v. Return to vegetable activity, grow anew, shoot or sprout afresh, as plants, grass, etc., does in the spring-time throwing out new branchlets, or a felled tree (or one still alive) shooting again at the bottom, or a mabele-stalk protruding anew, or the finger-nails growing again (not used of a seed protruding for the first time from the soil = mila); used for 'bearing children', as below; change one's mind, after having made some previous arrangement or agreement [Skr. su, beget; Her. nyomoka, sprout].

Ex. inabhu yake ikhumile, her hut has grown, has a plentiful offspring.

waxihtumisa, he made himself grow (by giving birth to children).

nambla us'ekhumile, he has to-day now changed his mind.

um-Vuthu, n. 5. Tree (Rhizophora mucronata) growing in water along the coast, somewhat like the mangrove, and having an astringent bark; castrated calf, lamb, or young goat (called resp. i-Tari, and um-Tondolo when full grown).

Hlumba (Hlungula), v. Refuse to be a success with i.e., to flourish for a person (acc.), as a man's offspring (nom.) when it persistently dies, or his cattle similarly, or his fields when they are continuously a failure.

Ex. kana'bantuwa, uhlanjwa inzabo, he has no children, he is refused for by any offspring (i.e. he is an utter failure in regard thereto).

um-Hlumbulo (Hlumbuhlu), n. 5. Person without anything, whose children, wives, cattle, or fields, are an utter failure; hence, poor, poverty-stricken individual. See hlumba. Comp. um-Panggolo.

(iii)-Humela, n. Fresh, young shoot, as of a tree when sending forth in spring new
sprouts along its trunk or branches, or of a felled tree when coming up again from the roots = um-Xantela. See hlu-

ma. Cp. i(li)-Rwume.

Hlumelela, v. Give new vigour to, new life, new spirit, as a person to his bodily strength (acc.) by taking food (with nqa), or to a man (acc.) in need by giving him a beast or whatever is needful to get him out of his helpless condition, or to the children (acc.) of a deceased man as does his brother by raising up further offspring for them through their mothers (see ngéna).

Ex. ake ngídhele, ngíhlumelele amandhla, let me eat, that I may renew my strength.

umfasi wahlumelela wumtancane, the woman gave new strength to her child (which might mean that, after her husband's death, she had a girl-child through another man, which girl, she having not been lobola'd, would now be claimed by her boy through her first husband, by whom she had no girls: so that this boy, in being now presented by his mother with a sister, is given new strength, etc.)

Hlunama, v. Have an angry, surly, morose countenance, as one put out about something (used in perf.) = sinama [Her. yumana, be morose].

Hlunga, v. Clear, clean, or sift a thing (acc.) i.e. remove or bring out therefrom the coarse or refuse parts from the fine and useful, as a bundle of thatching-grass (acc.) by holding it in one hand and beating it with the other so that the disconnected rubbish (acc.) fall out, or as a quantity of Kafir-corn (acc.) by shaking it about in a basket and so bringing up the empty husks (acc.), or as snuff (acc.) by sifting it through a sieve (= hlenga); take out from the ordinary of its kind by charms or medicines, make different (in good or bad sense), as an umtakati might a man (acc.) by causing him to develop new and extraordinary ways, as by developing insanity, or the thieving mania; or as one might his dog (acc.) by giving it unusual hunting faculties by medicines (= citisa, khlakaliisa) = hlungula [Sw. chungu, sift; Bo. sungo].

i(li)-Hlungu, n. Part of the veldt where the grass has been lately burnt off, whether it be still black or already green with new grass. Cp. i(li)-Shakwindshta.

isi-Hlungu, n. Venom of a snake (= ubu-Hlungu); antidote for some (= isi-Biba); nettle-rash (urticaria) with swollen patches (= ama-Kekebu) supposedly caused by some internal poison (= isi-

Hlungu); medicine supposed to cause that anything struck by a man who takes it, shall experience unusual pain or ill-effects, as though it had been bitten by a snake; such pain or ill-effects caused [akin to ubu-Hlungu].

ubu-Hlungu, n. Pain, of any kind (see tshutshumba, futa, nkenkela, gaqambo, um-Njunju); venom of a snake (= isi-Hlungu) [Gr. algos, pain; Sw. uchungu, pain; sumu, poison; Bo. mtungu, pain; Ga. lusungu, poison for arrows; Her. e-zuvo, snake-poison].

Ex. ukipa amaza i'buHLungu, you put forth i.e. talk, painful words.

ikanda i'buHLungu, my head is painful i.e. I have a pain in the head, whether from a wound or headache = ng'i'buHLungu ikanda.

u-Hlunguhloshane, n. = u-Hlunguhloshane.

u(li)-Hlunguhlungu, n. Small veldt-shrub (Vernonia corymbosa), used for stomach-ache, and also to procure abortion.


Hlungu, v. = hlungu.

i(li)-Hlungulu, n. = i(li)-Hubulu [Sw. ku-

nguru, crow].

ubu-Hlungwana, n. Veldt-plant, having yellow flowers, and used as an emetic for biliousness.

Hlupe (Hlupe), v. Afflict, generally and in any sense; hence, torment, harass, annoy, as one boy another (acc.); persecute, treat with systematic harshness or inconsiderateness, as a tyrannous chief his subjects; worry, trouble, as an importunate person or unpleasant aff-

airs; bother, be troublesome to, as an unruly ox or a machine always getting out of order; grieve, cause mental pain, as a bad boy his parents [Sw. sunbua, worry].

isi-Hlupe (Hlupe), n. Small soft feather, as of the down (= ili-Qubu) of a bird or from the head of a fowl; (in plur.) soft hairs or fur, as of a rabbit or cat (comp. isi-Boya, i-mBungu).

Hlupekwa (Hlupekwa), n. Get or be afflicted, troubled, treated hardly, worried, bothered, grieved, or in any state causing misery, unhappiness, pain, and the like (gen. used in pres. progressive or perf.); hence, suffer [Sw. sunbuka, get worried].

Ex. bayakhlupekwa, they have hard-times, have much to suffer.

u(li)-Hlupe (Hlupe), n. Action or habit of afflicting, troubling, harshly treating, worrying, bothering, grieving, other people.
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Ex. uCetshwayo way'engasatanwana, way'e-s'enokhu phuku, Cetshwayo was no longer liked; he was already very persecuting, harsh, worrying (to the people).

**Hlsa, v.** = ahlukanisa; (C.N.) bother, worry by importunity.

**Hlsana, v.** Bother one another by importunity; interfere with one another, impede one another’s growth, as when mealies, etc., are too thickly planted (C.N.) = hlosana.

Hlusu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuthi hlosu.

**Hlusuka (s. k.), v. = hlosuka.**

**Hlusula, v. = hlosula.**

**Hluta (Hluthu), v.** Pick or pluck out or off (with the fingers), as prickles (acc.) from one’s clothes, feathers from a fowl, or hair from the private parts of the body = quta. Comp. yotuza; hlutula.

**isi-Hlutandhlebe (Hluthandhlebe), n.** (N.) = (il)-Luwane.

**Hluthu, ukuti (Hluthu, ukuthi), v. = hlutuka; hlutula.**

**isi-Hlutu (Hluthu), n.** Hair of a young man or girl when grown in a long thick mass.

Phr. uku-ngena indaba agesihluthu, to thrust oneself into a matter or dispute uninvited, without any business therewith or understanding thereof. See u-Mafikayihlabele.

**Hlutuka (Hluthuka), v.** Get forcibly plucked, pulled or torn out, or up (by the hand), as a bunch of grass or weeds from the earth, or a piece of tough meat from other held between the teeth; have the hair ‘plucked out’ (or apparently so, even though actually ‘rubbed or scraped off’) from any part of its skin, as an ox or skin (used in perf. — comp. qotuka); get pulled along forcibly, as a person’s heart (intiliyizo) i.e. feel a sudden impulse to do, act under a sudden impulse, as when hastily getting up and striking a person, or going off anywhere = qutuka.

Ex. intiliyizo yatili hlutu (or yaphlutuka), yati angimshaye, my heart gave a pull (or sudden impulse), that I should strike him.

P. ukukubone yige hlutuka intamo (or yingini ihlutuka isisita) njemangani nje? that you should come to see a vulture with its neck plucked (or a bird with its tail plucked) just as 1 — word expressing one’s utter misery, and spoken as a pathetic reproach to a person who is deriding him.

**ama-Hlutuhlultu (Hlutuhlultu — no sing.), n.** Roots, weeds and the like, merely ‘pulled’ not dug out by the hoe, during the process of centa or lima q.v.

**isi-Hlutuhlultu (Hlutuhlultu), n.** Quick-tempered person who readily fires up into a pet or passion; such quick-tempered. See i-nTliziyo.

**ubu-Hlutuhlultu (Hlutuhlultu), n.** Quick-tempered, passionate manner of action.

**Hlutulela (Hluthulela), v.** Lock, as a door or box (acc.) [D. sleutelelen].

**isi-Hlutulelo (Hluthulelo), n.** Key; lock [D.].

**Hlutuza (Hluthuza), v.** Pluck, snatch or pull a thing away, as any article (acc.) out of another person’s hands when in a pet (comp. busuku, pubuza); act in a quick-tempered, violently hasty manner (see isi-Hlutuhlultu); just pull at weeds, etc., with the hoe, not digging them out properly, i.e. do hoeing work — centa and lima q.v. — in a hasty, careless, ‘scamping’ way, leaving half of the weed still remaining in the ground (see ama-Hlutuhlultu).

**Hluza, v.** Strain, as u-Tshevula through a plaited basket-strainer (i-Hluza — vova; comp. keta); go lame (more generally hluzela); cause to get less or reduced (in size, number, quantity, etc.), as a large number of children the food supply (acc.) or sickness a person’s body (comp. neipisa) [Sw. chũja, strain; shusho, lessen].

**(il)-Hluze, n.** = um-Gramu.

**Hluzeka (s. k.), v.** Get less or reduced (in size, bulk, number, quantity, etc.), as a person’s body through sickness, a family or one’s stock through disease. Comp. neipa.

**Hluzele, v.** Go or walk lamely, as a man with a painful leg or a thorn in his foot = xuga, qula.

**isi-Hluzi, n.** Muscular part of fore-arm or fore-leg in man or beast, calf of leg (see isi-Hluzi); cord by which calves are tied up (= isi-Singa) (C.N.).

**um-Hluzi, n.** 5. Water in which meat has been boiled; hence, meat-broth, meat-gravy; (no plnr.) large and small kind of transparent amber-coloured bead or beads [Pers. khurdi, broth; Sw. mchuzi, meat-broth; MZT. mu-sinza].
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u(ulu)-Hluzi, n. (X.) = u-Muntshu.

i(li)-Hlu zo, n. Long narrow sack woven of i-lala leaves or grass, and used for straining u-tshwala. See i(li)-Keto.

Hluzu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hlu zuka; hlu zula.

i(li)-Hluzu, n. Knot or protuberance on the trunk of a tree, post, or stick (= i(li)-Puzu, i(li)-Quzu); hip-bone (os innominatum), or meat attached thereto, as seen protruding on each side of a beast (sometimes called the i(li)-Hluzu lesinge), the protuberance of the hind-quarters. Cp. i(li)-Tèbe; ‘protuberant’ calf of the leg (from prominent muscular development), or buttock (when projecting) (= isiHluzu). Comp. isi-Tumbu.

Ex. uBani kwa'mahluzu, So-and-so has no ‘protuberances’ (behind i.e. has no buttocks).

isi-Hluzu, n. = i(li)-Hluzu. Comp. isi-Tumbu.

Hluzuka (s. k.), v. Get torn, dragged, or scraped off, as a young branch from a tree or the skin from a person’s body when scraping against something; have the skin so scraped off, as the person or his body (used in perf.). Comp. qu zuka; huzuka.

Hluzula, v. Tear, drag, or scrape off, as a man the young branch (acc.) from a tree, or a stone the skin from a person’s toe or leg. Comp. quzula; huzula.

Hluzuleka (s. k.), v. = hlu zuka.

Hiwa, v. Become dark, after evening dusk (see hwelela) or from solar eclipse; be or become black, as the sky (i-zulu) from storm-clouds (used in perf.); become dark (mentally) for a person (with ku, or ela form with acc.), putting him all in a maze. Comp. hwelela. [Sw. eusi, black].

Ex. kusibhelo, in the evening, this evening (i.e. anywhere between dark and bed-time, at about nine). See pexolo.

uma sekuhlwele, after dark in the evening. selihlele lapu-ya, it (the sky) is now black with heavy rain-clouds over there.

uNdudu kusahlwele kuye, with Ndudu it is still dark i.e. she has not yet reached the age of reason.

sahlwelela sisekule nokaya, we were overcome by darkness while still far from home. keasinze kwahlwe nje kimi, it just came over quite dark for me i.e. I was utterly bewildered, all in a maze = keasinze kea ngihlela, or nyasimze ngahlwelela nje.

kuthi nhwahlwe emini, it is said that it got dark during daytime, i.e. there was a solar eclipse.

isi-Hlwa, n. Species of long grass growing in wet soil; swarm of children (lit. a white-ant’s nest) born by one man (only used as below in vulgar abuse). Cp. u(ulu)-Hlu zdwane.

Ex. uBani njele isithwana, usaliwe okwenpuku yesiwu (or okwenpuku yobafu); So-and-so has generated a perfect ant’s-nest or swarm; he has begotten like a mouse of the precipice (or a stench-mouse).

umu-Hlwa (no plur.), n. 5. Species of termite, or termites (commonly called whiteants, and chiefly applied to the ‘soldiers’ and ‘workers’ thereof — see isi-Hlwana, i(li)-Hlwabusi, i-nTlwabusi); also (N.) = isi-Hlwa [Sw. mchwa; Bo. mswa; Her. o-hlu].

u(ulu)-Hlwana, n. Person utterly destitute, as of cattle, wives, children, or even clothing (i.e. stark-naked) = i-nTlwana.

Hlwabula, v. Chew particles of food left in the teeth, etc., after eating, as when clearing the mouth (comp. nambita); chew the cud, as a cow (comp. etshisa; um-Swani). Cp. neamnza.

Hlwabusa, v. Be nice or pleasant to eat (lit. make one go on chewing particles after the eating) = rurbusa. Cp. rrasa.

i(li)-Hlwabusi, n. Species of termite or white-ant (gen. in the bush-country) in the flying state, and of a larger size, darker colour, and less delicate flavour than the i-nTlwabusi q. v.

Hlwalwazela, v. = (N.) = hloholozela.

um-Hlwakele (s. k.), n. 5. Large forest tree in coast districts, having a hard whitish wood.

isi-Hlwana (no plur.), n. Species of white-ant, smaller and less destructive than the termites or umu-Hlwana, from which it is quite distinct.

Hlwanyela, v. Sow (by scattering the seed — comp. tshala, gaba); spread about, carry about, reports (acc.) = hlwayela [Sw. twanyana, scatter; Her. handyawu].

Hlwase, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Shut up, stop up closely or completely, as a hole (acc.) in anything, a doorway, or bottle = ukuti swahlwa.

Ex. umute hlwase esweni, he bunged up his eye for him i.e. gave him a blow which caused the eye to swell so as not to be openable.


Hlwathi, ukuti (Hlwathi, ukuthi), v. = hlwathi.

isi-Hlwati (Hlwathi), n. Momentary unconsciousness, as when stunned by a
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blow, or when dozing between sleep and wakefulness = isi-Tulu. Comp. isi-Hlami. See. hlwaziza.

Ex. watola (or walala) isihlele, he got (or he laid) stunned or in a doze.

um-Hlwati (Hlwathi), n. 5. Tree resembling the um-Nqumo and used for making knobkerries.

u(lu)-Hlwati (Hlwathi), n. Short single stump of a grass-stalk sticking out of the soil after the grass has been burnt off, and sharp to the foot when walked upon.

Hlwatiza (Hlwathiza), v. Doze off, as when sitting quiet (not take a nap = isi-Hlambi); get stunned, as by a blow; fall down, drop, as one stunned, or as a bird alighting suddenly; die suddenly or unexpectedly (= pboleka); ‘drop off’ or die generally (= ukuti hlwati); walk where there is no path, through the grass, etc. (= ntlantlata) [Sw. fathaisha, stun].

Hlwaya, v. Search or look about carelessly for, as bucks (ace.) when hunting, or medicinal herbs on the veld = hwaya.

Hlwayela, v. = hlwanyela.

u(lu)-Hlwai, n. Buck-shot or other similar small shot (for bullet = n-Tlamvura); also the Zulu regiment um-Xapo.

um-Hlwazi, n. 5. Thin-bodied harmless snake, of green colour spotted on the upper half with black, regarded as the i-dhlozi of a child, or man of no importance (comp. i-Nyandezulu, n-Mabibini); another large brown and non-poisonous snake, also an i-dhlozi (= um-Senene); plant, Bushman’s Tea (Phytica spec.), whose aromatic roots are hawked about as medicine ‘good for the stomach’ giving appetite, etc.

um-Hlwazimamba (Hlwazimambha), n. 5. Large dark-coloured non-poisonous snake with three stripes along the back and white under-parts; certain forest climber, used as i-n ’Telezi, also for striking a bull so that the itching irritation may cause it to mount.

um-Hlwehwe, n. 5. = (C.N.) = um-Hleho.

Hlwenga, v. Separate off, throw off, discharge the liquid, as any mixture might the water (ace.) combined with it, upon settling; or as mixed paint when it makes the oil (ace.) rise after standing; or as a person’s eyes making rise the tears (ace.) when filling with them (= eweba, ewenga).

Ex. amasi as’ehlwenga umlaza, the curds have separated off the whey.

umgasimwe uvele umlomo, amehlo ake ab’-

s’ehlwenga (or eweba or ewenga) inyembexi; you need only open your mouth (at him), when his eyes will fill with tears.

um-Hlwenga, n. 5. Mane, as of a horse, pig, lion, etc. = um-Hlonga [Her. omurenge].

Phr. utuze umhlwenga (or uxakamila umhlwenga ekanda), he carries a mane (or he will grow a mane on his head) i.e. he is, or will become, stuck up, conceited, arrogant.

uku-ruso umhlwenga, to get the mane up, or make a person (ace.) get the mane up, i.e. work oneself up into an excited state (as a witchdoctor), or to excite anger in another.

u(lu)-Hlwesha (collective), n. Number or quantity of anything of the same kind collected or separated off from an original mixed mass, as ukuthwali (not in the mixed state in the barrel) but now strained free from the dregs for drinking, or umabele as thrashed and sifted grain (i.e. separated from the ears and husks), or as the collection of cows, calves, etc., belonging to one man when sung off together, or as the skinnings when sorted out alone from a mixed heap of money (comp. umu-Hlu); phr. izi-Hlwesha, or i-nTlwesa, separated shower-clouds: bringing their rain not continuously, but in different showers; such separate rainings or showers; eyes of a person when of a tearful, sad-looking nature (= i-nThungumyembe).

Ex. ixulu seli isihlweza (or iyana izihlweza) the sky is now sorted off into showers or shower-clouds (or is raining piece-wise, in separated showers).

amehlo ake a’zihlweza, his eyes are sad-looking, tearful, like two shower-clouds.

isi-Hlwihlwihi, n. Any food-stuff when very sour, as amasi, beer, etc. (C.N.). Comp. ukuti hlisi; hlosana.

Hlwipilizi, ukuti (Ulwiphilizi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti hwipilizi.

Hlwisana, v. Be very dark, as clouds before a storm (C.N.).

Hlwita (Hlwitha), v. Snatch away, seize and take off by a quick sudden movement, as a hawk a fowl (ace.) or a person the blanket from another = ukuti hlwiti. See isi-Hlwiti. Comp. hwiti; hlasiza, makulu; xula.

isi-Hlwitandhlbe (Ulwitandhlbe), n. (C.N.) = (i-l)-(Lu)lwane.

isi-Hlwiti (Hlwithi), n. A snatching away; a quick, sudden seizure and off (with uku-tala). Comp. hwiti.

Ho, ukuti (IHo, ukuthi — the vowel is prolonged), v. Be blazing hot, as the sun
or the heat of a great fire; make up a great ‘blazingly hot’ fire (acc.); pile up the firewood (acc.) so as to make a ‘blazingly hot’ fire = hola, ukuti ka, ukuti garra.

Ho, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a subdued indistinct rumble or rustle, as a number of people heard singing in the distance, or a river heard rushing over the rocks, or falling over a cataract, or mealies or water when being poured out in quantity = hoza; ukuti ka, haza.

Ex. asemigile ho lapa, just make it (the water) rumble for me here (i.e. pour it out for me here).

isi-Ho (with plur.), n. Single wafting towards one of a distant rumbling or rushing sound, as of a number of people singing, a waterfall, or river running among rocks.

Phr. ukho-m-tele ngisio ho umuntu, to utter a cry of loud reproval at a person, as when he says something shockingly improper or untrue.

Hoba, v. Grind grain (acc.) very coarsely (= gqakaza); be in an alarmed, mentally disturbed state, as a man from apprehension of evil, a startling report, or consciousness of guilt of some crime (used in perf.); be in a physically disturbed state with an ‘alarmed’ unusual look, hair standing, etc., as an ox when exhibiting the first symptoms of an oncoming disease (used in perf.) [Sw. ho-fisha, startle; hofu, alarm].

Hobana v. Present a wizened, numbed, ‘alarmed’, appearance, as the body of a person or an ox (with the hair standing, etc.) when showing the first symptoms of some serious constitutional derangement, or from cold; be depressed, out of sorts mentally (entliziyweni), as from grief (used in perf.) = hoshobala, konkobala, koshobala; cp. sinabo. (i-li)-Hobe (Hoobe), n. Man destitute of cattle. Comp. i-mPumzkle, um-Itulaqa, um-Panggolo, etc.

(i-li)-Hobe (Hobhe), n. Generic name applied to certain birds of the dove type, as below, given to eating grain from the fields and scared away by the cry ‘hobe!’ (see hobesa):—the (i-li)-Juba I. (Rock Pigeon); the (i-li)-Vukutu (Speckled Pigeon); the (i-li)-Juba II. and III. (Collared Turtle Dove, and Lesser Collared Turtle Dove); light-blue bead larger than the (i-li)-Juba.

N.B. The dove, when it coos, is supposed to say, ‘a’ndokwe, avutwe! ’a’ndokwe, avutwe!’; it (the amobhele) is reddening, it is ripened.

ubu-Hobe, n. (N) = u(lu)-Putu.

Hobeka (s.k.), v. Get in an alarmed, mentally or physically disturbed, state (used in perf.) — see hoba.

(i-li)-Hobela (Hobhela), n. Deep-set eye = isi-Gobe, um-Holo.

Hobeza (Hobheza), v. Scare away doves from the fields by the cry hobe! See (i-li)-Hobe.

Hobo, ukuti (Hoobo, ukuthi), v. = hobaza; hoboka; ukuti habu.

(i-li)-Hobo (Hobo), n. (C.N.) = isi-Hobelwa; isi-Galagala.

Hoboka (Hobsho), v. = habuka.


um-Hobolo (Hobholo), n. 5. = um-Ngabazane.

(i-li)-Hobosha, n. Puff-adder (= i-li)-Bu-lalu; variety of pumpkin having a green rind with white spots, resembling the isi-Kutwane; gourd gathered while still green and so with rind too thin for use; imperfectly formed pip of a ‘green’ pumpkin; person who eats an immense quantity at a meal, one with a very large appetite.

Hoboza (Hobhoza), v. = habuzwa.

isi-Hobozi (Hobozi), n. = isi-Habuzwa.

u(lu)-Hobozi (Hobozi), n. = u(lu)-Gobozi.

u-Hodoba, n. Word expressing wonderment, admiration at that which is exceptionally powerful, strong, as an inkunzi (bull), among its kind e.g. an unusually great umrakali or skillful doctor or powerful induna; also applied to very strong beer, snuff, violent temper, etc. = n-Hodoho, u-Nqondovu.

Ex. kanala, ununholoba, he hasn’t (merely) an angry temper; he has a perfectly mighty one.

isi-Hofuhofu, n. (N) = isi-Hamfuhamfu.

Höge, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hogela.

Hogela, v. Turn on a person (acc.) sharply with words, as a person suddenly firing up at another or replying violently; breath in, inhale (by the nose), as the air (acc.) when breathing or the fumes of medicine; draw in (by the nose), sniff, as a dog when seeking something in the grass; smell at, as at a flower. Cp. nuka; sesela; tungata.

isi-Hogo, n. Food burnt in the pot and generally forming a black skin or crust at the bottom and sides; the ‘burnt’ food from such a pot when served =
isi-Hogolo, i-nTshela. [Her. o-ngoko, burnt crust in pot; Di. rog, warm].

Ex. loku'kudhla kum'ishogo, this food smells of isihogo i.e. smells burnt.

isi-Hogolo, n. Burnt crust of food at the bottom of a pot (= isi-Hogo); harshness or hoarseness of the throat or voice, as after much shouting (cp. hoshoza, holoza).

i(li)-Hogwe, n. = i(li)-Habehabe.

i(li)-Hoho, n. Os saerum i.e. the deflected end of the spine just above the tail in an ox.

um-Hoho, n. = um-Hawu.

u(li)-Hoho (Hhooho), n. Unusually large hut; very large imbiza for storing beer (cp. um-Ndindimana); small hut built in the kraal for storing beer.

isi or um-Hohoba, n.5. Any long, deep, narrow thing, as a trough, narrow deep valley or kloof; long thin person or ox = um-Hohombe.

u-Hohodo, n. = u-Hodoba.

um-Hohoho, n. = um-Bavuma.

u(li)-Hohomba (Hohombha), n. Very thin, emaciated person or beast; (C.N.) hollow, as the inside of a tent or box.

i(li)-Hohombe (Hhoohombe), n. Word of contempt for a person or stranger of another tribe, as the Tonga or Suto.

um-Hohombe (Hoohombe), n.5. = um-Hohoba.

Hola (Hhola), v. = ukuti hho.

Hola, v. Draw, haul, or pull along, as when pulling in a long rope (ace.), pulling out a tree-trunk from a swamp, or pulling along a cart (comp. kudula); draw along, as water (ace.) through a pipe by suction; lead along, as water along a sluit; draw in, as the air (ace.) when taking a breath or inhaling by the mouth (see hogeta); lead along, entice, as a blind man (ace.) when walking, or a person to any good or bad action; absorb or draw in (the water), i.e. have the water already decreased by evaporation, as izinko be or potatoes when the water has sunk below the surface. Comp. donsa [Ga. yola, draw a line; Her. toora, drag away].

Ex. izinko be sezhola, the boiled mealies are now drawing i.e. have been boiling so long that the water has already sunk below the surface.

uku-ho'inthamba (or uku-pata intamba), to carry the string, as the boy leading the oxen in a wagon.

'nyahola isi? 'Ayi-ke! angiholi imali; ngikholeka inkosikazi inkono imy egunyana-

ka; kodwa koyikangiholele kutc'nyaka', 'Do you draw (anything, as wages)?' 'Well! I don't get any money; I get paid by the mistress one beast a year; but she has not yet paid me for this year.'

isi-Hole, n. Person or animal with the leg paralysed or broken, so as to be merely dragged along when walking; laggard; animal that stays about alone, not going with the herd.

i(li)-Holo, n. Anything with a rough surface, as a piece of sandstone, an old earthen pot, a chopped hand, or the face of some Natives when covered with numerous tiny pimples; plur ama-Holo, roughness, as of any surface (used gen. as an adjective = ama-Haye) [Her. otyi-nyuru, roughness].

Ex. amabele as'eholo or as'e'eliholo, the Kafr-corn is already filling in the grains, so that the ear hathstro to smooth, now has a rough 'pinny' feeling when passed through the hand.

udivo lulu selu'maholo, this beer-pot is now rough (has the smooth surface off).

um-Holo (Hhoolo), n.5. Any long or deep, narrow hole, pit, or excavation, as that made by a rat, snake, ant-bear, etc. (cp. isi-Godi, isi-Sele; um-Godi); deep-sunken eye (= isi-Gobe, i(li)-Hohela, isi-Kelele).

Holoba, v. Make a continuous deeply-rumbling noise, heard from a distance, as a full river rushing among rocks or over a waterfall, mealies boiling in a pot, or as the men singing at a dance (from the deep indistinct rumbling of their commingled voices — not of the girls) (= rroloba. Cp. rwaza, kaza, holo); reprove a person (ace.) vehemently, utter loud disappprobation, as at anything improper or untrue he may have said (= uku-m-tela ngesho); canter, as a horse, from the sound made; (C.N.) = holoya.

isi-Holobo, n. Stirring song of the i-keto at a wedding-dance i.e. when they rise up after sitting on the ground, to take their places for a dance = isi-Rroloba. See hongoza.

Holodela, v. (C.N.) = rrolodela.

u(li)-Holokoqo (s. k), n. = u(li)-Hogolo.

Holo holo, ukuti (Hholo hholo, ukuthi), v. = holozo.

(i(li)-Hoholo (Hholokholo), n. = i(li)-Ho-

loza.

Holo-lo (Hho-lo-lo — first syll. accentuated), int. expressing sarcastic merriment like 'oh my!' in Eng., as might be said by a young man at a number
of fine girls passing, or as one might exclaim on seeing a great crowd of people going anywhere — *he he he*; cp *woshî*.

**Holoya, v.** Be 'salted', as an ox which has passed through a deadly disease (C.N.).

**Holaza (Tholaza), v.** Speak with a loud, powerful, stentorian voice (in ordinary conversation), as some men with very deep noisy voices, or women with a loud male-like voice.

**(i)-** **Holaza (Tholaza), n.** Man or woman with a loud, deep, stentorian voice = *(i)-* **Holoholo.**

**um-Home, n.** 5. Deep pit, abyss, the bottom of which is unattainable, as the shaft of a coal-mine; person with an appetite that is never satisfied.

**isi-Homfu, n.** One who eats in a hasty, greedy, ravenous manner, smoking the chops devouringly; wild, fierce person, dog, etc.; any very delicious food which would make one eat quite ravenously.

Ex. *lòbù* *butshala hambumandi, išikhomfu,* this beer is nice, it makes one quite voracious.

**Homfuza, v.** Eat in a voracious, devouring manner any food (acc.), accompanying with fierce snacking of the chops; be wild, fierce, as a dog or angry man.

**Hona, v.** Snore = *honqa* [Her. *ona*; Bo. *gona*, sleep; Sw. *korona*, a snore].

**isi-Honeyana, n.** Snoring fellow, word expressing contempt for a person whether he really snores or not (C.N.).

**isi-Honi, n.** One who habitually snores.

**(i)-** **Hongo (no plur.), n. = i-nGqunge, um-Qunyo.**

**(i)-** **Hóngohongo, n.** Any soft froth-like thing, as froth of boiled milk, a woollen shawl, etc. Cp. *i-Mhangamfanga.*

**Hongoza, v.** Give forth a rumble of distant singing (i.e. sing) as they go along, rumble singingly along, as a hunting-party, young-men out walking, a bridal party arriving at the bride-groom's kraal or coming along from the dressing-place for the wedding-dance, etc.

Ex. *abahongaza abantuwa, kumuke ukubhane,* let the children go out singing, that this fever-epidemic may depart — according to the custom of *um-Shopi* and *uku-lokhlo kwezingane.*

**isi-Hongozo, n.** Rumbling of distant singing in motion, as above.

**Hôngao, ukuti (ukuthi), v.** Draw in the legs, shrink back (C.N.).

**Honona, v.** (C.N.) = *konona.*

**Honqa, v.** Erect a screen or shelter (= *isi-Honqa*) for or against anything (acc. with *ela* form); snore (= *honqa*) [Sw. *okoa*, screen].

Ex. *nyigungahonga lapa, nyikongele umtilo emogeni* [Sw. *okoa*, screen], I shall put up a screen here, that I may screen the fire from the wind.

**isi-Honqa, or Honqa, or Hongo, n.** Screen, c.g. such as is erected of reeds, etc., before the entrance of a hut or about a cooking-place to keep off the wind; shelter or rude hut formed by binding together overhead long wattles or branches, as erected by an *impi* when camping out (= *isi-Hudulu, isi-Hugu, isi-Hugulu*), Cp. *honqa.*

**Honqobala, v.** (N) = *gongobala.*

**(i)-** **Hópe (Hoophe), n. = (i)-** **Hohe.**

**isi-Hopoca (Hophoea) or Hopoqa, n. = isi-Kumbuzi.**

**u-Hoqetsheni (s.t.), n.** (C.N.) = *u-Kotetsheni.*

**isi-Hqoqa, n.** Country of an ugly nature, bad for getting along in, as bush country (i-Hlanze) where the bush is unpleasantly thick (see *isi-Xa*), or country broken up into deep valleys and hills and stony precipitous places, or a place thickly covered with large stones (even though flat) = *isi-Hqoqhoqo.*

Ex. *benjikerele isiqhoba sehlanze (or samatshe)*, I had been engaged upon or contending with an ugly bit of bush-country.

**u(ulu)-Hqolo, n.** Long slender-bodied 'drawn out' thing, as a snake or (by comparison) a human-being when very emaciated and so appearing to be 'long' — not used of inanimate objects = *(ulu)-Hqoloqo.*

Ex. *abantu sebe izinkqogolokazi indhala,* the Natives are now drawn-out or tall thin things from famine.

**Hqoloza, v.** Draw in deeply, as when taking a very long draw at the hemp-pipe as though to exhaust the whole pipeful at once; drink off with a long 'draining' drink, as a potful of beer (acc.); draw in with a long 'finishing' sniff, as an old woman vigorously sniffing up the remains of snuff-dust from her snuff-pouch = *ukuti hqolozi.*

**Hóqolozi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hqoloza.**

**isi-Hqoqhoqo, n. = isi-Hqoqoba.**

**Hqoqa, v.** Make clatter, as a person might make light hollow things (acc.) like a lot of empty gourds or *izinDebe,* he acting deceptively in secret while openly presenting a plausible appearance.

N.B. The *i-mBulu* (large lizard) once visited a person. He sat down on his haunches-
in the hut, presenting a very respectable frontal appearance, but all the time was really eating the amasi with his tail, until at length the clatter of the pots was heard, when his double-faced conduct was discovered. Such a double-faced person was henceforth called an inBulu and his conduct was described as uku-hoyza.

Hosha, v. Draw out a thing (acc.) from between other things closely surrounding it, as a stick of imfe from out of a bundle, or a blanket out of a pile (comp. kipa; hola); draw out a person (acc.) i.e. seek to get secret information from him (see um-Ongulo) = husha.

isi or um-Hosha or Hoshe, n. 5. Ravine, or long valley formed of sharply converging hillsides (generally with a stream at the bottom); kloof or ravine running up a mountain-side (not necessarily very deep and straight as an um-Hohoba). Cp. isi-Godi; isi-Kumbu.

um or u(lu)-Hoshahosha, n. 5. Any long trailing, dangling thing, as a long rein, snake, tail, dress, etc; also applied to a long plank or tall person (= um-Hushuhushu, u(lu)-Hududu, u(lu)-Jokojo-ko, u(lu)-Huduhudu); a 'tail' (metaphor.) i.e. unpleasant thing following after one when coming home, as an ugly affair (he having done something wrong on his way), or a wild beast that he has disturbed and which is following him behind (= um-Koka).

Ex. uCishu nufikile nokoshahosha lwokuza (or lewela), Cishu has arrived tos with some disease (or crime) trailing behind him i.e. has brought along home with him some disease, etc.

um-Hosheba, n. 5. Any long narrow thing, as the leaf of some trees, a long narrow strip of cloth, etc.

isi-Hosho, n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Hoshoza.

Hoshobala, v. = hobana.

Hoshoha, v. Speak with a hoarse, 'straining' voice, emitting only a gruff sound as though with an effort, as some Native men do naturally, or a person when suffering from a bad sore-throat. See i(li)-Hoshohsa.

i(li)-Hoshosa, n. Person with such a voice as above — see hoshohsa.

Hoya (Hhoya), v. = ukuti hho.

i(li)-Hoya, n. = i(li)-Titihoya.

u(lu)-Hoyana, n. = u(lu)-Hoyizana.

Hôye, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Cover, or be scattered over with innumerable 'little bits of things' (= u(lu)-Hoyizana), as plums covering a fruit-tree, sheep a hillside, a rash the body of a person, or fine sand-particles a floor (gen. used in impersonal form). Cp. ukuti ezi.

Ex. kute hoye wonke umximba, it is covered all over (with tiny pimples), the whole body. ng'eziva kute hoye uhoyizana panti, I felt little bits of things scattered all about the floor.

ng'izifumane zile hoye yokute intaba, I found them (the sheep) dotted all about over the hill.

i(li)-Hôye (Hooye), n. Black spur-winged goose (Plectropterus gambensis). Cp. i(li)-Dada; i(li)-Hantsi.

Hoyiza, v. Scare or drive away, as field-pests (acc.), an epidemic of disease, a troublesome i-dhlozi, by incantations, singing, etc. — see um-Shopi; lahla; cp. hebeza; holeza.

u(lu)-Hoyiza (more freg. in dim. form) u(lu)-Hoyizana — no plur., n. Little bits of things, things very tiny or contemptuously small of their kind (generally in number and in scattered condition), as tiny sand-particles covering the floor of a hut, small pimples covering a person's body, very small mabele or mealie-grains, undersized pots or huts, or a lot of poor-bodied children or sheep. Cp. i-nTse
tise; u(lu)-Hulan.

Ex. uGwababa wele uyoyizana, Gwababa has begotten a lot of little bits of children. kuNg'ezwana kuphizwa uyoyizana nje, ku-ngati iziza sezingane, at Ng'ezwa's it is drunk (i.e. beer) from just little bits of pots like children's vessels.

Hoyizela, v. Sing such 'scaring' incantations, etc., for the ama-dhlozi (acc), as above — see hoyiza.

Hoza, v. = ukuti ho.

Hu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = huma, ukuti rru.

Hu, ukuti (Hhu, ukuthi) v. Be quite or very white, as snow or a white garment (= ukuti bu, gwa, gaka, twahla); slap with the palm of the hand, as a person's face (acc. = hula, wurrusa).

Ex. waliti hu ishumi, he slapped down half-a-sovereign.

ama-Hu (Hhu; no sing.), n. Certain game of children in which one pats the other on the body, saying nak'amankhul and immediately sits down on the ground, whereupon the other child has to remain by until he gets up to run away, before which he must return the pat and so rid himself of the ama-Hu = i-Neve.

umu-Hu (no plur.), n. Collection of grains, beads, berries, or other tiny separate bodies massed together. Cp. u(lu)-Hweza; u(lu)-Hoyizana.
**(HU)**

u(du)-Hu, *n.* = u(du)-Hubudwane.

**Huba, v.** Sing an *i(li)*-Hubo q.v.; make a soft light continuous rumble of sound, as a number of people singing in a distance or gently talking in a hut, or water in a kettle passing from the simmer (see *zoyiza*) to the boil, or when splashing over a cascade, or a shower of rain or hail heard coming from a distance (cp. *haza, holoba*); smear or rub over with the hand, as the body (acc.) with paint (with *ngə* or ace.), a wall with cowdung (= *beča, huqa*); smear a person (acc.) with words, abuse him with nasty talk (often *hubahuka*) [Her. *hua*, smear; *yimba*, sing; Sw. Ga. *imba*, sing].

**Huba (Hubha), v.** Chase, run after anything (acc.), as after a buck, dog, or a thief running away, or as a snake or wild-beast might a man (= *rosəhə*); sew loosely with large stitches, merely run the needle along, as when tacking a garment (acc.), or hut when thatching (= *hida, huma*) [Her. *raomba*, run after].

**um-Hube (Hubhe), n.** 5. Broadly drawn-out, longly stretched-out thing, as any circular thing drawn out into an oval shape (as an *iSisi-Baya*, or fish-tin), or a longly extending forest (cp. *um-Hohoba*); also = *um-Qangala*.

**isi-Hübehube, n.** = *isi-Hubenge*.

**Hubela, v.** = *huluembali*.

**i(li)-Hubelo, n.** Large sized shield, used for hunting (larger than the *i(li)-Hawən* and smaller than the *isi-Hlangu*).

**isi-Hubenge, n.** Ravenously greedy, rapacious person or animal, as a selfish glutinous eater, an avareous man, or a bull that wildly drives off all others from the cows = *isi-Hübehube*. Cp. *i(li)-Hububa*. See *hubeza*.

**Hubeza, v.** Be rapacious, ravenously greedy, as an *i(li)-Hubenge*.

**Hubezelə, v.** Be rapacious after, seeking to steal, get hold of, as a man after the cattle (acc.) of another, a lecherous youth after a girl.

**i(li)-Hubo, n.** Tribal song; regimental song (cp. *i-nGoma; i(li)-Gama*); also = *i(li)-Hubu*.

N.B. Each separate Zulu clan has a different *ihubo* or perhaps two of them. This song in treated with great respect by all the members of the clan, possessing as it does a certain sacred sentimentality of character. It is to the Native patriot the ‘dear old song’ reminiscent of those good old times — upon which all of us so love to look back — when the clan was still free and unfettered by a foreign subjection, when only peacefulness and plenty reigned in the land — days gone never to return! The *ihubo* is, therefore, nowadays only sung on certain solemn occasions, when the feeding of the hour would seem to befit the pathos of the song. It is performed with much gravity of manner, generally with up-lifted shields and accompanied by dance, and is said frequently to bring tears to the eyes. It is sung by the family assembled together in the cattle-kraal just previous to the departure of a ‘child of the house’ going off to get married; upon the arrival of the bridal-party at the kral of the bridegroom; and at the funereal hunt (see *i-Hlambo*) following the death of a man.

The regimental ama-hubo, peculiar to each different *ibuto*, were more of the nature of march-songs (not dance-songs), and had nothing of this sacredness of character.

**Hubu, ukutì (Hūbu, ukutǐ), v.** = *hubuza*.

**u-Hubu (Hubhu), n.** A lying person, given to saying and relating untruths = *u-Hubuše, i(li)-Hubuhubu*.

N.B. Such a person is spoken of in full as *uHubu kaBejana, uSinqe-sinamakalane*, Mr. Hubu, son of Bejana, Mr. Tick-covered-rump.

**i(li)-Hubu, n.** Certain veldt-herb, used as *amaka*.

**i(li)-Hūbuhubu (Hūbhuhubhu), n.** Thing of a spongy, loosely-hanging-together nature, without firm substance, readily disintegrating to force, as rotten wood, soft mould like that of a mole-heap, lungs, or hut-thatch (= *i(li)-Hnukhumu*; cp. *i-Mhngamfanga*); cow readily yielding a large quantity of milk (= *i(li)-Sengwakazi*); lying person (= *u-Hubu*).

**i(li)-Hubulu (Hubhulu), n.** White-necked raven (*Corndutur albicollis*) = *i(li)-Gwababa, i(li)-Hlangulul.*

**Hubuluza (Hubhuluza), v.** Eat or drink up (whether by sucking up with the mouth, or with a spoon) any fluid food (acc.) = *ukutì hubuluza*.

**Hūbuluzi, ukutì (Hūbhuλuzi, ukutǐ), v.** = *hubuluza*.

**u(du)-Hubuluzi (Hubhuluζi), n.** Any fluid food (*i.e.* thickened water), as very watery porridge, soup, and the like; thin watery mud. See *hubuluza*.

**u-Hubushe (Hubhusho), n.** = *u-Hubu*.

**Hubuza (Hubhuza), v.** Make the softly crushing, spongy sound, or sensation, *hubu!*, as when squeezing lungs, poking a stick through thatch (acc.), treading down soft dry mould, etc.; poke lightly about here and there *i.e.* sew badly,
irregularly, carelessly, as when sewing an *isidwaba* or thatching a hut (cp. *hida*); draw milk abundantly and easily from a cow *i.e.* without any effort, merely softly squeezing (see *i(li)-Huduhudu*); talk lies, lying reports, untrue tales (= *humuzi*).

**Hubuzeka (Hubuzekika), v.** Get acted upon as above; be softly crumulus, spongy, as an *i(li)-Huduhudu*.

**Huda, v.** Pass liquid stools, as from diarrhoea (comp. *tshapalata*); let run or flow out, as a calabash with a hole in it, the *anasi* it contains (comp. *vaza, huduka*); shoot, as a star.

Phr. *shele:* 'mfo *wetu, uhdelwewe ihubula,* never mind, brother of mine, you have been voided upon by a raven, *i.e.* you have been befallen by an unpleasant thing you did not expect and not brought about by yourself.

**isi-Hudeed, n.** Greedy, selfish child who cries for everything it sees another to get; also applied to an adult of a greedy, selfish nature.

**Húdhlu húdhlu, ukuti (Húdhlu húdhlu, ukuti), v. = hudhluza.**

**Hudhluza (Hudhluza), v.** Scrape, scour, curry, as a hide (acc.) with a prickly aloe-leaf, a table with a scrubbing-brush, or a horse its body against a tree.

**Hudisa, v.** Purge, as a medicine or disease a person (acc.) = *hambisa.* See *i-Nyongo.*

isi or um-Hudo, 5. Dysentery — sometimes *isi-Hudo esinegazi,* the ‘bloody’ stools accompanying certain other intestinal diseases; such diseases themselves.

N.B. Of ordinary diarrhoea (for which there is no name) it would be merely said *uBani uyahula* (or umhudo). So-and-so is passing liquid stools.

**um-Hudisane, 5.** Veld-plant, whose roots are used as a purgative.

**u(lu)-Hudo, n.** Liquid stools, as from diarrhoea = *u(lu)-Sheko.* Comp. um-Godo.

**u(lu)-Hududu, n.** Long trailing thing (from *hudula*), as a very large blanket that drags like a train behind, a very long *isidwaba* of a woman or *ibeshu* of a man = um-Hoshahosa.

**u(lu)-Húduhudu, n. = um-Hoshahosa.**

**Hudula, v.** Drag anything (acc.) generally of a ‘sprawling’ or flat-lying nature, along the ground, as a hide, sack of mealies, or a prostrate person; lead away by moral force or talking, seduce, as one might a girl (acc.). Comp. *hula* [Sw. *bururu, drag.*]

**isi-Hudulo, n.** ‘Drag’ of any kind, *e.g.* a tree pulled about a field by oxen for the purpose of harrowing, or the fork of a tree used as a slip for carrying things on (= *isi-Hlípi*).

**isi-Hudulu, n.** Roughly made shelter or hut, generally of intertwined branches, as for screening an *impi* when encamped, or for keeping goats, or for cooking in = *isi-Hugu, isi-Hugulu, isi-Gugu.*

**isi-Húgu (Huugu), n. = isi-Hudulu.**

**isi-Hugulu, n. = isi-Hudulu.**

**Huha (Huuhha), v. = hêka.**

**Huha, v.** Have a great attraction or drawing-power over one (acc.), so that he be ever craving after it, always be seeking to do it, etc., as any fascinating hobby, liquor for an inebriate, etc.; draw or lead one (acc.) on so that he become so strongly habituated, inclined, as to be unable to overcome the desire or habit, as a mother who induces a habit of fastidiousness in her child (acc.) by constantly giving way to its desire for nice things (with *nga*) = heha, humhekisa; cp. *jwayezo.*

**i(li)-Huha, n.** An overpowering inclination, craving, fascination, habituated desire for anything, action, etc. (with *na* and gen. of thing).

**u(lu)-Húha (Huuhha), n. = u(lu)-Hêka.**

**Húheka (Huuhheka), v. = hêheka.**

**Huheka (s.k.), v.** Get carried away by some overpowering habit, craving, inclination, attraction, etc.; above (used in perf.) — see *huha = heheka, humheka.*

**Huhuluzo, v.** Go sweeping along, sweep along, as a person dragging a branch of a tree behind him (with *nga*) leaving a swept track as he goes, or a bird making a sudden swift flight or sweep as when about to seize a fowl, or a woman getting along rapidly with her field.

**Húhuuluza, v.** Go sweeping along, sweep along, as a person dragging a branch of a tree behind him (with *nga*) leaving a swept track as he goes, or a bird making a sudden swift flight or sweep as when about to seize a fowl, or a woman getting along rapidly with her field.

**um-Huhuluzo, n. 5.** Swept track, as left when dragging anything along.

**isi-Huhumba (Huuhmbha), n.** Thing in a dirty, faded state, white with unwashed dust, etc. (used of things by their nature glossy or of clearly marked colour), as a Native with the body grey with dirt, or a woman’s kilt undressed with oil = *isi-Hrabadaliya.*

**um-Húhúmba (Huuhuhumbe), n. 5.** Great cavern or pit of a thing, as an unusually large hole, an immense belly, or very large broad sack.
i(li)-Huhwa, n. Strong unconquerable habit or craving, as for stealing, drinking, making beadwork, etc. = i(li)-Huha.

Ex. us'enchwela lokuthungo izikeshe, she has already a strong liking for making frontal-fringes (of girls).

isi-Huhwa, n. Species of eagle.

Hula, v. Cut away with a sickle, etc., long grass or weeds (acc.) from any place, as when clearing it for ploughing; hence, now (= hesha); cut off hair (acc. = gunda) [Bo. huhula, reap].

Hula (Hhula), v. Slap with the palm of the hand, as a person’s face (acc.) = ukuti hu, warruza.

isi-Hula, n. Person or animal of a voracious nature, with an unsatiated greedy desire for food, cattle, girls, and the like = i(li)-Huluba, i(li)-Hulugu, isi-Huqa. See hulaza.

Hulaza, v. Act voraciously, with a greedy unsatiated desire, as in eating, or taking rapacious possession of somebody else’s inheritance, etc. = haha, huluba. [Sw. a kula, rapacious].

u(lu)-Hule, n. = u(lu)-Hidi.

Huluba, v. = hulaza, haha.


Hulubela, v. = hulumbela.

u(lu)-Huludwane, n. Litter, swarm, as the offspring of a pig, fowl, or man = u(lu)-Hidi. See hulula. Cp. isi-Ilwa.

i(li)-Hulugu, n. = i(li)-Huluba.

i(li), isi or u(lu)-Huluhulu, n. = i(li)-Huqa, ama-Huluhala. See huluzela.

Huluka (s. k.), v. Get slid off, stripped off, shellf, or born, as below — see hulula; run or flow out, as water, grain, etc. from a vessel or sack with a hole in it (comp. pelshuka, kushuka, vuza).

Hulukulqela (s. k.), v. Slip or run round, over to, etc., as a boy round a corner or tree when dodging a person, a bull running off over or round a hill, or a person when making a momentary deviation into any kraal = ukuti hulukuqa, ukuti hilikiqi, ukuti halakuqa. Comp. hulumbela.

Ex. wafe hulukuqa (or usalukuqele) Voondeni; he has just run round to, or slipped over to, the Vondweni kraal.

Hulukuqa, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = hulukuqela.

Hulukushela (s. k.), v. Slip away or through, as when passing out through a low door-way of a Native hut with a quick sliding or gliding movement, or quietly crawling (not used of European doorways) = ukuti hulukushu.

Hulukushu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = hulukushela.

Hulula, v. Slide off, slip off, strip off, as beads (acc.) from a string or a man’s shirt when passing it off by the legs; shell, as beans (acc.) from the pod or mealies from the cob (cp. gumuza, xoza); slide down (trans.) i.e. make slip down, as any flat article (acc.) down a slope; ‘slip off’ the offspring i.e. bear plentifully, as a pig or prolific wife (= huluza) [Her. kerwa, slip; Sw. pua, shell; Bo. hulula, reap].

Ex. wahulula uhuludwane, she brought forth a long string (of children).

Hululeka (s. k.), v. Slip off; get stripped off; slide down, as a person down a roof or bank (loc.); get born plentifully, as offspring = huluka.

Hululuka, v. (C.N.) = hululeka.

Hulumbela (Hulumbhela), v. Steal or slip round, into, along, i.e. go stealthily, as a snake among the grass, or a person seeking to do some wrong or to avoid being seen = hubela, hulubela, hulukuqela.

u-Hulumende, or u-Hulumeni, n. The Governor; sometimes used by Whitepeople for ‘government’ [Eng. government].

Huluzu. v. Bear offspring (acc.) plentifully ‘just slip them off’, as a pig or prolific wife (= huluka); slide along, slip along, as a snake or similar thing gliding along on its belly (= huluzela).

Ex. inyoka yashuluzela, the snake slid along after us.

Huluzela, v. Slide or slip along on the belly, as a snake, worm or similar thing (= huluzela); drink any semi-solid food, of a watery nature that doesn’t require chewing, as very watery gruel (= halazela).

Huma, v. Make a long string of, string along, as beads (acc.) on to a piece of thread, fruit on a spit (cp. hlooma), or of gossip, lies, etc. (= ukuti hu); run the needle merely along, stitch with long loose stitches (= hida, huba); begin to get dry, as a washed garment, scrubbed table, tree when dying, or fresh mealies out drying (cp. oma; hamuka).

Hūma (Hhuuma), v. = hēha.

i(li)-Hūma or Hūmu (Hhuuma; no plur.), n. Certain kind of large-grained mealies, ‘horse-tooth’ mealies.
Humu, ukuti (Huumbku, ukuthi), v. = ukuti humbu.
Humubuka (Huumbhuka), v. = hembuka.
Humubula (Huimbhula), v. = hembula.
um-Hume (Huume), n. 5. = um-Gede [Goth. huldendi, cave; Rag. muluma].
um-Hume (Huume), n. 5. = same as preceding.

u(lu)-Hume, n. Long series, string, continuation of anything, as of chain, length of cloth, endless story, etc. = um-Humo, u(lu)-Hidi, u(lu)-Hule.

u(lu)-Hume (Huume), n. = same as preceding.

u(lu)-Hume (Huume), n. = u(lu)-Hέha.

Humeka (s.k.), v. Get threaded together in a long series or length, as beads, lies, etc.

Humeka (Huumeka), v. = humuza (hhuumeza).

Humeke (Huumeke), v. = kheheku.

um-Humo, n. 5. = u(lu)-Hume.

Humheka or Humuheka (s.k.) v. = kheheka.

Humhekisa or Humuhekisa (s.k.) v. = kheka.

i(li)-Húmu (Huume), n. = i(li)-Húma.

Humu húmu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = humuza.

Humú húmu, ukuti (Huúmá húmá, ukuthi), v. = humuza (hhuumeza).

i(li)-Húmuhumu, n. Any light, loosely connected, spongy body, without internal substance, as soft loose soil (like that of a mole-heap), lungs, etc.; person with an easy flowing i.e. lying, tongue, careless as to truth, given to relating falsehoods = i(li)-Huhububu. See humuza.

i(li)-Húmuhumu (Hhuúmuhumu), n. An extravagant person, wasteful with the food-supply, cooking with careless excess, etc. See humuza (hhuumeza).

Humusha, v. Allure away, lead away by enticing talk, seduce, as one might a child (acc.) to break in any way from parental control or a man from his chief (= hunga, hungula, kusha); inform against a person (acc. or with nga), as to the chief (loc. = ceba); interpret, as an interpreter (N. from Xo. kunska).

Humuza, v. Have to do with anything of the nature of an i(li)-Humuhumu, as when hoeing in light soil (acc.), treading on a mole-heap, eating lungs, poking a stick into thatch, etc.; talk away a lot of truthless tales, reports, etc. = hubuza.

Humuza (Huumeza), v. Nibble away continuously at a boiled mealie-cob (acc.), etc.; get through food (acc.) extravagantly, by cooking excessively, etc., as a wasteful woman (= humeka).

Humuzela (Huuumuzela), v. Hum, as the gossip of a lot of men talking lowly in a hut, or the low singing of a lot of men heard from a distance.

Huna, v. Cut short or too short, as a man his ibeshu or trousers (acc.), or a carpenter a plank, or as the ear of a beast when clipping off the point (according to Native custom) = ukuti hunu.

u-Huneba or u-Huneva, n. Word expressing wonderment or admiration at the immense size, or age, of the bull of certain animals, as cattle, buffaloes, lions, rhinoceroses, etc.

Hunga, v. = humusha [Her. e-runga, thief].

um-Hungo, n. 5. Medicine or charm used for the purpose of hunga q.v.

i(li)-Hungqu, n. = i(li)-Hungqu.

Húngu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hungula.

u(lu)-Hungu, n. Hemp, when bad (C.N.).

Hungula, v. = humusha, hunga, kusha.

i(li)-Hungula, n. An alluring person — generally applied to a loose girl who entices young men deceptively; a coquette.

i(li)-Hungu, n. Thing or animal checkered with dark and light markings, motlings, streaks or mixed patches, as a puff-adder (sometimes called by this name), tortoise-shell cat or mealie-cob with various coloured grains. (Cp. i(li)-Bidi, i(li)-Gqaba); pl. ama-Hungu, such dark and light, irregularly mixed-up markings or patches.

Húnu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Cut off a thing (acc.) at the end so as to shorten it = hungu, hunula.

i(li)-Hunu, n. An isi-Qoru formed of a compact bunch of feathers clipped short at the ends and worn over the forehead.

isi-Hunu, n. Anything cut short i.e. with the end cut off, as a man’s ibeshu, animal with the ear clipped at the end, or man with the lobe of the ear removed, or even hanging loose after having been slit (= um-Qewe). Cp. i-liGunundu.

Huqa, v. Smear, rub on, anything of a semi-liquid or pasty nature, as the body (acc.) with red clay (acc. or with nga), or a wheel-axle with grease (= beea, huba); (C.N.) also = huqaza [Her. hua, smear].

isi-Huqa, n. = isi-Hula; also um-Huqa.

um-Huqa, n. 5. Great, powerful, wild natured old bull, of cattle, buffaloes, rhinoceroses and similar animals, that generally goes about alone; also applied to a big, old powerful bull (of cattle) even when tame, or also to a wild-natured
Abnormally dusty-looking snake, dirty, dirty milk get dragged.


isi-Hüquhuqu, n. Dirty body, white with unwashed dust, etc. = isi-Hwahwa.

Huquza, v. Crawl or creep on the hands and knees, as an infant (more often Huquzela = kasa; comp. haquazela); wallow, roll about in dirt or dust, as a child (sometimes with z of reflect. form).

isi-Hururuza, n. Abnormally big head; big protruding eye (= i(li)-Pingi).

Husha, v. Drag oneself along on the belly, as does a snake, worm, or small infant (comp. huquzela, huquzeza); seduce, allure away (= humusha, hunga); draw out a thing (acc.) from between others (= hoshia); make become thin, bring down one's body-flesh (acc.), as sickness or fatigue; make a strong rustling noise, as a strong wind blowing (= hu-shuza).

Húshu, ukuti (ukuthi), v = hushuka; hushuza; ukuti wushe. Hushuza, v. Make a strong rustling noise, as the wind when blowing hard; trail along behind, as one might a long blanket (acc.) or dress, or a long wattle partly fallen from the bundle on one's head (= hushuza); trail along, as the blanket, dress, or wattle aforesaid (= hushuzela); make come or slip out, as above (see hushuka); make fall out, i.e. tell, lies (acc.) = wushuza.

Wasa, Hushuzisa, or Hushuzelisa, v.

Go 'trailing' along i.e. with a long dress, or other long thing trailing behind.

u-Húyi (Huuyi), n. = w-Mangwashi.

HÚzu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = huquza; huquzula. i(li)-Huzu, n. 'Town-Kafir' of a low class, who has abandoned his home and leads a loose life among the White-people (N).

isi-Huzu, n. Dirty, slovenly person; in his body, dress, etc. = isi-Hwatuhwatu, i(li)-Yatayatu.

Huzuka (s. k.), v. Get scraped superficially or grazed, as the skin of a person when rubbing violently against any rough surface, as against a stone; or as the person himself; (N) become an i(li)-Huzu = yocuka. Comp. hluza.

Huzula, v. Scrape superficially (so as to bare the flesh, but not peel off the skin bodily), grate, as a rough stone might the skin (acc.) of a person who rubs hard against it = yocula. Cpt. hluza. [Her. kurura, scrape].

Hwa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hwa.

Hwaba (Hwabha), v. Milk a cow (acc.) slightly, perhaps from only a single teat, so as to leave the majority of the milk for the calf; (C.N.) make a person (acc.) thin, as sickness or fatigue.

Phr. unghwabale eximitigo, he milked for me cows already in calf (which should not be milked), i.e. he let out to me matters which he ought to have kept quiet, things improper to be openly spoken about.

i(li)-Hwabadiya, n. Any broad, flat, thin thing of a stiff nature like a hide-shield, broad stiff leaf, or big ear (ep. i(li)-Qo-bodo) standing prominently out = i(li)-Hwahwa, i(li)-Hwenu; also isi-Hwabadiya.

isi-Hwabadiya, n. Woman's isidwaba when neglected and ungreased, and so stiff and flat and of a dirty whitish appearance; dirty dusty-looking body of an unwashed Native; such a dirty, slovenly person; anything of a dirty-whitish appearance from neglect, age, etc. (= isi-Hwaha, isi-Hwatuhwatu, isi-Kwayimbha); also = i(li)-Hwabadiya.

i(li)-Hwabhewabi, n. (N) = i(li)-Habehebe.


Hwaduza, v. Make a flapping noise, as a long stiff isidwaba or mackintosh, when walking sharply.
Hwažula, v. Walk sharply along with such a flapping noise, as above.

(iii)-Hwahwa, n. = i(iii)-Hwabadiya.

isi-Hwahwa, n. = isi-Hwabadiya.

Hwahwaza, v. Make a hissing or fizzing noise, as when passing urine (for which the word is sometimes used), or meat frying. Cp. haza; hahaza.

Hwala, v. = hwelela.

Hwala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hwala-
za (C.N.).

(iii)-Hwalahwala, n. Thing of a motled appearance i.e. with zigzag waveings or irregular blotches of light and dark colouring, as a puff-adder or motled soap (= isi-Hwagahwaqa); plur. ama-Hwahwaha, such zigzag motlings or irregular blotches of light and dark colour (= ama-Hwagahwaqa).

Hwala, v. (C.N.) = hala.

Hwamuka (s. k.), v. = hanuka.

Hwamula, v. = hulana.

(iii)-Hwanga, n. Man with much hair about the cheeks; bullock, fowl, etc., black with white spots or small patches all over the body — the markings being deeper and more clearly cut than in the i-mPum-
gqa; i-Hwanga etihomvu, a beast marked similarly to above but with brown instead of black (= i-Nala; cp. ama-Qa-
da-ka'Hayiba; i-nTusikozi).

ubu-Hwanga, n. Hairiness about the cheeks; whiskers; sometimes applied to hairiness about the chest or above the navel (see um-Bele).

Hwąpu, ukuti (Hwąphu, ukuthi), v. Make a clutch or grab at, as a hanging fruit (acc.) or a person's blanket; do just slightly or a little of, as a little work, music, talk, rest, etc. = ukutu hwapon-
zi; hwapuna; ukuti jwupu.

Ex. ake ngiti hwapu entsimini, let me just do a little bit in the field.

Hwápuluza (Hwapuluza), v. = ukuti hwap-
pu.

Hwąpluzi, ukuti (Hwapuluzi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti hwapu.

Hwapuna (Hwapuna), v. = ukuti hwapu, jwapuna.

Hwaqa, v. Frown. Cp. hwaqabala; nyuk-
bala, nyakama; kuwa.

Hwaqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hwaqa; hwaqa-
ba. gloomy thoughts, as from intense anxiety or from some calamity (gen. in perf.). Comp. fipala.

ama-Hwaqahwaqa, n. = ama-Hwalahwala.

isi-Hwaqahwaqa, n. = (iii)-Hwalahwala.

Hwaša, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti hasha.

Hwashaza, v. = hashaza.

Hwasha, v. = hashazela.

(u(lu)-Hwashimba (Hwashimba), n. = u(lu)
Hwashumba.

H współHwawushwu, n. = u(lu)-Hwashu-
mba.

(u(lu)-Hwashumba (Hwashumba), n. Any very long or tall thing, as a long stick, post, or person (= u(lu)-Hwashuhwa-
shu); also = isi-Hwazi.

 isi-Hwathuhwatu (Hwathuhwatu), n. = isi-
Hwazi.

Hwatuza (Hwathuza), v. Do in a slovenly, untidy, dirty manner, as in keeping tidy one's goods in the hut, putting on one's dress, etc. = yataza.

Hwatuzeza (Hwathuzaela), v. Go in a slov-
enly, dirty manner, as to dress or body = yataza.

Hwaxuhwaxu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hwauxu-
la.

um-Hwaxuhwaxu, n. 5. = um-Hwa-
pxuhwaxu, um-Twaxuhwaxu.

Hwauxula, v. = kwauxula, twauxula.

Hwaya, v. Scatter seed (acc.) by throwing it in handfuls (cp. hamba); scrape, scratch with long-drawn scratches, as a dog scratching up the earth (acc.) with its paw, a person scraping food or burnt crust from a pot or paint from a door, or as thorn-bushes scrape one's body (cp. pala; kukuza); (N.) = hweya.

Hwayi hwayi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (N.) = ukuti hayi hayi.

Hwayiza, v. = hayiza.

(iii)-Hwayo, n. Sound, as of a person walk-
ing and not seen (C.N.).

Hwaza, v. = hozu; hweza.

Hweba, v. Trade, barter (used by the or-
iginal white-traders in these parts, who came mostly from the Cape — C.N. fr. Xo.).

Hwbeda, v. = gogoda.

Hwbeleda, v. (C.N.) = hwebeda.

um-Hwebi, n. 1. Trader — see hweba.

Hwelela, v. Get dusk, begin to get dark in the evening = swelela, hvalala; cp. hwa [Her. zorera, become dark].

um-Hwesheba, n. 5. Any long narrow thing, as leaf of a gum-tree, narrow strip of cloth, etc.
um-Hweshu, n. 5. (N) = um-Hweshuba.

Hwili, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Take off with a sudden rush or snatch, whisk away (= hwita); take a ‘snatch’ or sip at any hot drink (acc. = hwibila, punga).

Hwibi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hwibila, ukuti hwii.

Hwibila, v. Take a sip at sip, any hot liquid from a vessel or with a spoon = punga, ukuti hwii or hwibi.

Hwiliqiqa (s.k.), v. (C.N.) = hilikiqa.

Hwili hwili, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Have a short wrangling dispute or squabble, as two persons quarrelling over something.

Ex. sike satana hwili hwili noBani, we got to have a quarrel (of words) with So-and-so.

Hwiliza or Hwilizana, v. Have a short wrangling dispute or quarrel of words with one another.

Hwipiliza (Hwiphiliza), v. (C.N.) = hwita.

Hwipilizii, ukuti (Hwiphilizi, ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti hwe.

Hwita (Hwitha), v. Take off with a sudden quick motion or snatch, whisk off, as a hawk a small fowl (acc.) or a person any small article. Cp. hlwita.

Hwixi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hwixila.

Hwixila, v. (C.N.) = kwixila.

Hwixi hwixi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = hwixiza.

Hwixiza, v. (C.N.) = kwixiza.

I

In Zulu always takes the continental sound, as in the English word ‘ravine.’ It has three varieties of length — (1), a short i, as in the Zulu words inini (noon) and nti (stick), resembling the sound in the English words ‘imminent’ and ‘ten;’ (2), a full i, occurring generally in the penultimate words, as in hila (choke) and mina (me), and pronounced as in the English word ‘routine;’ (3), a long i, of rare occurrence and having no equivalent in English, as in the words isi-Sil a (bird’s-tail) and isi-Hiya (pumpkin-mash), and which may be most conveniently distinguished in script by a ii.

I., int. = wu.

1. pers. pron. for nouns of the 3rd. class sing. and the 5th. cl. plur.

Ex. inja i-luma, the dog it bites.

inini i-kulala, the trees they grow.

Iji (accent on the last syll.), adv. Outright.

Cp. ukuti ji.

Ex. us’emuke iji, he has gone off for good.

bambudala iji, they killed him outright.

Ima, conj. (C.N.) = uma.

Imbala (Imbhala), adv. Really! actually! a fact! — when expressing surprise = bala, imbala, nembala.

Ex. uadventure bayikafika nambha koSibahani, ‘Imbala!’ ‘the bridal-party will arrive to-day at So-and-so’s.’ ‘Do you say so!’

Impela (sp. j), adv. Indeed, truly, really; thoroughly, properly, utterly, quite, altogether = uqobo, isibiti. See pela.

Ex. uyiyaakuhashaya impela, I shall really strike you.

usuifunda impela, he learnt it (English) properly.

kubi impela, it is thoroughly bad.

ayikafiki impela, it (the string) has not yet quite reached (there).

ukw-Indha (loc. ekw-Indhla), n. Time of the new-mealies i.e. from the time when they become hard and ripe (but not harvested, which is in ubu-Sika), and therefore included in the term i(li)-Hlobbo, q.v.

Ingabe, adv. It may be, maybe, perhaps.

Cp. mhlanwimbe.

Ingani, adv. Whereas, while on the contrary, whereas really; notwithstanding that, even though; why, don’t you see (with a subordinate sentence).

Ex. umuntu angati uhlakanipile, ingani isituta, one might think he is sharp, whereas really he is a fool.

wasika wahlupeka, ingani bengimshelile, he got to suffer; and notwithstanding that I had told him.

wampogo ne; ingani yena n’engxawani, he just forced her; even though she was not willing.

ingani belina, why, don’t you remember, it was raining — when surprised at some statement made.

Inganti (s. i.), adv. = ingani.

Inganti njalo (s. i.), adv. Whereas really; whereas, you know.

Inxa, adv. and conj. If, when = uma, nxa.

Inxashana, adv. and conj. = inxa.

Isibili, adv. (mostly used in Natal, seldom in Zululand) = impela, uqobo.

Ishi-ke (s. k.) — accent on the final particle.

int. You speak the truth! Quite true! — thrown in during a conversation by a listening party when he wants to ex-
press strong assent to any statement made (used mainly by old men) = yishike.

Itangi (Itangani), adv. (C.N. - now nearly obsolete) = kutangi.

Iwu, int. = wu.

Iya (short i), int. expressing repugnance, strong dislike, disgust, or impatience, as at the speech or action of another,

and similar to Eng. 'enough of that!' 'get away!' 'what stuff!' 'just hold your tongue!' etc.

um-lyane (plur. im-lyane), n. 5. = u-Miyane.

Izolo, adv. Yesterday. Cp. namhlo, nogumiso [Nyanye. igolo; Ga. gulo; MZT. ijilo; Her. erero; Bo. sana].

Ex. imihla noizolo, every day.

J.

In Zulu has the same sound as in English.

Ja, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be stretched out i.e. lie at full length, or sit with the legs extended, as a man resting when fatigued or dead, or a snake lying extended on the road; have the limbs hanging stretched out i.e. be thoroughly done up, quite strengthless, as one fatigued, enervated, discouraged, etc. (= ukuti jabalala, jakalala, bambahazi, dantsha); be peacefully relaxed, with no disturbing tension of any kind, as a person's heart when quite happy (= ukuti isha).

(i-li)-Ja, n. Common swift (Cypselus apus = (i-li)-Hololamula); plur. ama-Ja, musculus discharged from the urethra upon sexual excitement (= ama-Ganuka; not semen = ama-Lota); milk of a cow when already in calf [Nyamb. usejja, bull].

i-nJa, n. Dog; person of very inferior caste, of low habits of life, coarse ill-behaved manners, or despicably poor (= i-nJanganjake) [Skr. svan, dog; Lat. canis; Ar. jokal, jackal; Di. djo, dog; Sa. anjo; Dm. nyakabw; Bu. igalo; Her. omibwa; Sw. etc. mbeja; Kgs. etc. ibwa; Ngu. etc. bwa; At. ajja].

Ex. inja yejuna, or yenkabi (castrated), or yenkuxi (entire), a male dog.

inşa yentsikazi, a bitch.

Phr. inja yenkosí, inja yamaNtungwa, inja yamaSutu, a dog of the chief, of the Mantungwas, of an Msutu, i.e. a caterpillar of any hairy species.

Isi-Ja (Isii-Ja), n. Water remaining in the hemp-horn after smoking = is-Aja.

N.B. This water is poured down the buttocks of a cow that doesn't readily discharge the placenta after calving, as a remedy for the ill.

Ubu-Ja, n. Lowness of caste; commonness of living, rudeness of manners, or despicable poverty.

Jaba (Jabha), v. Be abashed, made ashamed, feel disgraced, covered with confusion, as by a humiliating rebuke from a superior, or a parent by the disgracing behaviour of his child; be disappointed, feel one's hopes destroyed (used in perf.) = ukuti jekelele, ukuti jabiyane [Sw. ajabisha, amaze, make surprised].

Jábalala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ja.

isi-Jabane, n. Food consisting of green herbs (imifino) mixed with dough of crushed-mealies, so as to form a soft mash = isi-Gwamba.

Jabiyane, ukuti (Jábhiyane, ukuthi), v. Just fall, be simply overcome, with shame, abashment, disappointment, etc. Cp. jaba.

Jabisa (Jábhisa), v. Abash, shame, make feel disgraced or covered with confusion; disappoint, make feel disheartened, as above — see jaba [Sw. ajabisha, make amazed].

Jabula, v. Rejoice, be glad, be delighted, be filled with joy, as a person or child at any particular event or very pleasant experience = taba, jaja. Cp. enama [Skr. bhuj, enjoy; Fr. joir; It. gajo, merry; Swe. gninnan, joy].

Jabulisa, v. Gladden, make rejoice, delight, as above.

(i-li) or um-Jadu, n. 5. Dancing competition, in which, according to a custom now dying out, the young-men and girls of one locality would, generally during the summer time, arrange with those of a neighbouring locality to meet together at any particular spot, usually out on the veldt, for a dance-competition, the real object being, of course, to give the young people an opportunity of seeing and admiring each other with a certain amount of freedom, there being no elders or public present = (i-li)-Gwija, (i-li)-Gija. Cp. u-Nomzimane.

i-nJadu, n. = (i-li)-Viti.

P. injana yombabhi iyakhandele, the muff-pouch of a traveller is hardly worked i.e. gets no rest, is being constantly called
Jaha or Jahela, v. Become of fine robust build; grow or put on a stout, muscular body, as a young-man in his prime (used in perf. = see ı(li)-Jaha); race or gallop a horse (acc. — N. fr. D. jay, hunt).

ı(li)-Jaha, n. Man with a fine, robust, stoutly-built body (gen. not tall), a 'stripping' fellow = isi-Jaqaba, ı(li)-Kwamalala [Bo. jaha, strong, able-bodied].

um-Jaho, u. 5. Horse-race [D. see jaha].

Jaka (s. k.), v. Act in a headstrong, pig-headed manner; do from ill-tempered obstinacy; = jila [Ga. mpaka, obstinate].

ı-nJaka (s. k.), n. Ill-tempered obstinacy, intractableness, pig-headed-ness, wilful contentiousness. Cp ı-nKani; u(lu)-Kando.

isi-Jaka (s. k.), n. Ill-tempered, pig-headed, contentiously headstrong, intractable person = isi-Jila, ı-nJinitioni.

ubu-Jaka (s. k.), n. Mental condition of the above.

Jakada (s. k.), v. = jaka ja.

Jakaja (s. k.), v. Reproach, upbraid, scold with humiliating or contemptuous correction, as one might a person or child (ace.) for any wrong he has done or mistake he has made = ka ca.

Jákalala, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti ja.

Jakama (s. k.), v. Speak angrily to or at a person (acc. with ela form) (C.N.).

ı(li)-Jalambu or Jalamu (Jalambhu), n. Certain forest creeper (Ipomoea congesta), allied to the jalap plant, and possessing strong purgative qualities now known to Natives [Eng. jalap].

ı(li)-Jalidi, n. Compound (on the mines) [Eng. yard].

ı(li)-Jalimane, n. Certain variety of sweet-potato, much grown by the German settlers in Natal, whence the name; a German (N).

ı-nJalo, n. One of the small-sized tubers of the potato, diumbi, or other similar plant, which are usually selected for sowing. Cp. ı-nTsentsane.

Jaluza, v. Be continuously on the move, going to and fro, here and there, as a person busily moving about in a kraal or garden, or a man repeatedly going to and fro to stool or pass urine, as at a beer-drink or when being purged = shaluza.

Jamra, v. Look sternly, severely, fiercely, at a person (acc. with ela form), as when angrily regarding him, or as a fierce bull does at a passer-by when it lays its head on one side and sniffs angrily (= toba). Cp. zoloza.

Jamba (Jambha), v. = jaba.

Jámbalala, ukuti (Jambhalala, ukuthi), v. = ukuti ja.

ı(li)-Jambe (Jambhe), n. Tree with handsome berries (C.N.).

ı(li)-Jangazi, n. (N.) = ı(li)-Jengezi.

ı-njanjateka (Janjatheka), n. Dog of a fellow; poor, low-class person (term of abuse only).

um-Janjato (Janjatho), n. 5. The long rafter in a Native hut which runs from door to back and rests on the pillars = um-Bambato. Cp. um-Shayo.

ı(li)-Jankomo (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = ı(li)-Fya-nkomo; (C.N.) name given to a set of boys of the same age.

Janquaza, Writhe, wriggle the body, as a caterpillar or snake when struck, or a man when suffering great pain = zi-binya. Cp. yaluza [Sw. jinyonga, writhe].

ı(li)-Jantamo (s. t.), n. Name given to a set of girls of the same age (C.N.).

u-Jantshi (s. t.), n. Rail, as on a tram or railway line [Eng.].

ı(li) or isi-Jaqaba, n. An ı(li)-Jaha or fine stoutly-built muscular young man of medium or shortish height = isi-Shaqaba.

ı(li)-Jatana (s. t.), n. Contents of any vessel, as of water, meals, etc., when only a quarter to one half full. Cp. isi-Cete; isi-Qentu.

ı(li)-Jati (s. t.), n. Contents of any vessel, basket, etc., as of beer, meals, etc., when only about three-quarters full. Cp. isi-Cete; isi-Qentu.

ı-nJávunjavu, n. Food of a semi-solid nature, as lumps of boiled pumpkin, meat, etc. (not a mash or porridge — see ı-nGabungabu) when excessively ‘watery’, sodden, insipid, washed-out.

Jayela, v. = jwayela.

Jayeza, v. = jwayela.

u or ı(li)-Jazi, n. 1. Overcoat [D. jas].

Jeka (s. k.), v. Have sexual connection with a female (ace. — only used in obscene conversation) (C.N.). Cp. zeka [Suk. jeku, bull; nus-sheki, female; Ngu. Go. Ze. njeku, bull; Kwe. nzeku, bull; Nyamb. mwi-shiki, girl].

u or ı(li)-Jekamanzi (s. k.), n. 1. Dragonfly (from connection with above, the word should be carefully used) = u-Zekamanzi.
u-Jeke (s. k.), n. 1. Jug [Eng.]

um-Jëkejeke (s. k.), n. 5. Certain small veldt bird.

Jëkelele, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = jaba, ukuti jabiyane.

i(li)-Jëkezi (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Jengezi.

i(li)-Jele, n. = i-nGwe.

um-Jele, n. 5. Bull, of cattle or any large animal (as lions, elephants, etc.), which is already past its prime and no longer intent upon the cows, but not so old as the um-Jendevu, q.v.; an adult girl already beyond the marriageable age (see um-Jendevu, um-Gzikiva).

u-Jeleza (no plur.), n. = i(li)-Beece.

i-nJelwa or Jelwane, n. = i-Ngungumbane.

Phr. nBoni ukalese okwaziyana benjelwa, So-and-so begets children rapidly, at unusually short intervals.

Jembuluka (Jembhuluka), n. Get poured out in a long-drawn string, be of a slimy, tenacious nature, as below = lebushuluka, dembuluka. Cp. juza.

i-nJembuluka (Jembhuluka), n. Anything of a slimy, tenacious nature, as dribble, castor-oil, etc. Cp. i-nJimbili; i-Neiki-i-nkici.

i-nJëmbunjembe (Jembunjembaka), n. = i-nJembuluka; u(lu)-Dembudembu.

um-Jendevu, n. 5. Old bull past further service, and older than the um-Jele; an 'old girl' or unmarried female of perhaps nearly thirty years of age, i.e. older than an um-Jele, but younger than an um-Gzikiva.

u-Jenga, n. Certain small bird = u-Jengeyanja.

u(lu)-Jenga, n. Endless, uninterrupted succession of cattle, wagons, etc. (with hlabo). Cp. i(li)-Hele; u(lu)-Dwendwe; u(lu)-Boko; u(lu)-Twenge.

i-nJengele, n. Influential, important person (C.N.) = isi-Kulu.

u-Jengeyanja, n. = u-Jenga.

i(li)-Jengezi or Jengesi, n. Muclaginous evacuation of an infant or calf, during the first few days after birth; (in some localities) any similar mucilaginous substance, as boiled starch, mucus from the bowels, etc.

Jëqe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = jeqeza.

Jeqeza, v. Turn the head round for a moment i.e. give a look behind or aside at anything (acc.), as to glance at one following = ukuti jeqe.

i-nJetimana (s. t.), n. = i-nJitiimana.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JE</th>
<th>277</th>
<th>JI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jeza, v. Come under censure, severe reprimand or condemnation of one's elie, superior or parent (not merely to come under the blame or reproval of one's equals = tetisina) [Her. vera, reprove]. Ex. uBani ujele, So-and-so has been up for censure [before the 'boss'].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jezisa, v. Censure, severely reprimand, condemn, as a chief, superior or parent an ill-doing servant (ace.) or child.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do anything outright, altogether, as an animal (ace.) when killing it, a fire when extinguishing it, a hut when building it, or when going 'right' off to sleep, or 'right' or far away into another land, or a thing thrown - hence, often equivalent to English 'right', 'quite' (see iji). Ex. u'selele ujikile, he has already gone right off to sleep, or he is now fast asleep (see jikji).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umlilo sawenzima sawuzi ji, we put the fire right out.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>namo kakula uBuhle! umshabo, ji! a thousand hurrahs for Ubuhle (the name of the killer's kraal); a clean bowl-over, and outright! - a cry of hunters when one of their number has effectively stabbed a buck, shot a buffalo, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = jiba.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Ji, n. Small hole, such as is scooped out of a path by an ant-bear, or as might remain where a person has dug out a spadeful of hard ground (= isi-Sele; cp. um-Godi; isi-Ningo); any dangerous, unpleasant place, circumstances or company into which one 'falls' by chance, as a kraal in which there is small-pox or a general fight; the 'throw', or distance covered by a stone, stick, etc., when flung or hurled; the 'throw' of a person i.e. ability to throw far (= isi-Ju).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phr. ngaye ngaposoka esijini, I went and fell into a nasty place, i.e. an undesirable crowd, hut with disease, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umesjini lo'mfana, he knows how to throw, he has a long throw, has this boy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiba, v. Fling a thing (ace.), send it flying off, as when throwing it out of one's way or carelessly over to another (= ukuti ji, jwiba, zwiba); (C.N.) go down out of sight (= shona).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Jiba, n. Variety of Kafir-corn, somewhat resembling imfe in appearance of ear.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| um-Jibe, n. 5. Grass-robe used for binding down the outside thatch of a Native hut when the thatch is left uncovered by matting (see duza) - a number of these ropes are fixed to the crown of
the hut and then led vertically down the outside of the thatching to the ground, where they are bound fast to the lowest wattles; other similar ropes going horizontally round the hut, holding the vertical ropes in place, are not called um-Jibe; (C.N.) rafter of hut, large or small.

**Jibaza (Jibhaza), v.** Speak contemptuously of, as of a worthless article (acc.) purchased in a store or given as a present, of or another person (acc.) when reviling or ridiculing him. Cp. filisa; du-maza.

**Jigi, ukuti (ukuthi), v.** = jukujela.

**Jigida, v.** Speak in an angry, contumacious, abusively violent manner at a person (acc. with ela form) (C.N.).

**Jigijela, v.** (C.N.) = jikijela.

**Jija, v.** Draw out a thing or action 'longly', make a long, extended thing of it, as when talking on and on interminably, when taking a very long drink of beer (acc.) so as to get deep down in the pot, when doing a long stretch of country (acc.) at a single walk, when stringing on a large number of beads (acc.), or when following up a buck (acc.) for a long way = jinja, shisha.

Ex. aba-faxi bonke bakona bojijile, all the women of that place have done the thing longly i.e. have unusually long top-knots (see um-Jijo).

way'eloku eyijja, kwangati kasoze nagedla, he kept going on with a long string of it (the affair), as if he would never get to the end.

kade kujiya uba lopa? who has been doing so deeply here (in my beer) i.e. who has been taking such a long drink at it?

**um-Jijane, n. 5.** Any long drawn-out thing, as a long woman's-topknot, a tall person or tree, etc. = um-Jijibe.

**um-Jijibe, n. 5.** = um-Janjalo; also um-Jijane.

**Jijibezu, v.** = jijimeza.

**Jijimeza, v.** Hurl far the assegai (acc.) or a stone, take a long throw with it (generally after a run to gather impetus), as at a distant buck (acc. with ela form) = jijiza, jujubeza. Comp. cibu.

**um-Jijimezelu, n. 5.** A long throw or hurl with an assegai or stone, as at any distant object = um-Jujubezelu. Cp. isi-ji.

**Jijiza or Jijizela, v.** Take a 'long' go at a thing, as a long throw, a long drink, etc.

**um-Jijo, n. 5.** Any long drawn-out thing, as a long woman's-topknot, long drink of beer (um-Cibo), long speech, string of beads, etc. See jija.

**Jika or Jikajika (s. k.), v.** Dangle, swing about (intrans.), as a calabash swing by a string, beads hanging from the hair or ear, or a child swinging on a tree (see um-Jikeni) (= jikaza; cp. zu-la); dangle (trans.) i.e. make dangle, put so as to dangle or swing about, as a person hanging up a calabash (acc.) by a string so that it dangles, or when pushing to and fro a swinging child (= jikiza, jikajika, jikaza, jikizisa) [Sw. jonga, swing; Her. nyanganyinga].

**Jikajikazisa (s. k.), v.** = jika.

**Jikaza (s. k.), v.** = jika.

**Jikazisa (s. k.), v.** = jika.

**um-Jikeni (s. k.), n. 5.** A swinging, as of a child on a tree when playing (= u-Zamjiki); a swinging down outright at a single draught, as a pot of beer.

Ex. uke-xena umjikeni, to have a swing, to be swinging (at play); to swing down at a single draught.

**jiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v.** Be sound asleep (with lala) = ukuti ji, ukuti jikijiki.

**Jikijela (s. k.), v.** = jukujela.

**Jikijiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v.** Send, or go, far away, as when throwing a stick or the stick thrown; be far away i.e. in deep sleep = ukuti jukujuku, ukuti ji.

**um-Jikijelo (s. k.), n. 5.** A throwing far, as of a stick or stone, i.e. the getting thrown thereof; a throw blow i.e. dealt by something hurled, not held by the hand = um-Jukujelo; isi-Kemelele.

Ex. woshaywca uonjikijelo (wevisa), he was struck by a knobkerry thrown (at him).

**Jikiza (s. k.), v.** (C.N.) = jikaza.

**u(lu)-Jikwe (s. k.), n. = u(lu)-Jilo.**

**Jila, v.** Act in a stubborn, headstrong, ill-tempered manner, as when obstinately refusing to do anything necessary when requested (= jaka); toss the head (with ngekanda) on one side, as when showing disdain; also (C.N.) throw, toss generally (= jiba); toss about, as a person with pain; toss inwardly, as with excitement (cp. yilayileka).

**isi-Jila, n.** Stubborn, headstrong, ill-tempered person = isi-Jaka.

**um-Jila, n. 5.** (N) = i(lu)-Gojela.

**u(lu)-Jilo, n.** Any unusually long thing, as a horn, woman's top-knot, etc.; kind of i-mBondwe, producing a stalk much longer and upright than the common variety (= u(lu)-Jikwe, um-Hlazaluti).
i^nJimbilili (Jimbhilili), n. Any thickish slimy, slippery liquid, of a flat, insipid, nauseating taste devoid of sharpness or flavour (as perceived by the mouth, not the touch — see i^Nekikiciki), as dishwater, long stagnant pool-water, linseed-water, or castor-oil = i^nJimbilizi; cp. i^nJembuluka.

Jimbiliza or Jimbilibela (Jimvibiliza), v. Drink anything of the nature of an i^nJimbilili.

i^nJimbilizi (Jimvibilizi), n. = i^nJimbilili.

Jinga, v. Be always at, be always after, be continually wanting to get at, as a fly at a sore (ace.), a young-man after a particular girl, or one person another against whom he has a grudge and hence won't leave alone (used in perf.); stick close to, keep to, as a child to a friend (ace. or with reciproc. form) among a strange crowd, or a man closely following up a buck so as not to lose sight of it = joka, nxiba. Cp. kontsa; kungu.

Ex. y'i^loku ruyijingile, he is always at me (irritating me, troubling me, etc.) y'i^loku bejyijinge ingamawene, they have been all along following up the buck.

wojtingana nBani, you must keep close to, stick to So-and-so (as when travelling alone).

i^nJinga, n. Rich, wealthy man; applied by women to one of their number who, through being especially favoured by the common husband, adopts a proud, unsociable manner towards the other wives.

um-Jingandhlu, n. 5. = um-Zingandhlu.

Jinge or Jingene, verb. part. expressing 'constantly, continually, repeatedly' = de, bele, hambe, zinge, singe.

Ex. wjinya'esho, or wijyinya'esho, he is always saying so (see jinya).

isi-Jingi (Jingi), n. = isi-Hiya [Sw. uji, porridge].

(i)i-Jingijolo (no plur.), n. Blackberry bush (Rubus rigidus); fruit thereof. Cp. (i)i-Tshalo [Sw. mekongoma].

isi-Jingo (Jinjygo), n. Nape or back of the neck = isi-Jungunjungu; cp. isi-Konkosi, (i)i-Zongwe [Sw. shinjygo, neck; Bo. sinjygo; Nye. dingo; MZT. in-singco; Ga. usingco; Her. o-sengo].

Ex. ilambo lesijingo, prominent bone of the spine at the back of the neck.

imi-Jingo, n. (C.N.) = um-Geiko.

isi or i^nJiini, n. = isi-Jaka.

Jingoza (Jingozoa), v. Work the nape (isi-Jingo) of the neck i.e. move it constantly backwards and forwards, as a duck when walking, or a lame ox, or some young-men when dancing affectiously (= giuliskoza, cikoza); go alone or unaccompanied, as a person when travelling (= joloza).

i^nJingwenikazi (s.k.), n. = i^nJolikazi.

Jinja, v. = jiinga; also (N) 'change', as money [Eng.].

u(lu)-Jinji, n. Long string or succession of things, as of cattle (cp. u(lu)-Jengya), locusts spitted on a stick (= u(lu)-Bigo, etc.

Jinjiteka (Jinjitheka), v. = jumjuteka.

um-Jiva, n. 5. Swallow-tail coat (N).

Jivaza, v. = jibaza.

Jiya, v. Become thick, firm, stiff (losing the fluid state), as porridge when mixed with an excess of meal, or starch when boiling; become hardened or more difficult to deal with, as a man who, previously disposed to part with a thing now shows himself unwilling; attain one's full growth and become physically set, as a young person when about twenty-five years of age [Lat. gelo, congeal].

Ex. seljiyigile, it is now thick (the porridge), it has now become firm or stiff.

(i)i-Jiyankomo (s.k.), n. (N.) = (i)i-Hlola- mwala.

Jiyela, v. Hamper, deprive of freedom of action, as an injured limb its owner (ace.), or hindering circumstances (= jiyeya); (more customarily transposed into the passive) Jiyelwa, be hampered, bound, obstructed, deprived of freedom or ability of action, as by an injured limb, an authoritative prohibition, complicated or confined circumstances (used in perf.) Comp. rimbela. [Her. tyavera, hinder].

Ex. njiyiyelele umayavo; njiyiyelele ukumha, na, I am prevented by my foot; I am prevented from going.

Jiyeya, v. = jiyela.

Jiyezeka (s.k.), v. Get hampered, be in a hampered state, as above — jiyela.

Jiyisa, v. Thicken, stiffen, as one might any fluid stuff (ace.) — see jiya.

Jo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti te.

Jobelela, v. Unite a thing with, add it on to, something else so as to lengthen it, as one piece of string (ace.) on to another (= zumelela); add on to something else so as to increase its quantity, as more mealies (ace.) to what is already in a sack so as to make it full (comp. engeza) [Skr. yuj, join].
Ex. ijibelele kule, join it (the string) on to this.

Jobelela, tugezale, add on (the beer), so that it (the beer-pot) be filled.

Jobelelana, v. Join or add on one to another.

Ex. bayajobelelana abantu, the people are adding on one to another i.e. increasing by constant additions, as when arriving one after another for a dance or hunt.

Kuyobelele konke loko, all that is joined one to the other i.e. is made up of connected pieces.

i-nJobo, n. Single ‘tail’ or piece of twisted skin, of those which collectively form the iHl-draka; plur. izi-nJobo, applied collectively to either or both of the bunches of such tails worn by a man dangling below the hips, between the isimene and ibeshu; (C.N.) certain plant growing in damp soils, and used medicinally for round-worms.

Ex. iHl-rroloda l'nyobo'ti, the mongoose is (i.e. will make) so-many tails (when its skin is cut into strips and twisted — the number being shown on the hand).

Phr. isinjibo zabo zienna umHlataxe, their loin-tails drip (with) the Umhlataxe, i.e. they come from beyond or the other side of the Umhlataxe.

P. woz'nyatel'nyabo yami ka'nogwaja, isinjibo amaqubu, you will come to tread on my hare-tails, whose fur will get beaten off — a strong threat of having a serious encounter with one at some future meeting.

Injibo itunyelwa ebahlabha, the umutakati-tail is sewn in the company (of others) from whom you may receive ‘tips’ and advice = take advice from the experienced, if you would be wise.

Jobuluka (s.k.), v. Get drawn out ‘long’, get stretched out, as a piece of elastic or a worm when crawling (not spread abroad = mwebeka); be elastic or stretchable; be limp, enfeebled, as the body with enervation (used in perf.); do in a feebly, strengthless kind of way.

Um-Jobuluka (s.k.), n. 5. Any long-drawn-out, small-bodied, pilant thing, as a long rope, or the extended entrails of a beast, or a long worm, or thin slender person. See jobuluka.


Joja, v. Thrust or poke into, as a stick into the earth (acc.) or into any body; more particularly, thrust a stick or sticks up the anus of a person (acc.), empale; injure, destroy by making rotten at the roots, as excess of water or rain does mealleys (acc.) or other plants; have an excess of sub-soil moisture so as to be injurious to plants growing there, as some low-lying places (used in perf.) [Her. t'gara, thrust with a pointed instrument; Sw. jongeza, thrust; chochea, poke fire].

N. B. A person caught red-handed, or even smelt out, as carrying on the practice of ta-kata, was, in the old days in Zululand, secretly got hold of and then and there killed by having already prepared sticks, pointed at each end, thrust up the anus in different directions. He was not previously rendered senseless by any knocking with sticks, so that he might feel the full effects of the operation. He was then left to die on the spot; and even though the culprits might be known, they were quite safe, being regarded as having conferred a public benefit by getting rid of an umutakati.

(i(i)-Joja or Joje, n. = i(i)-Boje.


P. ujojo umu ngti brako, the Finch stands by means of his own stick = each one sticks to his own guns, party, contention, etc.

N. B. Children when driving off these birds from the corn-fields cry ‘Jojo wokalo! wunto uzi emusa! ’Jojo of the ridge (i.e. who bravely attacks and jojo) is an umutakati on the open way), there is his stick behind him!

u(tu)-Jojo, u. Any long pointed thing, thing standing prominently forward and pointed, as a fool’s-cap, long pointed nose, etc. Cp. u(tu)-Tshubungu.

Phr. i'nyajo zamehlo, staring prominent eyes.

Jojobezela, v. Give an angry threatening look at one (acc.) = jojomezela.

i-nJojomela, n. Tall thing, as some unusually large beer-vessels (i-mBiza or u(tu)-Kamba), tall i.e. silk hat, etc.

Jojomezela, v. = jojobezela.

u-Jojo-wokalo, n. Nickname given to a brave, ‘who attacked and killed an enemy or umutakati in the open’; shouted to a man when slashing about like a brave at the giya dance; also to the bird u-jojo when flying in the corn-fields.

Joka (s.k.), v. = jinya.

(i(i)-Joka (s.k.), n. = i(i)-Godia; also yoke [D. jak]

u(tu)-Jokojoko (s.k.), n. = u(tu)-Hoshaha-sha.

Jokomeza (s.k.), v. Scold vehemently, speak violently to (C.N.).

Jokozela (s.k.), v. = yobozela; also (C.N.) yokozela.

Um-Jojujoko (s.k.), n. 5. = u(tu)-Jokojoko.
Order, Go, Vaccination, Horse Smoking-reed, Nickname Anything Jolojoloza i-nJomane, Jongulula i-nJonjomela, um-Jono, u(lu)-Ju, i(li)-Zimbe, u(lu)-Ju, i(li)-Jozi, i(li)-Qangane.

Jola, v. Smoke hemp in the Baca fashion i.e. by filling the mouth with water, then with smoke from the horn, and finally passing the lathered spittle through a long reed with the channel open for half its length down (N.).

i-nJolikazi (s.k), n. Favourite wife = i-nTandokazi, i-nNdjeweinkazi.

um-Jolo, n. 5. Smoking-reed, as above — jola.

Jolojoloza or Joloza, v. Go, be, do all alone, as one staying in a kraal or going to a dance all by himself (= jingoza); stare or fix the gaze on one (acc. with ela form = njolozola, golozela).

u-Jolojolwana or Jolwana, n. Nickname given to a man who always stays at home, not going up with other men to the chief’s or military kraal, nor readily turning out to fight; (C.N.) man not properly girt with his umuntu.

Ex. ojolwana abadhiba amasi okushashaza, the stay-at-home ones who ate the rattling amasi.

i-nJomane, n. Horse — the word having apparently been coined about the time of the first appearance of Dingiswayo in Zululand.

u-Jomela, n. = u-Jojo.

i(li)-Jomela, n. Long tail-feather, generally (= i(li)-Gojela); small bunch of i(li)-Sakabuti feathers (also sometimes those of the i-nilkele), say half a dozen, and worn on the side or top of the head when going courting, etc. Cp. um-Nyankanya; isi-Saka.

i-nJomela, n. (C.N.) = i-nJonjomela.

Jomula, v. = domula.

um-Jomulo, n. 5. Anything taken by a girl from the young man whom she favours among many, so as to show that she has chosen him (C.N.).

Jona, v. = jola.

um-Jono, n. 5 = um-Jolo.

i(li)-Jongo or Jongosi, n. Young bullock, person etc. [D. jonga, young; os, ox].

Jongolozela, v. = tshongolozela.

Jongulula, v. (N.) = enyula.

i(li)-Jonqa, n. = i(li)-Godla.

isi-Jojo, n. Shrivelled together wound-scar or healed ulcer.

Jova, v. Vaccinate, inoculate [recent word fr. ? Eng.].

u(lu)-Jovela, n. = i(li)-Zembe (the disease).

um-Jovo, n. 5. Vaccination; inoculation; the virus used thereat.

i(li)-Jyoi (Jooyi), n. = i(li)-Qangane.

i(li)-Jozi, n. = i(li)-Irwa.

Jü, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Drop down immediately, as a person shot or dying suddenly (= ukuti po); ‘drop’ or make drop immediately, as a buck or ox by one fatal shot or stab (= ukuti jubulundl, jubulwanda).

Ju, ukuti (ukuthi — with prolongation of vowel), v. Come or go down in a steady gradual sinking manner, descend with a straight vertical ‘sinking’ motion, as a spider from the roof, an object sinking in water, or a hawk diving straight down on its prey = jula; run down or get poured out in a long connected string, as honey, drible, or any similar tenacious fluid; hence, be of a tenacious, viscid nature, as honey or castor oil = juza.

u(lu)-Ju, n. Honey (from the honey-comb) [Lat. jus, broth; Ga. njuki, bec; Her. ou-ti, honey; Sw. mu-fju, juice, water; Bo. u-suta, jucie; MZT. bu-ehi, honey].

Phr. nyadhla inkomo yas’ojwini, — see ul-Orn.

isi or umu-Ju, n. 5. The ‘throw’ of a person, his power of hurling far; the ‘throw’, or range of a thing thrown i.e. the distance it covers = isi-fi.

Ex. isiu salesi ’siyila sikulu kunesoko, this stick will go further than yours.

Phr. nyadhla inkomo yas’ojwini, — see ul-Orn.

Juba, n. Order, give orders that anything be done, as a kraal-owner that the new-season’s food be commenced to be used, a new hut built, etc., or as the chief might order a hunt to take place or a certain ‘regiment’ of girls to get married (often transposed into the passive form — jutshwa); kick out, ‘let fly’, as a horse at a person (acc.) standing behind it (= kuba, kakhele); kick over or away, ‘send flying’, as a man might small article (acc.) found in his path; kick about, ‘send flying about’, as boys a football; kick about or let fly the legs, as a child when struggling, or swinging from a tree (see i-nilbhe); fly off, fly about, as sparks of wood, iron or stone, or chips of wood (see i(li)-nubela) flying off in the chopping (= zuba; cp. zwiba).

i(li)-Juba, n. Rock Pigeon (Columba phar- cornota); Collared Turtle Dove (Turtur semitorquatus); Lesser Collared Turtle Dove (Turtur capicola); small light-blue bead, a shade darker than the u-Zubucwatile [Ga. dibu, pigeon; Bo. suw; Sw. njwa; Chw. li-tsiba].
i-nJuba, n. Young widow 'still courtable'
= (il)–Dikazi.

Jubajuba, v. reduplicated form of juba q.v. zubazuba.

(iii)–Jubajubane, n. Butterfly (C.N.) = u(lu)–Venane.

(iii)–Jubaniendele (s.t.), n. (C.N.) = (il)–Vukuta.

(iii)–Jubantondo or (C.N.) Jubantonto (s.t.), n. Common Green Pigeon (Vinago delalandi).

(iii)–Jubane, n. Speed, swiftness = isi–Qu–

Jubi, Cp. u(lu)–Shezi.

i-nJubenjubane, n. = i-nJube.

(iii)–Jubanqangi, n. = (il)–Sokanqangi.

i-nJube, n. A kicking about with the legs — a game played by children when hanging on to a tree-branch, or held up under the arm-pits by an adult (= i-nJubenjubane) — used with ukwenzu; habit of kicking, as in a horse or cow. See juba.

Jubeka (s.k.), v. Get ordered about or concerning i.e. have orders given about, as the cows (nom.) that they be milked, a food-supply that it be started with, etc. (used in perf.).

(iii)–Jubela, n. Chip or splinter, flying off, as in the chopping of wood (comp. u(lu)–Cezu); spark, such as flies off from crackling fire-wood, or a stone when knocked (cp. i-nThantsi) = (il)–Zubela.

Cp. i(l)–Zubela.

u–Jubingqwanga, n. First formed section of the izi–nPohtable regiment of Shaka, and so called from his having commanded all members thereof to remove their headstrings and so become 'youngmen' again = u–Dubinlangu.

Jubulunda, v. Bring down by a single blow, make fall by a single shot, as a buck (acc.) = ukuti jubulundii.

Jubuindi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Drop down immediately or suddenly; make so drop or fall, as a buck (acc.) = ukuti ju, ukuti jubulundii.

Jugujela, v. (C.N.) = jugujela.

ama–Jugujugu (no sing.), n. A long distance off, far away (used only in loc. ama–Jugujugwini) = kwâ Mamenguvala-
hwa.

Juja, v. Beat up with an isi–Jujo certain edible herbs in the water in which they have been cooked so as to form a paste; go on persistently talking, scolding, etc. never ceasing or making an end.

isi–Jujo, n. Forked stick twirled round between the hands so as to beat to a paste cooked herbs as above.

Jujubeza, v. = fujimeza; (C.N.) toss up, as a child when taking it under the armpits.

um–Jujubuzelo, n. 5. = um–Fujimezelo.

Jujumba (Jujumbha), v. = tsakutshamba.

Jukujela (s.k.), v. Fling at, throw at, as at a bird (acc.) or dog with a stick (with nge) or stone = fikijela, ukuti fuku fuku; cp. jiba; posa; fijimezela; rruba [Her. yumba, throw; Ga. sula; Sw. vu

Jub ulunda.]

Ex. sebejukujelana ama–zani (or unana–zani), they are now throwing words at one another — used of two people talking to one another from a distance.

um–Jukujelo (s.k.), n. 5. = um–Fikijelo.

Jükujuku, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = ukuti fikijiki, fukijela.

ama–Jükujuku (s.k.), n. = ama–Jujunjuga.

Jula, v. = ukuti ju.

isi–Jula, n. Kind of assegai somewhat larger than the i-nGeula.


Juluka (s.k.), v. Sweat, perspire profusely (comp. mfofa; isi–Tukutuku); used of water produced by condensation within a closed tank (nom.), mealie-pit, etc. [Lat. sudor, I sweat; Her. ukutuka, to sweat; Ga. ngya, perspiration].

Julukuqo (s.k.), v. = jubulunda.

Jülukuqo, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = ukuti jubulundii.

Juma, v. Take a person (acc.), etc., by surprise, come down suddenly and unexpectedly as a blow, or as an impi surprising the enemy = zumu [Her. esih

Juma, suddenly; Sw. zuka, surprise; ju to above.

isi–Jumba (Jumbha), n. Large-sized package, pocket, or parcel (not irregularly tied-up bundle — see isi–Shuqulu), as of grain, sugar, etc., (perhaps about a quarter of a sack of mealies) rolled up in sacking or matting for carrying on the head = isi–Zumbe, isi–Zuculu.

isi–Jumbana (Jumbhana), n. Small-sized package or parcel as above (perhaps as large as half a pocket of sugar).

i-nJumbane (Jumbbane), n. Poison placed on the top of the forefinger, or the poisoned forefinger itself, of an umfa

kuti, which he has only to point at a person (ukun–m–komba ngeyo) so as to cause him to die on the spot (see ukuti ju) or cause him to become afflicted with an i–nTelom, etc.; should he wish to stay the effects of this gesture, he points
again at him, but now with the knuckle of the forefinger, the hand being closed fist-wise.

isi-Jumbanyana (Jumbhanyana), n. Very small bundle, small parcel, packet.

Jumeka (s. k.), v. Get taken by surprise, or come down upon unexpectedly.

P. uZemdelile, okalele ukumile, Mr. Did-it-himself is not sympathised with; who is sympathised with is Mr. Befallen-by-surprise (i.e. who has a misfortune come down upon him not through any fault of his own).

Jündu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = junduza.

isi-Jundubezi, n. = i-nJundu.

i-nJündunjundu, n. = i-nJundu.

Junduza, v. Cut or ‘saw’ away at a thing (acc.) with any blunt instrument; make blunt any sharp instrument (acc.) by such use, or generally = zikiza. Cp. tuntubeza.

u(li)-Jungu, n. Frog’s spawn; any thick tenacious, viscid fluid that juzu’s when poured out. Cp. i-nJimbili.

isi-Júngu, n. = isi-Jungu.

Jungulula, v. (C.N.) = engula.

um-Junju, n. = isi-um-Junju, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Njunju.

isi-Junjubezi, n. Short, worn-out stump of any cutting instrument, as of a hoe, axe, assegai, or very short front teeth = isi-Kuba, isi-Zunzubezi.

Junjula, n. = jubulunda.

Júnjuli, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti jubulunzi, n. = isi-Junjuli.

isi-Junjuli, n. (C.N.) = isi-Junjubezi.

Junjuteka (Junjuthekeka), v. Get excruciatingly pained, i.e. have an acute, overpowering sensation of pain (such as makes the whole body faint and sink), as a person’s leg when struck with a hoe on the shin, or any other member afflicted with pain that seems to travel quickly along the nerves to the heart = jinjiteka; see um-Nunjulu.

Junjutekelwa (Junjuthekelwa), v. Get so pained for, as above, as a person by mortification of a bone, a painful blow, etc.

Jwa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti po, ukuti gqina, ukuti jubulunzi, ukuti ji.

Jwaba, n. Smooth outer surface of a tree (after the bark has been removed) or of a knobkerry (after being polished); (more gen. in plur. amá-Jwaba) the outer-skin of a hide (really the inner-skin or cutis, when on the animal) which dries hard and is scraped off in the dressing (see pala); thin emaciated person who is only a ‘dried-up skin’.

i(li)-Jupe or Jupu (Juphe) n. Small slice of meat (somewhat less than the hand in size) which might be cut off for a child from a slaughtered beast while being cut up = i(li)-Jwunjwe; i(li)-Zupe; cp. i(li)-Nshontsho.

Juqa, v. Do decisively, with immediate effect, at one stroke, as when stabbing a beast (acc.), throwing at a bird, striking at a snake, severing a rope, or deciding an affair, and making a clean end of it at one go. Cp. ukuti juqu.

Júqu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Sever or separate forcibly apart at one go, as a rein (acc.) by one stroke of the knife, a rope by giving it one violent pull, or a branch of a plant by one snap or wrench; be thoroughly bitter, sour, etc. (= juqu); hence, do anything decisively, with immediate effect, at one stroke ( = juqu); get severed or separated forcibly apart at one go, as above (= juquka) = ukuti vunka, zece, zveza; cp. ukuti hepu.

Ex. kusenekelele juqu ukusa, it had already fully dawned i.e. was already broad daylight.

kusnabele kwe juqu, it is thoroughly sour, bitter, salty, etc.

isi-Juqu, n. Piece (not whole), portion, section, etc., of anything, as pieces of string, bits cut off planks, or a party of men separated off from the main body; any very bitter, sour, or salty thing = isi-Vunka.

isi-Juquka, n. = isi-Jaquaba.

Juquka (s. k.), v. = ukuti juqu, vunkuka.

Juquka, v. = ukuti juqu, vunkula, zece, zveza.

isi-Júqujuqu, n. reduplic. form of isi-Juqu.

Juza, v. Fail, or get poured out in a long connected string, as any fluid of a tenacious nature, like honey or castor-oil; hence, be of a tenacious, viscid nature, as such fluids; hang down in such a long string-like fashion, as a single string of beadwork down the body = ukuti ju. Cp. goiniweka.

um-Juzo, n. 5. Long string-like pendant of beads, worn as a bodily ornament. See juzo.

Jwá, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti po, ukuti gqina, ukuti jubulunzi, ukuti ji.
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(N. fr. Xo.) foreskin (= i-nTlonze); other exterior membranous skin or covering, as of a smooth-barked tree [Bo. zobe, foreskin].

isi-Jwana, n. Very young baboon; used in sport of a young child (C.N.).

u(lu)-Jwangu, n. = i-mBondwe. Cp. u(lu)-Jilo.

i(li)-Jwanjwa, n. = i(li)-Jupe.

Jwápu, ukuti (Jwáphu, ukuthi), v. Do just slightly, or a very little of, as a little work, talk, read, etc., or when just taking slightly out of a sack, etc. = jwapuna, ukuti jwatu, ukutsi kwapu, ukutsi kwapululzi.

Jwapuna (Jwaphuna), v. = ukuti jwapu, kwapuna, kwapululza, jwatuna.

um-Jwaqu, n. 5. Lean, 'skinny' thing, as a bullock, an old woman or old maid; also tough juiceless meat such as might come from a bullock as before.

Jwálu, ukuti (Jwáthu, ukuthi), v. = ukutsi jwapu.

Jwathuna (Jwathuna), v. = jwapuna.

Jwayela, v. Be or get accustomed to any-

thing (acc.), as any particular food, companion or habit = jayela, heheka, humheka [Lat. suesco, I am accustomed; Bo. zuela; Sw. zoza, accustomed; Her. irira, be accustomed].

Ex. u'sek'ujwayele, he is now accustomed to it, or to do it.

P. iti inyadhla amanatambo ijewayele, a dog will, by eating bones, become accustomed to them — the doing of a thing forms a habit — as a man might say in extenuation of his bothering another for a pinch of snuff.

Jwayeza, v. Accustom a person (acc.), etc., to anything (acc.), make him get accustomed to it, as above — jwayeza = jayeza, heha, humhekisa.

Jwí, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = jwiba, ukuti zwi.

Jwiba, v. Fling far away, 'send flying,' as a person might any article (acc.) he wishes to get out of the way; fling away oneself, 'go flying,' as a man might when quickly throwing himself aside out of the way of a snake, or as sparks flying off from burning wood or hammered iron = zwbiba.

um-Jwíili, n. 5. = um-Bini.
Ka (Kha – pass. Kiwa), v. Take out or gather from with the hand (ep. okwa); hence, pick, pluck, pull off anything when gathering for present use (not properly when harvesting a whole field = vuna), as a fruit (aee.) from a tree, pumpkins, imfe, mealie-cobs, herbs, leaves for covering water in a bucket, or tambootsie-grass for night illumination; draw, dip, or take out any fluid or semi-fluid from the mass by a ladle or similar instrument, as water (aee.) from a spring, or porridge from a pot; go and speak with a girl’s father in order to ‘gather’ her (aee.) on behalf of some young man (ep. konga) [Her. oku-uku, to take up small things; leka, draw water; Sw. leka, draw water; pakwa, ladle out; Ga. noga, pluck or gather].

ama-Ka (Kha – no sing.), n. Scent-powder, which consists of various scented-plants dried and pulverised for sprinkling as a perfume, over the body or isidwaba after it has first been duly anointed with grease; applied also to any such plants as are used for this purpose [prob. akin to nuka, q.v. – Sw. nkato, scent; Ga. mgwaw].

Kaba (Khaba), v. Kick (in any way), as a horse might a person (aee.), or a boy a football = juba; kahlela [Ga. musamba, kick].

P. wakalsha inkomo (or indloren) esifu-beeni, he was kicked by an ox (or elephant) in the chest = he has a ‘weak’ chest i.e. can’t hold anything fast therein, can’t keep a secret, but must needs throw it off into other ears at once.

(inkomo) kuyikaba ibayo obili, (a cow) doesn’t kick in two kraals = one is lord only in his own castle (elsewhere he gets treated like one of the common herd, is a nobody, has no authority, etc.).

ikaba abaixengayo, it (the cow) kicks those who milk it = if you want the milk, you must also take the kicks. Cp. um-Sondoze.

kuningi okwakalsha indloren kugena, there is much that was kicked by an elephant in him = his chest is much bruised, his heart is very black with secret crimes, he is a thoroughly bad fellow.

i-li-Kaba (Khaba; no plur.), n. Any young plant still fresh and growing, up to the time it flowers, as grass, potatoes, mealies, dumbsi, etc.; radicle, in a germinating seed (ep. umu-Zwa); malted amabele when excessively sprouted i.e. when the radicle has already grown long; young person or persons (collect.) up to the age of marriage.

Ka (Kha – pass. Kiwa), v. Take out or gather from with the hand (ep. okwa); hence, pick, pluck, pull off anything when gathering for present use (not properly when harvesting a whole field = vuna), as a fruit (aee.) from a tree, pumpkins, imfe, mealie-cobs, herbs, leaves for covering water in a bucket, or tambootsie-grass for night illumination; draw, dip, or take out any fluid or semi-fluid from the mass by a ladle or similar instrument, as water (aee.) from a spring, or porridge from a pot; go and speak with a girl’s father in order to ‘gather’ her (aee.) on behalf of some young man (ep. konga) [Her. oku-uku, to take up small things; leka, draw water; Sw. leka, draw water; pakwa, ladle out; Ga. noga, pluck or gather].

ama-Ka (Kha – no sing.), n. Scent-powder, which consists of various scented-plants dried and pulverised for sprinkling as a perfume, over the body or isidwaba after it has first been duly anointed with grease; applied also to any such plants as are used for this purpose [prob. akin to nuka, q.v. – Sw. nkato, scent; Ga. mgwaw].

Kaba (Khaba), v. Kick (in any way), as a horse might a person (aee.), or a boy a football = juba; kahlela [Ga. musamba, kick].

P. wakalsha inkomo (or indloren) esifu-beeni, he was kicked by an ox (or elephant) in the chest = he has a ‘weak’ chest i.e. can’t hold anything fast therein, can’t keep a secret, but must needs throw it off into other ears at once.

(inkomo) kuyikaba ibayo obili, (a cow) doesn’t kick in two kraals = one is lord only in his own castle (elsewhere he gets treated like one of the common herd, is a nobody, has no authority, etc.).

ikaba abaixengayo, it (the cow) kicks those who milk it = if you want the milk, you must also take the kicks. Cp. um-Sondoze.

kuningi okwakalsha indloren kugena, there is much that was kicked by an elephant in him = his chest is much bruised, his heart is very black with secret crimes, he is a thoroughly bad fellow.

i-li-Kaba (Khaba; no plur.), n. Any young plant still fresh and growing, up to the time it flowers, as grass, potatoes, mealies, dumbsi, etc.; radicle, in a germinating seed (ep. umu-Zwa); malted amabele when excessively sprouted i.e. when the radicle has already grown long; young person or persons (collect.) up to the age of marriage.

Ex. umbila nsefikaba, the mealies are still young, are still below the flowering stage.

imitonbo is'ilikaba, the malt is already long-sprouted radicles i.e. has sprouted too much.

Phr. ka'bunny ku'ka kaba, ku'fa 'nqunqini, at So-and-so's kraal there dies the young (amabele) and that already about to flower i.e. young and old alike. See ili-Fumuka.

i-nKaba (s. k.), n. Navel, of man or beast; sometimes applied to the navel-cord (= inGalati) [Skr. nabhi, swell; nabh; navel; Her. o-ndemba, navel-string; Ga. kundi, navel.

Phr ba'akabanye, they are of the same stock i.e. are blood or tribal relations, having the same isibongo = ba'ntsibanye.

um-Kaba (Khaba), n. 5. Big hanging belly.

Kabangula (Khabangula), v. Do anything with vehemence, exerting all one’s energy, all one’s might, as when walking, running, working, etc. = kantsabula, gabangula.

Kabateka (Khabateka), v. = kanguleka.

i-nKabatwii (Kabathwii), n. = isi-Kabatwii.

isi-Kabatwii (Khabathwii), n. Contempuous appellation for the ‘foot’ (lit. that which kicks ordure).

Kabavula (Khabavula), v. Get along briskly, as when walking or hoeing a field (aee.).

i-nKabayomntwana (s. k.; s. t.), n. = i-nThunyomntwana.

u(i)-Kabe (KhaBe), n. Kind of water-melon, resembling the i(i)-Bece, though gen. eaten raw; person who uses equally both the right and left hand (ep. i(i)-Xrete).

u(lu)-Kabe (KhaBe — no plur.), n. Plant, or seed-pips, of above.

Kabeleka (Khabeleka), v. (C.N.) = kabeleka.

isi-Kabeteuke (Khabethuuke), n. Certain make of spoon having a very large ladle, lit.
that which lades (ka) and they are startled (at the large quantity it has dug out) = isi-Fobozu.

Kabi (s. k), adv. Badly — from bi.

i-Nkabi (s. k), n. Ox i. e. castrated bull; applied also to the castrated of any animal, as horse, sheep, goat (= um-Tondo-lo), dog etc. See um-Iluma [Gr. koplo, I cut off; Sp. capar, castrate; Sw. kasi, castrate; maksoi, ox; Her. o-ngombe, ox; Ga. anti, ox].

Kabili (s. k), adv. Twice; doubly — from bili.

Kābu kābu, ukuti (Khābu khābu, ukuthi), v. = kubuzela; ukuti twaku twaka.

Kābu-twaku-twaka (Khābubakhubu), n. One who habitually walks fast, with a quick smart movement of the legs, as a smart waiter. See kubuzela.

Kabula (Khabula), v. = kangula.

Kabuleka (Khabuleka), v. = kanguleka.

Kabuzela (Khabuzela), v. Walk with a short, fast step, go briskly, smartly along, as an active business-man or smart waiter = ukuti kabu kabu, twakuzela; cp. dwayizela.

Kaca (Khaca), v. = jakuja.

Kāčë, ukuti (Khāčē ukuthi), v. Be quite or very black (used with nyama) = ukuti buqe, gaude, site, wile.

Kade (s. k), adv. (with a prolongation of the first syl) Long ago; a long while; ever so long; ever so long ago; (without any prolongation, and followed by participle) just; just now; a short time ago = kande.

Ex. kade sikafana, we have been looking for you ever so long.

kade nafa, he died ever so long ago.

myitholisele-ni kade kangaka? why have you kept me waiting so long?

dade kona, he was just here (a minute ago).

kade efa kherez'intsuka, he has just died during these (few) days.

Elige izimu selafu, sekukade, the other cannibal was already dead, already long ago.

Kade (s. k. - mostly used in loc. ekadeni), n. The long-ago, olden time; a good time, a long while (see ngelikade).

Ex. kwakukade ekadeni sikhuluneli, it was in the olden times (that) we invaded one another.

Kad‘uba (s. k.), adv. Then, and then, afterwards — followed by subj. = kand‘uba (in Natal dialect shortened into and‘uba)

Ex. kusukule umsindo, kad‘uba kwele inkosi, there is heard a noise, and then the chief appears.

anogaya gede, kad'uba nihambe, you shall finish grinding (the corn), and afterwards go.

Kad‘uka (s. k.), adv. = kad’uba.

isi-Kafu (Khafu), n. Food [D. skof, midday-rest].

Kafuka (Khafuka), v. = pafuka.

Kafula (Khafula), v. Throw out of the mouth, spit out, as phlegm (acc.) when expectorating or a mouthful of disagreeable food (cp. kila); also used of the uku-cintsa q.v. of the chief. Cp. oofiya.

Ex. us铟gazi sabantonto abanye bagamka-fula, with him who goes in for slaughtering females most (men) will have nothing to do, will not look at him, they spit him out.

Kafeza (Khafeza), v. Grind coarsely, as grain (acc.) or tobacco; eat such coarsely-ground, husky food (= gqakaza); pour forth in volume, as smoke (acc.) from a chimney, or blood from a severed artery, or a lot of lying fabrications (= pafuze).

Kafuzeza (Khafuzeza), v. Get eaten coarsely; hence, be coarsely ground, husky, not fine, as porridge or meal.

Kahlwa (Khahlwa), v. Act with unconcerned violence, do with a wild feelingless forci-bleness, as when throwing anything (acc.) down violently, careless whether it break or not; or when dealing with one’s servants (acc.) in a similarly harsh arbitrary manner; or when using hard painful words to a person (acc.) who has not deserved them; or when pressing roughly by one (acc.) without any regard; or when giving him his food (with nga) in a wild manner, almost throwing it at him. Cp. ukuti kahlwa; kahlumesa; kahlalela.

Kāhla, ukuti (Khālla, ukuthi), v. Throw anything (acc.) down, or get thrown down, with a crash or clattering noise, as a bundle of firewood or grass, or a basket of anything; hence, act generally with wild indifference (= kahlamesa, kahlalela; kahlameseka, kahlaleka); be falling together (metaphor.) i.e. be dozing off, falling to sleep, as children in school or during a sermon (with ukutala — cp. ozela; yenda); go to bed
fasting, merely fall in a heap, from emptiness of stomach (ukuthi saka).
Phr. udmuneni; udele utle kuhla. So-and-so is not nice-looking; he is (as to his beauty) fallen to sleep; i.e. he is quite devoid of attractiveness, utterly lacks that which takes (although his features may be fairly well formed). See i(lu)-Iluile.

ukuhlule kulele kite kuhla, the food has lost flavour, is flat, insipid, as porridge, etc. rewarmed from yesterday's cooking.

u-Kahla (Kahla), n. Certain sea-animal, used medicinally to stop retching.

u(lu)-Kahla (Kahla), n. Very emaciated person, a mere bag of 'clattering' bones (isi-Kehle); also = u(lu)-Kahlo. See ukuti kahla.

Kahlebeza, v. = kahlameze.

Kahlhalha, ukuti (Kahlhalha, ukuthi), v. = kahlameze; ukuthi kahla.

isi-Kahlakahlan (Kahlakahlanu), n. = isi-Kasakasana.

Kahlambela (Kahlambhelu), v. Go speedily along, as when wishing to reach a place quickly.

Kahlameza (Kahlamezea), v. Do anything with thoughtless violence or wild indifference (kahl, ukuti kahla); hence, throw down violently or wildly, with a clattering, clattering noise, as metaphor, as a basket of fowls (ace.) or any parcel or bundle one might be carrying; knock violently up against (with the body), as people (ace.), when wildly passing among them; push violently (with the hand), as when throwing open or banging a door (ace.); or with the foot, i.e. kick it roughly = kahlala.

Kahlameze (Kahlamezeu), v. Get dealt with in a wild, violent, 'crashing' manner (ukuti kahla, kahlameza); hence, deal with violently with the hand i.e. throw down wildly, 'clatteringly', or push or knock roughly, inconsiderately; deal with violently with the foot i.e. kick roughly, as a person (ace.) or thing; flower, blossom, as mealies, fruit-trees, or any other plant; put on grey hairs, as a person when getting old (qakaza).

N.B. The original meaning of this word (see ukuti kahla), and those immediately derived therefrom (as kahlu, kahlameza), seems fast becoming obsolete, one frequently finding even grown-up Natives who know the word kahlha as signifying nothing else than 'to kick'.

Kahleleka (Kahlaleka), v. = kahlameze.

u(lu)-Kahlo (Kahlo), n. Roughness, unconsidered violence of action, as in a chief or master when dealing in a hard, arbitrary manner with those under him, or in a big boy treating children in a rough, unkindly way. See kahlha.

Ex. uqokahlo lom'umfana, he is a rough, inconsiderate boy that (as shown in his treatment of children).

Khalu, ukuti (Kahlu, ukuthi), v. Act or speak in a wild, violent, forcible manner, as when throwing down roughly anything (ace.) carried, handling a person with wild roughness, or using harsh, violent language towards him = kahlua, ukuti kahla, kahlameza; get acted towards or dealt with in such a way = kahluka, kahlleka, kahlameze. See isi-Nkhalu.

isi-Kahlu (Kahlu), n. = isi-Nkhalu.

Kahluka (Kahlukka), v. = ukuti kahlu.

Kahlula (Kahlula), v. = ukuti kahlu.

Kaka (s.k.), v. Encircle, surround, as an impi or wire-fence a kraal (ace.) = haga, pahla.
Kaka (Khakha), v. Cause an irritating roughness in the throat, be pungent or acrid, as the fruit of the arum-lily, some dumbis, certain tree-fruits, etc. (cp kawuzela; nwayizela); (in some districts) be bitter, as aloes (= baba).

isi-Kaka (Khakha), n. = isi-Dwaba.

imi-Kaka (Khakha), n. Rings of a tree (C.N.).
i(li)-Kakakhi (Khakhakhaha), n. = i(li)-Kakasi.
i(li)-Kakala (Khakhakhaka), n. = i(li)-Kakasi.

Kakalaza (Khakhala), v. = katula.
i(li)-Kakane (Khakhane), n. = i(li)-Kakasi.
i(li)-Kakasi (Khakhasi), n. Certain thistle-like plant (Berkheya sp.), having a yellow flower = i(li)-Kakaka.

um-Kakaze (Khakhahisi), n. = um-Gqwa-bagqweba.

Kakata (Khakhathha), v. Be burning hot, as a powerful sun; bake or dry up growing mealies (ace.), etc., as such a sun; be hot or burning to the throat, as some foods, liquids, etc. (cp. kaka).
u(li)-Kakayi (Khakhayi), n. Crown of the head i.e. the middle of the top (not where the hair meets); top or summit of a hut [Sw. uma, crown of head; Reg. kaba].

Ex. ithanga le'sokakayini, the sun is overhead.

Kakulu (Kakhulu), ade. Greatly, very much (with verbs.); very (with adjs.); especially, principally, chiefly; strongly, forcibly, loudly, etc. (intensifying the action of any verb); used sometimes merely to express strong assent to a statement, as 'Naturally! quite certainly so! very much so!'

Kala (Khala), v. Cry, in any of its senses, metaphor. or real; hence, shed tears (with i-li-Nyumbezi); wail, cry with grief, as women at a death; scream, as a child when attacked, in order to attract attention; express sorrow, lamentation, complaint, as of anything afflicting one; weep, as a tree exuding sap or gum; cry, or give voice, as any animal—hence, low, as a cow; bellow, as a bull; neigh, as a horse; bray, as an ass; or as a dog when struck; sing, chirrup, as a bird; crow, as a cock; coo, as a dove; hoot, as an owl; give forth a sound, as any inanimate object—hence, ring, as a bell; clink, as glasses; sound, as a musical instrument [Skr. rayya, bark; ghas, sigh; Gr. kaleo, I call]; O.B. laja, bark; Lat. clamo, I cry out; ta-trare, bark; Ar. zaiyat, weep aloud; Ga. kawa, cry; Her. kuva, cry].

Phr. uku-xi-kala, to regret, blame oneself (for having done something)—used mostly in material, not so often in moral applications = uku-xi-sola.

uku-kelela anabele, to cry for the Kafr-corn—a custom in some localities, in which all the girls of the neighbourhood meet and pass through the corn-fields, crying Maye! nyamabele! (alas! for the corn!), and ending up with a little dance away out in the open—the object being to rid the fields thereby of the isi-hlara or grub, which, of course, always happens accordingly!

i(li)-Kala (Khala), n. Nose, of man or animal (cp. ili-Devu, i-mPumulo); nostril; those on ahead, in the front, the vanguard, of a regiment or troop of cattle (= i(li)-Kanda, um-Pongosha); tunnel or subterranean passage, made by white-ants, or one of the small galleries of which the ant-heap is composed.

Ex. ekaleni, 'nongane! in the nostril, friend! i.e. oblige me with a pinch of snuff.

i-nKala (s.k.), n. Crab, of any kind. Cp. ili-Halahala [Skr. karkata, crab; grabh, seize; Lat. cancer, crab; Ni. kala; Sw. Bo. kaa; Reg. igire; At. akara].

N.B. The eye of a land-crab, mixed together with that of a sea-crab and of a leopard, is a powerful takata poison, causing the eyes of the victim to protrude and fall out.

isi-Kala (Khala), n. Opening, of any kind, permitting of a through passage or vision, as an opening between hills, trees, clouds, or a gap through a fence or wall (cp. i-nTlaba, um-Kandhlu); opportunity, for doing anything (= ili-Tlabo); temporal region i.e. place above the ridge of the cheek-bone and below the temples (cp. i-nTlafuno); also = ili-Batu.

Phr. angifuni intombi esinesika, I don't want a girl who is no longer a virgin.

um-Kala (Khala), n. 5. Grass-rope thrust through the nose of a cow and bound over the head, for holding it when being milked; hence, headstall, of a horse.

Kala, ukuti (Khalkathatha, ukuthi), v. Fall precipitately or tumble into or over, whether with a single leg or the whole body, as into a hole in the veldt, or over a precipice = ukutle kelekele, ukutle kelekete, kalakatela; cp. ukutle wolokhole.

Kalahata (Khalakathela), v. = ukuti kalakala.

Kalala (Khala), v. = dikila.

isi-Kalala (Khala), n. (C.N.) = isi-Qalaba.
i(i)-Kalane (Khalane), n. = i(i)-Kizane.
i-nKalane (s. k.), n. Certain dwarf-aloe (Aloe teniour). Cp. il(i)-Cena.
i-nKalanka (s. k.), n. = i-nKalu.
isi-Kali (Kha1i — mostly in plur.), n. Weapon, of any kind, as an assegai or knobkerry.

Phr. uku-

ubu-Kali (Kuali), n. Sharpness (cp. ubu-Tantu); edge. i.e. the sharp side, of any cutting instrument (= uku-Dhla); strength i.e. sharpness of action or taste, as of medicines or decoctions; clearness, powerfulness, effectiveness of words or speech; skilful smartness, as of a doctor or other professional — in all senses mostly used in form of adjective as below [Skr. katu, sharp; Gr. akè, sharp edge; Lat. acerbus, sharp; Ar. kali, salt of ashes; Sw. n-kali, sharpness; Bo. w-kali, spirit, courage; Sen. kali, sour; Go. kali, sharp; Ngu. Kag. kale; Zee. kule; Her. tue].

Ex. ibotse e'bulakali, a pot that boils quickly.

indolu e'bulakali, a selfishly greedy, envious, avaricious man.

Kalima (Khalima), v. Turn back i.e. prevent further progress to, as cattle (acc.) making for a field; hold back, keep back, as people from passing any particular way by shouting or motioning to them, or as the after-oxen do a wagon (acc.) when descending a hill; speak in a loud formidable manner, as a great man giving orders, or an imbangi shouting praises; used for the crying and roaring of large animals, as cattle, lions, elephants, etc. (cp. kala, kongu, bonga).

ulu-Kalimela (Khatimela), n. One who shouts when he talks, or speaks in a tremendously loud voice so as to be heard afar off.

ulu-Kalimele (Khaliimele), n. Certain forest-climbing plant, used for headache and as a love-emetic by young-men.

Kalipa (Kalipha), v. Be sharp, keen-edged, as a knife (used as perf.); be intellectually sharp, clever (used in perf.); do, take in hand, fight, speak, in a masterful, manly, bold, brave manner; hence, be daring, courageous, brave [akin to uku-Kali, q. v.].

Ex. ukalipile lo'mfana, he is sharp, smart, this boy.

uyalipulumulamulo kal'Bani, he is manly, brave, is the son of So-and-so.
besiti uzakububula, inganyi ukalishela induna, we thought he would be killed (by

the chief), whereas he was acted for in a masterly fashion by the headman (speaking for him).

i-nKalipi (Kaliphi), n. Sharp, smart, masterful, bold, courageous person.

Kalisa (Khalisa), v. Cause to cry, complain, etc.; ring, blow, make to sound, as a bell (acc.), trumpet, etc. (= shaya).

isi-Kalo (s. k.), n. Pair of scales, weighing machine [Eng.].

ulu-Kalo (Khalo), n. Ridge, upper-part or back of a long extended elevation; lower ridge of the body, passing over the buttocks and thigh-bone (below the hips), where the umu-tsha usually rests.

Phr. soza sikwai yaye okalwini lwe-zimpungushe, we shall come to meet him on the ridge of the jackals, i.e. in a lonely place, not travelled by man (the Kafir paths gen. following the ridges).

Kaloku (Kalokhu), adv. = manje.
i-nKalukuni (Kalukhuni), n. Turkey [D. kalkoen].

Kama (Khamu), v. Squeeze, as a sponge (acc.) or washed garment; hence, wring, as a wet cloth; squeeze out, as the water (acc.) from the above (with ku or doub. acc.); drain, as a person the amabele (acc.) in a vessel by pouring off the water in which it is immersed, or the amasi in a gourd by removing the plug at the bottom and allowing the whey to run off; drain off, as the water (acc.) from the amabele, or the whey from the amasi, as above; throttle a person (acc.), squeeze at the throat (with ngompinbo); also = ekama [Sw. kamu, squeeze; kama, milk; Gt. kewatu, squeeze; kama, milk; Her. kama, squeeze; kanda, milk].

Ex. inyobo niyayikama amanzi, I am squeezing the garment of water, or the water out of the garment.

Phr. namlha umkamele esekweni, to-day you have squeezed him out on the hearth-stone (whereon, it being very hot, he has fizzled right away) = you have made an end to him to-day, he won't bother again with his cheek, etc.

Kama (s. k.), v. Comb. [Eng.].
i(i)-Kama (s. k.), n. A comb [Eng.].
i-nKama (s. k.), n. = umu-Nge.
i-nKamanga (s. k.), n. = i-nGceba (which latter is the polite word to use); probably originally = also isi-Gceba, as still in Xo. and sometimes in N.
i-nKamanzi (s. k.), n. = isi-Lebe.
i-nKamba (Kambha), n. = i-nKambapuntsi.
isi-Kamba (Khambha), n. Large sized u-(lu)-Kamba used for serving (not drinking) beer, also for amasi.

um-Kamba (Khambha), n. 5. Broad-mouthed u(lu)-Kamba used for eating from (= um-Kambati, um-Kele); camel-thorn tree (Propio sp.).

u(lu)-Kamba (Khambha), n. Food-pot—a generic name for all or any of the various earthen-pots (and which may be generally recognised by their polished and freq. ornamented exterior) used for serving food, e.g. the um-Cakulo, um-Neishane, isi-Kamba, u(lu)-Piso, etc., and more especially the ordinary beer-drinking pot (the u(lu)-Kamba proper, without any further distinguishing name) = u(lu)-Divo [Gr. skuphos, cup; Sw. mkebe, drinking-pot; Bo. m-komba, cup; Ga. ki-kombe, cup].

Phr. uku-shaya ukamba (or ndelo), to form a three-quarter circle (presenting the appearance of an ukamba viewed in profile). Cp. um-Kambi, u(lu)-Komela.

i-nKambabeyizuba (Kambhabeyizuba), n. Any conspicuous blemish, defect, or mark on the body of a person such as causes people to notice, as any ugly scar or growth on an exposed part of the body (lit. a thing which, as you go, everybody asks what it is).

i-nKambane (Kambhanie — no plur.), n. Dry cake of cow-dung, as found on the veld = i(lu)-Shawa.

i-nKambapantsi (Kambhaphantsi), n. Blind-worm (Anguis fragilis) = i-Nyokayabalasi, i-nPempupu. Cp. u(lu)-Swingulo.

um-Kambati (Khambhathi), n. 5. = um-Kamba.

Kambe (Kambhe), adv. Of course, I suppose, you know; then, so then, well then.

Ex. ngibaye kambe? I must come back here, I suppose?

uyazi kambe ukuti, you know, of course, that.

kuna kambe! just so! that’s just what I said! just so as you are saying! etc.

i(lu)-Kambi (Khambhi), n. Medicinal herb, of any kind, such as grows on the veldt and the fresh leaves or roots of which are common household remedies of Kafir mothers (not applied to professional) medicines, such as are used by Native doctors, and which consist mainly of barks, dry roots, powders and the like — see um-3i, i(lu)-Kubalo; ama-Katazo); cold (unboiled) infusion prepared from such medicinal herb (cp. i-mBizu); certain parasitic beetle (Aphe- dius sp.) inhabiting the intestines of Natives and a common cause of abdominal and nervous disorders among them (= i(lu)-Bungane, i(lu)-Qoto); chewed refuse of imfe, which one eats from the mouth after having pressed out the juice (= i(lu)-Kasi; cp. isi-nKambi).

izi-nKambi (Kambhi — no sing.), n. Refuse i.e. what is rejected of anything after the goodness has been extracted, as the fibre remaining of imfe after being chewed, or of medicinal herbs after pounding and straining, or the remains of a decoction left in a pot.

i-nKambo (Kambho), n. Manner of life, ways, habits, conduct, as of a young man.

Kameka (Khameka), v. Get drained, as water from a marsh into a ditch, or as the marsh itself. See kama.

Kameleka (Khameleka), v. (C.N.) = kamuleka.

Kamelela (Khamelela), v. Be resolved or determined to do anything (with inf.), as to reach any particular place before dark; do anything resolutely, with determination.

Ex. ingane is’ikamelela ukuphuma, the child has now made up its mind to come forth (said by a mother when feeling that delivery is nigh).

intiziyo ikamelele ukuba ngumqize lenhlo- ba, my mind is made up (or I have made up my mind) that I must put this matter in order.

Kamfu, ukuti (Khambhi, ukuthi), v. Catch hold of with a sudden firm snapping grip, as a man vigorously pounding upon a thief taken unawares, a dog a buck, or an iron-trap anything (ace.) caught therein; snap up, or away, as any object (ace.); take up talk or an affair (ace.) with excessive haste = kamfuni, ukuti kaza, ukuti kanku; eat up ‘snappingly’, as a dog eating lumps of solid food (ace.— from the snapping up of the pieces — cp. zafula); grind coarsely, as mealies (ace.); eat such ‘lumps’ or coarsely ground food = kamfuza, kafula.

Kamfuni (Kamfuni), v. = ukuti kamfu, kafula.

i-nKamfunkamfu (s. k.), n. = i-nKamunkwvu.

Kamfuza (Kamfuza), v. = ukuti kamfu, kafula.

Kamisa (Khamsa), v. Open the mouth (ace.), as a person for the doctor; have the mouth open — hence, be open, as a hut (used in perf.); be uncovered, as a pot. See ekama.
Ka

Ex. nyibona indlu yafakwe ikamisile, I see her hut open.
Kamandi (s. k.), adv. Pleasantly, agreeably (to the senses), sweetly. See m'ndandi.

(i-li)-Kamo (Khamo), n. = (i-li)-Hluvu, (i-li)-Yovo.

(i-li)-Kamu (s. k. — loc. o-Kamu), n. Camp [Eng.].

Kamuleka (Khamuleka), v. = kanyeleka.

Kamuluka (Khamuluka), v. Shout away loudly, with all one's might, 'squeezing,' or straining oneself.


u(lu)-Kanavu (Khaanuvi), n. Strong feeling or emotion, as of desire, concupiscence; pity, compassion, sympathy; jealousy, envy: indignation, resentment = um-Hauvi.

Ex. ub'esaqeda ukana heleyo'sombi, he was just easing off the strong desire in regard to that girl, i.e. gratifying the passion.

isi-Kanavu (Khanaenvi), n. Big, ugly-shaped person.

i-nKanankana (s. k.), n. — see i-Nkanankana.

Kancane (s. k.), adv. Slightly, in a small degree, a little; slowly; softly, lowly. See neane.

Ex. kancane kancane, little by little, gradually.

kunjukuba kancemive ayaphi, it will be a close shave if he doesn't die, he will be nearly sure to die.

Kanci (s. k. — last syl. accented), adv. In the slightest degree (see ne'i); sometimes used with negative to express 'not at all, by no means', and gen. as nakanci.

Kancinyane (s. k.), adv. In a very small degree, a very little; very slowly; very softly or lowly. See necinanye.

Kanda (Khanda), v. Beat, pound, pelt, hammer, as a man a shield (ace.) with a round stone to supple and straighten it, or medicinal herbs for an infusion, or as hail or heavy rain might a person or crops, or a smith iron on the anvil (= gqoba); flatten or harden down, as much rain does freshly worked soil (ace.), 'doctor' a field (ace.), or crops therein, by charum (= sukila — cp. Ga. sekula, to pound); come across, or light upon something unusual or unexpected, as a sovereign (ace.) on a road or an exceptionally beautiful girl (= elanele) [Skr. kau, strike; Sw. pondu, pound; Her. tonda; Ga. kuba].

Ex. umvela ka'Bumi ase'kandwine. So-and-so's corn has already doctored (a common practice in Zululand). See terbula.

uungumkanda unukazamakazi ka'Sibani, you may come across something you never expected (never saw before) in the female child of So-and-so, i.e. you will be surprised at her beauty.

uyayikanda imipisi ka'Sibani, I came across the ugly-looking creature (son or daughter) of So-and-so.

(i-li)-Kanda (Khanda — loc. eKanda), n. Head, of man or beast (cp. i-nTloko); those in front, the van, of a regiment or troop of cattle (= i-li)-Kala; military-kraal (with loc. eKandeni), in which the umu-Buto q. v. used to live; often used synonymously with 'life' [Skr. kap-dh, head; Lat. cap-ni; Gr. kranion, skull; Her. o-hanga, ball — the root for 'head' most common in Bantu langs. being tve or tu, with one or other of the prefixes].

Ex. kus'ekandeni, yiini? is it then (are you then) in a military-kraal? — said to reproive rough or rowdy behaviour.

la'maxwe vuvasefuno ngekanda, you must learn these words by heart.

ngiyax'enqele nje ngekanda lami, I am just doing it of myself, out of my own head.

u'suma ikanda lami nje? do you wish for my head i.e. to take my life? — as might be said to one who persists in quarrelling.

ngiyatula nje, ngiyenqelelukhuncela ikando lami, I am just keeping silence, in order to preserve my own life, save my own head.

i-nKanda (s. k.), n. Head of the glans penis. See um-Tondo; i-nTlonze.

isi-Kanda (Khanda), n. Head or knob, as of any kind of stick (cp. i-nGqukuqa); lump or clod of earth clinging to the roots of a bunch of grass when pulled out of the soil.

u(lu)-Kanda (Khanda — loc. oKanda or oKandeni), n. Upper part of the head of cattle, in which the horns are set (and whether of living or dead); pig-headedness, stubborn perverseness, obstinate persistency (cp. i-nJaka); persistent good luck, good fortune (cp. i-nTlalahla); sometimes equivalent to 'head' in metaphor. senses.

Ex. unokanda, uny'enva nyokanda nje, he is pig-headed, he does it from obstinacy.

leyo'ndoda unokanda bhez'inkomo for (bhebafazi or bhebentepu), that man has persistent good-luck with his cattle (or in getting good wives or numerous healthy children).

W'mnentwana unokanda ah'butakataka, this child has a weak or soft head, i.e. a very delicate constitution, is readily impressionable to disease.

aniem'ngilaposile (or ngilungwile) ukamela kona, and I too have thrust in my head
there (among the crowd of young-men after a particular girl).

Kandana (Khanda), v. Strike against *i.e. come across, light upon, ‘knock up against’, as any expected or unexpected person (with *na*) or occurrence on one’s way; knock up against *i.e. be in close, confined contact with, be compressed together, as a lot of people sleeping in a narrow room (used in perf.). See kandla; khangana.

Kandanisa (Khanda), n. - A candle; s. a lamp, from the harp being at a point; (Eng.); as a sharp tongue of some quarrelsome woman.

Kandampingu (Khanda), n. Certain regiment, or member thereof, formed by Mzonde next after the *i-nDhinyengwe* and with which the um-Twisazwe was afterwards incorporated = n-Nyakomatshe.

Kandhla (Khundhla), v. Thoroughly exhaust, fatigue, rob of energy or life, as extreme hunger or over-exertion might a person (acc. — mostly transposed into the passive voice).

Ex. sebekukhile indhula (or umsebezu), they are now quite done up with famine or work.

Phr. iguda yombambis igandhilewa, the snuff-pouch of a traveller is over-worked — from being kept in constant use giving pinches of snuff to requesting strangers.

(i)-Kandhllela (Khundhlela), n. Candle; lamp, of any kind [Eng.].

um-Kandhlu (Khundhlu), n. 5. Opening, open space, as between the different huts in a kraal, between two hills, or two clumps of forest ( = isi-Kala); (C.N. fr. Xo.) number of people sitting together in one place, especially when sitting with the chief ( = (i)-Bandhla).

um-Kando (Khando), n. 5. Name given to various kinds of medicinal-charms, mostly stones, quartz, etc., but sometimes roots — used by Native doctors for gaining an influence over others, taking away the power from them, their medicines, etc.; large round stone formerly used by Native blacksmiths in place of hammer.

Kand’uba, Kand’ukuba (s. k.), adv. = ku-d’uba.

Kand’uma, Kand’ukuma (s. k.), adv. (N) = kad’uba.

um-Kandumba (Khundumbha), n. 5. An ‘old woman’ of a man, who is always staying at home with his wife — elibele ukukwa izindumba nomlazi wake, picking beans with his wife.

Kanga (Khanga), v. Attract, draw the eyes or heart to admire or desire, as a fine garment or beautiful girl might a person (acc.); be attractive, as such garment. Cp. (i)-Wozowoz.

Ex. ngakanye amashoba ake amhloko ake lu, I was attracted (admiringly) by his (fine) arm-tails as white as snow.

i-nKanga (s. k.), n. (N) = um-Titimbila.

Kangaka (s. k.), adv. So (intensifying some adj.), so much, so many, so very, so often, so long (as this); often equivalent to Eng. how! how much! how many! how often! how long! how greatly! how very (= kungakana). See ngaka.

Kangakanana (s. k.), adv. (C.N.) = kanga.


Kangaki (s. k.), adv. How often? how many times? See ngaki.

Kangako (s. k.), adv. So much, many, etc. as that — see kangako.

i-nKangala (s. k.), n. Treeless veldt or open country, whether hilly or flat, such as constitutes the main landscape in the up-country districts. See kwu’Lunwe, kwa-Nilongasibi. Cp. (i)-Hianza; (i)-Pondo [Skr. jangala, desert; Sw. jangwa, desert; Her. ongawo, wilderness].

Phr. akukuluma inkangala, you talk empty stuff, with nothing in it. See u(ul)-Wangola.

um-Kangala (Khangala), n. 5. Cape Teak (Strychnos Atherstonei), a small tree growing in the coast bush-country and sticks made from which were not carried when going up to the chief’s, being supposed to bring bad luck.

P. ngakunciwida ati lekomkangala, you will get a taste of an umkangala stick — said to one who deserts a good master or parent and implying that he will find fortune worse where he is going to, when he will remember his old home and want to come back.

Kangapi (Kangaphi), adv. (C.N.) = kungaki.
Kangeza (Khangeza), v. Extend the hands (one beside the other with the palms hollowed) for the reception of food (acc.) all inferior persons, as wives and children, receiving in this way, even though the article be small; give a person food (doub. acc.) in the extended hands, as above, or in former times on an isi-Kangezo. Cp. kongozela; nyaba.

isi-Kangezo (Khangezo), n. Small earthen plate of the size and shape of a saucer, upon which soft foods, like amasi or porridge, were in former times served out and eaten from by children, young-wives, etc. — this cleanly custom has now absolutely died out and given place to the more uncouth habit of receiving in and eating from the hands. See ka-

gaze.

Kangqa (Khanga), v. Take off, take away, remove, as a person a pot (acc.) from a hut, or his child from a school; wipe or rub off (without water; cp. geza) the dirt (acc.) from anything (acc., or with ku), as when wiping the dust from a pot, sleeping-mat, coat or window, or when rubbing the body with dumbi peels so as to remove the fatty dirt therefrom (= paqula) = kangqa.

Kangqa, ukuti (Khanga, ukuthi), v. ka-

ngga.

Kangqaza (Khangqaza), v. = kangaq.

um-Kangu (Khangu), n. 5. New earthen pot of any description i.e. one not yet in use, or only slightly so (see kangu-

la); a mole, on the body [Sw. mkuugu, earthen-pot; Her. o-nyungu, pot].

um-Kangu (Khangu), n. 5. = um-Kwangu.

Kangula (Khangula), v. Raise or excite a desire or craving in a person (acc.) for any particular kind of food (acc. = ka-

miita); introduce into service or for use for food for the first time, as a woman might her new pot (acc. — see um-

Kangu).

Ex. nkhwala buyankangula umuntu inga-

ma, beer excites in one a craving for meat.

Kanguleka (Khanguleka), v. Get excited with, i.e. have, a craving or strong desire for any particular food, strong-drink, etc. (used in perf.) = kamuleka, kabuleka.

Cp. i-nKwankwa.

um-Kangwe (Khanywe), n. 5. = um-Kw-

angu.

i-nKani (s. k.), n. — see i-Nkani.

Kanini (s. k.), adv. Often, frequently, many times. See ngingi.

Isi-Kaniso (s. k.), n. Laager, entrenched camp [? D. schanz].
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Kanjalo (s. k.), adv. So; in that way; in like manner. See njalo.


u(lu)-Kanjii (Khaneji), n. (N) = u(lu)-Ka-

nde.

ijl(1)-Kanka (Khanku), n. Kind of silver jackal = i-nPungushe.

Ex. ikanku, uma likulo, liti, ya! ya! ya! 

ya! ya! the jackal when it cries, says, Ga!

Ga! Ga! — in decrescendo tone — i.e. Big!

Big! Big! Big! Big! (as a fire) Hence the saying:—

ngiyakwenzabas a nganyowe kanku (or 

nganyoweshwe ikanku), I shall make it (the 

fire) as big as that of (or ordered by) the 

jackal.

Kankanya (Khankanya), v. Think, in any of its forms = cabanga, kanyanga.

Ex. angikanku nyakumkanya, I don’t think at all (but I know for certain).

bengikanku nkyolima, I was thinking of going out to hoe.

Kankasa (Khankasa), v. Go along in semi-
circular extended formation so as to embrace or surround any particular spot (acc.), as a hunting party a bush or an 

impil a hill. Cp. isi-Kango.

Ex. bahamba bekankasile, they proceeded in extended formation, as soldiers surprising a camp.

Kankata (Khankatha), v. Take to task, scold (in an ordinary charitable manner), as a master his servant (acc.) for some fault committed. Cp. tetisa.

i-nKankelana (s. k.), n. Kind of dance or game of little girls, in which they face each other, grunting and making straining gestures with the upper part of the body.

Kanku, ukuti (Khanku, ukuti), v. = ukuti 

kamfu, ukutu kaza.

i-nKanku (s. k.), n. Over-hasty person who throws himself into an affair without knowing what it’s about, or into a dis-

pute without first acquainting himself with the details; Le Vaillant’s Cuckoo (Cocystes eacer), a bird whose appearance gives name to a month (see i-Nka-

ku), also from its conspicuous appearance about the end of July, supposed to announce the time for sowing.

Phr. imukukwe is’ivuthe amacinibi (or ama-

cinibi okwamulela), the cuckoo has already taken the caterpillars — denoting that part of the season about early October time.

Kankula (Khankula), v. = kamzuna, kara-

za.

Kanqa (Khanga), v. = kangaq.
Kanqaza (Khanqaza), v. = kangqaza.

Kanti (s. k.; s. t.), adv. So then (express. surprise); well then; but, whereas; and yet, notwithstanding, still [Skr. ātha, but, yet; Lat. ut; Her. are, then; Mal. ganti, instead of].

Ex. nyantunya, kanti kahambanya, I sent him, but he didn't go.

'ayatata yini? 'Kanti?' 'are you then taking it?' 'Why not; what do you think?'

i-nKantini (s. k.; s. t. — loc. enKantini), n. Canteen, liquor-shop, bar; spirits — the common word in Z. (= u-Gologo, N.) [D. kantin].

i-nKantolo (s. k.; s. t. — loc. enKantolo), n. Magistrate's court [D. kantoor, office].

Kantsabula (Khantsabula), v. = kabangula, um-Kantsha (s. k.; s. t.), n. 5. Marrow, of bones. Cp. un-Ongy, um-Ondhlo.

Kantsu, ukuti (Khântsu, ukuti), v. = kantsusa.

Kantsuza (Khantsenzu), v. Run weakly a-long, as after running far, when already tired out.

Kanula (Khunula), v. Strain, as at stool, or when pulling, or lifting a heavy weight (cp. qaunia); 'strain' at growing i.e. grow very slowly or with difficulty, as a child or the crops in a field (= donga).

u-Kanula (Khunula), n. Straining, as at stool or giving birth. See u-Nokanula.

Ex. uBâni um'kananza, So-and-so is my bearing i.e. (actual or own) mother.

Kanya (Khanyâ), v. Be light (i.e. not dark), as in the day-time, or in a lighted room; give light, lighten, as the sun, or a lamp in a dark room; shine, be bright, as burntish metal, a polished boot, a glossy horse, or any bright coloured article; be transparent i.e. permitting light through, as a piece of glass, a loose-textured cloth, or a loosely-thatched hut; be clear, distinct, plain, as the paths over a newly-burnt patch of veldt, or a point of argument; be of a medium dark complexion, the light skin partially appearing through the black. Cp. ukuti kanyi; iwaqâmula [Skr. cau, shine; Lat. candeo, I shine; Ic. glan, polish, Ger. glänzen, shine; Sw. ug an, angaza, shine; Ga. aka, be bright; Her. kenakena, glitter].

Ex. ukhâhâna amazwi akanyâgo, you speak clear, intelligible words.

uBâni nqokanya, So-and-so is light-black (not coal-black).

um-Kanya (Khanyâ), n. 5. Shade made by holding one or both hands over the eyes, as to shade from the sun-glare or when looking at a distant object (used with ukw-aka).

Ex. ukw-aka umkanya, to shade the eyes with the hands (the Natives using gen. both) — see is-Akumakanya.

Kanyanga (Khanyanga), v. = kankanya.

Kanye (s. k.), adv. Once; once for all; all at once or together; (prep.) with, together with (with na). See nge.

Ex. kâble nisâke kanye, it is best that you start off together, at the same time.

tata kanye, do at one go; do all together.

Phr. nku-lala kanye, to have a little sleep, take a wink.

Kânyekanye (s. k.), adv. All at once, all together (as boys when starting for a race).

i-nKanyezi (s. k.), n. Star (celestial); fire-fly [MzT. inanyezi, star; Her. ony-o-nyo-se, star (fr. nyosa, burn); Sw. nyota, star (cp. ota, Z.); Ga. mu-nyonye, star, fire-fly; Malg. kiintana, star].

Kânyi, ukuti (Khânyi, ukuti), v. Gleam or shine out for an instant or intermittently, as a fire-fly, or a moon appearing for a moment between clouds and immediately disappearing = kanyiza. Cp. kanya.

i-nKanyimba (Kanyimbha), n. Very black-skinned person = i-nKwishela.

Kanyisa (Khanyisa), v. Make to be light i.e. light up, as in a room when lighting the lamp; make bright or shiny, as metal objects (ace.) or boots when polishing them.

Ex. uyokanyisa endhlini, go and light up (the lamp) in the house.

Kanyisela (Khanyisela), v. Light up for i.e. explain or make clear to a person (ace.) concerning some difficult matter (with ku or loc.) or passage he doesn't understand.

Kanyiza (Khanyiza), v. = ukuti kanyi.

[i]-Kanzi (Khanzi), n. Earthenware cooking-pot, of various sizes and furnished with an earthenware lid, originally used in Zululand previous to the introduction of the present iron pots.

um-Kanzi (Khazâ), n. 5. Grass-platted rope worn round the waist by a woman for the first few days after child-birth and afterwards replaced by a make-shift isi-Fociya (also called as above) which is worn throughout the period, about a month (during which time she must abstain from amasi), and is then discarded for the permanent isi-Fociya (not called by the above name); similar
rope worn by a girl (and by all her companions of a like age) who has menstruated for the first time and likewise for so long as she must abstain from amasi (see um-Gongo).

Kanzinga (Khanzinga), v. = yanzinga, kayinga.

ubu-Kanzingambecce (Khanzingambhece — loc. ebu-Kanz.), n. Place (kraal or locality) where there is great dearth of food (whether accidentally or regularly), ‘where they roast water-melon pips’, having no mealies for the purpose = ubu-Kayingantanga.

Kāpa, ukuti (Kāpha, ukuthi), v. = kapa.

Kāpa (Khapha), v. Take or lead out and leave to themselves, as a boy the cattle (acc.) in localities where the pasturage-lands are extensive and the cattle do not require herding, or as the members of a family might a departing visitor (acc.) whom they accompany a short distance and then leave to himself (see kapeza); push violently a person (acc.) with the hand or arm (= kapeza).

Kāpaca, ukuti (Khaphaeca, ukuthi), v. Be, or place down a thing (acc.) near by, just a little way off, as when throwing down one’s work-implement, or when accompanying a person a slight distance on a journey.

Kapaka (s. k.; s. p.), v. Get spilled or shaken over by being rocked to and fro, as water from a filled bucket or tea in a cup when being carried. Cp. yaeoka.

Kāpalala, ukuti (Khaphalala, ukuthi), v. = ukuti kwatalala.

i-nKapane (Kaphane), n. Anything wandering about without herding or supervision, as unherded cattle, or children whose father exercises no supervision over them = ulu-Sapo, ulu-Vanzi. Cp. i-nGingi.

isi-Kapane (s. k.; s. p.), n. Nasty smell, or nastily smelling thing, as a bug, some plants, or snuff, etc. Cp. ulu-Futo.

Kapaza (s. k.; s. p.), v. Rock over i.e. spill or shake over by rocking to and fro, as a servant might the water (acc.) from a filled bucket or tea from a cup, when carrying it. Cp. yaeaza.

Kapaza or Kapazela (Khaphaza), v. Splash or throw water over, as over the body (acc.) with the hands when bathing. Cp. kapaza.

Kapela (Khaphela), v. Lead out and leave at any place (loc.), as above (see kapa); lead a person (acc.) into any danger or crime and then desert him; hence, betray.

Ex. wikapel or uziti kapu) edelelwe, ubuye, take and leave them (the cattle) at the grazing-place, and return.

ka' Bani isinkomo yizakusebeza, with So-and-so the cattle are merely taken out and left.

u' Tshani yena way'engautakutela; way'ekasheleka u'Gijimani. Tshani himself was not put out very much; he was l.d into it by Gijimani.

i(li)-Kapelö (Khaphelo), n. Extensive grazing-site where the cattle may be left alone unherded. Cp. il(li)-Dhlulo.

Kapeza (Khaphesha), v. Push violently a person (acc.), as with the hand or arm = kapa; cp. sundula; cilisa.

Kāpu kāpu, ukuti (Khaphu kāphu, ukuthi), v. = kapuza, ukuti napu napu.

Kapuluza (s. k.; s. p.), v. = kipilili.

Kāpuluzi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.; s. p.), v. = ukuti kipilili.

i-nKapunkapu (Kaphunkaphu), n. Anything of a long, soft, waving nature, loosely swinging to and fro by motion, as a long fringe (cp. i-nSape), long hair of a goat, or a man’s hinder-covering when made of tails. See kapuza.

Kapuza (Khaphuza), v. Swing wavyly from side to side, brush about, as a man’s loin-tails when he walks, the long hair of a goat, or any other fringe-like thing (= napuza); make so to swing about, as the wearer his loin-tails (acc.), or the goat its long hair; go brushing along, as a man with a long flying overcoat, or a person walking through long grass or grass heavy with dews which he sends off with a fringe-like motion from side to side as he goes. Cp. tshenuza; i-nKapunkapu.

Kapuzela (Khaphuzela), v. Go ‘swinging wavyly’ along, as one covered in long fringy trappings or hair = napuza.

Kasa (Khasa), v. Creep or crawl on the hands and knees, or on all fours, like an infant still unable to walk erect = gqwa, huzuzela. Cp. huzuzela.

i-nKasa (s. k. — collect.), n. Young locust or locusts still crawling or hopping (cp. isi-Boto; isi-Kongane); (with plur.) a ‘creeper’ i.e. person sent secretly to warn another of danger (= ulu-Baq, ulu-Qang, ulu-Nyandhu); ‘creeping’ water i.e. such as is led along a sliit made for the purpose; the sliit itself.

Ex. amosinu okw ka'w'oni, uswekanyiswa
inkasa, his fields never get dry, they are kept moist by sluit-water or irrigation.

isi-Kasakasana (Khasakhasana), n. Very short person who seems to creep along (kasa) as he goes, from the motion of the legs being scarcely visible = isi-Kahlakahlana.

Kasaza or Kasazela (Khasaza), v. Move or glide along without any apparent motion of the legs, as a very short man = kahlaza.

Kasha, ukuti (Khasha, ukuthi), v. Merely appear, just let oneself be seen for a moment = ukuti shashie, kasha.

Ex. angabe esati kasha ngalapa, let him not show himself about here.

ngiti ngisate kasha enmyango, wangi xosha, I had no sooner appeared at the door, than he drove me away.

Kasha (Khasha), v. = ukuti kasha.

Ex. okusakashe kule’ndhlela, it is no longer so much as appeared upon this path.

u(lu)-Kasha (Khasha), n. Absolute dismissal from one’s mind, absolute refusal — mostly used with uku-ngaba or uku-wala.

Ex. amaSwaxi ayengaba ukasha ukupatwe ng’amaBantu, the Swazis refuse absolutely to be governed by the Boers.

ama-Khashakasha (Kheshakhasana), n. = ama-Hashahasha.

Kashana (Khashana), prep. Good long distance off, or away; good long time off, or ago.

Ex. kukashana lapo siya kona, it is a good way off where we are going to. ulele exixweni exikashana, he has come from distant tribes.

ikenga lisekashana ukushona, the sun is still a good while off setting.

isi-Kashana (Khashana), n. A short time — dim. of isi-Kati.

l(l)i-Kasi (Khasi), n. Light thin thing such as can be blown about by the wind; hence, leaf, generally (= l(l)i-Qabi); one of the spathes which enclose the mealie-cob (the leaf of the mealie-plant being called, not l-Kasi, but um-Kwani); peel, as of an orange or banana; shell, as of monkey-nuts; skin, as of potatoes; leaf, sheet, or loose piece of paper; chewed fibres of imfe cast from the mouth (= l(l)i-Kambi); any very light thin thing t.e. a mere feather in weight, as a thin gourd, or an emaciated and very weak invalid (= l(l)i-Helesi); babbling person who reports abroad everything he hears [Sw. epesi, light; ukarasa, sheet, of paper].

Ex. uBani us’el’ikasi, So-and-so is now a mere feather (from weakness and emaciation).

nywayi wamakasi, leaf-tobacco (not cut). uula’ikasi, he is light (as) a leaf = he is swift on his feet.

u(lu)-Kasi (Khasi), n. Certain kind of grass used for making ropes, sewing baskets, etc.; (collect.) ama-Shoba for arm-ornamentation when of a dirty unwashed-looking colour, such as are only worn by men of low degree (ep. i-nGeeba).

Ka’sibili (s.k.), adv. In reality, for good and all (C.N.).

u-Kasikulu (Khasikulu), n. Certain veld-shrub, having a strong smell and used as amaka, and as a styer for children.

Kata, ukuti (Khatha, ukuthi), v. Enter a hut (loc.) or kraal (suddenly or unexpectedly), step in, pop in — referring to the moment of first appearance = ukuti katata; cp. ukuti qata.

Ex. ngike ngi ta ka’Bantu, I just popped in at So-and-so’s (on my way).

Kata (Khatha), v. (C.N.) = geoba [Sw. katua, polish].

Phr. leyo’nkono ikatile, that beast is fat (N).

i-nKata (Katha), n. Grass ring or coil, used for placing on the head as a pad, when carrying any weight; ring-shaped twisted collection or entanglement, as of fencing-wire, or when a long span of oxen turn round upon those behind, or of anything generally of a firm, rigid nature (not usually of a loosely-hanging, pliant coil, as of string = i(l)i-Faba); entangled affair that one cannot trace the beginning or end of, can make nothing out of [Sw. kata, grass head-pad; Ga. n-kate, same; Bo. tu-gata, same; Her. o-ngata, same, also coil generally].

Phr. ufiwe enkateni yenkangala, she has got to a grass-pad of the open-veldt = has got where there will be hard management — applied alike to an ungovernable girl who, having got married, will have her stubbornness broken; or to a man who has married such an intractable creature.

uku-m-songa inkata, to bind him up in a coil so that he can’t get loose, t.e. so confound him by speech that he is unable to reply.

isi-Kata (Khatha), n. Hair-ball or solid mass of hairs, etc., sometimes found in the stomachs of calves and to whom they are fatal; knot of people (perhaps a dozen) standing anywhere together (ep. i(l)i-Dhlansana); entangled ball or mass of string and the like.
Phr. *uBani wadhla isikata*, So-and-so ate a hair-ball, *i.e.* has the constant cough marking consumption, etc., the which is supposedly caused by the presence of an u(in)-Dosi in the air-passages.

N.B. The above-mentioned hair-balls are carefully preserved, as burnt and powdered, they constitute the chief Native remedy for this complaint.

**ama-Kátakata (Kháthakhathá), n. = ama-Katazo.**

**Katala (Kháthala), v.** Get fatigued, tired, wearied, in limb or heart (used in perf. = *dinwa*); care about, trouble oneself about anything (with *nqa*).

Ex. *ngikatele kabí*, I am wretchedly tired, *angikatali ngoloko*, I don’t mind that.

**Katalalela (Kháthalelélá), v.** Have care for, trouble or concern oneself about anything (acc.). *Cp. nakekela*.

Ex. *kakatali iMphahlá yabantu abantu*, he doesn’t bother himself about what belongs to others.

**i-nKatanga (Kathanga), n.** Skin prepuccecover of boys (C.N.); chain [D. ketting, chain].

**Kátata, ukuti (Kháthathá, ukuthi), v. = ukuti káta.**

**Kataza (Kháthaza), v.** Make a person (acc.) fatigued, tired, weary, as a long journey, much work, constantly the same food, or enduring mental trouble; hence, tire out, fatiguc; weary; bore; tire out with constant worrying, vexing, as might an incorrigible child or importunate beggar = *dina*; *shipa*.

Ex. *áke bokataláxáwá bokaka*, just let them bother one another (not me) — which might be said where in Eng. we should say ‘Let them have it out alone’ (without bothering me).

*us'engikatuzile*, he has now tired me out *i.e.* I am now sick of him.

**i(li)-Katazo (Kháthazoné), n.** Small veldt-herb, whose roots are worn round the neck and occasionally nibbled against an um-Kuhlane; *pl.* ama-Katazo (no sing.), household medicine, domestic remedies (= ama-Katakata; *cp. i(li)-Kambi*).

P. *ikatazo lobungela eMfutwini*, the prophylactic returned again to the medicine-bag (as useless) — denoting the failure or collapse of some plan or effort.

**i-nKatazo (Kháthazo), n.** Any tiresome thing wearying by its constant annoyance, as the persistent bad conduct of a boy.

**Káte, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.; s. t.), v.** Be very black = *ukuti káac*.

**Kati (Kháthi), conj.** Although, even though = nakuba, konu.

Ex. *kat’ésho wadhla uhlale*, even though he say so, you shall nevertheless remain.

**i(li)-Kati (s. k.; s. t.), n.** Cat. *Cp. u-Mangóre* [D. katí].

**i-nKati (Kháthi), n.** Time, in the sense of period, season, age, etc. (not in the ordinary sense of undetermined duration = *isi-Kati*).

Ex. *kuleyo’nkati*, at that time (or period), *acifika uyengkati yobusika*, you must come in the winter time.

**isi-Kati (Kháthi), n.** Time, in its general sense (as undetermined duration; not as a particular period — see i-nKati); time (in the sense of a particular moment or point in the passing of events), hour, time of day; single repetition or doing of anything, a time; (I) a watch, clock [Skr. *am-ali*, kála, time; Lat. *te-mpus*; Ar. *wakt*; Sw. *wa-kati*; B. *u-kati*; MZT. *li-sikati*, midday].

Ex. *wákáku nyasi pi isikati?* at what time (or when) was that? *saka’sikati sini?* what time is it now? *wakupinda isikathi eyingaki?* how many times did you repeat it? *isikathi* (or *ikathi*) *zonk*. at all times, always, ever.

**um-Kati (Kháthi), n. 5.** Space intervening between any two things, as between one box, hut, kraal, river, etc., and another; hence, sometimes equivalent to way, distance, stretch (cp. isi-Kala); space between earth and heaven; hence, air, firmamental void (cp. i(li)-Zulu); duration, space of time between one specified point and another, hence sometimes equivalent to interval, while [akin to pakati].

Ex. *umkati wonke lo kothe niNkula-mi-ni?* what have you been talking about all this way (or while)?

*umkati wax’umpi senukumele wokugqalana kwayo*, the duration of this war is already long, of (i.e. since) its mutual starting off.

*umkati wonkathini wonlahiti wonHlatofu*, we live in the country between the Umalazi and Umhlatuze rivers.

**i(li)-Katibuti (Kháthibuthi), n.** Certain veldt-herb, resembling the i-nShongwe.

**Katilesi (Kháthilesi), adv.** At once, immediately (now nearly obsolete) = *kona-manje*.

Ex. *unikatele katilesi*, bring it at once.

**Katimbe or Katisimbe (Kháthisimbihe or Kháthisimbe), adv.** Perhaps (now nearly obsolete) = *mhlanumbe*. 
i-nKato (Katho), n. Lot (for determining chance) (C.N.). Cp. i-nDhliki.

Ex. okuqwezwe inkato, let there be cast lots (N).
   bagyakubhawu ngenkato, they will decide for one another by lot (N).

ndlibe inkato, or inkato imbile, the lot has fallen on him (N).

Katula (Kathula), v. Do anything in a large degree, abundantly, extensively, as when heeding a large tract of field (acc.), covering much country (acc.) on a journey, giving one abundantly of food (acc.), a thorough rating, etc. = kazuza, kakuluza.

Ex. ndakatula konu, you served it (the beer) out abundantly, you did.
   kusuka tusimu bagikutshile, they have done a large extent of field to-day (ploughing, weeding, etc.).

i-nKawunkavu (s.k.), n. Any coarse, husky kind of food, as coarsely-ground meal, or porridge made therefrom. See kafuma; ama-Hlayihlayi.

i-nKawu (s.k.), n. Monkey (cp. i-nFene);
   albino (inkawu yas'ekaya or yas'enzini) — these latter are not uncommon among the Natives [Skr. kapí, ape; Ka. inkao, monkey; Ga. ukina, monkey; nomagoi, albino].

isi-Kawu (Khawa), n. Break or interruption, as of work, or any performance repeated at intervals. Cp. um-Kawulo; um-Kati.

Ex. tina lapa sifunda isikuru, we here have school with breaks or intervals (whether in the daily or annual course).
   tina isikuru, it rains with interruptions ras' shover after shover, with intervening breaks.

Kawuka (Khawuka), v. Get brought to a stop or cessation, as any action in course of progression, e.g. a continued noise; have a boundary or limitation set, get terminated, as a field at any particular spot; get broken off, interrupted, stayed, as a flow of blood, or rain. Cp. uqawuka.

Ex. ukikawuka unmoga, to have the breath interrupted, obstructed, as one suffering from some pulmonary diseases, or from hunger.
   selikwakile manje, it (the blood) has now ceased flowing.

isi-Kawukawu (Khandikawhawu), n. Anything of a strong, sharp nature, such as causes an irritant roughness in the throat — see kawunzela.

Kawula (Khawula), v. Bring to a stop or cessation, as any action (acc.) in course of progression; make or set a boundary or limitation on anything (acc.), terminate, as a field at any particular spot; have the boundary at, come up to, reach as far as, as high water in a river. Cp. uqawula.

Ex. kawula! that'll do! stop! akawula-pi umanzi? how high is the water i.e. how far does it reach (reference being to a person's body)?
   uqawucwulile koko loko, make a boundary for the poison (of the snake) with this (binding), i.e. by tying it round the leg and so preventing further circulation of the poison.

Kawuleza (Khwuleza), v. Hasten, go quickly = shesha.

um-Kawulo (Khawulo), n. 5. Boundary, limit, end, as of anything, as a field, or action, as a noise. Cp. isi-Kawu.

Kawuzela (Khawuzela), v. Cause a slight burning, hot sensation in the throat, as mustard. Cp. uwayizela; kaka.

Kaxa, ukuti (Khaxa, ukuthi), v. Catch hold of anything (acc.) with a sudden firm snapping grip, as one might a thief, or an iron-trap an animal (= ukuti kamfu, ukuti kanku); thrust into, inside, in between or among, so as to be held or contained by, as an article (acc.) into a box, or a man thrusting himself in between two other sitters (cp. ukuti gozo) = kaxaza; get so caught hold of, or thrust in between = kaxaka.

Kaxaka (Khaxaka), r. = ukuti kaza.

Kazaza (Khazaza), r. = ukuti kaza, kamkuka, kawkula.

i(i)-Kaya (Khaya — loc. eKaya), n. Home; domicile, permanent dwelling; home, in sense of goal, place for which one is bound [Skr. ras, dwell; Lat. casa, cottage; Ar. banā, house; Hi. ghar, makan, house; Sw. kaa, dwell; Her, e-ha, oku-kara, home; Bo. kaya, town, home; Reg. kweane, home; Wol. ukaye, nounal suffix denoting 'place of or for' — possibly akin to hlala, aka).

Ex. uku-yena, or uku-fika, ekaya, to get, or reach, home (in actual or metaphor. sense). kus'ekaya k'omame, k'oboba, etc., it is my mother's, my father's, etc., home there, i.e. it is my grandmother's or my grandfather's.

Kayinga (Khayinga), v. = kansinga.

ubu-Kayingantanga (Khayingantanga), n. = ubu-Kanzingambece.

i-nKayishana (s.k.), n. — see i-Nkayishana.

Kaza (Khazu), v. Expel worms from the
intestines of a person (acc.), rid one of worms, as does a vermifuge, or the administrator thereof (freq. transposed into passive form); (C.N.) hence, metaphor, get the better of, manage well for, treat in a masterly way.

P. inkomankoma i'ake umntwana, the fern-root has cleaned out its owner—as might be said of an umntakati who has inadvertently drunk the poison prepared for another—he was hoist with his own petard.

ama-Kaza (Khaza — no sing.), n. Cold, coldness (of weather). Cp. i(i)-Qwa; qanda [Goth. kalds, cold; O.Ic. kula, freeze; Hi. thanda, cold; Her. taraza, cold; He. ngala; Bush. gau, cold].

Ex. umoya o'makaza, amanzi o'makaza, etc., a cold or chilly wind, water, etc.

um-Kaza (Khaza — gen. collect., sometimes with plur.), n. 5. Common red tick, as found at the end of grass-stalks. Cp. i(i)-Kize, n-Kizane, i(i)-Qashi.

i-iKazana (s. k. — plur. ama-Nkazana), n. Girl, generally (of any size) — the word is only used now by women [Sha. ka-zana, child boy or girl; Her. omu-ka-za-iza, girl; Sw. kijana, girl].

i-nKazane (s. k.), n. Certain weed, having a white flower, and eaten as 

Kazi (Khazi), adv. May-be, perhaps (only used in interrogations of doubt), similar to Eng. 'I wonder, I wonder whether = umakazi, pane, ngapane.

Ex. kazi ayakuti-ni? I wonder what he will say?

kazi buyakuhamba nambha, gin? I wonder whether they will go to-day, or not?

wamshaya casini, kazi waela isibilini, gin? ngoba wafa, he struck him in the belly; I don’t know whether he injured the bowels, or what? because he (afterwards) died.

Käzi, ukuti (Khäzi, ukuthi), r. = kazimula.

u-Käzikazi (Khüzikhazi), n. Certain very fine, bright green river-grass = u(lu)-Ce.

Kazimula (Khazimula), v. Shine, in any of its forms, as polished boots, or a flame in the dark; be glossy, as a sleek horse; be bright, as burnished metal; glitter, sparkle, gleam, as a fire-fly, a diamond, or glass in the sun (= benyezela) = ewazimula, ewazizela, suebhezela, kazizela.

Kazizela (Khazizela), v. = kazimula.

Ke (s. k.), enclitic expressing 'then, very well, all right', and always affixed to the end of another word the force of which it softens.

Ex. hamba-ke! go along then!

hlala-ke, umu n'tanda, very well, remain, if you like.

Ke (s. k.), verb, part. — abbrev. of uke q. v., freq. used in connection with a pers. pron., sing. or plur. of the 1st. pers. See. e.

Ex. ke-sibone! let us see! may we just see!

Keba (Khheba), v. Dig out, excavate, cut away or cut out soil (acc.) with a hoe or spade, as when excavating a mealie-pit, digging out a road-cutting, etc. (not when digging out a plant — see mbu); dig out one’s stomach or eyes, i.e. have them sunken in, from famine or wasting disease (used in perf. = kebeka) = ukuti kebe, kebeza.

Ex. ka'Bani ku'umhlaba, bpeople bakebe, at So-and-so’s it is a famine, they have sunken stomachs all of them.

(i(l)-Kebazane (Khhebazane), n. = i(i)-Kebeza.

Këbe, ukuti (Khëbe, ukuthi), r. = keba, kebeza.

(i(l)-Kebe (Këbe), n. Cab; riksha [Eng.].

isi-Kebe (Këbe), n. Boat. Cp. um-Kuwa [D. skip, ship].

isi-Kebe (Këbe), n. Excavation or 'dug out', big hole or pit, such as are dug for entrapping large game, or as exist about the veldt in some parts.

Kebeza (Khbeza), v. Get dug out, i.e. be sunken in, as the eyes of a person wasted by disease, or the stomach of one very hangry (used in perf.). See keba; kebeza.

Kebeza (Khbeza), v. = keba.

(i(l)-Kebeze (Khbeze), n. Kind of assagai (not common in Zululand) with a grooved blade (X.).

Kebeze (Khbeze), r. Go along in a weak, powerless manner, 'sunken in at the middle', as one quite done up with hunger = yepezelu; cp. keba; kebeza.

Keca (Khca), r. = ukuti kece.

Këce, ukuti (Khëce, ukuthi), v. Fall together, sink in, get compressed, from internal emptiness, as any bag-like or soft natured thing having nothing inside, e.g. an empty bag, person’s stomach, or some pumpkins when drying up internally = ukuti kecece.

(i(l)-Kecesi (Khceesi), n. Any bag-like or soft-shelled thing, compressible or sunken
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Kehleza (Khehleza), v. Make a 'crashing' sound; hence, break, chop down, etc., dry wood (ace.), mealie-stalks in a harvesting field, or anything else of a crisp, dry nature = kehla, ukuti kehle.

Ex. bayikeleza inzina ka'Bani, they chopped off the field of So-and-so, they did -- when harvesting the mealies by chopping down the whole stalk.

Kehlezeke (Khehlezeke), v. Get so broken or chopped 'crashingly' down, as above; be of a 'crashable' nature i.e. dry and crisply breakable; be thoroughly done up, exhausted, powerless, have the bones crash together in a heap = ukuti kehle, kehlele.

i-nKehli (s. k.), n. Betrothed girl, who has already put on the tophat preliminary to marriage. See kehla.

i(li)-Keke (Khekhe), n. = i(li)-Kekeba.

izi-Keke (Khekhe—no sing.), n. = is-Aukefe.

u(li)-Keke (s. k.), n. One-sided thing, i.e. lopping, falling, going aslant to one side, as a pot raised on one side only, a lopsided ship, the head of a shy girl, or a picture hanging slantingly on a wall always used adverbially, as below, in connection with some action or verb, and in the sense of 'sideways, slantingly, lopsidedly, towards the side', etc. = u(lu)-Gule, u(lu)-Gegebe, u(lu)-Tsheku [Bo. lu-geya, leaning; Sw. lekea, lean to].

Ex. isitsha simi lu'keke, the vessel stands inclined to one side.

uNceni u'ng'aka, u'sh'amba lu'keke (or lutsheken), Nceni is a crab, he now walks off sideways, i.e. has left the straight path, has given up the slip.

i(li)-Kekeba (Khekekeba), n. Any rigid plate or cake of a thing, a broad flat lump, as of paving stone, sheet of ice, large piece of honeycomb or a single mass of cloud; pl. ama-Kekeba, swollen patches on the body caused by urticaria or nettle-pash (see isi-Hlongini; um-Kuolo) = i(li)-Keke; cp. isi-Xrexwe.

Kekebula or Kekebuza (Khekhebula), v. Break up or cut up into large cakes, as when hoeing or ploughing up new land in great clods, or ice in a river.

Kê ké ké, ukuti (Khê khê khê, ukuthi), v. = yegezeka.

izi-Kekeke (Khekhekeke), n. = izi-Keke.

Kekela (s. k.), v. Cackle, as a hen after laying an egg; sing lowly to oneself, 'chuckle', as when playing the n-yabo, a person working by himself, or a young-man while going along the road. Cp. kikiliga.
i(li)-Kekeva (Khekekeva), n. = i(li)-Keke.

Kekezela (Khekezela), v. = gegezela.

Kela (s.k.), v. Scoop or hollow out, as the sides of a mealie-pit (ace.), or as water does the banks of a river = gumba, guba; cp. keba.

Kela (Khela), v. Place or stand any long upright thing in a slanting position, by removing its base out of the perpendicular, as one might a post (ace.) when leaning it against a wall, or a pillar when one wants to make fall that which it supports; bring down a person or animal (ace.) by pulling its legs from under it (= hesha); draw out information from a person (ace.) artfully, 'draw' him; (C.N.) perform the ceremony, customary in some tribes, of holding a dance in the kraal of a betrothed girl upon the occasion of the prospective bridegroom arriving with the lobola cattle, and in which the girl, after having placed a sleeping-mat upon the ground in the cattle-kraal, leads a brother or a sister of her young-man to sit thereon (cp. ka) [Her. ka or ke, cut down or fell].

Ex. amarzi agamela amanta, uma umfula ugecele, the water takes one off his feet (or puts him aslant) when the river is full.

isi-Kelana (Khelana), n. One of two small strips of meat situated near the um-Kele on the chest of an ox.

Kēle, ukuti (Khēle, ukuthi), v. = keleza.

isi-Kēle (Keele), n. = isi-Keli.

um-Kele (Khele), n. 5. One of two large strips of meat situated on each side of the chest of an ox, and usually used by the kraal-head as a choice part; also = um-Kamba.

Kēlekelehle, ukuti (Khēlekelehe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti kalakatha.

isi-Kēlekelehle (Khlekelehele), n. Steep, precipitous place (= i-nKelekte); big broad river (= isi-Walakathla).

Kēlekelehela (Khlekelehele), v. = kalakatela.

u-Kēlekelekebo or Kēlekelekebo or Kēlekelekebozi (Khlekelekebo, Khlekelekebo, or Khelekelekebozi), n. Certain children's game, in which a row of them hop along on one leg (= keleza), crying 'Kelekelekebo! ngabalatshe amera!' = u-Kolokoko.

Kēlekele, ukuti (Khēlekelehe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti kalakatha.

i-nKelekte (Kelektehe), n. Precipitous, perpendicular place, as a precipice, or the bank of a steep donga; deep-set eye, from the projecting brows (= um-Holo) = isi-Kelekehele.

isi-Kēlekte (Khelkelethe), n. = i-nKelekte.

Kēleketela (Khlekethehele), v. = kalakatela.

Kelela (Khelenya), v. Do the drawing or fetching of water (ace.) for filling an imbiza (ace.), i.e. go repeatedly to and fro to the spring (not merely to draw once = ka), as any particular child appointed for the work.

Kelenga (Khelenya), v. Do or speak in a deceitful, crafty, double-faced manner, as an artful dodger trying to take one in a bargain (= ukuba nomaeebo); inform against one (ace.) in a deceitful, underhanded manner to one's chief (= ceba).

i(li)-Kelengu (Khelenya), n. Craftily dishonest, deceitful, double-faced person, who boldly takes one in a bargain, informs against one privately to the chief, etc. See kelenga; cp. i(li)-Washuwashu.

i-nKēlenkele (s.k.), n. Deep chasm or pit, down or into which one might fall.

Keleza (Khleza), v. Go on one leg, as a person hopping or (by comparison) when limping from lameness = ukuti kele.

i(li)-Keli (Kelili), n. Address, of a letter [Eng. care of].

isi-Kēli or Kēlo (Keeli or Keelo), n. Pair of scissors [D. skeer].

um-Kelo (Khelo), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Kele.

i-nKemba, n. = see i-Nkemba.

Kēmele, ukuti (Kheme, ukuthi), v. = kemezela.

Kēmelele, ukuti (Khemelele, ukuthi), v. Sit or stand in silent amazement or surprise, as when suddenly arrested in one's course, speech, etc., by something unusual (cp. ukuti kere, qimilili, keneke-ne); used also of the sitting at home in silent mourning or grief of a family in which a death or other calamity has occurred.

isi-Kēmelele (Khemelele), n. Surprise throw, or the unexpected blow, with a knob-kerry, etc., as when a man quarrelling with another suddenly snatches up a missile and hurls it at him (cp. um-Jigijelo); a silent sitting in grief, mourning, or mental dejection, as of a family upon the death of one of its members (with hlala or ruza). Cp. i-nKongotwa-

Kemezelu (Khemezelu), v. Drizzle; rain in fine, light drops (less than kiza and more than kifisa).

um-Kemezelo (Khemezelu), n. 5. A drizzle, or light fine rain. Cp. um-Kizo.
Kence, ukuti (Khene, ukuthi), v. = kenceza.

Kenceza (Kheneza), v. Ring, tinkle, clink, as a bell, glass, chain or metal when struck. Cp. kenceza.

isi-Kendevu (Khendevu), n. Old, chipped, worn-out i-mBiza; big ugly old-man.

(iii)-Kendhlekdendhle (Khendhlekhendhle) n. = (iii)-Folofolo.

Kendhlelyeka (Khendhlyeyeka), v. = folozela.

Kendhlezela (Khendhlezela), v. = folozela.

(iii)-Keneke (Khenekehene), n. Person quite without power, as from utter exhaustion, encrusted, etc. See kenezele.

um-Kenene (Khene), n. 5. Interval or break in a conflict in which the fighting parties draw back for a moment (with enza); also = um-Zila.

Kenezele (Khenezele), v. Be quite without bodily power, as when thoroughly exhausted, encrusted, etc. See (iii)-Keneke.

i-nKengana (s. k.), n. Famine, food-dearth = i-nDhlala (for word it is often used to hlonipa).

i-nKenkane (s. k.), n. Spoonbill (Platalea alba).

isi-Kenke (Khene), n. The space left by a thing when partly open, not thoroughly closed, or not meeting perfectly together, as a door, window, or a box-lid partly open, or a man's waistcoat or girls unwitsha when not meeting completely round the body (with sala, shiya, etc.) = i-Nyeke, isi-Kenkesi; cp. i(N)-Banga. See kenkese [Her. omu-seka, space].

um-Kenke (Khene), n. 5. Deep crack or fissure in the flesh (not merely skin — see i-nKwali) beneath the feet of some Natives (with whom it is constitutional, perhaps from scrofula).

Kênkenene, ukuti (Khênkenene, ukuthi), v. Stand or sit gazing full-face at anything, as a class of school-children when a stranger enters, or cattle when a person passes near them on the veld = kênkeneneka; make or cause so to gaze = kênkeneneza.

Kenkeneneka (Khênkeneneka), v. = ukuti kênkenene.

Kenkeneneza (Khênkeneneza), v. = ukuti kênkenene.

Kenkesa (Kheneza), v. Be partly open, not closely joined, leaving an open space, as a hut-door half-open, or a window, or box, or a man's waistcoat open in front, or a woman's kilt when not meet-
of a mealie-plant, or the plumes from a cow's tail when bound about a man's body (= kihlika, qilika, qepuka); also = hlepuka.

isi-Ki'pukelu (Khephukephu), n. Person or thing 'waving fringily,' as a goat with its long wavy hair, or a man dressed up in plumes; froth or foam flowing over.

Kepula (Khephula), v. = hlepula.

Kepuzu (Khephuzu), v. Send frothing over, as beer or a horse the foam (acc.); let fall drooping about, as a mealie-plant its filaments (acc.), or a man the plumes with which he has adorned his body = kihliza, qiliza, qepuzu.

Këqë, ukuti (Khëqe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti kenge.

Këqëza (Khëqëza), v. = kengeza.

Kesa (Khësa), v. Run down, disparage, decry any person (acc.) or thing = fì-lisa, gizba.

Kësezela (Khësezela), v. Whisper aside (C.N.).

Këshe këshe, ukuti (Khëshe kheshe, ukuthi), v. Go along sharply, 'rattle' along, as when hurrying with work (only used of walking); rattle, as a little snuff, etc., left in a box = ukuti kese, kesheza.

Kësheza (Khësheza), v. = ukuti kesse, kesheza.

i-nKësheza (s. k.), n. = i-nKesheza.

Keta (Khëtha), v. Pick out, choose, select, as one thing (acc.) from among a number (= goka, enyula); pick out a person (acc.) for exceptional treatment, hence often equivalent to except or exclude, favour or show exceptional kindness to, or show marked disfavour towards one; pick out (gen. by an isi-Keto) foreign bodies (acc.) from amidst beer, etc.; show off or make a show with, as when bringing out one's fine things (with ngza) before visitors, exhibiting one's cattle during a wedding-dance, or a man dressing up his wives in finery so as to make a grand impression; perform certain show dances, as the bridegroom's party (not that of the bride — see geagea) going through their dance at a wedding in the presence of the bride's party (= uku-ketela umakoti), or a regiment of soldiers dancing before their chief, or the chief himself exhibiting in dance before his people [Goth. këssa, choose; Sw. okota, kota, pick up, pick by chance].

Ex. sekuyakuketa iketo, now is the bridegroom's party going to exhibit itself in dance.

Këto, ukuti (Khëthi; s. k.; s. t.), v. Say a single word, open the mouth to speak (gen. used in negative) = ukuti nka.

Ex. unyaze wati këto, don't say a word! don't open your mouth!

Këto, ukuti (Khëthe, ukuthi), v. Agree to readily, allow without any objection (with vum'; also = keteza.

i-nKëto (Keetha), n. = i-nKeta.

u(1u)-Kete (Khëthe — no plur.), n. Laminated stone, whether as flags or slate; (mod.) galvanized roofing-iron. Cp. um-Kumenje, um-Kumanyofo.

Këte këte, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.; s. t.), v. = ukuti gede gede.

(i1)-Këtekete (s. k.; s. t.), n. = u(1u)-Gedege-de.

(i1)-Këtekete (Khëthekethe), n. Person with a glib, unprincipled tongue, who talks or readily consents to any lies, deceitful talk, etc. See keteza.

(i1)-Ketelo (s. k.; s. t.), n. Kettle [Eng.].

(i1)-Ketelo (Khethelo — no plur.), n. The 'choice' among many, as the pick of a herd of cattle, the best of one's plate or table-services, the finest of one's garments, etc., such as are only produced on special occasions.

Ex. basiku basibekele ngexitsha/zeketelo, they got and served us with their best vessels (not produced for ordinary use).

Keteza (s. k.; s. t.), v. = gedeza.

Keteza (Khëtheza), v. Have a glib tongue; talk readily, with perfect indifference, lies, deceitful talk, consent to anything, etc. See (i1)-Këtekete.

(i1)-Këto (Khëtho), n. Bridal party at a wedding-dance. Cp. um-Timbu.

isi-Keto (Khëtho), n. Spoon-like beer-skimmer, platted of palm-leaves, etc.

um-Keto (Khëtho), n. 5. = i(1)-Këto.
u(lu)-Ketshe (s. k.; s. t.), n. = u(lu)-Tshekete.
u(lu)-Ketsheza (s. k.; s. t.), n. = u(lu)-Tshekete.

Ketu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.; s. t.), v. = ukuti yendu.

Ketuka (s. k.; s. t.), v. = yenduka.

Ketula (s. k.; s. t.), v. Make fall over on the side, as a lamp (acc.), pot, or other standing thing (= yendula); make lie, as a storm-wind might mealeifs; take off one's feet, tumble over, as a strong current might one wading through it.

Kêve, ukuti (Khêve, ukuthi), v. Be broadly open, stretched widely open, opened out wide, as the broad (not high) mouth of a cave, a broadly-extended doorway of a hut, or the pudenda feminae = kevezeke; open, or stretch open in a broadly extended manner, as a big broad-mouthed person the mouth (acc.) when laughing, or a female child the pudenda when sitting indecently; gape in a stupid manner, as at a person = keveza, ukuti yere, ukuti yoro.

Phr. kee! semati ndle amaselele, gap! you look just as though you had been eating some milkwood-sap (in mistake for amasi, you look so surprised with yourself) — said to a gaping child.

u(lu)-Kevele (Khevethe), n. Great famine or food-scarcity. Cp. i-nDhlala.

Keveza (Kheveza), v. = ukuti keve, gereza, govoza.

isi-Keveza (Kheveza), n. Any broad-mouthed thing or thing with a broadly-stretched opening, as some huts, caves, big-mouthed persons, etc. — freq. used in diminutive of contempt — isi-Kevezana.

Kevezekeza (Khevezekeza), v. = ukuti keve.

i(li)-Kewe (Kheve), n. Big, strong boy (C.N.).

Kêwu, ukuti (Khêwu, ukuthi), v. = kewu-
ka; kewula.

i(li)-Kêwu (s. k.), n. Domestic duck (N).

isi-Kêwu (Khêwu), n. Chip, as round the brim of a pot, or on the front teeth of a man, i.e. the open space left by the removal of the fragment. Cp. u(lu)-Denyazi.

Kewuka (Khewuka), v. Receive a chip, get chipped, have a piece chipped out, as a pot that has had a fragment broken from the brim, or the front tooth of a man of which a corner has been knocked off.

Kewula (Khewula), v. Cause to be chipped, chip a thing (acc.) i.e. knock a fragment from its edge, as above.

Kkea (Kheza), v. = ukuti keze.

Kêxe, ukuti (Khêxe, ukuthi), v. Sit or stand gaping or silently gazing, as when listening with surprise to a person (sometimes with acc.) speaking. Cp. ukuti keve.

i(li)-Keke (Kheze), n. Practice of allowing the frontal covering of a man, woman, or girl (isi-Nene, isi-Dwaba, or isi-Gêge) to hang low so as to show the hair of the pubes (with enza). Cp. lashaza; tebisa.

isi-Keke (Kheze), n. Isi-Fuba or central party of a row of dancers, as at a wedding; deep sunken eye (= un-Holo) = isi-Koeze.

Kekisa (Khesisa), v. Set a person (acc.) a-gaping or silently gazing. See ukuti ke-xe.

Ex. kusakisekeze imilono, it still sets us a-wondering, it is still a matter of astonishment to us.

isi-Keyi (s. k.), n. Skey or strop-hanger of a bullock's yoke [D. sehe].

Keza (Kheza), v. = kiza.

i(li)-Kêzekeze (Khêzekheze), n. = i(li)-Bebe-st.

i-nKezo (s. k.), n. = i-nDebe.

u(lu)-Kezo (Khezo), n. Spoon of any kind, whether carved of wood, or formed of a split gourd. Cp. i-nVokoqo; isi-Foboza [Sw. mkanshe, wooden spoon].

Phr. imbezzi ykezo, the goat belonging to the spoon, i.e. a goat given to a recently married girl by her father at the time of her commencing to eat the amasi of her husband's kraal, which is about a month after marriage.

aaru! unyane, apelile (amanzi) nas'okweeni, oh! friend, it (the water) is finished up, even in the ladle = I am quite done up for want of a drink or little food — as might be said by a traveller humorously begging for food.

i-nKibaniso (s. k.), n. = i-nKintsho.

isi-Kibili (Khibili), n. Cripple, or deformed person.

Kicileka (Khicileka), v. Cry or sob with a sniffing noise, as a person sobbing silently. Cp. kala; isi-Lingozi; mululeka.

isi-Kidi, sometimes Kidi (s. k.; loc. esi-Ki-
di), n. Pound (for cattle) [D. schut].

Kifa (Khifa), v. Squirt upon a thing (acc.) in a sprinkling shower, with water from the closed mouth, as Natives do upon the clay when pounding an earthen floor; spit at a person (acc.), as a spitting-snake = kwifa; cp. kafula; tsaka; cimlsa.
ama-Kilikifi (Kihilikifi — no sing), n. Speckles, tiny intermingled spots, as on the coat of some cattle, clothes, etc. — used as an adj. to express ‘speckled, spotted’. Cp. ama-Gqabagqaba; ama-Yakayaka.

Kiliza (Kihiliza), v. Split i.e. rain in tiny, almost imperceptible drops, such as cover one’s clothes with moisture (less than kenezele) (= fisefa; cp. kiza); be speckled over with tiny spots, as a cloth or cow (cp. ukuti qabagqaba, ukuti vaka vaka; ama-Kilikifi).

isi-Kigi (s. k.), n. Native night-commode — a common utensil in every family, sometimes manufactured specially for the purpose, but more freq. consisting of an old u(lu)-Divo = isi-Bekedu, isi-Geozi; cp. i-nTombazana; um-Fana.

Kihla (Kihlaha), v. = kihliza.

Phr. uku-kihla isi-tilo, to raise a wail.

Kihla, ukuti (Kihlaha, ukuthi), v. = ukuti gidhla.

Kihlabezu (Kihlabezu), v. = ukuti gidhla.

Kihlabezu, ukuti (Kihlabezu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti gidhla.

Kihli, ukuti (Kihli, ukuthi), v. = kihli; kihliza.

Kihlika (Kihlikha), v. Froth over, as the foam from fermenting beer or amasi, or from the mouth of a horse (= ke-puka, qilika); fall drooping out and down, as the filaments from out a growing mealie-cob; fall away in a ‘spray-like’ manner, as the cloud of white-ash from a fire-brand when knocked on the ground, etc. = ukuti kihli.

Kihliza (Kihiliza), v. Make the foam (acc.) froth over or out, as fermenting beer, or a horse (= kepuza, qiliza); make fall drooping over, as the mealie-plant its filaments (acc. = kepuza); let fall tears, cry; make drop away in a ‘spray’, as the white-ash (acc.) from a fire-brand by knocking it against anything = ukuti kihli, kihla.

i(li)-Kiki (Kikhili), n. Pouch or bag made of a cow’s bladder, etc.; hence, pocket (see i(li)-Kuku, isi-Kwama); (N.) = i(li)-Kikkela.

Kikiliga (s. k.), v. Crow, as a cock. See kekela.

Ex. ukukala kweqwele, liti, kikiligi (or kukuluqii), the cock when crowing says, cock-a-doodle-doo.

Kikiliza (Kikhililiza), v. Remove or clear up anything (acc.) by a scraping movement, as when drawing away loose soil or rubbish with a hoe, gathering together spilt water with the hands, cleaning out a food-dish with the fingers, or wiping the face with a bone-scaper = ukuti kikilizi.

Kikiliza (s. k.), v. Make insinuating remarks in reference to a person (acc.) present, suggest or hint at him e.g. as the culprit, thief, etc. = gudhla.

Kikilizi, ukuti (Kikhilizi, ukuthi), v. = kikiliza (kikhiliza).

Kikilizela (s. k.), v. Strut about joyfully crying ki ki ki, as women do upon the arrival of a wedding-party in a kraal = lilizela.

i(li)-Kikizela (Kikhilizela), n. Any plant, as mealie, dumbi, etc., when growing wild, i.e. from a dropped seed of last season’s crop, or from an old root. Cp. isi-Ilobane.

P. iilhaama esiqwini ikikizela, the wild-mealie grows from an old root — may be said of a young scoundrel who takes after a bad father; or of a family which, although apparently cleared off by a chief or umutuki, will spring up again somewhere.

Kila (s. k.), v. = kilela, hila.

Phr. nSingesimankalile, Mr. Tick-cover-ed-buttock — a term of vulgar abuse indicating a ‘dirty, lousy liar’. See u-Hubu.

Kilela (s. k.), v. Make a slip-knot or noose, as in a piece of string (acc.); catch by a slip-knot or noose, or lasso, as a bird (acc.); catch by a hooked instrument, as the branch of a tree by a crutch-ed stick; catch a person (acc.) or take him up sharply and cunningly on some word he has inadvertently let fall; eat glutonously ‘till blue in the face’, as a child (cp. hubeza) = hila.

i-Nkilela (s. k.), n. Slip-knot, noose, for catching birds or hanging things up; hook or crutch thing; crafty, treacherous person, given to ‘catching’ others by talk, etc.; glutonous eater, as above (= i-nGilela, i-nKolosha).

Kili, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = kilela.

i-nKilikqi (s. k.), n. = i-Nkingo.

Kimilili, ukuti (Khimilili, ukuthi), v. = ukuti qimilili.

um-Kindi (s. k.), n. 5. Girdle made of a fibre-band having a fringe of ub-Endhle below, and worn by girls previous to the advent of beads (sometimes used in plur.) = i-nGevubu; cp. um-Nenezo; um-Qondo; i(li)-Qopo.

i-nKinga (s. k.), n. — see i-Nkinga.

Kini (s. k.). Your people’s place (i.e. of
your family or clan; your home or kraal; your country or tribe; prep. pron. to you (= kinina).

Ex. kuki kini? kukini kona, where is your home, or your clan? it is your home, or clan, there.

Kinina (s. k.), v. = gina.

Kinindela (Kininindela), v. Go with a peculiar gait in which one doesn’t seem to get the body forward, go as it were slipping back, as some heavy short-stemmed men when walking, or one going through the sand = ukuti kinindelani.

Kinindelani, ukuti (Kininindeli, ukuthi), v. = kininindela.

i-nKinobo or Kinombo (Kinobho or Kinombo), n. Button [D. knoop].

(i) Kinqi (Kiniqo), n. Glans penis of the dog. Cp. um-Nqundo.

Kintla, ukuti (Khintla, ukuthi), v. Load a person (acc.) heavily, as when giving him much to carry, or (metaphor.) when loading him with a valued or abundant gift.

Kintsali or Kintsela (Kintsa), v. Make the gulping sound and movement when swallowing any considerable or dry lump; hence, swallow or gulp down (acc.) = gwice.

i-nKintshaniiselolo (s. k.; s. t.), n. = i-nKintsho.

i-nKintsho (s. k.; s. t.), n. Loop of string, fixed on to the neck of a calabash, or on to the outside of a basket, by which it may be suspended; hence, handle, of a cup, tea-pot, basket, etc. = i-nKintshanisele, i-nKibaniso, i-nKibaniso.

isi-Kinyakinya (Kinyakhinya), n. = isi-Nkinyakinya.

um-Kinza (Kinza), n. 5. Certain thorny bush.

Kipa (Khipha), v. Make to come out, in any of its meanings; hence, take out, as a thing (acc.) from a box; take out of, deliver from, as a person (acc.) from danger or difficulty; take out (from one’s purse), lay out, expend, as money on any particular object (with nga); put out, bring out, as a person from within a hut, or the tongue for inspection; exclude a person from partaking thereof, i.e. disagree with him, as certain foods which his stomach will not bear; turn out, expel, as a person from company or a school; let out, pass, as stools, or internal ill-feeling; send out, as an army or messenger; extract or ‘draw’ a person his tooth, or eye, or the essence from a plant, or the cork from a bottle (doubt. acc.); put forth, as

a man his full strength [Lat. capio, I take].

Phr. ukupi-kipisa iweza, to send out a young um-Nyona fully fledged, as does the witch-doctor those initiating under her.

ukupi umkonto, to pay the fee, at a consultation with a witch-doctor, or indeed generally.

ukupi isisun, to abort, or miscarry = ukupiyana.

ukupi-m-k Copa (umontu), to exclude him (any person) from one’s society, cut him off from one’s intercourse (like the solitary cock chased off by the others).

um-Kimpani (Khipampethu), n. 5. Certain tree, whose leaves are used for maggotty sores.

Kipili (s. k.; s. p.; s. t.), v. = ukuti kipili.

Kipiliti, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.; s. p.; s. t.), v. Cut out by a circular motion, scoop out, as the eye (acc.) from a potato = ukuti kopolotya, ukuti kapuluzu.

Kiqiza (Khiqiza), v. Make or do anything (acc.) in great quantity or abundance, as when completing a great heap of mats or baskets, a great stretch of ploughing, when passing blood with excessive profusion at the menses, or when going beyond the point with abundant offensive talk. Cp. kitiza; gukuzi.

Kisaza (Khiqiza), v. Wave about with trappings, as a young-man heavily covered with hanging finery; wave about, as the trappings themselves; do the ‘heavy swell’.

Kisi, ukuti (Kisi, ukuthi), v. Descend or go down just slightly on the other side or out of sight, as into an undulation in the veldt, or down a step.

isi-Kisi (Kisi), n. A slight sinking in, undulation, or descending place in the veldt, into which one just goes out of sight before re-appearing again on the other side. See ukuti kisi.

Kisi, kisi, ukuti (Kisi kisi, ukuuthi), v. Move stealthily about with a soft rustling or ‘hissing’ noise in the dark, as an enemy among a sleeping army which it has surprised — see below.

Kisila (Khiqiza), v. Hiss, as a snake = kizu; also = ukuti kisi kisi.

N.B. Children are accustomed to go among the reeds of a river in the evening time when the birds are in their nests, hissing softly as they go, in order to rouse out the birds, which, however, do not fly far being no doubt unaccustomed to night-travelling — and are easily caught by other children waiting in readiness.
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u-Kisimbane (Khisimbhane), v. = i-nTshonakwenedi.

u-Kisimus (Khisimusi), n. Christmas; public festival, picnic, etc. [Eng.]

Kitakita (s. k.; s.t.), v. = kitazu.

Kitaza (s. k.; s.t.), v. Tickled, as one person another (acc) = kitakita, gidaza (Her. tikatikia; Sw. tikenya).

Kitela (s. k.; s.t.), v. Tela (q. v.) excessively, as when putting an excess of water (acc.), meal, or salt into the porridge (acc.), or when scattering the seed too thickly in a field, or when cramping into a hut more people than it can hold.

isi-Kitela (s. k.; s.t.), n. Thing over-done or excessively treated, as the porridge, field, or hut above.

Kiti (Kithi). My or our people's place (whether kraal or clan); my or our home or kraal; my or our country or clan — no changes are made in the word in the locative or prepositional forms; prep. pron. to us ( = ki-tina).

Ex. ngiya kiti, I am going home, or to our kraal, or to our country.

abakiti, my or our countrymen, those of my tribe; applied also to one's departed ancestors (i.e. the ama-dhloxi of one's family).

Kiti, ukuti (Kithi, ukuthi), v. = kitika; kitiza.

Kitika (Kithikhika), v. Drop down, fall down (gen. of things falling from above of themselves), as leaves from a tree, scraps from thatch, small pieces from a plaster wall, snow, tears, or the head of a dozing person [Sw. punkutika, fall as leaves].

Ex. us'elitika, he is already dropping (as to his head) i.e. is already falling off to sleep, as a child during a sermon.

likitikile oNtini, it has snowed on the Drakensberg. See lepza.

ubu-Kikitiki (Kithikhikhithi), n. General falling or dropping down, as of cattle from disease, or soldiers in battle.

Kitiza (Kithihiza), v. Cause to fall or drop, as above — see kitika; hence, do abundantly, in large quantity or numbers, as when weaving a great pile of mats or baskets (acc.), cooking large quantities of food, chopping a great heap of wood, or giving away prodigally (cp. kiqiza).

Kitiza (s. k.; s.k.), v. = kwitiza.

i(i)-Kiwane (Khiwane), n. Wild-fog — see below. Cp. i(i)-Neongo; um-Poba.

P. ikiwane elihle ibeyela izibumag (ori kiniwane elihomvu liciboni) = I.N.), the fine fig is full of maggots (or the red fig is rotten inside) — applied to anything of an attractive appearance but really good for nothing, a whitened sepulchre.

um-Kiwane (Khiwane), n.5. Wild-fig tree (Ficus sp.). Cp. um-Tombe; um-Ncongo; um-Gontswane; um-Denda; isi-Kukuyo.

Kixi, ukuti (Khiri, ukuthi), v. = kixika; kixiza. Cp. ukuli bihi.

Kixika (Khizika), v. Fall off or down in soft lumps, as pieces of wet plaster falling from a wall, lumps of thick porridge falling from a spoon, a mass of soil falling from an udonga, ulcerated flesh or matted hair falling from a sick person, etc. Cp. bhliza.

Kixiza (Khiriza), v. Make so fall off or down, as above. Cp. bhliza.

Kiyakiya (Khiyakhiya), v. = ncyaniya.

i-nKiyanikya (s. k.), n. — see i-nKiyaniya.

Kiza (Khiza), v. Rain in a light, soft manner, as a gentle, set-in land rain or evening shower (more than kemesela; cp. kiri-za); send off spray, as a waterfall or the sea; ship at or off with an axe, as when chopping the bark (acc.) off the trunk of a tree (acc.) or bits off the sides of a wooden post to pare it even; eat plain amasi (acc.) unmixed with um-Cuba; have long fringy nap, as a woman's new kilt, seeming to give off spray as she walks; hiss, as a snake ( = kisila) = keza.

i(i)-Kizane (Khizane), n. Brownish tick with white markings, growing larger than the um-Kaza and injurious to the udders of cattle; also a brownish bag-tick, resembling the i(i)-Qashi = i(i)-Kalane, i(i)-Kilane; cp. i-nKizane.

i-nKizane or Kizane (s. k. — no plur.), n. Tiny tick or ticks, which often cover one when walking through long grass; a lot of little, small-bodied persons, as soldiers (used contemptuously) = i-nKizane; cp. um-Kaza, i(i)-Kizane.

um-Kizo (Khizo), n.5. Soft, light rain, as a gentle shower; spray, as from a waterfall. See kiza.

Ko (Kho), prep. Contr. of kona, for which it is gen. used when combined with other particles (cp. koyo); also used as verbal suffix (= yo).

Ex. ukuba-ko kwetu emhlakeni, our presence, existence, being here, on the earth.

angiko mina kuloko, I am not there with that; I shall have nothing to do with that.

Phr. uBani koko, nqongeko, So-and-so is not there, even where I am not; he is a bad lot; I thought I was bad enough, but he is altogether gone to the dogs. See u(n)-Sendo.

Koba (Khoa), v. Curve the back, as a cow when being covered (cp. goba, qota); make the contents of a vessel of any liquid (acc.) be not quite full, that is,
so as to leave an **isi-Kope** at the top, as when somebody takes a drink from a full vessel or pours out so as not to fill it completely (= kopa).

Ex. **utsheala bami babukobilu**, *nyingeke*, they have taken the top off my beer while I have been absent i.e. have had a drink at it.

**i(li)-Koba** (*Khoba*), *n.* The husk or glume in which the *amable*-grain sits when in the ear; used occasionally in plur. for ‘worthless people, mere chaff.’ Cp. **unu-Ngu** [Sw. *kapi*, chaff; *kumvi*, *makumbi*, husk; Ga. *chi-kuta*, husk; Bo. *ma-koa*].

**isi-Koba** (*Khoba*), *n.* Ear of Kafir-corn that has been pecked by the birds, so as to be now mainly husks; also (C.N.) forest of yellow-wood trees.

**um-Koba** (*Khoba*), *n.*. 5. Outeniqua or Bastard yellow-wood (*Podocarpus elongata*). Cp. um-*Sonti*.

**u(lu)-Koba** (*Khoba — no plur.*), *n.*. Fragments of *amable* grains scattered about the ground in a field after the birds have been eating plentifully.

**isi-Kobe** (*Khobe*), *n.*. Diarrhoea or cholera of infants (= *isi-Takati*, *i-MPiši*); certain veldt-herb, used for treating the same; also = **isi-Kope**.

**u(lu)-Kobe** (*Khobe*), *n.*. Grain of boiled-mealies, or sometimes Kafir-corn (mostly used in the plur. **izi-nKobe**) — grain cooked in this way forming the staple food of the Zulus; also = **isi-Kope** [Bo. *ma-gobe*, white beans; Ga. *mpeke*, grains of corn].

Ex. **ukamba selu l'ikobe**, the beer-pot is now incompletely (i.e. only about seven-eighths) full.

Phr. *ungadlí 'ukobe za'mantu*, don't get eating boiled-mealies from anyone (the food for which a traveller would generally beg) = don't loiter anywhere (C.N.).

**ubu-Kobeza** (*Khobeza*), *n.* = **ubu-Kwebeza**.

**i-nKobo** (s.k.), *n.* Mode of life or living, as of the Whiteman; manner of dress, speech, etc., peculiar to any family or country. Cp. *i-nKambo*.

**i(li)-Koboka** (*Khoboka*), *n.* Dutch-Kafir half-caste, Dutch slave [C.N. fr. Xo. fr. D. *ingeboekete*, registered man].

**Kobola** (*Khobola*), *v.* Deal anything, as a man (acc.) or animal, a heavy blow on the back of the neck so as to break it and cause death — as was frequently done at executions; play stone-tossing, as children, after a certain manner in which a stone is tossed up in the air and caught in the hand already containing another stone snapped up in the meantime (cp. *u-Ndeltishe*).

**i(li)-Kobolo** (*Khobolo*), *n.* = **i(li)-Dokodo**.

**um-Kobolo** (*Khobolo*), *n.* 5. Game of stone-tossing, as above (with *enza*).

**Kobonga** (*Khobonga*), *v.* Make bend forward over, or overhang; make to stoop, as hunger might a person (acc.) from weakness of stomach, or as an ox when it grows its horns horizontally forward, falling, as it were, over the face; also (= *gqalakasha*; also C.N.) = *ceba*.

**i(li)-Kobongo** (*Khobongo*), *n.*. Person with the top part of the face ‘falling forward’ (= *isi-Kopoco*); man with the *isi-coco* ‘falling forward’ over the face (cp. *i(li)-Gomoneko*, ama-*Kobona*); ox with the horns falling horizontally forward so as to overhang the face.

**Kobosa** (*Khobosa*), *v.* Draw in the breath dryly, as when smoking the hemp-horn (acc.) without water, or as a person talking or laughing when quite exhausted and short of breath (cp. *kocosa*); also = *kubula*.

**Koboya** (*Khoboya*), *v.* Stamp mealies (N).

**um-Koboya** (*Khoboya*), *n.* 5. Stamped mealies (N).

**Koca** (*Khoca*), *v.* = *ukuti koco*.

**Köce**, *ukuti* (*Khöce*, *ukuthi*), *v.* Clear off dry, so as to leave nothing, as when ‘draining off’ a pot of beer (acc.), or when finishing off what has been left of hemp in the horn (= *ukuti kocolozi*, *ukuti minyi*); dry clean up, as the sun might the water (acc.) in a pool, or mealies growing in a field, or long singing one’s voice = *koca*; get so cleared off dry, or dried up clean = *koceka*.

**isi-Koce** (*Khöce*), *n.*. Remains still left to be cleared off, as of hemp at the bottom of a pipe, or of beer left over from a beer-drink = *isi-Kwece*.

**Koceka** (*Khoceka*), *v.* = *ukuti koce*.

**Köço**, *ukuti* (*Khöço*, *ukuthi*), *v.* = *kocza*.

**isi-Koco** or **Köcekoko** (*Khocoj*), *n.* Hot, dry locality, as some valleys in the bush-country.

**Kocoloza** (*Khocoloza*), *v.* = *ukuti kocolozi*.

**Köcolozzi**, *ukuti* (*Khöcolozzi*, *ukuthi*), *v.* = *ukuti koce*.

**Kococa** (*Khococa*), *v.* Be baking hot; bake or dry up a person (acc.), as the sun might a traveller; dry up as to one’s voice, as a person (nom.) after long singing, coughing, etc. (cp. kobosa; koceka); go along in a stiff, hopping fashion, as a lean, ‘dried-up’ dog or horse.
Cough, reach a hoar old age, attain to the fullness of years, live long.

Ex. uHlaba wohaha waza wati kogo, Hlaba lived to the fullness of old age — till he went home (= goduka) i.e. died of senile decay.

Kohla (Khojela), v. Deceive a person (acc.), in any sense; hence, mislead; delude; cheat; beguile; take in [prob. akin to kohla].

P. (amabuto) akohlisana ebhomi, they (warriors) deceive one another when out in arms = two rascals (out on the same job) have taken one another in.

(i)-Kholo (Khojlo — loc. e-Khoho), n. Left side, of a person, etc., from shoulder to foot (ep. uulu-Hlangotii); the wife second in dignity in a properly constituted Zu-lu kraal, and who, together with such other wives as may have been attached to her by the kraal-owner, resides on the left-hand side of a kraal looking up from the entrance (see i-nDhlunkula); her eldest son; that portion of the kraal in which she resides = (i)-Kholoa [Ga. koni, left; Her. moho].

Ex. nges'ekholo, on the left side. See ubusi-Xele; posa.

uMubi ulikho likhe'Mkungo, Mubi is the i-kholo of Mkungo i.e. the eldest-son or heir to his i-kholo wife.

uBani uhelzi ngakwe'sikulu (isibaya) kini, krami, or nami, So-and-so sits on my left = nge'sekholo.
Crisply, ugly, killed, bring child, Great KO have person. Make Quiver; intrude, um

i-nKohlomba, Kohlombana, or Kohlombela (Kohlombha), n. Crisply dried-up, shrivelled-up thing (mostly used of living things), as an old woman or a very lean beast. Cp. u-lu-Koho; um-Woho.

um or u(lu)-Kohlomba, or Kohlombana (Kohlombha), n. 5. = i-nKohlomba.

ubu-Kohlombe (Kohlombhe), n. Quiver, for carrying assegais on the back when on horse (C.X. fr. Xo. i(li)-Kohlombe, or Sw. Kholopo).

Kohlwa (Kohlwa), v. — see kohla.

i(li)-Kohlwa (Kohlwa), n. = i(li)-Kohlombe.

isi-Kohlwa (Kohlwa), n. Forgetful person, habitually forgetting.

Koka (s. k.), v. = kaka (s. k.).

Koko (Kokha), v. Make come or go out in a long-drawn fashion; hence, draw out, as a sword (acc.) from its sheath, or a stick from a bundle; draw out from one’s supplies, purse, etc., i.e. pay, give, as money (acc.) or a beast in return for something else; bring out or produce, i.e. make good, repay, replace, as another man’s damaged or lost property (acc.) by some other thing (with ngu); project, make jut out, put out, as a person his tongue (acc.) or a bull the penis; protrude, as a child the lips (um-lomo) when cross; draw out, as a book from among others on a shelf; throw or shoot out, make project any bodily feature when noticeably long (used in perf.), as a man his long nails (acc.), a cock its long tail-feathers, an ox its long horns (= tapa), or a goat its long beard or hair. Cp. hoshia; um-Koka.

Ex. sengi joke or yake yngyene (or sengimbekele inbusi yake yngyene), I have already paid (him) back, or replaced, his goat (which I killed) by another.

Koka (s. k.), n. Pith or inside wood of the aloe-plant, used as tinder (cp. um-Ongo); large-sized stringed musical instrument formed of a bow with calabash attached, similar to the u(lu)-Guhlu, but having the string tied down to the bow at the middle (= u(lu)-Qwabe).

um-Koka (Khokha, sometimes Khoka), n. 5. A train of ugly, unpleasant consequences which a person brings along with him e.g. from the committal of some crime, or hot-bed of contagious disease, or a wild-beast he has attracted to follow him on his path (= um-Hoshahosha); certain climbing-plant, whose leaves are used for an um-Kohlana, and by an um-Ngoma for bringing along cases (uku-lata izindhlala), and whose small red seeds are carried ‘for luck’ in one’s purse [Her. omu-koka, trail; Sw. mkokolo].

Ex. anyati ukhumba, abes’esikokele imi-koka njalo, whenever he goes away, he always drags back for us unpleasant consequences (coming in his train).

sekweba umkoka wakona, it (may-be charges of theft) has now become the constant evil train of that place (or family) i.e. wherever they go, it seems to follow them, always to be dragged along with them.

Kokekela (Khokhekela), v. Get drawn or attracted to any place (loc. or kit), i.e. go there habitually or frequently.

Ex. abafana sebekokekela kwa’Hlanti, bokokekela ngenombi yake, the boys are habitually visiting Hlanti’s kraal, they get drawn there by reason of his daughter.

u-Koko (Khoko), n. Great grandfather or great grandmother, on both sides. Cp. the following; u-Kokologo.

u-Koko (s. k.), n. Grandparent, of either sex and on both sides = u-Kulu. Cp. above; u-Kokologo [Khafi. koko, old woman; Reg. nguku, grandfather; cp. u-Nyoko].

isi-Koko (Khoko), n. Remainder of any food (liquid or solid) left in a pot after what is required has been served out; irritating itching or tingling in the throat when slightly inflamed and causing one to cough or pass tears; slight tingling or itching pain sometimes felt internally at the seat of an old wound or abscess.

Ex. wotungishyile isikoko belu, you will of course leave a little for me in the pot (against my return).

u(lu)-Koko (Khoko), n. Hard dry encrustation about the outside of anything, as a mass of scab covering sores, the skin-like surface forming on cold porridge, or burnt as a crust at the bottom of the pot, etc.; plur. isi-nKoko (Koko), or (C.X.) ama-Koko (Khokho), dried stuff encrusted about or over anything, as dry porridge about the mouth of a child, seurfiness about the face, dried matter round about a sore, or dried slime about the clothes (= ama-Kokoko); small veldt-plant having large white flower and bulbous root, used as emetic and enema (= u-Matunga) [Sw.
ukoko, surface coating; Her. oku-kaka, to become encrusted.

Kokoba (Khokhoba), v. Go in a stooping, bent manner, as an old man, or a thief slinking along [Her. kola, stoop; Sen. gogoma, kneel].

u-Kokobana (Khokhobana), n. Immensely large hut, which appears quite dark inside when one first enters.

u(lu)-Kokobana (Khokhobana), n. Bent, old person.

u(lu)-Kokobane (Khokhobane), n. Nail, claw (C.N.).

Kokobezu (Khohobeza), v. = kokobisa.

Kō kō kō, ukuti (Khō khō khō, ukuthi), v. = kokozela.

u-Kokologo (s. k.), n. Great great grandparent, on both sides; all such relatives beyond; hence, ancestor = u(lu)-Kulukulowane; cp. u-Koko; u-Khokho.

Kokoma (s. k.), v. Have a stoop or bending over forwards, as a man in the back, or the forehead of a person when falling forward over deep-sunken eyes (used in perf.). See ama-Kokoma.

Ex. anamabutho ukokovisele ngemungabuyisa, the warriors have caused (themselves) to stoop over by their head-plumes, i.e. have so placed these latter on the head that they fall dropping over the forehead, not backwards.

ama-Kokoma (s. k.; no sing.), n. A bending or stooping over towards the front, as e.g. in the round shoulders of a man with a stoop from consumption, etc., or in the forehead of a man when projecting over deep-set eyes.

Ex. uMeyiswa umangakokoma umangahlonwe (or ngamehlo), Meyiswa has a bending over at the shoulders i.e. a stoop in the back (or about the eyes).

u(lu)-Kokomba or Kokombe (Khokhombha), n. Thin, scraggy, bent-up person or animal.

(i)I-Kokosi (s. k.), n. Outside hut for cooking in. Cp. i(li)-Xiba [Eng. cook-house].

u(lu)-Kokoti (Khokhoti), n. Non-poisonous, spitting snake, of a brown colour with white specks about the neck, and whose ‘spittle’ is injurious to the eyes (cp. i-mFezt); one of a certain regiment formed by Dingane next after the i(li)-Hlabo ( = i(li)-Wombel); also = u(lu)-Kholo; also = u-Matungwa.

Kokoza (s. k.), v. Rumble (without any pain), as the stomach of a person when empty = rrorrozela; cp. xuxuzela.

Kokozele (Khokhosele), v. Go in a bent, stooping manner, as one sneaking along.

(i)I-Kkwane (Khokhwayne), n. Certain veldt-herb (Aleptitea sp.) with a strong smell and eaten as imifano.

Kola (Khola), v. Satisfy, content, as one person another (acc.) by food or a present (with nga), or as a servant his master, or a girl her young-man; give it to one (acc.), pay him out, let him have it — so that he won’t want any more = kolisa [Her. kola, he content; Bo. kola, intoxicate].

Ex. uNomona unyagikola, Nomona is good enough for me, gives me every satisfaction.

uNomona ungikolile, Nomona has given me enough i.e. has served me properly, put me in a nice fix, given me trouble to the full.

Kolana (Kholana), v. Satisfy (the heart of) one another i.e. be intimately friendly, cordially united with one another (with wa).

Ex. siyakolana naye, we are close friends together.

(i)I-Kolane (Kholane), n. Familiar, confidential friend (N.).

isi-Kole, or Koli, or Kolo (s. k.), n. School; mission [Eng.].

Koleka (Kholeka), v. Get satisfied, be contented with, have had enough of (followed by agent — used in perf.); get satisfied with (by the other party) i.e. give satisfaction, be all one could wish for, as a particular girl to her lover (with ku); be trustworthy, reliable, faithful to one, as a servant to his master (with ku) when he can leave him alone and be sure of the work being done, or rely upon his spoken word or charge him with a matter of confidence without fear; have had enough of a bad thing (followed by agent), have got in for it, been served out properly, be in a fine fix, bother or mess, with any troublesome or puzzling work or person. See koliseka.

Ex. sengikolekile sitemba, I have now had enough of, am sick of that affair.

ugakoleka kima, he gives me every satisfaction; is trustable to me.

umuntu okolekayo, a trustworthy, reliable, faithful person or servant.

ukzi-kolekisa ku'Bani, to make oneself give satisfaction to So-and-so, to please him.

Kolela (Kholola), v. Satisfy for (mostly used in passive, as below).

Ex. seniskoleleka wa? have you now been satisfied for yourselves, i.e. have you now satisfied yourselves — as might be asked of those who had desired more, or doubted.

Kolisa (Kholis), v. = kola; also (C.N.) used in Natal to express ‘frequently,
commonly, usually' (followed by infinitive) = vama.

Ex. ngikolisiiwe yilo, I am satisfied (in my mind) by it (the word) = ngikolisiiwe yilo.

Koliseka (Kholiseka), v. Get satisfied, get made contented, as one who has received as much as he desired (used in perf.); (more freq.) get into a trouble, fix or mess, about anything, as with one's work or accounts; have had enough (ironically) of a thing, have been served out fine, have been paid a fine trick (used in perf. and followed by agent).

Ex. ngikolisikile ingola yomlungu, I am in a mess with the whiteman's wagon (which has tumbled over).

wo! ngakolisika, 'Mpdane! oh! I am in for it; I have been done for fine, by Mpdane, I have.

u-Kolo (s. k.), n. Wheat = u-Kolwena [Eng].

u-Kolo (Kholo), n. African Sparrow-hawk (= u-Ntloiyile); beast resembling the same in colour, hence, with some, of a greyish blue or slate colour (from the plumage of the back); with others, light whitish yellow (from the colour of the underparts).

i-nKolo (s. k.), n. Hollow place in a tree or stone (C. N.).

u-Kolokobo (Kholokobho), n. = u-Kelekeloko.

isi-Kolokoto (Kholokotho), n. Ear-wax (= isisi-Gongo); certain plant (Sanseviera Guineensis), growing in woods and whose thick motled juicy leaves are used for ear-ache and scrofulous running at the ears and whose white fibrous bulb is used for making the isi-Qora and isi-Punga; an ugly-looking person; also (N.) = isi-Kelekete.

i-nKolombela (Kolombhela), n. Very deep sunken eye (= isi-Gobe); deep hole or place in a pool with the bottom seen far off = i-nKolongo.

Kolonga (Kholonga), v. Shout loudly, as at a person in the distance or when scolding.

i-nKolongo (s. k.), n. = i-nKolombela, isi-Gobe.

i-nKolongwane (s. k.), n. Hartebeest (Antilope Karma).

i-nKolosha (s. k.), n. Gluttonous or excessive partaker of food, hemp-smoking or snuff, never having enough = i-nKilela.

i(i)-Kolosi (s. k.), n. Small side-station or so-called siding [Eng. crossing].

u-Kolukobo (Kholukobho), n. (C. N.) = u-Kelekeloko.

Kolwa (Kholwa — pass. form of kola), v. Be satisfied, contented (with acc., or followed by agent), have had enough of anything, as of food, gratification, evidence, trouble, etc.; be satisfied with a person's word, or with the person himself; hence, believe, credit, trust, have confidence in, etc. Cp. kona (Her. ko'na, be content; Bo. kolwa, be intoxicated).

Ex. ngikolise mina yilebo'zi lake, I am satisfied (in my mind) i.e. I am convinced, by that word of his — not exactly 'I believe it' or 'I believe in it', for which there is no word exactly synonymous in Zulu, although wherever the Eng. word 'believe' would seem to infer hope, trust or confidence in, the Zulu word tembo would be adequate.

ngikolise ku'Nkulunkulu, — a term in common use among missionaries and supposed to mean 'I believe in God' (whereas really seeming to say, if anything, that 'I am, in God's estimation, convinced or satisfied', or possibly 'I am a satisfactory person to God') is a manner of speech quite foreign to the Zulu idiom. Still, the Native could be told what it is intended to mean and grasp the explanation; and this appears to be what has been done; for although bad Zulu, most Natives, when instructed, now understand the phrase. Even so, the word kola is still in my mind nothing more than a passive state of satisfaction or conviction in regard to God, devoid of all active sentiment of yearning hope or confidence reposed in Him.

ngokolise kahle lelo'swi, I am not well satisfied (in my mind) with that word = I am not quite convinced by it, it leaves something still wanting; I do not quite trust it, or believe it, or believe in it.

umuntu ngakolwe nangomusa, a person is satisfied even with his merely kind manner (without any gift) — freq. said of a kind-natured, gentle man.

i(i)-Kolwa (Kholwa), n. Believer; hence, Christian (Nl).

um-Kolwane (Kholwane), n. 5. Red-billed Hornbill (Lophoceros melanoleucus).

i(i)-Kolwase (Kholwase), n. Flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus), found about St. Lucia Bay.

i-nKolwa-umnniyo (s. k.), n. Anything that is an endless worry to its owner — freq. used of an incorrigible child.

u-Kolwe (Kholwe), n. = u-Kolo.

u-Kolwene (s. k.), n. Wheat [D. koring].

isi or um-Komakoma (Khomakoma), n. 5. Tree-fern (Cythea Dregel) = isi-Komane.
i-nKomana (s. k.), n. Variety of the female breast in which it hangs in a lump from a narrow neck. Cp. ulu-Belendkhlova; isi-Pothu; um-Nyadula.

isi-Komane (Khomane), n. = isi-Komakoma.

i-nKómkankóma (s. k.), n. Species of fern (Nephródiun athatamanticum), the chief Native remedy for tape-worm = ili-Shabele.

i-nKomazi (s. k.), n. Cow (lit. female i-nKomo); used also to designate the 'female' of an animal of the higher classes, as horse, hippopotamus, etc.

Ex. inkomazi yehashi or ihashi lenkomazi, a mare.

u(ulu)-Komazi (Khomaze), n. Female cattle (collect.), all the cows, of a place.

Komba (Kombha), v. Point, as with a stick, finger, or gun; point at, as when pointing a finger or gun (with nga) at a person (acc. — see kombisa); point out, as a site (acc.) for building or a place on the map; make movements with the stick and arm when dancing (see i-nKombi) [Her. honqatza, point at; Sw. chongoa, make pointed].

Ex. wangikomba ngesibamu, he pointed at me with a gun.

kakwazi ukukomba, he doesn't know how to dance, i.e. that part thereof performed by the arms, the which, in Zulu dancing, is generally of more importance than the part performed by the feet.

Phr. ixinkomo xami zikombile, my cattle have pointed or put out the forefinger, i.e. are seven.

i-nKomba (Kombha), n. Fore-finger, or pointer (see komba) = i-nKombabantu, u-Nonkombabantu.

i-nKombabantu (Kombhabantu), n. = i-nKomba.

i-nKombane (Kombhane), n. (C.N.) = i-nJumbane.

i-nKombokabame (Kombhakombhane), n. Mutual pointing out of one another, as when a number of naughty children put the fault on one another; (C.N.) = i-nJumbane.

i-nKombazana (Kombhazana), n. = isi-Kombazana.

isi-Kombazana or ne (Kombhazana), n. Red-breasted Dove (Chalcopelia afra) = i-nKombazana, u-Nkombe.

i(li)-Kómbe (Khoombhe), n. = ili-Qangane; (C.N.) wing of a bird (= ili-Fiko).

um-Kómbe (Khoombhe), n. 5. Any long, narrow, trough-like thing, as a long calabash dipper, long narrow deep-bodied meat-tray, a European vegetable-dish, etc. (= um-Kombi); present of meat from a slaughtered beast sent by one friendly woman to another (females not being supposed to go about to strange meat-feasts as do the men); so-called white rhinoceros (= um-Kombo); ox with horns placed diagonally, one upward and the other downward; certain veldt-plant, used as imikomo [Ga. kumbos, hollow; Lat. concha, shell; Hi. kauri, shell; Sw. kumbe, dish; Her. otyi-kongo, shell].

Phr. badhxelana imikome, they eat for another one presents of meat — said to express the cordial friendliness of two women who, whenever a beast is slaughtered in one or other of their kraals, always send each other a joint.

P. imikome iy'eenana, the presents of meat are obtained in exchange for one another, i.e. one good turn brings another; who gives not, receives not, etc.

imikome ayipambane, let the meat-presents cross one another, i.e. let us live on terms of mutual friendship.

i-nKombi (Kombhi), n. Dancer who is clever at arm and stick movements. See komba.

Kombisa (Khombhisa), v. Cause or help to point; point at, as a gun or finger (acc.) at a thing (with ku, or ngaka); point out to, as any object, path, etc., to a person (doub. acc.); show a person the way (doub. acc.), as to do any work. Cp. komba.

isi-Kombisa (Khombhisa), n. The fore, or pointing finger; used for indicating 'seven' = i-nKota, um-Koti, u-Nkomba.

i-nKombo (Kombho), n. Veldt-herb, whose roots are eaten in time of famine.

isi-Kombo (Khombho), n. = u(ulu)-Saku.

um-Kombo (Khoombho), n. 5. So-called 'White Rhinoceros', of nearly the same dark colour as the u-Bejane, than which it is larger, and with horns much longer, one sometimes a foot or more the other about half a foot, and both bent upwards = i-nKulumana, um-Kombo.

u(ulu)-Komela (Khomela), n. Semi or three-quarters circle formed by men sitting at a trial, dancing, etc. = u(ulu)-Kamba; cp. um-Kumbi.

Kofa (Kofa), v. = gomfa.

i-nKome (s. k.), n. Common veldt-herb (Hypoxis Rooperi) with yellow flower and producing fibre used for sewing hut-mats. Cp. ili-Gudu.

Phr. seveeq inkomfe ixinkomo, the cattle
have now passed over an *inkomfe* plant—said when they are giving unusually little milk, which effect this plant is supposed to have on cattle.

**um-Komu (Khomo), n. 5.** Pendulous swelling (prob. molluscum), sometimes as large as a strawberry and several in number, hanging by a narrow neck to the body, with the Natives gen. about the ear.

i-nKomishi (s. k.), n. Cup; mug [D. kommetjie].

**Komkulu (Komkhulu), n.** At the Great Place, at the Chief's or Residency.

i-nKomo (s. k.), n. Generic name for cattle; hence, a head of cattle, a beast (whether bull, ox, or cow); sometimes used to designate any 'domestic' or owned animal, as distinguished from those running wild [Skrr. *gants*, cow; Heb. *gamaal*, camel; Hi. *gao*, cow; Ar. *gansus*, buffalo; Lat. *bos*, ox; Mid. Nig. *li-gume*; Sw. *ngombo*; Her. *ongombo*; MZT. *i-ngombo*; Bi. *olongombo*; Ga. *nsolo*; Yan. *ngombo*, buffalo; Su. khumo, cattle; Son. *hau*, cow; Wan. *luguma*, camel; Ted. *goni*; Sak. *ngombo*, cow; Hot. *goma-n*].

Phr. *sengiyinkomo enombala*, I am now a beast [with a (conspicuous) colour, *i.e.* I am now become famous or a marked person (gen. in a bad sense).

*ka meaning* *inka-mi?* I wonder what sort of beast (i.e. male or female) it (the cow) will give birth to! — and so said of any doubtful affair.

**inkomo imibica emalsheni kubelungu,** an ox is dug out of rocks with the white-people — expressing that one must work hard to get it.

**inkomo ka'Haga,** one of Haga's cattle — name sometimes applied to the Boers (where the word Haga may perhaps refer to the name of some former Boer leader).

P. *inkomo enommeso kuyina'wusi*, a cow with a mouth (i.e. with much noise) has no milk = empty vessels make most noise — as may be said of a noisy woman who does no work.

**um-Komo (Khomo), n. 5.** Whale = *um-Komu* [Sw. *nyangumi*; Her. *ongandu*].

Phr. *isi-lohlela zonkomo*, bits of jelly-like substance found along the sea-shore.

i-nKomololo (Khomololo), n. Mourning, grief (C. N.) = *isi-Kemelele*.

i-nKomponi (s. k.; s. p.), n. Gold-mining Company [Eng.].

**Kona (Khona), pers. pron. It; itself; the same one (nom. or acc. in the emphatic *ceyo*).**

Ex. *ugisho kona,* I say or mean that (which you say), the same thing.

*uy'enga kona,* you do it *i.e.* the proper thing = you are doing rightly, correctly, properly.

*asshese okona kuy'ikona,* uma *y'ikupi na?* or *asshese uku'ti y'ikupi okuy'ikona kuy'ikona,* let us see, that which it is the right thing, if it is which? or, let us see, namely, it is which, that which is it, the right thing? = let us see, which is the proper thing, the real truth, etc.

**Kona (Khona — sometimes abbrev. to KO), adv.** There, in that place (about which we are talking or to which I am referring); then, at that time (to which we are referring); here, there, present, existent (usually with *uku-ba*, or a pronoun alone); conj. in that way (followed by participle and future tense), often used in place of, though not quite identical with in sense, the Eng. 'so that, in order that' (ep. *uku-ba*); although, notwithstanding (= *nakona, nakuba, kati*) [Ar. *hânhâ,* here; Su. *hona*].

Ex. *ngipama kona,* I come from there.

*babi abantu bokona,* bad are the people of that place.

*ngikona,* I am here, or present.

*ngisekona,* I am still here (on earth) *i.e.* am still living = *ngisahlesi*.

*kaseko,* he is not any longer here (on earth) *i.e.* he is dead = *u'sefile,* sewafa.

*angikolo mina kuloko,* I, I am not there with that thing, *i.e.* I have, or shall have, nothing to do with that; I shall not connect myself with such a thing.

*kukona loko nakubanthu,* that exists also among the Natives.

*kona-pi?* where? where? (as when asking more definitely concerning a place already indicated).

*kona-pi kona?* where there? *i.e.* at which particular spot there.

*kwakuyikona ngibonayo,* it was then that I began to see, or understand.

*kona kutungyi,* then (on that very or self-same day) again before yesterday.

*kona lapa,* here in this place.

*kona manje,* here now, at this very time now, *i.e.* at once, immediately.

*ukambale,* kona ngumushelle, akubale, he has gone, notwithstanding that I told him to stay.

*memza kakulu,* kona eyakusisa, shout loudly, in that way (= so that) he will hear.

*kuyagti wukonela,* it is as though he were here for himself, or of his own power — to judge from the independent manner in which he regards all others.
kuleka na? what are you here in the church for, if you have not come to pray?

i-nKonazana (s. k.), n. Certain running veldt-herb (Atyiscarpus Wallchii), used as emetic for chest complaints.

i(l)-Konde (Khonde), n. That part of a beast between the rump and the hip, where the flesh often sinks in; (C.N.) full-grown male baboon, or large male monkey.

P. ibixelo ladhla ikondekazi, the summons ate up the female-baboon (referring perhaps to some nursery-tale) — said of a person who gladly answering a call or invitation, afterwards finds he has gone to his own death or entrapping.

i-nKonde (s. k.), n. Large brown bird with red beak (C.N. from Xo.).

isi-Konde (Khonde), n. (C.N.) = isi-Kondwe.

i-nKondhlo (s. k.), n. Kind of dance, gen. the opening one at a wedding, with gradual forward and backward movement and differing from the isi-Quhulo in being of a quick, spirited nature, and from the isi-Gerre in not being accompanied by any clapping of hands (used with shaya). Cp. um-Geayco; (C.N.) large black bird with red beak and claws.

i-nKondhlwane (s. k.), n. Certain veldt-plant (Helichrysum aureonitens) used for making matting for wrapping tails and assegais in, and also used for carrying fire (which it retains in a smouldering state for a very long time).

um-Konde (Khonde), n. 5. Back of the neck (nearly obsolete).

Phr. ukuku ebekise umkonde pantsi, he has always the neck (i.e. head) bent down — he is utterly depressed or cowed down, as with overwhelming remorse, shame, want, etc.

um-Kondo (Khondo), n. 5. Trail, track, trace left by anything that has passed, such as can be smelt by a dog (though invisible) or as foot-prints made by an animal, or flattened grass left by something passing; certain small spreading weed with tiny leaves and yellow flowers, used for tying round the ankle of a pregnant woman when journeying, as a prophylactic against the disease below; sinking of the fontanel in an infant (as from spurious hydrocephalus), supposed to be caused by the mother while pregnant having passed over the track of certain obnoxious animals, as the eland, etc., or having somehow or other come into contact with their fat; also severe form of nettle-rash (um-Kondo wenyoka), as below [Sw. mkondo, current of water; mkokoto, trail; Her. omu-koka, trail; Mamb. konzo, foot].

Phr. weqele umkonde wenyoka, he has passed over the track of a snake, i.e. has nettle-rash (urticaria) in a severe form, as when affecting the face. See isi-Illunyi.

N.B. Hurtful umkondo are a source of constant dread to a Native mother in child-birth. While the child is still in the womb, she has to arm herself continually, and especially when going far from the kraal, with the um-Kondo plant, which she ties round just above the foot, so as to counteract the enemy on the very first point of attack. For the first few days after actual delivery, all persons are rigorously excluded from her hut, lest they bring in along with them 'tracks' of these dreaded animals, and afterwards, for the first month or two, everybody entering the hut is rigorously expected to perform the uku-lumula or uku-petye, q.v. And should the mother herself have been necessitated to travel about over multitudinous ways, she carefully preserves a specimen of the rubbish (isi-bi) of each separate path, which, upon being burnt on the hearth when she reaches home and the infant held within the smoke, is supposed to effectually expel any injurious influence she may have brought back with her from those paths!

u(lu)-Kondo (Khondo), n. Slight path or track, not plainly visible, as a path just being commenced or an old one long disused; a trace.

u(lu)-Kondolo (Khondolo), n. Hereditary taint or characteristic running in a family, as a disposition to any particular disease, proclivity to any crime, or physical likeness.

um-Kondosha (Khondosha), n. 5. = um-Konde.

isi-Kondwe (Khondwe), n. Certain veldt-plant, whose milky roots are eaten by herd-boys = isi-Pofu.

i-nKone (s. k.), n. Beast, black or red, having a white patch along the back; one of the i-nKone regiment (= i-nGulube).

N.B. Of a red beast as above it is freq. said ilele umunda pakazi (it has a man lying along the middle).

Konga (Khonga), v. Call, summon, ask to come with persistent repetition, keep asking or calling for a person (acc.) whose presence is wished for, as a doctor, or tradesman to repair, though the word is now mostly confined, especially in Natal, to the 'calling for' a prospective wife from her father, which a young-man, wishing to get married, usually does through the services of a third party, who, is called the um-Kungi.
KO

Ex. kade nqikukonga, I have been calling for you ever so long.

um-Kongi (Khongi), n. 1. Bridegroom’s man, entrusted with the business of arranging on his behalf with the girl’s father concerning the marriage. See konga; um-Loboli.

u-Kongolo (Khongoalo), n. Baldness at the crown of the head (not from the forehead up = i-mPandhla); person therewith.

i-nKongolwana (s. k.), n. A sitting-down in silent mental dejection, overwhelmed with sorrow or misery, as people in a hut with a dying relative (used with hila). Cp. kedamvusa; isi-Ke melele.

Ex. ngabafumani sa belexi ’nkongolwana (or ngoku’nkon golwana), I found them sitting in distress (overcome with grief).

Kongozelza (Khongozelza), v. Hold or set a receptacle of any kind in order to receive anything (acc.) falling therein, as when holding both hands together basin-fashion in order to receive something (cp. kangeza), or when placing a bucket under a house-gutter to catch water (acc. = kek ezelza) — the original of this word, viz. kongoza, is now obsolete in Zulu, having been replaced by what would seem a corruption thereof viz. kangeza. The original form, however, still exists in the Xosa, and with the same meaning as the Zulu kangeza, which latter word is there unknown.

Konje (s. k.), adv. So then, then, and so — expressing some doubtfulness in the speaker’s mind when making an interrogatory statement.

Ex. konje sown nomnzwana? so then you have a child now?

konje wati-ni umlungu? what was it, then (I can’t quite remember), that the white man said?

i-nKonjane (s. k.), n. Swallow (Hirundo rustica, Hi. cucullata, etc.): certain pattern of ornamenting the outside of earthenware pots (= isi-Sila-senkonjane); dimple on the cheek (= i-nDhu yenkonjane).

isi-Konko (Khonko), n. Kind of long grass, used for plaiting ropes; (collect.) stiff, bristly things, as the twigs of a carpet-broom, or hairs of a brush.

Konkobala (Khonkobala), v. Be pinched, numbed, wizened, shrunk together, as the body of a man or beast upon any severe constitutional disturbance (used in perf.) = hosohobala, hobana, koshobala.

i-nKonkoni (s. k.), n. Brindled gnu, or blue wildebeeste (Connochaetes taurina); one of a Zulu regiment formed by Mpende next after the u-Tulwana and with which it was subsequently incorporated.

isi-Konkosi (Khonkos i), n. Base of the skull at the hollow place just above the back of the neck. Cp. isi-Jingo [Sw. ki-kosi, nape of neck].

Konkota (Khonkotha), v. Bark, as a dog; bark at a person (acc.); rave, talk wildly, as a maniac (= heha, mpompa); rave at, talk wildly and abusively at a person (acc.).

isi-Konkwane (Khonkwane), n. Wooden peg or small sharpened stake, as for fixing a hide to the ground or for tethering a horse; stake, bone, or stone set up (see betela) by a doctor to charm away evil, etc.

(i)l)-Kono (Khono), n. ‘Arm’ for doing or managing anything, i. e. skill, dexterity, as in dealing with food, stock-breeding, flinging the assagg, etc. (= u-lu-Galo).

Ex. oka'Teza unekeko lotischuela, Teza’s daughter knows how to do (i.e. make and manage) beer.

Phr. uku-hlaba ikono, to feel pleasure or gladness, as under kind treatment, on receipt of a present, etc. Cp. laka sa.

isi-Kono (Khono), n. Broad band of armlets, of platted grass, wire-work or beads, worn covering the arm above the wrist.

um-Kono (Khono), n. 5. Arm of person, from end to end (= i-ngalo); fore-leg, of a beast (ep. u-lu-Galo); wing, of an army, dancing or hunting-party (= u-lu-Pondo; ep. isi-Puba, ili-Piko); the spiral-like projection poking out at the end of any roll, as of matting, carpet, etc., when unequally rolled up [Sw. Bo. Ga. Kag. Ya. etc. mkon'ono, hand, arm; Her. e-kono, arm].

Ex. icantsi i lami lincokono, my sleeping-mat has an arm (poking out at one end when rolled), i.e. it is wider at the middle than the ends.

P. aku'bandhla lingayikudhla 'mkono, there’s no assembly of men that won’t (also) eat the leg (of a beast — an inferior part — as well as the head — a prime part eaten by the men in company) = there’s none who won’t have some trouble, who won’t have his share of what is bad as well as of what is good.

isi-Konokono (Khonokhono), n. = isi-Gonogono.

Konona (Khonono), v. Be not fully satisfied or contented (in the heart) i.e. be dissatisfied, discontented, displeased, as
with a bargain (with nga, or ela form with acc.), with the unsatisfactory work or behaviour of a servant, with evidence or information, etc. (this word is the antithesis of kolwa; hence, may sometimes be synonymous with, to doubt, disbelieve, have doubts about — with nga) = kontona; cp. sola. [Her. unavna, be discontented].

Kononda (Khononda), v. = konona.

u(lu)-Konondo (Khonondo), n. Dissatisfaction, discontent, displeasure; doubts (with nga) = u(lu)-Konono.

Kononisa (Khononisa), v. Dissatisfy, displease a person (acc.); cause one to have doubts about, as above.

i-Nkonono (s.k.), n. — see i-Nkonono.

u(lu)-Konono (Khonono), n. = u(lu)-Konondo.

i-NKovana (s. k.), n. Dirty, nasty-looking person, with the body all 'white' from being unwashed or from scurriness.

um-Konto (Khonto), n. 5. Assegai, of any variety; freq. used for 'knife', especially for such as have a fixed blade (cp. isi-Nqindini); reward, return, payment, for any service rendered [Skr. kunte, spear; Lat. cuspis, spear-point; Sw. mkuke, spear; Ga. chango; Bo. konyamo; Bar. goro].

Phr. uku-kipha umkonto, to pay a fee.

uku-gезa imkonto — see hamba. bamulhisa ngomkonto owapakuti, they poisoned him.

mus’ukwighlata nga’mkonto mune, don’t stab me with a single spear or thrust, do me outright while you are about it = don’t just half satisfy me with a mere single pinch of snuff.

Konsta (Khonsta), v. Pursue with harassing persistency, be constantly at or after in a vexatious manner, persecute, as huntsmen following up a buck (acc.) without cessation, or one man continually plaguing another with a purpose. Cp. jinga.

Ex. umlangu ngasikonsta ngomsebenzii, the white man is always harassing us with work (as might be said of a Dutch farmer).

um-Konsto (Khonsto), n. 5. Pursuing, persecuting, harassing spirit or habit, as above.

i-nKonsto (s. k.; s.t.), n. State of being persecuted, afflicted by one’s over-lord, as below.

Ex. sibulawa inkonsto yenkonsto, we are killed with a service of affliction, i.e. we are in a state of dependency to one who is always harshly treating us.

Konya (Khonya), v. Bellow with a strainings, trumpet-like sound, as a bull (cp. bonga, kalima); cry, as an um-Konya.

um-Konya (Khonya), n. 5. Bladder-locust (Cystocelis immaculata), whose cry, resembling the sound of a London tram-conductor’s whistle, may be heard during summer nights, and whose abdominal part is merely a large empty inflated sac. Cp. isi-Konyane.

i(l)-Konyane (Khonyane), n. Certain sea-fish (N.).

i-nKonyane or Konyana (s. k.—plur. ama or izi-Nkonyane), n. Calm, up to the time it ceases to suck (when it becomes an i(l)-Tole); hence, foal, etc.; prime-looking, handsome youth (cp. i-n’lekane); (mostly in plur. izi-Nkonyane) muscular lumpiness, bundles of muscle showing conspicuously on any part of the body, as the back, legs, etc.; used to express a ‘young one’ of the same kind (good or bad) as his father.

Ex. inkonyana ka’Ngoza, the fine young fellow of Ngoza’s.

inkonyana yenkomo le, this is the calf of a proper one, i.e. is a perfect specimen, a thoroughbred of its kind.

inkonyana yemfambele, a calf of a cow with one teat i.e. of a good-for-nothing, lazy person.

intshwa yagisuke inkonyane wonke umvima, the young-man was covered with muscular lumps all over the body i.e. was of a very muscular build (not much admired by the Natives).

iseyinkonyana le, this (cow) is still (with) a calf i.e. is still suckling one.

P. iinkonyane zilandela omina, calves follow (i.e. take after) their mothers.

isi-Konyane (Khonyane — no plur.), n. Locust or locusts, of the common plague variety = i-nKumbi; cp. um-Konya.

N.B. This pest is supposed to have been sent to these parts by a certain queen umBelambe (Queen Long-breasts), who is reputed owner of the swarms, and is reported as living ‘far away in the north’.

i-nKonyanebomvu (s. k.), n. One of a certain section of the u-Mbonambi regiment = i-nDwali.

isi-Konyololo (Khonyololo), n. Muscular-bodied person, with bunches of muscle showing prominently all over him, as the typical ‘strong man’. See i-nKonyane.

Konza (Khonza), v. Make oneself servile to another (acc. or ku), make oneself his menial or dependant, live in a state of voluntary servitude to; be a subject,
dependant, or menial of, as when a Kafir acts as the subject of a chief, or willingly makes himself the menial of a Dutch farmer, or becomes adopted as a dependant in a rich man's kraal; hence, serve, as a subject his lord (ku, or acc.); pay one's respects to (with ku and indaba, as below), give one's compliments to, salute [Sw. ungonge, servility].

Ex. nyika 'inkonza, iNkosi: nyifake ikama latapa kuwe, I come to be your subject, or menial, sir, that I may put in my head (i.e. find protection and shelter) here under you.

uBani nyakonza indaba kuwe, So-and-so sends you his respects or compliments.

wongikonzo (indaba) ku'Bani, you will give my regards to So-and-so — this expression is more common in Natal; in Zululand they more generally use bonela.

isi-Konzi (Khooni), n. One who is in a state of voluntary service, dependancy, or subjecttion to another; a vassal.

i-nKonzo (s.k.), n. A serving, or subjecting of oneself to a master or chief; vassalage. See konza.

Ex. iNkosi, nyix-e kufane inkonza, sir, I come wanting service, i.e. a position of servant, menial, dependant, or vassal to you (unpaid, of course).

bomunya kuna'inkonzo, there is no serving (as a menial or dependant) under this white-man; nobody will ever make himself subject to him (he doesn't know how to treat a servant properly).

uhlishwa inkonzo yeinkontso, he is afflicted with a vassalage of hard-treatment, i.e. he leads a life of hard subjection, or is harshly treated by his over-lord.

um-Konzo (Khooni), n. 5. Present with which one accompanies his greetings when sending them through a third party to another, as a beast, etc.; gift as token of remembrance or regard, keepssake, even when given directly by one friend to another upon their casual meeting or leave-taking. See konza.

Ex. bh'umkonzo wongikonzo ngaro kuwe, you will convey my salutations to yourself by this gift.

bh'umkonzo wongkonzi'eswa oka'Matutwane, this keepsake I had sent to me with greetings from Matutwane's daughter.

Kopa (Khoopho), v. = koba.

isi-Kope (Khoopho), n. That space which is left empty at the top of a vessel of liquid when only about seven-eighths full; the incompletely filled contents of such a vessel = u(lu)-Kope, isi-Kobe, u(lu)-Koh; cp. isi-Cete; isi-Qento; isi-Kore. See koba.

Ex. ubani ob'enze ntshequla isikope? who is it that has made this beer incompletely filled (by drinking from it, or not pouring in sufficient)?

u(lu)-Kope (Khoopho; pl. izi-nKope, s.k.), n. Eyelash (= um-Sêbe); that portion of the i-koba or glume, in some varieties of Kafir-corn, which projects, like eyelashes, beyond the grain-ball; also = isi-Kope [Sw. kope, eyelash; Nyas. isi-Kope; MZT. zi-kowe, eye-lids; Her. omuka, eye-lid; Reg. ngoto, eyelash; Ga. nkoikoi].

Ex. ihlosa nholoba leamabe olunkope (or olun'kopezing'ezomuntu), the ihlosa is a kind of Kafir-corn which has eyelashes (or which has eyelashes like those of a man).

Phr. umuntu olakisa izinkope, a person who lays down the eyelashes, i.e. a crafty, pretending person, who assumes appearances of piety, abstemiousness, courteousness, quietness, etc., as circumstances demand.

i(li)-Kopela (Khoophela), n. A deep sunken eye (mostly in plur.).

isi-Kopela (Khoophela), n. = isi-Kopoco.

ama-Kopelana (Khophelana; no sing.), n. Horns of an ox when short and nearly meeting together in a small oval formation over the eyes.

u-Kopo (Khoopho), n. = u-Kopokaneti.

isi-Kopoca (Khoophoca), n. = isi-Kumbuzi.

isi-Kopociya (Khoophociya), n. = isi-Kopoco.

isi-Kopoco (Khoophoco), n. Face sunk deeply in across the middle, from the nose being bridge-less and the forehead prominent, presenting an ape-like appearance = i(li)-Kobongo, isi-Kopela, isi-Kopociya, isi-Woqo, isi-Wonqo, isi-Wonqoba, isi-Wokogo; cp. ulu-Zukuumba.

u-Kopokaneti (Khoophokanethi), n. Person with very deep-set eyes overhung by prominent eyebrows = u-Kopo, isi-Wonqoba.

Ex. ukopo kweni; meta ngemvela yomu- mo. Deeps-eyed doesn't get wet; he gets wet only by a thunderstorm — sarcastic remark made about such a person as above.

i-nKopo (Khopolo), n. Mine, of minerals; shaft, of a mine [Eng].

Kópolota, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.; s. p.; s. t.), v. = ukuti kipiliti.

isi-Kopoqa (Khopoqha), n. = isi-Kumbuzi.

Kopoza (Khopozha), v. Cut level the ground (acc.), as in preparation for a hut-site when the position is on a slope; look down with shame or shyness, as one conscious of guilt, or overcome with shyness (= uroza); also = kubula.
Kopoza (s. k.; s. p.), v. Make a swashing, rumbling sound like kopo kopo, as water in a gourd when shaken, or in the stomach; also = gotoza.

i-nKosa (s. k.), n. Filament or styles of the female flower, growing out at the top of a mealie-cob = izi-Yepu. See kuszuka.

i-nKosazana (s. k. — plur. ama-Khosazana, hard k.), n. Small or petty chief; heir, of a kraal-owner, i.e. the eldest son of the chief wife (not necessarily the eldest son of the whole family); heir, to any special hut in a kraal. Cp. i(lli)-Posukusuba.

Ex. inkosana yake uba? who is his heir? uye inkosana yokwaboo, it is he, the heir in his mother’s hut.

i-nKosazana (s. k. — plur. ama-Khosazana, hard k.), n. Eldest daughter of a chief-wife (not necessarily the eldest daughter in the whole family); any daughter of a chief or important personage (by courtesy); hence, any ‘young lady’ generally; used also euphemistically for porcupine (which is not called by its real name i-Nyungumbane), from a superstitious dread that it would on that account come down and devastate one’s crops (= um-Fuzazona).

Kosela (Khosela), v. Shelter oneself, take shelter, from rain, cold or wind, by going under, behind, or into some sheltering cover. Cp. um-Pene.

isi-Koshimane (s. k.), n. Florin [said to be derived from Eng. Scotchman].

Koshobala (Khoshobala), v. = konkobala.

i-nKoshobala (s. k.), n. Any shrivelled-up thing, as a granadilla, a dry skin, or an old woman.

i-nKoshosho (s. k.), n. (C. N.) = i-nKototo.

i-nKosi (s. k. — plur. ama-Khosi, hard k.), n. King or chief (of which there was only one among the Zulus); applied, by courtesy, to one in very high position, as a brother of the king, a prime-minister, etc.; (mod.) lord; magistrate; gentleman, and (in vocative) sir; plur. ama-Kosi, often applied to the ama-Dhlozi (see N. B. under um-Kosi); also to the White-men’s Government [Gr. kurios, lord; arche, authority; Ar. goz, husband; Ta. mgosi; Ka. a-hosi; Bo. Ze. Ngu. m-gosi, man, male; Go. mu-gosi; San. m-goshi; Kag. mu-gosha; Reg. mu-louhe, chief; Her. umu-hona; Sho. i-she; Ibo. eze. Comp. Zulu affix kazi (great; female) and Zi. m-kodzi, woman; Ndu. m-kodzi, woman; Nyamb. m-kase, wife; Ga. m-kazi, woman].

um-Kosi (Khosi), n. 5. Zulu king’s annual festival, held about Christmas time (with dhala), when the men of the whole nation assembled at the Great Place in full festal panoply, the king was ‘doctored’ with manifold charms, the ancestral spirits praised, the allegiance of the people renewed, new laws were proclaimed, the enjoyment of the new season’s fruits was formally initiated by the chief, the herd-boy’s syrinx (um-shingo) was heard again for the first time in the new year, and so on; hence, any similar annual festival held by Native chiefs in Natal; also applied to days of universal holiday-making among the Whites, e.g. the King’s Birthday, Christmas, etc.; shouted public announcement or proclamation of any kind (with hlaaba), as when, according to Native custom, deputed parties announce to the world, from a hill-top or other conspicuous spot, a public hunt or dance, raise the alarm of an enemy’s approach or the presence of a wild-beast, or any other important matter of common public interest; hence, freq. equivalent to alarm; also, the relief-party brought out by such an alarm. See eshwama [It seems probable that this word, in its derivation, is connected rather with the word il(lli)-Dhlozi (ancestral spirit) than with the word i-nKosi (chief) — unless, of course, both these Zulu words are originally of the same derivation. We find in the Karanga kosi, sometimes klosi (plur. ma-kosi, ma-klooti) meaning ‘ancestral spirit’, to which annual sacrifices of bullocks, goats, etc., are made, and take place, with much feasting, about the same time as the Zulu um-Kosi. In the same language we find other words, o-kosi, i-she, etc. — all manifestly akin to our Zulu i-nKosi — to denote ‘chief’. But in Zulu the ancestral spirits are also called ama-Kosi, which word would seem to be akin to the former, not the latter, Karanga words. Whence the um-Kosi in Zulu would seem more correctly to be the great festival of the chief ancestral spirits of the tribe or of its royal house].

Ex. bapolele umkosi wondila, they have poured or run out to a cry (or alarm) of fire.

ubu-Kosi (Khosi), n. Chief-tainship, lordly state; lordly life; lordly authority or rule; majesty, lordly pomp.

Ex. ukulhila ubukosi, to inherit or come into possession of the chief-ship.

i-nKosikazi (s. k. — plur. ama-Kosikazi (Kosikazi), n. Chief or great wife of a chief; applied, by courtesy, to any one of a
chief’s wives; also to the chief wife of any ordinary kraal-owner; also, as a term of courtesy, to any married woman.

**Kosoza (Khosozit), v.** Bear or behave oneself reverently, wear an humble respectful mien, as in the presence of one’s chief, superiors, etc.

**Kota (Khota), v.** Lick, as one cow another (acc.) or a child a plate; lick up, as a child the food (acc.) left on a plate, or medicinal powder from the hand; lick or lick up ‘by the hand’ (ngesandothla) i.e. clean a pot (acc.) or the food remaining on the side thereof by wiping it round with the finger and then transferring to the tongue (cp. kotulula); lick up (fig.) i.e. take up or remove by an absorbing or adhering process, as a rag might wet paint (acc.) when laid upon it, or a piece of blotting paper ink, or the earth water spilt upon it; smoothen a thing off externally, as though ‘licking off’ the remaining irregularities, as when giving the final touches to a piece of pottery (acc.), plastered wall and the like; nip, bite, or eat off the outer surface, as a beetle, spider, or similar insect giving one a slight bite at night, or nibbling off the outside of bookcovers, skins, etc.

Ex. ibeshun lamisi selinge, lakotwa umukotane, my buttock-cover is now thus, it was nibbled by earwigs.

Phr. govyigikote, it (the cow) will come to lick it (the strange calf, which, only smeared with medicine, has been put to it, after the death of its own, and which the cow will eventually allow to suck) — used to signify that a person will come to like a certain thing after a while.

P. iko’tyikotayo, it (the ox) licks the one that licks it — used in reference to the reciprocal action of friendly people.

**In-Kota (Kotha), n.** End of the tongue of an ox, with which it licks (see kota); forefinger, with which the food-vessel is wiped; used to express seven: a certain bird, the Rainbow Bee-eater (Milutophagus albisrons); used by women for ‘grass.’

**Isi-Kota (Khothe), n.** Long dry grass, fit for burning off.

**Kotama (Khothama), v.** Bow down, stoop (when standing), as a person examining something on the ground = fola; cp. guta [Her. kotama, bow down; Ga. kotamka, incline; MZT. kombeleta, pay homage; Sen. gogoma, kneel].

**Ili-Kotamo (Khothama), n.** Crown of the arch formed by the doorway in a Native hut; applied also to the thatch or matting covering that part.

Ex. bamuka namakotamo amabilile busaku, they (the abalakoti) have taken off two doorway-crowns (i.e. some of the thatch therefrom which they will use in their evil charms against the kraal) during the night.

**Um-Kotane (Khothane — no plur.), n. 5.** Earwig or earwigs.

**Kote, ukuti (Khothe, ukuthi), v.** Drain up or off dry, draw off all the liquid or moisture from, as the sun drying up the water (acc.) in a stream, a man ‘draining off’ beer (acc.) from a pot letting nothing remain, or the sun drying up mealies in a field = ukuti koces; cp. ukuti nekwe, ukuti kehle.

**Ili-Kote (Khothe), n.** A draining up or getting cleared off quite dry.

Ex. xafa ilonte isinkomo, the cattle died off every drop of them.

**Isi-Kote (Khothe), n.** Hot baking sun, drying up everything.

Ex. libalele isikote nambhla, it (the sun) shines with a baking heat-to-day.

**Ulu-Kote (Khothe), n. = ul(ulu)-Koto.**

**Isi-Kotela (s. k.; s. t.), n.** Excessively thick porridge, isijingi, and similar foods; [D. skottel, dish] tin basin or bowl, of the stores.

**U-Kotetsheni (Khothetsheni), n.** Rock-lizard = u-Qotetsheni.

N.B. A Native suffering with toothache goes and sits on the rock whereunder the reptile dwells, draws a little blood from his gums, and spits it out on the ground. Soon the lizard comes out, sucks up the blood, and the toothache ceases!

**Um-Koti (Khathi), n. 5.** Forefinger, from being used to wipe (kota) off the food remaining in a dish; hence used for ‘seven’ = isi-Kombisa, i-n-Kota.

**Ulu-Koti (Kooti; s. k.; s. t.), n.** Young wives (collect.) of any particular kraal or locality.

**Ulu-Kotikoti (Khothikothi), n.** Thing that goes poking its tongue about everywhere, as a gluttonous person, dog, etc. always seeking about for something to eat or drink; also a snake, from its habit of poking about its tongue. See kotiza.

**Kotisa (Khothisa), v.** Cause or give a person medicine or food (doub. acc.) to lick up.

**Kotiza (Khothiza), v.** Lick about on all sides, as a snake’s tongue or a flaming flame; poke the tongue (isi-nDimi) lickingly about in all directions, as does a...
snake; go about ‘poking the tongue’ everywhere for food or drink, as a glut-tonous man or a dog. Cp. kota, ukuti kote.

Ex. uloka elamba ekotsha imixi, he is constantly going poking about with his tongue in the kraals.

utswelela babunnandi, sasimaze sokotsha ivindini, the beer was nice, we just kept our tongues wagging about (like a snake’s, v.e. we kept all the time licking our lips).

Koto, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.; s.t.), v. Be cozy, snug, as one sleeping, a nice warm room, etc.

-u-Koto or Kotwane (s.k.; s.t.), n. Snug, cozy hut, etc.

Kwa’Koto (Khotho), n. Magistrate’s court; at the court [Eng.].

u-Koto (Khotho), n. = u-Qoto.

i-nKoto (Kotho), n. (C.N.) = i-nKoxe.

u(lu)-Koto (Khotho), n. = u(lu)-Qoto; used also idiomatically in the sense of ‘old’, ‘poor old’, etc., and expressing, as in English, a feeling of contempt, sympathy, etc. Cp. u-Nsondo.

Ex. yeke’zumbe eyedwa ukoto (or ukute)! oh! poor old Zumbu!— as might be said sympathetically when some unpleasantness has befallen him.

kamingika uopeni kona kudwadwe ukoto, he didn’t give me even a single old penny.

ama-Kotoko (Khothokholo — no sing.), n. = izi-nKoko (see u(lu)-Koko).

isi-Kotoko (Khothokhoko), n. Certain plant, used for earache (C.N.).

i-nKotoko (Kotho), n. Woman’s name for pig; also sometimes any wild animal, as hyena, leopard, etc. (not a hlonipa word, though occasionally used for that purpose).

u-Kototsheni (Khothotsheni), n. = u-Kotetshei.

Kotoza (Khothoza), v. Gather or glean what is left in a field (ehlangeni) by the owner after he has harvested, as odd mealie-cobs, corn-ears, etc. (acc.), as herd-boys are frequently allowed to do = kwanya; ep. kivica.

Kotoza (s.k.; s.t.), v. Speak with a low, small voice, as a sick, enfeebled person.

isi-Kotozi (Khotzoi), n. An after-gatherer, a gleaner — see kotoza.

um-Kotozo (Khothoza), n. 5. That which is left over for gleaning in a field already harvested = um-Kwanyo.

u(lu)-Kotshana (Kootshana; s.k.; s.t.), n. ‘Dirty little young-wives’ or o-makoti — a contemptuous reference to some-

body’s young-wives or the young-women of any particular locality.

Kēt, ukuti (Khothu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti gotu.

Kotuka (Khothuka), v. = qotuka.

Kotula (Khothula), v. = qotula.

Kotuluka (Khothuluka), v. Get wiped, scraped, or cleared off, as food (acc.), etc., below. Cp. kwanka.

Kotulula (Khothulula), v. Wipe or clean anything away by sweeping it off with the finger or hand, as when clearing out the remnants of food (acc.) in a pot by running round the fingers, or when removing sweat from the face by scraping it with a bone scraper, or when brushing off spilled water with the hand = kotulaza; cp. gebeda; kweusa.

Kotuluzi (Khothuluzi), n. = kotulula.

Kotuluzi, ukuti (Khothuluzi, ukuthi), v. = kotulula.

Kova (Khoova), v. = kovoya.

isi-Kova (Khoova), n. Hooting owl, of which there are several different varieties. Cp. i-nKovanzi; u-Mabengwane.

N.B. The owl when it cries, says, Vuk’ungibule! Get up and whack me.

isi-Kova (Khoova), n. Plantain plantation.

u(lu)-Kova (Khoova; no plur.), n. Plantain, tree or fruit — this was cultivated by the Natives near the mouth of the Umhlatuze in Zululand, even in the time of Shaka, to whom quantities were regularly sent [Sw. ngomba; Cong. di-nkando].

i-nKovanzi (s.k.), n. = u-Mandubulu.

u(lu)-Kovo (Khoovo), n. = u(lu)-Kovo.

([i]-Kovoti (Khoovithi — gen. in plur. ama- Kovoti), n. Surface dregs, husks, refuse, etc., such as rise and float on the top when corn, beans, medicine, etc., are mixed up with water.

um or u(lu)-Kovoti (Khoovithi), n. 5. Large thorny tree (Cheatamia Meyeri), growing along the coast.

Kovoya (Khooya), v. Make one fall together or bend down from powerlessness, take all the strength out of one so that he sink together, as long endured hunger, great exhaustion, a drastic medicine, etc. = kova.

Ex. usekovunya indhlala, he is already falling together from hunger.

umkosi umbelele umkoyovo, the medicine has done for him, has bent him up with exhaustion (from its powerful working).

u(lu)-Kovo (Khoovo), n. That which makes one fall together from strength-
lessness, as a great hunger, etc., as above = *u(utu)-Kovo*.

**i-nKovu** (s. k.), n. Pumpkin or vegetable water *i.e.* in which the pumpkin or *imifino* have been boiled, and which is drunk or used for further cooking-purposes; watery exudation from a sore or ulcer (see *u(utu)-Bovu*); certain veldt-bird.

Phr. *untele ngenkorni enebhuweni,* you have thrown pumpkin-water in his eyes *i.e.* have slashed him with abuse, abused him to his face.

**um-Kovu** (Khovu), n. 5. Familiar of an *umtabati,* whom he sends round by night for working evil, placing poison, etc., in the kraals = *um-Luto,* cp. *u(utu)-Singa* [Sw. *nuvene,* evil-doer].

*NB.* The descriptions of this wonderful creature are various, but all accounts seem to agree in that it is a being about the size of a child, in reality the corpse of a dead person dug up and brought back to life by an *umtabati* who is master of the process. The end of the tongue is cut off (others say slit), so that the creature can only talk in an indistinct, ‘thick’ kind of way (= *shwasheka*), and as it moves about in a kraal at night, it produces a noise resembling the smacking or rustling of a woman’s leathern kilt (= *kwahlsa*), whence it is frequently dubbed *isi-Devakazana* *i.e.* a little old bit of kilt. Its appearance in a kraal generally prognosticates death, and, should there chance to be a person sick in the kraal at the time, all hope would be given up as to his recovery.

**ama-Kovula** (Khovula — no sing.), n. Thick mucus (not of a scrofulous nature = *um-Nyomfula*) from the nose, (vulg.) snots. Cp. *ama-Finyila,* *u(utu)-Fimula.*

**i-nKowane** (s. k.; no plur.), n. Small kind of edible mushroom, white beneath. Cp. *i(li)-Kowe,* and following.

**i-nKowankowane** (s. k.), n. Large kind of poisonous mushroom, mostly black, though also sometimes white, beneath, and recognised by its peculiar smell and outer skin.

*NB.* For poisoning by this mushroom, take the ear of a calf, goat or dog, boil, and give the broth to drink!

**i(li)-Kowe** (Khowe), n. Large edible mushroom, of a flattish shape, white beneath and above, and about the size of a saucer. Cp. *i-li-Benze* [Sw. *kiyoga,* mushroom; Bo. *kori*].

**isi-Kowe** (Khowe), n. Place where the preceding grows.

**i(li)-Kowendhlouvu** (Khwendhlou), n. Large South African kind of mushroom — the ‘elephant’ mushroom, with a pileus about eighteen inches broad.

**Koxa** (Khoxa), v. Make a hole, cavity, groove, or sinking in a thing, as when scooping out the eye (acc.) of a potato, or when making the beer (acc.) in a pot sink low by taking a long drink = *uku-li koxe,* cp. *uku-li kipili.*

**Koxe,** ukuti (Khoxe, ukuthi), v. = *koxa.*

**i-nKoxe** (s. k.), = *isi-Koxe.*

**isi-Koxe** (Khoxe), n. Hole, pit, or groove formed in a thing by a sinking in, scooping out, etc., as in a person when an eye has been cut out, or when they sink in from sickness, or the pit left in the body when a bullet-wound has healed badly, a groove grown in the bark or trunk of some trees (cp. *i-nBombobo*), or the empty space made in a pot of beer after a long drink has been taken, reducing the contents to about three-quarters full (cp. *isi-Kope*) = *i-nKoxe.*

**Koxeka** (Khoxeka), v. Have or get a hole, cavity, etc., made in a thing, as a man who has lost an eye or whose eyes have sunk in through sickness, or beer that has sunk deep down in a pot from a long drink having been taken (used in perf.).

**Koyo** (Khoyo), adv. = *ko* or *kona,* and almost obsolete save in negative phrases as below — the final *yo* is perhaps merely the ordinary expletive or euphonic particle commonly affixed to verbs in the relative and participial forms.

Ex. *umkuba ongasekoyo lebo,* that is a custom which no longer exists.

**Kozza** (Khozza), v. Seek to establish custom or trading relations with a person (with *ku*), generally by making him an opening present (= *isi-Kozi*), or by offering him goods on unusually favourable terms = *hlaba isikozi.*

**i(li)-Kozza** (Khozza), n. Intense, burning heat, as felt in the immediate vicinity of a great fire or (metaphor.) a hot locality (cp. *i-li-Langabi*); fame, great reputation (= *i(li)-Dumela*).

Ex. *amudumi uma ughuwe ikosa telati,* my dumbis have been dried up by the great heat of the forest (on the outskirts of which they were planted).

*ikosa lake likulu,* he is very famous.

**i-nKosa** (s. k.), = *i-nKosa.*

**Kozana** (Khazona), v. Have mutual trade relations, be customers one to another, as a farmer with a Native who supplies him with pigs, etc.
KO

um-Kodzi (Khozi), n. 1. Customer (on both sides), one with whom a buyer or seller has habitual trade relations.

isi-Kodzi (Khozi), n. That by which a seller seeks to obtain custom or purchase for his goods, being generally a preliminary present of some kind.

Ex. ngise 'kuhlaba isizizi kwele, I have come to offer you a present with a view to our entering into trade relations.

u(lu)-Kodzi (Khozi), n. Black Mountain Eagle (Aquila Verralli); (C.N.) applied to a violent, passionate man [Bo. kazi, kind of eagle; Her. oti-kwikoze, mountain eagle].

Ku (s. k.), pers. pron. nom. and acc. It (used with nouns of the 8th. cl.); pers. pron. acc., thee, you (pron. of the 2nd. pers. sing.).

Ku (s. k.), prep. To; from; into; for, with; with respect to, etc.; also contr. of kuna, than, between (in comparison of things) [Mal. tu, towards].

Ex. kukweswe loko, that is for you (to decide).

uti-ni kuloko? what do you say, or think, to that?

ngisala ku'mama, ngisaya ku'baba, I come from my mother, and am now going to my father.

aunga uma umwile omubi ku'Zumbu no-Dhlozi, I don't know which is the worst between Zumbu and Dhlozi.

Kuba (Khuba), v. Knock off the irregularities on the surface of a new grinding-stone (acc.), by striking it violently with another stone; 'knock off' or get through smartly and in large degree, as when a girl gets through a large quantity of grain (acc.) when grinding, a traveller covers a great stretch of country (acc.), or a man drinking off a great pot of beer (acc. = guba); knock up against one's foot, trip up, as a stone projecting in one's path might a person (acc.) walking there (cp. quzuka); catch a person (acc.), trip him up, on a statement (with nga), 'knock up against' (visually), meet one's eyes, come in one's way, as firewood (nom.) might a woman (acc.) going about the veldt or bush, or any unusual kind of game a traveller passing through a country.

Ex. yitoku ekuba nje, ufuna-ni? he incessantly turning up (i.e. appearing before one in a certain kraal or along a certain way), what does he want?

ayiboneze ngikube inkomo kulole'we, never a head of cattle met my gaze, came in my way, in that country.

I was not met by (i.e. I did not see) a single plant in that field.

wabushuwa wabukuba utshwela, he knocked off (i.e. finished off the beer (in the pot).

i(l)-Kuba (Khuba), n. Hoe (= i(l)-Geja); large projecting front-tooth (= e-mBazo) [Ga. ukumbi, hoe; Her. ekura, axe; Sw. jembe, hoe; Kamb. zembe; Ve. gembela; San, iKumbyu].

i-nKuba (s. k.), n. Scarab, or tumble-dung beetle, frequently noticed rolling balls of dung along the path; very small beetle, swarming in fresh dung.

isi-Kuba (Khuba), n. Short remaining stump of a worn-out hoe; very short tooth, whether by natural growth or by having the top knocked off (= isi-Ku-ku, isi-Suka, isi-Inyijahezi); also = i(l)-Zembe (the disease) [Her. e-kura, axe; Reg. ijuku, axe].

um-Kuba (Khuba), n. 5. Custom; practice, as of any particular tribe or locality (cp. i-nVelo); strange action, unusual performance, as a trick or a feat; (in a more restricted sense) undesirable practice, bad habit, evil deed; tricky action, prank; sort, kind (as to external appearances), fashion, style, as the colouring of two or more cattle, a mode of action, or style of dress; plur. imi-Kuba, actions of daily-life, conduct.

Ex. umkuba navum avuna lo? what manner of behaviour is that?

iucmeleke lo'mutu, this person has undesirable ways, is given to bad practices.

kuna'mzeku la'umfana, there's nothing with this boy — i.e., perhaps, there's nothing wrong with him morally, or, there's nothing of usefulness in him, he is good for nothing.

iickuxa rake i'umkuba muvve, his cattle are all of one manner or kind (may-be as to their colour, horns, etc.).

izungoba zahsimunda i'umkuba muvve, the clothes of ministers are of one style or fashion.

iiku-kwela, or yile, imikuba, to play mischief, tricks, etc.

isi-Kubabende (Khubabende), n. Certain veldt-herb, having a woody carrot-shaped root, commonly met with when hoeing up new soil; solitary, uncared-for individual, without children, wives, etc. — from the above plant having only one single root devoid of branchlets.

i-nKubabulongwe (s. k.), n. = i-nKuba.

Kubala (Khubala), v. Get or be hurt, injured, harmed physically (by some wound), as a man in battle or in an accident, or (metaphor.) a man who has been chronically harmed by some disease: be pained, disappointed, griev-
ed at heart; get harmed or disabled in its action, i.e. be ineffective, as a medicine that has failed to work (= kubazeka); get painful i.e. go on to inflammation and suppuration, as a wound not healing in a healthy way (cp. ubuKubele; iandra). See kubaza.

(iii)-Kubalo (Khubalo), n. Any Native woodland medicine (which is kept or sold in the lump), as medicinal roots, bark and the like, not leaves, bulbs, stones, or animal powders (= (iii)-Qwuv; cp. (iii)-Kambi); also applied in an especial sense to the (iii)-Doyi.

N.B. Amakubalo are eaten always upon the death of one of the family, in order to strengthen against ill-effects that might otherwise follow. They must be eaten before any food is taken. Thus, should a person die in a kraal, amakubalo must be eaten by all the remaining inmates thereof, except in the case of a wife, when only the children of her hut take the medicine, she being eaten for, of course, by all the members of her own parental kraal. Cp. um-Love.

(ii)-Kubalo lezinkobe (Khubalo), n. Certain small veld-plant, having a tiny violet flower on a long stalk.

um-Kubampofu (Khubampofu), n. 5. = um-Kumampofu.

Kubaza (Khubaza), v. Injure, harm, hurt a person (acc.) by wounding in battle or an accident (used only of cut flesh wounds or ama-Nxeba, not of healable fractures, or knocks with a blunt instrument); injure seriously, or chronically, as an umtakati might a person (acc.) by rendering him incurably infirm. Cp. kubala.

Kubazeka (Khubazeka), v. = kubala.

Kubeka (Khubeka), v. Get tripped up, as by a tree-root or a projecting stone on the way (cp. guzuka); get tripped up, or caught, in one’s speech, as when he has inadvertently let out a compromising statement. See kuba.

Kube kupela (Kube kuphela). That’s all, that and nothing more, that’s the long and short of it.

Kubela (Khubela), v. Keep or drive off the calves (acc.) from their mothers during milking-time, gen. by tapping them on the foot or head; also sometimes used for kubala.

i-nKubele (s.k.), n. One wounded, or injured in the flesh (not mortally, though seriously), as in a fight or accident; one who survives from a serious disease (whether during convalescence, or from some chronic harm resulting therefrom); certain shrub, having a white umbel of flowers.

Ex. astimu’nkubele lesi’siyo, that disease has no convalescent, no recoverer, i.e. is incurable, fatal.

ubu-Kubele (Khubele), n. State of being as above; pain, or the inflammation and suppuration causing same, in a wound that has not healed well; certain herb, with a raceme of white flowerlets, used medicinally for allaying the pain of toothache, etc.

Kube ng’unapakade (Kube ng’unaphakade), = the following.

Kube pakade (Kube phakade), adv. It be long, hence, equivalent to Eng. ‘for ever’ (the thought not being of eternity, but of an incalculably long time, the end of which is not cognisable).

Kube yiloku (Kube yilokhu), etc. = Yilo, Yiloku, etc.

Kube sokuba kupela (Kube sokuba kuphe-la), = kube kupela.

Kubi (s.k.), adv. = kabi.

Kubo (s.k.), prepositional noun, and pron. To them; his or their kraal or home; his or their clan or country.

Ex. us’eye kubo, he has now gone, kwezvinwe kubo loko, that is done in his country or among his tribe.

(iii)-Kubo (s.k.), n. A siding with one’s own party, partiality for one’s own side, as in a dispute or matter for sympathy; a home, home-kraal.

Ex. lishi ikubo, it is wrong to indiscriminately favour one’s own wife nzwana ongeza kubo, a person who has no home (which he can call his own). nzwana ongeza ikubo, you shouldn’t show partiality or favour towards your own side.

Kubula (Khubula), v. Go over a field (acc.) a second time, as when re-sowing it, or going over it again in search of potatoes after it has already once been dug up = kopoza.

Kubungula (Knubungula), v. Go digging all about a field or the veld in search of food, roots, etc. Cp. qalakasha.

Kuca, ukuti (Khüca, ukuthi), v. = kuca.

Kuca (Khüca), v. Scowl, frown, as at a person (acc. with ela form) = kune, kwa-ca.

Kuco, ukuti (Khüca, ukuthi), v. = kuca; kuzaa.

Kucuka (Khuceka), v. Get cleared away i.e. taken off or removed completely, as rubbish from a kraal, goods from out of a hut, remains of food clinging to a
pot, or crops in a river-side field by a flood; get cleared out, made go off entirely, as people from a hut or kraal = ukuti kwen; cp. kotuluka.

Kuculula (Kuculula), v. = kucuza.

Kucuza (Kucuza), v. Clear away i.e. take off or remove completely, as a person rubbish (acc.), etc.; as above; clear out, as people, as above = ukuti kwen; cp. kotuluka.

Kude (s. k.), prep. Far, far off, a long way, far from (with na or ku) [Her. ko-kure; MZT. Suk. kule; Bo. Ngu. hatle; Ru. kulele; Nyamb. hali; Gu. kula; Ko. kuka; Ga. wala].

Ex. kukude oTukela, it is far to the Tukela. kukute kanya kunani kini? how far is it to your kraal or district?

Kudebuduze (s. k.), adv. In a short time, soon, it won’t be long before (used with prefix appropriate to the noun or subj. of verb).

Ex. kukudebuduze afike, it is a short time and he will arrive.

le’ndhu ikudebuduze iwe, this hut it won’t be long before it falls.

Kudumala (Kudumala), v. = fudumala.

isi-Kudumezi (Khudumezi), n. Sultriness, closeness, oppressiveness of atmosphere, as on a hot moist cloudy day on the coast = isi-Fudumezi; cp. isi-Kulu; isi-Amvu.

Ex. libelele isikudumezi nambhu, it (the sun) is sultry to-day.

Kuhla (Kuhla), v. Rub vigorously, as a window or table (acc.) with a cloth when cleaning it (cp. shikisha; hikhiha) rub into or over vigorously, as the body (acc.) with medicine or ointment (cp. geoba); scrub, sour, as a floor with a scrubbing-brush or sand; brush hard, in a scrubbing manner, as a coat to remove a stain or mud, or a pair of boots when polishing them (cp. hlangula); scrape or rub hard, as the flesh-side of a hide with a prickly aloes-leaf to remove any remnants of the inner-skin after they have been scraped up by the iron (cp. pala) [Her. karu, scrape].

isi or um-Kuhlakuhla (Khahlakukhla), n. 5. Person who rubs about in the same place i.e. a confirmed invalid, one who from chronic infirmity is kept in his hut or bed = isi-Shelasheka.

Kuhlakuhleka (Khahlakukhleka), v. = kuhlazeka.

um-Kuhlane (Khuhlane), n. 5. General name for any acute disease accompanied by fever, etc., such as ague, influenza, enteric, small-pox, pneumonia, pleurisy, severe cold, etc. [Sw. ukunguru, malaria].

Kuhlaza (Kuhlaza), v. Keep rubbing about on one spot, as an infirm or indolent person, or a pig wallowing. Cp. kuhla.

Kuhlazeka (Kuhlazeka), v. Get made to rub or shuffle about in one spot, as above; get made to shuffle along or move along only slowly, i.e. get burdened or weighed down with a heavy load = kuhlakuhleka.

Kuhte (s. k.), adv. It were well (with ukuba); it is well, proper, good, etc.; well (= kuhle); also idiomatically used to express ‘just like’ (= njenga — see hla).

Kuhle, ukuti (Kuhle, ukuthi), v. Be dense, thick, heavy, as a pitchy darkness, a heavy fog, or a dense smoke.

Kuhleka (Kuhleka), v. Get rubbed, scrubbed, brushed, scraped, etc., as above — see kuhla.

Phr. uku-kuhleka ngewhu (or yomnzi), to get rubbed by the hut-floor (or that of the kraal), i.e. to be kept sitting continually at home, as one chronically infirm.

uku-kuhleka ngesihlati pantsi, to get rubbed by the cheek on the ground, i.e. to be always lying down, from sickness or indolence; also with uku-pika to express ‘to deny flatly, positively, absolutely.’

isi-Kuhlekuhle (Khahlakukhla), n. Anything dense, thick, heavy, as above — see ukuti kuhle.

Kuhl, ukuti (Kuhl, ukuthi), v. = kuhluka; kuhluza.

i-nKuhl (s. k.), n. Belly when swollen from an unexpected pregnancy, as in a girl who has had unlawful intercourse, or in a woman whom one did not know to be in child = i-nGurru; cp. u-Ngiyakusho.

um-Kuhl (Kuhl), n. 5. Certain tree (Strychnos Mackenii) bearing a non-edible fruit resembling the ilal-Hlala, and used medicinally for stomach complaints, as an inteze against lightning, and for making domestic vessels (= isi-Tonga, um-Gushingwa); also (N.fr. Xo.) Natal mahogany tree (Triechila emetica), bearing large red-and-black bean-like seeds.

Kuhluka (Kuhluka), v. Get swelled out, be swollen up, as the belly from dropsy or pregnancy, or the cheek from tooth-ache; be swelled at, i.e. pout, the mouth (umlomo), as an angry man [Her sura, swell].

Ex. saqabuka ngokukuhluka kwcisuo, we noticed it first by the swelling out of the belly — freq. said of a girl become pregnant.
through unlawful intercourse, wherefore children of such a birth are frequently named u-Nkulu.

Kuhluzu (Khuhluzu), v. = kuhla; also 'serape out' a calabash (acc.) by introducing sharp stones inside, which, by being vigorously rattled about, bring off the bits of dry pulp and skin still remaining inside.

Kuko (Kukho, conj. Whether — or (with indic. mood of verb).

Ex. yisho pela, kuko ayaruma, kuko ka-wurumi, yini na? say then, whether you agree, or not.

u(li)-Kuko (Khuluho), n. Sleeping-mat (= i(li)-Cants); anything broadly, largely spread out, as a large field, or a great number of sheep covering a tract of land; ceiling-mat or i(li)-Nzadi when made of i-nDuli grass [Sw. Ga. m-keka, sleeping-mat; Bo. mi-keka].

i(li) or isi-Kuku (Khukho), n. Species of rough-leaved grass growing in damp places (= i(li)-Kukuboya); small bag made of a cow's bladder or of woven palm-leaves, for carrying the snuff-box, preserving isi-njobo, etc. (= i(li)-Kiki, isi-Kwama); hence, pocket, of clothing; also = i(li)-Ququ; also = i(li)-Kupu [Sw. muko, pocket].

i-nKuku (s.k.), n. Fowl; certain plant, whose root is used as an emetic [Skr. kukkuta, fowl; Sin. kuku; Kag. San. nkuku; Sw. kuku; Ga. nkoko; Reg. ngoko; Her. ndiyuhua; At. akiko; Maf. mankoko].

Phr. inkuku isikure unolomo, the fowl has had its beak cut off — said of a noisy talker who has been silenced (N).

t(li)-Kukuboya (Khukhuboya), n. Species of grass, as above = i(li)-Kuku.

isi-Kukuboya (Khukhoboya), n. Kind of wild-fig tree, having small hairy fruit.

Cp. um-Kiwane.

Kukuka (Khukuka), v. Get swept away, etc. — see kukulu = kukuleka.

i-nKukukazi (s.k.), n. Hen = isi-Kukukazi.

isi-Kukukazi (Khukhukazi), n. = i-nKuku-

kazi.

isi-Kukuku (Khukhukhu), n. Kind of edible nettle (= i-nBatil); echinus or sea-urchin (= amena olwamdhle) — used for purposes of takula and supposed to cause the body to swell to an immense size; the disease so caused, probably in some form (ep. i(li)-Qango-

wey); any immensely stout person (= isi-

Kukulungu); a person who gets quickly' nettled' or angry, as at anything one might say (ep. isi-Ifitane).

Kukula (Khukhula), v. Carry or sweep away in an extended raking manner, as a rush of water might any rubbish, crops, etc., (ace.) in its course, or a har-

row carrying before it the weeds in a field (= lifuila); clear of (neut.), go off 'bodily', with everything, as a family when removing from one locality to another, an impi that has over-run a district, or a dancing-party merely moving bodily away to give place to another, as at a wedding; clear up, clear away (neut.), as labourers who, having finished their job, clear up and depart with all their belongings [MZT. kunka, flow; Sw. kumba, sweep away].

isi-Kukula (Khukhula), n. Heavy down-
pour of rain, such as sweeps away all light things lying about; temporary sweeping rush of water, torrent, freshet, which is caused in mountain-kloofs and ditches by such a rain; great mass or multitude of men, cattle, etc., going along, as it were, in a sweeping mass, as an army or hunt.

Ex. bafika kuyi'isi-kukula, they arrived in a sweeping crowd.

u-Kukulelangqo (Khukhulelangogo), n. A universal driving along or bringing up of the whole common herd, as to the king's kraal at an um-Kosi, or for being sent out on the war-path, nobody being left at home but females and children; sometimes = u-Ngogo.

Ex. impi ka'kukulelangqo, an army raked together of the whole population indiscriminately, as above.

isi-Kukulugu (Khukhulugu), n. Immensely big, stout person = i(li)-Bibi, ama-Fununu, ama-Fundudluth, isi-Kukulw.

Kukumala (Khukhumala), v. Swell, expand, be puffed up, or grow big from inflation, as a balloon when being filled, bread when rising, or beans when soaking; hence, swell in numbers, as any body of people; swell, be inflated or puffed up with self-conceit, pride, and the like; swell, as a cat or leopard when putting up its back in anger; hence, 'get one's back up'; have one's temper ruffled, become angry (mostly used in perf.).

Ex. us'ekukumele, ngoba ngati kuye, he has now got his hair up, because I said (so-and-so) to him.

Kukumeza (Khukhumeza), v. Make swell up, puff up, inflate, as above, in any sense.

Ex. uku-zu-ukuumeza, to puff oneself up, make or think a lot of oneself.
Kukusa (Khukusa), v. Take and make off with a thing (with na), as when purloining it.

Kukuza (Khukuzu), v. Scrape away by a small scratching motion, as mud (acc.) from the coat with the finger-nail, or paint from a door or burnt crust from a pot with a piece of tin (not scrape by long single scrapes = pala; or scratch by long-drawn scratches = hwaya); scrape or scratch off with the teeth, i.e. nibble, pick, as a person might the bits of meat (acc.) from a bone (acc.), or the pulp remaining attached to a fruit-stone; (C.N.) suck, as a peach [Her. kurura, scrape].

Ex. wakukusa inque, he was picked clean by a leopard i.e. had the flesh torn clean off from the bones.

i-nKukwazana (s. k.), n. A small hen = isi-Kukwazana.

isi-Kukwazana (Khukwazana), n. = i-nKukwazana.

Kula (Khula), v. Grow, increase in size or magnitude, as a person, tree, or affair; rise, as a river [Skr. tu, increase]; Gr. phao, I grow; Ar. kibir, grow up; Hi. uguna, grow; Ga. Bo. kula; Sw. kwa; Her. kura; MZT. vula, increase; At. wu, grow.

Ex. umhlatuze ub'kula, usuka i-yibhukul, the Umhlatuze was rising in towering masses, coming down in great waves.

us'ekulile manye, he is now grown up (i.e. is now a young man or woman, no longer a child).

u(lu)-Kula (Khula — no plur.), n. Weed or weeds; plur. izi-nKula (s. k.), separate masses of weeds, as in two different fields [Sw. ki-gugu, weed; Her. zukura, weed].

Kulata (Khulatha), v. Fix in or make firm the assegai-blade in the shaft.

i-nKulati (Kulathi), n. Material used for fixing in an assegai-blade into the shaft (see kulata), whether it be the i-nGeino put into the hole, or the piece of skin used exteriorly for binding.

Kuleka (Khuleka), v. Salute a person (with ku) from respect, as does a man upon first arriving in a kraal, or when passing a superior on the road, gen. by saying e! mungane! or mmumzana! or nkosi! (i.e. hail friend! sir! or lord!) — not to welcome or greet, as the person on the spot might arriving or passing (= bingelela, takazela); hence, (M) do reverence to by voice, adore, as one adoring God (with ku); humbly or respectfully request or beg a thing (acc.) of a person (with ku); hence, (M) pray, utter a petition (for which this is the best word); tie up, as to a peg, a calf (acc.), goat, etc., by a grass-rope or isi-Singa bound round the leg; keep or hold fast a person (acc.) to his word (with ku or loc.) when he wants to get free from it or deny it [Mao. karakia, pray; Her. komba, pray].

Kulela (Khulela), v. Grow up at, with, etc. (with ku, na, etc.), as a child; increase or grow for, as any affliction, weeds, a child in the womb, etc. (gen. transposed into passive form).

Ex. ngukulele ivala, I am increased for by a law-suit, i.e. it is being worked with vigour against me, it has become serious for me.

us'ekulele, she is increased for (by the child in the womb) i.e. is advanced in pregnancy (not used of cattle — for which mlin is used) = us'eviusit.

uku-zi-kulela, to grow up of oneself or itself, without the aid of anybody.

Kulelana (Khulelana), v. Grow big mutually, as below.

Ex. sekulelele esisevini, it (the different kinds of food I have been mixing together) has swollen up together (causing flatulence).

i-nKulelana (s. k.), n. Person who has been adopted and grown up in a strange kraal, having no home of his own.

Kulisa (Khulisia), v. Make grow or grow up, rear, nurture, being up, as a mother or father their child (acc.); have children at long intervals, as below; make great, magnify, as an affair (acc.).

Ex. uyakulisana, h'mfazi, this wife lets grow big the previous child before she has another, i.e. she has children at long intervals apart. See yandisela.

i-nKulisabantwana (s. k.; s.t.), n. One who makes grow up little children — applied to a man who playfully poses as the prospective husband of some little child.

Kuló, Kuloku (Kulokhu), etc. = Yibó.

Ex. kuloku kwelaseha, it is continually being off to the war, always invading somewhere.

Kulu (Khulu), adj. Large, in size; great, in importance; much, in quantity (the thought, however, referring to the 'large-ness') [Skr. shulata, massive; Ar. kebir, great; Ga. kula; Sw. kwa; Her. kura, grow].

Ex. umaantu onkulu, a great person (whether in rank or size).

umoya nakulu kuna, the wind is strong, powerful, there.
by the Psalter, I come concerning
an important affair.

Speak to Redeemer, I saw a great
beer i.e. there was a great quantity of it.

nyabona okulu, I saw a great sight — as
might be said of any spectacle, event, or
experience of an unusual, surprising nature.

Phr. us'ntson'gokulu, he is now of a big
heart, i.e. swollen with anger.

uKulu, ungangotela, ungango. Mphela no
Maqwakazi, he is big, he's as big as a
mountain, as big as Mphela and Maqwa-
kazi (two mountains in Zululand).

u-Kulu (Kulu), n. = u-Koko.
i(li)-Kulu (Kulu), n. Hundred [Her. dubu,
hundred; Ef. ikie].

isi-Kulu (Kulu), n. Great, important, high-
class person (in the Zulu court) — gen.
indicating one who had no actual offici-
Al position, distinguished merely by
birth or court favour; hence, also in a
general sense. Cp. isi-Lomo; i-nDuma.

ubu-Kulu (Kulu), n. Greatness, in size,
quantity, etc.

u-Kuluwane (Kulu-kuluwane), n. = u-
Kokologo.

Kukukutela (Kulu-kutela), v. Run throw-
ing oneself heavily along overburdened
by one's own weight, roll lumberingly
along, as a big stout person, elephant,
or fat pig running heavily down a hill.

Kukukutu, ukuti (Kulu-kukutu, ukuthi), v. =
kukukutela.

isi-Kukukutu (Kulu-kukuthu), n. Fat, heavy-
body, lumbersome person or animal,
as an elephant or fat pig; a serious,
ugly affair, as when any member of the
kraal has committed a disgraceful crime.

Kulula (Kulu-la), v. Set free; hence,
release or deliver, as a person (acc.) from
bondage (properly only of the deliverer,
not of the capturer allowing to go — see
yeka); let loose, unloose, untie, as a
horse or bullock tied up (not slacken —
see reketisa; nor undo a knot — see tu-
kulula); get a person (acc.) out of a
difficulty, as by speaking on his behalf;
gather or hoe up isi-nDlubu (not used of
other crops). Cp. hlangulisa; opula
[Her. kuturo, set free; Ga. lokola, de-
 deliver].

i-nKululeko (s.k.), n. A getting set free, a
freedom — hence, (M) redemption, eman-
cipation.

um-Kululi (Kulu-li), n. 1. Redeemer (M).
Kululu, ukuti (Kulu-li, ukuthi), v. Be sor-
rrowful, sad at heart.

i(li)-Kulu (Kulu-li), n. Flea (more pro-
perly that variety affecting dogs) =
i(li)-Zcze, i-nTwakumba.

Kuluma (Khuluma), v. Speak, talk [Gr.
homileos, I discourse; hulao, I howl;
Lat. loquor, I speak; Ar. kellim, speak
to; kalim, talk; Kag. kulonga, say; Go.
kalonga; Ngu. Ze. longa; Ga. iyoerra,
speak; Sw. sema; Her. hungira; Ibo.
kw].

Ex. uygakuluma yini? do I speak, you
think? — used to emphasize surprise, feeling,
etc., at any occurrence being talked about.

Phr. uku-kuluma nyapandhle kwezwandhla,
to speak without authorisation, permission,
etc., as when adding anything to a message
or order.

utu uygikuluma'xwi linge, uygayelela, yini?
you think I should speak only one word,
ain I then breathing my last, or what? —
said indignantly by a person to another who
is taunting him with speaking differently
now to what he did before.

i-nKulumana (s.k.), n. White rhinoceroses
= um-kombes; cp. isi-Bejane.

i-nKulumanda or Kulumandhla (s.k.), n. Very
aged person 'who never gets to die';
child remaining in the womb long after
it was due for delivery; a false preg-
nancy i.e. abnormally swollen belly from
uterine disease (see i(li)-Qangane) (N).

Kulumela (Khulumela), v. Speak i.e. in-
tercede for, as to a chief (loc. or ku)
on behalf of a person (acc.).

Ex. uygikulumela konu (or yena), I speak
for that very purpose (or precisely for him).

uku-kulumela pezulu (or pantsi), to speak
loudly (or lowly, softly).

uyaxikulumela nje, he is only talking to
or for himself, i.e. nobody else is minding
what he says, it is of no account what he
is saying.

isi-Kulumi (Khulumi), n. Logacious per-
son.

Kulumisa (Khulumisa), v. Cause a person
(acc.) to speak, i.e. attack or excite him
with irritating talk, so that he too begins
and quarrelling ensues.

Ex. wamkulumisa-ni? ngaamanye nje,
what did you bother him (with talk) for?
you ought just to have left him alone.

boloku bekulumisana, kwaso, they are
always at one another, always giving each
other cause to speak, i.e. talking excitingly
to one another, scolding, quarrelling.

i-nKulungu (s.k.), n. Fatty meat broth
thickened into lumps by the addition of
dry ground mealies or amahle, and
eaten chiefly by men.

Kulunguba (s.k.), n. It were well, proper,
better if or that (with subj.).

i-nKulungwane (s.k.), n. Ten amakulu, i.e.
a thousand.
Locust

un-Kulungwane (Kulungwane), n. 5. Night howl of a dog (not of its howling from a blow — see kala) — used with hlela. See un-Godoyo.

Kulupala (Kuluphalu), n. Be or get in prime, plumply fat condition (used in perf.); fill out with abundance of flesh into good condition, as any man or animal previously thin (not used of a hugely, excessively fat thing = zimuka). Cp. nama; nonopalala [Mo. uphele, large].

Ex. us'ebululele, he has now become fat or has filled out with flesh, he is now fat or in prime condition; us'umukile, he is fat (i.e. hugely so, and without any reference to previous thinness).

Kulupalisa (Kulupalisa), v. Fatten, make get fat or in good condition, as nourishing a food person or animal (acc.).

isi-Kulutshane (Kulutshane), n. Regiment formed by Dingane after and supplementary to the um-Kulutshane = u-Ndabakadengizibone.

um-Kulutshane (Kulutshane), n. 5. Regiment or member thereof, formed by Dingane next after the u(lu)-Dhlambedlu = i-nDhlavini, i-nVokwe.

um-Kuluwe (Kuluwe), n. 1. Elder brother (used chiefly, though only rarely, by women, in Conjunct. with wami, etc.) = um-Xe.

Kuma (Khuma), v. Eat anything (acc.) of the nature of an i-nKumunkumla. Cp. kumuzu.

i-nKumabulongwe (s. k.), n. Stupid, simpleton of a person; (C.N.) fire-fly (= i-nKanyezi).

iil-Kumalo (Kumalo), n. Certain thorny bush, whose pea-like seeds (= is-Antloko) are worn as an ornament.

um-Kumampofu (Kumampofo), n. 5. Certainly yellowish kind of very soft, crumbling stone = um-Kubampofu; cp. u(lu)-Kete; um-Kumenge.

i-nKumamungu (s. k.), n. Child born at the time of threshing the omabele.

Kumanca or Kumanca (Kumane), v. Lump together in a friable mass or cake, as Kafir-corn when damp in the pit, or (by comparison) the uncooked lump inside a piece of Kafir bread when dry.

um-Kumanca (Kumenca), n. 5. Friable lump or cake, as above.

Ex. lesi'inskwe sivomkumanca, this bread (Kafir, boiled of mealies) is uncooked in the centre, is merely a lump of dry friable meal.

i-nKumankenke (s. k.), n. = i-nKumunkumla; um-Kumenge; silly grinning person; the pudenda femina when exposed (used joculatorily). See kuma.

iil-Kumba (Khembha), n. (C.N.) = i-nKumba.

i-nKumba (Kumbha), n. Shell, as of any fish, snail, etc. Cp. u(lu)-Cimo [Gr. kumbos, hollow; Lat. concha, shell; Hi. kuri, small kind of shell; Ha. kurdi (pl. of wri), shells; Sw. kombe, molluse-shell; Ga. souko, sea-shell].

isi-Kumba (Khembha), n. Skin, generally; (hide (cp. um-Neilshajana); also (N.) = um-Beko, isi-Godo [Sw. sku, cover; Lat. cutis, skin; squama, scale; Hi. camarai, skin; Gr. humen, membrane; Ro. situmba, skin; Nyo. tiump, skin-mantle; Her. o-udumbua, woman's mantle; omu-korea, skin; Sw. gome, skin of fruit; Ga. diba, skin; Mal. kulit].

Kumbe (Kumbhe), adv. = mhluwumbe.

iil-Kumbe (Kumbhe), n. Expectation of some possible good (with dhla) (C.N.).

um-Kumbe (Khumbhe), n. 5. Small kind of reddish buck, living in forests.

Kumbela (Khumbhela), v. Be bowed, curved, bent out elliptically, as the legs of a bandy man, or the ends of an oval-shaped thing (used in perf.).

iil-Kumbi (Khumbhi), n. ImBubu grass strung together at one end so as to resemble a length of fringe, and so used for thatching huts.

i-nKumbi (Kumbhi), n. Locust = isi-Konyane.

um-Kumbi (Khumbhi), n. 5. Any long narrow trough-like thing, as a deep narrow meat-tray, pig-trough, etc. (= um-Kombe); hence, ship (cp. isi-Kebe); a completed circle, as formed by a lot of men standing or sitting in a ring (for a semi-circle, see u(lu)-Gomela) — used with shaya or aka [Gr. kumbos, hollow; Lat. concha, shell; Hi. kuri, shell; A.S. comb, hollow; Sw. kombe, to hollow; Ga. kufu, hollow].

u(lu)-Kumbi (Khumbhi), n. Water-edge, as of river or sea = u(lu)-Gu, u(lu)-Sebe [Ga. mumubili, river-bank; Her. omu-kuro].

isi-Kumbu (Khumbu), n. Any low hollow between hills, whether dry or marshy (C.N.). Cp. isi-Kumuzi.

um-Kumbu (Khumbhu), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Kumbi.

Kumbula (Khumbhulo), v. Remember; recollect; call to mind, in any sense [Sw. kumbuka, remember; Her. kumbura, believe; Ga. dukirma, remember].

Ex. nyanzukukumbula ukuti kanti ng'aye
orange is very tasty, then I thought (or called into my mind) how it was he, who had helped me.

sengiyamkumbula ubaba, I am now filled with thoughts (remembrances) of my father, as when home-sick.

tso'angikumende, labo ayingaseko, you will come to think of me, when I am no more.

um-Kumbulo (Khumbhudo), n. 5. Memorial, as a heap of stones (C.N.).

Kumbuzo (Khumhuzu), v. Cause to remember i.e. remind a person of anything (doub. acc. or with ngu of object).

Phr. angikumunsa amaliba, you remind me of graves i.e. dead bodies — said to check one talking about those who are dead.

isi-Kumbuzi (Khumhuzi), n. Deep basin-like valley, surrounded by elevated land, and consequently generally hot and sultry (= isi-Hopoca, isi-Kopoca, isi-Gisi); also = i-nGoni.

isi-Kumbuziso (Khumhuzizo), n. Thing to cause remembrance, memorial, reminding-token.

i-nKume (s.k.), n. Centipede, of which there are several varieties.

P. ayakulwetse ukani okwenkume, he will be gathering a fire-log with a centipede in it — said to check one from irritating a bad-tempered man whom he had better leave alone.

um-Kume (s.k.), n. 5. Person (male or female) barren, not giving birth, from impotency (cp. i-Nyumba); old rogue buffalo bull, generally going alone and very wild through having been driven off from the cows by the more powerful bulls (cp. isi-Gwa) also = um-Gume.

um-Kumenge (Khumenge), n. 5. = i-nKumankedama; certain slaty stone or shale (cp. ulu-Kete; um-Kumamphofu).

um-Kumiso (Khumiso), n. 5. Roots, bark, etc., mixed with powdered waxbills (see idli-Niyane), etc., and administered to cattle, goats, etc., as a tonic or condition-powder = um-Tusi; Cf. um-Lawe.

Kumu, ukuti (Khunu, ukuthi), v. = kumuzo; kumuzeka.

um-Kumu (Khunu), n. 5. = um-Kono.

Kumuka (Khunnuka), v. Get taken off, come off (gen. of itself), as the rope from round a bullock's horns, or a string that slips off a bundle; get taken out or from, come out or from (gen. of itself), as an ox from its yoke, a nail from a wall, a tooth falling from the gum, or men getting released from work. See kumula.

Ex. bota bakumule nin? when will they get let free from work?

us'ekumukile amaseyiso, he has already shed his teeth (from age, etc.).

Kumula (Khumula), v. Take off anything that enwraps or binds a thing, e.g. the rope (acc.) round a bullock’s horns, the string that binds a parcel, or the clothes that enwrap one’s body; take out or from, as a thing (acc.) so bound up or enwrapped, as the bullock from its bindings, a nail from a wall, or a person's tooth (see kipa); take out i.e. gather, as ground-nuts (acc.), i-Dhlubu, etc.; wean, as a child (= lumula) [Her. kuthela, loafen; Sw. mweu, loshen].

Ex. ikumule-pi inqula? where is the wagon out-spanned?

bamkumula isingubu, they stripped him of his clothes.

um-Kumuladolo (Khumuladolo), n. 5. Weighty affair, important case (lit. one that loosens the knees) (C.N.).

i-nKumunkumu (s.k.), n. Thing of a dry, crumbling nature, easily breakable or crumbling up into small particles, as a lump of dry porridge, biscuit, dry pudding, dry soap or suet, the body of a clay pot after the outside polish has gone off, or some kinds of soft stone or shale = i-nKumunkuku, i-nKumankedama, um-Kumenge; cp. kuma; kumusa.

Kumusha (Khumusha), v. Interpret (C.N. fr. Xo).

Ku'muva, or Ku'mveni (s.k.), adv. It is (or was) afterwards.

Kumuzo (Khunza), v. Break or break up (trans.) into small particles (not into a mash or fine powder — see tsubwa), as anything (acc.) of a dry, crumbling or easily chippable nature, e.g. a biscuit, dry clay, hard wax-candle or suet, or shaly stone = ukuti kuma; cp. kuma; ukuti tsho; i-nKumankedama.

Kumuzeka (Khunzeka), v. Get so crumbled or broken up, as above; be of a dry, crumbling, easily chippable nature, readily breaking up into small particles — see kumusa.

Ex. isisekela lami selakumuzeka, my sickle has already got the teeth crumbled (i.e. worn or broken) off.

Kuna (Khuno), v. Be in a bad temper (at heart), in a bad humour, be in a cross surly mood (used in perf.) = kwanza, kula; cp. ulu-Kutu.

Kuna (s.k. — from ku with na), conj. Than. Between, (only in the sense of comparing things).

Ex. knhle okunciko kunkwami, yours is better than mine.
anguin'ikukuta kunawe naye, I am not going to make a choice between you and him.

i-nKuna (s.k.), n. Old thatch, such as is removed from an old hut; old dirt thickly covering the body of a boy who doesn't wash (cp. i-nGwepu).

isi-Kuna (Khuna), n. Amasi-gourd when filthy with um-Kuna, as is frequently used that for an infant; the amasi contained in such a vessel; a beer-pot similarly filthy with dried beer about the sides; (C.N.) = um-Qungo.

um-Kuna (Khuna), n. 5. Filth of old amasi thick on the sides of an uncleaned milk-gourd. Cp. i-nKuna.

Künca, ukuti (Khünca, ukuthi), v. = kunca.

Kunca (Khünca), v. = kuca.

i-nKundhla (s.k.), n. Any permanent isi-Kundhla q.v. that is, one which, by long use, has become fixed or appropriated to its purpose (whereas a simple isi-Kundhla might be one casually or momentarily made, being merely the place or thing itself).

isi-Kundhla (Khundhla), n. Place, as appropriated by any particular person or animal or for any particular purpose, as for sitting or resting on outside the kraal or within a hut; or for dancing upon; or for dwelling upon, as the lair of a wild-beast, or the nest of a sitting hen; or for employing oneself in, as an official employment or berth (= isi-Geamu; cp. i-n-Kundhla. See isi-Dikwe); plur. ili-nKundhla, blood which passes from a woman after childbirth.

isi-Kundhlanwa (Khundhlwanwa), n. A child up to about eight or nine years of age — used by elders of any young person, of either sex, up to the time of marriage.

Kunga (Khunga), v. Tie hangingly on by a long string or rope, tie up or tether, as a horse to a tree (loc. after elu form), a pig by the leg when driving it, a bullock to the yoke during night, or any article or bundle when suspending it by a string from the roof (cp. bopa); hang on to, hold or stick fast to, as a boy to the rein (acc., or ku with elu form) when the bullock is running away, or a hunter following close after a pursued buck (acc.), or a person keeping fast to a friend (acc.) when travelling in an unknown locality (cp. jinga; konlsa); 'tie up' a child (acc.) i.e. make fast its ties of relationship by making it a present of a goat, beads, etc., on the occasion of its first visit in life, as would a man or woman to his or her grandchild, nephew or niece, or as a father or elder brother would to a child or sister (acc.) who had become an um-Nyoma, upon her first visit after initiation.

Ex. isi-yiphu sikungwe (or sitive kunye or sikungwe) emshayeni, the gourd is tied hanging to the rafter.

isi-kwamukhile eximponwele, nge-kwamukhile emandla, I have tethered the cow by the horns to a tree.

uloku engikumile (or engyile kunye, or ekumile kini), he is always after me (with some purpose or other).

nyaloku ngikunge (or ngikumile) ena-nyeni, I kept holding fast, hanging on to the rope.

Kunga (s.k.) = kungati.

Kungaba (s.k.). It may be; sometimes equivalent to 'perhaps'.

Kungaloku (Kungalokho) = kungati.

Kungata (Khungatho), v. Make abashed, confused with shame, as might one's shyness (isi-iTloni) or his shameful action; make perplexed, make be at a loss as to what to do, as any serious dilemma.

Kungateka (Khungatheka), v. Get made abashed, i.e. be abashed or confused with shame; get made perplexed i.e. be perplexed or at a loss as to what to do, as above (used in perf.).

Kungati (Khungathi). It would seem, it seems; it is as if; it looks like, it is apparently (with simple noun); sometimes equivalent to 'about' = sengati.

Ex. kungati inqula, it appears to be a wagon.

kungati amakuta umabili, say (or, apparently about), two hundred.

Kunge (s.k.). It not being; often equivalent to 'not'.

Ex. kunge yena yela, not he alone.

Künge, ukuti (Khünge, ukuthi), v. = kunga.

isi-Kungo (Khungo), n. Favourite spot or haunt, as of a wild-beast, or of a woman where she habitually goes to gather firewood; any certain spot, cover, or form inhabited by game and which is surrounded and beaten out by a hunting-party.

i-nKungu (s.k.), n. Mist (of the heavy, rainy kind), as common in elevated localities and in rainy weather (not the stationary morning-mists of the swamps = um-Lalamvubu; nor the light morning travelling mist = i-nKwezane) = isi-Alute [Sw. kungu, mist; Her. ombudu].

ulu-Kungwane (Khungwane), n. (C.N.) = i(l)ilo-Hlwabusi.
isi-Kuni (Khuni), n. Partially burnt or still burning firebrand, such as one uses for conveying fire from one hut to another.

P. isikuni sibanye nontweleni, the lighted firebrand has returned with the one tending the fire — said of one who while attempting wrong, has been injured himself; the biter has been bitten; he burnt his own fingers.

u(lu)-Kuni (Khuni), n. Any handable piece or lump of wood (whether a small stick, branch, or log) already dry and suitable for firewood; plur. ili-nKuni (s.k.), firewood (generally) [Skr. guru, hard; Sw. gunu, hard; kuni, firewood; Ga. nku, firewood; Her. oru-kune, log of firewood; Nyanye. n-hut, firewood].

Ex. sevaba luku for sevaba lukuningomide, he has now become dried up like a piece of firewood i.e. merely skin and bones.

P. kuni hweza punolwa, the fire-log begat ashes = he brought forth a good-for-nothing thing i.e. a worthless child.

Kunini (s.k.), adv. It is when? how long is it since?; also used to express surprise at shortness, or length, of time; hence, sometimes equivalent to 'how soon!' or 'it is ever so long, all this while'.

Ex. kunini wafo? when was it arrived?

kunini uhezi lapu, ung'enz'i luto! all this time (or, it is ever so long) you have been sitting here doing nothing.

Kunjalo (s.k.), adv. So; in this way; so it is.

Ex. kunjalo sunshiga kom, so (or, so it was) we left him there.

Kunjalonjalo (s.k.), adv. And so it goes on; and so it just is.

Ex. kunjalonjalo, kunini u'nkuthlu, and so it goes on, he won't even eat food.

Kunjazo (s.k. - last syll. accentuated), adv. = kunjalo.

isi or ubu-Kunku (Khunku — gen. in plur.), n. Very short tooth, whether naturally so grown or as stumps with the top broken off = isi-Kuba; cp. i-nGovolo [Her. e-kurnuyu, stump of tooth].

Kunkula (Khunkula), v. = takata.

um-Kunkuli (Khunkuli), n. = um-Takati.

i(l)l-Kunkulo (Khunkulo), n. Rheumatic swelling of the joints, supposed to be caused by an um-Takati.

N.B. For the cure of this and similar diseases, certain herbs are mixed into a big pot of boiling water. This latter is then placed close before the patient, who, in a sitting position, is covered all over, together with the steaming pot, with a skin or woollen blanket, so that a profuse perspiration is produced. After a time he emerges from this steam-bath and is sprinkled on the bare body with other boiling water mixed with the medicinal decoction in the original pot. This process is presumably to cause violent stimulation or shock to the muscular system. The patient is finally bathed in cold water, and is said to emerge from the operation much relieved. This crude method of curing rheumatism is another example of how curiously near the Native doctors have got to a rational treatment of disease.

i-nKunkuma (s.k.), n. — see i-Nkunkuma.

i-nKunkuman (s.k.), n. — see i-Nkunkuma.

i-nKunkununu (s.k.), n. = i-nGungununu.

Kunkuteka (Khunkuteka), v. Laugh from the throat, with the mouth closed. Cp. hleka.

Kunta (Khunta), v. = kuta.

isi-Kunta (Khunta), n. = isi-Kuta.

Kuntanisa (Khuntanisa), v. = kutanisa.

Kuntelana (Khuntelana), v. = kuletana.

Kuntsa, ukuti (Khuntsa, ukuthi), v. = kuntsa.

Kuntsa (Khuntsa), v. Waddle, go with a waddling gait, as a duck or a stout female = ukuti kuntsa; kuntsaza; bada-zela.

Kuntsaza (Khuntsaza), v. = kuntsa.

isi-Kuntsela (Khuntsela), n. Waddling person or thing, as a duck.

Kunula (Khunula), v. = gonula.

Kununda (Khununda), v. = kononda.

i-nKununkunu (s.k.), n. = i-nKununu.

i(l)-Kununu (Khununu), n. Kind of grass, whose seeds are eaten in time of famine.

i-nKununu (s.k.), n. Slimy dirt or filth, as collects round unwashed teeth, or upon river-stones in stagnant water.

i-nKununu (Khununu), n. = i-nGungununu.

i-nKununundu (Khunununudu), n. Shortish person with a big muscular coarse-looking body.

i(l)-Kunzana (Khunzana), n. Petty chief, or headman with a few people under him (seldom used, and only in jocular sense).

i-nKunzana (s.k.), n. Certain bush, bearing red flowers; small ground-weed (Emex spinosa), about old kraals and armed with very sharp thorns dangerous to Natives walking, and used medicinally for stomach complaints.
i-nKunzi (s. k.), n. Bull; hence, male animal, generally (not used of birds — see i-li)-Qude] (Skr. uksha, bull; Hinz. konzo; Her. o-n'itezu; Kamb. nzao; = cp. Z. i-nkosi, chief; Bo. m-gosi, bull; Gal. m-gosia; Sum. Suk. n-gosia; Ha. sa, bull).

Ex. iinKunzi yekashi (or ihashi leKunzi), a stallion.

Phr. libalele elenKunzi, it is hot with a bull of sun, i.e. a powerful sun.

nginje njie, 'mutaneni; nj'ioni inKunzi, I am just thus, child of ours, I was spoilt by the bull (i.e. in birth).

Kupa (Khupha), v. = kipa (was formerly more common than now).

isi-Kupa (Khupha), n. Food of a beany kind, as i-nDhlubu, peas, etc., cooked and mixed with mealie or mabele dough and eaten as a thick dry mass (cp. isi-Puputo); bees-bread i.e. pollen mixed with honey in the cells of young bees (= isi-Kupashe, isi-Kupati; cp. um-Ovu); yolk, of an egg.

isi-Kupankobe (Khuphankobe), n. Certain bush, bearing black edible berries (= isi-Kupashane, isi-Kupati).

isi-Kupashane (Khuphashane), n. Certain marsh-plant, bearing a red-flower (= isi-Putumane); certain bush, bearing black edible berries (= isi-Kupankobe, isi-Kupati).

isi-Kupashe (Khuphashe), n. Bees-bread (= isi-Kupa); certain bush (= isi-Kupankobe); (N) lobster, cray-fish.

isi-Kupati (Khuphathi), n. Certain bush (= isi-Kupankobe); bees-bread (= isi-Kupa); (N) lobster, cray-fish (= isi-Kupashe).

isi-Kupazana (Khuphazana), n. Silly little fellow; bees-bread (= isi-Kupata).

um-Kupe (Khuphe — no plur.), n. 5. Fowl live [Sw. kupe, lice].

Kupe kupe, ukuti (Khuphe khuphe, uku-thi), v. = kupeza.

ubu-Kupekupe (Khuphekuphe), n. Bustling energetic activity, as of people working at anything sharply, or a woman scolding about right and left; ardent, irrepressible desire.

Kupela (Kuphela), adv. Only; alone; used to express 'besides, except' = ukupela. See pela.

Ex. kuhle avume ukuhambwa, kupela, he should consent to go, that and nothing more. angina'mfana, kupela lo, I have no boy, only this one.

bakamb ebonke, kupela umusi, let them all go, except Musi.

nyama'umina, kupela uma kusho ngise, I can consent, only if his father says so.

e! kupela njalo-ke, 'mfundisi, yes! that's just all it is; that's just how it is, that's all, 'mfundisi.

ngafuka ngakuluma konala-loko, kskakupela, I got and spoke just that, that was all.

Kupeza or Kupekupeza (Khupheza), v. Kick or throw up dust or earth (acc.), as a fowl in its sand-bath or a person sweeping with an upward motion of the broom (cp. nguza); 'kick up a dust' (metaph.) i.e. be energetically active or busy at work, or scolding about right and left, as an angry master when servants have done wrong; 'kick off' in no time, as a piece of work, or a pot of beer (acc.); scraping throw corn (acc.) with both hands into a basket, etc., held slantingly before the heap.

Ex. umhlabati ungikupenze eswenti (or more commonly ungikuzezeleni umhlabati eswenti), a bit of dust has thrown for me in the eye (or, I have been thrown up for by a bit of dust in the eye) — this is said when the actual particle is still prickingly felt.

sebebeKupekupeze babuti du, they have already whisked it (the udshela) off entirely.

(iil)-Kupu (Khuphu), n. Eczema of the scalp, caused by the irritation of Native shaving = (iil)-Kuku; cp. um-Ne.

Kupuka (Khuphuka), v. Go up, ascend, as a person up a hill (with ku or loc.); mount up, as the sun in the heavens, a bird in the air, or a child growing; (M) get on, make progress in position or wealth = enyuka.

Phr. kasayikuwa, us'ekupukile, he will no longer die, he has already come up (i.e. ceased to go down to the grave) = he has rallied back, after a crisis.

umfasa us'ekupukile ephakathi, the wife has already come up out of the water (or impregnation i.e. has conceived, as appearing from physical evidence).

Kupula (Khuphula), v. Make a person or thing (acc.) go up or ascend; hence, bring, send, or take up, as up to an elevated position, hill, etc.; bring up clouds or mist (acc.), as the weather (i-zulu).

i-nKupulana (Khupulana), n. Certain herb, used as an emetic.

Kupuluka (Khupuluka), v. Get brought or drawn up out of, as below; get brought to light or discovered; get picked out or selected; get raised or lifted up.

Kupulula (Khupulula), v. Bring or draw up out of, raise or lift up out of, as grain (acc.) from a pit, a goat from a hole, or an article from the bottom of a box; take out largely, exessively, as a child digging his spoon deeply into
the porridge; bring to light, discover, as anything (acc.) that has been lost or got hidden; pick out, select, as one article (acc.) among many (= engula); lift up, raise up, as the edge of a mat or stone (acc.) to see what is beneath = kupulula, ukuti kupulula, qubukula, vubukula.

Kúpululu, ukuti (Khúphulu, ukuthi), v. = kupulula.

Kupuluza (Khupuluzwa), v. = kupulula.

Kuqala (s. k.), adv. First; to begin with, first of all; formerly; long ago; in former times. See qala.

Kuquluzi (Khquluzwa), v. Finish clean off, clear off, as food (acc.) in a dish, goods in a store, or meals in a field = ukuti kuquluzi.

Kúquluzi, ukuti (Khúquluzi, ukuthi), v. = kuquluzi.

Kurra (Khura), v. Finish off, make an end of, as an umtakati of people, cattle of meals, etc. = kurraza.

Kúra, ukuti (Khúra, ukuthi), v. = kurra.

Kurraza (Khurraza), v. = kurra.

Kusasa (s. k.), adv. In the morning (i.e. till about breakfast time — see i-Mini); this morning; to-morrow morning; to-morrow (generally). See sa; ekuseni; u(lu)-Viri; ukuti mi; u(lu)-Kwiku.

Kúshusha, ukuti (Khúshusha, ukuthi), v. Rise from sleep very quickly or very early (i.e. whether very early in the morning, or very quickly when called at any time) = ukuti kwapu; ep. ukuti kwe.

Ex. ngalandle akuti kushusha kusasa, I want to rise very early to-morrow morning = ngalandle akuti kwe.

Kúsho kúsho, ukuti (Khúsho khúsho, ukuthi), v. = kushuza.

Kushuzi (Khusuza), v. Shuffle, move restlessly about, as one asleep or with the feet (with nga).

isi-Kushwa (Khushwa), n. One expelled from home, or rejected by the girls (lit. one cast out).

Kusihwa (s. k.), adv. In the evening (i.e. from after sundown to Native bed-time, about nine o'clock); last evening; this evening. See liku; pezolo.

Ex. singena kusihwa, sipume kusihwa, we enter (the evening school) when it’s just getting dusk and come out in the evening (i.e. when the early darkness has fairly set in).

i(lil)-Kusu (Khuwa), n. = i(lil)-Tebe.

um-Kusu (Khwe), n. 5. Cooked meat put by for eating cold; a stupid or silly person (= isi-Tuta).

Kuta (Khutha), v. Become mouldy or mildewed, as grain, boots, etc., in a damp place (used in perf.); be in a bad humour, in a cross, morose mood (= kuva, used in perf.) = kunta [Sw. uku-ungu, mould].

isi-Kuta (Khuthia), n. Mouldiness, mildew.

Kutakuta (Khuthakhutha), v. Do anything (acc.) in a lonely manner or solitary place, as when sitting or eating by oneself, hoeing a field or brewing beer (acc.) all alone, or attacking a person (acc.) while in solitude.

Ex. ukutakuta-i lapu endhlwini? what are you doing all alone here in the hut? yakutakutwa umfana endle, she was taken or fallen upon by a boy while all alone on the veld.

Kutakuteka (Khuthakhutheka), v. Get taken, made to do, etc., all alone, in loneliness, etc.

Kuta (Khuthala), v. Be diligent, industrious, assiduous, at any work or occupation (used in perf.); become stiff, firm, as the wind of a calabash when becoming a ‘shell’, or as the face of a person that has lost the softness of youth and become hard from age (used in perf.) [Her. e-pupa, industriousness].

Ex. ukutele lo’mfana umsebenzini wake (or ukutadile umsebenzi wake), this boy is diligent, assiduous, at his work.

isi-Kutali (Khuthati), n. Diligent person, one habitually industrious. Cp. isi-Pepa.

Kutangi (Khuthangi), adv. Day before yesterday (see i-Zolo); kutangi kwakutangi, three days ago. Cp. ngomhlomukwe.

Kutanisa (Khuthanisa), v. = futanisa.

Kutazala or Kutazela (Khuthazela), v. Do with firm determination, unflagging perseverance, thorough earnestness, etc., as when doing something unpleasant but necessary, or when continuing patiently under difficulty (used in perf.) = qinisele; cp. pikelela.

Ex. sakutazela, saza saze, we went on with determined resolution (even though quite exhausted), till at last we got there.

Kutelana (Khuthelana), v. = futelana.

Kutu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.; s. t.), v. Be still, without a breath, as the air, or people sitting quiet as nice; be without a breath of air, close, sultry, as in a full room, or outside on a sultry day. See isi-Kutu.

i(lil)-Kutu (Khuthu), n. (C.N.) = um-Kusu.

i(lil) or u(lu)-Kutu (Khuthu), n. Bad humour, bad-tempered mood, state of mo-
roinessess, as of a person temporarily put out, or of one by nature bad humoured = u(lu)-Nkwaunu; cp. u(lu)-Fudu; u(lu)-Gaba; kuta.

Ex. unokutu wambha, kwe-bilikile, he is out of humour to-day, he is not in comfortable spirits.

isi-Kutu (s. k.; s. t.), n. Closeness of atmosphere, without a breath of air; as in a full room at night; sultriness, oppressiveness of atmosphere without, as on a hot, muggy day (= isi-Kudwanezi).

Kutula (Khuthula), v. Get, obtain, ear or win largely and easily, i.e. in unusual quantity or something of unusual value, as money (acc.) by one's work, corn from one's field, a new hut to live in, etc. = titiliza, kutula; cp. mpunya.

Kutuluza (Khuthuluza), v. = kutula.

Kutumala (Khuthumala), v. (C.N.) = fu-dumala.

ama-Kutuza (Khuthuza; no sing.), n. Rotten mealies, etc., from the very bottom of the pit or adhering to the sides and of no use. Cp. u(lu)-Pela.

isi-Kutwane (s. k.; s. t.), n. Variety of pumpkin having a mottled green and white rind and very much liked. Cp. (i(i)-Hobosha.

i(li)-Kuwo (Khuwo), n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Kiwane.

um-Kuwo (Khuwo), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Kiwane.

isi or um-Kuwuboya (Khwuboya), n. 5. (C.N.) = isi-Kukuboya.

Kuxu, ukuti (Kuxu, ukuthi), v. = kuxula; kuxiza.

Kuxula (Kuxula), v. Pour or tilt out dishwise, i.e. not by taking out by hand or ladle, but by tilting up the vessel so that the contents run out bodily, as porridge (acc.) from a pot, or mealies from a basket = ukuti kuxu.

isi-Kuxungu (Kuxungu), n. Big lump or mass of anything, as a large lump of meat (= isi-Boma), or a great swelling as of the knees, neck-glands, etc.; (C.N.) pain or uneasiness in the stomach from indigestion.

Kuxuza (Kuxuza), v. = xukuza.

Kuyilapo (Kuyilapho), adv. Then it was; it was then when.

Ex. kuyilapo sigai’ukubomo, it was then that we began to see (or understand).

Kuyiö, Kuyiloku (Kuyilokhu), etc. = yilo.

Kuza (Khuza), v. Express surprise (in a disapproving, disbelieving sense); hence, give vent to one's astonishment at the action (acc.) or speech of a person e.g. by exclaiming hawu! (cp. babaza); express one's disapproving astonishment to such a person (acc.) concerning his speech or action; hence, reprove, chide, correct, check, as a child (acc.) doing wrong, or a person talking falsely (cp. lelisa); express sentiments of pained surprise at the death of a person (acc.), as one does when paying a visit of condolence to his relatives after the decease; cry out loudly and suddenly at anything, as though something had gone wrong, as when a bull breaks out bellowing (= kong'ya) upon seeing another, or a cow crying vigorously for its young calf (= kalima), or a dog setting off barking (= konkota) at a passer-by; shout about loudly at, giving directions, calling to order, etc., as a captain at his troop (acc.) or an overseer to his gang; puff, as a puff-adder; do surprisingly — hence, be astonishingly or unusually hot, as the sun; make up an unusual number of anything (acc.) or in an unusual time; give a person (acc.) an unusual quantity, etc., of anything (with nga).

Ex. ukusa-ni? what do you express astonishment at, what are you saying hawu? at?

bokuz’umhlola, they expressed their utter astonishment (at something wrong that had been done).

likuxile wambha ilanga, it has been unusually hot to-day.

kade siye 'kukwa u.Maduna, we have just been to express our surprise for Maduna (i.e. about his death) — the Native equivalent to expressing one's condolence with his relatives.

uyikuzo ngeshumi, he has done her (his sweetheart) an astonishing thing with (a whole) ten (i.e. has paid up the number at once).

umluungu umholele, imali yakwza amashumi amobilili, the whiteman has paid him, the money making up the surprising sum of twenty shillings.

uku-u-kusa, to check oneself, hold oneself in check or restraint, as from talking excitedly or drinking excessively.

Phr. umushindo wakwza imbhu, the noise made the roof shake.

isi-Kuza (Khuzu), n. Menial of the chief engaged to herd the cattle, guard the fields from birds, etc.; sometimes applied to any menial or dependant living in a wealthy man's kraal.

um-Kuze (Khize), n. 5. One of a certain regiment formed by Mpano after the is-Angqu in order to supplement the i'n'Dabaka'wombe. See amu-Pela.
Kúzu, ukuti (Khúzu, ukuthi), v. — kuzuka; kuzu; ukuti guzu.
Kuzuka (Khuzuka), v. = gqzuka; (C.N.) get enlarged, as the belly (= kuhluka, kmuka).
Kuzukwana (s. k.), adv. (C.N.) = mzkumza-
n.
Kuzula (Khuzula), v. = gzula; (C.N.) make large; produce so as to be large, as pumpkins.
i-nKúzunkuzu (s. k.), n. Any crisp, crumbling thing, easily broken up or disintegrated, as a piece of biscuit or soft sandy stone = i-nKumunkuma; cp. i-mPoomgoma; kuzuka.
i-nKuzuwa (s. k.), n. Certain strong-smelling shrub, growing by rivers and used as amaka = um-Kuzeka.

um-Kuzuwa (Khuzuwa), n. 5. = i-nKzuka.

Kwa (s. k.), prep. At, from, etc., a certain person’s kraal, tribe, or country = ka.
Ex. kwa'Mkonto, Mkonto’s kraal, at Mkonto’s kraal. kwa’Zulu, in Zulu’s country, Zululand; sometimes used to express, ‘the old days’ (= kusekwa’Zulu) when the land still belonged to the Zulus and the whiteman had not yet come.

endhlini kwa’Magidi (or endhlini yakwa’Magidi), in, to, or from Magidi’s hut — where Magidi may be either the kraal-owner, or a particular one of his wives.
kwe’Magidi (or k’oMagidi), at, to or from Magidi’s — in this case the thought refers to the people or inhabitants of the kraal collectively.

(i)l-Kwa (Khwea), n. = u(lu)-Sendu.
Ex. kaseko enakwem — see u(lu)-Sendu.

isi-Kwa (Khwea), n. Certain veldt-plant with a red, umbellate flower and used as imitimini.

umu-Kwa (Kkwea), n. 5. Native knife shaped like a broad assegai-blade and used by women for domestic purposes (= isi-Gree, um-Hebe); something still remaining to be done in an unfinished thing, as a certain point of a shield still to be cut even, a word still to be expressed, or left out in one’s evidence, or a light disparity existing between two things very nearly equal or alike (cp. isi-Gree); sometimes applied to an ‘unfinished’, imperfectly reported piece of news, a rumour (gen. in diminutive um-Kwana, um-Kwanyana); bearing-down pains of child-birth (= um-Siko).
Ex. usheje umakwa lapa, you have left a bit unfinished here.

Kwa’Ba (Kwaba) — last syll. accented), n. In the flat, broadly open land, where everything is plainly visible for a long distance, as on a great plain. See ukuti ba.

(iii)-Kwababa (Khwababa), n. Amasi of a strange kraal i.e. one in which a person does not eat, according to Native custom — the word expresses contempt for such amasi.

Ex. ungangibonileli ngkwababa lokini, don’t get belch out at me with the stinking-amasi of (your) strange kraals.
N.B. According to Native custom, a person may eat amasi only in any kraal of his father’s clan, of his mother’s (fonceamzalo), of his father’s mother’s, and of his mother’s mother’s; also, if a female, in the kraal into which she marries; all other amasi is i-kwababa and is abstained from.

u(lu)-Kwabalate (Khwabalathe), n. = u(lu)-Pekepa.

Kwabo (s. k.), n. His or their hut; in, to or from his or their hut (i.e. the one belonging to his or their mother). Cp. kwake.

Kwáca, ukuti (Khwa’ca, ukuthi), v. = kwaca.

Kwaca (Khwa’ca), v. = kwca.

Kwa’Dedangandhale (s. k.), n. — see u-Dedangandhale.

Kwahla (Khwaha), v. Tuck in under, as a Coolie the loin-cloth (ace.) between the legs (= kwaza, kwintsha, kwica); ‘slush’ in i.e. eat, any soft pappy food (ace.), as amasi, squash, porridge, etc. (= twa-

la).

um-Kwahla (Khwaha), n. 5. Woman’s kilt or man’s after-cover when dry and stiff, making the harsh rustling sound kwa-

ha; (C.N.) pl. ini-Kwahla, skin-covering of an um-Satu.

Kwáhlá, kwála, ukuti (Khwáha, kwáhlia, ukuthi), v. = kw hacking; ukuti twa.

Kwahlaza (Khwahlaza), v. Make a harsh rustle or flapping noise, as a woman’s kilt or a man’s after-cover when dry and stiff = twahlaza.

Kwahezela (Khewhezelza), v. Go along making such a noise as above = twa-

hezelza.

Kwake (Khake), n. His or her hut; in, to, or from his or her hut. Cp. kwa-

bo.
Kwa'Umbali (Kwamalala), n. = (i-li)-Jaha.

isi-Kwambici (Kwambhici), n. = i-Nkinge.

Kwa'Mamengalalwa (s. k.), n. There whey one shouts 'oh! mother! I am lost!' — i.e. far far away = uma-Jugunjyini.

Kwami (s. k.), n. My hut; in, to, or from my hut. See kwa'ke.

Kwangaloku (Kwangalokhu) = kwangi.

Kwangati (Kwangathi), past tense of kwangi q. v.

i(li)-Kwangi (Khwaangi), n. Young steer (C. N. fr. Xo.).

um-Kwângu (Khwanungu), n. 5. Certain forest tree, whose pungent bark is used as snuff for headache, as an anti-i-nBu-lelo, and as a remedy for lung-sickness in cattle.

i(li)-Kwângukwângu (Khwângukhwângu; sometimes in plur.), n. Gandy, attractive thing, as finery in dress = (i-li)-Kwe-ngukwe'Neillu, ama-Kwa'zikwazi, ama-Kwâzizwâzi.

i-nKwângwa or Kwângwana (s. k.), n. Small supply of food, such as one may have in time of famine.

ubu-nKwângwa (s. k.), n. Smallness or scarcity of food in time of famine.

Ex. sihlo ubunkwângwa, we are on small rations.

i(li)-Kwani (Khwani — no plur.), n. Kind of bulrush, used for thatching and mat-making (cp. i-li-Buma); one of the last regiment of girls formed by Dingane, and next before the i-nKhelelu.

um-Kwâni (Khwanini), n. 5. Leaf of the mealie, mabele, or mfe plant. Cp. (i-li)-Skasti; (i-li)-Skobi.

Kwa'Ntlangasibi (s. k.), n. — see u-Ntlangasibi.

Kwan'Ntlongasibi (s. k.), n. = kwâni.
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Cramp = Pit, Slap
Give has = may-be Armpit; Be

um-Kwanyo (Khwanyo), n. 5. = um-Kotozo.

Kwanya (Khwanya), v. = kotoza.

Kwanyo (Khwanyo), n. 5. = um-Kotozo.

Kwara (Kwapha), n. Armpit; place beneath the shoulder of a beast on either side; (gen. in plur.) supplies of any kind, as food, wares for sale, etc., put away for any particular purpose, not for present transaction or use (as below) [Sw. kwapa, armpit; Reg. kwara; Ga. nkwa-wa; Her. oku-apu; Bo. gwaha].

Ex. waisishayela anamkwa, he brought out for us of his private or reserved stock (may-be as a favour, the ordinary supply having been finished).

Phr. induna yamfaka ekwapeni, the headman put him under his arm i.e. took him under his protection.

yampakamisela ikwapa, he (the headman) raised up his arm (or armpit) for him, i.e. let him be seen, gave him up, betrayed his hiding-place (as to those who were in pursuit of him).

Kwapa, u (Kwapha), n. Pit, or part of an animal below the flank, between the inner hind-leg and the belly. Cp. i(l)-Kwapa.

Kwapu, ukuti (Khwaphu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti kushewu.

Kwasha, ukuti (Khwasha, ukuthi), v. = kwashaza.

Kwashaza (Khwashaza), v. Make a rustling noise, as a person stirring on the floor, going through the grass, or a piece of paper blowing about = hashaza.

Kwata, ukuti (Khwatha, ukuthi), v. Say a word, open the mouth (gen. in neg. = ukuti nku.

Ex. babonanga eti kwata, he didn’t say a word.

Kwata (s.k.; s.t.), v. Be put out, out of temper, angry (used in perf.).

i(l)-Kwata (Khwatha), n. = i(l)-Cebo (this word was generally used in Zululand by men and women during Cetshwayo's reign in order to bnoni the king's name; it has already fallen into disuse).

Kwatalala, ukuti (Khwathalala, ukuthi), v. Be hushed or stillled, as when the wind, noise, or pain ceases for a time; lie spread out broadly, in a great sheet-like mass, as a large field, or a great flock of sheep on a hillside. Cp. ukuti e-watalala.

Kwatalala (Khwathalala), v. = ukuti kwatalala.

u(lu)-Kwatalala (Khwathalala), n. Thing spread broadly out, a great sheet-like mass, as above.

Kwataza (Khwathazza), v. Search or seek for, look about for, as anything (acc.) one has need of = funa.

Kwatalu (Khwatalu), n. Oyster; cockle, or similar shell-fish (N.).

Kwaxa, ukuti (Khwaxa, ukuthi), v. = kwaxa.

Kwaxa or Kwaxela (Khwaxa), v. Tuck in or under, as a blanket (acc.) under the bed, one's legs beneath a horse's belly when riding, or the loin-cloth between the legs as a coolie (= kwahla, kwintsha, kwexela); raise or jerk a carried infant (acc.) higher up on the back.

um-Kwaxukwaxu (Khwaxukwaxu), n. 5. Long, hanging thing of a soft moist nature such as makes a 'slapping' noise when thrown about, as a woman's breast, cow's teat, long well-greased isi-dwaba or i-beshu = um-Twaxutwaxu.

Kwaxula (Khwaxula), v. = baxabula.

Kwaxuza (Khwaxuza), v. Slap about i.e. make a slapping noise, as above = twaxiza.

Kwaxuzela (Khwaxuzela), v. Go along with a 'slapping about' of the isi-dwaba, i-beshu, breasts, etc., as above = twaxuzela.

Kwayilo, Kwayiloku (Kwayilokhu), etc. Past tense of Yilo, Yiloku, etc.

isi-Kwayimbha (Khayimbha), n. = isi-Hwabadiya.

i-nKwazi (s.k.), n. White-headed Sea Eagle (Haliatus vocifer); also = i-nRwazo.

um-Kwazi (Kwazi; sometimes in plur.), n. 5. Red streak or streaks, red streakiness, as formed by the rays of a rising or setting sun, or as exhibited in the long horizontal layers of golden stratified clouds (not a simply reddened sky); redness or blood-shot appearance of an inflamed eye.
ama or imi-Kwázikwazi (Khwázikwazi —
no sing.), n. = (lii)-Kwangukwangu.

um-Kwe (Khwe), n. 1. Wife’s father (C.N. — such in Zululand being called um-Kwe-
kazi, or simply u-Baba) [Sw. Bo. mkwe,
father-in-law; Her. omu-kwe; Xo. um-
ke, brother-in-law].

(iii) or ubu-Kwe (Khwe), n. Wife’s father’s
kraal or people — used in loc. by married
man (with lamii or bami) and by his
brothers and sisters (with letu or betu) —
the wife or her sisters referring to the
husband’s kraal or people as owami or
umKwenyana = ubu-Landu [Sw. Bo.
mkwe, father-in-law; Her. omu-kwe].

Phr. kaseko emakweni — see u(lu)-Sendo.

Kwebeza (Khwebeza), v. Gather amabele (acc.)
for urgent present use and before it is
ripe, as during a time of scarcity; some-
times also used of mealies gathered under
the same circumstances. Cp. fula; uma.

i-nKwebane (s. k. — no plur.), n. Boy or
boys of any particular kraal or place,
between the ages of about five and
twelve, i.e. until old enough to become
an u(lu)-Dibi q.v. See um-Timbana.

Kwebeza (Khwebeza), v. Draw in the body,
draw it together, as a person when tick-
led or hurt, or when gathering it together
from cold.

(iii)-Kwebeza (Khwebeza), n. Any ticklish
spot on the body.

ubu-Kwebezanu (Khwebezanu), n. Small
shrub, bearing tiny edible berries; thing
of a light crimson-red colour.

Kwébu, ukuti (Khwébu, ukuthi), v. = kwé-
buka; kwébula.

isi-Kwébu (Khwébu), n. Ear, mostly of
mealies (cp. isi-Qwanga), less freq. of
amabu and the like; person or thing
all by itself or alone, as a man without
a wife, a wife without a child, or a vessel
placed alone [Reg. kiombera, maize-cob;
Chw. se-gwera].

Ex. ngasishiya lapa, sig’isikwebu, I left
it (my snuff-box) here, alone by itself
(not in among other things).

Kwébuka (Khwebuka), v. Rebound, spring
or fly back, as a bent branch or a
spring; go back on one’s word or
promise; strip off by tearing back, as
a mealie-cob (acc.) from the stalk, palm-
leaflets from the stem, etc.; take out or
from, ‘pluck’ out, as one person (acc.)
from among a company. Cp. pekuka;
gwabuka.

Kwébula (Khwebula), v. Let or make
rebound or fly back, as one might a
bent stick (acc.) or a spring; make a
person (acc.) go back on his word or
promise; strip off by tearing back, as
a mealie-cob (acc.) from the stalk, palm-
leaflets from the stem, etc.; take out or
from, ‘pluck’ out, as one person (acc.)
from among a company. Cp. pekula;
gwabula.

Kwéca (Khweeca), v. Draw; or bend in,
as a child the stomach (acc.) when
showing its hunger, or a person the
side when being tickled (cp. kwésha);
be bent or curved in, as a bow (used
in perf.); finish off an isi-Kweco or
what remains at the bottom of a pipe
or smoking-horn (acc.), a pot of beer,
dish of food, etc.

isi-Kwéce (Khwece), n. Thing drawn or
curved inwards — hence, person with a
very prominent chest (= isi-Gaga), a
curved bone face-scraper (= u(lu)-Bu-
ombo); what remains still to be cleared
off after the main portion has been
taken, as at the bottom of a pipe, a pot
of beer, or a dish of food (cp. isi-Koce).

isi-Kwehle (Khwehle), n. Natal Bush Par-
tridge (Francolinus Natalensis).

Kwehlela (Khwehlela), v. = kohlela.

Phr. sekuhlezi isikwehlela ku’Bani, the
expectoration already remains (stuck in
the throat) with So-and-so i.e. he is all
but dead, in his last agony. Cp. layela.

isi-Kwehlela (Khwehlela), n. = isi-Kohlela.

um-Kwekazi (Khwekazi), n. 1. One’s wife’s
mother, and sometimes applied also to
her father (see um-Kwe); hence, mother-
in-law, or father-in-law. Cp. u-Mame-
zala.

u(lu)-Kwekwe (Khwekwe), n. = u(lu)-Twayi.

Kwela (Khwelea), v. Climb, climb up, as
up a tree or hill (acc. or loc.); mount,
mount up upon, as man upon a horse
(with ku, loc., or pezi), or upon any
high place; mount i.e. get upon or
cover with the body, as one boy clamber-
ing upon another (with pezi or ku), a
dog leaping up at its master, or a per-
son trying to get the better of another
by talk or action; cover, as the animal
the female (acc. — cp. zeka; beba); per-
sistently be at a person (acc.) or at some
thing, be always at it (in a good or
bad sense); hence, harass, pester, con-
tinually annoy, as a person (acc.) by
always giving him the same disagreeable
food (with nga), constant irritating talk
or trickery, or as a bad tooth or other
pain its owner; or peg away at, work
away at, wrestle with, as any trouble-
some work (acc.) or study [Sw. kwea,
climb; Bo. Ya. kwela; Sen. kwire].
**KWE**

Ex. ngimnike indawo, eswele, ab'etanda ukukvela pen kwezi, I give him hospitality when in want, and now he wishes to dominate over me.

belingikhwele ixingo, my tooth was affecting me.

ngikvelisc isanda (isisu, etc.), I am being troubled by my head (stomach, etc.) i.e. I have a headache, am unwell in the stomach, etc.

dale sikwele xindonga lezi, it is ever so long we have been fighting with these road-cuttings.

w'ay'ekwene ehashini, he was mounted upon, i.e. was riding, a horse.

Phr. sakvela ngokwebele, we climbed (the hill) stepping it out, i.e. at a brisk pace or with full long steps.

wamzhe wamikhwele ngengal, he just turned upon me without any reason, quite unprovoked.

ikvela ngenababa yje yena, he persists from sheer obstinacy, goes on his own course through stubbornness, as a person who after being corrected, still continues in his erroneous course.

wanokvelisa vyemadzidzana ouke (or va-

müreu yonke imisala nemifudhulana), he raised him up on all the hillocks (or he carried him over all the rivers and streams) i.e. he raised him, or abused him, right and left, with every term of praise or abuse.

**Kwelana (Khwelana), v.** Have a tussle or wrestle with one another (actually or metaphor.).

Cp. ukuti ukankaana.

Ex. kusimne kukvelane umuindo, lopo beti bagakubana, it is just a striving together of noise (to see which will get above the other), when they start talking.

**i(li)-Kwelo (Khwele), n.** Shriil whistle, as made by a boy (holding the under-lip, etc.) when whistling for his dog, or to the cattle when milking (used with skya, hlabo, beta, hlohta) = i(li)-Kwelo; cp. um-Lozi.

N.B. When the boy whistles, he says viyo ve vo-el! (supposed to represent the sound he makes).

isi or ubu-Kwelo (Khwele), n. Jealousy between the wives in any kraal (mainly over their common husband); sometimes used generally for any jealousy of a similar kind, as of a selfish child who wants all the food for himself.

isi-Kwelekeke (Khwelekeke), n. Heavy drinker (not drunkard), or snuff-taker; also = isi-Gwadi. Cp. i-n'Tsei.

i-nKwelomba (Kwelomba), n. One of a certain band of isigodhlo girls of Cetshwayo formed by him after the ama-Tuntsi and said to have been taught the use of the gun. Cp. i(li)-Duka.

**Kweleza (Khweleza), v.** Be jealous with isi-Kwelo.

**i(li)-Kwelo (Khwele), n.** = i(li)-Kwelo.

**i-nKwelo (s.k.), n.** = i(li)-Kwelo; also water-beetle or dyticus (= i-mfundama-

kwelo); spirit of domineering contentiousness, always seeking to be at somebody.

Ex. nyamnela inkvelo, you are making or encouraging him to be contentious or domi-

neering with others.

Phr. isitiini saka zimbi, zifana nezi-

tuswi xenvelo, his tongues are two, like the shadows of the water-beetle—said of a ly-

ing, deceptive talker.

**isi-Kwelo (Khwele), n.** Cause or origin of any occurrence, dispute (= isi-Suswa); (also um-Kwelo) thing for climbing up by, hence, scaffolding erected round a hut when building, a ladder, stairs, steps, etc. See kwelo.

**i(li)-Kwembe (Khwembe), n.** A crookedness, poky bend, bandiness, as in a wattle-

stick, a man’s bandy-legs, etc.; hence applied adjectively (often in plur.) to such a stick, legs, etc. themselves. Cp. i(li)-Kwembeza.

**isi-Kwembe (Khwembe), n.** Large headed =Agilu or club, used for hunting small game; person with bandy legs or crooked-

arms (= isi-Gwembe); (N.) limpet or limpet-shell; (C.N. = also u(lu)-Kwe-

mbe) scab, in dogs, goats, etc. (= u-

Gwemele).

**u(lu)-Kwembe (Khwembe), n.** (C.N.) — see isi-Kwembe.

**i(li)-Kwembeza (Khwembhaza — mostly in plur.), n.** Bandy leg, crooked or bent arm = i(li)-Gwexe, i(li)-Gwenge, i(li)-Kwembe.

**isi-Kwembeza (Khwembhaza), n.** Person with bandy legs or crooked arms, as above; such leg or arm = isi-Gwembe, isi-Gwexe.

**Kwenca (Khwenca), v.** = kwencya.

**i(li)-Kwence (Khwence), n.** = i(li)-Gwence.

**Kwenceza (Khwenceza), v.** = gwenceza.

**i(l) or u(lu)-Kwenco (Khwenco), n.** = i(li)-Kwencyo.

**i-nKwenendema (s.k.), n.** Unsociable disposition showing itself in excessive re-

ticence or lack of communicativeness, as when one brother doesn’t acquaint another of his doings, etc.

**isi-Kwenetu (s.k.; s.I.), n.** Money loaned or borrowed; ngesi-Kwenetu, on credit

[D. skuld, debt].
Kwenqa (Khwengeza), v. Bind down thatch (ace) outside a Native hut (ace) by means of ama-Kwenye (ep. duza); (C.N.) be rascally (= rinsu).

isi-Kwengezi, n. Rascal (C.N.).

i(li)- or u(li)-Kwengeko (Khwengeko), n. short plant stick sharpened at each end and fixed like a bow into the thatch of a Native hut in order to hold it firm. See kwengwa.

i(li)-Kwengukwengu (Khwengekwenge), n. = i(li)-Kwengukwengu.

i-nKwenkwezi (s.k.), n. Certain conspicuous star (the ι of the constellation Argo) appearing in the south-east in the early mornings of July and preceding the appearance of the Pleiades (see isi-Limela).

i-nKwenjane (s.k.), n. (C.N.) = i-nKwenjane.

ama-Kwenqekwenke (Khwenqekwenke — no sing.), n. Turned-up eyes showing only the white of the ball below. See isi-Hlangu.

Kwenqeka (Khwengeza), v. Turn or roll the eyes (ace) upwards so as to show only the white of the ball below, as Native men often do when eating the head of a slaughtered ox — see above.

i-nKwenteleka (s.k.; s.t.), n. A labour-tout; Native or Natives (collect.) by such for anywork (N).

Kwéntu, ukuti (Khwéntu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti gwengu.

i(li)-Kwéntu (Khwéntu), n. One who goes back on his word or promise, or denies a statement previously made; member of a certain section of the i-nDhlu-yengwe regiment.

Kwenqentula (Khwenqentula), v. = gwengula.

i(li)-Kwenqentula (Khwenqentula), n. = i(li)-Kwenqentula.

um-Kwénya or Kwenyana (Khwenyana), n. 1. Term applied by any member of a wife's family (the father and mothers using wami, the others varita) to any member of her husband's family, though more exclusively to the husband himself; hence, son-in-law; brother or sister-in-law. Cp. um-Landu; u-Malokazana [Sw. ukwe, son-in-law].

isi-Kwepa (Khwepeha), n. Branch of any kind of palm (= um-Kwepa, isi-Bembe); plur. isii-Kwepa, power or strength, as to lift a heavy weight.

um-Kwepa (Khwepeha), n. 5. White meat on each side of the breast of a bird or fowl (with plur.); also = isi-Kwepa.

Kweshaba (Khweshaba), v. Draw or bend inward; be drawn or bent inwards, as a person bending his side when tickled, or to allow someone to pass, or a hut where the framework has got bulged inwards, or a square thing like a mat with one of its sides curving or tapering inwards (used in perf.) = ukuti kweshe; cp. kweza; i-nKweshe.

Ex. intombi ka'Bumi kweshe. So-and-so's daughter is drawn inward i.e. has no buttocks. Cp. shikita.

Kwéshé, ukuti (Khwéshe, ukuthi), v. = kweshe.

u-Kwéshe (Khwéshe), n. Front or palm of the hand (from being bent in at the middle); a handful, of anything = u-Weshé; cp. i-nWesheza; um-Nyaba.

i-nKwéshe (s.k.), n. Thing drawn or bent inward at the side, as a person with a foot bent or turned inwards, a square thing with one side slanting or curving inwards, a hut whose framework bulges inward out of the full circle, or one with small buttocks seemingly drawn in. See kwesha.

Kwéshé kwéshe, ukuti (Khwéshe khwéshe, ukuthi), v. = kweshewesheza.

Kweshewesheza (Khweshhekhesheza), v. Go sharply or lighty along, as with a smart, business-like step.

um-Kweta (Khwetha), n. 1. Circumcised person (see soka); also = n-Sebele.

Kwéte, ukuti (akuthi; s.k.; s.t.), v. = kwetza.

Kweteza (s.k.; s.t.), v. Talk away incessantly, chatter away, as a lot of girls talking, or one whose tongue in persistently on the rattle. Cp. ketza; gedeza; vekeza.

Kwétu (Khwétu), n. Our hut; in, to, or from our hut — see kwake.

i-nKwétu (Khwétu — no plur.), n. Any small scale, or peeling off of the outer skin; hence, dandriff (see i-nPuna); scurf, as on the face in cold weather; scale, of a fish, or of the human skin around sores; thin outside covering that peels off the bark of some trees; (C.N.) mussel (= i-mBazu) [Her. orikotyi, scales].

u(lu)-Kwétu (Khwétu), n. Layer of fat lying between the flesh of the ribs and the skin of a bullock (used with plur.).

Kwexa or Kwexela (Khwexa), v. = kwexela.

Kwéza (Khwéza), v. Preserve, keep safe or in good state, as a person his property (ace), body, money, etc.; keep, put carefully by [Sw. weka, keep].

Phr. inkungu iyakwexa, the mist is putting itself aside i.e. is dispersing = iyahamuka.
Choke

KWI

Turn small

Channel, turn  

Keep person  

Certain  

Rise  

Drive

Kwica (Kwicza), v. Keep up a fire  

(acc.) by supplying it with fuel, or a  

cooking-pot by keeping it supplied with  

fire.

Kwiczala (Kwiczela), v.  

i(li)-Kwezi (Kwicza), n. Venus (when  
appearing before sunrise), hence, morning-  

star (ep. isi-Celankobe); also = i(li)-  

Gwintsä [Tu. ukwedzi, moon; Nyamb.  

ukwezi; Ru. kwesi].

ama-Kwazikwezi (Kwazikwezi), n. = i(li)-  

Kwangukwangu.

Kwâ, ukuti (Kwâ, ukuthi), v. Stand up still  

and straight, as a soldier in line, or a  

man standing on a road or hill (with  

ukw-ma). Cp. ukuti twi.

Kwâ, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v.  

Rise very early in the morning, while still dark,  

perhaps at about three o’clock. See  

u(lu)-Kwikwi; ukuti kushushu.

u(lu)-Kwi (s.k.), n. = u(lu)-Kwikwi.

Kwibi, ukuti (Kwibi, ukuthi), v. = kwiciza.

isi-Kwibi (Kwibi), n. One disabled in the  

leg, from permanent deformity or tem-  

porary injury.

um-Kwibi (Kwibi), n.  

Channel, trench,  
ditch, rut, as dug out for allowing water  
to run off, or as washed out by water  
(= um-Sâle); vagabond, baboon, going  
about alone ( = isi-Holo); also = um-  
Kwili; (N.) = um-Tîlimbila.

Kwibisha (Kwibisha), v. Turn back, go  
back or return on one’s course. Cp.  
bu-ya; pindela.

Kwiciza (Kwiciza), v.  

Drive away fowls  
(acc.) by scaring them with the cry kwi-  
bì; finish off hastily, ‘in no time’, as  
children food (acc.). Cp. hehesa.

Kwicza (Kwicza), v.  

Tuck in or under, as  

a blanket (acc.) under the bed, or a dog  
tits tail between the legs ( = kwâhla,  
kwaaza, kwicza); gather in a small  
worthless crop (acc.) when it has been  
a failure, or the small inferior ears left  
over from the first harvesting = ukuti  
kwiczi; cp. kotoza.

Phr. isingoni seriwakwice (amabele), zac-  
raqeda, the birds have cleared it off  
(the Kafir-corn) entirely.

Kwâ, ukuti (Kwiczi, ukuthi), v. Turn sud-  
ddenly off, round the corner, etc., out of  
sight, as a person seeking to elude an-  
other; turn sharply in or under, as when  
tucking anything (acc.) in between the  
legs; turn suddenly round or away from  
one’s word = Kwica, kwiciza.

i-nKwiczi (s.k.), n. A giving one the slip, a  
sudden turning off from the path or  
‘round the corner’; used also of such  
similar occasions as when a person  
doesn’t arrive on an appointed day but  
takes them by surprise on another.

Ex. basishayele inkwiczi, they gave us  
the slip (on the way).

wâs’enzela impamba ya’ukwiczi, he took  
us in by the slipping-trick (may-be he arrived  
at an unexpected time).

Kwiczâ (Kwiczâ), v. = ukuti kwiczi.

i-nKwico (s.k.), n. Small worthless crop in  
field that has been a failure, or that  
has been left over from the first gather-  
ing. See kwicza.

Kwicza (Kwicza), v. = kifa.

u(lu)-Kwikwi (s.k.), n. Very early morning,  
or rather end of the night, while still  
dark, perhaps an hour before dawn =  
(lu-Vivi). See ukuti kwâ; uTwela.

i(li)-Kwili (Kwili), n. = i(li)-Kwini.

i(li)-Kwili (s.k.), n. Name given to cattle  
of European breeds, as Shorthorns, etc.  
Cp. u(lu)-Sutu.

isi-Kwili (Kwili), n. Short um-Zaca or  
knobless stick.

Phr. uku-posa isikwili, to throw about  
the isi-kwili, make vigorous movements with  
it when dancing the uku-giya.

um-Kwili (Kwili), n.  

Ground-nuts or  
isin-Dhlubu when boiled with the shells  
on as taken fresh from the ground =  
um-Kwili.

Kwimilili, ukuti (Kwimilili, ukuthi), v. =  
ukuti qimilili.

Kwicna (Kwicna), v. = kwicza.

Kwinci, ukuti (Kwinci, ukuthi), v. = uku-  
ti kwiczi,

i-nKwindi (s.k.), n. = i-nBazu; (C.N.) =  
i-nBoni.

imi-Kwindi (s.k.), n. (C.N.) = um-Kindi.

Kwincga (Kwincga), v.  

Choke a person  
(acc.), as food when entering the wind-  
pipe ( = hila); also (C.N.) = tshekeka.

i-nKwingci (s.k.), n. (C.N.) = i-nTwabi.

i(li)-Kwini (Kwini), n. Stomach of a buck  
filled with blood, minced liver, etc., and  
so boiled and eaten = i(li)-Kwiile.

Kwintsâ (Kwintsâ), v. = kintsâ.
Kwintsha (Khwintsha), v. Rebound, recoil, fly back, as a bent stick when let loose = kwintshika, kwintshilika.

Kwintshi, ukuti (Khwintshi, ukuthi), v. = kwintsha.

Kwintshika (Khwintshika), v. = kwintsha.

Kwintshilika (Khwintshilika), v. = kwintsha.

Kwipila (Kwiphila), v. Speak angrily, storm (C.N.).

Kwisha (Khwisha), v. = cisha; shipa.

i-nKwisha (s. k.), n. Very black-skinned Native = i-nKanyimba; cp. i-mBindolo.

Kwishi, ukuti (Khwishi, ukuthi), v. Be all in a general bustle of activity, as when a gusty wind-storm arises, when work is going on with spirited commotion, when an angry man storms about in a hut, etc.; be very dark or black (with mnyama), as on a pitch-dark night = kwishiza.

Ex. kumnyama kule kwishi, it is pitch dark.

Phr. kwatula, kwali kwishi, all was quiet (nothing else could be heard), for the commotion, — used to express any violent outburst of activity, as when a powerful wind-storm suddenly rises (so that everything becomes quiet before it), or a general uproar of quarrelling.

ama-Kwishi (Khwishi — no sing.), n. Kind of shuffling dancing (C.N.).

isi-Kwishi (Khwishi), n. General commotion, bustling or noisy activity, as of people working busily, wind blowing gustily, etc. = isi-Kwischikwishi, isi-Penu, isi-Vunguvungu.

Phr. isiKwishi sika'nt'olyile, a whirlwind (such as is frequently seen spinning along a road).

isi-Kwischikwishi (Khwischikwishi), n. = isi-Kwishi.

Kwischiliza (Khwischiliza), v. Take entirely off at a sweep, as food (acc.) from a plate (cp. ukuti sonuluzi); (C.N.) tie up, as a calf (acc.) to a tree (with elu form); tie up a man by a word.

Kwishiza (Khwishiza), v. Be in a general commotion of activity, do in a spirited bustling manner, as people working away with much energetic motion, a violent wind blowing gustily about, an enraged man setting all astray, or a hen vigorously throwing about the earth. Cp. penquza, pekuza; ukuti kwishi.

Kwishizelana (Khwishizelana), v. Quarrel with one another in a spirited manner, setting things astray generally.

Kwisiza (Khwisziza), v. = kisila.

Kwiti, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.; s.t.), v. = kwitiza.

Kwitiza (s. k.; s.t.), v. Speak indistinctly, unintelligibly, as a foreigner speaking so that one cannot catch what he says = kiliza.

Kwixa (Khwixa), v. Twist ‘wrigglingly’ about, as a man might plant wattles or branches (acc.) in among posts to make a fence, or as a snake might about one’s feet; whip or beat with a belt or very supple switch that bends about the body, as a parent might his child (acc.); wriggle about or run about to and fro with quick motion, as lizards at play, or a snake in the grass (= kwixiza); wander about in and out among the kraals, as a man given to much idle visiting (= kwixa).

Ex. nasimwe wakwixa imikono, he simply folded (together) his arms.

Kwixi, or Kwixi kwixi, ukuti (Khwi'xi, ukuthi), v. = kwixila; kwixiza.

Kwixila (Khwixila), v. Whip, or ‘wriggle’ into, as a mother into her child (acc.) with a belt or very plant switch; hence, whip, as oxen with a whip = kwixza.

Kwixiza (Khwi'xiza), v. Wriggle about, as a snake seeking to enter a small hole, or lizards when chasing each other or caught in the hand, or (by compar.) a man wandering about among the kraals visiting = kwixa.

L has but one sound in Zulu, viz. the same as in English.

The r, however, in European words is often mistaken by the Natives for an l, and, contrariwise, an l in a European word will often, in the Native mouth, become produced as an r. This natural disposition to confuse these two sounds is not confined to the African Bantu tribes alone. It is peculiar to divers races all the world over, from the Chinooks in the Far West of America, to the Chinese in the Far East.

Further, the tribes inhabiting the coast district of Zululand have the custom of changing every l in the Zulu into a y, thus, instead of lamba (hungry), they would say yamba; and, contrariwise, such Natives have an occasional weakness (though not a fixed
thus strong fo Her. Thing Ga.

Ex. namhla siyilahlile indhu, to-day we have got rid of, got off our hands, got finished the hut.
saza samakahla ngapeshega krom Lalazi, we got and left him (whom we were accompanying) on the other side of the Umbalazi.

ama-La or Lana (no sing.), n. Hollowing out or drawing in of the stomach, below the ribs, from hunger.

Ex. we'enyake amala, he has already got the stomach drawn in under the ribs.

Ex. unyale amala, he is already hollowing out or drawing in of the stomach, below the ribs, from hunger.

ama-La, disting. adj. These — used as contraction for lawa, for nouns plur. of the second class having the prefix ama; also sometimes, as contraction for laba, with nouns plur. of the first class having the prefix aba.

La, adv. Here; where; when (contraction for lapa).

ama-La or Lana (no sing.), n. Hollowing out or drawing in of the stomach, below the ribs, from hunger.

Ex. we'enyake amala, he has already got the stomach drawn in under the ribs.

Ex. unyale amala, he is already hollowing out or drawing in of the stomach, below the ribs, from hunger.

ama-La, disting. adj. These — used as contraction for lawa, for nouns plur. of the second class having the prefix ama; also sometimes, as contraction for laba, with nouns plur. of the first class having the prefix aba.

Labateka (Labatheka), n. Feel a strong longing or desire after anything (followed by agent).

Lab-a-y'a, disting. adj. Those yonder, those over there — similar to lubo.

is'i-Labi, n. Thing standing or remaining singly or alone of its kind, as a single head of cattle in a kraal, one or two solitary boys among a crowd of girls in a family. Cp. lambata.

Ex. alahle ungali, kungeko na'silali se
ekono, what shall he lobola with, there not being a single head of cattle?
unbela kawula, izilathakana ezimbili ezinntata ukapela, there are no meallies, only two or three little solitary plants.

Labo, disting. adj. Those — used with nouns plur. of the first class having the prefix aba or o [MZT. aba; Chw. bao; Ga. bali; Nya. avo; Cong. avo; Kamb. avya; Ang. avo; Her. iimba].

Labo, poss. adj. Their — used with nouns plur. of the first class, having the prefix aba or o.

Lahla, n. Throw or cast away, as a thing (acc.) not wanted; abandon, forsake, as a son his parents or a man his wife; lose, as one's money (acc.) on the road; leave, part company with, as with a person (acc.) one is travelling with or accompanying; decide against anyone (acc.) in a lawsuit; throw one (acc.) up i.e. get decided against him, as a lawsuit (nom.) might a suitor (acc.) bury, as a dead person (= mbela); throw down, as one man might another when wrestling or a horse its rider (with pantisi); finish off any work (acc.), have done with it, as with ploughing, etc. [Sw. acha, abandon; Ga. laka, leave; Her. nokaura, throw away].

Ex. namhla siyilahlile indhu, to-day we have got rid of, got off our hands, got finished the hut.
saza samakahla ngapeshega krom Lalazi, we got and left him (whom we were accompanying) on the other side of the Umbalazi.

kokosil (or ike'la) yofika yamalahla, the chief got and decided against him.
kakosisi 'luto, yamalahla unolomo (or amu
zeri) nje, it is of no use (talking), you are merely throwing away your mouth (or words) i.e. speaking in vain, to no effect.

Phr. bemfajje 'kulaha amehla ku'Mazele, I have been to have a last look at Mazele (before he dies).

nlile silalahla nganeho, singapati nga'sam
lahla, long have we been burying people (i.e. seeing them for the last time) by the eyes, without touching them with the hands — as may be said sighingly by one who has just heard of another death of some friend he has only recently seen.
baye 'kulaha amatunga kona, they have gone to have a last try, a last resource (before giving up).

izinkomo ziyishange ziyalahlile intimuni ka'Bani, the cattle have cleared off and done with So-and-so's field.

was'eti makaxilile amatando kainge, thereupon he thought, let me throw away my bones once and for all, i.e. he became desperate, threw himself desperately into the affair (all patience having been expended).
P. neilo nyilahlile inde, the neilo has thrown away, or finished off, the grasshopper i.e. it is all up with it (the grasshopper) now — said of any irretrievable loss or irreparable damage, as when a vessel gets broken, a man succumbs to disease, or the whole of one's crops gets cleared off by cattle.

akhulahlala khe-xingane, the burying of the infants. — When an epidemic of disease breaks out in the land, the mothers of the locality assemble together, each bearing a small child on the back, and betake themselves, singing as they go, to a place by the river where there is a broad stretch of sand. Arrived there, they proceed to dig large holes into each of which they plant a child and
cover it up to the neck with sand. Thereupon the mothers set up a wailing (isi-lilo), as at the burying of a person. By this means they are supposed to propitiate something or somebody of whom they nowadays know nothing, and the epidemic will presumably come to an end. Cp. um-shoipi.

ubu-Lahlabantu (loc. ebu-Lahlabantu; s. i.), n. General name for any place of execution. See u-Lasha.

Lahlaná, v. Bury one another, as below.

Ex. siyakukalabana nase, we shall cling together as friends till death do us part (the one dying first being buried by the survivor). See u-Sifa-silahlane.

isi-Lahlane, n. Very strong beer or snuff 'that sends them all flying'; also (N) = u-Sifa-silahlane.

um-Lahlankosi (s. k.), u. 5. = um-Palu (from its being used to cover the grave of the chief).

i(li)-Lahle, n. Cinder, whether still red with fire, or dead; piece of charcoal; piece of coal (mod. — ama-Lahle, coal); very dark-skinned person (= i-lu-Kanyimba) [Sw. makwa, cinders; Reg. makaka; Her. e-kara, cinder].

Phr. sengquthi xelqho emhlanga, I am now sitting with a live-cinder on my back (which behind me I cannot get off) — said of any painful misfortune that has befallen one and of which he cannot rid himself, as a lawsuit, a person dangerously sick on one's hands, etc.

Lahleka (s. k.), v. Get lost, as a person's money, or as the person himself when travelling, or when going astray in his talk.

Ex. ungqalakelwe inali ethethle, I got lost for by my money i.e. I lost my money on the way.

ungqalakelwe inubalule, the path has got lost for me i.e. I have lost the path.

salakelwana naye oTakela, we got lost for another one with him i.e. we lost each other, at the Takela.

Láka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti lasha, lakasha.

i(li)-Laka (s. k. — mostly in plur. ama-Laka), n. Soft palate, of the mouth, in front of the uvula. Cp. i(li)-Nkanka; u-Govaná [Na. e-laka, tongue; Her. e-raka, tongue; Bo. le-laka, jaw; Sw. ki-luka, uvula; Go. na-laka, mouth].

Phr. ilaka ithibi, he has a bad tongue i.e. says bad, undesirable words.

udlo nemutha ilaka rake na? do you really speak his very own words? See i(li)-Lomo.

u(li)-Laka (s. k.), n. Fierce temper; violent anger, wrath, ire; rage; ferociousness, wildness, as of a beast [Her. e-raka, anger; Sw. a-kali].

Ex. anolaka bahu'manita, he is a fierce-tempered person is that.

'isihlance esileleni, a ferocious beast.

Láka láka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = lukuza.

isi-Lálakalaka (s. k.), n. Thing just seen faintly glimmering in the distance, or in the dark; hence, thing conspicuously small, alone, deep-sunken, etc. — see lokoza = isi-Lákalaka.

Lákanca, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti lękence.

Lákasha, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti laShu.

Lakashela (s. k.), v. Throw food (acc.) lump-wise into the mouth, as one eating greedily = ukuti lakasha.

Lákata, ukuti (Lákatha, ukuthi), v. = lokoza.

Lakata (Lákatha), v. = lokoza.

isi-Lálakalaka (Lákatha), n. = isi-Lálakalaka.

Lakaza (s. k.), v. = lokoza; also, show anger, be wrathful with a person (acc. with ela form).

i(li)-Lákalazane (s. k.), n. = isi-Qanda.

Lake (Lakhe), possess. adj. His, her — see ake.

Lako (Lakho), possess. adj. Thy, your — see ako.

Láku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Pick or take up anything (acc.) quickly (with one or both hands), as a dog a bone, or a person anything to put in his pocket = lakuza. Cp. ukuti lusi.

Lákuza, v. = ukuthi laku, gubula.

Lala (perf. latile; st. perf. letle), v. Lie, lie down (gen. with phalisi), as a person to rest; sleep, whether lying or sitting (gen. with ubu-Tonge); pass the night, put up for the night, as at any particular place (loc.) when travelling; lie upon, as upon any article (acc. or with pesza) that may be beneath one; hence, have sexual intercourse externally, as a young man with a girl (acc. or with na — cp. phinga; hlobongya); lose flavour, become flat or insipid, as food by standing, or as a person whose beauty is spoilt by some disagreeable feature; remain or be left over till the following season, as a cow that has missed being covered in its proper season, or food-supplies that are not yet finished.
when the new crops are harvested; be very plentiful or numerous, as locusts, vermin, or supplies of any kind (oft. in perf.) [Sw. lala, lie, sleep; Her. rara].

Ex. mus'ukulala, umfundisi eshunyela, you mustn't sleep while the minister is preaching.

usulele, he is still lying down, or is still asleep.

nyakulala-pi nakhala? where will you get to for the night to-day?

icantsi elile kungako kalalekile umuntu ongqengqo, such a fine sleeping-mat does not sleep (i.e. does not lend itself for sleep to) such a person as you.

isijingi lesi sibi, silele, this pumpkin-mash is not nice, it is flat, flavourless.

nyangemuhle, kodwa umzimba wakhe walala wati siti, he would have been nice-looking, but his bodily appearance got quite spoilt or made to lose its beauty (by some com- monness or unattractiveness).

le'amakazi idele nonyaka, this cow is this year resting over for the next season i.e. has missed being effectually covered.

umbila kw'Bani ralala, with So-and-so the mealie-supply took her over into the next season (she had so much).

'We! 'Bani, kukona amanzi na? 'Aya-lala, kwacivi?' 'I say, So-and-so, is there any water there?' 'It is covering all, it doesn't get up' (a play on the former word lala) i.e. it is in abundance.

akulele lutu lapa! there's nothing to fear there (sarcastically)! he won't set the Thames on fire! — said of an utterly useless, imbecile person.

intcalala silele kuye, lice cover him, i.e. he is full or covered with hee.

ubani ulele esikolisle; silele sikubonile, So-and-so has gone to bed to-day having played us a fine game, served us a pretty trick; we have gone to bed having seen something (quite out of the ordinary).

uku-lalica ama-lala, to be come down upon and covered with dew, as anything left out over-night (not from passing through dewy grass.

uku-lala indoda, to commit sodomy.

uku-lala kanye, to have a sleep or single slumber. Cp. ukuti qubasha.

uku-lala ukamaanzi, to go to bed on water, i.e. without having eaten, with an empty stomach. See ukuti mahlili.

uku-lala unqushu, to lie about against the hut i.e. to be kept staying indoors, confined to the hut, as one chronically ill.

uku-lala pezu (kucento), to lie upon a thing i.e. to keep carefully by, as a woman keeping a supply of corn (acc.) out of sight for economy sake in time of dearth.

uku-lala ungkomo, to stretch out or get extended outwards at the flanks, as a group of hunters or dancers, when they wish to extend their line, or surround a buck, some going off in a long line towards one hand, others going off towards the other, and in such a way that in following one another their shields, being all carried on one side, present a long picture of cow's-hide, as of a beast lying down.

[i(i)]-Lala (Laala), n. Kind of fan-leaved palm (Hyphaene eronita), growing along the coast, and whose leaves are much used for basket-making [Skr. tala, a palm; MZT. chi-lala, palm-leaf; Her. e-vare, palm-leaf].

Ex. isigqoko selala, a straw-hat.

[i(i)]-Lala, n. One of an amaLala clan (such as mainly occupy Natal); Native iron-smelter and smith (prob. from this trade having been mainly carried on by members of such clans — see isi-Tando); sometimes applied, for a similar reason, to a 'rain-doctor'.

um-Lala (Laala), n. 5. One of the tendons running along each side of the back of the neck, and commonly used for binding on assegai-blades = um-Sundulo.

Phr. iku-dilana imihala — see dhlama.

u(ulu)-Lala, n. Edge or outskirts of a wood or forest. Cp. ulu-Gu.

ubu-Lala, n. — see Bulala.

ubu-Lala, n. Dialectic peculiariti of the ama-Lala tribes (C.N.)

[i(i)]-Lalamanzini, n. Any water-animal, as otter, crocodile, etc.

um-Lalamvubu, n. 5. Morning mist, lying low (not moving) over marshy places. Cp. i-nKwezane, i-nKungu.

um-Lalandhle, n. 5. Any wild i.e. outside-living animal (not kraaled or domesticated) — used of a single beast or herd of cattle which habitually sleep out on the veld.

isi-Lalane, n. Dwarf variety of the i-Lala palm, and not much valued for its leaves.

um-Lalane, n. 5. Old grass lying dry and long (among the newer growth) having been left unburnt off during last season (ep.'i(i)-Qubula; i(i)-Shugula); any 'sleepy' thing, as a slow dazzy-looking person, a sleepy-going bullock, imperfectly cooked and hence unpleasantly tasted food, or any object which is not decided-ly ugly and yet cannot be called pleasing (= um-Sizilo; see i(i)-Hitule).

[i(i)]-Lalanyathi (Lalangathi), n. = i(i)-Rrolo.

Lalaza, v. Whet or give a smooth edge to an axe (acc.) or the like by rubbing on a stone (= lola); also = yalaza; act
or speak boldly, recklessly, as one going forward into danger, or doing regardless of the feelings of others.

um-Lalazi, n. 5. Certain kind of soft sandstone, used for whetting knives, etc.; hence, any kind of whet-stone.

um-Lalaziko (s. k.), n. 5. Food left, only partly cooked, on the hearth over-night, to be re-cooked afresh on the morrow; law-case or similar affair that has been postponed or left unsettled (see ama-Laza).

Lalela, v. Listen to a person (ace. or ku) speaking; obey, as a child its parents (ace. or ku = zwa); lie in wait for, as a person lying concealed for some passer-by (ace).

Phr. inkomasi le ilalele nongoka, this c.w has been remained over i.e. has missed being covered this year = ilele, ilalele.

um-Lalela, n. 5. Only in the phrase ubani wolelela umlalela wolelela. So-and-so slept an everlasting sleep, the long sleep of death.

um-Laleli, n. 1. Listener.

P. ibazi l'aziwa umlaleli — see ili-Bizi.

Lalelisa, v. Feel relief temporarily, feel easier, as a man sick or in pain (used in perf).

Ex. ngisalalelisile nambhanye, I am now a little better or relieved to-day.

isi-Lali, n. Benighted traveller, a traveller putting up anywhere for the night.

Lalisa, v. Make to lie down, as a strong wind might crops (ace.) in the field; lull or make to sleep in any way, as a nurse a child (ace.); sleep with a person (ace.), by way of keeping him company; put up a person (ace.) for the night; put off one's guard, throw dust in one's eyes, by specious crafty talk or action (= wisa).

Ex. umusa wake mukulu, elaliso izilali, his kindness is very great in putting up night-befallen travellers.

Phr. ukulalisi amaziwi, to tone down, soften down words that have been over-strong, offensive, incriminating, etc.

ukulalisa ixindihihe, to close the ears so as not to hear what is being said offensively, etc., to pay no attention to it.

ukulalisa ixindeko, to look very good i.e. to craftily put on appearances of simplicity, abstemiousness, courtesy, etc., as occasion requires.

walaliswa ngomalaliso, he has been made a sleepy weak-minded kind of person by means of an um-laliso q.e.

um-Laliso, n. 5. Certain Native medicine (consisting of hyena-skin, etc.) which, when administered to a person by an um-takati, is said to make him become of a sleepy weak-minded nature.

Lalo, poss. adj. Its — see alo.

isi-Lalo, n. Old painful bruise or confusion that has not healed internally, and situated on any part of the body (save the head, where it is termed in-Gozì); lingering pain in one's heart, which time does not seem to heal = isi-Xwazi.

Laluka (s. k.), v. = sanguluka.

Lamba (Lambha), v. Hunger, experience want of food. Cp. lambatu; i-nDhlala [Lat. fames, hunger; Mal. lapar, be hungry].

Ex. ulambile, he is hungry.

nyalamba, he doesn't get enough to eat.

isi-Lambalala (Lambhalala), n. Certain Native medicine (consisting of grey lumps of alligator's dung, etc.), used as a prophylactic against an ili-i-Dhliso.

N.B. A person who, by any ill-luck, shall take internally poison that has been set for him by an umlakati, will, if he have at any previous time partaken of an isi-lambalala, immediately vomit the whole draught up. In these present unregenerate days, since the Whiteman has infested the land, the virtue somehow or other is said to have gone out of the alligator's dung! Perchance the adulteration of drugs as a newly acquired art among Native druggists, may account for the change.

Lambalaza (Lambhalaza), v. = yambala-

Lambalazi, ukuti (Lambhalazi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti nyabalazi.

i(li)-Lambalidhlile (Lambhalidhlile), n. Person with a small stomach, which, even after a full meal, never shows any distension (lit. one who is still hungry even after having eaten).

Lambala (Lambhatha), v. Be quite destitute, or utterly wanting in anything, as a man of stock (ace.), a country trees, etc. (= hlonga); be absolutely wanting, deficient, absent, as cattle, trees, etc. in any locality.

um-Lambata (Lambhatha), n. 5. Person quite destitute of property, etc.

Lambisa (Lambhisa), v. Draw in the stomach (ace.), as children are wont to do so as to make them appear hungry; make thin by laying on insufficient clay, as a woman does a pot (ace.) when making it (cp. eekula).
Ex. *uBani uyalambisa izilsha zake*, So-and-so makes her vessels thin *i.e.* makes thin vessels, doesn’t give them enough clay.

**um-Lambongwenya (Lambhongwenya), n. 5.** One of a section of the um-Xapo regiment, from the military kraal where they were stationed. Cp. *i-mVunenyama.*

**Lambu, ukuti (Lambhu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti lasha.**

**Lami, poss. adj.** My — see ami.

**Lamu, adv. part.** being a strong entreaty to part or desist, addressed to persons fighting, and somewhat similar to the cry ‘peace!’, ‘stay!’ (the word being intended merely to stop the fighting, not to soothe the heart of the wronged party, for which *shele* would be used). Cp. *lamula* [Sw. talama, appeal for mercy or help; Ga. Bo. lamula, judge].

Ex. *luma, uma wela, iindleka kavisiz*, desist, brother, sticks don’t help.

**um-Lamu, n.1.** Wife’s brother or sister, brother-in-law; brother’s wife’s brother or sister. Cp. *ubu-Kwe* [Sw. mawu, husband’s brother; amu, father’s brother].

**Lamula, v.** Put apart, separate, make desist from fighting, as people (acc.), dogs, bulls, etc., whether by entreaty or by force; separate or get away a person or thing (acc.) from any danger, injury, etc., against which it is supposedly fighting — hence, go to its rescue or aid, as a man going to help a bullock or wagon out of the mud in which it is stuck (*uku-yi-lamulela odakeni*), or a boy running to part the cattle from the corn they are eating (*uku-wu-lamulela ezinkomeni*), or a woman going to get another out of her fight against the weeds by giving her a hand (*uku-wu-lamulela okutele*). Cp. lamu.

**u-Lamula, n.** Lemon [Eng.]

**Lamuza, v.** Take another or second wife from the one same kraal *i.e.* a sister of the first wife, who is already by affinity the um-Lamu of the man.

**Landa, v.** Follow after along its track or course, *i.e.* trace, pursue, follow up, as a man might a wild-beast (acc.) or a murderer (but *landela* if the object be still in view); go after *i.e.* go for, fetch, as anything (acc.) from another place; follow *i.e.* keep to or act according to, as a tribe following its peculiar customs (acc.); follow *i.e.* take after, as a child resembling its parents (acc.) in feature or character; follow a matter (in speech) *i.e.* relate or narrate it (acc.) fully through all its course — sometimes merely equivalent to ‘tell’ [Chw. *lata*, follow; Sw. *tuata*, follow; *leta*, fetch; Bo. *landula*, answer].

Ex. *landa, sizwe*, tell away, and let us hear. *landa amazwi ake*, follow or give his own words.

**um-Landa, n.** Term applied by any member of the husband’s family (the husband using *wami*, the others *vetu*) to any member of the wife’s family (except her father and mothers, who are *u-namezala*). Cp. *um-Kwengya.*

**ubu-Landa** (loc. *ebu-Landa*), *n. = ubu-Kwe.* See *um-Zi.*

**u(ul)-Landandhlouvula, n.** Fancy name applied to any member of the *ul(ul) - *v. regiment.

**Landela, v.** Follow *i.e.* proceed behind or after, as one man walking behind another (acc.) or in later succession; follow or keep to the particular words (acc.) of a person or document. Cp. *landa, landisa* [Sw. anda, follow].

**Landelana, v.** Follow one another, succeed one another, as two kings, days, etc.

Ex. *womwiza isintshula zibe mbili zibunjweleni*, you shall drink it (the medicine) on two successive days.

**Landelisa or Landelisela, v.** Cause to follow after (as a thing sent (acc.) or the person (acc.) sent to) *i.e.* send after; send after to; follow up.

Ex. *sebebagilandelisa nyezinkomo*, they are now sending along after her (the betrothed girl who has already returned to her home), are following her up with cattle (for her lobola).

*umandelisa nyezituko* (or *uyamatshi*), he sent after him (as he was walking away) *i.e.* shouted after him insulting words (or threw after him stones).

*balandelisa nyesiyikini* (or *balandelisa isiyikini siye ‘kuti’*), they sent a messenger after him (to say).

*nyalandelisela iziqolola ezimbili*, he is being followed up by two wagons (conveying his goods).

**um-Landeliselo, n. 5.** Thing sent after one, as above *e.g.* abusive language, missile thrown after one, etc.
Landisa, v. Make a person (acc.) to follow an affair or report (acc.) i.e. tell him, relate to him fully; cause a person (acc.) to relate fully an affair (acc.), make him give an account of it, as a magistrate witness in a trial. Cp. hauvelu, xorela.

um-Landula, n. 5. Old offence which has now become a cause of hereditary enmity, as between two families or clans.

Ex. yiloku bavela, banubambe umlandu, ever since they were born, they have clung to the old enmity.

P. umlandu ubanjwa inkume, the old offence is taken up by the centipede (i.e. by the sun — the centipede, as is known, coming out of the old block when it is struck, and biting the offender).

Landula, v. Reply in the negative, generally; hence, plead non-possession or non-existence, of anything (acc.) asked for; plead inability to answer a request to do something; reply that a thing is not as stated.

Ex. ngabusa umbila; wawalandula, I enquired about mealies; he pleaded non-possession or non-existence i.e. he said he had none, he said there were none, he said none were to be got (= wati ka-xakwe).

Phr. ngisa 'kumlandula uMzila, I have come to say that there is no Mzila, i.e. I have come to report his death.

uMzila us'elandulaba, Mzila is already reported as non est, i.e. is already stated to be dead — this might be said of one already dead, or still alive though already at death's door.

uMzila kufike ukufa okukulandu izinkono, to-day there has arrived a disease which says there are no longer any cattle, i.e. which leaves them absolutely non-existent.

izikonyane sofumana umbila us'elikuka, sashaya salandula, sampindla nemini, the locusts found the mealies already growing plants; they cleared them off and said there were none (i.e. nothing left), they stripped even the trees.

uMzila, to say no for oneself; plead inability, no knowledge, no connection with so-and-so.

isi-Landuli, n. One come to landula another i.e. to report his death, as a messenger specially sent, or a survivor who escapes to bring the bad news of the death of others; applied to locusts (= isi-Konyane — see phrase above) 'which come to report that nothing is left.'

Ex. kulambata uvelanduli entsimini, there is wanting even a single survivor (to report the catastrophe) in the field i.e. there is not a single blade left.

um-Landwana, n. 5. = um-Lanijwana.

i(i)-Langa, n. Sun; sun's heat; sunshine; day i.e. period of sunlight (= u(lu)-Suku); handsome nice-looking person, of any colour (= u(lu)-Baqa, um-Ceko) [Skr. taylan, light; agpi, fire; B. a-langa, heaven; Ang. ka-langa, sky; Mbu. li-tanya, sun; Sw. anja, atmosphere or upper air; Ga. banga, air; Kag. ku-langa, to see; Mpo. ilanga, sunlight; Mal. lamit, sky].

Ex. ilanga selishonile, selishonile, the sun has already risen, has already set.

seli tidala, it (the sun) is already old i.e. has been out some time (perhaps an hour or so).

shesha, selishonile, be quick, it (the sun) is already down (as may be said at any time during the late afternoon).

ngadi ilanga elis'ekanda, by this sun that is over our heads, i.e. on this present day.

susuka, ilanga limuna, we started, as the sun rose.

safaka, ilanga tishona, we arrived, as the sun set.

ilanga tibolele nemakula, the sun is hot to-day.

utand'ukuhlala chwegeni, he likes to sit in the sun.

kakunyeni ilanga, the sunshine doesn't enter.

Phr. kugakupela ngelanga, it will come to an end in no time.

selinda abalindi, it (the sun) is now returning to fetch out the ploughmen i.e. is returning from the winter solstice (N).

selinda abalindi, it (the sun) is now returning to fetch out the bird-watchers i.e. is returning from the summer solstice (N).

libeke, uleyijinge! look at it for the last time! — as a threat to do for one this very day.

wibimba, lingashoni! catch hold of it (the sun), that it may not go down! — shouted after a naughty child who is running off from punishment, but who will not be able to avoid the setting of the sun, which will bring him home again.

ilanga luzo laya nyonya (or luzo laya nyamandla gato or nyamutsha rechanda), angibonaze myikhala, till the sun went down, I never ate a thing.

ilanga selingwe kuلازم, the sun has now set, or got to its extreme southern point of setting (C.N.).

numuntu onyel'langa foliwa wNyoboka, a person who is like the sun at which Nyoboka warms himself i.e. like the rising sun, Nyoboka having lived down near the sea 'where the sun rises' = a beautiful, fair i.e. light brown or yellow skinned, person.

selikhwize elivenze (libelele enisheni), it (the sun) is now being eaten up by the ivi-
(which live in its rays) i.e. is just upon setting, with the disc just sinking into the horizon.

Misalukazi, isiz'ote amalanga amobili, this old woman already warns herself at two suns (the morning and evening) i.e. is very aged — of an old man or itil-Xequ is said amalanga amatula or three suns.

Savelowa, sekululanga leximpezi, we in-spanned when it was already the sun of the hymanas i.e. when the sun was down, though still shining on the more elevated hill-sides.

Ununtu obhupeka pantsi kwelanga, a person who is afflicted under the sun i.e. is troubled under the fire of desires he shall never attain to, impossible of realisation.

Inkabi (or inkunzi) yomulanga! expressing admiration at any 'fine, powerful old beast' — also jocularly applied to a man.

P. ok'langa bishowa lingenu-lulaba zalo, there is no sun that sets without its affairs i.e. every day has its own troubles or events.

Um-Langa, n. 5. White opaque spot or overgrowth on the eyeball from cataract = isi-Shazi. Cp. isi-Bi; um-Tiqwa.

Ili-Langabi, n. Flame, of fire, lamp, etc.; pains of severe inflammation. Comp. ili-Kosa [Her. oru-yaka, flame; Sw. mwanguza, blaze; tangaza, to blaze].

Ex. kusuka amalangabi esiinyeni, there arise burning pains in the bladder or lower abdomen.

Phr. wosuka amalangabi, he set off, or got, passionately hot, as when getting heated in talk, or burning with irresistible desire after anything.

Langata (Langatha), v. Desire a thing (acc.) ardently, long for passionately = langaza.

Langaza or Langazela, v. Desire or long for a thing ardently (= langata); flame, flame up, blaze (for which langaza is commoner) [Sw. tangaza, blaze about].

Languza or Languzelu, v. Flame, flame up, flare up, blaze, as a candle, or a fire (cp. vula); (less freq.) = langata.

Um-Lanjwana, n. 5. Pregnancy in an unmarried girl; applied also to the resulting child. Cp. ili-Zanenkande.

Ex. wagibeka umlanjwana, he placed in her an umlanjwana i.e. put her in child (before any marriage).

Yatola umlanjwana, she got an umlanjwana i.e. became pregnant before marriage.

Lança, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be dense, thick, as a mist, or smoke; be full, or heavy, in the air, as a strong pervading smell, whether good or bad; be of great body, all-filling, as a great confusion or din of noise that makes the air, as it were, thick with it = ukuti ngei.

Ex. kusimzabo bote langa umsindo, it is just deafening with noise.

Lǎnti länti, ukuti (ukuthi); s.t.), v. Scatter sparsely about here and there, as seed (acc.) in a field; look about here and there, from side to side, as one shy or confused, e. g. a boy caught doing wrong; be so scattered sparsely about, as seed, mealies growing in a field, or kraals in a district = ukuti pose pose.

Lantiza (s.t.), v. = ukuti lanti lanti.

Lǎnxā lánxā, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = lanxazu.

Lanxaza, v. Be seen 'gleaming' hidden in the depth, used of a person's eyes when deep-set or sunken, or any object far down at the bottom of a pit = lokoza.

Um-Lanya, n. 1. = um-Lamu.

u-Lanyazine, n. Certain love-charm used by young-men.

Ubu-Lanzi, n. State of incompleteness, used of anything not fully made up, or complete in its parts, as a snuff-box wanting snuff, woman lacking seed for fields, a hoe without a handle, field with nothing sown in it.

Ex. umfusi wake us'ehlezi bulanzi, his wife is now living in an incomplete state — may-be without her child who has died or gone away on a visit, or alone without her husband who is away working or traveling.

Lapa (Lapha), adv. Here, in this place [Sw. hapa; Bo. hafa; San. Go. baha; Her. opu; MZT. pano; Ngu. Ze. hamu; Kamb. vaha; Ar. hānū; Hi. yahaŋ].

Ex. yangena lapa vuhlwe, it (the bullet) entered here, in this part, on the leg.

Musi ukuthi yeyela ngalapa kwenda, you mustn't pass by this side of the house.

Abantuwa bapha balaopa, his children are here i.e. so many (shown on the fingers).

Umlobo welaopa, her mouth is out here (with pouting — indicated by the hand) i.e. she is awfully sullen, in the sults about something.

Ulapa, he is here (pointing high), sky-high, in a towering rage (C.N.).

Woba luto bulapa, he was a thing up here = he was in a great fury (C.N.) — see u(lu)-To.

Lapa-yá (Lapha-yá — final particle prolonged), adv. Over there, yonder.

Ex. lapa-ya kweentaba, on the other side of the hill.

Hamb'ulhale lapa-ya, go and sit over there.

Lāpe lāpe, ukuti (Lāpe lāpe, ukuti), v. = ukuti pose pose.
Lapeza (Laphesa), v. = ukuti pose pose.
Lapi (Laphi), adv. Where? in which place?
Lapo (Lapho), adv. There, at that place; then, at that place; where i.e. at the place that; when i.e. at the time that.
Cp. lapa.
Ex. kwaku gilapo ngibonayo, it was then that I saw.
ngisho, lapo ugezayo, I mean, when you are washing.
unuza wa mweka lapo ilamba kona inyanazane, you must place the trap there where the buck goes.
konde lapo, all that time.

Lâsha, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Throw or cast anything (acc.) down out of sight into an abyss, deep pit, down a precipice, etc., as a man throwing a dead carcase into a deep pit, or a stone into a deep pool; hence, throw food (acc.) lump-wise into the mouth, as when eating meat, potatoes, etc., greedily (= lashela, ukuti lakasha, ukuti loshe, ukuti laka); get thrown down into i.e. go down into out of sight, as the dead carcase (nom.), or stone, above = lasha, ukuti totololo, ukuti lambu.

u-Lâsha (loc. kwa’Lâsha), n. Abyss, deep pit, pool or precipice, down which a thing may be cast and go down deep out of sight — such spots were frequently selected as places of execution, as at kwa’Nkala, etc. (= ebuLahlabantu) = u-Totololo.

N.B. This is the best word for gehenna or hell, the ‘bottomless pit’.

Lashâka (s. k.), v. Get cast down into, as above.

Lashaza, v. Cast a thing (acc.) down into, as above; allow the ibeshu (as a man) or isidwaba (as a woman) to hang low down behind showing the buttocks (i.e. kweziqandayo). Cp. i(li)-Keze; tebisa.

Lashela, v. Throw food (acc.) lump-wise into the mouth, as when eating greedily = ukuti lasha.

Lâsi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti klasi.

Lasila, v. = hlasila.

Laso, poss. adj. Its — see uso.

Lâta lâta, ukuti (Lâtha lâtha, ukuthi) v. = latazela.

isi-Lâtalâta (Lâthalâtha), n. Mentally imbecile person who would ‘lose his head’, act idiotically, upon the least disturbance.

Latazela (Lathazela), v. Act in a stupidly embarrassed, aimless, rambling manner, as one hopelessly confused, or who has utterly lost his presence of mind, as on

an outbreak of fire, a death, or any work = ukuti lata lata.

Lâvu lâvu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = laavuza.
isi-Lâvulâvu, n. Anything burning or scalding hot, as boiling water, food just from the pot, a red-hot iron, a scorching sun, or burning wind.

Lauzenza or Lauzelâza, v. Be burning or scalding hot, as above; talk away ‘scorching’ lies (acc.), as a practised liar.

Lawa, disting. adj. These — used for plur. nouns of the second class, having the prefix ama.

Lawa-yâ, disting. adj. Those over there, over yonder — as above.

um-Lawu, n. 5. Medicinal mixture taken by a man who has buried another, and also administered to the stock of a kraal in which a death has occurred, in order to strengthen against otherwise ill effects. Cp. i(li)-Kubalo; um-Kumiso.

Lawa, disting. adj. Those — used with nouns plur. of the second cl. having the prefix ama; also poss. adj. its — see amw.

i(li)-Lawu, n. Hut of unmarried man or boys, or unmarried girls, in a kraal; private hut of a married man; sometimes applied to the hut of a recently married bride, from its having been previously known as an i-lawu (= i(li)-Qata); Hottentot, or similar yellow-coloured half-breed, as Griquas (N. fr. Xo.).

Phr. uku-yu, or ukumnyeza, elawini, to go, or to be invited into the man’s hut — the term used to express the periodical calling of any wife of a polygamous man into the husband’s hut for conjugal purposes.

ubu-Lawu, n. Love potion or medicinal charm of any kind (mostly consisting of herbs), as so commonly used by young men in their dealings with girls [Ga. bu-san, charm; Bor. laya, charm; Adau. laya, charm].

Lawula, v. Gossip, talk or chatter away, as a loquacious person (= lawuza); speak sportively, lightly, joke (= ntela) [Skr. lâs, sport; Lat. ludo, I play; Her. kauka, play a trick].

Phr. waawuddi, wonwululwa, he raised it (the alarm) and kept it up (by continuous shouting).

isi-Lawuli, n. One given to incessant chattering, or sportive talking.

Lauza, v. Gossip, talk or chatter away, = lawula, leruya.

Ex. wongauleza indaba yokuhamba kwa-ke emaBaniezi, he chattered away for me the story of his journeyings among the Boers.
Laya, v. Correct or set a person (acc.) right authoritatively by word or action — hence, direct, instruct, order, enjoin, or admonish by speech of an authoritative nature, as to his duties, behaviour, and the like, as a watchful parent his child (acc.), or as a master those subordinate to him; correct a person (acc.) by flogging, fining, or punishment of any kind = yala [Hér. raya, order; Ga. lagiza, order; Sw. agiza, order].

Läye, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Breath one's last, give up the ghost, depart life = layela, ukuth yale.

Layeka (s. k.), v. Get instructed, etc., as above; be sensible to admonition.

Ex. bo' njifana kalayeki, this boy gets no admonition (from anyone), or is beyond admonition, will not allow himself to be corrected.

Layela, v. Direct a person (acc.) to someone or something (acc., or with ku) or somewhere (loc.), or give directions to a person (acc.) about something (acc. or with nga); breath one's last, give up the 'ghost,' as man or beast (see isi-Kwelilela) = yalela.

Ex. rasilayela inluna (or evumeni), he directed us to the induna.

awingilayele izikono zombunga, may you direct me to the cattle of the white man.

ub'es'elayele umnjana akunhla, he had already given directions to the boy (showing) the food, or had already directed the boy to the food.

wahamba emlayele (umfusi) ngotshwala, he left after having given directions to her (the wife) about the beer = wahamba emlayele utshwala.

us'elayele, he is already breathing his last, has reached his last moments (not in his last agony — see isi-Kwelilela).

is'ife nga, is'ilayele, it (the bullock) is now quite dead, it has already breathed its last.

Layezela, v. Give directions or orders to a person (acc.) for something (acc.) or about something (with nga); give directions or orders for something (acc.) to somebody (with ku); give directions or orders about a thing (with nga) to someone (with ku); send word by a person (acc. — he carrying it as a favour while on his way, not as a messenger specially sent) to somebody else (with ku) for something (acc.) or about something (with nga) = yaleza.

Ex. ngisibhaya ngimlayelele utshwala, or ngotshwala, I left after having given her orders for beer, or directions about the beer.

ugilayezile u...k'Mateza, I have given orders for beer to Mateza.

ugilayezile n...k'Mateza, I have given orders about the beer to Mateza.

uginlayezile k'Mateza utshwala, or ngotshwala, I have sent word by her to Mateza for beer, or about the beer.

Layezela, v. Give directions or orders, or carry or give a word, on behalf of a person (acc.) for something (acc.) to somebody (with ku) = yalezela.

Ex. wanyilayezela u...k'Mateza, he carried or gave a word (or message) for me for beer to Mateza.

wanyilayezela pelu utshwala ku'Mateza, you shall give word for me (i.e. a message or order) for beer to Mateza.

Saucile, ugilayezile uPita ku'Pawule, ukuti kubonile, Saul, take a word or directions for me for Peter to Paul (i.e. take for me to Paul, directions for Peter — which the former will deliver to him), that he shall do so-and-so.

woz'ugilayezile izikono zami ku'Matop, you shall get to give a word (or order) for me for my cattle to Matop (from whom I want them).

u-Layita (Layitha), n. Native street-desperado or Hooligan, given to going about the towns in bands at night molesting and robbing other solitary Natives [fr. the Eng. of the Zulu word kanyisa (to light), used by Native quack-doctors in Johannesburg when demanding their fee and equivalent to 'pay up,' 'fork out'].

um-Layo, n. 5. Word of correction, enjoining, admonishing, etc. — hence, direction, injunction, admonition, etc. (M).

Laza, v. Pass its time i.e. pass the proper time for being dealt with or getting finished off, as a cow that has passed the season without being covered by the bull, a lawsuit that has missed being settled at any appointed sitting or circuit, or grain that has taken one over the season without getting finished (used in perf. = lala); pass its time of freshness i.e. become stale or flat, as beer or standing food (used in perf. = tshodt); lose body, begin to lose flesh, as a person who has passed his prime, or from some wasting illness (used in perf. = tshodt); put on stratified clouds (imi-Laza), as the sky (used in perf.); also (C.N.) pass off, clear away, as a thunderstorm that is over and the sky clearing, or that has threatened but passed away; sweep along, float along on the wind, as a long plume flying out.
in the wind, long grass rapidly undulating under a sweeping wind, an eagle sweeping along on extended wings, or a man ‘sweeping along’ (whether walking or running) with a steady rapid gait as though seeming to ‘fly’ or ‘float’.

Ex. inkomansi yalanza, the cow did not get mounted last season.

kweku amabele y’inizwe ala ala yine, was it then corn? it just got to pass right over into the next season.

isi-Laza, n. Beer already stale or flat = isi-Tshedo.

um-Laza, n. 5. Whey (see ama-Si); (with plur.) long extended, stratified cloud or stratus, generally prognosticating rain or thunder (cp. um-Kwazi).

u(lu)-Laza, n. Cream.

um-Lazakazi (s. k.), n. 5. = um-Lazelakazi.

u(lu)-Lazane, n. (N.) = u(lu)-Hazane.

um-Lazel or Lazelakazi (s. k.), n. 5. Cow, etc., that has missed the proper time for being covered, remaining over for the next season (cp. i(li)-Fusakazi); old girl or boy who has already passed the prime without being married (with weqikizwa or wentsizwa).

isi-Lazi, n. = isi-Shazi.

Lázi lázi, ukutí (ukuthi), v. = ukutí baka baka.

Laziza, v. = baka baka.

Lazo, poss. adj. Their — see azo.

Le, ukutí (ukuthi — with prolonged vowel), v. = leze (of glue, etc.); with no prolongation = leza (of rain or garment).

Lé, adv. Far away, far off [prob. akin to de, q.v.]

Le, disting. adj. or pron. This — used with nouns sing. of the 3rd. cl. having the prefix i-n or i-m; these — used with nouns plur. of the 5th. cl. having the prefix ini.

umu-Le, n. 5. Soot, as caused by smoke, not by immediate contact with fire (see i-nTshed.).

Leba (only used in reflect. form, with zi), v. Get oneself into a mess, or into trouble, as by some mistaken action = yobeka; yolwa; koliseka.

Ex. ugiyi ngiyacela ngiyazithu kuMdaniso, kufunzi yiga-yilebe, I thought I would ask Mdaniiso for a pinch of snuff, but I just got myself into trouble.

i(li)-Lebe (mostly in plur. ama-Lebe), n. Chap or thick folds of the flesh of the vulva feminine (vulgar word) = ama-Tuta (polite word); (C.N.) pudenda

feminor [Mpo. o-lumbu, lip — see u(lu)-Debe, and below].

isi-Lebe, n. Under-lip of cattle = n-Vo-kwanzi, i-nKamanzi [Lat. labium, lip; Hi. lab; Lu. mu-lumbo; Mpo. o-lumbo; Mal. bibir].

Lebela, v. Almost reach, or approach to, the line of fullness, completion, etc.; be very nearly up, full, at hand, etc.

Ex. isidoda isilebele, the man has almost reached the full complement of years — as when he is already very old.

amazini asilebele entonjeni, the water has nearly run out in the spring.

kalelele na'kulebela kuye, he doesn’t nearly approach to him — in height.

amabele kulebela na'kulebela kulem'godi, the corn doesn’t nearly fill up this pit v.c. is still far from the top.

Lábu, ukutí (ukuthi), v. Start, as at any sudden surprise. Cp. etuke.

Lebuka (s. k.), v. = ukutí lebu.

Léce, ukutí (ukuthi), v. Swing or dangle to and fro, as any long pendulous thing, like a woman’s breast when she hoes (= lecezela); also = ukutí lekence.

i(li)-Lece, n. = i(li)-Ceece.

um-Lece or Leceza, n. 5. Long pendulous swinging thing, as a woman’s breast when very long or the slit lobe of a person’s ear or a tassel = um-Lence.

Leceza or Lecezela, n. = ukutí lece.

Léke, ukutí (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Just open one’s mouth, just commence to speak = ukutí nka.

Léke léke, ukutí (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = lekezela.

izi or ama-Lékeleke (s. k.), n. = ama-tie-megeme.

Lékence, ukutí (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Give a spring or leap, as over a ditch, or down from a box = ukutí lakanca, ukutí galatshe, ukutí lece.

Leketa (Leketha), v. Scold away incessantly, as an angry loquacious woman = leketeka.

Leketeka (Leketheka), v. = leketu.

Lekeza (s. k.), v. = geneza; lekezela; ukutí lece.

Lekezela (s. k.), v. Shiver, tremble (= qagazela); go along in a trembling, shaking manner, as a very old man, or one with the palsy.

Léku léku, ukutí (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = lekuza.

Lekuza (s. k.), v. Nod or bob the head up and down, to and fro, as bellows when walking, a drowsy person, some females singing, etc.
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isi-Lele, n. Certain creeping plant in old fields or bush, eaten as um-fino (= i-nkwezane); also isi-Lelele.

u(lu)-Lele, n. Feeble, drowsy kind of individual, like one besotted or of weak mind (= u(lu)-Lelemba, u(lu)-Nwazela); river-moss or green slime on rocks by the water (= ubu-Lembu). Cp. um-Lembelele.

Lè le lé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Just do be doing off, a spurious sleep (used impersonally) = ukuti yozi.

Ex. sekate le le kuye, it is now with him just drowsing off to sleep i.e. he is drowsing.

isi-Lelele, n. Drowsiness, doziness.

um or u(lu)-Lelemba (Lelembha), n. 5. = u(lu)-Lele.

um- Lelemus, n. 5. = u(lu)-Yeyemana.

Lelesa, v. = elelesa.

isi-Lelelesi, n. = is-Elelesi.

Leleza, v. = yatala; ukuti le le le.

Leli, distinguishing adj. This — used with nouns sing, of the second class, having the prefix i(lu).

Leli-yá, distinguishing adj. That over there, that yonder — used with nouns as above.

Lelo, distinguishing adj. That — used with nouns as above.

Lembha (Lembha), v. Act or do in a slow, lazy kind of way.

i(lu)-Lémb (Leembhe), n. Native hoe (a word now almost obsolete) = i(lu)-Gejja [Sw. jembhe, hoe; Bo. gembe; Nyanye. i-gembe; MZT. jambo].

isi-Lembe (Lembe), n. Hollow or pit or the stomach, below the ribs. Cp. ama-La.

um-Lembelele (Lembhelele), n. 5. Slow, dull, indolent kind of person, without life. Cp. u(lu)-Lele.

u(lu)-Lembu (Lembhu), n. Spider; spider's web i.e. dwelling, or single string; confervae or slimy moss-like vegetation covering water or river-stones (= ubu-Lembu); blue cotton gauze, in which the Tonga Kafirs originally used to trade in Zululand; hence, any linen or cloth stuff afterwards introduced from the south [Yan. bi-lamba, cloth; Sw. buibui; spider; Ga. buibi, spider; Log. lebu, shirt].

ubu-Lembu (Lembhu), n. Spider's web (the material thereof); hence any similarly fine, soft stuff, as confervae or slimy river-moss, found on stagnant water; tree-moss, as found hanging from the branches; fluff, found under the bed; fine, silken fringe (ep. i-nTsepe); or any fine loose-textured cloth, such as cotton-gauze that can be easily pulled or worn into fine shreds or fringe. Cp. i-nTutabulembu, u(lu)-Lembu.

Lembuluka (Lemhbuluka), v. Get drawn or stretched out long, as below; be of a tenacious nature i.e. capable of being drawn out long; do anything in a drawling, slow, sleepy manner, as when rising from the ground or doing any work unwillingly, or when sauntering along a path = lembuluka, nembuluka; cp. nathiuka.

Lembulula (Lemhbulula), v. Draw out or stretch out into a long string, as any tenacious substance (acc.) like glue or a leech (not elastic or springing back = nveebu); draw out or make take a long time, as a piece of work (acc.) = leza, nembulula. Cp. nathiwa.

ama-Lénumel, n. = ama-Genukenu.

Lence, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti leer.

i(lu)-Lence, n. = i(lu)-Cecce.

um-Lence or Lenceza, n. 5. = um-Lece or Lerceza.

Lenceza, v. = leceza.

Lendhla, v. Be enervated of body, without strength, faggot out, as one ill or exhausted; be depressed, despondent, robbed of spirit mentally, as by grave disappointment (used in perf.) = yeta.

Léndhelele, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti yetelele.

Lenga or Léngalenga, v. Hang, be suspended so as to be capable of dangling (see jika), as anything tied up by a string to a rafter or child hanging from a tree-branch (comp. panyeka); be hanging on, drawn unduly out, as any piece of work not energetically performed (comp. lembulula) [Her. reka, hang up; Sw. angika, be hanging].

Ex. umsebenzi nyalunga, the work is being drawn out, got through in a slow dilatory way.

Phr. uke walenga, he got to draw it out long (i.e. his journey, by going a very round-about way).

selinglega uyangana, the sun is just hanging over the sky-line (of a hill), or just touching the horizon (before setting).

i(lu)-Lenge or Léngelenge, n. Deep precipicae = isi-Wolokoloho. Cp. i-nKeleketete, i(lu)-Wa.

Ex. ngamupa nyalenga ezelengelengeni, I dreamt I was hanging over or just sinking down into deep precipices i.e. I dreamt I was falling into an abyss.

ama-Lenjane (no sing), n. Weeds, of two
kinds, growing in fields and old kraals, and eaten as imifino.

(i)-Lěnje (Leenje), n. Volunteer, member of a rifle association [Eng. range].

Lenu, poss. adj. Your – used with nouns sing. of second class – see enu.

um-Lenze, n. 5. Leg, of man; hind-leg, of beast (see um-Kono).

Lěpu, ukuti (Lēphu, ukuthi), v. = lepuka; lepula.

Lepuka (Lephuka), v. Get broken off piecewise, as a bit from a pot; get made to fall off i.e. fall off (intrans.) in pieces, as plaster from a wall. Cp. hlepuka, lepuka.

Lepula (Lephula), v. Break off piecewise, as a bit (acc.) from an earthen-pot (ace.); make fall or break off in pieces, as portions of plaster from a wall. Cp. hlepu; lepula.

(i)-Lepula (Lephula), n. Tin-spoon, of the stores [D. lepel, spoon].

ama-Lěpulepu (Lephulephu), n. = ama-Dhlepudhlepu.

Lepuza (Lephuza), v. Make fall in scraps or flakes, as the heavens snow = kiltika.

Lepuzela (Lephuzela), v. Go in tatters or rags (= ama-Lepulepu).

Ex. us'elepuzela nyexinge, he goes about buttock-wise (i.e. naked) in rags — from the tattered hinder covering no longer concealing the body.

Lesi, disting. adj. This – used with nouns sing. of the fourth cl., having the prefix isi.

Lesi-yá, disting. adj. That over there, that yonder – used with nouns as above.

Leso, disting. adj. That – used with nouns as above.

Leta (Lethu), v. Bring, in its primary sense = ziwa, fikisa [Lat. latum, brought]; Hi. luna, bring; Sw. Ga. Bo. Ro. leta; Her. yela; Lu. uela – perhaps akin to landa. q.e.

Ex. yilete lupa, bring it here.

(išhu) seliyela ama-ufu, it (the sky) is now bringing up clouds.

Lětelele, ukuti (Léthelele, ukuthi), v. = ukuti yečelele.

Leti, plur. Letani (Lethi), imper. of leta. Bring here! Give it here! as when one wants a child to pass any article over to him; the common introductory word of a suppliantary address by a man to the ama-Dhlozi or ancestral spirits, e.g. when slaughtering a beast for them, or at a wedding-dance when the bride's father publicly presents his daughter to the spirits of the bridegroom's house and asks that they grant her the grace of offspring.

Ex. leti bo! bring it here, I say.

leti, sceni zaka/Zungu; nanyu umumina-mi! ngicela ibomva; ngicela ukuba baba bebabili, bebakile bebekulala! give to us, o! thou of the Zungu clan! Here is my child! I beg for a new-born babe; I beg that as two they may lie, and rise up as three! — an address of a bride's father to the spirits of the bridegroom's clan at a wedding-dance.

letani, ama-bakiti! give to us, o! you of our clan! — as might be said by a person after sneezing. See intaka.

u-Leti (Lethi), n. Shrub growing by rivers; used for burning in the fields to make the Kafir-corn and pumpkins flourish.

Letu (Lethu), poss. adj. Our – see etu.

isi-Levu, n. Chin (comp. isi-Lebe); beard (comp. (i)-Deen; ubu-Hwanqa) [Ga. kilevu, chin, beard; Sw. ki-devu, chin; nudevu, beard; Reg. ndehu, beard; MZT. cilevu, chin; Her. oru-yezu, beard].

Ex. umuntu ongena'silevu, a rash, headstrong person (C.N.).

(u)-Levu, n. Loquacity, habit of incessant chattering or talking.

Levuza, v. = laveza.

Le-yá, disting. adj. That over there, that yonder – used with nouns sing. of the 3rd. cl., having the prefix in or im-; those over there, those yonder – with nouns plur. of 5th. cl. having prefix imi.

Leyo, disting. adj. That – used with nouns, as above.

Leza, v. Be or get drawn out or stretched out in a long string, as glue or similar tenacious substance (= lembuluka); draw or stretch out, as above (= lembuluka); fall or drop down in a soft, gradual manner, as a spider falling from a roof by its web, or rain falling in a soft continuous shower without any wind; be dripping wet or 'running' with water, as a person or garment = ukuti le.

Lezi, disting. adj. These – used with nouns plur. of 3rd. and 4th. cl., having izi for a prefix.

Lezi-yá, disting. adj. Those over there, those yonder – used with nouns as above.

Lezo, disting. adj. Those – used with nouns as above.

(i)-Liba, n. Grave (when already containing a corpse and filled up – cp. (i)-Godi); (by comparison) a person already dead or as good as dead = (i)-Tinta, (i)-Tuna [Ya. ti-lenbe, grave].
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Libala. v. Loiter, tarry, waste time, delay, as a messenger with talking (inf.) on the way (comp. epheza); escape the memory of a person (acc. = kohla — used nowadays almost solely by women when blonipaing the latter word); used also in perf. libela to express 'continually, constantly' [Ga. elabita, forget; lwa, delay; Bo. jala, forget; Her. kara, tarry].

Ex. kaxe ulibele-pi? where have you been loitering or tarrying?
ulibele olweni he, he just keeps on laughing.

Libalisa, v. Make a person (acc.) loiter or tarry, delay or detain him = libazisa. Cp. bambezela.

isi-Libazi, n. Loitering, dilatory doer (cp. isi-Dondi); forgetful person (= isi-Kholwa).

Libazisa, v. Make a person (acc.) loiter or tarry, delay or detain him (= libalisa); beguile a person's time, entertain him, as a visitor (acc.) or child by pleasant talk or play.

Ex. ukh-i-libalisa, amuse or entertain oneself, while away one's time by pleasant occupation.

isi-Libaziso, n. Any cause of loitering, tarrying or detention; any object used for the purpose of momentarily amusing or entertaining a person or child pleasantly; hence, toy, playing, pastime.

um-Libo, n. 5. Single runner, or shoot, of the pumpkin or similar plants, and eaten as inifino.

Ex. ba'mlibo minye, they are of the one off-shoot, the same stock, as children of the same grandfather (not father) or ancestor.

u(lu)-Libo, n. Time of the first-fruits i.e. when the first pumpkins, gourds and the like (not Kafir-corn, dambis, etc. which come later) are ripe for eating; such first-fruits. See i(li)-Hlolo.

Ex. sebdothla nilo, they are now enjoying the time of new pumpkins, etc.

Li, pers. pron. It — used for nouns sing., nom. and acc., of the 2nd. el., having the prefix i(li).

Liki liki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v = likizela.
i(li)-Likiliki (s. k.), n = i(li)-Bikikiki.

Likizela (s. k.), v = bikizela.

Lila, v. Weep, cry, shed tears, as a child or (by comparison) a tree exuding sap; wail, lament with bitter cries, as a woman over a dead child = kita (but nowadays seldom used in the full sense of this latter word as applied to beasts, birds, bells and the like, being now almost confined to the last-given mean-

ing, although the ama-Xosa in the Cape Colony still use it in the full sense) [Skr. li, melt; Ar. biki, weep; Bo. Nyam. MZT. ila; Sw. lia; Ga. lira; Her. rira; Lu. dita].

isi-Lili, n. Sleeping-place in a hut i.e. that part of the floor on either side of the hearth where the sleeping-mats are laid — the husband appropriating one side or isi-Lili and his wife the other.

Lilisela, v. Wail loudly with words, utter lamentations, as a woman over a dead person (with nga); low 'bitterly,' as a cow for the calf; sing 'sighingly' of a lover to the tune of the ufus-Gubu, as a boy or girl singing of his or her sweetheart.

i(li)-Liliso, n. Any cause of wailing or lamentation.

Lilizela, v. Cry li li li, as women showing off their joy at a dance, etc. = kikizela.

isi-Lilo, n. Wailing, loud lamentation; particularly applied to the meeting of the women of a neighbourhood at the kraal of a deceased person for the purpose of crying, after the manner of an Irish wake.

Ex. bage esililezini, or bage 'kukala isiliba Bani, they have gone to the wake or wail (which gen. takes place in the morning with the Kafirs), they have gone to cry the wail of So-and-so (deceased).


Ex. ukukatele, umg'umndo, he is a fire with anger.
iatsimbi isibonero unlibo, the iron is now red with fire i.e. red hot.

um-Lilwane (no plur.), n. 5. Small transparent crimson bead or beads; may be used of anything of a similar crimson colour. Cp. um-Gazi.

Lima, v. Dig, cut up or cultivate land (acc.) with the hoe, as do the Natives — equivalent to Eng. plough; cultivate, grow, as a farmer any particular crop or plant (acc.) [Sw. Ga. Nyam. MZT. lima; Bo. im; Ni. rima; San. ilima; Go. limira; Kamb. imia; Ze. Ngu. huira; Mal. lamun, to plant].

Ex. abelangu kabaliini anabele, the white-people don't grow Kafir-corn.
uyalima uxezinkabi, uyalima ngegeka labelangu, he turns up the land by means of bullocks, he turns up the land by means of the hoe of the whitemen = he ploughs, or uses a plough (not using the Native hoe as is, or was, customary).
Phr. umlima umntima ekanda; he chopped him up on the head i.e. inflicted numerous wounds.

i(li)-Lima, n. A combined ploughing or hoeing, as when many people unite to plough for a headman or a neighbour, and applied alike to the assembled workers and the land worked by them. Cp. um-Butiso.

isi-Lima, n. One physically deformed (gen. from birth, and in any of the limbs), cripple; one mentally deformed, an idiot or natural fool; hence applied to denote anyone in a state of helpless affliction, or in a hopeless mess. See lima [Sw. ik-lema, deformed person; Ga. lima, deformed; Her. omu-limbu, cripple].

ubu-Lima, n. State or condition of being as above.

Limala, v. Suffer or receive any injury to body or limb, or (by comparison) to mind, get hurt or receive an injury that incapacitates; get injured or damaged, as a pot that gets cracked or piece of machinery that gets partly broken (used in perf.) [Sw. lemaa, deformity].

Ex. ulimela lo'muntha, he is hurt is this person, has received an injury (seriously), as one who has broken his leg, lost an eye, or gone insane.

Limaza, v. Cause to receive i.e. give or deal a person (acc.) such an injury as above; injure, damage, a vessel (acc.).

Ex. nyokulimaza, I shall injure you (by a damaging blow) — used as a threat by a man to a naughty boy.

isi-Limela, n. The Pediades, or group of stars which appear above the northeastern horizon in the early morning during August, and so called because they mark the season when ploughing generally commences. See i-nKwenkwezi. [Sw. ki-limia, Pediades; MZT. chi-limo].

um-Limela, n. 5. Large collection of fields on one spot, where several kraals have their fields together = ili-Buya. Cp. isi-Cakacolo.

P. umlimela onkula kwaMshikwela 'zile, a great mass of ploughing has not produced a stalk for eating i.e. much labour has come to nothing.

u(lu)-Limi (plur. izi-Limi), n. Tongue, of man or beast; language, whether the speech peculiar to any particular nation or to any particular individual; (only in plur. ama-Limi), a stammering (pronounced), stammering (merely slight check or impediment). See u(lu)-Dimi. [Ar. lisan, tongue, language; Hi. jibb, tongue; Sw. Bo. Kag. Ku. etc. nlimi (pl. ndimi); Shn. Ngu. Za. Khu. Ya. etc. lu-limi (pl. ndimi); Gi. Gun. Go. Hlu. Gal. Lweli (pl. mu-limi); Be. Bis. i-limi (pl. ni-ndimi); Ts. u-limi (pl. ilimi); U. u-limi; Ru. lu-jimi; Mid. Nig. ki-nemi; Mpo. o-temi; Sak. lela; — observe the source of the different plur. forms in Zulu].

Phr. kana'ulimi lo'mfana, this boy has no kind of conversation i.e. sociability of nature, he is unsociable.

umntu umlima, a kindly-spoken, sociable person.

umlimi obhi lo'mfazi, this wife has a bad tongue (causing strife, spreading evil reports, lies, etc.).

ianalimi linboda, this man has an impediment in his speech (may—be a decided stuttering or only a checking stammer).

owake'ila-Limileka'lwaxa (or owake'ila-Limileka'lwaxa), a double-tongued, deceitful talker = o'ndimbabili.

u(lu)-Limi-lwenkomo (s. k.), n. Weed with very broad rough leaves, used for dressing the ibeshu.

isi-Limo (with plur.), n. Any kind of cultivated vegetable (giving solid food), as potatoes, dumbis, and the like (not of a herbaceous nature, as spinach or greens = imi-Fino).

Linda, v. Guard, watch i.e. look after, as after any property (acc.) or after the thieves (acc.) that might steal it; wait for, be on the watch for, as for a person (acc.) coming or one who has lagged behind (used in perf.); be of mean, average, proportionate size, quantity, etc., as a man in height, beer—wort in amount (in perf. — rarely used) [Sw. Linda, guard; Ga. linda, wait for; Ya. linda, wait].

Ex. bamilindile emiLulaza, they are waiting for him at the Umulalazi.

kallule, bululile ye, it is not too long (the sleeping mat), it is just the right or proportionate length.

isi-Lindamombo (Lindemthombho), n. A stay-at-home, 'one who looks after the malt being got ready for beer,' applied to one who never leaves his home through infirmity.

isi or um-Lindankosi (s. k.), n. 5. Guard appointed to look after the king's hut.

um-Lindaziko (loc. em-Lindaziko; s. k.), n. 5. That part of the Native hearth immediately behind the first pillar opposite the doorway = um-Sindazo. Cp. um-Gulugulu.

N.B. The i-seko or pot-stone resting in this part of the Native hearth is always su-
perstitionally left in its place, nobody daring to remove it.

i(li)-Lindishoba (loc. e-Lindishoba), n. Deep bottomless pit, an abyss (C.N. prob. fr. Lala) — *kwa‘Lasha* [ep. um-Lindi — Append. ‘Hlon.’].

Linga, *v.* Try, make an attempt, have a try, as to do anything (with inf. or acc.); make a trial effort (comp. *zama*); try or test by preliminary trial, as a person (acc.) to see whether he be willing to do something (comp. *vivinya, hlola*); induce by tempting, tempt by offering inducement, as a storekeeper trying to make one (acc.) buy by showing him tempting goods (with *nga*); perform magic, work an *um-Lingo*, as a doctor or conjurer; treat a person (acc.) with an *um-Lingo* [Sw. *linga*, measure].

Ex. *kangilenga nyengubo ehomu*, he tried or tempted me with a red blanket.

*ake ulinge nace*, just have a try also.

Phr. *nani iyude lilingana amasuku*, there is the cock balancing the days *i.e.* crowing in the very early morning or soon after midnight. See *ganda*.

Lingana, *v.* Be equal to, in any sense; hence, be as large as, as high as, as much as *i.e.* of the same size as, the same height as, the same quantity as (with *na*); fit a thing (acc. or with *na*), as to size, etc.; be sufficient for, suffice for, as any particular quantity for a person or money (acc. or with *na*), or any fair equitable treatment; be of an average, mean, moderate, sufficiently large or not too small, size or quantity — in all cases used in perf. [Her. *teka*, be of equal size; Sw. *lingana*, be in accord with, fit].

Ex. *kungulilenga* (or *kulingene nami*), *lokukulatha*, it is enough for me is this food.

*lilingene indawo zone* (i-cantsi or i-bokisi), it (the sleeping-mat) is equal as to its four parts or sides *i.e.* is square; or it (the box); is equal as to its four sides *i.e.* of equal height all round.

*lilingene indawo zone* (inkomishe), it (the cup) is equal all round, is perfectly circular without irregular bulging; or is of the same height all round.

*kulingene, ukuba izane nye*, it is sufficient if you only strive.

*ixingubo zake kaziulingane*, his clothes do not fit him (stating the mere fact).

*ixingubo zake kaziulingane*, his clothes do not fit him (referring to their state).

um-Lingane or Lingani, *n.* = *u-Sebele*.

Linganisa, *v.* Make any one thing (acc.) equal with another in any sense (with *na*); compare one thing (acc.) with another — (with *na*) as to size; hence, measure it (as a board with a tape), fit or try it on (as a pair of trousers); make a comparison or imitation of any action by doing in semblance of it; make a pretence of doing it; compare mentally *i.e.* make a supposition in the mind, make an estimation, make a guess; applied to the sexual intercourse between two males [Sw. *linganisha*, compare].

Ex. *ulinganisa-ni nyolokukuluna?* what are you trying to express, what are you driving at, by that speech?

*linganisa, ubone*, have a try, or make a guess, and see (whether you can't do it, or don't know it).

*ixu liyalinganisa* *(ukuna)*, or umfula *nyalinganisa* *(ukungwala)*, the weather is making a show *i.e.* is threatening (to rain), or the river is making a show of rising *i.e.* is threatening to rise.

Linganisana, *v.* Be at an equality one with the other *i.e.* be in a line with, abreast of, or parallel with one another, as two or more houses or persons standing in line, two bullocks going abreast, or two lines of rails (used in perf.).

Lingisa, *v.* Imitate a person (acc.), as in dress, action, gesture, talk, etc.; mimic, take off, imitate in sport [Sw. *iga*, imitate].

um-Lingo, *n.* 5. Any unusually strange, awe-inspiring, preternatural, magical performance, as done by an *inyanga* when treating his patients by certain peculiar practices, or by a conjurer; might be used in plnr. for ‘magic’ generally.

Ex. *ningayihona imilinga elingura inyanga*, you can see the strange things done by the doctor.

*inyabilinga inyanga* *(agomlingo)*, the doctor is treating them with an *umlingo* or magical performance.

*amanzi alingive*, *kawayikushisa*, the water is conjured; it wont scald you.

N.B. A powerful Native doctor operates not only with physic; he has also several other more or less ‘wonderful’ modes of treatment by which he seeks to overcome the ill he is called upon to deal with. For instance, if he wants to make the inmates of a kraal proof against the attacks of an *umtakati*, he may, instead of dosing them with physic, assemble them all together in a group and then go wildly among them with a flaring torch, previously medicated, thrusting it about at them as he goes; or if he thinks there is an individual among them
who is himself the cause of the particular wrong, he may take a heated assegai, duly medicated, and bula or divine with it, in that he places it with apparent indifference, on the bare body of those assembled, as he goes roughly among them, but in such a way that 'only' the particular evil-doer feel the pain and so get discovered. Or he may so charm his boiling medicinal decoction, that when he sprinkles it over his patient, he feel no pain, etc. All these peculiar modes of treatment are called imi-lingo, and the doctor himself is said to linga.

Lingoza, v. Be or sit all alone, as anyone left by himself in a kraal or a boy herding alone on the veld; sob, as a person crying (cp. kicileka).

isi-Lingozi, n. = isi-Lokozane.

Lisa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be thoroughly faint, strengthless, ready to collapse or sink, as the body from feebleness of heart-action, intense heat, etc. (= ukuti die; cp. cobeka; fehleka); become thoroughly softened so as readily to break apart, as a potato when cooked through or a peach thoroughly ripened = ukuti lose, lise, tisi.

Ex. akukavuteca ukuti lisa, it is not yet thoroughly cooked or ripened through.

um-Lisa, n. Male person; in a more particular sense, young unmarried male in the full activity of his youth, an i-nDoda of a boy, an um-fana.

Ex. yiloku waba umlisa, he always remained a 'boy' (or unmarried).

inkonyane i'dhliwa ng'abalisa, a calf (i.e. veal) is eaten by the young males.

i(li)-Lisa, n. Calabash fruit (u(lu)-Selwa) when of inferior quality in the winter season.

isi-Lisa, n. All the males collectively of any place, the company of males; semen maris (= ama-Lola; cp. ama-la).

ubu-Lisana or Lisa, n. Manner of acting in an indolent, lifeless, unenergetic way, as though without strength - used adverbially after verb (N.).

Ex. ukweza balisana, to do in a slow manner, without apparent exertion.

Lise or Lisi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti lisa.

ama-Li'ilivi (no sing), n. Fat (of meat) when of an unhealthy, jelly-like, nauseating nature = ama-Lovulovu.

um-Lizanyana, n. 1. = um-Zanyana.

Lo, disting adj. This - used with nouns sing. of the first class having the prefix um; lò, this - contraction for loku, of nouns of the eighth class, having the prefix uku.

Lò, adv. Since i.e. inasmuch as - contr. of loku; see yilo.

Ex. lo engumini uje, ngiyakwenena njani? since he is just unwilling, how shall I manage him?

isi-Lo, n. Wild beast, of any kind; hence, leopard (from its being practically the only wild beast of note left in most districts), snake (from its fertility of bite); the Zulu king (from his prerogative of executing people), or any white-man (from the dread his appearance and power inspires); (gen. in plur.) isi-Lo, intestinal worms, of any kind (cp. i-mPetwane; i-Geili; u(lu)-Hllovane; ama-Buka; ama-Hashu) = isi-Lwane, isi-Lokazana; cp. i-Nyamazane [Ga. nsolo, wild beast].

Ex. umuzilo, he has worms.

Phr. isilo asintinca, a wild-beast is not disturbed = keep at a respectful distance from those in power (N).

Loba, v. Cut ornamental incisions (i-nThu-NGO) in the flesh, as Zulu girls used to do about the belly, shoulders, and arms; hence, 'draw' ornamental figures generally, as when carving fancy patterns in wood-work, or making them in pottery, baskets, bead-work, etc.; hence (M), write, of the schools (= bata); fail to conceive after having apparently been covered, as a cow (used in perf. - see lala, laletu); (C.N.) catch fish (comp. doba) [Bo. loa, fish; Sw. opou, fish up; Ga. roba, fish-hook].

Ex. b'ukwamo ilobe (or iongane) imbala, this beast has put on ornamental variegations of colour i.e. is patched or spotted all over with black, white and red.

Lobaloba, v. Long or have a strong desire for something, as the fox for the grapes (acc. with ela form) = ukuti lobí lobi. [Skr. lobha, desire].

Lóbi lóbi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Say 'Come! come!' as the heart (nom.) seems to do when strongly desiring something = lo-bizá.

u-Lóbilobi, n. in phrase below: -

ubani unenilixigo ka'Lobilobi, So-and-so has the heart of Mr. Come-come and be-mine i.e. covets everything nice he sees, is very covetous or avaricious.

Lobiza, v. Covet, have a strong desire after, as after any nice thing (with ela form and acc.) one sees in the possession of another = labalaba, labela. [Skr. lubh, desire greatly].

Lobo, disting. adj. That - used with nouns of the sixth cl, having the prefix ubu.

um-Lobokazi (s. k.), n. 1. Young wife.
applied to such from the time of her having first put on the top-knot (as an inuKehli or betrothed girl still unmarried) until she passes her prime as a wife; and even indefinitely after that, by such women as are much older than herself = wMakoti.

Plur. umbila sowu njabaloboka:zi = see nMakoti.

Lobola, v. Pay for a girl (acc.) i.e. pay the cattle (with nga) demanded in exchange for her when given in marriage; pay for a girl (acc.), as do the cattle (nom.) which are given in exchange for her [Bo. lomba, ask in marriage; Ga. byaogulla, payment made for girl; Sw. amba, request].

Ex. makrengana lobola intothi, nezinkomo zake fuli ngilobola; nlobola ngyise, okunyingena elobolisa makrengana, elobolisa fuli netombi yake, the son-in-law buys the girl; the cattle also buy her; he (the-son-in-law) buys from the father, and he it is that makes the son-in-law to buy or pay, as also his daughter to lobola.

N.B. In spite of the statements of some to the contrary, it would seem clear that the Kafr law of lobola, good as it may be in certain respects, does really entail a sale of the girl, at any rate of that kind known as exchange or barter. For the cattle are her true, and now legally established price, without payment of which no girl is possibly obtainable; for the law invariably supports the father in his refusal of consent to a daughter's marriage, even though that refusal be based solely on the non-payment of lobola. But upon the delivery and acceptance by the father or guardian of these cattle, and in exchange therefor alone, the girl becomes the rightful property of the payer and this, until recent years, even though the girl herself were unwilling. The cattle are demanded by the father as the price of his property, and are no more asked as a gift than is the money demanded by a storekeeper for his wares. They are not given, nor demanded, as a recompense to the father for his care of the girl during her earlier years; for the fact of his having given or not given this care is not made the condition upon which his right or non-right to claim the cattle depends, but only the fact of her being his daughter; and even though the child, from any cause of parental neglect or otherwise, have grown up elsewhere, those who have so cared for her throughout her life do not thereby become entitled to her lobola cattle.

This custom of payment being made by a suitor for a girl to this latter's father seems to be common amongst most, if not all, of the African tribes. In former times, when cattle were only possessed in small quantities or by the few, it is said that the lobola consisted sometimes merely of a much valued piece of iron, of hoes, neck-rings, later of beads, and finally of one or two head of cattle. Women in Zululand, of 40 or 50 years of age, were purchased for seldom more than five head of cattle. The demand by the parents for increased lobola was the direct result of the increase of cattle in the land, owing to the comparative peace that prevailed subsequent to the advent of the Whiteman in these parts. The parents, however, became in time so arbitrary in their demands that the British Government, acting under the advice of Sir Theophilus Shepstone, was at length compelled to fix the number of a girl's lobola cattle by statute, viz. at 10 head a piece.

Lobolelana, v. Pay the lobola for one another i.e. be born in pairs, male and female, in any hut, so that each boy is provided with a sister whose lobola cattle will furnish her brother with the cattle required to lobola his own sweetheart.

Ex. amanda elobolelana, the twins have paid each other's lobola i.e. have been born, one a boy and the other a girl.

um-Loboli, n.1. Person who undertakes, on behalf of a suitor, the business of arranging with a father the lobola of his daughter = um-Kongi.

Lobu, disting. adj. This — used with nouns of the sixth cl., having abu as a prefix.

Lobu-yá, disting. adj. That over there, that yonder — used with nouns as above.

Löhle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a complete end of a thing (acc.), clear off entirely; get so cleared off = ukuti buqe, ukuti loft.

Ex. izinkomo umbila azenti löhle, the cattle made a clean end of the mealies.

Löhle, aux. verb. (C.N.) = yilo kuhe, lobu, etc.

i(li)-Löhle, n. A complete clearing off; as by as impi, depredating cattle or lo-custs, or an epidemic of disease = i(li)-Buqe.

Ex. umkubhala venze löhle nje kulowo 'maz, the fever just made a clean sweep of them at that kraal.

i(li)-Löhlelana, n. = i(li)-Löhle.

i(i)-Lôhlelolelhe, n. = i(i)-Löhle.

isi-Lokazana (s. k.), n. = isi-Lo.

Loko (Lokho), disting. adj. and pron.
That; that thing - used with nouns of the eighth cl., having uku as prefix, or generally, in an impersonal sense.

isi-Lokohla, or Lokohlela (s. k.), n. Great ball or round mass of a thing, as an immensely big head.

Lóko lóko, ukuti (akuthi; s. k.), r. = lo-kozá.

ama-Lókoloko (s. k. - no sing.), n. Anything seen moving indistinctly far away in the depths, at the bottom, etc. - see lokozá.

Lókonco, ukuti (akuthi; s. k.), r. = ukuti lakanca.

Lokota (Lokotha), r. Have a fore-feeling, foreboding, presentiment, etc., about something or somebody (acc.), as of his coming, that something has happened to him, etc.; entertain a remote thought, dream (metaphor.), as of doing something strictly prohibited. Cp. qandeletha [Ga. looza, think; Her. uku, have a presentiment].

Ex. benqimbinkaloka izofo, I had a fore-feeling or presentiment about him yesterday e.g. I had a feeling that something had befallen him, or that he was coming. angakalokota? can he entertain the idea? (it is impossible, knowing as he does the terrible results that will follow). angakalokotikutinile, don't even think, don't dream of touching it (a strong word of caution).

Lokotelá (Lokohela), r. Make a foreboding, i.e. forbode, for a person (acc.) some evil — which in accordance with Native superstition, is equivalent to causing it to come down upon him; hence, wish one evil, curse him (= qalekisí, qa-nganisa, loyanisa).

Ex. mus'ukumlokotelá, you must not wish for him (some evil thing, as death, already expressed); you must not curse him.

ngize ngyalokotelá-ní? what did I want to curse myself (with this thing) for? — as one might say when lamenting over some evil he has wilfully brought done on himself, or when he has got himself into some unpleasant mess.

Lokoza (s. k.), r. Shine faintly as in the distance, glimmer, gleam, as a camp-fire seen from afar, a glow-worm in a bush or a cat's eyes by night, or anything appearing faintly in the dark or at the bottom of a deep dark hole (see ama-Lókoloko); hence, be very little, 'scarce enough to be seen', as when sarcastically referring to the food cooking in a pot or on one's plate; be conspicuously alone, be 'just a solitary speck', as it were, as a person left all alone in a kraal, or a solitary cloud upon an otherwise clear sky; be sunken or deep-set, as a person's eyes, 'just seen gleaming in the distance'; glimmer distantly i.e. flash about in a lost, agitated, uneasy manner, as the eyes of a person caught in the act of doing wrong (cp. bakaza) — lakazi, lakatu, lankaza, loutozá.

Ex. upeku amahlumi; abyabakaza nje chawent, she is cooking dumbis; they can just be seen glimmering at the far bottom of the pot, i.e. are so few as to be scarcely discernible

umilo (or ilumpa) semebaka nje, the fire (or lamp) has now just a faint glimmer, as when one espies a mere speck of glowing cinder among the embers.

isi-Lokozane (s. k.), n. A sobbing (not a single sob) = isi-Lingozi.

Ex. ikwele isibilozane, it (the child) is come down upon with, i.e. has, a fit of sobbing.

Loku (Lokhu), disting. adj. and pron. This; this thing — used with nouns as above — see loko; used of any person or thing to express contempt therefor (see tu); adv. merely this = Eng. so much as; since i.e. inasmuch as. See giloku.

Ex. kusiana-i bona loku endhlini yami? what does this thing (may-be a strongly despised person, or a child) want in my hut? ngisho nokuba ngene loku, I mean even that you should so much as enter.

loku sengintshelele, ngisayakutini? since I have already told him, what shall I now say more?

Loku naku (Lokhu nakhu), adv. Since, you see.

Loku pela (Lokhu phela), adv. Since, I say (expressing emphasis).

Loku-yá (Lokhu-ya), disting. adj. and pron. That over there, that wonder — used with nouns as above — see loko.

Lokuyana (Lokhuuya), disting. adj. and pron. same as preceding.

Lola, v. Whet, sharpen, put a smooth sharp edge on any cutting instrument (acc.) by rubbing it flatly forwards and backwards on a stone or um-Lalazi (= lalazi; comp. haqaza); sharpen or whet the desire of a person (acc.) by encouraging words or tempting inducement [Sw. nou, whet].

Ex. sebakulola ngizikhlo lezi zabelelga, they have already made themselves keen or of strong desire by means of these nice food-stuffs of the whitenian, i.e. they have accustomed themselves strongly to them = sebe-plelile.
Lolo, disting. adj. and pron. That; that one — used with nouns sing. of the sixth cl., having the prefix u(tha).

Lolonga, v. Smoothen the exterior surface, polish, as a clay-pot or floor (acc.) by rubbing with a stone, or a plaster-wall with a board; make smooth i.e. blunt, as constant wear does a grindstone or a knife (acc.); smoothen down a statement (acc.). Cp. yalaza.

Ex. iwe labo sebelilolongo, they have now smoothened their statement i.e. rid it of any differences, possible difficulties, or asperities.

Loloza, v. Make level or even, as the claysides of a pot (acc.) after having built up the rings of clay, by scraping off all irregularities of surface = shaya.

Lolozelana, v. Lull a child (acc.) to sleep or quietness by singing a lullaby.

Lolu, disting. adj. or pron. This; this one — used for nouns of the sixth cl., having the prefix u(tha).

Lolu-yá, disting. adj. or pron. That over there; that yonder — used with nouns, as above.

um-Lolwazi, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Lalazi.

ama-Lombo (Lombho — no sing.), n. Long, uninterrupted stages or day's-marches following one another interminably — now obsolete save in idiom below.

Ex. sigothandaba amalombo (or sigokhubandaba silele amalombo), we shall go journey after journey without cessation (or we shall go, putting up for the night here and there, ever on and on) — as when a native in the old days might walk from the coast to Kimberley.

awu! sechamba amalombo, oh! he has already gone off journeying for days and days, i.e. has gone off far, far away.

(iili)-Lomo, n. One's own words, the very 'mouth' of a person = ili-Laka.

Ex. uti ilono take lebo? do you mean to say that those are his own words, that is what he said?

isi-Lomo, n. Man who, holding no official position, is by the friendship of the king, a foremost man at court. Cp. um-Sengi.

um-Lomo, n. 5. Mouth, of man or beast; beak, of a bird; lip, of man (see u(tha)-Debe); mouth i.e. opening, entrance, as of a vessel, gun, or cave; foremost or front of a herd of cattle, column of soldiers, etc. [Gr. stomata, mouth; Ga. Li. Ngu, etc. mlono, lip, mouth; Go. Heh. muulono; Suk. ulono; Nywe, olomo; U. mndomo; Gal. mu-domo; Lur. dogo; Sw. mu-domo, lip; Mpo. olumba, lip].

Ex. un olomo loco'muntu, that person has much talk (i.e. when angry).

Pher. rende ngolomo(ne), he is only 'mouth' or talk (i.e. has no power to do anything).

umlomo wako nde, amagandile kwele, your mouth is long, it reaches outside of the fence, i.e. you can be heard all over the country.

kubulshwe eyolomo, there has been slaughtered one (a beast) for his own mouth (of the chief, not for his people, etc.).

angiyikona umlomo wami unamandla, I shall not spoil the pleasant taste in my mouth (by eating some other thing).

po! ufska ngolomo ne, inkomo uyishiyeni? you come (back), then, with mere talk, where have left the beast (you were sent to fetch)?

awu! umbusiso uchasho, umlomo wagewala, oh! he reports fine-living (there) surpassing all words to express it.

ukuza ukuhavazile, umlomo wagewala, he expressed surprise to the utmost degree at the illness (its grievousness).

P. umlomo Thshoba lokwipangya, the mouth is a man's tail for sweeping away flies i.e. for ridding oneself of annoyances.

umlomo washashaya, the mouth is not punished, i.e. my tongue having made a mistake, there's nothing now to be done than let it be.

ayinganya 'mlomo, it (the impisi) is not as big as the mouth (of the reporter) i.e. it's only brag or loud empty talk.

um-Lomonandla, n. 5. Root used as an emetic (C.N.).

Lona, emph. pron. It — used with nouns sing. of the second class having ili as a prefix, and of the sixth cl. having the prefix u(tha).

Lona, disting adj. and pron. This — used with nouns sing. of the fifth class having the prefix umu = lo.

isi-Lonco, n. Person or thing broad at the one end and tapering towards the other, like a triangle standing on its apex or base, or a person with very broad shoulders and upper body and thin legs = u(th)-Tshubungu, u-Ngikhayelana.

Londa, v. Keep safely, preserve, take care of, protect, as any person or thing (acc.); keep carefully, observe, as a law = londolola [Sw. linda, preserve].

isi-Londa, n. Sore; standing pain in one's heart or mind [Sw. ki-londa, sore; Bo. londa].

Ex. lelo?w'w'isi setela isi-londa, that word has now become a standing pain in his mind.

Londeka (s.k.), v. Get kept safely, preserved, etc., as above — see londa.
Ex. isalondesile imali yami, it is still getting kept safely, it is still safe, is my money.

i(li) or isi-Londo, u. = isi-Londolozo.

Londoloza, v. = londa [Bo. longoza, guide].

um-Londolozi, n. 1. One who protects or takes care of a person or thing, guardian, keeper, protector.

ili, isi or ubu-Londolozo, u. Protecting care, as of a mother for her child, or for a sick person = isi-Londo.

Londonya, v. Scrutinise, examine closely, as a woman does the crop (acc.) growing in her field; also (C.N.) = xuba.

isi-Longotsha (s. t.), n. Small particle or mote of anything, as a cloud in the sky, of grass in the water or floating in the air = isi-Bi. Cp. isi-Quba.

Ex. akuba man'siiongotsa sebele entsinini, there isn't so much as a particle of a corn-ear in the field.

i(li)-Longwe, u. A dry cake of cattle-dung, as found on the veldt and used as fuel; anything dried up hard, as mealies, etc., burnt in the pot, dry juiceless meat, etc. = (i(li)-)Shвая. Cp. (i(li)-)Simha; ubu-Longwe.

Ex. longwe lonwali, a dung-cake of fat — really dry dung enveloped in suety fat and used as candle or torch for lighting purposes in the hut at night.

ubu-Longwe, n. Fresh dung of cattle (and nowadays of horses). Comp. um-Godo; (i(li)-)Longwe.

um-Lonjana, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Nonjana.

um-Lonjane, n. 5. = um-Gembelazane.

u(lu)-Lontane (s. t.), n. Any delicious food = ul-Ovela.

Lǒnto, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. = lontoza.

u(lu)-Lonto (s. t.), n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Tewa.

Lontoza (s. t.), v. = lokoza.

Lose, aux. verb. (N) = lohle, lokun.

Lōse, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti lisa.

isi-Lo-sengubo, n. A method of chastising a child, practised chiefly by old women, in which they unexpectedly throw a cloak over the seated child and then pitch into him with the (i(li)-)Pusho g. v. (used with enza or enza, and acc.).

Lōshe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti lasha.

isi-Lo-sokuni (sokkuni), n. Large white maggots or grub found in old logs.

Lota (Lotha), v. = ukuti lotololo.

i(li)-Lota (Lotha), n. Ash-heap or place where ashes are thrown; pl. ama-Lota, semen maris (= isi-Lisa, ama-Pambili).

um-Lota (Lotha — no plur.), n. 5. White, powdery wood-ash or ashes = um-Zula. Cp. (i(li)-)Lohe; (u(lu)-)Tatu.

Ex. us'encumzulota, she is ashes i.e. with body, isi-dwaba, etc., quite white with dirt, etc. = isi-Hebeke.

P. ukuni bezafulumula = see ulu-Kuni.

Lǒte, ukuti (Lǒthe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti lohle.

Lǒtololo, ukuti (Lǒthololo, ukuthi), v. Subside, abate, lose intensity, as a strong wind, a person's anger, a raging fire, water boiling fiercely, pain, etc. = ukuti zikalala, lota.

Lǒtu, ukuti (Lǒthu, ukuthi), v. Rise up suddenly or quickly from the ground, spring up, as when called by a master or seeing a snake; get so taken up suddenly or quickly, snatched up from the ground, as a pot in danger = lotuka; cause to rise suddenly or quickly, as above; take up anything (acc.) suddenly or by a quick motion from the ground, as when removing an article in danger = lotula. Cp. ukuti lwea.

Lotuka (Lothuka), v. = ukuti lotu.

Lotula (Lothula), v. = ukuti lotu.

u(lu)-Loveni, n. now pronounced ul-Ovene, g. v.; also = ulu-Lovane.

isi-Lovela, n. = ul-Ovela.

u(lu)-Lovela, n. now pronounced ul-Ovela, g. v.

Lǒvu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be peeled raw, as the body by being scalded or eaten with sores; peel or make become raw, as scalding water the body (acc.) = ukuti yovu.

Ex. ingane is'ite loru wonke umbono, the child is now quite raw all over the month (from thrush).

u(lu)-Lovu, n. now pronounced ul-Ovu g. v. See ukuti loru.

Lovuka (s. k.), v. Get peeled raw, as above = ukuti lov, voruka. Cp. gubuka.

Lovula, v. Peel, or cause to be peeled raw, as above = ukuti loru, yovula. Cp. gubula.

ama-Lovula (no sing.), n. Thrush (of infants, from the raveness produced by the sores in the mouth).

ama-Lovulovu (no sing.), n. = ama-Lileli, ama-Volovolo.

i(li)-Lovwane, n. Certain sea-fish (N).

u(lu)-Lovwane, n. Small plant, of a poisonous nature, said to cause an eruption of the skin should it touch the bare body.

Lowá, abbrev. for lówa-ya.
Long or LU and woman severely /dI(i.
Be, rigid, Crest, glossy, Lu,
Loyo, um-Loyo, Loyisa, Loyanisa,
Lowa-ya, dressed, an
an balaba, food
whistle, =
Ga. quism;
<
Cp. possessed
lahluba, see
Bo. unomloxikaxana
Ex. imi-Lozikazana;
man
roots
sing,
prefix
nouns,
adj.
remem-
ning something = ukuti lotu; ep.
ukuti gubu; ukuti twelve.
isi-Luce, n. = isi-Lonco.
Luhlaza, adj. (from u(lu)-Hlaza, q. v.).
Green; blue; glossy, shiny of colour, as
polished ebony, a polished clay floor,
or a glossy chestnut horse; clear, crys-
talline, as spring or rain water, or
clear oil; raw or ‘green’ (the antithesis
of ripe, cooked, or mellowed), as raw
meat, an unripe peach, an uncooked
potato, or (by comparison) a person
raw or uncultured [see u(lu)-Hlaza].
Ex. imitombo isi’uhlaza, the malt is still
green, i.e. is still wet with the water in
which it has been soaked, it is not yet ripe or
dry for grinding.
isi-Lukazi (s. k.), n. = is-Alukazi.
isi-Lukuhla (s. k.), n. Great round mass,
ball, or knob of a thing, as an immense-
ly big head = isi-Lokohlela.
Luku luku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = luku-
zelu.

L(i)-Lukuluku (s. k.), n. A rising up with
might, upheaving disturbance, applied
to the feelings (intliziyo) of one whose
temper is severely ruffled or whose
stomach (intliziyo) is strongly turned.

Lukuni (Lukunzi), adj. (from the noun
u(lu)-Kuni q. v.). Hard (of substance),
as wood or iron; difficult, hard to be
done, as any work; rigid, stiff (not soft
or supple), as a dried hide; hard (of
feeling), difficult to move, as a person
who is not easily brought to agree to a
thing; hardly, tough-natured, as person
or animal.

u-Lukuni-ngomile (Lukhuningomile), n.
Certain plant, used as a love-charm.

Lukuzela (s. k.), v. Be, rise up, or move
forward, in a towering, imposing, mighty
mass or masses, as a great towering
wave coming along, great storm-clouds
coming up mightily in the sky, milk or
beer rising wildly when boiling, a field
of corn growing up with unusual force
or quickness, a mass of soldiers run-
ning forward with might, a person’s
heart when boiling over with resent-
ment or rage, or his stomach when
seeking to throw up its contents, or a
person who sets about a thing in a
reckless, wild, thoughtless manner =
lundhluzela, wukuzela. See isi-Lundhlu.

Lula, adj. Light i.e. not heavy; light i.e.
not closely compact, without substance
or solidness, as a loose-textured cloth
like gauze or lace, lungs, or rice as food;
light i.e. bearing no weight, importance
or influence, as the words of a talker.
when worthless or untrustworthy; a person of no position or property, or a kraal from which the chief personage is absent; light of accomplishment, easy; airy, cool, as in a hut that is not close or stuffy; light of foot, agile, as a fleet walker or runner = ukut'he. Cp. uznini; sindu; kanya [Skr. laghu; Lat. levis].

(i) Lula, n. Any light thing, as an empty gourd; light-footed, wiry, spirited person; sponge, such as is thrown up by the sea. Cp. il(i)-Hekesi.

N.B. An infant that is unusually slow in learning to walk is supposed to be cured of his backwardness by having pieces of sponge rubbed into incisions on the knees — the salt contained in the sponge, causing a smarting of the incisions, is doubtless the 'curative' principle. In up-country districts where there is no sea or salty sponge, the same cure is effected by placing the infant upon a nest of ama-Tshoketshe ants, whereupon he is said to get up at once and walk with alacrity!

Lulama, v. Rise, or get raised, as any person or thing from a prostrate position, e.g. a lying person rising so as to recline on his elbow or sit up, or a post which, when lying on the ground, one raises up at one end or so as to stand vertically; stand up, stand up straight, not lowering the head or bending the chest (cp. sukuluma); be up i.e. so far recovered from sickness as to be no longer confined to lying down in bed (used in perf.).

Ex. ukululwene, ngikutone, please raise yourself up a bit, that I may see you.

uselulwene, he is already up, able to leave his bed, somewhat recovered.

um-Lulama, v. Bush (Turrewa heterophylla) whose roots, mixed with um-Qalototi, are used for rheumatic pains, as a strengthening medicine to be taken after the death of one of the kraal-members, for bad effects from excessive beer-drinking, etc.

Lulamisa, v. Raise up a person (acc.) or thing from a prostrate position, as one might when propping up one who is sick, or raising up the end of a post lying on the ground; make rise i.e. make get better, restore to health, as a sick person (acc.). Cp. lulwana.

Lulaza (with zi), v. Make oneself light i.e. of no weight, importance or influence; lower oneself, as might a person of rank by throwing off all self-respect. Cp. zimazisa. See isi-Tunzi.

Luleka (s. k.), v. Set up, or set up straight, as a vessel (acc.) that has fallen over on its side, the stone of a trap that has fallen, a pillar that is leaning to one side, a vessel that has a bulging out or indentation, or a stick that is crooked; set straight a person (acc.) by rendering him some needed assistance, or by helping him with advice. Cp. lulamisa [MZT. lulama, be straight].

(iii) or most freq. in plur. ama-Lulu, n. Uterine tumour, in cattle, obstructing the expulsion of the calf.

isi-Lulu, n. Large basket, sometimes three or four feet in diameter, made of plaited grass, etc., and used for storing grain; a very large belly.

N.B. The ama-Ntungwa tribes of Zululand are said to have originally come down (Be'la) from the interior parts agezaluba i.e. by means of isi-lula, which probably means although the real meaning of the saying is no longer understood to-day — that these people, driven away by famine from their former homes, came down 'basket-wise', i.e. bearing their baskets, in order to obtain food in the less drought-stricken coast-lands.

Lulukwela (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = lumukela.

Lulu lulu, ukutki (ukuthi), v. = lulwana.

Luluseka (s. k.), v. Look about contemptuously on others (C.N.).

Luluteka (Luluthika), v. Do anything or go along in a thoughtless, idiotic, empty-headed, stupid way, as a person running off without thinking of what is on ahead, or one who when told to saddle a horse, places the hinder part of the saddle forward = lumuzela.

isi-Luluteka (Luluthika), n. Such a thoughtless, empty-headed, stupid person as above = (ii)-Lulwana, isi-Lumulwani.

Luluzela, v. Glide or move along as though borne softly and bodily forward, as the water of a full river, or a snake moving midway through long grass or bush; go off or get borne thoughtlessly along, as a person by some temporary impulse or passion.

(iii) Lulwana, n. Small or ordinary kind of hat (cp. il(i)-Bekezunksi); hence, an umbrella (the name originally used, though now dying out, in Zululand); thoughtless, empty-headed, stupid person (= isi-Luluteka).

Luma, v. Bite, as a person bread (acc.) or a dog a person; cause a person (acc.) sharp passing pains, as does the stomach (isi-Si) from indigestion or diarrhoea; itch or cause an itching sensation, as a stinging nettle, or the pimples caused by same [Bo. luma, ache; Ga. luma,

Ex. *isisu* *sigangiluna* (or more frequently *ngiyan青山 isisu*), my stomach is paining me (or I am pained by the stomach), *i.e.* I have a stomach-ache.

Phr. *sibehaba isinoko yokaluna umakabalo*, they are now slaughtering the beast for the biting (*i.e.* eating) of the *amakabalo* — which latter are medicinal roots mixed into a dish of food-stuff, of which each member of a kraal takes a spoonful or *'bite'* upon the death of any inmate thereof in order to strengthen him against evil consequences.

*u-kaluma ibhobo*, to have the preparatory bite at the first fruits of a season *i.e.* to mix *u-zamhleni* roots with *imfe*, water-melon, etc., in a pot, boil, and eat a spoonful thereof, as a summer tonic or blood-purifier, just as European mothers dose their children with brimstone and treacle about this same time.

**Lumata (Lumathu), v.** Catch or take fire, as grass or sticks which one seeks to set on fire (not to burst into flame, as a match = *vula*) = *okela*.

Ex. *isinkuni kazihumati*, the sticks won’t take fire.

**Lumba (Lumbha), v.** Do or make anything (acc.) of a wonderful nature, or with surprising skill, such as making a watch or doing a conjuring trick would be to the Natives (ep. *linga*); (in a particular sense) work evil of a surprising nature upon a person, as *abatakali* are supposed to do when they cause a man (acc.) to become insane or dumb, or a wild-beast (acc. — as a leopard or baboon) to come to them from the forest and become their cooperator in nefarious practices (ep. *loya*); speak lies, *'things causing amazement' = *njezikisha, njezikikisha*.

**Lumbanisa (Lumbhanisa), v.** Place or make lie alongside out of sight, as when concealing a pot (acc.) immediately behind a pillar (with *we*), or a stick along one’s arm.

Ex. *induku wokumbanisa welele, uma ibambe umanezi*, you must pass your stick down along the calf, when it (the crocodile) has got hold of your leg.

(iii)-**Lumbela (Lumba), n. = (iii)-Lumbo.**

Ex. *amalumbela'ndeni*, a monstrosity of birth = *ama-Bumbela'ndeni*.

**um-Lumbi, or Lumbikazana (Lumbhi; s. k.), n.** 1. One who does wonderful things — see *lumba*; also originally applied to *'a Whiteman' (see um-Lunghi).

(iii)-**Lumbo (Lumbo), n.** Any wonderful performance, as a surprisingly skilful action, contrivance, or trick; a lie, talk amazing in its falsity. Cp. *i(i)-Loyo; um-Lingo*.

Ex. *umlumbo, you tell lies = umamanga, banamalumbo abalungu*, they work wonders do the whitemen.

liku/liku 'lumbelo amacinantu, great is the power of working wonders of that person.

P. *ilumbo лиgo kale*, the wonderful performance (which an *amatakali* is working on a man) goes on for a long time *i.e.* works slowly but surely = great things come from small beginnings, or by persevering action.

*ilumbo tidhla umuminya*, the wonderful performance eats up its owner = the crafty fellow is caught by his own device.

**um-Lumboza (Lumbhuzu), n.** Any long, dangling, or trailing thing, as a plume or dress ornament flying or dragging out behind.

**ubu-Lumboza (Lumbhuzu), n.** Flying head-ornament, of *u-Tekwane* feathers = *ubu-Tekwane*.

**Lumeka (s. k.), v.** Cup a person (acc. — cp. *senza*); bleed or *'pump' a person for information [Ga. *lumika*, cup; Sw. *umika*].

N.B. Native cupping is performed by placing a horn over incisions, then drawing strongly with the mouth. A small amount of blood flows from the incisions owing to the vacuum produced, is removed, and the operation repeated.

**Lumela, v.** *'Grit' i.e. grate with the teeth, as a person (nom.) does when they come in contact with a particle of sand, etc., in the food (*= gedhla*); *'grit' i.e. be gritty, as such sandy food itself; bestow or give as a gratuity an apportionment of stock (acc.) to a younger, needy, or otherwise unprovided-for son (acc.), as a Native father frequently does.

Ex. *ungalameli njalo, just don’t grate i.e. just mind the grit or any hard particles (in the food).

*wamuluela i*sincono ezimbili*, he bestowed upon him two head of cattle.

Phr. *umzingwa wami ungulwane*, my body feels itchy (fr. *luma*) *i.e.* I have an irritating timorous sensation that somebody is gazing at me — as a timid child or girl when travelling through bush at night or bathing alone at some solitary spot in the river. Comp. *sweni*.

**Lumelana, v.** Take a bite for one another *i.e.* one, as of two boys, biting off half of the apple and then handing the remainder to his friend.

**Lumisa, v.** Give a person a bite of something (doub. acc.).
Lumisana, v. Give each other bites, as two boys passing a piece of meat (acc.) repeatedly from one to the other, each taking a bite until the whole gets finished.

um-Lumiso, n. 5. Small quantity of beer-worts fermented alone for mixing into the main brew in order to hasten its fermentation.

isi-Lumo, n. Regular painful menstruation arising from some chronic disease of the womb (comp. um-Singa); certain disease of men (perhaps renal, or hepatic colic, from the passage of kidney or gall-stones, and attributed to the fact of the sufferer having had sexual connection with a female afflicted with the preceding disease).

Lúmu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Break, snap, or make come off from the main body, as the head (acc.) off a kerry, a flower from a stalk, the end off a stick, or one’s foot from the leg = lumula; get so broken, snapped, or made come off, as above = lumuka.

Lumuka (s. k.), v. = ukuti lumu.

Ex. ngihumukile, I am broken off (i. e. dislocated) for — as by the foot, knee, thigh, etc.

Lumukela (s. k.), v. Have the mind or heart momentarily bent upon or drawn towards, as when thinking of some absent friend (acc.) or upon some work (acc.) one wishes to get to, or of going to any particular place (= lutukelwa, C.N.); be bent upon ‘having’ a person i.e. purposely seek to raise a quarrel with him (acc.), as when scolding him purposely and unnecessarily in an irritating way, or when intruding oneself uninvited into a dispute he has with a third party.

Ex. inthiza yami imukela oka'Teza mahlanye, my heart is thinking of Teza’s daughter-to-day.

Ngihumukela sengati ngiyana kona, I feel a drawing or inclination to go there.

Ngihumukela ngiyangeuye, I was just purposely marked out by him i.e. he was intent upon quarrelling with me.

‘Otumukelala-nil? what were you at him for; for what reason were you so intent upon him (he having nothing to do with you)?

Lumula, v. = ukuti lumu; wean, as the mother a child (acc. = kumula; cp. e-pasa); spit out medicine upon in order to drive away evil influences, as a doctor does upon his medicine (acc.) when they happen to be in a hut along with a corpse, or upon a child as below (= pepeta).

N.B. For the first month or two after a child has been born and until it is deemed old enough to crawl outside and be able to withstand the evil influences with which the outer world is supposed to be teeming full, everybody going into the particular hut must, immediately upon entering, nibble off a small particle from certain charm-grasses, herbs, etc., hung up over the doorway, and spit the same out upon the child (uku-gihumula or uku-zi-pepeta), so that any injurious um-kondo q.e. which he may inadvertently have brought in with him, may be thereby rendered innocuous!

isi-Lumulo, n. Any medicine or charm used for the purpose of lumula or pepeta, as above = isi-Pepeto.

Lunama (from the noun u(lu)-Nama), adj. Of a tough nature i.e. of a pliant, firmly tenacious texture, bendable but strong against breakage or wearage, as a stick while still green, cane, or a piece of leather; moisty leathery, as a washed garment while still damp or not ‘brittly’ dry (from the resemblance it has in its moist plianthood to the nature of leather); tenacious of nature, hard-fisted (with money or food), hard-headed or obstinate (in giving in) = u(lu)-Zica, u(lu)-Zwendu, etc.

Ex. iltunana nokudzulwa kyo'mbola, he is tough with his food is that man i.e. hard to move to give you some, not generous, stingy. See weiha.

Uthunama, onunye ngamupukile, he is tough-limbed (i.e. plant-boned); another person would have got broken (with such a fall).

u-Luncwe (gen. kwa-Luncwe), n. An absolutely treeless or bushless country, of any description = kwa'Ntlongyisisi.

(ij) Lunda, n. Hump on the shoulder of a bull, etc. (ep. isi-Fumhlu); hence, a Madagascan ox or cow; self-conceit, stuck-uppiness, in a person (= illi-Qolo) [Sw. mudu, hump of ox; Her. o-ndyuhu; Reg. kekuta; MZT. ci-lundu, hill; Aug. mi-lundu, mountain].

Ex. muku-belele ibunda, to be conceited, haughty, stuck-up; muku-m-belele ibunda, to make one conceited.

isi-Lundhi, n. Any towering mass i.e. mass rising conspicuously up above its surroundings, as a towering conspicuous wave, a cluster of trees or corn in a field rising high above others around, or a group of persons simultaneously rising up from among a large seated assembly = isi-Wundhi [ep. i(i)-Lunda].

Ex. umbhatswe umhulala umuka isi-lundhi, the Umhlatswe was rising, coming down in towering masses (or waves).
um-Lunge, n. 5. Any 'string', long succession or series of things, either joined on or following closely one behind the other, as a number of pumpkins growing along the same stalk, a lot of chestnuts on a string, or a string of cattle or wagons following one after the other (= u(lu)-Tunge; cp. i(li)-Hede, u(lu)-Jenga); kind of gladiolus with a light-coloured flower (cp. isi-Dwa).

Phr. us'eng'umhange nje, he is just a long string of bones hanging together.

umhlanga b'mwantu, he spits out his talk does this person. See polu.

Lungela, v. Be proper, as it ought to be, right, etc. for.

Ex. sevelungule ukutula, you ought to be, you had better be, quiet now.

Lungelana, n. Be good, right, fitting for one another i.e. be close associates, trusted friends one of the other.

Lungelela, v. Join on to, as one piece of string (acc.) on to another = xumelela.

Ex. wafungulele'auandhila, he gave me new strength i.e. he gave me food, or some assistance that helped me along in my difficulty = wafungulele'auandhila.

Lungelelana, n. Hang together in a long string.

Ex. sekulungulelele au amambo, the bones (of So-and-so) are now merely hanging together (from emaciation).

Lungisa, v. Make be or put in order, as it ought to be, good, proper, etc., in any sense; hence, arrange, adjust; correct, rectify; improve; chastise; repair, mend; make it straight, reckon up with one (acc.), by paying him off.

Ex. sana silungisane naye, we shall some-day come to reckon up with him, pay off old scores.

um-Lungu (pl. abe or aba-Lungu), n. 1. (in gen. sense) Whiteman, of any description; (in partic., sense) a European, one of European origin (not including the Boers, local Portuguese, etc., who are regarded as being 'of this side'); an Englishman [Sw. Ga. mu-zungu, a European; Reg. mu-ngungu; Cong. w-lungu (pl. mu-lungu), canoe, ship; Ang. w-lungu (pl. mu-lungu) canoe, ship; perhaps 'akin to Bo. Ni. Sag. Nyanye, mu-lungu, God; Mo. mu-ngungu, m-luku; Sw. mu-ngungu, God — see w-Nkulunkulu; i(li)-Zulu; cp. Cong. mundele, white-man].

X.B. In our opinion it is merely a coincidence that the root in so many Bantu languages designating the 'first man' or 'creator' (and hence universally adopted by mission-
aries to express the Christian 'God') should have become so similar to and oftentimes identical with that used in the same languages to designate a 'whiteman' or 'European'. It would seem most probable that the original of the word so commonly used in Bantu languages to denote a 'whiteman,' and exemplified in the South-African languages by the word *um-lungu*, was brought round to these southern and east-coast regions by Congo or Angolese slaves or sailors accompanying the Portuguese on their first discovery of these parts, and meant originally something like 'ship-people' or 'men of the sea'. That this word has nothing to do with 'creator' or 'God' is evident from the fact of so many of the Bantu languages, while having this word to denote a 'whiteman', having also another, mostly altogether different, though sometimes similar to and even rarely identical with it, to denote the 'Great great ancestor' or 'creator'. Thus, in Xo, we find an entire absence of a word for 'God' (the name *u-Tixo* having been borrowed from the Hottentot), and yet the word *um-lungu* is in common and universal use for an European. In Zulu the word for a 'whiteman' is *um-lungu* also, but suggests no thought of 'God', who is designated *u-Nkulunkulu*. We find the same thing in the Suto, Shona and other languages. Whence, the Zulu word *um-lungu* is not to be compared with the Swah. *mu-ungu* (God), but with the Swah. *mi-zungu* (European). The Swah. word *mu-zungu* is to be compared with our *u-Nkulunkulu* (God).

**um-Lungu**, n. An obsolete defective noun now only used in abbreviated form *mlungu*, as an adverbial particle meaning 'it is as if, it is like, etc.' = *um-Tshame*.

Ex. *ku/mlung'u*kuwa ng'we (or *ku/mlung'u*kuwa ng'we, or *ku/mlung'u*kuwa ng'we), it is just as though it were he (from the resemblance or manner).

**i(li)-Lungu**, n. = *i(li)-Langa*.

**isi-Lungu**, n. Whitepeople (collectively); district or country inhabited by Whitepeople.

Ex. *nyasebenza esilungwini*, he is working in the White country, among the Whitesmen.

**isi-Lungulela**, n. Heartburn, acidity of the stomach, as after eating sweet potatoes, etc. (= *umu-Ire*); that which is on ahead, the foremost, as of a troop of people or cattle, that part of a grass-fire which flies on ahead with the wind (not that burning backwards or from the sides), or that portion of a field-crop which is of a more advanced growth than the rest; scum that forms on the top of boiling beer or water (cp. *ama-Gwehu*).

Ex. *bhiti belfupa, isilungulela subo sasezi'se-kutini*, while they were here, their head (or foremost portion of their party) was already at such-and-such a place.

**Lunguza**, v. Peep over, peep out, peep through, etc., i.e. stretch forward the head to look at anything (acc. with *ela* form) [Sw. *chungulia*, peep; Bo. *sunquia*].

Phr. *ilunguza isiwil* (*isilu*), *luqelyka*, it has rained just peepingly (*i.e.* just a few drops) and then it stopped.

**u-Luntu** (s. t.), n. = *u-Nomuntu*.

**u-Lupa** (*Lupha*), n. Rupee [Eng.].

**Lusilili**, adv. — see *u(lu)-Sili*.

**Lusizi**, adj. — see *u(lu)-Sizi*.

**Luta** (*Lutha*), v. Make a fool of a person (acc.), humbug him, as when intentionally misleading him by taking him in, sending him to the wrong place, etc. Comp. *gibunda*.

**i(li)-Luta** (*Lutha*), n. Cunning, misleading person, given to taking in, making fools of other people.

**um-Luta**, Luto, or *Lutu* (*Lutha*), n. 5. One quite silly or mentally imbecile, a natural fool or idiot; also = *um-Kovu*.

**Lute, ukuti** (*Lutha, ukuthi*), v. Be dense, thick, closing in firmly, smotheringly close, drowning, etc., as a thick fog, a great noise (= *ukuti ngezi*); finish off, or get finished off completely (= *ukuti buqo*).

**isi-Lute** (*Luthe*), n. = *i-Kungu*, *is-Alute*.

**Luteka** (*Lutheka*), v. Get made quite a fool of, look foolish, not know what to say or do.

**u-Lutudhlanala** (*Luthudhlanala*), n. The 'little dusty month' = *u-Ntangulana*.

**u-Lutuli** (*Luthuli*), n. The 'dust-month' = *u-Maquba*.

**Lutuza** (*Luthuza*), v. Make one become an *um-Luta* = luta.

**Lutuzeka** (*Luthuzeka*) = luteka.

**Luzica** (from noun *u(lu)-Zico*), adv. = *Lunama*.

**Lwa** (pass. *lwed*), v. Fight, as two armies or two boys (with *va*); contend with, struggle with, as with any difficult task [Ga. *lwana*, fight; Her. *rwa*].

**Lwabo**, poss. adj. — see *abo*.

**Lwake** (*Lwakho*), poss. adj. — see *ake*.

**Lwako** (*Lwakho*), poss. adj — see *ako*.

**Lwalo**, poss. adj. — see *alo*.
Lwa

Lwami, possess. adj. — see ami.
isi-Lwane, n. = isi-Lo (with the same meaning, though being the diminutive form). Cp. isi-Nyamazane.

um-Lwane, n. 5. Worthless, good-for-nothing, 'dead while living' person, as one despicably poor, deformed beyond any use, chronically invalid, or an idiot (cp. isi-Case); also applied (C.N.) to an isi-Dhlozi generally (= isi-Tula).

Ex. kuhlatshele imibume (or amadlholo), it is being slaughtered for the ancestral-spirits (that they may eat, as they have the reputation of being great lovers of meat — C.N.).

Lwanku lwanku, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = lwankusa.

Lwankusa (s.k.), v. Eat a little of anything (acc.), take a mouthful, as one does when food is very scarce not being able to obtain a full meal, or when travelling.
isi-Lwanyakazane (s.k.), n. Insect, as a beetle or ant.
isi-Lwanye, n. Little wild animal of any

M

in Zulu, has the labial sound common to European languages.

When preceded or followed by a n or i, forming with it a separate syllable, as in the case of some prefixes and often too in the roots of words, the Zulu has a habit of stifling the vowel and producing simply a kind of long 'mummified' m, or grunt with closed lips, as e.g. is oftentimes done in the words na-nuba (pronounced generally na-n-ba), imbe-ka — the contracted form of imi-beka (pron. as i-m-beka), uqanuza (pron. uq-a-nuza), or in the sentence ngiyamubona — contracted for ngiyamubona (pron. ngi-yamu-bona). This fact should be kept in mind by those writing Zulu verse or placing the same to music.

M, standing in the root of a word, before a b, causes this letter to be expressed with its aspirated sound, as a soft bh; and does the same also wherever the prefix i-m (but not un) occurs before a root commencing with a b; but the change of the b does not occur where the combination of m and b is brought about merely by sentential construction, e.g. in the case of the pers. pron. m (him), the reason being that in this case the m is not combined with the b, but forms of itself a separate syllable, pronounced m (see above).

M, on the other hand, coming before the initial p of a root (generally as the euphonic accompaniment of the prefix i), 'mummifies' the sound of the p, causing it to lose any aspiration and be pronounced with its closed sound — thus, phela (to be entire), i-mpela (entirely).

M, furthermore, when occurring alone, or in combination, in the root of a word, becomes, by the laws of Zulu euphony governing the formation of the locative case of nouns, the abbreviated form of nouns, and the passive voice of verbs, frequently (but not always) transformed — 1. when standing alone in a root, into nj; as in the noun un-lomo (mouth) locative, em-lonyezi; abbreviated form, un-lonyana; and the verb cuma (agree), passive voice eumywa (to b. agreed); 2. when combined with a bh, the combination mbh becoming changed into nj; as in the word i-ntombho (string); loc. entanjeni; abbrev. intanjwa; or the verb lambha (to catch), pass. banjwa (to be caught); 3. when joined with a p, the combination becoming changed into msh, — thus, is-pumpe (bud), loc. esi-puntshecin; abbrev. isi-puntsheca; or the verb pumpe (to grope), pass. puntsheca.

But these rules, or rather exceptions to rules, are very arbitrary and uncertain in their application, custom apparently having discarded them in regard to several common words.

In nouns of the 3rd. class, taking the prefix i and with a root commencing with m, the euphonic m, usually connected with this prefix, becomes unnecessary and is omitted, the prefix consequently standing simply as a short i.
M. pers. pron. Him; it — being the abbreviation of the full pronoun mu, and used in the accusative for all singular nouns of the 1st. class [Skr. ahan, him; Lat. eum; Eng. he — hi-m; and in most Bantu languages].

u-M, in expression umkami (my wife), umka'nkosi (the chief's wife) — see u-Mka.

Ma (perfect. mi, imper. mana or yina, pass. niwa), v. Stand, stand up or erect (not lying down), as a man, or lamp (perf. is used to express the state); stand still, be stationary (used in perf.); stop, halt; stand firm or settled, remain unmoved in its state; be constant, persistent, continue in; present oneself for acceptance in marriage, as a girl in a strange kraal (see baleka — Append.) [Lat. ma-neo, I remain; MZT. ma, stand; Kamb. u-ina, life; Sw. u-sina, life; simama, stand; Her. kurama, stand; Hot. ma, make stand, place].

Ex. mana njalo, 'nkosi yami: stand always (i.e. live on), my good sir! = ad multos annos!

detombi ka'Bani isi'iyeka ka'Sibani, So-and-so's daughter has run off to So-and-so's — to offer herself for marriage. See below.

Phr. uku-nu-mi (umi-ni), to stand for him (a person) i.e. cause him to be at a loss to move, know what to do, breath, etc., as a puzzling affair (nom.) might a man (acc.) who does not know how to deal with it, or a bone (nom.) when it sticks in his throat (lit. stands still for him — acc.).

uku-niwa itambo, etc., to be stuck for by a bone (in the throat), etc. Cp. binda; hita; ili-Findo.

N.B. When a girl, in order perhaps to hasten along the lobola cattle, is sent off by her father on the accustomed preliminary marriage-visit to the kraal of her lover (who, or whose father, has already made a formal request for her hand to her father), the girl is technically said to 'go to stand or present herself' (ukuya 'kino') at such-and-such a person's kraal. Where, however, such a visit occurs spontaneously from the girl's side and without either the knowledge or consent of her father, it is termed uku-baleka (see note in Appendix under Baleka) and never uku-ma (N).

Ma, adv. abbrev. of uma q. v.

Ma, verb, part. placed before the subjunctive of any verb to express a polite request, exhortation, or entreaty in the sense of 'let', 'may' = ka.

Ex. ma-si-hambé, let us go!

Ma-nya-sho njalo, may you not say so!

u-Ma (last vowel prolonged and accentuated), n. contr. for u-Mane.

u-Má, n. Contraction of perhaps um-mtaka (the child of), and use in forming, according to Native custom, the common name of address of any wife, calling her by her father; thus u-Manceen would be the ordinary way of speaking of or to any daughter of Neeni after she had married into another kraal. This custom, in common use in Natal, seems to be unknown in Zululand, where they use the expression oka'Neeni (she who is of Neeni), when speaking of such a woman, wena ka'Neeni (thou of Neeni) when speaking to her.

uku-Ma, n. Stand, position, as a man may adopt in regard to any affair; natural state or condition of anything, as its habit of growth, colour, brittleness, etc; natural way, manner, habit, or custom, of any particular individual, or people (= uku-vela, i-mVelo, isi-Milo).

u-Mabani (no plur.), n. Rope of twisted calf-skin encircled by men round the body as a full-dress ornament = um-Cilo, i-nTsonto.

u-Mababakazana (Mabhubhakazana). n. Common nickname or isi-bungo of a reckless, courageous young man who, upon meeting the enemy, just throws himself sprawling in (babalata) upon them.

Mabekana (Mabhekana), prep. = mafonnda.

u-Mabengwane (Mabhenyenwane), n. Woodford's Owl (Syrmium Woodfordi), whose peculiar hoot is often heard in the woods at night, saying, Woza! woza! 'mabengwane! (come! come! mabengwane! — its mate, of course). Cp. isi-Koza.

N.B. The fat of this bird, mixed with i-Sokalakwasulu (common washing-soda) is used as an i(i)-Hobiya.

u-Mabibini, n. Small harmless snake, in some clans regarded as the idholosi of a woman.

u-Mabilwana, n. Tree whose bark is used as an aperient medicine (C.N.).

u-Mabobe, n. Kind of long grass, used for mat-making.

u-Mabona (or in full) Mabonabulawe, n. A thing which only requires to be seen to be killed — only used colloquially in figurative sense of a person, snake, etc., who is deadly hated by another.

Ex. seku eyakwe'Mabonabulawe, it is (between two enemies) already a matter of See-and-slay.
u-Mabongwendhlini (mostly in plur.), n. = i(li)-Bongwendhlini (N).

u-Mabope (Mabophe), n. Certain plant (Aeridocarpus Natalitiius) whose red roots are use as an inTelezi or sprinkling-charm against all manner of evil influence, coming dangers, etc., and as an isi-betelelo; any very strong, overpowering smell (see bopa).

N.B. The doctor in sprinkling the medicine about a kraal in order to stay the power of some umtalakati supposed to be operating thereon, might shout as he does so, mbambe; 'mabope' (catch him, mabope!)

u-Maboqwana (Maboqwana), n. Certain plant, used both as an um-Butelo, and as a cure for the same.

u-Mabu, n. = u-Nyogo.

u-Mabubane, n. Kind of girls' girdle resembling a narrow kilt, and made of in-NCakusha cloth; applied also to a 'Highlander' soldier (N).

u-Mabukula (s.k.), n. Name given to a small bundle of sticks used by some aba-ngoma for divining with. Native report accredits these divining-rods with many wonderful, albeit absurd powers. Their use is of only recent introduction into Zululand, and consequently they are scarcely known there, save by these most exaggerated and fictitious reports = izi-mPengu (C.N.).

u-Mabuyakusasa (s.k.), n. Nickname for an umtalakati who prowls about all night, returning home in the morning.


u-Madimana, n. = i(li)-Gqibo.

u-Madowalana, n. Kind of running grass (Aristida sp., also Eragrostis superba).

u-Mafavuke (s.k.), n. Name given to anything, e.g. an annual plant, that habitually 'dies' (afe) and comes to life again (avuke).

u-Mafikajwayele (s.k.), n. Person who, though a new comer or stranger, assumes undue familiarity with people or in any place, denoting a forwardness of character.

u-Mafikayihlahlele (s.k.), n. Person who though a perfect stranger to any affair, thrusts himself into the dispute quite uncalled for, as though he knew all about it; or who sets about deciding it without deigning to hear advice or evidence. See isi-Hlulu; hlahla.

u-Mafikazisina (s.k.), n. Man who is always behind time, last to turn up, a loiterer, 'who arrives at the dance when the girls are already dancing' and so unable the join in himself.

u-Mafufununu, n. Huge, broad-bodied person or beast taking the whole bench or road to himself.


u-Magagana, n. One with sunken stomach, a hungry beggar (N).

u-Magedhle, n. Violent colliding of the heads against one another, as of two rams fighting; ram-fight, as when played by two children knocking their heads together (with ukwenza).

u-Magamehlezi, n. Person with handsome face, but ugly lower body. Cp. i(li)-Nqunywakanda.

u-Maggebeni (Maggebeni), n. Card of the 'hearts' suit in playing-cards. Cp. um-Cijwane; u-Mpukane; i(li)-Geja.

u-Magqibane, n. Native mode of hair-dressing practised by girls, by patting the hair after clipping, so as to make the single crisp stumps form into tiny ringlets or curls all over the head (with shaya). See gqiba.

u-Maguq, n. Small pod-bearing veld-herb, whose very bitter leaves are eaten as tinifino = u-Doye.

u-Maguq, n. Small bush (Mesa) whose berries are used medicinally for tape-worm and roots as an emetic by young men 'to make them feel and look nice' = i-nDenda; cp. i-nTlanvubele.

u-Magwazendhlini, n. = u-Mabongwendhlini.

u-Mahagana or Mahagane, n. Lung-sickness — the disease has no proper name in Zulu, having been first introduced into that country from Natal in the time of Mpande (N).

u-Mahamba or Mahlala or Malala (Mahlbba), n. Name given to one always going about, sitting about, or lying about, in a profileless way — see ex. under Hlala.

u-Mahambanendhlwana (Mahambanendhlwana), n. = u-Nkulunkundhlene; also certain sea-slug, used as charm-medicine.

u-Mahanya (Mahhanya), n. Certain weed, growing in old fields.

u-Mahedeni, n. Veld-herb (Phytolacca Abyssinica and stricta) with a very poisonous root, used medicinally, though with frequent serious effects, by Native doctors; species of veld-locust or i(li)-Qwagi.
abakwa'Maheshza (s. k.), n. Section of the emaNgweni regiment, from the military kraal in which they lived.

Māhła, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Smash with a crash, into pieces or fragments, as any brittle thing like a calabash (acc) or glass-bottle (=mahlaza); get so smashed (=mahla-zeka); go to bed fasting, 'all falling to pieces' (with tala — see ama-Nzi; ukuti saka) = ukuti mihi, ukuti mahlo.

u-Mahlabantsungulo (s. t.), n. Seedling of any plant, as grass, mealies, etc., which comes through the soil with the seed-leaf rolled in one sharp point or u-Sungulo. Cp. isi-Pumpu.

u-Mahlabati (Mahlabathi), n. Certain creeping veldt-plant, whose roots are used for worms.

u-Mahlala, n. A sitter-down — only used as in example under hlala.

u-Mahlanzinyokendela (s. k.), n. He who vomits an old snake — applied to an umtakati of the most villainous kind.

Mahlaza, v. = ukuti mahla; mihliza; mhloza.

Mahlazeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti mahla; mihlizeka; mhlozeka.

u-Mahlekehlathini (Mahlekehlathini), n. He who laughs out of a forest — applied to a man with a profoundly whiskered face, the hair covering the cheeks.

u-Mahlosa, n. = ili-Ilosa.

u-Mahogo, n. Very bitter variety of the ili-Habehabe herb.

u-Mahwababa, n. Veldt-plant, with a flower resembling the dandelion.

Māka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti muku.

isi-Makade (s. k.), n. Any very old or ancient thing, as an old tree, or old woman = u-Nguna.

Ex. isimakade seswe, the ancient thing of the land — a common appellation of the Zulu king.

Makala (s. k.), v. = mukula.

u-Makabeni (Makhabeni), n. Certain brown bird, frequenting reeds and mealie-gardens (C.N.).

u-Makalisa (Makhalisa), n. Nickname for snuff — 'that which causes to weep'.

u-Makolwase (Makolwase), n. = ili-Kolwase.

u-Makhti (Makooti; s. k.; s. t. = more correctly um-Akoti q. v.), n. Bride, newly-taken young wife — freq. applied to a girl already lobola'd, just previous to the wedding, and also to a young wife with already perhaps a couple of children, but not properly beyond that, although old women will always call one much younger than themselves by this name (= um-Lobokazi); also = um-Twwasha. See u(1v)-Koti, u(1v)-Kotshana [Nyal. m-kota, wife; Zl. m-kodzi, woman; Ro. mo-kati, female; Ya. m-kongwe, woman; Gi. mi-kigi, woman].

Phr. umbula sene ng'omakoti, the mealies are now brides (sitting with a veil over the head and face) i.e. have now opened out their flower-tufts so that they fall drooping around.

umakoti wasikwa nusese emlonyeni ngayalahla, engam'inyama, the young-wife was cut in the mouth by the knife of hunger, having refused (according to Native custom) to eat meat — may be said of one whose obstinacy has brought its own retribution.

Māku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = makula; ukuti hlas.

isi-Maku (s. k.), n. Dog of any small European breed. Cp. u-Bos (Eng.).

Makula (s. k.), v. Seize hastily, grab up, take up with a sudden snatch (not snatch away — see hwiita), as a thing (acc.) from the table (= hlasiza); give one (acc.) a smack or rap with the forepart of the fingers (not the whole palm — see i-mPama).

u-Makutula (Makhuthula), n. Certain herb used medicinally for tapeworms.

u-Makwenyane (Makhwenyane), n. Certain plant, with grey-greenish leaves.

u-Malahla, n. A 'settler', a decisive word or stroke. Cp. i-Nyobo.

u-Malaihwanoboya, n. Contemptuous name for a dog, which, when dead, is 'thrown away only covered by its hair'; dog of a person — applied to one of no use or value to anybody, as a helpless woman who bears no children, or a miserable useless man.

u-Malala, n. Certain plant used to ward off lightning, or against the consequences of an iguana having entered a hut.

u-Malali, n. Small plant used for washing a new-born babe to make it grow a quiet child, not given to crying.

i-Mali, n. 3. Money [said to be a corruption of Eng. money. Cp. Ar. mal, property, money; Sw. mali, wealth; Ga. mali, riches — all derived, not from the Eng., but from the Arab.]

Ex. l'ngubo ibisi'malini na? or inemali-ni na? this blanket costs what money. i.e. what is the price of this blanket?

u-Malibombo (Malibombo), n. (C.N.) = i-nTivalalibombo.
u-Malokazana (s. k.; plur. o-Malokazana or aba-Lokazana), n. Daughter-in-law i. e. wife of one's son. See um-Kwengwa.

u-Malukobo (Malukobho), n. Madness [D. malkap].

u-Malume, n. Any brother or half-brother of one's mother, i. e. maternal uncle; or of any other wife of one's father; also any um-Zala (male) of one's mother (used with poss. adj. wami, wako, we-tu, wabo, as required). Cp. u-Mamekazi; u-Babekezi.

N.B. In Natal, other forms are used for the 2nd. and 3rd. persons — see u-Nyokohume; u-Ninalume.

u-Malunda, n. Person with the spinal bones protruding conspicuously just below the neck; wild, irascible man, one who 'gets his back up'.

Ex. nyikolisckile, ngasita ku'malunda, I have got in for it, I threw myself on a wild one with its back up i. e. a man whose anger is dangerous.

Malunga or Malungana, prep. Alongside and in a line or even with (with na), abreast of, as one bullock alongside another in the same yoke, or two huts side by side facing in the same direction (not a single kraal standing e. g. alongside a road = ecaleni kwa) — the word is now scarcely known in Zulu-land, though in common use in Natal, where the word has been recently corrupted by the addition of the Xosa meaning of 'in reference to, in respect of'. Cp. magoudana.

u-Malunkambu (Malunkambhu), n. Certain kind of dark-blue cotton-cloth with broad red stripes.

u-Malusi, n. Poisonous plant, acting as a violent cathartic.

Mama (accent on first syll.), int. = mam (of hunting).

u-Mama, n. = u-Mame.

u-Mamakulu (Mamakhulu), n. = u-Mamakulu.

Mamana, n. only used in the vocative, as coaxing word for a little girl-child — 'little mother'. Comp. Tona, Tate.

kwa'Mamangalahiwa, n. Far, far away; in the far distance, or a far off land, where 'Mother! I am lost!' = ema-Inyunjweini; kwa Mamoniqwe.

Mamateka (Mamathekha), v. Smile = nomateka, bozozela, qikizekela imihlali, nomozela, monyozela; cp. hleka [Sw. menelekuka, sparkle; Bo. mmumiska, smile].

i-Mamba (Mambha), n. 3. Generic name for several varieties of venomous viper, of similar form and habits, having long slender bodies capable of standing erect, small indolatable necks and long narrow heads with prominent eyes (especially when excited) [Mpo. o-mamba, snake; Sw. Bo. Heh. mamba, crocodile; Ga. sarambwa, black and white snake; Xo. i-mamba, python; Su. manaphoana, lizard].

Phr. imamba yequbula (or yequngu), a mamba of the old grass (or tambootie grass), which is supposed to be fiercer than those met in bushes.

N.B. The various kinds of imamba as known in Zululand, though the explanations are conflicting and scarcely satisfactory, are as follows:

1. emnyama, also called i-Mambalukoto (Dendroaspis angusticeps), colour black, belly white, favourite habitat rocky and bushy places, gen. up to about eight feet in length, and fatally poisonous, death occurring within less than twenty-four hours.

2. i-uDhlonhlo (a kind of cerastes or horned-viper), of lustrous blackish body, with a small erect horned crest on each side of the head, in size similar to preceding (of which this variety is said to be merely a more perfect subsequent development), living in unfrequented bushy and rocky places, rarely seen, but fatally poisonous and much dreaded.

3. empofu, of a light dirty-brown colour, slightly yellowish about the belly, not so fierce, nor yet so poisonous as both the preceding — this variety is by some supposed to be in a state intermediary between the emnyama and i-uDhlonhlo. It is frequent about watery places, 'because when struck, it makes at once for the water'.

4. e'lhloba ece, also called i-Mambabuti, of about the same length as the emnyama, colour bright unmarked green throughout body, and greenish belly, given to climbing trees in bushy country, and in the grass standing highly erect 'so as to appear like a stick' (whence the name), fatally poisonous, though very rare.

5. e'lwla e'lwla iquqile, of green colour with black spottings about the neck and black stripings crosswise round the ribs, generally shorter than the preceding, being seldom more than four or five feet, and less poisonous than they are; it is frequently given, especially when young, to discarding the veldt and taking up its dwelling in kraal-fences and the like, during which 'tame' state it is called an i-Nyandzuluna or messenger from some royal or very high-class dhloli, and is not molested.

Mame (both sylls. accentuated), int. expressing grief (= maye), wonder (=
mamo), or sneering surprise [Sw. mama we!].

**u-Mame, n.** My, or our, mother (generally used without any poss. pron.) and applied alike to any of the wives of one's father; or by a young person to any women of the same clan or isi-bongo as himself; or by a man or woman to his or her mother-in-law; also sometimes applied to one's maternal aunt (= u-Mamekazi); and coaxingly to a little girl-child. See u-Nyoko; u-Nina; u-Mayo [Skr. má, bring forth; matri, mother; Hi. ma, mata; Chin. mu; Tart. mamma, earth; Ar. ‘umma, mother; Di. ma; Itum. mai; Bu. mau; Gal. maju; Gu. maju; Nyamb. mau; K. manyi; Mo. ama-yá; Ya. amao; Bar. Sw. Her. and most Bantu languages — mama].

Ex. uma-me ochang’alayo, the mother who gave birth to me i.e. my own or real mother. See u-Nokwulwa.

ye k'uma-me! just look at my mother! oh, mother! — expressing fun or playful surprise at a thing, as one girl might at another doing something comical.

**isi-Mame, n.** Collective name for all the ‘mothers’ or women of any place or assemblage.

**u-Mamekazi** (s. k.), n. Any sister or half-sister of my or your mother i.e. maternal aunt; any um-Zala (female) of mother. Cp. u-Babekazi; u-Mahone.

**u-Mamekulu** (Mamekulu), n. My, or our, grandmother i.e. mother of either father or mother. See u-Babazukulu; u-Koko; u-Kulu.

**kwa’Mamengalahlwa, n.** kwa’Mamangalahlw.

**Mameshane, int.** = Bubashane, but mostly used by females.

**u-Mamezala, n.** My mother or father-in-law i.e. mother and father of a woman’s husband = u-Mezala. Comp. um-Ker, um-Kwekazi, u-Nyokosala, u-Ninazala.

**Mamfluza, v.** Make a great ‘blubbering’ with the chops, with the sound mamflu mamflu, as when a glutinous man or child is eating with the mouth stuffed full of meat (acc.), etc.; used also of the smoking-horn and pipe (acc.).

**Mamo** (accent on first syllable), int. Hurrah! — only used as below = mama.

Y.B. When a man effectively stabs a buck at a hunt, he immediately cries out Mamo uBhle! (hurrah for uBhle — naming the kraal to which he belongs), whereupon the other members of his party or neighbourhood rear out the reply ji! — all which cheering is called uku-embulwila q.v.

**Mamo** (both sylls. accentuated), int. Expressing surprise simply, or surprise in a sneering, indignant, or impatient way, equivalent to Eng. dear me! what next! what the deuce! etc.

**u-Mampabane** (s. p.; no plur.), n. Medium large red bead, or beads, larger than the um-Gazi.

**u-Mampontshe** (s. p.; s. l.), n. Name of a certain former chief, living very far north or in the interior, to whose country Zulu spies are once said to have come. Hence the expression kwa’Mampontshe came to be equivalent to ‘far, far away’ = kwa’Mamengalahlwa.

**u-Mampozomana** (s. p.), n. Crafty, cunning person, a sharper (gen. used as a nickname for such a person).

**Mamula, v.** Make the first acquaintance with a thing, perceive for the first time, as one’s mouth (acc.) by giving it the first food of the day (= qabula), or a person or thing (acc.) seen for the first time, or as a person (nom.) who hitherto silent suddenly wakes up to the fact of what is going on about him (= qabula) = mamululwa.

**Mamuleka (s. k.), v.** Get made to have the first acquaintance with a thing, get made to perceive a thing for the first time, as when made to see a person for the first time, or one’s mouth when it is given food for the first time in the day (used in perf.) = qabula, mamuluka.

**Mamululwa, v.** = mamulula.

**Mamuluka** (s. k.), v. = mamuleka.

**Mana,** imperat. of ma; also = uishana; also as below.

Ex. una-man’esho, he is continually saying so.

**u-Mana, n.** Mate, second one of a pair, as of two wives placed in one hut, the other of two goats born at the same time, companion of an ox in the same yoke, or the ‘companion’ of the eldest son in the chief or the i-kohlo huts i.e. the second son therein = u-Mbangwana.

**ama-Manamana** (no sing.), n. Quibbling, prevaricating talk, as of one who is seeking to evade the truth = ama-Menene. See manaza.

**Manaza, v.** Talk in a quibbling, prevaricating way, seeking to evade the truth = mbangwana, mbandaza, bengreza, budaza; see ama-Manamana.

**u-Mandubule, n.** Pearl-spotted Owl (Glauercium perlatum) = i-nKovana.

**Mandululo, adv.** Formerly, in former times, before, previously. = eMandulo, kungala. See i-nDulo.
u-Mandulo, n. Month next following after u-Nezixa and beginning about or after the middle of August 'when the first gardens appear' (see andula) - the name was adopted in Zululand to hlonipa the original name of u-Mpandu on account of the late king u-Mpande; also = ili-Sokanqangi.

Mane, verb. part. used before the subjunctive to express entreaty, request, like Eng. 'may', 'let' = ma.

u-Manga (no plur.) n. Kind of yam, cultivated in Zululand, introduced from the north or interior = isi-Tulu, ili-Boqongwane.

isi-Manga, n. Strange occurrence (= isi-Mangaliso), though in use applied chiefly to a certain eruption of the body (possibly from anthrax or other poisoning) popularly attributed to incest, and to the false pregnancy (= ili-Qangane) of uterine disease in females.

Mangala, n. Wonder at, be surprised or astonished at, as at any saying or occurrence (followed by agent, and with nga); go to the magistrate to bring a charge against anyone (with ela form and acc.—this use of the word is of quite modern introduction from Natal) [Skr. man, think; Lat. miror, I wonder; Ar. jagab, astonishment; Sw. shangaa, be astonished; Bo. maka, wonder].

Ex. ngiyomangala yielo'zevi lako, I am surprised at that word of yours.
us'eye 'kusimangala, he has now gone to take proceedings against us (in the court).

Mangalisa, v. Cause to wonder, surprise, astonish a person (acc.).

isi or um-Mangaliso, n. 5. Any wonderful, astonishing thing; strange, inexplicable affair; miracle (M).

isi-Mangayamanga, n. Anything surprisingly, surpassingly beautiful.

isi-Manganyawo, n. Nickname for a 'human being' or man (lit. one who stands erect on his feet).

um-Mango, n. 5. Steep hill or mountainside.
Ex. isexi leminango, country of long hillascents (not precipitously broken, but with many valleys and big hills to climb).
Phr. emwengweni, out in the veldt (even when flat) = endle.

umuti was'emmanqweni, a wild plant.
P. ukuko'mwango impyoungilbo, there is no hills side without its grave = death is everywhere.

u-Mangobe, n. Domestic cat — it is said these were originally non-existent in Zulu kraals, save in a few of the large ones (into which they had been introduced from the interior, after a war with a certain tribe in that direction), and were called by the pet name of o-Mangobe, somewhat similar to the English word 'pussy', though probably a corruption of some name picked up from the conquered tribe. Cats in the bush (if they really existed at that time) were known as isi-mPaka, and were always supposed to be the property of some umtakati and to live at home in an imbiza in his kraal [Teb. mangowe, cat; San. mmaka; Ko. maka; Ngo. ukunamanga].

Ex. amehlo abo enyuke resaNdhu isesyisa emlonjeni, abanye nabo esitsheni, kuhle kukho Mangobe, their eyes (these bad-mannered people) go up with the hand to the mouth, and down again with it to the plate, just as Pussy does.

u-Mangqwingwazana, n. = isi-Ngimbozana.

u-Mangqulwane, n. Small garden-insect, something like a lady-bird, but spotted with yellow.

u-Mangqwash, n. Rufous-naped Lark (Mirafra Africana) = u-Nggwash, u-Huyi.

N.B. This bird is in great request among young-men, who use its fat as a love-charm.

u-Mangwe, n. Certain bush, whose poisonous roots, of which there are said to be three kinds, white, red and black, are used for ukw-takata, and are said to cause the disease of ama-Nzeba (prob. intercostal neuralgia, or pleurisy); such disease itself.

N.B. The method of administering this evil-charm is as follows: — umtakati omunye omunye omunye, owencinc, magobo ngako imikonto emibili; ab'es'eyiposa leyo imikonto ngakuye lowo'muntu atanu'ukumbulula, angabe soweka ngakona; lowo'muntu ab'es'efa njalo amanzeba nokukwethela.

Manini, adv. When? = wini.

u-Maniweni, n. Poor beggar of a fellow (N).

Manje, adj. Now, just now = kaloku.
Phr. namanje, it's true; you are right; it is so.

Manjena, adj. = manje.

u-Mankenketa (Mankenketha), n. Veldt-plant, used as a purgative.

u-Mankunkunku (s. k.), n. Certain medicine employed by abatakati and said to cause a swelling of the limbs; such
Manqangi, adv. First, or before others (C.N.—the word in this adverbial form doesn't seem to be used in Zululand). See u-Nqangi.

u-Manqangi, n. = u-Nqangi.


u-Mantingana (s.t.), n. Blind-eyed person, who can't see a thing plain before him. See ntinganza.

u-Mantlanguwana, n. = i-nTlangwana.

u-Mantsavuzi or Mantsavuzana (s.t.), n. Sharp hoe or spade, that readily cuts into the soil; one sharp and lively with the tongue = u-Matsavuza. See tsavuza.

u-Mantshasa (s.t.), n. = i-nCengela.

u-Mantshiese (s.t.), n. Certain tree with a cherry-like fruit (C.N.).

u-Mantshingelana (s.t.), n. = u-Maquandalingopi.

u-Mantshola (s.t.), n. = u-Cwathalane.

Manxa, adv. When = nxa.

u-Manxiwa-kamili’mbuya (Manxiwakamili-mbuya), n. Unsettled, restless kind of person, who is always shifting his kraal; a ‘rolling-stone’ (lit. one whose kraal-sites never come to grow any mbuya-weed, he not remaining long enough there).

Manyula, v. Shave a person (acc.) quite smooth, i.e. his head.

i-Manyule, n. 3. Head quite smooth of hair, whether from shaving or baldness; person with such a head = i-Nyabule.

Manzi, adv. = see ama-Nzi.

u-Manzini, n. Otter = um-Tini, i-nTini.

u-Mapangozipo (Mapangozipho), n. One who habitually serves out small rations, an excessively economical, stingy person.

u-Mapekulanwa (Maphekulanwa), n. Name given to mealies that have the freak of growing the filaments from the grains themselves, not from the cob; also for ama-bele of a similar nature.

u-Mapipa (Maphipha), n. Certain tree, whose bark, along with the root of u-Ntangazi, is used as physic and elysier for dysentery.

u-Mapuka (Maphuca), n. Shrub, bearing edible berries.

u-Maquandalingopi or Maqandalungopi (Maqandalingophi), n. Small kind of snake, seldom more than a foot long but of plump body, somewhat resembling a puff-adder in its habit and colour, and equally as dangerous. It has the custom of throwing itself, for a considerable height, at its assailant (hence called u-Mautshingelana or u-Mautshingeyanga); and from the rapidity with which its venom acts, the name has arisen, lit. he who strikes down dead (qanda) before the person's head (i-kulu) has even time to bleed (opa). Cp. i(li)-Bubula.

u-Maqaqepqolo (Maqapeqqolo), n. Everyday isidwaba or ibeshu, always in waiting on one's rump' (= um-Hambekayo); also = i-Mpahazane.

u-Maquimulana, n. Name given to rinderpest. See ukuti qimi.

Maqondana, adv. In a line with, straight with; in the direction of; opposite to (with na); sometimes, having reference to, referring to, touching upon (latter use is modern). Cp. matunyama.

Ex. s'ake maqondana mlego'ntokwa, we live in the direction of, in a straight line with that hill.

Maqoto (Maqotho), adj. = qoto.

Ex. sesife oki'maqoto, we are now being killed by a 'proper, genuine' thing (which is no laughing-matter), as a severe famine.

u-Maquuba (s. q.), n. Month beginning about or after the middle of June, when the winds are strong, 'raising' the dust (quba) before them, and next following after u-Ntlangulana = u-Ntulini, u-Ntulikazi, u-Mpofun, u-Lutuli, u-Ntlangula.

u-Maqubintuli (s.t.), n. = u-Maquuba.

u-Maquuntula (Maquuntsula), n. Small veldt-plant (Withania somnifera), the bark of whose roots is pounded up and 'blown' into the vagina of a cow that has lost its calf, so as to make it still give its milk readily to another calf = ubu-Vimbo.

u-Maquzula (Maquzula), n. Nickname for any stone, stump, etc., projecting in the path and which might give an unpleasant knock against one's toes in walking; any powerful medicine, love-charm, and the like; in fact anything which actually or metaphorically might quzula q.v.

Marria, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukutile mahlwa.

Marraza, v. = mahlaza.

u-Marrabasi, n. Noisy, loud-voiced talker, always heard above everybody else. See errabasa.

i(li)-Masa (collect.), n. Two kinds, large and small, of dull white (like milky-water, not porcelain white as the i(li)-
Tambo) beads, used, with the i-nGwela and isi-Simbulu, in the old days in Zululand; hence, variety of white mealie (= i(li)-Geaki).

Phr. uku-dhla inasa (or imcev), to remain silent when one ought to speak, as when questioned and giving no reply, or, when sent with a message, and just sitting down as though oblivious of it or afraid to deliver it.

u-Mashabana, n. Certain plant.


u-Mashiba, n. (C.N.) = u-Qangwini.

Mashisha or Mashishane, adv. = masinya.

u-Mashiyakalwa (Mashiyakhalwa), n. Name given to any umatatiti, lit. one who leaves the people wailing.

u-Mashulubezi, n. One of those sent on ahead of an army to spy out and give warning, a scout, a spy, lit. one who darts dodgingly about all over the place (see shulubeza) = i-nTloli.

u-Mashwili, n. Certain plant, used as an i-nTelezi, like u-Mabope.

u-Masigcolo, n. Certain veldt-herb, used as emetic.

u-Masimpampe (s.p.), n. Small square piece of beadwork worn as an ornament hanging from the neck.

u-Masingana, n. Month beginning about or after the middle of November, and next after u-Zibandhlela, lit. the month for peering about — singa — in the gardens looking how the pumpkins, etc., are getting on for the royal feast of first-fruits to be held in the following month.

Masinya or Masinyane, adv. Soon, quickly (i.e. early) = masisha, masishane, masibasa, masishane.

Masisha or Masishane, adv. = masinya.

u-Masiza, n. Name for any ‘helper’, as in proverbs below: —

P. ng’uMasiza, ng’uMabuya lapo kungabuyi ‘adoda’, he’s a helper, he’s one who returns from where no other man returns — said in praise of one who never refuses a request for help.

ng’uMasiza bus’embengeni, litu layangaba s’esitebeni, lucileke, its a helper (the u-poko seed which is very tiny) when in the basket, but when its (scattered about) on a mat, it gets lost — recommending the necessity of carefulness in handling one’s food-supply, which though appearing of large quantity when in the sack, quickly disappears in the use.

Mata (s.t.), v. Be wet, or damp, as earth where water has been spilt (used in perf.); be given up, let die away, fall through, as an affair which has turned out impossible to arrange.

Ex. indaba yobuya yamata, the affair subsequently fell through, came to nothing.

u-Mata (s.t.), n. (C.N.) = u-Mana (? Eng. mate).

(iil)-Mata (s.t.), n. Affair that has been let drop, fallen through, as too difficult to solve, etc.

Matambama (Mathambhama), adv. — see ama-Tambama.

Matana (s.t.), v. Mate or pair with (of living things). See u-Mana (? Eng. mate).

u-Matanazana (Mathanasana), n. Barren female baboon, which, never burdened with a family, is the constant companion of the male herb.

u-Matanjana (Mathanjana), n. Veldt-plant, whose roots are used for serofulous swellings.

u-Matebeni or Matebetebeni (Mathebeni), n. Kind of kestrel, often seen hovering in a stationary manner over the veldt.

Ex. oke nkuse umatebetebeni! may you appiand the kestrel! — a direction given by a young-man when about to gigy in a certain way.

u-Matinta (Mathinta), n. = u-Malala.

Matisa (s.t.), v. Make damp, wet, moisten a thing (acc.).

u-Matoyisa (Mathoyisa), n. Small plant (Lepidium Capense), whose roots are used for sore-throat, etc.

u-Matsavuza (s.t.), n. = u-Mantsavuza.

isi-Matutuma (s.t.), n. Person with beautiful full face and prime handsome body, in the full bloom of youth.

u-Matunga (Mathunga), n. Veldt-plant (Cyrtaanthus obliquus), whose roots are used as an emetic for chest complaints and as elyster for scrofula = u(la)-Koko.

u-Matutuvana (Mathutuvana), n. Certain creeper, used as fibre; also = u-Sti- noni.

u-Mavelshetho (Mavelshetho), n. = u-Verteletshe.

u-Mawube, n. Red-haired Whydah Finch (Urobrachya axillaris), the male of one variety of i-nTaka.

Maye (both syllables accented alike), int. Expressing grief, misfortune, etc., equivalent to ‘alas!’ ‘woe;’ also sudden wonderment, as ‘oh!’

Ex. maye baba, cry of a boy when being
thrailed, or in pain; mage mame! of a girl. mage, nyomndani! alas! for my child! — cry of a woman over her dead child.

Mayela, prep. and adv. Over towards, over by, about, in the vicinity of (used with nga and loc.).

Ex. ishunga uygakulifumani mayela nga-sansa, you will find the snuff-box over towards the back of the hut.

u-Mayikili (s. k.), n. = isi-Yingayinka.

Mayima, v. Reduplicated form of Ma.

u-Mayime, n. Certain red-flowering plant (Clivia minirala) whose roots are used as ishi-hlunga for snake-bite, for stomach disorders, etc.

u-Mayo, n. Dialect of Mtotwa tribe, in Zululand, for 'mother' = u-Mame [Ya. amao, mother; Gal. waqy; Nyat. iyo; Mas. yeiyo; Go. waqy; Gu. miju; He. yuwa; Ben. yuwa].

u-Mazifisa, n. = u-Maliisi.

u-Mazitike (s. l.; s. k.), n. String of head-work with a small square piece hanging therefrom, and used as ornament for waist, neck, head, etc. (N.).

u-Mazwenda, n. Certain stout, tough forest-climber (Uvaria Callfra), stripped up for Native wicker-work, binding, etc. = um-Zungulu.

Mbâ, ukuuti (Mbâ, ukuthi), v. Be clearly exposed to view, in the open, plainly visible, as a path after a grass-fire, a kraal conspicuously situated, or the sea plainly seen from a hill-top [Lat. paleo, I lie open; Ar. ban, to be clear].

Mba (Mbha), v. Dig, in any sense; hence, dig up, dig out, as a root or stone (acc.) from the ground; excavate, as a hole or ditch (acc.); grub, as a pig; burrow, as an ant-bear or rabbit. Comp. xibula.

[Sw. chimba dig; Her. hupa, dig out; Chw. cpa, dig; MZT. simba; Ga. sima].

Phr. uen! wasinze v'omba umbulala, rainshiya li, oh! he just tore off like lightning, leaving him far away behind = rainsiya vacita, washiya wakedala.

P. uumbiweka ndawone, it (the medicine or poison) is not dug up (i.e. found) only in one place = there is more poison than one; two can play at that game (of doing for one another).

umū-Mba (umun-Mbha), n. 5. Beast given to the bride's mother (or her people, if she be dead) by the bridegroom's people = isi-Fociya sika'nina, eyokubonga ukuzula kwake, u-Hlanga luka'nina lokuthu (intombazana isiscane), i-nquthu, etc.

Mbala (Mbhalo), adj. A mere (one), a single (one) — expressing only disparagement or contempt (= bala); also adv. and int. actually! it's a fact! really, in truth (= bala, nembala). Comp. ukuli mba.

Ex. kanga nkanga ma'penu umbulo (for obula), he didn't give me even a single penny. uze wamnslu shwayi umbulu (for obula), he went and begrudged me even a mere (pinch of) snuff.

mbalâ! manyo eva, actually! here he is coming.

mbala? is it a fact? do you really say so?

u-Mbalane (Mbhalane), n. Golden-rumped Canary (Serinus icerus), a troublesome visitor in corn-fields.

Phr. kagikomposa umbalane, he won't throw at the umbalane — might be used as a threat, or expression of hopelessness, meaning that he won't live to see the summer come round again.

Ex. uou'ube nembalo ujengombalale, you will come to have a mark like the canary (which has a mark on the neck) i.e., you will become notorious in the land (may-be by the crimes of your wife or child).

N.B. The umbalane cries oku 'mabele, intintilii! yonke le'ntintilii nizak'eng'esa njant' this isn't corn; it's real heaps! what shall I do with all this abundance?

isi-Mbambane (Mbambbane), n. (C.N.) = isi-Bambane; also (C.N.) low flat ant's nest.

Mbambata (Mbambhatho), v. Pat with the hand, as a child (acc.) or dog on the head = bumbatu [Her. pambara, pat; Sw. papasa, pat gently].

Mbana, adj. — see Bana.

Mbancaza (Mbhaneza), v. = manaza.

ama-Mbanda or Mbande (Mbhanda — no sing.), n. Two things being dealt with at the same time (usually used with puta), as two vessels being carried at the same time one in each hand, two works being directed by the same person, or two children (twins) to be reared by one mother at once = ama-Mbina, ama-Nshiya, ama-Pehla.

Ex. amang'ila, giyu, uipete amambanda? don't you see me, then, carrying in both hands, or with two jobs on my hands?

ama or ubu-Mbandambanda (Mbhandambanda), n. = ama-Manamana.

Mbandaza (Mbhandaza), v. = manazu.

i-Mbande, n. 3. See i-Mbands.

isi-Mbandhluvu (Mbhandhlhubu), n. = um-Zungulu; also certain small tree.

Mbangaza (Mbhangaza), v. = manaza.
ama-Mbangqa or Mbanqa (Mbhangqa), n.

u-Mbangwana or Mbanqwana (Mbhangwana), n. (gen. used with na) = u-Mbana.

Ex. webeku ake umbangwana naye, she was placed to be her mate — as a new wife placed with an elder one to live and work with her.

Imbusi izala ombangwana, a goat bears pairs (or couples) = ama-Pahlwa.

Mbanya (Mbhangya), v. Be miserly, possess in abundance and begrudge any use of it, as a woman who, having plenty of food, yet stints her children.

Ex. umuntu ombangayo (or umbangileyo), a miser.

ama-Mbata (Mbatha; no sing.), n. Circlet worn round the neck or head by a man who has killed another in battle, and consisting of a number of tiny skin bags stringed together and containing medicinal-charms against evil results, etc. See i-nCwebo.

u-Mbaxa (Mbhaixo), n. Any double-barreled or double-rowed gun, as a gun with double barrels, a double-handled spoon, or two rows or strings of beadwork running side by side.

i-Mbaxambaxa (Mbhxazambaxa), n. See i-Mbaxambaxa.

u-Mbayimbayi (Mbhayimbhayi), n. Cannon (Mod.). See i-nTuluntulu.

u-Mbayiyana (Mbhayiyana), n. Biting coldness or cold, as of the winter winds blowing from the Drakensberg = u(lu)-Cirele.

Mbê, ukuti (Mbê, ukuthi), v. Be thoroughly firm, fast, stiff, steadfast, positive, etc. — used to intensify qina in all its meanings; make so thoroughly fast, firm, etc. (= mbembeza).

Ex. w'enqaba watsh, he refused absolutely.

Phr. yoti ilongi, 'Zidinjana, mbv! mbv! zidinjana zati mbv mbv, the bird said to the little clods (being hoeed up in the field), cling fast! cling fast! And the little clods did cling fast, clinging fast — a saying of the old women to the children.

Mbe (Mbhe), adj. Another; different — this adjective seems to be used in the Zulu idiom always as a predicate, even when, in English, it should take the form of an epithet [Her. ambangu, different; peke, alone; Sw. mbalimbali, different].

Ex. waz'ntata indlula imbe, he then took a different (or another) way.

Mbebe, ukuti (Mbhebe, ukuthi), v. Slap or give a rap (generally on the face) with the back of the hand, as one person might another (ace.) when suddenly put out = ukuti ntlaka, ukuti nqaka; cp. ukuti muku.

Mbêbeza (Mbhebeza), v. = ukuti mbebe, nqakala, ntlakala; cp. mukula.

Mbela (Mbhelela), v. Bury, as a dead person (ace. — used generally transposed into passive voice); plant out, transplant (= grameka); dig for, at, etc. See mba.

Ex. ngi-yungu otsoximelago, I am a wail who digs up for himself i.e. who has to find his own food and living as best he can.

akakambuleka, he is not yet buried.

Mbeleka (Mbheleka), v. Get dug in for i.e. be sunk deep into the ground, as a big stone, or root of a tree, or a post stuck in deeply.

um (pl. im)-Mbelo (Mbheleto), n. 5. Anything as a stone, when sunk deeply or buried in the soil; kraal or cattle-fold fence, when built of a kind of railing fixed firmly in the ground, upon which rest and cross each other alternately from opposite directions other long stakes fixed close together in the ground on each side.

Ex. ngati ngilima ngati ntu embheheni, as I was hoeing, I banged right upon a buried-stone.

i-Mbemba, n. 3. See i-Mbemba.

isi-Mbembembe (Mbhembhembe), n. Anything thoroughly firm, fast, stout, stiff, etc., as a nail, stick, or a sharp person. See ukuti mbe, qina.

Mbembesa (Mbhembesa), v. Eat to satiety (C.N.).

Mbembetela (Mbhembethela), v. Make fast, as a stake (ace.) in the ground = ukuti mbe.

Mbembeza (Mbhembeza), v. = ukuti mbe.

Mbênce, ukuti (Mbênce, ukuthi), v. = ukuti benee.
Anthrax; See dishonesty.

About a man, Make Cover person

Give have set Bo.

See MMO

A i-Mbilembilana, isi-Mbila i-MbVcimbici, rc.

u-Mbicosho (Mbhezamo), n. 1. = u-Ndicosho.

i-Mbibiliphi (Mbhiambiliphi), n. 3. — see i-Mbibiliphi.

i-Mbibilicici, n. 3. See i-Mbibilicici.

i-Mbibiliphi (Mbhimbishi), n. 3. See i-Mbibiliphi.

um-Mbilembilana, n. 3. See i-Mbilembilana.

isi-Mbhila, n. Mealie field or plantation.

um-Mbila (Mbhila), n. 5. Maize or mealies
(collect. = umu-Mbu); certain white-wooded forest tree (= umu-Hlalajuba). Cp. i-li-Meak; u-Mhulekasa; u-Hlejan; i-li-Hum [Haytian, mahiz; Sw. ma-hinde, maize in grain; mbi-si, parched maize; Bo. m-a-hamba, maize; ma-buli, parched maize; Ba. m-boma, maize; Bon. moni, sorghum; Xo. moboma, maize; Sa. mbaia, maize; Mor. doble; Ga. kasoli; Ya. imangi; Nyas. punanga; Bis. sitonga; Chil. miindi; Reg. me-bele, maize; At. abolo, mealie-bread; boro, mealies].

ama-Mbila (Mbhila), n. First milk or milking of any cow. See um-Pehlu, um-Nezwu, um-Gopibiya.

i-Mbilembilana, n. 3. See i-Mbilembilana.

u(lu)-Mbimbibe (Mbhimihibi), n. A dishonest joining of oneself to any particular person or party (with ku) as against certain other persons (with nga) from pre-

judice or under false motives, as when a man, quite indifferent as to justice or honesty, sides with his friend in a dispute against another, or with his superior from fear; such combination or dishonest union of persons against another = u(lu)-Buba, i-mBombomba; cp. u(lu)-Zungu.

Ex. u-nya u-mbimbibe ngaye, nyoba ngane-saba, he makes a false union with him (i.e. is prejudiced towards him, sides with him), because he is afraid of him.

u-nya u-mbimbibe ngaye, they formed a dishonest combination or compact of prejudice against him (i.e. the second parties being influenced by other motives than right and justice).

Mbibitela (Mbhimihithela), v. = bimbibela.

u-Mbimbito or Mbibitiwa (Mbhimibito), n. = u-Masingana.

Mbibiza (Mbhimibiza), v. Make a loud whizzing noise (C.N.).

Mbicilizi, ukuti (Mbhimcilizi, ukuthi), v. = ukuthi minci.

i-Mbishimbishi, n. 3. See i-mBishimbishi.

Mbo, ukuti (Mbo, ukuthi), v. Cover up, cover right over (ace.) by enclosing beneath or within some covering (with nga), as by throwing something over its opening, mouth, eye, or whole body, as when a person places a lid over a box or an inverted basket over the mouth of an i-kamba, or his hands over the eyes of a person, or a blanket all over one's body (= mboza); set on its mouth or in any way so as to cover up its open part, as when one turns an open box (ace.) or pot upside down (= mbo-nya); get so covered up or covered over (= mbozeke), or set on its mouth (= mbovemba).

i-Mbo (Mbo), n. 3. = u(lu)-Hlazane.

isi-Mbo (Mbo), n. = isi-Gxa.

i-Mbobombobo, n. 3. See i-mBobombobo.

i-Mbobombobo, n. 3. See i-mBobombobo.

u-Mbombo (Mbhombho), n. Certain creeping plant, with large flat leaves, used as an i-nTelezi.

i-Mbombo (Mbhombho), n. 3. See i-Mbombo.

i-Mbobombobo, n. 3. See i-mBobombobo.

Mbomboza (Mbhombhloza), v. Talk or act with prejudice, in a dishonestly biased manner in favour of one's friend, chief, etc., against another without any regard
to right or justice (see i-Mbombombo); stamp, thumb with a hollow resounding noise, as on a floor or over a hollow place beneath the ground; resound or give forth a hollow noise, as such a floor or place.

**u-Mbonambi** *(Mbbonambhi)*, n. One of a regiment formed by Mpande next after the *um-Xapo*.

**u-Mbondwe** *(Mbhoodwe)*, n. = *i-MBondwe*.

**u-Mbo-ngendhlu** *(Mbbongendhlu)*, n. A stay-at-home, a man who never goes away from his kraal.

**i-Mbongolo** *(Mbhongolo)*, n. 3. See *i-Mbongo*.

**Mbongoloza** *(Mbbongoloza)*, v. = *mhongoza*.

**u-Mbongolwana** *(Mbbonolwana)*, n. Personal noun coined for one who is an *i-Mbongolwana* q.v.

**i-Mbongombongo**, n. 3. See *i-Mbongombo*.

**Mbongoza** *(Mbbongoza)*, v. Wail or cry in a very loud, screaming, or howling manner, as a child might do, or woman altogether overcome with grief = *mbongoza*. Comp. *kala*, *lila*.

**u-Mbonjane** *(Mbbonjane)*, n. Bush, used for wattling. See *u-Mbonjolo*.

**u (pl. o) or ubu-Mbonjolo** *(Mbbonjolo)*, n. Slender mongoose = *u-Cakide*.

Phr. *ukhwa* 'mbonjo (or 'mbonjane), to stand in a very uncertain manner, be in a very uncertain mood, as an affair the outcome of which is not at all clear, or a person whose steadfastness in any position or state is a matter of doubt or uncertainty.

**Mbonya** *(Mbbonya)*, v. = *ukuti mbo*.

**Mbonyeka** *(Mbbonyeka)*, v. = *ukuti mbo*.

**Mboza** *(Mbhzoza)*, v. = *ukuti mbo*

**i-li-Mboza** *(Mbhzoza)*, n. One of Cetshwayo's Own regiment, formed by Mpande next after the *is-Angu* = *u-Tulwana*.

**Mbozeka** *(Mbhzoza)*, v. = *ukuti mbo*.

**i-Mbozisa** *(Mbhzoza)*, n. See *i-Mbozisa*.

**i-Mbozisa or Mbozisamahlanga** *(Mbhzoza)*, n. 3. Heavy rain which annually falls about or soon after the time of harvesting, 'which covers over the fallow fields'; sometimes applied, by comparison, to any similarly heavy rain.

**i-Mbu, n. 3.** See *i-MBuu*.

**um or umu-Mbu** *(Mbhu)*, n. 5. Maize — old word nearly obsolete (= *um-Mbila*); certain tree (*Commiphora Caryafolia*), in coast districts, with soft yellowish wood (= *um-Mde*).

---

**i-Mbubu or Mubumbubwana** *(Mbhubu)*, n. 3. — see *i-MBubu* or *i-MBubumbwana*.

**i-Mbúcumbeu**, n. 3. See *i-MBucumbeu*.

**i-Mbúdhlumbedhu**, n. 3. See *i-MBudhlumbedhu*.

**i-Mbúdumbudu**, n. 3. See *i-MBudumbudu*.

**(i-li)-Mbuka** *(Mbhu)*, n. Traitor to one's chief, one who forsakes him and goes over to another = the name was chiefly applied to those Zulus of Cetshwayo who left him and came to live on the south side of the Umhlutuze, with John Dunn and other whitemen. See *ambuka*.

**Mbulala**, adv. used adverbially as an affix after certain verbs (as *sizo*, help) to express that the action, which should have been good, has in reality resulted in 'killing' or seriously troubling one.

Ex. *bamsiza* 'mbulala, they killed him (or really harmed him) by their help, as they might by overloading the stomach of a famishing man with food or drink.

**i-Mbulu** *(Mbhubu)*, n. 3. Double-faced, deceptively person, misleading by false appearances, pretences or protestations, whether from lack of courage or pure deceitfulness, as a visitor who eats little so as to appear abstemious, a person who treats his poor friend coldly when met by him in high company, or who pretends friendship in one's presence whereas really an enemy; also see *i-Mbulu*. See *mbulusa*. Comp. *ubu-Nyolo*, *ubu-Qashiya*.

**ubu-Mbulu** *(Mbhubu)*, n. Quality of deception, etc., of an *i-Mbulu* q.v.

**Mbulula** *(Mbhubu)*, v. Take up from beneath the ground, unearth or dig up anything buried, as grain (ace.) from a mealie-pit, or (by comparison) the mealie-pit (ace.) itself when 'unearthing' it, or a corpse or large stone buried in the ground. Comp. *ambula* [Her. *hu-pura*, dig].

Ex. *nyasinga*, *nyambululu okudala*, I swore, I dug up an ancient (corpse) — a form of *nku-bina* q.v. when confirming the truth of one's statement.

**u-Mbululisa** *(Mbhubula)*, n. Very skilful inyanga who brings back his patients when already 'buried' = *u-Hodoba*, *u-Hohodo*.

**Mbuluza** *(Mbhubu)*, v. Put on false appearances in order to deceive, pretend to be as one is really not, as a double-faced person who pretends to be very friendly when before one though in reality quite the contrary, or a person...
who from proud shame protests satiety although really still hungry. Cp. nyolo-
za, qashiya. See i-Mbulu; fefenyeka; gobonyeka.
i-Mbumba, n. 3. See i-mBumba.
i-Mbumbe, n. 3. See i-mBumbe.
Mbumbulu (Mbhumhulhu), adjectival and
adverbial particle. Treacherous i.e.
of evil intent concealed under plausible
appearances; feigning genuineness, coun-
terfeit; evil-looking, suspicious-looking;
treachersonly, by deceit—thesword is
rarely used, and was no doubt originally
a noun.
Ex. waqembise 'mbumbulu, he had called
him by some treacherous deceit (alluring
him thereby so that he might kill him).
belele amehlo a' mbumbulu, basana-ni;
with those suspicious-looking eyes, what do
they want? (their evil intent being apparent
in their looks, although they profess peace-
fulness).
kwaembumenywa inqina 'mbumbula, then
there was called out a counterfeit hunting-
party (really for the purpose of attacking by
surprise, as occurred in the conflict between
Cetshwayo and Mbulazi).
i-Mbumbulu (Mbhumhulhu), n. 3. — see
i-mBumbulu.
Mbumbuluza (Mbhumhulhuza), v. = bu-
mbuluza.
Mbumbuzela (Mbhumhuzela), v. Make the
bubbling sound of water pouring from
a small aperture.
Mbungumbugumu, n. 3. — see i-mBungu-
mbugumu.
Mbupumbugu, n. 3. — see i-mBupumbugu.
u-Mcondowamämela, n. Name for a lanky
thin-legged person (C.N.).
Maka (s.k.), adj. Of the colour of mud
or of an old penny piece, dark brown
(N.). See um-Daka.
Mdha, adv. = mhta.
Mdokwe (s.k.), adj. — see um-Doke.
Mbube, adv. Of a drab, or pinkish-grey
colour; also light dusty brown, lighter
than Nyawoti.
ul-Me, n. Disease of goats, in which
they give a sudden cry and die (the
accent of this word is on the u, not me).
Mêfu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti
memfu.
Mêhe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Break with a
crashing sound, as if one might a thick
dry branch (acc.) of a tree, or (by com-
parison) the ribs, skull, etc., of a person
by a blow or fall = meheza; get so
broken, or break, with a crash, as the
timbers of a falling roof = mehezeka,
meheka; = ukuti mérre.
Mêheka (s.k.), v. = ukuti mehlw.
Mêheza, v. = ukuti mehlw.
Mêhezeka (s.k.), v. = ukuti mehlw.
u-Melwane, v. Small bird, the White-eye
(Zosterops virens).
Mêke, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. Split, split
apart or open, as a pumpkin (acc.) when
giving it a slash with a knife, or a man's
head by a blow with a stick (= mekeza);
get so split open or apart (= mekezeka).
Mêke (s.k.), n. Goat given by the bride-
groom to the bride (to be eaten by the
um-limbu) on the second day after the
wedding, as an introduction to the uku-
mekezisa which follows it. Comp. isi-
Wukulu, i-uDhlabukhu.
isi-Mêkemeke (s.k.), n. Any unusual occur-
rence or affair of an unpleasant nature,
as a sudden death in the kraal or the
 discovery of pregnancy in one of the
girls; large 'split' open sore (comp.
u-Zozo).
Mêkeza (s.k.), v. Have the first sexual
connection with a man, as a newly-mar-
rried wife on the second day following
the wedding, after the u-mêke goat has been
killed (umfazi us'choliwe) = ukuti
meke.
Mêkezisa (s.k.), v. Have the first sexual
connection with a new wife (acc.), as a man
on the second day following the
wedding; deflower a virgin (= hoboza;
ep. hoboza) — see ukuti meke.
isi-Mêkezo (s.k.), n. Marriage song i.e.
certain singing performed by the bridal
party at different times during its stay
in the kraal of a bridegroom at the
wedding-time.
Mela, v. Stand for, in any sense; hence,
wait for, a person (acc.); stand with,
defend, give support to a person; stand
over, overlook, as an overseer, over a
road-party (= pata); look after, care
for, manage, as the food-supply of an
establishment (= pata); stand constant
or firm at, attend to, as to the work
(acc.) engaged upon; stick in, make stand
in, as a nail (acc.) or assegai in any
particular of a plank or beast
(= simelela).
Ex. kumbela 'umturana, she is not stood
for by any child, i.e. they all die.
uku-melëca isibindi, to be stood for by
courage i.e. to possess or have courage.
Melana, v. Stand for one another, be one
against the other or in conflict with one
another, as two parties to a suit or fight.
Melela, v. = mela.

um-Meli or Meleli, n. 1. Advocate, defender (M).

Mema, v. Call by invitation, invite, as a person (acc.) to a feast; send out invitations for, as for a hunt (acc.); call for by decree or proclamation, as a chief for mats (acc.), thatching-grass, a work-party, or any regiment for action (= mezeza).

isi-Mema, n. United cry of a multitude, as of a regiment shouting its war-cry, a hunt the hunting-whoop, a class singing the tables, or a number of people breaking forth together in an expression of disapproval. Cp. is-Aga; is-Aho.

u(lu)-Mema, n. A cock's comb; long, narrow head: (N) mode of dressing the hair with young men = u(lu)-Gedhla.

u-Membesa, n. 5. — see um-Embesa.

um-Meme, n. 5. Mealie-cob when just starting the rudimentary grains like small skins (comp. i(li)-Geviza); (C.N.) pl. im-Meme, mode of dressing the hair among young-men.

Memeza, v. Shout out, call out; shout out after, call out to, as a person (acc.) at a distance; speak loudly, 'shoutingly'; call for by authoritative word or proclamation, as a chief for a supply of mats (acc.), thatching-grass, or a work-party, by way of tribute; proclaim, publish with authority, as a chief a new law (acc.) or order (= mezeza).

Memezela, v. Proclaim, publish abroad, as a chief a new law (acc.) or order = mezeza.

isi-Memezelo, n. Proclamation of any kind, whether calling for tribute, or publishing a law.

Mémfú, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Just come up or out into view, as the sun just peeping up above the horizon or from behind a cloud, or a person peering out from a hut-door.

um-Memo, n. 5. Anything 'called for' (see mema) by a chief from his subjects, as a supply of mats, thatching-grass or men for doing any work.

ama or izi-Mémenêne, n. = ama-Manama.

Méngé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Give a person (acc.) a gash, or deep gaping cut with any sharp instrument, or on the head by a blow with a stick.

isi-Méngemenêne, n. A gash; deep gaping wound or sore; serious affair of an unpleasant nature = isi-Milímíango.

u-Mengu, n. Mango, tree or fruit [Eng.]. um-Menke (s. k.), n. 5. Young, very tiny ama-Dumbi, as used for seed (C.N.). Cp. i-nTsalane, i-nJalo.

Méngé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Snap in two, as a person any brittle thing (= ukuti pogo); slit, cut a slit in, as in the skin (acc.) when making incisions, or the lobe of the ear, or in a piece of cloth where the button-hole is to be, or along the edges of anything (= ukuti peqe, ukuti gabe) = menêza; get so snapped, or slit = menqeze.ka.

Menqeza, v. = ukuti menqe; poqoza; peqeza; gabela.

Menqeze, (s. k.), v. = ukuti menqe.

Mére, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti mehele.

Mereza, v. = mehleza.

Mereze (s. k.), v. = mehleze.ka.

u or um-Mese, n. 1. and 5. Knife. Comp. isi-Nqindi [D. mes].

u-Mevetshele (Mevetshele), n. = u-Velethshele.

u-Mezala, n. = u-Mamezala.

u-Mezanyana, n. (C.N.) = um-Zanyana.

u-Mfangolweni, n. Half-a-crown [Eng. being the attempt of the Native to reproduce the Eng. word].

Mfamfata (Mfamfatha), v. Bite away at a thing (acc.) without severing it, as an old toothless woman at a tough piece of meat; (metaphor.) strive away vainly at, as to unravel a mystery.

Mfamuzu, v. = mfanguza.

i-Mfamumfamâ, n. 3. = i-Mfängumfungu.

i-Mfângamfanga, n. 3. = i-Mfangumfungu.

Miangaza, v. = mfanguza.

i-Mfangumfungu, n. 3. Anything of a spongy soft porous nature, as a sponge, honeycomb, bread, cork, or a woolen scarf; silly chatterer, who talks lightly away any senseless, toothless stuff = i-Mfangumfungu.

Mfanguza, v. Have to do with anything of the nature of an i-Mfangumfungu, as when squeezing it (acc.), eating it, etc.; draw or smoke the i(li)-Gudu when dry i.e. without any water or 'body' in it, only empty smoke; chatter away a lot of senseless talk, without substance or truth, only a lot of gas, old women's tales, etc. = mfanguza.

Mfanyaza, v. = mfonyozâ.

Mfé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be all, or quite white (= ukuti hit); come out into view simultaneously all over, as mealies sprouting up all over a field, or pimplies coming out all over the body (= ukuti dhlenu, ukuti dhlibu).
Mfeba, v. = ukuti mfebe.
Mfèbe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Dig into the amasi (ace.) with a spoon i.e. take a spoonful.
i(li)-Mfemfe (often used in plur. ama-Mfemfe or izi-Mfemfe), n. Fine white thing, a lump of fat or fat meat (= i(li)-Noni), fine white well-clotted amasi (= is-Angqondo), or assegais with the shafts cleaned white and blades polished.

Ex. bekhe ny'amamfemfe nje, it was just all white with fat — the slaughtered beast. babepete amamfemfe emikutakwenzisini, they were carrying fine whitened assegais.
i(li)-Mfemfemfana, n. Little scandal-monger, tale-bearer of a man (woman = i(li)-Mfemfemfegqoza) who goes about carrying reports of other people’s sayings and doings = (i(li)-Mfengu. See m fmfeza.
Mfemfeza, v. Bear tales, carry about untruthful reports about other people’s private sayings and doings, as a scandal-monger or tale-bearer = mfenguza.
i. Mfengane, n. 3. Whistle (article, not sound = (i(li)-Kwelo) (T).
i(li)-Mfengu or Mfenguza, n. = (i(li)-Mfemfemfana.
Mfenguza, v. = mfemfeka.
Mfi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti mfi.
Mfinifita (Mfinifitha), v. Draw or suck the juice or essence out of a thing (ace.) by pressing it up into the mouth, as a lump of chewed sugar-cane before expelling the refuse; hence, draw or suck up or away the liquid from among the solid food in a plate, as a child, or as a bird does the honey from a flower. Cp. mumca; mugunya.
Mfinini, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = mfininiza.
Mfininiza, n. Exude slightly, in a sweating manner, as liquid through a tiny crack = cinineka; cp. cica; mfiama.
i-Mfitimfiti, n. 3. — see i-Mfitimfiti.
i(li)-Mfiyane, n. (C.N.) = (i(li)-Ntigane.
isi-Mfoboza, n. Spoon with unusually large mouthpiece — not liked to be seen in use in time of dearth.
i-Mfokomfoko, n. 3. — see i-Mfokomfoko.
Mfoma, v. Just begin to put forth or make come forth finely or smally, as a man just beginning to exude moisture from the body before really perspiring, the trees in spring when just beginning to show little buds (= fomfusa), malt or seed of any kind when giving the first indications of sprouting, or a person emaciated by sickness when just be—

Mfóminti, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Squeeze thoroughly, as a lemon; wring thoroughly, as a wet garment; give it to a person (ace.) thoroughly, when rating or beating him = ficinëga. See kama; ficeka; ukuti fici.
Mfononeka (s. k.), v. = mfoma.
isi-Mfonyo, n. Native muzzle, whether as mouth-basket or mouth-band, for a calf to prevent its sucking. See isi-Ceme.
i(li)-Mfónyomfónyo, n. Anything worked in a rude, unskilful fashion, as a sleeping-mat or hut made by one who knows nothing of the work, or a bundle of things tied up by an old woman; unskilful, rough worker producing such things. See mfonyoza; (i(li)-Fikilifhi.
Mfonyoza or Mfónyomfónyoza, v. Do anything (ace.) in an unskilful, rude, untidy manner, as when attempting to weave a mat or build a hut without knowing how, or when rolling up a bundle or putting away clothes without any idea of neatness; pull about, make untidy, as clothes (ace.) in a wardrobe; pull about (metaphor.) i.e. handle roughly, as men ejecting another from a hall, or a person when beating a boy. Comp. fihiza; (i(li)-Mfomyomfónyoza; funyaza.
i-Mfotomfoto, n. 3. — see i-Mfotomfoto.
i-Mfucumfucu, n. 3. — see i-Mfucumfucu.
i-Mfukumfuku, n. 3. — see i-Mfukumfuku.
Mfúumamfuma (or often used in plur. izi-Mfumamfuma), n. 3. Any abundant collection of things (of the nature that could be referred to in English as ‘heaps’), as a great number of books, great quantity of firewood or corn collected for threshing, a large collection of vessels and pots in a hut, or a great quantity of blankets or clothing (not used of cattle).

Mufumfu, n. Month beginning about or after the middle of September, and next following after u-Mandulo, when nature all round is sprouting forth anew (= ukuti fumfela).
i-Mifumfu, n. 3. — see i-Mfumfu.
Mfumfutha (Mfumfutha), v. = fumfuta.
Mfúngumfungu, n. 3. A lot of good-for-nothing, worthless things lying about, as valueless gourds, discarded mats, etc.
Mfumfumfutu, n. 3. — see i-Mfumfumfutu.
u (for umuj-Mgwamanda, n. 5. — see um-Gwamanda.
Mhla or Mhlan, adv. On the day when, at the time (i.e. days or period) when — followed by pres., participle, or kwa with noun or infinitive of verb = mhlanza, nkololo, ncolkwanwa. See um-Hlu.

Ex. suti mhla sipuma ekaya, sabona ingeti, on the day we left home, we saw a buffalo.

ngkolumana naye mhla kwokufika kwelumbe, I spoke with him on the day the bridal-party arrived.

bafa mhlanu kwumkudlame ongaka-ya nga-kolomazi, they died at the time when it was such a fever (i.e. when there was so much fever) the year before last.

Mhlawumbe (Mhlawumbe) — occasionally, though rarely in Zululand, mhlayimbe), adv. and conj. Perhaps, may-be; or, or else; mhlawumbe — mhlawumbe, either or == kumb, sindo, katisimbe.

Ex. saka manje, mhlawumbe nthute ukupela, get off now, or else stop altogether.

myingafika mhlawumbe kusasa, mhlawumbe ngomkhloniye, I may come either to-morrow or the next day.

Mhlazana, adv. == mhlu.

Mhlohe (Mhlohe), adj. White. As the colour; white (by comparison), faded, as a withered plant, old isi-dwabo no longer blackened and greased, or a person whose skin has lost its gloss and freshness by sickness; without blemish, free of fault, as any article of purchase; un-ruffled, at peace, happy, as one’s heart or mind; destitute of, as a man of stock; empty, wanting in food, as one’s mouth (Eng. stomach) when fasting or without food [Gr. alphos, white; Lat. albus; Sw. eupe; Her. vapa; Bar. nape; Log. paul].

Ex. umhlohe ngqu, he is perfectly destitute i.e. hasn’t a single head of any kind of stock.

inyama emhlohe, white i.e. fat meat, or fat. See bomen.

amabuto amhlohe, the white regiments i.e. those formed by the elder men, who always carried white shields and whose headrings gave a white shining appearance in the sun. See umyama.

intlizimo yami inhlohe wamkhanje, my heart is clear, bright, happy to-day. See umyama.

ngenze umuluka, kmhlohe nje kona, you cannot get astray, it is quite clear (or free of any difficulty) there.

um (pl.im)-Mhlohe (Mhlohe), n. 5. Whiteox.

ubu-Mhlohe (Mhlohe), n. Whiteness, etc. See mhlwe.

Mhloshiwa, adj. Destitute, without property or stock; white = mhlwe.

Ex. kumblozhuza ka'Mayela, it is a poverty-stricken place is Mayela’s.

Mi, pron. of 1st. pers. sing., being shortened form of mina q.v., and used in the formation of possessive and prepositional pronouns; also used as shortened form of the interjection mina q.v., meaning ‘here!’, ‘take this!’, ‘I say!’ (the latter expressing applauding surprise at the powers of an umngoma while divining a case).

Mibi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Get scattered or dispersed in all directions, as people going off from a feast or meeting, mealies from a fallen basket, or the fragments of a broken calabash (= mibika); make get so scattered or dispersed (= mibiza) = ukuti ci.

Mibika (s. k.), v. == ukuti mibi.

Mibiza, v. == ukuti mibi.

Mikiti, ukuti (Mikithi, ukuthi), v. Be quite full, as a pot or river; be filled out or swollen up, as one’s foot from a snake-bite, one’s cheek from toothache, the stomach from flatulence, or with anger.

isi-Mikiti (Mikithi), n. Anything quite filled up within, as a full barrel, milk-cala-bash, or river.

Mihl, ukuti (ukuthi), v. == ukuti mahl, ukuti mohlo.

Mihlaza, v. == mahlaza, mohloza.

Mihlizeka (s. k.), v. == mahlazeka, mohloza.

Mila, v. Germinate, sprout, as the seed of a plant, or melt; hence, grow i.e. send forth a radicle, take root, as the seed (not grow or increase in size i.e. kula q.v., putting on leaves and branches i.e. hluma q.v., as the plant above the soil); grow (from the root), as hair after being shaven (not cut), or the feathers of a small bird; grow upon, as fungi on a tree (acc), moss over a stone, or boils on a person’s body (this form is nearly always used transposed into the passive voice); grow i.e. produce, bring forth, as a tree its leaves (acc.), a field weeds, a shaven head its hair, or an infant its teeth when cutting them [Skr. mi, go; Ga. mela, grow; Sw. mea].

Ex. kawujikumila kule’ulazeco, it won’t grow, i.e. take root, in this place.

wonke umnti umileke ib длнхве, the whole tree is grown (over) with moss.

umuinsisi wqala wqakaza imbali, umila umakasi kamawa, the kafir-boom tree first puts forth its flowers, and grows its leaves afterwards.

isi-Mila, n. Hard or blind tumour, form-
ing anywhere on the body. Cp. *i(l)i*-
Tumba; isi-Fesane; *i(l)i*-Fa.

isi-Milamongo, *n.* (C.N.) = *i-nGugana-
boyi.

Milela, *v.* Grow in, etc.

Ex. *uku*-xi-milela, to grow of itself, with-
out being specially planted, or reared.

isi-Milimongo, *n.* Serious occurrence of an
unpleasant nature; bad, unhealing sore = isi-Mengemenge.

i-Milo, *n.* 3. (C.N.) = *i-mVelo.

isi-Milo, *n.* = *i-mVelo*; also used (N. fr.
Xo.) for good character, natural or
through bringing up.

Mina, emphatic pron. for 1st. pers. sing.
I, I myself; me, me myself; also *mina*
(pl. minani), int. Me! I say! Here!
Take this! Look here! — often abbrevi-
ated into *mi*, both as interjection as well
as in the construction of possessive
and prepositional pronouns [Ar. anā, I;
Sw. mimi, me; Chw. mwa; Her. ami;
MTZ. ime; Sha. ini; Ngu. mea; Ze. mnye;
Kamb. ninye; Kam. anie; Ko. mnya;
Ku. minyanjo; Gan. neeni; Go.
none; San. mia; Cong. mono; Sum. one;
Nyamb. nil; Ma. nanu; Hinz. wami;
Kus. din; Nywe. lim; Tat. ani.]

Ex. *nyasha mina*, I said so, or, I said so
myself.

*mina lapo!* *muna-ni uamba entsimini
yami*, hie there! (or, I say, you there!) what
do you want, going in my field?

i-Minana, *n.* 3. Small noon, the time when
it is no longer full noon — mostly used,
as below in conjunction with *matambama-
ma*.

Ex. *kute kus'eminaneni yamatanambama
nyafika*, I arrived when it was the small
noon of the afternoon *i.e.* just before being
full afternoon or about a couple of hours
or more, according to season, after midday.
See i-Mini.

Minci, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* Be slippery or
slimy, as an eel, stone in the river, any
viscous liquid as thick dish-water or
water in a stagnant veld-pool, or the
body of a man when exuding fatty per-
spiration; slip slimily or from sliminess,
as an eel or stone from the grass, or
one’s foot when resting on a slimy river-
stone (= *mincika*); cause so to slip
from sliminess (= *minciza*) = *ukuti
mincilizi*, *ukuti bincilizi*.

Ex. *us'etsi minci ukujuluka*, he is all slimy
with perspiration.

Mincika (*s.k.*), *v.* = *ukuti minci*.

Mincilizi, ukuti (*ukuthi*) = *ukuti minci*.

i-Minciminci, *n.* 3. Slippery, slimy thing,
as an eel, stone in the river, or any
viscous liquid = *i-Neikinciki*.

Minciza, *v.* = *ukuti minci*.

i-Mini (loc. *e-Mini*; sometimes with plur.
isi-Mini), *n.* 3. Day-time, day (as distin-
guished from night); mid-day, noon
[Heb. Ar. yom, day; Skr. *dina*, day;
Lat. dies; Gr. *hemera*].

Ex. *imini yonke*, all day long, all through
the day.

*kuses'emini*, it is, or being, still daytime,
while still day, still full day-light.

*sekus'emini*, it is now full-day, noon =
sekupakati kecemini, it is now mid-day.

*kuses'emini yakuwasa*, it is still in the
daytime or the noon of the morning *i.e.* it
is still in the forenoon.

*kus'emini yamatanambana*, it is the noon-
time of the afternoon *i.e.* the time just
following midday, say at half past one *p.m.*
*nyago leyo imini*, on that day.

*iskose*a *siyasebenza ebusuku, silule emini*;
the owl works in the night and sleeps in
the day.

u-Minimini, *n.* Root used as emotive (C.N.).

Minineka or Mininika (*s.k.*), *v.* Flow on in
a continuous stream, stream constantly
along or from, as water from a spring
or in a river, or people or wagons
travelling uninterrupted along any
road; stream gradually in, flow in slowly
and constantly, as children into a newly-
founded school.

Minya, *v.* Finish off wholly or to the last
drop, anything (ace.) to be drunk; press,
confine, crowd, as one thing pressing
closely on another (ace.) where room is
deficient (the word in this meaning is
generally transposed into the passive
voice); make up one’s mind *i.e.* purpose
in the heart, intend, as regarding some
future action (gen. followed by *ngokuti*);
makup one’s mind *i.e.* feel sure, feel
certain, as about something to happen
(gen. followed by *ngokuti*).

Ex. *ngxe* *wekula kbole lapo, uminye
ind allo*, it (the plant) will never grow well
there, it is cribbed for room.

*bengimine* ngokuti ngxololo ka'Bani,
I had made up my mind to sleep at So-and-
so’s.

*nembala uminye* ngokuti angasinyelela;
and you do really feel sure he will reach
there?

u-Minya, *n.* Very poisonous plant, put into
utshwala to kill a person.

isi-Minya, *n.* Truth (C.N.) = *i(l)i*-Qiniso.

Minyana, *v.* Crowd, press, confine one
another *i.e.* be crowded, close-packed,
confined for room, as kraals in a locality,
mealies in a field, or sleepers in a hut; be fully packed in, well filled out, as a person's body when plumply grown all over; be stuffed, as the nose; be embarrassed, choked mentally, as by having a multitude of charges thrust down one's throat at once without being able to reply (used in perf. in all cases). Comp. klosana; cinana; hlangana; nyinyeka; bindanisa.

Ex. kuminyinge unyoga kuye, it is confined or wanting in room, is the wind with him, i.e. his breathing is difficult, as when wanting in lung-power from consumption.

uMinyene lo'ombulu, these mealies are crowded.

Minyanisa, v. Make be so crowded, pressed, or confined, as above, i.e. press up, pack together, confine within a narrow space. Cp. nyinya; bindanisa.

Phr. waMinyo, waminyanisela, he swore, drawing together his body, as though shrinking from the thought of the thing.

Minyanise (s. k.), v. Get crowded, pressed together, or confined.

(iili-Minjela, n. Certain bush, used for wattles and sticks.

Minyeleze, v. = tsbononozela.

Minyelezi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti tshono.

Minyi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Drink clean off at a draught = ukuti goje, ukuti hulakahla.

Minza, v. Gulp down, swallow whole, as a pill or draught of medicine (acc.); eat gluttonously, whether greedily gulping down, or over-eating or gorging; gulp in the water when overcome in a river, etc., i.e. get drowned [Sw. meza, swallow; Ga. mira, swallow; Her. nina, swallow].

(iili-Minza, n. Small tree (Halleria lucida), with large non-edible berries, and wood used for assegai-handles.

isi-Minzi, n. Glutton; gourmandiser. See minza.

Minzisa, v. Teach to over-eat or be gluttonous, as a mother constantly stuffin her child (acc.) with food; drow, as one might a cat (acc.).

um-Minzo, n. 5. Gullet. Comp. u-Qoqoqo.

Misa, v. Make or cause to stand, in any way; hence, set up, erect, as a post (acc.) in the ground; place, station, as one's kraal (acc.) in any spot; bring to a stand, make stop, as an obstruction might a wagon (acc.) on its way; ordain, establish, as a law or custom (acc.); take up one's stand, remain fixed, as a man in the position (with loc.) he has adopted in regard to a certain matter e.g. the number of cattle he is asking for his daughter's lobola; make stand firm, strengthen against evil influences, etc., — used in reference to several customs of Native doctoring (= misela; qunga; pengula; qyilana).

Ex. nyise kutiva unyise eshumini, they say her father remains firm at the ten head — he is demanding for his daughter.

eye'umfana ushikile, unyise intoiti, oh my! what large buttocks that boy has, he stands (or looks) just like a girl.

yilelo'we-ke elanyiminisibindi, it was that word which put me in heart, gave me encouragement.

Misela, v. Doctor a woman (acc.) i.e. the sexual organs, when she fails to bear children, that is, when she has irregularities of parturition, when her offspring habitually dies, or when she bears no children at all.

Miselela, v. = misela.

u-Misha or Mishana, n. (C.N.) = um-Shaana.

isi-Miso, n. That which causes to stand, endure, etc.; hence, medicine used for the purpose of uku-misela q. v.; charm-medicine for preserving one from evil; cause of stoppage, obstruction; outspan-place (isi-Miso sengola).

Mita (Milha; perf. miti), v. Be pregnant i.e. already heavy with child (acc.), as a woman (used in all cases mostly in perf.), be in calf, etc., as any animal; be swollen or full, as a river after rain (= gcwala, zala). See tata; kupuka; kulela; isi-Su [Sw. zito, pregnant; zidi, to swell].

Ex. kayikamiti, it (the cow) is not yet in calf i.e. does not yet give visible signs of so being.

Phr. uku-mita iyangane or ijoyi, to be pregnant with an iyangane, i.e. have a chronic enlargement of the belly from fibroid tumours or other organic disease of the womb — regarded superstitiously by the Natives, the actual causes not being understood by them — the expression is most commonly used as a threat or ukwibina.

uku-mita amathwa = uku-mita iyangane (possibly from the hard weight of a fibroid tumour felt within the abdomen).

uku-mita unyoga, to be pregnant with wind — used of a woman who has suffered from a temporary (not chronic = iyangane) distension of the belly (from some local disease), but which afterwards subsides.

Mitisa (Mithisa), v. Make pregnant, impregnate; accompany a cow (acc.), in sell-
ing it, with an extra sum equivalent to the value of a calf (which it is now without).

unfana ka'Bani umitisile intombi ka'Bani, So-and-so's son has made pregnant the daughter of So-and-so—a common way of saying that he has consummated illicit intercourse with her.

u or um-Miyane (pl. o or im-Miyane), n. 1 or 5. Mosquito (= u-Nongxi); certain gnat, that commonly swarms on one, settling on the clothes, etc., when travelling along the road (mostly used in up-country districts in this latter application = im-Buzane) [Her. oru-mwe, mosquito, gnat].

u-Mka, pl. o-Mka (s. k.), n. Woman i.e. wife— the use of this word is very irregular in Zulu, being always combined, as one word, with one or other of the poss. particles or some proper or common noun; used also to denote the husband of any woman, but only by members of her clan [prob. of same derivation as kazi, denoting, in most Bantu languages, the female sex—Sw. m-ke, female; m-ke-wangu, my wife; u-ke, vagina; Bo. ki-ke, female; m-kaz'angu, my wife; Com. m-kwa, female; Ng. u-ke, wife; Kamb. mu-ke, wife; Kam. mwe-ke; Z. mwe-ha; Bis. mu-kasi; Bu. m-kahano; Nyat. m-khena; Hinz. m-kwa].

Ex. umka'Manzini, the wife of Manzini; omka'Manzini, the wives of Manzini.

umka'Nomona, Nomona's husband (used by him only by members of her family or clan).

umkani, umkoko, umkake (contr. fr. umka wami, etc.); plur. omkami, etc., my wife, your wife, his wife; my wife; my wives, etc.

umka'okosi; omka'yikho, the wife of the chief; your father's wives.

Mlungu, adv. part. See um-Lungu.

Mmama or Mmamama, adj. Not so very bad, or ugly, mostly used in reference to beauty, as of a person, or piece of pottery (prob. from an obsolete noun um-Mamana).

Ex. qa! ka'khalu bakulu (akamba), la'mmama-na nje, no! it (the beer-pot) is not out-and-out ugly, or badly-made; it is so just slightly; is just moderate.

Mnandi, adj. Pleasant, nice, to the senses or the mind, in any way — to the taste, as beer, cake, sour-milk or meat (= mtila); to the ear, as music; to the feelings, as some bodily sensations; of pleasing, agreeable manners or disposition, as an amiable kind-natured man; enjoying health, as one's body when well. See nan'isa [Skr. madhu, honey, sweet-

ness; Xo. mandi, sweet; Ar. latif, pleasant; Kwafi, saba, sweet; Go. swaro, sweet; Sw. taw, sweet; Her. tyatu, nice; Bul. ten, sweet].

Ex. angumndi umbhande, I don't feel well to-day.

indoda emnandi leyo, a nice man that.

Phr. kumndi, kuhla kwe nyoka'Febe, it is nice, it is slaughtered by the assegai (umkonto) of Febe—a certain individual noted for his very prime beef which he was always slaughtering.

ubu-Mndi, n. Pleasantness of a thing to the senses or mind; good health of body; amiability of manner or speech.

Mnyene (Mucene), adj. = new.

u-Mningi, n. = um-Ningi.

Mningi, adj. Only in phrase below — see Ntingi.

Phr. akusixi umuntu abe mningi ekaya, abe mningi esikoseleni, it is not good for a person to be partly at home and partly at school, half here and half there, and wholly nowhere.

Mnyama (Mnyaama), adj. Black; of a dark colour, as the shades of brown, crimson, purple, green, etc. (= ntshudu); dark (not light); deep (when the bottom is invisible or far down), as a pool of water; without appetite, as the stomach (intziyiso) when not caring for food through illness; ruffled, angry, as one's heart (see mhlopo); confused of sight, hazy, as the eyes before a fainting fit; full, full up, fully made up, as any round number or a full stomach [Ga. dagarin, black; Reg. ikanye, darkness].

Ex. ng'eza sekinyama amnelo, I felt darkness come over the eyes — when about to faint.

indhlela ikhamba pexa kweza elinyama, the path runs along the top of a deep precipice.

intziyiso ishe ninyama, the appetite comes to be deadened, lost of its keenness.

amahlalo amnyama, the black regiment i.e. those formed of young-men who always bore black shields and were without the shining headrings. See mhlopo.

umfana iskumi elinyama, I want a full ten (with no holes in it) — see isi-Muku.

ungize ungkinawena nolwinyama (osuku), I never get to be able to want him, even on a dark day or day of retreat = I see him every day, there is not a day that I don't see him.

N.B. There were certain days which the Natives, from some superstitious reason, regarded as 'dark, gloomy' (ninyama) and on which they usually stayed at home, refraining from work, visiting, etc. The day
following this, when they would be free again, would be called a white day (mhllope). The death of headman, a hailstorm, the lightning striking a tree (signs that the izulu is angry), the 'death' or change of the moon, were all occasions for this custom. See i-Nyanga, i(li)-Zilo.

Phr. e'mutumbu amnyama kapif, kun'e'mutumbu amblope, the one (dog) whose bowels are black, i.e. full up, doesn't die; there dies the one whose bowels are white, i.e. with nothing in them — applied to the hunger of a person.

um-Mnyama (Mnyaama), n. 5. Pitchy darkness, as of night; darkness of an eclipse, for which the word could be used; darkness of depression or sorrow in the heart, as brought over a kraal by the death of one of its chief inmates, and which is supposed to be removed by the ukwahlamba custom; quality in a thing for causing ill-fortune, evil-influence (see isi-Sila, um-Swazi), as is supposed to be possessed by an um-Tini (otter — for which animal the word is sometimes used), thus applied to it mostly by Native-doctors who use its skin, etc., as a valuable means for warding off lightning, for procuring the failure of an umlakati's poisons, etc. — in regard to this animal many extravagant accounts are popularly given by the Natives, who generally aver that, though resembling the um-Tini, it has horns and dwells in the river-pool where the rainbow — for which thing, also, this name is sometimes (N) used — enters the earth.

Ex. sekugamade ummnyama, it is now black with darkness, as at night, or before a terrible storm.

ubu-Mnyama (Mnyaama), n. Darkness; blackness.

Mō, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be icy cold, as water, wind, or weather (with qanda, 'makaza'.

isi-Mo, n. Form, shape, of anything. See ma.

ubu-Mo, n. Firm stand at anything; hence, constancy, persistency, perseverance, obstinacy (used in conjunction with ma, mela, melana).

Ex. bakumenle ngobumo, they stand at it firmly i.e. are persistently at it — some conduct of theirs already reproved.

umsebenzi sebukumene ngobumo, they are now standing closely, attentively over their work.

bunelene ngobumo, they are stubbornly opposed to one another, or are at loggerheads.

u-Moba (Mooba), n. Sugar-cane — said to have been first heard of through Portuguese territory, from which direction perhaps the name came [Sw. mna, sugar-cane; Ya. mirungu].

Mōhlo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti mahla.

Mohloka (s. k.), v. = mahlaza.

i-Mohlomholo, n. 3. Any brittle, dryly crushable thing, easily breaking up with a crack, as an egg-shell, dry reed, calabash, etc. = i-Morromorro.

Mohlaza, v. = mahlaza.

u (for umu)-Moho, n. 5. = isi-Galagala.

Mokomela (s. k.), v. Take a thing (acc.) violently i.e. without any protest, etc., or in violation of prohibition, etc., as one woman might take the pot of another even after she had been refused the loan of it.

Mokomela (s. k.), v. Engage at close quarters, in a hand to hand fight, take hold of one another by force.

Mōkomo, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Be or stand densely close together, as mealies in a field, men fighting at close quarters hand-to-hand, or a multitude of noises uniting in a loud confusion.

Ex. basebele mokomo ukubambana, then they grappled together in a hand-to-hand contest.

isi-Moliya, n. Horse-sickness (N).

Mōmbo (Moombho), n. 5. Broad long stretch or strip of a thing, as a very broad pathway or track over the veldt, or a lengthy patch or strip of crops growing in a field, or of empty space where nothing has grown, or of rain-clouds covering one long portion of the sky.

i(li)-Mome, n. Certain kind of mealies of a reddish colour and with large cobs.

i-Mōmfo (Moomfo), n. 3. Ox of European Dutch breed [N. from Xo., fr. D. mof, foreigner].

Momota (Momotha), v. Pain in an acute, splitting manner, as a tooth or headache = nkenketa, qaqaamba.

Momoteka (Momotheka), v. = mamateka.

i(li)-Momoyi, n. Person with cheeks, as below.

isi-Momoyi, n. Big, round, full cheek that seems to protude beyond the margin of the face, as of some farmers; person having such cheeks. Cp. isi-Muna.

Momozela, v. = mamateka.

u-Mona, n. 5. A grieving at the good-fortune of others, jealous displeasure; hence, jealous, envy = um-Hown, um-Bombole, um-Hobolo, is-Angabe. *
Moncé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti boncu; ukuti ncoma.
Moncuka (s. k.), v. = boncuka, neomuka.
Moncula, v. = boncule, neomula.

u-Mondhlo, n. 5. Shin-bone, tibia (C.N.); also = um-Kantsha; also see um-Onhlo.

u-Mondi, n. 5. Certain forest climber, whose aromatic bark and roots are used as a stomachic for giving appetite and relieving flatulence.


u-Mongo (Moongo), n. 5. That part in the very centre of a mass or body; hence, pith, of wood; marrow, of a bone (= um-Kantsha); kernel or inside substance of any grain, legume, fruit-stone or nut, after the outer shell has been removed; flesh of fruit, after the skin or peel has been removed; wick, of a candle = um-Tumbu; cp. inKoka; ubu-Tumbu, um-Nyombo [Sw. ubongo, marrow; Her. omnongo].

isi-Mongozo (Mongozo), n. Any serious, surprising affair or event. See amagemeame.

u-Mongozima, n. 5 = n-Mongozo. See um-Zimu.

u-Mongulo, n. 5. Blood running from the nostrils, as is habitual with some persons (when caused by a blow = izinGazi) — such a spontaneous emission of blood is supposed to be the work of the ama-Dhlozi (note the ending of the kindred word above) and caused by them to improve the health of the particular individual by relieving him of an injurious surplus of blood = um-Engulo.

Phr. umadukungihola umongo, he wants to draw me out, is 'pumping' me for information. See hosha.

isi-Moniya, n. (N) = isi-Moliya.

u-Mono, n. 5. Basket-like trap for catching cane-rats and similar animals (N).

Mongo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Snap, as any brittle thing (= monqoka); make to snap (= mongoza) = ukuti pogo.

Monqoza (s. k.), v. = ukuti monqo; poqoza.

isi-Mono, n. Volley or shower of sticks let fly at the same time, as by one fighting-party against another; may be used also of stones, or bullets (not of assegas = iti-Tala); large headed, short handled knobkerry, for throwing (see iti-Wisa).

Ex. ngashaywa esimonqweni, I got struck in the shower (of missiles that were discharged against us).

b'euza isimongq besahlalina, they let fly a shower of bullets right at the offset, i.e. they still coming together.

Mongoza, v. = ukuti monqo; poqoza.

u(Mo)-Monya, n. Species of python, smaller than the i-Mata.

Monyozela, v. = mamaeta.

Monyu, ukuti (ukuthi). v. Come out smoothly, slip out, as a stalk of grass from its sheath (= ukuti boneu); slip away, without being observed, softly, as a person from among a company; come out nicely i.e. without injury or flaw, as a piece of pottery in the baking (= va) = monyuka; make come or draw out smoothly, make slip out; make slip away, draw softly away; make come out nicely, as above = monyula.

u-Mopelo (Mophelo), n. 5. Blood spilled on the ground, person, etc., or (C.N.) which has exuded internally (see iti-Tubuyela).

u-Mopo (Moopho — no plur.), n. 5. Shedding of blood, or blood in quantity so discharged, as from the person, or when in considerable quantity on the ground in any particular spot, or the continuous bloody trail as left by a wounded beast; certain forest tree which when cut emits a reddish sap; certain sea-animals (perhaps a species of anemone) which when cut emits a reddish fluid like blood and is much sought after by Native doctors for purposes of takuta.

Ex. abanlece umopo wemfene, she is afflicted by the blood of a baboon i.e. has excessive menstrual flow, as may be due to tumours of the uterus, though by Natives supposed to be caused by the administration to the individual by an umtakati of a portion of the menstrual discharge of a female baboon.

Moro, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti mohlo.

Moroka (s. k.), v. = mohloka.

i-Moorromoro, n. 3 = i-Mohlomohlo.

Morroza, v. = mohloza.

Mosa, v. = cita (C.N. perhaps from Eng. waste).

Moseka (s. k.), v. = citeka, as above.

u-Moso (Moosho), n. 5 = um-Nyaka.

i-it-Mosikini (s. k.), n. Moleyskin cloth [Eng].

Moto, ukuti (ukuthi; s. I.), v. Drink in a very small quantity, take a sip, as of beer (ace.); have a puff at the hemp-horn = ukuti habn, ukuti mpobo.

Ex. awungitise moto, mumago! just let me have a whiff, friend! (at your horn).
u-Mōvu (Moovu), n. 5. Bees-wax, such as is used for sealing up the cells. Cp. isi-Kupa.

u-Moya, n. 5. Wind; air; breath; rumour; solidity, fullness of matter, substantialness (idiom, as below); (M) spirit, soul [Skr. manyu, courage; Gr. anemos, wind]; Ar. mainyu, spirit; yel, wind; Sw. Bo. m-oyo, heart, core; MZT. mu-oya; ku-yoya, to breath; Di. p'o, heart; Bo. pome, blood; At. aya, air; Her. omu-inyo, breath]. Cp. u-Abi, n-Tli-ziyo; also i-Nyakalo. 

Ex. u-Moya oerebileyo, the Holy Spirit — the word nyewele is Xosa, not Zulu.

ipapu nelayisi kokuma'moya, kutula, lung-meat and rice have no substance or solidity, they are light (as it were, empty).

u-Mozane, n. 5. White ironwood or Bastard Sneezewood (Toddalia lanceolata). Cp. u-liu-Bekenyakato.

Mozolela, v. = mamaleka.

Mpāba, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.), v. = ukuti mbebe.

i-Mpabanga (s.p.), n. 3. Poor person, without anything of his own, as cattle, wife, kraal, etc., generally living as dependent in a strange kraal = um-Panggolo, um-Hlalaqa.

Mpabaza (s.p.), v. Slap a person (acc.) with the back of the hand, on the face (= mbebeza); behave or talk in a rude, impudent, 'cheeky' manner, as a newcomer assuming undue familiarity, or a boy giving disrespectful answers to a master (see i-Mpabazane, i-Mpampo; cp. ngatangata).

i-Mpabazane (s.p.), n. 3. Person who is 'cheeky', rude, bold, respectless in his talk or behaviour = i-Mpampo, u-Mqapelago, (i-li)Tata. See mpabaza.

i-Mpahlia, n. 3. — see i-mPahlia.

i-Mpaka, n. 3. — see i-mPaka.

Mpāku, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.k.), v. = mpakula.

Mpakula (s.p.; s.k.), v. Slap a person (acc.) with the flat of the fingers (not whole palm — see mukula) on the body or face. Cp. mbebeza; mpantsha.

i-Mpama (s.p.), n. 3. Slap with the palm of the hand = i-Mpam. Cp. u-Kwe-she; mukula; mpakula; mbebeza.

u-Mpama-zis'ebusweni (s.p.), n. Hen-pecked husband. (C.N.)

Mpampa (s.p.), v. Flutter with nervousness, be flurried, timid; flutter with excitement or overpowering desire, as to see something exciting.

ama-Mpampampa (s.p.; no sing.), n. An acting as below.

Mpampaza (s.p.), v. Act in a nervously agitated, mentally lost manner, not knowing what to do or what one is doing. Cp. tatazela.

u-Mpampini (s.p.), n. Pumpkin (used properly only of the European species). Cp. (i-li)Puzi [Eng.].

Mpāmu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.), v. = ukuti amagama.

i-Mpamu (s.p.), n. 3. = i-Mpama.

Mpmuza (s.p.), v. = mpumula.

Mpantsha (s.p.; s.t.), v. Lay the palm of the hand slappingly on another (acc.), as one familiar friend might do to another in laughing conversation. Cp. mpakula; mukula.

isi-Mpantsholo (s.p.; s.t.), n. (C.N.) = isi-Patsholo.

u-Mpandu (s.p.), n. Original name of the month u-Mandulo.

Mpanya (s.p.), v. = mponya.

isi-Mpanza (s.p.), n. = isi-Ampanza.

Mpāyi mpāyi, ukuti (s.p.; s.k.), v. = mpayisa.

Mpayiza (s.p.), v. Wander about aimlessly seeking for something (acc. with elu form).

Mpe, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p. — vowel prolonged), v. 'Fly along', i.e. run with great swiftness or velocity, as a horse or bicycle; drink on in one long continuous draught, without stopping = mpenza, mpeza; cp. ukuti npi.

u(tu)-Mpe (s.p.), n. Sweet juice of the il-li-Sundu and il-li-Lala palms, which, after an addition of wood-ashes, is allowed to ferment, and so drunk; hence, applied to 'sugar-water' = uku-Sula [Her. e-pia, tree-gum].

i-Mpempe (s.p.), n. 3. Tail-spine or quill of a porcupine by which it produces a rattling sound (cp. i-Xungu); quill or barrel i.e. the bottom end empty of pith, of any feather; (N) private dance or festivity held in the bridegroom's kraal on the day following the wedding (see isi-Kumba — Appendix). Cp. um-Qu-um; um-Qoliso [Sw. pembe, horn].

Ex. ishingo cimemupempe, an incorrigible rascal, great rogue. See um-Fee.

Mpmpeza (s.p.), v. Make the sound mpe mpe mpe, as a trumpet or Native i-Cilongo; blow such a trumpet (with nga), as a person.

Mpenga (s.p.), v. = ukuti mpe; (C.N.) miss the mark.
u-Mpete (Mpetha), n. Sharp, cunning person; artful dodger.
i-Mpetempete, n. 3. See i-Mpetempete.
u-Mpetwane (Mpethwane), n. t. Last or lowest rib on either side (of man) = u(ulu)-Bambo luka-mpetwane.
Mpeza (s.p.), v. = ukuti mpe.

Ex. ihashi lampeza naye, the horse flew along off with him.

Mpi, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p. — with prolongation of vowel), v. Spin along, skin along i.e. go rapidly forward in a steady manner as though perfectly still, like a railway-engine or man on a bicycle, or man running when the legs are not visible = ukuti mpini. Cp. ukuti mpe.
i-Mpi, n. 3. See i-Mpi.

ubu-Mpi (s.p.), n. Hostility, enmity, military action.

(i)i, or mostly plur. ama-Mpipiza (s.p.), n. Hügely fat person or animal, 'falling to pieces'; excessively large serving of any porridge-like semi-liquid food, overflowing the plate or dish.

isi-Mpikiza (s.p.; s.k.), n. 'Stump' of a thing, as a short thick-set tail, short-cut stick, or short stumpy person (but generally of a less massive kind than an isi-Mpikuza).

i-Mpimpiiliza (s.p.), n. 3. One of the small round spots, really scars, often seen on the arm of a girl, and which she makes, for ornamental purposes, by placing a pinch of kraal-manure on the arm and upon it a tiny live eider, which burns through the manure and scorches the skin below, causing it to peel off and leave a 'pretty little' round scar.

i-Mpipilizane (s.p.), n. 3. Native spinning-top, formed perhaps by thrusting a small stick through a medlar-fruit = i-Mpininizane. See ibia; ukuti mpinini.

(iii)-Mpingi (s.p.), n. Tiny stump of a mealie-cob, about as big as one's thumb.

Mpingiza (s.p.), v. Gather such cobs as above, which being left in a harvested field, are afterwards collected by the children for themselves.
u-Mpingizane (s.p.), n. 5. Large red flower with a short leafless stalk appearing on the veldt after a grass-fire.

Mpinini, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.), v. = ukuti mpi.

Mpininiza (s.p.), v. = ukuti mpini.
i-Mpininizane (s.p.), n. 3. = i-Mpimpiilizane.

Mpiza (s.p.), v. = ukuti mpi.

Mpö, ukuti (s.p.; ukuthi), v. Heap or pile up; be heaped up, as grain or goods in any containing vessel = mpöza.

Mpöbo, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.), v. Take a drink; drink a single mouthful, as from a vessel of beer = mpöboza, ukuti moto.

Mpooba (s.p.), v. = ukuti mpöbo.
i-Mpofana (s.p.), n. 3. Small imbiza used for the purpose of containing the ordinary private and continuous supply of beer in a family, not that used for the public beer-drink; poor person.

P. izwi lempofani liemungwa 'umena, the word of the poor-man is agreed to afterwards, i.e. only after place has been given to the wishes or opinions of the rich or great ones.

izwi lempofani abuzakali, the word of a poor man is not heard, makes no impression.

Mpofo (s.p.), adj. Brown, in any of its lighter shades, brownish or dirty yellow (as a varnished ceiling-board); tawny (as a lion); light muddy brown (as some buck); pink (as some beads — isi-Pofu); poor, without property [Sw. ki-pofu, blindman; Reg. mbopfu, blindman; Her. potu, blind].

Phr. into yomuntu ompofu agilungu, a poor man's thing doesn't do well, i.e. doesn't show progress rapidly like that of the rich man who has large capital and every means.

u-Mpofo (s.p.), n. = u-Maquba.
i-Mpofo (s.p.), n. 3. Eland [Sw. mpofu, eland; MZT. mu-zolhu].

N.B. This antelope was not eaten by females, its fat or suet being supposed to be used by abatokati to cause sinking of thefontanel with hydrocephalus in their children. See isi-Damuka.

ubu-Mpofo (s.p.), n. Brownness, etc., of colour; poverty = ubu-Pofu. See mpofu.

Mpopola (s.p.; s.k.), v. Strike, deal a blow with a hollow resounding sound, as on the belly of a cow (ace.), or a person on the ribs = ukampula.

Mpolombha (Mpolombha), v. Chew tobacco (ace.), take snuff by the mouth (N).

Mpopo (s.k.), v. Talk away incessantly (oftentimes alone) in a raving, incoherent or senseless manner, as a lunatic or one in delirium (= heha, konkota); talk away incessantly, 'jaw' away, as one finding fault, scolding, or complaining audibly to oneself; talk in one's sleep.
i-Mpombo (s.p.), n. 3. See i-Mpombo.

Mppompoloza (s.p.), v. Shout loudly; sing or talk very loudly, 'shoutingly'.

isi-Mppompolozana (s.p.), n. Little short stumpy thing, as of a tail, finger, mealie-cob, etc. Cp. (ii)-Mpingi; isi-Pikiza.
Mponza (s. p.), v. Stream along, as water along a ditch, or as cattle going off in a train to a field or river; stream out, as water from a fallen bottle or hole in rocks, or blood from a wound; keep up a constant stream of talk, talk away without cessation. Comp. gohoza: popo-
za.

u-Mpondo or Mpondwe (s. p.), n. Pound (money) [Eng.].

i(i)-Mpondo (Mpoondo, n.). One of the Pondo tribe; kind of pumpkin introduced from Pondoland.

u-Mpondomondo (s. p.), n. Certain dung-beetle with many little 'horns', which flies about in the evening.

u-Mpondonde (s. p.), n. Name sometimes given to the Afrikander breed of cattle.

u-Mpondongozi (s. p.), n. Species of beetle, found among cow-dung = u-Siswamama-
gorelo.

i-Mpongoza, n. 3. See i-Mpondoza.

u-Mpongoza, n. 5. — see um-Pondoza.

Mponya (s. p.), r. Bear, produce largely or abundantly, as a field crops (acc.) or a pig fat when boiled; gain, obtain largely or abundantly (even though after having worked much and hard for it), as a person crops (acc.), cattle or money = ncanya; cp. titiliza.

i-Mpoqompozo, n. 3. See i-Mpoqompozo.

i-Mpolempote, n. 3. See i-Mpolempote.

i-Mpotombo, n. 3. See i-Mpotombo.

Mpoza (s. p.), v. = ukuti mpo.

Mpoza (s. p.), r. Act in a crafty, cunning way, as a sharper = bozoma. Cp. u-Mmpomponzana.

Mpú, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), v. Take the first snap of food after fasting, ‘open the mouth’ by taking something.

Ex. angibonanye ngiyentini mpu umthola, I haven’t opened my mouth by a morsel of food.

i(li)-Mpú (s. p. — first vowel long). n. Smooth-surfaced strip of meat on the upper hind-legs, about the thighs, of cattle (= i(l)-Sindú); also sometimes = i-Mpu.

i-Mpu, n. 3. See i-Mpu.

ú(lu)-Mpu (s. p. — first vowel long), n. Person or animal without an ear or ears; or without breasts i.e. with mere nipples, as some women (cp. ú(lu)Bele-

u-Mpukane (s. p.; s. k.), n. Card of the ‘clubs’ suit in playing-cards. See i(l)-Goja.

isi-Mpukuza (s. p.; s. k.), n. Thick, stout stump of any kind, as of a tree, short thick stick, or broad stump of a tail (gen. more massive than an isi-Mpikiza).

Phr. ngoba isipumkulu, yengomati ompagenge, I am (lit. I was) a stump of a thing, like a lopped tree — used by a bachelor, widower, barren woman, one without children or stock.

Mpúla mpúla, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), v. = mpulaza.

Mpulaza (s. p.), v. Search lightly about, cast the eyes or hands carelessly around about, as when looking or feeling about one for one’s snuff box, reel of cotton, etc.

Mpúlu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), n. = ukuti pum. 

Mpuluka (s. p.; s. k.), v. = puluka.

Mpuluzá (s. p.), v. = pulula.

i-Mpumpute, n. 3. — see i-Mpumute.

Mpumpuzo or Mpumpuzela (s. p.), n. . Look searching for a thing in a blind manner, without seeing a thing plainly before one, as when searching for something.

o-Mpumulo-iqandayo (s. p. — o being relat. pron.), n. He whose nose is cold i.e. a wandering person, living on others = i(ti)-Hambelihadhilela.

i-Mpung, n. 3. — see i-MPungu.

i-Mpungwene, n. 3. — see i-Mpungu.

i-Mpuni, n. 3. — see i-MPuni.

i-Mpuqumqumqum, n. 3. — see i-Mpuqumqumqum.

u-Mpuquwana (s. p.), n. Species of sweet-

i-Mpushumpushu, n. 3. — see i-Mpush-

i-Mputumputu, n. 3. — see i-Mputumputu.

Mpúya, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), v. (C.N.) = ukuti mpú.

Mqoto (Mqotho), adj. — qoto.

u-Msantanyo, or Msatanyina (Msathanyo-
ko), n. Word of obscene abuse — accord-

u-MSatanyo, or Msatanyina (Msathanyo-
ko), n. Word of obscene abuse — accord-

Mukwane (s. p.; s. k.), n. Card of the ‘clubs’ suit in playing-cards. See i(li)-Goja.

isi-Mpukuza (s. p.; s. k.), n. Thick, stout stump of any kind, as of a tree, short thick stick, or broad stump of a tail (gen. more massive than an isi-Mpikiza).

Phr. ngoba isipumkulu, yengomati ompagenge, I am (lit. I was) a stump of a thing, like a lopped tree — used by a bachelor, widower, barren woman, one without children or stock.

Mpúla mpúla, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), v. = mpulaza.

Mpulaza (s. p.), v. Search lightly about, cast the eyes or hands carelessly around about, as when looking or feeling about one for one’s snuff box, reel of cotton, etc.

Mpúlu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), n. = ukuti pum. 

Mpuluka (s. p.; s. k.), v. = puluka.

Mpuluzá (s. p.), v. = pulula.

i-Mpumpute, n. 3. — see i-Mpumute.

Mpumpuzo or Mpumpuzela (s. p.), n. . Look searching for a thing in a blind manner, without seeing a thing plainly before one, as when searching for something.

o-Mpumulo-iqandayo (s. p. — o being relat. pron.), n. He whose nose is cold i.e. a wandering person, living on others = i(ti)-Hambelihadhilela.

i-Mpung, n. 3. — see i-MPungu.

i-Mpungwene, n. 3. — see i-Mpungu.

i-Mpuni, n. 3. — see i-MPuni.

i-Mpuqumqumqum, n. 3. — see i-Mpuqumqumqum.

u-Mpuquwana (s. p.), n. Species of sweet-

i-Mpushumpushu, n. 3. — see i-Mpush-

i-Mputumputu, n. 3. — see i-Mputumputu.

Mpúya, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), v. (C.N.) = ukuti mpú.

Mqoto (Mqotho), adj. — qoto.

u-Msantanyo, or Msatanyina (Msathanyo-
ko), n. Word of obscene abuse — accord-

u-MSatanyo, or Msatanyina (Msathanyo-
ko), n. Word of obscene abuse — accord-

Mukwane (s. p.; s. k.), n. Card of the ‘clubs’ suit in playing-cards. See i(li)-Goja.

isi-Mpukuza (s. p.; s. k.), n. Thick, stout stamp of any kind, as of a tree, short thick stick, or broad stump of a tail (gen. more massive than an isi-Mpikiza).

Phr. ngoba isipumkulu, yengomati ompagenge, I am (lit. I was) a stump of a thing, like a lopped tree — used by a bachelor, widower, barren woman, one without children or stock.
Mtoto (s. t.), adj. from the noun um-Toto, q. v.

Mishamu (s. t.), adv. from the noun um-Tshamu q. v.

Mu, ukuti (ukuthi – with prolongation of vowel), v. Be all running, dripping, as a person shedding abundant tears (with kala), or a hut-wall all running with rain that has entered the roof (= ukuti mi or wi); also = ukuti hu.

Ex. nyakanu kute mu ingembezi, he is crying, the tears dripping heavily.

Mú, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Close up or close in firmly, tightly, as a heavy mist might a traveller (acc.), or an army effectually surrounding an enemy, or a man firmly blocking up a hole or exit; be deafening, all-else-excluding, as a great noise; be perfectly silent, hold the tongue fast, as a man not wishing to speak; be closely cribbed up, densely packed, as meals in a field or people in a hut = ukuti ngc.

Múbu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti muhu.

Mubuzza, v. = muhluzza.

Mubuzeka (s. k.), v. = muhluzeka.

u-Mufi (pl. o-Mufi), n. = umu-Fi.

Mühlu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Strike a person or thing (acc.) with a clashing, colliding, thumping blow, as an open door or a projecting shelf might a person who walks up against it in the dark, or a stooping person who suddenly rises and strikes another in the face; deal a person a thumping blow on the head with a kerry; give one a banging slap in the face with the open palm (cp. mukula) = muhluzza; get so struck with a thumping blow or bang = muhluzeka = ukuti mubu.

Ex. wamuti mubhu ungembokode ebuzenci, she gave him a bang in the face with the grinding-stone.

isondo labaleka naye, watana mubhu nodo- nga belesitini, the bicycle ran away with him, and he collided with, or came bang up against, a brick wall.

Muhlmuhluza, v. Bang a person (acc.) right and left, box away at him with open or closed hand; pitch into him, banging away with one’s knobkerry, etc.

Muhluzza, v. = ukuti mubhu.

isi-Muhluzza, n. Big, round, ‘thumping’ head, or similar ball-like mass = i-ngqin-kamba.

Muka (s. k.), v. Go away, depart (generally for good, or with no intention of immediate return — see hamba); go away or go off with, wash away, carry off, as a full river might take off a person (with na) attempting to cross, or wash away anything (with na) standing in its course, or a thief decamping with property; go along with, follow closely in flight, i.e. drive along, as one army might another (with na) when routing it; go off along, follow, keep to, as a traveller might follow a road (with nga) or river not shifting his course from it; go off with (in the mouth) i.e. be taken away by talk of any kind, as when pouring out abuse (with na) or praise of a person (with na) [Her. kumuka, depart].

Ex. ugezwa intišiyo imuka, I felt my senses going — just previous to a fainting-fit.

intišiyo yake imukile, his mind has gone away, is elsewhere, he is absent in thought.

sheshani, nanti ilanga bimunuka, hasten along, there is the sun going off, i.e. setting.

uyakudimde umuka ingerwa mungwa ngayo, you will just follow the road the way the whole.

wayihlabana (inyangumise), yemuka nokoro (numkan), he struck it (the buck), and it departed with it (the assegai), i.e. he struck it, but didn’t kill it; it ran away with the wound.

Phr. umunuka ungendle (or yegas’endle), yinjalumbe, he went off on the veldt (not by the proper path), like umbole (which gets knocked off by birds and wind and nobody knows where it has gone) — said of a person who leaves a kraal secretly, or without saying good-bye.

Ilanga bimunuka, the sun is declining.

inyangana is’yanuka, the moon is in the wane i.e. in its last half.

Mukela (s. k.), v. Go off i.e. to live elsewhere, move, remove one’s residence, as a bird sometimes does with its eggs or its young when forsaking an old for a new nest, or a man who leaves one kraal where he had been living for another.

Ex. umNyatu us’emukela, Myuntu is delaying a long time (at the store to which he has been sent), lit. he has gone to live there.

us’emukela koNtabambili, he has now removed to Ntabambe’s.

uku-mukela usala, to have one’s breath taken away, i.e. to be overcome with consternation.

um-Mukela (s. k.), n. 5. A going away — only in the phrase usumunuka umumukela wafuti, he went away with a perpetual going i.e. for ever and good.

Mukeleka (s. k.), v. Get carried on ahead (gen. in metaphor, and bad senses); hence, get into the way of doing some-
thing, habituated to it, grow gradually worse, get deeper into, as a person giving way to some new vice (with ukuthi or nokuthi); get gradually extended or enlarged, as a rent in a wall or hole in one’s coat = hehemuka, dhlemuluka.

Ex. yeka loka, umgaye umukuleke, stop that (bad habit), lest it grow on you.

ha! sawumukukile! oh! so you have already got worse, deeper into the vice, gone from bad to worse.

isikole kumvumukukile nokumukula, that school has become habituated to the leaving (of its children), i.e. it is the daily thing there now.

Mukisa (s.k.), v. Send away, dismiss (when the intention is not to return); send off, as a friendly visitor (acc.) on his departure.

Ex. basamukisa umhlobo webo nga pesheya, they are giving a send-off to their friend who is going to Europe.

ungumukise wealo, he has taken my breath away with fear, has filled me with consternation.

ama-Muko (s.k.), n. used with muka in the same manner and sense as ama-Hambo q.v.

Muku, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = mukula.

isi-Muku (s.k.), n. Thing with the mouth or opening stoppered up; hence, person without a mouth i.e. without a voice; an affair into which one cannot get so as to make head or tail out of it; a firmly, thickly encircling thing out of which one cannot see or find an exit, as a pitchy darkness; also applied to a pair of big fat cheeks which seem to close up the mouth; person with such = isi-Muma; cp. isi-Monoyi.

Ex. iziguba ziseyisimukula, kazikabotohweni, the calabashes are still stopped up, they being not yet bored.

umuntu ogisimukula, a person stopped up i.e. who remains dumb, without a word (whether purposely, or from dullness). Cp. isi-Wukulu.

waleta isimukulene sesiambi, or inkomo xole bemi yisinukulu, he brought a close ten, or his cattle (for lobola) were only the exact number, i.e. a close-cut with nothing thrown in as an extra — see mungama.

nhlelela-ni isimukulu (or osimukwini)? why do you sit in the dark?

bambamba isimukulu, they seized him with a mouth-stopper, i.e. stifled him in some way.

bambukala isimukulu, they killed him secretly, in a hushed-up manner — see isi-tinyu.

Mukula (s.k.), v. Smack or slap a person (acc.) with the open palm in the face; take up with the hand, as a vessel (acc.) from the ground or a book from the table = ukuti muku; cp. mpakula; mbeza; i-Mpuma.

isi-Mukumuku (s.k.), n. Big lump of a thing, as a swollen cheek or knee; big lump of a head i.e. very large, of any shape (cp. isi-Mukumula).

Mululeka (s.k.), v. Be running down in an abundant ‘bathing’ fashion, as tears when flowing copiously, or sweat; be running or bathed in sweat, tears, etc., as a person = ukuti mu; cp. kholeka.

isi-Muma, n. = isi-Muku; (C.N.) pod of a certain plant — isi-Muma, the whole plant itself when in bearing.

Mumata (Mumatha), v. Hold the mouth closed fast, as when another is attempting to thrust something in (used in perf.); hold a thing (acc.) in the closed mouth, as a marble or water; ‘hold in the mouth’ the flower-tuft, as a mealie-plant, or the young ear, as an amabele plant, i.e. when the flower or ear is just swelling out the sheath-leaf at the top previous to appearing externally. Cp. mungunya; um-Qumbi.

Mumuta (Mumatha), v. Munch away, eat in large mouthfuls, as boiled mealies (acc.) = humuta; cp. bakuzu.

Munca, v. Suck i.e. draw out liquid from, as the juice (acc.) from an orange or milk from the breast; suck at a thing (acc.) even when nothing is drawn, although the action aims at drawing out something, as when merely sucking the orange (acc.) or the mother’s breast = mungu.

U or um-Munca, n. 1. or 5. Certain wasting disease of cattle in the bush-country, akin to the Tsetse disease — see u(ly)-Nakane.

Muncu, adj. used almost only in Natal = mungu.

Muncula, v. (C.N.) = moneula.

Muncuza, v. Drink or draw in with lips closed, as anything (acc.) nasty or in order to keep back sediment.

Ex. babubi ntshwara, hapika ngokumuncula uje, the beer was nasty, they just forced it down by a mere sucking in between the lips.

Munga munga, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Speak in an undertone, or small muffled voice, mutter, as so that nobody shall hear distinctly what is said = mungazela.

Mungaza or Mungazela, v. = ukuti munga munga.
isi-Mungele, n. Full, broad-faced person; the face itself. Cp. ụlu(Gelekep).

isi-Mungulu, n. Person who has the mouth closed i.e. born dumb; applied also to one 'dumb' or speechless voluntarily = isi-Wuku; isi-Muku; cp. isi-Tuli.


Mungunya, v. Work about in the closed mouth, as a soft mouthful (acc.) or when sucking a sweet (acc.), or a toothless old-woman eating [Her. munga, eat with closed mouth].

Munya, v. = munea; steal (provincialism in Zululand = cba) [Her. nyama, suck; Sw. nyonya, suck; nyanganya, steal; Kamb. nya, steal].

isi-Munya, n. Thief (prov. in Zululand = i(li)-Sela). See munya.

i-Munyamunyane, n. 3. Red Dagga (Leo-notis leonurus) (= u-TshwalaBenyon, i-Munyane); small snack of food taken in a meal in time of dearth.

N.B. This, along with the allied plant um-Cwili, is said to be a valuable remedy for tapeworm, as well as for snake-bite in the Zulu doctors using it even as an i-Telei; or medicinal-charm against snakes.

i-Munyane, n. 3. Any mashed food altogether devoid of taste, so as to seem merely a thickening of water. Cp. diuma; also = i-Munyamunyane.

isi-Munyane, n. Veldt-plant, with sour edible leaves.

Munyisa, v. Make a thing (acc.) sour or acid.

Munyu, adj. Acid, as vinegar or beer that has turned; acidulated, as orange-juice; sour, as milk that has turned; salty, sharp with saltiness [Ga. muufi, salt; Bo. munyo, salt; Zs. sungu, sour; Sw. chungu, sour; Her. ruru, sour; omongua, salt].


Musa, def. verb used now only in imperative and subjunctive moods, as below, and with the sense of 'refrain from', 'not do', 'desist from', 'must not' — the original of this word, along with that of awwa q.v. to which it is akin, had probably a meaning like that of the Zulu word yeka (with which verb musa is fairly interchangeable and probably identical in thought) viz. of positive-negative command, if one can so say. The word musa is, therefore, used, like yeka, to forbid, or cause desistance from any action, and is generally followed by the infinitive mood [Sw. kutsa, to leave off = Zulu. yeka; Ga. dieka! stop! leave off!].

Ex. awu! musa bo! or, more exhoratingly, man'umuse i.e. mane musa (plur. mane muisse), oh! don't; don't say so, please!; get away with ye! (hibenice).

asa'muse singyi kona (or abamuse bunyai kona), may we refrain from going there, let us not go there (or may they refrain, etc.).

bati, an'mumuse ukupata lexa, they said, I should not make any reference to that.

Muva or Muveni, adv. and prep. See umu-Va.

u-Muva, n. Name given to the last born of twins, if a boy. Cp. u-Ngandi; u-Mvase.

u-Muyimili, n. Any young female, such as a young man might seek sexual gratification from, a 'girl', a 'woman' — now seldom used.

i(li)-Muzu, n. = i(li)-Puzu.

u-Mvase, n. = u-Mura (when of females).

u-Mvelinyanya, n. He who appeared first; first man; creator = u-Nkulunkulu.

Mvi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do anything in a thorough, firm, energetic, non-joking manner, as when ladling beer (taking out large quantities at a time), or binding a bundle very tightly, or driving a stake forcibly so as to penetrate deep and firmly, or when dealing one a 'proper' blow with a stick exerting all one's power = muvivita, ukuti vgi.

Mvimvita (Mvimbitha), v. = ukuti vgi.

Mwamwateka (Mwamwatheka), v. (C.N.) = mamateka.

Mwés, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti we.

i(li)-Mweshe, n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Washwawu.

u-Mzanyana (plur. o-Mzanyana) sometimes used in Natal, but incorrectly, for um-Zanyana q.v.

u-Mzifisi, n. Certain beetle, common along paths, which, when touched, pretends to be dead (ukuzi-fisa), and frequently worn by aba-Nyama around the neck, and also thrown into the river in time of drought in order to cause rain; the Sensitive Plant (Mimosa sensitiva) = u-Mzifisile.

u-Mzisile, n. = isi-Nkwe.

Mzolo or Mzolwana, adv. On the day when = mhla.

Mzuku or Mzukwana (s.k.), adv. = mzolo.
N

has the same sound in Zulu as in Eng-
lish. But before a y, it is never pronoun-
ced as in the English word ‘sing’, the n in
Zulu not being absorbed into the y, which
latter retains its normal, hard sound, and
combines with the subsequent vowel. Before a k
it always softens the sound of that letter,
which now adopts the soft or inspired mode
of pronunciation (see note under K), as in
the word i-nKatsa (a worry), from the verb
khataza (to worry). In a similar manner it mod-
ifies the sound of an h in (making it th), as
in the word i-nThokeli (a watcher), from
the verb bhana (to spy); of an s (making it ts),
as in the word i-nSycledo (remainder), from
the verb salela (remain over); of a th, i.e. a
hard t (making it a soft or inspired t), as
in the word i-nTshela (certain disease), from
the verb thela (pour in); of an sh (making
it a subdued or inspired tsh), as in the word
i-nTshonalanga (west), from the verb shona
(gro down).

The combination ny is used to express a
softening of the u before the vowel in certain
words. It always combines with the sub-
sequent vowel in one single sound, thus
nyu-nda

(speak libellously), not
ny-nda.

Na, conj. And; also; adv. even; prep. with
[Skr. O Pers. ca, and, also; Lat. ha-bEO,
I have; Ar. Hi, wa, and; Sw. Ga. Her.
etc. na; Ang. ni; Cong. ya; MZT. a; Maf. ma].

Ex. hamba nare, go and thou, go thou also.
nyisho nekukost, I say even a chief.

Na (contr. for nangu). Used in calling
a person, and equivalent to ‘here, here
he is’ (C.N.).

Ná, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nabalala.

Na, v. Rain. Cp. wa [Ar. natar, rain; Sw.
Bo. nga; Her. roka, hana; Cong. noka
— cp. Su. noka, river, and Z. um-fula,
river, and im-fula, rain].

Ex. ligana (izulny), it (the heavens) rains.
luna imenda, it rained; luna (or more
commonly lawisa) fico, it hailed.

u-Na,n. (contr. for u-Nina). His, her, or
their mother.

um-Na, n. 1. Mate, comrade or close friend
— applied to each other almost solely
by men who have married sisters i.e.
girls of the same father, also by any
person, male or female, to a very inti-
mate friend or companion, who is as
good to one almost as a brother or
sister (used with kwetu, kwenu, kwabo).

Ex. ora! uma kwe lo, oh! he is my
dear familiar friend, is that one.

um-Na (with the last syll. accentuated
and normal, not short), n. 1. contr. fr.
um-Nawa.

umu-Na, n. 5. Scald-head, ringworm of
the scalp. Cp. um-Fula; u(th)-Tweyi.

Naba (= Enaba); perf. nebe or nabile), v.
Lie or sit stretched out lengthwise, or
broadly, as a man lying at full-length,
or sitting with the legs extended, or

a ‘running’ plant growing ‘length-wise’
over the ground, or a very broad,
low-pitched hut (used in perf.); or be live
at one’s ease or leisure, enjoy a pleasant,
comfortable life without cares (cp. na-
ma; buniso).

Nabalala (= Enabalala), v. Lie stretched
upon the ground in a sprawling, lifeless
or wrecked manner (not orderly and
with purpose as above), as a drunken
man in the road, or a person struck
down with a wound, or an ox exhausted
in a bog, or a hut already fallen flat to
the ground; lay oneself out i.e. die away
without any struggle — only used of
the easy passing away of very old people
(used in perf.) = ukuti na.

isi-Nabe, n. Any broadly stretched out,
squat thing, as a very low-pitched hut,
a broad flat-topped pumpkin, or a low
broad basket or pot.

Nábu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Fall to pieces, go
to tatters, with decay or long wear,
as a blanket, over-boiled meat or an old
person (= nabuka); make so fall to
pieces, wear or tear to tatters, as a blank-
et (ace.), etc., above (= nabula) =
ukuti nebu, ukuti nayi.

Nabuka (s. k.), v. = ukuti nabu, nayika,
nepuka.

Nabula, v. = ukuti nabu, nayiza, nepula.

Nábu-nábu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nabuzela.

ama-Nábutubanu (no sing.), n. Tatters, thing
falling to rags with decay or long wear,
as a blanket, rotten or over-boiled meat,
or very old person = ama-Nikikini,
ama-Dhlepu-dhlepu, ama-Nayinayi, ama-
Nepnepe.

Nabuzela, v. Go along in a very slow,
feeble, ‘crawling’ manner, as a chameleon,
a dying beetle, or an old person

Nadinga, n. and v. (C.N.) = nantsika.

Náfu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be sticky or tena-
cious, separate with a tenacious holding
together of the parts, as bird-lime, gum,
melting-toffee, or clammy bread in the
teeth (= nafuka); have to do with such
sticky tenacious substance, as when work-
ing bird-lime (ace.) between the fingers or when eating clammy half-baked bread or toffee (= nafuzu); take out deeply or largely, as mealies (ace.), sugar, etc., by dipping both hands or the scoop far down into the sack (= nafuna). Cp. lemblukula.

Nafuka (s.k.), v. = ukuti nafu; namuka. Cp. lemblukuka.

Nafuna, v. = ukuti nafu; zacula.

i-Nafunafu, n. 3. Any sticky, tenacious substance, as bird-lime, gum, melting-toffee, or half-baked clammy bread = i-Namunama.

Nafuza, v. = ukuti nafu.

Naka (s.k.), n. Care, concern oneself, or trouble oneself about anything (ace.) or anybody, as one's own work, a master's orders or property, or a sick person; be continually doing, be always at, do with persistency, as a person pestering another (ace.) for a loan or payment of debts, or persistently doing the same wrong, or being continually at some particular place, or being constantly engaged at some work (= nakanela, nakashela) = wakekela, nanza.

Ex. kaamake vunulu, he is not cared for, or looked after by anybody.

unginakile eyengubo yake, he is always at me for or about his blanket (which I owe him for).

unake ukweza ukuhlala kwabantu, he has his mind only on, i.e. is always, stealing other people's food (from their fields).

i(li)-Naka (s.k.), n. One who has care for himself and his things, a tidy, neat, orderly person = i(li)-Novo.

um-Naka (s.k.), n. 3. Neck ornament formerly worn by the Zulu king and his favourites and consisting of one or several hollow brass rings worn one above the other, like a stiff collar, round the neck; certain kind of head-necklace. Cp. u(tu)-Bedu; i-Nyanekwane; i(li)-Sinda.

i(li)-Nakabapati (Nakabaphathi), n. Recently born infant still 'tiny' and tender, requiring careful handling (N.).

i(li)-Nakamba (Nakambha), n. One who goes with difficulty, as an old person (C.N.).

isi-Nakamba (Nakambha), n. Worthless, worn-out horse (C.N.).

Nakana (s.k.), n. Think of something momentarily or cursorily, have the thought of something (ace.) or somebody occur to or come into one's mind, as when, walking along, a thought of some article, work or person comes suddenly into one's mind, mental preception, or recol-

lection (the act does not amount to ra-hanya, and much less so to zindhlu); feel squeamish or qualmish, as the stomach (i-nilizizayo) after an excess of very rich food.

Ex. inti, kungani enganakala leyo'nthimi nambalule, my mind is thinking about that butt to-day (ext. that it is time I set to and build it). Naka naka, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. Spot, or be spotted, all over, as below (see ama-Nakanaka); go along with very short steps, apparently 'dotting' about always in the same place and never getting forwards, as a very short or short-legged person; go ostentatiously 'picking one's way' along, as a conceited girl when dressed up = nakaza. Cp. 'sinja.

ama-Nakanaka (s.k.), n. Small spots or speckles of colour, as on a cow, dress, etc., larger in size than the ama-Kifiki and smaller than ama-Nanganyanga.

isi-Nakanakane (s.k.), n. Very short, or short-legged, person; a conceited person who goes perkily along, as above -- see ukuti naka naka.

Nakancane, Nakanci (accent on last syll. -- s.k.), adv. In the least, at all (in conjunct. with neg.).

Ex. kawumihanga nakanci, it (the tree) hasn't grown in the slightest degree.

angibonanga njikula nakanci, I didn't eat the slightest bit of anything.

u(lu)-Nakane (s.k.), n. Tsetse disease in cattle, caused by the fly of that name; a persistent, continual doing of anything (in the sense of worrying), as of a man pestering another for payment of a debt, or child persistently doing the same wrong (cp. u(lu)-Naka); also sometimes applied to such persistent person himself.

Nakanye (s.k.), adv. Indeed (in its strongest and most emphatic sense); at all (with neg.) = impela.

nakanye! mpilo (isela), indeed! it's a fact! he is it, he is one (a thief).

kanye: kwabanga nakanye, it cannot possibly be a success.

kabananga cebebenza nakanye, he didn't work at all.

Nakashela (s.k.), v. = naka.

Nakaza or Nakanzana (s.k.), v. = ukutlaka naka naka.

u(lu)-Nakazane (s.k.), n. Hair of a Native's head when of fine, soft quality (not stiff and crisp = see i-niligaqayisi).

i-Nakazi (s.k.), u. 3. Red or light brown cow with small white spots speckled all over the body. See i-Nala; i(li)-Hwanqa.
u(lu)-Nake (s.k.), n. Persevering care or concern with or about anything, as when taking good care of something left in one's charge, evincing interest and trouble in doing well one's work or when tending assiduously a sick person = isi-Neke. Cp. um-Nako.

Ex. kuna't'awake b'mantshana ogulayo, he has no care for a sick person.

Nakekela (s.k.), v. = naka.

Nako (Nakho), demonst. pron. There it is; that's it — used in pointing out things of the 8th cl. having the prefix ụku.

Ex. nako-ke! there you are! off with you! go it (used to set off, or set on, as boys running or fighting); there you are; just as I said, or thought (used in expressing strong assent to another's statement).

beng'i, ugiyakulima kule'maloco; nako-ke lingasani incula, I was thinking of ploughing in this place, but there it is, it no longer rains.

um-Nako (s.k.), n. 5. Concern (not amounting to care), business (for careful attention or interest — see u(lu)-Nake).

Ex. angina'manako wakolo mina, I have no concern with that, I; or, that's no business of mine.

Naku (Nakhu), demons. pron. Here it is; this is it (used in pointing out things of the 8th cl. having the prefix ụku); used also adverbially, and gen. in conjunction with loku, to express 'since you see, inasmuch as'.

Ex. kygikusa namhla, boku nako ungutumangya xwe, he will not come to-day, since, you see, you see, he has not sent word.

Nakuba (s.k.), adj. Although; even though; nakuba — nakuba, whether — or not = nokuba, nakona.

Ex. kyikuzana, nakuba ngintshela, he will not consent, even though I tell him.

nakuba elanda, nakuba engatandi, naga-kusai'sebanga, whether he likes it, or not, he will have to go.

Naku-ya (Nakhu-ya — the last syll. accentuated), demons. pron. There it is over there; it is that over there — used in pointing out things of the 8th cl. having the prefix ụku.

i-Nala, n. 3. Plenty or abundance of food, properly from a good harvest, also in the kraal (as from purchase); ox having white spots all over the body (ep. i(l)-Hwanga; i-Nakazi).

Ex. kuy'inalu kiti nonyaka, food is plentiful this year at out place or district.

Nalé (accent on last syll.), adv. Even there, even far away.

-----

i(l)-Nalidi, n. Needle [Eng].

Naloku (Nalokhu), adv. Even since, even that, even though = nakuba.

Ex. naloku eshilo, angiyikukwenza, and even though he has said so, I will not do it.

Nama, used for Noma in certain negative cases (C.N.).

Nama, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be firmly or closely attached to, adhere closely to, stick fast to (= namatela); be firmly closed in upon i.e. be thick, dense, as a fog, heavy enduring rain, or dense darkness (= ukuti nē).

Nama, v. = enama.

isi-Nama, n. Love-grass, a kind of grass (Panicum verticillatum) whose spiky seeds cling to the clothes of one passing by; a certain weed producing a seed-pod which also attaches itself in a similar way to one's clothing; another with small green attachable berry.

um-Nama, n. 5. Silkbark bush (Celastrus cordatus) used for sticks, and the root medicinally.

u(lu)-Nama, n. Toughness, tenaciousness — used as adj. in the form lunama q.v. = u(lu)-Zica, u(lu)-Zuenda, u(lu)-Sotolo [Sw. kunate, tenacious].

isi-Namana, n. = isi-Namba.

Nāma nāma, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = namaza.

u(lu)-Namangolwane, n. = isi-Namba.

Namata (Namathela), v. Stick to (metaphor.), keep with, follow up closely, as a dog chasing a buck (acc.).

Ex. waq'esinamets ngenuku njalo, saze sofika ekanga, he stuck to us, followed us up closely, giving us the stick, until we reached home.

Namatela (Namathela), v. Be in close contact with, be firmly attached to, adhere to, stick fast to, as one book standing close alongside another (with ku or loc.) on a shelf cover to cover, plaster adhering to a wall, one piece of gummed paper to another, or a bad reputation clinging to a person; also = namata; = ukuti nama [Bo. mamatia, stick to; Sw. nata, be sticky; Chw. ama, touch].

isi-Namatela (Namathela), n. Anything sticking or clinging fast, as burnt porridge to a pot, tar to one's coat, or a bad name continually sticking to one. Cp. isi-Shelashela.

Namatelisa, v. Cause to stick to, adhere to, cling to, as above — see namatela = namatisela.

Namatisela (Namathisela), v. = namateliisa.
isi-Namba, or more freq. Nambara (Namba, Nambarana), n. Soft, sleepy, lifeless kind of person or animal, altogether without spirit or energy (mental or physical); hence, mild, simple, quietly disposed person (gen. poor of intellect), such as a man whom a child could order about, or a cow that allows itself to be handled by anybody, or a dog that barks at nothing; slow-going, sleepy-bodied person or animal, incapable of energetic movement (= isi-Namana, ufu(Namangolwana, isi-Namkwana, um-Namekelwana, isi-Namunangu); short-legged, stumpy person or animal with a slow, difficult, waddling gait, as a short-legged fowl, bullock, duck, or very short stout woman (= isi-Nambuzana, isi-Dambuzana).

Namba namba, ukuti (Nambara nambha, ukuthi), v. Do anything, or go along, in a very slow, creeping manner, as a slow, sleepy person or worker, or one with very short legs whose progress is scarcely noticeable = ukuti nangu nangu, nambaza.

isi-Nambanamba (Nambhanambha), n. Slow, sleepy, lifeless person, without any spirit or activity = isi-Namunangunu.

isi-Nambati (Nambhati), n. = isi-Hiya.

Nambara or Nambaza, v. = ukuti namba namba.

Nambita (Nambhitha), v. Move the mouth or lips about to clear the mouth after having swallowed a mouthful or when tasting something; hence, taste anything (in such sense; not to 'perceive the flavour' = zwa), as when tasting cheese (acc.) or wine; hear or understand thoroughly, as the word or instructions of a person. Cp. hwabula; namuzuza. [Bo. lambita, lick; Sw. ramba, lick; Son. nam, bite].

Ex. anginambilanga kahle, I didn't get to perceive, i.e. hear or understand, well (what he said).

Nambu nambu, ukuti (Nambhura nambhu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti namba namba.

isi-Nambunambu (Nambugunambhu), n. = isi-Nambanamba.

Nambuza or Nambuzela (Nambhuza or Nambhuzela), v. = nambaraza.

isi-Nambuza or Nambuzana (Nambhuzha or Nambhuzana), n. = isi-Namba.

Nama, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Close up or close together by making to firmly adhere or stick together; hence, plaster up, putty up, solder up, as the overlapping of two pieces of tin with solder, the lid (acc.) of an imbiza or the stone covering the mouth of a mealie-pit by smearing the edges with cowdung, or a sod or wattle wall (i.e. the crevices therein) by plastering it with mud; close tightly in, as sickness the members (acc.) of a kraal when abundant among them; plaster or besmear a person (acc.) with some disgraceful charge (= namekeza, buceka) = nameka; get or be so closed, stuck, or plastered together = namekeka.

Nameka (s.k.), v. = ukuti name. Cp. pahleka.

um-Namekelwana (s.k.), n. = isi-Namba.

Namekeza or Namekezela (s.k.), v. Plaster or besmear a person (acc.) with some disgraceful charge, etc. = ukuti name.

isi-Namekwana (s.k.), n. = isi-Namba.

Namafu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nafu.

Namfuka (s.k.), v. = nafuuka.

Namfuna, v. = nafuuna.

i-Namfunamfu, n. 3. = i-Nafunafu.

Namfuza, v. = nafuza.

Namhla, or Namhla-nje (the m contr. for mv, hence pronoun. separately), adv. To-day, this day, this very day; often equivalent to 'now, now-a-days'. See umu-Hla; mhlua.

Ex. kkus'enuza namhla-nje, it is no longer done now-a-days.

NamaHLa loku, NamaHLa kaloku (s.k.), adv. And even now, even to-day, even still, and until now = nemina kaloku, nemina nakaloku, nemina na namina.

Ex. kade wajwayela lovo'mkuba, nanamhla loku usaw'ensha, it is long ago since he got accustomed to that habit, and even now he has it. sekwe'mingaka 'mibhi wati u'eya re, nanamhla loku for nanamhla loku us'esa, or nanamhla loku kaka'fikhe he said he would come already two years ago, and even to-day (it is the same, he has not come), or, and even still he is coming, or, and even now he has not arrived.

Nampa (s.p.), demons. pron. Here they are — used with nouns plur. of the 1st. cl. having the prefix aba.

Nampa-yâ (s.p. — last syll. accented), demons. pron. There they are over there, — used as above.

Nampo (s.p.), demons. pron. There it is — used with nouns sing. of the 7th. cl. having the prefix ubu; there they are — used with nouns plur. of the 1st. cl. having the prefix aba.

Nampu (s.p.), demons. pron. Here it is — used with nouns sing. of the 7th. cl. having the prefix ubu.
Nampu-yá (s.p. - last syll. accented), *demons. pron*. There it is over there — used with nouns sing. of the 7th. cl. having the prefix ubu.

Namú, ukuti (*ukuthi*), v. Open up or uncover slightly (see namulula); be of a sticky, tenacious nature (*= ukuti nafu*).

Namuhla, adv. = namhla.

Namuka (s. k.), v. = uThafa.

Namulula, v. Open up or away the covering of anything, uncover, as the lid (acc.) of a pot, the cloth covering a heap of goods, a carpet so as to see beneath, or a folded blanket so as to show the inside = ukuti nana, sibukulu.

i-Namunamu, n. 3. = i-Nafunafu.

u(i)-Namunga, n. = i-Nafunafu.

Namuza or Namuzela, v. = uThfiza; (C.N.) feel the lips drawn tightly together after eating anything tart.

isi or i-Namvunamvu, n. 3. = i-Nafunafu.

Nana, v. = enana.

i(i)-Nana, n. That which is meet or proper to a person or thing; hence, proper place, assignment, position; apportionment, allotment, share; party; kind, etc. Cp. o-Nonina.

Ex. ngibiza nana lamú, I requested my share, as a father when asking for the lobola cattle of his daughter.

sengivuzele inana lamú, libuye lonke, I have obtained my wage or reward, it has come in the whole of it, as a workman might say when paid for his work.

robhemiso njamanana aho, he stood them out according as was proper to them i.e. according to their sex, size, etc., as a man arranging the dancers at a wedding, or an imbanga disposing his troops.

lezi'ingabo roxhinyiselá njamanana aho, you shall replace these blankets according as is proper to them, in their proper places i.e. those of the same price, quality, colour, size, etc., together.

roqik'izimile (kizingane zami) njamanana aho, you will get to give them (my children, these presents I am sending them) according as is proper to them, each receiving his proper share as befits him.

isi-Nana, n. Small, round-bodied toad, often found embedded in the soil.

i-Nana, n. 3. (C.N.) = i-Nafu.

u or i(iii)-NanabaKhule, n. Fabulous river-animal — see i-Ntatabunethu.

N. B. Children going down to draw water at the pool where this animal is supposed to dwell, would sing 'Nanaba! Nanabalile! jí!' kuashe umfana ku'mama, viti, ungaza kucela inyeba ku'Namabule! jí!'

isi-Nandi, n. Certain kind of spreading grass (*Cynodon dactylon*); sometimes applied to 'sweets'; (C.N.) pleasantness.

um-Nandi, n. 5. obsol. noun from which the adj. mnandi q.v. is derived. See um-Tote.

ubu-Nandi, n. = ubu-Mnandi.

Nandinga, v. = nantsika.

Nandisa, v. = totisuka.

Nanela, v. = enanela.

Nanezela, v. = enanezela.

Nanga nanga, ukuti (*ukuthi*), v. Be spotted with ama-Nangananga spots = ukuti gqaba gqaba.

ama-Nángananga (*no sing.*), n. = ama-Gqabagqaba.

Ph. ngi'mananga? ngiy'ingce yin? — see ama-Nya.

Nangaza, v. = ukuti nanga nanga.

Nango, *demons. pron*. There he, she, or it is — used with nouns sing. of the 1st. cl. having the prefix u, um, or umn.

Nangu, *demons. pron*. Here he, she, or it is — used as above.

Nängu nängu, ukuti (*ukuthi*), v. = nangaza.

isi-Nängunangana, n. Slow-going, sleepy, lifeless kind of person; slow-coach.

Nangu-yá, *demo. pron*. There he, she, or it is over there, or away yonder — used as above. See nango.

Nanguza, v. Do anything in a slow, sleepy, lifeless manner, as an isi-Nängunangu.

Nanguzela, v. Go along in a slow, sleepy, lifeless manner, as above.

i(i)-Nani, n. Price of anything (M).

Nanini, adv. And when, i.e. at any time; at all time, i.e. from all time (in the future). See napakade.

Ex. akubonanga kuba ujalo nanini, it has never been so at any time, from the beginning.

i(i)-Nanja, n. Edible berry of the following.

um-Nanja, n. 5. Certain veldt-herb, bearing edible berries as above.

Nanka (s. k.), *demons. pron*. Here they are — used with nouns plur. of the 2nd. cl. having the prefix ama.

Nanka-yá (s. k.), *demons. pron*. There they are over there or away yonder — used as above.

Nanko (s. k.), *demons. pron*. There they are — used as above; there it is — used as below.

Nanku (s. k.), *demons. pron*. Here it is — used with nouns sing. of the 5th. cl. having the prefix umu.
Nanku-yá (s. k. — last syll. accentuated), demons. pron. There it is over there or away yonder — used as above.

Nanti (s. t.), demons. pron. Here it is — used with nouns sing. of the 2nd. cl. having the prefix i-li.

Nanti-yá (s. k. — last syll. accentuated), demons. pron. There it is over there or away yonder — used as above.

Nanto (s. t.), demons. pron. There it is — used as above.

Nantsa (s. t.), v. = nantsika.

Nantsi (s. t.), n. used with the different prefixes of nouns as Nantsika.

Nantsi (s. t.), demons. pron. Here it is — used with nouns sing. of the 3rd. cl. having the prefix i-u or i-m.

Nantsika (s. t.; s. k.), v. To ‘what-d’ye-call it’ — used in place of any verb or action the correct term for which one cannot momentarily recollect = nandinga, ntsika, nanzinga.

Ex. bage kunantsika lapa-ya — ukafula unuti, they have gone to what-d’ye-call-it over there — to look for some medicinal-plant.

u, ili, u(li) or i-Nantsika (s. t.; s. k.), n. used with any prefix of a noun to express ‘what is it, what-d’ye-call it, what’s its-name’, referring to something the proper name of which one cannot momentarily recollect = i-Nandinga, i-Ntsika, i-Nantsi, i-Ntukanje.

Ex. wofiga unmike uNantsika lo — uMali, you will get to give it to what’s-his-name — Mali.

quba lapa iunantsika leyo, pass over here that what-d’ye-call-it.

Nantsinga (s. t.), n. and v. = nantsika.

u-Nantsinge (s. t.), n. = u-Nantsika.

Nantsi-yá (s. t. — last syll. accented), demons. pron. There it is over there or away yonder — used as above — see Nantsi.

Nantso (s. t.), demons. pron. There it is — used as above — see Nantsi.

Nantu (s. t.), demons. pron. Here it is — used with nouns sing. of the 6th. cl. having the prefix u(li).

Nantu-yá (s. t. — last syll. accented), demons. pron. There it is over there or away yonder — used as above.

Nanza, v. = naka.

i-Nanzi, n. 3. Fourth stomach of cattle (cp. u(li)-Su); man being supposed to be anatomically the same as an ox, the word is sometimes applied to some imaginary abdominal organ, distinct from the u(li)-Su, where kuhlala izilo, etc., i.e. where tape-worms lodge, and other diseases are supposed to have their seat.

Nanzinga, v. = nantsika.

u-Nantsinge, n. = u-Nantsika.

Napakade (Naphakade), adv. And long, long hence (of future), or long, long ago (of past), i.e. from the beginning, in all time, for ever — sometimes used in both senses as napakade kudula, or napakade nanini. See nanini.

Ex. napakade kudula vow'ayibowu'! and though it be when (and though it be ever so long hence), he will come to see me! i.e. I shall have it out with him — used as a threat.

Napu nápu, ukuti (Naphu nápu, nkuthi), v. = ukuti kapu kapu.

Napuza (Naphuza), v. = kupuza.

Napuzela (Naphuzele), v. = kapuzele.

Nasi, demons. pron. Here it is — used with nouns sing. of the 4th. cl. having the prefix i-si.

Nasi-yá (last syll. accented), demons. pron. There it is over there or away yonder — used as above.

Naso, demons. pron. There it is — used as above.

Nata (Natha), v. Drink, as beer or water (ace.) — not very commonly used = puza, seka [Her. nwa, drink; Sw. Ga. nywa].

Nátu, ukuti (Náthu, nkuthi), v. Take or dip out largely or deeply, as mealies (ace.) with both hands or a dish (= ukuti naphu); be very tender or soft, as the dough of an unbaked loaf, or well-cooked tender meat.

Nátu náthu, ukuti (Náthu náthu, nkuthi), v. = natuza; also nukuzela.

Natuna (Natuna), v. = zacula, natuna. i-Nátunatu (Nákunatha), n. 3. Any very tender, soft thing, as bread-dough, putty, very tender or half rotten meat. Cp. i-Ntobonto.

Natuzela (Natuzula), v. = nukuzela.

um-Nawa or Nawe, n. 1. Any brother or sister younger than oneself (used with woni, wako, wetu, etc.); used by married women to their brothers (married or
unmarried) even when older than themselves = um-Na.

Ex. ummune yokwesana (wekohlwe, etc.), the second son in the i-nDhlunku, (or i(li)-Kohlwe), hnt.

Nayika (s. k.), v. = nabuka.

Nåyi nåyi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nabo.

ama-Náyinayi, n. = ama-Nabunabu.

Nayiza, v. = nabula.

Nama, demons. pron. Here they are — used with nouns plur. of 3rd., 4th., and 6th. classes, having the prefix i-u, isi or u(lu).

Nama-yá (last syll. accentuated), demons. pron. There they are over there or away yonder — used as above.

Nazo, demons. pron. There they are — used as above.

Ncå, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ncanya.

i-Nca, n. 3. — see i-NCa.

Ncadazela, v. Go along ‘bare, loose, or empty,’ as a person going nude, or a man walking along without a stick in the hand, or a woman returning empty-handed after having gone to buy or beg something (not used of a wagon, etc.). Cp. ratazela; hlambalazela; butshuzela.

Ncåka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti mbebe.

um-Ncåka (s. k.), n. 5. Red-ivory tree (Erythrozyylon pictum), bearing dark red edible berries; (collect.) certain large sized dark red bead or beads.

Ncakala (s. k.), v. = mbebeza.

i-Ncakalala, n. 3. see i-NCakalala.

Ncåku ncåku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ncazula.

i-Ncåkuncaku, n. 3. Any very finely ground, powdered thing, as flour, or very fine meal.

i-Ncåkusha (s. k.), n. 3. — see i-Ncakusha.

isi-Ncåkuva or Ncåkuvana (s. k.), n. = isin-Nayimbana.

Ncåkuza (s. k.), v. Grind anything very finely, into powder, etc., as mealies (acc.) into very fine meal, or wheat into flour. See i-Ncåkuza. Cp. qazaza.

Ncåla, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ncalala.

Ncåla, v. = ukuti ncalala.

Ncålata, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Cover or lie before faintly, in a dim hazy manner, so as to obscure, as a mist or passing rain-shower obscures the landscape (acc.) beyond, or the shades of night render objects indistinct, or a layer of dust makes faint the colour or polish of a table; waft or pass before one in a faint manner, as a whiff of something smelling; hence, get smell faintly, or as a whiff = ukuti kalata, ukuti nca-

Ncålela, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ncalala.


Ex. sapuna singanemane, we left without having taken anything to eat.

um-Ncamu, n. 5. Food taken as above.

i(li)-Ncamu, n. Certain herb (Othonna Na
talensis), whose roots are used as vermi-
fuge for sheep and children = i(li)-Camu.

i-Ncamuncamu, n. 3. A mere agreeing to anything that is said, a decision delivered without any consideration or exercise of judgment, as a chief accepting without further thought anything a favourite or headman may say, or a magistrate agreeing with everything a whiteman may say against his Native servant (used adverbially with vuma) = i-Ncumuncamu.

Ex. asins’awenze incumuncemu, he just merely believes or accepts anything they tell him (exercising no judgment of his own).

ubu-Ncamuncamu, n. A smacking of the lips, as of children when eating something very nice.

Ncamuza, v. Smack the lips loudly when eating, as a person or child of coarse manners when eating anything nice. Cp. kwebutula.

Ncane, adj. Small; little; few; young. Cp. nezi; ncinya; kulule [Her. ongano, a little; Chw. nyenyeane; Ka. cecana].

Phr. kumhluwe kwamuncamu (anatembu), it (the disease) pains or attacks him in the small intestines i.e. in the waist, just above the hips).

Ncanyia, v. = mponya, ukuti nea.

i-Ncapa, n. 3. — see i-NCape.

isi or i-Ncape (Ncaphe), n. 3. = is-Ancape.

Ncasa, v. = nxusa.

Ncasha, v Keep close to a person (with ku, or acc.), stick to him, as a child clinging to its mother in a crowd, or a man keeping close to an influential friend so as to obtain his support; seek to save oneself by or behind another, or by prevaricating talk (with nga), as a person trying to get himself out of a scrape by pointing to some more important person guilty of the same action. Cp. namatele; banda.

um-Ncashane, n. 5. (N) = um-Tungwa.
Ncashela, v. Begin to put forth the ear, as mealies — the cob at this first stage appearing clinging fast to the mother-stalk = beleta.

Ncashisela, v. used only as below (C.N.).

Ex. awkizi-ncashisela, to commend oneself to, try to please.

i-Ncashuncashu, n. 3. = i-Neushuncushu.

Ncashuza, v. = neushuza.

Ncaya, v. = ukutl nealala.

isi-Ncayincayane, n. = isi-Newayincayane.

Ncayisela (with zi), v. Act or speak nicely, flatteringly, so as to curry favour for oneself (N).

Ex. amapapisa lweza azincayisela yathi ku'belu/ngu, these policemen curry favour for themselves with the Whitemen by means of us (poor Natives).

Ncé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a tinkling sound, as a glass or small bell when struck = ncenceza.

isi-Nce, n. = isi-Nqindi.

Ncebeleka (s. k.), v. Talk away in an endless flow, as a loquacious woman scolding or a talkative person prattling away.

Ex. kade ncebelekile, you have been pouring out your talk ever so long.

i-Ncebelezela, n. 3. — see i-nénébelezela.

Nceda, v. Cover the penis with the prepuce-cover = ncewada.

Phr. kana'ukomo, nqisho negokwena, he hasn't a beast, even a single one (lit. even one to cover the penis with) — the phrase being taken from the practice of paying hobola for a wife, and referring to the lack, on the part of the man, of a solitary beast merely to make repayment for the sexual intercourse with his wife).

Kwa'Ncedangopondo, n. = see Kwa'Ncwadangopondo.

um-Ncedo, n. 5. = um-Newado.

Ncéde, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Become jealous, as shown in the face of a child when another receives a larger share = ukuti hede.

um-Ncedede, n. 5. Jealousy, as common among children or wives when others receive larger favours (= um-Hedede; cp. um-Hobola); egg of a beetle.

Nceka (s. k.), v. = enceka.

i-Nceku (s. k.), n. 3. — see i-nCeku.

ubu-Nceku (s. k.), n. — see ubu-nCeku.

Ncela, v. Suck the breast, as a child, calf, etc. = anja, nconta. Cp. ncebhuza; epusa.

i-Ncele, n. 3. — see i-nCelu.

um-Ncele, n. 5. Boundary or grass-border of a field (cp. um-Kawulo; i-li-Petedo; um-Sikelo); (N) certain fine thatching-grass (= i-Tungu).

i-Ncelebane, n. 3. — see i-nCelebane.

um-Ncelu, n. 5. = um-Ngeelu.

i-Ncem, n. 3. — see i-nCemu.

Ncembuza (Ncembhaza), v. Suck without drawing anything, as a calf after all the milk has been milked out or when the mother is dry.

Ncemula, v. Suck slightly when commencing to learn, as an infant or calf; just wet the throat with utshwala, etc., by getting a little drink somewhere; (C.N.) be fortunate, successful, prosperous.

Ncemulisa, v. Teach or lead an infant (ace.) or calf to suck by putting it to the breast, etc., for the first time.

i-Ncemuncenu, n. 3. = i-Ncemuncamu.

u(li)-Ncenence, n. Anything giving forth a tinkling or slightly ringing sound, as a glass, small bell, or well-baked brick.

Ncenceata (Ncenethea), v. Tinkle (trans. and intrans.), as a glass, small bell, or well-baked brick when struck (= nenceza; cp. nqengeza), or as the person so striking; keep the voice always on the ring, as a garrulous or scolding female.

Ncenceza, v. = nenceceta.

Nncenzelwa, v. (C.N.) = nxepelwa.

isi-Nncenzelwa, v. = isi-Nxpezela.

Nceng, v. Ask earnestly, beg, request, beseech, entreat a person (ace.), as that he do something; seek to obtain some right from a person (ace.) by treating him with unusual politeness, consideration or humouring, as though it were a favour being asked; ask him 'nicely', as when coaxing a fretful child or when requesting one's wage of an angry white-man. Cp. cela; nxusa [Her. xingira, beg].

Ex. ufunu ukuncengwa umlungu, a white-man wants to be asked nicely (to do anything).

angiyikumnengwa, I won't have any coaxing with him (but will just compel him without further ado).

i-Ncengancengane, n. 3. Fretful, peevish child or person who always wants coaxing or humouring in order to move him to act (= i-nTelemisa, i-mBongombongo); kind of veld-rush, whose roots are eaten by children.

i-Ncengelana, n. 3. — see i-nCengelana.

i-Ncengelezane or i-Ncengelezela, n. 3. A careful, gentle, considerate, coaxing
manner of treatment or behaviour towards another, as below — more often 

Ncengelezela, v. Treat carefully, in a gentle manner, considerately, coaxingly, as a new dress or nice pot (acc.) one wishes to preserve long, or one's delicate constitution (um-Zimba) by paying careful regard to health, or a child or servant whom for some reason one wants to treat with marked consideration. Cp. cebedisa.

Ncengezeza, v. (C.N.) = nceeya.

Ncēpe (Nēphe), int. (C.N.) = nxepe.

Ncepezela (Ncephezel), v. (C.N.) = nxepezela.

i-Ncete (Netecthe), n. 3. = u-Ngeeda.

Nceteza (Ncetzaza), v. (C.N.) = ceteza.

Nci, adj. Tiny, very small; very few = new. Cp. neune; neinyane.

Ex. kwakunwe, it was a tiny bit (the last syllable, though short, carries the accent).

Nci, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ngeci.

Nci, ukuti (ukuthi; with prolongation of the i), v. = cibatala.


i-Nciba, n. 3. = see i-nCibu.

Ncibilika (s. k), v. Melt (intrans.), dissolve, liquefy, as snow, butter, or any solid substance; lose one's rigidity, sternness, etc. i.e. become pleasantly supple, compliant, comfortable of body or mind, as a person whose bad-humour has passed off, or one who having been very cold has nicely warmed his body (used in perf.).

Ex. ungayi manje, kokanebiliki, don't go now, he has not yet got rid of his morning irritability; etc.

Ncibiliki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k), v. = nebicilika.

Ncibilikisa (s. k), v. Melt (trans.), dissolve, liquefy anything (acc.).

Ncibiliza or Ncibilizela, v. Drink or eat any thick liquid, as oil or slimy water, or a very juicy piece of fat.

i-Ncibinci, n. 3. Any thick, slimy liquid, as oil, very juicy fat, etc. Cp. i-Ncikini, um-Cibilini.

(i ii) - Ncifi, n. (N) = (i ii) - Ncimfi.

Ncifila, v. (C.N.) = ncilila.

(i ii) - Ncifili, n. (C.N.) = (i ii) - Ncifili.

Ncika (s. k), v. = encika.

Ncikida (s. k), v. = neinza.

i-Ncinkini (s. k), n. 3. Any slimy, dirtily slippery thing, to the fingers or feet, as greasy dish-water, or sliminess on a

river-stone (= i-Mnciminci, i-Ncibinci; cp. i-nJimbitili; um-Cibilindi); any 'nasty', disgustingly filthy thing, as a dirty dish-cloth, or dirtily served food; applied contemptuously to anything — 'dirty thing', 'dirty stuff'.

Ncikisela (s. k), v. = encikisela.

Ncilikishi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k), v. = ukuti nekimikishi.

i-Ncimbi (Ncimbhi), n. 3. — see i-nCimbi.

Ncimfa, v. Express dislike or contempt by making with the mouth a sound resembling the e click, as do women (men making a sound approximating to the x click = cimfa).

Ncimfela, v. Make the above sound of dislike or contempt for or at a person (acc.) or thing = cimfela.

i-Ncimfi, n. 3. Expression of dislike or contempt made as above (of men = i-Ncimbi) — see ncimfa.

Ex. aha-n-shagela incimfi mununtu = ncimfela.

isi-Ncimfi, n. Person of a querulous nature, who finds pleasure in nothing, habitually expressing dislike or discontent, as above (men would substitute isi-Ncimfi for this word if applying it to a man) — see ncimfa. Cp. isi-Fawuele.

i-Ncimfili, n. 3. = i-Ncimfi.

Ncimikij, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k), v. (N) = ukuti nekimikishi.

Ncimikishi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k), v. Do fully, completely, as when filling a bucket (acc.) right full with water (acc. or with nga), or when completely finishing off or perfecting any work = ukuti ncimishi, ukuti nga.

Ncimiji, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti nekimikishi.

Ncimishi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nekimikishi.

Ncinca, v. Manifest delight, be delighted / joyed, as joyful by children at some pleasant news = taba.

Ncinji, int. (C.N.) = ngeinjci.

Ncinji, adj. = nei.

Ncinjisa, v. Make rejoice (C.N.)

Ncinjita (Ncinjita), v. Do anything with a pleasant easiness, as a Native reading English with easy fluency, a person working at his hobby or anything in which he has interest, a man drinking nice beer or chewing a juicy sugar-reed.

Ncinda, v. Suck food, liquid, medicine, etc. from the tips of the fingers, as a Native taking medicine (acc.) in this way
according to Native custom, or a child who has dipped his fingers into the jum-pot.

Phr. ame! ama semisebezile mina, umunutu nganevelitsebele, oh! when I have done my work, a person will be able to dip in his finger to satiety, i.e., will be surprised at its fineness, won't want anything more.

Ncindela, v. Take medicine, as above, for another i.e. against him (acc.), as an umutukati does, pointing with his finger towards the person he wishes to die, or as a young-man does for another over whom he wishes to attain ascendancy (ep. tonya); suck the finger and point it at another, as a threatening to him of evil. See in-xumbane.

Ncindisa, v. Administer to a person medicine (doub. acc.) to be taken by the finger-dipping process as above – see neindisa.

um-Ncindo, n. 5. Ground mealies or amabele already boiled, as the words for ntshwala, and into which the malt (imi-Tombo) is thrown.

i-Ncinini, n. 3. See in-Ncinini.

Ncinta (s.t.), v. Out-do, beat another (acc.) in any contest, as when racing, dancing, parrying, hoeing, etc. (ep. dhlula; tutluta); also = neelula [Sw. shinda, surplus].

Ncintela (s.t.), v. Get the better of another (acc.) in eating, as a child eating with greedy rapidity so that his companion at the same pot gets nothing.

Ncintisana (s.t.), v. Help to out-do one another, vie with one another, as above – see neindu = ngayagisana.

Ncinya, adj. Small; little; few; young = neane.

Ncinyane, adj. Very small, little, few, or young, as above.

ubu-Ncinyane, n. Smallness; littleness; fewness; younerness. 
i-Ncinyanyana, n. 3. Tiny little bit, or quantity, of anything. Cp. i-nCosana.

Ncinza, v. Nip, pinch sharply with the points of the fingers; bite the tongue, as some very pungent or acid foods, etc.; pinch up snuff (acc.) from the hand; dock or nip the end off a pumpkin-shoot, in order to force forward the pumpkin (ep. lelo) = nebewa [Sw. hinya, pinch; Her. ningota].

Phr. uku-xi-ncinza, to reproach oneself, feel self-reproach or consciousness of having done wrong. Cp. xi-Solu; xi-Nyaza.

akuncinzwa ne-xcimba na? and don't you feel anything (pinching) — after having done such wrong?

isi-Ncinza, u. = is-Aneicinza.

isi-Ncinzakanye (s.k.), u. = isi-Ncinzwa-

kanye.

Ncinzisa, v. Help a person to pinch up i.e. give him a pinch of snuff (doub. acc.). Cp. shiyela.

um-Ncinzo, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Nneznze.

isi-Ncinzwakanye (s.k.), u. Very good snuff, of which a single pinch will satisfy isi-Wisa.


Ncipaza (Nephaza), v. = nulipisa; also, make little of, disparage a thing (acc. = filisa).

Ncipisa (Nephisa), v. Make become less or dwindle, diminish (trans.); decrease in size or quantity, as anything (acc.). Cp. hluzeza; nulipaza; punyula.

Ncisha, v. Refuse to give a person something (doub. acc.) through meanness or niggardliness, as when a traveller begs for food and is denied, or a mother giving her children no food for punishment = emana. Cp. gbua.

Ncishana, v. Act mutually as above, refuse to give generously one to another; sometimes applied to a person singly, when given habitually to such mean practices = emana.

Ex. nganeishana b'umfazi, this is a stingy woman, she gives nothing to anybody.

Phr. xindela kaZweishana, kazi'makele, one doesn't be stingy with news, it not being corn — as when coaxing a person to tell one the news.

i(li)-Ncishane, n. One of the two bony excrescences, like rudimentary toes, above the hoof or foot of animals, as the cow, dog, buck, etc.

isi-Ncishani, n. Stingy person, from whom nothing can be got, who gives nothing to anybody = u-Nqodyi. See weisha.

um-Ncishanja, n. 5. Outer-skin or cutis, such as peels off from the palm of one's hand after much hoeing or from around the sides of sores (ep. isi-Kwanyu; styce, of the eye (i.e. i-nKohlisa).


i-Ncisi, n. 3. See i-nCisili.

Nciyanciya, v. Look about in a mentally agitated, ashamed or confused way, not knowing where to look, as one publicly abashed or a child caught in the act of doing wrong = kiyakenya, covaroya.

i-Nco, n. 3. Red ox with large white patches distributed about the body. Cp. i-Nelu.
NCU
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i-Ncodoba, n. 3. See i-nCodoba.
i-Ncohoba, n. 3. See i-nCohoba.
Ncoka (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = neoma.
Ncokolo (s. k.), v. Make fun or play by talking, as with a child, play with it. Crip. utela [Her. nyekera, jest].
Ex. uku-necolokia ingane, to make a child to play i.e. play with it or make fun with it by talking laugh-provoking things.
Ncokoloza (s. k.), v. = cokoloza.
Ncékolizni, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti cokolozi.
Ncola, v. Rob, plunder, a person (acc.) of his property (acc. mostly used by women = pangu; (C.N.) ill-treat, ill-use, in revenge or dislike.
Ncoma, v. Report, announce, or declare openly or abroad, as a criminal openly confessing his actions (acc.), a man brazening forth his deeds or those of another (good or bad), or a messenger announcing the coming of some public personage.
Ex. hamba, uxinrome, go and report yourself or confess openly what your have done to (your master).
wanacomela unbani, he reported or divulged him to So-and-so.
i-Ncomo, n. 3. — see i-nCombo.
Ncomo, ukuti, v. — mostly Ngeomu, ukuti.
Ncomuka, v. — mostly Ngeomuka.
Ncomula, v. — mostly Ngeomula.
Nconca, v. Gather food (acc.) from the field before it is quite ripe or fully grown, as mealies, sweet-potatoes, etc.
um-Nconco (with plur.), n. 5. Young mealiecob with the grains still unformed.
u(lu)-Ncondo, n. Person with a natural halt of some kind in the leg, causing him to drag it after him, as it were (not as result of accident, or actual deformity — see u(lu)-Nyongya).
i(li)-Ncongo, n. Fruit of below. Cp. ili-Kiwan; um-Poba; is-Abunu.
um-Ncongo, n. 5. Species of wild-fig, bearing a hairy fruit slightly smaller but better flavoured than the um-Kiwan.
i-Ncongoshian, n. 3. (C.N.) — see i-nGongoshiyane.
Ncono, adj. — see Ngcono.
um-Ncono, n. 5. Last small portion of excretion discharged by a person (and sought after by abatakati for evil purposes).
Ex. bantatlala ngummrono, they (the abatakati) took him by his unnemo (which they are said to watch for and collect) i.e. they caused him prolapsus ani, as a result of their subsequent machinations.
Ncontuka (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = neotuka.
Ncontula, v. (C.N.) = neotula.
i-Ncosana, n. — see i-nCosana.
ubu-Ncosana, n. — see ubu-nCosana.
i-Ncosho, n. 3. See i-nCosho.
Ncoshoba, v. Shave off the hair (acc. — word now nearly obsolete) = puka, singa.
i-Ncoshoba, n. 3. = i-nTsingo.
Ncosholozela, v. Persist or persevere at anything (in good or bad sense), as a person plodding industriously away at some tiresome work, a child persisting in doing wrong, or an importunate beggar constantly worrying.
i-Ncosi, n. 3. See i-nCosi.
i-Ncosuncosu, n. 3. — see i-nCosuncosu.
i-Ncoto, n. 3. — see i-nCoto.
Ncotsu, ukuti (Ncotsu, ukuti), v. = ukuti boneu, ukuti neomu.
Ncotuka (Ncotsuka), v. = boneuka, moneu, neomuka.
Ncotula (Ncotsula), v. = boneuka, moneu, neomula.
i-Ncozana, n. 3. — see i-nCozana.
Ncozulula, v. (C.N.) = consulula.
Ncu, adj. = nei.
i-Ncubuncubu, n. 3. = i-Neubuncubu.
i-Ncuke, n. 3. — see i-nCuke.
u-Ncubili (s. k.), n. An hermaphrodite or double-sexed thing; double-faced person, who unites himself with both parties in a conflict — comp. with i-nCuke (hyena, etc.), this animal being supposed by the Natives to be an hermaphrodite.
i-Ncukuncuku (s. k.), n.3. = i-Neubuncokoho.
Ncukuza (s. k.), v. Irritate, aggravate, provoke a person (acc.) to get angry, by some word or action disliked. Cp. qa-la; cokoloza.
i-Ncukwe, n. 3. See i-nCuke.
i-Nculu, n. 3. Abstemious person, small eater, one who takes just a little (of food or drink) and stops = i-Neunu. See neunuza.
Nculuzu, v. = neunuza.
i-Ncunbe (Neumbe), n. 3. A thin porridge made of finely-ground meal and water, milk or amasi, for infants.
Ncuncu, adj. = nei.
i-Ncuncu, n. 3. (C.N.) = i-Neunwini.
i-Ncungulu, n. 3. Tadpole (C.N.) = u-Qashagasha.
Crack food, light See Bummer Far, third month ugly isu. Do slight make Nice a See noodle nu-ncunu, um-Ncunze, ncunu a the (ace.), or sion. away ground etc., comfortably Gqobiya. and is after u-Mandulo man — where do um-Ncedo. ready natured vision, or crush u-Mandulo and — where do um-Ncedo.
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Ncwálela, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nca-

lela.

NCW
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i-Ncunu, n. 3. = i-Neulu.

Ncūnú nu nceu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Eat just a little and stop, as a small eater or abstemious person = ncuunuzu.

Ncunuza, v. = ukuti nceu nu nceu.

Ncunza, v. Do little by little, gradually, by degrees, as when putting slowly away a large quantity of beer or food (acc.), or a disease gradually getting the better of one, or a woman hoeing a large field little by little; (C.N.) annoy.

um-Ncunze, n. 5. Third supply of milk, or milking, of a cow on the same occasion. Cp. ama-Mbila, um-Pehlu, um-Gqobiya.

i-Ncupe, n. 3. — see i-nCupe.

i-Ncushuncushu, n. 3. Any very finely-ground or powdered thing; food, paste, etc., made from such, as very fine porridge, etc. = i-Nrumbunucu, i-Neashun euashu. Cp. i-nQaruqaru.

Ncushuza, v. Grind or crush up finely or into powder, or fine pulp, as grain, medicine or soil (acc.), on the stone or with the finger, or in the mouth = neashuza.

umu-Ncuzu, n. 5. (C.N.) = umu-Nyuza.

NCW

Ncwaba, adj. Look nice and fresh, be in a comfortably soft or supple state, as the veldt when softly covered with green in the spring, the body of a person when lithe and glossy from oiling, or a man well-off as to property, etc.

u-Ncwaba, n. Month beginning about or after the middle of July, when the grass is covering the veldt fresh with green, and coming between u-Maquba and u-Mandulo = u-Ntlogebizana.

ubu-Ncwaba, n. State of being as above — see newaba.

u-Ncwabakazi (s. k.), n. = u-Ncwaba.

i-Ncwabi, n. 3. see i-nCwabi.

Ncwada, v. Put on or wear the um-Newa-

do = nceda.

Kwa'Ncwadangopondo (Kwa'Ncwadangophondo), n. Far, far away (lit. there where they cover the penis with a horn) = kwa Mamengalahlwa. Cp. ama-Ju-
gyuqyaba.

i-Ncwadi, n. 3. — see i-nCwadi.

um-Ncwado, n. 5. Light box, gen. made from the leaves of the isi-Gqeeba tree, for covering the end of the penis = um-Ncedo.

i-Ncwálancwala, n. 3. Nice looking, quiet natured person; ugly affair that has already got nosied everywhere abroad; a great or general dancing about, as of several men doing the uku-giyu at once.

u(lu)-Ncwambu or Ncwambu (Ncwambha or Ncwambhu), n. A hazy, cloudy covering or curtain obscuring or dimming objects behind, as a summer mist or smokiness of atmosphere that may obscure the distant landscape, a slight covering of dust upon a polished table, or a layer of oily matter on the top of stagnant water. Cp. u(lu)-Ngwenywegwe; u(lu)-Cwazi.

i-Ncwatule, n. 3. See i-nCwatule.

i-Ncwayi, n. 3. — see i-nCwaiy.

isi-Ncwawymbana (Ncwawymbhana), n. Simple, silly, foolish, helpless looking thing, as a noodle or simpleton of a man or a newly-born calf = isi-Newwayinewiya, isi-Wambana; isi-Ntolyungu-

Ncwawyi ncwawyi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Look out in a simple, silly, helpless manner, as above.

isi-Ncwawyincwawyi, n. = isi-Newwayinewiya.

Ncwawyincwawyi, v. = ukuti newayi nca-

yi.

u(lu)-Ncwazi, n. = u(lu)-Cwazi. Cp. u(lu)-

Ncwambu.

Ncwé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be perfectly clear or without obstruction to the vision, as a cloudless sky, or an open country without tree or hills. Cp. ukuti ewe.

Phr. lite newe izulu mas'elukweeni bezinya, it is clear (of clouds) is the sky, right away to where the relatives of dogs' wives live i.e. to the farthest horizon.

u(lu)-Ncwé, n. An open, treeless, hill-less country or tract of land.

Phr. kukwa'Luwere, it is in an open, ex-
posed, flat country. Cp. kwa'Ntongasibi.

Ncwéba, v. = neinzza.

i-Ncwéba, n. — see i-nCwéba.


i-Ncwécwane, n. 3. — see i-nCwécwane.

Ncwéda, v. (C.N.) = neweda.

Kwa'Ncwédangopondo, n. (C.N.) = kwa-

'Ncwadangopondo.

um-Ncwédo, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Ncwedo.

Ncwéla, v. Make even, straight, level, as the edges of cloth (acc.) when cutting it, or a mat or spoon when trimming it or finishing it off, or the floor of a hut so that there be no unevenness.

i-Ncwéle, n. 3. (C.N.) = i-nQola.
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i-Ncweleha, n. 3. = i-Nxeleha.

Nxweleka (s. k.), v. Get or be made or done evenly, straight, level, as above (used in perf.) — see nxeletla.

i-Ncwepeshi, n. 3. See i-nCwepeshi.

Ncwí, ukuvi (ukuhi), v. = ukutí ugevi.

i-Ncwincvi, n. 3. Sunbird or Honeysucker, of which there are nearly a dozen varieties (Cinnrys Astra; C. chalyceus, etc.).

ubu-Ncwincwinci, n. Deceitful, not straightforward talk, twisting about this in that direction.

Ncwincwiiza, v. Talk, as above.

Ndá, ukuvi (ukuhi), v. Be plainly visible, exposed, as a kralal (abula); be quite full, satisfied with eating (= suta); also = ukti uka.

u-Ndaba, n. A name figuring in the ancestry of several different clans, as the Zulu, Kumalo, Emambateni, Sibiya, etc., all of which claim descent from some person or persons called u-Ndaba; may be the name was originally applied indiscriminately to any great chief, a disposition to such use being still apparently retained in Natal. The word is used to-lay as isi-tukazo of the Kumalo and other clans. See u-Ndabezita.

u-Ndabakadengizibone (s. k.), n. = isí-Kutukathuwe.

u-Ndaba-kawombe (Ndabakawombe), n. = see i(li)-Wombe.

u-Ndabankulu (s. k.), n. = see i-nDabankulu.

u-Ndabazandile, n. Person with many affairs (gen. of bad nature) in which he is concerned; (C.N.) used as an isibongo for an ox.

u-Ndabezita (Ndabezita), n. The isitukazo of several clans (as the Emambateni and Sibiya), whose great ancestor seems to have been an individual (possibly one and the same) called uNdaba.

N.B. Upon the conquering of these smaller clans by Shaka, the use of the isitukazo seems to have been assumed by the Zulu clan, to whom it is now almost solely applied.

i-Ndakandaka, n. 3. = see i-nDakandaka.

u-Ndala (no plur.), n. Edible fruit of the i(li)-Lala palm. Cp. i-nGqasunlu.

Ndandaza, v. State a matter (acc.) in an unduly long, exhaustive manner, stringing on detail after detail without end = ndendisa.

u-Ndasa, n. Month beginning about or after the middle of January, and follow-
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ing n-Ntlolanja 'when there is an abundance of new mealies, so that the children leave it at the fireplace.'

Ndawo, adv. Anywhere; nowhere; any distance; at all; not at all; never. See i-nDawo.

Ex. anget'akusamanisana ndawo, he will not come to find that (such a thing) anywhere. ngicimne? ndawo! I agree; never!

awako (amabele) ndawo, there is none, absolutely, at all.

Ndawonye, adv. Together, in one place.

Ex. zibeke ndawonye, put them together. balala ndawonye, they sleep in the same place.

i(li)-Ndáwu (Ndáwu), n. Native of a certain East-Coast tribe. Cp. i(li)-Tongu.

umu-Nde, n. 5. = umu-Mbu.

u-Ndelifa or Ndelitse (s. t.), n. Game of children, in which four stones are held in the hand, then a fifth tossed up and caught in the same hand. See kóbola.

i-Ndenda, n. 3. = see i-nDenda.

um-Ndeni, n. 5. Circle of relatives of the second order, not comprised within the present family, though connected with it intimately in the near past, as families whose great-grandfather may have been one, 'Cornish cousins', etc. (see zalana); sometimes applied to a single individual of this circle.

P. kudla umndeni, kwetelele izibankwe, the family-circle eats, and the lizards bask in the sun (i.e. look on) (= strangers must not expect the attention given to one of the family, things go by favouritism or nepotism. impi yomndeni kuyengwenye uye rexiswe, the fight of the family is not entered by one of another tribe = a stranger doesn't mix himself up in domestic troubles.

umndeni kurafulakani 'mbelu, the family-circle doesn't present one another with an iflu-beda (a brass neck-ornament originally presented by the chiefs to their favourites) = assistance is not to be expected from members of the family, who are more often engaged in mutual conflict.

ubu-Ndeni, n. Relationship of the second order, as above.

Ndhiá, ukuvi (ukuhi), v. Stare at, fix the gaze upon (acc.) = ukti udhlo. Cp. yolezela.

ama-Ndhíla (no sing.), n. — see am-Anhíla.

i(li)-Ndhlambí (Ndhlambhi), n. Billow or wave of the sea; also = i(li)-Hlambi [Sw. wimbí, wave].

u-Ndhlamvuzo, n. An isibongo of Cetswawayo; (C.N.) person paid or bribed to do something secretly for another.
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(iii) or i-Ndhle, n. 3. Human excrement.
Cp. ulu-Twi [prob. akin to endle, pandle — cp. ukuya ngapandle, to go out to stool — Her. utieze].

Phr. washiywa indle, he was left behind by excrement i.e. his bowels moved involuntarily, as with children. — Even men, when quaking under the dread of impending evil, are said to gather together in the cattle-fold and be subject to the same misfortune — the fright probably turning the stomach, with this result. Animals of the feline kind are also noted for this peculiarity when excited with rage.

Ndilö, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti udhla.

u-Ndhlouv-yenduna, n. Species of Waxbill, resembling the (ili)-Nyjane but going only three or four together; not in large flocks.

N.B. The cry of this tiny bird is said to be Nyungangouthorn yenduna, I am as big as a bull elephant!

um-Ndhlunkulu, n. 5. — see um-nDhlunkulu.

(iii)-Ndhlwane, n. Certain kind of trap for catching birds, formed like a small cage of sticks; used contempluously of a small kraal or single hut standing ‘like a bird trap’ on the veldt = (ili)-Dhlwani.

um-Ndhlwane, n. 5. = um-Wumndhlwane.

Ndö, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go flying up into the air, as a bird from the ground, or a piece of paper taken up by the wind. Cp. ukuti leu.

Ndö, ukuti (ukuthi — gen. with prolongation of vowel), v. Take out largely or deeply anything of a soft nature, as porridge (acc.), amushi, pumpkin-mash, etc., with the hand or ladle; strike a heavy blow on any soft thing with a stick, as on the body of a cow or woman, or a snake = ndiya; also = ukuti ndinilizi.

ulu-Ndí, n. Brim, edge, as of a cup, box, pit, hook, mat, or the land (i.e. horizon) = ulu-Siko, ulu-Dini; cp. ulu-Cilo [Ga. lu-kindo, edge of cloth; Sw. u-piniulo].

Ex. sika ndi, lube lunga, cut the edge and let it be one i.e. straight.

u-Ndicosho, n. Anthrax = um-Bicosho.

u-Ndídá, n. = n-Nguluzibuya.

(iii)-Ndiki (s. k.), n. Person (mostly girls) suffering from some neurotic or hysterical disease (perhaps St. Vitus’s Dance) prevalent in the north of Zululand; a leper (this application of the word is of very recent use, probably from the wasting away of the fingers, etc. of the sufferers — see i-nDiki).

ama-Ndíkimana (s. k.; no sing.), n. Any heavy, squat-bodied vessel, as a kitchen cauldron, or broad short imbiza.

i-Ndíkimindi (s. k.), n. — see i-nDikindiki.

u-Ndínimbili (Ndínimbhili), n. False, double-tongued person; traitor.

Ndinda, v. Rove about, wander without any useful object, as an idler among the kraals, or a loose girl; fly about here and there, as locusts or as the feathers of a man’s head-ornament.

um-Ndíndi, n. 5. Irresistible desire to go a-roaming, to ‘go off with the crowd’, such as comes over a child when he sees a party of his companions going off anywhere; attraction to roam induced by such a moving crowd.

Ex. abafa ngakambile, batata wakwemthini, the boys have gone out, they were drawn off by the attraction of the wagons.

umwemthini k’uBoni ezakwemthini, was’chamba muco, So-and-so’s girls came in an enticing crowd to the kraal, and she went off with them.

Ndíndilizi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be quite level, even, or straight round, as the brim of a cup, the face of a coin or floor of a hut; also applied to persons or things of an equal height, or a perfectly flat plain.


Ndíndiza or Ndíndizela, v. Make a low rumbling sound, rumble, as distant thunder or a train, or large troop of cattle trotting along.

i-Ndingi, n. 3. — see i-nDingi.

Ndíngilizi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti disíngilizi.

Ndini, enclitic without any clearly-defined meaning, but gen. equivalent to Eng. ‘good, good old; poor, poor oh!’, and always affixed to the end of a noun.

Ex. yeka okwakw nMzila-mini? just think of his (troubles), poor Mzila!

mini, ‘ntomba-mini!’ come here, my good girl! sibambalalisa k’Mandondo-mini! we shout with joy for him i.e. we congratulate him, good old Mandondo!

Ndínya, v. = ukuti ndi.

Ndípaza (Ndípaza), v. = ntipaza.

isi-Ndíya (with plur.), n. A hollow vacuousness, haziness, that seems to cover the sunken eye of a person when dead or dying, fainting, etc.

Ex. amela ake asivemthi, his eyes are sunken and lifeless, as from hunger, wasting fever, etc.

Ndíya ndíya, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ndiyaza.
isi-Ndiyandiya, *n.* A swimming-round of objects before the vision, general perplexity or confusion of sight and mind so as not to know exactly where one is, as when suddenly stunned or giddy (cp. *isi-Zulu*); certain plants (*Bergenia ciliata* and *Spermacoce Natalensis*) eaten by a man before appearing in a Native court as a charm in order to throw the minds of those trying the case into a general confusion.

u(utu)-Ndiyane, *n.* Worthless indolent person who merely saunters lazily about.

Ndiyaza or Ndiyandiyaza, *v.* Have everything going round for one, he or get mazed, generally mixed up in vision or mind, as a person stunned, or come over giddy.

Ndiza, *v.* Fly, as a bird = *papa* [Skr. *vi*; bird; *Ndo. o-ndiria*, bird; *Her. o-ndera*, bird; *Sw. ndege*, bird; Kwe. *tisi*, bird].

Ndo, *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* Deal a thumping blow, pommel, punch = *ndonya*, *ukuti* *ndo*.

Ndobosa, *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* = *ukuti* *dica*.

i-Ndokoza, *n.* 3. — see *i-nDokoza*.

isi-Ndjolondolo, *n.* = *isi-Nduniundulu*.

Ndoloza, *v.* = *nduluzana*.

Ndonda, *v.* Breath with a wheezing sound, as one suffering from asthma or in the last stages of illness (cp. *ama-Bongo*); purr, as a cat.

um-Ndondo or Ndondondo, *n.* 5. Last wheezing, gasping, breathing of a dying person; sometimes applied to the deep, difficult breathing of an asthmatic or consumptive person.

Ex. *us'ehlekile umndondo*, he is now living by his last breath, *i.e.* is almost dead.

Ndonya or Ndondonya, *v.* Deal a thumping blow with the fist or other blunt instrument, pommel, pummel, as one person another (ace.) = *ukuti* *ndu*, *ndunya*.

Ndu, *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* = *ukuti* *ndo*.

Nduluka (*s. k.*), *v.* Come or go, *i.e.* get brought, sent, taken, drawn, etc., in a long continuous flow, as mucus from the nose of a child, people streaming from a church, cattle or wagons going uninterrupted along a road.

Ex. *giyela kwasa*, *kumuluka imvela*, ever since dawn there has flowed rain continuously.

Ndulula, *v.* Make come or go *i.e.* send, bring, take, draw, etc., anything (ace.), as above.

isi-Ndulundulu, *n.* Vacant-looking, foolish, ignorant individual, as a simpleton from the country parts, who merely looks at everything without understanding anything = *isi-Ndolondo*.

Nduluza, *v.* Look vacantly, fix the eyes on a thing without seeing or understanding it, as a delirious person, or (metaphor.) an ignorant or foolish person gaz ing at something that has no meaning to him, as a Kafir gaz ing at the printed page of a book = *ndolozana*; cp. *dhluluzela*.

i-Nduluzane, *n.* = *i-NDulo*.

u-Ndume, *n.* Large quantity, as of beer, corn, cattle, etc. Cp. *i-Ndunduma*.

i-Ndunduma, *n.* 3. Large, immense thing (of bulk), as stone, hut, heap of corn, box, etc. Cp. *u-Ndume*.

isi-Ndundundu, *n.* = *imBovane*.

Ndunya, *v.* = *ndonya*, *ukuti* *ndo*.

Ndwa, *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* = *ukuti* *ndwe*.

Ndwa, *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* = *ndwaza*.

Ndwamela, *v.* = *ndwebela*.

i-Ndwandwe, *n.* 3. Any very tall, long thing; as man or tree = *u-Ndwendweni*.

Ndwaza, *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* = *ndwaza*; also, delay, dilly-dally, in speaking, delivering a message, etc., merely 'gaping'.

Ndwaza, *v.* Fix the eyes intently and immovably upon, gaze fixedly at (ace. with *ela* form) or into space, as when thinking (in perf.). Cp. *ndweza*.

Ndwe, *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* Be very or quite white or bright, as country covered with snow, a white dress, or the land bathed in bright moonshine; be light, cheerful, reposeful, as one's heart or mind (with *i-nTliziyo*) (= *ukuti* *qwa*); also = *ndweza*.

Ndwe, *ukuti* (*ukuthi* — with prolongation of the vowel), *v.* Get carried away in meditation, as one's mind or heart (*i-nTliziyo*), wander far away in thought, as when a person silently recollects the old places or companions (with *nya*) of his childhood, or gets a-thinking strongly of some absent friend, home, etc. = *ndwebela*, *ndwemela*, *ukuti* *ndwa*, *ndwamela*, *ukuti* *ntumi*.

Ex. *intliziyo iboku lile ndwe ngoba*, my mind is all along thinking longingly, fondly of So-and-so (perhaps a distant friend, or very dear companion of one's childhood).

Ndwebela, *v.* = *ukuti* *ndwe*.

Ex. *as'endwebele ekeqa*; *washiya unina cyulu*, he is thinking longingly of his home, (where) he left his mother sick.

Ndwemela, *v.* = *ukuti* *ndwe*.
Ex. umbalanse intinzi a indwemele iBuni (or kwaya), kungathi nyanakwakwama (or kungathi kinkama okwelelwe), to-day my heart is thinking in an unusual way, has a curious feeling, about So-and-so (or home), as though I were about to see him (or, as though something had happened there).

u-Ndwendweni, n. = i-Ndwandwe; also (C.N.) in plur. = o-Ndwenjana.

o-Ndwenjana (no sing.), n. Small string of stars faintly visible on the right of the belt of Orion.

u-Ndwenze, n. = u-Xumun; also (C.N.) certain small bird.

Ndweza, v. Look in a long-drawn, vacant, besotted manner, as a man drunk or lost of his senses (= ukuti ndwe; cp. ndweza); (C.N.) sound like a distant wailing.

um-Ndweza, n. 5. Person with dreamy, vacant, half-asleep kind of eyes (= um-Nwebelele); (N) Smith's Weaver-bird.

Ndwi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Pass wind involuntarily with a slight whistling sound (cp. shi palp); also (N) = ukuti dwi.

Né, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Fit closely or tightly, as the Cork in a bottle, or as a window or other thing placed to fill up an aperture; join, or be joined, closely or tightly, as two ceiling boards together, or as a lid covering closely a vessel (often with klangana). Cp. ukuti name.

Ne, adj. Four [Her. Ni. and most Bantu langs. ne; Sw. une; Ga. nya; Congo Dwarfs una; Fern. e. F. n. an; Ibo. unu; Fant. anu; Ef. inan; Man. nai].

Ex. inkomo cwe, four cattle.

um-Ne, n. 1. Elder brother; used by girls to any brother, older or younger (um-fo not being properly used by girls to brothers); also by one man to another older than himself, even though not his brother (used with wetu, wenu, wabo).

Ex. unme wetu, my or our brother.

ahame wetu (not beta), my or our brothers.

isi-Ne, n. Four, or the fourth place.

Ex. inkabi yesine, the ox of the fourth place i.e. the fourth ox.

Nebala, adv. = nembala.

Naba, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nabu.

Nebuka (s. k.), v. = nabuka.

Nebula, v. = nabula.

ama-Nebunebu (no sing.), n. = ama-Nabunabu.

isi-Neke (s. k.), n. = u(lu)-Nake

isi-Nekefu (s. k.), n. Any big broad thing, conspicuously wide in proportion to its height, as an unusually broad-bodied man, a squat iron tank (as compared with the taller ones of galvanized iron).

Nekenda (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = nemaza.

Nékende, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Sit, be or live, at perfect ease or comfortably, be in a comfortable position, as a person resting in an easy posture, or a woman who has obtained a comfortable life by marrying into a good kraal = nekendeka, ukuti nete nele, zigzi zigzi, cwe cwe, cama cama.

Nekendeke (s. k.), v. = ukuti nekende (used in perf.)

Nembu (Nembha), v. Smear a thing (acc.), as with cow dung, paint, mud, or a person with some vile imputation (= bira, bece); hence, soil, smear a thing (acc.) with dirt or filth (= nimla); hit or stab very slightly or superficially with an assegai, as a buck (acc.) when aiming at it; (C.N. from Xo.) be a good shot or aim at with the assegai.

Nembala (Nembha), adv. = baile.

u-Nembe (Nembe), n. Turkey-red cloth (= u-TweyiThwa); badge, as for togetherness in towns (Mod.).

ama-Nembe (Nembe; no sing.), n. Food left clinging round the sides of a dish or pot after eating or cooking.

i-Nembe (Nembe), n. 3. Any medicine used to aid parturition in a woman; also = ama-Wu; also (N) = u(lu)-Cu-bunga.

Phr. uNaboni unenembu elitambileka, kumbe elinkuni, So-and-so has (i.e. requires) a light or strong inembu = has an easy or difficult delivery.

X.B. Some of the plants used as an inembu are the u-lobo, i-Buna, isi-ntwini, i-ilakakala, etc.

um-Nembe (Nembe), n. 5. Fat or grease for smearing (see nembu) or anointing the body; (C.N.) thin isi-Jingi or i(lu)-Yambuzi.

u(lu)-Nembe (Nembe), n. Calm, quiet persistence or continuation at anything or of anything, as of a person in his work or his claim for some right, or of a disease in slowly and persistently growing on one or continuing in him.

Ex. ngaloku ngi-beke nembe. I went on calmly persisting or driving away (in my argument, claim, etc.)

ukufa kusambek'umembe, the disease still remains quietly going on.

Nembekezela (Nembekezela), v. Affix unrighteously to another (acc.) the blame of something (with nga), cast a stigma upon a person.
um-Nembenembe (Nembhenembe), n. 5. (C.N.) = i-nGotsha.

u-Nembeza (Nembheza), n. The good principle in the heart of a man, prompting him to do good and avoid evil, the conscience. Cp. u-Govana.

Ex. ugovana ati angulishatshe lego'nto, uembenza abuj'ati angiyigjike, the ugovana says let me steal that thing, and the uembenza afterwards says let me leave it be.

um-Nembo (Nembho—no plur.), n. 5. Shell or shells, used as a bracelet, supposed to give power to the wearer to hit his mark — see nembu (C.N. fr. Xo.).

Nembuluka (Nembhuluka), v. = lembuluka.

Nembulula (Nembhulula), v. = lembulula.

i-Nembunembu (Nembhunembhu), n. = i-Neuwnexnswu; more rarely = i-nlembulula.

Nembuza (Nembhuzu), v. = neuwshuza.

u(lu)-Nemfu, n. Loss of appetite, disinclination for food generally, as of a person, or of a calf growing out of the sucking period.

Nemina-kaloku, Nemina-nakaloku, Nemina-naloku (kalokhu), adv. = nanamhla loku.

Nemuza, v. Speak in a drawing, slow manner, as some people naturally, or as one seeming not to clearly know what he is talking about.

Nêne (Neene; sometimes also short — more commonly as mnêne), adj. Affable, of gentle kind disposition, courteous [Ga. mene, pleasant; Kamb, nene, nice; Sw. nene].

isi-Nene, n. Bunch of tails or strips of skin forming the front-dress of a man, covering the private parts. Cp. is(i)-Beshu; is(i)-jobo; unu-Tsha.

ubu-Nene, n. Affability, gentleness or kindness of manner or disposition, courteousness; also applied, as below only, to the 'right hand side' of a person (cp. ubu-Nxele; is(i)-Kholo; posa).

Ex. missi nxuswa eziphi, alale ngesobunene, when a person is knocked down in a fight, he should lie on his right side (so as to be able to guard his body with his shield which is held in his left hand), shibisi ngakrisesobunene kubani (or nami), he sits on his right-hand side.

uku-Nene, n. dialect for ubu-Nene, mostly used by the coast tribes and in Natal.

i-Nenevu or Nenevana, n. 3. Little bunch of wrinkled or folded flesh, applied to a tiny infant just after birth.

um-Nenezo, n. 5. Short isidwaba, made of skin about six inches broad, and worn by adult girls during the menstrual period or when 'walking out'. Cp. um-Kindi.

Nenga, v. Be nauseating or disgusting to a person (acc.), be distasteful, offend in a disagreeable manner, as food prepared in a filthy manner, or talk of an offensive or disgusting nature; or nengwa (pass.), be disgusted, or disgustingly offended with, i.e. dislike, have a distaste for. Cp. enyanga (which is stronger); shipa.

Ex. kuyanginengwa bokukwathla (or ukwenzwa kwabosumuntu), it is offensive or disgusting to me, is this food (it turns my stomach), or the action of that man.

kuyanginengwa yelelo'ort lokuti, I was offended by, or I disliked; that word, namely, etc. wangenya ukubamba kwake krokulakora, he was displeased with his drunken life.

Nengeka (s. k.), v. Get to be disgusting, distasteful, or offensive, as one person or thing to another (with ku) by his displeasing ways or its disgusting nature.

Ex. senyiyangengeka kuye, I am now an offence, or distasteful thing to him.

Nengela, v. Nearly arrive or reach to a place (with ku or loc.; cp. eupela), be very near to (reciproc. form with na).

Ex. sani sisanengela curulali, sabuya, when nearing the Umbalazi, we returned.

unuxi wake unengelene vernikili, his kral is very nearly at the store.

Nenka (s. k.), v. Be squeamish, as the stomach (i-nTliziyo) = nenkezele. Cp. nenqa.

Nêneke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Do in the smallest degree, be on the point of doing or almost doing, as a nail just on the point of emerging through a plank, or a person just taking a 'mere taste' of something to eat = ukuti nuke, ukuti nunu.

Ex. sani zisati nenke ukunye, ngakulima, I turned them back, just as they (the cattle) were entering, or about to enter (the field).

kwayela ukubomba eti nenke (ukupuma) emnyanga, he just saw him slightly appearing (or just on the point of emerging) at the door, when, etc.

um-Nenke (s. k.), n. 5. Slug; also certain sea-slug.

Nenkezele (s. k.), v. = nenku.

Neno, prep. or adv. On this side, as of a river or road i.e. towards the speaker (with kwa); to this side, towards here, this way. Cp. pesheya; ngalapa-ya.
Ex. kunganele kweniThuneza, it is on this side of the Intwala River.

Nentsa (s.t.), v. Do in a feeble, scarcely perceptible manner, scarcely doing at all, from want of power, as a very weak child crying or sucking, or a sick strengthless woman hoeing; (C.N.) delay from pleasure, dally.

Nepu, ukuti (Nephu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti naba.

Nepuka (Nphuka), v. = nabuka.

Nepula (Nphula), v. = nabula.

ama-Nepunepu (Nphunephu), n. = ama-Nabunabu.

Neta (Netha), v. Get wet or rained upon, i.e. by something falling from above, as rain, mist, spray (not from dew, or falling into water = ukuba manzi). Cp. na.

Ex. basifika benetile (or benetile incula), they arrived wet (with rain).

uyakuneta, uma uhamba manye, you will get wet, if you go now.

uku-ula intlamba = ukutlela intlamba.

Nete nête, ukuti (Nethê nête, ukuthi), v. = ukuti nekende, ukuti zini zizi.

Netezekeka (Nethezeka), v. = nekendeke, zina.

isi-Nêvaneva, n. Anything that persistently clings or sticks to one, not readily removed or passing off, as birdlime, glue, tar, or (metaphor.) a bad name or brooding ill-feeling. Cp. ukuti neve.

Nêve, ukuti (ukentheli), v. Cling or stick persistently to anything, as birdlime or glue to one’s finger (with ku or loc.), a bad name, or an undesirably person persistently clinging to another.

i-Neve, n. 3. A game resembling ‘touch,’ played by children = ama-Wu, i-Neume, (i-li)-Petwa.

Ex. asobeku ku nece! let us play touch! Nanti! There you are!

i-Nevu, n. 3. (C.N.) = i-Nemfi; certain parasitical plant from whose leaves bird-lime is made.

Neze, adv. Not at all, not even slightly — only used with a negative verb, and in use confined mainly to Natal. See i(li)-Ze.

Nnimfa, v. Let off or let escape gas, etc., with a hissing sound, as a sour-milk calabash or bottle of any fermenting stuff, when the stopper is not tight.

Nga, prep. and adv. About, concerning, as an affair; about, in the vicinity of, as a person or place (with ku or loc.) towards, in the direction of (with ku or loc.); against, by, as a wall or tree; on account of, for; by means of, through; also used to express admiration, grief, etc., equivalent to Eng. ‘oh’ [Ha, gare, by; Mal. ku over against].

Ex. angikulama ngawe, I don’t speak about you.

Ex. angikultile ngekhamba, that disorder of things about you or over towards you.

kumise nkekhomba, stand it against the but i.e. the wall.

ngawenzwa ngonkunoma, it was stabbed by, or with, an assegai.

ngamaba ngesitwenta, he went by train.

ngikubela ngawe, I remain on your account.

kwagga ngati, it went, or was done, as we wanted.

yeka n_Nilda, ngenkubili yake yebashi! oh my! for Milda and his (fine) gelding of a horse!

maye ngonkutlume! alas! for my child!

nyi! ngati! (or ngati sube ukelo! no, for us! i.e. there’s nobody like us (in a good or bad sense, as when hounding our fine-dancing, or hamenting our hard lot).

Nga, anr. verb. sign of the potential mood.

Ex. ngingahamba, I may, or can, go.

Nga, anr. verb. used in conjunction with a pronoun, and followed by the optative of the verb, to express a wish or desire — prob. contr. of ngati, and rarely used.

Ex. nami engra (or enga, or nga, or ngiya) ngingahamba, it is as though I too should, or could, go = nami kwonyati ngingahamba.

maye engra (or enga or nga, or nga) ngingahamba, and he too, it is as though he should go (in that the speaker wishes it); or, and he too, it is as though he could or would go (in that he himself seems to be desiring it) = maye kwonyati ngingahamba.

ngaeng engra ngaungahamba; enga ngaungahamba; nga ngaungahamba, etc., in past time, and in both senses, as above.

Nga, adv. (mostly in Natal) = ngabe.

i(li)-Nga, n. = i(li)-Ngabha.

ama-Nga (no sing.), n. Lie or lies, what is untrue; stories, tales, statements which by propriety one ought not to be making (even though true in fact), as of a chatterer who goes relating all manner of ‘stories’ about others [Sw. wonga, lie; Her. o-nyandelo; Reg. manu; Am. cu, tell lies; Wol. war].

Ex. ngamanga, it is lies, it is false.

amanga! not so! not as you say! as when checking a person in some statement, the word being quite polite and having no re-
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ference to lies); no! it's nothing (I have come about or have to say), it's nothing of consequence (as to allay expectation, in opening a statement); don't mention it! what do you say (expressing strong assent).

amanja, 'nko'si; ugiya 'kukubikela yje, it's nothing, sir! I merely come to report to you.

e. amanja bo? umhloka! don't mention it! it was perfectly wonderful.

umamanja, you tell liars; you are a liar; also, you are untrue, you tell stories, you are tale-telling (where his statements, though possibly true, are called umanja in order to express strong disapproval of his faithless chatting about them).

kukona amanja engike ugu'w'ezwa ngaye, there are some tales or romances I once heard about him.

Phr. "umamanja? "Ny'i'mamanja? ngi-y'ingise, yini? 'You have (i.e. tell) lies!' 'I have spots? am I then a leopard?' — being a play on the word 'maNanga (spots like those of a leopard).

isi-Nga, n. Place overgrown with umu-Nga thorn-bush; used also as a nounal formation of ngati (as though, as if), to express contempt at 'a little bit of a thing' or 'a good-for-nothing thing', as below.

Ex. akwilshwela loko; isinga yje, this is not beer; it's a mere pretence or deception (kungati kuy'ibo, inganti kuy'ibo), as to its quantity or quality.

umiyinka isinga'ngubo (or isinga'masi, etc.) lest, ngiyakwenza ni ngaso? you give me this 'appearance' of a blanket (or of sour-milk, etc.); what do you think I am to do with it? — as when despising its worthless quality, or its insignificant quantity.

umu-Nga, n. 5. Several kinds of mimosa thorn-bushes (Acacia horrida or Doornboom; A. Natalititia; Dickrostachys mutans, etc.).

Phr. qibugle! ng'elomunga; ng'elontolo! likhila leyodile intiungana, hurrah! it's an umuna (that is one thriving on the umu-Nga bush)! it's an ontolo (or one thriving on the umuTolo bush! it eats with its little neck hidden away! — cry of a boy who has found an i-cimbPi caterpillar, which are eaten with great delight.

N.B. The umu-Nga bushes, like: the euphorbias, um-Kwane, etc., have the reputation of being dangerously attractive to lightning, which apparent superstition, from the resinous nature of their wood, may probably be a truth.

Ngaba, adv. (C.N.) = ngabe.

i(l)-Ngababa, n. = u-Ngolantete; (N) certain brownish, crested, swamp-bird.

um-Ngababa, n. 5. = um-Ngabazane.

Ngabanye, pron. adv. One by one (with nouns of the first class); through or by means of others; as far as others are concerned, for or about others.

Ex. sondelani ngabanye, approach one by one, one at a time.

Ngabaza, v. Conjecture, suppose or think a thing (acc.) or about a thing (with nga) with some doubt or uncertainty.

Cp. kononda.

Ex. nqiyangabaza ukuti banyolala ekutini, I think that perhaps they may pass the night at such and such a place.

besingabaza kobhwa ukuti ngakufika, we were conjecturing however that he would arrive.

angiyangabaxi na'kungabaxa, I have no uncertainty at all i.e. I feel quite sure.

um-Ngabazane, n. 5. Greediness (wanting all for oneself), jealousy (at seeing another with a larger quantity) = is-Angabe; um-Bombombo; um-Ngababa. Cp. um-Ngandeni.

Ngabe, adv. Perhaps, may-be = ingabe, mhlawombe.

Ngabeza, v. Have a kind of uncertain thought or purpose, as that something may (ngabe) happen, be the case, or that one may do something — prob. akin to ngabaza.

Ex. kade ngakungabexa ukuti ngakubuma, I have just been having a thought (presentiment, etc.) that I might see you.

Ngahle, verb. part. It would be well, or better — see Exs. under Hle.

Ngahle, aux. verb. = ngase.

Ngaka (s. k.), adj. Of such asize or quantity as this; hence, so large; so small; so few; so little; so much; so many. See ngako.

Ex. nginyinka imali engaka? you give me money of this quantity? — expressing wonder either at its abundance, or small quantity.

ntuta-pi isilshu esingaka? where did you get so large a pot from?

us'engaka! is he then so big already! — as when admiring a child.

Ngakanana (s. k.), adj. dim. of above.

Ex. us'engakanana, he (the child) is already just so (shown by the hand) slightly big; or, is he then so a little big, or biggish (a diminutive sense of 'so big')? — when expressing slight admiration of his growth.

Ngakanani (s. k.), adj. How great in size or quantity? hence, how large? how small? how much? how many? also used with neg. to express 'not large; not much; not many.'
Ex. ingakwani tinali yako? how much is your money?
* zingakwani izinkomo zako? kuzingakwanani, how many (i.e. how great a quantity) are his cattle? they are not (worth asking) how many i.e. they are but few.
* akungakwani loko, it is not much that i.e. it is not worth talking about, it is quite insignificant.

ubu-Ngakanani (s.k.), n. How-much-ness i.e. the quantity or size of anything.
Ex. ngisho ubungakwani bygo (bazo), etc., I mean its amount or quantity (as money), their number (as cattle), etc.

Ngaka-yá (s.k. — last syll. accentuated), adj. Of such or so great a size or quantity as that over there — see ngaka.

Ngaki (s.k.), adj. How many? [Her. ngapi; Com. ngavi; Kag. ngayi].
Ex. izinkomo zako zingaki? O! kasesi-nyaki, how many are your cattle? Oh! they are not many.

Ngako (s.k.), adj. Of such a size or quantity as that; hence, so large, so small, so much, so many, so few, so little, as that. See ngaka.

Ngako (Ngakho), adv. On account of that, therefore; about or concerning that; also used to express ‘in the proper or correct way’ (= ngonyiko).
Ex. ngisho ngako, I say so on that account. ang'azi noya nyenze ngako, y'in? I don't know whether I have done it properly or not? ngako buku, ngako buku, presently, bye and bye (C.N.).

Ngakona (Ngakhonu), adv. About there, in that vicinity, in that direction; on that account, by reason thereof; also expressing ‘well, properly, truly, etc.’
Ex. a! konje basho ngakona, oh! they said so on that account then. utukutele ngakona, he is angry with reason, having good grounds.

Ngaku (s.k.), adv. or prep. Towards, in the direction of, over against.
Ex. ngakulibona (iskumny), lhleli ngakuyo iniswa (or nges'entsikeni), you will see it (the snuff-box) standing by or near the post.

Ngakubo (s.k.), adv. Towards his, or their home, kraal, etc.
Ex. us'eye ngakubo (kwekolo), he has already gone towards his home or kraal. sexige ngakubo kekazo, they (the cattle) have already gone towards their hrad.

Ngakumbe (Ngakumbhe), adv. May-be, possibly, perhaps. See kumbe.
Ex. ngakumbe umagabasi, umn umgaphesibili, possibly you may not overtake them, if you don't make haste.

Ngakwesokholo or Ngakwesokohlwa (Ngakwesokholo), adv. and prep. On, at, or towards the left hand side = ngakwesobunele. See il(i)-Koho.
Ex. kunyokwesokholo kwemani, it is on my left.

Ngakwesobunene or Ngakwesokunene (s.k.), adv. or prep. On, at, or towards the right hand side = ngakwesokuposu. See ubu-Nene.

Ngalapa (Ngalapho), adv. About or towards here; this way. Ex. hambani ngalapa, go this way.

Ngalapa-yá (Ngalapha-ya – last syll. accentuated), adv. Over there, over there about; in that direction over there; that way over there; on the other side of (with kwa), as of a river or hill (cp. ngapesheya).
Ex. izve labesata linganalapa-ya kweNgidi, the country of the Basutos is on the other side of the Drakensberg.

hambani ngalapa-yá, go that way over there.

Ngalapo (Ngalapho), adv. About or towards there; that way there; in that direction there; on the further side of (with kwa), as of a river or hill.

Ngalé (with accent on the last syllable), adv. There far away; over there away; away on the far side of (with kwa), as of a river or mountain.

Ngaloko (Ngalokho), adv. On that account; therefore; about or concerning that.

Ngaloku (Ngalokhu), adv. On this account; therefore; about or concerning this.

Ngaloku-yá (Ngalokhu-ya), adv. On account of that there; about or concerning that over there.

Ngamandhla, adv. Strongly, powerfully, forcibly; by force or compulsion; energetically, with spirit; violently; quickly; loudly.

i(l) or um-Ngamanzi, n. 5. Certain tree resembling the um-Susane from whose bark fibre-ropes, etc., are made.

Ngambu, ukuti (Ngambhu, ukuthi), v. Bubble or make a bubbling sound, as a calabash when the water is poured from it, or as the water itself; play badly, strum without melody, on the utlulululunupi, v. = ngambuza; ukuti ukampi.

Ngambuza (Ngambhuza), v. = ukuti nga-

Ngamila (m becoming contr. fr. mu, hence sounded separately), adv. On the day when = mkla.
Ex. ngamila sifikayo ekaya, on the day we arrived home.
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ubu-Ngane

um-Ngandiya, n. 5. = um-Ngandeni.


Ex. e! 'myange! hail, friend! — a common word of salutation by a man entering the kraal of another (see kuleka).

i-Ngane, n. 3. Infant or small child; hence applied to a fetus (perfected — cp. um-Bungu); parents would call their children by this name, even when adult; men would also call all girls, even adult, by this name [Ga. kama, a sucking child; Sw. ki-jiama, child; Her. omunyame, infant — fr. nyama, suck; omunyana, darling; Fi. nylon, child — possibly akin to gana q.v.].

isi-Ngane or Ngani, n. Lover, sweetheart (male or female), dear friend, darling.

ubu-Ngane or Ngani, n. Infancy; childhood; comradeship, friendship of companions.

um-Ngandeni, n. 5. = i-Ngane kwane.

i-Nganekwane (s.k.), n. 3. = i-Nganekwane.

i-Nganekwane (s.k.), n. 3. Child's story, nursery tale, fable, folk-lore story; any incomprehensibly stupid tale or affair (= i-Nganeko, i-Ncingane, i-nTsuno); certain kind of brass ring worn, in former times, by men and women, as an ornament on the upper-arm (= i-ilj-Songo) [Sw. ngano, story; Ya. ngani; Ga. ngerrn; Her. ondangunu].

Nganeno, adv. = neno.

Nganga, prep. Of the same size or quantity as; hence, just so large as, so small as, so few as, so little as, so much as, so many as (used in conjunction with a noun or pronoun).

Ex. ingangayo eyako, it (the bullock) is the same size as yours.

ingangemhluko, it's as big as a house.

Phr. ingangalo, ingaka, inganti wenzenye! you are as big as this, you are so great (a person), and yet you act thus! — said to reprove the action of a superior person who has lowered himself by some action.

ngipela'mandhla ngenyi yami! ingangalo-ku, ingaka-ya! I am quite cast down about my dog (which has been stolen or killed), it being of such a quality, of such a size as it was!

akunganyati, ukuba sili, it is not for us that we should say, i.e. our lower or un-

concerned position does not permit us to say anything.

u-Ngangishayi, n. Certain plant, used as an i-nTelezi to ward off lightning, etc.

i-Ngangomfula, n. 3. = isi-Pikeleti.


Ex. y'ingani ang'esi i?apa? why is it he doesn't come here?

kuya ngani ukuti, why is it that, etc.

Ngamlanye (s.t.), adv. = nganxanye. See ntlanye.

Nganxamunye, adv. = nganxanye.

Nganxanye, adv. Away off towards the side, away off on one side; on one side; nganxanye — nganxanye, on one side — on the other = ngamlanye. See nxanye.

Ex. inkabi ci'icive iboku ihamba nganxanye, an ox blind in one eye always gets going off towards one side.

abantu uma befuna ukukaka inganxane, omunye 'nganye nganxanye, omunye 'nganye nganxanye. Natives, when they want to encircle a buck, one goes off in this direction, and one in the other.

lobo rewa nganxanye, naye aloba nganxanye, write you on one side (of the slate), and he on the other side.

umusi usa nganxanye, the kraal dies off on one side (i.e. those living on one side of it).

hamba nganxanye kimi (or uami), go off and away on one side from me.

Ngapa (Ngapha), adv. = ngalapa.

Ngapakiti (Ngaphakathi), prep. or adv. On the inner side or part; internally; within; on or in the inside (with kwa). See pakiti.

Ngapambili (Ngaphambhili), prep. or adv. On or about the front of anything; in front of, on ahead of, in advance of, whether in time or place (used with kwa). See pambili.

Ex. kroxakungapambili, it was before then.

nyakukufumanisa kungangapambili (= nya-ngapambili) kwendhlu, you will find it towards the front of the hut (i.e. in the vicinity of the front, not actually in front).

Ngapandhle (Ngaphandhle), prep. and adv. On or about the outside of anything; externally; besides, extra; apart from; without, outside of; without, independently of (with kwa).

Ex. sigaxe ngapandhle, wash it (the vessel) on the outside.

nyokunika inkinganye ngapandhle, I will give you a calf besides (or extra to the other).
NGA

NGASE, aux. verb. being contr. of potent. of se (= hle), as below = ngable, ahle.

Ex. ati ngase bayolima, lina kanye? do you think they would actually go and hoe it raining thus?

ngase ukgushoye. I could just give you a knock (similar to Eng. 'I could have given' in the past sense, though the Zulu gives a similar meaning in the present).

Ngas'ekohlo or Ngas'ekohlwa (Ngas'ekohlo), adv. = ngakwesokohlo.

Ngas'emva or Ngas'emuva, adv. or prep. Behind, after; afterwards; in the rear of (used with kwa) — referring to both time and place. See emva.

Ex. loko kungas'emva, that was afterwards.

Ngas'endhle, adv. Out or about on the veldt.

Ex. nku-hamba ngas'endhle, to go by the veldt i.e. secretly, not by the open ways, as one going off without leave.

Ngas'entla (s.t.), adv. Towards the upper part of a kraal, or hut, or up country; above i.e. at the back of the head of a person lying down (with kwa). See entla.

Ngas'enzantsi, adv. (C.N.) = ngus'ezantsi.

Ngas'es, adv. By private (not open) ways, secretly, by stealth, without the knowledge of (with kwa); out of sight, apart away, aside = ngase; akin to ngas'endhle.

Ex. bahambe ngas'es, they went off secretly, stealthily (not seen by anyone).

ubeka ngas'es, put it away (so as not to be seen).

Ngas'eyei, adv. (C.N.) = ngus'esic.

Ngas'ezantsi (s.t.), adv. Down towards the lower part of a kraal, or hut, or towards the coast-country; below i.e. at the feet of a person lying down (with kwa). See ezantsi.

Ngatanganata (s.t.), n. Act rudely towards a person (acc.), act in a coarse-mannered, unbecomingly bold, disrespectful manner, as in eating, conduct towards one's elders, behaviour towards girls, etc. Cp. mpabaza.

u-Ngaxamanabutweni (Ngaxamanabuthweni), n. One who thrusts himself into matters that don't concern him.

Phr. many'ungaxamanabutweni, ibuto lingel'ake, look at a fellow thrusting himself in among the soldiers, he not belonging to the regiment — said in reference to a person as above.

u-Ngayibana, n. Certain tree, medicine from whose bark is squirted out from the mouth by umalakati in the direction of a person, in whom it is said to cause insanity.

u-Nгазana, n. = i(ii)-Shoshi.
u-Ngazi, n. Certain forest tree whose bark exudes a red sap, supposed to cause purpura and various fatal hemorrhages in human beings, and used by abantu buthi for the purpose; hence, sometimes applied to such diseases themselves = u-Ngazinde.

u-Ngazinde, n. = u-Ngazi.

i-Ngcacane, n. 3. See i-nGcewane.

Ngēka ngēka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. (C.N.) = ukuti ngeva nega.

ubu-Ngcandu, n. Little, worthless bit of anything, as of beadwork, mat, mealies or person.

Ngā ngcā ngcā, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do anything off in a quick, spirited, brisk manner, as people tackling any work energetically, or men pitching into another sharply with sticks or a wild-beast with assegais, so as to make an end of the job in no time = ngeangcaza.

Ngangca, v. Do anything in a quick brisk manner, pitch into it (acc.), as grass when cutting, corn when removing it, an adversary when fighting, etc., as above = ngeangcaza.

Ngangcaza, v. = ngeangcaya.

i-Ngcangiyanu, n. 3. (C.N.) = u-Nomncangiyana.

isi-Ngcapa (Nycapha), n. (N.) = i-nCupe.

i-Ngcatu, n. 3. See i-nGcatu.

i-Ngcayi, n. 3. See i-nGcayi.

i-Ngcayikakana, n. 3. See i-nGcayikakana.

i-Ngcazi, n. 3. See i-nGcazi.

i-Ngceba, n. 3. See i-nGceba.

i-Ngcbeleleza, n. 3. See i-nGcbeleleza.

i-Ngcbelelenga, n. 3. See i-nGcbelelenga.

u-Ngcdza or Ngceda, n. Fantail-Warbler (Cisticola aberrans). See i-nGqangqama-
mumba.

Phr. amasi ka-ngceda, humour found exuded in a small lump at the inner corner of one’s eye.

kwa’Ngced’ommho = kwa’Ntongosibi q. v.

P. umncedana utum’imlundhlo, the little warbler (small bird) sends the elephant — used by a person who coaxes another (perhaps his superior or equal) into taking a message or doing something for him, by belittling himself before him or by flattering the other.

Ngcefa, v. Do in an excessively bad degree, as when dealing a man (acc.) wound after wound on the head with a stick, or when abusing or insulting a person beyond all ordinary limits, or (in reciprocal form ngefa) as applied to the practice common in the emanNgadini clan of indulging in sexual intercourse with one’s own sisters.

i-Ngccekazana, u. 3. See i-nGcekazana.

u-Ngcela or Ngcelamkwewazi, n. (C.N.) = u-Masingana.

Ngcilekeshe, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Do straightforwardly, levelly, i.e. make level or flat, as the floor (acc.) of a hut; be done or made straight or level, as above; go straightforwardly, straight forward, as a direct or straight road; make go straight forward, set right or straight forward, as such a direct road might a person (acc.) travelling by it, or as one person might another by giving him precise directions.

Cp. ukuti gudu; ukuti picekazi; enshelekela.

i-Ngcenu, n. 3. See i-nGcenu.

um-Ngcelu, n. 5. Certain veldt-bird, frequenting new grass = um-Celekeshe.

Phr. ngiyakwenkwa imingcelu ingakakuli, I shall be up before the imingcelu begin to chirrup, i.e. very early.

i-Ngcengce, n. 3. See i-nGcengce.

i-Ngcengebezela, n. 3. See i-nGcengebezela.

i-Ngcengeleza, n. 3. = i-Ncengeleza.

Ngcengeleza, v. = ncengeleza.

i-Ngcengeleza, n. 3. = i-Ncengeleza.

Ngcēshe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ngcēsheza.

Ngcesheza, v. Hop, skip and jump, as a man from one stone to another in crossing a brook (C.N.). Cp. gqanqula; ngcesheza.

Ngći, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be fast or firm, as a thing held (e.g. a person in one’s grip), as a thing fixed (e.g. a nail in a wall), as a thing closed (e.g. the cover of a watch), as a thing bound (e.g. a cord-binding); do i.e. make, hold, fix, close, bind, etc., fast or firm, as the nail (acc.), person, cord, etc., above; close in upon thickly i.e. be dense around, as a fog, pitchy darkness, or a strong smell about persons (acc.); be or make complete, perfect, as any piece of work = ngcinya.

isi-Ngcì, n. = is-Angci; also isi-Nci.

i-Ngcicicicela, n. 3. See i-nGcicicicela.

isi-Ngcifiza, n. = isi-Cifiza.

i-Ngcikingsiki (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = i-Neikinci

Ngcikisha (s. k.), v. = lumba.

i-Ngcili, n. 3. See i-nGcili.

Ngcikilikisha (s. k.), v. = lumba.

i-Ngcina, n. 3. See i-nGcina.

Ngcinga, v. = ngcingaza; (C.N.) predict
some evil as likely to happen, either from guessing, or for the purpose of frightening (C.N.).

i-Ngcingane, n. 3. Long, senseless tale; a lot of childish talk; hence, a nursery tale = i-Ngemekwane.


Ngcingaza, v. Talk away a long tale or rigmarole of foolish, senseless talk, as though narrating a nursery story.

Ngcingci, int. expressing delight, great joy, as uttered by children, and frequently extended as ngcingci ka'mjoji! or ngcingci ka'mdolip! or ngcingci ka'mdoliz! (N.) ngcingci ka'myoji! or (l.) ngcingci, n. Certain bush.

um or i-Ngcingo, n. 3. or 5. Any narrow place, as a passage, aperture, path, etc., so that one can only pass with difficulty.

i-Ngcino, n. 3. See i-nGcino.

Ngcinya, v. = ukuti ngei.

isi-Ngcinyane, n. = is-Angcinyane.

i-Ngcipo, n. 3. See i-nGcipo.

i-Ngcisili, n. 3. See i-nGcisili.

i-Ngcodoba, n. 3. See i-nGcodoba.

Ngcofa, v. Hold or handle a thing with the fingers in a disgusting, dirty-mannered way, as when holding a food-vessel (ace.) with the fingers inside, or when fingering food in a dirty way; hold a cow (ace.), during milking, by the i-Ngcofa, instead of by the accustomed grass head-stall; treat a person (ace.) with much abusive talk.

i-Ngcoca, n. 3. Septum or cartilaginous partition dividing the nostrils of a cow.

Ngcofo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ngcofoza.

Ngcofoza, v. Strike a person (ace.) on the head so that the point or extremity of the stick strikes the skull, inflicting a hole-like wound, not a split.

Ngcokola (s. k.), v. = ncokola.

isi-Ngcokolo (s. k.), n. = is-Angcokolo.

Ngcola, v. Be dirty, unclean, foul, filthy, as a pot, clothing, the body, water, etc. — used in perf = nukubala.

Ngcolisa, v. Make anything (ace.) dirty, as above.

i-Ngcolo, n. 5. See i-nGcolo.

Ngcômù, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti bonu.

Ngcomuka (s. k.), v. = bonuuka.

Ngcomula, v. = bonuuka.

i-Ngcongco, n. 3. See i-nGcongco.

i-Ngcongobeza, n. 3. See i-nGcongobeza.
u-Ngcwecwe, n. = u(lu)-Gwecwe.

i-Ngcwecwe, n. 3. See i-nGewecwe.

i-Ngcwedi, n. 3. See i-nGewedi.

Ngcwele, adj. See i-nGewele.

i-Ngcwele, n. See i-nGewele.

Ngcwenga, v. (mostly used by women) = cewunya.

i-Ngcwepeshi, n. 3. See i-nGcwepeshi.

i-Ngcweti, n. 3. See i-nGcweti.

Ngwì, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Stand or be standing up perpendicularly straight, as a tree, pillar, or a man; be standing up motionless, as a man seen standing still on a hill-top (with uku-ma). Cp. ukuti twi.

i-Ngcwimbi (Ngcwimbhi), n. 3. Something set up as a mark for boys to throw sticks at (C.X).

Ngé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Shed or make burst forth a great glow of brightness or illumination around, become or be suddenly lighted up with the glare of something bright, as a fire lighted outside on a dark night casts illumination all around in the vicinity, or as a lightning-flash does in the darkness of night, or as a match when suddenly struck in a dark room. See ngencya.

umu-Nge, n. 5. Hole made in the bottom of an i(lI)-Gula for letting off the whey = i-nKuma.

Ngedwa, ind. pron. or adv. I alone; me alone. See edwa.

Ngégeque, adv. — see i(lI)-Qa.

i(lI)-Ngéle (mostly in plur. ama-Ngele), n. = u(lu)-Ngéle.

Ex. ivuwe eli-mangelenele, a broken country, abounding in abruptly precipitous places.

u(lu)-Ngéle, n. Abruptly broken, perpendicularly precipitous place such as one could topple over, as the craggy parapet at the top of a mountain, or the perpendicular side of an u(lu)-donga where the soil has subsided.

Ngéle ngéle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti gele gele.

Ngélézelela, v. = gelezelu.

Ngékakade (s.k.), adv. After a good while, after a long time. See i(lI)-Kade; um-Zazu.

Ex. wafi skuku isibumile; kweli ngelikade yokubaya, he arrived after the chief had gone out (perhaps on a visit); but after a long while (may be late in the afternoon) he returned.

mangelikade umgubaya, it may be a good while before he will return (which according to circumstances may be a few hours, or a few months).

ubu-Ngemäßane, n. Certain head-ornament of hide and cows-tails worn by the um-Twiisaze regiment.

Ngempela (s.p.), adv. = impela.

Ngemuva, adv. — see umu-Va.

Ngéna, n. Go or come in, enter, as into a hut (with loc, or ku, = bolekela); come in, enter upon its turn, course, etc., as a season of the year, or a person taking his turn at any performance; invade, enter into with hostile purposes, as an impi into any kraal or district; get into a person (acc.) i.e. get to know him familiarly and be able to act familiarly with him; get or take one’s place under a cow (ace.) so as to milk it; marry the relief (ace.) or widow of a deceased brother, not as one’s own wife, but for the purpose of raising seed for the brother deceased [Ye. njena; Bo. Ga. inqile; Sw. ingia; MZT. njila; Mpo. jinyiwa].

Plur. ukungena kwodwende, the arrival of the bride’s party at the bridegroom’s kraal on the evening preceding the wedding.

ukungena kwendlala, the beginning of a time of famine.

ukungena khekhlala, the commencement of summer i.e. the spring-time.

ukungena nyeshiblua, to thrust oneself unwanted into any affair (ace.) of others.

ukungena ngenkomo, to pave one’s way by making a preliminary present of a beast, as in order to ensure favourable hearing or acceptance; sometimes applied to a person entering into any dispute or affair in a proper, orderly, constitutional manner, not merely thrusting himself unceremoniously in.

ukungema inqoni, to have a fluttering inside, i.e. to be overcome with nervousness, anxiety.

inqoni, it has entered! — cry raised upon the actual arrival of an invading force in any particular place.

angikezi ukungena entliziqeni yomnye umuntu, I am unable to know exactly all that is going on in the mind of another person.

ihluka balingene ku’nimba, the sun has now set i.e. has just gone down out of sight.

ukungemanga loko entliziqeni yake, that didn’t touch his heart, made no impression on him.

nqas’ekungemencia kwagya (inkomo), on or about its left side (i.e. of a cow, from its being milked on that side).

nqiwonke wamgena eluwe, he just went into i.e. went for it (the leopard) at close quarters.
i(li)-Ngenge (mostly in plur.), n. One of the deep furrows between the raised comb’s of hair in a certain Native manner of hair-dressing practised by young ringless men. Cp. i(li)-Krezelo.
Ngengeza, v. Shed forth a glow of light (so as to illuminate round about) intermittently and repeatedly, as a firefly when flying, or a man carrying and swinging about a lamp in the dark, or lightning rapidly flashing. See ukuti nge.
Ngenisa, v. Admit, cause or permit to enter; put up a person (acc.), offer him hospitality, as for the night when travelling; put up for the night, encamp, as a traveller or impi at any particular kraal or spot.
Ex. ngishiya ingenisile emhlaluze, he left it (the army) encamped at the Umhlatuze.
um-Ngenisandhlini, n. 5. Goat given to a bridegroom’s party when coming to lobola cattle, also to a sweetheart when arriving in a young-man’s kraal on an ukwabaleka visit.
Ngentla (s.t.), adv. To, from, or at the upper or higher part, as of a kraal, hut, country, river, etc. (with kwa).
Ngépe, ukuti (Ngépe, ukuthi), v. = ngepeza.
Ngapeza (Ngepeheza), v. Wound or cut a person (acc.) with a ‘slicing’ cut, gash or blow, so as to make a portion of the flesh, scalp, etc., hang loosely down.
Ngéqa, adj. — see i(li)-Qa.
u(Iu) or i-Ngerre, n. 3. Little Egret (Herodias garzetta) and also sometimes encamped to Buff-backed Egret (Herodias unicoloris). Cp. i(li)-Landa.
Ngesibli, adv. = isibili.
Ngesinyelela, adv. — see isi-Nyeleti.
ami-Ngethe, n. = ama-Nyele.
Ngeze, adv. For nothing, without payment or labour or exertion, or any cause; for nothing to no purpose, in vain = ngobala. See i(li)-Ze.
Ex. umaNgathi angakoxsokha ngeze, a white man may drive you away for a mere nothing.
Ngezinyawo, adv. On foot. See u(Iu)-Ngawo.
Ng, pers. pron. 1. Cp. mina [Skr. akam; Hi. main; Ar. ‘ama; Lat. ego; Ger. ich; Fr. je; Goth. ik; Chw. ki; Sw. Bo. ni; MZT. Sen. ndi; Her. ndyi; Ga. nzi; Cong. Ang. ngi].
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u-Ngikawulani (Ngikawulani), n. Certain plant, used as a love charm.
Ngimbaza (Ngimbhaza), v. Go along with short quick paces, as an infant or short dapper man.
isi-Ngimbazana (Ngimbhazana), n. Short dapper person — see above = u-Mangqi-ngwazana.
ug-Ngakile (s.k.), n. Certain veldt-plant, whose roots are used as an i-popo and for other love purposes.
i(li) or isi-Ngingingi, n. Person with a stammer or stuttering impediment in the speech. Cp. isi-Nkwalkwankwa.
Ngingiza, v. Stammer, as one prevaculating; stutter or speak with a catching impediment, whether only slight, or pronounced (but less than nkwalkwankwa).
u-Ngini, n. Person or thing with a member or members lopped off short, or cut so as to leave a stump, as a man with one arm or legs partly amputated, or a tree with its branches chopped off. See gina.
u-Ngqi, n. Ox slaughtered for selling purposes, not for any ceremony.
u-Ngirane, n. = i-Nqirra.
i(li)-Ngisi or Ngisimana, n. Englishman [E.].
u-Ngiyakusho (s.k.), n. Word used to express an unlawful pregnancy.
u-Ngiyane, n. White viscous material found attached to the um-Zungulu and other trees and which, mixed with the juice of um-Bodiya roots, is used for making the black material of men’s headrings.
Ngó, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Used to emphasize gina in all its meanings; hence, make or do firmly or fast, as when sticking in a nail (acc.), person denying, etc.; get made or done firmly or fast, as such a nail; be thoroughly firm, fast, or tight, as the nail above, a person in his statement, or a binding of any kind = ukuti mbe, ukuti nqi; also = ukuti ndlo.
Ngobá, conj. Because; for the reason that = ngokuba, ngobani, etc.
Ngobala, adv. = ngqewe.
Ngobani, Ngobani or Ngobeni, conj. = ngoba.
u(Iu)-Ngobobo, n. Any projecting pendulous shaped thing, like a tap, the bent-round head of a gourd, the navel when abnormally large and bent downwards, or a long hanging upper lip of a person.
Ngófo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ngofoza, ukuti ngqofo.
Ngofoza, v. Peck, as a fowl or bird at
grain (acc.), etc.; pick or wound a person with a sharp notchy or horny instrument (= ngopoza); peck or snap away at a person with sharp angry words = ngopoza.

Ngokuba, Ngokubani, Ngokubeni (s. k.), conf. = ngoba.

Ngokudala (s. k.), adv. In the old style or manner, as of old.

Ngokuhla (s. k.), adv. About or at evening.

Ngokusa (s. k.), adv. About or at dawn.

Ngokwami (s. k.). As far as I am concerned; for my part; for myself, by myself, unaided; on my own account, unauthorised — so also ngokwako, ngokwane, ngokwele, etc.

(i)-Ngole or Ngolo, n. (C.N.) = i-Ngonyama.

ama-Ngölwane (Ngoolwane) or Ngolwane, n. = ama-Ngqeshane.

um or isi-Ngoma, n. 1. = is-Angoma.

ubu-Ngoma, n. Profession or power of the above — see is-Angoma.

Ngomhlumunye, adv. On the day after to-morrow (cp. ngenuso); ngomhlumunye womunye umhlumunye = ngoalwane.

(i)-Ngotholane, n. The day after to-morrow — used thus only in a jocular way.

Ngomhlwane, adv. On the day following the day after to-morrow i.e. on the third day from to-day (see ngomhlumunye); ngoalwane ngomhlwane, four days ahead, on the fourth day from to-day.

Ngomusa or Ngomso, adv. To-morrow; some other day, another day, one of these days. See umu-So.

Ex. kwetí ngomunuso saseka sahamba, on the morrow, we get up and left. nochęki kinci ngomuso, nyikanele, you will be asking of me to-morrow (i.e. some other day), when I shall refuse you. ngokhela nangomunso, don’t have had enough of it (i.e. continue on with it) also on another day — the curious Native way of thanking for a favour, by threatening the generously disposed with still another visit!

(i)-Ngotholane, n. The to-morrow — only used in a playful way.

Ex. inagomuso lako leli ziyalazi, we know this to-morrow of yours (which never comes). ama-Ngongo, n. = ama-Ngqeshane.

u-Ngöngololo (Ngoongololo), n. An unusually ‘hard’ person upon whom no impression can be made, as an old woman who ‘won’t die’, or a stingy man whom nothing can move; also sometimes for i-nGongololo generally.

i-Ngöngololo, n. 3. = see i-nGongololo.

Ngonya, v. = udonya.

i-Ngonyama, n. 3. Lion = i-mBube, i-li-Bubesí [Her. o-ngqama; Hott. gamma].

Ngópo, ukuti (Ngøpho, ukuthi), v. = ngopoza.

Ngopoza (Ngophoza), v. Peck at a person (acc.) i.e. deal him a blow on the head with some pointed or horny instrument = ngopoza.

u-Ngqo, n. Kurichane or South-African Hemipide, or Button Quail (Turnix lepurala); a person of the lower classes who doesn’t appear at the royal kraal, an inferior person, one of no consequence, a nobody (cp. i-li-Vuba; un-Fokaza; u-Kukulelangogo).

Phr. u-samhla s’ingqa, a close-fisted person, a mean cur — said of a very stingy, niggardly person.

I. yek’ingqo ukudal’isidomo, to think that a common person should beget a court favourite! — said in reference to a man, or the good-fortune of his father, who, though of low birth, has raised himself to a high position.

u or i-Ngosos, n. 1. or 3. Two varieties of shrew mouse, one regarded as an i-dhlolozqini and the other (= isi-Cinini) not (cp. i-li-Gundane, i-MPuku); sometimes used as i-Qoswana [Bo. ngoswe, house-rat; Ga. messe, rat].

u or i-Qoswana, n. 3. Very tiny thing; very small quantity = u-Qoswana.

u-Ngoti (s.t.), n. Unusually smart, clever i-Nanga or professional of any kind, who masters everything in his line.

Ngovivi, adv. By the morning twilight, at dawn of day. See ufua-Vivi.

(u)-Ngoye or Ngoyekazana (s. k.), n. = ulw-Andlekelazana.

u-Ngozo, n. = u-Ngosos.

Ngוזolo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Rest a moment, as a traveller, or person at work; become stilled for a moment, as pain, etc. = ukuti gozololo, ukuti ngzululwa.

ama-Ngozololo (no sing.), n. Frequent short restings or pauses, in one’s march, work, pain, etc.; a dancing shuffling about of children at play, with the arms tightly bent on the body and the fists upon the chest (with ukw-enzqa = (C.N.) ama-Gololo).

u-Ngzwana, n. = u-Ngoswana, u-Goswana.

Ngqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be quite bright with light or illumination (so that ob-
jects are clearly visible), as in a well-lighted room, round about a large veldt-fire, or a clearly explained affair (cp. *ukuli nge*) do off at a stroke, as when drinking off at a draught (= *ukuti nyqabalazi*), killing a buck (acc.) with a single blow, or taking off the head of a thing at a single stroke (= *ukuti shwamba-kaqo*).

**Ngqa,** *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* Look at a person (acc.) or thing steadily or attentively, as a person at a speaker when an interesting explanation is being given. Cp. *ukuti njo*.

**i-Nqaba,** *n.* 3. (C.N.) = *i-Nwela*.

**Ngqabalazi,** *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* Drink off anything (acc.) at a single draught = *ukuti ngqa, ukuti halakahla*.

**i-Nqabanga,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqabanga*.

**Ngqabashiya,** *v.* = *tshekulu*.

**um-Ngqabe,** *n.* 5. Certain Bush-fern (*Eusephalurlos sp.*), whose seed-vessel was formerly used by children for sniff-boxes = *um-Pungan*.

**Ngqabbiti,** *ukuti* (*Ngqabbiti*, *ukuthi*), *v.* = *ukuti ngqabbiti*.

**Ngqabilita** (*Ngqibilita*), *v.* = *ngqibilita*.

**i-Nqabozu,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqabozu*.

**i-Nqabulamikindi*yami,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqabulamikindi*yami.

**um-Ngqaka** (*s.* *k.*), *n.* 5. A doing in no time; hence, without any exertion, making a mere nothing of it (used only adverbially as below) = *u-Moshu*; cp. *um-Shudo* See *ukuti ngqa*.

Ex. *abanye (abafana) kule bekqomusha (kolomba)*; *yena ngqilita umnyqaka* (or *nyomnyqaka*), others (boys) have been wooing her (the girl) ever so long; he brought her down at once.

*inyamasele* *ingati ukulidula, (nyibe) lube selngqamba nyomnyqaka*, when the buck attempts to pass, the trap-robe will catch it up immediately.

*empini umuntu umnyqaka*, to a leopard a man is a mere nothing, a thing to be done for in no time.

**i-Ngqakangqaka,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqakangqaka*.

**i-Ngqakala,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqakala*.

**i-Ngqala,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqala*.

**i-Ngqalaba,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqalaba*.

**i-Ngqalabuto,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqalabuto*.

**Ngqalakasha** (*s.* *k.*), *v.* = *gqalakasha*.

**i-Ngqalamba,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqalamba*.

**i-Ngqalati,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqalati*.

**i-Ngqalizivele,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqalizivele*.

**i-Ngqambili,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqambili*.

**i-Nqamundi,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqamundi*.

**u-Nqamangqoshu,** *n.* An intractable, unruly, obstinately perverse person (mostly used of children). Cp. *i-Nqomyo*.

**i(l)-Ngqamuzu,** *n.* Large *i-Ntلمن* q. v. of any kind, as large protruding eyes, an unusually large berry or fruit, etc.

**i-Nqanati,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqanati*.

**i-Nqanda,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqanda*.

**i(l)-Ngqanga** (or in plur. *ama-Ngqanga*), *n.* Light curds of milk (not forming into thick closely separated clots), as of milk when set in a basin or new calash. Cp. *ama-Si* ([Her. omu-kande, curds]).

**i-Nqangashini,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqangashini*.

**i-Nqangasi,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqangasi*.

**i(l)-Ngqangqa,** *n.* = *i(l)-Gqyu*.

**i-Nqangqamatamba** (*Nyangqamatamba*), *n.* 3. = *u-Creatibane*.

**um-Nqangun**, *n.* 5. Furrow, narrow groove or channel, as made by rain washing out a path, or a drilling plough in the soil, or in the hair of Natives when dressed in a certain way (not used of wrinkles of forehead, etc.). Cp. *uma-Nqa*.

**i-Nqapeli,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqapeli*.

**i-Nqapunana,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqapunana*.

**u-Nqaqqa,** *n.* Smart, sharp-headed person, 'who knows how to explain an intricate matter in a lucid manner'; also *u-Nota*.

**i-Nqaqabaluni,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqabaluni*.

**i-Nqaqululi,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqululi*.

**Ngqasha,** *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* = *ngqasha; ngqashaza*.

**Ngqasha,** *v.* 'Let fly' with the legs or arms, kick or strike out, as might an ox when thrown, or a man struggling in last agony, or when unceremoniously kicking a thing (acc.) away or behind in passing it.

**Ngqashaza,** *v.* Go kicking out the feet, as a Native dandy showing off when walking down the street; go off in a similar self-opinionated, unseemly manner of speech, instead of replying courteously, etc.

**i(l)-Ngqashiya,** *n.* = *i(l)-Gqyqzu*.

**i-Nqasundu,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqasundu*.

**i-Nqata,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqata*.

**i-Nqato,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqato*.

**i-Nqatuni,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqatuni*.

**i-Nqavula,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqavula*.

**i-Nqavungqavu,** *n.* 3. See *i-nGqavungqavu*.

**Ngqayi ngqayi,** *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), *v.* Have a
sharp tussle or mutual competition of any kind, as two men wrestling, running a race, or contesting their superiority of power in any way (= ngqayisana); strive energetically to restrain, check, hold back, etc., as a bullock (acc.) seeking to run away, people fighting, diarrhoea in a person, etc. (= ngqayiza).

X.B. The word ngqayi; ngqayi; is commonly shouted to two goats engaged in conflict, in order to make them cease.

i-Ngqayingqayi, n. 3. A sharp contest, competition, rivalry, tussle, etc.; commonly applied by Native children to a 'running match'.

Ex. *as'ense* *ngqayingqayi*; let us have a race! — or one boy might say to another, after pointing out a goal, ngqayi ngqayi! *wo:vunjike kugula*! now for a contest! see that you get there first! — whereupon off they go.

Ngqayisana, v. Have a sharp contest, competition, game of rivalry, tussle, etc., with one another, as to which may be superior of the other, in any sense = ukuti ngqayi ngqayi, xenisisana.

Ngqayiza, v. = ukuti ngqayi ngqayi.

Ngqazula, v. Lift up or raise any very heavy thing (acc.). Cp. *hikula*.

Ngqê, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go straightly or straight forward, as a road; do straightly, make go straight along, as when cutting a piece of cloth (acc.) = ukuti ngqo, nse, etc.

Ngqe, ukuti (ukuthi) — with prolongation of the vowel, v. Give a scream, as one suddenly pained (with *kalé*); scream out (continuously), as a child bawling.

Ngqebeleka (s. k.), v. Be in a cheerfully talkative mood, be talking away in a merry, light way, as a person in a good humour after a piece of luck, or stimulated by drink (used in perf.).

i-Ngqedamabele, n. 3. See i-nGqedamabele.

Ngqelesheke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Be off and away, as below.

Ex. *ngqanele* ukuti nako-*ke*, *wa*šéti ngqelekešes uBani; I had scarcely said, There you are! when So-and-so was off and away (as in a race).

*wati ngqelekešes, vashona ngqenlwadi*, he was off and away, disappearing towards the Umlazi.

i-Ngqenge, n. 3. See i-nNgqenge.

Ngqengqa, v. Go along on the edge, whether as a man walking along the edge of a precipice, or a coin or plate rolling along on its edge; be thoroughly clever, skilful or dexterous (with *hlakanipa*).

Ngqepu, ukuti (Ngqépha, ukuthi), v. Lie or recline on the back, as a person lying prostrate, or standing with the back resting against some slanting object, as a Native hut.

i-Nqepu, n. 3. See i-nNgqepu.

u or i-Nqeqe, n. 1. = i-nNgqeqebula.

i-Nqeqebula, n. 3. See i-nNgqeqebula.

ama-Nqeshane, n. A lying down on the back with the knees drawn up (with *vza, lala*, etc.) = ama-Nyongo, ama-Nyolo, ama-Nyolwane, ama-Qoshampisi.

Ngqëshe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ngqesheza.


Ex. *w'eqa ama*nqeshe*, he leaps up (C.N.).

Ngqesheza, v. Throw out the feet to right and left when walking, as a young man going ostentatiously along; or the legs when dancing, as a man at the *uku*ngiyá dance; throw about rude talk in an unprincipled, unbridled manner.

u-Nqetsheni (s. t.), n. = u-Nqqi.

Ngqi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ngqi.

Ngqi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Strike or knock up against a thing forcibly or violently (gen. with the head), collide with, as a person running against a tree (with loc. or *ku*), one goat against another when fighting, or as the tree itself would strike the colliding person = nqila, ukuti ngqi. See *ngqilana; ngqileka*.

u-Ngqi (last syll. accentuated), n. used only as below (from verb above).

Ex. *ngkuz'qike kwáNgqi*, he will at length get abruptly brought up in his evil course so as to put a final stop on his doings, he will meet his retribution eventually.

i-Ngqibi, n. 3. See i-nNgqibi.

i-Ngqibingqibi, n. 3. See i-nNgqibingqibi.

Ngqibita (Ngqibitha), v. Jump, spring, or leap down, as from a tree or box, to the ground. Cp. *eqa; ganeuka*.

Ngqibiti, ukuti (Ngqibithi, ukuthi), v. = ngqibita, ukuti ngqibiti.

u-Ngqi-etheni (s. t.), n. = u-Ngqi.

Ngqiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Strike up against violently, collide with, as a person when running against a tree (loc. = ngqikika); make a thing (acc.) so collide (= ngqikiza) = ukuti ngqi.

Ngqikika (s. k.), v. = ukuti ngqiki; ngqileka.

i-Ngqikiti, n. 3. See i-nNgqikiti.

Ngqikiza (s. k.), v. = ukuti ngqiki; ngqila.

Ngqila, v. = ukuti ngqi; (C.N.) have indecent intercourse with a girl, as a young lad not fully grown.
Ngqilana, v. Strike forcibly up against or collide with one another = ngqilana. See ukuti ngqo.

Ngqileka (s. k.), v. Get to strike up against or collide with; get struck up against or collided with = ngqileka; ngqikika. See ukuti ngqo.

u or u(li)-Ngqimba (Ngqimba), n. 1. or 6.
Any very thick, massive, layer-like thing of length, as the hide of a buffalo, a very thick board, clouds rising in thick extended banks, a crowd of people extended in deep file, a thick layer of cream on set-milk; freq. used in plur. izi-Ngqimbangqimba, mass upon mass, thick layer upon layer, etc.

i-Ngqimba, n. 3. See i-li-Ngqimba.

u-Ngqimputwe or Ngqimputwe (Ngqimputwe or Ngqimputwe), n. A standing on the head, as played by children (with enza) = u-Gomngu.

i-Ngqinamba, n. 3. See i-nGqinamba.

i-Ngqinisela, n. 3. See i-nGqinisela.


i-Nqisiwa, n. 3. See i-nGqisiwa.

Ngqo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ngqe; also ukuti ngqo ngqo.

i-Ngqobe, n. 3. See i-nGqobe.

i-Ngqobo, n. 3. See i-nGqobo.

Ngqofa, v. Attack ferociously, as a leopard might a man (acc.), or (metaph.) as one enraged man another when fighting, or with words = hamfiza.

i(li)-Ngqofa, n. Ferocious animal or man, as above = i-li-Hamf.

i-Ngqofa, n. 3. See i-nGqofa.

Ngqoto, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ngqo.

isi-Ngqofongqofo, n. Snappish, cross-tempered person, given to turning on one sharply with angry, 'hen-pecking' talk.

Ngqofoza, v. = ngqofaza.

ama-Ngqola (seldom in sing.), n. Any great, puffed-up mass, as of white cloud in the sky, mould lying thick on the walls of a mealie-pit, froth risen high on milk or beer, or (by compar.) the white 'cloud-like' masses of snet (= u-(li)-Nwali) in different parts of an animal's body (ama-Nkonthane); also ama-Ngqeshane.

i-Ngqolokosho, n. 3. See i-nGqolokosho.

i(li)-Ngqomfi, n. = i(li)-Ngqomfi.

i-Ngqondo, n. 3. See i-nGqondo.

isi-Ngqondo, n. = is-Ingqondo.

Ngqongqa, v. Get well or thoroughly cooked, so as to be nice eating, as any food (used in perf.).

Ngqo ngqo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ngqo-nyqo, ngqongqoza.

i-Ngqongqo, n. 3. Any person who has quite got the mastery over others, so as to be the cock in the roost, as a woman who is the master over the man in a kraal, or a boy who is master among his companions. See ngqongqoza.

u or i-Ngqongqoshe, n. 1. or 3. The 'cock' among the others of his class, who by rank or conquest has become the master among them, as above.

Ngqongqola (Ngqongqotha), v. = ngqo-nyqoza.

Ngqongqoza, v. Rap, tap, as with the points of the fingers on a door (loc.) or with a stick on the floor; be the master or 'cock' over, as a woman over the husband (acc.) in a family, or one boy over another of his set — from the common practice of a boy rapping contemptuously with his stick on the head of any other boy whom he has thoroughly beaten in fighting or over whom he assumes superiority.

Phr. ngqo! ngqo! 'ufana, ujikakalulu; hamba, ujikakelwa amasi 'lapo kungakuli 'sele (i.e. cleandhe), — commonly said in Zululand by a big boy bullying one smaller than himself.

u-Ngqoqwane, n. Frost = isi-Tswane, u-Ngqoqwane.

i-Ngqorolo, n. 3. See i-nGqorolo.

Ngqosho, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be completely finished, as food-supplies, money, etc.; completely finish or make an end of, as before = ukuti swaqa.

i-Ngqoshololo, n. 3. See i-nGqoshololo.

i-Ngqoto (Ngqotha), n. 3. — See i-nGquto; (C.N.) a tapping on the head, by way of a challenge (see ngqongqoza); a decisively, masterly word or act, that puts an end to further contest.

Ex. ukwenza ingqo, to give a challenge, as above (N).

N.B. In Zululand, a boy would, as in Natal, wasiti ingqo yama; ngqonikini!; but ngqo! ngqo! 'ufana; ujikakalulu' at the same time rapping the boy challenged with his stick on the head.

Ngqotula (Ngqotulu), v. — intensified form of ucotula; hence, pull out or draw out with might or force, anything coming forth more or less smoothly, as a person's tooth (acc.) with the forceps, a nail from a plank, or a stake from the ground.
u(lu)-Ngqöyinyoi, n. Any delicious food
= u(lu)-Ovela, u(lu)-Ngqekte.

X.B. Small girls, when out alone and
seeing a boy, frequently call out to him in a
singing manner, Ngqöyi! ngqöyi! kum-
ntombana; nsuwa ni ku'mntombana?—
these words being intended as an enticement
to him to come for sexual purposes. See
u(lu)-Gqöyi.

i(lu)-Ngqoza, n. (C.N.) = i(lu)-Qnde.
i-Ngqoza, n. 3. See i-nGqoza.
Ngqu, ukuti (ukuthi — with prolongation
of the vowel), v. Be all white = ukuti hu.

Ngqu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Put forth, throw
forth, pour forth bodily or all together,
as water (acc.) from a bucket, porridge
from a dish, or as a field bursting out
into flower all over at once (= tela
kanye); also = ukuti ngqi. See ukuti
ngqi ngqu.

Phr. ishumi valiti ngqu, he made up a
full ten at a go.
i-Ngquba, n. 3. See i-nGquba.
i-Ngqubu, n. 3. See i-nGqubu.
Ngqubuza, v. (C.N.) = gqubuza; see ngq-
ubu.
i-Ngqudulu, n. 3. See i-nGqudulu.
i-Ngqukumba, n. 3. i-nGqukumba.

u-Ngqukumbana (Ngqukumbhana), n. = u-
Sombingana.
i-Ngqukumbana, n. 3. See i-nGqukumbana.
i-Ngqukuqa, n. 3. See i-nGqukuqa.
Ngquleka (s. k.), v. = ngqileka.
i-Ngqulwane, n. 3. See i-nGqulwane.
i-Ngquma, n. 3. See i-nGquma.
isi-Ngquma, n. = isi-Coto.

u-Ngqumbeyana (Ngqumbeyana), n. = u-
Sombingana.
i-Ngqumbi, n. 3. See i-nGqumbi.
Ngqumbu, ukuti (Ngqumbu, ukuthi), v. =
ukuti gqumbu.
i-Ngqumelo, n. 3. See i-nGqumelo.
i-Ngqumumu, n. 3. See i-nGqumumu.
i-Ngqumunga, n. 3. See i-nGqumunga.

Ngqumuzza, v. Grind up in the mouth
mealie-grains (acc.) or similar hard food
that cracks with a dull sound between
the teeth; (C.N.) plot secretly.
i-Ngqunda, n. 3. See i-nGqunda.
i-Ngqunge, n. 3. See i-nGqunge.

Ngqö ngqö, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go repeatedly
knocking one's head against a
thing i.e. get brought up in one's efforts,
do anything without attaining success,
as when searching everywhere about
for a person or thing but in vain, run-
ning off to a store to find that what one
wants is not there, digging about here
and there for potatoes in a field without
finding them, etc.
i-Ngqungqu, n. 3. See i-nGqungqu.
i-Ngqungqulu, n. 3. Batelens' or the Tum-
brer Eagle (Helotarsus ecaudatus) =
i-nDhlazanyoni.

Ngqungquza, v. = ukuti ngqu ngqu; also =
quqiza.
isi-Ngqungu, n. = isi-Tuli.

um-Ngqupane (Ngquphane), n. 5. Red-wing-
ed Bush Shrike (Telophonus Senegalus);
also = isi-Newayimbana.

Ngqupu, ukuti (Ngquphu, ukuthi), v. =
ukuti ngqi.

Ngqupuza (Ngquphuza), v. Make come
‘bang’ up against or into violent colli-
sion with.

Ex. nasi izimbufu zingquphuza ngoma-
kamba, there are the goats banging their
heads together (when fighting).

Ngqupuze ka (Ngquphuza), v. = ngqileka.
i-Ngqushumbana, n. 3. See i-nGqushu-
mbana.

ama or i-Ngqutu (Ngquthu), n. 3. Beard of a
man when growing in a thick en-
tangled ‘basket-like’ mass round the
chin.
i-Ngqutu, n. 3. See i-nGqutu.
i-Ngquza, n. 3. See i-nGquza.

Ngquzu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ngquzu.

Ngquzuka (s. k.), v. Burst out or up sud-
ddenly or all together, as a crowd of
people or cattle in a kraal suddenly
rising up together from the ground, or
a simultaneous bursting forth of shout-
ing, crying, etc.

Ngquzula, v. Make so to rise up all to-
gether, as above.

Ngqwä, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Take off at a
single go, by a single blow, as a bird
(acc.), buck, etc.
i-Ngqwamasi, n. 3. See i-nGqwamasi.
Ngqwamba (Ngqwamba), v. (C.N.) =
eyeka.
i-Ngqwana, n. 3. See i-nGqwana.

Ngqwanda, v. Sit or stand perfectly silent
and still with eyes fixed on space, as it
were, as when a person is thinking
deeply to himself (a practice so un-
common with the Natives as to attract
surprise) — used in perf.
i-Ngqwanga, n. 3. See i-nGqwanga.
i-Ngqwane, n. 3. See i-nGqwane.
i-Ngqwanyiya, n. 3. See i-nGqwanyiya.
**NGQ**

i-Ngqwangi, *n.* 3. See *i-nGqwangi.*

i-Ngqwangqwa, *n.* 3. See *i-nGqwangqwa.*

u-Ngqwashi, *n.* = *u-Mangqwashi.*

**Ngqwata (Ngqwatha), v.* Look or stare in a lost, vacant manner, merely fixing the eyes emptily upon anything or upon space, as an idiotic person, one in delirium, or a person gazing at an object which is quite unintelligible to him (used inperf.).

Ex. *u-bokun engqwata ano mbhe,* he just keeps fixedly staring with the eyes.

**Ngqwâta, ukutî (Ngqwâtha, ukutî — with prolongation of the final syll.) v.* Stare or look out fixedly from great open eyes, as above.

**Ngqwataza (Ngqwathaza), v. = ngqwata.**

**isi-Ngqwana (Ngqwathaza), n.* Large, full eye (not protruding — see *i-mPenqe*), as of an owl; such full-eyed person.

**u(lu)-Ngqwazimba (Ngqwazimba), n.** Tall, robust, stoutly built person.

**i-Ngwele, n.* 3. See *i-nGwele.*

**u(lu)-Ngweqwele, n. = u(lu)-Ngqwane.**

**isi-Ngweqwini, n. = i-nJingo.**

**Ngô, ukutî (ukutî), v.* Give forth a dull, booming noise, as a drum, or the chest when struck; strike a thing (acc.) so that it give forth such a sound, as a drum, or person's chest.

**umu-Ngu (no plur.), n.* 5. Fine dust which flies off from Kafir-corn when threshed or sifted, and is itchy to the body [Sw. *unja, flour].**

**i-Ngubuza (Ngubbhura), n.* 3. An immense, 'bulged out' belly, as of a woman in child = *i(li)-Ngubuzha.* Cp. *i(li)-Qaga.*

**u-Ngubo-ziyeweni, n.* Very old man who cannot live long (*lit.* one whose blanket is going off to the abyss i.e. the grave, it being always buried with the owner).

**isi-Ngûbunyâbu, n.* Daft, silly person; a noodle = *i-Nkunyingane.*

**u-Ngulazibuya, n.* Month beginning about or after the middle of March, and next following um-Baso = *u-Ndida.*

**i(li)-Ngumbë, Ngungi or Ngumbu (Ngumbe, etc.), n.* Big scooping or hollowing out at the side, n. As big mealie-pit or hollowing out at the side, a riverbank where the earth has been washed out, or as the bulging sides of a hut or oval-shaped pot, or peninsula of land projecting into a river, as it were, where it bends back sharply upon itself = *i(li)-Ngumbeza;* *i(li)-Gumbi.* See gumba.

Ex. *isitsha esi'mangunbus*, an oval-shaped vessel, bulged broadly out on each side.

**i-isisu esi'mangunbus**, a big belly somewhat broadly flattened in front so as to bulge at the sides.

Thr. *u-apuka engunjini!* he got caught in a corner (thinking he had crossed the river, but now finding himself enclosed between two) = he has got caught in a trap, in a hole. See *u-Sogere.*

**u-Ngumbuza (Ngumbhura), n.* Person, or animal, with a big 'bulge' of a belly, as above — see *i-Ngubuza.*

**i(li)-Ngumbuza (Ngumbhura), n. = i(li)-Ngumbu.**

**u-Nguna, n.* Any very ancient thing, or thing which by its hardness or durability of nature will live or last for an immensely long time — a name applied to a very hardy old person who never seems to die, an unusually strongly-built hut, or a strong pot that has lasted a remarkably long time = *u-Ngunafa, u-Ngunapakade.*

Ex. *wakalaba unguna* (or *waka unguna*), he lived or lasted for an immensely long time (before dying).

**i-Nguna, n.* 3. = *u-Nguna.*

**u-Ngunafa or Ngunafo, n. = u-Nguna.**

**u-Ngunapakade (Ngunaphakade), n. = u-Nguna.**

**ama-Ngunu (no sing.), n.* A flat-topped, broad-shouldered shape given to a grass-basket or earthen-pot, with only a small opening as mouth at the top = *isi-Ngunu.* Cp. *i(li)-Ngumbu;* *cita;* *buya.*

Ex. *isitsha esi'mangunyu*, a flat-topped, broad-shouldered pot with a small contracted mouth.

**i-Ngunu, n.* 3. Native drum, formed by stretching a piece of goat-skin over the mouth of an *i-mBiza* or large earthen-pot, and played by tapping with the hand to the accompaniment of some song [Cong. *chi-ngungu,* bell].

P. *ngungu yaleyo'ntombi kagikali,* the menstruation-drum of that girl doesn't play well — said in ridicule of a girl who has had much to do with courting young men (C.N.).

N.B. This musical instrument was formerly used in Zululand at the first menstruation of a girl. Since the Zulu War, however, it has almost completely fallen into disuse, and is now scarcely known to young girls.

**isi-Ngungu, n.* Any kind of round-pot or basket having a broad, flattish top, and bulging sides somewhat like the drum above = *isi-Nkunku.* Cp. *isitsha esi'magunyu;* *i(li)-Ngumbu.*
i-Ngungumbane (Ngungumbhane), n. 3. Porcupine (perhaps from its grunting cry) = um-Fazazana. Cp. i-Ngungu [Sw. mungu; Ga. home phonu; Her. o-Mbhakula], Yan. ukake.

N.B. The Natives, women particularly, have a superstitious fear of calling this animal by its proper name, preferring to speak of it endearingly as the um-Fazazana or little woman, otherwise it might become angered and commit unusual ravages in their fields. This superstition has a curious resemblance to that of the Greeks who, lest evil consequences result, called the 'furies' the 'kindly goddesses!'

i-Ngungumela, n. 3. Person with conspicuously broad and square shoulders (resembling in appearance the isi-Ngungu or isi-Gubuda basket); hence, name sometimes given to a broad-brimmed helmet; also = i-Ngungumenu.

i-Ngungununu, n. 3. Morose, surly-tempered person, who never laughs, only 'grunts' at everything (the word being, like i-Ngungu and i-Ngungumbane, perhaps onomatopoeic) = i-Ngungumenu, isi-Jinini. Cp. u(lu)-Kutu.

um-Nguni, n. 1. Name by which the Tongas call a Zulu-Kafir, hence occasionally adopted by these latter themselves — the word is also the isitakazo of the Emanzimeleni tribe.

ubu-Nguni (loc. chu-Nguni), n. The country or nation of the aba-Nguni.

i-Ngununundu, n. 3. = i-Ngungununu.

um-Ngupane (Nguphane), n. 5. = isi-Newangimane.

u-Ngqunguqu, n. Person who is given to changing (see gupqua) his state- ment or plans, to-day saying one thing, to-morrow another.

ama-Nguxu (no sing.), n. Bulging-out at the sides — used adjectively of an oval-shaped pot, or some people's belly.

Ngúzalala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ngozolo.

u-Ngwalieni, n. Certain plant, used as an i-nTelezi.

ama-Ngwambu (Ngwambhu — no sing.), n. A preliminary mouthful or snack of food which one might take alone before the formal meal, as a woman taking a little for herself from the cooking-pot, or a milk-boy sucking from the cow the first mouthfuls of milk before milking into the pail (with ukwadka, etc.).

i-Ngwangwa, n. 3. — see i-Ngwangwa.

ama-Ngwe (no sing.), n. Certain large bush, whose poisonous roots, of which there are three kinds, white, red and black, are used for ukw-lakata and are said to cause the disease of ama-Nzeba (prob. intercostal neuralgia, pleurisy, etc.); such disease itself.

N.B. The manner of administering this poison is as follows: — umlakati awanyeke munuri, umunxinele, ngobona ngawo imikonto emibili; abes’efi yego’iimikonto ngakwuye kawo’munuri ablond ukumbalala, angibe esabeku ngakona; tsumunzi abes’efi njalo omunzeka nokukwelwa.

u(lu)-Ngwengwe, n. Two kinds of soft running-grass (cp. u-Madolwana); thick stem coating the tongue in certain diseases (cp. ama-Lorula).

u(lu)-Ngwengwezi, n. Slight coating or thin obscuring layer of any foreign body spread over the surface of a thing, as of dust upon a table, dirt upon a window-pane, or oily slime covering the surface of stagnant or dish water.

i-Ngxabalazi, n. 3. See i-Ngabalazi.

i-Ngxabangxoza, n. 3. See i-Ngabangoza.

i-Ngxabano, n. 3. See i-Ngabano.

i-Ngxabo, n. 3. See i-Ngabo.

i-Ngxakangxaka, n. 3. See i-Ngakangxaka.

i-Ngxakula, n. 3. See i-Ngakula.

Ngxambu, ukuti (Ngxambhu ukuthi), v. = ukuti ngxambhu.

Ngxangaza, v. Get ready or make preparations for doing anything (ace. with ela form), as a person dressing for a ball, packing for a journey, getting in readiness the grass or other material for any work about to be commenced.

i-Ngxangxa, n. 3. See i-Ngagxza.

(iI)-Ngxapepe (Ngxapepha), n. = (iI)-Nxepepe.

i-Ngxatu, n. 3. See i-Ngatu.

i-Ngxavula, n. 3. See i-Ngavula.

i-Ngxembe, n. 3. See i-Ngewe.

i-Ngxemu, n. 3. See i-Ngewu.

Ngxepa (Ngxephe), int. = nxepe.

Ngxepa (Ngxapepha), int. = nxepe.

(iI)-Ngxepa (Ngxapepha), n. = (iI)-Nxepepe.

Ngxepela (Ngxapezhela), v. = nxepeza.

isi-Ngxepelilo (Ngxapezhelo), n. = isi-Nxepelilo.

i-Ngxepu, n. 3. See i-Ngexpu.

Ngxeshe, int. = nxepe.

Ngxesheleza, v. = nxepeza.

Ngxi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Fix firmly or tightly, in a close-sticking way, by suction,
etc., as a dog fixing its teeth (acc.) firmly in one's flesh, a soft basket when one presses it firmly down over the mouth of a pot so as to cling to it tightly, or (by comparison) a cloth-covering when binding it closely and firmly over a heap of goods (= *nyxinya*); get so fixed firmly, tightly or closely.

**i-Ngx**, n. 3. See i-\*nGri.

**i-Ngxibilii**, n. 3. See i-\*nGribilibi.

**i-Ngxibingxibi**, n. 3. See i-\*nGribingxibi.

**i-Ngxibongo**, n. 3. See i-\*nGribongo.

**i-Ngxikili**, n. 3. See i-\*nGrikili.

**i-Ngxinya**, v. = ukti ngxi.

**i-Ngxobongo**, n. 3. See i-\*nGrobongo.

**i-Ngxoko**, n. 3. See i-\*nGxoko.

**isi or i-Ngxoko (s. k.)**, n. 3. Small wigwam-like structure made of grass or reeds stood on end and bound together at the top, and used for storing grain within the kraals. = (iI)-\*Zele. Cp. i-\*nGoma; i-\*nQolobuna.

**i-Ngxola**, n. 3. See i-\*nGxola.

**i-Ngxotata**, n. 3. See i-\*nGrotota.

**Ngxotoza** (Ngxothoza), v. = urotoza.

**i-Ngxoxangxova**, n. 3. See i-\*nGroxangxova.

**i-Ngxoviya**, n. 3. See i-\*nGxoviya.

**i-Ngxwlele**, n. 3. See i-\*nGxwele.

**i-Ngxwembe**, n. 3. See i-\*nGxwembe.

**Nhinhiza** (the sound here is a nasalized \*h), v. Say or grunt the sound \*nih\*, as a Native when wishing to express indignation, contemptuous sarcasm, etc., at any word or action; speak lowly to oneself or grumble, as when indignant at something done (cp. vinanga).

Words beginning with Nh (old style) will be found entered under Nti.

**Ni**, pers. pron. You (nom. and acc.). See ngi, etc.

**Ni**, interr. pron. What? sometimes, with neg., equivalent to 'anything' or nothing; also used in conjunction with pronominal particle to express 'what kind of?' [MZT, \*uzi; Chw. \*ug; Her. \*vi; Ga. \*ki; Sw. \*pi; Ha. \*mi; Bar. \*nyo].

Ex. *umuti muni wona lo?* what tree (or medicine) is this?

*umuti wani wona lo?* what is this medicine for i.e. for what use?

*anyi\*zi, I say nothing;

*anyifuma-\*ni;* ngi\*fana ukukulana ukapela, I don't want anything; I merely want to say something.

**um-\*Nikazi (s. k.), n. 1. = um-\*Nini.**

**Nikela** (s. k.), v. Give to or for; especially, bring the calf to the cow, that it may suck before milking.

Ex. *hamba ujini ke muna inkomque* go and take the calf to its mother (that it may suck).

**um-\*Nikelo (s. k.), n. 5.** Thing given for; hence, contribution, offering (M).

**Nikeza** (s. k.), v. Hand a person something (doub. acc.), pass a thing to him, as from one part of the table to another, or as in hut-building the one outside passes in the binding-cord to the one inside; give or suggest to a person words (doub. acc.), prompt him, as when assisting him to defend himself, to know what to reply, at a trial, etc. (cp. hlafulula; funzelela).

Ex. *lava\*ma\*ni uwoaneke:lo uba? who was it that put these words into his mouth or mind?

**Nikezel\*a (s. k.), v.** Hand over something to a person for a purpose, etc.

Ex. *anoni\*ke:lela\* uk\*lela, you will of course pass it (a pot of beer, etc.) round from one to the other.

**banik\*e:lela u\*yembela, they passed the story on from one to the other.**

**\*Ni\*ki\*, \*ukuti (\*ukul\*ki; s. k.), v.** Be all about in every direction, be numerously about on all sides, as people arriving from all sides for a feast, or dispersing off in all directions, or numerously about working all over a field or kraal, or articles
about on all sides in a hut = ukuti nikilili. Cp. ukuti fitilili.  

Nikilili, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti nitiki.  

Nikina (s. k.), v. Shake or make shake about gently, as one might a coat or handkerchief (acc.) or door-mat holding it with one hand and so that any loose particles may fall off (not to shake a thing violently with both hands = tuntuza; or to shake it about in a ‘worrying’ manner = ngatezisa), or as a man his head when gently refusing or denying a thing; shake off, as the particles (acc.), etc., from the coat or door-mat above. Cp. nikiza.  

Ex. nikina izibi ekubha kure, shake off the bits of grass from your head.  

uku-x-nikina, to shake itself, as a wet dog or a horse.  

i(li)-Nikinikana (s. k.), n. Untidy, slovenly, ‘ragged’ fellow, who can’t dress himself or keep his place neatly.  

ama-Nikiniki (s. k. — no sing.), n. ‘Shaking-about bits,’ tatters, rags, applied to any torn garment = ama-Dhlephulepula, ama-Dhilavudhlavu, ama-Nabuabu.  

Nikiza (s. k.), v. Pull shakingly about, tear about with a shaking movement, as a puppy-dog a piece of rag (acc.), or a dog ravenously pulling about the flesh of its prey (the object not being so violently thrown about on all sides as with ngatezisa). Cp. nikina; also = ukuti niki.  

i-Nimba (Nimba), n. 3. Beginning of labour-pains (C.N. fr. Xo.). Cp. imi-Siko. [Sw. Bo. minba, fetus].  

Nina, v. Prevent, hinder, in any way, as a wall (acc.) from falling by propping it, a person from approaching, or cattle from entering a field (= vimbela, tiya); (C.N.) strike far off, at a distance.  

Ex. ngisininiwe unsebenzi, I have been prevented by work.  

Nina, emph. pron. Ye or you (nom. or acc. plur.).  

Ex. ngisho nina, I mean you.  

u-Nina, n. His, her, its or their mother; mother-plant, mother-stalk, as of pumpkins, etc., upon which they grow; large under grinding-stone of Natives (the small round stone held in the hand for crushing being called the um-Nwana or child) [Gu. nina; Her. ina; Kag. nyina; Sha. nine; Bo. nwini; Adam. nwe; Mon. Sa. na; Ak. onja; Bush. no].  

Phr. ilanga selunyena kunina, the sun has now gone down to its mother i.e. has set.  

izihlangu sensualka onina or onoina bos o (or sinini ngyononina bos o), the shields have now been given or fitted with their back-sticks (or, already stand fitted with their back-sticks).  

izinpahlu lexi tosininyisa ngyononina bos o, you shall return these articles (tools, etc.) to their places, each to its own place (if it is a single article the form ngonina or ngonina wayo is more frequently used). Cp. if(i)-Nina.  

Endlo’umsebenzi kuya ngyononina, in this work it goes by places, each one having his proper time or turn.  

yabamisa ngyononina, he (the induna) placed them out or arranged them (may-be an army, dancing-party, or hunt) according to their respective places, parties, etc. [Sw. momma, aina, class, sort; Her. e-na, class].  

i(li)-Nina, n. Woman (properly, married).  

isi-Nina, n. Either of the central points on each side of a Native hut (not the back — see u(li)-Findo) from which the arching of the side-wattles in the frame-work is commenced. Cp. i(li)-Kotamo.  

u-Ninakazi (s. k.), n. used for u-Mamekazi q.v. in the 3rd. pers. sing. or plur. — his, her, its or their.  

u-Ninakulu (Ninakhulu), n. used for u-Mamekulu q.v. in the 3rd. pers. sing or plur. — his, her, its or their.  

u-Ninalume, n. used in Natal for u-Malume q.v. in the 3rd. pers. sing. or plur. — his, her, its or their.  

u-Ninazala, n. used for u-Mamezala q.v. in the 3rd. pers. sing. or plur. — his, her, its or their.  

Ninda, v. Soil, sully, stain, daub, affix dirt to a thing (acc.) in any way, as when smearing a book with ink, a seat with paint, or a dress with mud, or (metaphor.) sully the good name of a person (acc.) by some evil charge. Cp. wemba; ngeliwa [Her. zunda, soil; tunda, blemish; Bo. nongo, stain; Mamb. dindu, dirty].  

Ex. mus’ukunguindla ngesiingi leso, don’t dirty or bedaub me with porridge (on your dirty fingers) — as might be said to a child.  

Ninde or Nindi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be very thick or compact, densely close or interwoven together, as bush or trees in a forest, crops in a field so that one cannot pass through, running-grass thickly overgrowing the land or hair thickly overgrowing a man’s face or body so that one cannot see the earth or body beneath. See isi-Nindolo [Sw. Ga. nene, dense; Her. tindi, thick, not thin].  

isi-Nindolo, n. Anything thick or densely packed or standing together, as above;
person with very hairy face or body = isi-Niningolo.

Ninga, v. Be fidgetting in one's mind, be excessively uneasy or concerned about trifles, be timid about doing a thing or about a person, as when a person hesitates unduly about completing a purchase in a store, or as to whether he shall cross a flooded river or not, or as to the safety of a friend on a somewhat dangerous journey; (C.N.) speak many words about a matter (ep. ningiliza) [prob. akin to ngingi].

Ex. shesha myitenge, sana itawo omunye usalibele ukuninga, be quick and buy it, lest it be taken by another, while you are still dilly-dallying with fidgety hesitation.

ngi-yamwenda ubani, ukuba abulave empini, I am nervous about So-and-so, that he may get killed in the war.

Ningana, adj. Rather much or many — dim. of ngingi.

Ningi, adj. Much; many; numerous; plentiful, abundant; often equivalent to 'sufficient, enough.' See umningi [Sw. Nya. Her. inji; Ga. nji; Ya. jinji; Fe. nke; Mpo. yenge; Mal. banak, many].

Ex. kunini loko, that is enough.

kunini kimi uma kusko wena, it is sufficient for me if you say so.

Phr. kabi umyanto abe umningi ekwendeni, abe umningi ekuya, it is bad for a person to be half with those where she has married and half with the home people (whom she has left) — instead of being wholly attached to her new home.

(i)-Ningi, n. The most, greater part, majority, as of people or things = i-mTama.

Ex. iningi labo bayafa, the most of them die.

um-Ningi, n. 5. The ignis fatuus or will-o-the-wisp (phosphoric light emanating from putrefying matter) — supposed to be a multi-headed snake = u-Mningi.

ubu-Ningi, n. Muchness or maniness of a thing, quantity, number, abundance, etc.

Ningiliza, v. Go 'largely' or minutely over any matter, whether when thinking or talking, considering it in all its manifold parts and details. See imi-Niningo.

Ninginingi, adj. intensified form of Ningi with generally a thought of being 'about in all directions, of all kinds', etc.

Ex. inihlu iyengele ixinto ezinginingi, the house (or store) is full of an immense number of all kinds of things, all about the place.

i-Ningizimu, n. 3. South-west wind (ep. i-Nyakato; um-Zantsi; ili-Shisandhlu; (N) certain veldt-herb having a flower somewhat resembling a pink.

i-Ningo, n. 3. Small erection of clay on a Native forge-hearth with a channel through the centre for holding the nozzles of the couple of bellows; the forge, generally (= isi-Tando). Cp. ili-Lala, um-Tonga.

isi-Ningo, n. Deep narrow hole or passage into the ground (perhaps a yard long) made by ants = um-Ilome. Cp. isi-Ji.

Nini, adv. When? Cp. lapo; uma [Sw. lini; Bo. ini; MZT. lili; Chw. ling; Ga. di; Her. rume].

Ex. kiekumuminini, it was ever so long ago.

y'ihoku kwaba nini, from the beginning, since olden times, for ever so long,

kumini uhlexi lapa? it is how long now, i.e. it is ever so long, you have been sitting here.

wakula kwanimi, 'bandbau! dear me! it (the plant) grew up, when was it, i.e. how soon it has grown.

um-Nini, n. 1. Owner, proprietor, of anything (used as below in conjunction with noun or pronominal particle = um-Nikazi) (N.) = um-Neaka [Her. umunini, owner; Ujiji. mumini, lord; Sw. muwenyeji, owner; Ga. nimicho; Ef. nyene].

Ex. umunini uba? who is the owner of it (the horse)? umuniso uba (of the vessel or isi-Tsha), umuniyiyo uba (of the house or i-nDhlu), and so on with the proper suffix through all the classes of nouns.

nangu umunini'shashi, here is the owner of the horse; nangu umunini'sitsa; nangu umunini'sdhlu, etc.

um-nintimini, the kraal-owner.

umuninima, umuninivana, umuniyena, umuninilina, etc. (instead of umunini, etc.), my owner or master, etc., although to such a person Native subjects more generally apply the title u-baba (my father), u-giho, u-gise.

imi-Ninango or Niningwane (no sing.), n. Numerous small points, details, particulars, as of any occurrence, narrative, dispute, work, ceremony, etc. See ningiliza.

isi-Niningolo, n. = isi-Nindolo.

Nja, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Lie stretched out at full length in a loose, strengthless way, as a man or beast when thoroughly exhausted, insensible, etc. Cp. naba-
lala; ukuti twishi.

ubu-Nja, n. — see ubu-NJa.

Njalo, adv. So, thus, in this manner, in this way; always, ever, continually, all
along; thereupon, then, in that way, accordingly [Chw. jalo; Ga bulli jo, every day, always; Her. nao, so; kara po, continually].

Ex. kunjalo nje, so it is (after relating some event).

kunjalo nje (or kusunjalo nje), it is just the same (as the unchanged state of a sick person).

wesho njalo, he said so, or spoke in that way.
siyay'esaba njalo impi, we are always in fear of fighting.

wohamba njalo ngaloro'ngqeko, you shall go along continually by that road, etc.

wot'ubone njalo uma sekulungile, you will come then to see or understand, when everything is already in order.

wos'esuka njalo, waste'kwenza akulutshelweyo, he accordingly got up and went off to do what he had been told.

kunjalo njalo, angisamboni, and so it goes on, I don't even see him anymore.

**Njani, adv.** How? in what manner, how [Her. nai, vi, how; Sw. je, gani; Ga. ki; Ang. anyi].

Ex. kwenze njani? what's the matter? ngikolilwe njekuti kunzwiwwe kunjani, I have just forgotten how it is done.

kunjani ukufa umahlane? Qa! kakunjani, how is the illness to-day? No; it is not how, or in any manner different, i.e. it is just the same.

akuko na'kunjoni or akuko ukuba njani, there is not any how about the matter, i.e. it is just the same as ever, things are just as they were.

**Një or Njena, adv.** Just; merely, only; thus, so, like this, in this state (expressing surprise with displeasure); thus, so, in this way (similar to njalo).

Ex. wesho loko një, he merely said that. kunjamfuna një, it is only a boy.

ingubo enje angiifuni, I don't want a blanket like this (dis-paragingly).

ngikolilwe njekuti njamu lake, I have just forgotten his name.

ngamunza nje ekuluma? do you just hear him speaking i.e. hear what he says? 'kanti sekunye? so then it is already in this state!

kunjë nje, kwezi'ukuti umniniko ubengeko, it is just thus, by reason of its owner having been absent.

ngwezenza kunje, you should do thus, in this way.

**Njenga, adj. or adv.** Like, similar to; with a noun or pronominal particle following in conjunction) [Ga. nga; Bo. enge].

Ex. ingude njengayo ingce, the cheetah is like or similar to the leopard.

nyakaluma njengomuntu nje, he (the whiteman) speaks just like a Native.

**Ngengokuba (s. k.), adv.** As it is, was, etc.; inasmuch as, since (= njengaloku, loku nuku).

Ex. ngengokuba ebiwa kongaka, angasayikuyitenga, inasmuch as he asks so much, I shall no longer buy it.

**Një-ya** (last syll. accentuated), adv. Like that, such as that, in that state, of that kind (expressing disarrangement); in that manner. Cp. nje.

Ex. nkwenza okunje-ya angikunzundaweni, I don't like conduct of that kind.

**Njo, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v.** Stare fixedly at, fix the gaze upon a person (acc.) or thing = njolozela, yolozela. Cp. ulu(-Jojo); ukuti nqa.

**Njolozela or Njolozela, v. = ukuti njo.**

**um-Njonjo (with plur.), n. 5.** Beer given by girls at a feast to any of their lovers who may happen to be present. Cp. i(ili)-Cce.
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Nkânanana, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Be engaged together in a close contest, be grappling in hard rivalry, be having a strong tussle (mostly used in impers. form).

Ex. sekute (or sekute) nkânanana, they are now hard at it, now striving hard to out-do one another, as wrestlers, fighters, or competitors of any kind.

Phr. woz'afike kwa'nkânanana, she will at length come to arrive there where it will be a difficult job, where she will have the obstinacy knocked out of her, i.e. when she gets married.

(iii)-Nkânyânda  
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Nkâ 낙, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Arrive, at any place (= uku tis gqalo); deal a heavy blow, with a stick on any bony part of the body of a person (acc.), as the shin or head (= nkenya); be very white (= uku tis hu).

Nke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Sit or stand silently gazing, as when listening thoughtfully to somebody talking. Cp. ukuti nke'nome; ukuti nke'ne.
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Ex. ubumi azala inkunkumana (or plur.), So-and-so begets a lot of stunted little things (i.e. children).

isi-Nkuntshane (s.k.; s.l.), n. = isi-Anku-

nya.

u(lu)-Nkunu (s.k.), n. = u(lu)-Kuta.

Nkunyanka, v. = gonyoza.

Nkunyaza (s.k.), v. = gonyoza.

isi-Nkutu (Nkuthu), n. Head of a buck, cooked for eating, and generally eaten by the boys and small girls with the eyes fast closed.

isi-Nkwa (s.k.), n. Kind of bread made by boiling crushed mealies in a large lump; hence, bread of Europeans; (with plur.) loaf; (N.) beast slaughtered by a bride's father on the day of her going off to get married and intended to supply food for the way (cp. cola; um-Poso).

Nkwāla nkwāla, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. Strive or exert oneself vigorously, as over any difficult piece of work = gwaqa.

isi-Nkwālankwala (s.k.), n. Any difficult thing, requiring much striving or vigorous exertion, as a tough job, hard intractable wood or stone when working it, a difficult problem, etc. = isi-Nqal-

nya, i-Nkwāna.

Nkwāmpu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.; s.p.), v. Take out slightly, as by merely sticking the finger or spoon into the porridge (acc.), etc. = nkwpumana.

Nkwpumana (s.k.; s.p.), v. = ukuti nkwa-

mpu.

ubu-Nkwangwa (s.k.), n. = see ubu-Nkw-

angwa.

i-Nkwankwa (s.k.), n.3. Strong desire or craving after particular kinds of food, as meat, amasi, bitter vegetables, strong drink, etc.; as a sick person or an inebriate (= ubu-Shada). See kungula; isi-Yabazane; also = i-Nkwakwa.

ubu-Nkwankwa (s.k.), n. Quality, nature, etc., of the craving, as above.

isi or i-Nkwankwanka (s.k.), n.3. Person with a very pronounced stutter, having to struggle to get out the words. Cp. i(lu)-Nginyingi.

Nkwankwa (s.k.), v. Stutter very much, having to struggle over the words. Cp. nginyiza.

Nkwanyana, v. = gonyoza.

Nkwanyiza or Nkwanyelah (s.k.), v. Eat, or be fed, with solid food (acc.) from the hand or spoon, as an infant. Cp. fanza.

Nkwanyaza (s.k.), v. = gonyoza.

Nkwanyis or Nkwanyelisa (s.k.), v. Feed, or give an infant to eat solid food (doub. acc.), as above; sometimes used for
to ‘poison’ a person (= dhlisa). Cp. nzuza.

Nkwe, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Be quite dry, ‘hard’ dry, as a hide, garment, firewood, etc.; be completely ‘dried up’ i.e. ended, finished, as food, any work, etc. = ukuti geke.

isi-Nkwe (s. k.), Garnett’s galago (Galago Garnetti), ‘bush-baby’ = u-Mzizwini.
i-Nkwenkwezi, n. 3. — see i-nKwenkwezi.
am-Nkwenkwenge (s. k.), n. = ama-Kwenqekwenge.

Nkwengeza (s. k.), v. = kwengeza.

u(lu)-Nkwindi (s. k.), n. Musical instrument made of a slightly bent i-nTsangu stem with a string stretched from end to end, at one of which ends a slit quill is fixed, over which the string passes and through which the breath is drawn, producing a sound somewhat resembling the cry of a young goat.

Noba, conj. = nokuba.

u-Nobadu (Nobhadu), n. used jocularly of a tramp or his feet, as follows:—
Ex. sapika nonyawo luka'Nobadu, we contended (with such a long journey), trusting to the tramping powers of our feet. See u-Bodule.

u-Nobadule (Nobhadule), n. = isi-Qobolo.

u-Nobaleka (s. k.), n. Only used as below:—
Ex. unobaleka bemlandela! umjadu omuhle os'emanzekeeni! unofukura pantsi kwendhlebe! he who runs away (as in famine time) and everybody runs after him! the fine dance-feast upon the hearth-stones! he who makes it move about below the ears! — these are ixibongo or praises of food, which a thoroughly satisfied person gives utterance to after having partaken of an enjoyable meal.

u-Nobaqa (Nobhaqa), n. Game played by children in which they jump up, at the same time kicking the bullocks behind with their heels (with ukw-enza). See bagaza.

u-Nobatekeli (Nobathekeli), n. Female of the bird u-Mabengwane.

u-Nobibi, n. = u-Nondomela.

u-Nobongo-wezulu (Nobhongo), n. Name given to any member of the i-nGoba-makosi regiment.

u-Nobongoza (Nobhongoza), n. = u-Palane.
i-NobonoBo, n. 3. = i-Notonoto; i-nTobontoBo.


u-Nodangala, n. = i-mFene.

u-Nodongo or Nodongwe, n. Word used like u-Zadongwe to denote an unusually large, a ‘huge’ thing — mostly confined now to large-sized bees, as the drones, humble bees, etc.

Ex. inyosi ka'nodongwe, female humble-bee — of a stingless, red-tailed variety, the females being conspicuous by their larger size.

Nófo nófo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nofoza.
i-Nófonofo, n. 3. = i-Notonoto.

Nofoza, v. Wade through long grass or undergrowth, into which the foot sinks softly. Cp. foholoza.

u-Nofunjwa, n. = u-Fumba.

Nófu nófu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nofoza.

Nofuzo, v. = nofoza.

isi-Nofunufu, n. Thing thickly overgrown with something soft, as a place covered with a thick overgrowth of soft grass, or a man’s body when thickly overgrown with hair.

u-Nogingantloa (s. t.), n. = isi-Lonco.

u-Nogola or Nogolantete (Nogolaniethe), n. White or Locust Stork (Ciconia alba) = i(li)-Ngababa.

u-Nogwaja, n. Hare; hence, applied to rabbit = i(li)-Gwaja; um-Vandhla; cp. i-nTeneshia [Her. o-nguigu, spring-hare].

u-Nóha (Noohha), n. = i-mFene.

u-Nohem'nu (Yohheemu), n. Crowned or Crested Crane (Balearica chrysopoe-largus). See ukuti hêmu.

u-Nóhu (Noohu), n. — see under um-Ntu.


u-Nojeleza, n. (C.N.) = u-Jeleza.

u-Nojomela, n. = u-Jojo.

u-Nokahlu (Nokahlu), n. Certain tree, from whose large green fruit bird-lime (i-Notomi) is procured.

u-Nokanula or Nokanule (Nokanula), n. Actual or ‘bearing’ mother of anyone (not one of the other numerous relations known as ‘mothers’ or o-name). See kanula.

Ex. unokanule ka'Nomanxiviya ny'oka'Ngoza, the real mother of Nomanxwiya (who actually gave birth to her) is Ngoza’s daughter (the Zulu women being so called, by their father).

u-Nokenke (Nokhenke), n. One of a certain regiment formed by Mpande after the um-Xapo.

Noko (Nokho), conj. Nevertheless, notwithstanding, for all that, still, yet, however, even so; even though, although, notwithstanding that (= nokuba); no-
**Nombela (Nom'bhele), n.** = ukuti nombhe.  
**ama-Nombela (Nom'bhele), n.** Certain forest tree.

**u-Nomdede, n.** Certain Kafir custom, described under the word *puku*la, q.v. = *u-Nompukulwana, um-Dele.*

**Nomfa, v.** = nomfiya.

**isi-Nomfelana, n.** Ugly, dirty-looking, worthless noodle or stupid person.

**i-Nomfi, n.** 3. Bird-time, which is obtained from the herries of the *u-Nokahl* and certain kinds of parasitical plants.

**Nomfiya, n.** Do, make, or work a thing (acc.) very beautifully or nicely, as bead-work, matting, a pot, hut, etc. (= *nomha, nomgoza*); abuse or insult a person (acc.) roundly with many coarse, shameful epithets or charges (cp. *tika*).

**u-Nomgobi (Nomgebhini), n.** = *u-Nomngekivir.*

**u-Nomishwe, n.** (C.N.) = *i-mBiba.*

**u-Nomkubulwana** *(Nomkhobulwana), n.* Fabulous female, supposed to be the *i-Nkosazana yas'e*zulwini (young lady of heaven) and virtually the Native Ceres, presiding over the growth of grains, mainly amabele, from which she is said to have taught the Natives to make beer. See *puku*la.

**u-Nomncangiyana or Nomngcangiyana, n.** um-Sweemp.

**u-Nomponjwana** *(s.p.), n.* Kind of beetle.

**u-Nompukulwana** *(Nomphukulwana), n.** = *u-Nomdede.*

**u-Nompunyumpyunyana** *(s.p.), n.* Crafty person, who can never be caught out in his talk.

**u-Nomtebe (Nomthebe), n.** Queen of white-ants. Cp. um-nHewa.

**u-Nomtsheketshe** *(s.t.; s.k.), n.* Honey-guide, of which there are several varieties (*Indicator major; Ind. variegatus,* etc.); hence, a much-talking, scolding woman = *i-Nlava.*

**u-Nomuntu (Nomtunyana), n.** Used, always in the singular, as below, to express a ‘very great quantity, or number’ = *u-Luntu.*

Ex. *mmuntu ka'nomuntu to odevudweni* (not aboutu baka'nomuntu!); the great multitude of people at the wedding (it was enormous)!

**uyakumula uyoNyope? ibele lika'nomuntu, do you speak of Ongoye? why the Kafircorn there is simply immense.

**u-Nomzatu (Nomzathu), n.** = *i-nZawen.*

**u-Nomzimane, n.** Former practice of several young men of a locality going off in a body to solicit the favour of the

---

**ko — noko,** whether — or not (in these latter uses more common in Natal than in Zululand, where *nokuba* nakuba, are preferred).

Ex. *noko,* even so.

*uM'esibilo uyise,* *noko kakwenzange,* his father had said so, nevertheless he didn't do it.

*kumkulukoko,* still, he is not big (as they had made out).

*noko esibilo,* angikukwenza, even though he had said so, I shall not do it (the word *noma* or *nakuba* would be preferred in this sense in Zululand).

**isi-Noko or Nokwe (s.k.), n.** An *i(i)-Ziyane* of anything while still young.

**u-Nokoboyi (Nokhoboyi), n.** = *u-Nozaliziyane.*

**Nokoloshia (s.k.), v.** Go very slowly along, *'creep along',* as an invalid walking, or a very slow person with his work.

**Nokonda or Nokondisa (s.k.), v.** Continue talking for a long time about an affair (acc.) after it has passed, as children conversing long about some pleasure they have enjoyed, or a person still going on talking after the quarrel is over, or Kafirs still going on talking away about a matter even after having parted company on the road.

**Nokuba (s.k.), conj.** Even though, though, although, notwithstanding that; *nokuba — nokuba,* whether — or not = *noma,* *nunxa.*

Ex. *nokuba esibile,* engikwela, even though he say so, I don't believe.

*nokuba efite,* nokuba engasile, *kas'izi,* whether he be dead, or not, we don't know.

**Noma, conj.** Even if, even though = *nokuba,* nunxa. See *uma* [At. *nomi,* or].

**u-Nomacaceni, n.** Certain flat-bodied fish (N).

**u-Nomangcikiva (s.k.), n.** *Chrysalis* inhabiting the *um-Fece* cocoon = *u-Nomgcibi.*

**u-Nomagendane or Nomagende, n.** Certain large ground-spider, having very formidable mandibles.

**u-Nomanye** *(Nomthebe), n.* Idiot whose facial muscles are given to twitching (see *nyevzel*) involuntarily; the south-east wind (= *um-Zantsi*).

**u-Nomatumbazane** *(Nomathumbhazane), n.* Large kind of toad, used for takuta purposes.

**Nombé, ukuti** *(Nombhé, ukuthi), v.* Cling on to tightly, as a boy to a tree-trunk when climbing, or a frightened child to its mother; clutch, grasp hold of tightly, as on to a tree-branch when falling or drowning = *nombela.*
Nona, v. Be fat i.e. have or show much fat; see (i(i)-Noni) on the body, be sleek, in prime condition (used in perf.); sometimes used in the sense of to be in easy condition internally, to be happy (see nonisa). Cp. kuhupa-la; zimuka [Sw. nona, grow fat; Her. MZT. nona, be fat; Bo. neneha, fatten].

Ex. yayinniile inyama yalepo'nikono, it was abundant in fat (much liked by the Native), was the meat of that beast.

Phr. nona, 'Bant, kungare wamhla! be at ease, So-and so, it has gone according to you (i.e. your wish) to-day — said of a person who has attained his heart's desire (whether in a good or a bad sense).

u-Nondlwana, n. (C.N.) = (i(i))-Ndalala.

u-Nondhini, n. 'The mother of the family' — a name given to a heavily milking cow, which supplies the children with abundant food. Cp. i-ntsengwakazi.

u-Nondhliwa, n. (C.N.) = isi-Guda; hence, u-Nondinda.

u-Nondwanda, n. Female who wanders about for immoral purposes, who has thrown herself on the streets, a prostitute. See ndinda.

u-Nondomela, n. Small tree having edible berries = u-Nobibi.

u-Nondongyi, n. = u-Nodongo.


u-Nondwebu, n. Large stork-like bird.

Nonga, v. Do finely, make nice or nicely, as a mat (ace.) when weaving, grain when grinding, or food when seasoning it.

u-Nongamulana, n. One of a certain section of the ama-Fela regiment of Mpanje.

u-Nongazi, n. Name given to a girl-child whose mother was still menstruating while pregnant with her.

u(l)-Nongo or Nongonongo, n. Anything very nice or choice of its kind, as a finely made pot or hut, finely ground meal, choice grain, etc. See nongozu [Her. o-nongo, neatness].

u-Nongomazi, n. (N) = (i(i))-Cakide.

Nongoza, v. = nomfisa. See u(lu)-Nongo.

u-Nongozolo, n. Brown-hooded kingfisher (Halepyon albiventeris); also applied to Angola K. (Hal. cyanoleucus) and Mangrove K. (Hal. irroratus). Cp. isi-Vuba; isi-Pikeleti.

u-Nongqane, n. (N) = u-Ngeda.

u-Nongqanga, n. = (i(i))-Nkankane.

u-Nongqayi, n. Name given to the Natal Police; also to Zulu Land Native Police (N). See ggaya.

u-Nongubungwana, n. Name given to the 'delicate' child in a family, who is regarded as a molly-codder. See umu-Va.

isi-Nongwane, n. Name of a shrub (C.N.).

i-Nongwe, n. 2. Tiny veldt-herb, having a small yellow flower, and tuberous roots much eaten in time of famine.

u-Nongxi, n. Mosquito = u-Miyane.

(i(i))-Noni, n. Single piece of fat (of meat); pl. ama-Noni, often used for the fat generally on the beast's body. Cp. nona; (i(i)-Tebe; (i(i))-Mfemfe; ubu-Hle; ama-Futa [Sw. nono, fat — see nona].

o-Nonina (no sing.), n. — see u-Nina. Cp. (i(i))-Nana.

Nonisa, v. Make put on fat, fatten, as a beast (ace.); make grow i.e. exaggerate (in a good or a bad sense), as a report (ace.) or a person's words (cp. (i(i))-Haba); please, make one (ace.) comfortable and contented within, as the words of a person.

Ex. iyamu umamba elimonisa, he goes on 'fattening' the word, making it larger and of more account than it really is.

amazwi ake ayangononisa, his words please or gladden me.

um-Nonjana, n. 5. Small stream, brook, such as follow the course of a larger river as its feeders. Cp. um-Fula.

u-Nonjekwa (s.k.), n. (C.N.) = u-Noni-dwana.

u-Nonjiwelukalala (s.k.), n. Isibongo or praise-name of a warrior who cannot lie easily from the results of a wound.

u-Nonkambantu (Nonkombhabantu), n. = isi-Kombisa.

(i(i))-Nono, n. Neat, tidy person, who will have everything and does everything 'nicely' = (i(i))-Geokama [Her. hirona, neat; o-nongo, neatness].

um-Nono, n. 5. Small tree, whose bark is chewed for stomache-ache.

ubu-Nono, n. Nature of the person above, or his things; hence, neatness, nicety of work or arrangement, orderliness, etc. — see (i(i))-Nono.

Nonoba, v. = totobu.

Nonopa (Nonophal), v. Hurry (C.N.).

Nonopala (Nonophala), v. Begin to put on fat, slightly fatten, as a person recovering flesh after sickness. Cp. kuhl-pala; zimuka [see nona].
NO

Noodle, senseless
doit, simpleton
(C.N.).
Nöntsuka (s.t.; s.k.), n. = cosuka.
Nontsula (s.t.), n. = cosula.

u-Nonxì, n. = u-Nongxi.

Nonyaka (s.k.), adv. This year. C. u-Nyaka.

isi-Nonzawu, n. = i-nZawu.

u-Nonzece, n. Female who, from mere of-
foicness, habitually takes upon her-
selp to correct others or decide (see
ukutí zee) for them, in a medd'ling way,
how things should be. C. u-Nqamula-
ujuqu.
isi-Nonzeyana, n. = isi-Nonfelana.

u-Nopempetwayo (Nophempethwayo), u. =
(iili)-Pimpi.

u-Noqakala (Nqhakala), n. Boldness, fear-
less unconcern (in a good or bad
sense); hence, brazen-facedness, cheek;
daring, courageousness; easy, careless
facility or expertness = u-Dhli.

Ex. ugenza uwoqakala, he does without
the slightest concern, without any apparent
effort (so expert is he), as when making mats,
carving, beadwork, or other work of skill.

Noqobo, adv. Really, thoroughly, per-
fetely, absolutely, entirely—often used where
these words would be used in English
in the adjectival form. See u(lu)-Qobo.

u-Norramrreshe, n. Certain veldt-herb hav-
ing a raceme of tiny white flowerlets
and whose bulbous root is eaten.

u-Norramu, n. = u-Norramrreshe.

u-Norrreshe, n. = u-Norramrreshe.

u-Norrintsi (s.t.), n. Chinaman (T).

Nósu, ukutí (ukuthi), v. = ukuti cosu.
Nosuka (s.k.), v. = cosuka.
Nosula, v. = cosula.

Nota (Notha), v. Be comfortably off or
comfortably placed, as a person seated
or lying in a cosy position, a kraal built
in a nice sheltered locality, a snug hut,
or a man well off in regard to cattle or
other property; be comfortably soft to
the feel or body, as a thick blanket,
feather cushion, or soft grass (used in
perf.). C. zota; i-Notonoto; isi-Noti.

u-Nota (Notha), n. Kafir-hemp (= i-nTsau-
ngu) of the best quality i.e. with the
leaves growing thick and soft round
the stalks = u-Nqaqa.
isi-Noti (Nothi), n. Person well-off, wealthy
with much stock. C. isi-Cebi.

um-Noto (Notha), n. 5. = i-mBubu (mostly
used by women).

isi-Notongo (Nothongo), n. = isi-Notonoto.
isi-Notongwana (Nothongwana), n. = isi-
Ngon-yimbanu.
i-Ntonoto (Nthongo), n. 3. Anything
of a soft, comfortable feel to the body,
as a feather cushion, soft thick vest, lawn-
grass, etc. = i-Notonoto, i-Nbonobo.
Cp. notu; i-Nbununu; i-nTbontobo.
isi-Notonoto (Nthongo), n. Any animal,
as goat, lamb, rabbit, etc., with soft thick
fur or long wool = isi-Notongo.

u-Notumshe (s.t.), n. (C.N.) = u-bu-Tu-
mushe.

u-Novanzi orNovazi, n. Isibongo given to
a man with fine legs, but ugly upper
parts.

u-Novetela (s.t.), n. Noisy female who talks
and scolds much, but generally shows
little work herself. C. u(lu)-Vekteke; 
ukuti vete.

u-Novetula (s.t.), n. Immoral girl (from
the obscene action) = isi-Vetula.

um-Nóvenunu, n. 5. Small tree (Cordia
Caffra).

u-Noxaka (Nolgaka), n. Iron spring-trap,
of the stores (Mod.).

u-Noyi, n. Dutch wife [D. nooi, young lady].
u or um-Noyi, n. 1 and 5. Nit i.e. egg of
lice, or of the bot-fly on horses [Her.
oru-iyu].

u-Noyikomboyi (Noyikombhohyi), n. = i-
Nqomfi.

u-Noyishapiyana (Noyishaphiyana), n. =
(iili)-Mpingi.

u-Nozali-zingwena or Nozayizingwena, n.
Goliath heron (Ardea goliath); also ap-
plied to other similar varieties = u-No-
koboyi.

u-Noziliwa-zinyoni, n. Variety of ama-Bele,
not much grown now.

u-Nozondilanga, n. = i-nCili.

Nqa, ukutí (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ngqa.

ubu-Nqa, n. An habitual doing, beyond
all ordinary limits, of any bad action; an
excessive outburst of vice or ill-doing —
only used idiomat. with puma.

Ex. kwngali ukudake loku kuyena abu-
nya nabasefazwa bok'eukutí, it would seem
that drunkenness has broken out beyond all
limitation with the women of such and such
a place.

umu-Nqa, n. 5. = um-Dende.

Nqaba (= Enqaba), v. Disallow, forbid,
prohibit, as a master might his servant
or any action (acc. with ela form); re-
fuse, as to do anything (with infin.);
refuse to give a thing (with na of ob-
ject, and ku of person); reject, decline,
as the terms of an agreement (acc.) ; deny, refuse knowledge of, as any statement (acc.) or occurrence (=pika); refuse to come out or be undone, as a firmly fixed nail or tooth, or a tight knot (cp. ukuti ngi); be surpassingly fine, strong, etc., allow none to approach, beat all hollow, as an exceedingly fine article of dress, horse, or the dancing of a man (used in perf.) — this word is the one in common use in Zululand, ukwala being rarely heard unless in regard to the 'rejecting' of girls [prob. akin to qa, or ngala].

Ex. munile, w'engebile, he is beautiful beyond all comparison.

angina'khuhamba manqala, buy'enga bume- sebenzi, I am unable to go to-day, work renders it impossible.

ngaba nemali yami, he refuses to give up my money.

bele'swazi ngiyalingyo, I deny, or will have nothing to do with, that word.

i-Nqaba, n. 3. Stronghold, fastness, place very difficult of access, hence used as place of refuge in war-time; any difficult thing, thing that surpasses one's powers of tackling or mastering, as a nail impossible of being drawn out, any affair, action, word, or piece of work that surpasses one's powers of comprehension.

Ex. b'enza imisebenzi ey'ingaba, they (the whitemen) work things that are simply impossibilities (so difficult are they for us to master).

rakuluma inqaba, he spoke an utterly amazing thing (that quite beat us with its power or incomprehensibility).

Nqabalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ngqabalazi.

i-Nqabayequila, n. 3. Any very difficult matter (N).

Nqabela, v. Forbid, as a person (acc.) to do something; disallow, as some action (acc.). See ngaba.

Ex. usingqalebile ukuba sishambane, he has forbidden us to go.

(i-li)-Nqadi, n. One of the chief huts, or the wife or eldest son thereof, appointed by the kraal-owner in a Zulu kraal (see i-Dhlunkulu); plur. ama-Nqadi, pointed bones, in the body of man or beast, when protruding conspicuously through the skin, as on the hinder sides of some ill-formed skulls, or the hip-bones of an ox or dog when prominent from emaciation.

Nqâdu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Bite at with a snap or smart pull, pluck off, as a piece of meat (acc.) from a lump, or as a dog giving a sharp bite at a person, or a cow snapping off the long grass; pluck out the um-Nqadula from a dog, etc. = nqadula, ukuti nqantu. Cp. nqakaza; ukuti ngquatuka.

Nqadula, v. = ukuti nqadu, nqantula.

um-Nqadula, n. 5. Any small body protruding sharply or 'poking' out from the adjacent parts, as a single prominent front-tooth, the umulu in the throat, a sixth finger at the side of one's hand, or a boy's shirt when 'poking out' from a rent behind (= um-Nqapolo); applied also to a female breast of an insignificantly small size showing 'merely little nipples protruding' from the chest (cp. i-nKomane); abnormal growth, somewhat like a maggot, on the tongue-string of a dog or calf, and which, by hindering it from eating, will kill it unless plucked out (= isi-Bungu = um-Nqantu).

i-Nqâfungafu, n. 3. See i-Nqhubengfu.

isi-Nqa fungafu, n. (C.N.) = isi-Nqambungfu.

Nqâka, ukuti (akuhl; s. k.), v. Take off or take up sharply at a go, grab at (even when not succeeding in taking), as when hastily snatching away any object (acc.) or when sharply grabbing at an apple on a tray or tree; catch, catch at, as at a ball (acc.) or other object thrown; snap at, as a dog snapping at a person (acc.) or a fly; snap at a person (acc.) i.e. turn sharply upon him with violent talk; snap up i.e. pick up tales or information (acc.) by casually over-hearing, or take up the threads of a dispute over-hastily before having heard the facts thoroughly = nqâkula, nqakaza, ukuti nqaku, ukuti nqâkalazi [Ga. baka, catch; nyaga, take violently; Sw. daka, catch; nyakuna, snatch; Her. yakura, grasp at; hakuna, snatch].

Nqâka (or Enqâka, s. k.), v. = ukuti nqaku.

um-Nqâka (s. k.), n. 5. = um-Nqqakaza.

Nqâkâda (s. k.), v. = nqakâda.

(i-li)-Nqâkadi, n. Any small ball, lump, closely compacted mass of a thing, as a little ball of string, a small lump of clay or dough, an aëron or similar fruit, or small tufts or rolls of hair (see i(li)-Geqele) on a Kafir's head after being dressed in a particular way = i(li)-Qâkata.

Nqâkalaza (s. k.), v. Snap at a person (acc.) i.e. turn on him sharply with violent retorts or words, as a sharp-tempered person = ukuti nqaku.
Nqalazi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti nqaka.

isi-Nqalazi (s. k.), n. Snappish, sharp-tempered person, given to sharp angry answering.

u-Nqamatshe (s. k.; s. t.), n. = u(ln)-Kandemumu.

i-Nqakanqaka, n. 3. See i-nQAKanqaka.

i-Nqakaqa, n. 3. See i-nQakuqa.

i-Nqakavu, n. 3. See i-nQakuvu.

Nqakaza (s. k.), v. Snap at, as a dog at a fly (acc.); also = ukuti nqaka generally; also = nqakeza.

um-Nqake (s. k.), n. 5. = um-Nqaka.

Nqakelela (s. k.), v. Snap up everywhere tales and over-heard talk (acc.), and then converse about them elsewhere, as a chattering busy-body.

Nqakida (s. k.), v. Dress the hair, when short, into small plaited tufts, according to a particular Native fashion. Cp. ggiba; gina.

Nqaku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti nqaka.

Nqakula (s. k.), v. = ukuti nqaka.

Nqakuna (s. k.), v. = ukuti nqaka.

Nqala, v. = ntsala.

Nqala, adj. Hard, difficult, as any work; hard, intractable, difficult of working, as a rock; fast, immovably firm, as a nail. Cp. ukuti ugi; lukuni.

i-Nqala, n. 3. Certain hard-wooded tree (Schmidelia Africana).

i-Nqalaba, n. 3. See i-nQalaba.

Nqalanga, v. = ntsala.

isi-Nqalanga, n. Thing very difficult of accomplishment or being mastered, as any difficult work, a puzzling problem; very hard, intractable thing, as hard wood or rock; thing very fast or immovably fixed, as a nail or stake = isi-Nkulunkulu, i-nGwaqama, i-Nkula, i-Nkiiyankiya, i-Nkana, a.

See nqala.

i-Nqalati, n. 3. See i-nQalati.

i-Nqama, n. 3. See i-nQama.

um-Nqambo (Nqambho), n. 5. Penis of a sheep or goat (cp. um-Tondo); (C.N.) heart-string.

isi-Nqamfunqamfu, n. = um-Newado.

Nqampu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), v. = nqamqua.

Nqampuna (s. p.), v. Crop off, pluck off, as an ox or person the tops of grass (acc.) with the mouth or hand.

Nqamu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nqamuka; nqamula.

ama-Nqamu (no sing.), n. The final doing up of a thing, the last of an affair, the end of the thing, there will be nothing further after that, etc. — only used adverbially as below.

Ex. eyamangamu nambola (impi), it is the final, clearing-up fight to-day, decisive, there will be nothing more after it.

amanqamu sekukuba lo'mnyaka ozayo, the last of the thing will now be the coming year (after which we remove our kraal from this present site).

nota nikhomba neni? Amanqamu sekukuba ukuva uMfento ekuza, when will you at length get to go? There is now nothing further than that our brother arrive (whereupon we shall leave).

i-Nqamu, n. 3. See i-nQamu.

isi-Nqamu, n. Piece or bit broken or cut off from a larger portion, as a small piece cut off from a slice or strip of meat (not the slice or strip itself as cut off the carcase), a piece of plank cut off from the rest, a bit of string broken off from the main piece, portion of a finger or stick struck off, etc.; a small train or row of people walking or standing (see i(li)-Hele); a shortish person (= isi-Shupu).

Nqamuka (s. k.), v. Get cut, broken, struck, chopped, lopped, torn off, as a piece from the major portion, as below; get cut off, as a small number of cattle or soldiers from the main body; get broken off in its course, stayed, stopped or interrupted, as a flow of blood from a wound, a fall of rain, a person in his speech before having finished, etc. = ukuti nqamu; cp. kawuka; nqamuka.

Ex. isingamunike intambo, the string has got broken off.

ningahamba, sekunqamukile imenqa, you may go when the rain has ceased.

safika ngokunqamukile kwemanya, we arrived at the dividing of the year i.e. at the time when winter was ending and spring commencing.

ungamukile kabili, to get divided or cut into two parts.

Nqamukana (s. k.), v. Get cut, broken, or separated apart for one another, as two pieces of a thing or two divisions of a body (usually used with kabili).

Nqamula, v. Cut, break, chop, strike, lop, tear off a piece (acc.) from the major portion, as of a plank, stick, limb, string, length of cloth, etc.; cut off a small number or company from the main body, as of cattle or soldiers; cut off one's distance in walking, by taking a short cut; break off (trans.), stay, interrupt in its
course, as medicine might flow a blood (acc.) from a wound, or as one person might another (acc.) in his speech before he had finished; wash the feet alone (cutting off, as it were, the upper part of the body), as a person at the river (cp. copa) = ukuti ngamula; cp. ka vara; ngamula.

Ex. asimungane kona kopa, let us cut across here.

usamungana enduleni, he is just washing his feet at the river.

ngamula bokwende, cut it (your talk) short that it may come to an end.

Phr. saamungula uhusuku, siga oBanjeni, we journeyed during the night (or at night), going to the Umamba.

u-Nqamula-juqu, n. A chief person or 'boss' among his class (lit. he who has the final deciding of all matters and disputes), as the principal among a body of indunas, the chief wife among the others of a kraal, the colonel in a regiment, etc., = u-Nqamulane. Cp. u-Nonzece; ukuti juqu; ngamula.

u-Nqamulanqe, n. = u-Nqamulajaqu. See ukuti nq; ngamula.


Nqanda, v. Turn back, check, bring up, or stay forcibly a thing (acc.) in its course, as cattle when running off, a person in his false or offensive talk, or a child in his evil ways (cp. ngqikiza); bring up a person (acc.) forcibly, as a tree might a man running against it (mostly transposed into passive or ekana form); twist the horns, as an ox does at the extremities after attaining an advanced age (= bedula).

um-Nqandane, n, 5. Certain shrub (Rogea na pallens), bearing red edible berries and whose sticks are sometimes used as wattles; also sometimes applied to um-Qatawa.

Nqandeka (s.k.), v. Get twisted, as the horns of an ox (used in perf.); get turned back, etc., as above.

Nqandela, v. Turn away (trans. or intrans.), as the cow does its calf when refusing to let it suck, or as the calf does itself when refusing to suck.

Nqandisa, v. Cause the horns to twist i.e. have twisted horns (used in perf.), as above.

Phr. ubuzwa niniqandise ixiqabali (ixinomaxi, etc.), he sees you abounding in, having fine herds of, oxen (or cows).

u-Nqangi, n. Name frequently given to the first born of two twins = u-Mangangi. Cp. u-Miva.

um-Nqangqandolo, n, 5. Ground woodpecker (Geocolaptis olivaceus).

Nqanga, v. = nqawuza; also nzwana.

u-Nqanqa, n. = u-Nqongqo.

i-Nqanqa, n. 3. (C.N.) = isi-Nqanga.

isi-Nqanqa, n. = isi-Nqongqo.

u(lu)-Nqanqa, n. Person with a very thin slender body, and of any height.

Nqanqaza, v. = nqawuza.

Nqantu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ukuti ngadula.

Nqantula (s.t.), v. = qadula.

um-Nqantula (s.t.), n. 5. = um-Nqadula.

Nqapa, ukuti (Ngapha, ukuthi), v. = nqapaza.

ubu-Nqaphapana (Ngaphaphapanda), n. A flapping about of the fingers or head, when speaking in a heated or spirited manner.

Nqapaza (Ngaphazaza), v. Flap i.e. make a flapping noise, as the fingers when thrown together with a sharp jerk, or the ears of a dog when it shakes its head; hence, shake the head, as a man refusing resolutely.

Nqapazisa (Ngaphazesiza), v. Flap (trans.) the fingers (acc.), or ears, as above.

um-Nqapololo (Ngapholo), n. 5. = um-Nqadula.

u-Nqasha, n. Quarter-evil, in cattle.

Nqatha, ukuti (Ngatha, ukuthi), v. Be quite, brimming, chock-full = ukuti swi.

i-Nqatu, n. 3. See i-Nqatu.

Nqatusa (Ngathusa), v. Get violently thrown or tossed about from side to side, as a rag in the mouth of a puppy-dog playing with it, or the branches of a tree or corn in a field by a wild wind, or the head of a man (or sometimes the man himself) when thrown about in strong, indignant dissent or denial.

Nqatuzisa (Ngathuza), v. Throw or toss violently about from side to side, as the head (acc.), etc., above.

i-Nqavunqavu, n. 3. See i-Nqawunqavu.

isi-Nqawana or Nqawane, n. Common Stonechat (Pratincola torquata) = isi-Qawane, isi-Cegeu.

isi or um-Nqawe, n. 5. Kind of mimosa tree.

Nqawu nqawi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nqawuza.

isi-Nqawunqawu, n. Any 'stinging' thing i.e. causing a burning irritation of the skin, as a nettle, certain ants, or blistering medicaments; show a sharp inflammable temper, fly immediately into an
angry passion, as some very short tempered persons who are not to be touched.
i(l)-, um, or i-Nqai, n. Certain forest tree (Elcodendron velutinum).

Nqæ, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Cut apart or in twain (= ukuti yuqu); strike with a stick, stone, etc., on any hard bony part, as the head or skin (= ukuti nke); also ukuti ngqæ.

Nqæ, ukuti (ukuthi — with prolongation of the vowel), v. Clang, or ring, as a large bell. Cp. ukuti nec.

(i-li)-Nqæ, n. Vulture, of two varieties the South-African Griffon Vulture (Gyps kolbi) and Eared or Black Vulture (Olo-gyps auriculares); nervousness, anxiety, anxious apprehension, mental uneasiness from fear of danger (= i-Nqoni) [Ga. nsegwe, vulture].

Ex. senyingwane iqeqe (labantwana or nga-bantwana), I have already a feeling of anxiety or nervous apprehension come over me concerning the children (i.e. concerning their safety from danger on their journey). See i-Nqoni.

inkosi yamange, or iqe lika'zalonde, Marabou stork (Leptoptilus oryxagah)

isi-Nqæ, n. Buttock, or one of the protuberant posterior parts of man or beast (ep. i(l)-Mpqu); rear part, rear-guard, of an army (ep. isi-Fuba, u(lu)-Pondo); bottom, or part by which it stands, as of a basket, pail, cup, etc. (= i-nTende); sometimes = w-Teletele; also i(l)-Qolo q.v. See N.B. under Qoma; also i-nDholu, shikula; i-nTsheleshezi.

Ex. impi bayinquma isinqe (or isiqeqe), they (the enemy) cut off the rear of the army.

Phr. abani kando'siqe, So-and-so never sits down, is always on his feet, i.e. always travelling.

nyiqubhuqyu isiqeqe, I have a pain in the small of the back. See i(l)-Qolo.

nyiqunw inkomo yesiqeqe, I want a beast of posterior parts i.e. a cow (from its chief function being behind).

N.B. In regard to the use of the word in the last mentioned idiom, it is just possible that the word isiqeqe in that case has no reference to the buttocks. We know that with the Ancient Egyptians the vulture (Z. a-eqe) was emblematic of the female sex, some even having regarded all vultures as females. From them, or other tribes having a similar belief, the Zulus may have received the above use of the word isi-nqæ as applied to female cattle.

i-Nqeqe (s. k.), n. 3. Certain Kafir dish consisting of slices of pumpkin cooked whole (not mashed — with peka); opening or empty space left between two things that do not meet or close perfectly, e.g. as of an isidwaba or belt that doesn't completely encircle the body, or a door standing ajar (= isi-Kenke); certain kind of eating-mat or isi-Tebe made of grass woven together with many fibre threads (= i(l)-Gqibo).

Ex. isidwaba sumi sisele iqeqe, my kilt doesn't go completely round, there is a space left.

Nqeqe nqeqe, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. nqeqeza.

Nqekte, ukuti (Nqekte, ukuthi), v. Be thoroughly at peace, happy at heart, at one's ease, i.e. live, lie, sit so.

(u(l))-Nqekte (Nqekte), n. Any very delicious, surpassingly nice food of any description = ul-Ovela.

Nqeqeza (s. k.), v. Be repeatedly tossing or bobbing backward and forward, or up and down, as the head of cattle when they walk, or of some Native men when going off in a huff, or a female um-Nqona when divining in a positive manner = nqequza, nqakaza.

Ex. ihamba inqeqeza nqequza (or iqeqeza ikuda), it (the calf) goes along bobbing the head up and down.

Nqeqezele (s. k.), v. Go along with a bobbing up and down, or backward and forward motion, of the head, as above.

Phr. wabanga nqeqezele, she returned with the head bobbing lightly about, i.e. not bearing anything returned empty-handed.

Nqiku nqiku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = nqeqeza.

Nqequza (s. k.), v. = nqeqeza.

Nqenga, v. — see Enqenga.

isi-Nqeni, n. — see is-Eqeni.

Nqenqa, v. = nqenqa.


Nqenya, v. = ukuti nqeqeza.

Nqerre, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Crack, as the finger-joints when pulled, or knees of an old person when rising; break with a cracking or crashing sound, as a piece of dry wood or bone when broken = nqerrezeqa; make so crack, or break, as above = nqerreza.

isi-Nqerre, n. One with an arm or leg broken and not re-set.

Ngareza, v. = ukuti nqerre.

ama-Nqeshane, n. = ama-Nqeqeshane.

Nqi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. used to emphasize qina; hence, make or fix a thing (acc.)
fast or firm, as a nail in a wall, or a person his word when stating it firmly or positively; be thoroughly fast or firm or tight, as the nail above, a tight-fitting lid, or a positive statement; hence, freq. equiv. to advs. ‘assuredly, absolutely, positively’ = ukuti ngo, ukuti mbe.

Ex. umkonto wati ngi entini, the assegai fixed itself fast in a tree.

washa, wati ngi; he said so quite positively.

ungekwenze ngi, you could not do it by any possibility, at all, for a downright certainty.

Nqiba, v. Go begging from others, as a child from its own to another hut, or a woman from her neighbours — mostly applied to food (acc.).

Nqikaza (s. k.), v. Shrink back in the mind, hesitate or stay one’s purpose suddenly. Cp. tikaza.

i-Nqimidolo, n. 3. See i-nQimindolo.

(i) Nqina, n. Part about the ankles of man or just above the hoof in beasts.

i-Nqina, n. 3. Hunt i.e. hunting-party [perhaps akin to ngi; Sw. winda, hunt].

Ex. uku-puma ingina, to go out for a hunt.

uku-mema ingina, to invite or get up a hunt.

Phr. sapuma (or sahamba) ingina ka Ma- muyaze, we went out for a hunt of Mabuyaze (i.e. he who came back empty-handed, with nothing) — said by those who have been on a fruitless errand, not obtaining what they had expected.

Nqinda, v. Take off, by cutting, knocking, etc., the point or edge of a thing (acc.), as the tips off the horns of cattle or the rim off an earthen-pot by rough usage; take the edge off one’s desire by giving some slight gratification. Cp. qunda; i-nQudula.

Ex. ake unginginde ngenkexo, please take the edge off my thirst by a spoonful (of beer).

ama-Nqindazana (no sing.), n. diminutive of contempt of ama-Nqindi.

ama-Nqindi (no sing.), n. Docked or stumped ends of a thing from which the tips or points have been cut off, as the horns of cattle, bottom of the legs of a chair, etc. — used only as adj. and adv.

Ex. inkabi e’manqindi, an ox with the tips cut off its horns.

woyingquma amanqindi, you should cut it (the ox) that it be stumped points, i.e. you should cut off the tips of its horns.

P. inkunzi sebenqume amanqindi, they have cut short the bull’s horns, i.e. have taken away a man’s power for doing mischief.

i-Nqindi, n. 3. Point i.e. the end, upshot, final result of any matter = i-mPeto.

Ex. kasikaqedi inqindi yayo, we can’t yet tell or be sure about the end of it (the affair) i.e. what it will eventually come to.

isi-Nqindi, n. Thing with the end, or a portion cut off, an incomplete portion, fragment, as of a belt, remnant of a length of cloth, beer left in a pot after some has been removed (cp. isi-Qentu), broken assegai, etc.; hence, a certain broad-bladed assegai, usually merely the metal blade, or with a very short haft, held by a bride in the hand, and used for cutting meat, etc., at a wedding; the moon when already small, in the last quarter.

um-Nqini, n. 5. Ox with the bush of the tail cut off; man’s i-Beslu when worn alone, without any side-tails or isi-nJolo; a woman’s isi-dwaba when cut short (cp. isi-Pimpiyana); (C.N.) applied derivatively to a surviving fugitive from a great fight, a crop-tail.

i-Nqirra, n. 3. See i-Nqirra.

i-Nqiva, n. 3. See inQiwa.

Nqo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Stand erect, upright, pointing straight upwards, as a post, or dog standing on its hind legs; be piled up full, as a basket full of grain when heaped up above the brim; fill so as to be piled up high, as such grain (acc.) or basket; make a dull rapping sound, as when striking anything hard, as a tree with an axe, or a person’s head when tapping it with a stick (see nqonqota; cp. nqoba) = ukuti nisko.

Ex. ilanga selite nqo, the sun is now vertically above us, straight over-head, as at noon.

igoma ligwele lite nqo, the basket is piled full up.

Nqoba, v. Overpower, get mastery over, as when thoroughly beating an adversary (acc.) at fight (not so that he runs away, but so as to bring him to his knees or entirely into one’s power), or one wrestler overcoming another, or disease altogether getting the better of a man. Cp. ahlula; nqonqota.

i-Nqoba, n. 3. — see i-Nqoba.

i-Nqobo, n. 3. Thing which overpowers, gets the mastery, wins the day, etc. See nqoba.

Ex. nqobo ku’belungu isibamu, that which carries the day with the white-people is the gun.
i-nqobo nje ubuhle bayo, the overpowering thing is her beauty.

i-Nqobozele, n. 3. See i-nQobozeel.

Nqödo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Refuse absolutely (gen. with ngoba.)
Ex. 'E'okecommuntu, mawiyi awawyi!, k'okwenko, ngolo! towards that of another person, you feel with desire; as to your own, you greedily refuse—a common charge against a stingy person.

u-Nqodoyi, n. Very stingy person, who will give nothing of his away = isi-Neishani. See ukuti ngodo.

i-Nqohiba, n. 3. See i-nQohiba.

um-Nqöngöngoko (s. k.), n. 5. One solitary thing owned by a person, as a single beast, child, shrilling, etc. = um-Nqondo. Cp. um-Nqwanzi.
Ex. imingqokongkona yami lezo, those are my few solitary head of cattle.

Nqökolo, ukuti (Ngökotho, ukuthi), v. Break out into general laughter, burst out into a roar of laughter, as many people together. Cp. pubuka.

i-Nqola, n. 3. See i-nQola.

um-Nqolo, n. 5. Molly-coddle of a boy, who always remains with his mother instead of mixing up freely with other boys; effeminate man, an 'old woman', who is always with his wives, not going out to hunt or mixing up generally in other manly doings (= u-Gombotshe; cp. u-Nyube); (C.N.) also = um-Nqwanzi.
Phr. umnyologombotshe, umacob'interale zika'nina, eze ngqini esenzula eti mu, eti, pepat 'mtnanami, 'ngoxi yase'ekaya — commonly used in derision of such a stay-at-home boy, as above.

i-Nqolobana, n. 3. See i-nQolobana.

i-Nqolobela, n. 3. See i-nQolobela.

Nqoma, v. Act greedily or jealously towards another (acc.) — see soma (C.N.) = qoma.

um-Nqomboti (Ngombothi), n. 5. = um-Qomboti.

i-Nqomboto, n. 3. See i-nQomboto.

isi-Nqomfelana, n. Person with an isi-Pongo.

i-li-Nqomfi, n. Yellow-breasted Lark (Macronyx croceus) = i(li)-Gwili, i(li)-Gwilintsi.

Ngompiza, v. Gasp for want of breath, breathe with constriction or difficulty, as a person with asthma, or a stout person climbing a hill.

i-Nqompolo, n. 3. Leucorrhoea or whites in women.

um-Nqomfula, n. 5. Thick matter-like mucus running from the nose, in scrofulous children, sick cattle or horses, etc. = um-Nyongo. Cp. ama-Korula.

um-Nqomiyana, n. 5. Anything carefully preserved from common use, as one's best crockery, the daughters of a family or the um-Ndhunkulu, etc.

i(li)-Nqondo, n. Foot of a buck, goat, sheep, pig, or other small-footed animal; also of a bird, fowl, locust, etc. Cp. i-nYombo.

um-Nqondo, n. 5. = um-Nqokomqo.

u-Nqondovu, n. = u-Hodoba.


Nqonga, v. = qonga.

Nqonqa, v. = nxonxa.

i-Nqonqa, n. = i(li)-Ngqongqo.

um-Nqonqo, n. 5. Marrow of the spine (cp. um-Hlandhla); also = um-Nqomfula.

Nqonqoloza, v. = nkonkoloza.

u-Nqongqonqo, n. = u-Ngeela; also (C.N.) trap-door spider (= um-Vumblulukane).

Nqonqota or Nqonqoza, v. = ngqongqoza.

i-Nqonqoyi, n. 3. = i-nDosa.

i-Nqorrolo, n. 3. See i-nQorrolo.

i-Nqoshololo, n. 3. See i-nQoshololo.

i(li)-Nqoza, n. Bump of any kind, as caused by a blow, tumour, mal-formation of skull, etc. Cp. i(li)-Dunguza.

Nqü, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Have the eyes closed or eyelids down, as one sleeping, or some persons with falling eyelids (cp. eimeza); (C.N.) = ukuti ngu.
Phr. iinkomo zake ili ngu ishumi, her cattle (for lobola) make up a full ten.

Nqübu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nqubuzeka.

i-Nqubu, n. 3. See i-nQubu.

i-Nqubulunjwa, n. 3. See i-nQubulunjwa.

Nqubuzeka (s. k.), v. Bump violently up against a thing (loc.), collide with it, as with a tree, or a ship with the rocks. Cp. ngqileka.

i-Nqudulu, n. 3. — see i-nQudulu.

Nquku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = nquku, ukuti quku.

Nqukula (s. k.), v. Take up or away the whole of a thing at once or bodily, as when taking up at once a whole heap of clothes (acc.), or when removing bodily a great pot of beer (not removing it in portions, or with the assistance of somebody else) = qukula [Her. pukumula, remove].

i-Nqukumba, n. 3. See i-nQukumba.
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isi-Nqukunquku (s. k.), n. = isi-Nqukuza.

Nqukuza (s. k.), v. Clap with the hollowed hands (not flattened palms = i(li)-Hlombe), as is done while singing on certain occasions, e. g. after the arrival of the bridal party for a wedding, or at the menstruation of a girl.

isi-Nqukuza (s. k.), v. Big bulky lump or mass of a thing, as a large heavy head, a short thick stump of wood, etc. = isi-Nqukunquku. Cp. i-nQukuza.

Ex. vasiniika isinqukuza setambo, he gave us a great lump of bone (without any meat on).

i-Nqulu, n. 3. That part of the side of the upper-leg between the buttock and the outside thigh-bone, where there is a sinking in of the flesh, and upon which one rests when reclining. Cp. i-Nyonga.

Ex. uku-lala uqukulu, to lie on one side in a half-reclining manner, resting on the elbow — a girl during the menstrual period, according to universal Zulu custom, reclines always in this way = uku-lala labale.

Nquma, v. Become firm or solid, as liquid fat grown cold, or mud when drying up [Her. homa, coagulate].

Nquma (Nquuma), v. Cut off (properly at one stroke), chop off, lop off, amputate, as a limb (acc.), branch, portion from a stick or rope, etc.; hence, do once and for all, decisively, as when bringing down a buck at a single blow; decide, finally settle, as a law-case (acc.); definitely appoint, fix, as a day (acc.) for doing something, or the boundary of a district; cut short, as one's long talk; cut off a portion, cut short one's way, as by cutting across by a nearer path. Cp. gina; sitka.

Ex. bunquma umlenze, they cut off his leg (for him).

wayishaya wayinguena, he dealt it one settling blow.

inkosi isinqukile lequnqunqaba, the chief has already decided that affair.

kubeka, inkuqume kubili, place it so as to cut in two, i.e. across, crossways (not lengthways).

nquma usuku ominyakufika ngalo, fix a day upon which I shall come.

asingunya lupha, let us cut off across here.

mus'kingingu umntini, you mustn't lop off my tongue, i.e. interrupt me in the midst of my speech.

wayinguna, he cut his throat.

P. xinguqinge amakanda, ziyekke, their heads are cut off and then they are left i.e. it suffices if merely the heads are cut off — used by a person in reference to some affair of which he has already related the main fact, but does not care to go into details.

i-Nquma, n. 3. = i-nDunulo.

um-Nquma, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Nqumo.

i(li)-Nqumakanda (Nquumakanda; sometimes short), n. = (i(li)-Nqunywakanda.

i-Nqumba, n. 3. See i-nQuomba.

i-Nqumbu, n. 3. See i-nQumbu.

isi-Nqumelana. Tallow or hardened fat boiled from the suet of cattle.

Nqumisa (Nquumisa), v. Make to cut across i.e. place across so as to divide, as a plank (acc.) over a ditch.

Ex. uku-nqumisa kabili, to place crosswise.

Phr. nd'ere kusiningumisa ulile wumalazula, he came to show off his fine body — as a young-man passing before the girls, or a wife before her husband.

Nqumisela (Nquumisela), v. Cut off for absolutely i.e. absolutely forbid to, prohibit.

Ex. kwa'Zulu ikizi sugisingumisela uli, in Zulu times the king had prohibited us from (eating) the first-fruits of the season (i.e. before he himself had done so at the ukweshwama).

um-Nqumo (Nqumo), n. 5. Certain forest tree (Olea vernei). [Nqumo = um-Nqumo (C.N.).]

i-Nqumu, n. 3. Food only half-cooked, and of whatever kind; mostly used as an adjective, as below.

Ex. ku'nqumuve, it is half raw, only half-cooked.

um-Nqumu (Nqumu), n. 5. = um-Nqumu.

i-Nqumunqumu, n. 3. — see i-nQumunqumu.

Nquina, v. Be stark naked, whether when walking or lying (used in perf.). See umu-Nquina. Cp. hlambalazela; dindiliza; ndikiza; neadazela [see umu-Nquina].

Nqunda, v. = qunda.

ama-Nqundanqunda (no sing.), n. Little checks or balks or obstacles that keep cropping up to prevent one's going or doing something. See qundeka.

Nqundeka (s. k.), v. — see qundeka.

um-Nqundu, n. 5. Glans penis or male organ of any animal (but not gen. of dog = i(li)-Kingqi, or man = um-Tondo, or horse = um-Boko) = u(lu)-Gqunhu, u(lu)-Gqungu. Cp. isi-Khuthu.

Nqunisa, v. Strip or make be quite naked, as a child (acc.).

Nquntu (Nquntuka), v. Trot briskly along, as a person hurrying to reach a place, or oxen in a wagon (= nqunquateka;
Nqunquteka (Nqunqutheka), v. = ngunquta.

u(lu)-Nquntane (s. t.), n. Certain climbing plant whose leaves are eaten as imifino.

Nquntu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.). v. Pull off with a sudden tear, or tear off with a sudden pull, as a bunch of grass (acc.) from the veldt, or when biting off a mouthful of tough meat from a slice. Cp. ukuti nqadu.

Nquntula (s. t.), v. = ukuti ngqantu.

umu or ubu-Nqunu, n. 5. Complete nudity, state of being stark naked (chiefly used adverbially, as below) [Lat. nudus, naked; Her. mutundu; Sw. utupu].

Ex. uku-hamba 'manqunu, to go quite naked.

i(li)-Nqunywakanda (Nqunnywakanda; or short), n. Person with a handsome body, but spoilt by his face. Cp. u-Magqamdelezi.

um-Nqupane, n. 5. — see um-Ngyqupane.

i-Nqushumbana, n. 3. See i-Nqushumbana.

isi-Nqũtu (Nquntu; sometimes short), n. = isi-Pondo.

i(li)-Nquzu, n. Protuberance, hard bump, knot, as on an ill-formed skull, or the trunk of a tree = i(li)-Quzu, i(li)-Puzu.

Nqwâ, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nqwama.

ama-Nqwa (no sing.) only used adverbially as below to express 'first (in point of occurrence)'. Cp. um-Hlanganiso.

Ex. eyakiti yabambando emanqweni, our (army) got hold of them (the enemy) first, got the start.

wagwawa emanqweni, he was stabbed the very first, for the start.

uBoni wagwama emanqweni, So-and-so went out first, or at the start.

i-Nqwaba, n. 3. Heap, pile, of anything and any size. Cp. i(li)-Fingo; i(li)-Futhuleni; um-Tango; um-Bundu; i(li)-Bonda; i-nDondela, etc.

i-Nqwababa, n. 3. See i-nQwababa.

Nqwabela, v. Make anything (acc.) into a heap, pile it up upon, at, etc.

Ex. nqawandelwandle emawonye, you must put them (the potatoes) in a heap together.

Nqwama, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Meet full face unexpectedly, run up against suddenly, as one friend suddenly meeting another in an unexpected place (cp. ukuti ngqi); be quite equal to (in size, height, amount of work, etc. = ukuti nqwamatshiki) = ukuti nqwa, ukuti nqwama.

Nqwamana, v. Meet full face unexpectedly with, as above (with na).

Nqwâmanqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ngqamana.

Nqwâmanqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nqwama.

Nqwamba (Nqwambha), v. Wind or hang over the shoulders and crosswise round the body a long string of something, as witch-doctors do the imi-Nqwamba, or men their imi-Cilo, or even as string is wound round about a broken earthen-pot or garlands about a building at festival time. Cp. tandela; gaza [Her. ma-nga, wind round].

um-Nqwamba (Nqwambha), n. 5. Single strip of skin which, something like a pair of braces joined together at the middle before and behind, is worn by witch doctors over the shoulders and round the body. See nqwamba.

u(lu)-Nqwambotši (Nqwambothi), n. = u(lu)-Nqekete.

u(lu)-Nqwambotši or Nqwambunqekete (Nqwambhi), n. = u(lu)-Nqekete.


Ex. iminyweantsi yakwetu, the few head of cattle (perhaps three or four) belonging to our hut.

u-Nqw&qwa&la, n. Root used as an emetic (C.N.).

isi-Nqwazi, n. Fibre band worn round the waist and head by a widowed woman for about a year after she has lost her husband. Cp. um-Nqwazi.

um-Nqwazi, n. 5. Small band worn by all married women round the head, just below the top-knot, for klonzipu purposes, and consisting of a strip of cloth or beadwork or even the long leaf of any grass-plant or rush (cp. isi-Nqwazi); (N.) Dutch-cap or bonnet.

Nqwena or Nqwenela, v. Desire strongly, lust after; growl, or grumble at, as man or beast (C.N. fr. Xo).

Nrrî, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Grasp or clutch tightly or with all one's might by the hand, as a person's throat (ace.) when throttling him, or a cat when holding it firmly down; bind up tightly so as to constrict, as a person, or the tightly drawn cords, a parcel = nrriniya, ukuti nsi.

Nrirrriza, v. Make the choking noise nrrri, as when being throttled, choked as a sick man by expectoration, or a
person talking with a sniffling sound through having the nose stuffed (cp. nkankuza).

Nrrinya, v. = ukuti nrri, ntsinya.

Nta, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Be distinctly visible, quite plain, as a road or object in the open country; be or become exposed, brought openly to light, as a thief, or an object that has been concealed and found; be quite straight or straight-forward, as a railway-track or one of the seams in a sleeping-mat (= ukuti ntol) = ntanya.

um-Nta (s.t.), n.1. contr. for um-Ntwana.

Ex. umntanani (umntanetu, umntanake, etc.) my (our, his, etc.) child.

umntanomntanani, the child of my (or our, etc.) child.

umntanenkosi (umntanda, etc.) child of the chief (or of the whitewoman, etc.) — a politely familiar term for addressing such persons.

umntaka’mane (or ka’baba, or ka’babekasi), my cousin, i.e. child born of my aunt (or of my uncle).

umntanetu, my or our child — used by a young-man to a girl (not gen. to his sister), or by a girl to her married brother or to his wife.

umntakweetu, child of ours — used by one young person to another of the same hut or mother.

um-Ntaka’nohu (ka’nohhu), n.1. Kind of caterpillar which one finds in swarms on the umu-Nga and similar trees; also the larva of a certain psychid moth living in a little box of sticks found suspended from mimosa trees.

Ntambama (Ntambhama), adv. In the afternoon. See i-nTambama; kusihlwa; ekuseni.

Ntangasa (s.t.), v. Walk with the legs stiffly apart, as when one has a painful sore between the thighs = tanyasa.

Ntanqu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ukuti ngshun.

Ntanrra, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Strike or give a knock in the belly.

Ntanrraza (s.t.), v. = ukuti ntanrra.

Ntanta (s.t.), v. Float, as a thing on the surface of water.

Phr. umuxamuxa ungxamxaba nemizi yake, the headman is sailing about among his kraals i.e. moving about leisurely among them, as when visiting from one to the other (not used of one merely roving about = niwana).

isi-Ntante (s.t.), n. Person rendered powerless, incapable of movement, a ‘mere floating body’, as when bound up with cords, or powerless from wounds.

Ex. ukumenza (umuntu) isintantane, to render one powerless or incapable of movement.

Ntantiya (s.t.), v. Drink beer (only used in jocular reference thereto).

i-Ntantiya (s.t.), n. 3. Kafir-beer (a jocular name therefor).

Ntantsa, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ntantsa.

Ntantsaza (s.t.), v. Go laboriously along weighted by one’s own big belly, as a woman in child.

i-Ntantsela (s.t.), n. 3. One with a big protruding belly, like a woman in child, or some people when the stomach is full — see below.

ama-Ntantsolo (no sing.; s.t.), n. A bulging out of the belly at the sides (not in the middle front — see above).

Ntanya (s.t.), v. = ukuti nta.

i(II)-Ntanya (s.t.), n. Metal of some kind (C.N.).

Ntasi (s.t.; s.k.), v. = nantsika.

u, i(II), u(II), or i-Ntasi or Ntasi (s.t.; s.k.), n. = u-Ntasi.

Ntaza (s.t.), v. Skim along, move swiftly along with quiet, gliding motion, as a duck upon the water, a swallow flying near the earth, or a man running rapidly but with little bodily movement = ntazabula. Cp. ntweza.

Ntazabula (s.t.), v. = ntazza.

ubu-Ntazantazana, n. = uku-Tamalama.

Ntsha, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.) — final vowel sometimes prolonged), v. = ukuti ntishina.

Ntela (s.t.), v. Say a thing in sport, as when frightening a child; say a thing in a joking way, joke, jest, speak or relate so as to cause laughter = qaanga, rranta, rrakata, sekula, tekula; cp. nookola, feketa, rrebula.

Ntleke, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.; s.k.), v. = ukuti ntingo.

Ntlekeza (s.t.; s.k.), v. = ntingo.

Ntelemba (Ntelimba), v. = ntele.

isi-Ntelini, n. Jocular, laugh-provoking person, given to saying things in jest or funny things. See ntele.

u-Ntembuzane (Ntembhuzane), n. A ‘scurvy fellow’ — a word of contempt for a nobody among his or her class, as a poor despised man, or a discarded wife. See isi-Temlhuzane.

u-Ntende (Nteende), n. Tent on a wagon (not a ground-tent = i(II)-Tende) [Eng.].

Ntengemula (s.t.), v. = lenga (s.t.).

Ntengenyeka (s.t.; s.k.), v. = lenga (s.t.).
ama-Ntënguntengu, n. (C. N.) = ama-Ntwe-nguntengu.

Ntenjane (s. t.), adj. — see i-nTenjane.

Ntenteleza (s. t.), v. = ukuti ntentelezi.

Ntëntelezi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. Drink off a very large quantity at a draught.

i-Ntentemisa (s. t.), n. = i-li-Ntentezo.

Nti' (ukuthi; s. t.), v. Prick or pierce with a very fine-pointed instrument, as a bee a person (acc) with its sting, or some flies, or with a needle = ukuti tinga.

Ntikiliza or Ntikilizela (s. t.; s. k.), v. = ni-kiza.

Ntikiza or Ntikizela (s. t.; s. k.), v. Go or walk stark naked = likiza, ntikiliza. Cp. nquna; hlambalazela; dindiliza.

Ntingaza (s. t.), v. = ntipaza.

Ntingiliza (s. t.), v. = ukuti ntingilizi, dinguilinga.

Ntingilizi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. = ukuti dinguilingi.

Ntini, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t. — gen. with prolongation of final vowel), v. Move along at an immense and steady speed, spin along, spin away, cut along, as a racer on a bicycle, a bird swiftly flying, or a man running with great swiftness = ukuti mpinini, ukuti nte, ukuti nte-lekeshe.

Ntini, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. = ukuti dinguilingi.

Ntintini, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t. — gen. with prolongation of final vowel), v. Move along at an immense and steady speed, spin along, spin away, cut along, as a racer on a bicycle, a bird swiftly flying, or a man running with great swiftness = ukuti mpinini, ukuti nte, ukuti nte-lekeshe.

Ntinta (s. t.), v. Be passed about from one to the other, as the pot of beer below.

Ntintisana (s. t.), v. Pass about from one to the other, as a number of men might pass about a common pot of beer (with nga of article), or as a lot of servants, neglecting some duty, by referring from one to the other some matter that is not in order (cp. tezisana).

Ex. nampa utshikala, anontintisana ngabo, here is some beer; you shall pass it round.

i-Ntintisane (s. t.), n. 3. Thing passed about or referred about from one to the other, as above.

Ntipaza (Ntiphaza), v. Do anything in a blind, 'lost' kind of way, as a workman not knowing what to do through not having understood his instructions, a person seeking for something lost without knowing where to look, or a person attempting to give evidence without knowing anything about the case = ntingaza, ndipaza. Cp. ntumazela [Sw. tananisha, puzzle].

ubu-Ntipintipi (Ntiphintiphi), n. Blind, 'lost' manner of acting, as above.

i(li)-Ntiyane (s. t.), n. Common Waxbill (Estrilda astrilda). Cp. u-Ndhlovuye-nwuna.

Ntía, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do at a stroke, at one single time or effort, as when killing a buck (acc.), or an umtakati bringing down a person by a single attempt (cp. ukuti shovambakaza); happen upon, as a person coming or striking unexpectedly upon something (acc.); catch sight of suddenly, as a certain person (acc.) unexpected among a crowd (cp. ukuti shazi).

Ex. umtilo (or izinkuni) waemti ntlo, he made up a big fire, throwing on all the firewood at once = ukuti gabe.

umu-Ntla, n. 1. Up-country person; n. 5. wind coming from up-country i.e. N.W. wind (= i(li)-Shisanidhlu). Cp. um-Za-nstsi.

u-Ntla (s. t.) n. Month beginning about or after the middle of April, 'when the aloes (= i-Ntla) flower', and next before u-Lutungulana.

Ntlákana, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.; s. k.), v. Strike a person (acc.) with the back of the hand (= ukuti mbebe); strike or stab with an assegai on a bone, or stone, etc. = ntlakala.

Ntlakala (s. k.; s. t.), v. = ukuti ntlaka.

u-Ntla-kanye (s. t.; s. k.), n. Thing which does off at a stroke, as a powerful medicine of an umtakati that brings one down at once; hence, apoplexy, syncope, or other cause of sudden death; thing done off at a single stroke, as a girl's lobola cattle paid off at once.

Ex. (ishumi) ul'enze untlaka-kanye, he made up the full ten at one go.

ama-Ntláĩluntlalu (no sing.; s. t.), n. Things that have fallen apart, or are in a dis-integrated state, as a scattered tribe, a family that is at mutual disagreement, or food of which the ingredients have not combined well with the water = i-Ntlakantlala, ama-Ntlaluhlu.

u-Ntlangoti (Ntlangothi), n. Certain forest tree said to possess poisonous properties and used by an umtakati, causing hemiplegic paralysis (cp. u-Zirru); any tree with its trunk charred by lightning.

N.B. The bark of this same tree is used again as an antidote for the above poison and as a cure for the disease. The patient stands in the sun, and then commencing with the length of his shadow, the doctor makes incisions in it all along the ground and so right away up the whole unaffected side of his body. This is afterwards repeated
with the other or affected side. Finally the bark, after having been rubbed into the incisions, is boiled in water, and the patient, dipping his fingers into the hot decoction, keeps on sucking the liquid from the fingertips, afterwards snacking with them the several affected joints, thinking thereby that may-be the bones will by this treatment get all right again!'

u-Ntλangula (s.t.), n. = u-Maquba.

u-Ntλangulana, n. Month beginning about or after the middle of May, 'when the winds are commencing to clear up the country', and next following after u-Ntlaba = u-Lutudhlane, u-Maquba omuncane.

Ntλantlalaza (s.t.), v. = zazalaza.

Ntλantlalazeka (s.t.; s.k.) = zazalazeka.

Ntλántlalazi, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.) v. = ukuti zazalazi.

Ntλantlata (Ntλantlatha), v. Break up, crush, or eat anything (acc.) with the front teeth, as when breaking up a piece of sugar-reed with the front teeth in order to soften it for a child, or the end of a thread before passing it through the eye of a needle, or as an old woman without any double teeth might do when eating mealie-grains or other solid food, or as a dog does the fleas on its body or a mother the lice on her child's head; walk anywhere where there is no path or way, as a person walking over the veldth through the grass, or walking over the mats (acc.), etc., lying on the floor of a hut, instead of stepping by the vacant spaces.

i-Ntλantlato (Ntλantlatho), u. 3. Any place 'off the road', as through the grass in the open veldth where there is no path (used gen. as adverb with hamba).

Ntλanu (s.t.), adj. = hlanu [Galla, shan, five].

Ntλanye (s.t.), prep. Off away on one side of (with na) = celu, nxeylinder. Cp. nga-tλanye.

Ex. evi-pa'ku ka'na, kantlanye, I cannot go there, it is out of my way.

amunzi wake uhlanye nongqaya oya emhlutuze, his kraal is off away on one side of the Umhlutuze road.

leyo'mbuba intlanye nomi, that affair is not my way, does not touch or concern me.

u-Ntλanzane (s.t.), n. Person habitually curious i.e. with an abnormal amount of curiosity to see or know everything — perhaps from some former individual noted for this weakness (see proverb below). Cp. um-Ntλandi.

P. u'mbe u'hombane okuka'Ntλanzane, he has been carried off by the clapping of hands (or noise of applause), as was Ntλanzane — said of a person who immediately he hears anything unusual, cannot resist the impulse to run off and see what it is.

u-Ntlekwane (s.t.; s.k.), n. King of the Redbills or Common Widow-bird (Vidua principalis); ox of a black colour having a patch of white running from the shoulders down the sides to the belly; kind of assegal, like the i(lu)-Rweva but smaller; (C.N.) small (not young) elephant without tusks.

ama-Ntλikintliki (no sing.; s.t.; s.k.), n. (C.N.) = ama-Ntlkhilikli.

ama-Ntλiziyo (no sing.; s.t.), n. = i-nQu-shumbana.

u-Ntλiziyonkulu (s.t.; s.k.), n. Certain tree growing in the bush-country, the skin of whose inner-bark is used medicinally for faintness or weakness of heart accompanying influenza and fever = umu-Wane.

Ntλ̊o, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Stick or fix in, as a spoon (acc.) into the grass-side of a hut, or a stick into the sand (= kholma); come forth into life or being (only used as below = ukuti qeke, ukuti dabu).

Ex. g'iloku wati utlo, unjalolo, he was so ever since he was born.

g'iloku lati utlo (iwe), ever since it (the land) was created.

u-Ntλokonde (s.t.; s.k.), n. Variety of i-nFe having a long ear and very sweet cane.

u-Ntλolanja (s.t.), n. Certain month beginning about or after the middle of December, 'when dogs copulate freely', and next following after u-Masingana.

kwa'Ntλongasibi (s.t.), n. Open exposed country (flat or hilly), 'bereft of, the smallest scrub of bush' = kwa'Luñwene, kwa'Ngecedomhlope.

u-Ntλongweni, n. (C.N.) = u-Dhlwedhlwe.

i(lu)-Ntλontlo (Ntolontlo), n. = i(lu)-Hlontlo.

i-Ntλontlo, n. 3. — see i-nTλontlo.

u(lu)-Ntλontlo (Ntolontlo), n. = u(lu)-Hlontlo.

u-Ntλoyile (s.t.), n. Yellow-billed kite (Milvus Êgyptius); the month u-Newaba q.v., 'when kites appear'.

Phr. utλoyile ka'gelegwe (or ka'Mgubane), a nickname for the bird.

u(lu)-Damba luka'Ntλoyile, a nickname for the u(lu)-Damba q.v. bean.

uγ贵阳 ka'Ntλoyile, kite's snuff — a name give to the puff-ball fungus of the veld.

Nt̊o, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Be perfectly straight, as a post, or a line of things
(= ukuti ntshe, ukuti ntsa); also = ukuti nto ntsa.

uku-Nto (s.t.), n. Plaything, or pet thing, as a toy or pet kitten of a child = uku-Tokozii.

Ntonkanja (s.t.; s.k.), v. = nantsika.

u, i(li), u(ulu), or i-Ntokanje or Ntonkanje (s.t.; s.k.), n. = u-Nantsika.

uku-Ntoko (s.t.; s.k.), n. (N) = uku-Nto.

i(li)-Ntolobantsi (Ntolobantsi), n. Waist-coat [D].

i-Ntombazana (Ntombhazana; plur. ama), n. 3. — see i-nTombazana.

ubu-Ntombi, n. — see ubu-nTombi.

u-Ntondo (s.t.), n. Last born of any litter, as of pigs, dogs, etc., and which is usually of a more weakly and smaller nature than the rest; hence, any young animal, or child, when unusually small and under-grown.

Ntongela (s.t.), v. Take snuff (with nga) before smoking i-ntsangu (acc.) in the smoking-horn for the purpose of exciting a ready flow of saliva.

i(li)-Ntongela (s.t.), n. One of the wattles used for forming a continuous bar encircling and holding together the upright posts of a new cattle-kraal, and which helps to secure the um-Belo stakes.

i(li)-Ntongomana (s.t.), n. Ground-nut. 
Cp. i-nDhlubu [Adam. gangala; Sw. njugu nyasa; or perhaps from their having been first introduced from the Tongas].

u(ulu)-Ntonjana, n. — see u(ulu)-nTonjana.

umu-Nt'onkone (s.t.; s.k.), n. 1. Variety of large black-beetle with white markings on the back and disagreeable smell (introduced by Europeans).

Ntonza (s.t.), v. Drip, fall in drops, as water from the nose or a leaky tank = ukuti nto ntsa.

N práirie+Ntonza, the girls dropped in—an ejaculation of a young-man in a kraal upon the arrival there of a sweetheart of any of the other young-men of the kraal for a surreptitious day-visit. See vimbezaela.

Ntó ntó, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = utonta.

Ntonto (s.t.), adj. Soft or tender-bodied, sleek, as a woman, fat cow, or a well-oiled body (lit. dripping, wet — see above) = utontotsa.

Ex. i-siyazi sabantu, a stabber of tender ones—a common appellation for a warrior who has been remarkable for his killing of females.

Ntontoloza, v. Raise the voice to a very high pitch when singing, sing out shrilly or loudly above the others.

Ntontotsha (s.t.), adj. = utonto.

Ntontoza (s.t.), v. = utonta.

Ntontomba — see i-Ntolomba.

Ntsá, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Make tight or taut, by pulling or binding, as when making taut a bowstring (acc.) or fencing-wire, when binding a rope round a post or into a knot to tighten it, or when cocking a gun = ntsala; be, or get made tight or taut, as above ntsaleka. Cp. ukuti uqi.

u-Ntsakantsakane (s.k.; s.t.), n. = um-Ko-ka.

Ntsala (s.t.), v. = ukuti ntsa, ngala, nqa-tanga. Cp. viya.

umu-Ntsalela (s.t.), n. 5. Anything bound round, as a man’s trowsers, jacket, etc. (C.N.).

um-Ntsalo (s.t.), n. 5. (C.N.) = ulu)-Gwi-bisholo.

isi-Ntantsatsu (s.t.), n. Anything drawn up very taut or tight, as a bowstring or fencing-wire; hence, any strong, unbreakable or untearable thing, enduring a heavy strain, as strong cord, stout cloth, or (by compar.) a strong tough stick.

Ntsé, ukuti (ukuthi — with the last syllable gen. prolonged), v. = ukuti ntsenene.

Ntsé, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Be right, proper, without defect, or crookedness, etc.; hence, be good (of heart), thoroughly sensible (of mind), perfectly straightforward, as a road, or a post without knots.

Ntsenene ukuti (ukuthi — with the final syllable gen. prolonged), v. Come or go in a constant stream, flow or pour in, as people going or coming from a meeting = tapuka, qinsika.

Niseneneza (s.t.), v. = ukuti ntsenene.

i(li)-Ntsense (s.t.), n. Small crack or fissure in the skin on the back of the hands or tops of the feet from cold, chaps. Cp. i-nKwali; un-Kenke.

i(li)-Ntsentela (s.t.), n. = i(li)-Ntentsi.

Ntshé ntshé, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = Ishelesheta.

Ntshehetshehetshe (Ntshehetshehetshe), v. = Ishe-lesheta.

Ntshinga (s.t.), v. Throw or cast away, as any useless article (acc.) Cp. labla.

Ntshingeka (s.t.; s.k.), v. Get thrown aside i.e. start suddenly aside, shy, as a man at a snake, or a horse at any object (used with some adverb of place, etc.).
Ex. *katanga utsi*, he didn't move a muscle, didn't even smile.

**u(lu)-Ntši** (Ntši:nts), = u(lu)-Sintsi.

**Ntšinya** (s. t.), = *u*si:nts, *rrinya*.

**u-Ntšinya** (s. t.), = *i*-Nduku:ka' Qwabalandana.

**i(š)-Ntiyane**, (C. N) = *i*-Ntiyane.

**u(lu)-Ntšizwana**, = *u*u(š)-Ntšizwana.

**u-Ntšokontsoko** (s. t.; s. k.), = *um*-Soko-soko.

**ubu-Ntšomi** (s. t.), = Dark purple, almost black (C. N). Cp. *i*-Kankanica; *i*-Somi.

**Ntšondo** (s. t.), expletive common in familiar speech, used to intensify various modes of thought, and somewhat similar to the English terms 'old' (expressing friendliness or dislike), 'blessed' (expressing displeasure or impatience), or thoughts of admiration for one's performances, or of surprise at the vast quantity or numbers of a thing, and for which we have no expressions.

Ex. *yek'ibele lantsando*! oh my! what a quantity of Kafr-corn (the nouns in this sense being gen. used in sing.)!

_wahlabana uSibomibani wantsando_! he did fight (i. e. stab about), did the brave So-and-so!

_omung uManivuza wantsando_! here is old Manivuza.

_rangena xinkomo zantsando_! there they are going into (the field), those blessed cattle!

**u-Ntšando** (s. t.), = Personification of the above — the 'old fellow', 'old chap', meaning nobody in particular and only used as below.

Ex. *wancishana uNtswebo wantsando! noNtswebo waFuyile ku ukuwaneisha kaNtswebo!* he was stingy, was Ntswebo, the wretched old chap! why the Old One (or my grandmother) died, giving us directions that there you will find stinginess, with Ntswebo.

**Ntšuču**, ukuti (ukuthi), = _ntsucula_; _ntsucuka_

**Ntsucuka** (s. k.), v. Get wrenched or torn off, as below.

**Ntsucula**, v. Wrench or tear off, as a fresh branch from a tree.

**u-Ntšumbulwana** (Ntšumbulwana), = Ten shilling piece, a half-sovereign; also sometimes ten shillings (T.).

**Ntšundu** (s. t.), adj. Dark brown (of a reddish tint), puce, chocolate, deep or brownish crimson — perhaps from noun _i-nTšundu_. [Pers. zinjār, black; Ar. sīd, pl. of iswād, black; Sw. ekundu, crin-
son; MZT. \( wu-sundu \), black-man; Ang. \( mbundu \), black; Her. \( zorondu \), black].

\( u-Ntununundu \) (s.t.), \( N = u-STununundu \).

\( i(i)\)-Ntsweba or Ntswene (s.t.), \( n = i(i)-Tsweba \).

\( Ntswi, ukuti \) (\( ukuthi; \) s.t.), v. Squeak, like a mouse = \( ukuti \) swi.

\( umu-Ntswe \) (s.t.), \( n \). 5. Olivaceous Thrush (\( Turdus \) olivaceus); also Natal Thrush (\( Geocichla \) guttata).

\( Ntswininiza \) (s.t.), \( v = swininiza \).

\( u-Ntswineiwinizwi \) (s.t.), \( n \). White cotton blanket = \( u-Gampokwe \).

\( umu-Ntu \) (s.t.), \( n \).1. Human being, person, man (in a general sense); person of a Kafr or Bantu tribe (in a particular sense); person of the Zulu-speaking race (not a Suto, or even Tonga — in a still more restricted sense); servant (as of a master), menial, dependent of any kind, subject (as of a chief) [Skrr. \( bhu \), be; \( ma\), mind; Hi. \( mard \), man; Gr. \( thumos \), mind; Cym. \( tuath \), people; Corn. \( tus \), people; Low \( Nig. \) \( ma-du \), people; Nyanye. \( mu-nhu \), man; Her. \( omu-nhu \); Sw. \( mu-lu \); Ni. \( mu-lu \); Ga. \( nu-nhu \); At. \( onyu \); Ha. \( mutun \); Mao. \( lanu \); Sak. \( u-lu \); Mal. \( lu \); Mal. \( swi \); Esk. \( inuk \)].

Ex. \( kukuwa \) umuntu enyanyango, there is somebody at the door.

\( angiyikuleka \) \( umuntu \), I shall not tell anybody.

\( anguna\)\( umuntu \), I have nobody.

\( бануту! \) dear me! do you say so! would you believe it! (mostly used by females) = \( banhika \).

\( abeBungunya \) khabatandl\( abantu \), the white-people don't like the Natives.

\( umuntu \) oqhayi? what kind of a person? \( umuntu \) wakhe Zulu, a Zulu, kus\( iye \) umuntu wa\( lulu \), he is not a person of anything, of any account, is worthless, good-for-nothing.

\( akusikho \) akwe\( kwe\) kwomuntu boko, that is not the behaviour of a decent being or man.

\( akusikho \) akwe\( kwe\) kwomuntu, it is not the food of anybody.

\( sitanda \) umuntu ong\( umuntu \), we like a person who is a person \( i.e. \) of real human feelings, humane, true to the breed.

\( saphika \) bu\( bantu \) abange\( bantu \), we got to people who were not human-beings at all, \( i.e. \) not humane, not worthy of the name, kvakungakab\( i\)\( umuntu \), it (the fetus) was not yet a human-being.

\( wagoyengase\)\( umuntu \), he was no longer a living being \( i.e. \) he was already as good as dead.

\( umuntu \) wesilina (wesifazana), a male person \( i.e. \) a man (or a female).

\( uging\)\( umuntu \) wako, I am your servant, or subject.

\( Bantu\)\( tulu \), it (the \( ixulu \)) is when people look nice \( i.e. \) just before sun-down.

\( isi-Ntu \) (s.t.), \( n \). Human-kind, mankind, whole human race; whole Kafr race; Kafr or Zulu language.

\( u(lu)-Ntu \) (s.t.), \( n \). Outer covering or sac of the bowels or body (cp. \( u(lu)-Su \); \( isi-Su \)); also = \( u(lu)-Mukuzana \). See \( u-Lantu \) [Ga. \( lu-luutu \), belly; Her. \( orw\)\( tu \), body; Reg. \( i-ku\)\( du \), belly].

Ex. \( ye\)\( k\)\( kn\)\( komo \) \( in\)\( nu\)\( ta \)? what a big belly this beast has!

\( ubu-Ntu \) (s.t.), \( n \). Human nature; humanness, good disposition of heart, manhood.

Ex. \( kwe\)\( n\)\( bu\)\( bah\)\( tu \), he has no humanness of heart, no feeling for another.

\( kwenzu abantu betu, \) it is caused by our nature.

\( ixulu \) zohantu, things \( i.e. \) works, property or actions, befitting manhood (as distinguished from those of childhood).

\( umu-Ntu\)\( kazana \) (s.t.; \( s.k. \)), \( n \).1. Common, low-class person, of no position or consequence. Cp. \( u\) Nyogo.

\( u(lu)-Ntu\)\( kazana \) (collect. s.t.; s.k.), \( n \). The common herd, or lot of worthless people of no consequence, of any particular kraal or locality. Cp. \( u(lu)-NTsuizwana \).

\( Ntula \) (s.t.), \( v \). Need, want, require, be without a thing (acc.), whether from poverty, or from mere temporary necessity. Cp. \( swelu \), klonga.

Ex. \( siya\)\( ntula \) cinjwo, we are in want of, have no, clothes.

\( Ntuleka \) (s.t.; \( s.k. \)), \( v \). Get wanted \( i.e. \) be scarce or wanting, as any article of necessity.

Ex. \( iya\)\( ntuleka \), \( y\)\( i\)\( i \)\( i \)\( muli \) \( k\)\( bu \)? is money then scarce or wanting with them (the white-people)? — \( i.e. \) they have plenty of it.

\( u\)\( -Ntulikazi \) (s.t.; \( s.k. \)), \( n = u\) Mayuba.

\( isi-Ntuluntu \) (s.t.), \( n \). Gaoling, or Maxim gun — from the Zulu war.

\( Ntuluz\)a (s.t.), \( v \). Pour out a rapid, unbroken flow of words, scarcely allowing oneself breathing time, as some loquacious persons.

\( isi \) or \( i\)\( -Ntu\)manunta (s.t.), \( n \). Stupid childlike individual who has no brains for doing or understanding anything. Cp. \( isi-Talu; isi-\)Newayimbunu.

\( Ntumazela \) (s.t.), \( v \). Act or do anything in a 'lost', foolish manner, without any understanding, as the above. Cp. \( ntipa\)\( za \).

\( u\)\( -Ntungazi \) (s.t.), \( n \). Certain bush, whose
roots, along with the bark of *u-Mapipa*, are used as a valuable specific for dysentery.

u(ulu)-Nuntu (*s. t*), n. Person with small, blinking, nearly closed eyes.

Ntšhu, ukuti (*ukuthi*), v. Come suddenly or sharply out of anywhere, as a highwayman from a bush or man from a hut = *ukuti ntaqu*. Cp. *ukuti nuke*.

um-Ntwana (*s. t*), n. I. Child, of either sex; applied (mostly in the plur. *aba-Ntwana*) to girls generally, even when adult; also in a particular sense to a ‘prince’, or ‘princess’ i.e. any person (child or adult, male or female) of the Zulu royal house (*i.e.* Cetshwayo’s own family, any of his brothers, and their families); small upper-stone of a Native corn-mill [dim. of *umu-Ntu* — Ga. MZT. Sw. Ngu. and most Bantu langs. *mwa* child; *Nya. mwa*, lord; Sw. *bwa*, lord]. See umu-Ntu.

Ex. ahambe yeceva nje, eng'umutshana? (you think) he should just go alone, he a prince (or princess)?

abantuwa kabako, bas'entsimini, the girls are not here; they are in the field.

*umtshana*, sometimes used euphemistically of the *isi-Kigi*.

um-Ntwana-ka'nohu (**Nohhu**; *s. t*), n. — see um-Ntu.

ubu-Ntwana (*s. t*), n. Childhood.

u(ulu)-Ntwayintwayi (*s. t*), n. Tall, slender-bodied person.

Ntwe, ukuti (*ukuthi*; *s. t*; with prolongation of vowel), *v. = ntweza*.

Ntwele (*s. t*), v. Begin to show light, dawn, as the morning before the *ukubeja*.

Ntwengula (*s. t*), v. Rend, tear, as a piece of cloth (acc.), skin, or paper. Cp. *dabula*; *rebula*.

ama-Ntwenguntwengu (*no sing*), n. Tatters, rags = *ama-Nkiniki*.

u(ulu)-Ntwentwe (*s. t*), n. Tall person; also = *i(ili)-Twatwe*.

ubu-Ntwesi, n. — see ubu-uTwesi.

Ntweza (*s. t*), v. Move forward in a straight steady manner without any bodily commotion, glide along, as a duck on the water, bird ‘sailing’ at rest in the air, water in a full river, or a man walking along with a sharp steady gait.

Ntwi, ukuti (*ukuthi*; *s. t*; with prolongation of final vowel), *v. = ukuti ntwe*.

i-Nūbunubu, n. 3. Anything soft to the body, as a cushion; softly supple, softly pliable in the hand, as chamois-leather, or to the teeth, as sodden meat. Cp. *i-Notonoto*.

**NTU**

Nuka (*s. k*), *v.* Smell (*intrans.*), have a smell, whether pleasant (with *kamma* or disagreeable (with *kobi*); smell (*trans.*) a thing (acc.) or scent by placing before the nostrils (not’ by; sniffing at = *sezela*; nor by mere perception through the air = *zwa*; cp. *nukel*) smell out i.e. discover, expose, point out a disagreeable person (acc.) guilty of evil practices, as does a witchdoctor; hence, generally, lay against a person (acc.) a charge of *takala*ing [Lat. *puteo*, I am rotten; Sw. Her. *nuka*, smell; Bo. *nuka*].

Ex. *ukamba bula lunuka umu*, this pot smells of medicine. *uti wamnuka*, he says he charged him with practising *uku-takala*.

Phr. *inisimu nsekishage wamnuka*, she has finished off the field in no time.

u-Nukako (*Nukakho*), n. = u-Nukan.

um-Nukambiba (*Nukambibha*), *n.* 5. Small tree (Myaris or Clausena inequalis), having strong-smelling inflammable leaves, and roots used for tapeworm.

Nukana (*s. k*), *v.* Lay against one another a charge of practising *uku-takala*.

u-Nukan (*s. k*), n. Light-coloured variety of Kafir-corn (ep. ama-Bele); certain forest tree (= *u-Nukako*).

u-Nukan (*s. k*), n. Wood Hoopoe (Irrisor viridis).

Nûke, ukuti (*ukuthi*; *s. k*), *v.* Do anything in the very tiniest degree, as a nail just emerging by the point through a plank (*cp. ukuti tu*), or a person doing a very little work, making the slightest acquaintance with any study, giving one a mere speck of snuff, etc. = *ukuti manu*, *ukuti nenke*.

isi-Nuke or Nukelana (*s. k*), n. Certain game, a kind of ‘touch’, played by Native children (*with enza*).

Nukela (*s. k*), *v.* Emit or make a smell for a person (acc.) — may be used of anything (nom.) whose smell is strongly perceptible to a person (acc.), the thought in Zulu being inverted.

Ex. *usimukela ngamafuta*, he makes a smell for us with (his) grease (used by him for anointing the body). *simukela ama-futa*, we are raised a smell for by grease.

*i(ili)-Nuku* (*s. k*), n. Person with dirty, disgusting ways or manners, as when preparing food or eating it. Cp. *nukubala*.

ubu-Nuku (*s. k*), n. Dirty, disgusting manners, as above.

um-Nukuba (*s. k*), *n.* 5. Food of any kind
imperfectly cooked so as to be unpleasant eating; person whose good-looking features are only 'half awake', are spoilt by some ugliness or imperfection (cp. ili-Hu(le) = um-Dukwe, um-Nwebele.

Nukubala (s. k.), v. Be dirty, unclean, as a pot or one's clothes (used in perf. = ngeola); be imperfectly cooked (= nyanu).

Nukubeza (s. k.), v. Make dirty or unclean anything (acc.), as above.

isi-Nukunuku (s. k.), n. Any animal, as a goat, etc., with the body covered with long, flowing hair which waves about as it walks; hence, person heavily rigged out with finery or trappings hanging from all parts of the body. See nukuzu; nukuzela. Cp. isi-Notonolo.

Nukuzela (s. k.), v. Cover up the person with trappings or hanging finery, as a young-man fully dressed up for a wedding-dance.

Nukuzela (s. k.), v. Go along with one's long body-coverings flowing or waving about, as above—see isi-Nukunuku = nathuzela.

i-Nukwe (s. k.), n. 3. Berry of the um-Nukwe (C.N.).

um-Nukwe (s. k.), n. 5. Large tree bearing very many berries (C.N.).

um-Numzana or Numzane (m. contr. fr. may), n. 1. Gentleman i.e. kraal-owner of some importance, may-be from the fact of his being a headman by appointment or from the large size of his kraal with numerous wives; hence, applied in courtesy to any respectable Native kraal-owner, or also to any Whiteman of property or position [Sw. mngwana, gentleman].

i-Nundu, n. 3. Certain species of small moth (not applicable to the ili-Bu or other species indiscriminately), very injurious to the skin-dresses of Natives; larva or small caterpillar of such moth; hairy person i.e. having abundant hair overgrowing the body, face, etc. [Sw. noondo, moth].

i-Nungu, n. 3. Porcupine's quill (= i-mVandosi); sometimes used euphemistically of the animal itself (= i-Nyungumbane); (C.N.) also = u-Nyasa [Sw. nyungu, porcupine; Ga. namangunyu].

isi-Nungu, n. (C.N.) = i-lTate.

u(lu)-Nungu, n. Certain snake whose body is covered with small spots; hence, thing, as cloth, with small spots; tiny spot itself; person with very small eyes (cp. u(lu)-Nwatu); very tiny hole or eye, as that of a needle.

um-Nungumabele, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Nungwane.

i-Nungusi, n. 3. Shad-fish (N). um-Nungwana or Nungwana, n. 5. Knob-wood or Wild Cardamom, of which there are two varieties (Zanthoxylon Capense and Z. Thumbergii), used for toothache, snake-bite, paralysis, disinfecting diseased meat, etc.

Nunu, int. used to frighten a person, as as when suddenly holding a snake before him. See nunusa.

Nunu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nake.
i-Nunu, n. 3. Name applied indiscriminately to any wild-animal or other thing that inspires with fear.
u-Nununde, n. Kind of snipe.

Nunusa, v. Frighten a person (acc.) by saying nunu to him.

ama-Nupana, Nupe, or Nupelana (Nuphuma, Nupe, Nupelana — no sing.), n. Dirty, ugly, repulsive kind of person, generally also of weak intellect = ili-Nupungana.

izi-Nupe (Nupe — no sing.), n. Something unpleasant, only as below.

Ex. ungayititi, ugukbunya nesinape, don't touch it (the snake, that girl, etc.), or you will return with something ugly, something you won't like (as may be said in reference to a vicious animal, or a snappish cross-tempered girl).

ili-Nupungana (Nuphanga — also in plur.), n. = ama-Nupana.

Nushu nushu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = neshuza.

i-Nushunushu, n. 3. = i-Neushunewushu.

Nushuza, v. = neshuza.

Nütu nütu, ukuti (Nuthu nuthu, ukuthi), v. = nukuzela.

isi-Nümunutu (Nuthunuthu), n. = isi-Nukunuku.

Nutuzela (Nuthuzela), v. = nukuzela.

u(lu)-Nwaba, n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Nwabu.

u(lu)-Nwabu, n. Chameleon; also = u(lu)-Dwamba.

Phr. aku-gamea ncwaba (N) = aku-gamea iscle — see kutukela.

Nwaboluka (s. k.), v. Go slowly along, like a chameleon = ncwabuza.

Nwabuza, v. = ncwaboluka.

um-Nwabuzelo, n. 5. Kind of fringe worked on the lower side of a girl's head-work frontal or loin-belt, somewhat similar to the ili-Tumhu.

Nwala, v. Do a thing well, as join planks, sew a dress, etc. (C.N.). See nomfikwa.
u(lu)-Nwali, n. Suet, used for making tallow (= isi-Nwegwa), for polishing hut floors and formerly for mixing with dry cow-dung into torches (see ilil-Lo-
dye).  

Nwaya or Nwayela, v. = dwasha; enwaya.  

u(lu)-Nwayela, n. = u(lu)-Dwashela.  

Nwayi, nyai, ukuti (ukuthi). v. Have a roughened, tingling, itchy sensation in the throat, as after eating certain foods; have an 'itchiness' of heart, as when uneasy with desire after something; cause such a sensation in throat, as for food, etc., above = nwayiza. Cp. ukuti hayi hayi.  

Nwayiza or Nwayizela, v. = ukuti nwayi nwayi.  

isi-Nwazana, n. = isi-Newayimbanana.  

u(lu)-Nwazela, n. = u(lu)-Lele.  

isi-Nwazi, n. Certain climbing-plant (Cis-
sus cumefolila) having bunches of black edible berries; also = isi-Nwazana.  

See isi-Renama.  

Nwe, ukuti (ukuthi — gen. prolonged on final syll.), v. Just begin to throw off the darkness of night and show the first greyens of dawn (prior to the ukuti dwi).  

isi-Nwe, n. Nicety, exactness, propersness, all such good qualities as result from care and attention, as shown in the work of a painstaking workman, or of an upright conscientious person trying to make a case, etc. Cp. ukuti swe.  

Ex. umuntu onesinwe, a person exact in every good sense (morally, as in his ordinary doings).  

umu-Nwe, n. 5. Finger [Her. onu-nwe; MZT. mu-nwe; Ga. lu-nwe, fingers, collect.].  

Phr. iyodwa ngomushe inkomo kimi, it is alone on the fingers, is the beast I have i.e. is only one.  

uneminwe uBani, So-and-so has fingers i.e. is skilful, clever in works of the hand, as beadwork, carving, etc. Cp. i-nGalo.  

zin'komo xasa xashiyi 'manene 'mange, the cattle got to leave out one finger, i.e. were nine.  

uku-shaya iminwe, to clap the fingers with a jerk together, as Native women do when stating vehemently.  

Nweba, v. Draw out, stretch, as one might an elastic band (acc.) or a piece of gum; stretch out, straighten out, as a crinkled cloth by pulling it, a basket by pulling abroad its sides; stretch out, take further abroad, enlarge, exaggerate, spread abroad, as a field when enlarging its dimensions, or an affair when exaggerat-
ing it; plait a rope (acc.) of grass or fibre (cp. pota; see um-Nwebo) [Sw. wamba, stretch].  

Phr. uku-nwebo onehlo, to draw out the eyes, i.e. look in a drowsy, besotted manner, as one intoxicated or very sleepy.  

um-Nwaba, n. 5. White Milkwood tree (Minimops Caffra); also = um-Nwebo.  

Nwebeka (s. k.), v. Get drawn or stretched out, as above; be stretchable, elastic.  

Nwbelele, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Look with drowsy, dreamy, besotted eyes, as a sleepy-eyed person or one intoxicated = nweza.  

um-Nwbelele, n. 5. Sleepy, dreamy-eyed person, as above (= um-Ndweza); also = um-Nukuba.  

um-Nwebo, n. 5. Rope or string plaited in the ordinary way of two or three separate strings. Cp. um-Nyabo; nweba.  

Nwbu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nwebuka; nwebula.  

i-Nwebu, n. 3. Thin outer-covering or skin, as that cast off by a snake, peel of thin-skinned fruit, the outer grass-skin or sheath of tambootie-grass, or any light flimsy-textured cloth. Cp. um-Ebuzo.  

Nwebuka (s. k.), v. Get torn, or be tear-
able, as below = ukuti nwebu.  

Nwebula, v. Render or tear apart anything readily yielding to mere pulling, as an old worn-out blanket (acc.), skin that has been dressed till threadbare, or a piece of rotten paper = ukuti nwebu. Cp. cosula.  

i-Nwebunwebu, n. 3. Thing that easily gets rent or torn apart by slight pulling, as above.  

ama-Nwele (no sing.), n. = ama-Dhlingosi.  

u(lu)-Nwele, n. Single hair, of man (cp. u(lu)-Dosit); certain shrub (Suther-
landia frutescens), common along do-
nga and river sides [Li. lw-weba, hair; Sw. Hinz. n-webu; Suk. n-njile; Kag. njile; Gu. njili; Ru. njili; Go. lu-njile; Nyam. njile; At. into].  

i-Nwenwe, n. 3. Pearl-muscle (C.N.).  

Nwpe (Nwpepa), v. Scratch, tear with the claws, as a cat a person (acc.); abuse right and left, tear to pieces with abuse.  

Nw̃i, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Stretch oneself out, as after a sleep; lie stretched out at full length; (C.N.) begin to dawn (see ukuti nwe). Cp. ukuti twi; u(lu)-Kwikwi.  

Nw̃i nwi nwi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Stretch out one's legs (figurat.) i.e. climb up with agility or quickness, as up a tree or hilly ascent.
Nx', int. supposed rendering of the sound 'x' made by a vexed man, and only used as below. See nxapa.

Ex. mus'ukut'i nx'a kim'i, don't be saying x at me.

Nxā, conj. or adv. If; when = uma.

umu or i-Nxā (in plur. freq. ama-Nxā or i-Nxā), n. 3. or 5. Side i.e. part of a thing on one hand or the other; half; party or faction (when the whole is divided into two divisions); all the descendants, or any one of them, of a same father and mother, i.e. of the same hut or division of a kraal or family. See i-Nxanye, uf(lu)-Ilangoti [Her. omu-ko, side or direction].

Ex. nxibuka amanxaxa amabili, ubuka-uni? you look at yourself on both sides or hands, what are you looking at? — as might be said to a person regarding the sitting of his dress on both sides of the body.

esonteceni sibekzinyxaxa amabili, in church we sit in two divisions, some on one hand, others on the other.

bebekzinyxaxa wabo, they were sitting according to their own side or party.

oramunxa umunxaxa xena na? of which side are you? — as in cricket or a fight.

si'munxa munye naye, we are of the same side or branch of the family or ancestral kraal.

Nxāda, n. Tack or bind loosely together for temporary necessity, as, when building a hut, a few temporary wattles are bound crosswise to hold together the parts, or a few layers of grass are temporarily placed over the framework to answer before the permanent thatching, or when tacking a rush-mat or dress previous to sewing, etc. Cp. hida.


isi-Nxādi, n. Person whose head drops habitually to one side, as some cow girls.

i(li)-Nxahi, n. Bull castrated when already of adult age and having served cows.

i-Nxākunxaka, n. 3. See i-Nxanxanka.

i(li)-Nxała, n. Red rhebuck or roebuck (Cerecapra Lalanidi).

Nxanela, v. Seek strongly to get or have a thing (acc.), desire (with effort) to obtain, be after a thing with desire, as a boy seeking desirously after cattle (not merely passively desire or covet = fisa).

i-Nxantela, n. 3. See i-Nxantela.

Nxanxaxa, v. Coax an animal (acc.) to stand quiet by scratching or patting it, or removing ticks from it = nganqa.

i-Nxanxatela, n. 3. See i-nXanxatela.

Nxanye, prep. = nilanye.

Nxapa (Nxapha), v. Utter the interjection x, expressive of vexation or dislike, as Native men do. Cp. neimfa.

i(li)-Nxapepa (Nxaphapha), n. = i(li)-Nxapepea.

Nxasa, v. = nxusa.

Nxashana, adv. = nxa.

Nxayipi (Nxayiph)u, adv. Where? = pi, kupi, etc.

u-Nxazonke (s. k), n. Person who takes all sides, agrees with all parties in a dispute. Cp. u-Vamazonke.

i(li)-Nxele, n. Wound; plur. ama-Nxele, certain body pains, in the sides and between the shoulders, arising from intercostal neuralgia, pleurisy, pleurisy, rheumatism, etc., and regarded by the Natives as a specific disease. See ama-Ngywe.

um-Nxele, n. 5. Small or single piece of fibre or tendon. See u(lu)-zi; u(lu)-Sinya.

i(li)-Nxeleha, n. Left-handed person; ox having one horn up and reeding, the other down and round before the face; also ox with both horns bending slightly round before the face one above the other (cp. i(li)-Godhla; i(li)-Xonzo).

isi-Nxele, n. Left hand (the right being esokuposa or esokudhla, or as below).

ubu or uku-Nxele, n. 'Left-handed' direction; left-handedness.

Ex. ngesohnzel, with the left hand.

ngakwesohnzel, on the left hand of (with na or kwa) — on the right hand being ngakwesohnzeni or ngakwesokuposa.

i-Nxeleha, n. 3. Person who has killed another, gen. in battle, and who, before returning home, must first perform certain ceremonies to purify himself of the evil taint (see qunya); assegai that has killed a person, as in war, and which is afterwards carried by the owner with the blade pointing upwards, not, as is usual, horizontally in the hand = i-nGwazi [prob. from some obsolete root — cp. Xo. nxweleha, wound in a battle].

i-Nxemu, n. 3. — see i-nGxemux.

i(li)-Nxenge, n. Small bird, resembling the i(li)-Niyane.

Nxenxa, v. (C.N.) = nxanxa.

i-Nxenye (fr. i-Nxa and enye), n. 3. The one side, part, or half, as of a slaughtered buck, or party. See i-Nxa.

Ex. nxenye thambe noBani, nxenye yahamba noBani, one half (of the buck) went
NXE

i-Nximfi, n. 2. = i-Nximfi.
isi-Nximfi, n. = isi-Nximfi.
i(li)-Nxiva, n. Kraal-site, whether prospec-

tive, at present dwelt upon, or (the most freq. use) old and deserted.

Ex. ngixa 'kneela inxixa lokwaka, I come to ask a site to build upon.
inxixa elihle leli es'ake kulo, it is a good kraal-site where we are now living.
P. o'manxiwa kawamili 'mbuya — see i-nBuuya.

i-Nxobongo, n. 3. See i-nXobongo.

i-Nxonxo, n. 3. See i-nXonxo.

 Nxotoza (Nxothoza), v. Look down with
shame, be ashamed, as one whose pri-
vate faults have been publicly exposed = kopoz.

i-Nxovanxova, n. 3. See i-nXovanxova.
i-Nxozza, n. 3. See i-nXozza.
i(li)-Nxuluma, n. Any large kraal, i.e. con-
sisting of a large number of huts. Cp. isi-Tumutumw.

um-Nxuma, n. 5. Native 'sucking-bottle',
formed of a little bag of skin with a
small hole at the bottom through which
the infant sucks, the mother holding
the bag suspended before her breast; a si-
milar thing used for young goats, etc.

Nxusa, v. Ask a favour of a person (acc.),
as that he do something for another =
nrasa. Cp. neenga.
i(li)-Nxusa, n. Messenger of the Zulu king
i.e. anybody sent by him with a mes-
 sage or order.

um-Nxwazibe, n. 5. Certain plant resem-
bling the isi-Kwali, whose long root is
pounded for fibre.
i-Nxweleha, n. 3. = i-Nxeleha.

i-Nxwemvu, n. 3. See i-nXwemu.

Nyå, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do, or be done,
completely; be finished entirely; often
equivalent to Eng. adverbs 'completely,
thoroughly, entirely, altogether' = ukuti
she, ukuti sile, etc. [Ha. da, entirely].

Ex. ummbila ns'ete nya, the mealies are
now entirely finished.
sekanyamalele nga, it has now altogether
disappeared.
i'xinkomo ns'uti nga ummbila ka'Bani, the
cattle have completely cleared off the
mealies of So-and-so.
angisamboni, ns'ete nga, I no longer see
him, he has vanished outright.

Nya, v. Discharge excrements, blood
(ace.), etc., from the bowels, stool — the
word is not liked in polite conversation,
when kipa, ukuya ngapandhlile, etc.,
would be used [Her. nia, stool; Sw. Bo.
nya, fall, as rain = Z. u].

Phr. nafika wanya wanya intamba lapa
skaya, he came and discharged all kinds of
dirty speech here in the kraal.
NYA

inya indoni (or okutsundu) namakirene (or nokumdkwe), he evacuates indoni berries (or, black things) and wild-figs (or, and white things) — applied to a great liar, given to falsehoods of every description (sometimes used with uku-lekuta).

P. yanga, yadhla (inya), it (the dog) stoole and then ate = the dog returned to its vomit — as may be said of a girl who, after having rejected a sweetheart, subsequently returns to him.

i(li)-Nya, n. Desire in the heart to pay somebody or something out, to make up for what loss or harm it has caused, such as experienced by a diligent person who has found himself prevented from doing the work he had set his heart on and so retains in his heart a feeling that on the morrow he will 'have it out of the work' or make it pay for its rest yesterday, or in a similar manner of a man who has had to go hungry one day but makes amends when he comes across food, or of a person who retains a spiteful, revengeful feeling against another; (C.N.) = i(li)-Nyelo; plur. ama-Nya (no sing.), the belly or underparts of a snake, hence used gen. for things or matters that ought to be concealed, as being of an unpleasant nature.

Ex. ngeminya lomsebenzi, I have an angry feeling or determination to do some work which has had to stand to-day, make up for it (when I can get to it again).

sengikipe inya lexolo (lokulamba), I have now expelled the determination-to-make-up (for hunger) of yesterday — as a man might say after having at length come across a good meal.

way'ekipena inya (or way'epind'inya) kuqwe, he was having his revenge on him (actually or metaphor.).

inya yabekisa amanya pesula, the snake turned over on its back (lit. made its underparts look upwards).

wayze amanya abo, he exposed all their ugly private doings or affairs.

i(li)-Nya (pron. i-i-Nya, the prefix being long), n. Complete clearance and consequent emptiness, entire finishing off — mostly used in the form ngenyana, as below. See ukuti nga.

Ex. inzi kuni inyabekisa lapa, kobo inya, if you put your firewood here, it will be a matter of complete disappearance (you'll find nothing left).

nya inyabekisa lapa, ngarekibona ugenya, if you put them here, you will find them only as an empty spot i.e. all gone.

u(lu)-Nya, n. Absolute destitution of tender feeling toward's others, hard-heartedness, callousness of suffering, and (in a more positive sense) consequent harshness, uncumbersome severity, as when one sees the property of another being wasted or destroyed without any concern, or who passes a person helpless in suffering in a cold unconcerned manner.

Ex. uya ngonyana lowe'mantu, he is unfeeling, harsh in his treatment, cruel, is that man.

Phr. uya lehasha luyapindana, ocelebaksi lupindana ngocengeni (or ngomli), the harshness of young people brings other harshness back, that of old women is repaid in the matter of snuff (or fire) — as might be said by one man to another, who has been guilty of some ungracious action towards him, and insinuating that his retaliation will be like that of the 'young-people'.

Nyaba, v. Hold the hand (not both hands together — see kanyeza) hollowed in order to receive something (ace.), as a handful of amasi; plait or twist a rope or string (ace.) in a loose (not tightly, closely drawn) manner (cp. qotona).

um-Nyaba, n. 5. Hand held hollowed at the palm, as when about to receive a handful of something (cp. u-Kweshe); also = i-Nyanda (though mostly so used by women).

Nyabalaza, v. Let slide down the throat bodily, gulp down in a mass by opening the throat wide, as any draught of nasty medicine or other thing one does not want to taste = nyambalaza, lambalaza, nyanyalaza.

Nyabalazi, ukutl (ukuthi), v. = nyabalaza.

Nyabela, v. Make a person hold the hand hollowed to receive, i.e. give him (ace.) a handful of something, as amasi (with nga).

isi-Nyabo, n. An obtaining easily, without any effort — only used adverbially as ngesinyabo = nyeeze.

Ex. esihonge eku wena inyana izanisa imini yingesinyabo, among the whitemen a person gets money for a mere nothing.

isi-Nyabula, n. Small child or infant still too young to have any consciousness (lit. one who stands while lying down).

i-Nyabule, n. 3. A bare thing, smooth-surfaced thing, thing free of surface irregularity or unevenness, as a head totally bald (= i-mPungwanga), a spot on the veldt bare of grass (= u(lu)-Quvata), a sleek cow or smooth-skinned dog; person who slips easily through life, with no 'angles' about him to get chipped, applied to one who has a body always free from disease, always an
even-tempered cheerful heart who emerges smoothly from any danger, who comes from the mother's womb free of any taint, etc.

Ex. *waphuma ey'inyabule*, he came out quite smoothly, unscratched, unharmed.

**Nyafu nyafu**, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti nyamfum nyafu.

**Nyafuzu**, v. (C.N.) = nyamfuzu.

**Nyaka (s. k.), adv. = nyakuna.**

(iii)-**Nyaka** (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = ama-Nyikwe.

**u or um-Nyaka** (s. k.), n. 3. Year i.e. from the commencement of one spring to that of another; sometimes applied solely to summer season or season of field-work; also nowadays applied indiscriminately among educated Kafirs for any completed twelve months. Cp. *nyonyaka; nyakenye; nyakumunye; nyakana* [Sw. Ga. Bo. etc. mwaka; Ha. siekara; Galla. yogga].

Ex. nyaka wanonyaka nubi, the season this year has been bad.

**ama-Nyakabana** (s. k.), n. Anything dishevelled, all tossed up and about in disorder, as a disordered head of hair, a fowl with the feather's all ruffled (gen. by nature), a hut with the thatch all thrown about by the wind, or the unkept beard of a man.

**Nyakafula** (s. k.), v. Scold or rate a person (ace.) with strong abuse, gen. of a painful, personal nature.

**Nyakama** (s. k.), v. Make a wry or distorted face, as after drinking nasty medicine, at a disgusting sight or offensive person; make a grim, morose, scowling face, as one angry; come over ugly, have the countenance ruffled or distorted (metaphor.), as the sky when threatening black clouds are gathering previous to rain. Cp. phwaqa.

**Nyakambisa** (Nyakambhisa), v. Moisten anything dry in order to soften it, as grain (ace.) or rushes by sprinkling with water when grinding or weaving; deceive by fair words; talk falsely but fairly i.e. talk by habit in a false, double-toned manner; as a person who, having talked something injurious about another, afterwards, when charged therewith, explains his action away by fair 'moistened' words intended to deceive = nyambisa.

(iii)-**Nyakambisa or Nyakambisi** (Nyakambhisa or Nyakambhisi), n. One given to deceiving by fair words, or who after having spoken badly of another and subsequently charged therewith, explains away his action by soft, fair words = (ii)-Nyambisi.
Ex. nyakomanye womanye or nyakomanye kwanyakomanye, third year backwards, or forwards.

Nyaku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = nyakula. Nyakula (s. k.), v. Remove a thing (acc.) stealthily so as not to be heard or known, whether simply in order not to disturb the hearer, in order to make away with or steal it, or for any other purpose. Cp. eba.

Nyaku nyâku, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nyatu nyatu.

Nyakuza (s. k.), v. = nyatuza.

Nyala, v. Lick, lick up, clean off with a sweep of the tongue, as a child licking a plate (acc.), or the food left thereon, or as a cat licking itself [Her. nyanga, lick up].

ama-Nyala (no sing.), n. Any disgusting thing, affair, or action, as dirty manners in dealing with food, any filthy bodily act (as of an obscene nature), disgusting talk of any description, or any horrible, abominable, ugly matter or event. Cp. i(i(t)-Cilo.

i-Nyala, n. 3. Species of antelope (Tragelaphus angasi).

Nyâla nyâla, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nyalaza. i(i)-Nyâlanyala, n. One who moves the eyes about in an ashamed or guilty-looking manner, as below. Cp. i(i)-Shalashala.

Nyâlaza, v. Move the eyes about in an ashamed, guilty-looking manner, unable to look people in the face, as one conscious of having done wrong = nyebesa. Cp. nyenwza; nyze; shalaza [Sw. nya-ta, sneak].

i-Nyali, n. 3. Falsehood (C.N.).

i(i)-Nyâlînyâli, n. Double-faced, double-tongued person — see nyaliza = i(n)Tewaxa.

Nyâliza, v. Put out and move about the tongue, as a snake, or a double-faced child putting out the tongue at somebody behind his back; hence, act or talk in a double-faced, deceiving manner, appearing as a friend before one’s face and acting as an enemy behind one’s back (cp. nyakumbisa; i(i)-Nyâlînyâli).

Nyâlula, v. = nyakanya.

Nyâluti, adj. = nyawoti.

u-Nyaluti, n. = u-Nyawoti.

i-Nyama, n. 3. Flesh, meat; often used for the bodily substance of a thing generally, as the pulp of fruit, the wood of a tree; hence, sometimes adverbially, as below, meaning ‘self, in person’: plur. izi-Nyama, fleshiness, bulkiness of body in man or beast (lit. the different ‘fleshes’ that are put on to fill out the body and make it plump and robust) [Hl. mams, meat; Ar. lehun; Lat. caro; Her. o-nyama; Sw. Bo. Ga. nyama; Ba. niama; Nyanye, inama; Lu. nama; Son. ham; Ha. nama; Bush. an; Wol. yapa].

Phr. ingama endlebo, fat (of meat). ingama chomien, lean (of meat).

nyokmika ingama emnyoka, I will give you the flesh of a snake i.e. something nice that you have never eaten before — as might be said to a child when coaxing it to do something.

umuntu onenjama eyimhlubumhlubu, a generally disliked, unpopular person. See is-Anyane.

lushiwo nyâge ingama yake, it was said by him himself, with his own lips.

wakloka enyamoni, you hit in the body i.e. struck the nail on the head, hit home, said or did exactly what was wanted.

nyiy’ingama enyamani, (or shin’loko) kobo, I am a choking bit of meat to them, i.e. death, a hateful morsel to them.

kusakula ivinyama, the bulk of the body is still filling out, as might be said of a growing boy.

intrinyama beyo’ndoda, he is well filled out, of stout bulky build. is that man.

isi-Nyâma (Nyâama), n. Black storminess of the sky, as when a severe storm is gathering — only used as below; applied also, as below, to a person furiously angry. Cp. um-Nyâma.

Phr. selihlewe (or seligande) wesinyama, it (the sky) has darkened with a black-storm (as of heavy thunder, a cyclone, etc.); or in reference to a man in a furious rage.

um-Nyâma (Nyau ma), n. 5. A reddening or darkening of the skin, appearing in long stripes or patches on the breasts, legs, etc., gen. about the time of the attainment to puberty.

um-Nyâma (Nyau ma), n. 5. — see um-Nyâma.


um-Nyamati (Nyamathi), n. 5. Certain large tree, a kind of essonwood (Ekebergia Capensis or Meyeri).

i-Nyamazane, n. 3. Any wild animal, as lion, hyena, etc.; in a more particular sense, such as are eatable, mostly, though not necessarily, of the buck species; skin of any such animal, dressed for wear; any of a certain class of diseases supposed to be caused by ‘animal’ medicines or charms, as the sinking of the
fontanel (from spurious hydrocephalus) in an infant, or the i(li)-Zembe sexual diseases in men, or abortion in women, etc. Cp. isi-Lwane [Sw. nyama, animal; Ba. niama; Mor. nlo].

N.B. When a child is born it is washed and immediately held in the smoke of burning animal charms, comprising a small particle of every possibly obtainable animal of ill-luck. It is afterwards given to drink of the same. This is supposed to act as a prophylactic against all kinds of i-ngamavane disease which it may have contracted while in the womb. Should the child grow up to enjoy sound health, it is said zapelela i-ngamavane (they were all rightly combined, were the animal-charms); but should it grow up e.g. to be more or less stupid, it is said kwekama izovude (there was too much of the water-rat), and so on.

Nyambalaza (Nyambhalaza), v. = nyabala-

Nyambalazi, ukuti (Nyambhalazi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti nyabalazi.

Nyambisa (Nyambhsisa), v. = nyakambisa.

i(li)-Nyambisi or Nyambisi (Nyambhsisi), n. = i(li)-Nyambisi.

Nyamfu nyamfu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nyau-

i-Nyamfunyamfu, n.3. Thoroughly indolent person, too lazy to do anything for himself (= i-Nyoka); mealie-grains boiled till sodden and burst = ama-Nyikwe.

Nyamfuza, v. Turn about, as a lot of maggots (cp. nyakaza); eat or champ any food (acc.) with the mouth unbecoming-

Nyamfuza, v. Turn about, as a lot of maggots (cp. nyakaza); eat or champ any food (acc.) with the mouth unbecoming-

Nyamfuza, v. Turn about, as a lot of maggots (cp. nyakaza); eat or champ any food (acc.) with the mouth unbecoming-

Nyampu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.), v. = nyam-

Nyampuza (s.p.), n. Quick doer, sharp workman who gets a job done in no time.

Nyampuza (s.p.), v. Do in one rapid movement, instantaneously, in a jiffy, as lightning when flashing, a noisy crowd becoming instantaneously silent upon an order from the chief, or a workman finishing off a job in an unusually short time.

Ex. wasiniwe kati nyampu (or wanya-

Nyamu nyamu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nya-

Nyamuza, v. = nyanyateka.

i-Nyanda, n.3. Long, bulky bundle, as of firewood, wattles, grass, etc., for carrying on the head = um-Nyaba; cp. i(li)-

i-Nyandezulu, n.3. Certain green snake, with black markings about the neck and sides, regarded when young as a messenger (cp. u(lu)-Nyandhla) from a royal or very high-class i-dhlozi — see i-Mamba [Ga. noandayalla, bright green snake].

u(lu)-Nyandhla, v. Man sent with a secret message, as to warn another of approaching danger = u(lu)-Qunga, u(lu)-Baaga.

isi-Nyandolo, n. = isi-Nyandula.

Nyându, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make open or expose the interior parts of the pudenda, as a girl sitting indecently (= rwan-

Nyându or Nyanduza, v. = ukuti nyandu.

i-Nyandula, n.3. Person with no front teeth and who exposes the gums (= see ukuti nyandu) when laughing = i-Nya-

isi-Nyandula, n. An irritable, angry-tempered person who will 'show the teeth' at one if touched or spoken to = isi-

Nyànga (Nyaanga), v. Do or work with skill, in an expert, clever way (seldom used) [Sw. ganga, doctor].

i-Nyànga (Nyaanga), n.3. An expert, one skilled in any handicraft or profession; hence, one skilled in medicine, a doctor (eyokwelapa); one skilled in necro-

is-Nyamo, n. Very small infant (= i-Nyabalala); an adult of a stupidly quiet nature, with not a word to say (cp. isi-Tuli); (C.N.) young imphunzi or other buck.

Ex. banye 'kubula enyangeni, they have gone to consult the witch-doctor.
i-Nyangana, n. 3. Moon; month (lunar); euphem. for the monthly flow of a female (see yeza, potela); white mark on the nail or sometimes the tooth of certain people ( = i-ImVa) [Skr. masa, month]; Ar. 'ammar, moon; Hi. chand; Mamb. angue; Kag. m-lenjo; Ma. claba; Bul. i-pau; Snk. bunzawa].

Ex. inyanga iyebwasa, the moon in just appearing, as on the day of the new moon; ilwes, it has appeared, as a new moon in the first day or two; is'il'wesu, as in the first quarter; is'il'wanye or is'il'winyene, it is now full moon; is'il'pokile or is'il'wene, it is in the last quarter; is'il'valile enyoni or is'il'valile eni, it is towards the end of the last quarter when the crescent gets to lean down flat towards the east, not standing vertically as before; is'i-l'bonuma, it is the last day before disappearance, or sometimes also, it is already full; is'il'we, it has gone or disappeared; ng'o-lumnyama nambha, it is the black or very dark day to-day i.e. the one immediately following the moon's disappearance, and with the Natives a day of solemn retreat, abstinence from work and pleasure-seeking; ng'o-lunholo nambha, it is a white or brighter day to-day i.e. the second after disappearance of moon and one immediately preceding its reappearance, upon which the Natives are free again to work; is'il'weyasu, it is coming in or appearing; is'il'weke inyoni, it is laughed at by the chattering birds i.e. when setting just before sunrise.

ubu-Nyanga (Nyaangana), n. Skill, as of an expert of any kind. See nyanga.


i-Nyangisisa (Nyangaingisa), n. 3. Very clever, skilful doctor.

u or um-Nyango (Nyaango), n. 1. or 5. Storehouse for shields, built like a small hut standing on the top of stout poles perhaps ten feet long and reached by a kind of ladder; wicker shelf built inside of a hut for the same purpose = i-mPulo-
lane.

um-Nyango, n. 5. Doorway; (C.N.) people of one family when several descend from one ancestor (see u(li)-Zalo, umu-Nya) [Po. nw-yango, doorway; Sw. Ga. Ya.
m-lango; Bo. tanga].

um-Nyani, n. 5. Ear of Kafir-corn when empty after threshing (cp. isi-Koba, u(li)-Gaba); also = il(li)-Gebe.

isi-Nyana, n. = isi-Coto.

Nyanka (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = nyonka.

um-Nyankomo (s. k.), n. 5. Kind of soft, lawn-like grass (Eleusine indica) common outside kraals,
um-Nyateliso (Nyatheliso), n. 5. Present of a beast, etc., offered to the chief as above.
i-Nyato (Nyathelo), n. 3. Certain shrub whose leaves are used medicinally for stomach pains and for killing lice.
i-Nyati (Nyathi; sometimes short), n. 3. Buffalo; sometimes applied to a very strong man [Sw. nyati; Bo. nyate; Her. o-nyati; MZT. inyati; Ba. nzali; Di. niar].

P. ask'nyati y'aktule wa'lole, there's no (old) buffalo that was ever got better of by its calf.

inyati ibusuwe kwalapomubi, the buffalo is enquired about from those further on = you should seek your information from those who have better knowledge, more experience.

ubu-Nyati (Nyathi), n. Ornamental band of plaited buffalo-skin worn round the head by young-men. Cp. isi-Pandhla; isi-Panga.
i-Nyatuko (Nyathuko), n. 3. = i-nDhlela (the word was originally used in Zulu- land to hlonipa the name of the chief induna u-Ndhlela, and is now only used for hlonipa purposes by women).

Nyatu nyatu, ukuti (Nyathu nyathu, ukuthi), v. = nyatusa, ukuti nyaku nyakan.

Nyatuza (Nyathuza) v. Tread gently or softly, as in order to avoid noise, as a thief, or when walking over sharp cutting objects = nyakusiza.

u(lu)-Nyawo, n. Foot; footprint; footstep. Cp. ili-Zwane [Sw. nayo, sole of foot; Bo. lu-ayo, footstep; Her. o-nyo, foot of animal; Ngu. lu-ayo, foot; Kamb. n-nyai; Kag. i-yayo; Mo. nyoi].

P. nyawo akho'mpunulu (or akho'mpho, buy'imppunte nje), the foot has no nose (or particular direction), or it has no eyes, it is just a blind thing — and may at any time fall in just there where it didn't want — used as a threat to a man who has refused food to a stranger and meaning that some-day he himself may just chance to come to the stranger's kraal, when he will be similarly treated.

u(lu)-Nyawo-lupezu-kwolunye (h.p.; s.k.), n. Certain whelk-like sea-shell (also fish therein) — used medicinally for dropsy of the feet and disease of the uvula.

u(lu)-Nyawo-lwenkuku (s.k.), n. Variety of the ili-Dumbi lakwa Zulu having long-shaped tubers.

Nyawoti, (Nyawothi), adj. Ox, etc., of a light brown or light mud-ly colour. See mdaka; ndubu.

u-Nyawoti (Nyawothi), n. Kind of millet, occasionally grown by Natives.

Nyaza, v. Speak disparagingly of a person, as by saying that one who has been very liberal, has given nothing (C.N.).
u-Nyazi, n. Small kind of broad-mouthed basket, made of grass and furnished with a lid or covering, and used for um-caba.

lu(lu)-Nyazi, n. = um-Buni; (Mod.) sometimes used for electricity.

P. nyitale nyonyazi (lwezulu), you would take it like lightning (if you could get it) — expressing the strong admiration and desire of a person for any fine thing.

Nyazimula, v. Lighten, discharge lightning, whether sheet or forked, as the heavens (i-zulu); have sharp, shooting pains anywhere in the body = nyazimula, baneka.

Nyazimula or Nyazimulisa, v. = nyazimula.

Nye, adj. One; another; freq. meaning simply 'a'; plur. abanye (amanye, etc.) some; others [Skr. anya, other; eka, one; Pers. aniya, other; Gr. hen, one; Hi. ek; Bu. weka; MZT. mui; Kag. Her. mwe; Sha. Li. etc. mwe; Nyam. Ga. mu; Sw. etc. mosi; Zir. etc. moso; Cong. mosh; Com. monisi; Ibo. mna].

Ex. umuntu umuntu (or emuntu), one person.

umuntu omuntu, another person.

nginiye omuntu ukamnja, ngitele lokunji, give me a pot, that I may pour this in.

abanye kabako, some are not here.

bapi abanye? where are the others.

mweni nyabanye, enter one by one.

byatale nyabanye nje, they receive just by single ones, singly; or by odd ones, just one here and there.

omuntu nomuntu, one and the other, one another.

sangena kwamuntu amanzi, safumonisa kuphunca ukhwele, we entered a (or a certain) kraal, and found them drinking beer.

si'ibanye nobo, we are one with them i.e. of the same set, family, origin, etc.

amanzwi ezimpamibili zombili ab'e mangye, the words of both letters were the same.

sipura amanzi manye nobo, we drink the same water as they.

leta amanye (amunzi), bring some more.

isi-Nye, n. Bladder, of man or beast [Her. oty-ene].

ubu-Nye, n. Oneness; unity, unanimity.

Nyëbe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nyala nyala.
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Nyebeleza, v. = nyibiliza.
Nyebelezeaka (s. k.), v. = nyibilizeka.
Nyēbelezi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nyi-
bili.
Nyebeza, v. = nyalaza.
isi-Nyefu, n. (C.N.) = isi-Nyemfu.
Nyelufa v. (C.N.) = nyemfuza; also nyi-
mfiza.
isi-Nyeko (s. k.), n. An abnormal bulging
or swelling out, as at the bottom of a
gourd where one side is much larger
grown than the other (causing it to
stand slanting) or at the bottom of a
basket when one side of the bottom has
been knocked in, or of the one side of
a person's face (or other part of the
body) when enlarged with a glandular
swelling, etc.

Ex. kupume iinyekenyeka enzimbeni wo-
ule, there have come out swellings or tumours
all over the body.
i-Nyēkenyeke (s. k.), n. 3. Thing hanging
loosely, about, straggling or scattered
disorderly, as a rope not taut, the strings
of a bundle, or the bundle itself, when
carelessly bound, a dishevelled head of
long hair, etc.; also applied to 'dirty,
disorderly-looking little bits of food',
such as might be prepared in a poor
low-class kraal.
i-Nyekevu (s. k.), n. 3. House-cricket (=
um-Nyezane; cp. isi-Hlonono); lazy,
stay-at-home person; hiccups in children
(= i(li)-Twabi).
Nyēkeza (s. k.), v. Make a thing (acc.) so
that it hang loosely, disorderly strag-
gling about, as a rope or binding of a
parcel when allowing it to hang loose,
or the bundle itself when not folding it
tightly, or a head of long hair when
discomposing it; begin to spread out in
mop fashion the hitherto bunched to-
gether flower-tuft, as maize (subsequent
to the uku-gobodisa); grind grain (acc.)
roughly, 'merely scattering it loosely
about', as for beer-brewing (not for
eating — cp. qota; nyimiza; ggakaza);
perform, as girls, the former custom of
'pulling about', along with the boys,
the entrails of an ox slaughtered for
them, and then taking the 'straggling'
pieces of bowels to the old women of
the kraal to be eaten by them.
Nyēkezeka (s. k.), v. Get, or be, so loosely
hanging about, etc., as above (used in
perf.).
i-Nyēkezo (s. k.), n. 3. Dough roughly
ground for beer-making, as above.
um-Nyēkezo (s. k.), n. 5. Part of the en-
trails of an ox eaten by the old women
of a kraal, when a beast has been slaught-
ered for their daughters, as at the
uw-omulu, marriage, etc. — a cus-
tom now in disuse. See nyekaze.
Nyēla, v. = enyela.
Nyēla (Nyela), v. Relieve the bowels into
or at.
Phr. ngiyenyela inthlela! you have 'sne-
ed' on the path (therefore pay for it to us
passing on the way) — as is commonly
cried out by passers-by to a person in
the vicinity in possession of infe and from whom
they request a 'stick thereof.
(i(li)-Nyēla or Nyēlo (Nyela or Nyelo), n.
Dross, of iron in the smelting (mostly
used in plur. ama-Nyelo); the 'dross'
of a family — applied to a good-for-no-
thing, ugly child among a family.

X.B. Iron-dross is ground and used me-
dicamente for menstrual pains.
i-si-Nyela, n. Defect, spot 'out of joint',
not as it ought to be (X).
um-Nyēla or Nyēle (Nyela or Nycele), n. 5.
Dark stripe on the belly of some Na-
tives from the pubes to the navel
(cp. um-Tala); (C.N.) strip of grass
left after a field is burnt.
um-Nyelankobe (s. k.), n. 5. Mealie or mbe-
le grains boiled under a layer of meat.
u(lu)-Nyele, n. (C.N.) = um-Nyelele.
Nyelela, v. = ukuti nyelele.
i-si-Nyelela, n. A stealthy going, so as to
be unnoticed — mostly used adverbially as
ngesinyelela.
Nyēlele, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Steal along in
a quiet, unnoticeable manner, as a draught
or still breeze; hence, slip, slink, or
sneak along, as a person wishing to
evade being seen or heard; steal, slip,
or slink away or out of, as from a hut
or gathering; steal or slip into with-
out being noticed = ukuti nybelezi,
yelela. Cp. nyenya.
um or u(lu)-Nyelele, n. 5. Gentle wafting
breeze striking cool, a zephyr; draught
of air (i.e. the gentle, noiseless blowing),
such as is felt through a key-hole or
beneath a door; certain green grass-
locust.
Nyelezela, v. Bear young, as a dog only.
Cp. zala; hiänza.
i-Nyelezelé, n. 3. Dog that has littered
and is still suckling the young. Cp. um-
Illzane.
(i(l)i)-Nyembane (Nyembhane), n. Kafir Na-
tive of the Inhambane country.
i-Nyembe (Nyembhe), n. 3. Malicious feel-
ing or talking against others in secret
or behind their back; person of such malicious nature; (C.N.) assegai that has killed a man (= i-Nxeleka).

Ex. kako, i-Nyengele, there is a malicious person somewhere in the kraal (working secretly against its other inmates by talk or otherwise). Cp. i-Nyendhle.

u(1u)-Nyembezi (Nyembhezi), n. Tear (of eyes); soft part just below the lower eyelid [OHG. zahor, tear; Ga. ziga; Sw. chozzi; MZT. mesozi; Her. c-hoszi; Son. che, cry tears].

Ex. ukho-kala (or kipa) ingembei, to cry.

isi-Nyemfu, n. One slow to move; hence, a lazy indolent person, slow to move when called or get off to work; unenergetic, 'lazy' child who gets up or moves the body with reluctance; an infant unusually slow, in learning to walk.

Nyemfuza, v. Make a child (acc.) be an isi-Nyemfu as above, as a mother is supposed to do by becoming pregnant again while it is still at the breast.

um-Nyemu, n. 3. Person of a shy, quiet, modest, reserved disposition.

(i(l)-Nyömunyemfu, n. Person whose eyes keep always on the flutter from shyness or nervous agitation, as some children when speaking to an elder.

i-Nyendhlane, n. 3. Certain 'hump-backed' sea-fish (N).

i-Nyendhle, n. 3. House-cricket (Acheta domestica = i-Nyekezu, um-Nyezane); a secret poisoner or evil-doer within the family-circle itself (= um-Tukati wase-kuya; cp. i-Nyembe) [Ga. nyengezi, cricket].

i-Nyengelezi, n. 3. = i-Nyengelezi.

Nyengelezi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nyengelezi.

i-Nyengelezi, n. 3. South-African Weasel (Pereglagale albinucha); applied to a sly, sneaking person, given to stealing and other bad practices.

Nyena, v. Go in a sly, secret, stealthy manner, so as not to be noticed by others (acc. with el-a form); hence, steal, slink, sneak off, away, into, around, etc., as a person leaving the kraal or his party in a secret way, without their knowing or seeing it. Cp. ukuti nyengelezi; ukuti nyengela [Sw. nyala, sneak; Bo. nyala, stalk game].

Ex. inqingsingisela ngempela, he sent privately or slily to me a secret messenger.

u(1u)-Nyena, Nyene, or Nyenye, n. Dogwood (Rhamnus prinoides), used medicinally for 'smoking' ambele in the field so as to charm away evil influences, for rubbing into sprains, etc.

um-Nyenyeko (s. k.), n. 5. (C.N.) = umu-Tele.

Nyeneza, v. = fathaza.

Nyenyëza (Nyenyëza), v. Whisper, speak in low undertones, so as not to be overheard by others.

Ex. kweqweqweza ukutie, he gave me a whisper or quiet intimation that, etc. (as when giving one a secret or hint). See hlebelo.

i-Nyenyezulu, n. 3. Certain plant, used for smearing on a stick or stone stuck up about a kraal to drive away lightning.

Nyepa (Nyepha), v. Be damp, have a moist feel, as a slightly wet cloth; he enervated, have a 'strengthless' feeling, as the body (used in perf.); (C.N.) be enervated with fat and dirt, as the face of a Baeu Kafir.

Nyöpe, ukuti (Nyöpe, ukuthi), v. = nyepa.

i-Nyevu, n. 3. Habit of backbiting; a backbiting or talking ill of others behind their backs (see nyevuza); (C.N.) person with very protuberant, double under-lip.

Nyevuza, v. Backbite a person (acc.), speak ill of him behind his back so as to detract from his good reputation.

i-Nyewe, n. 3. Moderation, calmness, patience, long-suffering (C.N.).

Ex. bagisibha, sizambe inyewe, they afflict us, but we take it quietly.

bashumayela inyewe, they speak calmly, temperately (opposed to bashumayela nyangunhlaba).

kesele-inyewe nje, it is still kept quiet, not yet openly talked about.

nyewe-inyewe, to act calmly, quietly.

i-Nyewo, n. 3. Talk about others behind their back, backbiting (with kuluma), calumnious slanderous talk.

(i(l)-Nyewu, n. A grinning idiot — see nyewuza; plur. ama-Nyewu, very soft over-boiled mealie-grains (= ama-Nyikwe).

Nyewu nyewu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nyewuza.

Nyewuza or Nyewuzela, v. Move about the cheeks and lips in an involuntary manner as if constantly grinning, as do some silly people (the action being caused by involuntary contraction of the facial muscles). Cp. nyanyateku.

Nyze (only used in reflect. form with zi), v. Feel conscious, have a sensation of shameful or reproaching self-knowledge come over one, as a person who has done some wrong, or when people are
making very transparent hints or remarks about one. Cp. zi-Neinza; nyaboza; nyuela.

Ex. ngiyasingeza, senqal bagakulana ngani, I have a consciousness that they are speaking about me.

Kanti kabasingezi na? and have they no consciousness i.e. no self-feeling of shame or reproach (about their action) = and are they not ashamed (the thought, however, not referring to the facial shame, but to the interior uncomfortable feeling).

Uvingezi-ai? what do you feel conscious of? - as might be said sarcastically to one who has taken a hint to heart.

(i)-Nyela, n. Kind of sweet potato, originally planted in Zululand = um-Iluza.

u-Nyezane, n. Variety of imFe, now seldom seen.

um-Nyezane, u. 5. Certain tree, Cape Willow (Doryalis rhombooides), having acid edible fruit, and a twig of which is worn about the head as a charm by a warrior who has killed a man; house-cricket (= isNyetshute) [Ga. nyengezige, cenda].

u or um-Nyezi, u. 1 or 5. Moonlight [Sw. Ga. mwezi, moon; Her. mwe-eze; Ngu. mwelezi; Ko. mweli; Ku. mwezi; Ya. mwezi; Tu. ukwedzi; Nyamb. ukwezi; Ru. kwezi; Nywe. weli].

Nyiba, v. Slip or sink out of, draw back out of, as of taking part in any general action, out of an agreement, out of an iscalu, etc.; slip out, slip back, become loose, as the portion of string forming a knot, or making a binding (= nyibilika); begin to feel loose or relaxed, as the bowels at the commencement of an attack of diarrhoea (= nyipa).

Nyibilika (s. k.), v. Become loosened, relaxed, no longer stiff or tight, as the portions of string forming a knot, the crust of burnt porridge at the bottom of a cooking-pot when saturated with water, or a dry hide after being laid some time beneath dry cowdung.

Nyibilikisa (s. k.), v. Make get loose, relaxed, supple, as above.

Nyibiliza, v. = ukuti nyibilizi, nyezela, nyomuna.

Nyibilizeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti nyibilizi, nyezela, nyomuza.

Nyibilizi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Slip or slide out, pass out smoothly, as a grass-stalk from its sheath when pulled, a cooked bean or dumbe from between its skins when pinched, a stake when drawn out of muddy earth, or a child when expelled with ease at birth; slip away (without being noticed), slip out, as a man stealing out of a hut or sinking away from a company = nyibilizeka, nyezela, nyomuna; make so slip or slide out; hence, draw, pull, push, expel, etc., smoothly out, as the grass-stalk (ace.), etc., above = nyibiliza, nyezela, nyomuna. Cp. ukuti nyebele; nyenya.

Nyiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = nyikiza.

i-Nyiki (s. k.), u. 3. (C.N.) i-Nthamba.

u(lu)-Nyiki (s. k.), n. Person with very small hips. Cp. u(lu)-Zuza.

Nyikinya (s. k.), v. = nyikiza.

Nyikanyika (s. k.), v. Labour along with difficulty, in a toilsome manner, as one hoeing alone in a large field thickly overgrown with weeds, making an almost fruitless effort = shikoshikeka.

i-Nyikinyika (s. k.), u. 3. Anything loosely bound together, having a 'shaken-about' appearance, as a badly tied bundle.

Nyikiza (s. k.), v. Make to move about, be loose (not tight, or firmly fixed), or to shake, as a bandage (ace.) on the neck or arm when too tight by stretching it somewhat, or a post when too firm in the ground by pulling it to and fro, or any rickety article by pushing it slightly; hence, shake, shake about, loosen, anything, as above = nyikinga, nyokaza, nyokanya. Cp. lhikizu.

(i)-Nyikwe (s. k.), n. A thoroughly indolent person, too lazy even to move himself; plur. ama-Nyikwe, pancreas or sweetbread, of cattle —supposed to cause easy parturition when eaten by females.

(i)-Nyimfinyimfi, n. One habitually careless, untidy, disorderly in all his work or actions, making merely a mess of all he does = (i)-Nyomimfonyomfo.

i-Nyimfinyimfi, u. 3. Anything badly done, or made a mess of, as a badly built hut, badly made mat, badly bound bundle, etc.

Nyimfiza, v. Do in a faulty, careless, untidy manner, make a mess of, as an incapable workman when building a hut (ace.), a careless girl when grinding grain so as to 'spoil' it, or a slovenly person 'messing about' clothes, mats, etc., putting them in disorder = nyomfiza.

Nyinya, v. Squeeze or crowd together, as when placing sitters or dancers (ace.) too close together; squeeze or compress into narrow space, as a tight corset the body (ace.) of a woman; hence, give one no belly space, i.e. stint him (ace.), give
an insufficient quantity of food to fill out (= guba); inconvenience a person (acc.) so that he cannot speak out or openly, stop his mouth, as a person whose presence or over-hearing is undesirable. Cp. minyanisa.

Ex. le'tibanishi liyanginingya, this coat is too tight for me.

winyingunya ubantu? by whom were you hindered or inconvenienced (from speaking)?

Nyinyeka (s. k.), v. Get so squeezed up, crowded together, inconvenient in speech, as above (used in perf.).

Ex. singinyekile inisibenzwa, we are crowded inconveniently, hampered by (many) works.

Nyinyipala (Nyinyiphala), v. Be, or look, unhappy, in an unpleased state, as a person living uncomfortably in a kraal where he is ill-treated, or as one rendered sad by some family-sorrow (used in perf.).

Nyinyita (Nyinyitha), v. Press down upon heavily, weigh down, as a heavy burden a person (acc.) who carries it.

Nyinyileka (Nyinyitheku), v. Get weighed or pressed down, as the person above.

Nyipa (Nyiphala), v. Feel a sensation of inflammation or burning uneasiness in the bowels, premonitory of an attack of diarrhoea = nyiba.

Nyisa, v. Make to discharge oil, as monkey-nuts or castor-oil berries (doub. ace.) by pressing. See nya.

isi-Nyisi, n. = isi-Sindabiso.

um-Nyobolozi, n. 5. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Nyobonyobo.

Nyobo nyobo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nyoboza, nyobozela.

u(lu)-Nyobonyobo, n. Any long, narrow body of a limp, loosely-hanging nature, as a long narrow strip of meat, a long snake, or a tall weak-bodied person. Cp. u(lu)-Nyobonyobo.

Nyoboza, v. Loose one's rigidity of countenance, become limp, i.e. become abashed, rendered strengthless with shame, as a man whose secret fault has been exposed before the crowd.

Nyobozela, v. Have to do with anything of the nature of an u(lu)-Nyobonyobo, as a person eating a long thin strip of meat (acc.); go along in a limp, loosely hanging manner, as a tall weak-bodied man, or as one overcome with shame or loss of spirits.

Nyobuluka (s. k.), v. Get stretched or drawn longly out, as a worm, or a length of rope when laying it out at full length, or paying it out continuously; go along, or rise up, in a slow, slungish manner, as though being 'drawn out'.

Nyobulula, v. Stretch, draw, lay anything (acc.) out in a lengthy manner, as above.

u(lu)-Nyobonyobo, n. Anything of a narrow, limp, long-drawn-out nature, as a worm, long rope, tall slender man, etc. Cp. u(lu)-Nyobonyobo.


ama-Nyoka (s. k.), n. Name sometimes applied to intestinal worms. See isi-Lo.

i-Nyoka (s. k.), n. 3. Snake; thoroughly indolent person, too lazy to do anything (= ama-Nyikwe); one rendered utterly useless for work by some chronic infirmity [Skr. ukuza; snake; Sw. Bo. nyoka; Her. o-nyoka; MZT. inzoka; Ga. nyoja; Ya. ojoka; Chw. noha; Ang. nitoja; V. ka].

Plur. nyokunika inyama yenyoka — see i-Nyama.

nyingambekela nenyoka, I could place a snake for him (on his path) — expressive of great hatred.

'tambo buyoka hlabolonzudayo; lihlaba libolile, bone of a snake, pierce him whom thou hatest! it (a snake's bone) pierces when rotten (i.e. long after the snake itself is dead and gone) — a curse expressing deadly hatred.

wen'esenyoka (or usi'esenyoka), he makes it (or says) one of a snake — makes it out as terrible as a snake = he makes a mountain out of a mole-hill.

N.B. The Kafirs dislike the very name of a snake; therefore when one is bitten, it is frequently said unhlatshwe awenka (he has been pierced by a thorn), or unhlahe uhlwe (he has been noosed by the grass).

i-Nyokayabafazi (s. k.), n. 3. Name sometimes applied to the i-nKambapanzi and the i-nKume.

u-Nyoko (s. k.), n. Thy, or your, mother — used gen. without the poss. adjx. [Gu. Ga. nyoko; Her. o-nyoko; Mamb. yangible, mother; Bush. no; Bar, yango].

u-Nyokazi (s. k.), n. used for u-Mameka-zi q.v. in 2nd. pers. sing. and plur.

u-Nyokokazi (s. k.), n. used for u-Mamekazi q.v. in 2nd. pers. sing. and plur.

u-Nyokuli (Nyokokhuthi), n. used for u-Mamekulu q.v. in 2nd. pers. sing. and plur.

u-Nyokolumo (Nyokokhuthi), n. used, in Natal, for u-Malume q.v. in the 2nd. pers. sing. and plur.

u-Nyokozala (s. k.), n. used for u-Mamezala q.v. in 2nd. pers. sing. and plur.

ubu-Nyolo, n. Deceptiveness or false appearances put on through shame or
fear, as a person fearing to eat to satiety in company, or a heathen who pretends to be a Christian when alone in Christian company = ubu-Qhashiya. Cp. ubu-Mbulu; i-Mbulu.

i-li-Nyloha, n. Sly, sneaking, deceptive person, gen. given to mean tricks, stealing, etc.

Nyoloza, v. Act deceptively or put on false appearances through shame or fear, as above = qhashiya. Cp. mbulusa.

Nyoluka (s. k.), v. Coast dialect (abakwa-Mhetwa) = vela [Xo. nyolula, draw out].

um-Nyoluka (s. k.), n. 5. Slough coming from the heart of a tumour (C.N.) = um-Suka.

isi-Nyombo (Nyombho), n. = isi-Nyombolo.

um-Nyombo (Nyombho), n. 5. Soft central portion or 'heart' of a thing, as the core of a cow's horn, pith of a reed, soft end of a blade of grass when drawn out from the sheath, or the slough squeezed out from the centre of a tumour. Cp. u-Mongo.

isi-Nyombolo (Nyombhola), n. Unpopularity, a being generally disliked, whether through unattractive appearances or repulsive character (gen. among young men, girls, etc.) = is-Anywane, is-Anyu, is-Anyu. Cp. isi-Munyu.

Nyombuluka (Nyombhuluka), v. = sombuluka.

Nyombulula (Nyombhulula), v. = sombulula.

i-li-Nyomfonoyofo, n. = i-li-Nyomfinyimfi.

i-Nyomfonoyofo, n. 3. = i-Nyomfinyimfi.

Nyomfoza, v. = nyimfizu.

Nyomo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nyibilizi.

Nyomuka (s. k.), v. = nyibilizeka.

Nyomula, v. = nyibiliza.

i-li, or mostly in plur. ama-Nyonga, n. Loin's or lower part of back, just above the buttocks = i-li-Qolo.

i-Nyonga (plur. izi or ama), n. 3. Prominent part at the top end of the thigh bone, felt projecting below the hips, the trochanter major. Cp. i-Nqulu.

u-li-Nyonga, n. Cripple (properly one with some deformity or chronic injury about the thigh-joint, so as to be caused to go lame or in crippled manner).

Nyongaza, v. Walk in a crippled manner, as above.

i-Nyongo, n. 3. Gall; gall-bladder; used also for bile, or biliousness [Bo. nyongo, gall; Her. o-nongo].

Ex. unenyongo, he is bilious, has the bile out of order — which being a common symptom of fevers, etc., is erroneously held to be a specific disease by the Natives, and for it a strong purgative (hence freq. termed umati unenyongo) is generally taken.

Phr. ukukanye inyoni (or uNdlela) inyongo nestinge, So-and-so has now put on (or made himself carry on the head) a gall-sac and bladder (like a witch-doctor, who is a very important and awe-inspiring personage when dressed out therewith; the witch-doctor, however, only wears the small gall-bladder, whereas the person here referred to wears also a much larger urine-bladder) = So-and-so makes himself out very big, has a very exaggerated idea of himself.

wamandhla ukwenyongo yenqate, he cast off like the gall of a buffalo (which is of evil repute and so carefully thrown away backwards out of sight) = he threw her away like something horrid — expressing absolute abandonment; also used of a lawsuit going thoroughly against a man.

i-Nyoni, n. 3. Bird; bird's feather, as worn as a head-ornament [Gr. ornis, bird; O. Ir. en; Sw. nyoga, feather; Ga. nyonye, bird; MRZ. i-jumi; Ya. i-jumi; Fe. si-nodi; Mamb. nari; Lur. wingo; At. eye; Mpo. nyoni; Malg. voronai].

Phr. ukukanye inyoni, to be cast out (as excrement) by a bird — a bird merely passing its droppings and there leaving them = to be utterly discarded, be quite alone (used of a person left absolutely without a friend, or, one who, metaphorically, is quite alone, with no compeer, as to his beauty, etc.).

ukungweza inyoni (or ukuba wenyongo), to be or become anxious, nervous, mentally uneasy about anything. See i-Nyr.

as'i 'inyoni izinhabha, we don't know which birds will eat it (the amabele) = we don't know how our crops will turn out, or, don't know whether we shall still be here to see them ripen.

inyoni ishayelwa abakulu, the bird is killed for the great ones of the kraal = they get all the good things brought there by their children.

inaqikwishha 'inyoni zabantu'be, he won't eat the birds (brought home) by his children = he won't live to enjoy any benefit from them.

i-Nyoni-agiyonnde, name given to a certain 'regiment', as it were, of cattle belonging to Cetshwayo, and kept by him partly at the Undini kraal and partly scattered about among the people.

i-li-Nyoni ezikhulu inyongama, name given to the u-li-ve regiment

N.B. A common Native glee, sung in parts or choirs by young people, and in a
i-Nyonicco, n. 3. A crafty person, artful dodger = o'ntele z'ostwa mura.

ubu-Nyonicco, n. Cunningness of action, artful dodgery, as above.

Nyonna (s.k.), v. Sneak a thing (aw.) away, take of another person’s goods in a stealthy, sneaking manner, as birds from other boys’ traps, firewood cut by other women, etc. = ukuti nyonkoloti.

Nyronkolota (Nyonkolotha), v. Scowl at a person, as a father at a child (acc.) when reproving it by a look; also = nyonka.

Nyony indian, ukuti (Nyonkolothi, ukuthi), v. = nyonka.

(i-li)-Nyonti (s.t.), n. Long thin fold or wrinkle of skin on the body, gen. about the waist, of a person (not the thick folds of fat = um-Vingga). Cp. (i-li)-Shwawu; um-Bimbi.

Nyonya, v. Be in a downcast, abject, timidly unhappy state of mind, from persecution, a cringing fear of a tyrannical master, etc., as an ill-treated, dispirited menial (used in perf.).

Nyonyoba, v. Go softly and stealthily along, steal along, as a cat towards its prey, or a thief entering a kraal at night. Cp. nyatuza; nyenya.

um-Nyonyoba, n. 5. (C.N.) = uma-Tele.

Nyonyoboza, v. (C.N.) = nyonya.

i-Nyosi, n. 3. Bee; also = i-nTateli; plur. izi-Nyosi, ‘honey’ in the general sense, implying both the juice (= u(Iu)-Ja) and the comb (= (i-li)-Kekebo), which is also eaten; last regiment formed by Shaka, of the boys left behind from the uBalule campaign [Her. o-nyati, bee; ou-Iy, honey; Ga. nu-bisi, honey; njuki, bee; Sw. nyuki, bee; Reg. njuki, bee; buki, honey; Ngw. i-busa, bee; Xo. u-busi, honey — cp. Z. ubu-Si].

P. (izinyosi) zikhululwana, they (bees) eat their own honey = a person eats that which he has prepared for himself; having made his bed, he must lie on it.

inyosi ka’zadongwe, a ‘huge’ bee — applied to a large kind of black and red hummelbees, drone-bees, etc.

Nyova, adv. Back-foremost, backwards (in motion) = nyovane [Sw. nyuma, backwards].

Ex. uku-blekha nyova, to go backwards or back, as a person or wagon.

uka-wa nyova, to fall backwards.

umukuti kutira ngendelela nyova, they say an umukuti enters a kraal back-foremost.

Nyovane, adv. = nyova.

u-Nyovane, n. Name given to a child born by a breech-presentation.

um-Nyova, n. 5. (C.N.) = umu-Iy.

(i-li)-Nyøvunyova, n. 3. Person who muddles and mixes up everything, putting people and affairs in a general confusion.

i-Nyøvunyova, n. 3. Mixed up, muddled affair, not to be understood or disentangled; any long, extended thing, as a train of people, long snake, or a tall slender person; a ‘great’ thief, lazy person, etc. (with yesela, etc.).

Nyovuza, v. Knead together, mix up by kneading, as cattle the mud in a kraal, or a woman clothes (acc.) in a washtub, or (metaphor) an affair or people so that they come to misunderstanding; also sometimes = nyevuza.

isi-Nyu, n. = isi-Anywane.

umu-Nyu, n. 5. Compassion, feeling of pity or sympathy, as for one suffering. Cp. um-Hawu [Skr. mannya, courage; Avest. mainyu, spirit; Her. omu-nyanutima, compassion].

Phr. ngenjuna isipho bekukono ludhi umunyu, I found (there) an immense number of cattle.

KwStambani isunu kwa idhi umunyu, at so-and so’s the sheep are in vast numbers.

Nyuba, v. Take means unkindly advantage of, treat in an unsociable manner, as boys might another (acc.) of a quiet delicate nature who doesn’t readily take to robust exercise, by despising him, making fun of or ill-treating him.

u-Nyube, n. Person who doesn’t mix freely with others, as one who is morosely unsociable, disobliging and going alone, or one who, through being of a delicate, quiet, retiring nature, has no taste for mixing with others in noisy or robust exercise.

Nyuku, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = nyukuza; nyukubala.

Nyukubala (s.k.), v. Rise or swell up, as the encrusted dirt in a cooking-pot or the coating of cow-dung on a hut-floor when saturated with hot water; swell or be puffed up angrily, as the face of a cross man; be swollen up with dirt i.e. covered with a coating, scum, or crust of dirt, as a filthy shirt, or the body of a dirty boy (used in perf.).

Nyukubalis (s.k.), v. Make rise or swell up so as to become loose and easily removable, as the dirt (acc.) encrusted on a pot, the scabs on a sore, etc., as above.
Nyukumala (s. k.), v. = nyukubala.
Nyukunya (s. k.), v. = nyikiza.
Nyukuzu (s. k.), v. = nyikiza.
Nyumba (Nyumba), v. Become barren or sterile, as a cow or woman.
Ex. lese'silole singumile, savyunyisa činkunzi, this heifer has become barren, it was made so by the bulls (excessively covering it).
i-Nyumba (Nyumba), n. 3. Barren person (male or female) or animal, whether totally so or become so after having already given birth; beat with a hole too small for the needle to pass through = u(lu)-Dhololo [Ga. gumba, barren; Sw. ki-nyumba, concumbine].
Nyunda, v. Injure the reputation or good name of a person (acc. with ela form), as by slandering him, etc. Cp. nyenzena.
Ex. nyazinyandula pakuti kwabantu, he is getting himself a bad name, destroying his character among the people.
isi-Nyundi, n. One who by slandering talk, injures the good name of others.
Nyündula, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = nyundula; nyunduka.
i-Nyundu, n. 2. (C.N.) = i-Nunda.
um-Nyundu, n. 5. Thing protruding or sticking out, as below.
Nyunduka (s. k.), v. Protrude, stick out, as anything that should be properly within out of sight, as a mealie-cob from a badly packed bundle, a boy's shirt from a rent in his breeches, or a conspicuous swelling on the body.
Nyundula, v. Make so protrude or stick out, as above.
umu-Nyuzu, n. 5. Fermented (i(li)-Yambazi.
i-zi-Nza = see u(lu)-Za.
Nzaka (s. k.), adv. = see i-Nzaka.
Ama-Nzi (no sinj), n. Water; applied in a jocular way to u-Tshwalu; also the seminal discharge of a man, as below; used also as adj. in the form manzi and meaning 'wet, wetty, moist; liquid; fresh or green, as vegetables or firewood; plausible, finely deceptive, as a cunning tongue, or as below' [Skr. vāri, udan, water; Hi. pani; Ar. majād, aman; Lith. vandus; Goth. watin; MZT. manzi; U. aminzi; Be. amensi; Tu. ama-dzi; Nya-l. ama-ndi; Sw. maji; Ze. mazi; Bo. mazi; Kam. masi; Khu. ma-lse; Ku. mashi; Gi. masi; Ya. me-si; Kag. medji; Ko. medipi; Nywe. ashi; Her. om-e-va; Gu. nyanja, nyanza, broad sheet of water; Kar. nianza, lake; Ga. nianja, lake;
Za. lu-anda, river; Co. i-anga, lake; Bag. mani, water; Mor. isi, water; Co. ma-yi; Fan. mashiti; Ba. ibali; Lur. pi; Batta. be; Adam. bi; At. ile].
Ex. ingubo yami ise-manzi, my blanket is still wet or damp.
Phr. nyi-manzi, nyingenye nyanza boko, I am moist (of body) i.e. I am feeble, without strength, I could not carry that.
unumbakazi ka'Banzi 'manzi, the nice, tender, delicate (i.e. dainty) female-child of So-and-so.
vukosini kuyathlila ukuhluka oku'manzi kudela, at the chief's place there is eaten only nice, delicate, dainty food (as amasi, meat, beer, etc.).
uto oku'manzi, a wet i.e. soft, tender thing = a girl (C.N.).
uku-shagwe amanzi = uku-shagwe (i(li)];//bako (q.v.).
uku-kupuka emanxini = uku-kupuka izi-bukweni — see (i-li)-Zibako.
uku-la-la ngamanzi — see lalu.
uku-baka (i(lu)) emanxini, to regard anything as impossible of attainment, unattainable. See bamba.
uku-hlaa emanxini — see lala.
'ni asiye ngaphume, sin'amani, you're saying something! do you want us to go off toward one side, are we then water (that we can be led about in any direction other people may like)? — said by a person who prefers to hold his own opinion, and refuses to be led away blindly by others.
N.B. A cowrie-shell is sometimes used to indicate 'water' by a bone-doctor when divining.
Nzima, adj. = zima.
i-Nzima n. 3. = i-Nzimemnyama.
ubu-Nzima, n. = ubu-Zima.
Nzimakazi (s. k.), adj. Dark-skinned, only of girls or cows.
Ex. abantu'banguma (ba'nzimakazi) bokwe, all his children are black-skinned.
i-Nzimakazi (s. k.), n. 3. Dark-skinned girl, or black cow.
Nzimana, adj. dim. of nzima, hence, heavyish, rather important or difficult, etc.
i-Nzimazana, n. 3. Small black cow or heifer.
i-Nzimemnyama, n. 3. Black ox.
i-Nzingamawa or Nzingamaweni, n. 3. = i-nFene.
Nzo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do in a firm, determined manner, as when looking firmly at a person (acc.), or when making a statement resolutely, or fixing a post firmly in the ground — nzola.
Nyola, v. = ukuti nzo.
Nzo

O

Oku

Ojalya, v. = jwayela.

Okalya, v. = jwayela.

Oka (Okha), v. ‘Gather’ fire (acc.) i.e. take a supply of it by a bunch of grass, etc., (with nya) from where it is already burning; start, stir up, provoke anything (acc.) that will rise up in fury, as a fight, wild beast, or swarm of bees; thrust oneself uninvited into a conversation going on between other people [Ga. ocha, light, set on fire; Her. yaka, take fire, burn; Sw. waka, flame, burn; Bo. okela, light a fire].

Ex. hamb’ny’oka umililo lapa-ya keetu, go and fetch fire from over there in our hut. (impi) y’okine ubani? it (the fight) was started or provoked by whom? nyafoke us’ey’oka indaba, he just arrives and forthwith takes up (i.e. mixes himself up with) the matter (others are talking about).

Okela (Okhela), v. Bring fire for or to i.e. put fire to, set on fire (trans.), as the firewood (acc.) in the grate, grass on the veld, or a lamp (= tungela); light (intrans.), take fire, burn, as the firewood or grass itself (= lumata). Cp. hita.

Ex. hamba ny’okela brave ‘mabibi, go and set fire to those rubbish-heaps.

is’inkuni lexi kas’okeli, this firewood doesn’t catch fire (it is damp).

us’okelana umililo eentsiye, ilangabili entsiye, you have stirred up for us a blazing fire, an inextinguishable flame — may be said of one who has roused the ire of a loquacious women who won’t cease scolding, or who has irritated a swarm of bees on a hot day.

is’ifokeleni impi, the hostilities have now taken fire. caught on on both sides.

Oksa (Okhisa), v. Cause one (acc.) to get fire (acc.) i.e. send him to fetch it.

Okuba, Okubani or Okwobani (s.k.), adv. = Ukuba.

Okuba, Okokuba, or Okwokuba (s.k.), adv. If that, if it be or were that. See ba.

Ex. okwokuba bekubanibe uMus, bekuya-
Okuhle (s. k.), int. Good fortune! good luck!—used as salutatory wish to the ama-Dholoxi when slaughtering a beast for them, etc., thus—okuhle kakulu nina 'bakiti! (much good fortune to you, you of our family!); or as a charm-word by men who, after having killed and eaten a buck caught in a hunt, pat the ama-Seko or three hearth-stones which supported the cooking-pot, saying okuhle kakulu okwamomuso! may the good luck of another day be still better! See hele.

Okuti, Okokuti, or Okwokuti (Okuthi; s. k.). That is to say, to wit=loko kuti. See ti.

Ola, v. (C.N.) — See wofa.

Oma, v. Be or become dry, as a washed garment or fresh meals (not as a river = sha); dry or rainless, as the weather (i-Zulu); dried up, withered, as a tree or a leaf; thirsty, as a person on a hot day (in all instances, in perf.).

Phr. um-Mazele u-lukuni owomile, Mazele is still and dried up — said of one who is in a very poor emaciated condition.

uboshwa, (umsondulo) owomile, you are bound tight, (even though the ratten) is quite dry — this is said to a burly bullying fellow who has been defeated in fight by an insignificantly small-bodied individual (owomile) whom he had thought easily to overcome — the parody referring to the umsondulo ratten which though quite dry (owomile) will not snap, but will bind anything up so tight that it cannot break it asunder.

wasiimwe w'oma bune, she just dried up standing i.e. was perfectly dumbfounded, paralysed with surprise, as when caught in the act of stealing anything = omela pezulu.

um-Ombo, n. 5. — see u-Mombo.

Omela, v. Dry up or become stiff for.

Phr wasiimwe w'omela pezulu, she was perfectly dumbfounded, paralysed with surprise, as when caught in the act of stealing, or by some convincing evidence that had been brought.

Uke-onemela (umtondo), to have the penis erect. See qamela.

Omelela, v. Be dried up internally, inside, as any shelled fruit, or scrapings of food left in a cooking-pot; have one's hopes shattered or desires frustrated, succumb with disappointment.

Ex. isigunya lezi see'omelela, this gourd is already dried up inside.

ub or uk-Umi (Oomi), n. Maggot or maggots of meat when fly-blown — a condition much appreciated by the Zulus; hence, fly-blown meat; (C.N. fr. Xo) enjoyment, prosperity, happiness [Ga. buso, marrow; Sw. ubongo, marrow; MZT. bu-Umi, life; Kamb. u-imu, life; Bo. pome, blood].

Omisa, v. Dry (trans), make dry.

Phr. evula l'omisile, the heavens have dried up (the rain) i.e. the weather is very dry, without rain.

Omula, v. Begin to eat amasi after certain periods of abstinence during which, according to Native custom, it has been abstained from; hence, eat food for the first time in any day; (occasionally and by comparison) begin to work among the white-people for the first time — the word, from its connections, is almost confined in its use to females = umula.

N.B. The custom of ukw-omula is confined to females, and occurs chiefly on three or four certain occasions. Firstly, a girl, upon her first menstruation, ceases eating amasi until her father enables her to do so by slaughtering for her an ox or goat, which is termed eyokubelelela tlanga (see latter word) or um-Hlongane. Having now grown up, she desires her 'marriageable' state to be formally recognised by her father. She therefore, upon her own initiative or the advice of her mother, once more ceases eating amasi, in order to draw her father's attention to the aforesaid fact. He thereupon slaughters for her once more a beast, thereby liberating her from her abstinence and acknowledging her marriageable state. This ceremony is the ukw-omula per excellence, and may be regarded as a tacit permission of the father to the girl to look about for a husband. Further, a married woman ceases eating amasi for seven days at each menstrual period, the ukw-omula occurring on the eighth day. And after having given birth to a child, she refrains from eating amasi for about two months and then omula's.

Ona, v. Do what is bad, do wrong, in general conduct; hence, sin; do in a bad, injurious, spoiling manner, as a careless craftsman when working; spoil, injure, damage, as a pot (ace), when making it badly or damaging it in some way;
spoil a person (his good-nature, etc.) by one’s manner of dealing with him; corrupt; wrong or injure a person (acc.) by doing him some ill of speech or action; ‘spoil’ one’s property (acc.) of value by wasting or making ill use of it, as money, stock, etc. [Ga. onana, corrupt; Sw. oza, go bad; Her. ora, go bad].

Phr. ukwe-onela pantsi, to injure without reason or regard, as though it were nothing.

**um-Ona (Oona)**, n. Small weed (Striga co-cinea) with a red flower, very destructive to corn-crops when growing in fields.

um-Ona, n. 5. — see u-Mona.

Onakala (s. k.), v. Be or get spoiled, damaged, injured, as any object or work; be or get corrupted, depraved, as a boy by bad surroundings (used in perf.); go wrong, as any made-up matter, plan, dance, etc., when failing to go through in an orderly fashion. See ona.

Ex. wonekale lo’mfana, this boy is bad, depraved.

kwenakely! there are great goings-on! — an exclamation at anything of an unusual nature going on.

Onakalisa (s. k.), v. Spoil, damage, injure; corrupt, deprave: make go wrong, as above.

**is-Onane**, n. (C.N.) = is-Ona.

Onda, v. Be or become thin, lose flesh largely, as a person or animal (= zaca; cp. shwopa); lose spirit, be depressed, as one’s heart (i-nTliziyo) by affliction or grief; languish with desire for, pine for anything (acc. with ela form); doubt, find fault (= kononda) [Sw. konda, get thin; Ga. koppa, thin].

Ex. engunya, way’onde, he gazed at her (the girl) and languished for her i.e. gazed at her in a languishing kind of way.

**Ondha**, v. Bring up or rear a child (acc.) i.e. provide it with all the necessaries of life, as food, clothing, etc.; cast an eye upon, have a look at one’s traps (acc.) to see how they are working, whether any birds (acc.) are therein; also, sometimes, keep an eye on a person (acc.) when his actions are suspicious or unreliable (= hlozinga).

**um-Ondhi**, n. 1. One who rears a child i.e. provides for him the necessaries of life.

**is-Ondhlo**, n. That which is given in return for the rearing up of a child.

um-Ondhi, n. 5. sometimes, though rarely, used for is-Ondhlo; also see u-Mondhlo.

um-Ondi, n. 5. — see u-Mondi.

**Onga**, v. Be careful with i.e. economical, sparing, as with food (acc.) in time of dearth, or one’s money in expending it; nurse, attend carefully to, as a sick helpless person (acc.), or as young helpless calves, seeing that they get plenty of milk, etc. [Sw. ongoze, eke out, foster; Her. hanga, nurture].

Ex. ukwe-’onga, to be careful with oneself, be attentive to one’s health or welfare.

**um-Ongu** (Oongu), n. Centre of a lump of meat, Kafir bread, or piece of firewood when ‘green’, raw or uncooked; hence, any place or part in such a lump, etc., when raw or uncooked; momentary glare of the sun when breaking out from between the clouds (= is-Angu). Cp. um-Nyombo [Sw. onga, glare].

Ex. in’onga lo’ngama, this meat has raw place i.e. is uncooked in parts.

yek’langa linesongo? oh! the glare of this sun!

um-Ongo, n. 5. — see u-Mongo.

um-Ongozima, n. 5. — see u-Mongozima.

um-Ongulo, n. 5. — see u-Mongulo.

**is-Oni**, n. Damaging, injuring, wrong-doing person, dog, cattle, etc.

**Onaka** (s. k.), adj. = onke.

**Onke** (s. k.), ind. adj. All — often equivalent to Eng. ‘every’, and the radical of all such words as sonke (= si onke), onke (= in onke), tonke (= li onke), etc. [MZT. onse; Sw. ote; Ga. ona; Her. ke; Ang. ese; Chw. othle; Lu. oso].

Ex. onke izingoni ziwezinhlu, all birds have nests, or every bird has a nest.

**um-Ono**, n. 5. — see u-Mono.

**O’onto-ni** (s.t.). What things? What affairs or news? What is it? — a corruption of into-ni (= izinto zini) used sometimes in Natal, not in Zululand. The word seems to be one of those modern mannerisms of speech in which grammar runs amuck and which should be avoided in good Zulu, e.g. o-matshwala, o-shukela, etc.

Ex. o’onto-ni (leko’nda) ozifunayo? what things are they you are looking for = izinto-ni ozifunayo? o’onto-ni na? what is it (you want?) = into-ni na?


**Opa** (**Opha**), v. Bleed, shed blood, as a
wound, or as the blood itself (comp. lameka); exude sap, etc., as a tree (= ilui); keep pouring out incessant talk of any description [Her. haoma; bleed; Sw. foka; bleed; Mamb. ulopa; blood; Bo. pome; blood].

Ex. kuq'apa (or more commonly kuqu'uma) amungolo, the amungolo is being shed i.e. my nose is bleeding (from internal cause, not blow).

evku 'opile etc uke, he being all along on the chatter.

Opela (Ophela), v. Bleed for hence, keep thinking of desirously, as a person's heart on one (ace.) whom he would like to see, or on any much desired object, as beer, etc., or to do anything.

Ex. intiiziyi yami y'ople uBani, my heart is flowing out on So-and-so, is thinking of him with desire.

um-Opelo (Opelo), n. 5. — see u-Mopelo.

um-Opo, n. 5. — see u-Mopo.

Opula (Ophalua), v. = epula.

Osa, v. Roast, as meat (acc.) on the embers, or mealie-cobs placed by the fire; hence, grill; dry up, bake up, as the sun field-crops (acc.); 'make it hot' or scold warmly and lengthily [Skr. osami, I burn; Fe. bosso, fire; Ya. rotsa, roast; Sw. Bo. oka, roast; Sw. and many Bantu langs. u-oto, fire; Mon. guse, fire; Ga. ocha, roast; Her. nyosa, roast].

Phr. utshwala sehongosile, sengati unyama-paza unhlahana, the utshwala has roasted me (i.e. has made my throat quite dry and horne, as it is wont to do after long drinking), it is as though I should like to drink a little meat-broth.

uyakukolwa eyokwosa (inyoma), eyopuke-ka unyama-yabathi, you will be satisfied with the roast (meat), even before you eat the boiled = you will have enough with the whipping I shall give you and won't want any food after — used as a threat to a naughty boy, who, running off from punishment, will afterwards have to return to eat.

Oshi, int. expressing dislike, contempt, etc.

um-Osho, n. 5. — see u-Mosho.

is-Oso, n. Piece of meat, whether a joint or small bit, for roasting; any very hot place, as some localities in the bush-country, or a spot where the sun shines powerfully, or (metaphor.) any 'hot' place where one may expect unpleasantly hard treatment, as in a magistrate's court or before the chief. See osa.

Phr. kumalala, umeso, it is not wrath he has, it is a perfect roaster i.e. something unbearable.

Osula, v. = sula.

Ota (Otha; pass. othiwa), v. Warm oneself at the fire (ace.), in the sun, or (metaphor.) in another's society by paying a friendly visit or enjoying a conversation; inform or lay a charge against a person (ace.) to the chief (with ku = eu) [Sw. and most Bantu langs. mato, fire].

Ex. uyisaga kum'oba umunamana, I am just going to pass a pleasant moment with the headman i.e. pay a friendly visit = uyisageke'koth'umulula ku'umunamana.

akwulo u'lembi, you are always warming yourself.

akwulo isiyakhi, to warm oneself (by sitting) in the sunshine.

Phr. uyisaga kwaNja-go'umulilo, I arrived at where dogs warm themselves round the fire, i.e. not human beings, people without kindness or hospitality, the land of mere dogs that drive away respectable people who may seek a night-shelter there.

ekakhi is'ina'ota omuli (umakuga), u-lempunamanga umelentshuna, this bullock already warms itself at the sun on both sides, at the east and at the west = it is already very old, merely lying out in the sunshine all day, from sunrise to sunset.

ekutiniini hesitwa ukhu belelanganu (or lolhalane), at such and such a place they warm themselves with firewood of the i-langanu or i-lolhane tree, i.e. there is a mutual disagreement or hostility between the different members of the kraal, they are always quarrelling with one another.

Otula (Otula), v. = etula.

ul-Ovane, n. = ul-Ovela.


is-Ovu, n. Small rush or grass bag for carrying field-produce, etc., on the head.

Cp. i'nqgolani.

um-Ovu, n. 5. — see u-Movu.

ul-Ovu, n. Thing that scalds (see nkuti tlo-ron) or burns one that gets touched by it — nowadays seldom used, except metaphorically, of fierceness of temper, or in phrase below.

Phr. uyadhlo abone, uyadhlo isimo yag'obhimi (or xag'obhini or xag'esibini, or (N.) xalabi kaPakalasano), I ate a scalding thing, I ate a honey-beast i.e. a bee — slit by one who has got himself into a hot place, as by marrying a troublesome wife, or irritating a fierce man.

ub-Ovu, n. — see u(nhu)-Boven.

Ovuya, v. Clear or clean grain (acc.) legumes, etc., of chaff, husks, etc. (acc.), by passing it through water so that the
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life — said of one who is insane, lacking what makes one a man, not an animal.

Phr. umulungu otel pa, a pure whiteman
(with no coloured blood in him).
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thing; expressing statement

gave — said of one who is insane, lacking what makes one a man, not an animal.

Phr. Pha (Pha), v. Give i.e. bestow, confer a thing (acc.) on a person (acc.) without price or return (cp. nika); feed, give an animal (acc.) food (acc.); thin out, as mealies (acc.) growing too thickly in a field (= epa); pull out, as grass (acc.) for thatching (= kuthula, epa) [Sk. da, give; pa, feed; Lat. dare, to give; Ar. adda, give; Her. Sw. Ga. Mpo. pa, give; Hlnz. ba; Gu. la; Kus. na; Go. pala; Ra. hela; Ben. pera; Be. bula; Bu. wula; Bo. onka; Ngu. inka; Ma. enjo; Hot. ma].

Ex. umulungu one pa, a pure whiteman (with no coloured blood in him).

8.


P

has in Zulu two sounds: — firstly, an open, aspirated sound, resembling that in the English word 'peg', and distinguished in this book by the sign ph, as in the word phoshora (chatter away); and, secondly, a closed or in- spirated sound, in which the explosion of the letter is withheld at the lips, somewhat as in the English word 'mop', and distinguished in this book by a simple p (without the accompanying h expressing aspiration), as in the word potshora (eject or pour forth).

The former kind becomes invariably softened down to the latter sound wherever it follows immediately after an m (not of course, the separately standing m, contracted from mn, and marked ŋ), as, for instance, in the word impela (entirely) from the verb phela (be entire).

The p, further, becomes changed into an sh, in the construction of the locative case of nouns, as in the word em-tshoveni, from the noun um-tsho-pa (clay-pit); and of the passive voice of verbs, as in the word bosikicela, from the verb bope (bind).

P or Pā, expletive, expressing a feeling of surprise, emphasis, etc., and thrown into a statement somewhat as the English 'you know', 'actually', 'to be sure', or the repetition of the pronoun and auxiliary at the end of a statement — the use of the word is rare and confined to Natal.

Ex. ngati ukubeka, nampa pa sebebeqa, and as I looked, there they were, would you believe it, just coming back.

Pā, ukuti (Phā, ukuthi), v. Be quite or very white = ukuti qwa.

Ex. umulungu one pa, a pure whiteman (with no coloured blood in him).

Pa (Pha), v. Give i.e. bestow, confer a thing (acc.) on a person (acc.) without price or return (cp. nika); feed, give an animal (acc.) food (acc.); thin out, as mealies (acc.) growing too thickly in a field (= epa); pull out, as grass (acc.) for thatching (= kuthula, epa) [Sk. da, give; pa, feed; Lat. dare, to give; Ar. adda, give; Her. Sw. Ga. Mpo. pa, give; Hlnz. ba; Gu. la; Kus. na; Go. pala; Ra. hela; Ben. pera; Be. bula; Bu. wula; Bo. onka; Ngu. inka; Ma. enjo; Hot. ma].

Ex. umulungu one pa, a pure whiteman (with no coloured blood in him)

sengiyipile (ingulube), I have already fed it (the pig).
bengiyipile kupela isiba lami utshani, I had gone to pull grass for my hut.

P, ukupa kuzibekela, to give to eat is to store up for oneself — every good deed will reap its reward.

ukupa 'kudhla, ukuvushana yikuxudumisa, to give to eat is merely to play, but to be stingy is to make oneself notorious, i.e. lose one's good name — said by a man begging or thanking for food in a strange kraal.

isi-Pa (Pha), n. (C.N. fr. Xo.) = isi-Kwepa.

umu-Pa (Pha), n. 5. Stalk of maize with cob (C.N. from Xo).

Pāba, ukuti (Phāba, ukuthi), v. Throw scatteringly or splashingly out or away, as water (acc.) out of a basin into the yard; throw or splash over, as water.
Pour pahlabaskel j
Get Small have banda,
Surround, i,n-
Smash, badhla,
lump out Certain
hence, am

Pafuzi
um-Pafuki
Pafuka
Pacaza
um-Pabakana
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Pahla (Phahla), v. Surround, encircle on all sides, as an impi coming up, a wire
fence, or children greeting a new arrival (acc.) (= haya, kaka); stow away, pack
together, as goods in a basket (with uyo), wagon, or cupboard (comp. hlo-
ku); hold stowed away, as a cupboard (nom.) or basket the goods (acc.)
packed (together in it (= budhla, ba-
wa) [Sw. paka; stow; Her. hava,
stow away].

Pählen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahla-
za; pahlazeka; ukuti buca; let out
suddenly, inadvertently, or abruptly, as a certain word (acc.) sought for, or a
secret that should have been kept quiet = ukuti pahlu; comp. ukuti pahlu.

Ex. we'seqiti paha yonce indaba, there-
upon he blurted out the whole affair.

(iii) or um-Pählen (Phahla), n. 5. Certain
strong-wooded tree along the coast (Brac-
chylona discolor), good for axles, the
alkali in the ashes being used for soap-
making, and the wood of the tree as
tinder; twin (= iii-Wele); plur. ama-
Pahlen, things carried at once in both
hands (= ama-Mhunde, ama-Mhunya)
[Sw. paehla, twin; Her. e-paha, twin].

Ex. ujepete uapoapahla, I am carrying in
both hands, or I have two jobs on hand.

Phr. uku-zala umaapoapha, to bear in
couples, as a goat.

(iii) or um-Pählen (Phahla), n.
5. Certain

um-Pählen (Phahla), n.
5. Small sized tree

in the bush-country (Zyzyphus mucrona-
ta) having hard edible berries — a
deoection of root is used for serofula and
a paste of the leaves for poulticing glan-
dular swellings (= um-Lahlankosi); from
hardness of berries used jocularity
of boiled mealies when very hard.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.

Pahlen, ukuti (Phahla, ukuthi), v. = pahlu-
za; pahtza.
Pahlekeka (Phahlekeka), v. Get thrown, as above.

Pāhu, ukuti (Phāhu, ukūhi), v. = pāhuika.

Pahluka (Phahluka), v. Blurt out thoughtless unconsidered talk, whether of a wild, disrespectful, or merely stupid nature = pafiuka, pahluka.

isi-Pahlukana (Phahlukana), n. Little blurtling fellow, talking as above = isi-Pahlupuhlwanah.

Paka (Phaka), v. Serve out food (acc.), distribute or apportion into the various dishes or pots, as ukhwelwa, potatoes, etc.; hence, distribute, allot things (acc.) generally (= abqa); dispose, post out, as the divisions of an army (acc.) in the field (= raka) [Gr. phago, I eat; Sw. panya, arrange out; paka, dish up; Ga. gaba, distribute—Comp. faka].

Pākā, ukuti (Phākā, ukūthi), v. Be or appear quite white, as the land with snow, or as a white cow = ukuti hu; pakaaza.

i-mPaka (s.p.; s.k.), n. Cat possessed by an un-tukati as a ‘familiar’ and sent by him on villainous errands, as to collect izi-Dwedwe q. v., to suck other people’s cows, etc. = i-nCwabi. Comp. n-Mangobe, ili-Gola [Sw. Knu. paka, cat; Ya. Kamb. n-baka; Hinz. m-paka; Ru. lu-baka; Gu. lu-kaka; Ko. maka; Ga. kupa – the name nyao seems to be that commonest for a ‘cat’ among the Bantu languages].

Phr. n-Matlanye’emene, njengempaka dlanga ngise. Mr. Sent-and-consent, like the cat sent out by its master — said of one who lets himself be led to do anything.

nku-dhleka emukombeni umempaka, to eat out of the unukati cat’s trough = to be of rude, uncultured manners, as one who has not had the cars bored (C.N.).

kobalangingi: y’indaba yempaka uenkaka, they are not on friendly terms; it is a matter of the wild-cat and the fowl.

N.B. This was, no doubt, the original Zulu name for the common cat, whether in the domestic or run-wild state. But in their migrations about the continent when removing to these parts, the Zulus would seem to have left their cats behind, and, coming to a country where there were none, the name fell out of use. Upon their gradual re-appearance, the name was revived, but now with a somewhat changed signification; for the comparative rarity of the animal — they having become a common pet in the kraals only after the advent of the White-man in these parts — now lent a certain ‘strangeness’ to its possession, which ultimately developed into suspicion. Hence the prevalent modern belief and use of this word as above. It is certainly a remarkable fact that, not only in Africa, but also in Europe, cats have been ever associated with witchcraft. For in medieval times, when European witches were as numerous as Zulu abaqwata, the cat was supposed to be the universal ‘familiar’ of the former just as it is nowadays supposed to be of the latter. Indeed, the favourite personification of ‘Old Nick’ was said to be as a black cat!

Pakade (Phakade), adv. Long ago, in ancient times. Comp. e-nDulo.

Ex. abo kwareku pakade kwaypakade or pakade kadala, that happened long, long ago; in old, old times.

Pakama (Phakama), v. Be elevated, raised high, high up, as a man on the top of a hut, as a highly situated locality, or as one hill in comparison with others around it (‘to be high’ simply, as a mountain, would be expressed by i-nDe); be more important, surpassingly large, as one kraal in comparison with other inferior ones around it; be noted, famous, as one doctor more than others; begin to get heated or angry, as a man in a dispute; be loud, raised high, as a person’s voice (most generally used, in all cases, in perf.) [Sw. paa, pando, ascend; paliza, raise the voice; Her. kengama, raise oneself up into sitting posture].

Ex. voza’apakame, abe injingsa nyae, he will get to rise up, will better his position gradually, and become a man of means also.

i-mPakama (s.p.; s.k.), n. Any high thing, as hill, hut, or man.

Pakamisa (Phakamisa), v. Elevate, raise up, as anything (acc.) from the ground; make be high up, be in a raised or elevated position, as by setting a thing (acc.) in a high place; raise, as the voice (acc.); raise a person (acc.) in his position, importance, fame, etc.; extol, exalt, by praising. Comp. fakula.

isi-Pakapaka (Phakaphaka), n. Any very white thing, as a horse, large white eyes, or a very ‘fair’ i.e. light brown skinned Native (a complexion much admired — see ukuti paka, isi-Wanga-wanga, um-Hanga, ili(Gwazi); timid flourried person, of extreme nervousness, as one afflicted with some neurotic disease (= ili-Papuleka).

Ex. imbumbi e’sipakapaka enga ilanga (= engati ilanga) Politora unNqoboka, a girl who is a light-brown beauty, like the sun that used to be bathed in by Nqoboka — a former headman who lived near the coast,
which in the Native idea, is the 'land of the rising sun'.

(iii)-Pakapo (s.p.; s.k.), n. Large sheet of still shallow water. Cp. isi-Bakubaka.

Pakata (Phakatha), v. Put forth two or more cobs from the one stalk, as mealies.

i-mPakata (Pakatha), n. Second or smaller of two mealie-cobs on the same stalk; a 'second' assistant or associated worker, as of a doctor or umtakati.

Pakati (Phakuthi), adv. and prep. Inside, within; between; in the middle of; amidst, among (mostly followed by kwu, sometimes by na); used freq. as an expletive, coupled on to a word to express admiration, pleasant surprise, etc. (Gr. kentron, centre; Ar. fi. amidst; benal, between; San. Sen. pakati, between; Her. pakati; Zv. Ngw. hagati; Kam. vagati; Sw. katikati; Ga. kali; L. Nig. ekiti; Ha. dzukka, in].

Phr. 'iikosi yapakati!' Sir of the inner-circle (about the chief)! high sir!—salutation to a man of high position.

nyobona, ibuya, mbambili opakati, umnyanda okubena! You see, they are returning, our fine old herd, horns for us to smoke with!—greeting of a child to the cattle returning in the evening from grazing.

pakati kwamabili, or pakati kwamakusuka, between two (days), i.e. at midnight.

(i)-Pakati (Phakuthi), n. Centre, as of a circle (M).

um-Pakati (Phakathi), n. 5. All the commoners or 'people' of the land (exclusive of the izinDuna, isiKitso, or others in official position) who would at different times be called up to the king's kraal for the um-Kosi festival, promulgation of laws, or any other necessity; hence, by comparison, all the common men serving under any particular inDuna; place or arch in between the legs where they join.

Ex. yati inkosi, akukuphume umake umpakati, the king said, let the whole of the people come up (to the great kraal).

umziwonda umpakatini, he has sors in between the legs (at the arch).

um-Pakato (Phakatho), n. 5. Euphemism for female private parts (C.N.) = isi-Bunu.

Pakaza (Phakaza), v. Be or appear all white, as the land after snow, or any white object (= ukuti paka); look with, or show, great white eyes, as a Native whose eyeballs are conspicuously clear and large. See gulaza.

Pakazela (Phakazela), v. Do, or speak, in a nervously excited or timorous manner, as a person overcome with fright, or women hastening to save their food or goods from an approaching fire; grow up quickly, as a young child (= bonyozela) = papaleki.

um-Pako (Phako), n. 5. Food taken for eating on a journey.

Pakula (Phakula), v. Finish off, finish up, by clearing off the last remaining portion of anything, as when clearing out the last ladeful of food in a pot (comp. yogoda), or when scraping up with the hand what has adhered to the stone in grinding, or when ending up at a dance.

Pakulula (Phakulula), v. = pakulaza.

Pakuluza (Phakuluza), v. Ladle out largely, take out in large spoonfuls, as porridge (ace.).

isi-Pakuluzi (Phakuluzi), n. = isi-Xwembe.

Pakuzela (Phakuzela), v. = pakazela.

Pala (Phala), v. Scrape off, by repeated long-drawn scrapes, the exterior surface of anything, as paint (ace.) from a door or burnt crust from a pot (comp. kwac, kakaza); scrape a hide (ace.) on the flesh side with an i-zembe to pare off the hard inner-skin (see shuka, kathla); scrape or pare off the exterior roughness from a horn (ace.) or walking-stick; skin over the country (ace.) i.e. cover a great distance with rapidity, as when journeying; hence of a horse, to gallop, get over the ground quickly.

i-mPala (Paala; s.p.), n. Species of antelope (Eupyceros melampus).

Pálakaca, ukuti (Phálakaca, ukuthi), v. Fall, as a single 'dropping' of any semi-liquid substance like cowdung or porridge; make so to fall; hence, throw, pour out, ladle out, a small quantity or single dropping, as above. Cp. i-mBálikacana.

Ex. akhe ngili palakaca lape, just drop a little bit (of the porridge) for me here.

Pálakaca or Palakacela (Phálakaca), v. = ukuti palakaca.

Pála pála, ukuti (Phála phála, ukuthi), v. Run the eyes (nyamehlá) quickly through, or about, as through a lot of things or about a room, when cursorily looking for something.

Palala (Phalala), v. Flow 'spilled out', as water over the banks of a full river, or beer overflowing from fermentation, or from the beer-vessel being awkwardly carried; flow spreading out, as the water at a broad shallow drift; pour out in all directions, as people running to an alarm.
Ex. nampa bepalala umkosi, here they are pouring out on all sides (by reason of) an alarm.

u-Palane (Phalane), n. Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus), generally going in pairs; hence, locally applied to lovers (opalane ababili), or to certain regiments of Dingane, Cetshwayo, etc., which regularly accompanied each other in a fight = u-Nobonyoza.

N.B. These birds, though now almost unknown, were very common in Shaka's time, perhaps from the multitude of corpses lying about unburied. Whenever a fit of blood thirstiness came over the chief, it would be said the opalane balarmile (the vultures are hungry). They were consequently known as isanyoni zika' Shaka (Shaka's birds). Strange to say, in Egypt, where they are also very numerous, they are commonly known as 'Pharoh's chickens'.

i-mPalane (s.p.), n. Skin or hide already scraped on both sides, but not yet supplied by rubbing (see shuka); also = u(lu)-Nyango.

Palaza (Phalaza), v. Make flow over, or out, spill over or out, as beer (ace.) from a pot; vomit or spew up, from the stomach; clear the system when seedy, or 'make oneself nice', by taking an emetic, according to Native custom when influenza is rife or before going out courting (= hlanza, gaba).

i-mPali (s.p.), n. Native professional skin-scraper. See pala.

i(li)-Palo (Phalo — mostly used in plur.), n. Hide-scrapping i.e. small piece of skin scraped off in dressing (see pala) = i-mPalo.

ama-Palo (no sing.), n. Dried up, emaciated body of a person, showing bones projecting conspicuously in all parts (cp. i(li)-Gaga).

Ex. uBani u's'eng' amapalo nje, So-and-so is just a bag of bones, mere bits of skin.

i-mPalo (s.p.; mostly in plur.), n. = i(li)-Palo; also (N) = um-Balu.

um-Palo (Phalo), n. 5. (C.N.) = i-mPala;

Pama, ukuti (Phama, ukuthi), v. Be chock-full, to the brim = ukuti ngqata, ukuti swi, ukuti pa.

i-mPama (s.p.), n. — see i-Mpama.

Pama pama, ukuti (Phama phama, ukuthi), v. = pamazela, ukuti luba luba.

i(li)-Pamapama (Phamaphuma), n. Clumsy, awkward person, with his hands or feet, or in his work generally, spilling or breaking things, producing spoiled work, etc. See pamazela. Comp. i(li)-Paba; i(li)-Badabada.

Pamazela (Phamazela), v. Do anything in a clumsy, awkward, muddled, spoiled manner, as when walking by and kicking things over, breaking vessels in one's care, or making a spoiled mess of the dinner; mix one's legs awkwardly about, be unsteady on the legs, reel here and there, as when quickly rising off the ground, dancing awkwardly, or a drunken man reeling, or when dazed by a blow = pubazel, bamazellazela.

Pamba (Phambha), v. Play mischief on one (ace) while unaware, not looking, behind one's back, etc., as an adulterer with another man's wife, cattle making for a field during the herd-boy's momentary absence; hence, trick a person (ace.) generally, give him the dodge, 'do' him, etc., as a path which, appearing to be the right one, only leads one astray, or as an inspector appointing a certain day for inspection and arriving on another, or as a naughty boy who hides his master's cane (cp. swempa; pica); make a network of string round a cracked imbiza (ace.) for holding it together, or round a calabash for suspending it [Sw. pambwa, be tricked out; punja, trick; Her. pamba, plait].

Ex. ngapanjera indhlela, I was taken in by the path — thinking it the right, whereas it was the wrong one.

izinkomo xangipamba, the cattle misled me — seeming to be quietly grazing, whereas immediately I withdrew my attention, they made off for a field.

abaifana bampamba ngesicatalo sake, the boys played a trick on him with his boot.

i(li)-Pamba (Phambha), n. Any puzzling, mysterious disease, resisting all treatment, and supposedly caused by an untakati; also = i-mPamba.

i-mPamba (Phambha), n. A taking-in, a trick. See i-mPamba-y'a'ukwiel.

Ex. uku-s'enxela impamba, to play us a trick (of any kind).

Pambana (Phambhanda), v. Cross over one another, as two paths, sticks, strings of beads, etc., crossing one another obliquely or at right angles; come up against, cross by one another, as two people passing one another when walking in opposite directions; clash with, contradict, be opposed to one another, as two statements at variance [Sw. pambana, fall foul of; pandana, lie across; Her. pambukana, put upon one another].

Ex. ahamb'epambana amadlilo, his knees
go getting across one another—as when rickety from old-age or rheumatics.

**Pambanisa (Phambhanisa)**, v. Make to cross over one another, place across, as two pieces of wood (acc.) or strings of beads; make cross by one another, or lock in opposite directions, as when packing things (acc.) with the heads alternately changed; put at cross purposes, make clash or disagree, as talk or evidence (acc.).

Ex. *uku-Pambanisela izintsuku,* to alternate the days, take or do on alternate days (as medicine).

**Pambanisela (Phambhanisela)**, v. Make a cross or dodging-stroke at one (acc.). See um-Pambaniselo.

**um-Pambaniselo (Phambhaniselo)**, n. 5. Dodging or tricking stroke or blow.

Ex. *ungishaye ngenduku yomponbaniselo,* he has struck me with a dodging-blow i.e. pretending to aim at my legs, he dealt me a blow on the head.

**isi-Pambano (Phambhano)**, n. Cross (M.).

**isi-Pambato (Phambhatho)**, n. Two kinds of trees (*Electronia spinosa* and *anastrobela integririma*) growing along the coast.

**i-mPamba-ya'nkwici (Pambha; s.p.; s.k.)* n. Slip, dodge, e.g. as to the day of one's arrival, or when cunningly escaping from another's company.

Ex. *uku-s'ensela (or shagela) i'mpamba-ya'nkwici,* to give us the slip, play us a dodge.

**Pambeka (Phambekha)**, v. Get taken in or tricked as so to go astray, as by a misleading path; hence, go wrong, err, make a mistake. Comp. posisa.

**Pambi (Phambhi)**, prep.; adv. In front of; in presence of; before (followed by *kwa* of thing) [Skr. *pra,* in front of; Gr. *para,* beside; Ha. *gaba,* before].

Ex. *umulela lo ugapambili kwalo,* this one is older (before) than that.


Ex. *pambili bo,* on ahead there!

*ukubeke pambili kwake,* place it down in front of him.

*a-pambili,* he is on before, further on.

**ama-Pambili (Phambhili)**, n. Euphemism for *semen maris* (= ama-Lotha); also = ama-Mhila.

**um-Pambili (Phambhili)**, n. 5. Euphemism for male private parts. Cp. *um-Tondo* [Skr. *yabhitam,* private parts].

**um-Pambo (Phambho)**, n. 5. Stringwork netted round the body of a broken pot to hold it together; such vessel itself. See *pumba*.

**i-mPambosi (Phambhosi)**, n. Anything in the nature of a turning-off from a main course, as a branch-stream, side-furrow going off from a main ditch, a bye-path leaving a high-road, or side-issues in matters of talk; sometimes used metaphor, for a misleading or perverting influence.

**Pambuka (Phambhuka)**, v. Turn off from one's way by another path, deviate, diverge from (with loc.); euphem. for menstruate (= *pota,* geya, gaka).

**Pambukela (Phambhukela)**, v. Turn off into a krai, as for the night when travelling.

**Pampala (Phampatha)**, v. Make false charge against a person (acc.); rap on a door (acc.), or person's head with a stick.

Pamu, ukutji (*ukuthi; s.p.)*, v. = pumaza.

Pamu, ukuti (*Phumu, ukuthi)*, v. = pumuka.

**i-mPamu (s.p.), n. = i-Mpana.**

**Pamuka (Phamuka)**, v. = pahluka.

**Pamuzza (s.p.)*, v. Go flopping with the feet in or through a watery marsh, or shallow water; go clumsily in talk, flounder about, not disputing in a methodical manner, flopping about with purposeless words; have beer in abundance, be flopping about in it (with loc.)* = ukuti pamu; mpumaza.

**Pana (Phana)**, v. Be liberal or generous in giving (opposite of *wachana*) [L. Co. *vana,* give].

Ex. *uBani ngopana,* So-and-so is very kind i.e. a generous giver (cp. *umu-So*).

*upalile kimi ugotshwata,* he gave me generously of his beer.

**Panda (Phanda)**, v. Scratch up, as a dog or fowl the earth (acc.); scrape, scrape, or dig out with the hands, as the earth so as to extract a root or make a channel; 'pump' a person (acc.), try to extract information from him (= *guba* = *qwanda,* *qweya,* *qriska* [Lat. *vado,* scrape; Sw. *para,* scrape up; Her. *para,* scrape; *pondu,* scrape].

**um-Panda (Phanda)**, n. 5. Old, worn-out *imbizu* of any kind.

**um-Pandazeuwule (Phandazeuwle)**, n. 5. Old *umpanza* kept hidden in the veldt by
an umtakati for storing away the isizwe he has collected; (C.N.) certain medicine used as a love-charm by young- 

men.

Ex. intombi yakwa‘mpandazewule, the daughter of an umtakati.

{i(i)-Pande (Phande),} n. Bundle or clump, as of several wattles forming the arch of a Native door-way, or of sticks or 

assegais carried by a man in one hand (gen. the left).

i-mPande (s.p.), n. Single branch or fang of the root of any plant—owing to the custom of hlonipa‘nging the name of the 

king umPande, this word has now been replaced in Zululand by another i-nGzlbo [Lat. rad-ix; Sw. panda, to take 

root; MZT. m-wyanda, root; Her. ondaqo, roots growing in water].

isi-Pandeko (s.p.; s.k.), n. Short rein for tying the hind-legs of cattle when milked (N.).

Pandhla (Phandhla), v. = xopa; also (C.N.) = badhla.

isi-Pandhla (Phandhla), n. Armlet or neck-

let of i-nTsima‘ng skin, goat’s-hair, etc. Cp. isi-Panga; ubu-Nyati.

i-mPandhla (s.p.), n. High bald forehead, 

baldness in the front of the head above the 

forehead and going back towards the 

crown; person with the same. Comp. 

u-Kongolo [Sw. ki-paa, bald head; 

Her. e-puru, bald place on head].

u(lu)-Pandhlasi (Phandhlazi), n. Tall, slim-

bodied person.

u(lu)-Pandhlazi (Phandhlazi), n. (N) = um-Zangubu.

Pandhle (Phandhle), adv.; prep. Outside, 


endhle. See ngapandhle [Ar. barra, 

outside; MZT. panze; Her. pendye; 

Sw. nje; Ro. bunde; Chw. bunle; At. 

anyi].

Ex. yenge pandhle, put it outside.

ama-Pandhle (Phandhle), n. The ‘parts’ 

(of the country) away from the royal-

kraal, the common or public parts (even 

though the particular kraal may not be 

very far from the great-place).

i-mPandhleni (s.p. — collect.), n. Certain 

kind of medium large white or yellow-

ish beads.

ama-Pandosi (Phandosi, no sing.), n. 

Shakiness, quiver in the voice, as of one 

about to cry, or a very old woman. 

Comp. i-nTsusa, it(i)-Hoskosa.

u(lu)-Pandosi (Phandosi), n. Certain shrub, 

whose cool leaves are pasted over the 

head when the sun is very hot.

um-Pandu (Phandu), v. 5. = um-Gede 

[Gotth. havundi, cave; Lat. cava, a 

hollow; Sw. pungu, cave].

Pane (Phane), adv. = kazi.

Panga (Phanga), v. Do anything hurriedly, 

with eager haste, as a child eating food 

(ace.) greedily; hurry, as to do anything 

(with ukun); hurry along with, as any 

work (ace.); take anything (ace.) from 

a person (ace.) violently, rob, plunder, 

as a highway-robber [Skr. bhaksh, eat; 

Her. hakahana, hurry; Ga. angwia, 

hurry; Sw. harakisha, hurry; pouka, 

rob].

Ex. mus’ukupanga, don’t eat so greedily. 

basipanga impahla yonke enduleleni, they 

robbed us of all our goods on the road.

Pangabula (Phangabula), n. Over-hasty, 

impetuous, too eager person, as when 

acting, eating, etc.

Pangalala (Phangalala), v. Be or get cleared 

away, scattered abroad, dispersed, 

finished away (used in perf.), as the meat 

of a slaughtered ox when already cut up 

and stored away within the huts, or a 

wedding-party when already dispersed; 

be cleared out of strength, have the 

limbs (um-zimba) scattered abroad from 

thorough exhaustion or strengthlessness; 

be cleared away, gone off, departed, as 

a man who has just breathed his last; 

be or get to look to one as though scat-

tered abroad i.e. as though broadened 

to, as when one enters a hall cleared 

of its audience or a hut from which all 

the furniture has been removed and 

imagines that it is now larger than it 

was before (not used of new buildings 

when made ‘largely’); be or become 

higher or louder, increase in volume, as 

the sound or noise produced by or from 

anything, e.g. the noise of a tuning-fork 

when stood upon a table after being 

struck — this word is rapidly becoming 

obsolete, its use being nowadays almost 

confined to the first mentioned example 

(eiz. the slaughtered ox) [Sw. panga, 

arrange out; pakia, stow].
Ex. nyati qata, umnindo wesowenezaphandlela. I came on the scene when the wedding was already dispersed.

**um-Pangazane** (*Phangazane*), n. 5. Insatiable appetite or hunger, as some children have; timidity, nervous agitation.

**Pangela** (*Phangela*), v. Hurry after a person (acc.), etc.

**i(l)-Pangela** (*Phangela*), n. Certain kind of *u(lu)-Kambu* of a large size.

**Pangelana** (*Phangelana*), v. Hurry for one another, as two greedy children eating together.

**i-mPangele** (*s.p.*), n. Crowned Guinea-fowl (*Numida coronata*) and Crested Guinea-fowl (*N. verreauxii*); certain large-sized black bead with white spots; also black cloth, etc., with white spots.

**Pangeza** (*Phangeza*), v. (N.) = *pangeza*.

**Pangisa** (*Phangisa*), v. caus. of *panga*, for which, and in a like sense, it is frequently used.

**i(l)-Pango** (*Phango*), n. Great hunger or ravenous appetite, as after a long walk (comp. *um-Pangazane*); lengthy, small (not protruding), nice-looking belly; hungry-looking, sunken belly, as from famine; hence, part of the flank of an animal just below the ribs where emptiness of the stomach shows itself.

Ex. *sengikwelwe ipango lonezebenzi*, I am already troubled by a great hunger from work.

*waenbuya es'epango'lele*, he will return (after his day's journey) with a long empty stomach i.e. ravenously hungry.

**um-Pangqolo** (*Phangqolo*), n. 5. Poor, destitute individual (mostly applied to a man without a wife) = *um-Pongqolo*, *i-Mpanqolo*, *um-Hlalaqa*, *um-Hlungulu*.

**Pängqo, ukuti** (*Phängqo, ukuthi*), v. Come suddenly out of, rush out of, as a child from a hut = *pangquza*.

**Pangquza** (*Phangquza*), v. = *ukuti pangqu*.

**isi-Pani** (*s.p.*), n. Span, as of oxen [Eng.].

**Panqa** (*Phanga*), v. Do i.e. travel over, a large stretch of country alone, unaccompanied, in a solitary manner = *paqa*.

Ex. *ixwe walipaanga, walisa emhlaluze*, he journeyed solitarily along towards the Umhlaluze.

**Pänqo, ukuti** (*Phänqo, ukuthi*), v. Be all alone, solitary, destitute, as below; sometimes used adverbially as simply ‘*pang*’. Cp. *ukuti twanqo*.

**Pänqo, ukuti** (*ukuthi; s.p.*), v. = *panqo-ka; panqoza*.


**Panquka** (*s.p.; s.k.*), v. Get wriggled about, as the tail of a dog, etc., as below = *ukuti panqu; paquka*.

**Panquza** (*s.p.*), v. Wriggle about, as a dog its tail (acc. = *tshikiza*), a snake (with or without reflect. form) when struck and injured (comp. *binya*), a buck seeking to release itself from a trap, and (jocularity) of a man travelling about the country, or a woman bustling here there and everywhere at work = *ukuti paqu; paquza*.

**Panquzeka** (*s.k.*), v. = *paquka*.

**um-Pantsa** (*Paantsha*), n. 5. (C.N.) = *um-Patsha*.

**Pantsi** (*Phantsi*), prep.; adv. Under, underneath, beneath, below – actually or figuratively (with *kwa*); down, on the ground [Skr. udhas, below; Ar. takt, under; Hi. niche, tale, below; San. Bis. pensi; U. pansi; Ya. pasi, Sum. hausi; Ga. wasi; Go. hasi; Sha. hashi; Ko. pahi; Hel. panhi; Kwe. hakhi; Ku. wani; Her. kehi; Chw. false, earth; Ev. anyi, down; Sak. autenti].

Ex. *us'epantsi*, he is now down i.e. laid up ill.

*nyakatela pantsi*, I found it on the ground.

*ipantsi kwako*, he is less than you (in size, age, etc.), or is under your headship.

*istscoco angikwazi ukus'enzela pantsi*, I don't know how to make a headring on nothing (i.e. without a man's head to make it on).

**Pantsu, ukuti** (*Phantsu, ukuthi*), v. Give one (acc.) a swipe or cut with a switch = *ukuti tantsu, pantsula*.

**Pantsuka** (*Phantsuka*), v. Get struck, as above.

**Pantsula** (*Phantsula*), v. = *ukuti pantsu, pantsula*.

**ulu-Panya** (*s.p.*), n. Stuff, rubbish, nonsense (with *kulumu*).

**Panyaza** (*s.p.*), v. = *banyaza*; also = *twanyaza*.

**i(l)-Panyaza or Panyazi** (*s.p.*), n. = *i(l)-Banyaza*.

**Panyeke** (*Phanyeke*), v. Hang up, suspend, as a garment (acc.) on a line, hat on a peg, or lamp to a ceiling [Lat. pendere, I hang up; Her. nyaneke, hang out; Sw. angika, hang up; Ga. anika; spread out – prob. akin to enekqo q.v.].

**isi-Panyeke** (*Phanyeke*), n. String, or long stick, hung from side to side of a hut for hanging garments on.
Panza (Phanaza), v. Live or stay in another kraal for sake of food, as people coming from a district ruined by drought and famine. See i-mPanza.

Ex. ny'izie 'kapanzal'umabele, I have come to stay (with you) for corn (or food).

i-mPanza (s.p.), n. One staying for food in another kraal, having been driven by famine from his own = isi-Panzi. See panza.

isi-Panzi (Phanzi), n. = i-mPanza.

Papa (Phapha), v. Flap the wings, as a cock (= bukuzu, papaza); hence, move by flapping the wings i.e. fly, as a bird (= ndi'za); be gone altogether bad, hardened in one's evil ways, as an incorrigible child, or one who doesn't mind doing wrong before others (used imperf.); be nervous, anxious, timid, as about the result of a relation's sickness, or lest an unpleasant report refer to some particular person (= epapa; cp. engena; n(lu)-Pazi) [Skr. pat, fly; Ar. lur, fly; Sw. pita, fly].

Ex. mpapile b'muntu, he has flown away, has this man, i.e. has gone beyond all bounds.

i-mPapa (Phapha), n. Hip-bone, of cattle (N).

isi-Papa (Phapha), n. Timid, nervous person (= il(i)-Papateka); broad-shouldered person (= isi-Pika); broad but short-bladed assegai (= i-nKemba); (C.N.) euphorbia; mushroom (see i-nTholwane).

um-Papa (Phapha), n. 5. Large euphorbia (C.N.). See um-Hlontlo.

Papalaza (Phaphalaza), v. Miss the mark, miss the place, as an assegai (nom.) thrown without effect, or the thrower, or a dog running off to the wrong bush in search of a buck, a bad dancer getting out in the step, or a man stating a case unintelligibly, not going straight to the point. Comp. geja; tantalaza.

Papama (Phaphama), v. Wake, open the eyes from sleep (intrans.). Cp. vuka; beka.

Ex. upapamile, he has awoke.

upapene, he is awake (i.e. from sleep);

ubekile, he is awake (i.e. has the eyes open, perhaps not having yet gone to sleep).

Papamela (Phaphamela), v. Wake up suddenly to anything (ace.), as a person (nom.) standing thoughtlessly for a time and then suddenly remembering his work, or a bull, going about with the cows as though unaware of their presence, all at once commencing to pay them active attention.

Papamisa (Phaphamisa), v. Wake from sleep (trans.).

(i)-Papasi (Phaphasi), n. Calabash-vessel with broad open mouth and straight sides used for beer (comp. isi-Henge); hence, lidded tin-can, as bought in the stores; also = il(i)-Papateka.

Papateka (Phaphathetha), v. Act, speak, etc., in a nervously excited, fluttering, timid, frightened manner, as one who has seen a 'ghost' (= pakazela); run off in a wild rushing, headlong fashion, as a sheep or horse that has taken fright; lose, or fade in, colour, as the veldt in winter, a coloured dress from the sun or age [Sw. papatika, flutter].

(i)-Papateka (Phaphathetha), n. Timid, nervous person or animal, that runs away at the sight of anything = isi-Papakeka, il(i)-Papasi.

um-Papateka (Phaphathetha), n. 5. Any faded thing, that has lost its original brightness of colour (turned white, as the Natives say), as an old isidwaba, or coloured curtain = um-Papa. Cp. um-Gwagwa.

Papaza (Phaphaza), n. Flap the wings, as a cock or bird (not as a flag = bukuzu, gubaza); flap or flutter, as the wings themselves.

Papazela (Phaphazela), v. Flutter with nervousness, timidity, as one in a great fright = papateka, bakuzela.

isi-Papazi (Phaphazi), n. Moth, of any of the larger kinds (rarely used). Cp. u(lu)-Venwane; il(i)-Bu.

u(lu)-Papa (Phapha), n. Feather, of any bird; crest of a snake (see isi-Qoqa) [Lat. pennum, wing; MZT. i-baba, wing; Sw. u-bowa, wing-feather; Her. otyirava, wing].

(i)-Papu (Phaphu), n. Lung, of man or beast; nervousness, timidity (= um-Papu) = il(i)-Bukuba, il(i)-Bukuba [Sw. pahu, lung; Her. e-punga].

um-Papu (Phaphu), n. 5. Redwater (?), in cattle—a disease formerly common along the Zululand coast (= ulu-He}-ngele); nervousness, timidity (perhaps from symptoms of nervous agitation in a beast with the afore-said disease = il(i)-Papu); anything of a dull faded colour (= um-Papateka).

Paqa, ukuti (Phaqa, ukuthi), v. Be, or come, into the open, into full sight (= ukuti pqalaka, qanggalazi, qalu); meet well or closely together (= ukuti gwambaga, ne); clap the hands (with izanakahla or ama-hlombe); drop, patter,
as a drop of rain or water falling (= ukuti qaba); give, pour out, serve out in a very small quantity, just a drop, just a wee bit (= ukuti qaba, qoyi); often used adverbially to express mere, merely (= nje, kupela, quaba).

Paqa (Phaqaza), v. = panqa.

Páqalaka, ukuti (Pháqalaka, ukuthi), v. = ukuti qangqalazi.

Paqaza (Phaqaza), v. = ukuti paqa.

Paqula (Phaqula), v. Rub off with the hand, as dirt (acc.) from any part of the body = kunqa.

Paquluka (Phaquluka), v. = putshuka.

Paqulula (Phaqulula), v. = putshaza.

Paqusa (Phaqusa), v. = panquza.

Paquzeaka (Phaquzeaka), v. = panquzeka.

Pasa (Phasa), v. Support, as a pillar does a roof (acc.); prop up, from upward, as a roof (acc.) when falling in (not a wall falling outwards or sideways (= sekela; ciya); make one's life unpleasant, worry the life out of one, as one person another (acc.) by his arbitrary treatment, constant scolding or fault-finding.

Pasalala (Phasalala), v. = pasalaza.

Pasalaza (Phasalaza), v. Do from sheer perversity, wilfulness, as a child doing wrong after being corrected.

Paseka (Phaseka), v. Have one's life made unpleasant, be chronically worried, as by the incessant scolding, fault-finding, or arbitrary treatment of another (used in perf.). Comp. khomeka.

Pašha, ukuti (Phásha, ukuthi), v. Break out into sight, as the sun from behind the clouds, or in the morning (only used of the sun). Comp. ukuti patsha.

i(li)-Pasolo (Phasolo), n. Cross-stick resting upon two other uprights, as that forming the lintel of the entrance to a cattle-fold, or the scaffolding erected for standing on when building a Native hut (nearly obsolete).

Ex. we! 'Nkulu, asiye 'kubamba ipasolo, s'ence ukhelele kheqemane, I say, Nkulu, let us go and catch hold of the lintel, and play the coming-down of the rat—a game in which a child takes hold of a horizontal bar above him, raises his legs, passes them over his head beneath the horizontal bar, and lets them fall on the other side.

Páta, ukuti (Phátha, ukuthi), v. = pataza; patazeka; ukuti buba.

Pata (Phatha), v. Touch with the whole hand, hold, handle (cp. tinta; halaza); hold, bear, in the hand (for the head, etc., see twala); engage oneself upon, be occupied with, have to do with, as any work (acc.); deal with, treat, as an overseer his men (acc.); direct, manage, superintend, as a foreman any work (acc.), or a captain his regiment (acc.); touch (with the mouth), refer to, as a certain matter (acc.) in a conversation (= haya); use, make use of, as bad words (acc.), or a tool in any work [Skr. räh, carry; Gr. kratoé, I rule; pato, I beat; Lat. palpa, I touch gently; MZT. jala, hold; Her. yala, touch upon; Sw. pása, have reference to; papaša, handle; Ga. kwata, hold; Lu. kwata, hold].

Ex. kahele njike, upete inali yayo (inkomo), it would be well for you to come bringing its money or price (of the cow).

ubépete imikunto, he was carrying assegais in the hand.

ubapete, he has them (the unruly boys) properly in hand or under control.

toshi ukupatsa obantu, he doesn't know how to deal with Natives.

ubapata kahle or kubi, he treats them well or ill.

ulu kwimipete wugumolo, you have always got me in your mouth, always got something to talk (badly) about me.

aum! loko kaqosikupete, oh! that, I don't even mention it any more.

gar! kakupat'ane umwana! no! he made no reference to you.

ukipeta imikwanyana, he produced a cow along with its calf.

uqipetele kuyiyo, I am being dealt with pitch'ed into, pained by a tooth = ngikwetele kuyiyo.

ubambwe bepete, they went on their journey carrying (food) with them.

ulithi ukupats'iyeka, you are dilly-dallying taking up and putting down (as when indolently searching for something).

kadepeteyeke, he has been doing, then leaving off, for ever so long.

us'enubile, eveya kuyap'ingane k'qumqula, she has already left, gone to take care of a child at Magula's.

upatele-ni? why do you touch upon it (with the mouth)?—sometimes used to express 'of course', 'certainly', 'why do you ask', 'don't mention it'.

um-Páta (Phatha), n. 5. Thing of a circular, or round, shape flattened in at the sides and so given an oval shape, as a certain make of u-kamba, man's headdress, pumpkin that has been pressed on the sides in the growing, or a narrow head long from front to back and so showing flat sides (= u-ini)-Gulha: often used to express an 'oval-
shaped', also sometimes 'flat' thing generally = nlu)-Bodongo, um-Buba, n-Mahlanza-nyengakato.

ulu-Pata (Pata; s.p.; s.t.), n. Mouldy rotting mealies remaining at the bottom of the pit from the harvest before last. Cp. u-Nyasa; is-Ancobe; ama-Kutza.

Patalala, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.t.), v. Sprawl, lie sprawling; fall sprawling i.e. with a general bulging outward all round, as a Native hut sinking from decay = ukuuti badatala.
Patalala (s.p.; s.t.), v. = ukuuti patalala.
isi-Patamanzhala (Phathumandhla), n. One who carries authority — was sometimes applied to a messenger of the king, while out on his travels.

Pataneke (Phathaneke), v. Hesitate, or stammer, in one's speech, as a stuttering person, or a foreigner from lack of words; also = Puzaneke.

Patana (Phathana), v. Get or be flattened together, as the sides of anything round, like a hut, gourd, etc. = bunana.

Páta páta, ukuti (Phátha phátha, ukuthi), v. Keep handling, touching with the hand slightly; also = Pataza.

Pataza (Phathaza), v. Smack slightly with the open hand on the side of the head, as one might a child (acc. — cp. ukuti pubu); flatten in, as the sides of any round thing, like a basket (acc.), hut, bladder, a man's head-ring, or a lump of dough when forming loaves; flatten or draw in the sides, crouch, as a cat or lion when about to spring = bubaza.

Patazeke (Phathazeke), v. Get so flattened in at the sides; be flat or flattened in, as above = bubaazeke.

Patelela (Phathelela), v. Lay the hand upon, as upon a person's head (loc.); lay hold of, hold on to, as to a rope (acc.) when climbing. Comp. barelela.

Ex. mus'ukupatelela esikhalini, don't be tying your hand to your cheek — in the manner of a White man when sitting listening at a table, but as the Natives do only when sitting in grief or dejected thought.

Patisa (Phathisa), v. Cause to carry, manage, etc., hence, give into the charge of, place under one's care, as one person might his child or any work to another (doub. acc.); send along by, as one person his earnings or a message by another (doub. acc.).

um-Patishihalo (Phathisihalo), n. 1. Chairman (M).

ama-Pato (Phatho), n. = ama-Hayo.

i-mPato (Patho), n. Treatment, handling (M). See pata.

Patsha, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.t.), v. = patshaka; patshaza; cp. ukuti pasha.

Patsha (s.p.; s.t.), v. Make stand up high, as the isioco (ace.) of a man or intlokho of a woman, by raising up the hairs (ace.) continually with a pick or thorn. See um-Patsha.

um-Patsha (Paatshe; s.p.; s.t.), n. 5. Tall standing isioco of a man or intlokho of a woman — a fashion, as regards the men, more common in Natal than in Zululand, as regards the women more common in Zululand than in Natal.

Patshaka (s.p.; s.k.; s.t.), v. Break forth, as the water from a blister when prick ed = ukuuti patsha; cp. ukuti pasha.

Patshaza (s.p.; s.t.), v. Make break forth, as the water or blister (ace.) above = ukuuti patsha; cp. ukuti pasha.

isi-Patsholo (s.p.; s.t.), n. Gonorrhoea, gleet — from the breaking forth (ukuti patsha) of the discharge (mod. word from Natal, the disease not having been known in Zululand before the arrival of the European).

isi-Pawu (Phawu), n. Edible mushroom (C.N.). See i-nKoivane.

ulu-Pawu (Phawu), n. Mark, brand-mark, cut or stamped on anything in order to distinguish it, as upon the side of a horse or ear of a sheep (with bek, or sika — C.N. fr. Xo.). See i-nCwadi.

isi-Pawupete (s.p.; s.t.), n. Any nice, lovely thing, pleasant to look at, as a beautiful girl, or pretty article; sometimes jocularly applied to delicious food.

Páxa, ukuti (Pháxa, ukuthi), v. = paxaza; paxazeka.

i-mPaxa, n. (N) = i-mBuxa.

Paxaza (Phaxaza), v. Make stick in the mud, as a beast (ace.) by driving it therein; go along sticking in the mud, as in a muddy spot after rain; talk in a slippery, sliding in all directions, deceptive manner (= twaxaza) = paxeka.

Paxazeka (Phaxazeka), v. Get stuck in the mud, etc., as above = paxekaza.

Paxeka (Phaxeka), v. Make stick in the mud, as above = paxaza.

Paxekaza (Phaxekaza), v. Get stuck in the mud, as above = paxazeka.

u-Payinapu (Phayinaphu), n. Pine-apple [Eng.].

Páyi páyi, ukuti (Pháyi pháyi, ukuthi), v. = payiza.

isi-Páyipayi (Pháyiphayi), n. One with
active, uneasy eyes, always on the lookout, and denoting roughness, cunning, passion in the character, as a crafty boy always after stealing, or a greedy selfish child when eating alone. Cp. i(li)-Qwashaqasha.

Payiza (Phayiza), v. Work the eyes (acc.) excitedly or actively, as when a mote has got in, or a greedy child when eating to see whether others are coming. Comp. qwashaqaza; qwayiza.

Pazama (Phazama), v. Make a slip or blunder, as when disturbed in reckoning or doing any work, or when forgetting something in making a verbal statement. Cp. pambeka; posisa [Her. parnisa, mistake].

Pazameka (Phazameka), v. Get made to slip or blunder, as above.

Pazamisa (Phazamisa), v. Cause to make a slip or blunder, in reckoning, talk, or work, as by interrupting or disturbing. Cp. titkineza.

Pazaneka (Phazaneka), v. = pazaneka.

Pázi, ukuti (Pházi, ukuthi), v. Make a single rapid blinking movement; hence, wink, as does the eye ordinarily (= qwayiza; cp. qwashaza); glitter, flash with instantaneous coruscations, as sheet-lightning, or a heliograph in action (= ukuti benge, bazi); make a short, quick start, as a man from a sudden unexpected blow.

u(lu)-Pázi (Pházi), n. Feeling of shock, of being flurried, of anxious fear or concern or agitation, as about the safety of a person, the illness of a child, or the reception of some visitor. Cp. engena.

Pazima (Phazima), v. Wink or blink, as the eye does naturally, or when a mote has entered it (= qwayiza; cp. qwashaza); flash with rapid coruscations, as sheet-lightning, or a heliograph in action (= ukuti pazzi, benge, bengy) [Her. papaiwa, wink].

isi-Pazima (Phazima), n. Aurora or distant lightning without thunder (C.N.).

Pazuka (Phazuka), v. = pahluka.

i(li)-Pazukana (Phazukana), n. = i(li)-Pahlukana.

Pazuluka (Phazuluka), v. Shout loudly; 'shout' in talking so as to be heard above everyone else.

Pe, ukuti (Phe, ukuthi— with prolongation of the vowel), v. 'Fly' along, skim along with great velocity, as a bicycle or race-horse = peza; þepa; þepeleza; ukuti he.

i(li)-Pecepecana (Phcepecana), n. Wriggling, evasive, lying talker, who twists his words in any direction and so cannot be relied on for truth.
Pecepeceza *(Phecepheceza)*, v. Talk as an i-Pecepecana q.v.

Peceza *(Pheceza)*, v. = ukut is pece.

i(l)-Pefu *(Phefu)*, n. A breath, moment's free-breathing, short interval of rest, reprieve, as when resting a moment after a spell of hard work, when going up a hill, or a sick person getting a little sleep or ease from his pain.

Ex. go! ngisahlaba efu, no! I am just taking a moment's breathing-time.

Pefumula *(Phefumula)*, v. Breathe [Sw. panuzi, breath; Ga. umulu, exhale breath].

um-Pefumulo *(Phefumulo)*, n. 5. Breath; soul (M).

Pefuzela *(Phefuzela)*, v. Pant, as a stout person going up a hill, or a child when sobbing (for gasp, see beleza) = he-fuzela, pikazela. Comp. hekezela.

Pehla *(Phehla)*, v. Work-up anything (acc.) i.e. keep it under constant rapid motion, so as to produce a certain result (acc.), as when 'working-up' or vigorously shaking the cream in a vessel so as to produce butter, or when working or revolving rapidly one stick in the hole made in another so as to produce fire, or when working or beating up medicine in a bowl so as to produce a lather; bore or 'work' a hole in wood (acc.), as does the i-mPehluwa insect; work up the stomach (acc.) or work it out, as mealies swallowed whole or other indigestible food, causing diarrhoea; provoke, produce by constant provocation, as anger (acc.) in a person.

i-mPehla *(s.p.)*, n. = i-imPehluwa.

u(lu)-Pehlacwathi *(Phehlacwathi)*, n. Certain bush, bearing small non-edible berries and whose wood is used as tinder = u(lu)-Pehlu.

Péhle, ukuti *(Phehle, ukuthi)*, v. = ukuti fehle.

Pehleka *(Phehleka)*, v. = fehleka.

Pehleza *(Phehleza)*, v. = fehleza.

Pehlu, ukuti *(Phehlu, ukuthi)*, v. = pehluza.

um-Pehlu *(Phehlu)*, n. 5. Second milking of, or supply of milk from, a cow after the calf has been allowed to draw down the milk again by sucking. See ama-Mbila, um-Nemzo, um-Gqobiya.

u(lu)-Pehlu *(Phehlu)*, n. C. instant working away at or provocation of a person to anger or to fight, by annoying language or action; also = u(lu)-Pehlacwathi.

Ex. anqikwele nqopele, he is troubling me with his persistent provocation (to rise up against him).

Pehluza *(Phehluza)*, v. Keep constantly working or rubbing away on the same spot, as a person continually fidgeting about on his seat, or when keeping up a constant provocation of some person (ace.); keep constantly and uneasily on the move, as a person going continually here and there about the place or country.

i(l)-Pehlwa *(Phehluza)*, n. Butter (= um-Gwagweva) boiled and strained (in order to reduce the 'buttery' smell), for use as body-unction.

i-mPehlwa *(s.p.)*, n. Small wood-boring beetle, very destructive; small parasite (either itch, sand-worm, or jigger-flea) said to burrow beneath the skin of the feet and hands, causing inflammation and suppuration; mites found in an old amasi-gourd (= uhu-Vunya), and supposed to be also in decayed teeth (cp. um-Swenya); also (C.N.) = isi-Tubu.

um-Pelhiana *(Phehluza)*, n. 5. Plant, whose roots are used as an emetic.

Peka *(Pheka)*, v. Cook by boiling, as meat (ace.) or porridge—almost all Native food being prepared in this way; persistently harass a person (ace.), warm him up, as by incessant scolding, or when 'bothering a person about the same thing with annoying repetition [Skr. pakla, cooked; Gr. pepto, I cook; Hi. påkana, cook; Ar. tabikk; Nyam. deka; Sha. dikka; Sw. pika; Mpo. pikka; MZT. jika; Ngu. ambika; Her. tereka; Go. buga; San. sangá; Ga. fumba].

Phr. wumuntu onyapekewanga, a wild, unruly, insubordinate, pugnacious person.

nsipeka ngayipí? what is it he keeps worrying us for?

um-Pekambedu *(Phekambedhu)*, n. 5. Small veldt-plant (Indigofera arrecta) producing indigo and used by the Natives for dyeing grasses for mat-ornamentation.

isi-Peke *(s.k.; s.k.)*, n. Bacon; ham [D.spek].

u(lu)-Pekepa *(Phekepha)*, n. Skin or husk of most grain or berry-like foods, as of mealie-grains, peas, beans, etc. = u(lu)-Pepa, u(lu)-Kwabalate.

isi-Pëkepeke *(Phekepeke)*, n. Hasty-tempered, impetuous, furiously-acting person who wont wait for reason (N).

Peketula *(s.p.; s.t.)*, v. Reveal openly, blazon out the private affairs (ace.), dirty secrets, shameful deeds of other people. See ama-Peketwane.

i(l)-Peketwane *(s.p.; s.k.; s.t.)*, n. Boiled mealie-grain cracked open from over-boiling (= i(l)-Mbende); (plur.) dirty private affairs openly revealed but which
ought to have been kept covered up (see peketula).

Pekzela (Phekzezela), v. = pelekezela.

i-mPeki (s.p.; s.k.), n. One who superintends the cooking, as at a feast; a cook.

isi-Peko (Phekho), n. Beast given by a bridegroom's people to the bridal party to be slaughtered and ate by them 'in the bush' on the morning of the wedding-day; plnr. isi-Peko, food contributed by the neighbouring kraals to the feast at a girl's first menstruation, marriage, etc.

um-Peko (Phekho), n. 5. Great or abundant cooking, as of beer.

Peku, ukuti (PhKu, ukuthi), v. = pekuku; pekula; pekuza.

Pekuka (Phekuka), v. Get turned up so as to stand erect, get bent or directed upwards, get cocked up, as the tail of a goat, man's ibeshu when sitting down, some people's upper-lip naturally, the cover of a book from the sun's heat, a Kafir's blanket blown up behind with the wind, or a firebrand with the lighted end turned outwards; spring or fly back, as the spring of a trap (= kwebuka); go suddenly back on one's word, promise, or line of action (= kwebuka).

Pekula (Phekula), v. Turn up so as to stand erect, cock up, throw up, etc., as anything (ace.) above (= pekuza, bekuza); make spring or fly back, as above (= kwebula); make draw suddenly back from one's word, as above (= kwebula).

Phr. kwekupekuza isikani, the firebrands were turned outwards on the fire with their flaming ends directed towards the enemy or intended victim — a practice among abatakensi and isinyanga zempi.

isi-Pekula (Phekula), n. Anything set erect or turned so as to stand up, as a goat's tail, abdomen of the isi-Bonkolo ant, or a person's upper-lip when drawn up towards the nose = isi-Peshula.

isi-Pekupeku (Phekuphekuku), n. One quick, spirited, energetic in action or work. Comp. i(li)-Pekufuku.

Pekuza (Phekuzu), v. Turn up, cock up (= pekula); do anything (ace.) with spirit or quick energy, as when working, hooting, or walking (ep. fukuzela); scratch up the ground (ace.), as a hen (== pondu) = bekuza, penquza, vequza.

isi-Pekuza (Phekuzu), n. = isi-Pekupeku.

Pela (Phela), v. Come to an end, be finished, as food, or work; be completed, as a hut, or field; be complete, entire, whole, as one's money, or the members of a party; be sound, without defect or damage, as a wagon in perfect condition, or a person as to his health [Ar. khallâs, finish; Bo. hela, cease; Ga. mala, finish; Her. mawa, finish].

Ex. sebepele booke ma' ga' kakakapel, are they all here? no! they are not all here yet. bayapela abantu kwâ'Mtete, they are dying right off; are the people in the Mketwa district.

into engapèle 'mkulet, a useless thing, of no purpose.

aenâ' sesipelile amandhla, oh! we are now exhausted, without further strength or hope.

Pela (Phela), adv. Well, well then, then; of course, to be sure. Comp. kambhe.

Ex. hamba pela, numa atanda, well then, go, if you wish.

aenâ' bengigaruli-ni pela mina? oh! what ever, or what then should I say? (nothing, of course).

nume pela wamuna, and you also of course must agree.

i(li)-Pela (Phela), n. Any kind of house-beetle or cockroach, though most commonly designating the smaller kinds (of which there are three or four varieties) common in Native huts (for the larger kitchen insect or 'black-beetle' see i(li)-Gâyu and umu-Ntonkone); one of the ama-Pela regiment formed by Zwibe of the Ndwandwe clan; member of several supplementary regiments formed by Mpande to recruit certain depleted regiments of Dingana, and about the time, before and after, of his forming the regular is-Angâyu regiment (see u-Nongamulana).

Phr. ngenwele ipela emthlebeni, he has a beetle entered in his car — said of or by a man who has somebody persistently pestering him, e.g. for the return of a loan.

X.B. The hut-beetle, while still small and white, is at times regarded as an is-biko. When it falls, generally in numbers at a time, from the roof of the hut, it announces the coming of a friend.

i-mPela (s.p.), n. Entirely — the word seems no longer to be used as a noun, but only as an adverb or adjective meaning 'entirely, altogether, thoroughly, without joking, truly, real, a fact', etc., and in the unaltered form impela, or with uya, thus nyempela.

Ex. ihashi impela, a horse indeed i.e. a real good horse.

uyisitutu impela, you are a thorough, downright fool.

uyikhokhulu imphela, I will punish you properly, or, indeed I will.
accompanied ... 'I do!'

uku-Pela (Phela), n. The end, conclusion; the whole.

Ex. anyi'mange unum; akupela kwake bo. I haven't another (boy); this is the only one.

raziti nga, akupela kwazo, he cleared them off, the whole lot of them (cattle).

wotlile ukupeleni kwalokulokalo, abo maazi, you will, when you reach the end of that ridge, see the kraal.

Peleka (Phleka), v. Help, aid, assist a person (acc.) in any way (seldom used) = sizo.

Pelekece, ukuti (Phlekece, ukuthi), v. Turn or bend anything (acc.) sharply back upon itself; get so turned or bended back; turn tail, as a person suddenly returning on his course, or going back on his word; get sharply turned or twisted out of joint, as the branches of a snaffle bit, or one's ankle = ukuti pece.

u(um)-Pelekehle (Phlekehle), n. Ox with long horns spread broadly out and turned sharply back at the extremities. Cp. izNgongomba.

Pelekezelwa (Phlekezelwa), v. Accompany a person (acc.) on a journey, escort (even though for a short distance) = pelezelwa, peleka. [Sw. peleka, send].

Pelela (Phlela), v. Come to an end for, as the food supply for a woman (acc.); be complete in number, be all or wholly there, as members of an assembly, or the full quantity of anything.

Ex. yonke imali yami yapela pondisi, all my money came to an end on the ground. i.e. to no purpose, for nothing.

sistepeleke ukudla, we are now come to an end for by our food, i.e. our food-supply is finished.

i-mPelela (s.p.) — loc. e-m-Pelela, n. The final end of things, death, destruction — only used as below. Comp. kwa'Lashe.

Ex. kus'perelela lapa, it is death there, i.e. in a very malarial coast-district, or at a tyrannous chief's = kus'ekufeni, kuywa-Lashe.

scyaga empelela abantu, he has already gone where people come to their end i.e. the way of all flesh, into the abyss of death.

u-Pelepele (s.p.), n. Pepper; chillies, or chillie-plant [Eng.].

Peliza (Pheliza), v. (N) = pelekesela.

Pelisa (Phelisa), v. Make come to an end; do away with, abolish, destroy.

Palu, ukuti (Phelu, ukuthi), v. Dodge aside, as from a stone coming; dodge behind, as a tree (with nga); dodge away, as a crafty man behind a bush when he sees the danger coming, leaving his companion to face it alone; hence, dodge off, turn tail stealthily, play the turncoat, as a man who brings reports of people and then denies them when brought face to face with unpleasant circumstances. Comp. ukuti cese.

Pelu (Phelu), n. One who dodges off, turns tail, plays the turn-coat in danger.

Peluka (Pheluka), v. Get to dodge aside, or off, as above.

Peluza (Pheluza), v. Dodge aside, behind, or off, as above = ceeza.

Pemba (Phembha), v. Kindle a fire (acc.) i.e. by putting a light to the sticks already set and blowing it up (comp. bisia, okela, fotela); raise up, as a family (acc.) by taking wives, etc., or a herd of cattle (acc.) by purchasing a few cows; get up anger (acc.), as a man developing that weakness through continued worry, or as a boy provoking it in his master by constant misbehaviour; make up, work up, put on the way to development, as untruthfulness (ama-n'ga) in a boy hitherto truthful [Sw. pemba, arrange].

Phr. wocepemba, umagw'oti, you will get up (the fire), but not warm yourself at it — may be used as a threat to express that you will not live to reap the benefits of what you are now doing (see i-Langa).

um-Peme (Pheme), n. 5. Any kind of screen or shelter erected of matting, grass, etc., to keep wind, rain, or sun off a cooking place, or along one side of a hut in course of building = um-Pempe, um-Yeme. Cp. kosela.

Ex. roza, singene lapa esikhuleni sing'um-peme, come into the bush here, it will be a screen or shelter (from the wind or rain).

i-mPempe (s.p.), n. — see i-Mpempe.

um-Pempe (Phempe), n. 5. = um-Peme.

isi-Pempenene (Phempenene), n. Broad, flat face, without any receding or prominence of forehead; wearer of such; crafty, dodging person in his talk or dealings with others.

Pela (Phela), n. An um-Zaqa stick with one end pared into a thin broad blade like that of an oar. Cp. i-mPinelo.


Pemu (s.p.), n. Beast (properly of a
black colour) having a white head and neck, or merely a white face. See obulu; i-nGxenu.

**isi-Penama (Phendama), n.** One of the strips of skin laid overlapping each other round the top of an i-beshu; hence, turned-down collar of a coat, cape, tippet, etc. (cp. isi-Piku).

**Pendhla (Phendhla), v.** Open out, open away, turn or brush aside anything (acc.) covering or hiding something beneath, as scrub that has grown thick over a bush-track, clothes in a box to search among those beneath, or a lot of pots hiding something that has fallen among them; uncover or open up anything (acc.) lost or concealed, by removing the grass, clothes or pots that prevent one's finding or seeing it; open out or uncover a beast's intestines (acc.) by pulling them inside out with a stick; uncover, search into, investigate an affair (acc.) (comp. penya); brush aside, brush away the hair (acc.), as when making a parting, or when brushing it up (i.e. away from the forehead) so that it stand in a high wig-like fashion in front (see um-Pendhlemana).

**um-Pendhlemana (Phendhlemana), n.** 5. Fashion of wearing the hair brushed up into a standing mop above the forehead, as is common with young men and girls. See pendhla.

**i-mPendu (s.p.), n.** Eyes of a person, or such person himself, having a very considerable squint = isi-Petu. Cp. i-nGxenu; yaluza.

**um-Pendu (Phendu), n.** 5. Kind of interval dance introducing a change in the dancing and in which all the performers, hitherto standing in a front-faced line, make a right-turn, and follow one another about dancing in a long single file, afterwards perhaps re-assembling to start afresh. See isi-Gerre, i-nKondhlo, i-nTsikazi, isi-Qubuto, um-Gcagco.

**Penduka (Phenduku), v.** Get turned, changed, or altered, in any way; get turned into, as ice into water (acc.) or (as the Natives say) a man into a snake (acc.) after death; turn, or get turned, from the straight course, take a turn, as a road turning to right or left; turn, or get turned round, so as to face a different direction, as a soldier drilling; turn the meridian, begin to go down after midday, as the sun (see pendula).

Ex. umabila sowependukile, wabonceni, the meallies have now turned red.

**kanti ikati liniwenduka inja wa?** can then a cat turn into, or become, a dog?"
Phr. *uku-n-pendulale izikuni*, to turn the fire-brands towards one (as though to keep him away) = to cut one off from companionship or society, turn the back on him.

*i-bani is'pendalche izikuni*, So-and-so has had the back turned on him generally by his companions and friends.

**Pendulisa** (*Phendulisa*), v. Cause, or help to turn anything (acc.).

Ex. *mpendulise leb'bobisi*, help him to turn this box.

**i-mPendulo** (s.p.), n. Answer, reply.

**um-Pendulo** (*Phendulo*), n. 5. Any medicine used for changing the sex of children (in the womb), and for other matters in regard to child-bearing.

**um-Pendulobomvu** (*Phendulobomvu*), n. 5. Certain root, used as an emetic (C.N.).

**isi-Pendulwana** (*Phendulwana*), n. Certain veldt-herb.

**i-mPene** (s.p.), n. Raging lust in females (C.N.). Cp. *u-Thu-Veku*.

**i-mPenge** (s.p.), n. = *i-nRenge*.

**Pengeza** (*Phengeza*), v. Hasten along, go hurriedly along, as when walking or hoeing.

**i-mPengu** (s.p.), n. Small plant used by witch-doctors; also = *i-nTlola*.

**Penguka** (*Phenguka*), v. Get turned over, changed; drawn out or taken away from; turned from one’s previous agreement; or withdrawn from evil consequences by medicinal treatment. See *pengula*.

Ex. *us’pengukile emazwini ab'ewasho izi-lo*, he has got made to depart from the words he said yesterday.

**Pengula** (*Phengula*), v. Turn over, as potatoes (acc.) laid out to dry, or a pot in the baking; change, as from one kind of dance to another (= *pendula* — the word is little used in this sense); take away from, draw out, one or a few (acc.) among many, as an assegai from a bundle, a beast from a herd of cattle; withdraw from evil consequences by treatment with medicines or charms, as an army (acc.) going out to war, or a herd of cattle to secure them against ill; make a person (acc.) turn from a previous word or agreement.

Ex. *bati aba impi is'zawulwana, ba-pengula impiliso bomke*, when the forces were about to join (in conflict), all drew out assegais.

**Pengula** (*Phengula*), v. (C.N.) = *pengula*.

**i-li-Pengulule** (*Phengulule*), n. Small veldt-herb, used for chest complaints (N).

**uPeni** (s.p.), n. Three-penny piece. Cp. *u-Zuka* [Eng.].

**um-Penjane** (*Phenjane*), n. 5. = *um-Tilembila*.

**Penga** (*Phenga*), v. Strain the eyes (amelhlo) fixedly at or on a thing (with ela and acc.), stare steadfastly. Comp. *qa-nula*.

Ex. *mus’ukungipengel’amelhlo*, don’t be staring at me.

**Penge, ukuti** (*Phenge, ukuthi*), v. Open the eyes (acc.) Starringly (= *penqa*); also sometimes, turn up the eyes, showing the whites (= *ukuti peqe*).

**um-Penqe** (*Phenqe*), n. 5. Person with big staring eyes (cp. *um-Penqi*); also sometimes, one with turned-up eyes showing the whites beneath (= *um-Pege*); small tree in bush-country bearing large edible fruit.

Phr. *ukuhlahakinyana ngamelhlo, okwompengelo*, to look sharp and intelligent, whereas really ’only eyes’, i.e. really dull and stupid. See *hlakinyana*.

**Penqeza** (*Phengeza*), v. = *ukuti penqe*.

**Penqu, ukuti** (*Phengqu, ukuthi*), v. = *pengula*; *penquza*; *penquka*.

**isi-Penqu** (*Phenqu*), n. Bustling about, busy commotion (= *isi-Kwishi*); also = *isi-Pequ*.

**Penquka** (*Phengquka*), v. Get turned up, or turned up, as above — see *ukuti penge*.

**Penqeka** (*Phengqueka*), v. Get opened: staring, or turned up, as above — see *ukuti penge*.

**Penqeka** (*Phengqueka*), v. = *ukuti penge*.

**Penqeka** (*Phengqueka*), v. = *penquza*; *penquza*; *penquka*.

**isi-Penqu** (*Phenqu*), n. Bustling about, busy commotion (= *isi-Kwishi*); also = *isi-Pequ*.

**Penquka** (*Phengquka*), v. Get turned up, or turned up, as above — see *ukuti penge*.

**Penquula** (*Phengquula*), v. Turn up or upwards, as a goat it’s tail (acc.), or a man his eyes, showing the whites = *pekula*; *pekaza*.

**Penquza** (*Phengquza*), v. Do anything in a bustling, energetic manner, as a wife busy at work in a kraal, or hoeing away at a field (acc.) with spirit, or scolding away vigorously; scratch up vigorously, as a hen; blow about gustily, as the wind = *pekaza*; *kwishi*.

**Penquzisa** (*Phengquziza*), v. Stir up, make bustle or do with energy, as boys (acc.) working.

**Pentsuka** (s.p.; s.t.), v. Get thrown out prominently behind, as the buttocks (used in perf.).
Pentsula (s. p.; s. t.), v. Throw out the buttocks prominently behind, either naturally or by intention; throw out the buttocks at a person (ela form and acc.) i.e. be ungrateful, wilfully disregardful towards one who has been a kind friend or benefactor. Comp. talusa; shikila.

i-mPentsula (s. p.; s. t.), n. Person with buttocks protruding conspicuously behind (though not necessarily a deep-bent back = u(lu)-Behu); ungrateful person who puts out the buttocks at his benefactors (comp. isi-Talusa). Cp. i-nGqanati.

Pēnu, ukuti (Phēnu, ukuthi), v. = penuka; penula.

Penuka (Phenuka), v. Fall or get upset by a mere touch, get merely 'blown' over, as a very weak invalid, or anything standing so as to be on the point of falling over = penuluka. Cp. genuka.

Penula (Phenula), v. Make fall, upset, a thing (acc.) as above, by a mere touch, breath, etc. = penuluza. Cp. genna.

Penuluza (Phenuluza), v. = penula.

Penya (Phenya), v. Open, open up, open away any loose covering, as a blanket (acc.), thatch, or paper, so as to reveal what is beneath; uncover, reveal a thing (acc.) by opening or removing the loose covering concealing it; turn over or up, as clothes (acc.) in a box to see what is beneath; open out, unfold, an affair (acc.) so as to get to its origin and details or reveal it clearly; hence, open a book (acc.); turn over a page (acc.) therein. Cp. ambula; penula.

u(lu)-Penyane (Phenyane), n. A food-disease, causing sores about the head, and generally fatal = u(lu)-Qenyane.

Pēnye, ukuti (Phēnye, ukuthi), v. Open slightly, as a door (acc.), open away or uncover slightly, as grass; raise up slightly, as a mat or blanket so as to see what is beneath; reveal slightly by uncovering, as one's body; be opened slightly, be ajar, as a door; be or get opened away, raised up, or revealed slightly, as before. See penyà.

Pēpa (Phepha), int. Never mind! It's nothing! I beg pardon! (= nqepē); also, take care! Don't get hurt! The word is used by a person sooting or sympathising with another who has suddenly hurt himself or got hurt by something else; its literal meaning is simply 'Escape', and expresses the desire that what has happened may not be anything of consequence, and as such is used on those occasions, and with a similar thought, when the above expressions are used in English [Bo. pepa] rest in peace! — said in the Bondel country at the grave of a person dreamt of. See i-mPepo.

Pēpa (Phepha), v. Fly along swiftly, as a swallow, or a buck running, or metaphor. of a person who travels quickly, getting there and back in no time (= ukuti pe); escape from, i.e. not get hurt by, keep oneself unharmed from, by avoiding, or warding off, or having the luck to come safely through, as when escaping death (acc.) in a sickness, or having no bones broken in a fall, or fortunately staying off a blow (acc.) with one's stick [Sw. epa; avoid; Her. popa; warn].

Ex. akuseka 'ndoro lopo angapepele kona, there is no longer any place where he will be secure, can find safety in.

i(i)-Pepa (Phepha), n. Paper; newspaper; sheet or piece of paper [Eng].

isi-Pēpa (Phepha), n. One who gets through work with quickness, spirit, as a quick messenger or a woman who works with a spirit and gets through a large field in no time (= isi-Pe; i(i)-Picepi; i(i)-Pishipishi); thoroughly clever person, as a doctor, umungoma, or skilled craftsman; also = isi-Pepane.

u(lu)-Pēpa (Phepha), n. = u(lu)-Pekapa; also u(lu)-Si.

isi-Pepane (Phephane), n. Flower of the ab-Endlele plant, which is eaten = isi-Pepa.

Pē pê, ukuti (Phē phē, ukuthi), v. Flap, as a flag in the wind = pepesela.

u-Pepela (Phephela), n. Bone face-scrapers, for wiping off sweat = u(lu)-Bumelo. See isi-Kwete.

Pepelela (Phephelela), v. Escape into against, etc.

Ex. uasi isikilalela esing'umpheme wokupulelela imena, here is a bush that will be a shelter for escaping into from the rain.

Pepeleza (Phepheleza), v. Go skimming along with immense swiftness, as a bicycle, hare, or swallow.

isi-Pepelazi (Phephelezi), v. A broad, flat thing, as a broad u-Pepela, a broad flat receding face, a broad flat-shaped spoon.

i(i)-Pepesi (Phephesi), n. Any very light thin thing, as a thin calabash, an over-scraped skin, or thin threadbare cloth (ep. i-nWebu) = i(i)-Helesi, i(i)-Hengesi.
Pepeta (Phephetha), v. Blow (sufficiently hard to raise a dust), as the wind; blow off or about, as the wind a man's hat (acc.) or a leaf; clear off altogether, as an *untukati* or an epidemic a whole family (acc.); also = *lamula*. Comp. *huta; runqusa, kwishiza* [Her. *pepa*, blow with the mouth; *ombepe*, wind; Sw. *peperusha*, blow about; *pepeta*, winnow; *upepo*, air, wind; Bo. *pepo*, spirit; *up-epeho*, wind].

Pepeteka (Phephetheka), v. Get blown about, as anything hung up in the wind, or as a piece of paper about the ground.

isi-Pepeto (Phephetho), n. = *isi-Lamudo*.

um-Pepeto (Phephetho), n. 5. Small flowering veldt-plant whose roots are used for a cough.

isi-Pepeto-sotshani (Phephetho; s.l.), n. Kind of flowering grass.

Pepezela (Phepezelula), n. Flap about in the wind, as a flag (ep. *bakuza*); blow away at vigorously with the mouth, as at a fire (acc.) that won't burn (comp. *gutela*); say *pepa* to, as to a child (acc.) that has got hurt.

i-mPepo (Pepho), n. Small plant, bearing a yellow everlasting-flower, and burnt by ab-a-Ygowa, it giving off a fragrant smell; hence, applied to incense = i-*interegqisela* [Bo. *pepo*, a spirit — see *pepa*].

isi-Pepo (Phepho), n. Hurricane, gale, or any unusually strong wind such as unroofed houses or blows down trees. Comp. isi-Yunguweny [Sw. *pepo*, wind, gale; Sen. *upepo*; *Her. o-mbepe*, wind; *otyi-epo*, storm; MZT. *impewe*, wind].

Phr. kwaxuka isiphepo sika*altoyile*, a whirlwind arose — See isi-Kwiishikishi.

Pepu, ukuti (Phéphu, ukuthi), v. = *pepula*; *pepuku*; *pepuluka*; *pepuluka*.

Pepuka (Phéphuka), v. Get blown away or taken off with the wind, as a person's hat or piece of paper.

Pepula (Phéphula), v. Blow away, blow away with, as the wind with a man's hat (acc.) or piece of paper; blow down, as the wind a post; knock down by a mere touch as a person might anything very weakly or unsteadily standing.

Pepuluka (Phéphuluka), v. Get blown out, etc., as below.

Pepuluzza (Phéphuluzza), v. Blow out, off, away, or down, as the wind anything (acc.) uniformly fixed or standing; 'blow down' finally, *i.e.* kill off, a sick ox that cannot stand for long.

Pepuza (Phéphuzza), v. = *pepula*; *pepuluzza*.

Peqa (Phéqa), v. Turn over or fold back on itself any stiff thing, as a hide or piece of iron (acc.), brought back by force (for materials readily turning, see *peqa*); turn up the eyes (acc.) so as to show the whites; cut a small sharp slit in anything (acc.), as when cutting incisions in a person's skin, making a slit at the edge of a hide for inserting the stretching-peg, or when cutting a button-hole in a coat (= *peqeza*); brush the hair (acc.) backwards from the forehead so as to lie down flat over the head, as young men do (comp. *pendhla*).

Péqe, ukuti (Phéqe, ukuthi), v. Turn over or fold back on itself, as anything (acc.), which when turned remains rigidly fixed, as a hide, piece of iron or the upper eyelid (comp. *ukuti pee*); turn up the eyes (acc.) so as to show the whites; cut a small slit or notch in a thing (acc.) with a small sharp cut, as when slitting the skin for insertion of medicine, or cutting small slits at the edge of anything (comp. *ukuti menge*); bend in deeply, *i.e.* bend down on itself, as a pliant but crooked stick in order to make it straight; have the lower back deeply bended in and consequent protrusion of the buttocks, as some men and women; snap, break in two, any brittle thing (acc.), as a small stick (comp. *gqabula, gashula* = *peqa, peqeza*; be or get turned or folded back, get turned up, get slit or notched, get bent in deeply, get snapped in two, as above = *peqeza*.

um-Peqe (Phéqe), n. 5. = *isi-Peqe*.

Peqeeza (Pheqeza), v. = *ukuti peqe*.

isi-Pequza (Pheqeza), n. Person, male or female, with the lower back deeply bent in, causing a consequent turning up of the buttocks. Comp. *u(du)-Belu, i-mPe-ntulula*.

Peqeezeka (Pheqezeka), v. = *ukuti peqee*.

Péqu, ukuti (Phéqu, ukuthi), v. = *ukuti pequ*.

isi-Pequ (Phéqu), n. Person with eyes naturally 'turned up' *i.e.* showing the whites below the iris = *isi-Pequ*.

Pequka (Phéquka), v. = *pequka*.

Pequla (Phéqula), v. = *pequla*.

Pequza (Phéquza), v. = *pequza*.

Peshé, ukuti (Phéšé, ukuthi) v. Get whisked away or along, as any light thing by the wind; skin or glide rapidly past, so as to be scarcely seen, as a person running past a doorway = *pesheka*; whisk, or make skin along or by, as above; go rapidly, skin along, as a very light runner = *pesheza*. 
Pesheka (Phesheka), v. = ukuti peshe.

Pesheya (Phesheya), prep. On the other side of, beyond, any considerable dividing line cut in the land, as a river, u-donga, roadway, or valley (not used of any elevated dividing line, as a hill or ridge — see ngalapa-ya) — followed by kwa of the object. Comp. neno.

Ex. pesheya in Natal is often used alone to express ‘beyond the sea’, in Europe etc.; in Zululand it may mean ‘in Europe’, or beyond the Tukela i.e. in Natal.

Gafunda pesheya, he was educated in Europe, or America.

nkomo seincile pesheya, the cattle have crossed over to the other side (of the river or valley).

um-Pesheya (Phesheya), n. 5. Hair of some Natives when having a ‘reddish’ tint; hickory-king variety of mealies (= u-Hlezone).

Pesheza (Phesheza), v. = ukuti peshe.

Peshu, ukuti (Pheshu, ukuthi), v. = peshu-ka; peshula.

Peshuka (Pheshuka), v. Getcocked up or made stand erect, as below (used in perf.) = pekuka.

Ex. umsita wenbuza upeshukile; a goat’s tail stands cocked up.

Peshula (Pheshula), v. Cock up, make stand firmly erect, as a goat its tail (ace), an isi-bonkolo ant its posterior parts, or a bull its upper lip when sniffing the air (not used of cow’s or horse’s tail which does not stand stiffly erect) = pekuza.

isi-Pesheula (Pheshula), n. Anything standing cocked up or stiffly erect, as a goat’s tail, abdomen of isi-bonkolo ant or upper lip of bull when sniffing the air; upper lip of a person when naturally short and seemingly drawn up = isi-Pekula.

i-mPeshwanwa (s.p.), n. = i-mPetwana.

Peta (Phethu), v. Put a border, hem, or brim on anything, as a garment (ace), mat, or basket; hence, put the finish on anything (ace), as when putting the last touches on a new hut, etc.; hem a person (ace) in, bring him into a difficulty from which he cannot extricate himself, as by stealing the only food supply he has left him, or by breaking the teapot for a servant and then leaving him to face the master [Sw. pinda hem; Bo. pazo, end, border. Comp. paza].

Ex. kuyakupeta yena (komoBani), he will have the last words, strike, etc.

Pete, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.t), v. = peteka; peteza.

isi-Pete (Phethe), n. Cripple, such as has the legs or feet bent out of shape, as when the knees are bent inwards or the feet outwards, or when the foot is clubbed, as in the talipes equinum form.

Peteka (s.p.; s.t.; s.k), v. Get bowed, curved, or bent roundly back upon itself without breaking (but not flat down = pceke), as anything of a supple, plant nature like a fresh young switch, good steel blade, leaf of a tree, or piece of leather (used in perf.); be flexible, bendable, plant, as above = ukuti pete.

Petela (Phethela), v. Border on or at, as a field at a certain point (loc.); get as far as, end up at, as when journeying; end up, come to a close, conclude, as a law-suit with a certain decision.

Ex. selise layetela-pi icela na? the law-case has now got to come to a close where, i.e. ended with what decision?

(iil)-Petelo (Phethelo), n. Border, outskirts, of a district or country (the sea-coast being one i-petelo) = um-Kawulo. See i-mPeto; um-Peto.

i-mPetempete (s.p.; s.t.), n. Thing of a bendable, plant nature (not readily breaking), as a fresh switch, good steel blade, leaf of a tree, or piece of leather. See peteza.

Petezla (s.p.; s.t.), v. Bow, curve, or bend roundly back upon itself (without snapping or flattening), as anything (ace) of the nature of an i-mPetempete.

um-Peteza (s.p.; s.t. — sometimes um-Peteza omusha), n. 5. Man with a handsome, supple, sleek body = um-Gembelezane.

i-mPeto (Pheto), n. End, or closing up, conclusion of an affair = i-nShaka; i-Nqindi; cp. ilil-Petelo; um-Peto; peta.

Ex. impeto yendaba kayikwekakali, the conclusion of the matter has not yet got heard i.e. reached our ears.

um-Peto (Pheto), n. 5. Border, hem, or brim, as of a garment, mat, or plaited basket. Cp. ilil-Petelo; u-Ndi.

Petu, ukuti (Phethu, ukuthi), v. = peteka; petula.

i-mPetu (Phethu), n. Maggot. See petuza.

isi-Petu (Phethu), n. Spring, where the water bubbles out (= um-Tombo); eyes of a person or the person himself, when having the iris very high, so as to show the whites beneath (= i-mPendu; comp. i-nGxemu; yaluza); a mixed up, muddled affair = isi-Yalu.

Petuka (Phethuka), v. Get uncovered, turned over, or removed, as a stone, etc.
covering something else; get uncovered, turned up, or revealed, as the thing so brought to light, as below. Comp. petuluka; pendula.

Petula (Phethula), v. Uncover, turn over, or remove a thing (acc.) which covers up something beneath it, as a lot of rubbish, grass, blanket, stone or top-food in a plate so as to bring to view the insects, snake, etc., below; uncover, turn up, open to view the insects (acc.), snake, etc., by removing the covering which hides from view; turn up or roll the eyes (acc.); turn one (acc.) up, as to his stomach (i'sisu), as a nauseating medicine (nom.), or as the stomach (nom.) might its owner (acc.). Comp. petuluka; pendula.

Petuluka (s.p.; s.t.; s.k.), v. Get raised up, turned up or aside, as below. Comp. petuluka.

Petula (s.p.; s.t.), v. Raise up, turn up, draw aside slightly or gently, anything which covers or conceals something below, as when slightly raising a stone or dead body to see what is beneath it, or a folded blanket to see its interior colours, or the outside spathes of a mealie-cob to see how the grain is forming = bedulula; beneulula; cp. petula.

Pētu pețu, ukuti (Phethu phethu, ukuthi), v. = petula.

Petuza (Phethuza), v. Bubble about or up in commotion, as water from a spring or when boiling in a pot; turn about confusedly, as a lot of maggots, or people in a kraal. Cp. pitiza, nyakaza.

i(l)-Petwa (Phetwa), n. (N.) = i-Neve.

i-mPetwana (Phethwana), n. dim. of i-mPetu — applied to the small intestinal thread-worm of children = u(lu)-Hlavan.

u-Pewula (s.p.), n. An old Transvaal coin, bearing Paul Kruger's head.

Peza (Pheza), v. Leave off, cease, end, as a noise (acc.), pouring water, talking, etc.; leave off in regard to, let off, leave, as a boy (acc.) one is punishing or a dog one is belabouring (not 'let go or release' — see yeza) [Her. yesa, cease; Bo. pezo, end — akin to petisa].

Ex. anyafakwa loco'muti, ukuwa kube somunyeza, when he shall have been given that medicine, the disease will leave him off, cease to go any further with him.

Peza (Phezzu), v. 'Fly' along, skim along with great velocity, as a bicycle or a swift runner or walker = ukuti pe hezū.

isi-Pezi (Phezi), n. One of a certain section of the um-Gumana regiment of Shaka.

Pezisa (Phezisa), v. Make to leave off, or cease.

Pezolo (Phezolo), adv. Time when sleep comes on, about bedtime (say from eight till ten in the evening, according as it is winter or summer). Comp. kusihleka.

Ex. bayakufika kuzepezolo, they will arrive while it is still bedtime.

Pezu (Phezu), prep. Over, above (but near to), as a picture on the wall above a desk or a lamp hanging over a table (see pezulu); on, upon, as a picture standing on a table, or a hat upon one's head; over, overlooking, on the banks of, as a kraal built just above a river; over and above, despite, in spite of — followed by kwa of object in all cases [Skr. wpāri, above; Gr. epi, on; Her. pu, on; Sw. jum, on; Ga. gulu, on; Ha. bissa, on — see pezulu].

Ex. upezu kwakala lo, he is above (taller than) this one (boy).

yibekela pezu kwafaka, place it upon the table.

wohukwama pezu kwamayango kwakala, you shall stick it in above the door in your hut.

upezu kwakala loko, wodululwa yakefeza, and in spite of that, he went on and did it.

pezu kwoba, or kwokuba, notwithstanding that, even though, despite that, over and above that.

Pezulu (Phezulu), prep. Up above, high up (in comparison with pezu), high above, as a eat up in a tree, a flag on a staff (followed by locative of thing), or as a cloud moving high above the earth (followed by kwa of object) [Skr. sura, sublime; Gr. epi, on; Her. pu, on; MZT. ko-julu, above; Sw. jum, above; Ga. gulu, above; Mo. vo-zulu, above — comp. pezu; i(l)-Zulu].

Ex. uantsi-ya pezulu emutini, there is (the monkey) up in the tree.

bayipamela pezulu ominda, they hung it (the flag) high on a stick.

ukukwanga yona iyahamba pezu kwamhlabu, kovha enufumoyakamba pezulu, a mist travels just-above, or on, the earth, but the clouds move high up above.

Phr. konje munubani oyakupelana pezulu, who is it I wonder who is going to end his existence above ground? = and did he think he was going to live for ever, and not go down into the grave?

um-Pezulu (Phezulu), n.5. Sky, heavens; lightning (probably a ltonipa word originally in Zululand) = i(l)-Zulu.

Pi (Phi), adv. of interrog. Where? in what
place? in which direction? — gen. joined on to the verb as its final syllable (comp. lapo); used in conjunction with a pronoun to express 'which', 'which one', 'what' [Lat. ubi, where; Ar. fen; Her. Ka. pi; MZT. li; Chw. fi; Sw. wapi; Ev. fie].

Ex. epi na? where? sometimes, which?
usko-po? where do you say?
ngenze wakufumisa napi napi, you will never get to come across it anywhere (lit. and where and where).
ugiy'azi, y'ini, mina, okoma ayakwenzana, uma y'ukupi? do I then know what he will do, whether it is the which, or what?
p'wabitshiza-pi wena? well! towards which direction do you think, i.e. where or what is your opinion?
asiweza noba us'ukufumela-pi, we don't understand where you are now speaking for i.e. driving at.
kakwezi bani ukuti kyakutu kupi kube-pi, amaBumi nesimpi zowo loco, nobody knows which will turn out to be which (i.e. what the end will be), with these Boers and their army.

Pi, ukuti (Phiri, ukuthi), v. = ukuti swi.
i-Mpi (s.p.), n. Army, i.e. fighting force of the tribe collected for action; whole of any particular fighting excursion undertaken by that force, i.e. war; any particular engagement in that war, i.e. battle; foe, adversary, hostile person; enemy (collectively), hostile people or force; used to express surprise or admiration at the largeness of a company or body of people [Sw. vita, war; Her. oma-vita, army].

Ex. ny'impil ka'Cetshwayo lom'untu, that person is (of) Cetshwayo's army, i.e. his fighting-man.
ny'impil ka'Cetshwayo lom'untu, that person is an enemy to Cetshwayo.
impil yomuneni, a family war.
impil ebome, a thorough fight or war, pursued to the extreme end (as a war of extermination).

Phr. sahlangana nempi is'aluka, we met an army on the war-path (and were thus in imminent danger ourselves) — used to express any misfortune, annoyance that suddenly or unexpectedly befalls one in the course of the day. See abuka.

impil yakwa'Mahunobuloe, it is the war of See-and-be-killed, = it is an affair of killing one another on sight, of deadly enmity.

ubu-Mpi (s.p.), n. See ubu-Mpi.
FiBi, ukuti (Phibi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti pihti.
Phibika (Phibiku), v. = pihkika.
Phibiza (Phibizu), v. = pikhiza.

Pica (Phieca), v. Wattle, build by an interweaving of twigs, as a hut (acc.) with wattles (uqezintjanto = pinga, hida); catch or trap a person (acc.) by acting craftily; trick one (acc.), lead him wrong, get him into a difficulty, as any work (nom.) in which one has gone wrong (comp. pambu).

Ex. ungipiele lo'mvesheni, this job has taken me in — I have gone all wrong.
i-Mpa (s.p.), n. African civet (Viverra civetta) (N).

Piceka (Phiecka), v. Get caught or trapped; or tricked, led wrong, or into difficulties, as above.
Pici, ukuti (Phici, ukuthi), n. Squash along, crush with a sliding, slippery movement, as a piece of apple (acc.), insect, etc., on the pavement, or between the fingers (comp. ukuti pihti); slip or slide along or off, as one's foot (nom.) on any soft slimy thing, as a stone in a river, or piece of orange-peel on the floor; slip or slide out, as any slimy thing, like a dumi, the glands penis, etc., from its covering; slip or slide off, as any slimy covering, like that of a dumbe or the skin of one's foot, from what it contains; plait grass (acc.) or act in a dodging, crafty, slippery manner, go dodging or slipping about, so as never to be caught, never commit oneself, never be clearly understood (see i-li-Piceka; piulha); get off in no time, slip along with rapidly, as a woman quickly getting through any work (acc. = ukuti pici pici, gwilikika) = piciza; get squashed or crushed, as above; get slipped or slid along, or off, or out, as above; have the skin off, be all slimily raw, as a person's body when covered with open sores; get plaited, as a grass-armlet or eating-mat, as above = piciza.

Picika (Phieka), v. = ukuti pici; comp. pihilika.

i-li-Piceka (Phiephici), n. Crafty, dodging, slippery doer or talker, who talks or acts in all manner of ways but so as never to be caught or thoroughly understood (see ukuti pici, piciza; cp. i-li-Gwilikika); quick worker, one who slips along with his work and gets it finished in no time (= isi-Pempi, isi-Pishipihi).
Pici pici, ukuti (Phici phici, ukuthi), v. Talk or act in a crafty, dodging about way, first here then there (= ukuti pili-likikici), or in a quick, energetic manner (= pishaza), as above.
tension, pig-headed objection, contentious rivalry.

upike nyokuti ny'inkosi, he takes his stand on the imagination that he is a great personage.

uyakipa isitole, uyakanika: pika! I produced a heifer and gave you it; deny it, if you can!

upike, wabungusa wesikuweni pansi, he has denied it, sweeping the dust with his beard.

upike, wahlala wenzingwe uyezomundo, he has contradicted it, sitting (flat) on his buttocks, or on his rump. See kuhleka, ume-
tu, i-nTaba.

sahamba, sipike nelango, we went along, contending with the sun — i.e. from its rise to setting we have kept up a constant march or race with it, all day long.

i(li)-Pika (Phika), n. Hard hurried breathing, as after running or ascending a hill; short breath, as of a consumptive person; broken-windedness, as of a horse; long-drawn breath or sigh, as of relief after removal of danger (used with uku-hlababa). See pikazela.

Ex. senginepika, kade ngiyijima, I am now out of breath, I have just been running. upepika, ukuzezi ukulundzwa intuba, he is broken-winded, he is unable to pull up a hill.

Phr. uku-hlababa ipika, to take a breath = ukuti kefa.

isi-Pika (Phika), n. Person with very broad shoulders and small waist; hence, cape, as of a coat; plur. isi-Pika, muscular strength, strength of arm, as to raise a heavy weight (used with na = isi-Dhladhla).

i(li)-Pikanini (s.p.; s.k.), n. Baby; tiny thing [not Z. — though used all over South-Africa up to Zambesi, but only when speaking with Whitemen; prob. from some Portuguese word].

i(li)-Pikankani (Phikankani), n. Common designation for any daring, courageous, or headstrong doer; one of those always in the front, most eager for the fray; young person whose beauty is not so decided as to be undisputed, who is therefore a source of contention among the girls, or vice versa.

N.B. A pretty Native girls' round runs as follows: — 1st. choir. Amapikankaniw'ensoki (the contested beauties of the king)! 2nd. chr. Eshee! eshee! (oh my!; oh my!); 1st. chr. Zinjuma zonke wenzosi (they are dark, all of the king's young men)! 2nd. chr. Eshee! eshee (oh, my! oh, my!); 1st. chr. Zinjuma ehluzeni (they are black down in the bush-veldt)! 2nd. chr. Eshee! eshee (oh, my! oh, my!) — and so on and over again.
Pikaza (Phikaza), v. Assert confidently; do confidently (C.N.).

Pikazela (Phikazela), v. Pant or breath hard, be out of breath, as after running or exertion; hence, go ‘panting’ along, i.e. in an anxious hurry, as when anxious about some possibility of danger ahead.

isi-Pike (Phique), n. Persistency, steady continuation of action, perseverance; pig-headedness, obstinacy; such a persistent, persevering person; or one obstinately pigheaded. See Pika.

Ex. baphike nyespikile, they come persistently, with steady continuance, as to buy at a store.

Pikelala (Phikela), v. Take up the dispute for or on behalf of, i.e. defend, stand up for a person (acc.); hence, when used of a judge of a case, equivalent to ‘decide for’, ‘give the suit to’, ‘acquit’.

Ex. imbosi umpekile, the chief has sided with him (verbally) i.e. has decided for him.

Pikelela (Phikelala), v. Obstinatey persist in, as a child in its naughtiness, or a pigheaded individual; do with determined perseverance, as any undertaking accompanied with many difficulties.

Ex. ngapikelala kikwe, he is doing it from sheer pigheaded obstinacy, he will not hear i.e. obey.

isi-Pikeleli (Phikeline), n. Natal Kingfisher (Ispidina Natalensis) = ili(i)-Ngangomhela; cp. isi-Vuba; also = isi-Pekile.

i-mPielelewana (s.p.; s.k.), n. Thing of common, regular occurrence, as the routine duties, worries, etc., of daily life (often with yamalanga).

isi-Pikeleli (Phikeline), n. = isi-Pikeleli.

Piki, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.k.), v. = pikiza.

isi-Pikile (s.p.; s.k.), n. Nail, of any kind; one of a certain section of the um-Xapo regiment [D. spyker, nail].

Pikisa (Phikisa), v. Dispute, as a person might a doubtful statement (acc.) made by another, i.e. enter into debate or contention about it, not concede its truth off hand; hence often used in place of Eng. ‘contradict’, ‘repudiate’, etc.

Ex. go! ngiyapikisa lelo’gama, no! I dispute that assertion i.e. I contradict it.

Pikisana (Phikisana), v. Cause one another to enter into strife, rivalry, dispute, etc.; hence, argue, dispute, as two persons about any matter (with niga); contest with, enter into a trial of strength, skill, speed, etc., with, as boys racing, men wrestling or in any way vieing with one another.

Ex. ukupikisana inkani, to dispute or vie with one another with obstinate contentiousness.

um-Pikisano (Phikisano), n. 5. Name sometimes applied to any medicine used by a woman to aid her in her rivalry with other wives.

Pikiza (s.p.; s.k.), v. Wriggle rapidly about, as a goat’s tail or that of a cow when cut short.

isi-Pikiza (s.p.; s.k.), n. Short, stumpy, ‘wriggling’ thing, as above.

i(li), or u(li)-Piko (Phiko), n. Wing, of any bird; fringe or edge of a passing rain-cloud; the small shower of rain that falls from it (comp. isi-Hlambi, for cloud passing full over head); extreme tank of an army (comp. u(li)-Ponde); and in phr. below [Sw. piga, tap as wings].

Ex. kalinauga, kufike upiko lebu, or berenda ye, it didn’t rain, there came just the fringe of a cloud, or of rain.

Phr. wapika avapiko, he denied absolutely = wapika nokupikisa.

Pila (Phila), v. Live in, or enjoy, good health (used in perf.); recover one’s good health, get well, as after being sick (comp. sindu, piluka, laluma); change colour, of any thing and in any way, as fruit in ripening, coat from wear, or one’s face from anger.

Ex. usapikile na? are you still well, enjoying good health?

serekupa, he has already got well, recovered his health.

i(li)-kazikupili ukuba bome, or wuguma, the waterboem berries have not yet turned red or black (in ripening).

i-mPila (s.p.), n. Veldt herb (Callilepis laeoeola), whose red-sapped roots are used medicinally as a tonic for young girls at the earlier periods of menstruation.

i(li)-Piliba (Philiba), n. = i(li)-Gwela.

Pilikica (Philikica), v. = ukutl pilikici; ukutl bilikici; ukutl gwilikici.

Pilikiceka (Philikiceka), v. = ukutl pilikici.

Pilikici, ukuti (Philikici, ukuthi), v. Make slip (i.e. throw, ting, etc.) from the hand with a soft topping slush, as a man might a slimy fish (ace.), eel, or wet skin when tinging it (= pilikica); make get slipped from one’s hold, as a man does when the promise or agreement he has made with one to-day, he disputes or disowns to-morrow, so making it get lost to the grasp (= pilikica; also gwilikica); come slipping
down with a soft flopping slush, as a slimy fish, eel, or wet skin when flung (= pilikievu).

(iii)-Pilikici (Philikici), n. = (i(iii))-Picipici.

Philisela (Phillisela), v. Prevent one (acc.) from sleeping or obtaining sleep, as a sick person requiring continual attention, or dogs incessantly barking.

Ex. kwe kuse engiphilese ubuntu, right till dawn he has kept me from sleep.

i-Mpiyo (s. p.), n. Healtli (M).

(iii)-Pimbo (Phimbho), n. Voice (i.e. the particular variety of sound produced by any person’s throat), as of a singer, or that by which we may distinguish a particular speaker among a crowd. Comp. (i(iii))-Zvi.

um-Pimbo (Phimbho), n. 5. Larynx, internal throat (not the external neck below the chin) — supposed to be the seat of the mental faculties and emotions; hence, the heart, in all its metaphorical significations = i-nTliziyo, um-Xwele.

Ex. kweu sho umpimbo, my heart told me (to do so) i.e. I was prompted from within.

(iii)-Pimbolo (Phimbholo), n. Sharp, pointed, projecting crookedness, a ‘poky’ twist or bend, as in a wattle where a side-branch has been growing, and which shows as a projecting crookedness in a wattle-fence, or as a sharp in-bend and then back on itself, as of a river or road, or bandy-legs with a poky twist to the front. Comp. i-nGoni, i-nTsonge.

Ex. sinib levi’xintungo zoku, xing’ama-pimbolo yje, these wattles of yours are bad, they are all just poky beads.

Pimisa (Phimisa), v. = pumisa.

Pimisela (Phimisela), v. = pumisela.

(iii)-Pimpi (Phimpiti), n. Species of cobra or naja, of a dusty-brown colour and about two feet long, found in stony places = u-Nopemdelwayo; cp. i-mFezi.

i-Mpimipiliza (s. p.), n. — see i-Mpimipiliza.

i-Mpimipilizane (s. p.), n. — see i-Mpimipilizane.

isi-Pimpipiyana (Phimpipiyana), n. An abnormally short thing, as a very short isidawaba, ili(bi)-besha, or mealie-cob. See pimpipiyela; um-Nqini.

Pimpipiyela (Phimpipiyela), v. Put on a short stunted thing, as a mealie-plant very small cobs, or a woman wearing an unusually short isidawaba.

Pinda (Phinda), v. Repeat, do again a thing (acc. = engesa); double, make double; mount a cow (acc.) in calf, or already covered — often used adverbially to express ‘again’, as below (= buya) [Sw. pinda, double up].

Ex. wapinda wafika enzwa kwaloko, he came again after that.

ngabe usalipinda, don’t repeat it (the window) — as when painting it.

Phr. angiyipindunye ujalo, ngahamba! never! never! will I go! — expressing absolute refusal.

pind’acunc’ (or pinde acunc’), catch him agreeing! he will never agree (N).

uku-pindy’inga (or pinda inya), to repeat a cruel thing again i.e. to take revenge on one (acc. or with ku), spit him out, for having shown some previous hostility, or ill-feeling = pimisela. See i(iii)-Nya.

Pindela (Phindela), v. Return again, go back again.

Ex. wapindela kona, he went back there again.

wapindela ngemsholela yake, he returned by the path he came by.

Pindha, or Pindhla pindhla, ukuti (Phindhla, ukuthi), v. Dodge about in all directions, move rapidly and suddenly from side to side, as a snake dodging about in the grass, a man when striving to get away from those who seek to prevent him from fighting with another, or as the cane or hand of a master whipping a boy in all directions over the body = pindhla, pindhlaza; comp. ukuti pici pici.

Pindhla, or Pindhlapindhla (Phindhla), v. Dodge about in all directions, on all sides, as above; whip or pitch into a person (acc.) right and left all over the body with a switch or shambok = ukuti pindhla; comp. pici pici.

u(iu)-Pindhlapindhla (Phindhlapindhla), n. Wriggling, dodging thing — common expression for a snake; also, tall, lank-bodied person.

Pindhlaza (Phindhlaza), v. = pindhla, ukuti pindhla.

Pindisa (Phindisa), v. Take revenge on, spit out, as one might a person (acc., with ku, or acc. and ela form) who has done him some ill. See i(iii)-Nya.

i-mPindisa or Pindiso (s. p.), n. Certain climbing plant, whose roots are mixed with u-jiba and taken as a tonic by a girl at her first menstruation = i-nTwa-lalabombo; cp. i-nTambiso; i-mPila.

Pinga (Phinga), v. Have unlawful sexual intercourse with one of the opposite sex (acc. or with na) — used of males and females, whether children, unmarried adults, or married people (excepting, of
course, the according to Native custom lawful or connived at ukuthlaasts between young people already betrothed), or as a bull or bullock with a cow already covered; cover or copulate with, as one dog another (acc. — see beba); wattle or make by the intertwining of wattles, as a hut (acc. = pica); interweave or intertwine, as such wattles (acc. = pica). Cp. Fela [Bo. zinga, commit adultery; Gan. pinya, female; Kwe. n-pinya, woman].

i(li)-Pingantlota (Pingantlota), n. Wild asparagus — a long-stemmed thorny plant common in the bush and having soft edible stems and moss-like foliage — often used by Europeans for Christmas decoration, also worn stuck in the head by a Native who has killed a man, as in war-time = i(li)-Pingantlota.

Pingela (Pingela), v. Lay the fault on (udy) (C.N.).

i(li)-Pingelo (Pingelo), n. = u(lu)-Pico.

i(li)-Pingolo (Pingolo), n. = u(lu)-Pico.

um-Pingo (Phingo), n. 5. Small iron blade, as large as one's thumb-nail, which, smeared with poison and loosely inserted into a temporary haft, used to be used for hunting elephants — the iron point remaining embedded in the flesh and the haft falling off. A single poisoned javelin of this kind sufficed to kill an elephant in about six hours. Exactly the same method is used in Galla-land (N).

u(lu)-Pingo (Phingo), n. Adultery (M).

Pingqilika (Phingqilika), v. = piquilika.

i(li)-Pini (Phini), n. Stick cut broad at the end, for stirring mashy foods, porridge, etc.; hence, ear of boat.

um-Pini (Phini), n. 5. Haft or handle, as of a pick, or axe [Here. omu-pine, haft; Sw. m-pini; MZT. mu-pini; Ga. mwint; Bo. mhini; Chw. mo-piny].

i-mPininiza (s.p.), n. = i-Mimpilizane.

Pinqa (Phinga), v. Protrude or thrust out the eyes (amehlo), as a person with very large eyeballs, or one staring hard. Comp. penqa; piqiza.

Ex. wengipinqela amehlo, he stared at me so that his eyes almost rolled out.

um-Pinquamehlo (Phinquamehlo), n. 5. = un-Phinqi.

Pinqi, ukuti (Phini, ukuthi), v. Shoot out, burst out, as any smooth slippery body from its cover, as an in-dhlubu nut (nom.) when the shell is pressed between the fingers, or an i-dwamhi from its skin when pressed in the same way, or the matter from an abscess when squeezed = pinqi; protrude, as the eyes of a person when very large = pinqi; make shoot or burst out, as an in-dhlubu nut or i-dwamhi (acc.) when pressing its shell or skin between the fingers = pinqi; thrust out, make protrude, as a person his eyes = pinqi.

i(li)-Pinqi (Phinqi — mostly used in plur.), n. Large, protruding eye-ball = i-mPhinqi; isi-Huruzza.

i-mPinqi (s.p.), n. = i(li)-Pinqi, um-Pinqi.

um-Pinqi (Phinqi), n. 5. Person with large protruding eyes (uyamehlo) = um-Pinquamehlo.

Pinqika (Phinqika), n. Shoot or burst out (intrans.) = ukuti pinqi.

Pinqila (Phinqila), v. Make shoot or burst out = ukuti pinqi.

Pinqilika (Phinqilika), n. = piquilika.

Pinqiza (Phinqiza), v. Thrust out, make protrude, as the eyes (acc.) = ukuti pinqi.

Pinqa, ukuti (Phinya, ukuthi), v. Twist or wrench, as a person's arm (acc.), or a branch of a tree to get it off; twist, dislocate, put out of joint by twisting = ukuti pinqa, ukuti pinqi.

Pinqa pinya, ukuti (Phinya phinya, ukuthi), v. Eat voraciously off in no time, as a greedy eater a large lump of meat (acc.).

isi-Pin Yapinya (Phinyaphinya), n. Greedy voracious eater, never getting satisfied.

Pinaza (Phinaza), v. = ukuti pinya, biyiza.

Pinyi, or Pinyi pinya, ukuti (Phinya, ukuthi), v. Polish off in no time, as food, work, etc. = ukuti pishi pishi; ukuti pinya.

i(li)-Pinipinya (Phinipinya), n. Quick, sharp doer or worker who finishes off what he has in hand in no time = i(li)-Piskhipishi.

Pinypi pinya (Phinipinya), v. = ukuti pinqi pinya.

isi-Pinzi (Phinzi), n. = isi-Pinzi.

Pipa (Phipha), v. Wipe away the ordure (acc.) from the bottom of a child (acc.) after stool; cleanse a woman (acc.) after childbirth; clear off the scraps or scrapings of food (acc.) left by others, as a greedy child.

um-Pipambi (Phiphambhi), n. 1. One to whom falls the dirty work in a kraal, as the chief wife, eldest son, etc., whose duty it is to care for the burial of the dead; a scapegoat, to whose fault every-
thing that goes wrong is attributed, lit. one who wipes away the dirt of others.

Pipiyela (s.p.), v. Hint at, make concealed remarks or insinuations about or to a person (ace.) = gudhla.

isi-Pipo (Phipho), n. Certain small veldt-plant with broad soft downy leaves, used for uku-pipa; any plant used for that purpose.

Piqé, ukuti (Phiqé, ukuthi), v. Sink back or deep down into, penetrate far into, get drawn back into, as a snail into its shell, snake into its hole, buck drawing back out of sight into a bush, or stake penetrating deep down into the soil = piqéka; piqeleka, ukuti twa; make sink back or deep down into, make penetrate or get drawn back deeply into, as above = piqela; piqelikisa.

Piqéka (Phiqéka), v. = ukuti piqé.

Piqéla (Phiqéla), v. = ukuti piqé.

Piqeleka (Phiqeleka), v. = ukuti piqé.

Piqelekisa (Phiqelekisa), v. = ukuti piqé.

Piqí, ukuti (Phiqí, ukuthi), v. Shoot or burst forth, as any smooth-surfaced, slippery body from its cover when pressed; make so shoot or burst forth = ukuti piqí.

Ex. y'imi engamzalo piqi, it is I who bore him, shooting him forth (from the womb) — said by the actual mother as distinguished from that large circle of relations who go by the name of u-name (mother).

Piqika (Phiqika), v. = pinqika.

izi-Piqika (Phiqikaka), n. Thick jet of matter or slough squeezed from an abscess; serofulous matter running from the nose or ears of children.

Piqila (Phiqila), v. = pinqila.

Piqi lika (Phiqilikaka), v. Twist the body in easy graceful movements, as a youth or girl dancing nicely the um-Gegeo.

Pisa (Phisa), v. Make or brew beer (ace.) — used of the whole work connected therewith; begin, start, as any work (ace.), as when commencing to build a hut (ace.), a season's ploughing, or removal of a kraal; press (with moral pressure), urge, impel; as a father might his daughter (ace.) to get married, a child its mother (ace.) to buy something, or as anger might impel a man (ace.) to say something unpleasant.

Ex. sesipise ijeja, or amasinimu, we have already started with the hoe, or with the fields, i.e. have commenced ploughing.

kuqalo kupiso imisi (yokusa), kube sekupiso ilanga, first of all starts the twilight (of dawn), then starts the sun.

ngopiswa na? are you pressed (by any necessity of nature, as by urine — ng'amoshobingo, or by feces — ng'amasinimu) = do you wish to go out?

isi-Pisana (Phisana), n. Smaller species of hyena. See i-mPisi.

Piseka (Phiseka), v. Get concerned in regard to, have concern or great care for, as for a child confined to one's care, or a new dress (with ela form and ace.) = naka, yakekela.

Ex. ngipisekele y’ile’ngane, or ngiyipisekele le’ngane, I have great care or concern for this child.

isi-Pisekeleni (Phisekeleni), n. One who cares for or concerns himself about nobody and nothing, going his own wayward, indifferent course.

isi-Pisekeli (Phisekeli), n. Thoughtful, regardful person, full of care and concern for what is entrusted to him.

Pisela (Phisela), v. Fix or stick in, as an assegai-blade (ace.) in its haft, a broom-handle in the broom, or a Native hoe-iron into its handle; push on forcibly or persistently, as with talk or argument in spite of remonstrance (= hlenntleleka).

Phr. ngapiwelisa errolobeni, he is sticking (an assegai) into an irrobo haft — applied to one who persists obstinately in his own course or assertions contrary to the advice of others. See i-mPisi; hlenntleka.

i-mPiselo (s.p.), n. An um-Zaca sharply pointed at one end. Cp. (ili)-Pemula.

isi-Piselo (Phiseloa), n. Native piercing-iron.

Pisha (Phisha), v. Break wind silently, make a smell (= kwisha); cause irk-someness, aversion, feeling of disgust, as monotonous work, or the same food incessantly (= dina); make a clean end of, finish off = shipa.

um-Pishamanzi (Phishamanz), n. 5. Long-tailed Cormorant (Phalacrocorax Africannus).

Pishaza (Phishaza), v. = pisha.

Pisheka (Phisheka), v. Be overcome with irk-someness, aversion, feeling of disgust as above (used in perf. — see pisha) = shipeka.

Pishelekela (Phisheleleka), v. Just thrust oneself into, as when entering a hut by force, uninvited, or without preliminary etiquette = ukuti pisheleki.

Pishileki, ukuti (Phisheleki, ukuthi), v. = pisheleleka.

Pishi, or Pishi pishi, ukuti (Phishi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti pinya.
Pishika (Phishika), v. Get polished off in no time, as work or food.

u(lu)-Pishili (Phishili), n. Ox with tall upright horns slanting backwards at the points; person with tall head slanting off backwards. Cp. isi-Gele, i(lu)-Gelegenge.

i(lu)-Pishipishi (Phishipishi), n. = i(lu)-Pinningipinyi.

Pishiza (Phishizo), v. = ukuti pishi pishi.

i(lu)-Pisi (Phishi), n. Professional hunter of large game.

i-mPisi (s. p.), n. Spotted or Laughing Hyena (Hy. crocuta) (= isi-Gwili, i(lu)-Delabutongo; comp. isi-Pisana); horribly ugly person, male or female; moth, from their habit of appearing about the evening time (see utu-Vemvane, i(lu)-Bu); woolen blanket or rug of a plain grey-brown colour (T); advanced stage of the diarrhoea or cholera of infants (= isi-Kobe) [Ga. mpisa, hyena; Sw. fisì; Go. visi; Kag. visi; Heh. iifi].

Ex. ngayikandla impisi ka'Sibanibani, I came across the ugly creature (son or daughter) of So-and-so.

Phr. uku-qisa empisinisi, to persist obstinately, utterly regardless of consequences, at all risks, as a desperate or foolhardy person. See pisela.

i-mPisi-kayihangeluwa (s. p.; s. k.), n. Certain tree, whose bark is used for n-Jovela.

i-mPisintschange (s. p.; s. t.), n. = i-mPisintschwenka; also (C. N.) = u-Neukubili.

i-mPisintschwenka (s. p.; s. t.; s. k.), n. Ravenous eater, devouring everything; person with ugly face or body generally.

u(lu)-Piso (Phiso), n. Large beer i-mBiza, with a small rimmed mouth like an isi-Cunu basket.

i(lu)-Piti (Phiti), n. Very small kind of buck, the Blue-buck (Cephalophus monticola), living in the bush = i-mPiti.

i-mPiti (Piti), n. Fashion of dressing the hair among young-men and girls, by first cutting it short and then revolving the flat-pressed palm upon it, rolling it into little untidy tufts, which are afterward in this twisted way allowed to grow long (with shaya). Cp. u(lu)-Poto; also = i(lu)-Piti.

Pitikeza (Phitikeza), v. Mix up together, as mealies and Kafir-corn, flour and water, etc. = xuba.

Pitiliza (s. p.; s. t.), v. = bidiliza.

i-mPitimpiti (Pithimpithi), n. 3. = isi-Pitipi-piti.
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(ac.) a knock on the head with a knob-kerry = ukuti pobo, ukuti jiea, ukuti zabalazi, ukuti zu, ukuti zubulundila.

Ex. wadinda wati po pantsi, he just fell down dead.

isi-Po (Pho), n. Gift i.e. thing given. See isi-Pwo (M).
i-mPoba (s.p.), n. Strong utshwala, whether of mealies or amanbele.
Pōbo, ukuti (Phōbo, ukuthi), v. = ukuti po.
i-mPobo (s.p.), n. = um-Pobo.

um-Pobo (Phobo), n. 5. Uuripe fig or figs (collect.) = um-Qobo, i-mPobo; ep. i(li)-Ncenyo, is-Abumu.
Pobola (Phobola), v. Provokes a person (acc.) to fight (lit. to give him a knock on the head, as a challenge) = qala.
Poboleka (Phoboleka), v. Get made drop down dead, or die off suddenly without premonitory illness (lit. get struck down) = kwatatiza.
Poboza (Phoboza), v. Give a person (acc.) a blow on the head, as with a knob-kerry = ukuti pobo.
Pōco, ukuti (Phōco, ukuthi), v. Dent in, make an indentation in, as in a tin- vessel (acc.) by a blow ( = pokoza); get dented in, have an indentation, as before ( = pokoza) = ukuti feco.
Pocoka (Phocoka), v. = ukuti poco.
Pocoza (Phocoza), v. = ukuti poco.
i-mPofazana (s.p.), n. A certain bird, the Wattled Starling (Dilophus cavernulatus).

Po fête (Phofo), v. Make a person (acc.) poor ( = mpofe), as by making constant calls on his stock; make a thing (acc.) ‘brown’ i.e. take the freshness, polish, colour off, make it dirty-looking, as a child might the recently polished floor of a hut (acc.) by shuffling about on it, or the sun discoloring a black coat or putting a parched appearance on a field of green mealies; make a person (acc.) look ‘poor’ i.e. small, discredited, ridiculous, by saying offensive, insulting things to him in the presence of others ( = dunaza).

isi-Pofo (Phofo), n. Variety of the human female breast when it stands out full and evenly set on the body (not pendulous), as in young girls (comp. i-nKoma-n, um-Nyadula, ufly-Bendlkhom); medium large pink head; also = isi-Kondee.

ubu-Pofo (Phofo), n. = ubu-Mpofu.
Pōhlo, ukuti (Phōlo, ukuthi), v. Smash with a crash, as any dry brittle thing (acc.), like a bottle, calabash, bone, or dry branch; smash a person (figur.), as by a crushing blow on the head or ribs; eat or crush up in the mouth roasted mealies (= pohloza); get so smashed up, etc., as above (= pohloka) = ukuti porro.

(1-li)-Poho (Phohoa), n. Medium-large white bead, larger than the (1-li)-Tambo.

i-mPohlo (s.p.), n. Old bachelor or unmarried male (in this use now mostly confined to Natal); one of a regiment of Shaka’s and consisting of the following sections: — u-Gibabanye, u-Fojisua, i-mFolozi, i-nDabankula, etc.; (C.N.) disorderly, self-willed person.
Pohloka (Phohloka), v. = ukuti pohlo; porroka.
Pohloza (Phohlola), v. = ukuti pohlo; porroza.
Pōko, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.k.), v. Droop or fall at the end, as the breasts of a growing girl when beginning to be pendulous, the flower of the mealie-plant, ear of imfe, or a long bundle of grass carried on the head (= pokoze ka); make so droop at the end (= pokoza) = ukuti boko.
Pōko, ukuti (Phoko, ukuthi), v. Be quite white, as a tree in blossom, land with snow, or hair of an old man; thrust itself out beyond or ahead of the main mass or body = pokoza; get so thrust ahead = pokoze ka.

u(lu)-Pōko (Phooko), n. Kind of grass (? Chloris sp.), sparsely cultivated by the Natives and whose tiny seeds are used for making or improving utshwala.

um-Pokolo (s.p.; s.k.), n. 5. Mouth when closed firmly, from angry silence or fasting.

Ex. uqiloko u’mppokolo, he has kept his mouth tight all vlong i.e. has never said a word.

angbonange ngwezintu a’mppoko, I have never so much as touched this screwed up mouth of mine i.e. have not tasted a morsel of food.

Pokopela (Phokophela), v. Be thrust forward, ahead of, out beyond the average or main body (with kvea), as one child growing conspicuously rapid among those of his age, some mealie-plants far ahead of others in growth, or a point of land jutting sharply out into the sea ( = ukuti poko, ukuti pokopela); press persistently, obstinately, perseveringly forward in one’s aims, desires, etc., as when one is determined to attain them ( = zokoze la).
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Ex. nyipokopela intombi ku'Bani, he is pressing hard, persistently after So-and-so’s daughter.

Pókopele, ukuti (‘Phókopele, ukathi), v. = pokopela, ukuti poko.

i(li)-Pókopoko (‘Phókopokoko), n. Anything standing out, or advancing, prominently beyond, or ahead of the main company or mass, as a single great storm-cloud shooting forward beyond the rest, a few of a herd of cattle leading the way off into some field, or a tree growing conspicuously out above those that surround it.

u-Pókoto (‘Phókoto), n. Root, used as an emetic (C.N.).

Pókoza (s.p.), v. = ukuti poko (s.p.).

Pókoza (‘Phókoza), v. = ukuti poko (phoko).

Pókozeka (s.p.), v. = ukuti poko (s.p.).

Pókozeka (‘Phókozeka), v. = ukuti poko (phoko).

Pókozela (s.p.), v. Go on drooping at the end, waver, as the extremity of a long bundle of grass when carried = bokozela.

Pókozela (‘Phókozela), v. Go out beyond, ahead of, in advance of, as above — see pokopela; i(li)-Pókopoko.

i-mPókwe (s.p.), n. Flower or flower-tuft of any plant, as tobacco, mealies, or flowering weeds = i-mPóva; cp. i-mBali.

Póla (‘Phóla), v. Be cool, as the air, or water; be cooled, become cool, as water or food recently hot; be cold, as food cooked a previous day; heal, get well, as a sore or wound; be mild, i.e., not strong, rich, or sharply flavoured, as certain rich foods, acid drinks, etc., rendered weaker by dilution, etc.; be in a dainty, common-looking state, as a room in dirty condition or out of repair; be of good repute, unblemished name, as a person or kral; be of ill-repute, blemished name or character, hence (metaphor) insipid, distasteful, as a girl of bad character (in all cases commonly used in perf.); come through any danger without mishap (used in perf.) [Her. pora, become cool; Sw. poa, be cool; pona, get well; Bo. holó, to cool; hona, get well; Ya. pona, get well; Ni. vona, get well; Ga. ona, get well; L. Co. vule].

Ex. sekunile, it is now cool, or, it is already cold.

wamuna (empini) epolile, he came through (the war) clear of any ill, safe and sound.

ake apole ilanga kagola, let him first become cool of this sun-heat.

upolile lung’umuzi, that kral has a clean respectable name.

upolile lung’umuzi, that woman has lost her respectability, is of low repute, no longer of good flavour. See i(li)-Póloza.

kipela kakala czatundhini zikomu, it is of a very low, common sort among the girls of that place.

i-mPóla (s.p.—loc. e-mPóla), n. Breakwater at Durban [Eng.]

isi, or um-Pólela (‘Phólela), n. 5. Cold food, of any kind, left from a previous cooking.

Ex. sadha umpoloza avakola, we ate the cold remains of yesterday.

i(li), or um-Pólelana (‘Phólelana), n. 5. Cool i.e. common person, of low habits and bad name.

isi-Póli (‘Phóli), n. State of being in undisturbed peace, absolutely free and easy from external interference, etc., as a person; remain or stand undisturbed, untouched by any body, as a vessel put out of the way for safe keeping.

Ex. sibhoxa isipoli umhlu, we are living a free and easy time to-day, doing as we like — our parents being out.

sike sadha isipoli, we got to sleep a peaceful night — undisturbed by the nuisance that had been afflicting us the other nights.

u-Póli (‘Phólile), n. Small veldt-plant, whose edible roots contain a milky juice.

Polisá (‘Phólisá), v. Make cool; make heal, as above — see pola.

isi-Pólolwane (‘Phólolwane), n. Small bush, whose leaves, mixed with i-mBuya, are eaten as imifino.

Pólo pólo, ukuti (‘Phólo phólo, ukathi), v. = poloza.

i(li)-Pólopolo (‘Phólolpholo), n. One with a lying tongue, given to talking untruths, as when backbiting others or making a dishonest sale = i(li)-Pólopolo; i(li)-Habühubu.

Póloza (‘Phóloza), v. Have a lying tongue, talk away untruths without regard, as when backbiting or conducting a dishonest sale = fóloza, habuza.

isi-Póma (‘Phóma), n. = isi-Boma.

i(li)-Pombozwane (‘Phombhzwane), n. Certain climbing plant, used against snakes.

Pompa (‘Phompa), v. (C.N.) = mpompa.

i(li)-Pombo (‘Phompo), n. Bold-faced, fearless talker (not necessarily in a bad sense) who has not the reticence, respect for elders or shame common to his age or sex, and so is not afraid to talk to anybody or about anything, as some girls. Comp. i(li)-Budhle, i-Mpampo, i(li)-Budhle; also pompaza.
i-mPompo (s.p.), n. Rude, 'cheeky,' bold-faced person, showing no respect or shame when talking = i-Mpabazane, u-Magapeqo, cp. u-Nonzece; i(li)-Pompo; pompoza.

isi-Pompolo (Phompolo), n. = isi-Bonkolo.

isi-Pompolwana (Phompolwana), n. Sharp, fierce, active little fellow (N).

Pompoza (Phompooza), v. Talk in a bold-faced, fearless manner, as some girls, not with the usual reticence, respect or shame common to one's age or sex. See i(li)-Pompo; i-Mpompo. Comp. gabaza; budhlaza; mpabazaza.

um-Pondi (Phondi), n. 5. Long, bulky thing, as a long thick sweet-potato, or tall head.

i(li)-Pondo (Phoondo), n. Country of a description midway between the i-Hlaze and i-n-Kungala q.v. that is, generally patched or sprinkled with bush but still abounding in open grass-patches, often presenting a park-like appearance; strip or stretch of bush shooting off, as along a valley, from a forest.

Ex. sis'omapondweni chilati, we live among the offshoots of a forest, i.e. in a country with little woods, on its outskirts.

iswe lakti ng'elepondo, or ng'elamapondo, or biy'lu ipondo lethlanze, our district is a glady bush country.

i-mPondo (Phondo), n. Malignant intermittent or malarial fever, very prevalent and fatal among the Natives along the coast of Zululand; medicine, supposed to be introduced by the ama-Ntlenya and said to be the cause of this disease; highly irritable, 'inhumable' nature; such irritable person, not to be touched; variety of pumpkin much liked (cp. isi-Kutwane; i(li)-Hoboshu).

isi-Pondo (Phondo), n. Small veldt-herb (Thunbergia atriplicifolia), having a flower somewhat like a primrose, and used by Natives as 'soap' for washing the head; certain small shrub with blue flowers.

isi-Pondo (Phondo), n. Name sometimes given to any ox with upright horns; (N) small side-entrance to a kraal; also (N) = isi-Pondo.

u(lu)-Pondo (Phondo), n. Horn, as of cow or buck; tusk; of an elephant; flank (whole), of an army (= um-Kono; see isi-Fiula, i(li)-Piko); sometimes used for 'turret', 'belfry', or 'tower' mounting from the roof of a building [Lat. cornu, horn; Sw. pembe].

Phr. leyo'mkabi inapondo, that ox is given to using its horns.

Oshis'upondo, one who is hot about the horn, i.e. a fiery dangerous individual who will give you a stab in no time.

ukutima sekupondo za'ukomo, ploughing is now very near, about to start, lit. is already when the horns of the cattle begin to be seen, just before the break of day = sek'untuza za'thulana; see um-Tini.

ipon'upondo pexul, it (the house) puts out a horn up above i.e. has a turret, tower, spire, etc.

k'oba 'umpondo za'mbushi, it will be goats' horns (which run along, side by side, of equal length), i.e. it will be a case of 'neck to neck'—only used by young-men of girls in an obscene sense (N).

u-Pononde (Phononde), n. Certain tall tree, like the aloe (C.N.).

um-Pondovu (Phondovu), n. 5. Veldt-herb resembling fennel.

um-Pondwe, n. 5. Kind of wooden spadoon for weeding gardens (C.N.).

i-mPongo (s.p.), n. He-goat. See i-mBuzi [Hes. o-ngombo, goat].

isi-Phango (Phoongo), n. Protuberance of the frontal bone in the middle of the forehead (= isi-Mongo; cp. i(li)-Nquzu; i(li)-Hlaze); person with such (= isi-Nqomfelana); round knoll-like formation protruding from the brow of a hill or bulging out alone on a hillside, or standing like a head at the end of a ridge (= i(li)-Muzu).

um-Pongolo (Phongolo), n. 5. Barrel, cask (C.N. fr. Xo).

i-mPongozembe (Pongozembe), n. Certain tree (Uerua teux), whose leaves, etc. are covered with troublesome prickly hairs, and whose bark is used as fibre.

um-Pongqolo (Phongqolo), n. 5. = um-Pungqolo.

Pongqolo (Phongqolo), v. = ponqou.

isi-Ponotwane (s.p.; s.t.), n. Big, soft, pulpy lump of a thing, as a well-cooked sweet-potato, or an u-velwa.
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**Ponqoza (Phonqoza), v.** Protrude one's large eyes (acc.). Cp. pinqiza; i(iii)-Ponqoza.

**i(i)-Ponqoza (Phonqoza), n.** Big protruding eye or owner thereof = um-Pinqi.

**Pontsa (Phontsate), v. = posa.**

**Pontseka (Phontseka), v. = poseku.**

**Pöno, ukuti (Phöno, ukuthi), v. = ponqoza.**

**Ponyoza (Phonyoza), v.** Gulp down food (acc.) with only slight mastication (comp. yintlitzi); also = pinyaza.

**i(ii)-Ponza (Phonza), n. = i(i)-Poza.**

**i-mPopoma (Popohoma), n.** Waterfall.

**Pö pó pó, ukuti (Phö pó phö, ukuthi), v. = popota; popoza.**

**u-Popopo (Phophopho), n.** Certain shrub, bearing tiny berries. See i-nTlamevubele.

**Popota (Phophotha), v. = qwaqwadu.**

**Popoza (Phophoza), v.** Gurgle, as water running among stones in a brook (comp. mpopoma); gush out, as blood from a wound.

**Poqa (Phoqa), v.** Make do against one's will, force, compel, as a father his child (acc.) to get married, or a man a girl (acc.) when ravishing her; thrust a false charge on one (acc.), attribute a fault to him violently, without any cause on his part (= dhlandhlate); force out lies, etc. (acc.), without any justification or necessity; do any work, etc., without any authorisation or without understanding anything about it, just drive oneself to it.

Ex. uma engarumini ngokweke, ngakupopoza, if he will not do it of himself, he will be made to do it by force.

ngangipopa ye, angij'azi na'kuy'azi lego'ndaba, he is just forcing the charge on me, I know nothing whatsoever of the affair.

angihombo nga'ncandla yinka, ngiyapoqa ye, I have never sewn before, I am just forcing myself along.

**Pogelile (Phogelile), v.** Make do by constant compulsion or pressure, continue putting pressure on one (acc.) to bring him to do something.

**Pogo, ukuti (Phögo, ukuthi), v. = pogoza; pogoeka; ukuti mongo.**

**Pogo (Phogoka), v.** Get snapped, as below = monqoza.

**i-mPogompoqa (s.p.), n.** Any brittle, snappable thing, easily breaking, as a thin dry stick, or piece of glass or pottery. See pogoza.

**Pogoza (Phogoga), v.** Snap, as any brittle thing (acc.) like a thin stick or piece of pottery = monqoza. See i-mPogompoqa.

**Porroka (Phororoka), v.** Get smashed; be smashable; get struck, as below = po-hloka.

**Pọro, ukuti (Phọro, ukuthi), v. = porroka; porroza; ukuti pohlo; cp. ukuti dorro.**

**Porroza (Phororozza), v.** Smash or break with a crash, as the dry bough (acc.) of a tree, or a calabash; strike a person (acc.) on the head or any bony place, 'smash his head', etc. for him = po-hloza. Comp. darroza.

**Poya (Phosa), v.** Throw, in any sense; hence, hurl, flinging, tossing, as one might a stone (acc.), a spadeful of earth, or a person's cap to him; throw at a person (acc.) a stone (with nga of thing); (N.) attack or treat a girl (acc.) with a love-charm, supposed to be the cause of hysterical fits in the girl; used adverbially to express 'to be on the point of, almost' (= eshe = always in the form pose) (Sw. pisha, throw; Her. opo, almost; popoeza, nearly).

Ex. bayiposele intombi ka'Maka, they have attacked Maka's girl with an hysterical charm.

iposele intombi ka'Maka, Maka's girl has hysterics.

isandhlu sokuposa or sokudhla, the throwing or eating hand, i.e. the right hand. See i(i)-Nxele.

ngaposela ngaqwa, I nearly fell.

Phr. uku-pos'iso ka, to give an eye to, look after a bit.

uku-posela unelomo pezula, to throw up the mouth, i.e. be full of blister or talk, but doing nothing, as one who scolds away at others but does nothing himself.

uluposela, lungesagita, it (u-bolo) is not thrown (it must be fetched), it is not being a throwing-stick — a common saying of young men to pass girls (obscene).

**Pose (Phose) — see posa.**

**Pöse, ukuti (Phöse, ukuthi), v.** Throw; fling or pitch down carelessly, without effort, as anything (acc.); fling at, pitch at, as at a person (acc.) anything (with nga of thing); get flung or pitched down, as anything thrown lightly; be alone, a solitary one among many, as a girl alone among a lot of boys = posaye.

**Pöse pöse, ukuti (Phöse phöse, ukuthi), v.** Scatter or drop about sparsely here and there, as a woman imfe seed (acc.) in a field of mealies; be in solitary fashion, scattered sparsely just here and there, as imfe in a mealie-field, or kraals in a sparsely populated district = ukuti gqwashu gqwashu, ukuti gqwaba, ukuti ianti, ukuti lape.
Póseyane, ukuti (Phóseyane, ukuthi), v. = ukuti pose.

Pósho pósho, ukuti (Phósho phósho, ukuthi), v. = poshaza.

il(ī)-Póshoposho (Phóshoposhosho), n. Loquacious person, who chatters away incessantly about everything.

Poshoza (Phóshopoza), v. Chatter or gossip away without cessation, as a garrulous person.

Posisa (Phósiso), v. Make a mistake or error (N. fr. Xo.) [Sw. kosa, err].

isi-Posiso (Phósiso), n. Mistake, error (N. fr. Xo.).

isi-Póso (Phóso), n. Medicine supposed to cause hysteria, insanity, etc., in another, and for this purpose much used by young men; the disease caused by such medicine; the word is sometimes used interjectionally, as isipiso! in the same way as imihlola q. v. and expressing indignant surprise, as in the English 'What impudence! What amazing cheek!' Cp. isi-Célékeshe (N. fr. Xo.).

N.B. These 'medicines' are generally combinations of all kinds of animal fats, flesh or excrements, plant-roots, and European chemicals and minerals, from leadstone to washing-soda.

um-Póso (Phóso), n. 5. Meat (of bullock or goat) brought along by a bride's party, for inducing the people of the bridegroom's kraal to open to them the gates (which are often intentionally closed upon their arrival there), and thrown to them in lumps over the fence — or, in Natal, a beast is brought along and slaughtered on the spot for this purpose (see izi-Boma — Appendix). Cp. um-Vulasango.

il(ī)-Posukubusa (Phosukubusa), n. Name given to the second son of the i-nDhlukulu hut. See in-Kosana.

Póta (Phótha), v. Twine or twist in a loose manner two threads or fibres together (see sonto), so as to form one string (ace.), either by revolving between the finger and thumb, or, as the Natives generally do, by running them rapidly with the hand along the bare thigh (comp. gokota); twist the hair in long strings, as an um-ngoma, or young man (see um-Yeko); spin, or hatch up lies (ace.) [Sw. voete, twist].

Ex. njempiseleni il BOARD, he has fabricated a lie for me.

Phr. ukutu-potlitha, to spin a yarn, relate a long mainly fabricated story = akuswana in Kona.

i-mPotane (Phóthane), n. Bullock with spiny twisted horns and pointed outwards.

Póte, ukuti (Phóthe, ukuthi), v. Be all in a din, or great confusion of noise, as of a lot of people talking loudly in a hut, so that one can scarcely hear the other = ukuti potololo, ukuti hebwel.

Ex. kwati pote inkathi, it was all in a din with altercation, noisy dispute.

Póte, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.t.), v. = poteka; potela.

il(ī)-Póte (s.p.; s.t.), n. Blister, such as is caused on the palm of the hand by long digging, or on the sole of the native foot by long walking. Cp. il(ī)-Panyaza.

u(lu)-Póte (Phóthe), n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Poto.

ubu-Póte (s.p.; s.t.), n. = i-mPotempote.

Pótega (s.p.; s.t.; s.k.), v. Get eaten, as an i-mPotempote.

Pótelu (s.p.; s.t.), v. Eat anything (ace.) of the nature of an i-mPotempote.

Pótelu (Phóthela), v. Menstruate (decent word) = ngesa; qaka [Sw. potela, digress].

isi-Pótelu (s.p.; s.t.), n. = i-mPotempote.

i-mPotempote (s.p.; s.t.), n. Any pulpy, mushy kind of food, soft and smooth to the mouth, as well-cooked and mashed beans or peas, thick pumpkin-mash, or a soft ripe banana = ubu-Pote, isi-Pótelu; cp. i-mPotompoto.

ubu-Pótepote (s.p.; s.t.), n. = i-mPotempote.

Póto, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.t.), v. = poteka; potola. Cp. ukuti foto.

il(ī)-Póto (Phótho), n. Habit of telling untrue tales, a lying tongue.

u(lu)-Póto (Phótho), n. Hair dressed in long twisted strings hanging down around the head; any such single string of hair = um-Yeko.

um-Pothokana or Potokana (s.p.; s.t.; s.k.), n. 5. (N) = u(lu)-Pitu.

Potoka (s.p.; s.t.; s.k.), v. Get pressed or dimpled in, as anything of a soft yielding nature, like a bladder, cushion, or ripe peach; allow itself to be so pressed in, hence, be of a soft, yielding, pressable nature, as a bladder or peach. Cp. tokota; tseuka. See i-mPotompoto.

Pótolelo, ukuti (Phóthololo, ukuthi), v. = ukuti pota (phótho).

Pótololo (Phóthololo), v. Do any work or action in a rough, clumsy manner, as in washing fragile vessels (ace.), when weaving a mat, playing on the u-gubu, or a rough boy handling children in an ungentle manner (cp. pamazela; wala-
zela; mlonyoza); (C.N.) grasp violently, seize with the hand.

Pótolozi, ukuti (Phithololo, ukuthi), v. = potoloza.

i-mPotombo (s.p.; s.t.), n. Anything of a softly pressable nature, that can be easily dimpled by the fingers, as a bladder, feather cushion, ripe peach, or the framework of a Native hut. See ukuti poto. Cp. i-mPotomota; i-mPotomote.

u-Potongo, u. used jocularly for something nice or pleasant (with shaya). (C.N.)

i-mPotonina (Phithoninga), n. A 'lost', daft person, quite helpless or lost as to what to do = i-nTsanganeka.

Potoza (s.p.; s.t.), v. Press or dimple in anything (acc.) of the nature of an i-mPotombo, as above. Comp. faceza; fatoza.

Potezeka (s.p.; s.t.; s.k.), v. = potoka.

Potsha (s.p.; s.t.), v. Administer an enema to a person (acc.) = ta, boja, cata.

Pótslo, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.t.), v. = potshoka; potshoza; ukuti tshoko.

Potshoka (s.p.; s.t.; s.k.), v. Get ejected or poured out in one sudden ejection, as below = ukuti potsho; tshokoza.

Potshoza (s.p.; s.t.), v. Eject or pour forth in one ejection (not in a long continued stream), as with a single sudden effort or pulsation, as a short sudden vomit, as some caterpillars when handled, a mouthful of spittle, or a single dash of water from a kitchen-kettle; let out talk, lies, etc., without any effort, just come out of themselves, as from habit = ukuti potsho; tshokoza.

Potula (Phothulu), v. Grind or crush boiled mealies (acc.), as for um-Caba; purify oneself, cleanse away the defilement of 'black medicines' (see um-Ti) by rubbing, anointing or washing one's body in water or grease medicated with charms, and after which generally follows a completing dose of 'white medicines' freeing the individual from all the restraint imposed upon him by the 'black medicines'.

i-mPotuli (Pothuli), n. Maid-servant, lit. mealie-erisher, of an um-Nzumana, used also as concubine = is-Ancunza.

i-mPotulo (Phothulo), n. Boiled mealie-grains — possibly a hlonipa word originally, now in common use = izi-nKobo (see u(1u)-Kobo).

um-Potulo (Phothulo), n. 5. = um-Caba.

i(li)-Potwe (Phothwe), n. Common Bulbul (Pyrenorhous Lagardi); person with long narrow head and elevation of the skull on the top of the head at the sagittal suture, from the resemblance to the tuft on the bird's head.

Ph. ngidile emaPotweni? I would lie (with the king's wife) in the Emapotweni kraal! — if I be not speaking the truth. See Appendix 'Proper Names'.

i-mPove (s.p.), n. = i-mPokwe.

isi-Pove (Phove), n. = i-mPokwe.

i(li)-Povela (Phovele), n. One of the four ama-shoba worn over the forehead by the is-Lungu regiment, and by the i-nGobamakosi = i(li)-Nkonkowane. Comp. pubu-Shokobesi.

um-Poxela (Phoxela), n. 5. = um-Pizongo.

isi-Poxo (Phoro), n. Person who is naturally 'silly' i.e. idiotic, devoid of intellect; a fool. Cp. isi-Pakapuka; i-mPupamini; u(1u)-Hlanya.

i(li)-Poyisa (Phoyisa), v. Policeman. Cp. i(li)-Nxusa; u-Xonywayi [Eng.]

Poza (Phoza), v. = poboza.

i(li)-Poza (Phoza), n. Seed-pod when resembling in shape that of the chillicplant, as of the i-nTsema, etc.; horn of a cow worn standing erect on each side of the head as a token, or ornament, by an i-Nxelela.

Pozisa (Phozisa), v. Make cool, as hot water (acc.) by adding cold, soup by blowing upon it, or an inflamed sore by anointing with ointment; reduce the pungency of angry hard words by a subsequent apology, explanation, etc.; take the fineness, 'shine', off a thing, render it common-looking, as a hut (acc.) by dirtying it inside with foot or food-droppings, spitting about, etc. (coup. pofa; potisa) [The original form of this word, viz. paza, get cool, seems to have got lost to the Zulu speech, its place having been taken by the word pola. Both pola, be cool, and pozisa, make cool, are variations of one and the same root, having somehow been separated in Zulu, probably by contact with different tribes using different forms. Thus, Sw. poza, get cool; Her. poza, get cool; Bo. hosa, cure].

Pů, ukuti (Pha, ukuthi), v. Groping blindly about, move aimlessly about, as a young calf poking about its mother's body not knowing where the teats are, or as cattle wandering off first on this side then that when being collected together by a single herdboy; stink, have a fetid smell (with ukuti); dash water (ace. or nga) over a person (ace.) or in his face; come out with, or blurt out suddenly stupid talk (= ukuti pubu).
i-mPu (s.p.), n. = i-mPunyunga.
Púba púba, ukuti (Phúba phúba, ukuthi), v. = púbazela.

Pubazela (Phubazela), v. = pamazela.

Púbu, ukuti (Phúbu, ukuthi), v. Do anything in a sharp, flapping manner; hence, throw out at length any folded thing, as a sleeping-mat (ace.), or a blanket when unfurling it; strike one (ace.) in a flapping way, as with a flying overcoat or blanket when sweeping roughly past him or when shaking the same; give one (ace.) a 'whisk' on the face or body with the back of the hand (= ukuti mbebe); whisk away, take suddenly off or away with the back of a sweeping movement, as a hawk might a fowl (ace.), or a person might an article from the table when in a pet = pubuza; get so done, as above; get thrown out or unfurled; get so to come suddenly, abruptly out, as a person, i.e. come out with suddenly, burst out, as with tears or laughter, or blurt out, as unseemly, stupid talk; burst or break forth, as such laughter or talk itself = pubuka.

Pubuka (Phubuka), v. = ukuti pubu.
i-mPúbumpubu (s.p.), n. Awkward, lumber-some person; great lazy lout. See pubuzela.

Pubuzela (Phubuzela), v. = pamazela.

Puca (Phuca), v. Shave off, as the hair (ace.) from the head; scrape or wear clean off, as anything might the nap (ace.) from an inbeshu = puca, singa.
i-mPuco (s.p.), v. Native razor (= i-nTsinyo); visit of a recently married bride to her home, about a month or so after the wedding, in order to get the hair re-shaven around the head below her topknot and upon which occasion she returns with a few calabashes of beer called by this name (= N. ama-Hlanze). Cp. um-Cobozo.
Púcu, ukuti (Phúcu, ukuthi), v. = puca; puca; pucaza.
Pucuka (Phuca), v. Get shaved; galled; worn clean off; rubbed off; or scraped off, as below (mostly used in perf.) See puca; pucaza.
Pucula (Phuca), v. Shave, as hair (ace.) with a razor; wear clean off, as the nap of an inbeshu by constant use; gall or rub off, as constant friction of the skin of a person or horse = ukuti puen. Comp. pucaza.
Pucuza (Phuca), v. (expressing intenser action than puca), hence, rub off, as hard dirt (ace.) from a jug with ash, rust from an assegai with earth, or dirt from the feet with a stone; scrape off (not shave off), as the bristles from the skin of a slaughtered pig = ukuti puen. Comp. pucaula.

Puhla (Phuhla), v. Stand up motionless, still, doing nothing, as a man in a hut (the action being against Native manners), or as a soldier standing on guard (used in perf.); break through, as a young plant through the soil, or the horns of a calf through the skin; break out into talk in a thoughtless unconsidering way, whether wildly or merely stupidly (= puhluka) = ukuti puhle.

isi-Puhla (Phuhla), n. = isi-Puhluuka.
Pühle, ukuti (Phühle, ukuthi), v. = puhla.

Ex. mus'ukiy'dol'umi nte puhle, or mus'ukiy'dol'uku puhile, don't be always standing up motionless or doing nothing (at work).

Puhleka (Phuhleka), v. Get to break through, break out in thoughtless talk, or stand motionless, as above — see puhla.
Pühluka, ukuti (Phuhluka, ukuthi), v. = puhlu-ka; puhluza; ukuti puvru.

isi-Puhluka (Phuhluka), n. = isi-Puhlukaza.
Puhluuka (Phuhluka), v. Get smashed up into atoms, as a piece of glass falling, or a calabash (cp. pohluka); be of a smashed-up, squarish, slushy nature, as a rotten pumpkin or fruit; break or 'blurt' out in thoughtless unconsidered talk, whether of a wild or merely stupid nature (= puhluka, puhla, puhlukaza).

isi-Puhlukaza (Phuhlukaza), n. One given to thoughtless unconsidered talking, whether of a wild or merely stupid nature = isi-Puhluka. See puhlukaza.
Puhlukeza (Phuhlukeza), v. Push through the needle in an unobserving careless manner when sewing anything, generally making it come out in a wrong direction or with unduly large holes; blurt out thoughtless, unconsidered talk (= puhluka).

Puhluluka (Phuhluluka), v. = puhluka.

isi-Pühlupuhlukaza (Phuhlupuhlukaza), n. = isi-Puhlukaza.
Puhluzza (Phuhluzza), v. Smash up into atoms any brittle thing (ace.), as a piece of glass or calabash; make get blurted out (i.e. to blurt out) thoughtless unconsidered talk (cp. puhluka).

i-mPukané (s.p.; s.k.), n. Fly; small piece of meat about the shoulder-blade of an ox and deemed a tit-bit; plur. izi-mPukané, short stinted twists or tufts of hair; as on the head of some Natives whose hair never grows long (= ama-Te empukané) (Heb. zebub, fly; Lat.
musa, fly; Her. tuka, to fly; Ga. wuka, to fly; Sw. ruka, to fly; Ha. kula, a fly.)

Phr. us'eyolelo impakuane, he already grabs at a fly with his mouth — said of a person ravenously hungry, having been without food for a considerable time.

P. impakuane iguqeqa izilomba, the fly passes close to the sore — so as to obtain an opportunity of getting at it. See i-mb panda.

N.B. Impakuane iguqeqa is isinene sendola, uguqeqa (or umugqeqi), o! zabantu! in other localities, impakuane iguqeqa, mafanide abantu-bayo, mima, c't — song of a sitting in a squatting position and accompanied by a shifting of one's seat from one buttock to the other.

isi-Pukeqe (Phakeke), v. Idiot, harmless lunatic (cp. u(lu)-Hlanya); applied also to a stupid, senseless person, and bad snuff = i-mPapamini. Cp. isi-Tata.

Puku, ukuti (Phaku, ukuhla), v. = pukaza.

i(l)-Puku (Phaku), n. = i-mPuku.

i-mPuku (s.p.; s.k.), n. Small kind of common house or garden rat or mouse of plain unstriped skin, larger than the i(l)-Bende and somewhat smaller than the i-mBiba = i(l)-Puku. See i(l)-Gun-dane [Ar. muku, mouse; Her. e-puku, rat; Sw. buku, rat; Ga. musu, very large rat; At. okute, mouse].

Phr. uk'weda kwempuku etala — See i(l) -Psolo.

ukw-ondhilo impaku eveni, to bring up a rat out in the precipice = to act as father or benefactor to, do a favour or act of generosity to a heartless, ungrateful person, who grows up thankless to you.

usalise skempuku yesiwa (or N yas'e-manxixe), he breeds like a mouse in a precipice — said of a man who has a very large number of children (the remark is regarded as vulgar and insulting).

P. umgapete impu 'ubili, enge igapupu-'uyuka, i.e. you cannot carry two mice, one will slip out and fall = you cannot with success do two things at once, etc.

isi-Puku (Phanku), n. Cloak made of goat or cow's skin, the original 'blanket' of the Zulus before the advent of the White-man. Cp. isi-Qama.

N.B. There is a special isi-puku kept in the old-woman's hut in a kraal and worn only, as one would a blanket, at the time of praising the umndhlozi when a beast has been slaughtered for them.

i-mPukuboya (s.p.; s.k.), n. Child with hereditary unhealthiness, who will probably not grow up to live, such as are common in some serofulous Native families.

Pukula (Phaku), v. Pout the mouth (acc.), as a child when angry or showing disdain (= xalula, pukula, bongolisa); perform the uku-pukula custom, as below.

N.B. This custom is technically known as the u-Nomdele, and used to be performed annually about the time when the uma-bele is being hoed. It is ushered in by every girl of any size in the locality turning out to beg among the neighbouring kraals a small quantity of corn or mealies for beer-making. On reaching each kraal, the visitor is naturally greeted, but, in this particular instance, instead of replying, she merely 'pouts the mouth' disdainfully (uku-pukula), by which sign it is understood what she has come about. Having received all the grain she requires from the different kraals, she goes home, and prepares beer. On the appointed day, the beer is taken about mid-day to any selected spot on the veldt, where all the girls congregate and make merry, drinking the beer and singing the traditional songs in honour of Nomukublwana (cp. the princess from up above in the sky, who seems to be a kind of goddess of Kafircorn (i.e. goddess of plenty) and is said to have taught the people the custom of beer-making. So much for the uku-pukula. If the uku-alusa isinokono portion of the ceremony is also to be performed, on the early morning of the feast, each girl takes out the cattle of her kraal, herding them throughout the day and bringing them back in the evening, wearing all the time her brother's umn-bhu — the boys on this occasion being kept rigorously away from the girls and the cattle. The entire ceremony is called oben-wa umondetsele or umoopukulweza.

um-Pukulu (Phakulo), n. 5. = u-Nomdele.

i-mPukulu (s.p.; s.k.), n. Pouted mouth; person with such = u(lu)-Bsolo.

i-mPukuluthi (Pukuluthi), n. South-African dormouse (Graphiurus murinus); also sometimes applied to the Mole-rat (Georychus Hotentotus = i-nGolu); also to a homeless, destitute person (cp. u(lu)-Zulane) [At. okute, mouse].

N.B. The mole-rat, should it enter a kraal, is regarded as an omen, prognosticating death.

i(l)-Puku (Phakupha — no plur.), n. Froth (not scum), such as forms on beer when pouring it out, or on milk when boiling, or from the mouth at times = i(l)-Pukapuka. Comp. i(l)-Gwenu; pukenzela.

i(l)-Puku (Phakuphakuphuka), n. = i(l)-Puku.
isi-Pukupuku (Phikuphuku), n. A foolish person, weak-minded and stupid in his actions, a simpleton (not actually idiotic = see isi-Poro). Cp. i-mPupamini; u(lu)-Hlanyu (see pukuza).

i-mPukushoba (s.p.; s.k.), n. (C.N.) = i-mPukulutu.

Pukuta (Phukutha), v. = ukuti pukuta; (C.N.) entice, tempt.

Pukutu, ukuti (Phikuthu, ukuthi), v. Make go in, or thrust in, bodily or wholly, as a waterpot (acc.) bodily into the water when drawing from a deep place, or a beerpot into the barrel instead of ladling it out with an indbe, or an assegai-blade deep into the body of a thing when stabbing it; have the face, beak, or mouth, of another colour to the rest of the body, as a black cow with a white face, or a white bird with a red beak; make have such a face, or mouth, as a man with the lips all white from dried beer, or a child who has smeared its face with clay or mud = pukula.

Ex. ngingahali ecale ni uje kumanzi; ngenani nit pukuta, don't be standing just at the edge of the water, go right in with your whole bodies.

isi-Pukutu (Phukuthu), n. Face, mouth, or beak of a different colour to the rest of the body, as the white face of a black cow, red beak of a white bird, or white lips of a man from dry beer.

Ex. igane iy'enza isipukuta, the child is making an isipukuta, i.e. is playing smearing its face with mud, ash, etc.

isi-Pukutwane (Phukuthwane), n. = isi-Putwane.

Pukuzza (Phukuzza), v. Make a fool of a person (acc.); make act foolishly, hump-hug, as children intentionally directing an old man the wrong way; make look stupid = wulaza [Her. puksa, be foolish; Sw. wpuzi, nonsense].

Pukuzela (Phukuzela), v. Froth up, as beer when poured out, milk when boiling, or magnesia when effervescing in water.

i(l)Pulala (Phulala), n. Ineffectual attempt to hold, or catch hold of a thing. Cp. i(i)Pulala; ukuti pulala.

Ex. ngati ngiyaphambu, kuti ngiyaphambu ipulala uje, I attempted to catch hold of it, but I just grabbed a miss, just grabbed hold of the air.

Pulala pula, ukuti (Phulala phulala, ukuthi), v. Make ineffectual grabs, catches, or attempts to hold at a thing (acc.), as when striving to get firm hold of a struggling boy, or when grabbing ineffectually at a grasshopper that continually hops away = ukuti pula pula, pulaza. See i(i)Pulala; gongoloza; qeleza; ukuti pulala.

Pula, ukuti (Phula phula, ukuthi), v. Run the hands or eyes over cursorily, as over a room (ace.), or a heap of clothes when hastily searching for something; make ineffectual grabs or attempts to hold at a thing (acc.) = ukuti pulala, pulaza.

Pulaza (Phulaza), v. = ukuti pulula pula, ukuti pulula pulula.

Pulazeka (Phulazeka), v. Get grabbed or caught at ineffectually, hence, get missed, as a grasshopper which one is attempting to get hold of; get made to grab at ineffectually, hence, get made to miss, to miss, as the person so attempting to get hold of.

i(l)Pulazi (Phulazi), n. (C.N.) = i(l)Pulala.

Pulu, ukuti (Phulu, ukuthi; sometimes s.p.), v. Eject or pass smoothly out, as a slippery lump or body e.g. a man or goat passing lumps of feces (acc. — see um-Pulu), or an animal its young at birth; throw forth without effort, with perfect ease, lies or bad talk; give birth to abundantly, just go on throwing easily forth without any effort, as a pig its litter (acc. = bulaza, ukuti pulu pulu) = puluza; get ejected or thrown smoothly forth, as feces, young, or lies = puluza.

um-Pulu (Phulu — sometimes s.p.), n. 5. Slippery lumps of feces, as 'ejected' (pulu) by man or goat. Comp. um-Godó, um-Ganu.

Puluka (Phuluka — sometimes s.p.), v. Get smoothly or easily ejected or passed out, as above; get or pass safely through or out of, recover from, as from sickness; escape, get safely through or out of, as from any danger, accident, battle, etc. = ukuti pulu.

Pulukundhla (Phulukundhla), v. Throw oneself right into, rush into or at, in a mad, reckless manner, without premeditation or ceremony, as a thief throwing himself into thick bush when chased, or a person rushing recklessly upon or into anything.

Pulukundhu, ukuti (Phulukundhu, ukuthi), v. = pulukundhla.

i(l)Pulukundhu (Phulukundhu), n. Reckless, headstrong thing, as above — sometimes applied to such a person, a pig, iguana, etc.
Pulula (Phulula), v. Stroke, as a cat or child's head (acc.); rub smoothly between the fingers, as an i-shanga when holding it in the hand, or a walking-stick. Cp. hambuta.

i-mPulule (s.p.), n. Person or thing 'smoothed off' (see pulula) cleanly — hence, smooth-surfaced body along which one could move the hand without encountering any knot or uneveness, as a marble pillar, or a lead-pencil; smooth-surfaced or hairless head, or body, as of a person born bald, or the young of a rabbit; tree cleaned smoothly off as to its leaves, as by locusts; man or woman without children, or man without wife and family (= i-mPundhle, i-nTluzwa).

Pulusela (Phulusela), v. Push on with a thing in word or deed, whether right or wrong (C.N.).

isi-Puluseli (Phuluseli), n. One persever- ing, energetic (C.N.).

Puluza (Phulusa — sometimes s.p.), v. = ukuti pulu.

Puma (Phuma), v. Go out; come out, as from a hut (loc. or with ku); come up, rise, as the sun, or mealies in a field; come forth from, leave, as a place (loc.) when starting on a journey; come away from, leave, as a child a school (acc., or with loc.) or a workman a master; throw out, as an army throwing out a flank (acc.), or a house a turret; emit, discharge, as a wound blood (acc.) or a sore matter; come out of, have done with, sever connection with any business (loc. or with ku); come out prematurely, as the child (= isi-Su) of a woman. Comp. ngena [Ga. frama, come out; MZT. zua, come out].

Ex. alantwena sebesipumile lesi-sibole, sebe- s'エンaka, the children have now left that school, they are now at their homes.

amabato onke as'epuma impi, all the warriors then went out in battle array, as a fighting army.

isifunda siduku sipuma abaca, the sore keeps on discharging matter.

sipuma isisu ki'Bani, So-and-so has miscarried, lit. the womb has come out with So-and-so.

mus'ukany'iboku asupuna ungena, don't keep going in and out — as of a hut, or as when cutting a cloth in zigzag fashion.

i-mPumalanga (s.p. — loc. e-mPumalanga), n. The place of sunrise, the east. Cp. i-nTshonalanga; i-Ningizimu; i-Nyaka-

i(la)-Pumalimi (Phumalimi), n. Fat of a whiteman (one who comes out of his hut standing erect'), and used by an amakuponi to place a Whiteman himself. Cp. i(la)-Dikati-

i(la)-Pumalitshwama.

i(la)-Pumamlonyenzi (Phumamlonyenzi), n. A saying, word, remark (mostly used by women).

i(la)-Pumandhli (Phumandhli), n. = i(la)-Pumandhlu.

i(la)-Pumandhlu (Phumandhlu), n. Woman who has left her husband while still living. Cp. i(la)-Dikazi; um-Felekazi.

i-mPuma-ningingene (s.p.), n. Woman who leaves one husband after another.

i(la)-Pumantangeni (Phumantangeni), n. (C.N.) = i(la)-Pumandhlu.

Pumba (Phumbha), v. Become or turn out useless, of no further good, as a cow that no longer bears calves, a field whose crops have become a failure, a new basket that has got spoilt through being left in the open, or a youth who has now grown ugly (used in perf.). Cp. shuba; gqunqa.

i(la)-Pumbulu (Phumbhulu), n. Fruit of the following.

um-Pumbulu (Phumbhulu), n. 5. Certain tree (Minusopsis sp.) (N.).

Pumela (Phumela), v. Come out at, into, etc.; go out to stool (used mostly by women. Comp. ngapumuhle).

Ex. kumela 'wela, he doesn't come out for anywhere, any particular place — his talk has no use, no point, doesn't direct us to anything.

Pumelola (Phumelola), v. Come clear out of, come clearly out with, right out with, as a word (with ku or loc.) one seems to be quibbling over.

Pumesa (Phumesa), v. (C.N.) = pumisa.

Pumesela (Phumesela), v. (C.N.) = pum-

Pumisa (Phumisa), v. Make come or go out, as a boy (acc.) with the cattle; hence, bring, or put out, eject, as a man (acc.) from a hut or spittle from the mouth (cp. kafula, tsuku); utter, give utterance to, as a word (acc.); hence, pronounce; make come out prematurely, as the womb (isi-Su) is miscarry, or make miscarry.

Ex. ukupumisa kwela kubolwa, his pronunciation is different.

uku-pumisa umate, to spit.

i'mkabi yokupumisa intombi = im-Be-

le q.v.

isi-Pumpu (Phumpu), n. Bud, of a tree; the plumule, as in a mealie or other seed when just budding; sprout of
any plant when just breaking through
the ground and previous to the unfurl-
ing of the leaves, as mealies, &c.; any
‘blind’ i.e. block-ended, stumped (not
sharp-pointed) thing, as a stake or the
docked tail of a sheep (= isi-Putulazi);
(C.N.) pl. izi-Pumpu, hair on private
parts (= u(lu)-za).

i(li)-Pumulu (Phumulu), n. = i(li)-Pumu-
pu.

Pumputa (Phumputha), v. Grope about,
as a blind man or person in the dark
[Her. potupara, be blind; pambahu,
grope; Sw. papasa, grope].
i-mPumpute (Pumpute), n. Sightless or
blind person (= i-nThantumezi); blind-
worm (= i-nKambapantsi). See pu-
mputeka.

Pumputeka (Phumputheka), v. Get grop-
ing i.e. be blind, sightless = puputeka
[Her. potupara, be blind; omu-potu,
blind man; Sw. ki-potu, blind man].
Pumputekisa (Phumputhekisa), v. Render
one (acc.) sightless or blind.
Pumputusa (Phumputhisa), v. Make or cause
one (acc.) to grope.

Phr. uku-pumputisa inkosi, to make the
king grope or ‘be in the dark’ — a term
applied to the administration of certain me-
dicines (see u-Dologina) to the Zulu king
at the time of the uku-ngayela q.v. See qunqa.
Pumu, ukuti (Phumu, ukuthi), v. Rest a
short time (properly ‘during’, not after),
as from any work or carrying (= pu-
mula); give a short rest, help to rest
a while, as one person another (acc.) by
temporarily relieving him at work (with
ku or nga) or of a burden (= pumuzu)
[Sw. punzika, rest; Ga. umula].
Pumula (Phumula), v. Rest, as during
work; rest from, as work (loc.) [Sw.
punzika, rest; Ga. umula].
Pumulela (Phumulela), v. Let off one’s
irritability on a person (with pezu) lit.
sit down upon him, take one’s rest upon
him, as a man of an irritable nature
who, when coming home tired, generally
begins by scolding somebody.
i-mPumulo (s. p.), n. Nose — used only of
cattle and the like = i(li)-Kala [Sw.
pua, nose; Her. e-uru, nose].
Pumuzza (Phumuzza), v. Rest a person (acc.)
i.e. allow or help him thereto; hence,
relieve him (acc.) from any work (with
nga or ku), burden, etc. = ukuti punu.
Pumuzeka (Phumuzeka), v. Get relieved
or rested a bit, as of a burden.
Pundha (Phundha), v. Strip, or make a
thing (acc.) quite bare of its appendages
by removing them, as locusts stripping
a tree (doub. acc.) of its leaves, disease
robbing a man (doub. acc.) of all his
family, or person knocking off the un-
necessary grass-tuft, etc., on a bundle of
tambootie-grass, leaving only the stalks
[Her. puha, strip off; Sw. pagua].

i-mPundhle (s. p.), n. Thing, as a tree, man,
or bundle of thatching-grass, ‘stripped
clean’ (see pundha) of its leaves, branches,
offspring (i.e. without children), friends,
or rubbish = i-mPulule, i-nPluzwe, u(lu)-Puya.
Pundhleka (Phundhleka), v. Get stripped,
as above; hence, be quite bare, as of
leaves, children, etc. (used in perf.).
i(li)-Pundu (Phuntu), n. = i(li)-Puzu.
i-mPundu (s. p.), n. One of the posts stand-
ing on either side of the entrance to the
isi-Baya (not kraal); the smaller
lobe of a beast’s liver, said to make a
man forgetful (see pundula) if he eats
it, therefore the perquisite of the old
women; a certain plant whose bulbous
root is stuck at the entrance to kraals
in order to make the abatakati forget-
ful at their evil practices (see pundula;
i-mFingo).

Ex. vedhla impundu, he ate an impundu
— said of an unusually forgetful person.

isi-Pundu (Phuntu), n. Occiput, or part
at the back of the head just below the
occipital bone = isi-Ngutu. Comp. i-nCe-
ngela, u-Mantshasa [Her. kombunda, at
the back; Sw. ki-nundu, protuberance].

Ex. esipundu, behind one’s back.
P. ’sipundu, kaawboni, kaawana’mheko, back
of the head! you don’t see, you have no
eyes — said to hint at something going on
behind a person’s back and of which he is
unconscious.
Pundula (Phundula), v. Make a person
(acc.) forget things, as some Native
charms, etc., are supposed to be capable
of doing (see i-mPundu); lead a person
(acc.) away so that he forget himself
and make some mistake, fault, etc., being
at the time unconscious of it. Cp. finga
[Her. punula, forget; Ga. kudda].
Punduleka (Phunduleka), v. Get made to
forget; get led away so as to forget
oneself, etc., as above (used in perf.).
Punga (Phunga), v. Drive off by motion-
ing, frightening, scaring, in some way,
as a fly (acc.) by flapping the tail or hand
before it, birds in a field or fowls from
grain by swinging about some scaring
thing, an undesirable visitor or proceed-
ing as a chief might by waving about
the hand, or evil influences as a doctor
when sprinkling an army or kraal with an i-nTelezi; sip, as any hot drink (= hwibila) [Sw. punga, wave anything as a signal; fukuza, drive away; Her. hinya, drive; pukumuna, drive out; sunga, wave, as a handkerchief; puenza, sip; Sw. onja, sip].

Phr. uku-punga imipisi, to scare off the hyena, i.e. to extinguish a grass-fire coming down threateningly on a kraal.

uku-punga umhloola, to drive off (by medicine) the evil consequences of a bad omen that has happened.

iinkowo znka kupunga imikonto, the cattle are coming to scare off the assegais — used of their habit of returning to the kraal to rest during the afternoon. See i-mBude.

i(Pungula) or Pungulo (Pungula), n. Any medicine used for sprinkling in a hot state over the body of a sick person, as below; the whole process of treatment.

N.B. The medicine is boiled in a large pot over which the patient, seated upon a stool of some kind, is made to sit closely surrounded by grass-mats or blankets, until he becomes thoroughly steamed out, the steam being maintained by an insertion into the water of two or three large red-hot stones. The patient is afterwards sprinkled over the bare body with the same or another similar decoction while boiling hot, a sprinkler being made of a small bunch of the leafy stalks of the umGunya, iCinamulilo, uMqaeMqanya and other herbs, whose property is said to be to render the boiling-water painless. The object is probably to excite heat in the body and consequent perspiration, which would of course be highly beneficial in cases of rheumatism, though strange to say, the treatment is mostly administered in cases of insanity. The theory of the vapour-bath is not understood by the Native doctor, and yet by this practice he is said to experience good results. He supposes the curative property to be in the mere sprinkling of the medicine; but tradition has taught him that this sprinkling must be of the liquid when very hot and the patient must meanwhile be closely packed between mats or blankets, which would naturally retain a good deal of the steam and body-heat. Infants are also frequently steamed (and smoked) out in a similar way.

um-Pungulelo (Pungulelo), n. 5. An um-Pungulo, withdrawn for any particular person or purpose.

Phr. uSihanibani kusilati ‘umPungulelezi, So-and-so is never left out of the landing i.e. is in every scrape, is always with the bad lot. See isi-Dumo.

um-Pungulo (Pungulo), n. 5. That which is withdrawn from anything in order to lessen its bulk, lighten its weight, or reduce its number.

isi-Pungumangati (Pungumangati), n. African Crested Eagle (Lophoixus ocellata); chrysalis (of any 'moving' kind) — both of these are applied to by herd-boys to know whereabouts the cattle are, or by a child when its mother is late in...
coming home in the evening, the motion of the crest or the waggling of the extremity giving the direction.

Ex. *uc.*' spiesungumangati, umane ungapi? I say, spiesungumangati, whereabouts is my mother?

um-Pungupungu (s.p.), m. Large tree, with white soft wood, growing in coast districts = um-Mbila.

i-mPungushe (s.p.), m. Black-backed Jackal (*Canis mesomelas*) and Side-striped J. (*C. adustus*) = i(i)-Kanka. Cp. *isi-Nei* [Her. *o-mhungu, hyena; o-mbandye, jackal; Sw. *ki-ngubu*, hyena].

isi-Punuka (s.p.; s.k.), m. Young person, boy or girl, with plump handsome body.

Punyu, ukuti (*Phunyu, ukuthi*), v. Slip out of the grasp, as a pot or smooth stick from between the hands or fingers, or a boy from the hands of a person seeking to hold him (comp. *khubuku*) or an *idumbi* or pea from out of its skin or shell when pressed; get slipped or projected out of their sockets, as big or staring eyes; get bare, or be bare of hair, as a shaven head = punyuuka; make slip out, as a *dumbi* from its skin or pea (acc.) from its shell; make slip out, i.e. bare of hair, as disease or shaving = punyuza; make slip out or away (metaphor.), as a boy (acc.) from a man's grasp, or an axe-handle from the socket = punyula [Sw. *ponyoka*, slip from; Her. *ora-nguza*, bare-skinned thing].

i-mPunyu (s.p.), m. = i-mPunyanga.

Punyuuka (*Phunyuuka*), v. = ukuti punyu.

Punyula (*Phunyuula*), v. = ukuti punyu.

i-mPunyunga (s.p.), s. Smooth-surfaced thing, as it were, slippery to the grasp (see *ukuti punyu*), as a hairless head, a kidney; a young hairless rabbit just born, etc.; large protruding eye, as though about to slip out; utterly destitute person without offspring, wife, property, etc. = i-mPu, i-mPunyu; cp. i(i)-Mpu; u(i)-Mpu; i-Nyabule.

Punyuza (*Phunyuza*), v. = ukuti punyu.

Punza (*Phunza*), v. Abort or miscarry the young (acc.) (only used of animals). Comp. *pupuma* [Sw. *pooza*, abortive; Her. *o-nguza*, fetus of animal; Ga. *lu-butu*, womb or fetus; Sw. *tumbo*, womb or fetus].

i-mPunza (s.p.), n. (C.N.) = i-mPuzu.

i-mPunzi (s.p.), n. Common grey or duiker-back (*Cephalophus grimmii*) = u(i)-Hlaza.

isi-Punzi (*Phunzi*), n. Stump of a tree left rooted in the ground when the top has been cut off; short stump of a stick; stump or root-end cut off a stalk of *lule* = isi-Punzi. Comp. isi-Gudu; isi-Qa [Her. *olgi-pute*, stump of tree; Sw. *ki-yutu*, stump of limb].

um-Punzo (*Phunzo*), n. 5. Aborted fetus.

Phr. *csomunzo isitula*, a spirit of an aborted fetus—said contemptuously of the *ikholo* = i of an infant, a miserable thing without any power, that can be of no appreciable help to one—might be applied by a man to the spirit that has just managed to pull him through some danger after having rendered very feeble miserable assistance!

i(i)-Punzu (*Phunzi*), n. (C.N.) = i(i)-Puzu.

Pupa (*Phupha*), n. Dream; dream any particular object, etc., as a palace (acc.); talk imaginary or nonsensical rot; be quite stale and flavourless as old beer (used in perf.); become quite 'white' i.e. a dirty grey from loss of original colour, as some washed-out prints, or a woman's *isidwaba*, or the body of a Native when sickly or unwashed (not merely to 'fade' or lose colour—see *pila*, *papaleka*). Cp. *wukuza* [Lat *pudus*, I think].

Phr. *ngapupa nela nga ne*, he is just dreaming in the day-time i.e. talking nonsense.

N.B. A woman, say the Natives, when about to conceive i.e. during the first and second months after intercourse, is troubled with incessant dreams. Should she about this time dream of a green or black snake, or a buffalo, etc., she will conceive a male child; but if she dream of a puff-adder, that she is crossing a full-river, etc., she will conceive a female child.

i-mPupamini (*Phuphamini*), n. Idiot, lunatic or insane person of a harmless quiet disposition (cp. *u(lu)-Hlanya*), lit. a day-dreamer = isi-Pukeqe.

um-Pupe (*Phuphe*), n. 5. Person or thing that has become 'white' i.e. a dirty grey, with no 'colour' in it, as the body of an unhealthy Native or an old un-oiled *isidwaba*; person of dull intellect, naturally simple, like a grown-up child (cp. isi-Pozo).

i(i)-Pupo (*Phupho*), n. Dream; (N) medicinal charm used by young-men to make the girls dream of them, etc.

Pú pú, ukuti (*Phú phí, ukuthi*), v. = pu-puza.

i(i)-Pupu (*Phuphu*), n. Fledgling or young-one of a bird when feathered and just able to fly about the nest. Comp. is-Ayoyo, i(i)-Tshwele.

i-mPupu (*Phuphu*), n. Anything ground fine, — hence, mealie-meal; flour; pow-
der, of any kind [Ba. tubu, meal; Xo. guba, to grind; Chw. bu-pi, meal; Sw. umunbi, powder; At. yefu, meal].

ii(P-Phuphula, n. Wild young rascal, as a boy whose whereabouts can never be trusted, he generally being engaged in some mischief or other.

Pupumma (Phuphumama, v. Overflow, as water from a bucket or river, or when boiling in a pot (= ecimfa, kliklama); to come out prematurely, as the child (with isi-Su) of a woman, whether as an abortion (a mere i-Hlule, clot of blood) or as a miscarriage with a fully formed fetus (= puma; cp. puza); break impetuously out of a hut, or away from a party, as when displeased with something [Her. pupisa, overflow; Sw. tutuma, bubble up].

Ex. sipwayimile isita ku'bau, the womb has aborted or miscarried with So-and-so.

isi-Pupuma (Phuphumama, n. Impetuous person, doing recklessly, unable to be held back. Comp. ili(P)-Pungandhlebe.

isi-Puppu (Phupphulu), n. Beer that easily froths up when stirred; also = isi-Pupuma; (C.N.) fine, smooth hair.

ili(P)-Pupusi (Phuphusi), n. Swelling or lump caused by a blow; swollen bruise anywhere on the body. Comp. ili(P)-Tubela; um-Vimb.

Puputeka (Phuphutheka), v. = pumputeka.

isi-Puputo (Phuphutho), n. Thing made up of only one kind (of things which are generally made up of a mixed variety), as a bead-belt all of one colour, or any 'beany' food cooked alone without an admixture of mealies, etc.

Pupuza (Phuphuza), v. Froth up, as beer, or milk when boiling (= pukuzela); froth over with ‘talk’, become very talkative, as a man when somewhat intoxicated; flap the wings (ace.), as a cock, or bird in a trap (= dubuza).

Pupuzu (s.p), v. Discharge watery stools continuously, as one with long-standing diarrhoea.

Puku, ukuti (Phuq, ukuthi), n. Throw out, throw off, discharge — see puquza; get thrown out or off, or discharged — see puquka.

Ex. ngimi enzabalala puku, it is I who gave birth to him, throwing him out — said by a woman who is the actual mother of a child. See piqi.

Puquka (Phuquka), v. Get discharged, as matter from an abscess; get discharged of matter (ace.), as the abscess itself; get thrown out, as sawdust by a saw or impulwa insect when working; get thrown off, as smoke from a pipe or firebrand, or dust from a sack of flour when shaken; get discharged of, as the pipe of smoke (ace.), or the sack of dust when shaken; get thrown up or raised, as a dust by children dancing, or when sweeping a room; get ground into a dusty meal or powder, as dry corn or medicine.

im-Puqupuqu (s.p), n. Anything of a fine-ground, dry powdery nature, such as would readily raise a dust if disturbed; thing of such a nature as to be readily reduced into dust or powder, or of a 'floury' nature as some potatoes; used of an idiot or lunatic, 'nothing but dust.' See puquza.

Puquza (Phuquza), v. Discharge, as an abscess matter (ace.); throw out, as a saw or impulwa insect does sawdust (ace.) when working; throw off, as a pipe or firebrand does smoke (ace.), or as a sack of flour does dust when shaken; throw up or raise, as a dust (ace.) when dancing or sweeping a room (= buquza); grind anything dry (ace.) into a dusty meal or powder, as dry corn, or medicine.

Puquzeke (Phuquzeke), v. Get made discharge, throw off, throw out, or throw up, as above.

um-Puwane (s.p), n. 5. Variety of sweet-potato of a 'floury' nature, liked by the Natives. Comp. ili(P)-Tshuza, etc.

Purr, ukuti (Phurr, ukuthi), v. = ukuti puhl.

Purrucka (Phurruka), v. = pahluka.

Purruza (Phurrusa), v. = pahlula.

Pusa (Phusa), v. Cease suckling, i.e. dry up, cease to give milk, as a cow; cease sucking, as a calf when grown up (comp. lumela); (C.N.) hold back, demur = epusa.

i-mPusela (s.p), n. Calf that has already left off sucking.

Pusha (Phusha), v. Puff away, as a boiling pot puffing out steam (ace.) below the lid (cp. ukuti qushu); puff out a lot of windy, senseless talk; pinch away at a person (ace.) with an ili(P)-Pusho q.v.; be good for nothing, bad, flavourless, as snuff (see isi-Pusha).

isi-Pusha (Phusha), n. Bad, flavourless snuff.

ili(P)-Pusho or Pushu (Phusho), n. A pinching of the flesh of another between the flat side of the thumb and forefinger (with ukw-enza or ukwu-dhl), as old Native women have the habit of doing when
PU

punishing a naughty child who may have got into their hands, or women one with another when fighting. See pusha; cp. tapuana; keinza.

Pushu, ukuti (Phšhu, ukuthi), v. = pushuka; pushuza.

Pushuka (Phšhuku), v. Get eaten, as an m-Pushumpushu.
i-mPushumpushu (s.p.), n. Any food-stuff of a crisply-soft, mealy, floury nature, as boiled potatoes, peas boiled and broken up into a dry mash, or boiled liver when eaten cold and dry. See pushuza.

Pushuza (Phšhuzu), v. Eat anything (acc.) of the nature of an i-mPushumpushu; talk truthless stuff.

Puta (Phtha), v. Fail — in a broad general sense, usually followed by a qualifying verb in the infinitive, though frequently standing alone, the sense being judged from the context (used in perf.); hence, fail to do, omit, as to go to the court, or to milk the cows; fail to be present, to be wanting or absent, as a boy from school or church; fail to come up to standard, get short, get behind, get backward, as trees that have been eaten off by locusts and have to start growth again, a field that has not thrown up its due number of seedlings, or a man with his work from being interrupted or delayed; fail to receive, come short, get left out, as people receiving nothing at a distribution, or mealie-sacks left over with not a sufficient supply to fill them also [Sw. pitiva, behindhand; Her. putara, fail].

Ex. ngiputile ukuthi ćeleli amohla, I have omitted attending at the lawcase to-day.

ToBl ngiputi amohla cislekile, Tobi was absent to-day from school.

ngiputile kalcolmbeze, ngapatisa umfakazi, I got behind with this work, I was delayed by a stranger.

bapatile laba, kubalotwa 'luto, these have come short, they have received nothing.

(i-li)-Puta (Phtha), n. = um-Puta.

isi-Puta (Phtha). One who has not had the ears bared, according to Native custom; deaf person (isi-Puta); one who doesn’t hear when told, disobedient person = isi-Cute.

um-Puta (Phtha), n. 5. Mealie or amahle plant when bearing only a poor, grainless ear = (i-li)-Puta.
Puta püta, ukuti (Phtha pütha, ukuthi), v. = putaza.

Putaputa (Phouthaphtha), v. = putaza.

Putaza (Phouthaza), v. Feel about lightly with extended fingers on any place, or on any body or article (acc.), as when feeling for something lost in the grass, or a bundle to see what is therein, or a girl’s body with curiosity — ukuti putha pute [Sw. papasa, feel about for].

Putisa (Phouthisa), v. Cause to fail, be wanting or absent, omit, be behindhand, be left short, etc., in any way, as above — see puta.

Puthu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.t.), v. = puthshuka; puthuza.

Putshuka (s.p.; s.t.), v. Rush out, as beer through a hole in the bottom of the i-mBiza, watery stools of a diarrhoea, a thief caught in a room or one leaving it hastily in an angry temper, or as bad lying talk from the mouth = pqutulaka; ukuti putshu; cp. hutuka; hushuza.

Putshuza (s.p.; s.t.), v. Make rush out, as above.

Puthu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.t.), v. = putula; putzu; ukuti lubu.
Puthu, ukuti (Phtha, ukuthi), v. = putula; putuza; putuna.

(i-li)-Puta (Phtha), n. Agitated haste, floury, impetuousness = ama-Wala. Cp. i(i)-Tata [Her. tupuka, hasten].

Ex. nempu (or numaracala), he is impetuous, thoughtlessly hasty (in doing anything)

kabe! iputa, gently! with your impetuousness don’t be in such a hurry.

u(lu)-Puta (Phtha), n. Mealie-meal cooked with very little water so as to form soft thick paste (N. mod.) = um-Potohaha, n-Zolo.

Putuka (s.p.; s.t.; s.k.), v. Get crumbled, as below — see putuza; be of a crumbleable nature = tubuzaeka.

Putuka (Phuthuka), v. Get chafed or grazed, as below.

Putukeza (Phuthakeza), v. = ukuti pututu.

Putukezi, ukuti (Phuthakezi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti pututu.

Putula (Phuthula), v. Chafe, graze, rub off or scrape off the superficial skin, as when the corner of a bench scratches the shin, or a saddle-girth a horse’s side.

Putuleka (Phuthuleka), v. = putuka (phuthuka).

Putuluka (Phuthuluka), v. Get shaved, as below = putuluzeka.

Putuluza (Phuthuluza), v. Just shave, touch very slightly or nearly, as a stone (nom.) might a person’s head (acc.) or a bird, or as might the person (nom.) who throws the stone; when grabbing at
a thing (acc.), or striking at it with a stick = ukutí patuluzí. Cp. putula.

Putuluze (Phuthuluze), v. Get shaved, as above = putuluka.

Putulu, ukuti (Phuthulu, ukuthi), v. = patuluzi.

isi-Putuluzi (Phuthuluzi), n. Any stumped, docked, not-pointed thing, as a stake or cow's tail = isi-Pumpu.

um-Putuluzi (Phuthuluzi), n. 5. Slight scratch or 'shaving' graze, as of a stick thrown or aimed at one.

Putuma (Phuthume), v. Hasten or hurry along after some urgent aim or object (acc.), as to help a person (acc.) in danger, save goods from fire, or to catch a person (acc.) before he leaves home; hasten or hurry along with means (with infinitive) to attain any of these objects, as when hastening to send a messenger with notice of alarm = ukuti putu puta. Cp. i(i)-Putu; putuluzela.

Ex. nyigaputuma uhlungu, engakhsambi. I am hastening to the white man before he leaves.

nyigaputuma umlilo, they are hurring along to a fire (to put it out).

nyigaputuma ukupisa incwadi enkwini, I hastened to send a letter to the magistrate (only of course in case of urgent danger).

inamba umqonda kuyigaputusha, a black manba is not hastened for, i.e. the speedy fathness of the poison renders it useless for one to so bother himself.

isi-Putumane (Phuthumane), n. Veldt plant (Aloe Cooperi) growing in marshy places, having a red flowering raceme, and used as fibre = isi-Pukutumane, i-nQimindolo, isi-Kuphatshe.

i-mPutumuntu (s.p.; s.t.), n. Anything of a dry crumbling nature, as a lump of sandy soil, or piece of coarse dry bread. See putuza.

Púti putu, ukuti (Phuthu phuthu, ukuthi), v. = putuma.

i(i) or ama-Púti putu (Phuthuphuthu), n. = (i(i)-Putu, ama-Wala.

Pútu, ukuti (Phuthu, ukuthi), v. Make an impetuous, hasty, but ineffectual grab or attempt to catch at a thing (acc.) = ukuti putukezi; putuza; cp. ukuti putula.

(i(i)-Pútu (Phuthuthu), n. Impetuous, over-hasty, and ineffectual grab or attempt to catch a thing. Comp. (i(i)-Pulala.

Ex. ngadinnde ngabamba iputu, I merely made a hasty, profitless snatch.

Putuza (Phuthuza), v. = putula; putuluzela; ukuti putuza.

Putuza (s.p.; s.t.), v. Crumble (trans.), as a piece of dry earth (acc.) between the fingers, or a piece of dry bread = tubuza.

Putuze (s.p.; s.t.; s.k.), v. Get crumbled, as above = putukka.

Putuze (Phuthuze), v. = putuka (phuthuka).

Putuluzela (Phuthuluzela), v. = wuluzela, putuza (phuthuluzo).

isi-Putuzeli (Phuthuzeli), n. = i(i)-Wuluzela.

i(i)-Putiwa (Phuthiwa), n. Certain thorn-tree on which the um-Fece is commonly found.

u(lu)-Puya (Phuya), n. = i-mPumible.

Ex. ukh-/ha !ipuya, to be or live in a 'bare, naked' fashion, without wife, children, cattle, etc.

Púza (Phuza), v. Drink (= selu); eat certain kinds of soft juicy foods (acc.), as a piece of fat, or thin amasi; he blow or late in doing any work (with infin. epuza); delay to do any work (with infin. = epuza) [Skr. pu, and pi, drink; O.R. piti, to drink; Lu. naq, drink; Sw. poza, to water; nywa, drink; Ga. tua, delay; Log. sa, drink; Ha. sa, drink].

Phr. secongipus'ingong, you drank me my bile (so as to get influence or superiority — uku-longo — over me) = you want to get the mastery over me, to gain an overpowering influence over me, obtain greater influence than I. See longa.

nyapuza inyongo, they are drinking one another's bile i.e. each striving to gain superiority (uku-longo) over the other.

i-mPuza (s.p.), n. Eruption of small dry pimples all over, or anywhere on the body (perhaps from prurigo, or lichen).

Puzaneka (Phuzanekza), v. Get baulked, or suddenly frustrated, as by the sudden appearance of a snake on the other side when springing over a ditch, or by the sudden interpassage of somebody when making a grab at anything, or by the interruption of a person when counting = puzaneka; patanekza.

Puzaneke (Phuzanekise), v. Baulk, as above.

u(lu)-Puzela, n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Puzela.

i(i)-Puzi (Phuza), n. Certain kind of light-yellow, course-fleshed Native pumpkin i.e. the fruit thereof (see u(lu)-Puzi); hence, anything of a similar light-yellow colour; certain kinds of small light-yellow beads (collect,); one of the small lumps formed in meal or naboile meal when ground dry on the Native grinding-stone [Ka. zuji, pumpkin; Sw. boga].
Q.

is used in Zulu to represent the palatal click of which there are four varieties —
(1), the palatal click simple, represented by the letter q, as in the word qalaza (stare about); (2), the aspirated palatal click represented by a qh, as in the word qhalaza (behave in a bold, impudent manner); (3), a hard liquid palatal click, represented by the combination gq, as in the word isi-gqula (cow with little milk); (4), a soft liquid palatal click, likewise represented by a gq, as in the word i-nqonqo (sense) — the difference between these last two varieties being sufficiently marked by the fact that the latter or softer kind only occurs after an n, immediately preceding it in the same syllable, the sound being found mostly in words of which the radical really commences with a q, but the sound of which has now become tempered down or softened by the nasal ring of the n preceding it. It must be noted, however, that there are some words in which the simple palatal click, written with a q, also follows immediately after an n in the same syllable, and without having its sound affected in any way; but in such cases, it may be regarded as more probable that the n is along with the q, an intrinsic part of the original root, and is not a subsequently added prefix, as, for instance, in the word i-ndama or i-Ngama (ram).

Qa (Qha), adv. No; sometimes used elliptically to express 'Not at all! ', 'By no means! ', 'It's altogether too much! ', 'I never saw the like of it! ', 'There's no denying it! ' etc.; used also at the commencement of an address to lower expectation, fear, etc. — this is the common negative in use in Zululand, where the cha of Natal is practically unknown, save among children and females, who also frequently use a form nqa (Skr. not; Lat. ne; Eng. no; Ar. ë; Ya. nga; Zu. kha; Kaf. nqha; Zi. nda; Kho. bai; Ko. chha; Sw. ahau; Bo. aka; Ga. au; Sha. sho; Kag. ngo; Ngu. sivo; Kamb. tiva; Bo. chwa; Chlw. che — the particle

gha is probably only a variation of the adverb nga, not!).

Ex. qa! ngisa kubika umunwana nje, ukuti ng'esa, it's nothing! I've just come to report that the umunwana is coming. ngabona ukuti qa! kungenye kunjalo, I saw that, it's no good, it cannot be arranged in that way.

Qa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Catch sudden or unexpected sight of a thing i.e. catch the first glimpse of it (acc.) as it appears = qabuka.

Ex. ngati nba umuntu qa, eza ngomuntu, when I caught sight of him, coming along the road.

Qa, ukuti (Qha, ukuthi), v. Do, or be done, completely; finish off, or be finished, completely, as one's supply of food or snuff; be thoroughly dry, as fresh mea- lies, or a hide; be thoroughly wise, or clever in a perfect degree (cp. ukuti nkwe; ukuti du; ukuti nga); also = quza (qhaza).

Ex. scomile sוכר qa, they (the men-) lies are already perfectly dry.

ducute rati qa, they are entirely dried up i.e. finished off.

uhlakamile ucle qa, he is out and out clever.

i(li)-Qa (Qha), n. A complete clearing out of anything, nothing further being left, everything being entirely gone (= i(li)-Geqe, umu-Qa — but only used adverbially as ngeqa, ngegeqa, ngomuqa, as below).

Ex. safika ngeqa (or ngegeqa or ngomuqa), we arrived when there was nothing more (of the meat, grain, etc.) left, all having been cleared away, sold out, etc.

ns'eSika ngeqa, isitimela sesihambile, he just arrived too late, the train having already left.

i(li)-Qa (with plur.), n. Piece or small lump of anything, as meat, honey-comb, clay, etc.
isi-Qa, n. Substance of anything (C.N.).

isi-Qa (Qha), n. Dog of the common Native kind, somewhat resembling a greyhound mongrel, of no particular breed nor usefulness; a cur [see i-Nja].

umu-Qa (Qha), n. 5. = i(li)-Qa (Qha); also (N. Fr. Xo) tree-rabbit.

ubu-Qa (Qha), n. Fastidiousness, disdainfulness, as to clothes, food, or in the choice of a sweetheart. Comp. ubu-Nyolo.

Qaba, ukuti (Qabha, ukuthi — sometimes s.b.), v. Patter, as drops of rain on a window or roof; drop with a pattering noise, as a rain-drop; give a person (acc.) a mere drop i.e. a single very small quantity, as of porridge (with nga), snuff, etc. (= ukuti ggobi = ukuthi poqa, gubaza).

i-nQaba, n. — see i-Nqaba.

u-Qabane, n. Diamond pattern, in head-work. See um-Cijwane.

Qabateka (Qabatheka), v. Eagerly desire, as to quickly reach a place, to go somewhere, etc.; have a strong yearning for a thing (obj. or ela form with acc.), as for meat, snuff, etc.

Qabavu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Surpass, exceed, in beauty, size, height, abundance, etc. (= ukuti butu); be plainly visible, conspicuous, as a kraal or path (= qama, gqava).

um-Qabavu, n. 5. Path plainly visible, broad or unhidden by grass.

Qabavula, v. Make a row or great noise, rave about, as a women scolding vehemently; be agitated, restless, as a person whom the pain of some complaint deprives of rest or causes to get up and walk about; also = gakabelo.

Qabaza (Qabhaza; sometimes s.b.), v. = ukuti qaba.

isi-Qabeto or Qabetwa (Qabetho), n. Common large-sized shallow basket of Native women = i(li)-Qomo [Sw. ki-ka-po, basket; Ga. kibo, large shallow basket].

i(li)-Qabi, n. Leaf of a tree (= i(li)-Qabunga, i(li)-Kasi); tale-bearing, untrustable talker who can’t keep a matter to himself (= i(li)-Kasi); small herd or drove of cattle, goats, etc., collected together in a group, perhaps a dozen or two (= i(li)-Qakomba; ep. i(li)-Hlokova); (N) a green, unsophisticated person [Ar. wara’ a, leaf; Hi. pakker, leaf; Reg. lula, leaf; Her. e-pa, leaf].

u-Qabikulu (Qabikhulu), n. = u-Kasikulu.

Qabo (Qhabo), adv. intensified form of Qa.

Qabo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = qabuka, ukuti qa, gubaza.

Qabuka (s.k.), v. Catch the first sight of a thing i.e. have the first sudden apprehension of its presence or appearance; hence, see for the first time, as a person (acc.) or wonderful thing; suddenly or unexpectedly find oneself doing something, to chance (with uku); come to, come to one’s senses, as after a faint or state of mental insensibility; get the senses, feelings, or apprehension quickened or invigorated, as by a pinch of snuff or a little food.

Ex. ngubuku ukuqibona uje, I became suddenly cognisant of it, I all at once chanced to see it i.e. I found or came across it by chance.

ngubuku umahlane, I see him for the first time to-day.

ngubuku sekgqakgakutu, I came to when I was already in it i.e. I didn’t realise the thing, I was not aware of anything, till I found myself in the midst of it.

uqekukhomba, my body is now refreshed or revived (by the food I have taken).

Qabukisa (s.k.), v. = qabula.

Qabula, v. Quicken, refresh, wake up, excite new life and activity in the dormant senses, as the eyes (acc.) by taking a pinch of snuff, the weared body (acc.) by taking a bath, or the mouth (acc.) in the morning or after a journey i.e. after it has been lying idle, by a little food; wake up or revive oneself from the stupefying effects of beer (acc.), sleep, etc., as by taking some kind of refreshers.

Ex. uku-qabula umane, to refresh the splette = to gratify the appetite or desire slightly, just give it a taste, as a temporary salve.

uku-qabula ubutongo, to awaken sleepiness i.e. to put animation into the sleepy senses, driving sleep away, as one might do by taking a pinch of snuff.

uku-qabula umante, to revive or refresh a person who is depressed by some worry or affliction, by helping him a little in his difficulty, mediating for him, etc.

Qabulisla, v. Help a person (acc.) to quicken or refresh his senses (acc.), by giving him snuff, food, etc.

i(li)-Qabunga, n. Leaf, of a tree = i(li)-Qabi, i(li)-Kasi.

i(li)-Qabuqabu, n. Child first born to a man i.e. by his first wife; similarly of a woman; any curiosity, strange or wonderful thing seen for the first time.

um-Qadi, n. 5. Principal cross-beam in a hut (C.N. = fr. Xosa).

u-Qadololo (no plur.), n. Black Jack (Bidens pilosa), the common field weed, whose
seeds stick into one's clothes when going among it — eaten when young as *imifino* = *n-Cueuza*, *n-Gumfe*. See um-Ilaha-hango-bu.

(iii)-Qadu (*Qhadu*), *n.* Finished thing, nothing being left of it, as one's supply of grain, or cattle; thing or person no longer existing, as one who goes out to war and does not afterwards return home, having been killed. See (iil)-Qha.

ama-Qafukaná (*Qhafukaná — no sing.*), *n.* Little ugly, ill-formed, dirty-looking thing — used contemptuously of a person, in form of adj.

ama-Qafuqafu (*Qhafuqafu — no sing.*), *n.* Coarsely ground meal, or other similar husky substance = *n-Qwunqunyu.

i-nQafuqafu, *n.* = ama-Qafuqafu.

Qafuza (*Qhafuza*), *v.* = gqakazu.

(iii)-Qaga (*Qhaaga*), *n.* Calabash with the head cut off so as to leave only the large body of the vessel, and used for beer or water (= (iii)-Gobongo, isi-Xapa); big, hard-blown, round lump of a belly (cp. um-Queka).  

Qagela, *v.* = gqvelu.

Qáka, ukuti (*Qháka, ukuthi*), *v.* Be white, as the land with a frost, a tree with blossoms, the sky with many stars; make be white, as above = *ukuti qwa, ukuti mfe, ukuti hu, qakaza; qakazisa.*  

Phr. *uku-wa-ti yaka amehlo*, to protrude the eyes, showing the whites of the eyeballs, as when staring in anger = *uku-donsa amehlo.*

Qaka (*s. k.*), *v.* Menstruate — this being the proper word for the function, it is not liked, and is therefore in conversation replaced by euphemisms, such as, most commonly, *geza, potela, pambuka*, all of which may be used in respectable society.

Qaka (*s. k.*), *v.* Begin, set about, embark on any work (acc.) or plan on one's own initiative, without being told or sent by anyone; start a thing (acc.) of oneself, of one's own accord; provoke a person (acc.) to quarrel or fight (= *qalu*).

(iii)-Qakala (*s. k.*), *n.* Ankle-bone [Gr. *ankulos*, ankle; *karpos*, wrist; Ar. *kažb*, ankle].

(iii)-Qakamba (*Qakambha*), *n.* Small herd or cluster of cattle collected together (= (iii)-Qabi, (iii)-Qokomba); sharp, crafty, gen. bold, insolent fellow.

u(L)-Qakamelá (*Qakamela*), *n.* Very tall person.

i-nQákanaqaka (*s. k.*), *n.* = *i-nQwunqunu*.

Qakanye *e* (*Qhakanye*), *v.* Shudder, give a sudden shiver, as from cold or a frightful thought or nasty medicine = *hlakanye*, hlasimula.

Qakaqa (*s. k.*), *v.* Ornament the body, as girls do, by cutting patches of incisions about the body, or as the ama-Ntle-nga about the face, or as a woman does on the first menstruation of her first-born child by smearing spots of black or red colouring over her face and body. Cp. cakaza.

i-nQakaqa (*s. k.*), *n.* = *i-nGqukuqa.*

Qáka qaqa, ukuti (*Qháka qháka, ukuthi*), *v.* = *qakaza qhakaze.*

Qákata, ukuti (*Qhákatha, ukuthi*), *v.* Grip hold of, seize with a sharp firm grasp, as one might a thief (acc.) or a goat = *ukuti xakata, ukuti ihlakata.*

(iii)-Qakatha (*Qakatha*), *n.* Small ball-shaped, lump of a thing, as an apple, reel of cotton, ball of string, bullet, or drop of rain on the window-sash or sweat on the body = (iii)-Nqakadi; cp. i-nBu-mbulu; i-nDilinga; um-Cimbi.

isi-Qakati (*Qakathi*), *n.* = isi-Qwanqwa.

Qakatisa (*Qhakathisa*), *v.* Expose openly anything (acc.) so that it be seen, admired, observed, etc., as one might some fine ornament, or as a thoughtless person might beer which it was intended should be kept private.

Qakatisi, ukuti (*Qhákathisi, ukuthi*), *v.* = *ukuti xakata.*

i-nQakava (*s. k.*), *n.* = i-nGqukuqa.

Qakaza (*Qhakaza*), *v.* Put on whiteness, as a tree blossoming, grass going to seed, or a man turning grey (= *ukuti qaka, kahlela*); go forth as young men from a bridegroom's kraal to the kraals of the bride's people, beating together stones held in the hands, as a sign to them to prepare beer for the approaching wedding; also = *gqakaza*; also (C.N.) dance quietly, prettily [Her. o-ngara, blossom].  

Phr. *wob'upeka, etc., kwosa kuqakaze* un-Ngidi, you will be cooking (or doing anything else) as long as Nongidi (a certain hill in Zululand which presents a white appearance) shall be getting white, i.e. for ever, you will never be done with it, etc.; or used generally to express determination, persevering continuation, etc.

um-Qakazo (*Qhakazo*), *v.*. 5. White blossom, flower, or seed tuft, as of any plant or grass; also = um-Gqakazo; also (C.N.) pretty quiet dance.

Qakelisana (*s. k.*), *v.* = qakulisana.
i(li)-Qakele (s. k.), n. Disease of the womb accompanied by profuse menstrual flow possibly caused by fibroid tumours in the uterus, but popularly supposed to be caused by the secret administration, by some untakati, of the i-qako lemfe-ne; also proper name of the menstrual tampon, euphemised as isi-Vato q.v. See i(li)-Qangane.

i(li)-Qako (s. k.), n. Menstrual discharge of females. See isi-Lisa.

Qakulisanana (s. k.), v. Play at fighting with sticks, as a couple of boys = qakelisana-qakulusanana.

Qakuzana (s. k.), v. = qakulusanana.

u-Qakuzana (s. k.), n. A playing or sham-fight with sticks, as between two boys (with ukwenza).

Qala, v. Begin, commence, start a thing (acc.); give another (acc.) cause to fight or quarrel by provoking or abusing him (= pobola, vibula) [Ar. sharaf, begin; Her. atu; Ka. tanga — prob. akin to ukuti qa].

Ex. ukuza kwangiyala wqisi‘etekeini, the sickness began with me while I was in Durban.

uBani uyangiyala, So-and-so is provoking me (in the Native mind, of course, always to fight).

i-nQala, n. = i-Nqala.

um-Qala, n. 5. Neck = i-nTam [Ar. ra’aba, neck].

uku-Qala, n. Beginning; commencement.

Ex. umuntu yokufuqala, the person of the beginning — used in this manner to express ‘first.’

Qalaba, v. Be thoroughly self-conceited, be filled with self-conceit or self-superiority (used in perf.; also sometimes in reflect. form with zi). Cp. yyaba, yyaja) (C.N.) have confidence in oneself, be filled with self-confidence, as to one’s strength, etc.

i-nQalaba, n. = i-nQalati.

isi-Qalaba, n. Large tree having hard wood suitable for yoke-skeys and gunstocks (Myrsine melanophlebus) — the bark is used for stomach pains and as ikabato for dead person; also two kinds of Sugarbush (Protea hirta and P. lanceolata), — a small tree growing on up-country mountains, having greyish leafy leaves and bark rich in tannin; anything of a very hard unbreakable nature, as some kinds of wood, or a strongly made earthen-vessel (= isi-Qalalugu).

Phr. kwaqa eyalubeni (or eyalubeni), it dawned (we being) among the hard sticks

i.e. tomorrow we shall fight it out with stont cudgels — a threat used by one young man to another who has provoked or insulted him. See i(li)-Qele.

Qalana, v. Commence to attack one another, or start off one another mutually, as two armies, neither of which waits to be provoked (gaba) by the other.

i(li)-Qalandevu or Qalamaqala, n. Young man just beginning to show a moustache.

Qalanqa, v. = golongwa.

i(li)-Qalaqala (Qhalaqala), n. Bold, pert, brazen-faced, cheeky person — used mostly of bold, free girls = isi-Tinalumehlo; cp. i(li)-Tinalalanana; galaza; lingu.

i(li)-Qalashu, n. Name of a dark-grey kind of civet (in full i-qalashu umashiyi‘izinyanja) from the animal’s smartness in evading capture (= i(li)-Rrolodo); a smart skilful person too crafty and quick to be caught, always able to escape from a tight corner.

i-nQalati (Qalathi), n. Small sack or bag, made of goat, sheep, or calf-skin, or sometimes woven of grass or rushes, and used for carrying foodstuffs, medicines, for soaking amabele, etc. = i-nQalaba; cp. i-nTlanti.

Qalaza, v. Stare about (not fixedly at a thing = golozela), look boldly about in all directions, as a ‘cheeky’ or ill-mannered child when among strangers = talaza.

Qalaza (Qhalaaza), v. Behave or speak in a bold, pert, brazen-faced, cheeky manner, as some girls and boys. See i(li)-Qalagala.

Qaleka (s. k.), v. Faint; have a fit, of any kind (= quleka); hence, metaphor, to faint for or desire exceedingly, used jocularly to express a request for a pinch of snuff (acc. with ela form).

Qalekisa (s. k.), v. = lokotela.

Qalinga, v. Do anything in a scattered, patchy, irregular; here and there kind of way = ukuti yyawja.

i(li)-Qalinga, n. = i(li)-Gyaya; comp. u(li)-Toto.

Qalingana, v. Be in a scattered, far apart, irregular state = ukuti yyawja.

Qalingisa, v. Cause to do or to be done in a scattered, far apart, here and there kind of away = yyawja. Cp. tola.

isi-Qalo, n. Beginning; point of commencement = uku-Qula.

u(lu)-Qalo, n. Bamboo, used as whipsticks (C.N.).
isi-Qamotana or Qaloti (Qalothana), n. Certain forest tree, resembling the following.

um-Qaloti (Qalothi), n. 5. Certain forest tree (Strychnos Hemingiisii), with exceedingly hard wood, used for knobberies and the bark medicinally for disordered bowels, round-worms, etc.

Qalu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Come out into the open, come out into sight, as a man from a hut or a buck from a bush, or anything that had previously been hidden from view. Cp. ukuti paga; ukuti qungqalazi; ukuti qamua; hlaluka.

Qama (Qhama), v. Be plainly visible, conspicuous, as a kraal on a hill; be clearly cut, distinct to the vision without blur or faintness, as good large print, bright colours, or a person of all-round defectless beauty or intellectual smartness; be plain, clear, obvious, as a statement or affair (used in perf. in all senses) = qama, qava [Her. kamama, distinct].

isi-Qama (Qhama), n. An isi-Puku or cloak made of sheep-skins.

i-nQama, n. Ram. Cp. i-in'vu [Ar. kharuf].

ubu-Qamama, n. A good walk, fair distance (say about six miles), as to a certain place (loc. of place). See ubu-Qamua.

Ex. kâlahuqamama kwa'Sobeja, it is some distance, a fair walk to Sobeja's kraal.

ubu-Qamamana, n. Some little way or distance (say two miles).

Qamba (Qambha), v. Invent, make up, as a plan (acc.) or a false story (cp. ceba; haga; songaza; rrama); initiate, put into inception, start on (often equivalent to commence), as a new kraal (ace.), ploughing in the spring, or a new line in a copy-book; compose, as a song; make up for, i.e. give, a person a name (doub. acc. = ukutala); settle upon, decide upon, as a building-site (ace.).

Ex. uku-qamba'mamanga, to invent lies = to tell lies.

uku-qam'bigamu, to compose a song.

u-Qambalala (Qambhalala), n. Species of running-grass.

um-Qambati (Qambhathi), n. 5. = um-Shiza.

Qambela (Qambhela), v. Invent for i.e. hatch up false statements about a person (ace.), accuse him falsely.

i(i)-Qambi (Qambhi), n. Small herd or collection of cattle, etc. = i(i)-Qabi.

Qambu, ukuti (Qambhu, ukuthi), v. = qambuka; qambusa. Qambuka (Qambhuka), v. Have a hole burst or bored through, as a wall or person's ear; get opened, or lanced, as an abscess; break out (intrans.), as a person's body in open sores = camuka, qambuka; ep. qubuka.

Qambusa (Qambhusa), v. Make a hole through anything (ace.), pierce, bore, as a person's ear, or a wall; open, lance, as an abscess = camusa, qambusa.

Qamekekela (s. k.), v. (N) = gamelelela.

Qamelelela (s. k.), v. Lie in wait for, waylay, as for a traveller (ace.) or wildbeast expected to pass a certain way, or even when awaiting on a certain spot the passing of a travelling companion who has been left behind; obstruct one (ace.) in his speech by anticipating him, as though knowing what (or 'which way') he is going to say (ep. qazikela).

Qamela, v. = camel; qamelelela.

Qamela (Qhamela), v. Be plainly visible for or to.

Phr. uku-qamyehe (umtondo), to have (the penis) visible i.e. erect = omhehe;

isi or um-Qamso, n. 5. = isi-Camelo.

Qamfu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti qamfu.

Qamfuka (s. k.), v. = qamfuka.

Qamfula, v. = qamfula.

u-Qamgwini (Qamgwini), n. Certain bush, bearing small red edible berries.

Qamisa (Qhamisa), v. Make to look conspicuously nice or standing out among others, as fine clothes a young man (ace.); make plain, explain, as a story. See qama.

Qamu, ukuti (Qhamu, ukuthi), v. Appear (used of the moment of appearance), come up into view, emerge into sight, as a thing previously hidden or unseen or unexpected. Comp. qalu, qangqalazi, paqa; also qama; hlaluka.

Ex. y'iini yona eti qamuka? yonshik! otshawini? what is that bobbing up and down in the grass?

Qamu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ngamuka.

i-nQamu, n. see i-Nqamu.

ubu-Qamu, n. Good long way, great distance (say twenty miles), as to a certain place (loc. of place.). See ubu-Qamama, ubu-Qamamana.

u-Qamugwini (Qamugwini), n. = Qamgwini.

Qamuka (s. k.), v. = qamuka.

Qamuka (Qhamuka), v. = ukuti qamuka (ghamuka).
Qamula, v. = uqamula.

Qamunda, v. Talk away in an easy flow, as a ready talker, fluent speaker, child already talking with ease, or even as an unrestrained chatterer who lets the language flow without reserve = tamunda, qavita; cp. leneledza; in-Gqamunti.

Qamusa (Qhamusa), v. Just begin to put forth or show the flower-tuft, as meafies.

Qamusela (Qhamusela), v. Press forward, push along through a country when travelling, as one journeying along making for a distant place, or one who has missed his direction; also = camusela.

Ex. saqamusela saza safika emFfälle, we pushed along till we reached Melmoth.

Qamuza (Qhamuza), v. = qamusa.

i(li)-Qamuda (Qhamuza), n. Large protruding eye, or person's belly; young bee in the immature state (mostly used in plur. ama-Qamusa = ama-Cimiza, ama-Qanda).

isi-Qanazazana, n. Certain water-bird.

Qānata, ukuti (Qānatha, ukuthi), v. = qanata.

Qanata (Qanatha), v. Have very protruding or prominent buttocks (not necessarily of large bulk = shikila) — used in perf. See i-ungqanathi.

Qanda, v. Be cutting or bitterly cold, as icy water (= banda, ukuti mo); be head-splitting, as the noise made by a pick forcibly striking on a hard rock (ukuqandikanda); speak a decisive word, give evidence of a decisive nature, as an eye-witness at a trial (ukuqandikanda); strike down, attack with a sharp decisive blow, bringing down the victim (ace.) at once, as one man might another with a knobkerry, or a venomous snake or virulent disease a person; cleave apart, separate one from the other, as two days or seasons (see phrases below) [Qanda and banda q. v. would seem to be merely variations of the same word].

Ex. uqandwe yini? what has he been brought down by? = what has he been bitten by?

waliwane wamqanda nje unukhudwe, the fever just attacked him and he was down at once.

i-gqande kunjeneka isiga-kunjeneka, the cock (when crowing in the early morning) is said to be clearing the days i.e. to be splitting the day from the night by its shrill cry.

See linga.

isiNdlebele nqathatsane, she has her isiNdlebele sitting on the splitting parts i.e. low down upon the buttocks — see lashaza.

"ufakazi umqandi-kanda, a witness whose evidence is conclusive, will settle the affair." abafazi sebeqamudwa ikwanda, the women are now splitting up the first plots i.e. immediately after winter and before the general ploughing time.

i(li)-Qanda, n. Egg; any large-sized head, say as big as a three-penny-piece and of any colour; plur. ama-Qanda, young bees in the comb in an immature state (= ama-Culazi) [Sw. ganda, shell of fruit, egg, etc.; Bush. gwa, egg].

Phr. ikononwo c'mqandwa-lu'uqaluya, a beast of a piebald colour i.e. of a white skin dotted with numerous brown spots or small patches.

isishoko ushikala olu'mqanda, stale-beer is that which has large egg-like bubbles (from slow fermentation).

isi-Qanda, n. Small kind of brownish wasp, slightly smaller than a honey-bee = isi-Qandamatshana, i(li)-Lakazane. See umu-Vi.

i(li)-Qanda-lenkuku (s. k.), n. = i(li)-Gode.

i(li)-Qanda-lyonyini, n. Any fragile, easily broken thing, as a glass vessel; delicate, weakly-constitutioned person = i(li)-Cu-boka.

isi-Qandamatshana (s. t.), n. Certain veld-herb; also = isi-Qanda.

Qandekisela (s. k.), v. = qandeletla.

Qandela, v. = qandeletla.

Qandelela, v. Guess; make a guess = qa-gela, qandelu [Ar. khamnin, guess; Her. saneka; Sw. thani, see yamul].

Ex. 'we! qandelela engikupela casmhkhwi!' 'Umambela!' 'Banda! waqandelela,' 'I say! guess what I have in my hand.' 'Mealies!' 'Actually! he has guessed.'

Qandisela, v. Bear children rapidly i.e. before the usual interval of time has passed, as a women conceiving while her previous child is still at the breast, or a fowl commencing a new brood of eggs immediately after hatching others. See i-ndelwele.

isi-Qandolo, n. Reed of a large tall-growing kind. Comp. i(li)-Tsana; um-Hlangu.

Qandula, v. Roughen the surface of a grindstone (ace.) by chipping or knocking in small indentations with another small hard stone (comp. kuqa); crack (metaphor.) a person's (ace.) head (ace.), by making a head-splitting noise, or by dealing him a blow on the head. See isi-Seko.

Ex. kade usiqandula inqamulo, you have been already long splitting our heads for us (with your noise).
Qanga, v. = ntela [Ga. saga, jest; Sw. thikhaki, joke].

um-Qangabodwe (Qangabhodwe), n.5. Wild amanbele or imfe i.e. growing up of itself in an old field.

Phr. umyangabodwe upumel'ekwemeni, the wild corn-plant rises up from amidst the thick growth of weeds — said of a tall person rising head and shoulders above the rest.

um-Qangala, n. 5. Single-string fiddle made of a reed and worked by the fingers and mouth = um-Hube.

i(l)-Qangane, n. Swelling of the belly (prob. from dropsy, or perhaps, in females, from chronic inflammation or fibroid tumours of the womb, causing a false appearance of pregnancy), supposed to be caused by a rash oath, gen. made in the heat of a dispute, not to eat the food of the other disputant. This latter thereupon retorts by hurling at the other the curse ungadhla okwami, wob'udhla igangane! or woj'eca kwa-
ni, kwoba kuza igangane! And the imprecation will most certainly be visited upon him, unless he speedily make amends to the injured party and along with him or her goes through the process of mutual hand-washing (ukuba-
nya kwabafungelene uyoqululha). The same curse may also be uttered against a thief = i(li)-Joyi; cp. qanganisa; isi-Kuku
ku.

N.B. The earth taken from the grave of some relative of a man and administered to him secretly by an umatakati, is said to cause this same disease (cp. i(li)-Hlaba).

Qanganisa, v. Desire evil for a person (acc.), curse him = lokotela, qalekisa.

i(l)-Qanga, n. = um-Qangqato.

Qangqalaza, v. Come into sight or out into the open, appear, as anything emerging from a doorway or bush, or from behind a screen (= nkutl gaatu, nkutl pa-
qa, nkutl paqalaka); roll along (in-
trans.), as a ball along the ground (= ginvqeka).

Qangqalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Come into sight, or make come (acc.) into sight, as above; roll, or make roll.

u(lu)-Qangqalazi, n. The open, a spot in full sight — gen. in locative = u(lu)-Bal'a.

Ex. umnzi ka'Bani us'qangqalazi, So-
and-so's kraal is in an open, plainly visible spot.

um-Qangqato (Qangqatho), n.5. Young calf, lamb, goat, etc., when unusually big for its age = i(li)-Qangga, um-Gi
qane.

i(l)-Qangu, n. Young weather (C.N.). See i(l)-Qangga.
Qapuna (Qaphuna), v. Pluck off or remove just the end or terminal part (acc.) of a thing, as the soft end of a tree-branch with the fingers, or a flower from its stalk by switching it off with a stick; pick up just the uppermost details of an affair, not knowing the full particulars of the case, as a busy-body who hears people talking and then goes and spreads reports.

Qapu qapu, ukuti (Qaphu qaphu, ukuthi), v. = qapaza.

i(li)-Qapuqaphu (Qaphuqaphu), n. Fluent, eloquent speaker.

Qapuza (Qaphusa), v. Talk away in a fluent, eloquent style, as a man at a law-case, in conversation, or when praising the chief. Cp. tapuza.

Qaqa, v. Rip up, rip open (by cutting, not by tearing or undoing = qaqulula), as the seams of a coat (acc.) or bale; rip open i.e. explain a difficulty (acc. or with ku); (C.N.) = qakaqa. Cp. qaqulula.

Qaqa (Qhaqha), v. Rip up or open forcibly, as a thorn or cat's claw might one's coat-sleeve — intensified form of above. Cp. qaqabula.

i(li)-Qaqa, n. Cape polecat (Ictonyx zorilla) (= i-li-Gangakazana); kind of strong-smelling black-beetle, spotted on the back; roof of the eye-socket when very prominent, causing the brows to project — gen. used in plur. ama-Qaqa (= ama-Qele, ama-Qimba). Cp. ama-Nkukoma.

P. akhiyana lazizwe ukunukwa, no polecat ever smelt its own stink — nobody recognises his own faults (N. fr. Xo.).

iqaqa lisimda 'kaziduso', the polecat gets saved by herding itself (by surrounding itself with an intolerable stench) = if you wish to come out safe from all the difficulties of life you must look after yourself by taking all due precautions.

nonfo wakelulini 'myqaqa, the beetle-browed fellow of such-and-such a kraal.

u(lu)-Qaqa, n. Belt or facing of perpendicular rocks running along or around the top of a hill, the beetle brow of a hill.

Qaqaqabula, v. = Qaqulula.

Qaqaqabula (Qhaqhabula), v. Rip up or open forcibly, as might the claws of a wild beast, or a thorn one's coat-sleeve (acc.) — intensified form of preceding.

isi-Qaqaqalagu, n. Any hard, unbreakable thing, as a strong earthen vessel, or piece of wood (cp. isi-Qalaba); stingy, hard-natured person; stiff-bodied-muscular person (= isi-Gonyoloto).

Qaqaqamba (Qqambha), v. Pain with an acute, splitting, throbbing ache, as a bad tooth, headache, or inflamed wound ukukela, momota; cp. fafa; ishushumba [Ar. wajaz, ache; Reg. kuchava, ache].

Qaqaqamela (Qaqhamela), v. = qaqaqela.

u(lu)-Qaqwezi (Qhaqwezi), n. Tall, slender-bodied person.

Qaqaqa (Qhaqha), v. Keep saying 'No' (or qa).

Ex. qaqaqa-ni' what are you no-ing at? — as might be said to one who keeps repeating 'No' when refusing anything.

Qaqzela (Qhaqzela), v. Tremble, as with fear; shiver, as with cold; chatter, as the teeth from cold = tubunyela, gedzela, gubuzela, keleleza. Cp. bikizela.

Phr. nku-qaqzela ummati, to be agitated (with concern) for a person, i.e. put oneself out about him, pay him attention, as a newly-arrived friend or visitor.

Qaqela, v. Be thick upon, cover, as ticks on a cow (acc.), beetles on a wall (acc.) or cattle upon a hill (acc.)

Qaqelisana, v. = nqaqaisana.

u(lu)-Qaqo, n. = u(lu)-Qqo.

um-Qaqongo, n. 5. Bush (Clerodendron glabrum), whose leaves are used as a vermifuge for round or thread worms in man or beast, also as elyser for children, the wood being also used as tinder = um-Qqqongo.

Qaquuluka (s.k.), v. Get ripped up or open, as below; come to the use of reason, have the senses fully opened out, as a child of seven or eight (= sanguuluka).

Qaquuluka, v. Rip open or up, remove by ripping or tearing (not by cutting or ripping with a knife = qaqa), as when pulling up running-grass (acc.) with numerous suckers from the soil, or when tearing off the wax sealing a bottle-cork or letter, or when opening a parcel by pulling asunder the string; do 'rippingly' i.e. skillfully, smartly, as a clever talker or worker (see i-nQaquululi = qaqaqabula, qeqebula; qhaphhobula.

Qasha (Qhasha), v. Fly off, as sparks from iron on the anvil, or grains of corn in the threshing; fly off, as a man suddenly running away; spring off, as a grasshopper or frog when about to be caught.

Qashaqasha (Qhashahasha), v. Struggle, or wriggle about with legs and arms, 'let fly' in all directions, as a man fighting when down on the ground, or a
person in a convulsive fit; dart or spring about in all directions, as a minnow or shrimp in the water = Shoba-shoba.

u-Qashaqasha (Qashaqasha), n. Shrimp, (= um-Dambi), minnow, and the like = Tshobitshobhi.

u(lu)-Qashayiya (Qashayiya), n. Thing dried-up stiff and unbendable, as a dry wattle, man's finger when injured, etc.

um-Qashela (Qashela), n. 5. An odd person or thing dropping in alone, not arriving in crowds or masses.

Ex. abantu bafaka beyimigashela, the people arrived in driblets, in ones and twos, etc.

(i)I-Qashi, n. Large black bag-like tick, common on horses and dogs; also sometimes applied to a smaller spotted-brown variety (= i(lu)-Kizane = i(lu)-Qashimba, i(lu)-Tulwa; cp. um-Kusa, i-n-Kizane.

(i)I-Qashi (Qashi), n. = i(lu)-Yambuzi.

u(lu)-Qashi (Qashi), n. Savoury smell, relishing to the taste, as of meat frying, cake baking, etc.; such savoury-smelling food. Cp. u(lu)-Si; is-Antungwana.

Ex. kumka nyashi lokuyana, it smells very appetising does that over there.

(i)I-Qashimba (Qashimba), n. = i(lu)-Qashi.

Qashiya (Qashiya), v. = nyoloza.

i(i)-Qashiya (Qashiya), n. One who acts with ubu-Nyolo q.v.

ubu-Qashiya (Qashiya), n. = ubu-Nyolo.

Qashuka (s.e.), v. Get broken or parted in two, as a string or reim; get broken off, as a button (i.e. the thread holding it).

Qashula, v. Break or tear in twain, as a string or reim (ace.); break or tear off, as a button (i.e. the thread holding it); (C.N.) 'tort about showing off and crying out, as women at a wedding (= gyiza). Cp. apula; dubula; rebula.

Qata, ukuti (Qatha, ukuthi), v. Alight upon, just come to or arrive at (loc.—the action refers to the actual moment or point of arrival), as a person or a rope just attaining to a certain spot, or a spider, when falling, to the ground (= ukuti qataka, ukuti ne); be overfilled so as to cast out the excess, overflow (not properly used of liquids — see cicia), as grain falling off from an overfilled basket or people from an overfilled hall (= qataka); also = qataza.

Qata (Qatha), v. Break up new ground for cultivation (= giza; cp. kentlebula); eat or break up with the teeth hard mealie-grains, bone, or as when 'crack- ing' nuts (= gedheleza, qwakusa); be undersized, stunted (in perf. = husha); grind, as the teeth (amazingyo) in sleep (= gedheleza); show the first signs of attaining puberty, as a boy when the testicles begin to fill out and show a red skin; screw up the tips of the fingers (i-Ngeywayana), as a small boy is oftentimes commanded to do by a bully, and hold them up to be struck by him and then 'point to the place where his mother was born' (= qupa).

Phr. uNgoya sanganya umunywa, Ngoya now lives in misery — having lost her husband and only child, having no home and nobody to care for her.

waZimbe wagaya inihlalume, he just ground his jaws, i.e. kept a sullen angry silence throughout, neither speaking to me nor paying me any attention.

Qata (Qatha), v. Clean the nails (acc.) by picking the dirt from beneath them; put up to fight, as a bully might one boy (acc.) with another (with na); sometimes also used for qata (see above) — to break up new ground, and to break up a bone, etc., with the teeth.

Qata (Qatha), adj. Thoroughly good, proper, sound, of perfect quality of its kind, as a good strong serviceable pot (not a small fragile thing), a stout stick, a well equipped kraal (having people and stock), or a first-class school.

i(i)-Qata (Qatha), n. Small piece of meat cut off from a lump (see i(lu)-Yenge) and just about sufficient to slit into an um-Bengo, q.v.

i(i)-Qata (Qatha), n. Hut of a newly-married man or bride.

isi-Qata (Qatha), n. Natural swelling of the salivary glands below the ear, somewhat resembling mumps = isi-Gqita.

Qatakana (Qathaka), v. = ukuti qata; also qataza.

um-Qatanqa (Qathanqane), n. 5. Hard biscuit, as of sailors; hence applied to biscuit generally (N.fr. Xo).

u(lu)-Qatanqa (Qathanqane), n. Inside wall of a Native hut i.e. the part of the framework where it rises perpendicularly from the ground.

Qata qa, ukuti (Qathu qa, ukuthi), v. = qataza.

isi-Qataqata (Qathaqathu), n. Certain berry-bearing bush.

Qatata, ukuti (Qathatha, ukuthi), v. = ukuti qata.
Qataza (Qathuza), n. Discharge or throw out excrements in humps or pellets, as goats and sheep, or a leopard or cat when enraged. See i-nQqata.

Phr. watakuqela, wqataza, he was angry and discharged excrements — as a leopard when fighting in a great rage.

(iil)-Qate (Qatho), n. Fruit of two kinds of spreading veldt plants, one about the size of a plum and edible and the other somewhat larger and not edible; plur. ama-Qate, often applied to the whole plant itself, as its name.

isi-Qate (Qatho), n. Place overgrown by either of the above plants.

um-Qato (Qatho), n. 5. Land newly ploughed or broken up for the first time = i-nQqato.

u-Qatu (Qathu), n. = u-Velvetshete.

i-nQatu (Qathu), n. = i-nGqatu.

um-Qatuva (Qathuza), n. 5. Certain broad-leafed veldt-herb = um-Nqandane.

Qavita (Qavitha), v. Talk away with ease profusion or fluency of words, in a good sense as an eloquent orator, or a witness letting out the whole of an affair, or in a bad sense, as a loquacious wife with whom one can't get in a word edgewise, or as a dangerous chatterer letting out all that he has seen or overheard elsewhere = qamunda.

i-nQavungqavu, n. Grain merely broken or crushed into particles = um-Qazulo, i-nQakanqaka, ama-Hlafuhlafu; see qa-fuza; cp. i-Neushantcushu.

isi-Qawane (Qawane), n. Common Stonechat (Pratincola torquata) = isi-Nqawane, isi-Cegu.

(iil)-Qawe (Qhawe), n. A brave i.e. one who rushes boldly into danger. See qawunzela.

ubu-Qawe (Qhawe), n. Boldness, couragelessness, in rushing heedlessly into danger.

Phr. qawe lifela ebuqweni, intlambi ifela emansini, the brave dies in his bravery, the swimmer dies in the water — may be used of one dying in his greatness, or sticking to his particular post when in danger.

Qawuzela or Qawuqawuzela (Qawuzela), v. Do or act in a self-emboldened, heedless manner, as a man who after being cautioned of danger, goes disregardingly forward, or a child who when called to return, goes heedlessly on.

Qaya (Qhaya), v. Raise and lower the eyebrows (isi-nTshiyi) of both eyes sharply, as when giving a sign to another (the Native way of 'giving a wink'; cp. qikiza); also = qqakaza.

i-nQyi, n. = i-Nqyi.

Qayinga, v. = qalinga. See qqagqa.

Qayingana, v. = qalingana.

Qayingisa, v. = qalingisa.

Qaza, v. Look for, seek a thing (ace. = cinga); look at carefully, observe, as any curiosity; examine, inspect, as any thing or a school-boy's knowledge (= kholo) [Sw. tazamia, inspect; Her. taver, supervise].

Qaza (Qhaza), v. Bind, tie, or sew together (by a single stitch or string of some kind) any two or more things (ace.), as two pieces of the isi-dwaba, two wattles in the framework of a hut where they cross, or two bottles at the neck by one string; grasp, catch suddenly hold of, as of a child (ace.) about to fall (= ukuti qha). See (iil)-Qaza.

(iil)-Qaza (Qhaza), n. Tie, stitch, single binding of any kind, as of any of the many small tyings in the wattle framework of a hut, stitch of fibre binding together the two sides of a cracked pot, or a single twist or binding of the palm-straw when making a basket = (iil)-Zondo.

P. wehlula uqenubha isi-nkieni, kajibela qaza, he passed by a hut while being built and didn't tie a knot — said of an unsociable, angry-tempered evil-disposed man.

isi-Qaza (Qhaza), n. Ear-reed, such as is worn by children with the ears lately pierced.

u-Qazeyahluwayo, n. Lit. a person who looks out for the one (impf) that gets the worst of it — used of a crafty person who always sides with the stronger party.

Qazikela (s. k.), v. Presume for a person (ace.), anticipate him presuming in his speech or actions, take upon oneself to do for him beforehand — qaziyela; cp. andulela; gamekelela [Sw. tazamia mbele, expect].

Qaziyela, v. = qazikela.

Qazuka (Qhazuka), v. Get ground coarsely, as below.

Qazula (Qhazula), v. Crush coarsely or break up into particles, as mealie-grains = qqakaza; cp. neakuza.

um-Qazulo (Qhazulo), n. 5. Grain merely crushed or broken up = i-nQqavungqavu, i-nQakanqaka. 

Qbekuka (s. k.), v. Dig up, as the soil (ace.) with a hoe when cutting up new land, with a pointed stick when looking for roots, or as a bull with its horns; dig up or dig out, as sweet-potatoes (ace.),
Qēbe qēbe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = qebeza.

i(l)-Qēbeqēbe, n. Person very active with the tongue, talking away rapidly and disconnectedly about everything he can think of. See qebeza.

isi-Qebetwa (Qebethwa), n. = isi-Qabeto.

Qebeza, v. Talk away rapidly and disconnectedly about everything under the sun, as a talkative gossip. See i(l)-Qebeqēbe.

Qeda, v. Finish, make an end to, as a man his cattle (ace.) by slaughtering them, or a boy his work or days of hire (comp. geina); metaphor. be the death of, do for, kill, as intolerable surroundings, or comicality, might a person (ace. — often used in passive form. See butala, etc.; be sure of, certain about anything (ace.) [Ar. khallas, to finish; Sw. kata, to end; Ga. da, the end; ama, to end; Her. mana, to end].

Ex. aningqeledi, I am not sure about him, can make no certain statement about him. saqelela amazive elentswini, we were killed by fleas at Durban. aniqaledi ukukuluma, I have not yet said all.

usaged’ukufa, he has just died = usand’ukufa.

Qedakala (s. k), v. Get made sure of, certain about, or thoroughly understood, as a doubtful affair.

Qedakalisa (s. k), v. Make quite plain, as an affair (ace.), so that one can be quite sure of, certain about, or thoroughly understand it.

Qedane, adv. = qede.

um-Qedawze, n. 5. Wanderer, one who moves about all over the country, or goes living from kraal to kraal; universal outbreak of disease, epidemic.

Qede, adv. ‘Just-completely’ — an adverb (always following the verb) and thought non-existent in English, but expressing the time just following the completion of an action, the which is described in English by ‘as soon as.’

Ex. wongqela qede, ubus’ukubona punjikeka, you will just-completely enter (Eng. as soon as you are inside) you will see it before you.

sahla qede, sakhamba, we ate just-completely i.e. had just completed eating, or as soon as we had eaten, we left.

usaged’ukufika (the final e is always dropped in this formation), he has now just-completely arrived, i.e. he has just arrived.

Qedela, v. Finish off the little still remain-
entirely confined to children who, when they request a share of anything from another, say, 'Qeke! wetu!' i.e. 'give us a portion, comrade of ours' = qekeula.

um-Qeke (s. k.), n. 5. All the young cattle collectively of a herd, but exclusive of the sucking calves or ama-Nkonyane.

Qekeula (s. k.), v. = ukuti qekeu.

Qela (Qhele), v. Bind, or wear, an ilQeke or band round the head above the eyes (= evasquelu); take one's stand face to face with an opponent, as a young man about to fight (used in perf.); move aside (intrans.), out of the way (= qelika, deda); (C.N. fr. Xo.) do habitually.

il-Qele (Qhele), n. Band of calf-skin, grass; or beadwork, worn by men or girls, just above the eyes round and below the back of the head. See qela.

il-Qele, n. = il-Watenga; upper-ridge of the eye-socket when overhanging (gen. in plur. = ama-Qeqe).

Phr. umfo ka'ba' u'mqele, So-and-so's young fellow with the beetle-brows. siyakubonana eyeleli: we shall see one another under the hill!—threat used by one young man to another and denoting that when they meet they shall have it out with sticks. See isi-Qalaba.

um-Qele (Qhele), n. 5. Circlet of leopard or otter skin worn by men over the top of the forehead and round below the back of the head.

Qeleleana (Qheleleana), v. Take their stand face to face, as two men confronting one another preparatory to a fight (used in perf.)

Qele qele, ukuti (Qhele qhele, ukuthi), v. = qeleza.

isi-Qele, n. Small bird of the bush-country (C.N.).

ubu-Qele (Qhilequele), n. Gaiety, mirthfulness, high glee, as is apparent in a kraal or the members thereof at a wedding or feast. See qeleza.

Qeleza or Qeleza (Qhelezeka), v. Make repeated effort without result, as with medicines to cure a person, or to get something out of him (= ukuti qeke qwa; ep. ukuti pulala, qungulaza); be in high spirits, mirthful, gay, as the members of a kraal where a wedding or feast is taking place.

Qelika (Qheleika), v. Move aside (intrans.), out of the way, back, as a person to allow another (with ela and ace.) to pass = deda, qela, qelika.

u-Qelu, n. Certain small bird.

Qeluka (Qheluka), v. = qelika.

iil-Qembu (Qembhaha), n. Small herd, or portion of a herd of cattle or other stock, whether alone of themselves (iil-Qebhi), or separated off from the main herd.

Qembuuka (Qembhaha), v. Get separated or divided off, as below.

Qembula (Qembhaha), v. Separate off, divide off, as a number of cattle or people from the main body, a part of a field, or portion of the uqela that has been brewed.

Qenama, v. = qenama.

isi-Qengele (Qengele), n. Hair of young man or woman when dressed in a dishevelled fashion, spread out like a mop; also sometimes = isi-Suka.

um-Qengele (Qengele), n. 5. Certain broad basin-like earthen-vessel for eating porridge, etc., from (cp. um-Cengezi) (C.N.) = um-Qeqele.

Qengelele, v. = qengelele.

Qengoa, v. Be sharp, crafty; act in such a way.

isi-Qengqe, n. Bullock with horns broadly spread out like a shallow basin; person's head when broad and flat on top.

um-Qengqe, n. 5. Deep wooden vessel resembling a small i-langa or milking-pot and used by children for eating from.

il-Qengqeshwana, n. Cute, crafty person adept at deceiving by talk or appearances, a 'sharper'.

il-Qengu, n. (X) = il-Qeqyu.

isi-Qentu (s.l.), n. Contents of a vessel, as a pot or basket, when about half full; person somewhat below medium height = isi-Zinda; cp. isi-Kope; isi-Cete; il-Qente.

Qenyana (Qenyana used in simple or reflect. form ziy-keqny) v. = xingu.

u(1)-Qenyane (Qenyane), n. = u(lu)-Qeqnyane.

Qepu, ukuti (Qepu, ukuthi), v. = qepu-ku; qepula.

Qepu, ukuti (Qepu, ukuthi), v. = qepu-ku; qepula.

isi-Qepu (Qepu), n. Any piece, portion, or fragment separated off, broken off, or otherwise removed from the main body of a thing (used of things of a 'soft' nature, or divisible without force), as a cutting from a length of cloth, a piece of land cut off from a farm, a crust broken off a loaf, or a section cut off from a troop of soldiers or a herd of cattle; the remaining incomplete portion,
or 'fragmented' thing; small-sized sleeping or sitting-mat; small company, party, or string, as of men or girls travelling along a road; thickset, sturdily-built person of medium height. Cp. isi-Qepu; ulu-Qezu; (li)-Qezu; qepula.

isi-Qepu (Qhephu), n. Any piece, portion, or fragment separated or broken off as above (used of things of a 'hard' nature, or such as require force), as the chip knocked out of an iron or earthenware pot, or off a piece of marble, or a crust broken from a loaf of bread = isi-Qlepulu.

Qepuka (Qhephuka), v. Get separated, broken, cut off, as the piece or fragment below — see qephula.

Qepuka (Qhephuka), v. Get separated, broken, knocked off, as the chip, piece, etc., below — see qephula = klepuka.

Qepula (Qhephula), v. Separate off, break off, cut off, tear off, or otherwise remove a piece (ace.), portion, fragment, or section from the whole (used of things of a 'soft' nature, or such as are easily divisible without force), as when cutting off a piece from a length of cloth or block of land, when breaking off a piece of bread from the loaf, or separating off a section from a troop of soldiers or a herd of cattle. Cp. gonzula; telpula.

Qepula (Qhephula), v. Separate off, break off, knock off, tear off, or otherwise forcibly remove a piece (ace.), chip, etc., from the main body of a thing (intensified form of preceding, and used with things of a hard, intractable nature, such as require force in their breaking), as when breaking a chip from an iron or earthen pot, or a when knocking a fragment from a block of marble, or as a nail when it rips a piece out of one's coat-sleeve or dress = klepula.

isi-Qepunga (Qephungu), n. (N.) isi-Qe-pu.

Qepuza (Qhephuza), v. Do anything with quick energetic, spirited action, as a man energetically throwing soil into a barrow, a bull fighting spiritedly with another, a man speaking rapidly in anger or excitement, or a woman hoeing; also sometimes = the following.

Qepuza (Qhephuza), v. Froth over, cast off foam, as a horse, or beer when fermenting (usually with ama-Gweha) = khliza, giliza, kepuzu.

izi-Qepe (Qhepe), n. = iz-Ankele.

i(li)-Qepeba, n. Anything become caked or hard by congelation, as liquid fat when cold and caked on the top of water, ice, or a wet skin now set firm by becoming dry; hence, a cake, solid flat lump of anything; combination of people solidly united against another (with enza, or hla-ngana ipepebu ngaye) = i(li)-Kekeba.

Qepebula, v. = qapuha.

Qepebula (Qhephebulu), v. = qapubula (qhaghabula); also as below.

Phr. uku-ekebula i-eke, to eat fine, solid amasi.

Qepeha (Qhesha), v. = sinaza, sineka.

Qeshe or Qeshelele, ukuti (Qheshe or Qheshelele, ukuthi), v. = ukuti sina.

Qeta (Qheto), v. Squat, as a female, on the buttocks with the feet drawn round to one side (this posture is only adopted when the girl or woman wishes to sit at leisure, at ease); hence, sit at leisure, sit at ease (used in perf.); show prominently the front teeth (with ama-zinyo).

u(li)-Qetane (Qhetane), n. = u(li)-Qatane.

i(li)-Qeto (Qheto), n. A comfortable sit down, a pleasant half-hour with the woman.

N.B. This is used of the custom of Native wives now and then at intervals donning their best attire and betaking themselves in a body to the hut of their common husband, under the pretext of enjoying his company for an hour or two in the evening, but really in order to attract his favour.

Qetu, ukuti (Qethu, ukuthi), v. = qethula; getula.

u-Qetu (Qethu), n. Species of grass growing in old fields.

Qetuka (Qethuka), v. Fall backwards or on the back, as a chair falling ( = gwenula; ep. penuka); get thrown or placed so as to rest inclined on the hinder edge, as a box; recline on one's back, as a person reclining in an arm-chair [Ga. tuka, fall].

Phr. rapika, wqetuka ngomdhana, he denied, throwing himself on his back, i.e. denied vehemently, positively.

Qetula (Qethula), v. Make fall backwards, or recline, as above (= gwenula); fall out away from the stalk, into a 'reclining' position, as a mealie-cob when fully formed and heavy; turn over the soil or sods i.e. hoe or plough the soil (ace.).

um-Qewu (Qwevu), n. 5. Slit, or open space made by such, as in a rent garment, between the tails of a coat, or a sheep's ear when marked with a slit; hence, person with the ear-hole slit (see isi-Huma).
i-li-Quzeba (Qhezeba), n. = i-li-Qekeona.
isi-Quzeba (Qhezeba), n. Sturdy, muscular, strongly-built person = isi-Quzeba.

Qezu, ukuti (Qhezu, ukuthi), v. = gezuka; gezula.

i-li-Quze (Qhezi), n. Piece broken off, chip, as of any hard substance like an earthen-pot or stone = u-li-Cezu, isi-Qepeu.

Qezuka (Qhezuka), v. Get broken off, chipped off (= cezuka, qepula); turn (in-trans.) i.e. get turned off one’s path, as when going off by a side-way or to allow something to pass (= chezuka); be broken or chipped off i.e. descend very abruptly or steeply, as a hillside (see um-Qezuka).

um-Qezuka (Qhezuka), n. 5. Abruptly cut-off, or very steep place, as on a hillside or land-slip = um-Tezuka.

Qezula (Qhezula), v. Break off (trans.), snap off, chip off, as a fragment (acc.) of an earthen-pot or a stone (= cezula, qepula); turn (trans.) off the path, as a wagon might a man (acc.) coming along (= chezula).

Qibugele (Qibugule), int. Cry uttered by a boy when he has found an i-Cimbi.

Qibuka (Qibukwa), v. Break up (in-trans.), as a clay floor when drying; get torn or ripped up, as a garment by a nail; come up, as a mushroom breaking through the soil; get stretched out, as the sides of a hut or mat. Cp. dabuka; rrebuka.

Qibukana (Qibukanana), v. Break up (in-trans.), as a crowd into small parties when dispersing; separate (in-trans.) into different divisions or parties, as an i-nQina or hunting-party does.

Qibukowe (Qibukhowe), int. Cry uttered by a boy when he has found a mushroom.

Qibula (Qibulta), v. Break up (trans.) i.e. cause to break apart, as the sun might an earthen floor (acc.) while drying; tear or rip up, as a nail might one’s coat; stretch out, as the framework of a hut when widening it, or the seams of anything (acc.) being sewn, so as to get out any creases. Cp. fubula; rrebula; elula.

Qifiza (Qhifiza), v. Squash or crush any big soft-bodied thing (ep. cifiza); (Mod.) play a higher card, as a king, over a lower (acc.), as a knife—might be used for ‘trump.’

Qika (s.k.), v. Bring down (gen. with pthane) i.e. kill smartly off, overthrow, etc., as when bringing down an enemy (acc.) or wild-beast with a single bullet, or an umakutu who causes the death of a person by poison, or a man hurling an adversary to the ground; (C.N.) understand, comprehend.

isi-Qikaqika (s.k.), n. Any big, bulky mass of dead weight, as a large bale, or great lump of meat; corpse, or carcase, of man or beast (= isi-Dikukana); hence, confirmed invalid, metaphor, a helpless corpse.

isi-Qikata (Qikatha), n. Any big i.e. grave affair (isiqikata sendaba); serious charge; important private affair of a kraal not to be openly talked about.

isi-Qikela (s.k.), n. Circle of beads worn round the head by girls. Cp. isi-Twulo.

Qiki, ukuti (Qhiki, ukuthi), v. Make move slightly, as a person the eyebrows (acc.) or a female the breasts; move slightly, as the eyebrows (nom.) or breasts themselves; nudge a person (acc.) so as to draw attention; give a shake, as a lump of jelly; nudge or shift position slightly, as a person nudged = ukuti tik, qikimeza.

Ex. kaqiti qiki (inikhala), it (the hut) doesn’t move or shake a bit (before wind, etc.), i.e. it is fixed and thatched so as to stand as firm as a nail.

akati qiki, he (an idiotic person, also bad snuff) doesn’t move a muscle, i.e. is as good as dead, has absolutely no keenness or intelligence in him.

kaqeva qiki, he didn’t budge a line i.e. he remained stock-still, immovable.

um-Qiki (Qhiki), n. 5. = um-Bobe.

Qikili, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = qikileka.

isi-Qikili (s.k.), n. = isi-Qentu.

Qikileka (s.k.), v. Get made to start back, he brought up sharply, as by a snake in the path, when running along; start back suddenly, as a person who remembering something forgotten goes back to fetch it, or who suddenly seeing someone coming along turns back so as to avoid him = ukuti qikiti; ep. ukuti gaju; ukuti gaba, ukuti gabazako, tikazeka.

Qikili, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = qikileka.

Qikimeza (qhikimeza), v. = qikiza.

Qikiza (Qhekiza), v. Make move slightly or give a tremulous shake, as a person the eyebrows (acc.), a dog its nose, or a strong wind a hut; nudge a person (acc.), as to draw his attention; frizz the hair (acc.) i.e. pick it up with a thorn so as to get a frizzy appearance = ukuti qiki, qikimeza.

Phr. uk-a-qikilela imikhala, to smile.

Qikizeka (Qhekizeka), v. Get moved or made to budge slightly, as the eye-
brows, breasts, or a person nudged = ukuti qiki, qikimezeka.

(iii)-Qikiza (Qhikiza), n. Girl, anywhere between the ages of about 16 and 25, but not yet wearing the topknot (prob. so called from the shakiness of the flesh or breasts during that period). Cp. i-n'ombi; (iii)-Tshishiti.

ubu-Qikizo (Qhikizo), n. (X.) = i-m'Visholo. um-Qila, n. 5. Woman's isi-fociqa q. v., but generally applied to the temporary grass waist-band worn immediately after giving birth.

(iii)-Qili, n. Crafty, wily person, smart in cunning, and trickery = (iii)-Hlakani. See qina.

P. iqili el'ulele s'osica 'mucu', the crafty fellow whose looks are roasting last, i.e. after he has already received, according to Native custom, a full share of those of everybody else and then perhaps manages to get his own for himself.

aku'qili lazika emhuma, there's no cunning person who ever licked himself on the back — said of someone who has attempted some trickery beyond his cunning, and been found out.

amaqili katengani, sharpers don't deal with each other — may be said of two people, as abotakati, who know each other too well to make one another the object of their crafty performances.

ubu-Qili, n. Craftiness, wiliness, cunning, as above.

P. ubuqili b'easyer, kuhlubane umuxi, cunning is practised when the kraal = people don't practise their crafty deeds in sight of others.

Qilika (Qhilika), v. Flow over, flow out, as water when boiling in a pot, or foam from out a fermenting tub or horse's mouth; be made to come out of the pot, i.e. get put out, displeased, as a person by some action of another (used in perf.).

Qiliza, v. Act cunningly, deceptively, towards a person (with ela form and acc. of pers.).

Qiliza or Qilizela (Qhiliza or Qhilizela), v. Froth over or out, as the foam of fermenting beer or a horse; cast off foam (acc.), as the beer or horse itself = kihliza, guphuza, kepula.

Phr. uku-qiliza ivikhali, to have the checks froth over i.e. break up into a smile.

ama-Qimba (Qimbha — no sing.), n. = ama-Qaga.

u(i)-Qimba (Qimbha — plur. izi-nQimba), n. Wave-like mass, bank, layer, or solid line, as of clouds rolling in long banks, line upon line or tier upon tier of people, layer over layer of cream upon layer of cream upon layer of cream. Cp. u(i)-Dolo.

u(ii)-Qimbanxa (Qimbhanci), n. Ripple, on the water; ripple-mark, on the sandy-shore.

Qimilli, ukuti (Qimilibi, ukuthi), v. Get brought to a stand, as a person walking along and suddenly remembering something, or coming across something (not starting back = qileleka) on the road, or being addressed by somebody in the midst of work = ukuti kimilibi; cp. ukuti kemelele; tikazeka.

i-nQimindolo, n. = isi-Putumane.

ama-Qimiza (Qhimiza), n. = ama-Cafazi.

Qimu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Fall down suddenly in one dead mass, in a heap, as a horse shot in the head, or a heavy pillar tripped up from below (= qimuka); make so fall (= qimula); lie, or fall, down flat on the back = ukuti jwa.

Qimuka (s. k.), v. = ukuti qimna.

Qimula, v. = ukuti qimu.

Qina, v. Be stout, strong, as a stick; be firm, steadfast, as a well-fixed post, or a thoroughly reliable person; put on physical firmness, as a child of seven or eight who has already thrown off the weakness of infancy and attained to the first brightness of reason; be sharp in a bad sense) i.e. full of craftiness and deceptive willingness (comp. (iii)-Qili); be already advanced in its first quarter so as to make its light appreciable, as the moon — in all cases gen. used in perf.

Qina (Qhina), v. Plait the hair, as Native girls, with grass, into long spikes standing up all over the head, so as to straighten out the hairs for further dressing.

(iii)-Qina (Qhina), n. Stein-bok = (iii)-Gadu.

P. iqina lipana'embizeni (eumpekweni), the buck has jumped out of the cooking-pot, i.e. has escaped just when about to be caught = there's many a slip between the cup and the lip, or he escaped by the skin of his teeth.

i-nQina, n. — see i-Nqina.

i-nqindi, n. — see i-Nqindi.

Qingata (Qingatha), v. Be about half-full, as a vessel (N.C.r. Xo).

isi-Qingata (Qingatha), n. The about half-filling contents of a vessel, as above (Nfr. Xo).

Qingatisa (Qingathisa), v. Half fill, as above (Nfr. Xo).
isi-Qingi (Qhingi), n. Separated clump or cluster of anything standing isolated among its surroundings, as of trees amidst the open veldt, clump of tamarisk grass remaining after the veldt has been burnt, or a spot of dry sand rising up in the middle of a river; hence, used for island [Ga. ki-zinja, island; Reg. ki-kills; Sw. ki-siwa].

um-Qingo, n. 5. Any heavy thing scarcely liftable, as a coil of fencing-wire or barrel of cement = i(li)-Gqinisi, i(li)-Diintsi.

Qinisa, v. Make firm, steadfast, as a post (ace.); strengthen, brace up, as a tonic medicine the body (ace.); confirm, fulfill, as one’s word (ace.); do anything firmly, with determination or energy, as when grasping a thing tightly, dancing or working vigorously (= qinisela, kutazelaba); persevere, be constant in purpose, as when persisting in any undertaking or when undergoing any trying ordeal (= qinisela, kutazelata); persist in, do continually (with infin.), as in doing something repeatedly; speak positively, with firmness; speak truly i.e. not jokingly or in a light manner (used in perf.).

Ex. qinisile, you speak the truth, you are not joking.

Phr. uku-qinisina imihlati, to speak vehemently, with determination, as when asserting or denying; to close firmly the jaws, as when very cold, to prevent them from chattering.

uku luka’Qinisani, the row of Mr. Workaway — said sarcastically of the ‘lazy party’ among a company of dancers, singers, workers, etc., who, themselves doing nothing, are continually calling on the industrious few to work away energetically (= qinisani).

Qinisela, v. Do with firm determination, enduring perseverance, etc., as when doing something unpleasant or distasteful, or when holding up under adversity = kutazelu.

isi-Qiniselo, n. Certificate (M).

(i(li)-Qiniso, n. Firm word, sound statement; hence a ‘fact,’ the truth (this is the best expression, and the only one used in Zululand, for the last mentioned word).

Qinqa (Qhinga), v. Close up, bring up close together things (ace.) otherwise standing far apart, as soldiers in a line, or books in a library shelf; stack up umabele in a circular heap laying the ears pointing inwards (see u(li)-Bule); heap up or overload a person (ace.), as with things to be carried.

(i(li)-Qinqa (Qhinga), n. Bundle of umabele ears, as tied up for carrying home at harvest time — the produce of an amabele field is reckoned as so many am-bele, as we should say saekes.

Qinta (s.1.), v. Lie, stand, or be idle, as any work standing undone for want of workmen, or a workman standing idle during his work, or when without employment (used in perf).

isi-Qinti (s.1.), n. Any spot, plot, or piece, of land; short-lived person.

Ex. ravena, washiga isiqinti, he weeded, but left a spot (undone).

lesi’siqinti unqifani ukuba silwagwe, this spot I don’t want to be ploughed.

akahanjwa kulensi’iqinti sani, there is no travelling through my place or piece of land.

Qintsi, ukuti (Qhintsi, ukuthi), v. = qintsika.

u-Qintsi (Qhintsi), n. Red ochreous clay = i(li)-Bumva.

Qintsika (Qhintsika), v. Pour or ooze forth, as tears from the eyes, blood from a wound, or water through a crack in a vessel; pour along, as people or wagons in a continuous stream (cp. ukuti useneke); let pour or ooze forth, as a person tears (ace.), or a cracked vessel the water within it.

Ex. waqintsika ingenbenzi, he let forth tears i.e. broke or burst out crying (the thought referring merely to the pouring forth, not to any sudden or forcible emission).

Qipilika (Qhipilika), v. = piplika.

i(li)-Qipolo (Qipholo), n. Hard-skinned, horny hand, as of a labourer or old woman.

Qiqima, v. Hop or jump about from place to place, as a child in a hut, or a person saying first this then that. Cp. coconda.

um-Qiingo, n. 5. Any large bundle of goods for carrying on the head, such as are carried home by work-boys from the towns = um-Fugala.

i-nQirra, n. Piece of cartilage on the breast-bone of cattle, etc. = um-Gangya. See (i-li)-Hleza.

Qiti, ukuti (Qhithi, ukuthi), v. Put or place a thing (ace.) down — the thought referring to the actual alighting of the thing on the spot = beka [Sw. tia, put; Ga. leka; Her. tae].

u(li)-Qitolo (Qhitholo), n. Very long, extended isi-Ceme q.v.

i-nQiva, n. = i(li)-Gqaba.

Qiyama (Qhiyama), v. Stand firmly with the body drawn backward so as to give extra power to action, as a man when fearlessly awaiting the onrush of a wild-
beast, or waiting for an adversary to strike (used in perf.).

Ex. sekuyiyene isibindi, the courage now stands firmer, i.e. we have less fear, have more heart now e.g. as to So-and-so's recovery.

Qh, ukuthi (ukuthi), v. Overcome, get the better of, as a person (ace. = qoqoza, qoqoza); make a dull knocking noise, as when felling a tree in the wood, or pounding tobacco leaves on the grinding-stone (= qoqoza).

Ex. k'ingane isimafo uumuiva, this child has got the upper-hand over its mother.

Qh, ukuthi (Qhó, ukuthi), v. Do in thoroughly good style, in perfect manner, as when building a hut, cooking food, or making a dress (ace.); do entirely, finish completely, as a field or hut (= qoqoza); be, turn out, come out, get done well, as a hut in building or a piece of pottery in the making (= qoqeka). Cp. ukuthi ini.

Qoba, v. Cut up into small pieces, chop up, as meat, or tobacco leaves; break up into small bits, as a stick, or biscuit; bother, put to inconvenience, trouble, as a person (ace.) by causing him useless or unnecessary labour (comp. xobisa).

Ex. ukw-zi-qoba, to worry or bother oneself (generally without) about any matter.

Qoba (Qhoba), v. = ukuthi qobo, qobozela.

i-nQoba, n. Certain grass-like weed, bearing edible underground nuts (i-z-i-Qoba).

isi-Qoba or Qobamhlazi (Qhoba), n. Certain bush (Gardenia globosa) (N).

um-Qobe, n. = um-Qumo; also, flower-stalk of the arum-lily (see in'Thebe) or i-Dumbi plant.

Qobeka (s. k.), v. Get cut or broken up into small bits; get bothered, worried, put out, as by any inconvenience (used in perf.).

Qobela, v. = qosela.

Qobo, ukuti (Qhobo, ukuthi), v. Strike any hard thing (ace.) with a stick or stone, as a man's head, a window with a stone, an earthen-vessel, or a roof (whether the thing struck breaks or not) = qoboza; crunch or eat any hard, brittle thing, as roast mealies, raw potatoes, or unripe fruit = qoba, qobozela.

i-li-Qobo (Qhobo), n. = i-li-Ileza.

i-nQobo, n. = see i-Nyobo.

um-Qobo, n. = um-Pobo; (N) = um-Qumo; also strip of hair left remaining along the top of the head, after that at the sides has been cut clean.

u-li-Qobo, n. Substance of a thing, material from which it is formed, the thing itself; reality, actual facts of an affair; often used adjectively and adverbially to express a 'real' or genuine article, or 'really', 'really and truly', in order to intensify the truth of a statement.

Ex. indluphi wabo lwayo, the chief himself.

kuyinje wobo, it is a dog indeed, i.e. a proper one.

uqiyakukushaya wobo, I shall beat you, really I shall, or I shall beat you thoroughly.

Qobodisa (Qhobodisa), v. Sit in retirement (not going out to work), as a young bride for the first week or so after the wedding (used in perf.); put forth the ear-tuft or bunch of male flowers, as the mabele or the mealie plant, so that it already droop over at the side, but be not yet spread out mop-wise (= vo-koza; cp. kahelela; neyekza).

i-li-Qobodo, n. Shell (when empty) of ground-nut, bean-pod, and the like (= i-Qobolondo); person's ear with edges turned inwards or crinking together (comp. i-li-Hwehwe); a curled up horn, as of a cow—in regard to ears and horns often used in the diminutive form ama-Qobodwana.

Qobola, v. Deal a blow at a person (ace.) with the isi-Qobolo or other similar heavy stick (= qoqoza); (C.N.) strike gently on the head, as a boy when challenging another ( = qoqoza, qwaywada).

isi-Qobolo, n. Any stout, heavy stick in the rough, such as one might find lying about and could deal a crushing blow with (= isi-Gangoto); certain rough thick stick used for barring the door of Native huts (= u-Nobadule, isi-Qo-ngwevane).

Qobolondo, v. Shell, i.e. remove the shells from, ground nuts (ace.), beans, etc.

i-li-Qobolondo, n. Shell (mostly when broken up), as of above = i-li-Gobolondo, i-li-Qobodo.

Qobonyeka (Qhobonyeka), v. Put on airs of pretended disdain or indifference, as a girl who, when wooed by her sweetheart, twists herself about, making grimaces with the face and lips, as though she cared nothing for him or what he is saying, whereas in reality she is taking it all in. Cp. kumintshikeni; kenyezela; felenyeka; kelenyeka; mbutiza; nyotoza; qashiya.

u-Qoboqobo, n. Certain shrub (Oslospernum grandidentatum).

i-li-Qoboqobo (Qhobonyhobo), n. One who acts, eats, etc., in a ravening, violent,
ferocious manner, like a wild-beast. See qobozele.
Qobovula, v. = qabavula.
Qobaza (Qhoboza), v. = ukutl qobo, qobozele.
Qobozele (Qhobozele), v. Crunch or eat anything (ace.) of a hard crisp nature, as roasted mealies or a raw potato; act, speak, eat, etc., in a ravening, violent, ferocious manner, like a wild-beast = ukutl qobo, qobo.
i-nQobozele, n. Beer ground, boiled, and fermented on the same day, and drunk on the next. Cp. u(n)-Tshwatala.
Qogela, v. Store up, put by so as to mount up, as money, or food (= qogelela, eogelela, eongobezele); pilfer, filch, steal petty foodstuffs (only from a field), as a hard-boy might meailies (ace.), or a passing traveller a banana (ace.) when very hungry.
Qogelela, v. = qogela.
i(li)-Qogolo (Qhogolo), n. Tall, finely-built person.
Qogoya (Qhogyoya), v. Make ostentations movements with the shoulders, arns, etc., as do some conciliated young-men when walking; (N) be merely ‘showing off’, dance free extemporary dances, as a party of youthful outsiders during the intervals of a wedding-dance — not applied to the national set-dances regularly performed and having special names.
um-Qogoyo (Qhogyoyo), n. 5. Dance or song, as above (C.N.).
i-nQohiba, n. (C.N.) = i-nCohiba.
Qoka (s.k.), v. Choose, select, as a certain article (ace.) from among a number = enyula, keta [Sw. chagwa, taka, choose].
Qoka, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. Be in a raised, elevated position, perched up, as an iron house on (with pezu) stones, an owl on a post, or a man on the top of a hut or hill = qokama, quakama; place a thing (ace.) in such a raised or elevated position = qokamisa. Cp. ukuti golotsha, ukuti ewa.
Ex. uthungu unyanya selithi yoka pezu kurtsehle, I felt my foot (in walking along) on the top of a stone.
Qokama (s.k.), v. = ukuti qoka, ukuti qwa.
Qokamisa (s.k.), v. = ukuti qoka.
Qokelela (s.k.), v. Pay, as it were, a fine of beads or other small gift, as anybody must do when entering the hut of a witch under initiation, or a girl who has menstruated for the first time, or where in a child has just been born.

Qőko (s.k.), adv. Only one, a single one — used to intensify ‘one’ in any sense = qwé, qwaba.
Ex. waye yeqoba qoko, he was the only one, or was all alone.
u-Qoko (s.k.), n. A single, solitary thing.
u(łu)-Qoko (Qhoko), n. South-African leprosy, common in some parts of Natal, but unknown in Zululand (Xo. prob. from Xo. ukutl yoka, he dried up or wasted) = u(łu)-Bhukela. See i(li)-Niliki.
i(li), or freq. plur. ama-Qokolo (s.k.), n. Native beer gone sour or acrid in the fermenting (see i-nThontlosi); Kei-apple, yellowish edible fruit of the following.
um-Qokolo (s.k.), n. 5. Kei-apple tree (Alberta Caffra), growing in the bush-country, bearing fruit as above and having large thorns used for dressing hair.
i(li)-Qokoma (s.k.), n. = i(li)-Qekwana.
i(li)-Qokomba (Qokombha), n. = i(li)-Qakaumba.
Qokota (Qokotha), v. Twist or twine very closely together, as the different fibres forming a string (ace.), by rubbing them with firm pressure along the bare leg (comp. po!a) [Sw. sokota, twin].
Phr. aku-qokota u!imi, to twist up the tongue i.e. speak a still, not softened language — the phrase being used only by those along the Zulu coast who speak the softened or tefaba'd Zulu, of those living more further inland who do not tefaba q. v. In speaking of themselves these latter do not say ukukokota u!imi, but aku-nisa u!imi (i.e. to make their language stand up straight), because, they say, those along the coast make it 'lie down' (uku-laliswa u!imi) by softening down every !' into a 'y'.
Qokotana (Qokothana), v. Be closely entwined together (used in perf.), as the threads of a well twisted string, or the hairs of a close-twisted hair-tuft, or individuals of a group of people when standing very closely together.
Qokotela (Qokothela), v. Cling to (metaphor.), refuse to part with, or let go, as a boy who when knocked down fighting, still clings to his sticks (ace.), or a man who keeps firm hold of anything (ace.) he has come into possession of = qukuta.
Qola (Qholo), v. Perfume with amakw or sweet-smelling powder, as the body (ace.), or isi-dwaba.
i(li)-Qola, n. ‘Johnny Hangman’, the Fiscal Shrike (Lanius collurix); ox of a
black colour with a white patch on the rump, or back above the hind-legs. 
Cp. iti-Lunga, ili-Waba, ili-Bangula.

i-nQola, n. Wagon [perhaps akin to i-nQolo-banu from similarity and use of the old trading tent-wagon, or a corruption of Xo. i-nQwelo].

Qolisa (Qholiso), v. Make to smell nicely, as a bridegroom does his bride (acc.) by presenting her with a beast for slaughtering purposes on the day following their wedding.

um-Qoliso (Qholiso), n. 5. Beast given by the bridegroom's people to a bride on the day after her wedding, to be slaughtered for the feasting of the bridal-party (see i-Mpempe, ili-Gquma; (C.N.) beast given to a bride's mother.

ili-Qolo (Qgolo), n. Large bunch of ostrich feathers stuck into a kind of small basket and worn on the head by young men at the um-kosi.

Ex. uku-lewa igolo, to be concealed.

uku-in-tresa igolo, to make one concealed; also = uku-m-tresa i-Gvalaycala q.v.

ili-Qolo (loc. c-Qolo), n. Lumbar portion of the spine; hence, part of the back there about and just above the buttocks between the hips; lumbar hump, just above the sacrum, in cattle; hence sometimes, especially in Natal, applied to the adjacent projections of the haunch or hip-bone, particularly when conspicuous through emaciation = ili-Danda, ama-Nyonga, i-nTlumagorobaba.

Ex. isi-magolobelo, it (the cow) is now all lumbar humps (from emaciation).

isi-Qolo (Qgolo), n. Proud, arrogant manner or behaviour (C.N.).

um-Qolo, n. 5. Rope-like stuffing of grass that forms the main body of a Native basket, the exterior palm strips being twisted round it; one of the outside wattles in the framework of a Native hut = um-Babo.

u(ili)-Qolo, n. Very steep-sided hill, having an almost vertical ascent; (C.N.) = u(ili)-Gyola.

i-nQolobana, n. Small grass hut built upon a wooden stage and used for storing food, etc., in the kraal. Cp. ili-Zele, is-Akanukanya, ili-Xiba.

i-nQolobela, n. Large heap, perhaps as big as a small hut, as of amabele, etc. = i-nDondela.

um-Qolokazi (s. k.), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Nqwantsi.

u(ili)-Qolokosho (s. k.), n. Anything of a stiffened, slightly flexible, but brittle nature (not readily foldable), as a dry skin, starched shirt-front, or piece of oil-cloth; anything by nature soft now become dry and brittle, as mud for building or clay for pottery work (often used in plur. isi-nQolokosho); muscular, stiff-bodied man (= i-nQosholo) = i-nQolokosho, u(ili)-Qwemene.

Qolonqa, v. Bind tightly, firmly, as a cord (acc.) round a post or parcel, or the different strings when plaiting a rope, or as the cord itself does a parcel (acc.) = gyalona, cp. goda; isala; nyaba.

Qolotsha, ukuti (Qholotsha, ukuthi), v. Sit perched on high, as on the top of a hut or on a tree. Comp. ukuti qoka.

Qolotsha (Qholotsha), v. Behave in a self-inflated, arrogant, domineering manner; play the cock over others (ela form and acc.). Cp. gyaba; xinya.

u-Qolwana (Qholwana), n. Dark coloured bird having a tuft on the head, and applied to by herd-boys to know whereabouts the cattle are (see isi-Pungumangati).

Qoma, v. Choose, select, as a girl does a sweetheart (acc.) — not as the young man does a girl, the option of choice, as between the two young people themselves, resting among the Zulus with the girl, the young-man being said to qomisa i.e. woo or cause to pick (cp. kela, goka; skela); act greedily, pick out the best pieces, as a greedy child when eating with others from a common dish.

N.B. Native girls have also a manner of mutual courting among themselves, the object apparently being to find an excuse for inspecting each other's person and then reporting to their several brothers, if they should come across anything good. It is generally worked out in this wise: — Isi-mbazana ibhonyane ngenz ahlamba, ibisi-$imemeza, iti, ayiyiqume, khalambeli iyiqimbe ikuyo. Inume-ke yona; ibisi-ibhonyane enge, iti, "Mutakwen! uke 'w'amhle pelu!" Hla'isi, uma isama, iise isangane ukuba enge isimhazana isibonke, nayo leyo likhe y'isisi nyalo. Abes'behulana-ke, abu'sibhe emakaya, abambele abahlafu bakazi, ukuti, "awa! inombi ka Sibambini käiyile, yini?"

ili-Qoma, n. Common large-sized basket of Native women (= isi-Qaheto, isi-Hlelo); (C.N.) certain kind of white stone used by young men as a charm to attract girls.

isi-Qoma (Qhoma), n. Seat of the ear in man or beast, i.e. the flesh surrounding
it at its base both before and behind, as appearing in the head of a slaughtered beast when the ear itself has been cut off.

Qomana, v. Challenge one another to acts of bravery, as two warriors, as to which should stab the enemy first.

Qombota or (more gen.) Qombotisa (Qombhlotha), v. Go straightly, be straight (nearly obsolete now) = qonda.

Ex. wqommbotisa, wqo qabula, he made straight for up-country.

wqomshomthisa amandabono yqarmacqoluashedxi, he directed his nose (i.e. his course) towards the Umphaluzi.

Siqomfele nqonogqola, straight-up i.e. steep, perpendicular mountains.

isi-Qombot (Qombhlotha), n. Diarrhoea in children, often accompanied by false hydrocephalus; large pillar of smoke, such as rises perpendicularly up from the veldt on a still day.

um-Qombot (Qombhlotha), n. 5. Water dirty by the admixture of particles of husks or raw meal that has been washed there in before cooking (the word is not used of water dirtied by particles of cooked food as from dish or pot-washing).

u(lu)-Qombot (Qombhlotha), n. Straight ridge-like descent, as down from a hill-top.

i-nQomboto (Qombhlotha), n. = i-Nqoba.

Qomfa, v. Bend the back, be stooping, as a person hoeing, digging, bending over sewing, and the like (not used for merely stooping to pick something up = kothama) = qomfa, komfa; also qota.

Ex. nBunu nsiqondile, So-and-so already has a stoop, is already bending (with age) = qota.

kade siqondile ilanga yisoku imiul le, we have been bending down under the sun all day long.

i-nQomfolo, n. = see i-Nqomfolo.

Qomisa, n. Woo, court, as a young man the girls (acc.) — this is the main occupation of all young men while at their homes — the Natal word shela q.v. is not known in Zululand. See u-Nomzimane.

isi-Qomisi, n. A wooer, a young-man courting the girls.

isi-Qomiso, n. Any medicine which a young man may use to help him in wooing.

u-Qomo (Qombo), n. Certain variety fo the ili-Dumbi (Zulu kind) having round-shaped tubers.

Qomoloza (Qombozo), v. Sit up all night, as with a sick person, in a dripping hut, or with company (used in perf.).

Ex. ku;: kwenzisiqomoloza, we sat up till day-break.

u(lu)-Qomondo, n. Inner framework of the isi-Coco (= u(lu)-Qondo, i-nGwanda); certain regiment formed by Shaka (isi-Nyosi); (C.N.) beads strung together or kerchief folded together to be worn on the face or neck.

Qomoda (akw-zl), v. = ukwzi-Gqona.

Qona, v. See qonelu.

Qonda, v. Understand, grasp the meaning of, as a word (acc.) or affair; consider, or think of, attentively; go straight along, make straight for the point, as a person travelling along the proper or direct path (used in perf.), or a missile aimed at a thing; be straight (not crooked), as a line, stick, or path (used in perf.); make ornamental stitches or stitch-work, as on an isi-fesiya; have the mind made up in regard to any person (acc.) or action (with unk), be bent on having him or doing it, as umtakati to kill a person, or a man to purchase a certain beast (= blosa, sopa) [Lu. londa, speak].

Ex. angiyongondo, I can't make him out, understand his ways; or am not certain about him = angiyoditi.

nyakumgena engiqueqweni, ubusengombe ngwen, you will enter the road and then go straight forward by it.

isirebhu nqondile nqamaganda, she has ornamentally stitched her leather-kilt with large beads.

Qondisa, v. Cause one (acc.) to understand i.e. to speak plainly, intelligibly to one, guide, or put one (acc.) on the straight way.

u-Qondo, n. Species of river-grass, used for basket-making.

(i)l-Qondo, n. Stitch, or single binding, in Native sewing, as any one of the innumerable small wattle-tyings in the framework of a Native hut, a stitch or binding holding together the two sides of a crack in an earthen pot, or any single binding of a palm-strip in the making of Native baskets (= (i)l-Qaza); directions given by a Native doctor as to the manner of administering a medicine, the 'trick' of the thing, whether to be taken at the change of the moon or when the north-east wind is blowing, whether to be mixed with the liver of a red cock or a little uthukulu (= (i)l-Gip); calculi, or stone in the bladder—supposed by Natives to be the result of the youth having had illicit connection with a girl, from whom he contracted the disease.
Ex. *um-iQondo* lauco b'muti, we don't know how this medicine is to be used.

**isi-Qondo, n.** Rightful direction *i.e.* goodness, of character or nature generally, being the quality expressed when we say, So-and-so is a 'good' man, or such-and-such is a 'good' child.

Ex. *ingane yesiQondo* le, this is a good child (obeying without demur, respectful, working with alacrity, good-natured, etc.).

**um-Qondo, n. 5.** The grass rope, as it were, which continuously coiled and bound together forms a Native basket; single rope of beadwork in the waist-band of a girl's *um-Isla* (= *um-Gongqolozimi*); waist-band of girls made of fibre stitchwork (see *uku-gonda*) and which trimmed with a skin fringe (*i-Qopo*), and in after times with *ub-Endlele* constituted a girl's covering (== *um-Kindi*) in Shaka's time and previous to the advent of beads; \(N\) = *i-nGqondo*.

**ulu-Qondo, n.** Inner framework of a man's *isi-Coro* or head-ring and which is formed of a rope of palm-fibres (see *i-nGqondo*) bound round by string or tendon = *ulu-Qomondo, i-nGqwanga*.

**Qondobezela, v. == condobezela.**

**Qonela, v.** Overshadow a person (acc.) by obtaining some occult ascendency over him, or greater influence, prestige, or importance than he; rob him of his *izi-tunzi* q.v. so that he sink back into comparative unimportance and impotency = *tonya*.

\(N.B.\) Reasoning from the habit of a dog of voiding urine over that of another dog and by which it is supposed to gain some ascendency over it, the Natives assume that a similar power can be gained over human-beings in a similar way. Hence, a man or an elder son, if caught voiding urine anywhere in the upper part of a kraal above the kraal-owner's hut, would be regarded as working for ascendency over him (qonela) so as to get hold of his property, displace him in the favour of the chief, etc. For the same reason, a son does not sit upon a head-rest during the life of his father, who retains to himself this sign of dignity so long as he lives. Medicinal charms are also much used for the purpose of gaining a kind of psychic mastery over another, and a careful study of this practice would lead us to believe that the Natives possess, though unconsciously, a certain acquaintance with quasi-hypnotic or other occult natural powers.

**Qonga, v.** Rise up *i.e.* be raised up on high, as mealies heaped up above the brim of a basket (used in perf.), dust rolling up on a road or smoke from a fire before the wind, or a *mamba* snake going along with the head held aloft; tower up, fire up angrily, as a man when disputing with another [Her. *vonga*, heap up; Ga. *ngonya*, pile up; Sw. *ongeza*, increase].

Ex. *tela, uQonga*, pour in, that they (the mealies) become piled up high.

**Qongelela, v.** Bring together little by little, make come together or accumulate, save up, pile up, as money or food = *qogela, congelela*.

**Qongeleiana, v.** Come together, accumulate, mass up, as money, or cattle collecting one after another in one place = *congelelana*.

**Qongelelanisa, v. = qongelela.**

**Qongisa, v.** Make to be raised on high; hence, heap up, pile up, as mealies (acc.) above the brim of a basket.

**isi-Qongo, n.** Summit, top (even when flat), of a mountain (cp. *isi-Pongo*); top point, crown, of a Native hut; bump or protuberance on the head of an ox between the horns [Her. *o-honga*, top point; Sw. *m-gongo*, ridge; *ekhunga*, heap].

**um-Qongo, n. 5.** That portion of mealies, etc., in a vessel which rises above its brim; pile, cloud, or raised-up mass, as of dust, smoke or clouds (comp. *uma-Nkonkowane*).

Phr. *umqongo xentombi*, a brimming-full girl *i.e.* one who has not yet consummated a marriage with a man = *intombi engakaboshwana*.

**Qongqo, ukuti (ukuthi), v.** Reach the top of a hill = *ukuti dunu, ukuti qoka*.

**Qongqota (Qongqotha), v.** Knock or rap, as with the knuckles or a stick on the door (loc. or acc.); give one knocks (metaphor.) when turning on him with rating words [Her. *kongora*, knock with knuckles; Sw. *gonga*].

**um-Qongqodo or (more freq.) Qongqoto (Qongqotho), n. 5.** Any long, tall, or high-standing thing, as a long post, tall tree, man, head, feather, etc.; applied particularly to the long tail feather of the ostrich or blue crane worn on the head; also to the clubbed stem of the bulrush or club-rush.

**isi-Qongqwane, n.** Outside door-bar of a Native hut = *u-Nobadule, isi-Qobo*, *isi-Gwanzo, um-Xabo*.

**Qonqa, v.** Make the dull knocking sound of *go qo*, as a man felling a tree in the
Qo qo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti, qo, qoza, qoquda.

(iii)-Qoqo, n. Group, cluster, or collection of persons or things together in one place. Comp. i(li)-Vuyo, i(li)-Quto.

isi-Qoqo (Qoqho), n. Accumulation of rocks together in one place, whether on a hill-top or in a valley, but in general size smaller than an isi-Xobo.

um-Qoqo, n. 5. Certain bush bearing an edible fruit; kind of light green beads (collectively), of various sizes.

Qoqoda, v. Tap on the head with a stick, as when threatening a boy (acc.), or as one boy to another (acc.) of his own size to show that he is master over him; be master over, be too much for, beat, as one boy over another (acc.), as a child its mother, or as any work which one cannot manage = ukuti qo, or qo qo, qoqola, tulantu.

isi-Qoqodwane (Qoqodwane), n. = i-ngewangwqangwqwe.

um-Qoqongo, n. 5. Sour, strong-smelling amasi or sometimes beer; Black-headed Oriole (Oridois larvatus = um-Bico-ndo); also = um-Qoqono.

Qoqota (Qoqotha), v. = qoqoda.

(iii)-Qoqovane, n. dim. of (iii)-Qoqo.

isi-Qoqowane (Qoqowone), n. Small collection or group, as of people, etc.—see isi-Qoqo.

Qoqoza, v. = ukuti qo, qoqoda.

u-Qoqoqo (Qoqhoqho), n. Windpipe; (C.X.) = u(lu)-Gonoti [Sw. kon, windpipe; Her. o-ungonyo].

i-nQorrolo, n. Hump on the back of a person (cp. i(li)-Lundo); such a person himself = isi-Puwbu [Sw. ki-gongo, hump].

Qoše, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = qosela.

Qosela, v. Nip, pinch sharply, as a person (acc.) with the nails; sting, as a wasp (= suzela); rate a person (acc.) with sharp stingings words = qobela.

Qosha (Qoshosa), v. Be self-conceited, make oneself out superior to those around, put on proud airs (= qqaba); put up the back, as a cat before a dog, 'putting on airs', as the Natives think!

(iii)-Qoshoa (Qoshoa), n. Brass-button of soldiers' coats; hence, applied to any brass-stud or button (= i(li)-Quto); also = i(li)-Qoshela (C.X. fr. Xo. i(li)-Qosho, large flat button).

Qoshama, v. Sit or squat on the hams, with the front legs erect, as a dog (used in perf.); sit with the buttocks on the ground and the knees erect, as a Native man is accustomed to do = ukuti va.
Qo, um-Qoshampisi (s.p.), n. 5. = um-Nqo-
vane.
ili-Qoshela (Qoshela), n. One who gives
himself airs, makes himself out to be
more than he is, as a small boy ima-
gining himself a man.
i-nQoshololo, n. = u(lu)-Qotokosho.
Qota (Qotha), v. Grind dry, as mealies or
mabele, not sprinkling them with water as
is usual during the process; smooth-
en, take off unevenness and rough-
ness, by rubbing with sand paper or an
um-dubu leaf or by scraping with a
knife, as one might a stick (ace.);
making an end of thoroughly, finish off
together (= qotula).
Qota (Qotha), v. Be stooping or bent, as
over one’s work or old age (used in perf.);
be curved or bent, as a bow = goma [Her.
kotha, stoop].
is-i-Qota (Qotha), n. Short isi-Qwala q.v.
Qotela (Qothela), v. Mix in poison with
snuff for the purpose of takatizing a
person (ace.). See um-Qota; cp. habu-
la; butela; eqa.
Qothe, ukuti (Qotho, ukuthi), v. = qhota;
qhotisa.
Qoto (Qotho), adj. Genuine, real, thor-
oughly good, as a first-class pot, animal,
skilled workman, or a kind-hearted man;
true, trustworthy, faithful, upright, hon-
est, as a proper ‘man’ ought to be =
mpelo, magalo.
u-Qoto (Qotho), n. = u-Qotozimbelayo.
i(li)-Qoto (Qotho), n. Knuckle (C.N.) =
i(li)-Qupa.
i(li)-Qoto (Qotho), n. = i(li)-Kambi.
Qoto (Qotho), n. 5. Any medicine mixed
with snuff with the object of killing a
person. Cp. um-Bulelo.
u(1u)-Qoto (Qotho), n. Any stiff, dried-up
thing, as a dry hide; dried up, emaciated
person or animal merely a ‘dried-up
skin’ (= u(lu)-Koto); strip of skin cut
off from the ragged edges of a dressed
hide, and which is used for making reims,
strings, and the like (cp. um-
Cilo).
u-Qotovane (Qothovane), n. Miserable
dried-up thing, as a very emaciated per-
son or animal.
Qotoza (Qothoza), v. Walk with a ‘stool
in the chest’ having the head forward, as
persons do who have a weak chest,
or as some Native youths do intention-
ally to show off.
Qotozimbelayo (Qothozimbhelayo), n.
Nickname for a poor, needy, homeless
person, as an orphan or a widow, who
ckes out a precarious existence for him
or herself as best possible.
Qoto, ukuti (Qothu, ukuthi), v. = qotuka;
quotula; ukuti kweto.
Ex. izinkomso szezepela qota, the cattle have
died clean out.
Qotuka (Qothuka), v. Get finished clean
off, as food, money, or snuff; get rubbed
or worn off, as the nap or hair of a
skin so as to leave this latter bare =
kotuka.
Qotula (Qothula), v. Finish clean off, as
a person his money (ace.), food, snuff,
etc.; rub or wear off, as constant fric-
tion might the nap (ace.) or hair on a
skin = Kotula.
Ex. izinkomso szezashaya zaqotula umubilu
wani, the cattle have already cleared off my
mealies entirely.
Qotulisasa (Qothulisasa), v. Cause to
scraper or lick clean out i.e. give one the scrap-
ings, as of snuff, etc. (doub. ace.).
is-i-Qova (Qhoza), n. Crest, tuft, or plume
of any kind on the head of some birds,
or as worn as an ornament by men
whether on the top, back, front or sides
of head = isi-Luba. Cp. ili-Hunu,
is-Dhlodhlo, isi-Suka, um-Nyakanya.
Qozi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Give to a person
(ace.), or serve out to him in a very
small quantity, just a mouthful or taste,
as beer (ace.) snuff, etc. = ukuti qgobi.
Qoza (Qhoza), v. = ukuti qo.
is-i-Qozoba (Qhozoba), n. = isi-Quzeba;
big, firm-set mouth.
Qū, ukuti (Qū, ukuthi), v. Dry up, or be
dried up entirely, as water in a cooking
pot or in a river; pop, make a bursting
noise, as a mealie-grain or chestnut when
roasting, or an u-singa pod, or gun =
quama.
Qu, ukuti (Qū, ukuthi—sometimes vowel
prolonged), v. Resound, make the dull
rump-like thud qu, as a hide-shield when
struck (see ququsa); go along in a long
continuous train, as a lot of wagons or
cattle = quama, gumuma, ukuti bupu.
Qū, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti fu; quza;
quze; quula; quwaza.
is-i-Qu, n. Bottom, i.e. flat lower part,
of a basket or pot, by which it stands;
lower or thick end, as of a bundle of
grass, or tapering pillar; root end, of a tree; hence, used for 'stump' of same when the body of the tree has been felled (= isi-Punzi); root or origin of a matter (=isi-Deley, isi-Zimbalu); medicinal prophylactic or medicine, not used for curing diseases, but for preserving against or preventing all manner of evil emergencies, and such as would be administered by a doctor to 'hold in check' a disease he has been suddenly called upon to treat and until he can fetch his actual remedies, or such as are worn as a neck-lace or string ornament round the body by a warrior who has killed a man in battle—prob. called by this name from the fact of such emergency medicines being gen. kept in the shape of little chopped-off pieces or tiny stumps; side of the eye i.e. white part at the angle of the lids—only used in the phrase below [Her. oyi-pute, stump of tree].

Ph. wanyiqueba nyexa yaxembho, he looked at me with the sides of the eyes, i.e. he had his ocular attention directed on me, as when suspicious of a near neighbour's actions, expecting a sudden blow, etc.

Quba, v. Run along; raise up dust (with u-luli); lie down, as a buck resting, not sleeping (used in perf.); sleep in the open veldt, merely 'lying down', as a man travelling; also = qula.

Ex. y'tolu aqubayo, he has been all along running about, on the travel.

Quba (Qhuba), v. Drive along, as cattle (acc.); push along, as a person (by moral or physical persuasion) or wheelbarrow; bring along, hand over, as one's money (acc.) or any article to another (with ku); go on with, push along with, as a story (acc.) or evidence; make go along, pass away, as a person his time (acc.) by some recreation [Ga. goba, drive; Sw. kumba, push; Her. puma, drive].

Ex. quma-ke! go on! continue! (with your story).

uqubokwe ye, he just drives along his own concerns, i.e. is self-seeking, acts from personal motives.

Phr. mus'aqub'imvu, nqimini! = see i-NCimbi.

wayiqueba nyamandolo, he drove me along on my knees, i.e. he got me to go on ahead, telling me he would follow immediately, whereas he intended to follow only at his leisure, thus leaving me to go alone.

Quba, n. Place of dung i.e. lair where a herd of wild-beasts, as buffaloes, ele-

phants, etc., are accustomed to congregate; site of an old cattle-fold.

um-Quba, n. 5. Cattle-dung when dry and powdered up on the ground of the cattle-fold—commonly called 'manure'; stupid, lazy, good-for-nothing man or woman; blood or tribal relatives (collectively) i.e. all persons of near or remote relationship having the same isi-bongo as one's father (= uńlu-Zulo).

Qubalala ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti qusha.

i(li)-Qubankomo (Qhubankomo), n. Name sometimes applied to a cattle-thief, also to a lobola'd girl; (C.N.) certain star (perhaps Spica of the constellation Virgo) which precedes the morning-star about September time, and indicates the time when stolen cattle are carried off.

um-Qubankunzi (Qhubankunzi), n. 5. Variety of the um-Tungulu.

Qubasha, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Take a moment's rest, as when sitting down from work; just sit down for a moment, as when on a visit but not intending to stay; take a lie-down, a short nap = ukuli qubalala; cp. ukuti tokoto; isi-NCwati.

Qubeka (Qhubeka), v. Get along, push forward (intrans.), make progress, as a wagon travelling, a boy in his studies, or a period of time.

Ex. kaqubeki ndawo, he makes no progress whatsoever.

i'windsuku viyiqueba, the days are passing by.

qubeke bo! move on! = as to a person blocking the way, or taking up room on a bench.

Qubezela (Qhubezela), v. Push along, help or make to go forward, as when inciting one to continue quarrelling; push or pass along for one (acc.), carry forward to one gradually, as an article sent, or a message.

Qubu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Break out universally, on all sides at once, as mealies coming up together all over the field, a rash breaking out all over one's body, or several unpleasant affairs cropping up for one at the same time = ukuli rumba, qubuka, qubula.

i(li)-Qubu (Qhuba), n. Bulge, of any kind; bump, roundish swelling.

i(li)-Qubu (no plur.), n. Small soft feathers or down, as of a rabbit or on the breast of a bird. See isi-Hlape.

i-nQubu, n. Sharp bend of a river = i-nkionzi, isi-Kunzazi.

isi-Qubu, n. Speed, swiftness = i(li)-Jabane. (Cp. u(bu)-Shezi.)
Qubuka (s. k.), v. Break out i.e. get broken out everywhere, as a person's body by a rash or eruption of pimples, or as paint into little swellings by the sun; come up thickly, as corn in a field; break forth or turn, as a person's stomach when he is about to vomit (= qubuka); break out in a rage at a person (ela form and acc. = qubulela); dangle about, swing from side to side, 'as though falling off', as any long hanging fringe or hair, or tails of a man when walking; get 'raised' or made to fly about, as the particles of rubbish, or dust from a coat or sack when shaken (= qubuzeka).

Qubukula (s. k.), v. = kupulula, vubukula.

Qubukuli, ukuti (ukathi; s. k.), v. = kupulula.

Qubukusha (Qhubukusha), v. = qubusha.

um-Qubukusho (Qhubukusho), n. 5. Stitch, or catching pain one sometimes gets in the stomach or sides, and which prevents further motion = um-Vubukulo. See qubusha.

Qubula, v. Drive along quickly so as to make run, as cattle (acc.) from a field or in order to be inspanned (but not gen. used when in the wagon); cause to break out in a rash or eruption, as a nettle; thrust out a second time, as ears of mabele (acc.) still containing some grain remaining; dance the isi-qubulo q.v.; break out angrily at one (acc. with ela form); shake or make fly about, as the dust or particles of rubbish (acc.) from a sack or coat.

(i)Qubula, n. = um-Lulane.

um-Qubula, n. 5. Dress for dancing the isi-qubulo, presented by the Zulu king to certain favourites, and formed of three girdles or kilts of i-Ntsimangos tails, one of which was worn low over the buttocks, another above the hips and a third over the shoulders like a cape, thus covering the body entirely from neck to knee.

Qubuleka (s. k.), v. = qubuka.

isi-Qubulo, n. Certain quiet, stately kind of dance (with accompanying song) performed by men at the royal festival and at weddings, differing from the i-Nkowholo in not being of a quick and spirited movement, and from an isi-Giere in not being accompanied by any clapping of hands. Cp. um-Pendu; i-Ntsikazi.

i-nQubulunjwana, n. Chicken-pox.

Qubusha (Qhubusha), n. Make bulge out, make poke out, as the contents might one's pocket (acc.) or a sack; push slightly, poke a person (acc.), etc., with the elbow, shoulder, or head, as a goat when butting another with its head, a man when giving another a nudge with the elbow, or when jostling through a crowd; treat with marked coldness, give one (acc.) the cold shoulder, as persons might a certain disliked individual when meeting him in society; catch or stick a person (acc.), as do certain sharp neuralgic pains in the stomach, etc., preventing him from moving = qubukusha; see um-Qubukusho.

[i]Qubusha, n. (N.) = [i]Boboni.

Qubuza, v. Shake, by a gentle waving motion (not by vigorously flapping), as a sack (acc.) or sleeping-mat to remove any dust or particles; shake about i.e. wear any long supple dangling thing that swings from side to side as one walks, as a long isi-divaba (acc.), an i-Ithlaka or girdle made of long tails, or any fringe-like thing as a goat with its long hair (acc.); scatter about or cast off by shaking, as dust and small particles (acc.) from a mat; make a dust (acc.), as when shaking a dirty sack, or as children romping in the dust (= busuza).

Quda (Qhuda), v. Sit, or be kept, close in a hut, as a girl during a rimbezela visit (used in perf.). Cp. fofobala; goboqisa.

[i]Qude (Qhude), n. Cock, of fowls. See linga; qanda [Ku. nthupi; Be. mkolwe; Sum. ikungulume; Na. ndeu].

Phr. samkipa iqude, or sampuma maye iqude, we cast him out like a cock, or we went out with him as with a cock, i.e. made him stand alone away from our society, drove him out of our company, just as one cock is driven off by the others. See penduila.

'qude! 'maniki (or 'manikiniki)! go it, cock! pull him to rags! — used to urge on a person fighting, quarrelling, etc., with another.

isi-Qude (Qhude — no plur.), n. Member or members of a community or assembly of any kind who rarely appear there, those who generally stay at home, the cast-outs from ordinary society — see phrase above.

Ex. namhla oQunyanduku bazi basika nesigqule siso, to-day the Qunyanduku district people arrived (at the dance, at church, etc.) even with those of them who are usually stayers-at-home, not apparent in society.

Qudula (Qhulula), n. Pout the mouth (umlomo), as a cross child or angry man = pikula, qukula.
Quleka (s. k.), v. = quleka.

i(l)-Qulo, n. Cluster or swarm, as of bees or locusts resting on a tree (= i(l)-Botlwarene); multitude, large number, 'swarm' as of people or cattle stationary together. Cp. isi-Qumhi; i(l)-Quqa; i(l)-Vuyo.

i(l)-Qulo, n. = i(l)-Qulo.

i(l)-Qulo (Qhulula), n. = i(l)-Qosha.

i-nQuulu, n. — see i-Nqulu.

um-Qulu, n. 5. Any long roll or rolled-up thing, as of carpet, or 'roly-poly' pudding; the top part of a woman's isi-dwaba where it is rolled up forming the top edge.

um-Qulukushu (s. k.), n. 5. = um-Bulukuqwa.

Qulula (Qhulula), v. Strip off by a single sliding motion of the fingers, as heads (ace.) from a string or peas from a pod (not mealie-grains from the cob = gu-muza) = hulula [Sw. pua, shell beans; Her. puha, strip off].

Qulusa, v. Show the buttocks i.e. raise them up conspicuously (even when covered), as a person when stooping (comp. dunusa); lie naked or with the buttocks uncovered, as in sleep (= diindiliza).

Ex. inthla iyaphala, the hut is falling forward over the doorway (as though the back part were raised).

Quma (Qhumza), v. Pop, burst (i.e. make a bursting noise), as a mealie-grain or chestnut being roasted, a person breaking out into laughter, an u-stinga pod, or a gun firing (= ukuti qu); be excessively fat; go along in a long, continuous train or procession, as wagons, or cattle to drink (= ukuti qu, qumuka, ukuti hurru; cp. qyuma).

Ex. waxi inkomu vigwokile, vigo ukupa, there are the cattle going home in a long procession.

i-nQuma, n. — see i-Nyama.

um-Qumane (Qhumane), n. 5. Very fat animal or person, 'ready to burst'.

Qumba (Qumhla), v. Swell out, as a bladder when blown into; be swollen, as the stomach with flatulence (used in perf.); be grumpy, put out, have the sulks, as one whom something has displeased; have the sulks or a bitter feeling towards another (ace. = randa); throw out or down bodily, in a mass, as a man (ace.) on the ground, water from a bucket, or potatoes from a basket (= ukuti qu, qula) [Her. kumba-la, swell as the eyes].

i-nQumba (Qumhla), n. = i-Nyati.
um-Qumbalala (Qumbhalala), n. 5. Any 'stuffed out' body, as a well-filled feather bed, a person with a fine plump body and limbs, or a carcase of any dead animal when already swollen from accumulation of gas.

i(i) or ama-Qumble (Qambilhe), n. Grumpy, peevishness, the grumps. Comp. ama-Gqoba.

Qumbeka (Qambhekela), v. Get swollen out; get made grumpy; get thrown out or down bodily, as above — see qumba.

Qumbelana (Qambilana), v. Be stifled, choked, of a person when filling with wind from being throttled or held by the mouth and nostrils — fululana, kutelana.

isi-Qumbi (Qambilhe), n. Anything collected in a close mass together — hence, clump, as of trees or mealies growing thickly together in a patch (cp. isi-Qumdu); massed heap, pile, as of mealie-cob thrown together here and there when harvesting; compact mass, or crowd, great group (perhaps more than 50), of people or cattle moving or standing together. Cp. i(i)-Qulo; i(i)-Qogo, etc.

um-Qumbi (Qambilhe), n. 5. Swelling or filling out of the top of a mealie, ma-bele, or imfe plant when the ear or seed-tuft is about to appear (not applied to the bolling out of the mealie cob). See mumata; sobha.

Ex. amabale ami as'e'mqalni, or as'e imqalni, my Kafir-corn is now swelling at the tuft i.e. about to burst out in flower or ear.

Qumbisa (Qambilisa), v. Cause flatulence, as beans.

um-Qambu (Qambilisa), n. 5. Any food causing flatulence.

u-Qambu (Qambilis), n. Thing poured out, or coming pouring down, bodily, in one mass (not by gradual pouring), as water thrown from a bucket or potatoes from a basket; (C.N.) also = i-Nombebe. See qumba.

Ex. amanzo wawelake waw'qambu peza kwami, he threw the water in a mass over me.

isikongane safaka saw'qambu, the beasts pouring down in swarms.

i-nQambu (Qambilu), n. Kind of rush or long river-grass of two varieties, used for mat-making and as fibre; also = i-nGqobu.

i-nQambu (Qambilu), n. Backbiting talk, a slanderous tongue.

Ex. munqambu, she is given to backbiting.

Qambuka (Qambiluka), v. = qambuka.

um-Qumbukweke (Qumbhukweke), n. 5. Certain shrub, growing in old fields and by rivers, whose leaves fold up at night.

Qumbusa (Qambilusa), v. = qumbusa.

i(i)-Qume (Qhumu), n. Hemp (i-nTsangu) that has not grown well (that of good quality = u-Noto, u-Nqaga); mealie-grain that has burst open in the roasting.

u(lu)-Qume (Qhumu), n. Small bush (Hippopomus alatus) whose roots are used as an emetic by aba-ngoma, and young lovers 'to make them look nice and lovely'; as a cure for headache, an infusion being poured into the nostrils; as an isibetelelo, etc.

N.B. An umntakati makes an infusion of the root of this plant, mixing therein a little earth from the footprint of a person he may wish to kill. Taking the mixture as an emetic, he vomits the whole into the hole of a snake, calling out the name of the particular person after doing so. The desired effect will be the speedy demise of the individual so conjured!

Qumfa, ukuti (ukathi), v. = ukuti qumfa.

Qumfaza, v. = qumfaza.

Qumfe, ukuti (ukathi), v. Go along with an apparent difficulty to get forward, with a kind of receding motion, as when walking in the sand, or plodding tired-out along a road, or a buck when trying to run up a hill = ukuti qumfa, qu-meza.

Qumfeza, v. = ukuti qumfe, qumfaza.

isi-Qumfemfe, n. Short-legged, long bodied person, when walking doesn't seem to be making any progress. See ukuti qumfe.

um-Qomo (Qhomo), n. 5. Long, continuous train, as of cattle, people, or wagons, going along one after the other = um-Qobe; cp. um-Gqomo.

u-Qumqumu, u. (C.N.) = u-Gqumgqumo.

i-nQumu, u. — see i-Nqum.

um-Qumu (Qhumi), n. 5. Soft, baggy extremity or barrel of a young feather (which when it grows into a hardened quill is called i-Mpempe) = um-Nqumu.

Qumuka (Qumuka), v. Get burst, as a mealie-grain when roasting; get burst i.e. burst out, as a man into tears or laughter; get going along in a long continuous train or troop, as cattle or wagons = ukuti qu, quma.

i-nQumunqumu, n. Any cartilaginous or gristly flesh of a soft kind that can be champed (see qumaza), as the soft extremities of some bones, gristly bone-
cushions, a cow’s ear, etc. (not the wind-pipe, as too tough) Cp. i-nkumunwurmum.

Qumuza or Qumuzela (Qhumuza), v. (champ) or eat anything (acc.) of a waxy, solid-pasty nature, as honey-comb, new boiled mealies, a lump of fat or curds (see i-nQumunqumu); strike a person (acc.) violently on the head so as to draw blood, ‘burst’ his head open.

um-Qumuza (Qhumuza), v. 5. Any kind of food or thing that gets chewed or eaten as above. Cp. i-nQumunqumu.

Qunda, v. Blunt, take the sharpness or edge off, as a hoe (acc.) or knife, whether by wear, chipping or turning of the edges, etc.; take the keenness off a person’s (acc.) feelings, expectations or desires (as by informing him that the game is over, the quarry is gone, etc.), or off the actions of an untakuti or an enemy’s assegai (by use of the charm i-nGqunda q.v.); dim or make faint the eyes (i.e. eyesight, amehlo), as does a blinding glare or the shades of twilight (comp. umun-Tenzu).

Qundeka (s. k.), v. Get blunt, have the edge or sharpness taken off, as a knife or hoe; have the keenness taken off one’s powers, desires, intentions, etc., by some frustrating or impairing influence, or by an i-nGqunda charm; hence, get frustrated, balked, in one’s intentions by little difficulties constantly cropping up (see ama-Nqundanqunda); get dimmed, rendered faint, as one’s eyes (amehlo i.e. eyesight) by a glaring light or the shades of evening (gen. used in perf.).

Ex. isikwe kasiwoni emini, amehlo aso uqundekele, the owl doesn’t see in the daytime, its eyes have had their keenness dulled.

isi-Qundu, n. Clump or single intertangled clod of grass, generally of the longer kinds, as one frequently finds between the rocks in river-drifts, in the middle of roads, or of tambootie in the veldt (not used of clump of mealies or trees — see isi-Qumbi, isi-Xobo = isi-Diindi.

Quandubeza, v. Make blunt, cause the edge or sharpness to be lost, as a person a hoe (acc.) or knife = ukuti qundubezi, qunda.

Quandubezi, ukuti (ukulhi), v. = qundubeza.

Qunga, v. The original and now obsolete meaning of this word seems to have been to ‘discolour, render of a dirty, muddied, darkened appearance’ (cp. qungqa); hence nowadays, darken over, become darkly cloudy, as the sky before a storm (used in perf.); go through the process of self-fortification against evil consequences or influences by means of smearing the body with charred medicaments, charms, etc., as does a man who has killed another in battle, or the chief annually at the ukw-eShwema (q.v.); make a thing into a discoloured mixture, infusion, etc., with or by means of something else, properly by pouring into or upon it this latter material, so as to form one mixture or brew, i.e. mix up one substance (acc.) with another (with ngu), one being a liquid, by a pouring process — thus, ukw-qunga ibiye (ngamenzi), to mix up tea by means of water, that is, to make tea; ukw-qunga umlazu (ngobisi), to mix up whey with fresh milk, so as to more rapidly bring about the fermentation of the latter into amasi; ukw-qunga amanzi (or utshwala) ngulama, to mix up the water (or beer-water) with mabele-dough, in the brewing of Kafir-beer; ukw-qunga amanzi, to mix up water by ladling it up and down from a height, as a child playing with it.

Phr. ukw-qunga isibindi, to make oneself bold, callous, fearless, hardhearted or indifferent, as when one sums up courage to do a fearful thing or to overcome a sympathetic feeling.

N.B. Every Zulu man who might, whether in war or otherwise, have killed another man, was, before being able to return and mix with his family, required to go through a certain elaborate ceremony of purification or fortification called ukw-qunga. This in the case of an army, was regularly arranged for by the king. After having killed his adversary, the victor (now called an i-Nxeleha, his assegai also being called by the same name), would immediately doff his ibeshu and put on that of the man he had killed. He would then go to the river and wash the whole body, afterwards doctoring himself with certain prescribed herbs. Affixing a sprig of i-pingandolo in his hair, he could now direct his course home, but must keep on the lookout for any strange female he may come across, as, before he can take up his residence in the kraal, he must first have had sexual intercourse with some female or other of a tribe not his own, otherwise even at home, he must continue to live out on the veldt. Upon entering his kraal, he must neindwa a large variety of medicines or fighting charms, called i-zembe clinqyunu — this before partaking of any kind of food. He then neindwa’s with milk mixed with other medicines or cleansing charms, called the i-zembe clinDlqelo. This done, he is clean, and may again freely enter society and par-
take of amasi; but until he dies, he must never again eat amasi made from the milk of a cow whose calf has not yet shown the horns; and every year he must refrain from eating the i-lobo or first-fruits of the new season i.e. the pumpkins, calabashes, and the like, nor partake of any beer made from the first corn of the new year — unless, in all cases, he shall have first fortified himself by certain medicinal charms. See i(li)-Qungo.

isi-Qungo, n. Tambootive or lemon-grass (Andropogon marginatus), a long reed-like grass used for thatching, also for giving light in the huts at night. Cp. u(lu)-Baqa.

u(lu)-Qungo, n. Certain kind of grass, resembling the preceding; sometimes applied to the preceding; single dry stalk of either kind, used for lighting at night time, etc.; secret messenger sent to one to give warning of danger (= u(lu)-Baqa, i-nKusa; cp. i-mVusi).

um-Qungo, n. 5. Dried stripe, as of tears or morning spittle on the face or mouth; (C.N.) stripe of an animal (= um-Tende).

Ex. is'iuniqwe iungwe yaka, your child is all dried stripes (from crying) on his face.

i(li)-Qungo, n. Insanity caused in an i-Xeleleha who has neglected the process of uku-qungo (q.v.). Cp. i(li)-Zembe.

isi-Qungo, n. Whole process of self-fortification against evil influences gone through by a man who has killed another. See qungo.

um-Qungo, n. 5. Contents of a particular imhiza into which a small quantity of milk is poured daily and left to curdle, till the pot becomes full, whereupon it is made into i-pelhla or butter for smearing purposes; contents of a certain ukwamba into which a little whey is put and upon it some sweet-milk poured, so as quickly to ferment and produce amasi (= i-nGqunye. Cp. i(li)-Hongo). See qungo; ama-Hambayangapani.

i(li)-Qungu, n. Any thing of unusually large body or bulk, as a hut, man, pot, pumpkin, hemp-plant, etc. Cp. u(lu)-Dadwa; i-nGqenge.

isi-Qungu, n. Any large bulky earthen-pot or round-shaped basket, as an u(lu)-Piso, an i-nBenge gomshuzu, or an isi-Qunhu.

Qunguluzwa, v. Lie perfectly nude (= dindiliza; comp. qunguza); lie perfectly exposed, clear, in the open, as a hill or kraal (used in perf.).

Qungu (Oungquha), v. Shake out by beating, as dust (ace.) from a blanket or mat (ace.) by knocking it with a stick, or as snuff from a snuff-box by a gentle tapping. Cp. tindita.

um-Qungu, n. 5. = um-Qunye.

u(lu)-Qunguqu (Qunguquhu), n. Thin-bodied person, male or female.

Qunguza, v. Go with bare, unwrapped body, as Native men usually do or girls at a dance, or with bare hairless body, like a snake = hlambalazela; cp. bu-shuzela; uquza.

um-Quntsalala (Quuntsalula), n. 5. Any thing of a fibrous, stringy nature, as tough meat, a certain kind of sweet-potato, etc.

Quntsu, ukuti (Qhuntsu, ukuthi), v. = quntsuka; quntsula.

Quntsuka (Quuntsuka), v. Get strained or drawn tensely, as a rope, the veins when shouting, eyes when glaring, or the ligaments when pulled violently; get over-strained, get burst, snap from tension, as a string; get burst i.e. burst out, as into laughter (with hleka. Comp. qintsika).

Quntsula (Quuntsula), v. Strain or draw tensely, as a person a rope (ace.), his veins or eyes when shouting angrily, or the body ligaments when pulling a limb violently; overstrain, burst, make snap from tension, as a string (ace.).

Ex. wangi-quntsula amehlo, he stared or glared at me.

wangi-quntsula amene, he has made me strain out spittle, made my mouth water.

isi-Quntu (s.t.), n. Short, stunted, under-grown mealie-cob, person, etc.

u(lu) or ubu-Quntu (s.t.), n. Short stunted hair, i.e. which never grows beyond a certain short length, as on a man’s chin, etc.

Ex. isikeen sake esi’iquentu, his short scruffy beard.

Qununu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Race off, run along with all one’s might, as a frightened child or one sent quickly for water = qununuza.

i(li)-Qununu, n. Person with large buttocks, belly and body generally (C.N.).

Qununuza, v. = ukuti qununu.

Qunya, v. Deal a person (ace.) a ‘thumping’ blow or forcible thrust with a stick or fist on any soft, resounding part of the body = ndunya.

Quqa (Qiphua), v. Screw together the tips of the fingers (see i-nGqunyana), as a small boy is sometimes commanded to do by a bully, that he may strike them and then tell him to ‘komba ekaya ko-
 rapa
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Qupula (Quphala), v. Pick out, as one ox (acc.) out of a herd, or one man from a crowd; pick out or turn on any particular individual (acc.) from among a number, as to vent one's wrath on him or cause him to fight (comp. qula).

Qupuza (s.p.), v. = yqubuz.

Qupa (Qhuqha), v. Shiver, from cold; tremble, from fear (= gedezela, etc.). (C.N. fr. Xo.) trot, as a horse.

u(lu)-Qupaba, n. Immense number, swarm, or crowd of anything congregated together, as locusts, cattle, people, etc.

u(lu)-Quqo (Qhuqho), n. Shivering, such as would accompany a fever or ague, or is caused by excessive drinking = ama-Quqwane; cp. ama-GoLevane.

(i)-Ququ, n. Certain strong small peculiar to the body of the he-goat and of some human-beings about the arm-pits. Cp. um-Steuka; u(lu)-Hlofu.

Ququbala, v. Sit huddled up, with the legs, arms and body drawn closely in, as Natives do when in grief, or over a dying person, or at a trial, or when very cold (not used of the huddling together for want of room = minyana).

Ququda, v. Grind with the teeth any hard grating thing, as hard-roasted meal-grains or a bone (acc.) = qyquda.

Phr. aukuqyquda inhluti, to grind one's jaws, as when wild with anger = auku-dhla inhluti.

aukuqyquda amazino, to grind the teeth, as in sleep.

Ququdu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ququda.

Ququulu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Squat down for a short time, as when on a short visit or when taking sniff while at work; also = ququbala.

u-Ququulu, n. Large locust without wings (C.N.).

isi-Ququmadevu, n. Fabulous animal, of various descriptions, figuring in Native nursery-tales; applied to a sturdy, thick-set, muscular, hard-looking man.

um-Ququmbelo (Ququhmbhelo), n. 5. Kind of song-dance practised by Christian Natives (N).

isi-Ququ (Ququhhu), n. Person or beast with a big, bulky, muscular body.

Ququa (Ququhatha), v. = ququa.

(i)-Ququva (Ququhharu), n. = (i)-Ququwe.

isi-Ququva, n. Great big u(lu)-Ququva (q. v.) of a person.

u(lu)-Ququva, n. Thing of a stiff, stout, strong nature, as an unusually thick hide, isi-dwaba, or a stout cloth; hence, a stiff-bodied, muscular, hard-looking person; thing with a dried-up, whitish, dirty appearance, as an old un-oiled isi-dwaba, a scurfy face, etc.

isi-Ququvela, v. (C.N.) = isi-Ququva.

(i)-Ququwe (Ququhwe), n. Bubble, as of soap-water or hemp-spittle; large blister on the body, as from a scald = (i)-Ququa, (i)-Bamuzu.

Quzuza (Qhuqhuza), v. Rap or drum repeatedly on a shield (acc.) with a stick, as is done in certain dances, or to scare off a wild-beast or locusts (acc. or with ela form).

ama-Quqwane (Ququhwe), n. = u(lu)-Ququ.

Qushu, ukuti (Qushu, ukuthi), v. Prick, pierce slightly, as with any sharp instrument of which the point alone enters (cp. ukuti qushu, cbmbaza); give an exploding puff, as steam exploding forcibly from a cooking-pot when closely covered (cp. peshu); munch, as mangles (acc.).

Ex. kaqati qushu, he didn't give a puff i.e. didn't say a single word.

(i)-isi-Ququumba (Qushumhhu), n. Big fat person with firm, not flabby, flesh = isi-Jaqabu.

i-nQuquumba or (more freq.) Qushumbana (Qushumhhu), n. Momentary or passing ill-feeling or 'grumps' against a person, as when displeased with some word or action of his (cp. (i)-Gqhu; um-Valda; ama-Nitzio); big, protruding, hard-blown belly; the owner of such.

Ex. uku-n-bambela umuntu inqushumbana, to be in the grumps with one.

Qushuza (Qushuza), v. = ukuti qushu.

Quta (Quthu), v. Pick or pluck out or off (by the finger), as prickles (acc.) from one's clothes, feathers from a fowl, or hair from the private parts of the body = huta. Comp. quuta.

Quta (Quthu), v. Screw up, draw up together, as the mouth (acc.), or a cat its body when about to spring, or a snail its body when touched.

Ex. uBani uqutile, So-and-so has the mouth screwed up, i.e. is cross.

Qutu, ukuti (Quthu, ukuthi), v. = quta (qhuta); qutula; qutuka.
u-Quta (Quatha), n. Small kind of grasshopper; short person.

Qutuka (Quthuluka), v. Get plucked forcibly, pulled or torn out or off, as below = hitutuka.

Qutula (Quthulula), v. Pluck forcibly, pull or tear off, out, or up (by the hand), as a bunch of grass or weeds (ace.), or a piece of tough meat from between the teeth; pull a person (ace.) to pieces by abusing him bitterly right and left = hitulula. Cp. quza; bowela.

Qululula (Quthululula), v. = qutula.

Quza, v. Make a person (ace.) turn back on his way, or in his purpose, as a person going out for something, or a girl in her choice of a young man (= ukuti qa); pour or throw out bodily, in a mass, as water (ace.) from a bucket or potatoes from a basket (= ukuti qa, quza, qumba); fly at, run at and about a person (ace.) in a barking, dangerous-looking manner, but not biting, as a dog might a kraal-visitor.

Quzeka (s. k.), v. Turn back (intrans.) i.e. get made to turn back on one’s way, or from one’s purpose, as a man going out and returning for something he has forgotten, or a girl in her choice of a sweetheart = ukuti qa.

isi-Quzi, n. Large kind of lizard or small iguana, harmless in the field and thus unlike the i-Bambazi.

Phr. isiqusi esingakhi ‘ubekha zomuntu, a lizard that eats nobody’s calabashes — said of a quiet, harmless, easy-going man who troubles nobody.

Quzu, ukuti (Quzuzi, ukuthi), v. = quzu-ka; quzu-ka kuzu.

(i)-Quzu (Quzuzi), n. Knot, knobby protuberance, as growing on the trunk of a tree, sides of a stick, etc. (= i{ii}-Puzu, (i)-Hluzu); any Native woodmedicine which is kept or sold in the lump, as medicinal barks, roots, and the like, not leaves, bulbs, stones, etc. (= i{ii}-Kubalo).

Quzuka (Quzuzuka), v. Get torn or wrenched off, as below; get knocked off or over; get struck against violently, as a person’s toe by a stone when walking (cp. kusmeka) or his shin by a log of wood; get turned or torn away, as from one’s allegiance or promise = kuzuka; cp. hluzuka.

Quzula (Quzulula), v. Tear or wrench off by a violent pull (not by twisting = shupula), as the branch (ace.) of a tree; knock off or over violently, as a nail with a hammer; strike against violently, as a stone against a person’s toe (ace.) when walking, or a log of wood against his shin; turn or tear away a person (ace.) from his allegiance or his promise = kuzula. Comp. hluzula.

Ex. sokela sigzulele ka’mkerengwana, we shall go and knock something out of our son-law, as pecuniary assistance.

Quzuleka (Qhuzuleka), v. = quza.

Qwá, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be quite white (= ukuti qaka) — used with mhlope or alone; make a ‘whacking ‘sound, as a rock, cow’s horns, or any hard thing when struck with a stick, or as the stick, etc., so striking (= qwala).

Qwá, ukuti (Quwa, ukuthi), v. Be or stand elevated on the top of any high or raised thing, as a man perching on the top of a hut, or standing on the summit of a hill, or a house raised upon stones; raise or place anything (ace.) in an elevated or perched position = ukuti quwaku, ukuti qoka.

(i)-Qwa (Quwa), n. Bitter cold, icy coldness, as arises from a cold wind, snow, or frost — all of which, as apparently the source of the cold, are called by the same name (cp. isi-Twateva); section of the u-Duludu regiment [Her on-tarazu, cold].

P. isqua liivan’umhambi, the cold hates a traveller = a traveller must expect inhospitable treatment from strange, ‘cold’ kraals.

Qwába, ukuti (Quwába, ukuthi), v. = qwaba.

Qwába (Quwába), adv. Only, merely (= kupela); only one, a single one (=qu, qoka).

i-Nqwaba, n. — see i-Nqwaba.

i-Nqwababa, n. Collar-bone.

um-Qwabalandu, n. 5. Fine collection, body, troop, etc., of things of the same kind (= i-nGwawngwawgwea) — mostly confined nowadays to a collection of fine oxen (wezinukubi), or young-men (wezinsiusiza); (C.N.) = i-nGxola.

Qwabaza (Qwabazazi), v. Flip, strike gently with a cutting stroke, as the flower (ace.) of a plant or leaf of a tree in passing, or a person with a switch; fillip, knock off with the finger, as an insect (ace.) from the table; flap the ear (ace.), as a horse does to drive off a fly.

u(ul)-Qwabe, n. = i-nKoka.

Qwabinga, v. Pick up casually, here and there, etc., as scraps of food-produce (ace.) still remaining in one’s fields, or from among the kraals, or as tales or
information (ace.) gathered from the gossip of others.

**Qwaga** (*Qwagaye*), *v.* Seize anything (ace.) by force or violence [Skr. *grabh*, seize; Sw. *tswa*; Her. *takwina*; Ga. *kwita*].

isi-Qwaga (*Qwagaye*), *n.* Person of great bodily strength.

P. *umuza kwipwa nguvela*, a kraal of strong men gets broken up (as they will always be wanting to fight and display their power) = peace is not in power.

i(l)-Qwagi (*Qwagaye*), *u.* Yeldt loenst, of which there are several kinds — see i(l)-Boni, u-Dede-ezibomvu, i(l)-Dluye, u-Mahedeni, etc.

Qwaka, ukuti, (*ukuthi*; *s. k.*), *v.* Be quite white (C. N.) = *ukuti qwa*.

Qwaka, ukuti (*Qwâka*, *ukuthi*), *v.* = *ukuti qwa* (*Qwâka*).

Qwakala (*Qwakala*), *v.* = *qwa*.

Qwâku qwâku, ukuti (*Qwâku qwâku, *ukuthi*), *v.* = *qwâku*.

Qwakuso (*Qwakuso*), *v.* Go along in a perky, stiff-jointed manner, as an old man still active at walking.

Qwakusâ (*s. k.*), *v.* Eat or munch any hard thing, like hard roasted mealie-grains = *qata*.

Qwala, *v.* Whack, or strike, as with a stick, on anything hard, as a rock, another man’s stick, or any prominent bones of an ox = *ukuti qwa*.

i(l)-Qwala (*Qwala*), *u.* Hard lump of any kind on the body, or on a hide where badly supplied, or part of potato where uncooked.

isi-Qwala or Qwali, *n.* Stout, thick stick, perhaps an inch and a half or more in thickness (= isi-Qoda); a hard, ungenerous giver; (C.N. fr. Xo.) lame or infirm person.

u(lu)-Qwalo, *n.* = *ulu-Qolo*.

Qwamalala (*Qwamalala*), *v.* Exalt oneself, make oneself out high and important over others (with *pezu*). See i-nQwamasi.

i-nQwamasi, *n.* One who makes himself (in a good or bad sense) the superior among his class or comrades, as a boy who through his smartness raises himself above his fellows, or one who

through self-conceit exalts himself above them. See qwamalala.

isi-Qwambi (*Qwambi*), *n.* = isi-Qwanga.

Qwanda (*Qwanda*), *v.* Scratch away the earth, as a fowl for insects, or a man to get out a stone or root (= *panda*); investigate, enquire into an affair (ace.) of a person (ace.).


u (lu)-Qwanga, *n.* Cartilage — most commonly used in reference to the cartilaginous part of the ear (see isi-Cabu), the glistening padding of the shoulder-blades, and in pl. isi-Qwanga (*un sing.*), the whole bunch of veins and arteries, collectively, connected about the top of the heart.

i(l)-Qwangi, *n.* = i(l)-Qwagi.

i(l)-Qwaningi, *n.* Thorny climber (*Capparis corymbifera*), used in various ways as a charm against several kinds of ill-fortune, as lightning, etc.

N.B. The leaves of this plant, mixed with other medicines, as u-Mabope, etc., are burnt in the cattle-fold (*uku-tungisa*) to ‘smoke’ the cows before they go into the harvested fields to eat off the stubble; if this precaution were not taken, there would be danger of the cows calving prematurely! The plant is also administered to calves as a vermifuge.

isi-Qwanqwâ (*Qwanqwâ*), *n.* Person constitutionally strong, hardy, not given to sickness = isi-Qwali.

Qwânwâlazi, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* = ukuti *gwânwâlazi*.

Qwâ, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* Tap, as a person (ace.) on the shoulders with the fingers, or a calf on the head with a stick to make it cease sucking (= *qwâqwâda*); make attempt after attempt ineffectually, as with medicine to cure a person (= *gela*).

isi-Qwaqwa, *n.* Any white thing, as a cow, field white with flowers, or a girl’s dress.

Qwaqwa, *v.* = *ukuti qwâ* *qwa*, *poppa*.

um-Qwaqwana, *u.* (X. fr. Xo.) = um-Qwengo.

i(l)-Qwaqwasi, *n.* Bare patch, as without grass, hair, mealies in field, etc.

Qwashwa, *v.* Lie awake, i.e. not asleep, the eyes being either open or closed (used in perf.); keep one’s eyes open for, i.e. upon a person (ace.), observe his doings, so as to become acquainted with his character (not in order to trap him = *hlozinga*); look out for in vain, as anything (ace.) expected but not turning up.
QWA

i(l)-Qwashaqwash, *n.* One who habitually shows agitation, uneasiness of the eyes, blinking and moving the eyes here and there, not looking straight in one’s face.

Qwashaza, *v.* Move the eyes in an agitated, uneasy manner, looking about here and there, not looking people straight in the face, as one made ashamed or caught in the act of doing wrong. Cp. qwayiza; nyoboza; payiza.

Qwata (*Qwatha*), *v.* Clear off so as to leave bare, as one might the hair (acc.) of a person when cutting it very close, or as cattle might a patch of grass (acc.), or a field of its me Chloe (often used in perf. to express the state of being bare) [Ga. kwatala, baldness; Her. opara, bald spot].

u(lu)-Qwata (*Qwatha*), *n.* Thing or place that is bare, as a man’s head, of hair, when this latter has been shaved or is bald (cp. i-mPandhla), or a place, of grass, after this latter has been cleared off by cattle or fire = u(lu)-Qwathule, i-Nyibule, i-Manyule.

u(lu)-Qwatale (*Qwathule*), *n.* = u(lu)-Qwata.

Qwaya (*Qhwaya*), *v.* = pando.

um-Qwayiba, *n.* 5. Long stick or staff carried by an old woman when traveling; bitlone, meat cured in the sun (= um-Qwebu).

um-Qwayini, *n.* 5. Little Sparrow-hawk (*Accipiter minutus*).

Qwayiza, *v.* Blink or wink, as the eye does naturally or when something has entered it = cwayiza, pazina; cp. qwashaza.

Qweba (*Qweba*), *v.* Make a sign to another (acc.), as by winking, or with the hand or head.

um-Qwebu, *n.* 5. Wrinkle, running horizontally along the forehead (= um-Cilo; cp. i-nTlonze; um-Limbi); also = um-Qwayiba.

i(l)-Qwele (*no pl.*), *n.* Pimples caused in females by the pulling out of the hair (according to Native custom) of the pubes.

QWI

u(lu)-Qwembe (*Qwembe*), *n.* Wooden meat tray, of various sizes = u(lu)-Gqoko.

isi-Qwembeza (*Qwembeza*), *n.* Big, broad-shouldered person.

u(lu)-Qwememe (*Qwememe*), *n.* Any stiff, hard-dried thing of a thin flat nature, as a starched shirt-front, a dry hide, or a piece of cardboard (= u(lu)-Qolokosko); upper-lip of a person when stiff and drawn up (cp. isi-Peshula).

Qwengu, ukuti (ukuthi), *v.* = qwenguka; qwengula.

i(l)-Qwengu, *n.* Unreliable person given to going back on his word, breaking his promise, etc.

u(lu) or ubu-Qwengu, *n.* Creeping veldt-plant whose leaves are used as a vermiluge for calves, and as a lice-destroyer and for sores by man.

Qwenguka (*s. k.*), *v.* Spring back, recoil, as a bent stick, or a person on his word = qwenguka.

Qwengula, *v.* Make spring back or recoil, as above = qwengula.

u(lu)-Qweqwe, *n.* Anything of the nature of a thin, stiff plate, as a sheet of galvanized iron, the cover of a book, the outside crust of a loaf of bread; crust or skin that forms on the top of pumpkin-mash or porridge when cold.

isi-Qwete (*Qwete*), *n.* Broad face with the forehead receding; also = isi-Qwata.

Qwi, ukuti (*Qwi*, ukuthi), *v.* Turn off or away abruptly or suddenly, as from a main-road, taking a side-path; also = adv. qwi.

Qwi, adv. Only one, only a single one = goko, qwaba.

Qwibi (*Qwibi*; or s. q.), *adv.* = qwi.

Qwisha (*Qwisha*), *v.* = pando.

Qwiti, ukuti (*Qwiti*, ukuthi), *v.* Snap off a small stalk (*i(l)-Qwiti*) from a stick of wild-hemp.

i(l)-Qwiti (*Qwiti*), *n.* Small single stalk or branchlet such as grows along the sides of a stem of wild-hemp.

i(l)-Qwizi (*Qwizi*), *n.* = i(l)-Qwiti.

R

as a sound, does not exist in Zulu; as a letter, it is used, in its simple form only for writing Zulised foreign words, as, for instance, in the name aMoria, in which cases the letter is always regarded as carrying also the original foreign sound.

There is, however, in Zulu, a certain strong guttural sound, quite unknown in European languages, and produced by a constricted formation of the lower throat. The harsh rattling thus produced, owing, no doubt, to its strange novelty to European ears, has been generally mistaken for a click, and accordingly written oftentimes with a $x$. With the $x$ click, how-
ever, it has no relationship whatever. A more correct form of script, as belitting a guttural sound, would seem to be a c. Such a usage would bring the Zulu orthography into closer conformity with the Xosa, in which language a dotted r is used to indicate the same sound. Examples of this guttural sound are found in the words irenu (to milk into the mouth), and rrecho (to scratch).

Words originally written, according to the old system, with an r, must in this work be sought under l.

Rra, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be pleasantly agreeable to the bodily sensations, as nice beer or meat to the taste (used with mhudi), or as a nice-looking person or a beautiful moonshine to the vision (with mahlé), or as a happy peaceful heart (i-nTliziyo) to one's feelings = rrusa.

Rrabasa, v. Stand scattered about feeding, as cattle on the veldt (used in perf.).

Ex. izikomo virebble, the cattle are about on the veldt (the common Zulu expression to denote 'grazing').

Rrabalasa, v. Shout noisily, make a great noise of shouting, as when calling out to another with undue loudness, or people shouting at each other when quarrelling = rrabusa.

Rrabasa, v. = rrabalasa. See u-Mrara-basi.

Rrabe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Give a glance at a person or thing (acc.), just look at for an instant. Comp. ukuti shazi; ukuti vreeze.

Rrabela, v. Cut up lengthwise or into lengthwise pieces, as a pumpkin (acc.) or large sweet-potato (not to slice properly = rraya).

Rrabezela, v. = rribizela.

Rrabu, ukuti (Rrhabh, ukuthi), v. Take out a little (acc.) but over-abundantly or excessively, from a large quantity (= capuna kuku, ukuti sabu); cut by a single sharp slitting cut, as an abscess (acc.) to let out the matter, or as the Natives do when making incisions, holding the skin between the fingers and then slitting it with a single cut (= rrabaza, rravuza).

isi-Rrabu (Rrabhu), n. Merino sheep [D. skaap, sheep].

Rrabusa, v. Be pleasant, agreeably nice in the mouth, as juicy flavoured meat or nice cake (used simply or in perf.) = hlwabusa; cp. rrusa.

Rrabuza (Rrabhaza), v. = ukuti rrabu.

Rrákada, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Leap along, as a man running with long unequal springs; leap about, as a man performing the uka-giya. Cp. ishekula.

Rrakada (s. k.), = ukuti rrraka-da.

Rrakata (s. k.; s. t.), v. = uNela.

{i(ii)}-Rrala, n. = i(ii)-Rralati.

Rrálakasha, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Be delicious, very pleasant, as any food; be very happy, peaceful, as one's mind (i-nTliziyo).

{i(ii)}-Rralati (Rralathi), n. Ox with a spot on the throat (cp. i(ii)-Fulusi); man with much hair growing on the throat.

Rralula, v. Cut numerous slits or large incisions in the flesh, as along the leg, to let out blood, etc. Cp. geaba.

Rrama, v. Mark out, as the position (acc.) of a new hut, or the limits of a field; make up, formulate in one's mind, as words (acc.) of a false statement; plan out in one's mind, decide upon for oneself, as the number of cattle (acc.) to be asked for one's daughter; hence, design; devise; purpose, etc. Cp. songoza; caba; gomba.

Ex. ngiyakwamama nqokupakalo, I shall arrange or decide (as to the lobaba cattle) as I will. azirvene zallishumi, he has marked out ten (as the number).

Rramata (Rramatha), v. (C.N.) = uNela.

isi-Rrámarrama, n. Brisk, spirited, energetic worker or doer of anything (N).

Rramazela, v. Do in a brisk, spirited, energetic manner, as any work (N).

Rrámu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Sink down (without a splashing plump) into deep water, as a small stone. Cp. ukuti gaba.

in-Rrámunrrama, n. Any substance of a softly crispy nature, as a raw potato, half-cooked pumpkin, water-melon, etc.

See rramuza.

{i(ii)}-Rramushana, n. Fresh, still-growing young person, as a boy or girl = i(ii)-Rramu.

Rramuza or Rramuzela, v. Eat anything (acc.) of the nature of an i-Rramunrrama.

Rrangalasa, v. Scream, bawl, shriek loudly, as a child when struck, an angry-tempered woman when scolding, or as one might to a distant person = bangoza. u(lu)Rrángarranga, n. A shrieking, screaming, bawling person, as some women and men = u(lu)-Bangozanga.

Rrantu (s. t.), v. = uNela.

Rránu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = rranula; rranuka; rranudeka; ukuti tana.
Ranuka (s. k.), v. Have the legs stretched out far apart, so as to expose the pudenda, as a female (used in perf.); be opened out widely, be glaring out, as a blazing sun on a very hot day; stride out, go with great strides, as when running precipitously down a hill, or when walking vigorously; play, running about, as children, 'to throw out or exercise their legs.'

Ranula, v. Separate the legs (acc.) so as to expose the pudenda, as a female, (comp. ranulaza; talasa); hence, expose the pudenda generally of females = tuulu, nyantuzi, sanuzi, santuzu, servula, vengeza, sadula. y

Ranuleka (s. k.), v. Get separated, as the legs above; get exposed, as the pudenda.

Rranu rranu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Run in long strides = ranuka.

Rrapalata (s. p.; s. t.), v. = tshapalata.

Rrarra, v. = rrerra.

Rrasa, v. = ukti rra.

Ex. ntshwaba b'enza nuzimba arrase, beer makes the body feel pleasant.
arrasie igazi like, he is nice (to look at) as to his general bodily appearance = muble ule rra.

Rrasa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Take out a small quantity of anything (acc., or with nya) for a person (acc.), as a small pot of beer for a visitor or a dish of meailles; eat fat meat (acc.), from the juicy, slashing noise made.

Ex. wamiti rrasa ngembenge, he took out for me, i.e. gave me a small quantity, in an imbeza basket.

(i)R-Rasha, n. A fat slice of meat.

Rrasa, v. Eat fat meat (acc.) = ukti rrasha.

Rrávu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukti rrabu; also used by one man to another who has chided him by uttering the interjection of displeased surprise hawu!

Ex. rre-nte? what are you saying hawu at?

Rruvuza, v. = rrhuza.

Rrawu, int. intensified form of hawu, and used only when reproving the use of this latter interjection. See rrawu.

Ex. mus'ukuti rrawu kimi, don't be saying hawu to me.

Rrávu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukti zawn.

Rrawula, v. = zawula.

Rraya, v. Cut into slices, to slice, as a loaf of bread (acc.), lump of meat, or a pumpkin (comp. rrahela); or into strips, to slit, as a hide (acc.) when making reins; cut through, as a ship through water (acc.). Cp. caya [Co. kaya, divide].

Rraza, v. Sing the shrill female accompaniment to a Native dance-song, as do the girls when singing along with the men (not used of their singing alone) = rrrwaza.

i-nRrazo, n. The shrill accompaniment to a Native dance-song sung by the females (when dancing and singing along with the men, not when singing alone) = i-nrrwazo, i-nkwazi.

Re, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be in a straight line or front-facing row, as girls dancing, or a line of trees = rerla; cp. ukti rru; rrezu.

Rrê, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be soaking wet (with ukuba 'manzi), as green firewood, a washed garment, or new snuff; be still quite wet, green, unripened (metaphor.), as a young girl married off immaturly; make a cracking, crashing sound, as a firebrand when rent in two, or a new boot creaking (= rrrerreza); laugh out with a he he he! as big girls do (= rrrerreza).

Ex. ugu se'ingane rrrreza, that she should just get married while still a perfect child!

nti rre-nte? what are you he'ing at?

umu-Rre, n. Heartburn (= isi-Lungulela); also = um-Dunde.

u-Rrebe, n. Small kind of hawk, given to devouring young fowls = ulu-Heske, u-Somheshe.

isi-Rrêbe (Rreffhe), n. Partes rubentes pudendorum feminina.

Rebezelela, v. = rribizela.

Rebhu, ukuti (Rebhhu, ukuthi) = rrrebuka; rrrebula; also = ukti tsebu.

Rebuka (Rebhuka), v. Get torn or rent, as a piece of cloth, or woman's isi-Dwaba; open out (intrans.) and form into straight line, as a crowd forming for a dance. Comp. dabuka; qëbuka.

Rebula (Rebhula), v. Tear, rend, as a piece of cloth, or a woman's isidwaba (= rrreevumla); say in joke, as to frighten a child, or talk things that are not true for fun (= ulela). Cp. dbula; qibula.

Relea, v. Be or stand in a straight front-facing line (used in perf.), as girls about to dance (see isi-Cene), a row of trees (= ukuti rre); redden the top-knot with red-ochre, as a Native woman does.

isi-Rela, n. = isi-Bidu (used by women).
Rréle, ukuti (ukuthi — with prolongation of final syll.), v. Be bright red, as a soldier’s jacket or an um-Sintsí flower (= ukuti tsébu); also = ukuti rrelele.

i-nRréle, n. Red, edible (but very astrigent) berry of the following.

um-Rréle, n. 5. Certain bush, bearing berries as above.

Rréleba, v. Be spread, or spread itself, widely, over a broad expanse, on all sides, as a grass-fire or a report; be spread or scattered all about, as cattle about the veld or meadows about a hut (= ukuti rrelele); be or become red, as amabele in the ripening, an evening sky, or an um-sintsí berry (used in perf.).

Rrélele, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Get spread widely abroad, as a report or grass-fire = rreleba, ukuti helele.

isi-RRémereme, n. Large spreading sore of any kind = isi-RRémeza.

RRémeza, v. Champ or eat anything (ace.) of the nature of an i-nTsementseme q.v. = tsémeza.

Ex. wurwurwe y’ini embwenzí? by what have you been eaten, i.e. wounded, on the leg? = nhkhwe y’ini?

isi-RRémeza, n. = isi-RRémereme.

RRémezeka (s.k.), v. Get champed, after the manner of an i-nTsementseme q.v.; get eaten away, i.e. spread itself, as a sore.

isi-RRénama, n. Raw, red sore; eyelids when red and swollen; large bulb of the isi-Ncezi plant.

RRénya, v. Chew, bite up in the mouth, as any food (= klahowa); inherit, as property (= akhla); bite, as one person another (ace.) when fighting with him.

Ex. usa-re-re y’iwele, he still eats corn. i.e. is still alive.

u-RRénya, n. = u-Gobo.

RRéshe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti tsávu.

RRéwu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti rrebu.

RRéwuaka (s.k.), v. = rrebuuka; also (C.N.) fall in, subside, as soil.

RRéwula, v. = rrebuula.

RRéwuza, v. = rremeza.

RRéwuzeka (s.k.), v. = rremezeka.

RRréra, v. Bore the ear (=cambusa); scrape the feet (ace.) with a stone to clean them (= copa).

RRrérebuka (s.k.), v. Get scratched or torn up, as below.

RRrérebula, v. Scratch, or tear up along, as a cat one’s skin, or a thorn one’s coat (ace.); tear up the soil all along, as hoeing or ploughing a large stretch of field (with lima); tear up the heavens, as thunder when it rolls along heavily for a long distance (with dumá).

RRréreza, v. Make a cracking erasing sound, as a firebrand when split up, or new boots cracking; to laugh out with the interjection hehe he!, as girls do = ukuti iwele.

Ex. uurre-reza-ni? what are you he being at?

RRréza, v. Milk into the mouth, as lads of about sixteen years of age at the time of their emerging from the u-dibi (q.v.) stage and incorporation into a regiment at some military kraal, the object being to make them ‘grow well’, from the nutritons effects, no doubt, of the plentiful feeding with milk; straighten out by pulling or stretching, as a new-made rein (ace.); move the stick up and down vertically, in dancing the i-nGoma q.v., from the motion of the hands when milking; fall or rain, as an um-Rrezó q.v.

Ex. basebrexile uMayalwendo, Mayalwendo and those of his age had already done milking into the mouth at that time—marking a particular period of their boyhood.

uGoma bGireza, they danced the uGoma with the up and down movement of their sticks — another fashion being to hold the sticks erect during the whole performance.

RRréze, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Catch a passing glimpse of a thing (ace.) with the side of the eye, as when passing by, not turning the whole face on to the object, as in the ukuti shazi and ukuti rrebe.

i(i)-RRrézelo, n. One of the deep partings or furrows made perpendicularly in the hair of a man below the isi-Coco or of a woman below the i-nFloko = i(i)-Nteentezo.

um-RRrézó, n. 5. Passing cloud of light rain, such as may be seen coming along like a mist from a distance (see reza; cp. um-Kízo); plur. ímí-RRrézo, covering of long cows’ tails (uma-shoba) worn round the neck and falling over the chest and back and used at the um-Kosi and on the war-path — see um-Qa-bula.

RRri, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nuri.

RRribi (RRribhi), int. of contemptuous derision.

RRribizela (RRribhizela), v. Say the word rrribi to a person (ace.), or make any contemptuous gesture at him, as when putting out the tongue, or holding the
hand in an open clutching manner over his head (the native equivalent to putting the finger to the nose behind one’s back).

(iii)-Rila, n. (C.N.) = (ii)-Rila.

(ii)-Rilathi (Rilathii), n. (C.N.) = (ii)-Rilathi.

isi-Rilaza, n. Big lump or swelling on any part of the body. Cp. (ii)-Dunguza.

Riliza, v. Eat meat (ace.).

Rrina, v. Do wrong i.e. anything of a bad, harmful, or generally disapproved nature — this is the common expression in Zululand = shinya.

isi-Rjni, n. A wrong-doer, one given to doing what is disapproved, unlawful, harmful, bad = (ii)-Shinya.

(iii)-Rinti (s.t.), n. = (ii)-Gawu.

Rrinya, v. = nrria, utsiya.

um-Rriwu, n. 5. Small bird in the bush-country, whose cry sounds like ugweva, 'name, ugweva! (you are alone, mother, alone!).

Rriwula, v. Cry out with a loud shrill voice, scream, shriek, as a woman.

(iii)-Rriwiwane, n. One of the membranous folds (pillars of the fauces) standing on each side of the root of the tongue.

Rrriza, v. = nrriiriza.

Rro, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Flow out, ‘water’, as the spittle (nom.) in the mouth at the sight of anything very acid like a lemon, or nice, like meat; make a soft continuous rumble, as water running along a stony river, or falling in a shower, or people singing in the distance (= hazo); say awa! to one (only used when reproving a person for so doing) = rroza. See is-Rro.

Ex. uti rro-nt? what are you saying awa! at; what are you expressing surprise at? amwani rrolapa, just ‘rumble’ or ‘splash’ it in here i.e. pour it in here.

(iii)-Rroba, n. A fire glowing out in the darkness, such as one sees lit in a kraal at night, or a grass-fire on the hills.

Ex. kaze kuwa kunjumururobo etubeni, right away till morning it was glowing fires on the hill.

Rrobo, ukuti (Robbo, ukuthi), v. = rrobuka; roboza.

Rroboka (Robhoka), v. Get yielded, given forth or produced abundantly, as milk from a cow, fat from the flesh of a pig, or saliva from the glands in the mouth = ukuti rrobo.

Ex. kulekwe kwarroboka anafuda, it just ran forth did the fat (from the flesh of that pig).

Roboza (Robhokoza), v. Yield, give forth, or produce in flowing abundance, as a cow its milk (ace.), pork its fat, or metaphor, of a person giving readily and largely = ukuti rrobo.

Ex. igalarobosa ize, it (the cow) just pours it out (the milk).

wamizhi rrobo (or wamipirobo:a) ugesi: a beto, she gave forth me whole basket-wise (when I only asked for a little corn).

u(ul)-Ro ko (s.k.), n. The fine, selected, choice of its kind, as the pick of mealies or amashe, or the clear refined portion of fat or grease, etc.

(iii)-Rolo, n. Small bush (Grewia occidentalis), whose berries are eaten by children and the branches used for asssegai-handles — the bark and roots are used medicinally to aid parturition in women = (ii)-Lalanyati.

Ph. upisele crrroboeni, he is thrusting the asssegai-blade into the handle — said to a head-strong, obstinate disputer, who can’t be made to cease or give in.

Roloza, v. Glow, like a fire in the darkness; show glowingly, as the red distended nostrils of a lion; make a great noise of singing, as at a beer-feast; also = holoba.

Ex. ibubesi lingurololosa anakala, the lion makes the nostrils glow — when distending them to scent for game.

isi-Rlobo, n. = isi-Holobo.

Rloola, v. Laugh at with mockery, jeer, as children at a cripple or person in trouble (ela form and ace.) = swabula; necako. Comp. u(ul)-Sulu.

(iii)-Rloola, Rloodo, or Rloodwa, n. White-tailed mongoose (Herpestes albicauda) of a black-grey colour (= (ii)-Qatalsha); man of light brown colour (= isi-Rhubuka).

Romala, v. Reward, make a present (with nga) to a person (ace.) in recognition of services rendered = riza. Comp. xoshisa.

(iii)-Romelo, n. Reward, gift received for services rendered = um-Vuco. Comp. (ii)-Xosho.

isi-Rongo, n. Young pumpkin of about three or four inches in diameter. Comp. (ii)-Rwini.

i-nRovunrunvou, n. Anything of a watery, insipid nature, as a bad pumpkin-squash, or watery flavourless imfe = ubu-Rovunrunvou.
ubu-Rrövurrovu, n. = i-nRrövurrovu.

Rrovuza, v. Scraper or scratch with a rough rasping sound, as a Native scratching his scurfy body or scraping a hide with the i-nDhlewandhleua (comp. rrowebu; enwaya); make a ‘slashing’ sound in regard to anything, as when stirring up a very thin paste of flour or paint (acc.) or when eating i-mla (acc.); work or stir about the assegai in the wound of a person (acc.) after having stabbed him (= xukwa); stick, or feel inside with a knife to see whether fully cooked, as potatoes (ace.), meat, or pumpkins.

Rroroza or Rrorozela, v. = kokoza.

Rroza, v. = ukuti rro.

Ex. uroro-ni? what are you saying awu at?

ili-Rroza, n. One very fond or a great eater (not greedy or ravenous) of meat. Comp. ili-Xwele; ili-Zizi.

Rrü, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Form a long train, row, string, etc., as cattle, men, trees, or beards; make form such a train, place in a long row, etc. = ukuti hi; cp. ukuti rre.

Rrubu (Rrubha), v. Fling a missile (with ngu) at anything (ace.), as boys do sticks at birds on the veld, or a stone at a dog = juguñjela.

Rbü, ukuti (Rrubhu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti lsebu; also = rrubuza.

isi-Rrubuka (Rrubhuka), n. Any red thing, as a soldier’s coat, ripe amahela; person of a light-brown skin (= ili-Rroloda).

Rrubula, v. (C.N.) = hubula.

Rrubuleka (s.k.), v. (C.N.) = hubinka.

Rrubuza (Rrubhuzu), v. Make the hollow, plumping noise, as of a heavy body falling into water, or a person wading through a drift with the water about his knees; milk a cow (ace.) with a large supply of milk (from the heavy splashing made) = gubuza, rrumuza.

ili-Rrumu, n. Young tree or plant still fresh and supple, a sapling; fresh, newly-grown shoot, as along a tree-trunk or branch in spring; young fresh-looking boy or girl (= ili-Rrumashana); Cp. ili-Xwele; um-Xantela.

Rrümu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti gubu; rremeza, tsemeza.

i-nR rumpe, n. Anything of a compactly spongy nature, or of a soft gristy composition, as a cow’s udder, liver, nose, etc. = i-nTsementseme. Cp. i-nQumunqumu.

RRWI

Rrumuza, v. = gubuza (gubhuza); rrobuza; also = rremeza, tsemeza.

Rwa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a light, clear-toned rumbling din, as of water rippling among stones, continuously splashing as rain or a small cascade, or the distant shrill singing of female voices ukuti rrva, ukuti ha; cp. holoba.

Ex. ak e Patient haya, just pour out a little here.

i-li-Rwa, n. Assegai of a certain kind having a long broad blade, used in war = isi-Helelele, ili-Jozi, ili-Gуюa.

Rrrwa, v. = rrrwa.

i-li-Rrrwa, n. (C.N.) = ili-Rrrasha.

Rrwaza, v. = ukuti rrwa.

i-nRrwa or Rrwazo, n. Any light, clear-toned rumbling din, heard from a distance, as the splashing of a cascade, rippling of a brook, or singing of female voices (more particularly applied to the female accompaniment to a man’s dance-song) = i-nRrwa. Cp. i-nVuno.

Rrwë, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a scratching sound, as when striking a match; scratch, give a scratch, as a cat might a person (ace.), or a pen on paper = rrowba.

Rrrweba (Rrrwebha), v. Make a scratching noise on anything, as a dog at the door (ace.) or a man when striking a match (ace.) or writing on paper; scratch generally (even without any sound), as a cat the body of a person (ace.) = ukuti rre; also = bulela. Comp. dwebu; enwaya; rroroza.

Rrwela, v. Be, or become, red = rreleba.

Rrwemula, v. = rrebula.

Rrwële, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti rrele.

Rrwë, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be quite full (= ukuti swi); be filled with anger, as a man’s heart; also = ukuti rre.

Rrwë, ukuti (ukuthi) — with prolongation of the vowel, v. Tear (trans. or intrans.), as a piece of calico; be rent or broken, as a man’s heart with grief.

Rrwiliza, v. = gwiliza; rwiliza.

i-li-Rrwinti (s.it.), n. Pumpkin, of any size, though still green = ili-Gauen. Comp. isi-Rrongo.

ubu-Rrwwirrwirwi, n. Any small shrill sound, as of tearing rapidly a piece of calico, writing with a pen on paper, or passing wind with a small sound.

Rrrwirwiza, v. Make a small shrill sound, as when rapidly rending a piece of linen, writing with a pen on paper, or passing wind with a small shrill sound (see suza, shipa).
S in Zulu has the simple hissing sound of the English letter, as in the word 'sin'; never the full sound, as in the word 'wise'. There may, however, be heard at times such a decided softening of the sharp hissing of the sound, that it very nearly approaches becoming a z, as in the salutation 'nikosi.'

The sound described in Zulu writing by the combination sh may be either softened or hardened, i.e. pronounced as in the English words 'sherry' or 'cherry', at will. Some words, however, prefer by custom the one sound. i.e. are more generally pronounced with it than the other. Thus, one mostly hears i-shami (ten), less often i-shumi, which, nevertheless, would be quite correct; on the other hand, one more frequently hears chaya (strike) than shaya. This sound has been written hitherto by either sh, tsh, or ch, indifferently. The ch, as containing a click-sign, and the tsh as being also used to represent another totally different sound, are at once rendered unsatisfactory. Wherefore, only the combination sh can be properly used for all words commencing with the above sibilant.

An s, following immediately after an n, has its sound hardened into a ts, although this change is not always made in the Natal dialect, where a simple s may commonly be heard even when following an n. The ts of the Zulu is, further, not quite so sharp and distinct as that of the Xosa. On account of this euphonic change, it frequently happens that roots, really commencing with an s, have that letter changed into ts, under certain grammatical constructions, e.g. the word n-Tsuku (day) becomes in the plural i-Tsuku, and the verb salela (remain over) gives us the word i-Tsalsel (remainder).

N.B. All words who radicals commence with an S, but which are preceded by the prefix i-, must be sought for under Ts.

S', ukui (ukuthi), v. = ukuti si.
Sá, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be faultless, without defect, perfect.
Ex. utshwala behumuntu bale sa, the beer was nice to perfection.

umuntu ohlukenipile, ote sa, a thoroughly intelligent man.

Sa, ukuti (ukuthi) — prolongation of the vowel, v. Come forth in a scattered shower, as water from a watering-can (= sasazeka); make come forth, throw forth in such a way (= sasa); set on a dog by making a hissing noise to it (= sasazela).

Sa, v. Dawn, become light, as in the morning; clear up, become bright, as the sky after rain (used in perf.); be or become clear, bright of intellect, as a clever intelligent man (used in perf.) or a child coming to the used of reason (= sanyuluka); be intelligent, as the words or works of such a person (used in perf.) [Skr. ushas, dawn; Gr. eós, dawn; Sw. Ga. chu, to dawn; Sw. nishana, daylight (cp. Z. mhlana); MZT. Sen. chu, dawn; Bo. mu-si, day, Reg. lu-su, day—akin to Z. u-Suku, um-He].

Ex. kugasá, it is dawning, or clearing up. kusasa, it is still dawning; (with a slight difference of articulation) to-morrow (at any time of day).

sekusile, it is already light.

ositayo ote saka (or shi or uke), a thoroughly intelligent person.

asitone amane uke, they are intelligent, sensible, are all his words.

amabele asile ote saka, the Kafir-corn has come out to perfection (with fine, large, healthy-looking grains).

utshwala kubakazi, the beer has not yet come clear through, or perfectly completed, its fermenting.

kwe's'eroka kusasa, on the morrow he left. kwa'so benshasile, they beat him without cessation (i.e. continuously, all day long). kwa'so y'ale (ukukupaka), it (the wagon) refused altogether, absolutely (to come up out of the mud).

abafa'ku banga ngaba'shaya kwasa nje, he is just always, continually, beating his boys. loku nati kusa shibaba iši'khonko, well, we too are slaughtering cattle every day.

amuntele, y'mi? usakilele, kuvulindwe kwasa nje, is it that he is injured, you say? he has got cut, it just durned out (i.e. with a great, broad, gaping wound).

Sa, defect. verb, or verbal particle of a negative purport, expressing forbiddance, impropriety, etc., akin to the neg. particles si (e.g. akusile) and so (e.g. akuso), and only used as below.

Ex. angis'ukuya, wenz'ukuya, kus'ukuya, asis'ikunya, ani'sikunya, abas'ukuya, I shall not go i.e. I should or ought not to go. I must not go; and so with other persons. musa (sing.), musani (plur.) is the imperative form — thou must not, should not, don't, etc.

kas'ukuba umshungu umuBani, engemdule, So-and-so must not be the leader, he not being old (i.e. eldest).

Sa, adv. Still; (with neg.) no longer [I'er. nga, still; Sw. ku-ishi, to continue to be].
Ex. *basadhu*, they are still eating. 
*kalasadhlu*, they are no longer eating.

**Sa**, *v.* Contraction of *yisa* q. v.

Ex. *muse enduneni*, take him to the induna.

**isi-Sa**, *n.* Extreme kind-heartedness, tenderness of feeling, as shown by a mother to her child or by an attendant to a very dear person when sick = *isi-Sesane*.

**umu-Sa**, *n.* 5. Kindness (as shown in one’s manner towards a child, not in works of generosity = *uku-puna*), kindliness, graciousness or loving tenderness of nature; small veld-plant with white flower, used as love-charm by young men; also forest shrub, used for same purpose [Mal. *kasihi*, kindness].

Ex. *inkosi kuyisangihuki uqomuusa*, the chief no longer looks upon me in a kindly manner, with favour.

*N.B.* The meaning of this word comes very near to that of the Eng. word grace (though more exactly ‘graciousness’), for which, in its theological use, it is the best equivalent in Zulu.

**uku-Sa**, *n.* Dawn, morning.

Ex. *ngqipuka ekuseni*, I shall come in the morning.

Ex. *woinka ekuseni izakuluh*, you must rise very early.

**Saba** (*Saaba*), *v.* = *sabalala*; *hlola* (see *i-nSaaba*).

**Saba**, *v.* Fear anything (acc.), be afraid of it; have awe or respectable dread of a person (acc.), as children of their master. *Cp.* *ulu*-*Valo* [Skr. bhaya, fear; Chw. *isaba*; Sw. *cha*; Reg. *hoba*; At *so*].

Ex. *kobomsabi*, they have no respect for him.

**i(li)-Saba** (*Saaba*), *n.* Dried-up bough of a tree with the twigs intact (whether still on or separated from the parent tree). *Cp.* *ulu*-Saba.

**ulu-Saba** (*Saaba* – either collectively, or with plur. *i-li-*Saaba), *n.* Dry twig or twigs of an *i(li)-Saba*, *q.* r. stick or sticks of dry scrub as left by a grass-fire after it has passed over scrubby country (= *ulu*-Swami; *cp.* *ulu*- *ka*uba); anything, as cattle, sheep, etc., spread out in a broadly scattered mass (= *ulu*- *Sapo*); also = *ulu*-Swamusami.

**Sabala**, *r.* Be scattered about in all directions, as cattle about the veldt, or articles about a room (used in perf. = *saba*, *sabala*); disperse *i.e.* be dispersed, as an assembly, or men out and about beer-drinking; spread oneself out broadly, as a man at a door-way (not inside at hut when struggling = *zuluza*) when seeking to prevent others from getting out or himself from being ejected; shout or talk out loud so as to get heard abroad, as one quarrelling and wishing to let others hear; be all ablaze, as a very hot sun [Sw. *lapakwa*, be scattered about].

Ex. *abani osabalele lapa-yu?* who is it shouting out to the world over there?

**ulu-Sabalala**, *n.* Tall person = *i-nXinyalula*, *i-nqwenyaxiya*.

**Sabalalisa**, *r.* Scatter, or make be scattered or dispersed about, as above; send out or about in all directions.

**ulu-Sabayiya**, *n.* = *ulu*-Sabalala.

**Sabeka** (*s.k.*), *r.* Get feared; be fearful, frightful, awe-inspiring; be treated with a reverential dread; be awful or frightful, in the sense of being amusingly great, prodigious, wonderful.

Ex. *bulule kuyisabeka*, it is awfully fine.

**Sabela**, *r.* Respond or give acknowledgment to a call by saying *we*! [MZT. sabihu, answer; Her *itavera*; Ga. *thaba*; Sw. *jibu*].

**Sabisa**, *r.* Make to fear, frighten a person (acc.); make have a reverential fear of respect, as a master a child (acc.) by treating him sternly or by threats.

**Sabo**, *poss. adv.* Their = see *abo*.

**Sabhu*, ukuti (*Sabhu*, ukuthi), *v.* = *ukuti* *Isabu*.

**Sabuna** (*Sabhuna*), *r.* = *tsabuna*.

**Sabuza** (*Sabhuna*), *r.* = *tsabuza*.

**isi-Sadolo**, *n.* Anything of a hard nature or not easily broken, as a mealie-grain, wood, a clay-pot, or a hard-giving ungenerous person = *isi-Sadolo*.

**Saidu*, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* = *ukuti* *ravane*.

**Saduka** (*s.k.*), *v.* = *ravumuka*.

**Sadula**, *r.* = *ravumula*.

**Sali*, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* = *ukuti* *zaeni*.

**Safuna**, *r.* = *zaume*.

**um-Sago*, *n.* = *i-nTsangala*.

**u-Sagwewe**, *r.* = *n-SiQwangwe*.

**u-Sahulula**, *n.* Certain kind of long grass, growing in old fields.

**u-Sahulamanye**, *n.* Certain tree (*Pterocelastrus rostratus*), whose bark is used as a panacea for countering the working or effects of the medicine of an *unakuti*.

**Saka**, ukuti (*ukuthi*; *s.k.*), *r.* Scatter, as seed about a field, or about a room, 36
or cattle about the veldt (= sakaza ukuti citi); be or get so scattered (= sakazeka); drop down broken in pieces i.e. die suddenly, without previous illness (= ukuti po); fall to pieces, sink down within one, as the heart with strong desire, over-powering sorrow, or other strong emotion; go to bed hungry, on an empty stomach, just throwing oneself down in a heap (= ukuti kutha, ukuti makhla); also freq. used to express 'thoroughly, completely, perfectly'.

Ex. wasincoe w突击 saka, he just dropped dead i.e. died off suddenly.

ugifuma ushekele ole saka, I want a whole shilling (nothing more or less.)

unuduso olukanipile ole saka, a thoroughly wise or clever man.

umabele olide ale saka, the Kafir-corn has come out properly, to perfection (with fine, large grain).

i(l)-Saka (s.k.), u. Sack [Eng.]

isi-Saka (s.k.), u. = i(l)-Dholoko.

um-Sakaba (s.k.), u. 5. Young snake (C.N.)

i(l)-Sakabuli (s.k.), u. Large Kafir Finch (Chera poene), whose large tail-feathers are much sought after for head- plausible. See isi-Saka.

Sakaka (s.k.), v. = ukuti saka.

Ex. indola esakakuleyo, a thorough man.

Sakala (s.k.), v. = lekula.

Sakalala, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = sabotala, ukuti saka.

Sakalala (s.k.), v. = sabotala.

isi-Sakasaka (s.k.), u. Anything of thoroughly good, proper, faultless, perfect kind, as medleys in field or grain, a thoroughly healthy or wise man, or a fine hard grinding-stone.

Ex. libilele iyisionisakasaka, it (the sun) is hot, it is a 'proper', 'thundering good' sun.

waqa iyisionisakasaka, he died while in perfect condition or health, i.e. without any previous signs of illness.

Sakaza (s.k.), v. Scatter or strew about in all directions, as seed in a field, goods about a room, or cattle about the veldt; scatter or report abroad, as any affair (acc.) (= ukuti saka).

Ex. usakaze, wasakaza, she let out openly everything she could think of (i.e. secret affairs).

Phr. ngokasa, I will strew you all about (with a blow) = I'll smash you to pieces.

u-Sakazana (s.k.), u. Small sack, as of sugar [Eng. sack].

Sakazeka (s.k.), v. Get scattered, as above = sakaka, ukuti saka.

Sake (Sukhe), poss. adj. His, her—see ake.

Sako (Sukho), poss. adj. Thy—see ako.

u(lu)-Saku (s.k.), u. Scrumby bush and vegetation growing thickly together, as at the outskirts of a wood, or in some fertile spots in valleys and beneath hills; such a place itself (= u(lu)-Fuba); certain kind of scrumby mimosa that has the habit of covering such spots as above (= isi-Kombo).

Sala, v. Remain; stay behind; be left over; survive [Sw. salia, remain; Her. kara].

Ex. uMzawana usele, Mzawana stayed behind.

Phr. aru! uMzawana usele, oh! Mzawana has remained behind (on the battle-field) —a sympathetic way of announcing that he was killed.

i(l)-Salamusi, u. A Malay [Eng.]

Sale, aux. verb, expressing 'to have to, must, should, ought to' (used in any tense and followed by present participle); also expressing 'afterwards, after that, then' (used in any tense and followed by subjunctive).

Ex. umi-ke aseungisale ngiyamba, and now I too shall have to go.

uSali'sunyelwa, you should now just leave him alone.

kosale unyama le'mabele, you shall, or have to, grind this Kafir-corn.

kwasala kwaqika ukafa kevakumvuso, there afterwards came the cattle-disease.

banyakusale bafe nabo, they will afterwards die also.

Salela, v. Lag, loiter, stay behind (with evwena).

Sambateka (Sambhatheka), v. Be or get confused, puzzled, not know what to think, say, or do, as from nervousness, difficulty of an affair, etc.; become forgetful, as when forgetting some article.

isi-Sambati (Sambhati), u. Puzzling, confusing affair.

Sambuluca (Sambhaluka), v. Puzzling, confusing affair.

Sami, poss. adj. My—see ami.

um-Samo (loc. em-Samo), u. 5. Back part of a hut, from floor to roof, generally used for storing goods.

Sana, imperat. of gisim, q.v.

u(lu)-Sana, u. Small smell, scent, whiff, in good or bad sense—dim. of u(lu)-Si q.v.

u-Sandhlula, u. = un-Takati.

isi or u(lu)-Sando, u. (C.N.) = isi-Santo.
um-Sanga, n. 5. Certain tree (*Clusena inegualis*), used as an *(i)Kambi* for children.

Sangana, v. Be mixed or muddled up confusedly, as the mind when dealing with a complicated affair, or two persons mixed up in a quarrel or misunderstanding (ep. *rabana*); be of a hare-brained, giddily silly nature (used in perf.) [prob. akin to *hlanguana*].

Ex. *kulinude kusangane ikunzi*, the head just gets into a maze.

Sanganeka *(s.k)*, v. Get mixed or muddled up, confused, as above.

Sanganisa, v. Mix or muddle up confusedly, as complicated affairs a person's head (ace.); set at cross purposes, come to a misunderstanding or quarrel, as a malicious gossiper might two persons (ace. = *rabanisa*) [prob. akin to *hlanguanisa*].

*(i)I-Sango, n.* Main entrance of a kraal, at its lower end; main entrance to the cattlefold; hence, gateway; space between the upper front teeth when naturally apart and through which one can squirt spittle (= *(i)I-Sango lumale, isi-Tshakoko*) [Reg. *kiangana*, enclosure; Sw. *m'langa*, gateway; Her. *otyi-ongo*, enclosure for lambs].

*Sangu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = sanguluka.*

Sanguluka *(s.k)*, v. Come fully to one's senses, as when rousing oneself thoroughly from sleep after awakening, or when coming round after a period of insensibility or intoxication, or as a child attaining the use of reason after seven or eight years of age (used in perf.); be on the alert, wide-awake, as to any suspected danger (used in perf.); get one's head cleared from sleep by taking a pinch of snuff (ep. *qabuka*); become clear again as to the vision; eyes that have been affected by disease or sitting in smoke = *qaguluka, taluka*.

Sangulula, v. Make come fully to one's senses; rouse up, wake up, as a person (ace.) half asleep or stupified; put one (ace.) on the alert, as giving him warning of danger; rouse one (ace.) up from sleepiness (with *ubutongo*) by giving him snuff = *qaguluna, talula* [Sw. *sakuna*, rouse up].

Ex. *ake augisangulule abutongo*, please waken me up from sleep, *i.e.* give me a pinch of snuff.

um-Sanka *(s.k)*, n. 5. Certain strong, very disagreeable, nauseating smell natural to the bodies of some Natives (ep. *(i)I-I*-

Quyu; *u(lu)-Hlofasu*; certain strong-smelling shrub growing by rivers, used along with other herbs as a remedy for expelling the *(i)I-Kambi* parasite.

Santabula *(s.t)*, v. Run swiftly, fly along, 'throw out one's legs'; grow a fine tall muscular young man (see *(i)ntsanta-
bula*); get through a piece of work (ace.) with great quickness = *santula*, *santuluka*.

Ex. *wushaga wusantabula*, he was off and away like a shot.

Ex. * umiejętności wayisantabula, wayiquba*, she got over the soil (she was hoeing) at an immense rate and finished it off.

*(i)I-Santaliya *(s.t)*, n. Native of St. Helena *(T)*.

*(i)I-Santi *(s.t)*, n. = *(i)I-Mpu*. 

isi-Santo or Sántolo *(Santu or Santsulaza)*, n. Certain shrubby climber, whose stems are stripped up for fibre; hence, any tough thing, not easily tearing or snapping, as a cane or stout cloth (ep. *lamatsha*).

u(lu)-Sánto *(Santu)*, n. *(N.) = isi-Santo.

Sanis *(s.t)*, v. Be of the colour of an *(i)ntsasa* (s. C.X).

Santsalaza *(s.t)*, v. Make fall or throw down bodily, heavily, as one man hurling another, (ace.) to the ground or throwing anything heavily down = *nkuti santsalazi*.

Ex. *usantsalaza uthi?* what is that it has hurled him down? = as of a man suddenly dead.

Santsalazi, ukuti *(ukuthi; s.t)*, v. = santsalaza; *santsalazeka*.

Santsalazeka *(s.t.; s.k)*, v. Get thrown down bodily, heavily, as a person slipping on the ice, or anything hurled bodily to the ground — *nkuti santsala-

izei.*

Santula *(s.t)*, v. = santabula.

Santuluka *(s.t.; s.k)*, v. = santabula.

isi-Santsanu *(s.t)*, n. Padenda of female child when exposed.

Santuza *(s.t)*, v. = *rumanjela*.

ama-Sánusanu *(no sing)*, n. A repeated exposing of the padenda by a female child constantly opening and closing the legs (with *akwa-enza*). See *sanuza*.

Sanuza, v. = *rumanjela*.

*(i)I-Sapasa (Saphasapha)*, n. = *(i)I-

Hluphulpaya*.

Sapaza *(Saphaza)*, v. = *hlupuza*.

Sapazela *(Saphazel)*, v. Splash a person (ace.), as when carelessly sprinkling or
dashing liquid stuffs about (with nga), or as mud splashing up over the person when walking through it.

**u(ul)-Sâpo** *(Saupeh)*, *n.* Anything scattered or strewn negligently about, as cattle on the veldt left unherded (ep. *u(lu)-Saba*); child or children left to go as they like, uncontrolled, as those of neglectful parents, or whose parents are dead (= *i-nKapane*). Cp. *u-Telawayeka*.

Ex. *kwasalaza* onke amahlobo apa *lusapo*, ali *vi*, all the regiments set off or threw themselves out (upon the enemy) in one scattered mass dashing in all directions.

**Sasa**, *v.* = *esasa*.

**isi-Sasadolo**, *n.* = *isi-Sadolo*.

**Sasalaza**, *v.* (N.) = *santsalaza*.

**um-Sasandhla**, *n.* 5. Certain skin-disease, probably scabies or itch, accompanied by intense itching, and which, on account of the constant scratching, often goes on to eczema (= *u(lu)-Tivyagi*), to which disease the name is consequently sometimes applied (cp. *i-inZenzane*; *i-mPehla*; also sometimes applied to boiled mealie-grains (= *izi-nKobe*).

**um-Sasane**, *n.* 5. Certain tree of the mimosa kind, from whose bark fibre is obtained.

**i(i)-Sasasa**, *n.* Quality of being favoured, liked, shown preference, loved by others, as one who is a favourite of others of his class, or one who has habitual good luck with anything, as in hunting game, finding gold, etc. (followed by possessive or locative of thing). Cp. *i-nThalula*.

Ex. *le'tonbeli inesasa leboantu*, this girl is a favourite of everybody.

*inesasa evinyamazane*, he is much favoured by game *i.e.* all seem to make for him, when nobody else can get any.

*wa ba inesasa b'xinkeni*, she was always lucky with firewood *i.e.* always being favoured by finding it easily.

**Sasaza**, *v.* Shower, *i.e.* make come forth or get sprinkled in a scattered shower, as water (acc.) from a watering-can = *ukuti sa*.

**Sasazela**, *v.* Set on, as a dog (acc.), by making the hissing sound *sa*; urge on a person (acc.) to fight, etc. = *sizizele*; cp. *bibizela*.

Ex. *nesisanasevela inwa yake*, he set his dog on to us.

**Saso**, poss. adj. Its = see *aso*.

**Sata** *(Satha)*, *v.* Have illicit sexual intercourse externally with a female (acc. = only used in vulgar conversation) = *zeku, rovu*. See *u-Msatanyoko*.

**isi-Sata** *(Satha)*, *n.* Such an illicit sexual intercourse, as above (with *ukwa-dlala*).

**i(i)-Satamanzi** *(Sathamanzi)*, *n.* = *i(i)-Zekamanzi*.

**Satanisa** *(Sathanisa)*, *v.* Use a word of abuse to one (ace.) implying that he or she has sexual intercourse with mother, sister, brother, etc.; sometimes used for *xabanisa* *q.v.*; (C.N.) fasten on one thing to another, as a blade into the haft of an assegai.

**Sâvu, ukuti (ukuthi)**, *v.* = *ukuti tsabu*.

**Savuna**, *v.* = *tsabuna*.

**Savuza**, *v.* = *tsabuza*.

**Sawo**, poss. adj. Its; their — see *awo*.

**Sawula**, *v.* Boil wildly, as water, etc., in a pot when it falls back in waves from the sides = *yabuza, yabula*.

**Sâwu sâwu, ukuti (ukuthi)**, *v.* = *sawula; savuza*.

**Sawuza**, *v.* Run along swiftly, 'kicking up the dust behind'; (C.N.) = *zawuza*.

**u-Sayitsheni** *(s.t.),* *n.* Sergeant [Eng.].

**SAYo**, poss. adj. Its; their — see *ayo*.

**Sazo**, poss. adj. Their — see *azo*.

**Sê, udv.** Already (followed by pres. part. or past tense); still (with adj. and prep. = *sa*); now (with subj. of request).

Ex. *sebehabdle*, they have already gone.

**sewafa**, he has already died (no exact equivalent in Eng.).

**kusemhalope**, it is still white (instead of *kusemhalope*).

**asekonela**, he is still here; he is still alive (= *ushekedi*).

**aseshamba manje**, let us go now.

**Se, and Sê**, def. aux. verb. Perf. and subj. of *Sa* (sibilant form, and the most commonly used in Zululand, of defective verb *Hla* q.v.).

Ex. *aseremendla, engathelungana 'umntu*? did he actually go without telling anybody?

**base bem'egise, ingunzi iinkosi yabo*! that they should really treat him with contempt, whereas he is their chief!

**ngase ngilwenze umntu**, I could just do it also.

**uti ngase bangqina, lina nje?** do you think, then, they would actually go and hoe, it raining thus?

**u(ul)-Se**, *n.* (C.N.) = *u(lu)-Bengu*.

**um-Sebe**, *n.* 5. Ray of the sun, or of sunlight, as rises from the horizon at sunrise, or as enters through a small hole in a wall; eyelash (rarely = *u(lu)-Kope*); (C.N.) arrow.

**u(ul)-Sebe**, *n.* = *u(lu)-Gw.***

**Sebekula** *(s.k.),* *v.* = *qebekula*. 


Sébukuli, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = sebekula.

u-Sebele, n. Applied by the father and mother of a bridegroom to the father and mother of the bride, hence, brother or sister-in-law = um-Lingene, um-Kweta. Cp. um-Kwe; u-Mamezulu [Sw. shemegi, brother-in-law].

ama-S'bele (ama-Si ebele), n. Mucus in the stomach of a child at birth, and which is brought out by an administration of the um-Tambane plant; indigestion in small children causing flatulent rolling of the stomach and vomiting; dwarf ground euphorbia (E. pungiformis).

isi-Sebele, n. Friend i.e. one to whom one is affectionately attached. Cp. isi-Hlobo, um-Nyane.

Sebenza, v. Work, labour (generally); work at, engage oneself upon, as at fields (acc.), a carpenter with boards, etc.; make or produce by labour, as earthenware goods (acc.), watches, etc. [Sw. tenda kazi, work].

Ex. usebenza-ni lopo? what are you doing, i.e. working at, there?  
ayasebenza imiti, he works at medicines, is a druggist.

ukisebenza, you will get to work, i.e. you will have something to do, a tough job.

uku-sebenza umuntu uguqalo, to work at i.e. administer medical treatment of every description to a sick person.

isi-Sebenzi, n. Workman.

um-Sebenzi, n. Work, of any kind.

Ex. siyakungapheleni ekuseni, konke siyakashaka sibe nousebenzi, we shall commence early in the morning, in that way we shall quickly have something done or to show.

Sebenzisa, v. Make one (acc.) to work; help him along with it by keeping him company, working with him.

Sefa, v. Sift = hlengo [Eng.]

isi-Sefo, n. Sieve = isi-Hlengo [Eng.]

Sehla, n. = ukuti schle.

Sěhle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Budge, stir along a bit, as a person sitting making room for another (= ukuti siki); budge along i.e. walk with a circling motion of the buttocks, as one crippled at the hip (= sehleza).

Sehle, aux. verb. combination of se and bhe, and sometimes equivalent to senyihle, sesihle, etc. or senyhle.

Sehleza, v. = ukuti sehle.

Seka (s. k.), v. = sekela.

um-Seka (s. k.), n. 5. Ring or ‘collar’ of any colour (mostly white) different from that of the body, round the neck of a dog, bird, etc.; coast-belt i.e. strip of country anywhere along the sea for about five miles inwards.

Ex. inja yami eusuka, my dog is collared i.e. has a neck-ring of white.

Sekehla (s. k.), v. Calumniate, make secret charges against a person (acc. = hlehi); crush a child (acc.) still in the womb by pressing the hips together, as some women do when bearing (prob. identical with sikihla, likinghla).

u(lu)-Sekelhe (s. k.), n. = mu(lu)-Selekhele.

Sekele (s. k.), v. Prop up, support, a thing (acc.) inclined to fall over sideways, as an earthen-pot by placing stones (= isi-Sekelo) beneath it, or a falling wall by resting props against it (not prop up, from below upwards = pusha); take the part of a person (acc.) in a dispute or fight, give him one’s support. Cp. viga [Sw. legemeza, shikiza, prop up].

u-Sekela (s. k.), n. Distemper, in dogs.

isi-Sekelo (s. k.), n. Prop or support, as a stone to prop an awkwardly standing pot, etc. See sekela.

Sèke sèke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Go with a waddling, waddling gait = sekela, sekesekezelu.

isi-Sèkesekele (s. k.), v. Fat heavy-bodied person (from the waddling gait).

Sèkesekeza or Sekesekezelu (s. k.), v. Go waddling or waddling along, as a duck, fat heavy person, or one short and squat, or one carrying a very heavy burden = ukuti sèke sèke.

Seketula (s. k.; s.t.), v. = peketula.

Sèkeza or Sekezelu (s. k.), v. Close up round, enclose, draw up round, as a lot of people round a new-comer (acc.), a chief travelling, or a central pot of food; close in, surround, as a hut (acc.) with soil at the outside to prevent the water getting under, or when piling wood round a fire (acc.) to shelter it from being dispersed by wind; go with a waddling, waddling gait, as a fat heavy person.

i(lu)-Seko (s. k.), n. Either of the three stones which always have a place on a Native hearth, and are used for prop-ping cooking-pots.

P. ukepansini kusamaseko, he is still a child, a minor, not yet old enough to act independently (as a child up to about 15 years of age); also, he is already under the stones, as good as buried, as one in the last stages of disease.

uku-kamela umuntu ekuw ос — see kamela.
Phr. *ontolo kwakupekwa umaseku uma-
tula, manamhla kusevijalo, in olden times it
was cooked with three pot-supports, and to-
day it is still so — life to dry is just as it
was; it is the same old world.

**isi-Seko (s. k.), n.** Small hard stone used
for pecking or roughening the surface of a
grindstone; also for supporting and bar
behind when rickety. See *gandula.*

**Sekula (s. k.), v. = utela.**

**Sekungati (Sekungathi).** It is, or seems
as if; would that = *sengati.*

**Sela, v.** Drink (nearly obsolete, save of
*u-shwula*) = *paza* [Ar. *sa‘a*, give to
drink; Sw. *zina, poza*, water i.e. pour
water on; Log. *sa*, drink; Ha. *sa*, drink].

**i(ii)-Sela, n.** Thief, one given to stealing.
See eba.

P. *isela tishaya umantu ugejala ebusweni,*
the thief (after he has eaten the *mawasi*)
strikes somebody else with the milk-vessel
in the face (so that he gets bespattered
and people think it is he) = a wrong-doer when
caught always wants to put the blame on
someone else.

**Selo, adv.** Already (followed by participle)

= se.

= *nesel'chambide,* he has already gone.

= *nesel'amuka,* he has already departed.

**i(ii)-Sele,** n. Frog, of the common river
or veldt kind, of which there are two to
three varieties = (i(ii)-Selasele, (i(ii)-Xo-
ro. Cp. i-nGrangra, i(ii)-Dwi, u-Vele,
(i(ii)-Gogo-dwane.

Phr. *umku*Sele (or Selewo) — is applied by
children to one who is always last, always
left behind, a laggard.

X.B. When a child has killed a frog, he
must say *‘nkoni weami! ungati! nobi!* —
arm of mine, don’t do so (drawing the arm
together — *nkun-fungera*), but do so (stretch-
it out — *nkun-chuka*); otherwise old people
say all his limbs will get doubled up like
those of the frog he has killed!

**isi-Sele,** n. Small hole, as might be left
by pulling out a large stone from the
road, just sufficiently large for one’s
foot to get tripped up in. Cp. *isi-Godi;*
*Ku-Holo; isi-Ni.*

**um-Sele,** n. 5. Ditch, furrow, as for
leading water; border or edge of a hut in-
side, round below the wattle-work.

**u(lu)-Selekehle or Selekehlane (mostly in
plur. i-nTselekehle; s. k.), n.** Thing of a
conspicuously small size among its
kind, as small grains of corn, beads,
person’s teeth, thin stalks of grass in a
sleeping-mat, etc. = **u(lu)-Sekehle.**

Ex. abahlulwa bake buyinselekhlane, her

headwork is little bits of things, i.e. contains
some beads smaller than the others and so
has an uneven surface.

**Selela, v.** (C.N.) = *gqibola.*

**i(l)i-Selesele, n. = (i(i)-Sele.**

**Selo** (last syll. accentuated) or **Seloku**
(Selekhni), adv. Since, ever since = *yi-
loku* [Ga. *soka,* since].

Ex. *seloku waqika,* ever since he arrived.

Phr. *selo kwadini* (or kwamini), since when,
*i.e.* since ever so long ago, from the begin-
ing.

**um-Selo, n. 5.** Everlasting beer-drinking,
as at any particular kraal. See sela.

Ex. *ka‘Bani y’iloku kani umeso (vo-
tshwela),* at So-and-so’s there is continuous
beer-drinking.

**Selwa,** v. Be dawned for (from *sa*), as
one who having proposed to rise while
it was still dark, wakes to find it already
light, or one overtaken by daybreak
while still engaged upon any work;
hence, he detected, have one’s evil ac-
tions brought to light, as a suspected
thief now caught in the act.

Ex. *asa! uselwe nambanje,* oh! he has
been brought to light, openly revealed
today (as to his evil practices).

**i(l)i-Selwa, n.** Fruit of the u(lu)-Selwa
plant, eaten as a vegetable when young
and green, or allowed to grow and ripen
into hard-shelled gourds (see *isi-Gubu*)
commonly used as water or milk ves-
sels = (i(ii)-Swela. Cp. i(ii)-Lisa.

**u(lu)-Selwa, n.** Variety of the gourd plant,
bearing fruit as above. Cp. u(lu)-Tanga.

Phr. *ukw-rints'uselwa,* to squirt out (from
the mouth) the gourd — being one of the
ceremonies performed by the chief at the
annual *ukw-eshamwana* q.v.

P. *uselwe* (or *zipi) i-intshebe ugu-
nyaftwa, you mustn’t root out (and throw
away) your gourds like Bushmen who
presumably did not value them, and yet they
have been of such useful service to mankind)
= you should not treat contemptuously or
speak ill of your benefactor.

**u(lu)-Selwa-lwemamba (umambha), n.** Cer-
tain climbing plant, bearing a beautiful
red fruit like an apricot, but non-edible,
though said to be liked by snakes.

**u-Sembawngapi (Sembathwengaphi), n.**
Blanket with colours showing alike on
both sides.

**i(i)-Seme, n.** Ludwig’s Bustard (Neotis
Ludwigi) and Stanley Bustard (N. Caf-
tra). Cp. um-Nqiti; i-nGyulua; u-Fu-
hla; un-Bukwane.

**i(l)i-Sempu (s. p.), n.** Anything somewhat
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behind, less, or surpassed by another thing, with which it is compared, in regard to size, growth, quality, etc. Cp. i-nThwempu.

Ex. ayike! ukulile uBani, kheko uThwempu, well, So-and-so has grown big (it is true), but he is a thing less so (than the other person being talked about) i.e. has done so in a less marked degree.

Sendana, v. Have sexual intercourse with one another, intermarry = only used in the phrase below. See u(lu)-Sendo; hlobongu; pinga.

Phr. uSendo layasendana, q'ini? do, then, those of the same stock ever unite in sexual intercourse? i.e. near relations never become intimate friends, they are always at war against one another. See um-Ndeni.

i(li)-Sende, n. Testicle, of man or beast. Cp. i(li)-Tweka.

isi-Sende, n. Swelling of the testicles and their sac from gonorrhoeal inflammation, etc.

i(li)-Sende-lengulube, n. Certain smooth-barked climbing plant growing along the coast.

i(li)-Sende-lenja, n. Running plant (Cucumis Africanus) bearing yellow spiny fruit, rather smaller than an egg but not edible. Cp. u(lu)-Tangazane.

um-Sendo, n. 5. Nap, woolly or downy surface of anything, as of the skin of a woman's kilt, inside the paunch of cattle, or on some kinds of cloth = um-Swendo. Cp. i-mBungu.

u(lu)-Sendo, n. Those descended from the same male ancestor (cp. i(li)-Sende); hence, house, line, stock, family, clan (= u(lu)-Hlobo); (N) tribal custom, usage peculiar to any people or country (cp. i(li)-Kwe).

Ex. uBani uThwempu kumvumi (or lewadi), So-and-so is of the same house or original stock as myself, is a distant relative of mine.

Phr. uBani kaseko umethwimi (or usendwini) komvumi, or eumthwimi, So-and-so is no longer of any house, there is no family that any longer cares to claim him as belonging to it = he is now an utterly worthless, despicable fellow (from his bad life), or is so old as to be no longer countable as an umvumi = kaseko emuthwimi.

Sénéne, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nse-

nene.

i(li)-Senene, n. Red-bait, found on rocks by the sea; expertness of a milker in getting much milk from a cow (with na).

isi-Senene, n. Name of a river-plant (C.N.).

um-Senene, n. 5. Species of large dark-coloured snake, non-poisonous, and resembling an uMamba though of a lighter tint, sometimes called um-Hlazwi, and regarded as an i-hlozi of old people.

Seneneza, v. = useneza.

Senga, n. Milk, as a cow (acc.); 'pump' a person for information; bleed a person by cutting incisions in the flesh, (not by cupping with the horn = lwaka) [Khu. senga, head of cattle; Heh. Gau. i-senga].

P. kukwankomu sengwekile, it is there where the cow is milked lying down, i.e. a kraal of sleepy, stupid people, where one can enter and do as he likes, and they be none the wiser = kwempumwelel'omini.

ubu-Senga, n. Soft flexible rings made of wire and worn on the wrists, legs, etc. Cp. i(li)-Sono; i(li)-Goli.

Sengahle, adv. from klu, q. v. May it just be! Can it just be? etc.

Ex. sengahle c'ense kanye! may you just do it and have done once for all! = as one might say when submitting himself to another to be killed.

nte ukuba abulwe kora, kwasekuwa akuphe
dla, olandayo sengahluphe, when that one had been killed, they said it was nothing, let him who likes just shave the head (and have done).

Sengaloku (Sengaloku), adv. = sengati.

Sengase, aor. verb. from se = sengahle.

Sengati (Sengathi), aor. verb. from ti. It is like; it seems as if; would that!

Ex. sengati impilo, it looks like a wagon. sengati katandi, it seems as though he is not willing.

sengati angafika! would that, I wish that he might come!

Sengaze, aor. verb. from zel = sengahle.

Can it just be (with subj. or potent.).

Ex. sengaze (or sengapase) nimuku ngabo

ko na? and are you just (or, actually) leaving on that account?

um-Senge, n. 5. Cabbage tree (Cussonia spirata), having very soft, rotten-like wood; applied to any rotten old isi-dweni. Cp. in-Tsengine: um-Sengembuzi.

Sengeka (s. k.), v. Get milked, 'pumped' etc.

Phr. us'

esengekile, he has already had the substance drawn out of him, i.e. has become thin (physically), or become cleared of his property (by constant begging).

um-Sengembuzi (Sengembhuzi), n. 5. Kind of Cabbage tree with a straight high-growth trunk. Cp. um-Senge; i-nTse-

nyane.
Sezela, v. Sniff or sniff with the nose, when smelling, smell by drawing in air through the nose, as a person or dog does when seeking to discover something smelling, or at a flower (locative), or a bull when smelling other cattle in the neighbourhood (for to smell at an object — see nuka) [Her. tyiza, scent].

Sha, v. Burn (intrans), be or get burned, as an article placed in the fire; dry up, as water in a river or cooking-pot, or as the river or pot itself (used in perf.); dry up as to the voice (izwir), become hoarse (used in perf.); get burnt (metaphor.), get into hot water, get what you won't like [Skr. ush, burn; dah, consume by fire; era, cook; Gr. kaiô, I burn; Sw. chomu, washa, burn; Nya. chà, die; Bo. hya, burn; Ga. ja, be burnt; Her. pia, burn].

Ex. kade uginemeneza, sengishe izwir, I've been shouting ever so long, I am already hoarse.

Sobamba, imifila uthile, we shall go when the rivers have dried up, i.e. are low.

Mantšoletšo selise amandzelo bo! here is the pot burning, already dried up as to its water.

Phr. washa! you got burnt! — as may be diversely shouted to one who has made an effort and failed = washa, wena.

Ngasha amandzelo twa, I was utterly overcome with astonishment.

Yekutando yaka' Thei, busha pantsi, busha pezulu, what love So-and-so has, it burning below and above, i.e. is all ablaze, ardent, in energetic action (the term may also be used in regard to anyone in a state of energetic excitement).

Ash'okhuyo, kweyo kwasha nas'opondremi (or nas'ok'xereni), it (the water) dried up that was (in the cooking-pot) boiling, and then it went and dried up also in the smoking-horn (or in the ladle) — used to express some utter failure, as of a young-man finally losing a particular girl.

Sha (tsha) when following n., adj. New; young; fresh, as an egg or bread [Ga. maja, mpja, new; cp. ja, be burnt; Sw. chaunga, young; pca, new; Bo. hya, new; cp. nga, burn; Her. pe, new; cp. pia, burn].

Umusha, n. i. Sweetheart (X).

Ubu-Sha, n. Newness; youngness or youth; freshness, as of an egg or bread.

Phr. loko kuyenda 'busha, that has been commenced newly i.e. in recent times.

Shaba, v. Go bad, go wrong, get done wrongfully, not come out well or successfully, be a failure for a person (ace.), as beer turning out bad, a piece of work (as
beadwork or thatching) that has not got done well, a plan that has not gone through successfully, or crops turning out a failure (= shampa, shabala). Cp. pumba); (N) come to nothing, fail to get done, as a plan or effort, or work of any kind – the use and meaning of this word, as also of shabalala, seem to be very different in Natal to what they are in Zululand, perhaps owing to Xosa influence.

Ex us'engishabile (or shabele) b'matene, this child has turned out badly or a failure for me – as when he becomes a bad character or goes off to the towns and doesn't return.

u(lu)-Shaba, n. Wild angry pugnacious temper, as of a man who is constantly fighting with others or striking his own, or a bullock given to making use of its horns upon the least provocation (with na) [Do. w-chaba, tyranny].

um-Shaba, n. 5. Lowest or ground layer of matting, of that which is encircled round a hut outside to keep the thatch firm = um-Wamba, um-Tikili.

Shabalala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = shabalala.

Shabalala, v. = shaba; (N) go about for nothing, fruitlessly, as on any unsuccessful errand; be reduced to nothing, removed out of existence, abolished, annhilated, as one's sorrow by soothing words – the use of this word in Natal is very different from that in Zululand and the meanings given are very uncertain and conflicting, being more inclined to the Xosa usage.

ama-Shabalala, n. Hair, thatch, and the like when hanging about in a long straggling or disorderly fashion, as a woman's topknot when dishevelled like a mop, or long hair of a Whiteman = ama-Shabalala.

Shabalandi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti shwambakaya.

i(li)-Shabangu or Shabangwana, n. Worthless, characterless, low fellow, talking and acting without principle or restraint as regards honesty, morals, etc.; rascal, scoundrel, = i(li)-Hlatanga, i(li)-Shabasha. Cp. i(li)-Hlabakaya; i(li)-Hlilipiti.

i(li)-Shabashaba, n. = i(li)-Shabangu; plur. ama-Shabashaba = ama-Shabalala.

Shabashaba, v. = shabashoba.

Shabasheka (s.k.), v. = shambasheka.

i(li)-Shabele (Shabhele), n. = i-nKоманко-ма.

Shabisa, v. Make be a failure, bring to nought – see shaba.

i(li) or isi-Shada, n. = i(li)-Shadi.

ubu-Shada, n = i-nKwankwane.

Shadalaza or Shadalazela, v. = shadalaza.

Shadanisa, v. Mix up purposely, confuse, as the words of a man in a case (C.N.).
i zi or ubu-Shadashada, n. Shuffling, evasive action or speech. See shadalaza.

Shadaza or Shadazela, v. Act or speak in a shuffling, trifling, evasive manner, as when attempting to bring oneself plausibly out of unpleasant circumstances, e.g. a man in difficulties patching up some present arrangement to get him through, or who goes out on the pretext of working and then merely trifles away the time by slight appearance of work, or who convicted of a fault seeks to explain by all sorts of trumpery excuses (= shadalaza); go along in a slow shuffling manner, as a fat man, or pig.

i(li) or isi-Shadi, n. Cleared spot, as a hairless spot on the head, scar of a burn on the body presenting a glassy cleared appearance, or a spot in the veld that has been cleared of its grass.

Phr. wipumancise u'shadi (or wipumancise kut'isadi), I have found merely the empty spot (the object, which I had left there and was seeking, had been taken or stolen).

Shafa, v. (C.N.) = shaba.

i(li)-Shafushifu, n. = i(li)-Shofushofu.

um-Shafuti, sometimes Shafuti (Shafuti, or Shafuthi), n.1. Thing which maintains perennial freshness, never seeming to age or lose its pleasant flavour, as a person who though advanced in years remains young in appearance and spirits, or food, like amasi or bread, of which one never gets tired.

Shafuza, v. Go wading aimlessly, as it were in the dark, amidst a lot of thick grass or undergrowth; go wading unintelligibly about in one's talk, so that one cannot see what is being aimed at = shofuza, shofuza, dafaiza.

Shakadela (s.k.), v. = shwabudela.

Shakaqa ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = shakaqela.

Shakaqela (s.k.), v. = shwabudela.

Shakatela (Shakathela), v. = shwabudela.

um-Shakazi (s.k.), n.1. Young and favourite wife. Cp. uma-Sha; uma-Lobokazi.

i(li)-Shakwindha (s.k.), n. Grass burnt off in autumn i.e. the parts of the veld where such burnings have taken place. Cp. i(li)-Hlumu.

Shala shala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = shadaza.
i(i)-Shālashala, n. A sneaking, suspicious-looking person, acting as below. Cp. i(i)-Nyadanyela.

Shalaza, v. Keep away from, shun the company of, avoid a person (acc. with ela form), as a person who finds himself in an assembly or room along with another whom he doesn’t wish to hold intercourse with, or whom he may see coming along and so avoid by taking another path (cp. gwegwesela); anoint the body sparingly, just here and there, with fat. Cp. nyalaza.

Shālu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Appear or get seen momentarily and as suddenly disappear, cause a momentary vision, flash out, flash by, as a person quickly passing a doorway or turning a corner before being clearly seen, or a sudden burst of sheet-lightning = ukuti yape, ukuti shobe.

Shaluz, n. Appear and disappear suddenly, as above: be continuously on the move, first here then there, as a busy overseer at work, or an idle wanderer (= julua. Cp. shangasha).

um-Shaluzane, n. 5. = um-Shangeshu.

Shamasheka (s.k.), v. Be ardent, zealous, enthusiastic in earnest about any work (acc. with ela form) = shikeseleka.

Shamaza, v. Go off secretly for purposes of sexual intercourse, as a girl to the kraal of her young-man — now nearly obsolete = gudha.

Shāmbakaqa, ukuti (Shāmbhakaqa ukuthi), v. = ukuti shawabantu.

Shambasha (Shambhasha), v. = shimbasha.

Shambashika = Shambhashika, v. = shimbashika.

Shampa (s.p), n. = shaba.

Shāmpu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p), v. = shampuzu.

Shampuza (s.p), v. Do anything in a slight, superficial, careless, partial manner, as when hoeing a field in an unthorough manner, or washing a thing without removing all the dirt, paying only half-hearted attention to a visitor, or when talking in a half kind of way (intentionally or otherwise) so that one cannot completely understand how the matter really stands = ukuti shampu, nganyalata.

i(i)-Shāmpushampu = Shampushampu.

um-Shampuzane, s.p. = i(i)-Shampushampu.

Shamsheka (s.k.), v. = shimbasheka.

i(i)-Shamza, n. Blister or rising of the skin filled with watery fluid, as from a scald (cp. i-nTshabusuku; i(li)-Bamza); also = i(i)-Tumza.

um-Shana, n. 1. Name given to the child of a woman by her parents and her brothers (not sisters, who would say merely um-Nlamami).

i(i)-Shanda, n. (C.N. fr. Xo.) = i(i)-Shada.

Shanduza, v. Tramp about, as over the country (acc.), or here and there on any spot.

Shanela, v. Sweep, as a room (acc. or loc.) or the rubbish therein; clear out a grain-pit (acc.), i.e. remove the last remnants of grain therefrom; hold an informal kind of dance, 'sweeping clear' the spot, as when, after the conclusion of the dancing of the bridal party and before the commencement of the bride-groom's dance, a body of outsiders or spectators (young-men and girls) assemble of their own accord under their headman, and perform on the dancing-ground = shayela.

i(i)-Shanelo, n. Kafir tea-plant, of two varieties, commonly used for sweeping yards, etc., — hence the name; broom formed of any shrub-twigs for sweeping in the open (not in the hut — see below) = i(i)-Shayelo.

um-Shanelo, n. 5. Hand-broom, formed of a small bundle of strong grass, etc., and used for sweeping in the hut (= um-Shayelo); also applied to the younger sister of a bride, who accompanies her to her new home and subsequently herselfmarries there.

Shanga or Shāngashanga, v. Wander about from place to place, as over the country, or a vagabond dog = shangasha; cp. zula; betnsa [Sw. zunguka, wander; tanya, stroll; Her. riango, wander].

Shangasha, v. = shanga.

u(lu)-Shāngashanga, n. One given to wandering about the country, as a roving person or vagabond dog = um-Shangeshu.

um-Shangashu, n. 5. = u(lu)-Shangasha-nya.

Shangaza, v. = shanga.

um-Shangeshu, n. 5. = u(lu)-Shangasha-nya.

u(lu)-Šāngushanga, n. = u(lu)-Shangasha-nya.

Shanguza, v. = shanga.

i(i)-Shani, n. = um-Coboka.
Shantshula (s.t.), r. Go ‘flying’ along, as a man or buck swiftly running, or (by comparison) getting along with unusual quickness when walking = l'Untulu

Shápa, ukuti (Shápha, ukuthi), v. Eject, or make flow out in any way through an orifice, a single small quantity of anything liquid, as a man when passing urine (ace.) slightly, a milkboy squeezing only a few drops of milk (ace.) from the udder, or the cow giving milk in that way, or an infant evacuating a single small liquid stool, or a person letting fall a word or two in a conversation about some matter = shapaza, shapakeza, shapalaza. Cp. ishapaiza.

isi-Shapa (Shapho), n. A small square of beadwork presented to a young man by his sweetheart and worn by him over the hips (N).

Shapakeza (Shaphakeza), v. = ukuti shapa.

Shápakezi, ukuti (Sháphakezi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti shapa.

Shapalaza (Shaphalazo), v. = ukuti shapa.

Shápalazi, ukuti (Shápalazi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti shapaza.

Shága, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = shaqa; shaqeka; shaqisa.

Sháqa, v. Shrink together (intrans.), draw up together, contract, as a cloth bunching up together from any cause, or the flesh round a healing sore, or the skin when acted upon by an astrigent medicine (= shaqeka); make so shrink or draw up together, or contract (= shaqisa); shrink together with astonishment, i.e. be utterly amazed (= shaqeka); make so shrink together, i.e. utterly astonish or amaze (= shaqisa); clear off entirely; at one go, finish right off, remove or take clean away, as cattle a field of mealies, a man drinking off a pot of beer or removing a heap of rubbish at one taking (= ukuti shwale, shaqalazi) [Sw. shangaza, astonish].

u-Sháqa, n. Certain herb (Berkheya sp.) of astrigent properties, used for sores.

(i)(ii)-Sháqa, n. Dry cake of cowdung, used as fuel (= (ii)-Longwe); thing burnt up to a cinder, as meat or mealies when burnt in roasting; also applied to the liver, as being of a ‘dried up’ nature after boiling.

isi-Shaqaba, n. = (ii)-Jhah.

Sháqalazi, v. = ukuti shaqalazi, shaqalaza.

Sháqalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Clear off entirely; finish clean off, as a pot of beer (ace.) = shaqa; ukuti shashalazi. 

isi-Shaqalazi, n. A finishing clean off.

Ex. inukuzo unukuzi imishalaza. 

Shaqeka (s.k.), r. — see shaqa.

Shaqisa, v. — see shaqa.

Ex. umati wokashaqisa, a medicine for making contract i.e. an astrigent (see shaqisa).

Shashalaza, v. = shahalaza.

Sháshalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti shaqalazi.

(i)(ii)-Sháshaza or Shashanzi, n. Vesicular pimple (containing matter), pustule, as of an eruption. Cp. i-Tshantsimba.

Sháshé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Merely put in an appearance, just let oneself be seen — only in phr. below.

Ex. y'aini, angasati shasha agakiti? why is it you no longer show your face down our way? 

Shawula, v. Gather, make fire, etc., with dry sticks of the i-Tshawula weed (only used by women).

Sháya, v. Strike, beat, hit, as a person (ace.) with a stick (uya), or a buck with a bullet; flog, as a child; punish a person, generally, in any sense; play, any instrument (whether by hand or mouth); clap (followed by i-Tshawula or (ii)-Hlombe, expressed or understood); make one (ace.) out to be, as a fool (ace.); do off anything in fine style, in numerous idiomatic senses, as below [Sw. shaqa, strike; MZT. jaya, kill].

Ex. shaqa, sibone, clap and let us see — as an amagama might say to one come to consult her.

Ex. ngishasha isitula, you make me out a fool. 

waizishasha inganana he pretended to be an expert (in the business).

radlha yake ngishasha inganana. he did his house off with boards inside.

ngishasha inganana chuma, I did myself off, i.e. picked out for myself, treated myself to, a red blanket.

ara! amandla, oh! he did off the amasi, did So-and-so, i.e. put it away, ate it off largely.

nshaye ongama undo hampi, he has done off, knocked off, pointed out for us, a black cow with its calf.

babalshaye they had done off i.e. had formed, or were going in, a long single file. 

Bo'itokumbi uNkhalishagy, I have not yet done off this beer-pot i.e. have merely said
the rolls of clay one on the other, and have
not yet smoothened them together into one
surface = lalaxa.

ukami ukashyile unyaka amabele, So-
and-so has done off the Kafir-corn properly
this year i.e. has got a fine show or crop
of it. See mpwa.

i.inkomo nyanselectu (or nyanibena)
inkamnye yami, the cattle have done off my
field and discarded it i.e. have left nothing
remaining.

sebashaya weneita, he is already off and
away.

ushye iwingakalamu, he does himself off
i.e. he shows abundantly, the white of the
feet (Native).

wushyale unagnayizo, isigere, impenda,
ingomu (or any set-dance), they are now
doing off i.e. going through or performing
an unagnayizo, etc.

Phr. uku-shayalisa izandhlala ilihambe, to
strike together the hands i.e. clap (whether
a single clap or continuously).

nyiyakakashyala, ningsiye ngiyose lya ngicyi-
ka’yilo, I shall strike you and then go and
ask your father for a pinch of snuff; i.e. and
shall not care about your father being present.

uku-shayelisa indlebele, to catch a whisper,
overhear a word or two of conversation, hear
a rumour.

uku-shayelisa indlebeni (or inkomo) esifubeni,
to be incapable of keeping a secret, blurt
abroad everything one knows.

uku-shayelisa unumce, to smack the fingers,
as the Natives do when asserting vigorously.

uku-shayelisa punksi, to fail, make a fruitless-
effort, a failure, as when a man takes an
aim and misses, or a medicine that proves
inincetual, or when a man talks in vain, or
a plan that has come to nothing.

uku-shayelisa itenbi, to have the hiccups.

uku-shayelisa yebuma, to be alarmed, entered
by fear.

uku-shayelisa ikumla (or intloko), to strike
the head (against the wall of the hut), as
when denying strongly = be positive (gen.
preceded by pika, etc.).

(iii)-Shayakole (Shayakholthe), n. A clean
swEEP or finishing off, as made by loc-
usts or drought to the crops (with en-
za); double-faced or double-tongued
rascal who pretends friendship and then
speaks against you.

u-Shayakuhle (Shayakholu), v. Certain
tree, exuding red sap, used as an um-
Butele.

Shayana, v. Strike one another; knock
against one another, as two bottles
dangling; collide with, as a person with
a tree (with na) when running; come
into collision, as two running trains;
knock up against, meet, as one person
another (with na) on the road.

Shayanisa, v. Knock together (trans.), as
two cymbals (acc.) or the hands when
clapping, or the teeth when cold; bring
into collision, put at loggerheads, cause
to quarrel, as a malicious talker might
two parties (acc. with amakanda or
nyamakanda); make cross with one
another i.e. put or take one thing (na
or nga) in place of another (acc.), ex-
change one thing (acc.) for another (na
or nga). Cp. pambahisa.

Ex. uham'ushayanisela abantu nyamaka-
nda (or ngenxollo), he goes setting people
at loggerheads, bringing them into conflict.

Wumshyanisela umkono yake ngushela
(or uhashu), he exchanged for him his cow
for a horse.

Shaye, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be numerous, as
cattle or people.

Shayeka (s. k.), v. Get struck, knocked, etc.;
be strikeable, etc.

Ex. washayeka ekamla ngumnti, he got
knocked on the head by a tree = he knocked
his head against a tree (as when running).

Shayela, v. Beat or strike for; hence, drive,
as a wagon (acc.) or carriage (from the
main occupation being with the whip); also = shanela.

Shayelela, v. Speak at length with a view
to some particular point, drive away at
it (C.N.).

um-Shayeli, n. 1. Driver, as of a wagon
(mod.).

um-Shayelo, n. 5. = um-Shanelo.

Shayisa, v. Cause to strike, etc.

Ex. umshakumshayisa'walo, you shouldn’t
make him alarmed.

um-Shayo, n. 5. Rafter, of any kind in a
hut (though most commonly applied to
those that go across the hut from side
to side, that which goes from front to
back having a special name, um-Janja-
to); also = um-Zamaziso.

Shaza, v. Scorch or dry up, as frost or a
very cold wind the crops (acc.—not as
fire, see hamala).

Phr. wayashaza! you were nipped by the
frost, came to nothing (like the corn in the
field), you were a failure!—shouted in de-
cision at one who has made an ineffectual
effort at something or made a miss = waya.

(iii)-Shaza, n. (N) = i-Gwagwa.
Sházi ukuti (ukuthi), v. Catch a glimpse of a thing (ace), just see it for an instant, as when it quickly passes before one. Cp. ukuti vruə; ukuti vvev.
isi-Shazi, n. = um-Lunyana.

Shaziza, v. = ukuti shazi.

um-Shazo, n. 5. Cuttingly cold wind blowing from the Drakensberg, in the up-country districts.

Shé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Lie tightly upon or sticking closely to, as the skin of burnt porridge on a pot (loc.), a sock to the foot when fitting tightly, or (by comparison) a person ‘sticking to’ a friend when in strange company; also (C.N. fr. Xo.) = ukuti shashe.
She, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be entirely absent, wanting, gone, etc., as all the people from a kraal, or water from a river = ukuti nya.

u-Shebe (Shebehe), n. Large fat beast or person = isi-Shubuka, um-Vesha.

Shebeleza, v. Glide along (approximately without any agitating motion), as a fish, a duck upon the water, a railway-train, or a man quickly getting over the ground with a steady imperceptible short-stepped gait = ukuti shebelezi.

Shebelezi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = shebeleza.
isi-Shede, n. Fowl with no tail-feathers naturally; person with small buttocks = i-nTshedesi.

Sháfe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti feshe.

Sheka (s. k.), v. Pass watery, ‘shooting’ stools, as a person or beast of diarrhoea (= huda); get burned in one’s heart, be burning or in a passion with love, desire, or other emotion, as an ardent lover or passionate preacher (cp. shekela).

Phr. ukashelela iyacababa = see huda.

Shekelela (s. k.), v. Make a detour for, cut round or across by another hidden path for, in order not to be seen by something (ace.) one wishes to overtake. Cp. gweywesela.

Shekeleza (s. k.), v. = tekeleza.

um-Shekelo (s. k.), n. 5. Place below or outside of the kraal-entrance, towards which the cowdung and kraal-manure gets carried by the rain and which in consequence becomes a very rich spot; small particle of dung, as voided by a bird on to anything; white spot or mark on the back of a black or red beast = um-Shekelo.

Shekezeila (s. k.), v. Be filled with apprehension, dread, or fear, as when called up by the chief for some fault or when passing a frightful place at night.

Ex. angisekezelu muwe (or angishekezelu-lele), I don’t fear you in the least.
isi-Shekki (s. k.), n. One burning, in a passion with love, desire, or other emotion, as an ardent lover or passionate preacher. Cp. isi-Shisekeli.

um-Shekisane (s. k.), n. 5. Certain tree (Eleonora lanceolata), having small edible berries and whose roots are used as a powerful purgative remedy.

um-Sheko (s. k.), n. 5. = um-Shekelo.

u(lu)-Sheko (s. k.), n. Loose, semi-liquid stools, as of diarrhoea or of a bird = u(lu)-Huho.

Shela, v. Dry up for, in, etc. (mostly transposed into passive form, shelew), as the water for its pot or river; lie closely upon, stick tightly to, as the burnt porridge-skin to the bottom of a pot, or as a close-fitting pair of stockings, or a person remaining persistently seated on one spot or ‘sticking fast’ to a fellow-traveller (with ku or loc. ukuti she); burn for (intrans. i.e. being burned with love, desire, enthusiasm, or other passion, for some person (ace) or thing; hence (C.N.) woo, court, as a young-man a girl (= qomisa).

Ex. ilukwe lethile enimhe nuye, the trousers fit him tight to the body.

waye s'ileko eshele nuye, he kept fast to him.

ang'azi uma ushele-ri? I don’t know what he is still enthusiastic about or ardent for.

P. intha! ishele no'm'umazi, the fish is dried up for by the water = he is left stranded, all hope has left him.

isi-Shëlashela, n. = isi-Khubukhulu.

Shele, int. Never mind! Don’t mind it! Let it pass! – said to soothe the feelings of one who has been provoked, or sinned against = shele. Cp. hwnn.

Ex. shele! 'm'umvuti! kusebe naphumelele, don’t mind it, brother of mine! it is only caused by his craziness.

Shelela, v. = ukuti shelele.

Shëlele, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Slip, slide, as when stepping on a slippery stone or piece of orange-peel; slip out, off, away, as any article from its place, or a person stealthily leaving a party (cp. ukuti ngulele); let slip, as an undesirable word or involuntary breaking of wind [Sw. teleza, slip; Ga. seleza, slip; Bo. telela, be slippery; Her. beza, slip].

Ex. mas'iti shelele, waphume um'dlumi, he then slipped out of the hut.
Sheleleza, v. Slide along, down, into, etc., as children sliding on their buttocks down a sandy bank or off a pool-bank into the water; slide a thing (acc.) along, as when pushing a spoon along a table; 'slip along' i.e. get over much ground quickly, as a fast nimble walker = sheleleza, shishiliza.

u-Shelezi, n. Slipperiness; smoothness of surface, as of polished wood or velvet; dangerous riskiness, as in war, hunting, etc. [Sw. Bo. u-telezi, slipperiness; Ga. bu-selezi; Her. omu-bezisiro].

Ex. Nwangenxelwini lafo, it is full of danger, risks there.

Phr. ukwenzeka bushelezini amazingayo, to put the teeth on edge, as do eating pineapples, etc.

isi-Sheli, n. (C.N.) = isi-Qomisi.

(iii) or u(lu)-Shengele, n. Strong walker, able to cover an immense distance at a time = u(lu)-Shezi. Cp. u(lu)-Shishi.

um-Shengele, n. 5. = um-Cakulo.

Shengula, v. Scoop up snuff (acc.) from the palm of the hand into a snuff-box, or by an i-Tshengula.

Shesa, v. Do quickly, as in any action; make haste, be quick, as when walking or being sent. Cp. kweteleza.

Ex. sheshi'ndaye, return quickly.

Shesheleza, v. = sheleleza.

um-Sheshengwana, n. 1. or 5. Sneaking informer, who is always carrying tales to the chief about other people's doings. Cp. u-Sibuhlangubanyemakosini; um-Zekezi.

Sheshezelala, v. Go along quickly, hurriedly; hasten off to the chief with tales about other people.

Sheshisa, v. Make a person (acc.) or thing be quick, hasten, hasten along; do quickly, be quick, make to get along quickly.

Ex. alini agasherenzu kulde, agasheshisa, So-and-so works well, he is quick (makes it go quickly).

sheshisini ondo'mshenzini, he be quick (make to go quickly) with this work.


(iii)-Shezi, n. Piece or strip of meat from a slaughtered beast, from its being a delicacy of rare occurrence (seldom used).

u(lu)-Shezi, n. = u(lu)-Shengyele.

Shi, ukutu (ukuthi), v. = ukuti twa.

Ex. ekonoweni ati shi, he is buried in cattle, has so many of them.

ukutule u'sethe shi, he is angry, he is deep gone into it (anger) i.e. he is in a rage.

isi-Shi, n. Unsociable humour, disinclination to be companionable or obliging, as a stranger who when asked a question or a favour gives a bad-humoured response, or people who having fallen out act in an unfriendly manner towards one another when they meet = u(lu)-Guba.

Ex. ngacela isikho kege, wag'unzeka isishi nje, I asked him for a vessel, but he just gave me a disobliging humour.

u(lu)-Shibandolo, n. Any tall, slender person or thing, as a lanky man, or long mealie-stalk.

Shibazela, v. Go on in a bold, headless manner, after having been checked or called, as a child, or one trespassing through a field; go along generally in a bold, vehement manner, fire along, as when going off in a wild angry humour; 'fire away', do vigorously, any work, dancing, etc. (rarely used in this sense) = shingizela.

Shibiikka (s.k.), v. Go bad, turn bad, as beer, milk, fruit, or a person who has turned to evil ways; wriggle about, struggle, as a cat or a thief when in one's grasp or a snake when struck (cp. shoba-shoba).

Shibiliza, v. Make so go bad, or wriggle about.

u-Shiboshi (Shiboshi), n. Sheep-wash or dip; any disinfectant [Eng.].

Shide ukuti (ukuthi), v. = shidela; ukuti shige.

Shidela, v. Thrust or insert a thing (acc.) into or among something else, as when thrusting a stick into a hole, or a small article in among a heap of clothes so as to be hid (cp. ilokoze); 'thrust at' one (acc.) rough, violent, abusive language = shigela.
Shihaha (Shihhakha), int. Used for urging on dogs in the chase, bulls when fighting, etc. See shishizela; bibizela.

Shika (s.k.), v. = shikashika.

Ex. kurnugisini yini ukiphakela lena okutini? don't you see me toiling away by myself at these weeds?

Shika, or Shika shika, ukuti (akuthi; s.k.), v. = shikaza, shikaizika.

(iii)-Shikane (s.k.), n. = i-nGwee.

Shikaza (s.k.), v. Toil away, work away laboriously at any work (ace. or with loc. or wa), as at a field or other piece of work one wants to get through = shika, shikazu.

Shikashikeka (s.k.), v. Get worked laboriously or toilsomely, as a person engaged on some big troublesome job (= nyikangikeka); get worried, as by long waiting or sitting with nothing to do (with pantsi).

Shikaza (s.k.), v. = shikashika.

Shiki, ukuti (akuthi; s.k.), v. Have large-sized buttocks (= shikila); be too much for, overpower (= shikilisa).

Shiki (s.k.), int. Shouted to cattle to check them, bring them back, etc., when going off from the herd, turning out of the path, etc. = shikiza, shiliza.

(iii)-Shiki (s.k.), n. A going-away for good; also (by comparison) an unusually protracted absence (even when returning) — with muku, hamba, etc.

Ex. uBoni sewabancisa isiki. So-and-so has gone off for good, he never comes, or is coming, back.

Shikila (s.k.), v. Show great massive buttocks (cp. quaota; pentsula; kwechsa); show or exhibit the buttocks to another (ace. with elu form), as girls are accustomed to do to one another; turn the buttocks, i.e. back, upon a person (ace. with elu form = fatutela); turn the back on (metaphor.), abandon, despise, as a son his parent or benefactor (ace. with elu form = fututela); get on vigorously ahead with any work, make quick progress with it, so that the main portion is already left behind the buttocks or back, as when hoeing a field (ace. with elu form), or (by comparison) work generally, as hut-building, etc. (cp. shinya); also = shingipata.

Shikilelela (s.k.), v. Turn the buttocks, or back, towards another; as hold dancing-girls coming out from the line are accustomed to do to one another or to favoured spectators.

Shikilisa (s.k.), v. Be too much for a person (ace.), beat, overpower, as any work, combatant, or subject of study = ukuti shiki.

Shikisha (s.k.), v. Rub, rub out, rub off, rub in, a thing (ace.) by a vigorous rubbing pressure on one spot, as when a person after having crushed an insect under foot rubs it clean out by a shuffling of the boot, or when rubbing mud from the sole by a pressing rub, or an embrocation into a painful spot, or when rubbing the back (with ujut) vigorously or buttocks, as a horse, in order to crush the ticks (ace. = shimubasha; cp. kuhla; hlikhla; shiikaza); work or wriggle one's way into, penetrate by a forward pushing motion (= shikilisa); work or pester one by persistent irritation, as when one eats indigestible fruit-berries and they cause him stomach pains, or a person who is an u(lu)Shikishi, q.v.

Ex. uqukika, uqeshishabo uqesihtlilu pantsi, I denied, I rubbed with the cheek on the ground i.e. I denied vigorously.

Shikisesheka (s.k.), v. Get rubbed with pressure, as above; get persistently irritated, be pestered or bothered, as by any trouble-some work, or person, bodily ailment, etc. = shimubasheka.

Shikishela (s.k.), v. Work or wriggle one's way into, penetrate by a pushing motion, as a man working his way through a crowd or in among others for a seat, or a tick or lance working its way forward into the flesh = ukuti shikishi.

Shikishi, ukuti (akuthi; s.k.), v. = shikishela.

u(lu)-Shikishi (s.k.), n. Person of an irritatively angry or ill-humoured nature, always snapping at somebody, quarrelling, fault finding, etc., so as to be a pest to them = u(lu)-Nabosi.

Shikiza (s.k.), v. Command, check, etc., cattle (ace. with elu form) by shouting shiki q.v. to them.

Shili, int. = shiki.

Shiliza or Shilizela, v. = shikiza.
Shimana, u. Man rejected by the girls (C.N.) = isi-Gwadi.

Shimanqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be closely gathered together in a group, clump, lump, etc., as cattle, people talking, a small wood or thick cluster of trees standing alone, or thickened lumpy food.

isi-Shimanqa, n. Group, clump, or thick lump, of cattle, people, trees, food, etc., collected or lumped together (= isi-Shimanqa); also by some, a rejected person, as a young-man not liked of the girls or wife not liked by the man (= isi-Gwadi; isi-Shintsha).

Shimbasha (Shimbhasha), v. = shikisha.

Shimbashoka (Shimbhasheka), v. = shikiseka.

isi-Shimeyana, n. Intoxicating drink made from treacle (C.N. from Eng. machine).

Shina, v. Lie with a woman (C.N. Baca).

Shimashina, v. Work away at, or do off, rigorously and in large degree, as a woman working away at a large field (acc.), or pitching into another (acc.) vehemently with scolding, or a man putting away an unusually large dish of food (acc.) or stabbing a wild-beast (acc.) energetically so as to kill it outright.

Shinga, v. Get along vigorously and rapidly with any piece of work, as a woman with a field (with na) she is hoeing, or a man with a hut he is building (cp. shikila); also = rrina (the commoner word in Zululand).

ifi-Shinga, n. = isi-Brini; groundsel-like weed, used as vermifuge for calves (N).

ubu-Shinga, n. Character or nature for doing wrong, or what is bad, disapproved of, harmful, etc.

ama-Shingana, u. (N) = i-nGrobongo.

isi-Shangi, n. = isi-Brini.

Shingipala (Shingiphala), v. Turn away, or go off, with dislike, indignation, anger, as from something that has caused one sudden ill-feeling = shikila.

Shingizela, v. = shibazela.

isi-Shingo, n. = isi-Copo.

Shingoshasha, v. Work on a person (acc.) with charms in order that he lose his attractiveness or become disliked by the other sex = gqunuqisa, shikaga.

isi-Shingoshani, n. Medicinal charm used as above; person so treated and rendered disliked, etc. = um-Shikaga.

Shingota (Shingotha), v. Roam about all over the place in a restless manner as in search of something, as a woman going about in search of food for her children in time of famine, or a sick person rendered restless by sickness, unable to remain quiet on one spot = shingota.

ama-Shingotshi (Shingothi), n. Restless or aimless roaminngs-about, as above, or of one talking a lot of senseless rubbish.

Shingozwa, v. = shingota.

isi-Shingozini, n. Stick for stirrings u-tsikwa-la (C.N.).

u-Shingwana, n. = isi-Copo.

Ex. upel'ashingwele la = he seems to lord it here, to be quite at his ease (C.N.).

Shinekeza (s.k.), v. Rub off, wipe off with a pressing sweep, as mud (acc.) from the foot on a mat, snuff out of one's palm, or paint from the hand with a cloth = hlunikeza; cp. hlikhilo.

Shinikezi, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = shinikeza, ukuti hlunikezi.

isi-Shinikezi (s.k.), n. Rejected person, as a young-man rejected by the girls or wife by her husband = isi-Shonkolo, wu-Shikaza, isi-Shipati, isi-Gwadi. Cp. i-Mofikuze.

Shintsha (s.t.), v. Change money (acc.), from one variety into another [Eng. change]; also (N) = shisha.

Shipa (Shipha), v. Break wind gently, with the sound shi (cp. erthirweza; suza; ukuti udwi); cause a disgust, dislike, aversion in one (acc.), as the same food continually served, or long monotonous work (= dina, kutuza; cp. neyga) = pisha.

Shipana (Shipana), int. exclamation of triumph over an enemy (C.N.).

isi-Shipati (Shipathi), n. = isi-Shinikezi.

Shipika (Shipika), v. Get disgusted with, tired of with dislike or aversion, as with the same food or work always, or a long and tiresomely sick patient.

Shipi, ukuti (Shipi, ukuthi), v. = shipa; shipeka; shipiza.

isi-Shipi (Shipi), n. Few drops or slight quantity of anything suddenly discharged, as of watery stools discharged when breaking wind, or a few drops of milk squeezed from a cow (see shipa; shipiza); any article of dress for everyday wear or working in (cp. ili-Hlobo).

Shipilaza (Shipiliza), v. Wipe off with a sliding or sweeping movement, as spilled water (acc.) from off a table, snuff from out of a person’s palm, or as cattle ‘wiping off’ mealies from a field; sweep slindingly off or along, as a
smooth-suraced grinding-stone does
the grain (acc.) without crushing it.

Shipiliziz, ukuti (Shipiliziz, ukuthi), v. =
shipiliza.

um or u(ul)Shipilizi (Shipilizi), n. 5.
Smooth-suraced or slippery stone, as
in a river; gen, used of a grinding-
stone.

Shipiza (Shipiliza), v. Wipe off with a
sweep of the hand, as tears (acc.) from
the eyes, sweat from the brow, water
from the outside of a washed vessel,
or dust from one's sleeve; wipe off a
few drops i.e. draw only a very slight
quantity of milk (acc.) from a cow's
udder when milkling. Cp. cipiza.

Shiqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti shide.

isi-Shiqa, n. Rough, violent, abusive talk.

Ex. mus'ukunkumbela ngesishiqa, don't
speak to him in such a wild, abusive way.

Shiqa (s. k.), v. = shidela.

Shiqla, v. = shidela.

Shiqeleka (s. k.), v. Thrust oneself into,
intrude oneself unwanted, as into a hut
or company (loc.). Cp. fuzula.

isi-Shiqeli, n. Violent-tongued person. See
shiqela.

Shisa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Have a sensation
of heat in the bowels, causing one to
not go to stool.

Shisa, v. Burn a thing (acc.), as with
fire or a red-hot instrument; burn, or
cause a hot, inflamed sensation in, as
strong spirits in a person's throat (acc.),
or a tight bandage; heat, as metal (acc.)
in the fire; be hot (i.e. burning to
what they touch), as hot water, food,
or the sun; scorched, dry up, as the
sun or frost does crops or rivers; be
burning, or inflamed, as one's heart
with passion, or a wound with inflam-
mation. See sha.

Ex. washiwa inti, he was burnt or
consumed by strong internal feelings or
passion (as to do any particular thing).
amandi eshishapo, hot water.

Phr. ukuthi eshishapo amundo, he is
always nagging at us, pestering us with his
angry temper, is never done scolding us,
etc.

u-Shisa, n. Kafir eating-house (T).

i(l)-Shisa, n. Any decorated (lit. burnt
for) thing, as a wooden head-rest, food-
bowl or calabash carved and ornament-
ed with black figures burnt in with a
red-hot iron, or an eating mat or
basket when interwoven with grass
previously boiled in colouring matter.

i(l)-Shisandhu, n. Hot wind coming (in

Zululand) from the north-west (lit. the
hot-burner) = umu-Nkuna. See i-Nyakato.

um-Shisanyongo, n. 5. Beer taken from
the mother's to her recently-married
daughter's kraal within the first few
months after her wedding.

u(lu)-Shisazwe, n. Small plant having
tiny leaves and white flowers, that
spreads open spots and is used as an
i-nTelezi.

Shisekela (s. k.), v. Have a constant con-
cern, persevering interest or heart for
a thing, as for work, study, etc.; be
zealous at or for, earnest about = shu-
mashakela. Cp. sheka.

isi-Shisekeli (s. k.), n. Person with a strong
constant interest, concern, heart for any
work, undertaking, etc.; a zealous per-

Shisela, v. Burn for; have the breasts
become dark around the nipples, as
a woman at the time of conception.

Ex. us'eshisele umfusi kaBami, So-and-
so's wife has already the breasts darkened
i.e. has now conceived.

Shisha, v. = jija.

Shishi, int. Stop, that'll do, used to stay
an action, as when one is pouring out
water = peza.

i(l)-Shishi, n. One of the regiment form-
ed by Mpande next after the i-Nkone
= is-Anguq.

isi-Shishi, n. (C.N.) = isi-Silhu; also i-miisi.

u(lu)-Shishi, n. An endless uninterrupted
going on, persistent continuation of
action, as of walking, working, talking,
etc.; hence, a walking far or covering
a great distance in one continuous
march, as of a strong walker (cp u(lu)-
Shengele); persistent loquacity, as of a
person who can't be made to give his
tongue a rest.

Shishibala, v. Be stunted, undergrown,
under-sized, as a child, crops, etc. = basha,
quata.

isi-Shishibala, n. Person or thing stunted,
dergrown, as above.

Shishiliza, v. Slide along; glide along
(trans. and intrans.), as a person slid-
ing a spoon (acc.) along a table, or as
the spoon itself, or a railway-train (= sheshileza); sit about with some crafty
purpose, as to steal or get a bit of food
from those feasting; slide along (meta-
phor.) i.e. get over the country largely,
travel far (= jija, shisha); slide off,
swipe off, as cattle clearing off the
meanies (acc.) from a field; go off in a
long closely-packed sweep, as a lot of
kraals thickly running along a ridge, or a long strip of anything growing densely together.

Shishitizi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = shishiliza.

Shishimeza, v. Go on and on endlessly, persistently, as when journeying, narrating, etc. = dundabuza. See u(lu)-Shishi.


Shishizela, v. Set on, as dogs (acc.) by saying shithaka to them (cp. bibiza; hahela); pierce a thing (acc.) by burning, as when burning the hole for the assegai-blade in the haft (acc.) or when inserting the red-hot Kafir hoe-iron into the handle (acc.).

u-Shisizwe, n. Another name for the regiment i-nDhlondhlw ka'Bushise q.v.; certain spreading weed, used as a love-charm.

i(li)-Shivushiwana, n. One given to slipping about, or looking about, in a sly, crafty manner, as though purposing some wrong.

Shiwu shi\(w\)u, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = shiwenza.

Shiwuzza, v. Go slipping or wandering about here and there in a sly, crafty manner as though bent on something wrong, as on stealing, spying, etc.; look about in all directions in such a sly, suspicious manner (with ngamehlo).

Shiya, v. Leave, let remain behind, as any object or person (acc.) upon going away; leave out, omit, as a word in a sentence; leave, abandon, forsake, as a parent his child, or any discarded article; leave, as property after death [Sw. achia, leave; Her. MZT. sia; Ro. dia; Ang. xic].

Phr. umximba wami ungishiyiwa, my bodily strength is leaving me, the strength is going out of me, as when getting quite exhausted with a journey, although desirous of getting along.

kati ngapuma ngicishiyi, so then I went out (from the hut) and left myself therein i.e. left everyone talking about me. 

wa$i$u$\text{c}hih\text{c}$y\text{i}$, she died leaving herself behind i.e. left children (didn't die childless). 

us'c$e$gar$\text{i}$, he is already leaving himself behind i.e. passing stools or urine involuntarily, as a very sick person.

ukutu$\text{i}$-$\text{c}h\text{i}w$e$ inhle, ixingembezi, etc., to be left behind by stools, tears, etc., i.e. to discharge involuntarily.

sisisie, sashiya indula (or siqube indula sayishigia), we danced and left behind the stick (that is, left everyone talking about us) i.e. we danced exceedingly fine.

um-Shiya, n. 5. (C.N.)—in phrase below: — ukulhla 'nshiya 'nibili — see i-nFundu.

isi-Shiya-minwe-mibili, n. Eight.

isi-Shiya-munwe-munye, n. Nine (lit. the leaving out of one finger).

Shiyana, v. Leave one another behind; hence, be unequal, in growth, speed, etc. (used in perf.)

Ex. amablele asi-yiyene, the Kafir-corn is unequal, some being taller than the other.

isi-Shiyangololunye, n. Nine.

isi-Shiyangolombili (mbhili), n. Eight.

Shiyela, v. Leave something for a person (doub acc.).

Ex. nushiyele zouke izinkomo zake, he left him all his cattle (as an inheritance). 

Phr. shiyela, 'manye! leave some for me, friend! i.e. oblige me with a pinch of snuff. 

Cp. weziwa.

u(lu)-Shiyi, n. A hair of the eyebrows; plur. ama-Shiyi or isi-nTshiyi, eyebrow or eyebrows [Reg. twe-kiye, eyebrow; Bo. sige; Ga. ki-szigibisu; Sw. nyushil].

Shiyisa, v. Make to leave; used of one killing another and so making him leave all his property.

um-Shiza, n. 5. Stout stick or staff without a knob, such as are commonly carried by young-men for defensive purposes (= um-Zaca; cp. isi-Kwili); stout mealie-stalk bearing no ear; female without (i.e. with abnormally small) breasts (cp. isi-Pofu); also (C.N.) = um-Ciza.

u(lu)-Shizane, n. Brass ring, or number thereof together, worn as bracelet or armlet (C.N.); also = i-mBoulwe.

Sho (perf. shilo and, in Mtwatwa and other districts, shizo; neg. shongo; pass. shiwo), v. Say (gen. followed by ukut-ti); declare; think so, or say so within oneself; speak of, refer to, mean, as any particular thing (acc.); do a thing properly, do it off capitaly, show off finely, etc.; freq. used in sense of 'even' [Her. tywa; say; San. jwa; say; Sw. licha, I don't say; At. fo, say; Ha. tse, say; Bul. fo, speak; Man. ro, say].

Ex. washa, wati, you said, saying. 

\text{ngisho} njalo, I say so, that is what I say or think; exactly.

\text{nsho} kanjani, ukuti? how can you say that, etc.? 

\text{ngisho} nje, he says so merely, he doesn't mean what he says. 

\text{ngisho} yona, I say, or mean, it (that very thing you are doubting about).

\text{gisho} pele, siviwo, say it out then and let us hear.

kwasha ubani nkaba we lapa? who said
(or who told you) that you should come here?

akusakangwa, nyisho negweka, inkomo, there

washa wokusho ukti, you said decidedly

anguisashe ukti ngakusindu, I no longer

yangisho nyamushoba ukhe omhlope, he was
done off fine, he showed off fine with his

yangisho nyenganika ekanda, he gave him
one properly on the head with his knobbed

yangisho ngakulana ngulo yake, he did me
off grandly with his large blanket i.e. gave

yangapantsi mangwezula, yolihala, it
(the infant) did it off greatly below and
above (i.e. it vomited and purged), and
then passed away.

'angishongo loko', 'Ushilo', 'I didn't say
that'. 'You did'.

ekagakhomba, (nyisho) ngoba ngakanja, he
will not go, because, or for the reason that,
he is sick.

kushikurenye, it was said by you; it
was you who said it.

ünkü-yisho, to assert oneself (in speech),
be self praising.

uku-Sho, n. Saying, words, as of a parti-
cular person.

Shoba or Shobashoba, n. Wriggle about,
as a snake when fixed by a stick, or
the tail of a lizard when cut from the
body; dart confusedly about, as min-
nows in water; move restlessly about
first here then there, as an agitated
sleepor or a restless child unable to sit
quiet = shobiza, ukti shobi shobhi,
qashaqasho, yobayoba.

(iii), sometimes um-Shoba, n. 5. Bush of
hair at end of the tail of an ox and sim-
ilar animals (= ubu-Langa); some-
times applied to the whole of such tail;
tail (whole) when formed merely of a
bunch of hair, as that of a horse; arm
and leg-ornament made of the bushy
ends of a beast's tail; applied also
to one of the um-Beka cattle.

Phr. iyikhable (or iyixishile) e'shoba liho-
wa! iyikhabe ngulwa'sileka, kalahala? it has
gored (or driven off) the one with the red
tail! it gored it with the mere core of a
horn, brave! — probably based upon the
fighting of two contending bulls, but now
used to express delight over the fall or rout
of some enemy who has got the worst of it
= he has given it to him, done for him this
time, hurrah!

isi-Shoba, n. Certain thorny tree (? Ol-
vina cymosa).
Shōbe, ukuti (ukuthi), n. Go suddenly out
of sight or become hidden, as a rabbit
into its hole, a man round a corner, or
a buck over a hilltop = shohela. Cp.
ukuti shalu.

Shobela, n. = ukti shobe.
Shōbi or Shōbi shōbi, ukuti (ukuthi), n.
shobashoba.

Shobinga, n. Pass urine, make water
yabaza, tunda [Her. oructinga, penis].

um-Shobingo, n. 5. Urine = um-Tomlo.

u-Shobishobhi, n. Minnow, tadpole, and the
like = u-Qashaqasha. See shobashoba.

Shobiza, n. = shobashoba, ukuti shobi.

(iii)-Shobolo, n. One who is shabbily
dressed (C.N.).

Shobonga, n. Talk away, as an (iii)-Sho-
bongo.

(iii)-Shobongo, n. One given to talking
away in an unprincipled manner without
any regard for honesty and truth-
fulness, of whose word nothing can be
trusted.

Shōdo, ukuti (ukuthi), n. Have a sinking-
in, hollow, pit or hole in the body of a
thing, as some potatoes, pumpkins,
trunks of trees, or (by comparison) a
person with very small buttocks. See
isi-Shodo.

isi-Shodo, n. Sunken hole, hollow, or pit,
as above; thing having such a hole or
hollow, or a person (mostly used of
females) with very small insignificant
buttocks (as though sunken in), or a
sheep with its tail cut off, etc. isi-
Shodolo, u(lu)-Bonshu.

u(lu)-Shodo, n. = u(lu)-Tshodo.

Shodoka, n. Get so sunken in, hallowed
in, as above — see ukuti shodo.

isi-Shodolo, n. = isi-Shodo.

Shadoza, n. Cause to get sunken or hol-
lowed in, as above — see ukuti shodo.

(iii)-Shofoshofo, n. = (iii)-Shofushofa.

Shofaza, n. = shofuzi.

Shofu shofu, ukuti (ukuthi), n. = shofuzi.

(iii)-Shofushofu, n. Babbling, loquacious
talker, who prattles away about every-
thing.

Shofuzi, n. Tread or go crushing about
through long, thick grass or under-
growth (= dofoza); chatter away about
everything, as an idle babbler = sho-
foza.

um-Shokobezo (s.k.), n. 1. Wearer of ubu-
Shokobezo i.e. a warrior of the u-Selu
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or Cetshwayo's army (not that of u-Zibebe), who adopted this custom.

ubu-Shokobez i (s.k.), n. Head-ornament made of the bush of a cow's tail and carried in two pieces erect on the top of the head.

isi-Shokolo (s.k.), n. (C.N.) = isi-Shonkolo.


Ex. wsholo-ni loko na? what did you say that for?

isi-Sholo, n. = isi-Gwadi.

Sholola, v. Glide or strike slantingly, so as not to enter deeply, as an assegai when hurled at anything (with ku).

ubu-Shololo, n. A striking slantingly, glidingly, as above.

(iii)-Shilosholo, n. One who habitually presents an unsettled, inattentive, mentally-preoccupied appearance, looking about elsewhere, when met or spoken to.

Shololza, v. Present an unsettled, uninterested, mentally agitated or preoccupied appearance, looking about elsewhere, when met or spoken to, as a person who having done wrong may be met when running away, or as one spying about for something, as a detective. Cp. bakaza.

isi-Shomo, n. Cluster or group, as of people standing, stars, or long grass growing in a clump; great clustering mass, or puff of smoke, as suddenly emitted from a cannon or rising from a conflagration.

Shona, v. Sink, go down out of sight, as down into a hole or deep water, or over a hilltop; set, as the sun; go out of sight (generally), as when passing round a corner, or a bird soaring heavenswards; die (used of human beings); (mod.) go down in point of wealth, become poor or bankrupt [Sw. chwa, zuma, shuka, go down].

Ex. selishonile (ilonga), it (the sun) has now set.

Phr. washona ugas'-o-Banjeni, he went down or off towards Obanjeni.

izhene-pi inveadi yako? where has you book gone to, what has become of your book?

intiiziyi yashona pakati, the heart, spirits, or consciousness sank down within, i.e. I became utterly disappointed or depressed, had no further spirits for anything (as when overcome with misfortune, despair, grief, etc.), or came over faint (as before a swoon).

(ii)-Shona or Shoni, n. Full-bodied flat-topped in-Tloko or woman's top-knot (as were introduced from the Swazis) and were originally very long (hence saying below); but now applied to even a short top-knot of this description (as that of a betrothed girl).

Phr. amashona anushoni! the ama-shona top-knots which don't go down (from their being seen above the hilltop long after the wearer has disappeared) — a remark often thrown out at any long topknot.

uku-Shona, n. Setting, as of the sun; going down out of sight, as of a person.

u(la)-Shonga, n. = um-Hlungula; (C.N.) thick part of a wood or bush.

(iil)-Shongololo, n. Millipede or julus; curl, or coil of hair, as of a European with a curly head of hair (from the resemblance to the julus when coiled up); (C.N.) blue gun [Her. e-nyororo, millipede].

(iil)-Shongwe, n. Milk-shrub (Xysmalo-bium lapathifolium), a small veldt-shrub whose white flowers are eaten as inimfino and carrot-like root used as medicine for stomach-complaints, etc. Cp. i-nCohiba (to which the name is sometimes applied); also i-nTkhongwe.

Shoni, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go down out of sight, as the sun or a man over a hilltop = ukuti gqobe. Cp. ukuti goje; shona; sobela; yeleza.

Shonisa, v. Make to go down, die, become poor, etc. See shona.


isi-Shonkolo (s.k.), n. Disfavour or unpopularity with the other sex (with na); young man rejected by the girls or wife unfavoured of the husband = isi-Shinkazi.

Shono, imperative mood sing. of verb sho. Say, declare; int. expressing agreement with what is asserted by another — Didn't I say so? You have it! That's it! Just as I said.

(iii)-Shontshosi (s.t.), n. = i(iii)-Gwele.

um-Shopi (Shophi), n. 5. Certain Zulu custom, as below (with ukuw-enza) = um-Takali.

N.B. When an epidemic of sickness occurs in any locality, the girls of the whole neighbourhood, by mutual arrangement, leave their homes afternightfall and meet together at a certain appointed place on the veld. There they sleep in a nude state, having removed even what coverings they had. Towards daylight they gather um-Xopo (a species of long marsh-grass), and tying the cuds together, make therewith a long skirt which reaches from the waist to
the ankles. Another cape is made to hang round the chest or shoulders, and still another to sit upon the head, so that the whole body is now hidden beneath the long grass (N.B. The very marked similarity of this custom with that of the Nguni boys, preparing for circumcision, on the Lower Congo, is worth noting — see Johnston's River Congo, p. 277, 278). In this way they go about, in a body or in several parties, among the kraals during the day, singing as they go, and resting only in the huts of the iz-ukukazi or old women. Towards evening they congregate again at their old place of rendezvous, and during the night go and throw away their grass coverings in some secluded spot, afterwards betaking themselves to the river. Having there duly washed their bodies, they fill their mouths with water and then squirt it out over the land, saying, uma, ’ndubaki!’ (go out, you murderous villain! — referring of course to the epidemic of disease). In the morning they return to their homes.

Shöpi shöpi, ukuti (Shöphi shöphi, ukuthi), v. = shopíza.

Shopiza (Shopíza), v. Walk as one with very small buttocks (mostly used of females and referring to the slight insignificant wriggle, shöpi shopí, of the stuffed buttocks as she goes).

Shoqa, v. Collect or gather together (intrans.) in a group or crowd, get drawn together on one spot, as people or cattle when something in wrong; get drawn up, bent together, as a person from severe pain in the stomach = shuqungana. See i-nTshoqa.

Shosha, v. Work or drag oneself along on the ground, as a pig with the hind-legs paralysed, a person moving about on the buttocks, or a man walking with cramped deformed legs; hence, walk or go along the ground (generally), of birds, even when having long legs; he on the ground i.e. be stunted or dwarfed, as a very short person, or stunted mealies.

P. impanyele etle ng’ekala ishosha, the good guinea-fowl is that which cries as it goes along — as might be said to a man whose family is being finished off by the abatukati, and who, instead of remaining about to mourn over others, should speedily vacate the spot himself, if he would be wise, crying or doing the mourning as he goes.

isi-Shosha, n. One with cramped, crippled, deformed legs, so as to shuffle along the ground or go in a stooping position.

um-Shoshapantsi (Shoshaphantsi), n. 5. Anything that goes creeping along the ground, steals on insidiously without being immediately realised, as a lot of pumpkin plants running thickly beneath growing mealies, or the um-Cwago dance, or an insidious disease gradually working upon one, or an affair gradually working on to seriousness.

(iii)-Shoshi (no plur.), n. Mealies of a deep crimson colour — a variety said to thrive even where the is-omu weed is abundant = n-Gudiyadi.

um-Shoso, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Cwago.

isi-Shoshoba, n. Extremity or end part of any long thing, as of a bundle of grass, a tree branch, a pillar, plank, etc.

isi-Shoshokazana (s. k.), n. Small shrub having a yellow flower, growing by water, and used for sore-eyes, headache, etc.

Shoshozela, v. Smart, as a sore; be impatiently eager, impetuous; do with impatient eagerness or impetuosity.

(ii)-Shoshozela, n. An impatiently eager, impetuous person, 'itching' to do.

(iii)-Shőuvushovu, n. = (iii)-Shofushofa.

Shovuza, v. = shofoza.

isi-Shozí, n. One of the (iii)-Wombe regiment of Mpande.

Shu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Dart or dodge about, along, round, etc., as a snake in the grass, or as a boy dodging sharply round some obstacle out of the way of another, or a swallow darting here and there = shuza, shulubeza.

Phr. katanga shu, he didn't make a move (with the lips) i.e. he didn't say a word.

isi-Shu, n. Silent, reticent person, who talks but little (cp. isi-Mungalu); (C.N.) = n-Nyasha.

umu-Shu, n. 5. Pointed, piercing thing, as thefang of a tooth (= um-Siku), spike of a Kaffir-hoe, etc. (see isi-Piselo).

Shuba, v. Do or finish off at a single stroke, as a pot of beer (ace.) or a buck by a single effective blow (= shwambakaqa); become thick or firm, as food in the cooking (= jüga, shuza); become firmly set in growth, as a child already of 13 or 14 years of age (= qina, shuza).

isi-Shubuka (Shubhuka), n. = isi-Bushwa-nce.

isi-Shúbushubu (Shúbushubhu), n. = isi-Bushwane.

Shubuza or Shubuzela (Shubhuza), v. = bushuza; bushuzela.

um-Shubo, n. 5. A single effective stroke, etc., that finishes off at once, as when striking a blow, or drinking off a pot of beer. Cp. um-Nyqaku.
Shu, adv. = zwei.

Shulobeza, n. Dart about, dodge sharply about = ukuti shu. See u-Mashulubezi.

Shuma, n. Slip in under, as a man ‘slipping’ or creeping into a Native hut or under a table (intrans.), or as a person slipping some small article (acc.) beneath a hut, chair, blanket, etc. (trans. = shumeka) = ukuti shume.

Shumanqa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti shumanqa.

Shu-um, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Slip in (intrans.), get in, creep in, crawl in under anything, as a person under a bush or into a hut (= shuma; cp. sungubala; zakeleleka); slip in (trans.), make get in under, as when slipping a thing (ace.) beneath one’s pillow or the table (= shuma, shumeka) = ukuti shute, ukuti shwati, ukuti numbe; cp. ukuti shide.

Shumeka (s. k.), v. Slip a thing (acc.) in under something, as beneath the blankets, a tuft of grass, etc. = shuna, ukuti shume, shuteka, shwati, numbeka.

Shumi, n. Ten — as shown on the fingers by clapping both hands together; *mashūmishumi*, tens and tens — used as an adjective to express ‘dozens, innumerable, etc.’ [Ar. yashar, ten; Skr. da-san; Chw. tis-hum; San. t-chum; Hhe. Ndu. chumi; Ro. li-kume; Sw. and most Bantu langs. kumi; Ha. goma; Fanti. i-du; Su. fo].

Ex. *vi-kono seke zamashūmishumi*, his cattle are in dozens, in immense numbers.

Shumpu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), v. = shumpuka; shumpula.

Shumpuka (s. p.; s. k.), v. Get broken, or broken off in a soft tearing manner, as the portion of a cork, rotting rope, or the bones of any animal at the joints = ukuti shumpu, shumpuka.

Shumpula (s. p.), v. Break, or break off a thing (ace.), as above = ukuti shumpu, shumpula.

Shumu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = tseneza.

Shumuzu, v. (C.N.) = tseneza.

Shungu, n. Snuff-box of the small calabash kind (shell of fruit of the um-Tongwenw tree); now applied gen. to any kind of snuff-box = i-w-Guma.

Shungu-las’emzinzi, n. = u-Gingwayo.

um-Shungu, n. 5. The foremost, front, van, as of a troop of cattle, file of men walking, etc. = um-Shushu.
SHU

Ex. ka's'akaba umshungu yena, engenelala, he mustn't be the leader, he not being the eldest (the elder always having priority over younger ones when marching in file).

isi-Shungushwane, n. Column of dust whirl- ing (whirlwind fashion) along a road, etc.

Shunqa, v. = lwaqa.

Shūpu, ukuti (Shūpha, ukuthi), v. = ukuti shumpu.

isi-Shupu, n. Piece of anything broken off as above — see shumpuka; very short, or 'bit of', a person (= isiy-Nqamu).

Shupuka (Shuphaka), v. = shumpuka.

Shupula (Shuphula), v. = shumpula.

Shuqa, v. Become thick, of firm consistency, as food in the cooking (used in perf. = jiya); become firmly set in growth, as a child of already 13 or 14 years of age (= gina) = shuba.

Ex. umutli yokushungisa, a medicine for making firm (the stools) i.e. an astringent. Phr. ukutu-shungisa izinkomo, to take cattle to pasture for a time on old grass, the new having a relaxing effect on the bowels.

Shūqu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Wrap, wrap up a thing (acc.) within some covering, as a storeman wraps up an article in paper, or as a person wraps himself up in a blanket when sleeping or walking along; wrap a person (acc.) up i.e. bend his arms and limbs together or back, when violently struggling to capture him, etc. = shuqula.

Shuqula, v. = ukuti shuqa.

[i] or isi-Shuqula, n. Old grass of last year's burning now (in autumn and winter) ready to be burnt off again. Cp. um-LaLame.

isi-Shuqulu, n. Small sized bundle or wrapped-up thing (see shuqula) = isi-Jumba.

um-Shuqulu, n. 5. Large sized bundle or wrapped-up thing, as large as one can possibly carry on the head.

Shuquluza, v. Drink off, or pour down the throat at one draught, as beer, soup, or semi-liquid food = ukuti shuquluza, shuquluza.

Shuquluzi, ukuti (ukuthi), n. = shuquluza, ukuti shuquluza.

Shuqungana, v. = shoqa.


ama-Shushu (uo sing), n. Interior 'burning' with eager overcoming desire or strong passion, as a child to go anywhere or obtain anything (with nga), or an angry man passionate to get at another to fight with him (stronger than um-Nkamunkamu).

SHWA

Ex. u'Se's'akwamashushu (ngya), he is now quite in a passion after it.

um-Shushu, n. 5. = um-Shungu.

Shushuluza, v. = shuquluza.

Shūshuluzi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti shuquluzi.

Shushumba (Shushambha), v. Glide quickly along, as a cloud, or a person walking with a strong wind behind him.

Shūte, ukuti (Shūthe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti shume.

Shuteka (Shulheka), v. = shumeka.

u-Shuwu, n. Nice kind of forest vegetable (C.N.).

Shuza, v. = ukuti shu.

Shwā, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = shuwa.

Shwabada, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Devour, eat wildly and ravenously, as a wild-beast devouring anything (acc.) = shakugula. Cp. minza.

Shwabalandi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti shwambakaqa.

Shwabana (sometimes Shwabhana), v. Shrink, pucker, as a garment in the sun after washing; become wrinkled or crumpled, as a piece of paper; shrivel up, as drying fruit, an old woman, or a person with cold.

ama-Shwabanisela (mostly Shwabhanisela), n. Any crinkled, shrivelled up thing, as an old dried-up person, or one shrivelled with cold, or an isiheba all drawn in and puckered from badly sized patches.

Shwāla, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Clear off or away entirely at one stroke or all together, as when removing a heap of rubbish (acc.) at one taking = ukuti shaqa, shuquluzi. Cp. ukuti swaca.

Shwala, v. = ukuti shwala.

isi or um-Shwala, n. 5. Very thick isi-Raqunga eaten dry — the common food of all parties before a hunt.

Shwalaza, v. = ukuti shwalaza.

Shwama, v. = eShwama.

Shwambakanya (Shwambhakanya), v. = ukuti shwambakaqa.

Shwambakaqa, ukuti (Shwambhakaqa, ukuthi), v. Do off at a stroke, as when giving a buck (ace.) a single blow that settles it, removing a heap of rubbish entirely at a single taking, finishing off a pot of beer at a single draught, or putting a potato into the mouth whole without biting or peeling it = shwambakaqa; ukuti nga.

Shwambakaqa (Shwambhakaqa), v. = ukuti shwambakaqa.
Shwamuka (s.k.), v. = hwamuka.

Shwangalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti shqalazi.

Shwapa (Shwapha), v. Be very emaciated, with the bones thrusting prominently out, merely skin and bone. Cp. ouda. [Her. rambuka, be emaciated].

isi-Shwapa (Shwapha), n. Very emaciated person or animal, with the bones prominently visible, as from famine or consumption; person with ‘no’ buttocks, less even than the i-nTsheshelezi.

Shwapu, ukuti (Shwaphu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti shwapuluzi.

Shwapuluzi (Shwapuluza), v. = ukuti shwapuluzi.

Shwapuluzi, ukuti (Shwapuluza, ukuthi), v. Give a slight twisting pull at a thing (acc.), as at a person’s nose or body when pinching it, or at a piece of dough when seeking to detach a small portion; hence, have a ‘pinch’ at any work i.e. have a turn at it or do it in a slight degree, as when hoeing for a few minutes in a field, speaking a few words, learning a little of a foreign language, etc. = ukuti shwapa, shwapuluzi.

Shwapuza (Shwaphuza), v. = ukuti shwapuza.

Shwaqa, v. = shaqa.

i(i)-Shwaqa, n. = i(li)-Shaqa.

Shwashwaza, v. Talk thickly and indistinctly (without sufficiently moving the jaws and tongue), as a man when intoxicated, benumbed with cold, or with some swelling, sore, or impediment in the mouth; also = shwaqa.

Shwateka (Shwatheka), v. = shumeka.

Shwatši, ukuti (Shwathi, ukuthi), v. Slip in under, as a person slipping into a hut, or slipping some article (acc.) beneath a blanket (= ukuti shume); slip in under i.e. stick in the ground in a slanting manner (not standing upright = zibu), as an assegai when thrown, or the person (nom.) who throws it (acc.) = shwatika, shwatiza; make a flapping when walking, as the fat thighs, or stiff trousers of a man do when he walks = shwatizela; go wading through long grass or undergrowth (= dofoza) = shwatiza.

Shwatika (Shwathika), v. = shumeka, ukuti shwatši.

Shwatiza, and Shwatizela (Shwathiza), v. = ukuti shwatši.

Shwatizeka (Shwathizeka), v. Get slipped in under, get hidden away beneath.

Shwapi (Shwaphi), v. = hwapi.

Shwapi-ka, ukuti (Shwapika, ukuthi), v. = ukuti shwapi-ka.

Shwapi-keza (Shwaphi-keza), v. = ukuti shwapi-keza.

Shwapi-leza (Shwaphi-leza), v. = ukuti shwapi-leza.

Phr. bengishwatiyeka nyeda emikhivu, I was hidden i.e. I hid myself away alone in the hut — used by one who has been sleeping or staying alone in a hut.

u-Shwawu, n. Certain broad-leaved veld-herb, whose roots are used as an astringent.

i(i)-Shwawu, n. Crinkling together, crinkle, as in the skin of an aged person or any crumpled thing; bent up or crumpled up ear, as of some people; any crinkled up thing, as a piece of paper. Cp. i-mVinyaga; i(i)-Nyonti.

Shwawuza, v. Eat anything (acc.) very hot — from the sound made by the mouth, shwawu shwawu; speak in a quickly changing, shifting manner, jumping about from one subject to another; take a snatch of food (acc.), as between meals or to ease hunger for the moment. See i-nTshwawuza.

Shwáyi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti tshwáyi.

Shwayiza, v. = ukuti shwayiza.

Shwaza, v. = shweza, tshwaza.

Shwe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = shweza.

um-Shwe, n. 5. Stripe, line, as on a dress or animal’s back. See shweza.

Shwele, int. = shele.

um-Shwele or Shwelele, n. 5. Kind of owl (? Asio Capensis or Swamp Owl) (N). Cp. isi-Kora.

N.B. This owl is said to warn people of the presence of an umakali by crying we-e-e! nango-ke! I say! there he is!

Shweleza, v. = shelezea.

Shweleлизiana, v. Make it up, make friends, ask mutually to ‘never mind’, as two persons who have quarrelled.

u-Shwemwe (s.p.), n. (C.N.) = u-Shebe.

Shweza, v. Make a gently rustling noise, rustle along, rustle about, as water softly rippling along a brook, a swarm of young locusts moving in the grass, or a gentle zephyr blowing; be ‘rustling’ i.e. swarming, numerous, as children in a kraal or a litter of pigs; go along in a soft gentle manner, glide along, skim along, as a duck swimming, a morning mist creeping along, or as the plough when cutting nicely through the soil; draw lines (see umu-Shwe) upon a thing (acc.), mark it with lines, work with lines, as in sewing a grass sleeping-mat, or drawing decorative stripes with paint on the face = shweza, tshweza.

Shwi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti zwi; ukuti zwi.

Shwiba, v. (C.N.) = zwiba.
**SHWI**

Shwila, *v.* Twist, curl, as the end of a piece of cotton (acc.) between the fingers, a heather rein, or as the koodoo does its horns or a cow the same after it has attained a certain advanced age (cp. *be-dula*); twirl round, as one might when swinging round a small article attached to a string; reply to a person (acc.) in a violent, rude, abusive manner.

Ex. *umngwenja ushwellile iZimpando uza*, the koodoo-buck is twisted as to its horns.

Shwileka (*s.k.)*, *v.* Get or be twisted or curled (used in perf.).

Shwili, or Shwili shwili, *ukuti (ukuthi)*, *v.* Twist away, or twirl round = *shwila*.

ili-Shwili, *n. = ili-Twanr*.

um-Shwili, *n. 5.* Certain veldt-plant bearing edible peas (= *i-Thsolo*) and also roots, somewhat resembling the *um-Nezaziya* (= *u(lu)-Qondi*); constant circling about or going round in turns, as below.

Phr. *izinsizwa zikhala ushwelli*, the young-men are enjoying a spirited *uka-giya* — running one after the other in quick succession.

ama-ShwiliShwilini (*no sing.*), *n.* A winding about or twisting round and round, as of a river, or a koodoo's horns, or twisted string; a twirling thread, as of a stick in the hand; a circling round and round, taking in turns, etc., as in any work or action.

Si ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* Be very numerous, as cattle or sheep (properly moving about, though also when standing grazing); be in great quantity, as crops — the final i in this word is sometimes scarcely audible, it being pronounced merely as s.

Si, *pers. pron.* We; it — in conjunction with nouns of the 4th. cl. sing.

Si, *negative particle, as below.* See sa; so; [akin to Sw. si, not, e.g. si muta, it's nobody].

Ex. as i 'mani lokhu, this is not water, atusige, it is not he.

ili-Si (*no plur.*), *n.* Lump or lumps of hard curds in *umasi*.

ama-Si (*no sing.*), *n.* Thickened curds of milk, a chief article of diet with the Zu-lus. Cp. ili-Kwababa [Hi. shir, milk; Sw. ma-zwa, milk; Her. ori-sema, curds; oma-thi, milk; oma-sa, marrow; Zc. Ngw. — Kag. Go. meri, milk; Ga. mutla, milk; bu-zomi, marrow; Di. so, milk; prob. akin to senjva q.v.].

isi-Si, *n.* Thick mass of smoke rising as a cloud, pillar, or puff. Cp. umu-Si; isi-Ntshongo.

**SI**

umu-Si, *n.* 5. Smoke (= *i-Thulu*); steam; ray of dawn (see *akus-a*); certain poison used by an umlabu for causing paralysis of the womb in women, so that their children die; the disease itself ( = *u(lu)-Gqololo*) [Her. umu-is, smoke; Bo. *umu*; Sw. *mo-shi*; Cong. *mawishi*; MTZ: *bu-si*].

Ex. *kuqilele lusize lini, loko sekuphuma dunya*, there first starts off the morning-rays or dawn, then there comes out the sun.

*umfas i ka'Bani umunasi, bantshisa umasi*, So-and-so's wife has the umasi disease, they have poisoned her with *umasi*.

X.B. When the polyed growths are so enlarged as to obstruct parturition, the woman is taken to the river, where the polyeds are cut off with *i-thsika* grass. Promote bleeding follows, delivery is effected, and an ili-Kinababi completes the operation.

u(lu)-Si, *n.* A smell or scent, of any kind, good or bad (= ili-Duna, *is-Antu-nyawana*); tiny bit of a thing, as of a medicinal root one might be given, or a tiny infant; chronic or persistent irritation in the throat causing coughing, perhaps from chronic laryngitis, etc. (= *u(lu)-Pepa*).

ubu-Si, *n.* Egg or honey-ball found in the nest, e.g. a small hole bored in a tree, of a certain kind of humble-bee, and eaten by the Natives; also = *u(lu)-In* (but now obsolete in this sense, save in phrase below) [Reg. *busi*, honey; Ngw. *i-busa*, bee; Ga. *ma-bisi*, honey; Her. *o-wyi*, honey; Xo. *u-busi*, honey].

Phr. *izinsizwa vuka-besi*, the bees have honey — an insinuating remark referring to a person who has flown into a passion and is acting or speaking in a wild violent manner, as do a swarm of bees it attacked when they have honey-comb in their nest.

ama-Si-a'kuncede (*s.k.)*, *n.* Humour exuding from the eyes at the corners or in the morning; viscid exudation from the *u(lu)-Korotile* tree, used in the making of headrings (= *um-Bodji*).

u(lu)-Siba, *n. = u(lu)-Pape* (rarely used); hence applied to the Night Heron (*Nycticorax grisis*), from its two unusually long feathers.

u-Sibagwebe, *n. = isi-Qopamati*.

u-Sibani or Sibani, *n.* So-and-so standing for an imaginary person's name = *u-Reni*.

Ex. *abe'si-li *ngamshi nasi-Sibani, wati amapiwenze*, and then he will say he was told by So-and-so, who said he should do it.

Sibekela (*s.k.)*, *v.* Cover (generally), cover up, as a pot (acc.) with its lid, wares
with a blanket, or anything buried with earth; shut or close, as a box; close the eyes (with amehlo — metaphor) so as not to see, i.e. pretend not to see, as the improper action of another; cover or hush up, keep quiet about, as any fault (acc.) or affair; cover up i.e. become overcovered with clouds (used in perf.), as the heavens (i-zulu) = zibekele. Cp. mboza; embesa; gyiba [Skr. skad, cover; Gr. skipo, I cover; Sw. ziba, cover up; Her. sira, cover up; Ga. sunikwa, cover].

isi-Sibekelo (s.k.), n. Earthenware lid of an w-kamba, etc.; hence, covering of any kind of pot, lid of box, etc.

kwa‘Sibedhlela (Sibhedhlela), n. An hospital; at the hospital [Eng.].

Sibukula (s.k.), v. Open up, raise up, as the lid (acc.) of a thing, or a flat stone to see what is beneath; uncover the thing (acc.) so covered, as when turning back the stone (acc.) covering a corn-pit, removing the lid of a pot (acc.) or the blanket from over goods; remove the cover from one’s mouth i.e. let out or make known all manner of hitherto secret affairs (acc.), as a maliciously minded person when angry = zibukula, namutula, gibugula.

Sibukuli, ukutu (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = sibukula, akuti gibuguli.

Sici, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = sicila.

Sicila, v. Squeeze i.e. bring under strong pressure, as a closing door might one’s finger (acc.), or a wagon-wheel one’s foot. Cp. citiza; ciindezelu.

um-Sicila, n. 5. = um-Sintshla.

u-Sifa or Sifa-silahlane, n. A friend till death, as below:

Ex. u-Sifa-silahlane nami, (thou) my friend till death.

u-Sifa-silahlane naye, (he) — do —

u-Sifa-silahlane nabo, (they) my friends, etc.

u-Sifa-babahlane naye, (they) his or her friends, etc.

u-Sigwazi-sabantonto (or sabahle, or sabati yo), n. He, the stabber of women, of the nice ones (who cannot retaliate), of those who cry yo! — an isibongo or nickname (by many regarded as a disgrace) of a man noted for slaughtering females and children.

isi-Siha, n. Stain or tainting mark of any kind, as a stain on a garment, spot of mud on the face, or ink-smear on a book. Cp. nindwa.

u-Sihlala-ngabanyemakosini (makhosini), n. One who finds place or favour with the chief by acting as an informer or tale-bearer about others. Cp. um-Sheshe-nwana.

u-Sihungu, n. Ace of spades, in playing-cards (Mod.).

Sika (s.k.), v. Cut, as paper or meat (acc.); cut out, as a coat (acc.) or pattern from cloth; divide off, as a piece of land (acc.) from some other piece; hint at a person (acc.), make an insinuation about him ( = sikisela, pipiyela, guthleleni) nearly reach to, approach to — in comparing one thing with another (with ku or loc.) as to size, distance, colour, etc. [Ze. Ngn. sengo, cut; Sw. shinda, cut; Ga. sula, cut; Her. tenda, cut].

Ex. izwe ika‘Mkungo isike uyaneno kumelhatu. Mkungo’s hand cuts off somewhat from the Umelhatu on this side i.e. nearly reaches to it.

mlshotsha ka‘Bani isike kwimin, the features or resemblance of So-and-so approaches to his mother (not to that of his father).

Phr. umfaso ka‘Bani us’uyosiska, So-and-so’s wife has already the bearing-down pains before parturition. See um-Sika.

i-zi-sikela ngas’ebuleni (or ngas’enoni), to cut off for oneself (from the meat) about the good part (or about the fat part) = to take the best for oneself; make one’s own case or action out as better than that of others.

ubu-Sika (s.k.), n. Winter [Skr. hina, winter; Ar. shilâ; Sw. Ya. ma-sika, wet season; Ga togo, wet season].

Phr. ubusuka obothofo, brown winter i.e. the depth of winter (when in the up-country districts all the veldt is dried up brown).

um-Sikaba (s.k.), n. 5. One of a certain small regiment formed by Mpande next after the izi-nGutube.

Sikaza (s.k.), v. Make a feint or appearance as though about to strike a person (acc.) = sikiza, gema. Cp. likaza.

i(li)-Sikazi (s.k.), n. = i-nTsikazi.

um-Sikazi (s.k.), n. 5. = i-nTsikazi.

Sikela (s.k.), v. Cut off for.

Ex. oBani onBani basikilele amasisim. So-and-so and So-and-so have cut off fields for one another, i.e. their fields are adjoining or side by side on the same piece of land.

i(li)-Sikela (s.k.), n. Sickle [Eng.].

um-Sikelo (s.k.), n. 5. Margin or dividing strip, as of grass, a ditch, etc., between two immediately adjoining fields. Cp. um-Ncile.

Siliki, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. Budge, stir, make a slight movement, as a person moving slightly or making room for
one to sit down (= ukti sekele; cp. ukti suk, ukti sulu); make a feint of striking a person (acc. = sikaza, sikiza, gema); be slightly elevated, making a mere ‘feint’ or tiny effort at rising, as a small pimple, or indulation [Sw. soge, budge].

Sikhila (s.k.), v. = ukti sikhila.

Sikhili, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. Wipe out or finish off clean, as an army the enemy (acc.) or cattle mealies in a field (= ukti buye, qothu, etc.); fill to the brim, as water in a bucket (with ku or loc.) or mealies in a pit; cut straight at the edges, as a piece of cloth (acc.) or a sleeping-mat = sikhila; get so finished off, filled to the brim, or cut straight, as above; be tightly drawn in at the middle and bulky at each end, as a narrow-waisted female, wasp, or sack of mealies tied closely round the middle = sikhileka.

u-Sikhili (s.k.), n. = u(lu)-Gumlu.

um-Sikinjane (s.k.), n. 5. = um-Sinjane.

Sikinyeka (s.k.), v. Get to budge or stir, as from any spot; get on a bit further, as when travelling = ukti siki siki.

Ex. kabananga esikinyeka nonyaka he hasn’t stirred away (from home) this year.

Sikisela (s.k.), v. Make an insinuation or hint about a person (acc.) = sika, pipiyela, gaudha.

Siki siki, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = sikinyeka.

u(lu)-Sikisiki (s.k.), n. Restless, itching desire, in a good or a bad sense; hence, a natural inclination always to be pestering, worrying, scolding others, as a fault-finding, quarrelsome person (= u(lu)-Xabosi); fidgety passionate eagerness, as to do any work, fight with a person, etc.; certain bush, whose roots are used as a love-emetic.

um-Siki-webunda (plur. aba-Sikibebunda; s.k.), n. 1. Gossipier, one who mixes with the crowd (cutting i-bunda) and carries along all the news, tales and scandal about.

Ex. ugalwe ugbasikibebunda, I have heard it by the news-mongers, gossip-carriers.

Sikiza (s.k.), v. Make a feint or pretence of striking at a person or thing (acc. = sikaza, gema; cp. gadihla); (or Sikizela) be or stand thick or close together, be crowded or compressed, as a lot of people in a hut, mealies in a field, or an isi-dwaba of a woman or an i-dhluka of a man when thickly collected or bunched together around the waist; act as one with u(lu)-Sikisiki.

i(i)-Siko (s.k.), n. Cut, as made in a tree by a blow from an axe or in one’s finger by a knife (= uma-Siko); (C.N. fr. Xo.) custom, practice (= uma-Kuba; cp. ili-Sikoli).

um-Siko (s.k.), n. 5. Cut, as in a tree or on one’s finger, as above (= ili-Siko); bearing-down pain, of a sharp cutting nature, at childbirth (gen. in plur. um-i-lelo, uma-Kwa; cp. i-uliseku); compassion, pity, sympathetic heartedness (= isi-He).

u(lu)-Siko (s.k.), n. Edge, border, brim (generally), as of water in a river, precipice, mat, or cup = u(lu)-Niti. Cp. u(lu)-Cilo [Sw. u-kingo, edge].

i(i)-Sikoti (Sikolhi), n. Any common universal or national usage, habit or custom; the common, usual, customary way or manner of doing anything in any tribe or locality, as of slaughtering an ox, preparing the food, making a hut, etc. = uma-Kuba.

Sila (Siila), v. = yaga.

Sila, v. Be or get aided, helped, relieved, as a famishing person by food (followed by agent), or a person by a pinch of snuff—the word is now nearly obsolete = sizwe, sizeka (the word siza having originally been the abbreviated form of silo).

Ex. ugasila y’ibo atshwata boko, I was helped along, put straight (when quite done up) by your beer.

isi-Sila (Sila), n. Tail of bird, fish, or animals having merely a short stumpy appendage, as a sheep or goat (cp. isi-Belu) [see um-Sila].

Phr. isisilo senkonjane, a pattern or manner of affixing squares of clay beads around native pottery.

isi-Sila, n. Disfavour, state of being disliked or unfavourably regarded, as in a person who is unpopular with the girls, not liked by his chief or companions; bad luck, not good fortune, as in one’s undertakings or chances; quality or power of causing such disfavour or bad luck supposed to be possessed by certain animals, birds, etc., as the i-mPusi, is-Ambane, etc. = i-nThishi, um-Mnguma, um-Sirazi; cp. i-nThalu; sileka.

Ex. any’axi uma ugasila sani kwe, I don’t what it is about me that is disliked by you.

Isandwana ‘umuntu, umgesila l’ubwana boke, he is not liked by anyone; he is in disfavour with everybody.

um’siNkinyaka, xesiwela, don’t eat it (may be some particular bird, piece of meat, etc.):
it will bring you in disfavour, make you get disliked.

um-Sila, n. 5. Tail (generally), of any animal—that of cattle is more generally called (Mf)-Shoba, and the short stump appendage of a buck or sheep, isi-Sila; the fur-trimmed end of the stick of a shield; hence, sometimes applied to the whole stick when so ornamented; sometimes (C.N.) used to express the ‘chief’s authority’, and in the form ngomsila is equivalent to Eng. ‘officially’, by order of the court’, etc. [Bo. muf-sila, tail; MZT. muf-chila. Her. omus-tirua; Lu. muf-kila; Bo. Ga. muf-kia; Sw. muf-kia].

Ex. webeka mngomsila abe takosikazi, she was officially appointed as the chief or great wife (from the custom of such a one at the wedding being provided with a special i-shoba or shield to dance with—N.).

i(l)-Silaha, n. Slaughter-house [D. slang, slaughter].

Silala, v. = siilela.

Sile ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti nya; also ukuti kave.

Sileka (s. k.), v. Make a calf (acc.) be in disfavour with the cow (really, make the calf dislike her and so cease sucking) by smearing the cow’s teats with cowdung; hence, make a person (acc.) become disfavoured or disliked, as by his companions or the other sex, or unlucky, unprosperous, in his undertakings or chances (= swaza). Cp. isil-Sila.

Silaka (s. k.), v. Get made unfavoured or unlucky, as above = swa-zeka.

Silala, v. Come short of, as a hut in building coming short of grass (with agent), or people coming short of supplies (= eya); come short for, as the grass for a hut (acc.) when building, or meat for a crowd of people (acc.) feasting (= eye-kw). Ex. lel’el’elantsi linya-kulela (yu’do xwi, this mat will run short of this (for sewing with). xwi linyakulisela lel’el’elantsi, the string will run short for this mat.

Silikhili, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Press down upon heavily, crush, as any heavy weight passing over or coming down upon anything (acc.), or a person loading another (acc.) with a very heavy burden, or (metaphor.) with an unusually big present.

Silileka (s. k.), v. = sisleka.

ufu)-Silili, n. Slowness in doing anything, whether as indicating reluctance, dislike, hesitation, dilatoriness, or other cause.

lebo’wi wadikohwa ‘lwilili (or ka’lwilili), he believed that statement with hesitation, not readily.

umani lwos’unfana, edla ka’lwilili? what’s wrong with that boy, eating (as he does) so sluggishly?

Siliiza, v. Act in a slow manner, as above — see u(l)-Silili.

Simama, v. Stand firm, as a person recovering the use of his legs after sickness, or when planting the legs firmly preparatory to any action, or as a post stuck in the ground; take root, become fixed in the soil, as a transplanted seeding, or as a clod of grass growing into the soil again after having been hoed up [Sw. simama, stand; Her. zikuma, stand firmly].

um-Simama, n. 5. Grass, etc., which, after having been weeded out, and left lying on the spot, again takes root and grows. Cp. unm-Vuka.

i(l)-Simba (Simbha), n. Single clot of cow-dung (while still moist, as passed by a cow at one evacuation = i(l)-Sinde; cp. i(l)-Longwe); ama-Simba, plur. of preceding, excrement or ordure generally (in a collect. sense; no sing.), as of a human-being (= i-Dhle), dog, fowl, cattle (= ubu-Longwe), sheep, etc. Cp. um-Gama [Sw. ma-vi, excrements].

ama-Simba-enyanga (Simbha; no sing.), n. ‘Lamal-excrements’ i.e. bone of cuttlefish, as found on the sea-shore, and used medicinally by Natives for inflammation of the eyes, etc.

imi-Simbana (Simbhana), n. dim. of ama-Simba, as above = isi-Tsimbana.

um-Simbiti (Simbhithi), n. 5. Coast tree (Millettia caulifera), having fine strong wood, black towards the heart of the tree, commonly used for making ornamental sticks.

um-Simboshana (Simbhoshana), n. 5. Certain white-wooded forest tree.

Simbu, ukuti (Simbhu, ukuthi), v. = simbula; simbuka.

Simbuka (Simbhuka), v. Get so pulled or lifted up, as below.

Simbula (Simbhu), n. Pull up or out by force or great effort, tear up, as the wind a tree (acc.), or a man a large stone from out of the ground; lift or raise up, any heavy thing = simbula. Cp. sipula.

isi-Simbula (Simbhula), n. Small kind of black bead or beads, now called isi-Tiwane.

Simbulula (Simbhulula), v. = simbula.
um-Sime, n. 5. A walking with a staff (only in use as below) (N).
Phr. oku-ndle ngezumise, to cross (a full-river) by wading with a stick (no longer by boat or raft) - indicating that the water has subsided somewhat and now allows of walking through.

Simeka (s. k.), v. Stick or pierce thoroughly or deeply, as a nail (ace.) into a plank or the plank (ace.) with a nail (with nge), an assegai in a buck or the buck with an assegai, a stake into the ground or the ground with a stake (= grameka, simeleta); spit pieces of meat (ace.) for roasting on a stick or skewer (see nTsimeko; hloma).

isi-Simeko (s. k.), n. Wooden skewer for roasting meat upon. See sineka.

Simelela, v. Stand or walk by the aid of a staff (cp. dondoloza, zimelela); also = sineka.

u-Simuka-nandwendwe (s. k.), n. One who goes off with the crowd i.e. one who has an inclination always to be roving about with others, who, because he sees others doing or going, must himself follow likewise, or who has no self-restraint when enticed by others = u-Sikanamindindi.

Simula, v. Hurl, as an assegai - now obsolete, though used by women for hlonipha purposes.

(iI)-Simula, n. Weapon (assegai, stick, etc.) captured from the enemy in a fight.

Simuza, v. Tell, relate, as a story or adventure (socially; not as evidence in a court = landa) = zeke.
Ex. indaba ngayisimizana, gini? do I then talk about the affair? = it beats all telling; it altogether surpasses my comprehension.

vayisimyelwa ubani? who was it who related it (the affair) to you?

Si mode, an. verb, expressing 'just, merely, simply' = dimde.
Ex. ugasimze ngati akahambwe, I simply told him to go.

Sina, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Show the teeth; hence, grin (= sineka); turn up the lip, as when showing disgust at anything (= sineka); have large protruding teeth (= sineka); show the teeth, as a dog when about to bite; growl or snarl, as a woman sharply scolding (= sinaza, sineka); notch or make jagged, as the edge of a hoe (ace.) by knocking it on stones (= sinaza, sineka); be or get so notched or jagged (= sineka, sinazeka); 'stare' or stand erect, as the hairs of a fur when brushed up, or on the body of a sick ox (= sinazeka) = ukti yeshe or yeshilele.

Ex. washa, iubala, engati sinu, he spoke, looking at him gravely.

kaluyu sinu, he was serious.

Sina (Siina), v. Dance (v.p. giga; grage); make fun of a person (with nge) [Ga. zina, dance; Ex. rina; MZT. zinu].
Ex. usina uqambani, you are making sport of me.
Phr. basina uqomkomo lake, they are making glee over, i.e. bellowing at, his bodily affliction - may be applied to anybody ridiculing another in distress, whether from corporal deformity or material misfortune.

asina (anuambashana), askasiga ka uomo (nayo nga), they (the girls) danced and left it (their dancing) there behind them i.e. they danced admirably, they were in the mouths of everybody even after they had left.

sasina xashiya induku, we danced and left our stick there (as might be said by men) i.e. we danced properly, wore out our sticks with our exertions, or (more probably) left a reminder, or remembrance of our fine dancing, behind.

Sinaba or Sinabala, v. Stand out in an unhealthy manner, as the hair on a sick beast (used in perf.); become of a peculiar, puckered appearance, as the skin of a Native when very cold. Cp. hobana.

Sinama, v. = hluuna.
Ex. vapa, rasilama, he denied quite indignantly or quite put it about it.

Sinaza, v. = ukuti sinu.

Sinazeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti sineka.

Sinda (Siinda), v. Be heavy, as a burden (cp. uzima); weigh heavily upon, oppress with weight, as a heavy load might a person or wagon (ace.) carrying it; (metaphor.) be overwhelmingly heavy for, be too much for one (ace.) to bear, emerge uninjured, come out safe, as from any danger (with ku or loc.), as a railway-accident, or serious illness (siya); get well, recover, from sickness (used in perf.) [Sw. u-zito, heaviness; Ga. buzito].

Ex. umuxi uNdveka xingane, the kraal is heavy with (v. e. is full of) children.

u-siina indaba, usisindile, oh! he escaped. he did; he escaped already dead (i.e. he had a very narrow escape).

usischele manje, he is now already recovered (from his sickness).

Sinda, v. Smear the floor of a hut (loc.) with cow dung.
Sindaba, v. Wipe oneself after an evacuation = pipa.

isi-Sindaba, n. = isi-Sindabiso.

Sindabiso, v. Help to wipe oneself, as the isi-Sindabiso used to the Zulu king (ace.).

isi-Sindabiso, n. Royal anus-wiper — an official whose duty it was to accompany and assist the Zulu king when he went to stool = isi-Nyisi, isi-Sindaba.

(i-li)-Sindamvula, n. Small shrub (Indigofera sp.), used by women to make themselves beloved of their husbands.

Sindana (Siindana), v. Be very heavy, weigh down very heavily, as a very weighty load; go heavily weighed down, as a wagon with its load, or (metaphor.) very fat heavily-walking person.

Sindasinde, n. (C.N.) = shinashina.

um-Sindazo, n. 5. = um-Lindaziko.

Sinde, adv. = mhlawumbe.

(i-li)-Sinde, n. Single clump or cluster of long grass, mealies, dombi, etc., growing closely packed together, as such as could be dug out in one clod (see isi-Sinde); single clod of cowdung while still moist = (i-li)-Simba.

Ex. enbindla ene indi, wayenga amasinde, the whiteman (or farmer) planted trees, and made them in clusters — as when planting flower-seeds at regular intervals, not scattering broadcast.

Phr. siindleke zake, his hair has a close-packed clump i.e. grows thickly, in a compact mass.

(i-li)-Sinde (Siinde), n. A doing pressingly, forcibly, arbitrarily, with obstinate persistence (preceded by ukw-eza), as when a person presses himself regardlessly in among others seated or standing together, or a chief arbitrarily demanding tribute from his people, or a nurse strongly pressing a patient to eat against his will, or a man obstinately urging or forcing his opinion in opposition to the advice of others = sindeletu, sindelzela.

Ex. uMntlale nenze isinde nje, indayo nabo yini? you just come with a forcing of yourelf in, is there then any room?

isi-Sinde, n. Clump or compact mass of grass or mealie-stalk roots dug up together in one intertwined lump (not the clod of earth or i-li)-Gade, which might accompany it.

Sindela, Sindelile, Sindelzela, v. Exercise pressure upon (acc.), as above (see i-li)-Sinde — rarely used in Zululand) [Sw. shinililia, press; Bo. sindilila].

siSindileka, s. k.), v. (C.N.) = hlinzeko.

isi-Sindileka (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = isi-Hlinzeko.

Sindisa (Siindisa), v. Cause, or help a person (acc.) to escape or come safely out of any danger; hence, save, rescue, redeem; restore to health, cure.

um-Sindisi (Siindisi), n. I. Saviour, Redeemer (M).

(i-li)-Sindo (Siindo), n. Escape, rescue, safe emergence from any threatening danger = i-ntsindo.

Ex. isindo kusuku kusaba kusala indwa, our getting safe away was through the induma appearing.

isi-Sindo (Siindo), n. Weigh; great effort, influence (C.N.).

um-Sindo, n. 5. Noise; sound, as that produced by different metals when struck; uproar, row, as occasioned by people quarrelling; loud empty talk, bluster; noisy quarrelsome talk, as habitual with some women; marriage-festival (even without tumultuous behaviour, from the general hubbub occasioned by the multitude assembled) [Skr. seri, sound; Sw. ki-shindo, noise; Her. omu-ushulwa, o-imbinde, noise].

Ex. uku-baphu umsindo, to make a noise.

omu-sindo lwolofu, this is a noisy quarrelsome woman.

baye entsindana (or baye odwenzwani), they have gone to the wedding-dance.

Sine, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti sina.

Sinene (s. k.), v. = ukuti sina.

Singa, v. Look with concentration of the eyes; hence, look searchingly, attentively, at anything (acc.) as a distant object, or for anything (acc.) as a snuff-box lost in the grass; look searchingly after, follow attentively with the eye, as a swarm of bees (acc.) in flight, so as to see where they alight; shave the hair (acc. = mbe, ngoshoba) [Her. tyinga, search for].

Ex. uku uisingise umbe lelu pantsi, just cast your eyes along down below — as when searching for a thing.

welebe kushe leko, wasinga pantsi (or wasingisa ambele pantsi), when he heard that he cast down his eyes (as from shame, or that he might not see).

isi-Singa, n. Rope of fibre or grass, used for tying up a goat, calf, etc., by the leg; hence, anything which detains or
holds one back, as work or beer-drinking; a goat or sheep given a person as reward for taking care of others, to replace his 'leg-ropes' so used up; also (N.) = isi-Dangu.

um-Sanga (Siinga), n. 5. Feeling of enduring fullness or satiety in the stomach, as of a man who has previously partaken of a meal of solid, substantial food which doesn’t readily give place to hunger, even after several hours of sleep or work; the long satisfying nature of such food; sense of fullness, with pain, in the abdomen of a girl at the menstrual period when somewhat disordered (ep. isi-Lumo); the strong, still current of water running along the deep middle part of a flooded river (not where the water becomes broken up into rapids—see um-Gugu); (C.N.) cluster of bees flying (= um-Bonda).

Ex. loko’kuthila kunomsinga, that food stays hunger for a long time.

u(u)-Singa, n. Certain bundles of muscle, as on the upper foreleg and back of an ox, and which are dried and stripped up into strong fibres; such muscular fibre when stripped up and used for sewing, plaiting into strings, etc. (cp. um-Sipa); certain spreading veld-plant, also growing as weed; imaginary invisible snake, said to have been raised to life by an um-Tukati (comp. um-Kore) and then sent about by him to work mischief as he directs; certain aliment of cattle which causes them to rush blindly about, as though mad, often making straight into a hut, though the attack is merely transitory; hence, an insuperable impulse to do anything, a mania, as to be always roaming about (lokukulama), to be always talking (lokukuluna), etc. [MZT. in-singa, vein].

wahungwe usinga (or inyoka gosininga), he was bitten by an u-singa, as above.

ikosini yali akanjwe kultere uisinga ekutini, the chief gave orders that they should go and fetch tendon (for sewing on new headrings, etc.) from such-and-such a place, i.e. that they should go and raid cattle there.

leyo’konomo irendele usinga, that beast has an attack of temporary madness, has run amok.

leyo’ntombazana inosinga lokukulondw, that girl has an insuperable inclination for always visiting about, is “mad” on going about.

um-Singala (Siinga), n. 5. Feeling of enduring fullness or satiety in the stomach, as of a man who has previously partaken of a meal of solid, substantial food which doesn’t readily give place to hunger, even after several hours of sleep or work; the long satisfying nature of such food; sense of fullness, with pain, in the abdomen of a girl at the menstrual period when somewhat disordered (ep. isi-Lumo); the strong, still current of water running along the deep middle part of a flooded river (not where the water becomes broken up into rapids—see um-Gugu); (C.N.) cluster of bees flying (= um-Bonda).

Ex. loko’kuthila kunomsinga, that food stays hunger for a long time.

u(u)-Singa, n. Certain bundles of muscle, as on the upper foreleg and back of an ox, and which are dried and stripped up into strong fibres; such muscular fibre when stripped up and used for sewing, plaiting into strings, etc. (cp. um-Sipa); certain spreading veld-plant, also growing as weed; imaginary invisible snake, said to have been raised to life by an um-Tukati (comp. um-Kore) and then sent about by him to work mischief as he directs; certain aliment of cattle which causes them to rush blindly about, as though mad, often making straight into a hut, though the attack is merely transitory; hence, an insuperable impulse to do anything, a mania, as to be always roving about (lokukulama), to be always talking (lokukuluna), etc. [MZT. in-singa, vein].

wahungwe usinga (or inyoka gosininga), he was bitten by an u-singa, as above.

ikosini yali akanjwe kultere uisinga ekutini, the chief gave orders that they should go and fetch tendon (for sewing on new headrings, etc.) from such-and-such a place, i.e. that they should go and raid cattle there.

leyo’konomo irendele usinga, that beast has an attack of temporary madness, has run amok.

leyo’ntombazana inosinga lokukulondw, that girl has an insuperable inclination for always visiting about, is ‘mad’ on going about.

u(u)-Singa-lwesalukazi (s.k.), n. Weed growing in fields and bearing a large ‘popping’ pod.

Singata (Singata), n. Hold tight within the encircled arms, hug, embrace, as one might a child or dear friend (acc.) = yona.

Ex. sisingetse akafa laya eka, we are held tight by sickness here at home, are unable to get about or leave the place.

Singa, verb. part. = jinge.

Singila, r. Clear up or away wholly, as a lot of rubbish (acc.) or things lying about; ‘gather up’ all together indiscriminately in an affair, mix them up in it when they know nothing of it, as when one particular member of a hut or a kraal does something wrong and everybody else (acc.) therein gets blamed; go along with the head and eyes raised upwards.

um-Singilili, n. 5. Hitch, hindrance, little check or difficulty, as happens while ploughing, prevents one from getting away, or along with any work.

um-Singizane, n. 5. Two kinds of tall grass (Sporobolus indicus and Eragrostis curvula) growing along roadsides.

isi-Sini, n. Vacant space, left by one of the front teeth being lost, or by a piece being chipped out from the brim of an earthen pot; person who has lost a front tooth, or earthen pot with such a chip in the side.

u(u)-Sini, n. Derision or derisive laughter; sneer, contemptuous look or showing of the upper teeth = u(u)-Suhu.

Ex. wambuka usini, she looked at him with contempt or sneeringly. (cp. simuza.

wambuletka usini, they laughed at him derisively, laughed him to scorn.

isi-Sini, n. Certain veld-herb whose roots and leaves are chewed for toothache.

Sinisa, r. = simuza.

um-Sinjane, n. 5. Certain tree whose hard wood is used for hut-posts and sticks = um-Sikinjane (C.N.).

u-Sinoni, n. Small kind of gourd having a rough warty shell = u-Matunwane.

um-Sintsana (s.t.), n. 5. Kafir-boom shrub (Erythrina Humei).

um-Sints, n. 5. Kafir-boom tree (Erythrina Caffra), conspicuous by its red flowers often on leafless branches.

u(u)-Sints (Sints), n. Small tuft of hair hanging from between the horns of a buck; hair of man when descending far into the middle of the forehead.
um-Sintsila (*s. t.*), n. 5. Groove in between the top of the buttocks at the end of the spine.

Sinya (or more freq.) Sinyela, v. Be finishing or diminishing away, as a food-supply in its last small quantities; be dying, fading, waning away, as a sick man approaching his end, or the moon nearing the change — word seldom used now, save among women [Her. zenya, vanish away].

u-Sinyaka (*s. k.*), n. Certain portion of the intestine of cattle close to the *i(li)-Tswana* or fourth stomach. Cp. *i(li)-Tumbu*; um-Tshako.

Sinyeka (*s. k.*), v. Fade, as mealies growing feebly (C.N.).

Sinyela, v. — see *sinya.*

um-Sipa (*Sipha*), n. 5. A string of muscle (generally), such as found when biting tough meat; a tendon or sinew *i.e.* strong fibre connecting the muscles with the bones. Cp. *u(ka)-Singa* [Sw. *m-shi-pa*; muscle; Her. *omn-sepa*; Bo. *m-sipa*].

u(ka)-Sipa (*Sipha*), n. (C.N.) = *u(ka)-Sinya.*

um-Sipane (*Siphane*), n. 5. Small tree (*Clayia sp.*).

Sipu, ukuti (*Siphu, ukuthi*), v. = *sipuka; sipula; sipuza.*

Sipuka (*Siphuka*), v. *Get pulled up, as below.*

Sipula (*Siphula*), v. *Pull up by the roots, as one might a weed (acc.) or small shrub. Cp. *simbula.*

Phr. *angisini ukusipula izintshela,* I don’t want to pull up my gourd-plants (as though I were about to leave this place), *i.e.* I don’t want to do anything (by talking freely, etc.) that will afterwards render continuation of my position here impossible.

Sipuna (*Siphuna*), v. = *sipula.*

Sipuza or *Sipuzela* (*Siphuza*), v. Move about in a confused, disorderly, agitated manner, as a mass of maggots, people at a feast, or fleas when abundant about the person at night = *nyakaza, pitha.*

Sisa, v. Place live-stock (acc.) in the kraal of another person (acc. and *ela* form) that he take care of it for the owner; make fine or cleared up, as a weather-doctor the heavens (*i-zulu*); *zi-sisa,* thrust oneself upon a person (with *ku* or *lo,* etc.) or into an affair unwanted or uninvited, as a person who intrudes himself gratuitously as a friend upon another or mixes himself familiarly in the affairs of another.

Ex. *iximbutu lezi ngiyakenisisa,* I shall give these goats to somebody else to take charge of.

*Kwagiselo* (or *wasisa kimi*) *iximuzi ezimhlabeni,* he gave me the care of two cows.

Sisela, v. Give or hand to a person (acc.) something (with *nga*) unsolicited, unwanted, and therefore unthanked for, as when placing before him some food he doesn’t care about.

Ex. *ungisiscelo ngale’uyabo, kwagiyitshani,* he placed with me, *i.e.* gave me this blanket; I don’t care about it.

Sisazela, v. (C.N.) = *sisela.*

Sisinga, v. Be burdened with something very immense to get along with, as a man driving before him a large herd of cattle (acc. or with *u*), or carrying an unusually large load on his head.

um-Sisingo, n. 5. Very large burden or mass one has to get along with, as above.

Sisiteka (*Sisileka*), v. Move along in a slow, heavy, lumbering way, as a great mass of cattle, troops, etc., passing along a road, a heavily loaded wagon, or an elephant when walking; grow up very slowly, as a child.

Sisazela, v. = *susazela.*

i(li)-Siso, n. Name given to a beast that has been *sisa’d.*

u-Siswana-mangovolo, n. = *u-Mpondongozi.*

Sita (*Sitha*), v. Screen or hide from view, as a cloud does the sun (acc.); interpret the view of, as a standing person prevents the one (acc.) behind from seeing the show; hide from the light, shade, as a tree does a plant (acc.) growing behind it, or as a person standing between the candle and a reader (acc.) prevents him from seeing [Sw. *setiri,* screen; Her. *sisika,* hide; *setika = Z. vimba,* Bo. *sita = Z. vimba*].

Ex. *suka, ngamisita umfuludisi,* get away, you are keeping the light from the teacher, you are in the teacher’s light.

*uku-sitwa kulelanga* (or *kweyanga*), the being hidden, *i.e.* eclipse, of the sun (or moon).

*i(li)-Sita* (*Sitha*), n. White sparkling stone used as charm by young men to make an opponent ‘dark’ *i.e.* unseen or unadmired by the girls, and also by Native doctors (C.N.).


Sit, ukuti (*Sitha, ukuthi*), v. Get momentarily screened from view or light; so screen for a moment. Cp. *sita.*
u-Sitebe (Sithebe), n. Porpoise = i(li)-\hspace{1em} Mengete (ali).

Siteka (Sitheka), v. = sitela.

Sitela (Sithele), v. Be screened, intercepted, or hidden from view, as an object behind a hut or hill (used in perf. with ngalatinya kwa, etc.) = sitela; cp. sitakala.

Phr. secasiteka he has already gone out of sight, i.e. is already dead.

ama-Sitesite (Sithesithe — no sing.), n. Secret tricks or carryings-on, concealed practices (usually bad), as by boys when alone in an empty hut or in the bush; talk purposely rendered obscure, secret talk.

Siteza (Sitheza), v. Hide or conceal out of sight, screen from view purposely, as one might beer (acc.) when a stranger arrives, or words (acc.) spoken in such a way that a third party may not understand; hide one's eyes (with amehlo), turn away the eyes, so that one may not see something undesirable or objectionable (= sibekela, singisa pa- ntsi).

Sitibala (Sithibala), v. Be clouded over, as the sky (i-zulu), or the sun when screened from view (used in perf.) = guqubala.

Ex. lisibilele mankhono, it (the sky) is cloudy to-day i. v. covered with a grey screen of clouds.

Sitibaliswa (Sithibaliswa), v. Becloud or cover from view, as clouds the sky (acc.) or sun = sitheza.

Sitibeza (Sithebeza), v. = sitibalisa.

Sixa, ukuti (akuthi), v. = sitaza.

Sixaza, v. = shudza.

u-Siyakanye (s. k.), n. = um-Takuti.

Siza, v. Help, assist, as a person (acc.) in need; oblige, do one (acc.) a friendly service = peleka.

Ex. siza, 'mungane! (or siza ekabeni), oblige me, friend! i.e. with a pinch of snuff.

(i(i)-Siza, n. Bluish coloured sandstone (C.N.). See (i(i)-Coba.

Sizakala (s. k.), v. Get helped; be in the state of having been helped (used in perf.); take advantage of anything (with nga), turn it to one's own use, profit, etc. (cp. euseka).

Ex. har! asisakale! just look! he is having it out of us! — as an old woman might say of a child who is laughing at her inability to do something.

basivakale ngiti ne, bhona sing'azi 'luta, they just turn us to their profit. take adv-
vantage of us, seeing that we understand nothing.

Siza 'mbulala (s. b.), v. Do a person (acc.) harm — intentionally or not — while thinking, or pretending, to help him, in any sense. See i-nTSiza'mbulala.

Ex. angisiza 'mbulala ne, she has helped me with a vengeance — as might be said of one who has been helping another by having his field for him and has hoed down half his crops along with the weeds.

bangisiza 'mbulala, they helped me killingly — as might be said by a person of the people in a kraal who thought to help him with food or attendance, but who really have caused him some harm, may-be by giving him food or medicine that was injurious.

u-Siza-namndindi, n. = u-Simakamandwenwe.

Siza, ukuti (akuthi), v. = ukuti buqe.

isi-Siza, n. = isi-Buqe.

Sizi, ukuti (akuthi), v. = sizila.

um-Sizi (Sizi), n. 5. Black ash on the veld left after grass-burning (= i-NTsizi, u(lu)-Sizi); black from smoke or soot root outside the side of a cooking pot, such as blackens the clothes when touched (= i-NTshele); one of the first u-Falaza regiment; any medicine, etc., when burnt and ground up into a black powder, as is common in Native practice; generic name for certain sexual diseases supposedly brought about by the use of charms, as below; medicine used to produce such diseases; gunpowder (Sw. musi, soot; Bo. uzi, blackness; MZT. musili, black powder; Ga. ki-silinza, charcoal; Her. o-mbize, soot).

N.B. 1. A man who suspects his wife of infidelity, partakes of a certain um-Sizi got from a doctor, which, upon intercourse with his wife, leaves in her a mysterious power of conveying disease to the adulterer upon subsequent connection with her. Such medicine and such disease is called um-Sizi.

This was the original Zulu term; in recent times the names ili(zi)-Zembe, u(bo)-Jordan, etc., have been introduced.

2. At the time of the annual um-Kosi (q.v.) the Zulu king went through the process of purification or fortification called uku-gwanga (q.v.). While being thus treated, he remained alone in a particular hut, used for this purpose every year, and called eya'semvisini. At night time he was attended therein by a selected wife, or girl from the isi-gqobha, and with whom, if so willed, he had intercourse. A child born of such connection was called eya'semvisini.

u(lu)-Sizi (Siizi), n. Black ash left on the veldt by burnt grass = i-nTsizi, um-Sizi.

u(lu)-Sizi, n. Extreme pain of mind — hence, misery, grief, wretchedness, sorrow, affliction of heart, trouble, etc. [Avest. azo, distress; Ar. aziyā, pain; Sw. uzilo, sorrow; Her wurhoze]. Ex. ngilbusi (or nyinosi), I am deeply troubled of heart, filled with grief or misery.

Phr. kwa'Zulu ubantu babefela usizi, in Zululand the people were dying for (merely to cause) affliction, i.e. were being put to death for no reason or necessity whatsoever for nothing.

Sizila, v. Finish clean off, make a clean sweep of, as an i mpi the enemy (acc.), or cattle mealies in a field (= buqa, qotula); press forcibly with a slipping rub, or rub strongly with a slipping pressure, as a dragged coach-wheel or sledge might anything (acc.) over which it passes, when ironing clothes, or a woman when rubbing fat into her i-sidwaba (acc.) by long pressing smears, not in a polished manner = ukuti sizi.

Ex. i-nongubo i'some qede, ub'us'wisizila uqentuimbili, when the clothes are dry, press them with the iron.

un-Sizila, n. 5. Any slippery stone, clayey descent, etc., that causes the foot to rub along.

um-Sizilo, n. 5. Mark left by a heavy pressing rub, as that left by a sledge on the road; also = um-Latane.

Siziyela, v. — zibu.

Só, int. = co.

So, negative particle. See sa.

Ex. akuso gena (ihashi, etc.), it is not he (a horse, etc.).

So, pronounal part. It — used with nouns sing. of the fourth class.

Ex. kun'iso, it is it, or the one.

(i)So (plur. aме-Hlo, very seldom aме-So), n. Eye, i.e. aperture of sight in the eye-ball (not properly, though sometimes applied to this latter — see i-nThundu) of any creature, or figuratively; eye, as of a potato; notch, as cut in a post for guiding a rope; membrane of the drum of the ear (i-So leululebe); os internum uleri, of females; sight of a gun [Skr. aksi, eye; O. B. oku, eye; Gr. opsis, eye; Lat. os, mouth; ovculus, eye; Khu. Ya. Gu. li-so (mes-so), eye; San. Ko. li-ho (mes-ho); Li. si-so (mes-so); Ra. Bo. li-so (mes-so); Ng. Ze. Go. zi-so (mes-so); Kag. iyi-so (ma-so); Ga. li-so (ma-so); Bu. le-
isi-Sobolonjwana, n. Small child, of either sex, of about four years of age (C.N.).

Sobosela, v. = sobozela.

Soboza or Sobozela, v. Full or hang loosely about in a limp, flaccid manner, as a dead snake, long strip of meat, or a wet hide; be limp, flaccid, as such thing; do off in a long 'limp' way, as a person eating down, without biting off, a long string of roasted meat, or a stick of *tme*; pitch into one (acc.) vigorously with the tongue, as a woman scolding = tsobozela, ishobotshele, swanqaza.

Ex. vat' esati ika, wannadhu, wamsoboza, he had no sooner opened his mouth, than she ate him up in one long eating, i.e. didn't leave till she had scolded him thoroughly.

Soboze (s. k.), v. Get hanging or falling about, as above; hence, be limp, flaccid, as a monkey's tail, new-born calf, etc. = swanqaza.


Sófo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti zavu.

Sofoza, v. = ukuti zavu.

u-Sogerre, n. Maze, labyrinth, as drawn by Natives with spittle on the hot-floor when smoking hemp; applied to any arrangement of fencing, etc., designed to block up apparent passages or entrances into a kraal, or to a river which by its complicated windings seems to obstruct one in all sides.

Ex. w'apuka 'sogerre!' (or w'apuka wapukwini, w'apuka wakhelezele!) he got caught in a maze, got brought to a dead-lock! — as might be said of a man who, thinking to enter a kraal by a certain entrance, suddenly finds himself confronted with a barrier, and so on repeatedly, until he is compelled to go round by the lower gateway — and so used generally in a figurative sense.

Sohla, v. = hlosa.

Söhle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti hlosa.

(i-l)-Sohli, n. = (i-l)-Hlosi.

Sóhlu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti hlosa.

Söhluuluzi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti hlosa.

Soka (s. k.), v. Cut, or have cut, the foreskin, i.e. follow the custom of circumcision, as the Zulus used to and the Xosas still do [Her, *sukara*, be circumcised; At. oka, penile].

Ex. uboke, Zulu kabasoskeli, the Zulus no longer practise circumcision.

N.B. A Zulu custom still in vogue among boys of nine or ten years of age is *ukuqumana amathombo*, to cut the vein i.e. the string or *froum* on the underpart of the foreskin together with the small vein therein contained, and so allow the glans to project. See isi-Vela.

(ii)-Soka (s. k.), n. Any unmarried man, of whatever age, a bachelor; the 'youngman' or sweetheart of a particular girl (cp. isi-Geybe); young-man who is a 'sweetheart' or general favourite among the girls [Nyam. sogu, fine, nice].

P. *aku'soka lingungisici*, there's no young-man who hasn't something (faulty) nobody is perfect.

isi-Soka (s. k.), n. Unmarried dependent or menial, working in the kraal of a chief or headman.

u-Soka-lakwa'Zulu(s. k.), n. Washing-soda (N.).

N.B. This harmless chemical, mixed in butter, along with the heart of a cock-dove and also of a *Maltegnas* owl, becomes a formidable *jhabya* or medicine for driving a girl into hysterics!

(iii)-Sokanqangi (s. k.), n. Eldest son, and daughter, of a man (whether heir or not); also applied to the first taken wife among a number (whether chief wife or not) = (iii)-Tubanqangi; u-Mandulo.

u-Sokele (Sokole), n. Copper, used formerly in the making of *amn-Siongo*, etc. [Sw. *mu-zoku, ma-sango*, copper-wire; Ga. chi-komo, copper].

Sokoca (s. k.), v. = tukata.

um-Sokoco (s. k.), n. = um-Tukutu.

Sokohla (s. k.), v. Put a finger or border on the lower part of an *isi-Geybe* (acc.) or at the two ends of a head waist-band; dress the hair, when short, by patting or rubbing it into little ringlets or tufts (N. = *qibber*); also *sopu*.

um-Sokohllo (s. k.), n. 5. (N) = u-Magnibone.

Sokola (s. k.), v. Grow thin, lose flesh, as from much work or exhaustion; also (N.) = utela.

(iii)-Sokosoko or Sokosokwana (s. k.), n. Meaties, amabele, and new grass, when already a few inches high and growing finely in a softly waving mass.

um-Sokosoko (s. k.), n. 5. Bush, growing in damp spots, and used medicinally for pain in the stomach and the (iii)-Kambi.

Sokozela (s. k.), v. Be of a fine thriving growth, come up flourishingly, as meaties, Kaffir-corn or new grass when a few inches high, just sufficient to wave slightly in the wind.

u-Sokuni (Sokonuni), n. Certain sea-animals (N.).
Sola, v. Grumble, complain, find fault with or about anything (ace.), as food, a wrong-doer, any action, etc.; find fault with inwardly, be dissatisfied with, be doubtful or suspicious about, as any peculiarity in an object of purchase; chatter or cackle away at in an agitated manner, as fowls when they see a hawk (ace.) or birds a snake; (C.N. fr. Xo.) bite, as a snake a person (ace. = luma).

Ex. uku-i-sola, to blame oneself i.e. regret, be sorry about (with nga). Cp. t-i-Neinza.

u-s'isola wujuje, he is sorry for it now.

uqisolu uku nga'yoludabu, I blame you for that affair.

uqisolu mantu mugowo kwayo (inkomo), I am dissatisfied, not fully pleased with this foot of its (the beast being bargained for).

Soleka (s.k.), v. Get complained or grumbled about; be unsatisfactory, give cause to find fault.

i(i)-So-lemamba (lemambha), n. Small shrub, bearing a raceme of pink flowers; also a certain tree.

i(i)-So-lenkosikazi (s.k.), n. Small shrub, having black edible berries.

i(i)-So-Solo. n. A grumbling or complaining, (= i-nTsolo); (C.N.) spot outside a kraal, where medicinal charms are burnt during a thunderstorm to ward off the lightning (= i(i)-Ziko lezulu).

um-Solo, n. 5. Watery eruption (perhaps from lichen) of the body, said to be caused by the water of some rivers (N. fr. Xo.).

u(u)-Solo, n. Flat-crown tree (Albizzia fastigiata = um-Butyazi); secret warning or intimation, as might be privately sent to a person by a friend to put him on his guard, or by one member of a conspiracy to another as to their course of action (cp. u(lu)-Mboni; i-se-Gwana; u(lu)-Zwanda; also = i-nTsolo.

Ex. wongihlabela usolo, he sent me a secret warning.

bahluyane uqolo uqayo, they are united in a secret understanding or complot against him.

bahlubelane uqolo uqayo, they have sent round to one another secret messages of conspiracy, complot concerning him.

u-Solo, n. Variety of hard-shelled gourd or pumpkin, of which there are three or four kinds = i-mFuloz.

u(u)-Solo, n. Thing of a tough, bendable but not breakable nature, as a stick; thing of a leathery, supple nature, as a damp shirt, or as a person who has been sick and thin, when regaining his former suppleness of body = u(lu)-Zica, u(lu)-Zwenda.

i(i)-Solosha, n. (N) = i-nTselo.

Soma, v. Have lewd sexual intercourse with one of the other sex (with na) secretly and by common agreement, as between lovers (= klobonga); entice, lure, as one might a boy (ace.) to leave one employer and come and work for another, or a child of some other Native to come to school (= klobonga); joke, jest (= utela); (C.N.) court, woo, in a good sense; act greedily or jealously towards another (ace.), as one child when it scolds another (ace.) for coming to it when eating, being greedily desirous of eating alone.

u(u)-Sombosi (Sombhosi), n. Tall man with a swaggering gait.

u-Sombombose (Sombomhose), n. Variety of small-leaved sweet-potato much liked. Cp. u(lu)-Tshaza.

Sombota (Sombhota), v. (N) = somboza.

Somboza (Sombhosa), v. Speak insultingly, abusively of or to a person (ace. — rarely used). Cp. shidele.

Sombuluka (Sombhuluka), v. Get loosened out in any way from being bound up; hence, get unwound, as cotton from a reel, or a coiled snake; get unravelled, as a carpet, or sleeping-mat; get unfolded, as a blanket; get undone or opened out, as a bundle; get untied, as a knot or binding (= takuluka); get unravelled, as entangled string; get loosened out, as a person’s legs or hands previously stiff from rheumatism or cold; get let go out or released, i.e. go out abroad from any previous confinement, as men turning out to work after a church-service, or cattle going out from the kraal to pasture = nyombuluka.

um-Sombuluko (Sombhuluko), n. 5. Week-day i.e. a day in which people are going about freely and unconfined at work, and as such applied to any day of the week except Saturday (um-Gqibelo or the covering-in day); more particularly applied to the first week-day i.e. Monday.

Ex. wongibeka nyomsombuluko resitatu, you shall expect me on the third week-day i.e. Wednesday.

Sombulula (Sombhulula), v. Loosen out, unwind, unroll, unfold, untie, unravel a thing (ace.), as above (see sombuluka); tell away or relate a long story (ace.); let forth the rain (ace.), as the heavens (i-zulu) after having kept it long pent up = nyombulula [Skr. lu, loosen (cp.
Songa, *v.* Fold, fold up, as a blanket (acc.); roll up, as a sleeping-mat; coil up, as a rope; wind up, as cotton upon a reel; wrap up, fold in, as wares in a cloth (with nya); ‘shot up’ a person, as with an unanswerable argument so that he can say no more; begin to form the fetus in the womb, as a cow (cp. *ku-puka*); show the first signs, by a twisting of the sheath-leaves, of putting on the car, as Kafir-corn, or the flower-tuft, as mealies [Sw. *songa* twine; Ga. *zinga*, fold; Her. *zenya*, wind].

Ex. *inkomaxa* *d'is'isonga*, the cow was already starting a fetus.

Phr. *uku-songa* *inkato*, to tell a long concoction of false tales or fabrications, as when spinning a yarn = *ukutyota* *infambu*.

Songahle, *adv.* = *sengahle*.

Songaloku (*Songalkhu*), *adv.* = *sengati*.

Songatiti (*Songathitthi*), *adv.* (C.N.) = *sengathi*.

Songela, *v.* Bind up a person (acc.) as to his bowels, by administering an astrigent medicine (cp. *shajisaa*; *shajisa*); reprove with a threat, threaten a person (acc.), declare one’s intention of doing him evil (see *u(lu)-Songo*).

Songeleka (*s. k.*), *n.* Get constipated, be costive (used in perf.).

Songeleza, *v.* (C.N.) = *zongoleza*.

um-Songelo, *n.* Medicine for binding the bowels, an astrigent.

u(lu)-Songelo, *n.* = *u(lu)-Songo*.

um-Songi, *n.*. Certain large tree used medicinally for stiff-neck.

u(lu)-Songo, *n.*. Declaration of intention to do one some harm or evil, a threat or menace = *u(lu)-Songelo*. See *songela*.

i(lu)-Songolo, *n.* = *i(lu)-Shongololo*.

Songaza, *v.* Think over or make up a plan, devise, contrive, as to how one shall act, make a thing, etc. Cp. *ceba*; *qamba*; *rrama*.

(i(lu)-Songozu, *n.*. Manner, plan, or contrivance for making a thing, acting, etc. Cp. *i(lu)-Cebo*; *i(lu)-Su*.

Sononda, *v.* = *konondo*.

Sonta (*s. t.*), *v.* Twist, as a leathern thong (acc.), the parts (acc.) of a rope (cp. *pota*), or as the smith a piece of iron.
or a hole in the path a person’s ankle; begin to twist the horns, as cattle do when turning their prime (= bedula); make the izi-ufobo (acc.) or tail-pieces of a man’s dress by slitting a strip of skin along the sides and twisting the small cut pieces; twist or put about a person (acc.), put him wrong in some unpleasant way, put him out, as by giving him an indirect answer or misleading information, or as the weather, rain, etc., by acting in an unexpected, erratic, or unpropitious manner; twist or distort an affair (acc.), stating it in a misleading manner; go to church or religious service in a building (mod.) [Her. sotorora, twist; Sw. songa].

Sonteka (s.t.; s.k.), v. Get twisted, become or be crooked, as a piece of scutling from lying in the sun, or a screw (used in perf.).

Sönti, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Give a thing (acc.) a twist. See songa.

um-Sönti (s.t.), n. 5. Upright yellow-wood tree (Podocarpus Thunbergii) (N).

Sontisa (s.t.), v. Hold service for a congregation (acc. — mod.).

Sontiza (s.t.), v. = ukuti sonthi.

(iii)-Sonto (s.t.), n. Sunday; church or religious meeting-house; religious service [D. Sunday, Sunday].

Ex. uye esontweni, he has gone to church or service.

um-Sonto (s.t.), n. 5. One of the separate threads, fibres, strings, etc., which when twisted (see sonda) together form a piece of cotton, string or rope (see pola).

Sönu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti sonuluzi.

Sonuluzaka (s.k.), v. Get done off in a summary manner, made an end of at a single stroke, etc.

Ex. wasonuluzeka uye, he just got done off at a blow i.e. the abatukuli brought him down sharply and without even any period of sickness.

Sönulizu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Do or finish right off, summarily; make a clean end of outright or at a stroke, as of a pot of beer (acc.), the last still left of anything, a sick beast by putting an end to its sufferings, snuff from a person’s palm by pinching the whole of it up at once, etc.

Sopa (Sopha), v. Be bent upon having or getting at a person (acc.) with some evil intent, as upon having a fight or quarrel with him = gondu, sohla.

Soso, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = sosobala.

Sosobala, v. Crouch under, sit crouched up, as a man under a cow when milking it, or a person in a hut from cold or nervousness (used in perf.).

u-Soyaka (s.k.), n. (C.N.) = um-Yakayaka.

(iil)-Soyi, n. Sod, cut out for building purposes [D. soot].

Soyiza, v. = zoyiza.

Sozisa, v. Cause want or bring destitution, to a person (acc. with ella form) in regard to some necessity of life (with uga), deprive or cause to be deprived of, as when a young man is the cause of his father’s losing his cattle, or a child breaking the pots of its mother and thus reducing her to a state of want, or an umtakuli who kills a man’s children and so leaves him alone — swezisa.

Ex. uNomali uxisizisa ukuxhakhe ngesigubu, Nomali has brought us to want (has deprived us) to-day in regard to a water-gourd (which she has broken).

Sö, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = somba.

(iil)-Su, n. Method or way of doing anything, as of teaching a class or managing an undertaking (cp. (iil)-Songozo; (iil)-Cobo); plan or resource for dealing with any emergency, as when treating a person who has met with an accident; thin layer of flesh covering the belly of an ox (= u(lu)-Ntu); a giving birth, as of a woman or cow — generally used when calculating the number of births, the habit of parturition, or the gender of the offspring (akin to isi-Su); hence, applied to the rings (= (iil)-Zungu) on a cow’s horn, which represent the number of its years and consequently births.

Ex. iilo zika’Bantu zinamasa, So-and-so’s legs have ways of their own, some peculiarity about them.

ngisafina isu, I am just thinking for a plan or resource (as to raise some heavy load aloft).

ukutha kuhlekhe umun kupa tem ngesu, the food (as at a feast) comes out right if it is dealt with methodically, on some definite plan (not in a blind, thoughtless manner).

ukuba afindo uku, kuhe nixe ngesu, in order that you may learn something, it would be well for you to come regularly.

amasa uyo ase’mutatu, its births (i.e. calves) are now three (as of a cow).

ase’emvelo isu, she has now another habit of delivery (giving birth to boys instead of girls).

isi-Su, n. Belly, abdomen; freq. used, as below, in a broad sense in reference to the process of childbirth and referring sometimes to the womb (though the
name of this organ proper is not isi-Su, but isi-Nyu) and sometimes to the fetus it contains. Cp. u(lu)-Su [Skr. su, beget; Bo. Sha. Ngu. Zc. i-su, belly; Kamb. i-bu; Be. lu-fumo; Kus. i-fumu; Her. e-zumo; Ga. lu-buto; Sak. kibu].

Ex. lunelele Subelo, this beer-pot has a capacious body bulging out at the sides. isisun sake serekvile (or umbulini wake umbi), her abdomen i.e. generative organs, are gone bad — said of a woman who bears children who always turn out morally bad. isigubu esi 'visi sibili (or esi inebili i.e. isu ibiti), a double-bellied gourd i.e. one drawn in narrow at the middle, with a body at each end.

u(lu)-Su (the prefix u has here the ordinarily full sound), n. First stomach or paunch, of cattle; hence, human stomach; anything of a tough nature i.e. strong but soft and pliable (= u(lu)-Nama). Cp. i-inGobo; i(lu)-Nzunzi; i(lu)-Trawe [see isi-Su].

P. sisiduku: awumi uenkomo -- see dukuza.

u(lu)-Su (the prefix in this word is long), n. Cloth worn by women and made of a goat’s skin with a broad stripe of hair removed down the back. Cp. isi-Puku.

Suba, v. Dip deeply into i.e. take out largely by sinking the hands in deeply, as when taking out a handful of sugar (acc.) from a sack, or a greedy eater taking a big handful of boiled-mealies from the common dish.

Ex. intombi kw'finyayisibubu izinkomo, So-and-so’s daughter has taken out a proper helping of cattle—as when her lover has paid off the whole of her lobola at a stroke.

Subata (Subatha), v. = ribulala.

Subela, v. Wear a loin-cloth, or leather covering, passing between the legs, as the Coolies and Basutos.

um-Subelo, n. 5. Basuto, or Coolie, covering, as above.

Sucaza, n. = shuduza.

Sucula, v. Gripe, cause intestinal pains, as hard indigestible lumps of food or excrement, or a drastic purgative; also = shuduza.

Suduka (s.k.), v. = tshuku [Qa. sinduka], get out of the way; Sw. epuku).

Suduza, v. = shuduza.

Suka (s.k.), v. Get up, rise up on one’s feet (cp. sukuma, ruku); get away, be off, as a routed impi, or a person from any particular spot; move away (intrans.), as a man removing his kral from one place to another; start off, go off, as persons going a journey or running a race, or a bird flying off from a tree; start from, come from, as when journeying; originate or arise, as from any particular cause; grow up quickly and tall, as a boy, or mealies in a field [Sw. sukuma, move; sukasuka, agitate; ruku, spring; Bo. suku, sprout; Qa. stuka, get up].

Ex. po! kusuka-pi! well! what is the cause or origin of it? — as of a quarrel.

supe! get off! get away with ye (hibern.)! umlele susuka enHlatzu, we come, or started from, the Umhlatuze to-day.

ukusuka kiti ukuya kubo kuHibangana, from our kraal to theirs is some little distance.

P. itendele elisuka munwala likwanda isagila, the partridge that gets off last gets its full of the sticks, i.e. if you want to save yourself, you must get away sharp.

isi-Suka (s.k.), n. = isi-Kuba.

um-Suka (s.k.), n. 5. Fang or root of a tooth; the pointed shank, of an assegai. Native hoe-iron, etc., which is inserted into the handle; core or mass of slough at the heart of a tumour = umu-Shu.

Sukela (s.k), v. Get away after, be off after, as anything (acc.) running away; start up at, spring at, attack, as a dog might a person (acc.), or one man another when quarrelling; rise, occur, as a great quarrelling or tumult; start up i.e. grow rapidly, as corn.

Sukeleka (s.k), v. Get started off doing anything, set about doing; get led off to do anything, as by seeing another’s previous example; get started up i.e. growing off rapidly.

Ex. wasukeleka ubuhala; wasukeleka ukubona tina, she got set off (doing) beadwork; she got led off by seeing us.

isi-Suko (s.k), n. Origin, cause, place of rise, as of an affair. Cp. isi-Susa.
Suku. ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Get away, aside, or on slightly, as a kraal shifting slightly from its former site, or a traveller going a little further on. Cp. ukuthi; ukuti siki.

u(lu)-Suku (plur. ama-Suku, imi-Suku, or izi-nTsuku), n. Day (properly between sunrise and sunset) = i(l)I-Langa, umu-suku. Cp. i-Mini [Sw. Bo. siku, day; Ga. siku; Reg. lu-si; MZT. i-zuba; Lu. di-tshiko; Her. e-gwana; Ha. kwena].

Ex. amasuku etu abu nqashane (or make), our days (i.e. stay there) were short (perhaps two or three); or were long (perhaps a fortnight).

pakiti kurumabili (amasuku), at midnight. seku/ntsukwana wemuka, it is now a few days ago, since he left.

ngokupeda, intsuku singeko, I shall have it finished in no time.

akuna'ntsuku, nyamwika elinge, it is only the other day, since I gave him another one (coat).

imisuku namalanga (or mazobho), every day.

Ngiyambonina njalo, njento nosuka obungana, I see him continually, even on Sundays (or black or abstinence days, which were the days immediately following the disappearance of the moon or the death of a person, and upon which people stayed in their homes, not going out to work or on pleasure).

ubu-Suku (loc. ebu-Suku), n. Night [Her. on-tuku; Kamb. u-tuka; Sw. u-siku; MZT. bu-siku; At. oru].

Ex. pakiti kwebusuku obukulu, in the depth of the night, at midnight.

sukumbili ebusuku, we travelled at night, in the night.

weza ngobusuku, he does it by night i.e. by the darkness of night.

Phr. ukusukwana uye, or kases'ebusuku kuye, he is just darkness, or it is still in the night with him, i.e. he (a small child) has not yet reached the age to be able to understand anything.

Sukula (s. k.), v. Doctor crops (acc.) by mixing certain medicines (imi-Sukulo) in corn ground only by pregnant women and then burned in the field when the crops are still green and the north-east or south-east wind is blowing = kanda [Ga. sekulu, pound — which in Z. is kanda].

um-Sukulo (s. k.), n. 5. Medicine of any kind used as above.

Sukuma (s. k.), v. Stand up, get up and stand. Cp. suka; bulama.

u-Sukumbili (Sukumbhili), n. Small plant (Hypericum ethiopticum), whose leaves are used for perfuming the izidwaba and whose highly poisonous roots are used as a dyestuff for back-ache and stomach-pains.

Sukuza (s. k.), v. Take up an undesirable affair (acc.), as one which one wants washed up or forgotten, or which if breached may raise a quarrel; also = ukuti suka.

Sula, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = sulaza.

Sula, v. Wipe, as one's face (acc.) or a wet cup; wipe off or away, as the tears (acc.) from one's eyes, or the water from a washed cup; brush, as one's coat, or shoes; brush off, as the dirt thereon; wipe or rub down, a horse, etc. [Gr. suluo, I take away; Sw. sugua, wipe; Ga. sunyula].

Phr. ukusulumbomo, to wipe the mouth i.e. just take a mouthful of food — to break one's fast or stay one's hunger = uku-galulumbomo.

uku-Sula, n. = u(lu)-Mpe [Bo. u-sula, juice — see u-la].

i(l) or ubu-Sulasula, n. A fiddling, dilly-dallying about, instead of doing a thing at once, and which usually culminates in a miss or the escape of one's quarry. See sulaza.

Sulaza or Sulazela, v. Fiddle about hesitatingly, dilly-dally with trifles, dawdle, instead of quickly acting, as when a person after being told to fetch something still dilly-dallies with other little matters, or a man when making elaborate preparations to get a good shot at a bird (acc. with elu form), so that the bird meanwhile gets away, or a young man failing to come to a ready decision about a girl so that he eventually loses her = sulubeza, ukuti sulu. Comp. teleza.

Sulazeka (s. k.), v. Get fiddled about for, so as to get clear away, as a bird (nom.) in a tree or a dog caught in a trap, while one is hesitating to deal the blow; get dawdled about for, have other matters draw off the attention from one so that he gets missed or passes forgotten, as a girl (nom.) who gets lost to her sweetheart through his dilly-dallying about a ready decision, or a man who gets forgotten in a distribution of gifts through the distributor having his attention drawn here and there away from him = sulubezeku. Cp. telezeku.

i(l)-Sulazo, n. A getting fiddled about with so as to have been able to escape, as a bird in a tree or a dog in a trap (in a good sense, and expressing 'good luck'
in managing to come unharmed through difficulties; a getting fuddled about for, so that the attention of the particular party from whom one expects good, gets drawn away elsewhere, as the girl who loses her sweetheart through his dilly-dallying or the man who doesn’t catch the giver’s eye in a distribution of gifts (in this case expressive of ‘bad luck’ in getting missed or overlooked) = (lil)-Sulubezi. Cp. (ilil)-Telezi.

Suleka (s.k.), v. Get wiped, etc., as above (see sula); be sleek, have a plump glossy body, as man or beast (used in perf.).

Sulela, v. Wipe off or for upon; hence, clear oneself of danger, blame, etc., by letting it pass to another, as a man who, afraid of tackling a wild-beast alone, gets his companion to do the dangerous part of the business while he runs away, or a person who found out in a fault, throws the blame on another (with uga); wipe up the snuff (ace.) from one’s hand into a snuff-box (loc.); wipe a person (ace.) on the ground (with pantsi) i.e. cut him down as with an assegai, kill him.

Ex. oy’esulela uyaye, I wiped off on him i.e. I saved myself by putting him in the front, etc.

sulelo lopa, wipe up (the snuff remaining in your hand) into here (i.e. into this snuff-box).

P. insiimba isulele ngeymuna, the genet threw the blame on the bush-shrike (its common companion in the thickets) = one puts the blame on the nearest helpless, innocent thing to hand.

isi or ise-Sulelo, n. Feet-wiper, made of hide, grass, etc.; hence, door-mat; person, word, etc., upon whom or by which one seeks to clear oneself of blame, danger, etc.

Ex. kanti ugyi’isilelelo sako? am I then your scapegoat, your thing for always wiping off your dirt upon?

lebo’zei lie’isilelelo ka Bani, that word is intended to put the blame on So-and-so.

isi or ise-Sulo, n. Leaves, etc., used for wiping up the spittle after smoking the hemp-horn.

Sulu or Súulu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Move a bit, or very slightly (trans. and intrans.), as a person removing his kraal (ace.) or the kraal itself moving just a short distance from its former site, or a man walking in deep sand so that he appears to be moving very slightly; just go, or be gone, off or away, be scarcely gone (when somebody arrives, something happens, etc.) = ukuti sulu; suluza.

Ex. ya’ uce sula ay, no! he has just shifted (his Kraal) slightly.

uyisali sulu (or sululu), bushequla uluwa, I can scarcely move, but they at once set about fighting.

uyati ujisali sulu (or sululu), basika, I had hardly gone out, when they arrived.

isi-Sulu, n. State of being alone, solitary, undisturbed, unsupervised, at perfect freedom or leisure (with ilbu, ilulu, saleya, etc.) = (ilil)-Hilbu, (ilil)-Hilane.

Ex. subudla isisatu utshuza bakuBani, we enjoyed So-and-so’s beer all alone to ourselves (nobody else was there).

bayajabula (abantuwa), beshaya isisulu umdlaka, they are happy (the children), having it all to themselves today (their parents having gone out).

P. isisulu siyakulukudulu, the being alone will wipe you out (if you don’t take care; for while alone also some evil may befall you) = iilelu iibhlobhlozi vukela.

isisulu sans’endlele ka batenje, the solitude of the veldt is not trusted in – somebody is sure to be about.

u(lu)-Sulu, n. = u(lu)-Sini.

SuluBheza or Sulubezela, v. = sulaza.

Sulubezeka (s.k.), v. = suluzeka.

(iil)-Sulubezi, n. = (ilil)-Sulazo.

Sululu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti sulu.

um-Sululu, n. 5. Certain tree growing in the bush-contry.

Sululua, v. = u(lu)-Su.

Suluza, v. Move (trans. or intrans.) very slightly, just a short space, as a man shifting his place, or his kraal (ace.) a little bit (cp. ukuti siki); walk with short steps and a peculiar backward motion of the buttocks, so as to appear to be shifting one’s position very slightly, as a man walking through sand, or as some men do habitually; grind corn on the grindstone, as a child, in a way similar to that of the walking-gait above, rubbing about the stone but every time bringing the grain backward again, not clearing it off forward; (C.N.) twist the end, so as to make a point, on a piece of cotton (ace.) or string.

Suluzeka (s.k.), v. Get moved, or shift, very slightly, as above, as a man when asked to make room for another.

(iil)-Sumpa, plnr. ama-Sumpa, sometimes erroneously ama-Ntsuma (s.p.), n. Small raised dot or wart made on the side of a beer-pot, etc., by way of ornamentation; small knob or handle of wood on each side of the (ilil)-Tunya or Native milking-vessel. Cp. i-nTsmpa [Sw. sumba, boil].
Two when Native small — Push Munch [Sw. setlelelele].

Sumpu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. p.), v. = ukuti shumpe.

Sumpuka (s.p.; s.k.), v. = shumpuka.

Sumpula (s.p.), v. = shumpula.

Sumuza or Sumuzela, v. Munch merely i.e. cat anything (acc.) that has absolutely no taste, being merely ‘stuff’ in the mouth; take bad imperceptible stuff. See i-nTsumantsumun; ukuti shuwayi.

i(l)-Sundu (Sundu), n. Common palmetto (Phoenix reclinata), growing in coast districts. Cp. i(l)-Lula; i-nGyaswunda [Her. omu-ranga, palm-tree].

um-Sundu, n. 5. Common earth-worm; also applied to red intestinal or round worm (= um-Tshamane) [Sw. nyungwinyungu, worm].

um-Sundulo, n. 5. One of the two tendons at the back of the neck. Cp. um-Toroti. Ex. unk-yoba, or yohisa, umswado, to have the head lowered or bowed down, as by nature, or when sitting over work.

Sunduza, v. Push or shove away or forward, as one might a box (acc.) or person with the hand, foot, or shoulder. Cp. ciliza; kapanza [Sw. sukuna, push; Her. yanduwa, push forward].

Sungubala, v. Creep, crawl, or otherwise pass through any narrow aperture or hole-like passage, as when passing through a narrow hole in order to reach a further open space. Cp. ukuti shumpe.

Sungubeza, v. Make pass through a narrow passage, as above.

Sungula, v. Begin, start, as any work (acc.); provoke a person (acc.), give him willingly incitement to fight — often adopted by women for hollow purposes = qala [Sw. sogeza, start; Ga. soka, begin; Kav. talaga].

u(lu)-Sungulo, n. Native awl, or needle for piercing; small species of blindworm (smaller than an earth-worm), with a lustrous body, something like a tiny snake = (u(lu)-Sungulo-lwamadlhiyi; cp. e-Kambanpiti); also = (l)-Hlabantsungula [Her. o-ulango, awl; Sw. sibulwe, needle].

um-Sunu, n. 5. = i-nTluna.

u-Sununundu, n. Veldt-herb, whose roots are used as an emetic to assist expectoration.

um-Sunu-wembuzi (wembhu), n. 5. Two different shrubs (Kraussia lanceolata and Nuxia floribunda).

Susa, v. Make get or go away; hence, take away, remove anything, as vessels (acc.) from a table, a stain from a cloth, or a beggar from one’s door; taken away, deduet, subtract from, as a smaller quantity from a greater; drive off, as an enemy; set anything (acc.) in motion or a-going, start it or him off, as a railway-train or boys racing; make start off from i.e. commence to relate a story or take it up from any particular point; cause, give origin or start to, as a quarrel or other sequence of events; get rid of, make away with an obnoxious person, in the case of a chief equivalent to ‘kill’ him [Gr. sulao, I take away; Bo. usu, abolish; Her. isa, take away; Sw. rusha, send away].

Phr. uku-susa ivingowo, to move one’s feet i.e. go along smartly, quickly.

isi-Susa, n. Cause, origin, of any matter = isi-Kwelo. See suka; susa.

Susela or Suselela, v. Take up or commence to relate a story (acc.) from any particular point.

isi-Suso, n. Certain kind of quick, spirited dance, performed at weddings, and accompanied by clapping of hands = isi-Gerre.

P. isisuso simunandi yeguphikewedwe, the wedding-dance is nice upon its repetition (by which time all have fallen well in together) —said to beg a repetition of any favour, gift, etc.

isi-Susumba (Susumba), n. Big, heavy belly.

Suta (Sutha — perf. sutij, v. Be full, be sated, with eating anything (with agent); have had enough of, whether food, or metaphor, as with fodder, talk, etc.; be pregnant, as a woman, and sometimes used of a cat (= mita; cp. kluza) [Her. kuta; Ya. ikuta; Ga. ukuta; Bo. eguta].

Ex. sesiyi, I am full, have had enough. kule uisatsisa ngamwami, you have already long ago given us enough of your talk.

kagiyikusantu'muntu b'uyama, nobody will have enough, get sated, from this meat.

Phr. uku-suta nnyoza, to have had enough with wind, i.e. to have no appetite for anything else, as food.

uku-Suta (Sutha), n. Fullness, satiety, from eating, etc.

Ex. balukwe uku-suta, they are intoxicated, dined, through much eating.
um-Sutasutane (Suthusuthane), n. 5. Certain herb, used medicinally for children.

Suteka (Sutheka), v. Get sated or satisfied with i.e. fill one up who may eat it, as substantial food, or as the person with such food.

Ex. ingama kagisuleke, meat is not satisfying, filling (as a food), you cannot make a full meat off it alone.

Sutela (Sutheka), v. Be filled or sated with food for or by reason of or thanks to somebody (ace.).

Ex. sikupane (uShaka), umutsutla unfo ka'Bani, we drank it (the beer), and got satisfied for him (for he wished to see us have enough), the son of So-and-so.

Sutisa (Suthisa), v. Fill a person (ace.) with food, give him enough; impregnate, make pregnant (= mitisa).

Ex. intombi ka'Bani bagisulele, they have made pregnant the daughter of So-and-so.

um-Suto (Sutho), n. 5. = i-wiSuta.

um-Sutu (Suthu — plur. aba, or ase), n. 1. One of the Suto race; a very stingy person.

Ex. kwedshanti njalo, umutsu, he isn’t stingy, then; why, he’s a veritable Basuto.

nga k'beSuta, he has gone to the Basutos or to Basutoland.

isi-Sutu (Suthu), n. Language of the Basutos.

(uIu)-Sutu (Suthu — loc. o-Sutu), n. Suto nation (collectively), or their land; cattle of the Afrikaner breed, which seem to have been first obtained from the Transvaal Basutos about the time of Mzilikazi’s raiding there (= u(lu)-Sutu o]mpondunde, u(lu)-Belu; cp. i(lu)-Kenn; name subsequently adopted by the party of Cetswaya, in Zuilikazi, as distinct from those of Mpande himself and of the other son of Mpande, Mbulazi, the following of this latter being called izi-Qozu, and of Mpande, u-Zulu.

Ex. uge oSuta, he has gone to Cetswaya’s people or district; or to the Basutos (kahe-Suta).

ixitsutakazi czimbili, two Afrikaner cows.

uSuta kwelwa noMandhlakazi, the party of Cetswaya fought with that of Zibebu.


P. ukususa kwenamumana kuvela kweMfantsana, the slip (or breaking wind) of the head-man is disembled (pretended not to be heard) by the common fellow — the wrong-doing of the great must be let pass unnoticed by the lowly.
kute swahla ubumnyama, it is pitch dark.

Swahla, v. = ukuti swahla.

Swakama (s. k.), v. Be moist or damp, as recently wetted ground or a washed garment, or the body with perspiration (used in perf.) = ginqa, mata.

um-Swakama (s. k.), n. 5. Any damp or moist place or thing, as a wet spot in a hut or a recently washed garment.

Swakamisa (s. k.), v. Make a thing (acc.) damp, moisten.

Swálahka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti swahla.

isi-Swálahka (s. k.), n. Large knobkerry (C.N.).

Swambakanya (Swambakanya), v. = shwambakanya.

Swambateka (Swambateka), v. = sambateka.

Swanguluka (s. k.), v. = sunguluka.

um-Swani, n. 5. Grass in the paunch or first-stomach of cattle or other ruminating animals and awaiting re-chewing (see hlwabula, etshiša).

Phr. umuntu adhle kusibhaca, 'enzele umswahla, a person eats in the evening, doing it so as to have a reserve or something to work upon in the morning (as he will not eat again till midday).

swebenonga (or sorubodhla) umswizani; ka-sisisayikwuka, you are now bellowing over the stomach-grass (as cattle are wont to do when they come home and find thrown about the contents of the stomach of one of their number that has been slaughtered, but which is so much useless noise); it (the broken vessel) won't come to life again = you are crying over split milk = as might be said to a little girl who has broken her pitcher.

u(lu)-Swani (collect.; or individually with plur. izi-nSwani), n. = u(lu)-Saba; also u(lu)-Swaniniswa.

um-Swanikazi (s. k.), n. 5. Species of dark-coloured ama-bele.

u(lu)-Swaninga, n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Sawaniswa.

u(lu)-Swaniswani, n. Tall, slender person.

um-Swanisi-wenwubu, n. 5. Certain kind of ama-bele.

Swaniza, v. Collect dry sticks, scrub, etc. for firewood (used chiefly by women). See u(lu)-Swani.

Swanyaza, v. = soboza.

Swanyazeka (s. k.), v. = sobozeka.

Swáyi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be or keep quiet, silent; be hushed, stilled, as the wind.

Ex. uyiqokuti uye swáyi, I shall just keep silent, won't say a word.

Swaza, v. = sileka; also swaaca.

Swazeka (s. k.), v. = silekeka.

i(lu)-Swazi, n. One of the Swazi tribe; peculiar kind of assegai, with groove down the middle, used by the Swazis.

Ex. uye eSwazini, he has gone to Swaziland.

um-Swazi, n. 5. = isi-Sila.

u(lu)-Swazi, n. Switch, small thin rod or stick (whether green or dry); name sometimes given to one of the um-Beka oxen [Ga. kagyu, switch; MZT. ka-samo].

Swé, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be perfect, without defect, faultlessly nice, clear, etc., as any piece of handwork, or water or sky when quite clear of cloud or sediment (= swe-sweka); make or do anything (acc.) thus perfectly, faultlessly nice or proper, as when making an earthen pot or cutting a piece of cloth evenly (= swesweza). Cp. isi-Nwe.

u(lu)-Swe, n. = holobonga.

u(lu)-Swebezane, n. Swarm, as of children, pigs, ants, etc.

Swebezela, v. Swarm about, after, etc., i.e., be thickly numerous, as a lot of children about a kraal, a litter of pigs, or bees about a tree.

Swela, v. Lack, need, require anything (acc.) = ntula.

i(lu)-Swela, n. = i(lu)-Selwa.

u(lu)-Swela, n. = u(lu)-Selwea.

i(lu)-Swelandhlabe, n. = i(lu)-Pungandhlebe.

Sweleka, v. Be lacking, be needed, be required; be necessary (used in perf.); die, depart life (= gigabuka).

Ex. kusweleka ukuba aqale arume yena, it is necessary that he should first consent.

Sweleka chusuku, he passed away during the night.

Swelela, v. Become or begin to grow dull, faintly 'seeable', obscure to the vision, as things generally (impers. ku) after twilight in the evening, a burnt spot on the veldt when the grass begins to grow and the blackness to become fainter, or the hair commencing to grow again on a head recently shaven; disappear, vanish, as a person suddenly missed from a party; pretend not to hear or see anything intentionally (= ziba) = hwelela.

Ex. sexisweleke izinde zake, his hair is now beginning to grow, or take the distinctness off his baldness.
Swélele, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = sweleda.

um-Swélele, n. 5. (C.N.) = n-Mandulubala.

(iii)-Sweli, n. Certain strong-smelling veld-herb, wild garlic, eaten as food in time of famine; hence, applied to onion.

Swempa (s.p.), v. Trick, cheat, as one person might another (acc) with whom he agrees to travel and then leaves beforehand, without him, or the weather when it leads one to think it is going to be fine and then changes for rain = puumba.

u-Swempa (s.p.), n. (C.N.) = u-Shebe, um-Veshe.

um-Swempa (s.p.), n. 5. Juicy semi-transparent root of the isi-Tale (or hare’s foot) plant, and which is eaten = n-No-mucangiyana.

Swempaka (s.p.; s.k.), v. Get tricked, cheated, as above (used in perf.) — see swempa.

u(ulu)-Swempu (s.p.), n. = i-nTlwempu.

um-Swendo, n. 5. = um-Sendo.

isi-Swenya, n. Bunch, as of three or four mealie-cobs or carrots tied together at the heads, or of flowers, or of a few people or cattle standing together in a group. Cp. isi-Ileke.

um-Swenya, n. 5. Mealie-grub (= i-nTlwara) when found in the ground during the winter; black grooves or decayed holes in the front teeth of a person, as though gnawed by some insect (the name properly refers to this supposed insect).

Sweswa, v. = ukuti swe.

T has two varieties of sound in Zulu — (1) an open or expired t; (2) a close or inspired t. The former, or expired t, is practically the same as in English; and being in Zulu always accompanied by a certain amount of aspiration, is distinguished in script by the combination th, as in the words thoba (bow down) and thenga (barter). The close or inspired t has no equivalent in English. It may be best described as a combination of the sounds of a d and a t, and so may be regarded either as a hardened d or as a softened t. It is a t whose aspiration is checked or drawn back, whose sharpness is deadened by the tongue clogging, as it were, at the closed teeth. Being without the usual aspiration, it is distinguished in script by the simple sign t, as in the words toha (get softened) and tengatanga (waver).

The combination th is a variation of the lisp kl (see note under D).

The sign tsh denotes, not the sound of the ch in the English word ‘cherry,’ but a combination of the sounds of a close or inspired t, and an sh, somewhat resembling the sound of the th in the English word ‘virtue,’ not that of the English j, with which it is generally confounded by Colonists, as, for example, in the words tshela (tell) and tshuna (plant).

The combination tsr represents a union of a close or inspired t along with that of an s, and in pronunciation resembles that of dts, not that of the more sharpened English ts, as in the word tsaka (squirt).
An s immediately following an u, also becomes changed in pronunciation into a ts, as in the words i-nTsabulo, i-nTsila. This is, of course, a 'combination sign' representing a single sound and does not mean that in pronunciation a t is heard as distinct from the s, but denotes merely that the single sound following the u is not a simple (as in English) but a dentalised sibilant.

N.B. Roots, therefore, having the prefix i-, and hitherto, according to the old orthography, commencing with an s, must here be sought for under Ts.

Ta (Tha), v. Invent a name for a person (doubt, acc.), call him a name (= gamba); pour into some receptacle (acc.) having a small mouth or aperture, as a bottle, calabash, or into a person (by the anus) when injecting an enema (cp. tela; see cuta, potsha, boja); (C.N.) present the people (acc.) of a young-man’s intended with the first head of cattle in order to open a settlement with them regarding her lobola (= gamba) [Sw. Ga. MZT. ila, call, name; At. ta].

Ex. boye ‘ku-i-kwe (or boye ‘kuta i-kwe), they have gone with a beast to open the mouth of the (prospective) father-in-law (N). isitiwe le’ntombi, this girl is already engaged (or arranged about with her father) (N).

Phr. ngiyakala ingankwele (or ngiyakulinkela), I will tell you a story — corela.

Tā, ukuti (Thā, ukuthi), v. Be flat, level, smooth, as a plain or hut floor; make a thing (acc.) so flat = ukuti caba.

isi-Ta (Tha — the second i is long), n. Enemy, foe = i-nPi’ [Bo. u-la, weapon; Sw. mula, bows and arrows; Her. ou-la, bow; At. ote, enemy].

isi-Ta (Tha), u. Heap or pile of anything collected together, as umabele, bricks, etc. (less than the i-nDondela). See i-Nyapha.

u(lu)-Ta (Tha), n. Uterine secretions preliminary to parturition and preceding the ‘waters’ (see is-Ampanza); (C.N.) first child, or wife, of a man (see i-li-Sokwanyi).}

ubu-Ta (s. t.), n. Willful negligence, neglectful indifference, as when a servant knowingly does his work badly through not caring.

ukū-Ta (Tha — second u is long), n. Custom of using the impersonal pronoun (ku, or loku) in reference to a person, etc., in order to indicate contempt = ukū-Takazi [akin to root to — see i-nTo].

TA

Ex. kusamwi-ni kona loku? what does this thing (a person, dog, etc.) want? ngibizwela-ni nyokula? why do you call me ‘a thing’?

Tāba, ukuti (Thāba, ukuthi), v. =ukuti caba.

Taba (Thaba), v. Delight, be delighted, be filled with great joy or pleasure (used in perf.) = neicca. Cp. jabela [Skr. las, delight; Heb. tanah, joy; Gr. terpou, I delight; Ar. insharahe, rejoice].

i-nTaba (s. t.), n. Hill; mountain [Heb. geba, hill; Ar. gābāl; Gr. payos; Chw. si-tlaba; L. Cong. tadi].

Phr. ukun-donsia intaba, to pull up a hill. ukumena ngentaba, to stand with the back against a hill = to deny resolutely.

ukun-korela ngentaba, to climb up by way of a hill = to get unnecessarily excited, wild, into a rage, as when discussing an affair with another; also, to leave the beaten track i.e. talk away from the point or out of the usual direct way.

Tābalala, ukuti (Thābalata, ukuthi), v. = ukuti ja.

i(li)-Tabala (Thābalalaa), n. Indolent, ‘lifeless’ kind of person.

Tābalazi, ukuti (Thābalazi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti ja.

um-Tabane (Thābane), n. 5. Vaginal belt of i-Nceema grass, formed like a small boat tied at each end and worn during the menstrual period. Cp. isi-Vato; (N) = um-Tambane.

Tabata (Thabatha), v. = tata [Sw. kama-ta, take; Kwafi. etanaba].

i(li)-Tabata (Thabatha), n. Manner of sewing beadwork, leaving small meshes between the beads. Cp. um-Belo.

Ex. isigege sami setabata, my netted frontal-covering.

Tāba tāba, ukuti (Thāba thāba, ukuthi), v. Be or live at one’s ease, comfortably, without anything to disturb or worry = ukuti caba caba, ukuti zinzi zinzi.

i(li)-Tābata (s. t.), n. Indolent, ‘lifeless’ person, with no energy or work within him.

isi-Tābaba (Thābathaba), n. A universal proclamation of a disturbing nature — mostly confined to the isiTalababo sezintombi in 1868, when Sir. Theo. Shepstone reduced the legal number of lobola cattle and fixed it at ten head (N. fr. Xu.)

isi-Tābata (s. t.), n. Person with a delicate, limber, though gen. ‘pretty’ body.

i(li)-Tabato (Thabatha), n. = i(li)-Tabata.

Tabaya (Tabhaya), v. = tamusa.
Tabazeka (Thabazeku), v. = ukuti taba taba, netezeeka.

Tabazela (s.t.), v. Do in an indolent, ‘life-less’ way, as one delicate or lazy. Cp. debesela.

i(l)-Tabelo (Thabelo), n. Delight, great joy.

Täca, ukuti (Thäca, ukuthi), v. = ukuti bara.

i-nSäntäntaca (s.t.), v. = i-nMbabuwarna.

Tacaza (Thacaza), v. = bazuza.

Taceka (Thaceka), v. = baceka.

Täfa, ukuti (Thäfa, ukuthi), v. = ukuti vaba.

i(l)-Täfa (Thäfa), n. A plain; flat country = i(l)-Ceke. Cp. ukuti ta'[Tanga-nika Lake, said to mean ‘plain-like’] — cp. Z. i-täfa, plain; Su. muka, river; Sw. sawa, flat; MZT. mu-luIu, plain).

Täfu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = tafuza.

i(l)-Tafula (ukuthi; s.t.), u. Table [D. tafe].

ama-Täfuatu (s.t.), n. Fat, grease, or any ‘oily’ thing, as a lump of fat (of meat), or dripping used for anointing the body. Cp. ama-PuTa; i(l)-Noni; ama-Tfibiti.

isi-Täfuatu (s.t.), n. Meat-gravy thickened with meal and mixed with fat; any similarly rich, fatty food = isi-Tfibiti.

Tafuza (s.t.), v. Be ‘fatty’, be running or thickly covered with oil or grease.

Tafuzela (s.t.), v. Go ‘fattily’ or ‘greasily’ along, as a very fat person walking.

Tählä, ukuti (Thähla, ukuthi), v. = ukuti baca.

Thahlaza (Thahlaza), v. = bacaaza.

Thaloka (Thaloka), v. = bacaeka.

Täka, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.; s.k.), v. Be too much for a person (acc.), be more than enough for, tire out thoroughly, as too much food, work, etc. = shikilisa, ahzula.

Taka (Thaka), v. (C.N.) = tokela.

i-nTaka (s.t.; s.k.), n. Generic name for the females of various species of small finches, such as go in flocks with the u-Jojo, i(l)-Sakabuti, u-Maveube, u-Nile-kwame, etc. [Xo. intaka, bird; Sw. Bo. Ze, etc. ndege, bird].

Phr. intaka ibekelwe amacla ka'nSibani-ni, the little finch (i.e. its feathers) are put in the dew at So-and-so’s kraal = the wedding-dance is to-morrow (from the Native custom of putting feather head-dresses in the dew in order to remove creases, etc.) — hence used metaphor, of any event that is already at hand. See u-Tskhula.

i(l)-Takabazi (s.t.), u. = i(l)-Cakabazi.

i-nTakantsintsi (s.t.; s.k.), n. Yellow-shouldered Whydah Finch (Pentheridria albontotata). Cp. isi-Gire (Appendix).

Takasa (s.t.; s.k.), v. Get along in a stiff-legged, lumpered kind of way, as a person with a sore in the thighs, a weary traveller trudging along a road, or (metaphor.) a woman plodding away at a large firing field.

Takata (Thakatha), v. Practise poisoning and other similar crimes secretly, work evil by medicines, charms or witchcraft to the injury of any person (acc., or with ela form) or property; do with surprising skill or cunning, as one expert in any handiwork = kankala, soke; cp. lamba [Gu. ndoyi, bad character; Bo. tlogi, step over].

ubu-Takata (Thakathaku), n. Limpness, as of a piece of supple hide; softness (easily receiving impressions), as a ripe fruit, or (metaphor.) a quickly grasping mind (i-Kanda) = limpness of body, weakness, feebleness, as of a sick person or child — word mostly confined now to Natal [Sw. tekteke, limp].

Ex. ikunda lwe-thabukata, his head is soft, quickly sensitive to or easily catching diseases; or, is soft, readily receiving impressions, retaining what has been taught.

us'ebukata, he is still feeble.

um-Takati (Thakathi), n. 1. Person habitually given to secret poisoning, bewitching, etc, as above (see takata); surprisingly clever or skilful person; certain Native custom (= um-Shopi — used with enza); name sometimes applied to an irritatingly painful tooth; or to the irritatingly painful spot in the flesh where the tape-worm parasite lodges (see i-nThumba) — n-Mahuyakususa, n-Mashiyakukwela, um-Kankuli, isi-Hambakubi, um-Soboco, u-Seqanambuqa, u-Seqanezangolo, u-Siyakuncu.

Ex. abalwe ababukati, he is afflicted with tape-worm cysts (from the pain caused — see i-nThumba).

ukwebe umtakati, he is suffering from toothache.

Phr. ingane isipuma ababukati: the infant is cutting his teeth (from the pain caused).

isi-Takati (Thakathi), n. Diarrhea of infants — often occurring by reason of or about the time of cutting the teeth (see above = isi-Koba): grub disease in mealies, causing the plant to turn white; whitish patch on a woman’s kilt, from the peculiarity of the skin at that spot not taking the ‘blackening’ as do the other parts.

Takaza (Thakaza), v. Show kindness or geniality, as below.

Takazela (Thakazela), v. Address or act
towards a person (acc.) in a kindly, genial, courteous manner, as towards a stranger or visitor (cp. ili-Kono); welcome, greet, a person on arrival, or as a dog upon meeting its master (cp. binelela; halaliseka).

Takazelana (Thakazelana), v. Show friendliness, kindness, towards each other; live as friends together, as two comrades residing at the same place.

isi-Takazel (Thakazo), n. A tribal salutation, term of polite or friendly address peculiar to each clan — each clan being distinguished by its own clan-name or isi-bongo as well as by its term of salutation, thus a member of the Elangeni clan is addressed by the name 'Mklongo, one of the Zulu clan by 'Ndabezita, of the Zangu clan by 'Mhlelo, of the Qwabe clan by 'Gumede, and so on; hence, a nickname coined for an infant by its mother = isi-Takazo. Cp. isi-Topo.

uku-Takazi (Thakazi), n. = uku-Ta; uku-Nto.

isi-Takazo (Thakazo), n. = isi-Takazel.

isi-Tako (Thako), n. Mixture of different things (C.N.).

(i)-Tala (Thala — loc. e-Tala), n. Kind of hanging basket or bag made of fibre net-work, hung up on the wall inside of a hut, and having an opening at one end or at the top — it is used as a ‘shelf’ or cupboard in which to store things out of the reach of children; a coming-down all at once in a single mass, a shower or volley — used of the assegai of an impi when hurled all together at an enemy (cp. isi-Mongo; n-Telaweya) [Bo. u-tala, privy].

Ex. babatela ugetla, they poured down upon them (their assegais) in a shower or volley; or, they poured down upon them in one great rushing mass.

Phr. uhlama, ubek’etela, eat and put by something in the cupboard = always keep something by for a rainy day.

um-Tala (Thala), n. Kind of long grass (Erianthus Cuspidus), growing in moist ground and used for hut-thatching; milky-way or galaxy, in the heavens; strip of fleshy muscle encircling the paunch of cattle; long swollen stripe going from the navel towards the breast-bone in some Natives (cp. um-Nyele); stripe or long patch of hair remaining on the top of the head of an infant when the hair around the sides of the head has fallen out.

(i)-Talabu (Thalabu), n. Bowels of a sheep (C.N.)

isi-Taladi (s.t.), n. Street, in a town [D. straat].

isi-Talagu (Thalagu), n. Crafty, rougish-looking person, capable of any criminal action.

u(lu)-Talagu (s.t.), n. Person, gen. a female, with large heavy buttocks, causing a stiff, waddling gait. Cp. u(lu)-Talalisa.

Talakahla, ukuti (Thalakahla, ukuthi), v. ‘Flop’ oneself down, squat down in a careless lazy manner, as a woman coming tired into a hut; ‘flop’ a thing (acc.) down, cast it down in a careless indifferent manner, as a child might a pot (acc.) in the yard.

Talala, ukuti (Thalala, ukuthi), v. Be brimming or chock-full, as a river up to the top of its banks, or the belly inflated with wind; also = talalisa. Cp. ukuti tantala.

Talala (Thalala), v. = ukuti talala.

Talalisa (Thalalisa), v. Pretend not to hear or see a thing (with nga) from contempt, perverseness, etc. = tufela.

Talasa (s.t.), v. Turn up the buttocks intentionally; hence, have large prominent buttocks, thrust out far behind (used in perf. — see u(lu)-Behu); go or walk with the buttocks thrust out far behind; stoop, protruding the buttocks and so exposing the pudenda, as a little girl (cp. dunusa; ranula); show contumacious disregard, as towards one’s father (acc. and elu form).

Talasea (s.t.), v. Show contumacious disregard towards, as towards a parent (acc.) or other whom one is in duty bound to respect and care for = teneza, teba, bembesela. Cp. delela.

isi-Talasi (s.t.), n. Contumacious disregard, as above; person of such a character = isi-Taniisi, isi-Tenesi.

Tala täla, ukuti (Thala thala, ukuthi), v. = galaza, talaza.

(i)-Talatalakazana (Thalatalakazana), n. = (i)-Qalaqala.

(i)-Talatalana (Thalatalana), n. = (i)-Qalaqala.

Talaza (Thalaza), v. = galaza [Lu. tala, look; Sw. tsusana; Her. tora].

u(lu)-Talazi (Thalazi), n. Any very hard, intractable thing, as a rock, strong pot, or person difficult to move or impress.

Ex. uku nskgaya dalazini, you are pegg ing away at a rock — as when seeking to move or get something out of a hard-headed person.

(i)-Tama (Thama), n. (C.N.) = (i)-Tamo.
um-Tama (Thamba), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Tamo.
Tâma tâma, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = tamsa.
Tamasa (s.t.), v. Enjoy life, have abundance of the good things of life, especially as to eating and drinking = basa, tabaya, tabaya [Ga. tamiza, make one drunk].
Tamba (Thambha), v. Be or become soft (in any sense), as a ripe peach, or feather-cushion; be or become supple, not rigid, as a hide, green switch, or piece of tin; be or become soft of character, tamed down, mild, as a person or animal of a previously wild disposition; be or become readily impressionable, quickly taking in, as the mind (i-Kanda) of a sharp boy; be soft of body, enervated, limp, from strengthlessness; be of a feeble, unenergetic nature, in one's work or actions — used in perf. in all senses [Skr. dam, be tamed; Gr. dameo, I tame; Sw. tanna, soft; Her. tamba, soften].
Tamba (Thamba), v. Dance in the manner of Christian Natives (N) [? Eng. dance or stamp].
Tâmbalala, ukuti (Thambhalala, ukuthi), v. = ukuti ja.
Tâmbalala (Thambhalala), v. = ukuti ja.
Ex. ukuku eambalalasile inileuce, he is just all along sitting with his legs stretched out i.e. idle, indolent.
Tambalaza (Thambhalaza), v. = ukuti ja.
Tâmbalazi, ukuti (Thambhalazi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti ja.
Tambama (Thambhama), n. Slink off, decline — used of the sun soon after mid-day.
 ama-Tambama (Thambhama — no sing.), n. Early afternoon, at about two o'clock and previous to the i-nTambama.
Ex. sel'ntambama, it (the sun) is now on the 'slants' i.e. it is already past noon.
i-nTambama (Thambhama — loc. e-nTambama), n. Afternoon, i.e. at about three or four o'clock.
 um-Tambane (Thambhane), n. 5. Veldtherb (Stephania hermandafolia), whose roots are used as a stylopel for clearing a child of the ama-S'ebc/ele.
Tâmbe, ukuti (Thâmbe, ukuthi), v. Be slightly inclined, slanting, or sloping, as a picture on a wall, or a hill; make be so slanting or sloping.
Tambeka (Thambhekana), v. Slang, be inclined to one side, as a plank leaning or a beer-pot standing awkwardly; slope, as a hillside (used in perf.) [Ga. kolunika, incline; Ang. beteka, incline].
 um-Tambeka (Thambhekana), n. 5. Slope, of any description, as on a hillside.
Tambisa (Thambhisa), v. Soften, as bread (acc.) by soaking it; make supple, as a skin; bring or tame down, make mild, as an unruly person or animal.
i-nTambiso (Thambhiso), n. Certain climbing-plant (= i-nPindiso) used medicinally, for chest complaints; any medicine, words, etc., used for the purpose of soothing down.
i(i)-Tambo (Thambho), n. Bone; small white head or beads (collect. — ep. i(i)-Poho); hatred against a person so as to be capable of cursing him (only as below) [Her. e-tupa, bone; Sw. tupa; Ga. gumba; MZT. i-fua; Di. inum; Mamb. nepo; At. itu; Malg. tootana].
Phr. njifuma inkomo e'matambho, I want a beast that is bones, i.e. a real live animal, no mere promising or talking — and so used metaphor, of anything else.
ematambho lo'matecena, this child grows tall, has a disposition to become lanky (see isi-Tambo).
(iambo) e'labul'impisi, the bone that beats the hyena i.e. at the nape of the neck, the atlas or first vertebra, which is very hard.
iambo lentlali, a grisly bone, such as forms the joints of the ribs at the chest.
iambo limeleze, femur or thigh-bone.
iambo elifupi, the short bone i.e. the humerus of the arm, or the femur of the leg.
ubani umetambho kunina. So-and-so has hatred against us, we are to him 'tambo l'ungoka, hlub'omcondoyi! (bone of a snake, pierce him whom thou hatest! — a form of curse). See (ii)-Zoco.
i-nTambo (Thambho), n. Native string, as made of fibre, tendon, etc.; hence, thread, cord, rein, etc., generally [Sw. kamba, rope; Ga. kitimba, net].
um-Tambo (Thambho), n. 5. Vein, artery, of the body; rib, of a leaf — mostly used of the stalky ribs of dry tobacco-leaves which are extracted in snuff-making; string or fibre, as in the flesh of a stringy sweet-potato or pumpkin; sometimes applied to long thin undersized sweet-potatoes generally, 'mere strings'.
Phr. uku-nqumme umtambo, to cut the string at the underpart of the foreskin, as Zulu boys have been accustomed to do (since the abolition of circumcision) in order to allow the glans to project.
 u(lu)-Tambo (Thambho), n. = i(lu)-Tomi-
ko; (C.N.) snare for birds, made with sinews.

Tâme, ukuti (Thâme, ukuthi), r. Bask a bit in the sun.

Tamela (Thamela), r. Bask in the sun (acc.).

Ex. ngilame ilanga, I am basking or enjoying the warmth of the sun, as when sitting or lying in the sunshine.

(iii)-Tamo (Thamo), n. Mouthful, of any liquid (see um-Tamo); habit of exaggerating, making a 'mouthful' out of anything, exaggeration in one's talk (= i(i)-Haba); also = isi-Tambanja; (C.N.) a single billow, washing up on the shore [cp. isi-Tamo].

Ex. umfula umetamo, the river is fullish, has a good quantity of water.

uBani umetamo, So-and-so exaggerates, makes mountains out of mole-hills.

uku-hhabe itamo, to take a mouthful (of drink).

i-nTamo (s.t.), n. Neck = um-Qala.

isi-Tamo (Thamo), n. Cheek (= isi-Hlati); also = isi-Tambanja [Ga. tama, cheek; Her. oyi-tama; Reg. ma-tama].

um-Tamo (Thamo), n. 5. Mouthful, of solid food. Cp. i(i)-Tamo [cp. isi-Tamo; Her. oyi-tama, morsel].

Ph. bobo umtamo (abantu), they were a good number.

Tamunda (Thamunda), v. = gamunda.

i(i)-Tamuza (s.t.), n. Person with a soft, sleek, prime-conditioned body = i(i)-Shamunda; i(ii)-Tubesi.

Tana (Thana), v. reciproc. form of uku-ti.

Tana (Thana), imperative mood of uku-ti = do so (as indicated) slightly, as move or shift a little, etc.

Tana (s.t.), v. = dada.

u-Tana (s.t.), n. used only in vocative to children, like n-Tate.

(iii)-Tana or Tane (s.t.), n. Slovenly, carelessly indifferent, lazy-mannered person, as evidenced in his dress, work, or room.

i-nTana (s.t.), n. Certain climbing plant, used for binding on assegai-blades, and commonly used by children as a wreath for entwining round their head and bodies; hence, generally, any such wreath, garland, as used for Christmas decoration = i-nana.

Tanasa (s.t.), v. = tenesa.

isi-Tanasi (s.t.), n. = isi-Tenesi.

ama-Tânatana (s.t.), n. Anything perplexing by its vastness of quantity or number, as several works on hand at once, or a great supply of various kinds of food so that one really doesn't know what to select, etc.

uku-Tânatana (Thûnathanaj, n. A little thing, little bit of property of any kind = uku-Natanzana.

Ex. ukutanatana kweko kwenocedi ukuphelo ukuphela? by whom were you given (this) nice little book-thing of yours?

ngisaga 'kutata ukutanatana kwamitapa-ya, I am just going to get a little thing of mine over there.

Tanazela (s.t.), v. Go, or do, in an indulgent, slothful, concernless manner. Cp. i(i)-Tana.

Tanda (Thanda), v. Like a person (acc.) or thing; like with affection, love; like with desire, will, wish, prefer; like with appreciation, value, esteem, care for [Skr. van, van, love; Hi. chûtha; Ar. habb; Lat. amor; L. cong. tanda; Bo. kunda; Sw. penda, taka; Kag. tama; Go. wenda; Kamb. enda; Her. vanga, tyata; MZT. yanda; Su. vatu; Mal. hendak, to wish].

Ex. nyakubika engasandikulunzi, he will arrive quite sick of it, having had quite enough of it, as from fatigue, much quarrelling, etc.

'umutanda-ni?' 'ngiyatantana nbuso boke,' 'what do you like in him?' 'I like him for his face.'

sekutand'akuba ngihamba, it now wishes (i.e. I have a feeling of desire) to go.

Tanda (Thanda), v. Wind round, as a string (acc.) round a stick (loc.) — see tandela.

um-Tanda (Thanda), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Pandu.

Tandabuzza (Thandabuzza), v. = dawnabuzza.

i-nTandana (s.t.), n. Child without father or mother, or both = i-nKedama.

izis-Tandani (Thandani), n. Great lovers, as two companions; often used ironically of people who detest one another.

Ex. amn! izitandani ezikulu lebo! oh! great lovers are those i.e. they hate each other like death.

isi-Tandatu (Thandathu), n. Six = isi-Tapa [Com. tandara; Go. Suk. etc. tandatu; Bo. Ze. etc. mtandatu; Li. Kond. etc. mtanda; Ang. suman].

Tande, ukuti (Thânde, ukuthi), v. = tandela.

Tândeka (Thandeka), v. Be lovable, desirable; get loved, desired, etc. — see tandu.

Tândekisa (Thandekisa), v. Make loved, liked, etc.

Ex. uku-zifandekisa, to make oneself liked, please, as a servant his master (with ku).
Tandela (Thandela), v. Wind a thing (ace.) round something (with loc. or k'w); entwine itself round, as a creeper round a tree (loc. or k'w); climb windingly up or by, as a creeper by means of a post (with ng'a), or network; climb up over a person (with k'w), i.e. turn upon or fire up at him with violent words (= kvela). Cp. ngwambia [Bo. tanda, entwine; Sw. pinda; Her. zenga].

i-nTandela (s. t.), n. Any climbing plant, creeper.

isi-Tando (Thaando), n. Native smithy (= i(i)-Beto. Cp. i-Ningo; i(i)-Lala; um-Tongo); tobacco plantation.

i-nTando (Tuando), n. Love-charm used by women to secure their husband's favour; liking, desire, will, choice (= u(lu)-Tando).

Ex. boy'enza uyentanda yabo, they do as they choose, of their own free will.

A.B. In the preparation of such a philter as above, besides several plants, the fat of the i-nKambapant$ and the um-Keletsheni is a potent ingredient!

um-Tando (Thando), n.5. A single entwining or binding round, as of the thatching-string round the roof-wattles, or the string bound round an assegai-blade to fix it, etc.; material used for such a purpose.

u(lu)-Tando (Thaando), n. Liking, desire (= i-nTando); affection, love. See lunda.

i-nTandokazi (Tandokazi), n. Favourite wife, of any man = i-nJolokazi.

Tanduluka (Thanduluka), v. Get unwound, as below.

Tandulula (Thandulula), v. Unwind, as string (ace.) from round a stick; undo the whole course or 'string' of an affair, tell it all out openly = ukuti tanduluzi. Cp. tanda.

Tanduluze (Thanduluzo), v. = tandulula.

Tänduluzi, ukuti (Thânduluzi, ukuthi), v. = tandulula.

i(li)-Tane (s. t.), n. = i(li)-Tana; also, beescomb, containing eggs of young bees (= i(li)-Kekefa lamaqanda).

Taneka or TanaTaneka (s. t.; s. k.), v. = da-dela.

i(li)-Tanga (Thanga), n. Pumpkin (i.e. the fruit), of any kind. See u(lu)-Tanga; i(li)-Pazi [Her. etanga, water-melon; Sw. tango, cucumber; MZT. i-tanga, pumpkin].

i(li)-Tåne (Thaanga), with long i—the voice is lowered at the end of the word), n. New kraal still in process of building, with merely 'makeshift' huts; hence, temporary premises; a 'makeshift' cattle-kraal i.e. one erected for any particular reason (temporary or enduring) away from the residential kraal, as in case of cattle-disease, in expectation of a raid, or for private convenience—used in both senses indiscriminately in the sing. or plur. = i-Milontlo [Bo. tanya, country, veldt; Sak. mtyanga, hut; Mob. tany].

Ex. basilel i ematenganzi or iathamgisim, they are still living in temporary or makeshift huts.

i(li)-Tonga (Thaana—= the voice is raised at the end of the word), n. Thigh i.e. the upper broad part of the leg all round. Cp. i(li)-Tswebo.

Ex. mbeke ematenganzi, place him in your lap.

i-nTanga (s. t.), n. Age—only used in an indefinite general way, when comparing the age or degree of maturity of one person with another; set (collect.) i.e. all those of one's own age; man's (married or unmarried) private hut, not occupied by any particular wife or family (= i(li)-Lawn). Cp. u-Wetu [Lat. aestus, age; Her. tanga, to be tall; Sw. tambo, tall man; tanga zamani, long age].

Ex. ng'tanga yami, y'ini? is he then my degree of maturity, i.e. my equal in age?

s't.nga'nye naye, we are of the same age

£ngabi neongwe: nje ne tanga yabo, don't fight with a child; fight with (one) your own age, your own set.

Phr. uku-ya cmunengi, to go into the husband's private hut — used euphemistically of the periodical visit of each of his wives for sexual purposes = uk-ya elacini.

isi-Tanga (Thaanga), n. The thigh-part of the legs (only used as below, and gen. in the plur.). See i(li)-Tanga.

Ex. bohlel i b'elekile (or b'dakungisile) xilitanga, they sit with their thighs or knees overlapping — as two young people wooing or talking confidentially.

bohlela ngami xilitanga, they were sitting thigh-wise on my account, i.e. they were sitting together talking confidentially with one another about me (of course, in a bad sense).

hlu, w'ale xilitanga, sit having built up the thighs, having them 'haunging over' as above, i.e. sit cross-legged, like a Turk.

u(lu)-Tanga (Thanga), n. Whole plant of pumpkin; (with plur.) seed or pip of the same. Cp. i(li)-Tanga.

um-Tangala (Thangala), n.5. Stone-wall surrounding a cattle-fold, such as are built up-country. Cp. u(lu)-Tango.

isi-Tangamu (Thangamu), n. = isi-Celu.

i-nTangana (s. t.), n. dim. of i-nTanga; hence (collect.), young folk, male or female.
Ex. kus'entanganeni, it is in the young-people’s hut i.e. where the boys or girls sleep.

Tangaza (s.t.), v. = ntiyangleza.  
Tangata (Thangatha), v. = tangata.

 различные -Tangazane (Thanqazane), n. Fruit of the plant below.

ум-Tangazane (Thanqazane), n. Running plant (Luffa spherica), bearing a small round hairy fruit eaten by children, and whose roots are used for soroafa. Cp. um-Tangatama; ifi-Tangelenya.

um-Tango (Thango), n. 5. Lot of things piled up one above the other, a pile, as of blankets, bricks, etc. (cp. i-Ngwaba); (C.N.) = um-Neele [Sw. panganya, pile; Ga. nganya, collect together].  

Phr. isingubo selo zmungu mungenge, our blankets are of one pile or collection, i.e. are of the same set or kind (as to pattern, colour, etc.).

akasibekaletse umtango, let him pile them (the bricks) together, one on the other (not merely thrown together in a heap).

um-Tango (Thango), n. Fence, of close-packed stakes, wattled branches, etc., surrounding a kraal or cattle-fold; hedge, of growing plants and surrounding an enclosure. Cp. um-Tangala [O. Ic. tun, hedge; Reg. ki-tun; Sw. ki-talu].

Tångqa, ukuti (Thangqa, ukuthi), v. Be closely packed, dense, thick, as people in a hut, a thick mist, a strong smell (good or bad) (= ukuti uge); drop down from above (intrans.), fall down bodily, as a boot from a shelf or a vessel from a table (whether breaking or not) (= ta-ngazeza, twanqazeza); make so to drop or fall, throw down bodily, as one might a burden (acc.) or a man (= tanqaza, twanqaza, ukuthi zwi).

Ex. wamalungo tanga pansi, he threw him down, as one might an infant or a strong man another when fighting.

Tanqaza (Thanqaza), v. = ukuti tanqaza.

Tanqazeka (Thanqazeka), v. = ukuti tanqaza.

Tångu, ukuti (Thångu, ukuthi), v. Emerge or come out from into view suddenly or all at once, as a man from a bush or room, or the sun rising.

Tåntala, ukuti (Thåntala, ukuthi), v. Be in flood i.e. either bank-fall, or overflown, as a river. Cp. ukuti talala; ama-Tåntala.

ama-Tåntala (Thåntala = no sing.), n. = ama-Cancala.

Tåntala, ukuti (Thåntala, ukuthi), v. = ukuti tåntala.

Tåntalaza (Thåntalaza), v. Go out of the course, go off wrong, go off aside or beside the mark, miss, as a traveller going off from the correct course by a mistaken path, or a missile (not used of the thrower) when thrown going off from, i.e. missing, the mark = ukuti tåntalazi. Cp. papalaza.

Ex. nyababona betelela susi wyeya ka-Fuzindhi, I saw them going off (i.e. away from their course) by the path leading to Fuzindhi's.

Tåntalazi, ukuti (Thåntalazi, ukuthi), v. = tåntalaza.

Tåntasa (Thåntasa), v. Pain in a sharp ‘catching’ manner so as to make fearful of movement, as a stitch or neuralgic spasm in the bowels or side.

Tåntaseka (Thåntaseka), v. Be or get pain-ed or afflicted with a sharp ‘catching’ pain, as above (used in perf.).

Tåntata (Thåntatha), v. Be master of, have or get the upper-hand with, be ‘cock’ over, as one boy over others (acc. or with ku) of his neighbourhood, a child over its mother, or a bull over all the herd (=fontata, goyoda); go wandering about, ‘quite at home, without any fear’, among the kraals, as a man looking about for a beer-drink, or merely taking a walk (cp. niyanta, tangala). Cp. veinta.

um-Tåntalo (Thåntatho), n. 5. Very narrow path or causeway running between two descending or dangerous places, as a narrow road with a deep precipice, or river-ford with a deep pool, on each side. Cp. um-Dhilldhiati.

um-Tåntazana (Thåntazana), n. 5. = um-Dudukazana.

um-Tånti (Thånti), n. 5. One who, through his abilities or pushfulness, associates with those above his class or age, as a small boy mixing freely with his elders, or an able young-man associating with the izindlema.

um-Tåntikazi (Thåntikazi), n. 5. A female um-Tånti (as above) — applied mainly to a young heifer ready for and already freely associating with the bulls. Cp. um-Dudukazana.

i-nTåntiya, n. — see i-Niariya.

Tåntasabula (Thåntasabula), v. = donulentu.  
i-nTåntselana, n. — see i-Niariya.

 различные -Tåntsi (Thåntsisi), n. Certain broad flat sea-fish (N).

Tåntsu, ukuti (Thåntsu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti pansi.

Tåntsula (Thåntsula), v. = pantsu.

Tånu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ukuti rranu.

Tanula (s.t.), v. = rranula.
Tanya tanya, ukutulu (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = tanya dua.

Tanya tanya, ukuti (Thanya thanya, ukuthi), v. = tanya dua.

(iii)-Tanyatanya (s.t.), n. = i-nTanyatanya.

i-nTanyatanya (s.t.), n. Anything smoothly-
soft or tender to the touch, teeth, etc., of a finely doughy, pulpy nature, as a ripe peach, raw meat (mostly used of meat tender in the eating), rich honey-
comb, finely mashed bean-pottage. Cp. i-nTanyatwanya; i-mPomotolo; i-
mPotomifoto.

Tanyaza (s.t.); sometimes Thanyaza, v. Press or feel with the fingers, teeth, etc., anything (acc.) of the nature of an i-nTanyatanya, as above; hence, eat any such food (acc.). Cp. twanyaza; potoza; fotoza.

(iii)-Tanyaza (s.t.); sometimes Thanyaza, n. = i-nTanyatanya.

Tanyezake (s.t.); sometimes Thanyezake, v. Get softly pressed or eaten, as above see tanyaza; hence, be of such a softly pressable, tender nature; have or enjoy an easy comfortable berth, as a girl marrying into a wealthy family (ekewedeka).

Tanyazela (s.t.); sometimes Thanyazela, v. Go softly, shakingly along, like a great tender mass, as a big fat man or woman.

(iii)-Tanzana (Thanzana), n. dim. of following.

(iii)-Tanzi (Thanzi), n. A fair, fairly-good, or medium quantity of anything (not much and not little), whether liquid or solid, as of meals, water, or sniff.

Tapa (Thapho), v. Take out or from by a clutching with the hands, as it were in great lumps or armfuls, as when removing thatch (acc.) bundle-wise from an old hut, goods from a loaded wagon, clay or honey-comb from a hole, or sugar from a sack; take hold of, take or gather up (with the foot or open hand), sometimes even simply touch or feel, anything (acc.) of a soft, offensive nature, like a lump of dung, a worm or snake, as one might with his foot when walking at night-time, or with the hand when laying it down in the dark; take hold of, or take in, with the eyes (ngamehlo), as when a person gazes silently and thoughtfully at some proceeding of others; hence, merely gaze or look at without speaking, as people in a theatre, or one who, when addressed, simply looks at one thoughtfully without answering; gather green food (acc.) from the fields for immediate use (= fala); be or grow long (used in perf.), as hair on the head, a tall person, mealies in a field, or horns on an ox; (C.N.) smite, strike, as a person (acc.) with a stick = tapana, tapulana. Cp. tata.

Ex. kokona into engiyilape taka, there is something (unpleasant) I have gathered up or touched here (with my foot or hand).

besilopa ngamwela, we were taking it all in i.e. were looking on silently, as spectators (at the fight), not taking part in it.

ubani tapile emxiniso, So-and-so has long nails.

catswini kaBani buyatashwa yetu amabe, in So-and-so's field the Kafir-corn is simply taken out in masses, in armfuls, i.e. is in great abundance.

u(iii)-Tapana (Thaphana), n. Long i.e. tall person.

Tapiza (Thaphiza), v. Put on very small cobs, as mealies—see below —tipiza, topiza, tipiliza, mpingiza.

isi-Tapiza (Thaphiza), n. Very small mealie-cob, about the size of one's thumb; very short person = isi-Tipiza, isi-Topiza, isi-Tipilizi.

ubu-Tapiza (Thaphiza), n. Quality of being as above; the whole lot of such cobs regarded collectively.

(iii)-Tapo (Thapho), n. Bunch or as much as can be grasped by both hands, as of vegetables, medicinal herbs, tobacco, etc. See tapa; isi-Tonto.

um-Tapo (Thapho), n. 5. Deposit, mine, a 'gathering' place generally, from which clay, red-ochre, or coal may be taken. See tapa.

Tapuka (Thaphuka), v. Appear in a constant or uninterrupted succession, as a train of wagons or people, a swarm of locusts, etc. (cp. umutululeka, umuluka, boluluka, ukutuli isenesene); smell strongly, emit, an odour, as paint, fires, or scent (= nuka — for which the word is often substituted by women when hlo-

nipa'ing. Cp. ukuli tanya). Cp. ubu-

Tapulapo.

Ex. ngatashwebe ipunya elibi, I was emitted an odour for by a bad smell, had a bad smell arise for me, was surrounded or followed after by a bad smell.

ngatapuka amla, she gives off a smell of scent, i.e. she smells of.

Tapuluka (Thaphuluka), v. = tapuka; tapeka.

Tapulula (Thaphulula), v. = tapa; take out of or rescue from danger, difficulty, want, etc., as one might a person (acc.),
or crops partially blown down by wind = tatuluza, tapa.

Tapuluza (s.t.; s.p.), v. = tapunna (s.t.).

Tapuna (Thaphuza), v. Take out, or take up, anything (acc.) by grasping with both hands, as clay from the ground, thatch from a roof, etc.; clench about at a person's body when fighting with him = tapa. Cp. capunna.

Tapuna (s.t.; s.p.), v. Take out, take up, by a grasping with the fingers, anything (acc.) of a soft nature, as cow dung, clay, etc.; take up (metaphor.), touch, feel, tread on, handle, any similar thing (acc.), as a snake, worm, lump of filth. Cp. tapa; tapunza.

Tapunana (s.t.; s.p.), v. Fight, or play, after the manner of Native women and children, by a mutual clinching or clenching of each other's flesh by the fingers of the whole hand. Cp. ṭi-li-Pusho.

ama-Tapunana (s.t.; s.p. — no sing.), n. A clinching or clenching of one another's flesh, as above.

Tāpu tāpu, ukutí (Thāpu thāpu, ukuthi), v. = tapunza; tapunza.

ubu-Taputapu (Thaphuthaphu), n. A constant or uninterrupted succession of things appearing, as wagon after wagon, arrival of person after person. See tapuka.

Ex. ixingola sezihamba nhataputapu, zibange kwaZulu, wagons are now going uninterruptedly towards Zululand.

Tapuza (Thaphuza), v. Grasp hold of or clutch with the fingers anything (acc.) of a soft nature, as the flesh of a person when fighting with him — see tapunana. Cp. dhlaphuna.

Tapuza (Thaphuza), v. Make come along or out in an endless, uninterrupted succession, as an imBongi does the praises of his chief (cp. gapuza); pain a person (acc.) with a continuous gnawing sensation, as does the stomach when famished or troubled with worms. Cp. tapuka.

Tāqa, ukuti (Thāqa ukuthi), v. = ukuti tanq; also ukuti baca.

Tasa (Thasa), v. = baca.

i(li)-Tasa (Thasa), n. = i(li)-Thasa.

Tāsi, ukuti (Thāsi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti hla-ssi; 'grab up' tales, scandal, and the like, overheard in conversation and carry them about the kraals (= tasiza).

u-Tasi (Thasi), n. Gossiping tale-bearer, reporting about whatever he sees or hears in private contact with others = ingletoni, i(li)-Tofela. Cp. um-Zekeci.

i-Tasika or Tāsike, n. — see i-Ntasika.

Tasila (Thasila), v. = hlasila.

Tasisela (Thasisela), v. = engezela.

Tasiza (Thasiza), v. = ukuti tasi.

Tata (Thatha), v. Take; get; receive; take off, as the wind or sudden impulsion; get hold of, catch, as a man a disease (acc.) or a dog a buck (ep. bamba); take to wife, marry, as a man a girl (acc.); take, engage, as an advocate or doctor (acc.); start, take up, begin, as in commencing to sing or dance, or a narrative at a certain point, or at a certain spot when hoeing [Ar. khad, take; O.1. tallaim, I take away; Lat. tollu, tuli, latum, take away; capio, I take; MZT. jata, catch; Sw. Bo. pata, get; Sw. twaa, take; Sen. kwala; Her. tuaara; Zc. jigar; Kwafl. elanaba; Go. togula].

Phr. ukun-tatu pautsi, to take up from below i.e. from the beginning, as when relating an affair.

uku-yi-tata umnyqoka, to take a thing off at a snatch i.e. at a single sharp stroke, as a buck with an assegai or bird with a stone.

uku-tata umnayo, to move one's feet, i.e. get along or be off smartly.

uku-tata umsi, to conceive, commence to show pregnancy.

uthatuwa inliziywa, he was taken off (or led away) by the heart (i.e. impulse or emotion).

umfana lo utatile, this boy is (or has become) pert, forward, 'cheeky'. See i(li)-Tata.

indhlala itata os'ennangamo, impose ensa-mo, os'ensamo imposo enywayo, a famine (or any other misfortune, as war, death, etc., common to all mankind) takes the one sitting at the door and throws him to the back of the hut (the comfortable place), and the one at the back of the hut it throws towards the door (the inferior position) = all are alike subject to the vicissitudes of this life; to-day the one is favoured, to-morrow it is taken from him and given to another. See i-nilinde.

i(li) or ama-Tata (s.t.), n. Nervous hastiness or flurry, impetuousness, when doing or desiring anything, as common with nervous people, or one over-eager to do (used with na). Cp. i(li)-Putha; ama-Wala; tatazela; ama-Zezane.

i(li)-Tata (Thatha), n. Forward, pert, 'cheeky' person (= i-Mpabazane; see tata); barbed assegai (i.e. blade thereof) with the blades going out at a broad angle (ep. i-nilendhla); hence, moustache of a man when flowing off long on both sides; body of a person about the pubic arch when appearing conspicuously broad through famine and emaciation of the flesh about the thighs.
and pelvis, and so making him appear as though standing on stilts (used as nounal adjective and sometimes in plur.); person with such body; (in plur.) heavy folds of flesh (= ama-\textit{Lebe}) growing alongside the \textit{vulna feminarum} when hanging loosely apart—from resemblance to the barrel blade above (used with \textit{na}).

Ex. \textit{umulata ku'umusa} this boy is propped up on stilts, i.e. is wasted away, emaciated, about the pelvis.

\textit{isi-Tata} (\textit{Thatha}), \textit{n.} Unusually smart, clever person, as a great \textit{umlakati}, or skilled doctor.

\textit{um-Tata} (\textit{Thatha}), \textit{n. 5.} (C.N.) = \textit{um-Tate}.  

\textit{um-Tata} (\textit{s.t.}, \textit{n. 5.}) Lagoon, large pool or marsh of salt water, such as are found near the sea-coast from overflow of the sea, etc.; salty, brackish water of such places, or of the sea itself.

Phr. \textit{emTateni}, in the Lagoon or Inner Bay (of Durban). Cp. (\textit{i(i)-Dobela}).

\textit{Tatabuka} (\textit{s.t.; s.k.}, \textit{v.}) Act or go along very slowly, as when rising from one's seat, walking as an old or infirm person, or (metaphor.) at one's work = \textit{tamatuka}, \textit{totoba}.

\textit{Tatabula} (\textit{Thathabula}), \textit{v.} = \textit{qaqabula}.

\textit{Tatabuleka} (\textit{s.t.; s.k.}, \textit{v.}) = \textit{tatabuka}.

\textit{i-nTata-blembu} (\textit{Thathabulembu}), \textit{n.} Conserve or slimy moss-like vegetation covering stagnant water (= \textit{ubu-Lembu}); fabulous being supposed to dwell in pools overgrown by such (= \textit{i-Nanabulile}) and credited with the benevolent practice of making presents of clothing to children who might come to ask for them; Whiteman, so called either from his habit of covering himself round with clothing, or from his original practice of appearing in Zululand as a distributor of blankets and the like.

\textit{Tatana} (\textit{s.t.}), \textit{v.} Spring, or hop about, first here then there (not straightforward as a frog), as a flea when being caught, or a restless child continually shifting its place in a hut = \textit{cocoa}.

\textit{Tatamba} (\textit{Thathambha}), \textit{v.} = \textit{qaqamba}.

\textit{u(lu)-Tatambe} (\textit{Thathambhe}), \textit{n.} Used in phrase \textit{uTatambe lokusa}, the first light of the morning (but only in nursery tales) (C.N.). See \textit{um-Tende}.

\textit{u(lu)-Tatamela} (\textit{Thathamela}), \textit{n.} Stiff-bodied, straight-standing person (gen. tall), as a military man (= \textit{u(lu)-Qangqashya}); any long, stiff, rigid thing, as a stiff corpse, or dry hide.

Ex. \textit{umuntu osileyo aqinye e-sashisa, angas'abe utatamela}, a dead person should be bent up while still warm, so that he may not become a long rigid thing.

\textit{Tatamisa} (\textit{s.t.}, \textit{v.}) Bear in the hands (whether carrying, taking up or setting down) in a careful, concerned, anxious manner, as anything (acc.) of a heavy, awkward, or fragile nature, as when carrying a sick person, a trayful of cups, a pot brim-full of beer, or a heavy coil of wire.

\textit{Tatamiseka} (\textit{s.t.; s.k.}, \textit{v.}) Be of a nature such as requires careful carrying, whether by reason of great weight, fragility or awkwardness, as above.

\textit{Tatamuka} (\textit{s.t.; s.k.}, \textit{v.}) \textit{tatabuka}.

\textit{Tatana} (\textit{Thathana}), \textit{v.} Take one another in marriage; intermarry.

Ex. \textit{sekeytatatana}, they are already intermarrying (as the members of two sections of the same clan).

\textit{ama-Tatana} (\textit{Thathana}), \textit{n.} dim. plur. of \textit{i(ii)-Tata}.

\textit{Tå tå ukuti} (\textit{ukuthi; s.t.}, \textit{v.}) Take a few hurried steps, trip briskly along, as a person moved by a strong purgative.

\textit{i(ii)-Tatana} (\textit{s.t.}, \textit{n.}) A nervous, habitually flurried person, who loses his presence of mind or cooiness of manner upon the slightest mental disturbance. See \textit{tatazela}; ama-Mpampampa.

\textit{i(ii)-Tatana} (\textit{Thathana}), \textit{n.} A nervous, frightened child or person, who 'scampers off' at the first sight of danger. See \textit{tatazela}.

\textit{u(lu)-Tatawe} (\textit{Thathawe}), \textit{n.} Certain thorny bush, with a straggling growth like the Mauritius Thorn and used medicinally for nose-bleeding = \textit{u(lu)-Bobo}. Cp. \textit{u(lu)-Sondelungange}.

\textit{Tatazela} (\textit{s.t.}, \textit{v.}) Be in a nervous flurry, as one who has lost his presence of mind; do anything in such a nervously flurried manner. Cp. \textit{mpampaza; watazela}.

Ex. \textit{kumcenda ingoxi, baschelawcela nje}, there may occur some accident, and they just lose their heads.

\textit{Tatazela} (\textit{Thatazelas}), \textit{v.} Scamper off, as a child running off on the mere sight of a horseman approaching, or a nervous person when scared. See \textit{i(ii)-Tatazu}.

\textit{u-Tate} (\textit{s.t.}, \textit{n.}) Mostly used in the vocative as a coaxing word for a little girl-child, or coaxingly by one female to another. Cp. \textit{Tana}, Mamana.

\textit{i-nTate} (\textit{Thate}), \textit{n.} = \textit{isi-Tate}.

\textit{isi-Tate} (\textit{Thathe}), \textit{n.} \textit{Oxalis}, of which there are two varieties—one (\textit{Ox. semiloba})
having acid clover-like leaves and a juicy transparent edible root, called um-
Nommayangiyana or um-Swempe (= X. isi-Nunganu); another with a similar
though smaller leaf and of a spreading habit, and bearing no edible root, but
non-edible seed-pods = in-Tate.

um-Tate (Thathe), n. 5. Mealie grain or 
grains (collect.), when crisply dry and 
fresh, not yet tainted by the earth-pit = um-Tate.

Ex. sitanda ummila ouka umlate tina,
we like mealies smelling fresh and crisp, we do 
(not those smelling damp from the pit).

um-Tate (Thathu), n. 5. Sneezewood 
tree (Pteroxylon utile) (C.N.) = u(lu)-Tate.

N.B. A torch made of the bark-fibre of 
the sneezewood tree mixed with python fat,
is used by a Native 'doctor' for discovering 
an evil-doer in a kraal. He thrusts it, while 
still alight upon the bare body of each 
separate inmate; he who has been guilty of 
ukata will get burnt, the others will feel 
nothing! Further, a man marrying the wife 
of his deceased brother (see nguma), first 
treats himself by applying the flame of this 
wood to various parts of his body; by this 
he fortifies himself against certain diseases 
he might otherwise contract by connection 
with her!

u(lu)-Tate (Thathu), n. Sneezewood 
tree (Pteroxylon utile) = um-Tate.

Tatela (Thatheka), v. Be or get taken, etc. 
— see tatu.

Ex. lopo abantu betatekile ubutongo, then 
when people have been carried away by sleep, 
i.e. when they are in profound sleep, fast 
asleep.

Tatela (Thathela), v. Start off, take up, 
begin, as when commencing a dance, 
starting to hoe from a certain place, or 
taking up a narrative at any given 
point; set off, be off, as hounds on the 
scents, an impi making an onrush, or 
a man 'making off' or running away;
go far round, be circuitous, as a round-
about path, or a person relating an affair 
in a roundabout way.

Ex. ukutatela kuleso'sikitati, from that time. 
Anoti uma ng'chihisa isumilho, nitatele ka-
nye, when I lower my hand, you shall start 
off all together.

i-nTateli (Tatethi), n. = u-Tazi.

Tat'isitupa (Thath'isithupha), adj. Six = 
isiti-Tupa.

Tatinyane, ukuti (Thathinyane, ukuthi), v. 
Take off or away with sudden ease, as 
any small article (acc.) by the hand.

Tatu (Thathanu), adj. Three [Skr. tri, tra-

yus; Ar. talat; Sw. Ang. Cong. etc. tatu; 
Com. tana; Ni. utatu; Pe. tata; Fr. tan; 
Mor. na; Sa. biatu; Ba. issalu; Bar. 
musala; Ibo. ato; Ef. ita].

Ex. abafa abatatu (thathu), three boys.
izindlu izisitupa (tathu), three huts.
isi or ubu-Tatu (Thathu), n. Three; the 
third place.

Ex. umuntu wesiitu, the person of the 
third place i.e. the third person.

Tatulula (s. t.), v. = tayizela; tata; (C.N.) 
settle a difficult business.

Tat'utupa (Thath'uthupha), adj. Six = isi-
Tupa.

Tawuzela (s. t.), v. Be fat and glossy, sleek, 
as a young person or cow = ecau.

Taxa, ukuti (Thaxa, ukuthi), v. = ukuti 
texa.

Taxabula (Thaxabula), v. Deal a person 
(acc.) a cut or swipe with any flexible 
instrument, as a whip, switch, or sham-
bok. Cp. bambabula; dantsula.

Taxu táxu, ukuti (Thaxu thaxu, ukuthi), v. 
Make the peculiar flapping noise of a 
wet skin, isidwaba, or other garment, 
when striking together = ukuti tixa.

Taxuzela (Thaxuzela), v. Go 'flapping' 
along, as a woman whose leathern kilt 
is wet through = tixazela.

um-Tayi (Thayi), n. 5. Great abundance 
of anything, as of beer (= ama-Baka), 
crops, etc.; big, fully-stuffed mouthful 
(only in children's play).

Ex. umthayi ku'Bau wokufi, there is an 
immense deal of sickness in So-and-so's 
kaulu'mabele; umthayi, it isn't corn; it's real 
heaps.

Táyi táyi, ukuti (Tháyi tháyi, ukuthi), v. = 
tayiza.

isi-Táyiayi (Tháyiayi), n. A troublesome 
beggar, one who has the offensive habit 
of incessantly asking for gifts.

Tayiza (Thayiza), v. Beg, or ask gifts, 
incessantly or habitually—so that the 
action become mean and offensive.

Tazabula (Thazabula), v. Cry pierceingly, 
shriek, as a woman in distress = tente-
bulu.

i lí-Tazana (Thazana), n. (C.N.) = ili-
Tanzana.

Té, ukuti (ukuthi; i.e.), v. Be dripping wet, 
as a garment drawn out of the water, 
or a person with rain, or firewood when 
quite green = ukuti leke, ukuti ci, ukuti 
jo.

Té, ukuti (Thé, ukuthi), v. Cease, or make 
cease, altogether, thoroughly.
Ex. *we'empeze, wanu ti*, he has now put a complete or final stop on him (i.e. on his bad conduct).

*i(i)-Tebe* (Tebe), n. (in sing.) a single gulp or swallowing of spittle (only used as below); (in plur.) ama-Tebe, spittle, saliva, or mouth secretion (generally); hence, venom of snakes (= *isi-Illaunga*). Cp *isi-Kohilela* [Sw. mate, spittle; Her. oma-te].

Phr. *uku-blaba* te k'umuntu, to taste pleasure, experience satisfaction with, comfort in, as a mother in a good dutiful child.

*uku-blaba* te, to be choked by 'a spittle', as when a swallowing thereof enters the windpipe, or when speaking rapidly with excitement.

lkoko kasikumuzeli 'mate, we don't feel pleased with that, are not satisfied with it, do not relish it, as an inferior the arbitrary treatment of his master.

*ama-endoeka*, spittle formed by certain insects (frog-hoppers, etc.) in small collections on grass-stalks, etc.

*ama-endoeka* *anasinhluwanc*, the spittle of a snake is venomous.

*umfunwa-ramate*, a glass playing-marble or 'alley'.

*ama-endoeka* — see *i-mphakane*.

*ama-nolimi*, the spittle and the tongue — applied to two close, inseparable friends. See *u-Wwagyi*.

P. *ama-endoeka kwacifuba*, the spittle has returned to the chest — used by one who, having experienced pleasure or satisfaction in a person or hope, afterwards meets with disappointment or rebuff. See above.

**Teba** (Tebe), v. Waver up and down, sway to and fro, as a long thin plank or bundle of grass when carried on the head = tebezelu, tekezelu, bekezelu, bokozela, ukuti tebe.

**Teba** (Tebe), v. Show wilful disregard or indifference for a person (acc.) where respect, etc., were due, as a youth towards his father (= talasela; cp. bembesela); hang low down, in a slovenly fashion, over the buttocks, as a woman's milk or man's hinder-covering (used in perf.).

**Tebе, ukuti** (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = *teba* (s.t.).

**Tebе, ukuti** (*Tebe, ukuthi*), v. = *ukuti* caba.

*i(i)-Tebe* (s.t.), n. A feeble, shaking, tottering thing, as a new-born calf.

*i(i)-Tebe* (Thebe), n. Fruit of the *i-nTebe* plant = *i(i)-Hluwane, i(i)-Tshube*.

*i(i)-Tbе* (Thebe), n. Ilium, or flat portion, of the hip-bone (os innominatum), which is soft and chewable = *

*i(i)-Kusu*, Cp. *i-mPapu; i(i)-Illaun*; *i(i)-Qolo*.

*i(i)-Tebe* (Tebe), n. Piece of fat (meat), cut anywhere from a slaughtered beast = *i(i)-Noni*.

i-nTebe (s.t.), n. *Arum-lily* (*Richardia Africana*). Cp. *i(i)-Tebe*; um-Tebe.

isi-Tebe (Thebe), n. Eating-mat, upon which the food is laid; (in some districts) small sitting-mat (= *isi-Cepo*); big, broad mouth [MZT. *isi-tibi*, shield; Chw. *thepe*; Sw. *ki-lungu*, eating-mat].

Phr. *uMbaba* (*ukwento*) *ikhlisa* isi-tebe, today it (the slaughtered beast) is eaten mat-wise, i.e., formally, in common feast (which happens on the day following the slaughtering).

*uBannaagle* *yoba* *sawla* *esibheke*, he talks so, because he was born upon an eating-mat, i.e., with the golden spoon in his mouth, he has never known what it is to want.

*yoga, 'sitebe, kule wamuthetha amanwoni* (or, kule uNdlela, kule usijithi umlumbisa ummakasi)! Grow old, eating-mat! long have you been eaten from the fat-parts of the beast (or, long have you been eaten from, long have you been enjoying ground-nuts and their coverings) — your day is over now! — as might be said to one already grown old, or to an old *imbwa* whose day of power is past.

**um-Tebe** (Thebe) — no plur., n. Leaf with stalk (or collect.) of the *i-nTebe* plant, also of the *i(i)-Dombi*, both of which are eaten as *imifino*.

Phr. *kule umantu afie 'navile, umfumlele wodha njengc*, better it is for a person to die (i.e., to be killed) having done the thing thoroughly (i.e. got his full of gratification in the crime), and not for the mere leaf alone (he having left the *Dombi* tubers, the best part of the plant, behind) = one might as well be hanged for killing a sheep as a lamb (N).

**Tebekesa** (s.t.; s.k.), v. = *debesa*.

**Tebelele, ukuti** (*Tebelele, ukuthi*), v. = *ukuti* caba.

i-nTebentlebe (s.t.), n. Anything capable of wavering or undulating when shaken, as a long thin board, sheet of zinc, or long piece of cardboard. See *teba*.

**Tebesa** (s.t.), v. = *debesa*.

**Tebesela** (s.t.), v. = *debesa*.

u-Tebelebeni (Thebelebeni), n. (C.N.) = u-Matebeni.

**Tebazela** (s.t.), v. = *ukuti tebe, teba*.

**Tebisa** (*Tebisa*), v. Wear or put on the buttock-covering or girdle in a loose
manner, so that it lie low down upon the posteriors (used in perf.) = lashaza.
Cp. i(i)-Kere.

Těbu, ukuti (Tĕbhu, ukuthi), v. Be very red, bright red, or reddish-brown (with borna).

Têce, or Têce têce, ukuti (Thêcê, ukuthi), v. Be of a flabby, vapid, unhealthily soft, loosely hanging nature, as the fat of an old woman no longer firm, the flesh of a pumpkin when going bad, or a wet isidwaba.
i(l)-Tece (Thêcê), n. = i(li)-Cece; also i-nTecezela.

i-nTêcêntece (s.t.), n. Thing of a flabby, unhealthily soft, or loosely hanging nature, as above.

Tecezela (Thêcezela), v. Do in a flabby, vapid way, as above — see ukuti têce; hence, be flabby, hanging vapidly; go flabbily along in loosely hanging wet garments, etc.; feel of a flabby, vapid nature, when touched.

Têfeza (s.t.), v. = debesa.

Tefula (Thêfûla), v. Be of an oily, slimy, greasy nature, so that water and the like will not adhere, as an oiled body or fatty pot; make to slide off from sliminess or slipperiness, as such an oiled body the water (ace.) thrown on it, or a greasy tumber the holder’s fingers; be of inferior kind (in quality, quantity, etc.), so that the eyes (regard) or the taste (appetite) receives no attraction but slides off towards something better, as when two blankets, persons, dishes of food, etc., are compared for selecting from; be ‘oily, slimy’ of speech — applied to those clans (see i(i)-Tefula) along the Zulu coast who habitually soften the l into a y (= yejosa —ep. also Sw. habit of omitting y’s from words e.g. zau = zala, kua = kula).

Ex. isitshe lesi siyatefula; siyatefula isindhla or (amanzi), this vessel is greasy; it makes the hand (or water) slip off.

ubusa bale buha; buyatefula, his face is not very nice; it has no attraction, doesn’t make one cling to it.

i(l)-Tefula (Thêfûla), n. Native who habitually substitutes a y for an l in speech, as do members of the Zulu coast-clans. See above.

Teka (Thêka), v. Neut-pass. form of ta and ti.

Ex. amanzi angateka pee, yini? can, then, water get bent; is it, then, bendable?

i-nTekane (s.t.; s.k.), n. Tallish, slender young-person with a handsome, delicately-formed body. See i-nTekenteke.
be used originally as below, and so gave rise to the saying.

Phr. wangaba wekele, wateketeka, he inculcated himself with wekele and got teketek'd — said of a person blessed with prosperity, constant good-fortune, as in matters of sweethearts, cattle, etc. = mneCe.

i(ili)-Tekete (Thekethe), n. (C.N.) = i(i)-Teketeke.

um-Tekte (s.t.; s.k.) n. 5. Any quivering, shaking thing, as a long slender board when stood on end, or an old woman sensitive to cold.

Tekteka (Thetaketheka), v. from teketa, an obsolete word — see u-Tekteke.

Teka tekela (ukuthi; s.t.; s.k.), v. = tekezelula (s.t.).

Teka tekela, ukutl (ukuthi; s.t.; s.k.), v. = tekezelula (s.t.).

Teka tekela (Thetaketheka), v. from teketa, an obsolete word — see u-Tekteke.

i(i)-Tekteke (Thetaketheke) — sometimes in plur. ama-Tekteke), n. Any shaking, trembling substance, as jelly or a bog (= i-NTikintiki); (N) a jelly-fish [Sw. teketekela, soft].

i(i)-Tekteke (s.t.; s.k.) n. Any wavering, nervously shaking, tottering thing, as would tekezelula (s.t.).

Tekeza (s.t.; s.k.), v. (C.N.) = tekela (s.t.).

Tekezelela (s.t.; s.k.), v. Waver about, from side to side, or up and down, as a long thin plank stood on end or carried on the head; shake about, as the hand of one with palsy or from cold; go feebly or shakily, totter, as a newborn calf or drunken man; be shaky and feeble, as the voice of a person crying = tensive, tengezelula.

Tekezelula (Thekezelula), v. Quiver, tremble, as jelly, a fat man walking, or from fear (= tikizela, ukuthi tekele); also = tekezelula (s.t.).

i(i)-Teku (Theku), n. Man or beast with only one testicle (= i(i)-Tekua); see also Proper Names; (C.N.) open mouth of a river, lagoon.

u(lu)-Teku (s.t.; s.k.), n. Joking talk or behaviour, jesting, fun-making.

Tekula (s.t.; s.k.), v. Joke in talking or behaviour, jest, make fun (inoffensively) = sakala; cp. tekela; fenqa; uilha.

Tekuizela (s.t.; s.k.), v. Make fun of a person (acc.), make sport with, play jokes upon (hence, in an offensive sense).

i(i)-Tekwa (Thekwa), n. = i(i)-Theku, i(i)-Teku.

u-Tekwane (Thekwane), n. Hammerhead or
sesitelle tiua, we have already paid our hut-tax. la'marawuhube kacuwawelakuya usacoli, you didn't put any salt into these potatoes. mus'ukungfela yonguti, you mustn't be throwing dust over me. ingane is'itele umxinamba, the child is already filling out the body. Phr. ukutu umuntu ayentlamba, to abuse a person with incriminating epithets, insulting charges, etc. uku-n-tela ugesiho, to utter a cry of loud general reproval at a person, as might a crowd of listeners. uku-n-tela inkelo, to urge on or encourage a person with hissed (metaph.). i.e. by applauding, etc. = njonjozela, wotela waweka! he poured and let the whole mass shower out at once! — the commanding shout of a captain to a body of soldiers when he wishes them to 'charge' or throw themselves in one on-rushing mass on the enemy; hence, kacitike wotela waweka might mean simply 'there was a combined on-rush or charge'. See u-Telwayeka. bangitela ngunya (isela), bangiti fi the thief poured with the gourd, dashing (the amasi) over me (so that people arriving would conclude that it was I who had stolen the amasi) — said in reference to any evildoer who seeks to cast the blame on another.

i-nTela-bulima (s.t.), n. Matter or talk that makes one look foolish, appear an ass.

Ex. yeka ukukuluma intelabulima, cease making yourself out an idiot by your talk.

i-nTela-kabili (s.t.; s.k.), n. Crown-land; the double rent (i.e. hut-tax and squatter's rent) paid thereon (N).

u-Tela-wayeka (Thela-wayeka), n. A combined charge, a general on-rush of a body of troops upon the enemy (with enza); person, beast, etc., that goes about without any control or unchecked, as a girl wandering about as she likes among the kraals, or cattle left unherded on the veldt (= ulu-Sapo). See tela; isi-Wombe.

Tele, ukuti (Thole, ukuthi), v. Throw a mass of things (acc.) pouringly or showeringly out, or upon a thing (acc. with nga); come down upon in a mass, as an enemy charging, or a herd of cattle coming down simultaneously upon a corn-field; be filling up, increasing in bulk, as a growing child, or rising river = ukuti telekelela, tela.

isi-Tele (s.t.), n. Vulva, of a cow or other animal (not of human-being — see u(lu)-Debe) = u-Teletele; cp. i-mFingo.

ama-Tele (s.t. — no sing.), n. Hoof-sickness, in cattle (= um-Cekozo); chaps or sores between the toes of human-beings, caused by wet, etc. (cp. i(li)-Bibane).

Teleka (Theleka), v. Teach an infant (acc.) to sit or squat on the buttocks (it having so far only lain down). Cp. catula; u-Edana.

Ex. ns'eylekeleka, he is already being taught to sit up.

isi-Telekana (s.t.; s.k.), n. Certain veldt plant, having red flowers.

Telekelele, ukuti (Thelokelele, ukuthi), v. = ukuti tele.

Telela (Thelela), v. obj. form of tela; put into or put down an um-Telelo of any kind for a person (acc.), as into his snuff (see um-Qoto), along his path (see um-Bulelo), etc.; put bait down for birds, etc. (acc.); hence, bait a trap (acc.; cp. eupa); give a hand, render assistance to a person (acc.) in any work or difficulty (= elekela).

um-Telelo (Thelelo), n. 5. Common name for any tokula medicine administered by being 'put into' or 'placed down' for a person. See telela.

u-Teletele (s.t.), n. = isi-Tele.

izi-Telelete (s.t.), n. = (ili)-Tweletwele.

Tleleyane, ukuti (Thleleyane, ukuthi), v. Cast into, or upon, or down, without effort, without regard, suddenly, etc. See ukuti tele.

Teleza (Theleza), v. Smoothen, smoothen off, as the rough outside of a new clay pot when polishing it (= sheleza); make 'run off', not stick, i.e. render unsuccessful, make to miss or fail or be unlucky, as a person, or the i-nTelezi he uses, might the evil medicine (acc.) of an umtakati, dangers of lightning, etc. See i-nTelezi; cp. sulaza; finga.

Telezeka (Theleza), v. Get made unsuccessful, innocuous, to fail or be unlucky, as above. Cp. sulazeka; fingeka.

Telezela (s.t.), v. = tweezelela.

(iIi)-Telezi (Thelezi), n. An unluckiness, missing, unsuccessfulness, such as might be induced in a person, in his medicines, or his efforts, by some counter-charm or i-nTelezi. Cp. i(iI)-Sulazo.

i-nTelezi (s.t.), n. General name for all those medicinal charms whose object is to counteract evil by rendering its causes innocuous, unsuccessful (as when a doctor by some medicine renders harmless the poison of an umtakati or the flashing of lightning) and gen. administered by a 'sprinkling' process (= cela) and not carried about on the person (as the i-mFingo might
to a number below five or six) of a single man; hence as used by Europeans, polygamy.

Ex. uku-tate isitumhu, to take a harem or large number of wives (not usually when only two or three).

X.B. In every Zulu kraal of rank, each of the chief wives i.e. the i-naKoskazi, the i-li-Kolheka, and the i-li-Nyali, had several younger wives allotted to her as helps or subordinates (see i-li-Ilhi). These were called her isitembu (i.e. isitembu sokwalo) or lot of wives.

Tembuluka (Thembhuluka), v. (C.N.) Tembuluka.

Témbuza (Thembhuzu), v. Go the round of one's harem, staying first in one kraal then in another (C.N.).

isi-or ubu-Tembuza (Thembhuzu), n. Certain fungoid disease of the skin of the chest and neck, perhaps liver spots (Pityriasis versicolor). Cp. u-Nkomo-sezantsi.

Temeleza (Themeleza), v. Speak away continuously in one long uninterrupted effort, as an 'imbangi' when citing the praises of a chief, or a preacher earnestly preaching.

ama-Témphukané (Th'IMPUKANE), n. Flies' spittle—applied to very fine, scarcely perceptible rain, almost like dust (c.p. kifiza); hair of the head when remaining always short and sparse, as with some Natives.

Tena (Thena), v. Castrate, as a bull (acc.); dock, as pumpkin-shoots, the flower-tuft of imphe, etc. (see newelu) [Bo. tinwa, circumcise; tule, castrated].

Phr. bantwene pantsi, they castrated him for no reason or usefulness, i.e. they (the abatakali) killed him while still young thereby robbing him of the possibility of having any offspring and so being of any use as a man (also used of females).

munitele amandhla, he has emasculated me, quite taken away my strength, through some altogether disappointing or amazing action of his.

i-nTena (s.t), n. Full-grown bull-calf recently castrated, i.e. young bullock.

Tenda (Thenda), v. Make a thing (acc.) to roll, roll it along, as a ball or stone = ginya; cp. tendeleza.

Ex. imenu iganendela umshila, the sheep rolls its tail—seeming to give it a kind of rotating swing as it walks along.

um-Tenda (Thenda), n.5. = um-Tende.

i-li-Tende (Thende), n. Single young pumpkin-plant just beginning to shoot.
Tent, (snuff) want morning; Red-winged trade man rock-rabbit sometimes rolled, Tendeieza Tendelezi, Tendeleka um-Tendekazana um-Tende isi-Tende pande, a choked loaf line, zeka. ray tata. nqika, roll ous get tertiary (uywayi) i-m

Ex. ngisana intende yendaba, I want to get at the bottom of the affair.

P. (ungwazi) nsuka 'ntendeni, uhle 'ntendeni, it (snuff) goes from one palm to another, i.e. at one time in the hand of one person and to-morrow in that of another — used to express that a man who is prosperous to-day may be in want to-morrow. See tata.

isi-Tende (Thende), n. Heel i.e. the whole hinder ball of the foot; foot of a hippopotamus, elephant, and the like (cp. i-nTselo). Cp. i-nGyakala [Her. olyipandle, heel; Sw. ki-pyande].

um-Tende (Thende), n. 5. Stripe, coloured line, as on an animal’s fur or dress = umn-Sive.

Ex. intende yokusa, a morning stripe, ray of dawn (C.N.) = umn-Si.

Tendeka (Thendeke), v. Get rolled (see tenda); roll along, as a fat man walking; roll about at one’s ease i.e. ‘laze’ or ‘loaf’ about with nothing to do = gigqika, tendeleka.

um-Tendekazana (Thendekezana), n. 5. = i-mBiba.

{i(i)}-Tendele (Thendele), n. Red-winged Partridge (Francolinus Lvaillanti) = i-nTendele. Cp. i-nKwali.

i-nTendele (s.t.), n. = {i(i)}-Tendele.

P. intendele (or inkunjane) iree okumkhleni; a partridge has dropped in the yard i.e. a bit of good luck has befallen us.

intendele duka isideko, the partridge is choked by an isideko root — said of a man whose evil doings have been so exposed that he remains speechless.

intendele esuka ‘nuva ikhwe umqiyelo (or izeqilo), the partridge that rises last gets the best part of the throw (or of the sticks) = if you want to escape, don’t dilly-dally.

Tendeleka (Thendeleka), v. = tendeka.

Tendeleza (Thendeleza), v. = ukuti tendelezi.

Tendelezi, ukuti (Thendelezi, ukuthi), v. Roll (trans.), make to roll, as a person a ball (acc.) = tendeleza; roll (intrans.), get rolled, as the ball itself = tendeleza. See tenda.

i-nTendelezi (s.t.), n. Great ‘rolling’ mass

of a man, used of a very fat man from his motion when walking.

Teneka (Theneka), v. Get castrated; be emasculated, rendered strengthless, heartless, by disappointment, depressing amazement, etc. (used in perf.).

{i(ii)}-Tenenende (Thenenende), n. Certain forest-tree, having hard whitish wood used for making knobkerries.

Tenesa (s.t.), v. = talasa, tanusa.

isi-Tenesi (s.t.), n. = isi-Talasi.

i-nTenetsha (s.t.), sometimes Tenesha), n. Species of rock-rabbit. Cp. i-mBila; u-Ngiraya.

P. uku-temba uboya bentenetsa, to put trust in the fur of a rock-rabbit (which presents a fine appearance to the eyes, but only requires a slight rubbing and all the hairs fall off) = to base one’s hopes on an unstable or deceptive thing.

Tenga (Thenga), v. Obtain by barter, get in exchange, buy, as a purchaser an ox (acc.) for his money (with nga), or a seller money (acc.) for his goods (with nga). Cp. enana [Chw. reka; Her. randa; Mbu. tanda; Ga. tanda; Ang. Cong. samba; Sw. tenga, divide; Bo. tagya, sell; Bu. dankan, trade].

Ex. ngalenta unabele umezali, yena (tengelayo) velebana imali unabele oke, I obtained Kafir-corn with my money (i.e. bought it), he (the seller) obtained money for his corn.

Tenga (s.t.), v. Waver, sway to and fro, or up and down, as the branch of a tree, or a person faint or intoxicated = yeula, intengemula, zengazenga [Sw. tiki-sika, sway to and fro; Her. nyingga-nyinga].

Tengana (Thengana), n. Obtain by mutual bartering of goods (with nga), trade with one another = tengelana.

i-nTengantenga (s.t.), n. Any feeble, shaky, swaying thing, as a new-born calf, or a person very weak (i-nTekenteke, i-nZengenzenge); child spoilt by having been humoured, ‘over-delicate’, fastidious, piveish (= i-mBongombongo).

Tengatenga (s.t.), v. = tenga (s.t.).

{i(ii)}-Tenge (s.t.), n. Any frail, delicate thing or person, who wants excessive care or pampering; hence, pampered, soft-natured child, not handy or virile = {i(ii)}-De

enge.

Tengeka (Thengeka), v. Be obtainable by barter, as goods or money.

Tengela (Thengela), v. Obtain-by-bartering for or on behalf of a person (acc.), i.e. enter into trade transactions with him;
act as shopman, seller, one serving at the counter in a store; i.e. he who transacts the exchange for a person.

Ex. ngi tengese le embele ani nyominhlo (or nyemali), take in exchange for (i.e. from) me this my Kafir-corn by means of (i.e. for) your mealies (or money) = buy of me this Kafir-corn for mealies or money; or, equally in sense, sell to me mealies (or money) for this Kafir-corn.

ngi tengese uma bele nyominhlo wami (or nyemali wami), get in exchange for me (i.e. buy for me — not give in exchange or sell to me) Kafir-corn by means of or for my mealies (or money).

ngi tengese nyominhlo wami i-nTsungeni, take in exchange for me by means of mealies this my money here = sell me mealies for this money of mine.

ngi tengese lo i-nTengo, he takes your money and gives you good value for it, does this White man, he makes a good bargain, asks low prices, is cheap = i-nTengo.

um-Tengeli (Thengeli), n. l. Shopman, seller, one serving behind the counter in a store — see tengela.

Tengemula (s.t.), v. Conceive, as a woman (see tala; kupuka); also = tenga (s.t.).

i-Tiendo (s.t.), n. = i-nTengantengo.

Tenge tengi, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = tengezela.

i-li-Tengeli (s.t.), n. = i-li-Tengo.

Tengeza (s.t.), v. Treat or handle in a delicate, pampering, excessively careful manner, as one's child (ace.) or a treasured thing; hence, make a child (ace.) over-deficate, spoil it, as a mother by pampering of humouring = dengeza; ep. tatoso.

Tengezana (s.t.; s.k.), v. Get spoiled, as a child — see above = bongozeka.

Tengezela (s.t.), v. Do anything in a shady, feeble, tottering, strengthless way, as when walking, standing, working, speaking, etc. = tekezela, yengezela.

Ex. i-xi leke telefon, his voice quivered (with emotion).

Tengisa (s.t.), v. caus. form of tenga (s.t.).

Phr. akuzi-tengisela, to make oneself a 'spoilt-child', i.e. want to be made much of, very carefully attended to, treated differently from the generality of people, be fastidious.

Tengisa (Thengisa), v. Cause a person (ace.) to obtain by bartering; cause people to buy, i.e. buy for sale, as a beast; cause people to buy, i.e. sell a thing or have it (with nga) up for sale, as a storekeeper a certain article.

Ex. ngi tengisa mnyango le uzi kuyikengisi, I am causing people to buy with this one (i.e. I have this one up for sale); that one over there doesn't cause any buying (i.e. is not on sale).

ngi tengisa nyemali i-nTengo, he is buying money, causing (the transaction) by his tobacco = he has tobacco up for sale for money, is selling it for money.

ingisa leyo 'ukubalini, itemisa i-nTengo, that ox is causing (people) to buy i.e. is up for sale; it causes (its owner) to get in exchange money i.e. is selling for money.

i-Tendo (s.t.), n. A bartering, bargaining, between buyer and seller. See tenga.

Ex. i-xi leke leko i-simela: kumela: lo i-xi, it is hard is the bargaining of So-and-so; he has no bargaining = it is difficult to come to a bargain with him; there is no bargaining with him (he wants too much for his things).

i-Tendo (s.t.), n. The large Drongo (Bu-changwa assimilis).

i-Tendo (s.t.), n. The smaller Drongo (Dicrurus Ludwigi) (N).

i-Tendo (s.t.), n. Young castrated bull i.e. young bullock; any 'docked' plant, as imfe, pumpkin-shoot, etc. = um-Teno.

um-Tendo (Theno), n. 5. = i-nTendo.

um-Tente (Thente), n. 5. Kind of coarse long grass, very sharp to the bare feet when young and pointed.

Tentelelele (Thentelelele), v. Strip off, strip up, tear away in strips, as bark (acc.) from a tree, or roots from the ground (= dendelelele); cry or be crying piercingly, shriekingly, as a woman in distress (= imazabala; ep. izukza); 'strip' a person (ace.) i.e. deal him a stroke over the body with some flexible instrument such as will leave a mark (= bumbabula).

i-Tendemisa (s.t.), n. Peevish, fretful, self-willed, cross-tempered child; captious, fastidious, fault-finding kind of person. See letemba.
Tenta (Thentesa), v. Be habitually fault-finding, expressing dissatisfaction with everything, as a captious, fastidious kind of person, whom it is difficult to please or satisfy.

Tepu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t. s.p.), v. = tepula; tepuka.

Tepuka (s.t.; s.p.; s.k. — sometimes Thephuka), v. Get broken or snapped off, as a chip out of an earthen-pot, or as the earthen-pot itself = hlepuka, gepuka, depuka.

Tepula (s.t.; s.p. — sometimes Thephula), v. Snap or break off, as a person might a chip (acc.) out of an earthen-pot when taking hold of it by the brim, or the earthen-pot (acc.) itself = hlepula, gepula, depula.

Tepuzela (Thephuzela; sometimes s.t. s.p.), v. Go with the posteriors coated with filth, as an infant.

Tesa (s.t.), v. Disparage, speak in a depreciating manner, 'run down', as a person (acc.) or thing = filisa, kesa.

Phr. ukunzi-tesa, to be stuck-up, proud, self-esteeming, as when one won't mix with his equals, submit to orders, or ordinary treatment, etc.

Teta (Thetha), v. Speak the praises, etc., of the ama-Dhlozi or ancestral-spirits (acc.) at the sacrifice of a beast, or of a brave when he displays his feats (see giya) at a dance; scold, find fault noisily, as a scolding woman or fault-finding man (see letisa); talk over misdemeanours, i.e. try cases, lawsuits (acc.), as a magistrate; let off, forgive, a person (acc.) his fault (with nga), or an outstanding debt of lobola cattle (see tetelela) [the original, but now obsolete meaning of this word would seem to have been simply 'to talk'] — Ex. Xo. tetu, speak; Sw. tula, dispute; Ga. tenda, praise; Her. tange, praise.

Ex. b'mfuzi ukutha etela njalo, this woman is incessantly scolding.

iyakutetwa nini lebo'cola? when will that case be tried?

inkosi intetole ngalelo'cola (or icola kimitetile), the chief has let him off, absolved him in regard to that fault or case (or the case has let him off).

i(li)-Tete (s.t.), n. Dark-blue cotton-gauze cloth (= nthu-Lembu); any similar kind of thin large-meshed cloth, as muslin; (C.N.) also = i(li)-Tetithe.

i(li)-Tete (Thethi), n. Certain very bitter veldt-herb, growing in stony places and used medicinally for scrofula and blood purifying.

Ex. knotababa, kub'ule, y'mini? is it a thing to make a wry face at (i.e. to be afraid of); is it, then, i'te medicine? = do you think, then, I mind it, am afraid of it? — as one boy might say to another who has threatened to strike him.

i-nTete (Thethe), n. Generic name for any insect of the 'grasshopper' or locust kind. Cp. ili-Owaqai; isi-Konyane; ili-Boni; um-Cimbiteka, etc.

P. o'nteke z'osivu 'mura, one whose locusts are roasted last (in the hope that, having parted those of his companions, he may find a diminution of the company by the time it comes to the roasting of his own) = a cunning, crafty fellow.

weilo wyilahile intete ku'Bani, the weilo bird has thrown away the grasshopper in So-and-so's case, i.e. the stick has caught him, he is done for, has released his hold on life = So-and-so is dead, has departed life.

isi-Tete (s.t.), n. (N) = isi-Patsholo.

ubu-Tete (Thethe), n. Mites or tiny maggots found in the dry amasi inside an old milk-gourd (= umi-Vunya); a falling out of the hair about the temples and ears common with nursing women and easing with the weaning of the child.

isi-Tetelegu (s.t.), n. Big, fat-bodied person (more than plump), as some chiefs; large-sized pumpkin = isi-Tetele.

Teteleela (Thethelela), v. Forgive, let off a person (acc.) as to some fault, debt, etc. (with nga, or with doub. acc.). See teta.

isi-Tetelul (s.t.), n. = isi-Tetelelegu.

Temeta (s.t.), v. Be peevish, fretful, cross-tempered, self-willed, as a pampered child; be captious readily displeased or complaining, as are some adults; be easily put out of order, delicate, requiring pampering, as one's body; grow in a weakly, sickly, slow manner, as mealies or other plants. Cp. tentesa.

isi-Tetemana (s.t.), n. Short, stunted, dwarffish person.

isi-Tetemezi (s.t.), n. (N) = ili-Zaza.

i-nTemetsa (s.t.), n. = i-nTentemisa.

Tê te tê, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ukuti to to to.

Teleza (s.t.), v. Make peevish, fretful, cross-tempered, as a child (acc.) by constantly pampering or humouring = tentemisa.

isi-Teti (Thethi), n. One skilled in the art of singing the praises of the ama-Dhlozi or ancestral-spirits; a scolding, noisily fault-finding person. See teta.

Telisa (Thethisa), v. Scold a person (acc.),
find fault with loudly, reprove vigorously. Cp. kankula; jukjiti; leta.

um-Teti-wamacala (Thethi), n. 1. Person who has always some lawcase on; one who tries cases (used in the praises of Mpande), a magistrate, a judge. 

Tevu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. l.), n. = teenvu.

isi-Tevu (Thevu), n. Certain uterine disease of cows in which expulsion of the calf is hindered by an accumulation of clotted blood (N).

Tevula or Tevuza (s. l.), v. Talk wildly, at random, away from the point, etc. (C.N.). Cp. cevenu.

Teza (Theza), v. Gather firewood (acc.) in bulk (cp. cokosha); be delirious, in speech or action, as a sick man; talk wildly lies (acc.).

ama-Tezane (Thezane), n. Nervousness (mentally), nervous tremor (in doing anything), fidgety uneasiness or agitation from fear, as when acting in the presence of a great personage, or when passing a frightful spot at night. Cp. a-amitazana.

Tezisana (Thezisana), v. Dispute peevishly or wrangle one with another about common duties, which are consequently left undone, as a lot of wives or servants, each one throwing the duty on another. Cp. atinizisana.

Tezu, ukuti (Thēzi, ukuthi), v. = tezuka.

Tezuka (Thezuka), v. Topple over, as a pot, an infant not yet able to sit firmly, or a person over a precipice (= yezuka); utter a loud cry or shout, scream (cp. tentebula).

um-Tezuka (Thezuka), n. 5. Place where one may topple over, i.e. a very steep slope = um-Gingiliza, um-Yezuka.

Ti (Thi), v. Say; mean; think, be of opinion; do thus or in such a way (as indicated) — perf. most commonly te, less commonly tile, sometimes tze [Skr. dig; show; Hi. dhikhana; Lat. dicere; to say; reor; I think; Chw. ri, perf. tede; At. ni, say; Ha. tse; Hot. mī; Ibo. tse, think].

Ex. zikinoko zakili ziti (or zindi, or zitile), our cattle are so many (as shown on the fingers) — the u in the word vinti is a euphonic corruption.

ngiti mina. iyagula, I am of opinion, it is sick.

lidini leli’yamn? what does this word mean?

yathi inosi, akabulaxe, the chief gave word (or ordered) that he be put to death.

wathi, he did so (as indicated by the hand) = he acted in this way; or, he went in this direction.

balishumi xalile, they are ten and so many (as shown on the fingers).

angisenikeleka, I have nothing further to say, or do (in that matter); it no longer concerns me.

uyile, ngifika enLutuzi, ngakhangana weye, as I arrived at the Umlalazi, I met him.

amamlessi ngazi akubonwa, ende ngazi amandla, a person can, when seeing him, think it is a white man.

babalokanye betuyaba, sabamukela, they were doing (as though they are entering (i.e. were in the act of entering, attempting to enter), but we prevented them.

wali amenzile esati kuti. nomanzixa womunzi akudonwe, as Zenzile was just stepping in, Nomanziwa gave her a pull.

Phr. ngatila, ndola! ndola kute akubonwa! you might say, there now! to-day it has got to be something great or wonderful! —an expression of surprised admiration made by one person to another who has made some statement about the unusual doings of a third party, as of a notoriously lazy person having at last done some real work.

i-nti (s. l.), n. Anything happening or appearing unexpectedly—gen. used adverbially in the locative form entini to express ‘unexpectedly, by surprise, by sudden unpremeditated impulse’, etc.

Ex. wamisozkela entini, he took me by surprise.

sebenzisa entini, they are now getting in their crops quite unexpectedly.

ukuba welebeke ni emthethento, ofe ngakhekhe, they should be befallen on his way by something nobody had expected (as some disease or snake-bite), and die off the self-same day!

umu-Ti (Thi), n. 5. Any vegetable growth or plant generally; hence, herb, shrub, bush, tree, etc.; wood (the thought referring rather to the ‘tree’ than to the mere vegetable substance, for which there appears to be no exact equivalent in Zulu — cp. u(tu)-Kini, u(tu)-Iwaba); medicine (of any kind), vegetable, animal or mineral; chemical; any substance or preparation which to the Native eye appears to be of a ‘medicinal’ nature i.e. of vegetable, animal or mineral extraction, as ink, blacking, putty, baking-powder, ointment, etc. [Skr. drīk, grow; drus, tree; Ar. tāwil, grow; Goth. trinu, tree; OHG. witu, wood; Prim. Celt. tid, tree; Sw. mi-ti, Her, uma-ti; Ga. Ze. Kamb. Kag. etc. mu-ti, Go. ibiki; San. upiśi: Kal. u-ti; L. Cong. n-ti; At. egi; Ya. me-tela — there is an evident etymological relationship between this word and ukuto, ukunzela, etc.].

Ex. uka-pusa umumi, to take medicine.
uku-puzisa umuti, to give or administer medicine.

N.B. Umuti onyangama (black medicine) is a generic name for all such as are of a superstitious nature, i.e. administered with the intention of charming away evil, as, for instance, after having killed a man, after a lightning stroke, or other umhloko. They are always accompanied by certain obligations of uku-zila or abstinence, as, e.g., from leaving the kraal, refraining from certain foods or from seeing certain persons, etc., from which restrictions one is released by the uku-potula process and administration of umuti omthope (white medicine), which name therefore denotes such medicine as is used for releasing from or clearing away the binding effects of the black variety. See zila.

u(ulu)-Ti (Thi), n. Any long slender piece of wood, or stick (generally), as a penholder, frame of a window, switch, wattle, etc. (cp. i-nDuku; u(ulu)-Swazi); hence, any similar thing of metal, a rod; middle part or ‘spine’ of a river i.e. the deep place along the middle of the river-bed.

Phr. amanwi umfela angoti (or, ama ngoti), the water of the river is up, so as to be at the edge as deep as is usually the case in the middle = the river is very full.

izinkomo kulowo'muxi zingoti, the cattle in that kraal are brimming full i.e. very numerous or abundant — used thus of any large quantity.

ubu-Ti (Thi), n. Poisonous medicine or preparation of any kind, poison (not usually applied to that of snakes — see isi-Hlungu).

uku-Ti (Thi), n. Some particular thing or place (when speaking a similitude, etc.); such-and-such a thing; this, that — as below.

Ex. uma uboxwa, ngavakho ukuti abandaza ukuti, when you are asked, you ought to declare that you are suffering from this, or that (particular thing).

gisho, kusizakale, ukuti uSama ukuti nokuti, say, so that it be clearly understood, that you want this and that particular thing, i.e. state specifically what you want.

kuloku ku ukuti nokuti, it is always either this or that, i.e. something or other (that he finds to complain about).

bade besula njalo abantu, bazi, o! esas'ekutini (or esas'ekutini) sibi, esas'ekutini sihle, they are continually finding fault are the Natives, saying, oh! that (school) of such-and-such a place is not good, that of such-and-such a place is better.

Tiba (Thiba), v. Restrain, as one might another (acc.), by sign or advice, from saying or doing anything, or as a man might his passion or heart (acc.) when heated or angry, or his weakness for excess in drinking, etc. (= uku-zi-tilba); lower the head and look threateningly, as one bull does to another (acc.) in order to restrain it, as it were, when it wants to approach the herd. Cp. tikezwa.

Phr. uku-tilba'made, to quieten the mouth-watering, i.e. to gratify one's desire or passion slightly for the moment, as by taking just one mouthful of liquor, just having one look at some object, etc.

Tibela (Thibela), v. Restrain or keep back, as the herd-boy cattle (acc.) from going to a certain place; also = tibeleta.

Tibelela (Thibelela), v. Reduce the beer-worts (acc.) boiling in one pot by ladling a quantity out and pouring it into another (with ku) less full.

i-nTibelo (s.t.), n. Top portion or excess of the utshwala water ladled out of the boiling pot so as to reduce the quantity ^= i-nPangelo. See tibeleta.

Tibi, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Yield softly to pressure of the hand or foot, as the body of a worm or snake, a lump of mud or cowdung etc.; be of such a nature, as the thing itself = tibizeka, tibika; cause such a thing (acc.) so to yield to pressure; hence, touch, squeeze, tread upon it = tibiza. See i-nTibi-nthi.

isi-Tibili (Tibhili), n. Prominent bone (the tuberosity of the ischium) projecting on both sides of the root of the tail in cattle; flesh thereabout. Cp. i-li(Mpu).

isi-Tibili (s.t.; s.b.), n. Stirrup [D. stibead].

Tibiliza (Thibiliza), v. = tifiza.

Tibilizela (Thibilizela), v. = tifizela.

Tibilizi, ukuti (Thibilizi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti tifi (thifi).

i-nTibintibi (s.t.), n. Anything of a soft, pulpy, plump nature, as a snake's body, lump of raw meat, a great fat person, etc. Cp. i-nTifintifi. See tibiza.

i-nTibitongo (Thibithongo), n. Child still in its early helplessness, before any activity of the mental faculties has appeared; stupid childlike adult, a simpleton or booby; bad snuff.

Tibiza (s.t.), v. Touch or squeeze i.e. take hold of, tread upon, etc., anything (acc.) of a soft pulpy squasy nature, as a snake’s body, mud, cowdung, etc. Cp. iifiza.

Tifi, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Handle, eat, or have otherwise to do with anything
(acc.) of the nature of ama-Tifitifi = tifiza (s.t.); get so handed, be of such a nature = tifizeka (s.t.).

Tifizi, ukuti (Thifizi ukuthi), v. Come down with a soft ‘fatty’ lump, as a lump of fat falling or a person sitting ‘plump’ down = tifiza; make so to come down = tifiza; go with the fat heavily shaking at each step, as a very fat person walking = tifizela.

ama-Tifitifi (Thifithififi; or with s.t.), n. Any ‘fatty, greasy, oily’ thing (used contemptuously or expressing disgust), as a soft unhealthy lump of fat (of meat), a fat person with the fat of a soft oily nature (not plump and firm), or one whose body is running with an excess of greasyunction = ama-Tifitifi; cp. ama-Tifitalu.

i-nTifintifi (s.t.), n. = ama-Tifitifi.

isi-Tifitifi (Thifithififi; or with s.t.), n. = ama-Tifitifi.

Tifiza (Thifiza; or with s.t.), v. = ukuti tifi.

Tifizela (Thifizeka; or with s.t.), v. = ukuti tifi.

Tika, ukuti (Thika, ukuthi), v. Make to start, suddenly shrink back, as one person another (acc.) = tikaza; start back suddenly; budge, make a slight movement, as when startled = tikazeka; be budged a little i.e. be a little ahead of, more than, higher than, as when comparing the height or growth of two things (= ukuti tuta, ukuti xuka).

Tika (s.t.; s.k.), v. Be too much for, outdo, get the better of, overcome, as one army another (acc.), medicate a disease, or one person another in argument = zanga, ahlula [Sw. piga, overcome].

Phr. ukwazi-tika, to out-do oneself, i.e. to gratify or indulge one’s desire to the full, so as to want nothing further, as when eating an unlimited abundance of very nice food or indulging one’s vanity in a selection of fine clothes = dikizwa; cp. dakaza.

um-Tika (Thika), n. 5. Frock-coat (N. fr. Xo.).

Tikata (s.t.; s.k.), v. Strive or struggle vigorously with anything (acc.) of difficulty, seeking to overcome or get the better of it, as any overpoweringly big piece of work, like a large field to be hoed, a beast to be skinned and cut up by a person alone, or a doctor working vigorously to get the better of some disease; dawdle over (as though it were overpowering), dilly-dally about, as over a field (acc.), when sent on a message or to fetch something = tikatika, tikaza, tikita [Sw. tanga, dawdle; piga, overcome].

Ex. atikatana ibala, what are you dawdling over there?

bagatikatana abantu kubeqaatsion (or bagyitikato), they are dawdling, are the people, over that field.

Tikateka (s.t.; s.k.), v. Get straggled or striven over; or dawdled about.

Tikatika (s.t.; s.k.), v. = tikatta; (C.N.) fall upon one (acc.) when helpless or alone, as an enemy or a sudden attack of illness.

ubu-Tikatika (s.t.; s.k.), n. A struggling or striving with some difficulty; a dawdling, time-wasting slowness in doing anything.

Tikatikeka (s.t.; s.k.), v. = tikuleka.

Tikalala, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.; s.k.), v. = tikibala.

Tikalala (s.t.; s.k.), v. = tikibala.

i-nTikantika (s.t.; s.k.), n. Any difficult matter that demands much striving or struggling over to overcome. See tikata.

Tikaza (s.t.; s.k.), v. = tikata.

Tikaza (Thika), v. Make suddenly or sharply draw back, draw up, hold, stop with a start (from some undesired action), as one might an on-rushing beast (acc.) by some startling action, or a person talking rashly by giving him some sign or making feint of a blow.

Tikazeka (Thika), n. Get suddenly or sharply drawn up, stopped (from some action not desired), as by some sudden startling movement, a feint of a blow, etc. Cp. qikileka, ukuti qimilili.

Tikeka (s.t.; s.k.), v. Get out-done, he got the better of or overcome — see tika.

Tiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.; s.k.), v. = ukuti thiki (though gen. expressing some disgust or contempt).

Tiki, ukuti (Thiki, ukuthi; more rarely s.t.), v. Give a tremulous shake, quiver, as a lump of jelly, a bog, or a house from an earthquake = tikizeka; make a thing (acc.) so to shake or quiver = tikiza; go along with a tremulous shaking, as a very fat person walking; he or go absolutely naked, showing all the ‘shaking’ parts (used of both fat and lean persons, and whether walking or lying down) = tikizela. See ukuti teke, ukuti qiki.

i-nTiki (s.t.; s.k.), n. Gravy poured off from boiled collops (ubu-Bende) or
minced tripe, and drank warm, or allowed to congeal into jelly (= u(lu)-Viti); a swimming on the back (with shaya; cp. (li)-Duma; humba).

**Tikibala** (s.t.; s.k.), v. Be in an out-done, beaten, overpowered state, as after having struggled vigorously with some difficulty and been overcome by it; hence be dejected, robbed of one’s strength, by despair or disappointment; be dis displeased at heart, as over some offensive word or action; be in a languid, lazy, ‘dawdling’ state, indisposed to exert oneself and hence inclined to loiter, as when lazily working at some unpleasant task (used in all senses in perf.) = tikalala.

**Tikibeza** (s.t.; s.k.), v. Make a person (acc.) to be dejected, robbed of his strength, displeased, wanting in energy, as above.

**Tikibezeza** (s.t.; s.k.), v. Get made dejected, etc., as above.

**Tikibez, ukuti** (ukuthi; s.t.; s.k.), v. = tikibeza; tikibezeka.

**isi-Tikili** (Thikili), n. = is-Adhla.

**um-Tikili** (Thikili), n. 5. = um-Shaba.

**Tikimeza** (Thikimeza), v. Stop, bring up, make suddenly stand, a person (acc.) from his momentary purpose, as one might a person talking rashly by giving him a restraining sign, or by interrupting or distracting him when engaged intently upon anything. Cp. tikaza, tiba; pazamisa.

**i-nTikintiki** (s.t.; s.k.), n. Any tremulously shaking, jelly-like substance or thing = u(lu)-Bikibiki, (li)-Teketeke [Sw. tikisika, sway to and fro; Her. nyinganyinga].

**Tikita** (s.t.; s.k.), v. = tikalala; cover a hut (acc.) well with matting, laying the mats on thickly and closely overlapping.

**Tikiteka** (s.t.; s.k.), v. = tikateka.

**Tikitela** (s.t.; s.k.), v. Urge or press forward vigorously, as one obstinately persisting in some opinion or action against the advice of others (acc.), or as a bull in acta copulationis (only used obscenely in latter sense); might at times be used for ‘force or press home,’ as when poking into anything. Cp. thinyela.

**amgijikilele ngokubalwa, ngiti kulele upane lupu emzini wam, you persist against me with this drunkenness of yours, I think it (therefore) well that you leave this here kraal of mine.**

Phr. *am’akaNgqobo* (N. *am’akaNgqombe*), *am’akaMatikila*, *am’akayizigiyuma zishiyedena okubi pakati*! O! amgijikilele, amfumya, ngiti obimubaza, umngwyomwo kobiti, umngwyose pezulu, abaye umabele emunye, umfumyisele

utsbani bonnecle, umngwize kwa’bandebande, and so on — a common, but very obscene, expression of women, when abusing violently another of their sex, the references being all to the sexual functions. See i-nNyoba, etc.

**u(lu)-Tikiti** (Thikithiki), n. Any great number of separate things so close together as to form, as it were, one compact mass, as a closely packed crowd (or even a group, when in a compact knot), or a densely thick field of corn, a swollen river (i.e. with much water confined together in a close deep mass), or a congregilation of people’s minds against a certain disliked individual (see (li)-Ci). Cp. isi-Tingolo.

**i(li)-Tikiti** (Thikithiki), n. = i-nTikintiki, (li)-Teketeke.

**Tikiza** (Thikiza; more rarely with s.t.), v. = ukuti tiki [Sw. tikisika, sway to and fro; Her. nyinganyinga].

**Tikizela** (Thikizela; more rarely with s.t.), v. = ukuti tiki.

Ex. *uMagwendo uyalikizela ngonkaba, ukulupele iti tiki, Magwendo goes along with his great heavy belly shaking about; he is as fat as jelly.*

**um-Tila** (s.t.), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Tshazo.

**Tile** (Thite), perf. tense of ukuti-i, and used as an adj. to express ‘certain,’ ‘some’ = tize.

**Tile, ukuti** (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Be very black, as a thing; or dark, as the night = ukuti buqo, kace, time.

**isi-Tileka** (s.t.; s.k.), n. Very black-skinned person = i-nKandela, i-nTisizela.

**i-nTilibatwa** (Tilibathwa), n. Great quantity, as of umabele; great number, as of cattle.

**i-nTilintili** (s.t.), n. Great abundance of food, whether in the field or kraal. Cp. i-nTilibatwa; i-Nala.

**isi-Tilo** (s.t.), n. (C.N.) the tekeza rendering of isi-Zilo q. v.

**i(lil)-Tiongo** (s.t.), n. Gaol, prison [D. tronk].

**i(lil)-Tilos** (s.t.), n. One of the last pair of oxen in a wagon [D.]

**isi-Timane** (s.t.; collect.), n. Small kind of black bead or beads; the last i-buto of girls, or member thereof, formed by Mpande (next following the i-nGenge) and mostly married to the u-Tulwana regiment of men.

**um-Timatane** (s.t.), n. 5. Small tree (Roy-ea lucida), used as enema for the isi-Lumo complaint = isi-Nywane.

**Timba** (Thimbhla), v. Sit down, as a rather large body of people, an impi, etc. (C.N.).
i(li)-Timba (Thimbhu), n. The body of marriageable girls (collect.) of any particular man, kraal, etc. Cp. um-Timba, um-Timbazana.

um-Timba (Thimbha), n. s. Bride's party (males as well as females), with which she comes to the wedding-dance (cp. i(li)-Keto); (N) certain red fungus growing on rocks by the sea.

i(li) or um-Timbana (Thimbhuno), n. s. The body of younger girls (collect.), of about 13 or 14 years of age, belonging to any particular man or kraal. See i(li)-Timba.

i(li) or um-Timbazana (Thimbhazana), n. s. The body of young girls (collect.), of about 8 or 9 years of age, belonging to any particular man or kraal. See i(li)-Timba.

Time, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Be very black or dark = ukutu buye, tile, kace.

Ex. kuti time ngapandle, it is pitch-dark outside.

isi-Time (s.t.), n. Pitch-darkness, as in an unplighted hut, or outside when there is no moon.

Ex. ukhu-khulu ngopitse, to sit in the dark.

isi-Timela (s.t.), n. Railway-engine; hence, train; steamer (ship) [Eng. steamer].

i-nTimelitine (s.t.), n. Any food absolutely devoid of taste or flavour (whether by nature or poor cooking) and hence unpleasant, disagreeable; similar kind of person, i.e. one absolutely devoid of any attractiveness or pleasantness of feature, a 'common-looking' person, and hence disliked by the girls (= i(li)-Hlane, o'gazi take linge, ongenal'ugazi).

isi-Timizana (Thimizana), n. = i-nThshona-kweneni.

Timu, ukuti (Thimu, ukuthi), v. Break out or burst forth all at once, as into a laugh or cry, or as a mealie-field or large extent of grass breaking forth into flower all at the same time = ti-muka.

Timuka (Thimuka), v. = ukuti timu [Her. tampilkan, burst into pieces; Sw. tumbuka, burst through; Bo. timka, boil over].

isi-Timuka or Timukela (Thimuka), n. Large kraal or thick collection of huts together = isi-Tumuluma. Cp. i(li)-Nkuluma.

Timula (Thimula), v. Sneeeze, as a person; snort, as a horse. Cp. ukuti time.

u(lu)-Timula (Thimulo), n. Watery secretion from the nose, as from nasal catarrh. Cp. ama-Finyila.

isi-Timulimu (Thimuthim), n. = isi-Timuka.

Tina (Thina), emph. pron. We; us. See si.

Ex. akuso tina, it is not we.

siyasho tina, we say so, we do.

Tina (Thina), adv. used as an expletive as below.

Ex. bagasho tina, yes, it is true, they say so.

aqinisile tina, yes, indeed, what you say is true.

ayi tina wennu! well, indeed, you are a funny person!

i-nTindili (s.t.), n. = i-nDive.

i-nTinginono (s.t.), n. = i-nTonginono.

u(lu)-Tingo (Thingo), n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Tungo.

i-nTini (s.t.), n. = um-Tini.

um-Tini (Thini), n. 5. Otter (Lutra Capensis) = i-nTini, u-Manzini. See um-Munyaama.

Phr. seku-mpundo za'm'tini (or seku'sikati sokwamqisa kwem'tini), it is already the horns of an otter (i.e. the time when its horns (? just become visible), it is already the time when otters suckle their young = in the darkness just preceding the dawn. Comp. phrase under u(lu)-Pondo.

N.B. That the otter should be described in the above saying, which must be of very ancient origin, as having horns, cannot fail to strike one as strange. It seems to us that it has somehow become confused with a certain other animal. There is a mysterious creature described by the Natives of these parts which is said to live in the river-pools 'there where the rainbow enters the earth,' and which also has horns, as many assert. The skin (reputed or real) of this animal is of a greyish-black colour and the hair is very short, soft and smooth. It is much used by Native doctors as a valuable prophylactic or charm against all manner of evil influences, as lightning, etc., and is called um-Munyaama (q. v.). This animal, whose existence is so positively sworn to by the Native medical 'profession,' has hitherto been regarded by European investigators as a pure myth. In our opinion, however, the animal really exists, and is the water-goat (the ki-Thshobo of the Bundu or Bihe tribe in Bengwela, and the Buxi of the Gangela people still further inland), whose skin is peddled about Africa by travelling Native doctors and which, since it is locally unknown and yet must be given some name, is or was, from its similarity of fur and manner of life, also called um-Tini or (nowadays) mostly um-Munyaama. The famous hunter Selous mentions this water-goat, we believe, in his writings; but Major Serpa Pinto, during his travels in the Angola
country, frequently saw and shot it. He describes it in his book, with an illustration, as resembling a goat, with straight slender horns two feet long, living and sleeping in and beneath the water, and having a fur of a dark-grey colour, from one quarter to half an inch long, and extremely smooth', which description exactly corresponds with the specimen of fur seen by the present writer in use among Zulu doctors.

But it is not only through the skin that the Zulus know the animal. Such a remote acquaintance with it would never have given rise to the above-mentioned phrase, now so ancient as to be almost obsolete, owing, no doubt, to the fact of its wording being so manifestly at variance with the present circumstances and knowledge of the people. The existence of this saying in the Zulu speech is to us a sure indication of a West-African origin of the Kafir tribes, or at least that the country they last came from before reaching these parts was within the land of the water-goat. Of course, their stay there may have been only transitory, during their migration from other parts; but, even so, it must have been a sojourn of considerable duration, that a peculiarity of the country could give rise to a proverb, and one, moreover, that has clung so persistently to the speech of the people, The languages, too, of those parts present some marked similarities to the Zulu. We may merely instance the words mu-Kuen and u-Nkubakulu, being the designation of the Great-great-one or, so to say, God, in the Herero and Zulu respectively, and which exhibit an almost identical root with an identical meaning—a root, further, almost solely confined (in this particular sense), among all the immense field of Bantu languages, to the speech of these two particular peoples.

Anybody killing an otter, before being allowed to return to his kraal, must first sprinkle his body all over with ashes, lest dire consequences ensue. Its feaces, ground and mixed with amasi, are used as a cure for vomiting in young children.

isi-Tini (s.t.), n. Brick or bricks (collect.) [D. steen].

u(lu)-Tiniko (Thiniko), n. Facial vein, where it appears in a forked shape down the middle of the forehead.

Tinta (Thinta), v. Touch, as a person might a thing (ace.) with the fingers, or as one thing might another standing close beside it (cp. pata); drink a little beer (ace.), just touch it; touch irritantly, touch up, provoke, disturb, as one might a lazy horse or an irritable person; turn slightly back, away, forward, etc., as one might a line of dann-ers when forming them up, or a herd of cattle when checking them from going in any particular direction; play well or nicely on the u(lu)-Gubu (ace.) [Lat. tectus, touched; Sw. pindua, turn over; pendëza, touch; Bo. donta; Her. tana].

Phr. nambila ngathwana ye, medlives are merely touched (in that soil), i.e. they get abundantly produced with scarcely any work.

ake nyalinde amate, just let me check this watering at the mouth, i.e. slightly appease the desire, as by taking just a drop of liquor, etc. See liba.

uku-zi-tinta, to check oneself, restrain oneself, as from too angrily talking.

i(li)-Tinta (Thinta), n. = i(li)-Liba [Ga. ntana, grave].

isi-Tinti (Thinti), n. Man's afterdress formed of 'tails' resembling the i(li)-Gqitho, than which it is slightly longer, but not so long as the isi-Tobo, though, like the latter, it is usually made of twisted goat-skin. Cp. i(li)-Dhlaka.

Tintilli, ukuti (Thintilili, ukuthi), v. Get brought up or suddenly checked, start back, as by some obstacle when walking or running = ukuti qikili, tintinini.

Tintinini, ukuti (Thintinini, ukuthi), v. = ukuti tintilili.

Tintsa (Thintsana), v. Make one (ace.) turn back (metaphor.), give up, or cease from continuing on the course attempted, as a persistently obstinate person might, by some particular action, those who have attempted to counsel him, or as bad beer might one who over and over again makes an attempt to drink it.

Ex. usintisile, karumi, he has made us give it up, he won't show willingness.

Tintisana (Thintsana), v. Give one another a taste, as of beer (ace.).

Tintta (Thintitha), v. Shake or agitate a thing (ace.) to remove dust (ace.) and the like, as one might a blanket or coat by shaking, a carpet or shield by beating, or a sheet of paper by flipping it with the fingers = tintata; cp. ququqta.

u-Tintitwayo (Thintithwayo), n. = i(li)-Twanie.

um-Tinto (Thinto), n. 5. = um-Bohe.

Tintsi, ukuti (Thintsi, ukuthi), v. Fall heavily, bodily, as a heavy case falling from a height, a bundle from a person's head, or any small body from off a shelf (= tintsika, tintsileka); make fall heavily or bodily, as above; put a thing down carelessly, merely making it drop bodily, 'throw' it down (= tintsila) = ukuti gqintsi, ukuti dintsi, ukuti tantsu.
Tintsika (Thintsika), v. = ukuti tintsi, gqintsika.
Tintsila (Thintsila), v. = ukuti tintsi, gqintsila.
Tinye, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = tingela, ukuti nti.
Tinyela (s.t.), v. Prick, as any tiny sharpened-pointed instrument, like a bee's sting or a pin, might a person (acc.); thrust vigorously into the cow (acc.) in actu copulationis (obscene — cp. tikitela) [Her. tuaa, pierce thoroughly].
isi-Tinzi (Thinzi), n. Shadow or shade (now nearly obsolete in this sense = isi-Tinzi); imaginary awefulness or fear-inspiring character about any place, such as where a European child would expect to find a 'bogey' (for which word this would seem to be the nearest Zulu equivalent), or about a secluded spot where a murder has been committed; shadowy talk, i.e. talk rendered intentionally obscure so as not to be understood of others; a mental distraction, i.e. anything calculated to disturb the mind when concentrated upon anything in particular, as when suddenly putting a question to a person counting or painting; (C.N.) also = isi-Cubu.
Ex. ngy-zi? kukona isitiwana lapho, where are you going? there's a bogey over there — as might be said at night time to check a child.
ng'eso, kwanga kuleka isitiwana ena kwechulutha, I am afraid; it is as though there were something ghostly there behind the hut.
nyan'izela itinzi, he obscured his speech (intentionally) — so that either I, or other parties listening, should not clearly understand.
mu'ukumthla itinzi, don't put distractions in his way, don't disturb him or draw his attention away (lest he make mistakes, etc.).
Tinziyela (Thinziyela), v. Darken or obscure one's speech intentionally; i.e. so conceal its meaning that it be not understood by a third party (acc.).
Tipiliza (Thipiliza), v. = tapiza.
isi-Tipilizi (Thipilizi), n. = isi-Tapiza.
ubu-Tipilizi (Thipilizi), n. = ubu-Tapiza.
Tipiza (Thiphiza), v. = tapiza.
isi-Tipiza (Thiphiza), n. = isi-Tapiza.
Tisha, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Be or become perfectly silent or still, as a person, the wind, etc. Cp. ukuti evanta.
Ex. indaba yamnqanala, kwanise kwati itsha, the matter dried up, and we heard nothing more about it.
isi-Tishela (s.t.), n. A silent booby, an idiotic stupid person who, when addressed, merely gaps at one.
i-nTHIshentishe (s.t.), n. A big booby, a gaping stupid hulk.
u(u)-Titi (s.t.), n. Any 'plainly' prepared, unseasoned food of a mashy nature, as sweet-potatoes or pumpkins when mashed up alone and unflavoured by an admixture of crushed mealies or imifino = ubu-Dibi, ubu-Xabulazi.
Titibala (Thitibala), v. Be in a thoroughly helpless, powerless state or position, as one helplessly weak from sickness (used in perf.), a man whose lawcase has gone hopelessly against him, a desitute man without any means or money to help himself, or a lonely childless widow = toto-bala, totongeka.
is-Titibala (Thitibala), n. A thoroughly helpless person, as above = isi-Totobala, isi-Totongolo.
Titibiisa (Thitibisa, x sighting) v. Render a person (acc.) helpless, as: imbhe; hold or keep a person in a helpless, powerless state = totonya.
i(li)-Titihoya (Titihoya), n. Crowned Plover (Stephanibyx coronatus); also applied generally to other plovers, of which there are several local varieties = i(li)-Hoyu.
Titiliwa (s.t.), v. Gain or earn largely and easily (i.e. with little effort), as a boy making unusually high wages for little work, or a man getting large presents of cattle (acc.) from the chief for doing nothing = kutula, kutulula; cp. mponya; bombuluza.
um-Titimbila (Thitimbila), n. 5. Tall yellow-flowered weed (Seneio juniperinus), very common in old mealie-fields = um-Penjane.
is-Titingolo (Thitkingolo), n. Anything standing densely thick or close together, as trees, bush, mealies, etc. Cp. u(tu)-Tikiti.
Titinya (s.t.), v. Investigate, enquire into, look into (not 'try'), as an induna might a case (acc.) prior to taking it for trial to the chief; scrutinize, examine, as one might a parcel (acc.) when curious to know what is inside; sound, try to find out from, as one girl might another (acc.) as to whether she loves or not a certain young-man; pitch into, attack vigorously with overwhelming force, as a compact of women might another (acc.) they wished to punish.
Ex. amhla baniitinye uBeni, to-day they have given it to So-and-so, have seen what she is made of.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TI</th>
<th>TLA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tiyeka (<em>Thiyeka</em>), <em>v.</em></td>
<td>Be or get hindered, prevented, faced by a difficulty or obstacle, as above (used in perf.) — see <em>tiya</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiyeza (<em>Thiyeza</em>), <em>v.</em></td>
<td><em>tiya</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Tiyo (<em>Thiyo</em>), <em>n.</em></td>
<td>That which hinders, prevents, or presents one with a difficulty to progress, as above—see <em>liya</em>; (C.X.) snare, trap (cp. <em>isi-Ti</em>, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tize (<em>Thize</em>), perf. of the verb <em>uku-tili</em> — sometimes used for <em>tile</em> q.v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ama-Tizetize (<em>Thizetize</em>), <em>n.</em></td>
<td>A reluctance, faltering, hesitation—see <em>tiziyela</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiziye (<em>Thiziye</em>)</td>
<td><em>v.</em> Get held back, get made to be reluctant, to falter, to hesitate, as in doing something.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-Tixo (<em>Thixo</em>), <em>n.</em> — see Proper Names.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiya (<em>Thiya</em>), <em>v.</em></td>
<td>hinder, prevent, obstruct, render unable to do, by placing a difficulty or obstacle in the way, as when one prevents a rickety structure (acc.) from falling or shaking by providing it up, or a person (acc.) from making a certain declaration by anticipating him with some inhibiting statement, or people from passing along a certain closed way by leading a water-shit across it (= <em>nina</em>; <em>vimbela</em>); hence, present a hindrance to a bird or beast (acc.) by some kind of trap, <em>i.e.</em> entrap, ensnare, catch it (for 'to lay a trap' — see <em>cupa</em>) — in this latter sense mostly confined to Natal, perhaps from <em>Xosa</em> influence; adjust a trap (acc. — cp. <em>letela</em>) [Sw. Ga. Bo. <em>teya</em>, ensnare; Her. <em>tyera</em>].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-Tlaba, <em>n.</em></td>
<td>Aloe plant = <em>um-Hlababa</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTlabakanye (<em>s. k</em>.), <em>n.</em></td>
<td>Small make-shift ploughing, or resulting crop, upon returning to the kraals after the passage of an <em>impi</em>, or upon the first arrival of a kraal in a new locality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTlabamakwelo (<em>Tlabamakwelo</em>), <em>n.</em></td>
<td>= <em>i-mFundamakwelo</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTlabati (<em>Tlabathi</em>), <em>n.</em></td>
<td>Earth, generally (= <em>um-Hlabati</em>); sandy or light soil, as distinct from a loamy soil (see <em>u-Gadenzima</em>) and from pure sand (see <em>isi-Hlabati</em>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTlabela, <em>n.</em></td>
<td>An <em>um-Zuca</em> when pointed like a chisel at one end for stabbing an adversary during a fight (= <em>i(i)-Pemula</em>, <em>i(i)-Pema</em>); light carried on with such stabbing-sticks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu-Tiya (<em>s.t</em>.), <em>n.</em></td>
<td><em>ubu</em>-Shelezi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Tiyane (<em>Thiyan</em>), <em>n.</em></td>
<td>An <em>ibuto</em> of girls, or member thereof, being the last formed by <em>Cetswayo</em>, and none having been formed since.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiye, ukuti (<em>Thiye</em>, <em>ukuthi</em>), <em>v.</em></td>
<td>Present one (acc.) suddenly with an insurmountable obstacle, hinder, prevent in any action = <em>tiya</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(i)-Tiye (<em>s.t</em>.), <em>n.</em></td>
<td>Tar; tea [D. <em>teer</em>, tar; Eng. <em>tea</em>].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Tiye (<em>Thiye</em>), <em>n.</em></td>
<td>Certain shrub; variety of the <em>i(i)-Cimbi</em> commonly found thereon.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- *Thiithi*, *n.* Numskull, block-head, dunce, brainless simpleton, as one who can't be got to master the alphabet after much teaching, who is utterly incapable of dancing or singing properly, or who in helplessly unable to make a statement intelligently. See *titiza*.
- *Titiza* or *Titizela* (*Thithiza*), *v.* Act, speak, etc., in a brainlessly stupid manner, as above.
- *ama-Tiviti*, *n.* = *ama-Tifififi*.
- *Thiviza* (*Thiviza*), *v.* = *ukuti* *ti* (*s.t.*), *ti*-liza.
- *Tixa*, ukuti (*Thixa*, *ukuthi*), *v.* = *tixua*.
- *Thiraza* (*Thiraza*), *v.* Make a soft flapping noise, as a wet *isidweba* when the wearer walks = *taxua*.
- *Thirazelala* (*Thirazelala*), *v.* Go 'flapping' along, as a woman with a wet *isidweba* = *taxazelala*.
- *u-Tixo* (*Thixo*), *n.* — see Proper Names.
- *Thiya* (*Thiya*), *v.* Hinder, prevent, obstruct, render unable to do, by placing a difficulty or obstacle in the way, as when one prevents a rickety structure (acc.) from falling or shaking by providing it up, or a person (acc.) from making a certain declaration by anticipating him with some inhibiting statement, or people from passing along a certain closed way by leading a water-shit across it (= *nina*; *vimbela*); hence, present a hindrance to a bird or beast (acc.) by some kind of trap, *i.e.* entrap, ensnare, catch it (for 'to lay a trap' — see *cupa*) — in this latter sense mostly confined to Natal, perhaps from *Xosa* influence; adjust a trap (acc. — cp. *letela*) [Sw. Ga. Bo. *teya*, ensnare; Her. *tyera*].
- *ngiyise* *ylelo* *sisi* lake, I am hindered, or presented with a difficulty, by reason of that word of his.
- *uvaliya* *ngaxinguba*, he prevented him, rendered him unable to do, by physical force (not by *tick-blow*s).
as when boiling husks, or when pouring additional water upon already cooked food.
i-nTlaha, n. Good fortune (in a more particular sense), as when unexpectedly becoming possessed of something good, e.g. when receiving a present or finding something on one's way; good luck (in a more continuous and general sense), as a man feels he has when he finds good fortune speedily repeating itself; quality or power of transmitting such good luck, as some animals, charms, etc., are supposed to possess. Cp. i(i)-Ce; u(lu)-Kanda.

Ex. y'ikupa belele bangihaba iintlahla, they have right along been making me lucky—the repetition of good fortune being attributed to the 'lucky' influence possessed by something with which one has previously come in contact, e.g. when a traveller chances upon a good drink of beer in any kraal, and after leaving there comes across another or perhaps two other beer-drinks, such unusual good fortune he would attribute may-be to something in connection with his visit to the first kraal. Thus, to see an i-nTendele on one's journey would foretell good luck, but to see an u-Cakdele would indicate bad luck.

i-nTlaha or Tlahle (Tlaahla), n. Any old, broken, or worn-out basket of any kind = isi-Khala. See isi-Hlaha (Append.).

i-Tlahlalubambo or Tlahlalubavu (Tlalahlalubambo), n. One side of a tree that is dried-up and decaying while the other is still green.

i-nTlaka (s.k.), n. Gum, as exudes from trees; hence, glue; (collect.) bead or beads, large or small, of clear transparent glass and of any colour.

i-nTlakantlaka (s.k.), n. Thing falling to pieces, as a ragged coat or isidraba, an old worn-out mat, or thatch of a roof knocked about in disorder; (collect.) things lying scattered disorderly about, as cloth or rubbish in a hut (= isi-Dhla-rutlakava, ama-Hlakava, ama-Hlikhlikhi, etc.); any kind of food when the non-absorbent particles fail to combine with the water, which floats alone, as when boiling a branny substance, bad pumpkins, etc.; grain merely broken up or ground very coarsely (= i-nTlakantu, ama-Hlakahita, ama-Ntalantu, etc.). See hlakaza.

Ex. abatlakati basaka intlokatlallo okaya, the abatlakati have caused a general conflict, break up, or falling to pieces in the kraal.
i-nTlakaviti (Tlakaviti), n. = isi-Hlakavu.

i-nTlakavu (s.k.), n. = isi-Hlakavu.
i-nTlakuva (s.k.), n. = u(lu)-Hlakwena.
i-nTlala, n. State of living—gen. in conjunction with an adverb, thus i-nTlala-kale (s.k.), good living, comfortable life, welfare, health; i-nTlalakabi (s.k.), unpleasant kind of life, bad state of things.
i-nTlalamagwababa, n. Elevated spot at the spine and between the hips of an ox = i(li)-Qolo.
i-nTlalamatsheni (s.l.), n. Buff-streaked Chat or Rock Thrush (Monticola rupestris) (N).
i-nTlalamazáleni, n. A sitter on the ash-heaps i.e. poor, common, destitute fellow = isi-Wolamlota.
i-nTlali (no plur.), n. Hair or hairs from the tail of an ox (= ubu-Lungu), horse, gnu, etc.; sinew of slaughtered beast split up so as to resemble same; gristle or cartilage, as at the joints of the ribs; muscle or glandulous flesh, as of the udder of a cow; pl. izi-nTlali, edge or margin of the rushes in a sleeping-mat, where they project beyond the extreme outside strings or seams.

i-nTlalo, n. Life, manner of living (M).
i-nTlaluntalu, n. = i-nTlakantlaka.
i-nTlama n. Dough, generally; particularly, the grain for making utshwala, which is ground in a moist state and so forms a dough of crushed amabele or mealies.

Phr. ikomo ka'Bani g'inthama, So-and-so's beast is dough i.e. very fat.
i-nTlamba (Tlambo), n. Offensive or opprobrious name given to, or statement made against, a person which reflects in an incriminating or dishonouring manner on his good reputation = isi-Tako. Cp. isi-Hlamba [Her. yambura, to abuse].

Ex. umculamba u'Bani, he has abusive talk, has So-and-so, as when he is given to calling people by insulting or opprobrious names.
i-nTlambi (Tlbambi), n. Skilled swimmer; also applied to a skilful dancer. See lbamba.
i-nTlamvazana, n. Small sized cow or heifer of a light brown colour. See i-nTlamvukazi.
i-nTlamvu, n. = u(lu)-Hluwena.
i-nTlamvubele (no plur.), n. Tiny berry or berries of the u-Popo and u-Magwax bushels.
i-nTlamvukazi (s.k.), n. Cow of a light brown colour. Cp. i-nTlamvazana.
i-nTlantí (s.l.), n. Small sack, of goat, sheep or buck-skin, for carrying medicines, grain, etc. = i-mBeka, um-Futo, i-nQalati.

i-nTlantí (Tlanlta), n. (C.N.) = i-nTlhela.

i-nTlanlta, n. Climbing forest-plant, used as a love-emetic by young men, etc.

i-nTlanlato, n. — see i-nTlanlato.

i-nTlanlula, n. Swift runner or walker; young sprightly person generally (without regard to swiftness) = i-nThas-nishula. See hlantula.

i-nTlansi (s.t.), n. Spark, of fire (i.e. burning metal or wood — cp. i-li-Jubela); very nice, pretty-looking person; very smart (i.e. clever, or cunning) person [Her. o-hande, spark].

i-nTlanzane, n. Native custom of bringing the cattle home for milking at about 11 a.m., at which time the herd-boy also receives his midday meal and immediately after takes the cattle out again to pasture (the word is used idiomatically as an adverb). See u-Nthlanzane.

Ex. izinkomo ziyakwulwa intlanzane, the cattle will come back for a midday milking. izinkomo ziyakwubeka intlanzane, the cattle are going out again to pasture after having returned for a midday milking.

kusasa izinkomo ziyakwulwa intlanzane, to-morrow the cattle will be herded with a midday milking.

ngafika ngesikati sentlanxane, I arrived at the midday milking time.

i-nTlanzelo, n. Any wash-water (i.e. in which things have been washed or rinsed out); more particularly, beer-water, i.e. water in which the beer-strainer is rinsed out after each straining, and which is afterwards drunk when the beer itself is finished; (N) also = um-Cobozo.

i-nTlanzi, n. Fish (i.e. single specimen thereof); meat thereof [Ga. che-nyanja, fish; nyamja, sea; Bo. chañ, fish; At. eja; Bag. dza; Mal. ikan. Cp. hlanza].

N.B. The Zulus as a nation regard fish as a ‘disgusting’ thing and therefore never eat it. Some clans, however, resident along the coast, and chiefly in Natal, have, through familiarity with the sea, or more probably famine, become fish-eaters since the time of Shaka’s devastations.

i-nTlashane, n. Two plants resembling fennel (Cnidium Kraussianum and Lichtensteinia interrupta), one having a yellow flower and eaten as imi-fino, the other having a white flower and used only as ama-ka and as medicine for chest complaints = i-nTlashane.
Natal, That my Information, Maize any Her. The no Kind i-nTlavebizelayo, i-nTlayenza, i-nTlebo, i-nTlekabayeni i-nTlekantlekane i-nTlendhla, n. Barbed assegai (cp. i(li)-Tata); a crescent moon, as seen in the first or last quarter; certain zigzag pattern in beadwork (= i(li)-Gwinci).
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i-nTlasendu, n. (N) = i-nGqasendu.

i-nTlatu (Tleleu), n. Natal python (Hortulina Natalensis) - much used by aba-Nyoma, whose possessing spirit is supposed to provide each with one, the fat of which is used for anointing the body in order to secure the favour of the said spirit = i-nTlava. Cp. n(lu)-Monga [Sw. chatu, boa; isi-salu; Her. o-n'doro].

i-nTlava (no plur.), n. Maize grub (= is-Angokolo, isi-Hlava, isi-Gogo, um-Swenya); habitation thereof within the maize-stalk; any very fat animal (from resemblance to this grub = i-nTlava); certain bird, the Honey-guide, of which there are several varieties (Indicator major, Indic. minor, etc. = i-nTlavezelayo, u-Nomtsheketshe, (N) i-nGede, i-nTlemvu); scolding, much-talking female.

i-nTlavazanu, n. = i-nTlamvazana.

i-nTlavezelayo, n. Honey-guide (see above i-nTlava); scolding, much-talking female.

i-nTlavukazi (s.k.), n. = i-nTlamvukazi.

i-nTlawulo, n. Anything paid as a fine, penalty, reparation, etc., for wrong or injury done. See hwula.

i-nTlayenza, n. A common, daily affair; a quite natural thing, done by everybody (from umu-Hla and enza).

Ex. usokoni? intlayenza kwe? what are you finding fault with? that thing of daily occurrence, common to every man?

izi-nTlayintlayi (no sing.), n. = ama-Hla-yihlayi.

izi-nTlayiya (no sing.), n. = ama-Hlayiyihlayi.

i-nTlebo, n. Information, gen. of a secret nature, privately made known to another. See kibleta.

i-nTlekaBayeni (s.k.; no plur.), n. Small girls (collect), up to about 14 years of age, who 'laugh at everything' without offence (lit. those who laugh at the bridegroom's people).

i-nTlekankele (s.k.), n. A mutual or general laughing at one another.

i-nTlekankeleke (s.k.), n. Anything stretched or opened out broadly, as a big wide mouth, an iqoma with an unusually wide mouth, or a tree with branches spreading far out horizontally.

i-nTlekwane (s.k.), n. = u-Ntlekwane.

i-nTlelenda, n. Barbed assegai (cp. i(li)-Tata); a crescent moon, as seen in the first or last quarter; certain zigzag pattern in beadwork (= i(li)-Gwinci).
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i-nTlengane, n. Certain antelope (? Livingstone's A).

i-Tsengentlenge, n. = ama-Hlengenthalene.

i-Tlengetwa (Tlengethwa), n. = i-nPepo; (C.N.) cold wind from the South (see Hlonipa Words).

i-nTlengo, n. That quality of mind which favours one's own, prejudice, lack of unbiased sincerity or fairness.

Ex. wnumutu omqeni'tlenge, a person fair-minded to all, unprejudiced, frank, without favour.

i-Tlense, n. The finer or bottom portion of the uskwela squeezings or dregs, which are usually mixed up again with new malt and made into beer; such light beer itself = i-nTshele.

i-nTlewuka (s.k.), n. Subsidence or slip of soil on the steep side of a hill or bank, or the place where such has occurred; hare-lip, in human beings.

i-nTlenzane, n. Kind of long succulent grass chewed by children.

i-nTliki, n. (s.k.), n. = ama-Hlikhiiki.

i-nTliziyo, n. Heart, whether in physical or metaphysical sense; hence, mind (apart from the intellect), one's sentimental or emotional faculties, feelings, conscience, will, likes, desire, appetite, etc. (= um-Xwele, um-Pinbo) [Skr. hrid, heart; Sw. moyo, heart (physical); roho, disposition; Ga. moyo, heart; Reg. um-lima; Her. omu-lima; Di. poj].

Ex. angiseni'ntliziyo, I have no longer any spirit, desire, or encouragement from within.

lako kwamqela intliziyo, that took or drove all the spirit, energy, courage, hopefulness, out of him.

intliziyo yami angisayize, I no longer feel my heart, i.e. my better feelings (as guiding to more reasonable action) are deadened within me, I am no longer able to listen to reason.

umzimba kwenseko, kuswa intliziyo ye, my body exists no more, is as good as dead; I feel or live only in my mind.

intliziyo iyacasezela, my heart (or stomach) is squamaish, inclined to vomit.

intliziyo iyacasekela yiloko, my heart dislikes, feel repugnance at, that = iyayenze yiloko.

ukuba 'ntliziyo 'nhlope, to be calm at heart, clear, peaceful, unruffling by any unpleasant emotion.

ukuba 'ntliziyo 'bonwana (or 'kutla), to be raw at heart, smearing with angry ill-feeling.

ukuba 'ntliziyo 'nqiyana, to be black at heart i.e. have no appetite at all for food.

ukuba 'ntliziyo 'ule (or 'boni), to be long-
suffering, patient, not quick to complain or get angry.

ukuba 'utliziyo 'mfoshane, to be short or quick tempered, easily put out.

ukuba 'utliziyo'mbi, to be cross, out of temper, in a bad temper.

uku-bhuba intliziyo, to please one, be according to one's heart's desire or taste.

uku-bhuba umuntu catlhigweni, to pierce one in the heart, i.e. to say or do something painful to him.

P. ukuza kweutliziyo u'mumzwayalele, the dying of the heart is a thing felt only by oneself, i.e. mental affliction is only known to the sufferer, is not fully realised by others.

i-nTlohamakwelo (Tlohlamakwelo), n. (N.) = i-mFundamakwelo.

i-nTloko (s. k. — loc. entloko), n. The foremost or leading thing, the head (now almost obsolete in Zululand, as applied to the physical head of man or beast, except in the following cases, i-li-Kala being the word in use); head of a slaughtered ox or other domestic animal when eaten as food, not applied to the head of such animal while still living — see isi-Nkutu, for head of buck); top-knot of a woman (this is the common use in Zululand, where, however, the present custom of long topknots was only introduced in the reign of Mpande, previous to which they were short); head of a troop or body of cattle, soldiers, or wagons moving in a long stream, foremost of a train (= i-li-Kala, isi-Hloko); foremost or chief among any particular class or society of people, as the inkosikazi among the other wives; originals, fountain head, from which a herd of cattle has been bred (= i-li-Kala, isi-Hloko) [Her. honogora, head a troop, head; e-honga, o-honga, leader, foremost; Sw. ongoza, head or lead; ki-ongozi, leader; Cam. mo-lojo, head; Mid. Nig. li-toko, head; Cong. Forest Dwarfs. nu-bongo, head; Kamb. chongo, head — the root bwe, with one or other of the prefixes, being the term for head commonest among the Bantu languages].

Ex. uzile uqalo lel (thungu) elisi'entloko, he arrived this very day (or month), keshambo yemn intloko yake, he went, he himself (C.N.).

P'hr. hopanle uqentloko yabo, they have gone out head and all, i.e. the whole body of them, in full force.

migakakupaka uqentloko yemn, you shall come up in full strength, the whole lot of you.

i-nTlokosela (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = i-nKohlisa.

i-nTlokoshe na (s. k.), n. Two kinds of bush

(Rhus lutea or i-nTloko, ebombo, and Rhus puberula or i-nTloko, emkhole), bearing small edible berries = i-nTlokosiyane.

i-nTlokoshiyane (s. k.), n. = i-nTlokoshe.

i-nTlola, n. Any one of the bones used for divining purposes by an inyanya yamatambo = i-nPengu.

i-nTloli, n. Spy, scout, such as could be sent out secretly and alone (cp. i-nTsaba, n-Mashulubezi); hedge-hog (Erinaceus frontalis), found up-country and an important Zulu medicine for tutaka, etc. Cp. i-nTlomele.

i-nTlomele, n. = i-nBonisi.

i-nTloni (for isi-nTloni), n. = ama-Hloni.

i-nTlontla (for isi-nTlontla), n. Diaphragm.

i-nTlonto (Tloonalto), n. Point of land jutting forward and narrowing towards the end, as a peninsular — like the formation between the two parts of a river where it bends sharply back on itself, or as a strip of sand jutting out into a river; kraal of expediency for cattle, built for some particular purpose away from the residential kraal ( = i-li-Tanga); certain lump of meat beneath the um-Hlontwane, above the kidney on each side of an ox.

i-nTlontlosi, n. Utshwala, or amasi, gone acid through exposure to the sun, etc. = isi-Hlwihlwihle, i-nTlunique. Cp. i-li-Qokolo.

i-nTlontwane, n. Species of euphorbia tree, growing tall, but of narrow, confined body. Cp. um-Hlontlo.

i-nTlonze, n. Vertical wrinkle or fold of the skin running up from the nose between the eyes (cp. um-Quebu); the foreskin of the penis; skin of the head of a slaughtered ox, which is cooked and eaten by the boys. di-je-

i-nTlopololo (Tlopholo), n. Person with small low forehead, from the hair growing low down over the eyes. Cp. i-Nundu.

i-nTlosa, n. Unripe ear of amabele roasted over the flame of a fire, the roasted grains being then knocked off into a dish for eating, and called by this name; small swelling of the salivary glands in a child, beneath the ear, and supposed to be due to the child having eaten roasted amabele as above = i-nTsobla. Cp. isi-Gqila.


i-nTlulo, n. Harsh, hard, tyrannous treatment, as of a master towards his servant.
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Ex. uBunzi amawula (or uBunzi intula), So-and-so is harsh, unduly hard in his treatment.

i-nTlamayo, n. = u(nu)-Damba.

i-nTumba (Thunbergia), n. Single small particle of flesh in the human body, generally along the spine, about the knees, etc., in which the parasite cysticerons cellulosae (young of tapeworms), or some similar parasite, lies embedded, and which grains of flesh are extracted by the Native doctors when treating this disease; might also be applied to trichinosis.

i-nTlungunyembe (Thunbergia), n. Bushmen’s Poison-bush (Acocanthera Thunbergii or spectabilis), a bush bearing purple grape-like berries – the whole plant being highly poisonous, and as such used to be employed by the Bushmen for poisoning arrows, and is still administered to dogs as a cure for distemper (see u-Sekela) and by the Xosas for snakebite and redwater; utshwala turned sour from the sun, etc. (= i-nTlungwane); sad-looking, tearful eyes – only used in sing. (see u(nu)-Hluweza).

i-nTlungwane, n. Utshwala turned acid from the sun, etc. (= i-nTlungunyembe); brackish water, with a salty, acid, or metallic taste.

i-nTluno, n. Vagina femina = um-Sunu [Gr. hystera, womb; Lat. pudens, modest; Sw. kuma, vagina].

N.B. intlumo ka’nyoko. or intluna yenja. are common words of contemptious obscene abuse.

i-nTlunuyamanzi, n. Natal Kingfisher (Ispidina Natalensis), also malachite Kingfisher (Corythornis cyanostigma) = isi-Pikeli.

i-nTlunuyomntwana (s.t.), n. Small veldt shrub (Vangueria latifolia) bearing edible berries = i-nKaboyomntwana.

i-nTlute (Thuthe), n. (N) = isi-Fuce.

i-nTluzele, n. = i-nDhluzele.

i-nTluzi, n. One who knows how to strain beer well. See iluza.

i-nTluzwa, n. Person or thing that has lost or become bared of everything, as a tree robbed of all its branches, or a man no longer possessed of cattle, children, etc. = i-nPundaile.

i-nTlwa, n. Certain flying-ant (more commonly called i-nTlwabusi in Zulu); person utterly destitute or bare, without cattle, wives, children, or even clothing (i.e. stark naked = u(nu)-Hlwa).

TO

Ex. uBunzi us’uthu (or us’u’phaca), So-and-so is now quite bare (whether destitute or naked).

i-nTlwabusi (with plur.), n. Species of termite or white-ant in the flying stage, and of a smaller size, browner colour and more delicate flavour (they being eaten) than the (i)-Hlwabusi = i-nTlwia. Cp. uma-Hluwa; isi-Hluwana.

i-nTlwana, n. (N) = i-mBungolywana.

i-nTlwanyelo, n. Seed (collect), of any description, for planting purposes = i-mBeven. See hlwanyela.

i-nTlwashane, n. = i-nTlashane.

i-nTlwati (Thwathi), n. = i-nTlatu; also i-nTlashane.

i-nTlwatu (Thwathu), n. = i-nTlatu.

i-nTlwenga, n. Circle of beadwork, formed like a three-corned rope, and worn on head, neck, leg, etc. (N).

izi-nTlwengela, n. = ama-Hluwululu.

izi-nTlwesha, n. = see u(nu)-Hluweza.

Tô, ukuti (Thô, ukuthi), n. = twotsa.

i-nTo (s.t.), n. Thing, in all its meanings; hence, an article, object; matter, affair, subject; plur. izi-nTo, goods, chattels, wares, articles of property = u(nu)-To; cp. i-mPulha [Ga. Bo. ki-nlu; MZT. chintu; Ya. in-nu; Sw. ki-tu; Her. otyi-nya].

Ex. njikululuma into ekona, I speak a thing which exists = an actual fact.

enge into leyo, that is another thing, another matter.

akul’uto ya’luto, it is not a thing of anything = it is a thing of no service, a useless article, good for nothing; or, it is a matter of no consequence.

Into kuleka, ningashiyi imbuzi, there is this, however, (or, for one thing, however), don’t leave behind the goat.

Phr. o’nto’ni? what is it? what news? (C.N.).

isi-To (Tho), n. Lower leg (i.e. between the knee and the foot – cp. u-Gato); (in a more particular sense) the calf, of same (cp. isi-Hluza; isi-Tambu); (in a general sense) any bodily limb or member; any particular part or portion of a slaughtered beast (such as have special distinguishing names), as the i-nTso-nyama, um-Kono, etc.

u(nu)-To (Tho), n. Thing; something, anything. Cp. i-nTo.

Ex. ‘y’ini-ke?’ ‘Luto’ (being abbreviation for akul’uto), ‘what is it?’ ‘nothing’.

akul’uto loka, that is nothing, no matter, of no consequence.

akul’umkondo wa’luto, it is not an assegai of anything, i.e. of any service, it is a worthless assegai.
Phr, uko olu'manzi, a moist thing, i.e. a
girl (C.N.).
kungabi 'lubwana, let it not be (even)
a little thing, i.e. let it be less than little,
a very small quantity, a least bit or drop.

Dzimezweni ufika wakipo d'ulo 'zuma-
simbo, Dzimezweni got to let out fecal things
i.e. filthy language.

waruna, w'ulo tambeya! he got roused
up, he was in that state (with anger) i.e.
he was in an awful rage, was quite furious.

Toba (s.t.), r. Get softened (used in perf.),
as a potato by cooking, a peach by ripen-
ing, or an abscess by fomentations;
get appeased, have one's heart softened,
as an angry man = ukuti tobololo, to-
bokala [Her. lamba, soften].

Toba. (Thoba), v. Bend down (trans.), as
the body (acc.), or a wattle; bow down,
lower, as the head, or eyes; be bended
or bowed down, or lowered, as above
(used in perf.); go down, subside, as a
swelling, or a full river (= bokla);
poultice, foment, lit. bring down,
reduce, as a swelling or painful inflammation
by poulticing or fomentations; 'poul-
tice' (metaphor), reduce the heat
of, appease, as an angry heart or person;
lower the head angrily, as a bull
when showing fight ( = jama). Cp. to-
bu (s.t.) [Her. tumba, subside; Sw. tu-
bukiza, lower].

Ex. ukufi-toba, to humble or submit
oneself.
unu-tho tisibleyo, an humble person.

i(li)-Toba (Thoba), n. Name sometimes
applied to an ox that has 'lowered' one
of its horns, i.e. it has bent downwards
(the other standing upright — cp. i(li)-
Gotha; (ii)-Hlwe; um-Dhlota); nine.

Toba-munwe-munye (Thoba), adj. Nine =
isi-Shiyangalonye.

Toba-minwe-mibili (Thoba), n. =
isi-Shiyangalombili.

i(li)-Tohana (Thobana), n. Person with
one eye more closed than the other from
a drooping of the eyelid. Cp. i(li)-Cide.

Tébe, ukuti (Thébe, ukuthi), r. Give a
thing a slight bend or bending pressure,
as below = tobeza; get so bent or bend-
ingly pressed = tobezaka.

Tobeka (Thobeka), v. Get bent down, as
above — see toba; get or be humbled
(used in perf.).

Tobeza or Tobezela (Thobeza), v. Bend
down by slight pressure (trans.), make
yield slightly in a bending manner, as
a long stiff wattle (acc.) when subjecting
it to a curving pressure in order to
make it slightly bow-shaped or plant,
or as a woman does the long hair (ace.)
at the top of her top-knot bending it
inwards so as to fill up or conceal the
empty cavity there; bend inwards and
bind down in a similar way straggling
placed thatch on a hut or so as to
fill up an adjacent hole; conceal the
holes or raggedness of one's isidwaba
by covering it up with some other loin-
covering or blanket. Cp. toba; gobezela.

Tobisa (s.t.), r. Soften a thing (acc.),
appease a person (acc.), etc., as above —
see toba (s.t.): tobokalisa, ukuti to-
bololo.

Tóbo, ukuti (akuthi; s.t.), v. Yield softly
to pressure, as anything of the nature of
an i-nTobontobo = tobezaka; press
softly, such a thing (acc.) = toboza; sit
or lie comfortably on anything softly
yielding to pressure, as a feather bed
= tobezela; get softened, become soft,
as a cooking potato or ripening peach
= toba; make so to become soft, soften,
as such a potato (acc.) by cooking =
tobisa. See ukuti foto, ukuti tofo.

i(li)-Tobo (Thobo), n. Certain running plant,
sometimes cultivated by the Natives,
having a fine red fruit, like a tomato;
a smooth, hairless head (shaven or bald).

isi-Tobo (s.t.), n. Man's after-dress formed
of 'tails' resembling the i(li)-Gqibo but
very much longer, and mostly made of
twisted goat-skin. Cp. um-Qubula; isi-
Tini; (ii)-Dhlaka.

isi-Tobo (Thobo), n. Poultice, fomentation,
or other medicine for laying on a swel-
ling or inflammation; plur. izi-Tobo,
appeasing words calculated to reduce a
man's anger.

um-Tobo (Thobo), n. 5. Serofulous swelling
or swellings anywhere about the body
(cp. i(li)-Dunguza); (C.N.) certain herb,
used as a poultice.

Tobokala (s.t.; s.k.), v. Be in a softened
state (used in perf.), as a boiled sweet-
potato, or a ripe peach; be in an unduly
soft, sodden state, as over-boiled meat;
give way, fall or shrink in, from pres-
sure, weight, drying up, as the sides of
an unbaked clay-pot while still fresh, a
gall-bladder, or a heap of sacks when
sat upon. Cp. toba; tobezela.

Tobokalisa (s.t.; s.k.), v. Cause a thing
(acc.) to be in a softened, sodden, or
fallen-in state, as above. Cp. tobisa,
toboeza.

Tobilolo, ukuti (akuthi; s.t.), v. =
toba, tobokala; tobisa, tobokalisa.

i-nTobontobo (s.t.), n. Anything of a soft
nature or substance readily yielding to
the touch, as a very ripe peach, or soft cushion, or (by comparison) a soft bean
mash = *i-m Fotomfoto, i-m Fotomfoto.
See ukuti tobo.

**u(lu)-Toboti (Tholothi), n.** (C.N.) = *u(lu)-
* Tokoti.

**Tobozza (s.t.), v.** Make yield softly to
pressure, press, anything (acc.) of the
nature of an *i-n Tobontobo, whether in
touching, sitting, eating, or otherwise;
hence, eat such a thing (acc.). (C.N.)
flatter a person (acc.), smooth down his
anger ( = *topa = potoza, ukuti tobo; 
potoza, tobokalisa; matuza.

**Tobozeka (s.t.; s.k.), v.** Get so pressed
softly, as above; give, or sink in, softly
under pressure, as an *i-n Tobontobo; be
of the softly pressable nature of an
*i-n Tobontobo = potozeke, ukuti tobo.

**Tobozela (s.t.), v.** Sit or lie comfortably
upon anything of a softly sinking nature,
as a feather bed = *ukuti tobo, ukuti
foto.

**Tófo, ukuti (Thófo, ukuthi), v. = ukuti foto.

**Tofoka (Thofoka), v. = fotokha.

**i-nTófonfo (s.t.), n. = i-m Fotomfoto, i-nTo-
bontobo.

**Tofozza (Thofozza), v. = fotoza; walk with
a constant sinking movement of the
upper body, as though the legs were
weak.

**isi-Tofu (s.t.), n.** Cloth, of the thicker kinds,
for tailoring, dressmaking, etc. [Eng.
stuff].

**um-Tofu (Thofu), n. 5.** Lead; used con-
temptuously of a hoe when made of soft,
inferior iron [akin to ukuti tofo]

**isi-Tohlongwana (Thohlongwana), n.** Ugly
little urchin—word of contempt for a
child.

**i(li)-Toho (Thoho), n.** Togt, day-labour [D.
day, day].

Ex. *um-bomba *ito, to take a day’s
work, work by the day, as a Kafir labourer.

**i-nTokanje or Tokanje (s.t.; s.k.), n.** What
do you call it?—used when not recoll-
eting the name of any thing = *i-nTvisika, 
i-Natingaka.

**i(l)i), isi or um-Tokazi (Thokazi), n. 5.** A
female thing i.e. animal ( = *i-n Tsikazi, 
i(l)i-Sikazi; cp. i(l)i-Duna); more espe-
cially applied to a heifer calf not yet fit
for the bull (cp. um-Tantikazi; umDud-
dukazaana).

**i-nTokazi (s.t.; s.k.), n.** Female thing (gen.
with admiration), hence, a fine female
thing—used of a fine-looking girl or
young-woman = *u(lu)-Tokazi.

**u(lu)-Tokazi (Thokazi), n.** Any great or
huge thing (augment. form of *u(lu)-
To); also = *i-nTokazi.

**Tokela (Thokela), v.** Improve, season, en-
hance the flavour of a thing (acc.) by a
slight intermixture of something else
(with nga), as food, medicines, perfume,
etc., by seasonings. *Cp. noma nga.

**isi-Tokelo (Thokelo), n.** Anything used for
flavouring, seasoning, improving, as
above.

**u-Tokolo or (more rarely) Tokoloshe (s.t.; s.
k.), n.** Fabulous water-baby or kelpy,
supposed to haunt certain rivers and to
be very fond of women, though fearful
of men [Ngo. Z. tojola, to love].

P. *tokolo (often pronounced with the
accent on the first syll.), *temba; *amabazi agie-
tha, cheer up, *tokolo! the shades of evening
are falling (when the *tokolo may come out
and enjoy himself unseen by men!)—used
to encourage or cheer up a child, etc.,
with the hope of a pleasant time drawing
near = never mind! Christmas is coming.

* N.B. Every description of clarified oil is
being regularly palmed off on credulous Na-
tives as *amafuta ka*tokoloshe (*tokoloshe fat)
by Arabs and others who sell the same, as
a love-charm of wondrous power, at fabulous
prices, sometimes at a sovereign for a small
bottle!

**Tokoloza (s.t.; s.k.), n. = eko*loza; ep. klo-
loza.

**Tokomalala (Thokomalala), v.** Be or lie snug-
ly i.e. comfortably warm, as within a
feather-bed or large thick blankets.

**Tokozza (Thokozza), v.** Have enjoyment, en-
joy life, as children at a feast; enjoy
happiness, be happy; feel gladness, be
happy, as a mother when her daughter
bears a child; enjoy good health, as
one’s body (ep. *piula); feel refreshed
(physically), as a traveller after having
partook of food (ep. *gabila); utter
praise to or of a person (acc.), gen.
in order to express gratitude—heavily,
and thank a person (acc.) for (acc., or
with *nga) some gift (= *bonka) [Her.
ordo-
ka, rejoice].

Ex. *be:sa *enkito*koza inyama, they
came to praise the buck (which had been
given them) i.e. came to thank for it.

**Tokozela (Thokozela), v.** Feel joy for or
at; show joyfulness to or towards, greet,
welcome, as a visitor (acc.); express
one’s joy or gladness to, congratulate,
as a successful person (acc., with *nga);
express one’s joy or gladness for a per-
son (acc.) regarding some gift (with *nga)
i.e. thank on his behalf = takuzela.
isi-Tokozelo (Thokozelo), n. (N) = isi-Takazelo.

uku-Tokozi (Thokozi), n. = uku-No.

Tokozisa (Thokozisa), v. Give enjoyment to a person (acc.), make him happy, gladden him, etc.

i-nTokozo (s.t.; s.k.), n. Happiness or happy living of every description; health or comfortable standing of the body.

Phr. uku-hlaba i Tokozo, to enjoy a happy life, as in a good home or under an easy master.

imi or izi-Tokozo (Thokozi), n. 5. Last struggle or contortions of a dying person; (C.N.) excrements, vomit, or urine involuntarily passed during such.

isi-Tokwe (s.t.; s.k.), n. Rolled or twisted tobacco, as prepared by the Boers [D. stok; stick; or strong; strong].

um-Tokwe (Thokwe), n. 5. Certain climbing plant, whose roots are used as fibre; also = um-Dokwe.

Tola (Thola), v. Get, obtain, as wages (acc.), punishment, sickness, etc.; find, pick up, as a lost thing; take into one’s family or under one’s patronage, adopt, as a parentless child or homeless refugee [Ar. illa’a, find; Ya. kola, get; tola, carry; Bo. dola, take; Sw. twaa; Ga. twala].

Ex. uku-tola icala, to get into fault, incur blame.

(i)l-Tola (Thola), n. Spider’s hole in the web (C.N.).

i-nTola (s.t.), n. Scarcity or scantiness of supply of anything, whether food, clothing, medicine, etc., as a single suit of clothes for working and best wear, a little food that must be sparingly used, etc.

Ex. kav’azi, yini, ukuti nkudha kwetola? do you not know, then, that it is the little food of famine-time?

Tolakala (Tholakala), v. Be gettable, obtainable, findable.

Tolana (Tholana), v. Get at, or hold of, another, as two people who have long sought to ‘have it out’ (by words or fighting).

um-Tolanyama (Tholanyama), n. 5. = um-Tolanyama.

(i)l-Tole (Thole), n. Calf (male or female) when already followed by another from the same cow, or in the second year (one still sucking = i-nKomana).

Ex. i-ole leokabi, young steer, just ready for being spanned = i-nThobishamimba.

Phr. inkuza is’ematholeni, the ‘hull’ of the kraal, the ‘real’ man (i.e. the heir) is among the calves (i.e. the young boys, not the sons already grown up).

isi-Tole (Thole), n. Heifer, already fit for the bull, or pregnant with her first calf. Cp. um-Tanlikizi.

Tolela (Tholela), v. = kokosha.

(i)l-Tolela (Tholela), n. = u-Tasi; also (C.N.) = (i)l-Tola.

Toli (Tholi), int. said to a person when requesting him to hand back or deliver up some property of another which he has found, etc. = tozi. See tolisela.

um-Toli (Tholi), n. 1. Adopter, one who has adopted a child or homeless person. See tola.

Tolisa (Tholisa), v. Make an end of an already dying or wounded animal (C.N.) = gedela.

Tolisela (Tholisela), v. Hand back, deliver up, or return to a person something (doub. acc.) of his found or in one’s possession = tozisela. See toli.

Tolo, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ukuti tsebu.

Tolo, ukuti (Tholo, ukuthi, v. = toloza.

i-nTolo (s.t.), n. Weakness in the knees, from some constitutional defect (not from rheumatism) – used also of a child that is unduly long in learning to walk = i-nQinwina, i-nZenzane.

isi-Tolo (s.t.), n. Shop (of a large size), as in the towns. Cp. (i)l-Vinkili [Eng. store].

um-Tolo (Tholo), n. 5. Certain kind of mimosa, common in the bush veldt; hence, Black Wattle (from similarity of habit).

(i)l-Tolonja (Tholonja), n. Creeping plant, growing on the coast and bearing dark edible berries; berry of same.

um-Tolonyama (Tholonyama), n. 5. Manure in the cattle-fold moistened by the urine of cattle = um-Tolonyama.

(i)l-Tolotolwane (Tholotholwane), n. Person of a foolishly nervous, bashful nature, who becomes scared, doesn’t know what to do, before strangers or those of the other sex.

Toloza (Tholoza), v. Look about in a foolishly nervous, dismayed manner, as one very nervous before strangers or ladies, or who has been caught in some improper action.

i-nTolwane (s.t.), n. Veldt-shrub (Elephantorhiza Burchelli, etc.), of two kinds—the larger being also called um-Dabu, whose large red roots are used medicinally as an astringent for diarrhoea and as an emetic.
Tomba (Thombhho), n. Pass the first genital discharges of puberty; hence, menstruate for the first time, as a girl; reach the age of virility, as a boy; rust, as iron; be filled with red, rust-like sediment (see (i)-Tombenkala), as stagnant marsh-water—in all senses used in perf. Cp. apuka; potela; (i)-Zibuko; ama-LoLa [Sw. Ga. Bo. tomba, have sexual intercourse].

N.B. A girl, upon having her first menstruation (see um-Gongo), abstains senses forth from eating amasi until her father slaughters a beast for her by way of purification (see omula).

i-nTombazana (Thombhazana), n. Young girl, i.e. anything from infancy up to a marriageable age (see i-nTombi); used by members of a family in reference to any of their girls, even when marriageable or already married women—the term i-nTombi among such being confined to such 'girls' as could be one's sweetheart; used also enpem. of a woman's isi-Kigi (see um-Fana); also applied to a cowrie-shell, used by bower-diviners.

Ex. we! leta manisi-ya intombazana yami, I say! bring me that there little-girl of mine (i.e. night-commodate).

(i)-Tome (Thombhe), n. Place at the side of a hut internally where the young calves and other stock are sometimes kept; (C.N.) menstrual discharge.

Ex. intombazana isetomberi, the girl is having her monthly flow (C.N.).

isi-Tome (Thombhe), n. Image or small clay model of a man, ox, etc., such as are made by Native children; hence, doll, image, statue of any kind; sometimes applied also to a picture of a man or beast (not of a house or landscape—see um-Fanekiso) [Gr. tuphos, image].

um-Tome (Thombhe), n. 5. Kind of wild-fir tree (Ficus Natalensis), having a parasitical habit and whose bark is used for fibre. Cp. um-Kivane [Sw. m-tombo, gigantic kind of fig-tree].

(i)-Tombenkala (Thombhwenkala), n. = (i)-Tombonkala.

i-nTombi (Thombhi), n. Girl of full-grown marriageable age; (in a particular sense) sweetheart. Cp. i-nTombazana [prob. akin to tomba q.v.—Sw. Ga. Bo. etc. kumbo, to lie with, have sexual intercourse with; Ze. ma-tombo, breasts; Kag. ma-tombo; Go. ma-tombo; Sw. mtota, girl; Ru. ki-tu, young person, m. or f.; Kwafi. endibo, girl; Hu. endito; Ko. mteugo; Kamb. mwi-tu].

Ex. abak'ontombi, those (people) of the girl's place i.e. bridal party, family of the bride, the bride's people = abantu bak'ontombi, abantu bakubo ki'ontombi, abantu bakuna k'ontombi.

Phr. intombi eseyonke (or esapele), a girl who is still whole, i.e. a virgin.

P. ziy'al'abantu, ziy'abantuini; aku'ontombi yagan'inyamazane, the girls reject people, but only to go to others; there's no girl who married a wild-beast = don't mind their jilting, they will eventually come into our (the men's) net; no girl yet ever went another way.

ubu-nTombi (Thombhi), n. The state or nature of girl-hood.

i-nTombi-ka'putwa (Thombhi-ka'phuthwa), n. = n-Putwa.

Tombisa (Thombhisa), n. Bring about or induce uku-tombo; hence, attend a girl's (acc.) first menstruation, taking part in the ceremonies accompanying such an event, as do her companions from the surrounding neighbourhood; cause to rust, as iron.

isi-Tombiso (Thombhiso), n. Any practice, medicine, song, etc., intended to help forward the uku-tombo q.v. of young boys or girls, as the dance-songs performed at this latter's first menstruation.

isi-Tombo (Thombho), n. Seedling, young tree, mealie-plant, etc., up to about one foot in height; fine healthy growth in a child, filling out and increasing height in good proportion (for mere slender height, see (i)-Tumbo).

Ex. kana'sitombo lw'umntwana, uctombo elde ye, this child doesn't fill out proportionately or grow well in body, he merely grows tall.

um-Tombo (Thombho), n. 5. Certain running herb (Cissampelos torulosu), whose milky and very bitter roots are used for scrofulous swellings and chewed for toothache; spring, of water (= isi-Petu); plur. imi-Tombo, malt i.e. sprouted Kafir-corn or mealies, for making beer.

Phr. indlu inemitombo, the hut has springs, i.e. is perennially damp (from subsurface drainage).

(i)-Tombonkala (Thombhwenkala), n. Red rust-like sediment thick in stagnant marsh-water; such water itself.

um-Tomboti (Thombothi), n. 5. Certain tree (Exaracaria Africana), whose scented wood is used as amaka and for making necklaces. See ufixi)Bande [Sw. imbile, tree with brown and yellow striped and scented wood].
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i(li)-Tome or Tomu (s. t.), n. Bridle, of harness [D. too].

isi-Tomiyan-a (Thomiyan-a), n. = i-nTsho-nakweneni.

i (li) - Tondo (Thondo), n. Certain forest climber, used medicinally for chest complaints and scrofula.

i-nTondo (s. t.), n. Immense quantity or number, as of corn, money or cattle; certain small plant (Arzyrolobium marginatum), or small tuberculous root thereof of said to be good for hicups and eaten in time of famine [Her. oku-tuta, to accumulate].

isi-Tondo (Thondo), n. Place outside a kraal where urine is usually thrown or passed.

um-Tondo (Thondo), n. 5. Penis maris (= i-nkhinjiki; cp. um-Nqandu, i-li-Kiinyi, isib-Kabo, um-Nqando; i-nKuda); hence, urine (= um-Shobingo); sometimes used for offsprings issue of a man, or 'fetus, calf' in the womb of a cow [cp. tunda; L. Cong. tonda, love; Her. runda, cover, as a bull; oun-tuta, urine; Sw. mtoto, child; At. ito, urine].

Ex. kungati (inkononi isimtondo, it the cow) would appear to have a penis, i.e. have a fetus (following an effective covering).

i-nTondolo (s. t.), n. = um-Tondolo.

um-Tondolo (Thondolo), n. 5. Gelded sheep or goat, a wether. Cp. i-nKabi.

i(li) or isi-Tondolozi (Thondolozi), n. = i(li)-Tongo.

um-Tong-a (Thonga), n. 1. One who invites or organises a hunt; Native blacks hunt (prob. from their being freq. Tongas). Cp. i(li)-Lala; isi-Tando.

i-Tonga (s. t.), n. = i-nDuku (nearly obsolete among men, though used by women for khonipa purposes); formerly used of a gun (see isi-Bunu) [Sw. gongo, long thick stick; Her. oru-hongu, rod].

isi-Tonga (Thonga), n. Quality, character or appearance of a person, etc., by which he becomes imposing or commanding, impressing with power; prestige, influence, moral weight (= isi-Tunzi); also = um-Galunguza; (N) variety of the sweet-potato. Cp. tonga.

Ex. lawina kule (lelo'bandhlu), bili nesitonga, it danced well (did that company), there was something impressing or commanding about it.

N.B. The fruit of the isi-Tonga tree (Strychnos macrophylla), very like the i(li)-Hlala, is said to be generally eaten by the Tongas. Somewhat strangely this same tree, or one much resembling it, is called in Sw. m-tonga and in Gu. ma-tonga.

i(li)-Tong-a (Thonga), n. Ancestral spirit = i(li)-Dholozi [Bo. u-togoori, praise; MZT. i-sakte, evil-spirit; Ga. mgyawi].

P. i-tonga iyabekelwe, the ancestral-spirit (in which you trust that it be always looking after you) is looked for, i.e. is assisted in its work of looking out for dangers = don't trust to your guardian-spirit alone to keep you from harm, while you yourself are neglectful; God protects those who protect themselves.

i-nTongo (s. t.), n. for isi-nTongo — see u(lu)-Tongo.

isi-Tongo (Thonga), n. A long nap, good long sleep, as of a sick person, for a few hours.

u(lu)-Tongo (Thonga) — commonly in plur.

i-nTongo (s. t.), n. Dry matter or humour (a single particle) caked at the edges of the eyelids (when moist — see ubu-Tuku; u(lu)-Biki) [Bo. tongo, matter from the eyes].

ubu-Tongo (Thonga), n. Sleep [Lur. botu, to sleep; Bar. uto; doto, sleep; Her. kotura, be sleepy; Ga. tulo, sleep — cp. i(li)-Tunzi].

Ex. ubu-kwebea ubutongo, to be overcome with sleepiness.

ubu-ba nobutongo, to be sleepy.

ubu-tola ubutongo, to obtain sleep.

ubu-lala ubutongo, to sleep.

Tongo tongo, ukuti (Thonga thonyo, ukuthi), v. Be thoroughly done up, energized, without strength, as the body from sickness or exhaustion = tongoza, totongeka, ukuti lisa.

Tongoza (Thonga), v. = ukuti tongo toyo.

i(li)-Tongwane (Thongwane), n. Fruit (not edible), or merely the hard empty shell thereof, of one kind of the um-Tongwane tree, and which are used as snuff-boxes = i(li)-Yezane. See i-nTongwane.

N.B. The pulp of these small gourd-like fruits must never be extracted within the vicinity of a kraal, lest the seeds grow and the kraal-inmates die. They are therefore picked out down at the river, where the pips may be carried off by the water! May-be experience has shown there to be something poisonous or unhealthy in the tree.

i-nTongwane (s. t.), n. Red edible berry of one kind of the um-Tongwane tree.

um-Tongwane (Thongwane), n. 5. Two different trees, one (Chrysophyllum Natalese) bearing the red edible berry (i-nTongwane), and the other (Oneoba
spinosa) bearing a hard-shelled, small calabash-like fruit (i(li)-Tongwane).

u(lu)-nTongana (dim. form of nTombi), n. The little, good-for-nothing girl or girls of any particular kraal or locality. Cp. u(lu)-Fazazana.

(i(li)-Tonga (Thonqa), n. Handsome, nice-looking person, of medium height and plumpness; any handsome, fine-looking thing, as an isi-Nene, isi-Qopela, or a knobkerry of shortish but proportionately bulky size = (i(li)-Tondolozana.

(i(li)-Tonganana (Thongana), n. Handsome, nice-looking little person or thing, as above.

Tonta (Thontu), v. = tontsa.

Tonte, ukuti (Thonte, ukuthi), v. Hop, as a bird = tontela; perch, as a bird or cat on a branch = tontza.

Tontela (Thontela), v. Hop along or about, as a bird about the yard; also = tontsa.

u-Tonti (Thonti), n. in form of oka'Tonti, a name given (collect.) to a certain kind of black beads with white stripes.

Tonto, ukuti (Thonto, ukuthi), v. Perch, stand or sit on an elevated object, as a bird or cat on a tree, or a man on a hut-top = tontza, tontela, ukuti coka.

(i(li)-Tonto (Thonto), n. = (i(li)-Gwele.

isi-Tonto (Thonto), n. Small bundle, sufficient to be encompassed by both hands, of anything having length, as of tobacco, rushes, sticks, etc. (= isi-Tangu; cp. i(li)-Tapo); a middle-sized person; (N) = (i(li)-Qina.

isi-Tontolo (Thontolo), n. Bow-like musical instrument with the string bound down to the middle of the bow. Cp. u(lu)-Gibane; um-Qangala.

Tontota (Thontotha), v. = cacaza.

Tontzoa (Thontzoa), v. = ukuti tonto.

Tontsa (Thontsa), v. Drop or drip, as any liquid from on high (= contsa); (metaphor) drop in or appear very rarely, as a friend that seldom visits [Her. tota, drop; Sw. tona; Ga. tonda, a drop].

Ex. kade umontsise ya'ini manhlane? what ever has made you drop from your place, brought you down here to-day? -- as said to a person who very rarely shows himself.

Phr. ukamba luka'Bani kalontsi, So-and-so's beer-pot doesn't leave its place or go dropping about here and there = it is very precious to her, there is no possibility of her lending it to you.

uBani kalontsi ku'hantabale, So-and-so is very much prized, i.e. esteemed, loved, by his children (they won't hear any ill word said against him).

um-Tontsela (Thontsela — mostly in plur. imi-Tontsela), n. 5. Mere drop of a thing here and there, as a few mumbles about a field, people coming in drop-wise or being few at a feast, or anything else scattered about sparsely.

(i(li)-Tontsi (Thontsi), n. Drop, such as of liquid falling; sometimes used for 'a tiny bit', of solids (= i(li)-Contsi); one of the ama-Tontsi band of isi-Godhlo girls of Cetshwayo, being the first such band formed by him (see i-nKwelemba; i(li)-Beja).

Tontsi tontsi, ukuti (Thontsi thontsi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti pose pose.

Tontsiza (Thontsiza), v. = ukuti pose pose.

Tonya (Thonya), v. Gain or possess some occult, hypnotic-like ascendancy over another (acc.) by some process of charming, etc., as one court-favourite over another, a young-man over his father or sweetheart so that he can manage them as he likes, or as a dog is supposed to by voiding urine over that of another = gonela; cp. neindela; puza; i(li)-Tonya {Her. toma, overcome}.

(i(li)-Tonya (Thonya), n. Such occult, hypnotic-like ascendancy possessed over another, as above. Cp. isi-Tunzi; tonya.

i-nTonyane (s. t.), n. Small u(lu)-Kamba or beer-pot; small i-nKezo or beer-ladle.

(i(li)-Tonyela (s. t.), n. Anything pulply soft to the touch, as a boiled sweet-potato, or a fat flabby person.

Topa (Thopho), v. Have a fine smooth glossy surface or skin, as a well-seasoned knobkerry, a polished table, or a sleek cow (used in perf. — cp. caca, lawuwela, totoamba); be nicely soft or tender, as well-cooked food; polish a person (acc.) up i.e. flatter him by saying nice things to him and about him, as when seeking his favour; address a person (acc.) by some nice fancy or play-name, as in loving conversation or when coaxing (= toboza).

Tope, ukuti (Thophe, ukuthi), v. Grow smooth, glossy, polished of surface or coat, as above = topefa; make a thing (acc.) so to be = topeza, topelisa.

Topela (Thophela), v. = ukuti tope.

Topeza (Thophesja), v. = ukuti tope.

(i(li)-Topi (Thophi), n. Percussion-cap, of gun [D. doppie].

Topiza (Thophiza), v. = tapiza.

isi-Topiza (Thophiza), n. = isi-Topiza.

isi-Topo (Thopho), n. Play-name, coaxing-name, friendly or flattering name, as used between intimate persons — most
young people use such names of their comrades, and each tribe has such names, used when addressing in a 'nice' manner members of that particular clan. See *topa; isi-Takazelo; isi-Fenvo*.

**Tosa (Thosa)**, v. Fry, roast, bake, as meat (ace.); toast, as bread [Eng. *toast*].

um or u(ul)-*Toshane (Thoshane),* n. 5. = *i-nGerrev.

Tōsu, ukuti (*ukuthi; s.t.), v. = *ukuti cosu.*

Tosuka (*s.t.; s.k.), v. = *cosuka.*

Tosula (*s.t.; s.k.), v. = *cosula.*

i-n*Tōsuntuso (s.t.),* n. = *i-nCosuncosu.*

**Tota (Thothu)**, v. Draw, or place, closely side by side or together, as one might a row of books (ace.), the wattles in the framework of a hut, the seams of a coat, a lot of pots in a hut, or the posts of a fence. See *u(ul)-Tolo; klangana; qalingisa.*

**TOTANA (Thothana),** v. Be closely packed side by side or together, as the books, seams, fence-posts, etc., as above (used in perf.).

um-Toti (*s.t.),* n. now obsolete as a noun, and used only in the adjectival form *mtoti.* Anything sweetly pleasant, delicious to the taste, as meat, cake, good beer, etc. (not used, as *munandi,* of the other bodily sensations) [Her. *tyata; sweet; Bul. *ten].

**UBU-TOTI (s.t.),** n. Pleasantness to the palate, deliciousness, as above.

**TOTISA (s.t.),** v. Make any food (ace.) delicious, very pleasant to the taste, as a good brewer does her beer, or as sugar does water = *nandisa.*

Ex. *uMzila uyototisa enyameni,* Mzila makes delicious meat — some Natives being supposed to possess the particular knack or fortune of so slaughtering a beast as to render its flesh unusually agreeable; and in a similar way with beer.

*ukutotisa amazele,* to make sweet-water of amazele stalks (by pounding and then boiling them).

**isi-TOTO (Thotho),** n. Euphem. for umb-Tondo (C.N.).

**um-TOTO (s.t.),** n. 5. Small shrub (*Odina edulis,* having very red roots and black edible berries (= *i-nTwakubomeni*); any bright reddish-brown thing, as some cows (cp. *ukuti tshe*)

**u(ul)-TOTO (Thotho),** n. Things standing close together or side by side, as books on a shelf, a close set of teeth, pots packed together, or fence-posts standing very near each other. See *lota; ili-Gagga.*

**TOTABA (s.t.),** v. Go along very slowly, with short shaky steps, as an aged person or one still very weak from illness = *nonoba* [Sw. *m-toto,* child].

**TOTOBALA (Thothobala; sometimes with s.t.),** v. = *titibala.*

isi or um-TOTOBALA (Thothobala; sometimes with s.t.), n. 5. = *isi-Titibala.*

**i(li)-TOTOLO (Thotholo),** n. Effeminate, weak-spirited individual, such as a man whom one might call an 'old woman,' or a woman who might be called a 'child' (C.N.).

i-nTOTOMBA or TOTOMBELA (Thothombha), n. Any nicely 'browned' thing with a smooth glossy surface, as a mealie-cob nicely roasted, a meerschaum-pipe well coloured, or a sleek light-brown cow; person with a smooth, glossy skin of a reddish-brown colour; nice, smoothly-ground, reddish-tinted snuff. See *toto-mbalala; um-Toto; topa.*

**TÖLOLÖLO, ukuti (*ukuthi; s.t.),** v. Go, or sink down, deeply, right out of sight, as a man under water or into a deep hole (= *ukutis lasha*); sink right down, as one's body with faintness (= *ukuti bisu*).

**u-TOTOLOLO (s.t.—loc. kwa’totololo),** n. Deep, deep hole or pit, pool, etc., whose bottom is too far to be visible — an abyss = *kwa’lasha.*

**TOTOMBALA (Thothombhala),** v. 'Brown' nicely, i.e. put on a nice brownish tint, as a knobkerry getting seasoned by use or a mealie-cob nicely roasting by the fire. See i-nTOTOMBA; um-Toto.

**TOTONGA (Thothonga),** v. Render helpless or powerless, as sickness or want might a person (ace.), or a tight dress when catching the wearer round the feet (= *titibalisia*); (C.N.) perform the ceremony of slaughtering the um-Totonga beast, as a recently married daughter does in her father's kraal.

Ex. *umbobozi ube kudongana kw’yise,* the young-wife has gone to kill her umtotonga beast at her father's.

**TOTONGKEKA (Thothongeka),** v. = *titibala.*

**TOTONGISA (Thothongisa),** v. Help or cause to perform the ukulotonga custom, as a father a recently married daughter (ace.) (C.N.).

**um-TOTONGA (Thothongo),** n. 5. = *isi-Titibala;* (C.N.) beast presented by a father to a recently married daughter (and slaughtered by her in his kraal) in order to win for her the good favour of the amadhlozo.

**i(li)-TOTONGLO (s.t.),** n. Certain bush.
isi-Tolongolo (Thothongolo), n. = isi-Titi-bali, bantu.

Totonya (s.t.), v. = totosa.

Totosa (s.t.), v. Humour, indulge, pet (i.e. treat with endearment, not fondle—see volatavula), as a mother her child (acc.) or a man his dog (= bongozta); handle or treat in an estimating, affectionate, amusing manner, as a girl might a new article of dress (acc.); do, carry or hold anything (acc.) with concern or carefulness as though estimating its value, as when carrying a valued vessel, when washing a fancy cap, or when wishing to write a particularly nice hand.

Cp. teneza.

Töö, tō, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Be just going down out of sight, as the evening sun.

um-Totovane (Thothonvane), n. 5. Certain bush, bearing red berries eaten by birds.

i-nTotoviyane (Thothoniyane), n. Large grasshopper striped with yellow, green and red, common in vegetable gardens, and having an offensive smell; medium sized white bead having blue or black stripes (collect.).

um-Toovu (Thothonv), n. 5. = u(lu)-Dodoa.

i(l)-Totoyi (s.t.), n. House-beetle of any of the smaller kinds common in Native huts = i(l)-Pela. Cp. i(l)-Gugu.

u(lu)-Tvotu (Tovothi), n. Certain bush, supplying wattles = u(lu)-Tovoti.

um-Toovu (Thothonv), n. 5. One of the two tendons in front of the neck, and often very prominent in old women. Cp. um-Studulo.

Toza (Thoza), v. (C.N.) = teza.

isi-Toza (Thoza), n. (C.N.) = isi-Tozzi.

Tozi (Thozii), int. = toli.

isi-Tozi (Thozii), n. Dirtiness of the hands from handling tobacco during grinding, etc., and not properly called i-nTsila, though such hands could not be eaten with.

Tozisela (Thoziela), v. = tolisela.

um-Tozo (Thozzo), n. 5. One of the triangular strips of skin used to fill in the space between the four square pieces that make up an isiweuba.

i-nTozwane (s.t.), n. Two shrubs (Lasiosiphon anthyloides and Peddelia Africana), whose bark is used as fibre.

i-nTsiba (Tsabha), n. Scout (gen. one of a scattered band), advanced reconnoitring guard accompanying a travelling chief or an army on the war-path. Cp. i-nTsili; saba.

Tsabu, ukuti (Tsabhu, ukuthi), v. = tsabuna, tsabuza.

Tsabuna (Tsabhu), v. Take out a good quantity, as an i-goma of mealties from a sackful = savuna, tsavuna, mviniwita.

Tsabuza (Tsabhuza), v. Cut into sharply, as a new hoe into crisp dry soil, teeth into tender meat, or a sharp axe into a block of wood = savuza, tsaruza.

i-nTsa, n. Large quantity, as of food; large number, as of cattle—a great abundance.

Tsaka (s.k.), v. Squirt through the closed teeth, as spittle (acc.) = tsakuka. Cp. viatsi; kahula; kita; pumisa [Her. tyc-
ka, spit].

u(lu)-Tskalala (s.k.), n. = u(lu)-Tskalala.

i-nTskalubisi (s.k.), n. Small sized, light-brown, harmless snake = u(lu)-Zwamzwamba, i-nTshkalubisi.

i-nTsakantsaka (s.k.), n. A disorderly scattering about all over the place, as of a lot of clothes thrown about a room, or amababa grains strewn about by fowls, a dishevelled, ruffled, disorderly hanging thing, as one's hair, a mop, or some kinds of amababa ears. See sa-

kaza.

i-nTskavukela (s.k.), n. A day-after-day repetition of the same thing or work.

Ex. safa intsakavukela yemisebevi, we are dead with never-ending work (being engaged day after day without break).

isikonyane sekuy'intsakaruka, the locusts are now a matter of every day.

i-nTsalelo, n. Remainder (after the rest has been removed). See salela.

i-nTsal, n. Thing or person remaining over, behind, etc., as seed after planting, or survivors after a battle. See sala.

um-Tsal, n. 5. Bow of an arrow (C.N.) = u(lu)-Gwibisholo.

i-nTsanananda, n. Anything of a hard, rigid nature, as a pillar of hard wood; hence, any simply rigid thing, as a scantling; or simply hard, as a lump of iron; person with a rigid body or stiff walk, as some old men.

i-nTsga, n. (C.N.) = i-nGreemu.

i-nTsanganeka (s.k.), n. = i-nTotonina.

i-nTsang, n. Wild hemp (Cannabis sativa), used for smoking in the i(l)-Gu-

du horn, and medicinally for thrush, sore eyes, poulticing tumours and for bots in horses. Cp. u-Notu; i(l)-Qume [Ar. hashish, hemp; Lat. cannabis; Vi-
i-nTsabula, n. = i-nTsantula.

i-nTsantula, n. (X.) = i-nTsasa.
i-nTsasaziya, n. Tall, big, muscular-bodied man. Cp. isi-Gongoz; u(lu)-Qauqa-shiya; u(lu)-Qokosho; isi-Qekema.

Tsebo, ukuti (Tsëbhu, ukuthi), v. Be bright red, as the um-Šifs flower, or a soldier's jacket = ukuti tolo, ukuti rele.

i-nTsela-ngonyonga, n. One crippled at the thigh-joint or hip, lit. one who wriggles along by his thigh-bones. See ukuti sehelhe.

i-nTsele, n. = i-nTise.
i-nTseke or Tseke or Tseko (s. k.; no sing.), n. After-pains of childbirth. Cp. imi-Siko.

i-nTseke or Tseke or Tseko (s. k.; no plur.), n. Anything (collect.) insignificantly small of its kind, as grain, potatoes, pots or people = i-nTsentse.

Tseke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = tsekeza.
i-nTseko, n. = i-nTsuka.

Tsekeza (s. k.), v. Make a creaking noise, as a rusty door-lock or wheelbarrow.

i-nTsele, n. Cape Ratel (Mellivora Capensis) — said to be of a spiteful nature and so nicknamed unloka Lindamkonto, the fellow of Mr. Watch-your-assegai.

i-nTselelekehole or Tselekeshe (s. k.), n. Grain, berry, etc., unusually small of its kind, as amabele, beads, mealies, fruit-berries, stones and the like. Cp. i-nTsekane.

i-nTselele, n. Original meaning of this word seems to have been lost, it being nowadays used, without any definite meaning, to express a 'challenge,' one boy shouting the word to another, with whom he wants to fight, which latter, if he accept the challenge, will reply Woz'ngitile! (Come along, then, and take it!).
TSE 647 TSHA

i-nTsewane, n. Small bird, resembling the (ii)-Niyane.

Tshā, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Spirit or squat out in a jet, as spittle (ace.) through the closed teeth, or water from a syringe, or as the spittle (nom.) or water itself = tshaka, tshaza; also = ukuti ja.

isi-Tsha, n. Vessel; any description, for holding food, liquids, small articles, etc.; hence, pot, basin, bowl, dish, plate, cup, jug, calabash, box, can, etc.; commonly applied to a ‘snuff-box’; also jocularly of the ‘belly’, and (C.X.) euphem. of the alma genitalis of a female (married or unmarried) [prob. of the same derivation as ukun-sha (to burn) — hence, a burned or baked thing — Skr. vara, cook: dah, burn up; Gr. kuio, I burn; Ar. khabaz, bake; jarrah, waterpot; Lat. vas, vessel; Ga. ku-ucha; to bake; Sw. ku-chomea; Her. ofy-tiyama, baked pot].

Ex. yekitisitha zo so kokhuthela amabele! just look at his fine belly!

aye keewa isisitha somungu umuntu, he goes and steals another man's vessel, i.e. commits adultery with his wife (N).

P. isitha esihle assihlile, a nice cup is not (long) eaten out of (being gen. fragile and soon destroyed) — might be used of any nice article that has got injured in the handling, or a dear good child who has died.

kagilukhla exitheni zaboalabake! he will not eat of his children's pots! — a deadly threat intimating that he will not live long enough for that.

umu-Tsha, n. 5. Men's or girl's girdle (complete) — see (ii)-Beshu; isi-Nene; i-nJobo; isi-Gece; used euphem. for a man's penis-box (see um-Newado, i-nGeba); also used by a woman of her 'first born child' (unu-Tsha wake — see isi-Coco) [Ni. mu-chira; tail; Her. omu-tiyira; Ga. m-kila; Sw. m-kia].

Ex. uku-binea umuntu, to put on, or wear, an umuntu.

i-nTshabusuku (s.k.), n. Blister or water bull bleeding on the knee or foot from some internal irritation (not from burn, etc. — see (ii)-Shamusa).

Tshadula, v. = tshekula; tshakafula.

(iii)-Tshagala, n. Variety of amabele of a lightish colour and a spreading dishevelled ear.

Tshaka (s.k.), v. = ukuti tsha, tsaka.

i-nTshaka (s.k.), n. End, conclusion, final — turn-out-of-an-affair (= i-nPeto); also = i-nTshakala.

Ex. nqiyamvozi nontshaka yake, I know him right to the end i.e. through and through.

Tshakada (s.k.), v. = tshekula.

Tshákadu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. Give a leap, skip, spring, etc. = tshekula.

Tshakadula (s.k.), v. = tshekula, ukuti tshakadu.

Tshákafo, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = ukuti tshakadu, tshekula.

Tshakafula (s.k.), v. = tshekula; keep jumping about at a person (with uga) with words, i.e. keep railing at him, not allowing him to escape, as though wishing to excite him to anger.

Tshakala (s.k.), v. = tshekula.

i-nTshakala (s.k.), n. Young person i.e. one still in full vigour or prime, whether man (intshakala yekekha), or woman = i-nTshaka, i-nTshantshula.

u(lu)-Tshakalala (s.k.), n. Any long slender thing, as a long snake, or a tall person.

i-nTshakalubisi (s.k.), n. = i-nTshakakuba.

i-nTshakaza (s.k.), n. Male-flower or crown-tuft of a mealie plant; used also of the flower or seed-tuft of all grasses. Cp. i-nKosa; i-nGoni.

isi-Tshako (s.k.), n. Small gap or opening between the two front teeth (and causing a lip when speaking); a lisp, or lisping in the speech; person with such teeth or lisping. See tshaka; (ii)-Sango; fezeza.

Tshala, v. Plant, as a tree (ace.); sow, as a seed (properly by placing it separately in the soil, not by scattering — see hlavanjela) [Chw. jala; MZT. biala; Her. pandu; Ga. ch-alu, field].

Ex. yekha bha (ibokisi), liyathsha, don't touch that one (box); it is used for sowing in (seeds).

(iii)-Tshali or Tshalo, n. Shawl [Eng.].

(iii)-Tshalo (no plur.), n. Certain bramble, bearing red edible berries resembling the (iii)-Tingifoto.

um-Tshame or Tshamu, n. obsolete descriptive noun now used only in the form of an adverb, as below, to express 'it is as though', it is just as if, it is almost exactly as though, it is almost surely that, it is probable that (this last sense gen. in the form emtshameni or ntshameni) — the word is sometimes used as a mere root without any prefix, as tshane, tshama, tshameni = um-Lungu.

Ex. ku'mtsham'akuba ng'eye, it is as though it were be himself — as might be said of a son with a striking resemblance to his father. ku'mtsham'ngifile (or ukuba ngifile), it is just as if I were dead, i.e. I feel as though I were dead (with exhaustion).
mishameni (or emishameni) angafika kusasa, it would seem as if, i.e. he will probably, arrive to-morrow.

mishameni u-wosindo, in all probability (i.e. it seems so) he will recover.

u-Tshana, n. = u-Nqangi.

u(bu)-Tshani, n. Grass, of any description; hay (u-Tshani ob-omileyo); used of the hairy nap on a woman's isidwaba when very long (cp. isi-Tsepe) [Ar. hashish, grass; Lat. fenum; Sw. mas-ji; Chv. bo-jang; Bo. za-ni; He. ma-azti; Sag. ma-nyari — possibly akin to ukwtska, to burn; Ga. ja].

Ex. isidwaba xamisi utshani, my leathern-kilt has very long nap (which waves about like a field of long grass).

Phr. uku-zi-dibisa 'thanyanya, to make oneself nibble a little bit of grass (as a pretended occupation, whereas really one's attention is on something else) — used of anybody who shows signs of wishing to do something which threatened by shame or nervousness, as when a person walks about outside of a hut as though desirous yet afraid to enter, or a child who enters a hut to ask a favour of its father and then when inside pretends to be occupying itself with something else.

i-nTshantshula, n. Swift-going person, horse, etc.; man or woman still in full vigour or prime (= i-nTshakala). See shantshula.

Tshapa, ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.) = tshapalata; tshapaleleka.

Tshapalata (s.p.; s.t.), v. Ejec or discharge in a heavy 'slushing' manner anything of a soft semi-liquid nature, as the loose stools (acc.) of diarrhoea = tshapalata, rrapalata, ukuti tshapa; cp. buda.

Tshapaleleka (s.p.; s.t.; s.k.), v. Get so discharged, as above = ukuti tshapa.

Tshapaza (s.p.), v. = tshapalata.

i-nTshasa, n. Body-servant of the Zulu king, who would wait upon him in his hut (cp. isi-Sindabiso; i-nTsila; i-nCeku; (C.N.) bone snuff-spoon (= i-nTsheuyela).)

Tshata (Tshatha), v. = etshata.

Tshata (s.t.), v. Marry a person (with na) according to Christian rites (N. fr. Xo.).

um-Tshato (s.t.), n. 5. Marriage or wedding according to Christian rites (N. fr. Xo.).

u(lu)-Tshatshavela (s.t.), n. Stiff, stumpy-cut beard.

Tshatshaza, v. Spirit or squirt away i.e. in a continuous or repeated stream — freq. form of tshaza.

Tshavu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = tshavu.

u-Tshavu, n. Long flowing hair, as of a goat, the long-haired tail-tuft of an ox, mane of a horse, or beard of a man (cp. u-Ceteamba); long goat-skin iBeshu of a man.

Tshavuzu, v. Wave or move loosely backwards and forwards in a fringe-like manner (not usually outwards from side to side — see kapuzu), as any long fringe or hair when moved = yamuzu.

i-nTshawula, n. Certain common weed in old fields, having a yellow flower like the um-Tlumbila and whose leaves are eaten as inimfino and the dry-sticks used as fuel = u-Bontshela. See shawula.

Tshaza, v. = ukuti tsha.

um-Tshazo, n. 5. Colon or lower intestine of cattle. Cp. um-Didi; i-nVimba.

i(lu)-Tshe, n. A stone, rock (cp. i(lu)-Dwala); stone (as a substance); hence, as an adj., to express great hardness, difficulty, firmness; tens of thousands, any indefinitely immense number (= isi-Gidi) [Skr. asman, stone; Gr. lithos; Hi. chattau, rock; Su. li-jwe, stone; Ga. j-inja; Sw. ji-we; Bo. i-we; Her. e-or; Kag. i-bwe; Kamb. i-bia; Yen. iyas].

Ex. itshe lokugaya, a grinding-stone (i.e. the lower stone for crushing upon).

ishelunile, needle-stone, i.e. leadstone or magnetic iron-ore (ishle dimnyana), or a steel-magnet (ishle dimlybo) — bought and sold at fabulous prices as a love-charm.

umfete ntabathembe, kunqunkuni kwitse, an umfete-cocoon is somewhat limp, it is not rigid like a stone (i.e. is not stone-hard).

Phr. ismvu yenembiza envatshe ku-belu-ja, an ox is dug out of the rocks with the white-people, i.e. is no longer obtained as a cheap present as formerly in Native times, it now has to be hardly worked for.

X.B. There is a universal custom among the Zulu females, when they have anything to carry of a nature that may get spilt or broken, to pick up from the path, immediately they leave their kraal, any small stone or pebble and throw it into the pot of beer, basket of grain, or whatever else it may be, for good luck, so that, as they say, they may not get tripped up (by another stone) and their vessel broken or goods wasted. See isi-Zho.

i-nTshe (long i), n. Ostrich; feather of same [Chw. u-che].

i-nTshehe, n. Long heard (as they go with Natives), or a medium long beard (as of a white-man) = isi-Heshe; cp. u-Ceteamba; ubu-Hwanqa.

i-nTshedhe, n. Soot or smut round the
Tsheka (s. k.), v. Be, stand, sit, or lie, on one side, or inclined towards one side, as a pot or lamp placed slantingly, or a person reclining on one hip or elbow (used in perf.) = hlatla 'tumble'. See u(lu)-Keke, u(lu)-Tsheku.

Tshekeza (s. k.), v. = u(lu)-Hudo; also, certain herb, used by youths as love-emetics.

Tshekane (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Hudo; also, certain herb, used by youths as love-emetics.

Tsheketshe (s. k.), n. Two kinds of large ground-ants, one black, the other light-brown, both ejecting an irritating fluid when attacked.

Tsheke, ukuti (akuthi; s. k.), v. Trot off, as a child to fetch water from the river; sound, as fluid in a bottle when shaken; make such fluid (acc.) so to sound, i.e. shake it up = tshekeza.

Tshekeza (s. k.), v. = ukuti tsheke isheke.

Tsheku, ukuti (akuthi; s. k.), v. Give a frolicsome skip, leap, or spring, as a frisky young calf = tshekula; give a light spring, as out of the way of a snake = tshekuka.

Tsheku (s. k.), n. An inclination, falling or slant towards one side, as of a pot or lamp awkwardly placed, a picture standing on a slant, or a man resting on his hip or elbow (used with hlatla, lala, etc.); also used adverbially to express 'sideways, corner first' = u(lu)-Keke. See Tsheka.

Ex. mant'ukunhla ubheke 'lutsheku, lapha, look at the beer-pot, you have set it slantingly, it will fall.

kungenise 'lutsheku, take in sideways, on the slant, as a door into a room.

Tshekuka (s. k.), v. Spring, leap or skip aside or away, as when suddenly arrested by a snake, or from the attack of a wild-beast = ukuti tsheku.

Tshekula (s. k.), v. Spring, leap or skip about in a frolicsome manner, as a frisky young calf or dog = tshadula, tshaka-da, tshuka-fala, uqabashiya; cp. vuka-kuda.

Tshela, v. Tell, as a person any affair (doub. acc.) [Her. tya, say; uera, tell;
Tshe, Tshiki, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go trotting off or away, as when sneaking off to report to the chief, or off to a kraal away from the main company.

um-Tshetshe, n. 5. = um-Bengo; also = um-Tshetshe.

i-nTshezi, n. A thing that has remained over; as the odd thing left over from a distribution, a cow that has escaped an epidemic of disease or a man from battle (N).

um-Tshezi, n. 5. Light reddish-brown thing, as an ox = um-Tofo.

i-nTshidi, n. = isi-Sila; also (C.N.) = i-mFene.

i-nTshikazana (plur. ama-Ntshikazana; s.k.j. n. Young girl (only used sportively) = i-nTombazana.

Tshiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = ukuti swi.

um-Tshiki (s. k.), n. 5. Kind of grass (Eragrostis plana), growing in long tufts by the roadsides = um-Viti.

Tshiki tshiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = tshikiza.

Tshikiza (s. k.), v. Wag about, wriggle about (intrans.), as the tail of a dog or of a lizard; vibrate, as an assegai when being brandished or a reed when shaken by the water (= biba) [Sw. tikisa, wag; Her. tako].

N.B. It frequently happens that a little lizard gets its tail knocked off. The wriggling about of this discarded appendage causes the Native children much delight, who sing out to it, Tshikiza, 'zamanyankobe! tshikiza, 'manelwela! o, 'zamanyankobe!'  

Tshikizela (s. k.), v. Go wrigglingly along, moving first one shoulder forward then the other, as some females.

Tshilo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go towering up straight and high, as an abruptly rising mountain-peak, a high tree or tower standing conspicuously up and above its surroundings.

i-nTshindane, n. Red-headed squirrel (really the whole body is of a bright reddish brown) (Sciurus palliatus) = i-nGwejeje.

i-nTshingaweni, n. = i-mFene.

i-nTshingila, n. = i-mFene.

um-Tshingo, n. 5. Certain reed musical-instrument or pipe, played like a tin-whistle.

Tshingoza, v. Whistle away badly or carelessly on the um-Tshingo (as we should use 'strum' of playing on the piano).

Tshetsheta (Tshetshetha), v. Trot along with very short steps, like a woman = ntsentshe; cp. dhléhlezelela.

Tshë tshë tshë, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go trotting off or way, as when sneaking off to report to the chief, or off to a kraal away from the main company.

um-Tshetshe, n. 5. = um-Bengo; also = um-Tshetshe.

i-nTshezi, n. A thing that has remained over; as the odd thing left over from a distribution, a cow that has escaped an epidemic of disease or a man from battle (N).

um-Tshezi, n. 5. Light reddish-brown thing, as an ox = um-Tofo.

i-nTshidi, n. = isi-Sila; also (C.N.) = i-mFene.

i-nTshikazana (plur. ama-Ntshikazana; s.k.j. n. Young girl (only used sportively) = i-nTombazana.

Tshiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = ukuti swi.

um-Tshiki (s. k.), n. 5. Kind of grass (Eragrostis plana), growing in long tufts by the roadsides = um-Viti.

Tshiki tshiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = tshikiza.

Tshikiza (s. k.), v. Wag about, wriggle about (intrans.), as the tail of a dog or of a lizard; vibrate, as an assegai when being brandished or a reed when shaken by the water (= biba) [Sw. tikisa, wag; Her. tako].

N.B. It frequently happens that a little lizard gets its tail knocked off. The wriggling about of this discarded appendage causes the Native children much delight, who sing out to it, Tshikiza, 'zamanyankobe! tshikiza, 'manelwela! o, 'zamanyankobe!'  

Tshikizela (s. k.), v. Go wrigglingly along, moving first one shoulder forward then the other, as some females.

Tshilo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go towering up straight and high, as an abruptly rising mountain-peak, a high tree or tower standing conspicuously up and above its surroundings.

i-nTshindane, n. Red-headed squirrel (really the whole body is of a bright reddish brown) (Sciurus palliatus) = i-nGwejeje.

i-nTshingaweni, n. = i-mFene.

i-nTshingila, n. = i-mFene.

um-Tshingo, n. 5. Certain reed musical-instrument or pipe, played like a tin-whistle.

Tshingoza, v. Whistle away badly or carelessly on the um-Tshingo (as we should use 'strum' of playing on the piano).
waving or undulating thing, as a monkey's tail or similar supple thing; tall, slim-bodied person.

\textit{u(lu)-Tshokofu} (s. k.), \textit{u(lu)-Tshokovu}.

\textit{u(lu)-Tshokolo} (s. k.), \textit{n. Any long, pliant, waving thing, as a long board, bundle of grass, or the long tail of a cat or bird = u(lu)-Tshokotshoko}.

\textit{u(lu)-Tshokotshoko} (s. k.), \textit{n. = u(lu)-Tshokolo}.

\textit{u(lu)-Tshokovu} (s. k.), \textit{n. Seminal flow when consisting of mere secretion \textit{i.e.} sterile, lacking spermatozoa (C.N.)}. \textit{Cp. ama-Lota}.

\textbf{Tshokoza} (s. k.), \textit{v. Eject or pour forth at one ejection, as a single vomit (acc.) or a dash of water from a kettle = potsheza} [Her. lyeka, spit].

\textbf{Tshokozeka} (s. k.), \textit{v. Get so ejected, as above = potsheka}.

\textbf{Tshokozela} (s. k.), \textit{v. Go wavering or undulating up and down, as a bundle of grass or branches when carried on the head, or anything of the nature of an u(lu)-Tshokolo}.

\textbf{u(lu)-Tshokazi} (s. k.), \textit{n. = u(lu)-Tsheke}.

\textit{i-nTsholi}, \textit{n. Kind of flying ant, eaten by boys}. \textit{Cp. i(\textit{ii})-Iivobusni}.

\textbf{um-Tsholo}, \textit{n. 5 = i-nTshoba}.

\textit{i-nTsholoba}, \textit{n. Cold wind, such as blows in rainy, cloudy weather in winter-time (not the crisp icy wind blowing on fine days from the Drakensberg—see u(lu)-Gicelle = i-nTshongolo}.

\textit{i-nTshonakweneni} (s. k.), \textit{n. Very short, dwarfish person, \textit{lit.} one who goes down out of sight in the long grass = n-Ki-simbane, isi-Tomiyana, isi-Timizana}.

\textit{i-nTshonalanga}, \textit{n. The west, \textit{lit.} where the sun goes down}. \textit{Cp. i-mPamalangu}.

\textit{i-nTshongolo}, \textit{n. = i-nTsholoba}.

\textbf{Tshongoloza}, \textit{v. = tshononozela}.

\textbf{i-nTshowe} or \textbf{Tshongwana}, \textit{n. Small species of Xysmalobium, smaller than the i(\textit{li})-Shongwe and not eaten as imi-fino}.

\textbf{Tshonono}, \textit{ukuti (ukuthi), v. Empty or pour out wholly or entirely or bodily, as beer (acc.) from a pot, or grain from a sack = tshononozela; get so emptied or poured out bodily = tshononozela. See tshongoloza; ukuti bijelezi; ukuti tshopoloti}.

\textbf{Tshononoza}, \textit{v. = ukuti tshonono, bijeleza}.

\textbf{Tshopo}, \textit{ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.), v. = ukuti tshoko}.

\textbf{Tshopolotela} (s. p.; s. t.), \textit{v. = tshononozela}.

\textbf{Tshopoloti}, \textit{ukuti (ukuthi; s.p.; s.t.), v. = ukuti tshonono}.

\textbf{Tshopoza} (s. p.), \textit{v. = tskokoza}.

\textit{i-nTshoqo}, \textit{n. Close crowding or grouping together on one spot, as of people round somebody injured, or of cattle when something exciting is on, as a fight. See shoqa}.

\textit{i-nTshoshela}, \textit{n. = i-nTsheshelezi}.

\textbf{u-Tshotshwa} (s. t.), \textit{n. Certain bush}.

\textbf{Tshovó tshóvo}, \textit{ukuti (ukuthi), v. = tskoroza}.

\textbf{Tshovoza}, \textit{v. Move or roll danglingly about, as the long tails of a man's isi-tobo, the long tail of a sheep, or other long heavy fringe}.

\textbf{Tshovoza}, \textit{v. Go 'danglingly' along \textit{i.e.} with one's tails or heavy fringe-like trappings rolling about, as a man walking in his isi-Tobo}.

\textit{i-nTshozí}, \textit{n. = i(li)-Cide}.

\textbf{Tshú, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go off or along in a straight, swift sweep or glide, as a swallow when flying, a frog making a long spirt under the water, or a bicycle flying swiftly away = tshuze; go tapering off, or in a long straight narrowing fashion to a point (\textit{cp. ukuti dwe})}.

\textbf{isi-Tshú}, \textit{u. Beer that has turned sour or acid through the heat, etc. = i-nThungwanyembe}.

\textbf{isi-Tshube} (Tshubhe), \textit{n. Certain kind of grass (Andropogon appendiculatus and Eleodendron eionurus)}.

\textbf{Tshubuluza}, \textit{v. Go along in a long trail-ing fashion, trail along, as a snake crawling or a rope being dragged along the ground; get discharged in a long-drawn jet or shoot, as the watery stools of diarrhoea, or a shooting-star; discharge in such a manner, as stools (acc. = ukuti tshubicazi)}.

\textbf{Tshubuluzi}, \textit{ukuti (ukuthi), v. = tshubuluzi}.

\textbf{u(lu)-Tshubungu}, \textit{n. Anything going off longly to a point, a long pointed thing, as the nose of a greyhound or white-man, a dunce's cap, a head narrowing towards the crown, a gourd pointed towards the bottom, or a broad-shouldered person having thin lower limbs = u(lu)-Tshutshudo, u(lu)-Jofo, isi-Lonco, u(lu)-Zubela, u(lu)-Zubungu}.

\textbf{Tshuda}, \textit{v. Be watery, as some potatoes, pumpkins, etc}.

\textbf{i(li)-Tshude}, \textit{n. Such a watery thing, as above}.

\textbf{i-nTshuku} (s. k.), \textit{n. = i-nTshungu}.
Phr. seku'ntsuku za'tshwala, it is already the days of beer-making (*i.e.* just before the wedding and intimating that the latter is practically arrived, is already at the door, and so applied figuratively to any other anticipated pleasure); hence, sometimes equivalent to 'a very short time, a few days', or in negative 'not long'.

nyijajabula, nqoba akuse'ntsuku za'tshwala, nqibo nqimbone nmanyane, I am happy, because it won't be many days (perhaps two or three) before I go and see my mother.

(utshwala) bubila nq'mbiza'nye, (the beer) ferments only in a single pot — used of a person who is blind in one eye, only has half of the pleasure of sight. *Cp. if(i)-Cide.*

u(bu)-Tshwala-benyoni, *n.* Two species of *leonotis* — see um-Cwili; i-Mnyumungane; also a certain tree in the coast-districts.

i-nTshwamu, *n.* Person with a dried-up body, from which all the 'juice' has been taken through wasting-disease or famine; meals, etc., dried up while green, from frost or cold wind = i-nTshwanka.

i-nTshwanka (s. k.), *n.* = i-nTshwamu.

i-nTshwankanuntshwanku (s. k.), *n.* Any food of a dried-up nature, devoid of 'juice' or pleasant flavour, as old cold meat = i-nTshwanganishwaqa.

i-nTshwāqantsishwaqa, *n.* = i-nTshwankanuntshwanku.

i-nTshwawuzo, *n.* Small quantity or a 'snack' of food hastily prepared or eaten in order to ease present hunger or in between the full meals; any food very hot to the mouth. See shwawuza; i-nGiyazana.

i-nTshwayiba or bana, *n.* Person with such small insignificant buttocks as to be regarded as having none at all.

Tshwaza, *v.* = shweza.

Tshwē, ukuti (ukuthi), *v.* Be perfectly clear, without any floating impurity, as water in a pool, *utshwala* standing with the sediment settled, etc.; also = shweza.

i-lii-Tshweba, *n.* = if(i)-Tsweba.

Tshweka (s. k.), *v.* Stub or pierce a thing (ace.) by making any sharp instrument recoil on to it, as boys are accustomed to do with the i-nBoma, making little sharpened pieces of wood spring from the fingers on to it (= kwineia); also = tshwekezela.

Tshwēke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), *v.* = tshwekezela.

Tshwekezela (s. k.), *v.* Make a continuous
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din of shrill chattering, as a lot of girls, or women drinking, or birds in a tree — wekezele; cp. xokozela.

i(li)-Tshele, n. The young-one or fledgling of a bird (= i(li)-Papu); hence, chick, of a fowl = i(li)-Zinyane.

u(lu)-Tshele, n. Mealie-grains roasted on the bottom of a pot or upon a lid. See gazinya; u(lu)-Kohe.

Tsheleleza, v. = gazinya.

Tshewa, v. = shweza.

Tswi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be perceptible to the taste, have a taste, as any food i.e. its flavour (only used in neg.); be perceptible to the ear or get heard, i.e. open one's mouth, say a word = ukuti shwayi; also = ukuti ntswi.

Ex. kakuti tswi, it has no taste, is without any flavour, as unseasoned food.
kotanga tswi, he didn't give a 'squeak', didn't utter a sound.

Tshwibi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = tshwibila.

Tshwibila, v. Deal a slight stroke, 'touch up' slightly, as one might a child (acc.) with a small stick or a carriage-horse with the whip = twibilal; cp. ukuti twi twi.

Tshwiniza, v. = tswininiza.

i-nTsibantsiba, n. Person of a taciturn, emotionless, quavering temperament, showing neither friendliness, nor anger, nor particular interest or concern about anything.

i-nTsika (s.k.), n. Pillar, such as support the roof a Native hut; pole; long post; mast (not properly of any short post — see isi-Bondu) [Ni. ki-si-i, stump; Sw. m-piko, carrying-pole; Ga. m-pagi, pillar].

Phr. ngishayelwe i-nistsika, I have been struck by pillars — used when any hope or expectation has come to nought, as when a boy hopes to obtain a certain situation and arrives to find it already taken by another — I have been disappointed.

i-nTsikane (s.k.), n. Two kinds of grass (Cyperus immensus, etc.), one like a burrrush, the other like mu-Talu and used for thatching, both growing in marshy places and having unusually sharp edges.

i-nTsikazi (s.k.), n. A female, of animals (= i(li)-Sikazi, i(li)-Tokazi; cp. i-nKu

zizi; i(li)-Duna); a kind of dance with song accompaniment, preludial to the um-Pendu [kazi is the common feminine suffix in the Bantu langs. e.g. Ga. kazi; Her. kase; Hinz. she; cp. Sw. jike, female].

i-nTsikintsiki (s.k.), n. Compact mass (of separate things), a great abundance massed or crowded closely together, as a large flock of sheep, mealies growing thickly in a field, or a bunch of izi-nJobo in which the tails are so arranged as to form a thick compact mass.

i-nTsikizi (s.k.), n. Bug = i-nBumgula.

Phr. intikizikoe nulisika, the bug and the pillar — may be used of two inseparable lovers. Cp. i-nPoka.

i-nTsila, n. Dirt, of any description (the Native ideas in this regard are, however, very different to those of Europeans); dirt-attendant on the Zulu king — a ma

nial who attended to the cleanliness of his body, bathing him, dressing his hair, etc., and usually sleeping in the royal hut cross-wise before the doorway (cp. isi-Sindabiso); used also to denote persons of blood relationship or the same tribal origin [Sw. Ga. tako; Bo. sama].

Ex. bonke lalo ba'ntsila'nye (or ba'nkabha'nye), all these persons are related (whether of the same family or merely of the same tribe).

i-nTsilana, n. = i-nTswebu.

i-nTsilelela, n. A defect, as in the sewing of a mat or the thatching of a hut; deficiency, as in management or supply; short-coming, as in a person who seems to be not quite right in the head. See silela.

i-nTsimango, n. Certain monkey (Cercapi
theus sp.), whose fur is much prized as ama-beshu, etc.

i-nTsimba (Tsimba), n. Feline genet (Gen

etia felina), having a handsome spotted skin much esteemed for izi-nJobo, etc. [Sw. Bo. simba, lion].

izi-nTsimbana (Tsimbhana), n. = imi-Sim

bana.

i-nTsimbi (Tsimbhi), n. Metal, of any kind (gen. qualified by some adjective of colour); in a particular sense, iron; bell (mod.); (rarely used) external appearance or character of anything [Skr. ayas, iron; Lat. ws, brass; Sw. Kag. Go, etc. chuma, iron; Gal. simna; Sun. sioma; Tu. ishombe; Kamb. iar; Ha. karifi; Sak. iiri; Galla. sibila. X.B. Ga. nsimbi, cowry-shell, which is local currency in that country, just as iron was among other tribes e.g. the Zulu].

Ex. ihawu liyakanwela ukuba imsembi yalo ilinyane, iqie, a shield is beaten with a stone so that it may obtain an equal, stiffened appearance.

i-nTsimeko (s.k.), n. Kidney, liver, or any other part of a slaughtered beast properly for roasting on a skewer. See simeka.
i-n'Tsimu (plur. ama-Simu), n. Field i.e. large piece of cultivated or sown land (not merely a patch of pasture-land, for which no word exists). Cp. i-n'Dima; isi-Fe [Ga. m-siri, garden; Reg. shigu, field; Sw. shamba; nu-shi, midsummer — prob akin to lima].

i-n'Tsindantsinda, n. Person weighed down by the weight of his body, whether from fatness or weakness; weighty matter, difficult to bear up under.

i-n'Tsinde (Tsiinde), n. Red-grass, of the veldt (Anthisitria ciliata or A. australis), so called from its turning reddish when dry, and much liked for pasturage [Ga. mindula, red].

i-n'Tsindo, n. = i(li)-Sindo.

i-n'Tsindwane, n. Certain creeping-plant (Peliosnon rum calycinun), used as perfumery by women.

i-n'Tsingweni, n. = im-Fene.

i-n'Tsineka (s.k.), n. Person who shows his front teeth, a ‘grinning’ person; also = i-n'Gorolo. See sineka.

i-n'Tsinekana (s.k.), n. dim. of above — used as term of contempt for such a person; hoe, axe, etc., notched or turned up at the edge, as from knocking against a stone. See sineka.

i-n'Tsngalala, n. = u(lu)-Sabalala.

i-n'Tsingizizi, n. Ground-hornbill (Buceros Caffer = i-n'Gududun); certain kind of dark-blue cloth having red stripes [Bo. mbizi].

N.B. The cry of the female hornbill is said to be Ngiyamuka, ngiyamuka, ngiya krabela (I am going, I am going off to my people!) to which the male-bird replies in an understone Hamba, hamba; kut'asha (Go, for goodness sake; you’ve been saying so long enough!);

Whosoever strikes a hornbill will as surely die! And should one ever alight upon a hut, it is an omen so evil, that the hut owner would at once consult a witch-doctor!

A person suffering from abnormal prominence of the eye-ball — which is said to be due to an umakati — may have the defect removed by the application of a little i-n'Tsingizizi eye-ball, whereupon the offending organ will return to its normal size!

i-n'Tsingo, n. Native razor, resembling a large rough blade = i-n'Puco, i-Neoshoba.

i-n'Tsini (Ts'ini), n. Great dancer i.e. one who is given to dancing or who dances well = i(li)-Gugu. See sina.

i-n'Tsini, n. Comicality, ludicrousness; any comical laugh-provoking action, object, etc.

i-n'Tsintsi, n. Red berry of the Kafir-boom or um-Sintsi tree.

i-n'Tsipane (Tshipane), n. Certain bush (Calpurnia lasioxygyn) (N).

i-n'Tsipo (Tsipho), n. Soap [D. zeep].

i-n'Tsipho (Tshipho — abbrev. for izi-n'Tsipo), n. Dregs of u-tshwala, which are squeezed out again with water and drunk as a kind of small-beer; such small-beer itself.

Phr. is'i'nyele leyo'ntombi entsisheni, that girl has already grown old among the dregs, i.e. already beyond the time of ‘fresh beer’, is becoming an old maid.

i-n'Tsipuntsipu (Tshipuntsipu), n. Entangled, confused, complicated mass, as a lot of loose string or running-grass entangled together, an old sweet-potato grown strongly, or a multitude of people moving about confusedly at a market, or fleas about one’s body. Cp. i-Nyakanyaka.

i-n'Tsiyana, n. dim. of i-n'Tsila, and used (C.N.) to express a defect, fault.

i-n'Tsizakalo (s.k.), n. Word or act that may be of service to a person.

i-n'Tsiza-kubulala (s.k. — in a gen. impers. sense), or i-n'Tsiza-mbulala (s.b. — when used of the third pers.), n. A treacherous injury or killing of anyone while pretending to befriend him (used with enza), as a Kafir doctor who may voluntarily undertake to treat a sick-man in order to kill him; or (in a good sense) where a person has thought to help another, whereas really he has made things worse than before. See siza'mbulala.

Ex. inkosi yambiza ukuza impume inkona, impangi iy'enza intisazambulula, the chief called him up that he might present him with a beast, but really he was doing the kindness of treachery.

i-n'Tsizela, n. = isi-Tileka, i-n'Kandela.

i-n'Tsizi (Ts'izi), n. Certain Native medicines or ‘black-powders’, consisting of the flesh, skin, feet, etc., of various animals mixed with certain herbs and burnt to ashes—such medicines are used for ama-bulavo, etc. See um-Sizi.

i-n'Tsizwa, n. Young man; man (of any age) who has not yet donned the head-ring (cp. i(li)-Kehla); hence, ox without horns (=isi-Tuln).

i-n'Tsizwakazi (s.k.), n. Cow without horns; person who has nothing to say for himself in reply to a charge brought against him; an affair that has nothing to say for itself, brought forward without any evidence or proof, hence unable to be brought to a head.
u(lu)-nTsizwana (coll.), n. Little good-for-nothing youths of any particular kraal or locality—an expression of contempt. Cp. u(lu)-nTsonjana.

i-nTsizwazana, n. Young cow without horns.

i-nTsso, n. Kidney, of man or beast; child born with a perfectly hairless head [Sw. n-so; Ga. n-sigo; Her. o-si-o; Reg. tw-fyo: prob. akin to i(ti)-So].

Tsôbe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti tshobela.

Tsobela, v. = tshobela.

i-nTsobi, n. (C.N.) = i-nTswebu.

Tsôbo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti sobo.

i-nTsôbontsobo, n. Any long limp thing, that hangs loosely dangling about. as a dead snake, or long strip of meat = i-nTswenyaniswaaya. See sobozela; i-nZibunzubu.

Tsobotsela, v. = sobozela.

Tsoboza, v. = sobozela.

i-nTsola, n. = i-nTsosa.

i-nTsôkontsoko (s.k.), n. Anything unusually small or thin of its kind (only used of long, upright things), as an unsuitably thin rush for mat-making or wattle for building, a thin-stalked mealie-plant, and the like. Cp. i-nTsielekhekele.

i-nTsolo, n. Grumbling, fault-finding, complaining; cause of such grumbling, etc. = (i(li)-Solo, u(lu)-Solo. See sola.

i-nTsolo, n. Edible pea of the um-Shwili plant.

i-nTsombe (Tsombhe), n. = (i(li)-Zombe.

i-nTsôngantsonga, n. = i-nTsongentsonga.

i-nTsongo, n. Bend, curve, winding, as of a river, road, stick, etc.; such a river, road, stick, etc., itself; person with a crooked spine; (C.N.) squinting person i.e. with one eye looking obliquely (= i-nGreenu). See songa.

i-nTsôngentsonga, n. A winding, curving, or bending about; thing with such a winding, or curving about, a zig-zag thing, as a path, river, or stick; a twisted, curled, spirally crooked thing, as a board baked in the sun, or the horn of a koodoo (=i-nTsonte) Cp. u(lu)-Nkimbil. See songa.

i-nTsongo, n. Threat, menace = u(lu)-Songo. See songela.

i-nTsonte (s.t.), n. Anything twisted, twirled, or spirally crooked, as a board baked in the sun or the horns of a koodoo = i-nTsongentsonga. See souta.

i-nTsontela (s.t.), n. Ox, etc., having spirally twisted horns; mouth drooping down on one side, having ‘a twist’.

i-nTsonto (s.t.), n. Rope of twisted calf-skin entwined by men round the body, as an ornament (= um-Cilo, n-Mahuni); (mod.) Berlin wool, as bought in the stores; single woollen thread, as pulled from a blanket.

i-nTsonyana, n. Meat covering the outside of the ribs of a slaughtered ox (both sides = isi-nTsonyana)—this is considered the prime part of the beast, and the intsonyana on that side of the beast that has the assegai-wound (i.e. the side of honour, and called eyenxeva) is generally sent as a kind of tribute to the induna or headman of the particular district (otherwise to the girls of the family), while the intsonyama of the uninjured side (eyemthlelo) remains as the perquisite of the indlwnkulu or chief-hut of the kraal. Cp. um-Hlubulo.

i-nTsotsha, n. = i-nTswebu.

i-nTsoyi, n. Red ochre or iron-oxide of the stores, and used by women for reddening their topknots (C.N.). Cp. isi-Boda; i(ti)-Bomvu.

u(lu)-Tsubungu, n. = u(lu)-TsHubungu.

i-nTsudu, n. Abundance, great number, of cattle, sheep, etc. (C.N.) = i-nTsada, i-mFuduka, i-mFuto.

i-nTsuka-mgene (s.k.), n. One of a certain section of the um-Xapo regiment.

i-nTsuka-ngihale (s.k.), n. Person who goes ‘loafing’ about from one kraal to another, doing no work, but ‘sponging’ on people as he goes; the manner of life of such a person.

i-nTsukantsukane (s.k.), n. A constant moving or shifting about, as of a kraal.

i-nTsulungu, n. Large pebble perfectly round and about as large as a man’s two fists joined together (cp. i-mBokode); knobkerry having an unusually massive head resembling the aforesaid (cp. i(li)-Wisu).

i-nTsulwa, n. Certain shrub, whose roots are used as an astringent; (C.N.) also = i-nTsulungu.

i-nTsumontsumane, n. = i-nTsumo.

i-nTsuno, n. Folklore story, nursery tale, as told to native children; anything, whether action, story, or affair of an absurd, senseless, childish nature = i-nGanekwane [Bo zinawizimu, absurd].

Phr. any ‘nooye iziwa no je, he has done me a ridiculous thing — as might be said by one who, in time of dearth, goes to beg of a relative, and gets presented with an insignificantly small basket of grain.
i-nTsumpa (s.p.), n. Wart, on man or beast; small wart-like growth on the shell of a certain kind of gourd. Cp. i(ili)-Sumpa [Sw. sumba, boil].

Ex. umile inTsumpa wonke isamhsha, he has warts growing all over his hand.
i-nTsamuntsumu, n. Any ‘tasteless’ food, merely chewy material for the mouth; bad, imperceptible snuff. See sumuza.

Tsumuza, n. = sumuza.
i-nTsundu, n. Beast of a dark or blackish-brown colour, and including such tints as puce, chocolate, marone, etc. See ntsundu.

Ex. inTsunda e'bubende, a blood-brown or marone ox.

i-nTsundu elusapa, a chocolate-brown ox.
i-nTsunda ewangama, a black ox with brownish hairs here and there, or eice versa.
i-nTsundwane (collect.), n. Little pellets of hard dry earth voided up by earthworms and conspicuous all over the veldt after a grass-fire.
i-nTsungubezi, n. Small hole, gap, aperture, allowing a person or dog to creep through, as through a rock or wall; plur. izi-nTsungubezi, very small eyes, such as some people have. See sungubeza.
i-nTsuntsu, n. Pimple (dry, not pustular), as of a rash or some eruptions (= i-nTsuntsumba; cp. i(ili)-Shashazi); plur. i-nTsuntsu or izi-nTsuntsu, sleet-rain (from its striking the body painfully, as though afflicted with pimples).
i-nTsuntsumba (Tsuntsumbha), n. = i-nTsuntsu.
i-nTsuta (Tsutha), n. An eating, or filling of the belly, to the full (see suta); (N) certain kind of grass (= i-nTsutushane).
i-nTsutasutane (Tsuthasuthane), n. (N) = i-nTsuta.
i-nTsutsha, n. = i-nGeula.
i-nTsuze, n. Certain dark-brown snake, resembling the i-mFezi, very poisonous, but timid, and not spitting.
i-nTsuzelane, n. Name given to several kinds of stinging or biting insects, one resembling a small gad-fly, another a large black ant, another a smaller black ant sometimes seen along pathways; person of an irascible, irritable temper, quickly firing up at one; stiff-backed, big-buttocked female. See suzela.

u(ulu)-Tswabutswabu, n. Tall, very slender-bodied person = u(ulu)-Zwambonzambu.
i-nTswani, n. Certain tall weed, growing in old fields.
i-nTswanyantswanya, n. = i-nTsobontsobo.

i(ili)-Tsweba, n. Fleshy part of the inner-leg behind, just below the buttocks = i-Nccele, i(ili)-Tshweba, i(ili)-Ntsweba.
i-nTswebu, n. Physical similarity, likeness or resemblance (only in the remoter sense, a mere ‘similarity,’ not actual re-production or ‘very image’), as between persons who are related or merely accidentally alike = i-nTsolska, i-nTsilana.
i-nTswelaboya, n. One without hair, i.e. an i-mPisi or hyena — by which appellation this kind of villain or corpse-devourer was originally known in Zululand — without hair, a hairless or human i-mPisi or hunter after dead men’s flesh — the name is applied to that class of murderer among the Natives who murders, not by secret methods and merely to kill or remove a particular individual, but openly, on the highways, any likely person he may come across and with the sole purpose of obtaining certain portions of his body to be afterwards used in the preparation of ‘poisons’ and as such sold to the first mentioned class of murderer, popularly distinguished by the name of um-Takati.
i-nTswempe (s.p.), n. Coqui Partridge (Francolinus equei).
i-nTswempu (s.p.), n. Thing not thoroughly convincing or satisfying to the mind, in which one can only partially or with difficulty believe, as an incredible statement or mysterious object — used gen. as adjective or adverb = u(ulu)-Swempu. Cp. i(ili)-Swempu.

Ex. amayamu a-okwempe, your words are doubtful, not convincing.

miyakolwa ka-ntswempe kuboko, I am not fully satisfied about that; I only place partial credence in it, or believe in it with an element of doubt.

Tswe, ukuti (ukuthi), n. = tswininiza.

Tswebi, ukuti (Tswebhi, ukuthi), r. Make a ‘swishing’ sound, as does a switch or whip when slashing it about. Cp. ukuti twa.

Tswebiza (Tswheliza), n. Slash a whip (acc.), swipe with a switch.

Tswininiza, r. Squeak, as a mouse; squeal, as a pig; speak with a ‘squeaking’ voice resembling that of a female or a child = swininiza.
i-nTswobontswobo, n. = i-nTsobontsobo.

Tu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.) — the n is prolonged, r. Go in a straight line, go straight forward, as a man in a certain direction, or a train of wagons travelling.

Tů, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), r. Be or become
perfectly silent or quiet, as mice or children when disturbed, or the wind (often used with tula).

Tú, ukuti (Thú, ukuthi), v. Come out through, emerge from anywhere, as a nail through a plank, or a person through a wood or river (cp. ukuti lungu, ukuti nke); pass beyond the reasonable limit of time, as a person staying or conversing; be of a pinkish, light reddish yellow, or creamy red colour (with mpofu), as some bricks, cloths, etc.

Ex. nabhala kweze kwati tu (or wase nati tu), he stayed there an immensely long time.

Tuba (s.t.), v. Break or smash up anything of a crumbling, softly disintegrating nature, as a clod of earth (ace.) or a potato (tubuza); thump away at, 'smash a person (ace.) with the fist (tubuza); knock one (ace.) up, thoroughly exhaust, as over-much work or a tiring journey (xenkwa); sometimes used for thuba in reference to the sky.

Tuba (Thuba), v. Be or become dimmed, obscured, darkened, as to its clearness or brightness, as the water of a river when 'discoloured' after heavy rains, the sky when a light haziness or pall of grey casts a pleasant 'gloom' over the sun or dims the brightness of the moon (used in perf.). Cpl. dungeka; ggwala.

[i]-Tuba (Thuba), n. Opening or opportunity, as for doing anything = isi-Kalu, [ii]-Pe.

i-nTuba (s.t.), n. Opening, aperture or passage; hence, small open space or hole left in the outer fence of a kraal as a side-entrance; a pass, as between two high hills; passage, as through a wood. Cp. isi-Kula [Sw. laiula, aperture; Her. oyi-tuo, hole].

isi-Tuba (Thuba), n. (N) = isi-Kula.

u(Th)-Tuba (Thuba), n. Thing wet and soft, as a newly-skinned hide, or a mud-floor newly put down.

[i]-or um- Tube (Thube), n. 5. = [ii]-Tubela.

Ex. iviindlele sevi'tube, the umdoni berries are now 'colouring' (changing from their original greenness). i.e. are beginning to ripen.

Tubeka (s.t.; s.k.), v. Be of a softly disintegrating, crumbling nature, as a clod of earth; be in prime condition, with a sleek, well-filled-out body, as an ox, or some well-fed headmen (used in perf — see [ii]-Tubesi); get knocked up, be thoroughly exhausted, as by heavy work or walking (= xukuxeka). See tuba.

[i]-Tubela (s.t.), n. Thing with the skin discoloured i.e. changed from its original colour, as fruit losing its bright greenness when commencing to ripen (cp. [ii]-Gwanya), or that part of the body of a person that has been knocked or crushed; hence, bruise, or discoloration on the body (cp. [ii]-Pupusi).

Ex. xamela kwasa, amekele em'umatupe, he appeared on the next day with two black eyes.

Tubeleza (Thubeleza), v. Be continually shifting one's place, dodging about, as a man seeking to avoid capture, or roaming about a kraal or locality; be shifting or dodging about in one's speech, first declaring one thing and then another. Cp. shubula.

[i]-Tubelezi (Thubelezi), n. One always shifting his place, going from one place to another, or changing his statements habitually, as above.

[i]-Tubesi (s.t.), n. Person, etc., with a sleek, softly-fat, prime-conditioned body = isi-Tubulubu; cp. [ii]-Tubuza.

isi-Tubi (Thubi), n. Porridge made of mealie-meal and new-milk.

um-Tubi (Thubi), n. 5. Beestings, or milk given by a cow during the first few days after calving and which is thick and yellowish (cp. [ii]-Hlaka); hence, a certain yellow variety of mealies (= u-Tubini); yolk of an egg; eggs of a loenst; or used generally of any reddish-yellow thing, to denote its colour.

u-Tubini (Thubini), n. Certain yellow variety of mealies, somewhat larger than the um-Andhlekaazana.

Tubu, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Smash or break up anything (ace.) of a crumbling, softly disintegrating nature, as a clod of earth or a cooked potato = tubuza; get so smashed or broken up, as above = tubuka, tubuzeka. See ukuti putu; kmuzu.

Tubu, ukuti (Tibu, ukuthi), v. Be bright red = ukuti tolo, ukuti tsebu.

Tubu, ukuti (Thibu, ukuthi), v. = tubula.

Tubuka (s.t.; s.k.), v. = ukuti lubu; putuka.

i-nTubuka (s.t.; s.k.), n. = i-nTubulubu; huge bulky i-Nyandu or bundle of grass, etc.

isi-Tubuka (Tubukika), n. Any bright red thing, as a red soldiers'-jacket or um-Simbi berry. Cp. um-Toto.

Tubukala (s.t.; s.k.), v. Be in a softly
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broken up or smashed state, as a clod of earth, boiled potatoes or beans when fallen to pieces; be sodden, falling to pieces, as over-cooked meat (used in perf.) = tubukulu. See ukuti tubu.

Tubula (Thubule), v. Prodd or thrust anything (acc.) in a thumping manner, as when giving a person a violent push with the fist, or a hornless cow dealing a blow with its head, or a calf thumping at its mother when sucking.

i(li)-Tubulela (s.t.), n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Tubugela.

i-nTubuntubu (s.t.), n. Anything of a softly disintegrating, crumbling nature, as a clod of earth, or boiled potato; or readily falling to pieces, as sodden meat, or a rotten moth-eaten skin; person with the body shaking or ‘falling to pieces’ with soft fat = i-nTubuka, i-nTubunsheshese. See ukuti tubu.

i-nTubusheshe, n. = i-nTubuntubu.

isi-Tubutubu (s.t.), n. = i(li)-Tubesi.

i(li) or um-Tubuyela (Thubuyela), n. 5. Bruise, as from a blow or crush, swollen or not (cp. i(li)-Tubela; i(li)-Pupusi); sometimes applied to the internally extravasated blood.

Tubuza (s.t.), v. = ukuti tubu (s.t.); tubu; patuza.

Tubuza (Thubuza), v. intens. form of preceding; hence, smash up or crumble thoroughly, into powder, etc. (not merely into pieces).

Tubuzeka (Thubuzeka), r. neut. pass. form of preceding; get so smashed or crumbled up thoroughly, to powder, etc.

Tubuzeka (s.t.; s. k.), r. Get smashed or broken up softly, as any softly disintegrating or crumbling thing, like a clod of earth or a rotten moth-eaten skin ( = ukuti tubu); be of such a crumbling, softly disintegrating nature, as above = patuza. See tubukulu.

Tubuzela (s.t.), v. Go or walk in a soft, shaking manner, like a ‘heap of fat’, as a sleek, fat-bodied person.

Tûcu, ukuti (Thûcu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti tukin.

isi-Tûcu (Thuca), n. = isi-Tuhlu.

Tucuka (Thuca), v. = tubuluka.

i-nTucuntucu (s.t.), n. = i-nTuhluvatuhlu.

Tufela (Thufela), v. Persist in silence, pretend not to hear, intentionally, from stubbornness, contempt, etc., as a child = tulalisa; cp. ziba.

isi-Tufeli (Thufeli), n. One who acts as above.

Tûhlu, ukuti (Thûhlu, ukuthi), v. Fall to pieces or break up from mere rotten-ness, as a pumpkin or rotten paper = tuhluka; make so fall or break to pieces, hence, pull to pieces, etc. = tuhluza. See ukuti tuen.

isi-Tuhluka (Thuhluka), n. = i-nTuhluvatuhlu.

Tuhluka (Thuhluka), v. = ukuti tuhluka.

i-nTuhluvatuhlu (s.t.), n. Anything falling to pieces from rottenness or decay, as a pumpkin or rotten paper = isi-Tuhluka, i-nTuhluvatuhlu.

Tuhlulza (Thuhlula), v. = ukuti tuhluka; also = cweuza.

Tûka, ukuti (Thûka, ukuthi), v. = ukuti tubukala.

Tuka (Thuka = etuka), v. Start, get started, as a person suddenly frightened, or a horse when shy; be suddenly surprised or astonished, as at a statement (with agent) or unexpected action; be in a started, affrighted, apprehensive state (used in perf.); have the attention suddenly drawn, become suddenly aware; come to, come suddenly or momentarily to one’s senses, be revived, as a man who has been unconscious or drunk, or one’s powerless exhausted body after a bath or food [Sw. stuka, be startled; Bo. etuka; Ga. stuka, get up; Her. tuka, start].

Ex. kanti ke:x into zomhlabu kucutuka zile nya, but these earthly things are suddenly gone (lit. one starts, and they are gone).

nyetu, kufu umuntu kimini, all at once there arrived a person to me, or, I was suddenly surprised by a person coming to me.

Phr. swa:etuka, he was (pleasantly) taken back or surprised = he gave me a hearty welcome.

uBani Etkuti Futo, So-and-so gives no welcome to anything, i.e. is not of an hospitable nature.

Tuka (Thuka), v. Call a person (acc.) by offensive, insulting names, epithets or charges, as when calling him a dog, saying he is a thief, etc. (cp. ngeceu; ngezoza; nomfisa); sometimes used for to ‘praise roundly or strongly’ [Her. tukautu, abuse].

Ex. umule, wamule (ngezibongo), he pitched into him roundly with name after name (of praise), as one might a chief or warrior when dancing.

Phr. abane bohuluka akgendehle, they abused So-and-so with the beer-ladle, i.e. they have made him so that he can’t take much beer, that it quickly gets the better of him.

Tukalala, ukuti (Thukalala, ukuthi), v. Give
a start, be suddenly startled = ukuti tuka. See tuka.

isi-Tuko (Thuko), n. Offensive, insulting, or opprobrious name given to, or statement made about, a person, such as will reflect on his honour or integrity (= i-nThlamba); dishonoured reputation of a person resulting therefrom, or generally, as when resulting from known erimes (= isi-Ihlamba). See tuka.

Ex. ubani umesituko (or umesituko esibi) pakati kwabanu, So-and-so has a scandalous name or reputation among the Natives.

Tuku, ukuti (Thuku, ukuthi), v. Put or thrust in anywhere out of sight, as in order to conceal, or as a potato (acc.) beneath the ashes to bake = tukuza.

i(li)-Tuku (Thaku), n. Large maggot found underground in rich soil; kind of maggot found in the upper nasal chambers of sheep and bucks.

Phr. isinakhu izzesemutakwini, the huts of where the maggots are = a name applied to the one or two lower huts in a kraal, on each side of the main or cattle entrance, where, from the greater abundance of manure, the maggots are always most numerous.

um-Tuku (Thuku), n. 5. = i-m'Yukuzi.

ubu-Tuku (Thuku), n. Humour discharged from the eye, gen. during night, and often found at the corners in the morning (not matter of a purulent nature = see u(lu)-Bici).

Tukuca (Thukuca), v. Plough continually, year after year, on the same old place or field (acc.) = bukucu.

isi-Tukulu (s. t.; s. k.), n. Stem of the Native smoking-horn (see ili-Gadu; i-mBiza); short fat person.

Tukuluka (Thukuluka), v. Get untied, loosened, undone, or released, as below.

Tukulula (Thukulula), v. Untie, loosen, undo, as a knot (acc.), a tied-up bundle, a horse bound to a tree or bullock to the yoke; release, redeem, as one might a prisoner [Skr. lā, loosen; Her. katru, untie; Ga. sumulula; Ang. cutunana; Bo. fulula].

Tukululeka (Thukululeka), v. = tukuluka.

u(lu)-Tukunqu (s. t.; s. k.), n. = u(lu)-Zucu.

Tukusa (Thukusa), v. (C.N.) = tukaza.

Tukutela (Thukutela), v. Be or get angry; do in earnest, with great spirit or energy (used in perf.) [Sw. chuki, anger: tukula, be angry; Her. eruku, anger].

Ex. ubani umagakutela, So-and-so is angry (at the present moment, denoting his state), as 'etukutela manje wentsimu yoku, she has now got in earnest with her field, i.e. is eagerly engaged upon it.

amabele aya fakutela emabuzi, Kafir-corn grows furiously (i.e. rapidly and well) about the Umalazi.

Tukutelela (Thukutelela), v. Be angry about or with a person (acc.) or thing; be doing in earnest, be spiritedly or deeply engaged upon, as any work (acc.).

isi-Tukuteli (Thukuteli), n. An angry person, one given to or quickly getting angry (but not so excitable or passionate as the isi-Fi'lane); a spirited, high-minded person, quickly warming to work or activity (ep. isi-Sheki; isi-Shiekeli).

Tukutelisa (Thukuthelisa), v. Make a person (acc.) angry.

Tuku toku, ukuti (Thuku thuku, ukuthi), v. Thrust up or out with little movements, as a mole the earth (acc.) = tukutukuzi; ep. fuluza.

isi-Tukutuku (Thukuthuku), n. Perspiration or sweat (collect); sometimes applied to the reward of one's labours; plur. izi-Tukutuku, profuse perspiration 'running' or 'dropping' here and there on the body [Her. oru-kutu, perspiration; Ga. tugu, perspire; Bo. suguti, perspiration].

P. isitukutuku senju sipelela obuyeni, a dog's sweat ends in its hair — and to which a man likens himself, when, very angry internally, but for some reason compelled to suffer it in silence, as when enraged by a tyrannous over-lord.

Tukutukuzi (Thukuthukuzi), v. = ukuti tuku tuku.

Tukuza (Thukuza), v. Thrust in or under out of sight, as a thing (acc.) beneath one's coat or the bed in order to conceal it, or a potato beneath the ashes in order to bake, or the thatch of a hut when, blown out by the wind, one thrusts it back beneath which is still firm (ep. shidlela); sow or plant, as mealies or pumpkins (acc.) by merely thrusting the seed into the soil with the finger (ep. gaba).

i-nTukuzo (s. t.), n. A secret i.e. an affair to be concealed. See tukuza.

Tula (s. t.), v. Thrust in the thatching-needle, as one of the thatchers does, in order to pass in the string, when building Native huts. Op. hlaba; hloma. See isi-Tulo.

Tula (Thula), v. Be silent, not to speak;
hold one's tongue, keep quiet, as about any matter; be stilled, quietened, as the wind or other disturbance; be still, not moving, as a person standing; be quiet, at peace, free from noise or disturbance, as any place, or the country generally (used in perf. to express the state) [Sw. 

utulie, quietness; Bul. toli, soothie, quieten].

Ex. umuntu utulileyo, a quiet, mild person.

Phr. (ixwe) titule (or libanye), the land is at rest, reposeful, i.e. with peace and plenty, without the general social upheaval accompanying war or famine.

ngamula qede, latula-ke, as soon as I gave him (a certain thing), there was peace in the land (i.e. all was well again).

abas'enzele utshwala, sipuzo, titule-ke (or libanye), let them make some beer for us, that we may drink, and there be happy times (or the good old times come back).

latula, kwati kuta, they were quiet as mice, not a breath was heard, as an assembly of people, or of the weather (i-tula).

kwatula, kwati kwishi (or ngei), it remained still as a rock (on the one spot) and worked away vigorously (or held us firmly bound in its grip)—as of an overpowering din or commotion, or of a very thick fog or strong smell.

wahle watula naye, he just had him powerless in his grasp (i.e. as still and helpless as a mouse, without any attempt on his part of moving or doing anything).

ngasegitula nenkomo, I then got hold of, i.e. got presented with, a beast (as something overpoweringly great).

inkosi yangitulisa nenkomo, the chief made me get into my grasp a beast, i.e. presented me with one. See xoshisa.

u-Tula-sizwe (Thulua-sizwe), n. Name applied (sportively) to anyone in high authority over others, whose word they should respect, as a headman among his people, or the great-wife among the others in a kraal.

isi-Tuli (Thuli), n. Silent, reserved person, who talks very little (for a dumb person—see isi-Wukulu) = isi-Ngqungu; cp. isi-Muku.

uulu-Tuli (Thuli), n. Dust. As on a book, or rising on the road (see buqiza); commotion, disturbance, as at any work in full operation, or a general quarrel; beast given by a bridegroom to a bridal-party to 'help them along the road' back home; one of Shaka's regiments, or member thereof [Sw. mumbi, dust; Bo. lu-zumbi; Her. oru-zuma; MZT. lu-soko].

Phr. utuli humi, the dust is up, i.e. they are going at it might and main, as a dance, fight, or general work.

sekusuke utuli lokulimo, they have now busily set about ploughing.

kweka utuli leelwene, it was a tempest, cyclone, whirlwind, or violent commotion of wind blowing in from all sides.

Tuila (Thulisa) v. Cause a person (acc.) to be silent; quieten, make still, as a child (acc.), or the wind; cause to cease motion, make stand still.

Ex. akufa kuke kutulis, the sickness sometimes quiets down, causes to have rest.

beke, utulise anebelo, look, keeping the eyes still, i.e. concentrated, fixed firmly on.

Phr. uma inkosi ibukum, amadoda utulise inakiba, when the chief speaks, the men 'concentrate' their ears, i.e. the attention (on what he says).

inkosi yangitulisa nenkomo—see tula.

i(li)-Tulo (s.t.), n. Native thatching-needle, having a notch or eye at the point for thrusting the string from a person outside to another within = ili(-)leema.

i-nTulo (s.t.), n. Species of lizard.

P. tina silindaba elinumulo, we hold to that (word) of the lizard = we adhere to what was spoken first, when a second report gives rise to doubt—referring to the Native fable that the nKulunkulu, at the making of man, despatched the chameleon (u(lu)-Nbeen) to instruct them to live, and subsequently a lizard to tell them to die; the chameleon, however, wasting his time eating nbu-Kwebezane berries on the way, the lizard arrived first, delivered his message, and men died accordingly.

isi-Tulo (s.t.), n. Stool, chair [D. stoel, chair].

i-nTulo (s.t.), n. Mullet fish (Mugil constantia, C.V.) (N).

i(li)-Tulu (Thulu), n. = ili(Tulu).

i-nTulo (s.t.), n. = i-nTulo.

isi-Tulu (Thulu), n. Deaf person; ox without horns (= i-nTsizwa); also = isi-Hlwati; n-Manga.

um-Tulu (s.t.), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Vigo.

Tuluka (Thuluka), v. Come down from above to below, or (metaphor,) from up-country to a lower district; hence, fall down, drop down, as tears falling, or an article from a shelf to the ground, or as a spider coming down from the roof, or cattle from up-country (not properly used of descending a hill—see eha); break out suddenly crying, scolding, etc., at a person (acc. with ela form).

Ex. kweza isiwu kwezulu isilingembezi, there just came down tears.
Tulula (Thulula), v. Put down—nowadays confined to pour down or pour out entirely, empty (even though by simply ladling out), as the water (acc.) from a bucket into another vessel or on to the ground, or grain from a basket (only used of ‘pourable’ things—cp. bijelezela; tela); empty, as the bucket (acc.) or basket itself [Lat. fundo, I pour; tollo, I take away; Her. tirira, pour out; Ga. fululula, to empty; Sw. futa, to empty; tupa, empty].

Tululisa (Thululisela), v. Empty or bring out the whole or the abundance of one’s finery, i.e. change one’s dress continually, as when donning one umuthsha in the morning, another in the afternoon, and others again on the morrow, as a Native ‘swell’ might do.

(iii)-Tulwa (s.t.), n. (C.N.) = i(iii)-Viyo (fruit).

(iii)-Tulwa (Thulwa), n. = (iii)-Qashi.

i-nTulwa (s.t.), n. Bull of the clan. Cp. i-Mpofu.

um-Tulwa (s.t.), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Viyo.

P. kubange wa umtulwa nemamba, y’ini? is, then, the medlar contained for the namba? i.e. that the snake should have the boldness to put in a claim for it while a man is actually engaged eating!—said contemptuously of anyone who unrightfully presumes to mix himself up against another in a claim for anything, or even has the effrontery to expect the latter to share it with him (C.N.).

u-Tulwa (Thulwana), n. The (iii)-Mboza regiment (g.v.), or a member thereof.

Tuma (Thuma), v. Send, as a person (acc.) on a message; send a person to a person (doub. acc.); send a person about something for or for something (doub. acc.); send something by a person (doub. acc.; more freq. with nga of person) [Lat. mitti, I send; Sw. Ga. Bo. Ang. Her. Mpo. MZT. tuma, send; Ko. tumanuma, run; Nyam. mbotumo, messenger; Ke. loma, send].

Ex. (isilikha) ngiyakusituma bani? whom shall I send for it (the vessel)? or, whom shall I send with it?

i-nTuma (s.t.), n. Two smaller species of the solanum or bitter-apple, growing wild and with smaller berries than the following; berry of such; (collect.) large sized yellow bead or beads.

um-Tuma (Thuma), n. 5. Species of solanum or bitter-apple (S. sodomatum), of larger growth and bearing a larger fruit than the preceding, and commonly planted in kraals as a fence; fruit of the same.

Tumba (Thumba), v. Take off captive, capture and take away, as people (ace.) or cattle in war time; take off, carry away, as disease or death. Cp. panyak [Gr. lambano, I take; Sw. m-tumwa, slave; Her. omu-tua; punu, rob].

(iii)-Tumba (Thumhba), n. Abscess, tumour, as are common with scrophulous people. Cp. isi-Mila [Heb. ab, swelling; Gr. tule, lump]; Her. ondympuma, swelling; Sw. tumba, bud; tumhuka, break, as an abscess; Ga. jule, abscess; Son. fe-s, tumour.

u-Tumbakulu (Thumhakhuin), n. = isi-Mila.

i-nTumbane (Tumbhane), n. Boil, commonly growing on Natives about the knee.

isi-Tumbana (Thumhanya), n. The place outside of a Kafir-hut on either side of the doorway and just out of sight of persons sitting inside = isi-Tamo.

(iii)-Tumbu (Thumbs), n. Portion of, or substance of, the bowels, of man or beast; hence (mod.), tube, pipe; last child of a woman (= owamagcino; cp. (iii)-Zibulo); also, any child or offspring; kind of bead fringe worked on the lower side of a girls umuthsha (cp. sokohla); plur. ama-Tumbu, bowels or intestines, collectively or indiscriminately of man or beast. See neane [Sw. Ya. m-tumbo, bowels; tumbo, belly; Ga. lu-buto; Her e-zumo].

Ex. lisekona itumbo lake, his bowel (or child) is still living, or there is still a child of his living.

Phr. kuzalanga, ubolemalotumbe, she didn’t bear a child; she rotted at the intestines—said in commiseration of a woman whose child has turned out a scoundrel.

amazyi ase iinye iambatjini, your words cut at the bowels, i.e. move to pity, excite to sympathy, are touching.

usvululale amatumbe, he is now making his last effort (as a snake writhing when its head has already been smashed) — said of a person who, when he sees his cause is lost, makes a great noise of self-defence as though to convince his judges thereby.

isi-Tumbu (Thumhbu), n. Calf of the leg
i.e. hinder part of the lower leg from the knee to the ankle. Cp. \(i(l)-\)Il\(u\)za; \(i\)-To \(\text{[Ga. tu-humbo, calf of leg].}\)

um-Tumbu (Thumbu), n. 5. = u-Mongo.

\(u(l)-\)Tumbu (Thumbu), n. Part of the body just about the hips on each side; plur. izi-nTumbu, the waist = \(i(l)-\)Guma, \(i(l)-\)Gebe.

ubu-Tumbu (Thumbu), n. Core or interior pulp (in which the seeds are embedded) of the pumpkin, papaw, etc. Cp. um-Tumba.

um-Tumelela (Thumelela), n. 5. Certain tree, used as an in\(t\)elezi against lightning, etc. (N).

isi-Tumuka or Tumukela (Thumuka), n. = isi-Tumutumu.

ubu-Tumushe (s.t.), n. Certain red ant, going in swarms and having a painful bite (= um-Yeni, u-Makoti); mites or small maggots found in old amasi gourds (= u-Vunja).

isi-Tumutumu (Thumuthumu), n. Large collection of things standing thickly together, as of huts (hence, a large kraal having numerous huts), of kraals thickly together on one spot, or a large number of fields close together = isi-Tumukela, isi-Timukela.

Tuna (Thuna), v. Make unbecoming i.e. give a person (acc.) an unbecoming appearance, not suit him, make him 'improper', unseemly in the eyes of others, as an unsuitable article of dress, or an unbecoming word or action. Cp. tuneka.

Ex. tua bo! kayakatana loko 'kakuluma, be quiet now! such talk is unbecoming of you, looks bad on you.

\(i(l)-\)Tuna (Thuna), n. Grave i.e. spot where somebody has been buried = \(i(l)-\)Liba, \(i(l)-\)Tinta; cp. \(i(l)-\)Godi \(\text{[Ga. ntana, grave; Her. c-tunda].}\)

Ex. mahlle ngobuso, ngapakati ituna, he is nice of countenance, but inside, in his heart, he is filled with dead men's bones — as may be said of a great un\(t\)akati.

Tunda (Thunda), v. Void urine (= sho\(h\)inga), or semen [Lat. \(t\)u\(d\)o\(d\), I pour; Sw. \(t\)undo, product or fruit of a tree; \(t\)undo, opening; Her. omu\(t\)undo, urine; tumbisa, impregnate; Ga. tunda, create].

Phr. ngiyakakala, kuse kut done um\(m\)ungama, I shall wait until the darkness has passed off, i.e. until it loses its pitchy blackness and becomes somewhat lighter, so that one can see to walk.

\(u\)k\(u\)-tund\(a\) umfasi, to impregnate, or deposit seed in, a wife.

i-nTunda-bebhekene (Tunda-bebhekene), n. A voiding of urine before each other's face — applied to a big beer-drink (in which all have partaken so abundantly as to have lost all sense of modesty).

\(i(l)-\)Tundu (Thundu), n. Brow i.e. prominent bony ridge over the eye (for the arch of hair growing thereon, see \(i(l)-\)Shiyi, Append.) \(\text{[Bo. tunda, check-bone].}\)

i-nTundu (s.t.), n. Mere sightless eye-ball i.e. not an organ of sight — nowadays only used in the phrase below, and perhaps originally connected with the above = i-nTunduluka, i-nTunduluka.

Ex. ka\(x\)\(n\)\(u\)\(b\)\(o\)\(b\)\(a\), y'ini? kantu abeka ng\(e\)zi-n\(t\)undu, y'ini? do you, then, not see? do you, then, merely gaze with sightless balls, i.e. have you then no eyes? — said to one who fails to see a thing plain before him.

isi-Tundu (Thundu), n. Any medicine mixed up (pehlwa) and drunk as an emetic, in order to render oneself favoured by the amadhlolozii or by the girl's girls (cp. um-Shikayo); (C.N.) also = isi-Qungqun.

i-nTundula (s.t.), n. = i-nTundu.

\(i(l)-\)Tunduluka (Thunduluka), n. Fruit of the um-Tunduluka.

i-nTunduluka (s.t.; s.k.), n. Stone of the \(i(l)-\)Tunduluka fruit and used, on account of the oil therein, for dressing the isid\(v\)\(d\)\(s\)\(a\)va.

um-Tunduluka (Thunduluka), n. 5. Kind of plum-tree (Ximenia Ca\(f\)\(f\)\(r\)a), bearing a red edible fruit. See \(i(l)-\)Tunduluka.

Tunduezela (Thunduezela), v. Hush or quieten a crying infant, as by some hullah.

Ex. \(t\)\(u\)\(n\)\(u\)\(d\)\(a\), 'munt\(r\)a! unyoko ka\(l\)imunya, u\(n\)\(d\)\(e\)le isi\(n\)\(t\)\(r\)\(a\)la 'n\(a\)\(h\)langeni abantu, uti, wo\(x\)\(u\)\(s\)\(i\)\(n\)\(d\)\(e\)e, hush! child, your mother has not gone home, she has been detained by (catching) lie in the stubble-fields of people's heads; she says, she will at length come and smear the floor with cowdung.

Tuneka (Thuneka), v. Be (lit. get to make) unbecoming, unsuitable, improper, unbefitting, get disliked, as an unbecoming article of dress, or an offensive word or action, or as the wearer or doer thereof (used in perf.). See tunu.

Ex. yeka loko 'kakuluma, kut\(u\)\(n\)ekile, stop that talk; it is unbecoming.

Tunga (Thunga), v. Sew, as anything (acc.) with a needle; make anything (acc.) by a 'sewing' method, as Native baskets, or clothes; sew a heading on to the head of a man (doub. acc.), as does the Native head-dresser; have a heading sewn on — in a more especial sense applied to the first occasion of so doing (see kela), though also properly used
of any subsequent renewal; pour or serve out near (ace.) into the drinking-pots (more freq. tungena; cp. hlakaza) [Her. tunya, make by sewing; Ang. tunya, sew; Ga. tungilla, sew; Sw. Bo. tunga, tie; Bo. tunya, pierce; Cong. tungwa, have gone through the circumcisions rites initiative to manhood].

Ex. us'i-tungula n'Bani, so-and-so has now adopted the head-ring.

isiwezwe angikwezi usinamangula pantsi, I don't know how to make a headdress without a head — as when a Whiteman might order one to be made as a mere curio.

iyoma bako bulikutiyenga, your basket has not yet been made.

Phr. uku-tungula ungama. To sew up one's mouth, i.e. to say not a word, refrain from speaking, as when one is being insulted. See etula.

i(li)-Tunga (Thunya), n. Tall narrow wooden vessel used for milking into, milk-pail; (C.N.) also = i(li)-Kehla [Sw. m-tungi, water-jar].

Phr. uku-yi-beletisi (intombuzana) thunga, to cause a girl to carry the milk-pail on her back. — When a girl menstruates for the first time, she abstains from eating amasi until her father has slaughtered for her an ox or goat soon after the cessation of the menses. The phrase above is used in reference to this action of the father; and the beast so slaughtered is called cyokubelitisa tuna or um-Hlonyane. See omna.

ake silnble amatunga, let us throw away the milk-pails, i.e. let us make a last, desperate effort, even though it costs us our milk-pails (i.e. our life, the amasi we eat, or the cattle that give us the same) — as to catch a night-thief or mutakati, or when taking a lawsuit against another, or to cure a sick person.

i-nTunga (s.t.), n. Several similar species of grass, used for mat and basket-making, thatching, etc. = um-Nelele.

um-Tungakazana (Thunya), n. 5. = um-Tungwakazana.

um-Tungantele (Thunya), n. 5. Least, worthless bit of a thing — only used in phrases as below, the original meaning of the word having apparently got lost.

Phr. anginalata, ngisho wokukatanga'ntele, I haven't anything, even that for stringing locusts on.

angina'dlolo, nelomantungantele, I haven't an ancestral spirit (to help me), not even the sorriest specimen of one.

angina'sibhobo, ngisho wosomantungantele, I have nobody that can be even called a friend, and absolutely friendless.

Tungata (Thunya), v. Follow the scent i.e. trail of anything that is on ahead, as a dog that of a buck (ace.), or detectives an abscender; go roving about from kraal to kraal, as a man in search of ukusintela (= umantu; cp. lumula).

u(li)-Tungula (Thunya), n. Any long series, procession, succession, or string of, things, as cattle, wars, houses in a long row, or a long spun-out discourse = um-Tungula. Cp. i(li)-Hele; u(li)-Ienga.

Ex. nazi isinkungu isolation utunga, here are the cattle coming in a long procession.

Tungela (Thunya), v. Pour or serve out ukusintela from the storing-pots or isimhlanja into the drinking-pots or izikambu for immediate consumption (cp. hlakaza); set fire to, as grass (ace.), a heap of rubbish, etc. (= okela; cp. lumula).

Ex. us'elomantungula n'yomnda, he has already set fire to it (the grass).

isi-Tungula (Thunya), n. = isi-Tungu.

um-Tungula (Thunya), n. 5. Sennu (whole thereof), as up the arm of a coat; single stitch thereof, or of a needle. See tungi.

u(li)-Tungula (Thunya), n. Long supply stick or wattle, as used for making the framework of a Native hut; a fragrance, delicious smell, as a sweet perfume, or of savoury meat (= u(li)-Qashi) [Sw. pindla, bar; Her. orn-hongwe, switch].

Phr. umtunga levensisaksisi, the rainbow.

Tungu, ukuthi (Thunya, ukuthi), v. Come right through and sharply out of, as a nail when going right through a board and out on the other side at one heavy blow, or people already through and well out of a forest. Cp. ukuthi tu, ukuthi nke.

isi-Tungu (Thunya), n. = isi-Tuntu [Her. o-mbangula, bundle, as sticks; Sw. kibumba, bundle].

i(li)-Tungulula (Thunya), n. Fruit of the um-Tungulula tree.

um-Tungulula (Thunya), n. 5. Natal Plum bush (Carissa grandiflora), growing along the coast; (C.N.) coast-land.

u(li)-Tungulula (Thunya), n. Coast-bush or small woods scattered about in the vicinity of the sea-coast.

Tunguluka (Thunya), v. Get burst open or opened apart, as below.

Tungulula (Thunya), v. Burst open the eyes (ace.), as a person when the eyelids have been stuck together by dried humour, or a kitten a few days after birth.

i-nTungunono (s.t.), n. Secretary bird (Gy-
pogерanuς Capensis or Serpentarius secretarius).
i-nTungwa (s. t.), n. Hard flat bone (os coroνve) above the hoof of animals (eleυνTungwa), or one of the similar small tarsal and carpal bones about the knees of animals; grips in an infant — supposed by the Natives to be connected with the navel; berry of the um-Tungwa tree, a number of which are strung round the loins of a child affected with such disease, acting upon this latter as a charm — in districts where the um-Tungwa tree does not grow, the berries of the um-Nqgabe (which are very similar) are substituted, and hence are frequently called by the above name.

um-Tungwa (Thungwa), n. 5. Certain forest tree (Cryptocarpus sp.), growing along the coast. See i-tungwa.

um-Tungwakazana (Thungwakazana), n. 5. = um-Tungwa.

Tunisa (Thunisa), v. Cause a person (ace.) or thing to have an unbecoming, disliked, offensive appearance or reputation, as when detracting by speech from a person's good character, or depreciating any institution so that it seem to be as it ought not to be. Cp. tūna; tilisa.

i-nTunjali (s. t.), n. Hole, orifice (closed in all round), as the eye of a needle, a hole in a garment, or a circular opening through a rock admitting the passage of a person [Sw. tundu, orifice; njia, a pass; Ga. tuja, open; Her. ogyi-tuo, hole through a rock].

i(li).-Tunjana (Thunjana), n. Last-born child of a woman, sometimes applied also to a man = ili-li-Tunbu.

Tunqa (Thunqa), v. Smoke, as a fire, or fire-log; rise, as dust when cattle are passing, or smoke from the roof of a hut = tunya [Sw. fuka, smoke; Her. tuima].

Tunqisa (Thunqisa), v. Cause to smoke, burn a thing (ace.) in order to make a smoke; tunqisela, make a smoke for, i.e. to smoke, as one might bacon (ace.) hanging suspended, or as Natives do their crops and cattle with medicines in order to charm them against grub, drought, disease, etc.

isi-Tunqisa (Thunqisa), n. Gun (an original Zulu name therefore) = isi-Bunu.

Tūnqu, ukuti (Thunqu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti tuqun.

Tunquka (Thunquka), v. = tuquka.

Tunqusa (Thunqusa), v. = tuqusa.

Tūnts, ukuti (Thunts, ukuthi), v. = ukuti lints.
tu-Tununu (s.t.), n. Person (mostly a female) with huge protruding buttocks. Cp. utu-Talagu.

Tunya (Thunya), v. = tunqa.

um-Tunylelw a (Thunylelw a), n. 5. Bastard Saarafan or Mountain Hard Pear (Catalphastrum Capense), used as an insect against lightning (N. Tr. Xo. um-Tunylelele).

isi-Tunyisa (Thunyisa), u. = isi-Tunqisa.

um or isi-Tunyw a (Thunyw a), n. 1. Messenger; person sent on an errand. See tuma.

i(li)-Tunzi (Thunzi), n. Shadow (of any inanimate object of size), as a hill, cloud, house, or tree (as distinct from the 'shade' caused by its foliage—see um-Tunzi); certain dark-green transparent head or beads (collect.), large or small, resembling the u(lu)-Hluzalawesiva [Sw. tunza, protect; ulunzi, protect; Ga. tumbi, midnight].

isi-Tunzi (Thunzi), n. Shadow, of man or animal, or any small object e.g. a stick; the living principle in man, spirit (while living), 'shade' (after death = i(li)-Dhlozi); quality in a thing which imposes, is commanding of respect, impresses with power or superiority (i-nZima); hence, imposingness, impressiveness; moral weight, influence, prestige; nobleness, dignity of appearance or bearing; inspiring with awe, dreadfulness, as of a dark deep pool or chasm; (mod.) applied to the likeness or photograph of a person on paper. See i(li)-Tunzi.

Ex. kokuna'situnzi loko'khumbwa kwako, that conduct of yours is not inspiring of respect, is not respectable, is common or low. isitunzi kashikamuki, the life (or spirit) has not yet departed (from him).

bolunweshitunzi uthlawela, it was of good, presentable quality, was the beer.

Phr. uku'-z'apwe (or zi-humba, or kholu) isithunzi, to throw aside one's self-respect. See ukula.

ubani wengena qede, wengeleka ngesi-tunzi, So-and-so had no sooner entered, than he threw over me a shadow, i.e. than I felt a 'presence', a feeling of respect, powerlessness, awe, creep over me (as a girl might feel before an imposing young-man). Cp. gqonda.

N.B. The peculiar uses of this word would seem to indicate that the Natives possess a natural power, much stronger than our own, for perceiving or feeling an invisible 'presence,' occult influences, etc., when working upon them.

um-Tunzi (Thunzi), n. 5. Shade, as caused by the foliage of a tree, or a screen of any kind. Cp. i(li)-Tunzi; isi-Celu [Sw. tsha, shade; tunza, protect].

Phr. ubani is'tunzi (u'mtunzi wokupumula), So-and-so has a shade (on his face) for resting in, i.e. has a pug-nose with overhanging forehead, as it were, casting a shadow over the eyes.

mos'ukulunhu ngeye, eng'umtunzi nel, you mustn't get talking about him, he being our overshadowing personage, i.e. our protector, or head man.

P. akuko 'ufuthula umgeni'umtunzi, there is no river without its shady part = everybody's life-course has its troubles somewhere.

u-Tupa (Thupha), n. Thumb (i.e. a name given thereto), and so used to denote 'six' = u-Gquza.

ama-Tupa (Thupha — no sing.), n. Human 'claws' or clutches i.e. the ends or working parts of the fingers (only used as below), the whole set of fingers, one's hand, or holding, working limb. Cp. qupa; i(li)-Qupa; u(lu)-Tupa.

Ex. wambamba ngamatupa, he caught or clutched hold of him with his fingers.

ngitanda ukukwenza ngamatupa ami, I prefer to do or make it with my own fingers (i.e. with my own hands), as handwork, etc.

isi-Tupa (Thupha), n. Thumb; the sixth finger, hence, six; the sixth place (of ordinal numbers) [Sw. kidole cha gumba, thumb].

Ex. into yesitupa, the thing of the sixth place, i.e. the sixth thing.

i'sithupha ez'ng'isitupa (or ez'situpa), six beasts.

bag'isitupa, they are two thumbs, i.e. of exact equality or similarity as to size, height, appearance, etc. — used in comparing any two things.

u(lu)-Tupa (Thupha), n. Tip of one's finger (gen. in plur. i-nTupa); tiny, insignificant quantity or gift of anything, as food or tobacco. See ama-Tupa.

Ex. wangipa uqupa, he gave me on the tip of his finger, i.e. a contemptibly small quantity.

isi-Tupana (Thuphana), n. Little, short, stumpy bit of a thing, as a small undergrown mealie-cob, or a dwarfish person.

Tupaza (Thupaza), v. Do in a little, stumpy bit of a way, as a dwarfish person or infant walking along, or mealies growing small inferior cobs.

Tupuluza (Thupuluza), v. = ukuti tupuluzi.

Tupuluzi, ukuti (Thupuluzi, ukuthi), v. Catch or take hold of only by the tips of the fingers, only slightly, so as to easily
let slip out, as one does a tight-fitting seek (acc.) when pulling it on, or a running person whom one ineffectually attempts to catch hold of; put on small insignificant cobs which one can hardly catch hold of, as mealies (= tupeza).

isi-Tupuluzi (Thuphaluzi), n. Tiny, undergrown mealie cob = isi-Tupana.

Tuqu, ukuti (Thuqu, ukuthi), v. Rise, go up, come out, as dust before the wind or from one’s coat when beaten, or as smoke from anything burning = tuquka; make rise, go up or come out, raise or bring out, as the wind dust (acc.) on a road, or a person dust from his coat by beating it; hit, as a bird (acc.) or dog by any thrown missile = tuqza; be of a dusty or dirty-brown colour, or of a pinkish brown, as Kafir-beer or any pink thing = ukuti tuqu.

Tuquka (Thuquka), v. = ukuti tuqu; tuquka.

Tuquza (Thuquza), v. = ukuti tuqu; tuquza.

um-Tuquwa (Thuquwa), n. 5. Catarract of the eye when it has entirely overgrown the iris, so as to render the eye almost or absolutely blind.

Ex. uBani u’ntuqwa (or umuntuqwa), So-and-so has an eye whitened or blinded by catarract.

Tusa (s. t.), v. Speak praisesingly of a person (acc.) in an admiring, glorifying manner, extol [Gr. doxa, praise; Sw. tu-kusa, glorify; Her. tungi, to praise; Ga. tenda].

Phr. uku-xi-tusa, to make oneself out big, of great importance, be self-conceited (gen. by talk); self-adulation.

Tusa (Thusa = etusa), v. Startle, as one might a person (acc.) or a horse; frighten away by startling, as a wild-beast or birds; agitate, make apprehensive, a person (acc.) with a sudden surprise or suspicious action; cause to come to or be revived, as cold water a fainting person; drive off, expel, as tobacco sleep (acc.). See tuka.

[i]-Tusi (Thusi), n. Brass; thing made of brass. Cp. n-Sokele; i-nTsimbi [Skr. ajas, iron; Lat. aes, brass].

i-Tusi (s. t.), n. Red ox having patches or spots of white on the upper parts of the legs and beneath the belly.

um-Tusi (Thusi), n. 5. = um-Kuniso.

Tuta (Thutha), v. Take or convey away, remove, goods (acc.) in quantity from one place to another, as when removing one’s kraal, or the corn from the field-stack to the kraal; carry one away (by report) i.e. go off and talk or spread reports about one (acc.) [Her. tutu, bring along; Bo. tuta, carry].

Ex. kuyakuzi tuta enga kusuka loko? by what means will all this be conveyed or carried away?

uku-wu-tuta umuntu, to remove a person i.e. do the removal of his goods for him, as per wagon.

isi-Tuta (Thutha), n. An ancestral spirit (= i-ta-Dhlozi); silly, stupid, brainless, person, a fool (= isi-Pukupuku; ep. isi-Pukeke).

Phr. buyaqineisha nje, inguini kini bu-bunula (upoko) oblikwe’siutu, they just act stingily towards me, whereas from me they get what they like, lit. they have been threshing the upoko of a Mr. Fool (helping themselves from the little grain, they were supposed to be threshing, just as they liked, imposing upon the owner as though he were too stupid to observe it).

N.B. Whereas the fabled uNkulunkulu is credited by the Zulus with having created the first human pair, all subsequent reproductions of the species (i.e. in the wombs of the mothers) is regarded rather as the work of the ancestral spirits, of whom it is said, zikwezi ukubomba umuntu, zingaboni, they can make a man (in the dark) without seeing him!

i-nTutane (Thuthane), n. (C.N.) = i-nTu-tane.

Tutaza (Thuthaze), v. Make a fool of a person (acc.). See isi-Tuta.

Tutelekela (Thuthelekela), v. Stream or flow into, enter as a long continuous body, as a snake entering its hole, a long train of people entering a hut, or a tributary stream pouring itself into a river = wotekela.

i-nTuto (Thutho), n. Load, cargo (mod.).

Tutu (Thuthu), int. War-cry of opposing armies when about to join in conflict.

Tutu, ukuti (Thuthu, ukuthi), v. Move forward (trans. and intrans.), move along, increase, grow, exceed, a little, in a slight degree, just a bit, as a sitting person budging slightly, a child adding slightly to its stature, or one heap of potatoes being slightly larger or in excess of another = tutuka; ukuti tikia; ukuti sikia; cp. ukuti qabuva; wait or be quiet a moment with one’s talk.

Ex. amanyi (emfuleni) uMsele tutu, the water (in the river) has now slightly risen or increased.

ake nti tutu, ngisakuluma, just be still a moment while I am still speaking.
u-Tutu (Thuthu), n. Large smoky bubbles of spittle ejected through the reed (um-Tshumo) when smoking the hemp-horn (i(i)-Gudu).

i-nTutu (Thuthu), n. Smoke = umw-Si [Lat. fumus, smoke; Her. oku-ttuma, to smoke; Reg. tutya, fire; Sw. Ze. Gnu. Kag. etc. m-o to, fire — see tuqa].

u(lu)-Tutu (Thuthu), n. Fine wood ashes still hot with fire. Cp. um-Lota.

Ex. ingane is'iltum, the child is now all covered with ash-dust.

uBu-Tutu (s.t.), n. Anything readily disintegrating or falling to pieces from rottenness, decay, etc., as a moth-eaten garment, decayed wood, rotten meat, meat boiled to shreds, etc. = ubu-Dudu.

Tutuka (Thuthuku), v. = ukuti tutu.

N.B. When a person sneezes, they say to him, tutuka, wena wasakutini! may you grow or increase, you of such and such a clan (calling it by its isibongo)!

isi-Tutuma (s.t.), n. Person with a hugely fat body.

Tutumba (Thuthambha), v. Make off with a thing, carry it off, as a thief making off with somebody’s property (with w), a warrior taking captive a woman, or a flooded river carrying away one’s crops (cp. tumba; kukula; muka); (C.N.) break out, as an eruption (= qu-buka).

i(li)-Tutumba (Thuthambha), n. = i-nTutumba.

i-nTutumba (Thuthumbha), n. Pimple, as of a rash (not of a postular nature) = i(li)-Tutumba, i-nTsuntumba, i(li)-Tu-tuva.

Tutumela (Thuthumela), v. = qaqozela [Skr. dhv, shake; Sw. tetema, tremble].

i(li)-Tutu (Thuthu), n. One of a certain supplementary regiment incorporated by Cetshwayo into the Ndwengan military-krall.

i(li)-Tu-tuva (Thuthuva), n. = i(li)-Tutuva.

u(lu)-Tu-tuva (Thuthuva), n. Anything become discoloured, of a dirty-white or dusty-looking tint, whether with dirt or from fading, as an old dried-up woman’s isidwaba, or a dirty man whose unwashed body has assumed a dusty white appearance = u(lu)-Tu-tuza.

Tutuza (s.t.), v. Discharge or pour out rottenness, as a person when purged, a broken tumour, or the car of a serofulous child discharging matter (see ubu-Tutu); also = tuwazela.

i-nTuwane (Thuthwane), n. Small kind of ant, common about pantries; mischievous busy-body, who goes about talking what he has heard in private = i-nGeongoshgone.

isi-Tuwane (Thuthwane), n. Epilepsy; epileptic fit. Cp. (i)-Ndiki.

i-nTuva (s.t.), n. Dandruff or scurf in the hair = i-nKwethu.

isi-Tuvi (Thwvi), n. Place where the inmates of a kraal make their stools so that much excrement is there about.

u(lu)-Tuvi (Thwvi), n. Excrement (of a foul-smelling nature), as of a man, dog, or fowl (not of cattle, horses, etc. — see ubu-Longwe). Cp. i-Ndale; i-nGkata [Sw. Bo. mavi, excrement; Reg. tudi; Her. olu-se].

u(lu)-Tu-Za (Thuzula), n. = u(lu)-Tu-tuva.

Twa, ukuti (Thwa, ukuthi), v. Be quite or brimming full, as a pit with corn or water (= ukuti ciki, ukuti pama); be quite white (= ukuti qwa); crack, as a heavy transport whip (cp. ukuti twi, ukuti tswebi).

Twá, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Sink right down into, penetrate deeply, as a man in deep water or a bog, a snail drawing itself far into its shell, or a thorn penetrating deeply into the flesh = ukutshiwa, twatwalala, twatwalazi, piqe, shi.

um or umu-Twa (Thwa), n. 1. Bushman (= isi-Cwe); often applied to an individual so devoid of ordinary human instincts as, after being treated kindly by one, to proceed to rob his benefactor — like a ‘Bushman,’ indeed, which people lived by stealing [Her. omu-twa, Bushman; Cong. ba-kwe, forest pygmies; Gaboon, ba-li, tall slender race of Bushmen; Sw. m-twana, slave; Ar. bedawi, desert-dwellers. — The name aba-Twa, or its cognates, is the almost universal designation among the Bantu tribes for the Bushmen and Pygmy-Bushmen, who are all regarded by the Natives as merely varieties of one and the same race. Thus, the ba-Rwa (or ba-Roa) of the Kalahari, and the wa-Twa (or wa-Twa) of the Lualaba and Gallaland, are all one and the same people — at least in the eyes of the Bantu people. So, too, are the Aka or Tlketije, on the Welle; the Teki, ba-Teke, or Bakebake, in the Congo Territory; the San of the Kalahari, and the wa-Sania of Gallaland].

isi or umu-Twa (Thwa), n. 5. Perfume for rubbing on the isidwaba, etc., and made of the pulverised wood of certain scented trees, as the isi-Geengwe, um-Xamu, um-Tombot, etc.
TWA

u(∪)-Twa (Thwa), n. Any very deep, abysmal hole, as a 'bottomless' pit or well, a deep pool in a river, or chasm between rocks; person with deep sunken eyes = u(∪)-Zwa, u(∪)-Zolobela, i-nZolongo, i-nZolombela.

i(li)-Twabi (Thwabi — no plur.), n. Hiccupps (with shaya) = i-nTwabi.

i-nTwabi (s.l.), u. = i(li)-Twabi.

Twàbu, ukuti (Thwàbù, ukuthi), v. Give one (acc.) a swipe with a switch; = ukuti twaku.

Twabuzela (Thwabuzu), v. = ukuti twabu.

Twabuzela (Thwabuzela), v. = twabuzela.

Twàca, ukuti (Thwàca, ukuthi), v. Lie stretched out flatly in a broad expanse, as below.

u(∪)-Twaca (Thwaca), n. Anything lying stretched flatly out in a broad expanse, as a great sheet of still water, an expansive plain, very large field, or cattle lying in very great numbers covering a large patch of veldt = u(∪)-Twacela.

u(∪)-Twacela (Thwacela), u. = n(∪)-Twaca.

Twàhla, ukuti (Thwàhla, ukuthi), v. Be quite or very white = ukuti hi.

Twàhla (Thwàhla), v. Eat any delicious, pappy kind of food (from the peculiar slushing sound when eating), as a nice porridge (acc.), dish of amasi, or soft mess = dwashela.

Twàhla twàhla, ukuti (Thwàhla thwàhla, ukuthi), v. = ukuti kwàhla kwàhla.

Twahlaza (Thwahlaza), v. = kwahlaza.

Twahlazela (Thwahlazela), v. = kwahlazela.

i(li)-Twakele (Thwakele), n. Hard-wooded forest-tree (Alsosedia sp.), growing along the coast.

i-nTwaku (s.t.; s.k.), n. Boiled mealie-grains burnt in the pot. Cp. u(∪)-Kobe.

um-Twaku (Thwaku), n. 5. Lining, as of any article of clothing. Cp. i-nTvaknu-twaku.

i-nTvakubomvu (s.t.; s.k.), n. = um-Toto.

i-nTwaku mbà (Thwakumbha), n. Flea — mostly applied to the variety infesting dogs; a sharp, cunning dodger, who is never caught = i(li)-泽ze.

i-nTwákuntwaku (s.t.; s.k.), n. Very thin dressed-skin, attenuated by over-scrapping, as that of an isidlwaba; hence, any very light, thin-textured cloth. Cp. i-nDwangu; (ii)-Twakwasi.

Twàku twàku, ukuti (Thwàku thwàku, ukuthi), v. = twakuzela.

Twakuza or Twakuzela (Thwakuza), v. = kwakuzela.

TWA (Thwala), v. Bear or carry on the head or shoulders (whether when stationary, or moving along), as a burden (acc.) or any head-ornament of size [Skr. dh, carry; bharami, bear; Lat. tuli, labor, bear away; Ar. hamal, bear; Hi. nanthya, carry; Ga. twala, take; Sw. twa, take; Her. tuara, carry away; Bo. egala, carry; Ze. igara, take; Kag. egala; Kwafi. etanaba; Ya. tola].

Ex. abetwele, he was carrying (some burden on the head).

Phr. kuleso'kati ngamisitela, at that time I was still carrying, i.e. was still an u-dibi.

uku-twala amanzi ngesifuba, to bear the water on one's chest, i.e. cross a river with the left hand towards its source, the right hand carrying the staff and so making the body stand obliquely against the down-flowing current.

uku-twala amehla, to look about in a 'cheeky', boldly free manner, as a stranger in a kraal or hut (instead of maintaining an humble, respectful mien).

uku-twala ivela, to bear the blame or guilt (of any action). See tola.

uku-twala amapiko, to hold the wings extended and at rest, as do some birds when 'floating' through the air.

uku-twala ikamala, to hold the head high, i.e. be haughty, think much of oneself.

uku-twala ingánga, to go with the chest thrown out (and stomach drawn in), as a young-man when showing off, or a soldier drilling.

uku-twala iyakalagwula, to receive or 'carry' a bleeding wound on the head.

uku-twala iyolo, to be self-conceited, stuck-up.

uku-twala isokono (or iwonhla) okamala, to carry the hands behind the head (somewhat as a Whiteman lounging in a chair), i.e. to wail or cry the isi-Libo for a dead person (from the custom of the women of so placing their hands when stricken with grief, on which account the adoption of such a posture at other times is not becoming or proper).

uku-twala ivve nyesifuba, to bear the country on one's chest, i.e. to be going up-country, towards inland.

uku-zi-twala, to carry oneself (with ukhamba), i.e. to take oneself along, force oneself to travel, when from feebleness or exhaustion one is really unfit to do so.

i-nTwala (s.t.), n. Louse; seed of the i-mBuya or i-mBuyabatwa herb [Sw. towa, louse].

i-Ntalubamo or Twalalubamo (Tvala-bombo), n. Certain climbing-plant = i-MPindisa.

N.B. This humble plant provides a good...
example of the varied powers (supposed and otherwise) possessed, in the imagination of the Native, by so many of the commonest veldt-herbs and weeds, and the ‘good uses’ to which they have learnt to apply them:—
a young man uses it as an emetic in order to make his bodily appearance (i-yazi) nice when going out courting, or washes his face with it to give it a beautiful reddish glow; the man afflicted with sexual impotency drinks an infusion of it, mixed with goat’s milk, in order to restore the lost powers which some evil person has charmed away from him; the suspecting kraal-owner sprinkles it about his yard to drive away the ‘black art’ of an untakati that may be working there; the girl menstruating for the first time, mixes it with Kafir-corn (u-jiba), and drinks it as a kind of tonic suitable to her indisposition; while the more sensible housewife uses it simply as a soothing draught for chest complaints.

isi-Twalambiza (Thwalambhiza), n. Mantis, of which there are several species (lit. the pot-bearer, from the peculiar formation of the head).

isi-Twalla-mehlo (Thwalla-mehlo), n. ‘Cheeky-eyed,’ impudent-looking person, as a boy who enters a strange kraal in a bold unmannered way = (i-li)-Qalaqala.

isi-Twalo (Thwalo), n. Band of beadwork worn by an i-nKehli below and round the top-knot. Cp. isi-Qikelia; um-Ngwazi.

um-Twalo (Thwalo), n. 5. Burden or load carried on the head or shoulders, or in a wagon. See twala.

um-Twalume (Thwalume), n. 5. Certain tree, whose bark is used for dyesentry.

Twallu twalu, ukuti (Thwallu thwallu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti kubu kubu.

Twaluzela or Twaluzela (Thwaluzela), v. = kubuzela.

(i-li)-Twane (s.t.), n. Fourth or digesting stomach of cattle (cp. u(lu)-Swa); hence, tripe = (i-li)-Swili, u-Tintilwayo.

isi-Twa or Twangatwana (Thwa), n. (C.N.) = u-Twanqu.

Twanqa, ukuti (Thwanqa, ukuthi), v. = twanquza; twanquza.

Twanquza (Thwanquza), v. = ukuti tanqa.

Twanquzeza (Thwanquzeza), v. = ukuti tanqa.

Twanqu, ukuti (Thwanqu, ukuthi), v. Be of despicably low degree, as a poor common fellow respected by nobody.

Ex. umuntu twanqu, a poor common person = u-Twanqu.

u-Twanqu (Thwanqu), n. Person of despicably low degree, treated with unconcern or contempt by everybody (cp. isi-Twanqu); also applied to a common ‘dirty’ fellow who never washes his body (= isi-Hwabudya); poor, worthless, ‘whitish’ snuff = u(lu)-Twanquzi; cp. u-Twanqu.

Ex. utwanqu wowuntu ong’umfokazana into, an utwanqu is a poor fellow of the lowest type.

u(lu)-Twanquzi (Thwanquzi), n. = u(lu)-Twanqu.

Twantsu, ukuti (Thwantsu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti duntsu.

Twantsula (Thwantsula), v. = dantsula.

Twanya, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = twanyaza.

Twanya (s.t.), v. = twanyaza.

isi-Twanyatwanya (s.t.), n. = i-nTwanyatwanya.

i-nTwanyatwanya (s.t.), n. = i-nTwanyatwanya.

i-nTwanyatwanya (s.t.), n. = i-nTwanyatwanya; more generally applied to softly mushy, pappy foods (such as are eaten with a spoon, not with the fingers), as uhu-bende, porridge, amasi, etc.

Twanyaza (s.t.), v. = twanyaza; eat, handle, etc., anything (acc.) as above.

Twanyazeka (s.t.; s.k.), v. = twanyazeka; be of the nature of an i-nTwanyatwanya.

Twapa (s.t.; s.p.), v. Ladle or take out largely, as with a large spoon or with the hand, anything (acc.) of a softly mushy, pappy nature, as porridge (= twapuna); hence, go beyond a reasonable limit in taking, or (metaphor) doing generally.

Phr. uku-xi-tewpela, to ladle out, or take largely out, for oneself, help oneself to more than one has a right to, as to the cattle of a deceased person.

Twapuna (s.t.; s.p.), v. = twapa.

Twasa (Thwasa = eTwasa), v. Come out (into public view) for the first time, come out anew (only used in certain connections), as the new moon, a planet or constellation ‘coming out’ again after a temporary disappearance, a new summer-season (i-li)-Hlobo coming round anew, or a young um-Ngoma emerging from his initiation and starting practice.

Ex. inyanga iyilecaswa ngomuso, the moon changes, i.e. comes out anew, to-morrow.

ngiweswana ngwesawelwasa, I shall return by the one (moon) that will next change, i.e. the coming or next month.

uku-twasa kwonyaka, the coming-in of the new year, i.e. the spring-time.

iinkomo iyilecaswa nonyaka, cattle commence their new course of breeding along with the new year.
i(li)-Twasa (Thwasaxa), n. Young um-Nyoma or witch-doctor in the first years of his practice.

Twaseka (Thwaseka), v. Go crazy, act in an extraordinary manner (in the manner of many student witch-doctors), doing or talking away in a wild, frantic, insane kind of way.

Twasha (Thwasha), v. = twahla.

Twasha or Twashe, ukuti (Thwasha, ukuthi), v. = ukuti cvasha.

Twashaza (Thwashaza), v. = ukuti cvasha.

Twaschela (Thwaskela), v. = cvashela.

Twasiza (Thwasisa), v. Bring out i.e. take through one’s course of initiation, as an old um-Nyoma does a novice (acc.).

isi-Twatwa (Thwathwa), n. Frost; also applied to ice = u-Ngyoqwe; cp. i(li)-Qwa.

Twatwalala, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ukuti twa.

Twatwalazeka (s.t.; s.k.), v. Get let go deeply down or right into any very deep hole — see ukuti twa.

Twatwalazi, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ukuti twa.

i(li)-Twatwashini (Thwathwashini), n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Twatwasi.

i(li)-Twatwasi (Thwathwasi), n. Any very thin thing, as a membranous skin, very thin cloth or covering of any kind, an isi-dwaba worn almost through (not used of anything hard, as metals — see i(li)-Hengesi = u(li)-Ntwoento, i-nTwa-to.

i-nTwatwasi (Thwathwasi), n. = i(li)-Twatwasi.

Twá twá twá, ukuti (Thwá, ukuthi), v. Let fall a few large drops only, as the sky (i-zulu) rain at times; deal a few heavy blows only, have a few whacks, as combatants having a slight skirmish with sticks = twatwaza.

Ex. batha twa twa twa, basehekye, they had a few whacks and then left off.

Twatwaza (Thwathwaza), v. = ukuti twa twa twa.

Twaxa, ukuti (Thwaxa, ukuthi), v. Adhere, cling, combine very closely and firmly together, as the sticks of a fagot when tightly bound round with a cord, a parasitic plant clinging firmly to the trunk of a tree, two inseparable friends, or flour well combining with the water in a dough; make so adhere, cling to, combine together, as the rope which binds a fagot of sticks (acc.).

i-nTwaxa (s.t.), n. A tongue that wriggles round about people in every direction, i.e. deceptive; hence, such a double-tongued, deceptive talker, here saying one thing, there another = i(li)-Nyali-ngali. See twaxa.

Ex. nLudini-lw'ntwaxa, Mr. Double-tongue. or akwe'ndwini-lw'ntwaxa, one of Mr. Double-tongue’s people.

u(li)-Twaxa (Thwaxa), n. Anything clinging, adhering, combining closely and firmly together, or with something else, as above — see ukuti twaxa.

Twaxaza (Thwaxaza), v. Talk in a double-tongued manner, deceiving all round. Cp. paxaza; i-nTwaxa.

u(li)-Twaxela (Thwaxela), n. = u(li)-Twa-xa.

Twaxu, ukuti (Thwáxu, ukuthi), v. Make the sharp ‘smacking’ noise of a whip, or the ‘slapping’ noise of a wet hide; cause a thing (acc.) to make such a noise, hence, ‘smack’ a whip, slap with a hide, etc. (= twaxula).

Twaxula (Thwaxula), v. = ukuti twaxu.

um-Twaxutwaxu (Thwáxwáxwáxu), n. 5. = um-Kwawkuxwax.

Twaxuzela (Thwaxuzela), v. = kwaxuzela.

isi or u(li)-Twayi (s.t.), n. Eczema, in man; scab, in sheep or goats; mange, in dogs or horses = u-Gwebula, u(li)-Kwekwe.

u-Twayibiana (s.t.), n. Red person i.e. of ruddy yellowish complexion; (mod.) Turkey-red cloth, of the stores (= u-Neube).

u(li)-Twayitiwai (s.t.), n. Long, lanky person or thing.

Twayizela (s.t.), v. = dwayizela.

Twázi, ukuti (Thwázi, ukuthi), v. Just appear or come out into view, as the new moon. See twasa.

um-Twazi (Thwazi), n. 5. Monkey-rope (Cissus rhomboidea), a stout forest-climber stripped up and used as ropes by Natives.

Twébu, ukuti (Thwábu, ukuthi), v. = twebula.

Twebula (Thwubula), v. Spirit or conjure away, remove by some magical process, the isi-Twazi of a person or thing (acc.), as that he become no longer highly esteemed by the chief or among the girls, or that his crops lose their fine-looking, thriving appearance.

um-Twebulo (Thwebulo), n. 5. Any medicine or charm, used for the above purpose.

Twéce, ukuti (Thwéce, ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti luca.
i(i)-Tweka (Thweka), n. Man or beast with only one testicle = i(i)-Tekwa.

Twéle, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. = ukuti tolo.
i(i)-Twélétwele (s.t.), n. Nervousness, anxiety, apprehension, fear = i(i)-Belebele, i(i)-Twélewe.

isi-Twilétwele (s.t.), n. Jew's-harp, of the stores (mod).

Twelezeela (s.t.), v. = tweletzeela.

Twesa (Thwesa = etwesa), v. Help or make to carry on the head or shoulder, as when giving a servant a load to carry (doub. ace.), or when assisting a carrier to raise a burden from the ground on to his head (= twulisa); teach or initiate another (ace.) into any profession, practices of skill, etc., as might a doctor or an untukati a person he is training (lit. meaning that he causes the learner to accompany him when out on his professional travels, giving him the various medicines and charms to carry — though the form twulisa is not generally used in this last sense, nor is the word twesa applied to the initiation into their profession of young witch-doctors, for which see twasisa).

Twséhe, ukuti (Thwéshe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti heshe.

Twshezeela (Thweshezelu), v. = kabuzela.
i-nTwesi (s.t.), n. Sharp-brained, clever-handed person, who knows how to speak and how to do skillfully.

ubu-Twesi (s.t.), n. Sharpness, smartness, as above.

Twelesha (s.t.), v. Select the choicest, best (ace.) from among a number = domula; cp. keta.

Twelewe, ukuti (Thwelewe, ukuthi), v. Spring up on to or at, as a cat springing up on to a cupboard, or a monkey on to a higher branch (cp. ukuti lwes, ukuti gubu); take out slightly, just a little, as a handful of mealies (ace.) out of a sack, or a ladleful of beer from a barrel (= ukuti waven, ukuti heshe).

Ex. aewunjitele twelew, 'manyjane, just do for me a handful (of anything), friend.

Twe twe, ukuti (ukuthi; s.t.), v. Do, go, etc. in a nervous, flurried, agitated manner.

Twe twe, ukuti (Thwe twe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti kuba kuba.

(i)-iTwéte (s.t.), n. = i(i)-Twélewele.

i-nTwéte (Thwelewe), n. One of the pea-like seeds growing in pods on some mimosa trees, and eaten by bucks and goats.

isi-Twilte (Thwelewe), n. Small branch (of any kind) with its foliage for entwining about the stakes of a kraal-fence in order to fill out the empty interstices. See um-Belo; visha.

u(1)-Twéte (Thwethwe), n. Anything dried up hard, as a hungry of meat become hard and dry, a corpse already stiff, or a dirty dish-cloth dried hard; also = i-nTwéte.

Twetweza or Twetwezeela (Thwelezeela), v. = kabuzela.

Twetwezeela (s.t.), v. Do anything in a nervous, fearful, agitated manner, with loss of presence of mind. Cp. latzela.

u(1)-Twézula (Thwezula), n. Tall, slender-bodied person = u(1)-Twayitwayi.

Twi, ukuti (Thwi, ukuthi), v. Be straight, whether perpendicularly as a flagstaff, or horizontally as a railway-line (= ukuti twishi); 'touch up' with a slight sharp stroke, as a carriage-horse (ace.) with a whip, or an infant with a small stick (= ukuti tshwibi). See ukuti twi twi.

Ex. ukweto eti tci entubeni, he keeps standing straight up, i.e. standing up still, on the hill.

Twibi, ukuti (Thwiibi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti tshwibi.

(i)-Twíbisha (Thwibisha), n. (C.N.) = i(i)-Tsweba.

(i)-Twíbisha (Thwibisha), n. (C.N.) = i(i)-Tsweba.

Thwisa (Thwisa), n. (s.t.) v. Give one (ace.) a sharp prick, sting, as a wasp a person (= sizela), or as one person another with painful words = ukuti twini.

Twíqí, ukuti (Thwíqí, ukuthi), v. Make to crack, as one might a small whip (ace.) or slash (= twíqíla; cp. ukuti tshwibi; ukuti twa); crack, as the whip itself (= twíqika).

Twíqíka (Thwíqíka), v. = ukuti twíqí.

Thwíqíla (Thwíqíla), v. = ukuti twíqí.

um-Twíazwáwe (Thwíazwáwe), n. 5. One of a regiment, or the regiment itself, formed by Mpande next after the u(1)-Kandémpené, with which it was afterwards incorporated.

Thwísha (Thwísha), v. = twishila.

Thwísheka (Thwísheka), v. = twishika.

Twishí, ukuti (Thwíshi, ukuthi), v. Strip off, peel off strip-wise, pull off in a long peeling manner, as the soft skinny bark (ace.) of a tree, the hide from a slaughtered beast, or the separate fibres out of a fibrous stalk; scrape off in peels or strips, as when planing a plank, or
scraping the membranous skin from the inside of a hide; strip, as a plum (acc.) or slaughtered beast of its skin (doub. acc.) = twisthila, twistha; get so stripped off, as the skin above; go straightly off or along or up, lie straightly out, be perfectly straight, as a flagstaff, a road, or a man lying stretched out at full length = twisthika; cp. ukuti twi.

(iii)-Twishi (Thwishi), n. A strip, or long peeled-off piece, as of soft skinny bark from a tree, or a strip of cloth = um-Dwershu. Cp. um-Shontsholozi (App.).

Twishika (Thwishika), v. = ukuti twishi.

In Zulu always takes the Continental sound, as in the English word 'resume'.

It has three varieties of length — (1), a short u, resembling the u in the English word 'bull', as in the words tu (straight), leau (your), and i-sukubesi (bad luck); (2), a full u, like that in the English word 'rider', and mostly found in the penultimate of words, as in the words njuma (become solid), and nguye (to him); (3), a long ū, rarely occurring, and non-existent in English, as in the word njuma (cut off), and which may be most conveniently distinguished in script by the sign um.

U, pers. pron. nom. for nouns of the 1st. and 5th. classes sing., commencing with the prefix u, um, or umu [Same in many Bantu langs.].

Ex. u-ti, he says.

U, pers. pron. Thou [Av. tu; Lat. tu, and in most Bantu langs.].

Ex. u-ti, thou sayest.

Uba, conj. = ukuba (= ube, ubani, ubeni); interrog. pron. = ubani.

Ubani, interrog. pron. Who?; whom? (= uba); indec. pron. So-and-so; conj. that (= ukuba).

Ex. ubani owasho njalo? who said so? washa ka'ubani? to whom did he say it? usike njalo, ati, ubani ungishayile, he comes continually, saying, So-and-so has struck me.

Ube, conj. = ukuba.

Ubeni, conj. = ukuba.

Ukuba (s. k.), conj. That; it being that, when; it being that, if; it being that, since, because = uba, ubani, ube, ubeni, ukubani, ukubeni.

Ex. ngitanda ukuba nhlabe kusasa, I wish that you may go to-morrow.

kube ukuba siqile ekaya, impi yathingaseku, when we reached home, the enemy was no longer there.

nyayishile ingubo, ukuba ugisingasheshanga nqushaka, the blanket would have been burnt, if I had not quickly arrived.

basho, ukuba bebongi izinkono, they say so because they see (our) cattle.

Ukubani (s. k.), conj. = ukuba.

Ukubeni (s. k.), conj. = ukuba.

Ukude (s. k.), conj. That constantly — see de.

Ukudimde (s. k.), conj. That merely — see dimde.

Ex. ukudimde nyi kaona nyi, kakuyikusiza pulo, to merely go there (or, that you should merely go there), will not help anything.

Ukuhle (s. k.), conj. That actually — see hle.

Ex. ukuhle n'enze njalo enkosini yenu? that you should actually do thus to your chief!

Ukuma (s. k.), conj. (C.N.) = ukuba.

Ukunga (s. k.), conj. 'To would that,' that (with the thought of longing desire) — the use is almost confined to Natal, the Zulus substituting sengati.

Ex. m'ay'sisa ukunga (or senqati) angaba kona naye, he was longing that (would that) he too might be there.

Ukupela (Ukuphela), adv. That alone, only that, that's all; alone, only; completely, entirely, the whole of it or them; except = kupela.

Ex. ngishana ukuphela iwe libe tinge ukupela, I wish to state just (or only) one word. ng'aye lo, ukupela kwake kimi, it is this one alone that I have, or, this is the only one I have.

serazirela ukupela, he has by this wasted the whole lot of them (his cattle).

nyicela yona nyi, ukupela. I merely ask for it (my money), that's all.

bayakwambu bongo, ukupela le'msana, they shall go all of them, only (i.e. except) this boy.

Ukusimze (s. k.), conj. = ukudimde.
UKU

Ukuti (Ukuthi), conj. That (in the sense of 'namely, to wit';) this or that particular thing, such and such a thing.

Ex. kwenzo abani ukuti manize kupa? who said, namely (= that) you should come here?

siwane oshi ukuzi ifuna ukuthi, just simply say that you want this or that (or such and such a thing).

abantu bat'isiyakhulu, ukuthi nge, into yikhuhlula, the Natives say (i.e. call it) an isiyakhulu, that is to say (or, in other words), a thing for scraping with.

Ukuye (s. k), adv. Mostly used in Natal = ukuze.

Ukuse (s. k), adv. In order that, to the end that, that it may come that.

Ex. nyakanika le'mali okhwe ngxamapiki /Takela/, I give you this money, to the end that you may not have trouble at the Tukela (in crossing it).

V

V in Zulu has the same sound as in English.

Vá, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Sit on the buttocks (as a man,) or on the haunches (as a dog;) = ukuti vo.

Va (— Eva), v. Come out well, get produced (gen. by some process of working,) as butter from the milk in churning, from the fire-stick by friction, or metal from the ore in smelting; make so come out well, produce, yield forth, as the milk churned, fire-stick rubbed, or ore smelted; come out well i.e. through the process, as a piece of pottery coming safely through the baking without a crack; bear or yield well, 'increasingly,' or largely, producing augmentation in quantity, as any particular variety of seed, or breeding-stock, or milch-cow; be amiable, of kindly, benevolent disposition or frame of mind (used in perf.) [prob. akin to zu, vela, zwa, and zula — Sw. iva, come to a head].

Ex. amafuta erile, the fat (i.e. butter) has come out or got produced (from the milk).

loh'bisho kubrzí, this milk doesn't give forth (its butter). 

isithsha sami basicanga, saba afa, my vessel didn't come out well, it got a crack (in the baking).

Ung'isa labuch'ubuzu lomhlola, this kind of meailles yields well.

sexirile isinkumo zika'llami. So-and-so's cattle have already given forth or increased well.

indola irile mantshange, the master of the house is in a good frame of mind, kindly disposed to-day.

izimbixi ziye'era myezikhami, the goat have an increase or addition (over the isilumzi) of five, i.e. are fifteen.

q(i)-Va, n. A good yielding, bearing, increasing, of one's stock. Cp. i(i)-Ce. See ru.

Ex. yek'umunata enero lenkomo! what a yielding or increase of stock that man enjoys!

q(i)-Va (ii-Va — the prefix being long), n. Thorn, as of a bramble; pick, gen. a thorn, for extracting thorns from the feet, etc.; pf. ame-Va, often used as of euphemism for 'snake' — the word i-Nyoka being disliked when used of one's own family [Sw. mw-iba, thorn; ieva, come to a head; Bo. mw-iwa, thorn; Her. okw-iya; MZT. ka-nw'].

Phr. ukuthenwe amera, he has been bitten by a snake.

amera ohevnwile, sea-urchin, echinus.

P. (amera) uqama yokwena! they (the thorns) came out with the matter — being a remark made when anything annoying has at last been got rid of, as an unwelcome visitor when he departs.

isi-Va, n. Boil or prevalent swelling in serofusulous children.

umu-Va, n. 5. The back or hinder part, as of one's body, a hut, anything generally; 'one's own' left behind i.e. one's home or family which one can always fall back upon for support; after-
support, rear-guard, reserve force, reinforcements, of an army; used adverbially or as preposition in loc. form *emuvu* or contr. *emva*, meaning 'behind, at the back of (with *ka* of thing); at the back, in the hinder part or place; at home, there where one has come from; back, backwards; later, after in time'; *ka-muvu*, afterwards; *ngemuvu*, towards or about behind, backwards, further behind [Sak. *aulemba*, the back; *ummbha*, behind; Sw. Ga. etc., *nyuma*, behind].

Ex. *kasem'ama*, he no longer has a home or relations to fall back upon.

*sekashiya unnera*, you have now left behind your home or relations — as might be said of a girl marrying or a son abandoning his parents.

*krazenkholanaka unnara vabo*, then their rear-part, rear-guard, or reinforcements, appeared.

*ukishiya kamjini ennara?* how did you leave things behind, *i.e.* at home, or where you come from?

*yena wafika'ama*, he arrived later, after (in time).

*uselie ennara*, he has remained behind (whether at home, or along the road).

*boko kake'ama*, that was afterwards.

*njika njalo ennareni krebiska*, he arrives always at the back of, in the time after, the school (*i.e.* when it is over).

*uku-buyeennara*, to go back, return.

Phr. *siya ennara*, *siye paumbili*, we go backwards and forwards — as might be said of a discussion when the talk wanders everywhere, except directly to the point.

*um-Va* (last vowel of prefix is long), n. 5. The inferior child, the weakling (mostly in an intellectual sense), the one left behind by the other children of a family.

*uku-Va*, n. Amiability, kindly nature — the general form of the verb *va*, in any of its senses (seldom used).

*Vaba*, *ukuti* (*ukuthi*; s. k.), v. Place or leave things (ace.), or do generally, in an untidy, neglectful, disorderly manner, as a naturally untidy person = *vabazela, vætaæla*. See i(i)-*Vamba*.

Ex. *zonke icinto zihwe vaba, zibekere vaba*, everything is just thrown down, carelessly left (without washing, putting away, etc.).

i(i)-*Vaba*, n. = i(i)-*Vamba*.

i-m*Vaba*, n. Anything left neglected, uncared for, as a pot (even though in good state) left by somebody who has gone away. Cp. i(i)-*Gini*.

i(i)-*Vabavaba*, n. = i(i)-*Vamba*.

*Vabazela*, v. Go out empty-handed, in an indolent-looking way, with the arms swinging idly about, as a man, who is always expected to carry a stick when walking out (= *bangwesula*, App.); act generally in an indolently neglectful, untidily indifferent manner = *ukuti vaba, vætaæla, zataæla*. See i(i)-*Vamba*.

*Vâcu*, *ukuti* (*ukuthi*), v. Take or scoop out largely or deeply, as sugar or grain (ace.) when thrusting the hands or scoop far down into the sack; bring out lies (ace.) or deceptive talk in 'bucketful' = *ukuti mei, ukuti vamba*.

*Vacula*, v. = *nkuti vacu, vambula*.

Ex. intombi ka'hani izivaenile, So-ando's daughter has taken them (the kobolo cattle) out largely, *i.e.* has brought in to her home a large number at once.

i(i)-Vaka (s. k.), n. Coward (= i(i)-*gwala*; (C.N.) = i(i)-*Vamba*.

*Vakasha* (s. k.), v. Go the rounds, walk about here and there at night, as does a watchman or guard (such as was always on duty at night in the royal kraals); hence, walk about (without any particular object), take a walk, as Europeans are accustomed (this use is recent, as the habit is unknown with the Zulus) [Her. takama, be on one's guard; Sw. *tazamia*, watch].

*um* or i(i)-*Vakashi* (s. k.), n. 1. Night-walker or watchman, as was appointed in the royal kraals to guard against intruders (gen. bent on immoral purposes) = *u-Gqayinyanga*.

*Vâka vâka*, *ukuti* (*ukuthi*; s. k.), v. Be dotted or spotted about, as spots (perhaps a large as a crown-piece, therefore larger than *kisi kiti* and smaller than *gyaba gyaba*) on a skin or dress, or (metaphor.) kraals when thickly dotted a landscape; dot about a thing (ace.), as above.

ama-Vakavaka (s. k.; no sing.), n. Spots, as above. Cp. ama-*Kilikili; ama-Gqayinyanga*.

*Vakaza* (s. k.), v. = *ukuti vaka vaka*.

i-mVakazi (s. k.), n. Fringe-veil (originally made of *ub-Enkholle*, now of bead-strings or Berlin wool), worn over the face by a bride during the wedding-dance; also = *a(ia)-Hayi*.

*Vala*, v. Close, shut, or stop up, a passage or entrance of any kind, as of a hut, kraal, box or bottle (ace.); shut up *i.e.* keep back, suppress, as a man his *uMhawula* (ace.) from visitors, the heavens rain during a drought, or a doctor the lightning after it has struck a kraal.
Cp. vula [Ar. 'afal, shut; Pers. dar, gate; Bo. vagala, shut; MZT. jala; Her. pata].

Ex. vula ewenyanga, shut the door (li, close up at the entrance).

Plur. akuradwa njed, iyozi, it doesn't want merely closing, it's really dangerous = there had better be a stop put to this or it will cause trouble, as might be said of a perverse person who requires strongly checking (C.N.).

Valeka (s. k.), v. Be 'shuttatable', capable of being closed; get shut or stopped up.

Valela, v. Shut up a thing (acc) inside of something else (with loc.), as a man in a room, an article in a box, or wine in a bottle; shut up a thing (acc) from or against a person (ace), as beer from visitors.

Ex. wakurulela ndlolela endlini, she shut up the food from them in her hut.

izula lisidele, the heavens (i.e. rain) has shut us up i.e. has kept us in.

Plur. sengifuna akut luna, valela, senuyati uyingafu, I already would like to say, sun, close me in! (that I may see thee no more); it is as though I would like to die.

namhla, 'Kumi, njiti, lunya, valela,' this day. So-and-so, I say, sun, close in! (i.e. make an end of it) — as may be used as a threat of death either to the person spoken to, or to the speaker himself who in desperation threatens to risk his life over his adversary.

isi-Valela, n. Sort of cage or trap, used for catching birds, monkeys, bucks, etc. (C.N.)

Valelisa, v. Take leave, bid farewell to a person (ace. or with ku, as below); have, the last of a dying person (ace.), be his 'farewell' companions before death.

Ex. ngisaya kuncelela ku'baba, I am just going to say good-bye to my father (as the person departing would do).

ake nguye kuncelela umuntanani, just let me go to say good-bye to my child (as the person remaining might say of his daughter departing).

asayi kuncelela, let us go and have a last look at him (i.e. a dying person).

yiti esamelelesayo, it is we who were with him at the end, had the last farewell with him (i.e. a dead person).

Valelisana, v. Take leave of one another.

Valelisela, v. Bid good-bye for or on behalf of.

Ex. wongirelelela kuliBani, wish farewell for me to So-and-so.

(iii)-Valeliso, n. Anything given as a fare-well gift, as a beast to one's chief on removing to other parts.

i-mVai, n. Gate-keeper, door-keeper, whose business it is to look after the entrance of a kraal or hut, as in the high-class kraals.

isi-Valo, n. Native hut-door; also anything used for closing, as a lid, or stopper; medicine used for 'closing the womb' of a woman, so that she no longer bear.

um-Valo, n. 5. = um-Gojo.

u(lu)-Valo, n. Cartilage at the lower end of the breast-bone (= nlu)-Cubanga — which the Natives imagine to be the seat of palpitation in the chest, having but a very dim notion of the functions of the heart); hence, palpitation (when chronic, as from disease of the heart; not of the healthy person after exercise); alarm, fearsome anxiety, nervous apprehension, fright (= ili)-Vuso); internal uneasiness on account of guilt, remorse of conscience, compunction; (C.N.) plur. izi-mValo, diaphragm (= iZi-nTolwa) [Skr. saphal, tremble; Ar. khaf, to fear; Swe. fara, danger].

Ex. aka-shwaya (or kwalwa) eulo, to become alarmed, filled with fearful apprehension, remorse, etc.

P. kusind'ezakwet'Lacabalana, kufa evakwa- 'Shabijana, there have got safely through those (cattle) of Mr. Frightened, and those of Mr. Courageous have died = he gets saved who has a due amount of fear; or, discretion is better than valour.

Vama, v. Have mostly (i.e. in larger degree than something else), abound in chiefly, as a certain locality having more goats (ace.) than cattle, or a certain store more frequently inferior articles than good; be mostly, chiefly, in greater degree, as the goats or inferior goods (nom.) in the places as above (used in perf.); have abundantly, abound in, have in conspicuously large degree, as a certain district being prolific of fevers, or having a great number of large kraals, or Coolies, or as a man having an unusually large head (used in perf.); do anything (with infin.) abundantly, mostly, generally, habitually, frequently.

Ex. kakuramile loko, that is not very common, or frequently done.

arume umkhashi kulebo'we, they are mostly horses in that country.

arume ikali lo'manganya, this whitman has an over-abundance of nose i.e. has a large nose.

arume unkono lo'mafazi, this woman has over-much talk.
The person Lu. Take Sw. Indolently pour vanganisa. Quill man 1 Anyas' white 1 i-mVama, n. The most, majority.

Ex. inrama yabo, kubay'xi iweradi, the most of them cannot read.
i-mVamamazwi, n. One who talks much or keeps on gabbling.

(i)-Vamba (Vambha), n. One by nature indolently careless, slovenly, indifferent to order or nicety of action, neglectful, dirty, untidy, etc., as a woman who habitually leaves her pots about unwashed, or a man who is incapable of keeping himself tidy or his room in order — i(i)-Vaba, i(i)-Xikira, i(i)-Yatayaga, isi-Yatang. See vabazela, sikiza.

Vambu, ukuti (Vambha, ukuthi), v. Strike a person (ace), etc., soundly on the body with a heavy stick; take or scoop anything (ace) out largely or deeply (= ukuti vuco = vambula, vambuza.

Vambula (Vambhula), v. = ukuti vambu.

Vambuza (Vambhula), v. = ukuti vambo.

isi-Vambuza (Vambhula), n. Heavy stick or staff.

Vamela, v. Do anything vehemently, as push, pull, strike, etc. (C.N.)

Vamelela, v. Do anything very abundantly, constantly, etc.


u(lu)-Vamvasholo, n. Any sharp-pointed thing capable of giving a nasty wound, as the splinter of a broken stick, long piece of shattered glass, horns of cattle when very pointed; a sharp thorn, long sharp front teeth, or a person whose lower limbs are small and tapering.

i-mVana, n. Lamb (dim. of i-mVu).

i-mVandasi (no plur.), n. Quill or quills of the porcupine—for which the name is also euphemistically used, the Natives frequently having a repugnance against calling this animal by its proper name (or i-Nyangumane) = i-Ngungu.

isi-Vande, n. = isi-Fe [Kamb. vanda, to plant; Her. omu-vanda, fields; Sw. pinda, to plant; Ha. danga, garden].

Vanga, v. Mingle or mix together (trans.) several things of different kinds, as several varieties of beans (ace.), or grain-stuffs, or cattle along with sheep and goats = vanganisa. Cp. xuba; i(i)-Xuberainge; khunganisa [Bo. khanganya, mingle together; Sw. chungunya].

Vanganisa, v. Cause or make to get mingled together, as above = vango.

Vangaza, v. Do numerously all over, cover, as the body (ace.) with incisions, White- men spreading numerously over the land (ace.), beetles all over kitchen-walls, etc. Cp. ukuti vaka vaka.

(i)-Vangazi, n. = (i)-Jengezi.

um-Vangazi, n.5. Two different forest trees, one with yellowish wood (= u(lu)-Solo), the other with white.

Vange, aux. verb. (C.N.) = zange.

(i)-Vange, n. = (i)-Xuberange.

(i)-Vanto (s.t.), n. Certain kind of soft white stone, used for bringing good luck, etc. (C.N.).

Vānxu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Take out any liquid, as water (ace.), beer, etc., in bulk, i.e. by dipping in the whole bucket or beer-pot bodily, not by ladling it in with some smaller vessel; pour out largely lies (ace.), deceitful talk, etc. = ukuti vambu, vanxula, ukuti vambo, ukuti vuxo.

Vanxula, v. = ukuti vanxu.

u(lu)-Vanzi, n. Things all scattered abroad, spread disorderly about, as cattle all about the veldt, or pots, mealie-cobs, garments, etc., lying all about a room (ep. i-nThakantlaka); person leading a loose, undisciplined life, wandering about as he likes, as an uncontrolled boy or girl (= i-nKapane).

Vata (Vatha—perf. vatile or rete), v. = bi-nua [Skr. vasa, wear clothes; Sw. vau, put on clothes; Sag. vula; MZT. Ang. zwu; L. Cong. vulu; La. jalu].

(i)-Vātvata (Vathavatha), n. Indolently untidy, dirty, neglectful person (= i(i)-Vamba); man who habitually goes with loose hands i.e. without a stick. See vabazela.

Vatzela (Vathuzela), v. = vabazela.

Vāle, ukutana (Vathe, ukuthana), v. Be quite equal, neither surpassing nor conceding a point to the other, used chiefly in matters of contest, as two equally powerful men wrestling, or horses racing, or two equally headstrong women engaged in an argument = ukutana zale; ep. ukutana xo; o-Zuqa.

u(lu)-Vati (Vathi), n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Zwati.

isi-Vato (Vatha), n. Euphem. for a tampon of soft leaves, etc., inserted by women into the vagina at the menstrual epoch (= isi-Hina); certain weed having a yellow flower; certain veldt-herb having a white flower.
Vātu, ukuti (Vāthu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti vanxu.

Vatula or Vatuza (Vuthula), v. = vanxula.

Vava, v. Shatter into splinters or sharp pieces, as a bone (ace.) or bottle by a crashing blow, or an opponent's stick when fighting, or a bull its horn when in conflict with another.

um or u(lu)-Vava, n.5. Split, cleft, or parting asunder of a thing (not a mere surface crack, or chink = u(lu)-Fu, but passing right through from side to side), as a split in an earthen-pot or a wooden board; such a cracked vessel; cleft, groove, or long pit left in the flesh of a person, gen. on the skull, after a deep lengthwise wound has healed (not a circular hole-like pit = i-nKore) = um-Vekee, um-Veve; sometimes also = u(lu)-Vave.

Vavanya, v. (N) = Vivinga.

u(lu)-Vavasholo, n. = u(lu)-Vamveosholo.

u(lu)-Vāve (Vave), n. Splinter i.e. any long sharp broken piece, as of a shattered stick, bottle, bone, etc.

Vāxula or Vavuza, v. = vanxula.

Vaze, aux verb. (C.N.) = zange.

u(lu)-Vazi, n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Vanzi.

Vē, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti veke.

u(lu)-Ve, n. Small bush-bird, South-African Paradise Fly-catcher (Terpsiphone perispiciata), whose long tail-feathers are much liked as an ornament; one of the Zulu regiment formed by Cetshwayo next after the i-nGobamakosi (= u(lu)-LaNdlandhlovu).

P. are balith'isisila sabu, the fly-catcher cats off its own tail (as the bird is said to do when closely pressed by hunting-boys) — as may be said of a person whose bad conduct reacts harmfully on himself, as a father ill-treating his own children, etc.

Viće, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti foce.

Veceza, v. = foceza.

isi-Veka (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = isi-Fēbe.

Vēke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Talk away uninterruptedly in a loud, noisy manner, 'jaw' away, as a woman scolding = vekeza, ukuti vete. Cp. kwetetsa.

u(lu)-Veke (s. k.), n. = u(lu)-Vekeveke.

um-Vekeze (s. k.), n. 5. = um-Vava.

Vēke vēke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti veke.

u(lu)-Vēkeveke (s. k.), n. Person given to much, incessant scolding or loud noisy talking. See ukuti veke.

Vēkeza (s. k.), v. = ukuti veke; veteza; (C.N.) = veveteza.

Vēku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Stand pointing upwards (gen. of piercing or cutting things), as thorns lying on the ground with the points erect, sharp stumps of shrubby vegetation or coarse grass after the tops have been cut off and which pierce the foot when trodden upon, glass-chips or broken bottles lying with the sharp edges upwards on a road or prison wall, hairs of a frightened cat, etc.; make stand pointed upwards, as the thorns (ace.), glass bottles, etc., above, or the penis = vekeza, ukuti veveteza. Cp. ukuti peku.

i(lu)-Veka (s. k.), n. Pit for trapping game, at the bottom of which pointed stakes were fixed erect, upon which the animal fell and was impaled; hence, any dangerous veld-pit, or mealie-hole in old kraal sites, into which one might fall as into a trap.

u(lu)-Veka (s. k.), n. Thing standing pointed upwards and (most commonly) such as would pierce or cut anything falling upon it, as the stakes fixed erect at the bottom of a game-trap, glass on the top of a prison wall, stumpy ends of recently cut shrubby vegetation, sharp splinters of bones on a path, hair of a frightened cat, etc. (= i-mVeveze). Raging lust in a man (from the organ).

Phr. ukamba esimezakeini, he is going in a dangerous place, where he may get injured as a man travelling among hostile people.

besi iyakuba esimeku (ukukazi), we thought it was going to be 'pointing upwards' or vehement business (on the part of the bull).

i-mVeka (s. k.), n. Person with prominent front teeth pointing forwards; tooth or teeth themselves. Cp. i-nGovolo.

Vēku vēku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = vekeza.

Vekuza (s. k.), v. Make stand pointing upwards, as above (see ukuti vekeu); point (the penis) upwards repeatedly in vehement copulation (obscene — cp. feka, tikitele, tenu). Cp. pekuza.

Vēla, v. Come forth out of or from, as a man travelling out from a certain town or a woman coming from her field (with loc. or ku); come forth into sight, appear, as out of a hole or bush, or over a hill-top; come forward or forth, come out to the fore, as a soldier stepping forth from among his troop or a certain individual among a crowd; come out prominently i.e. come to the fore, become prominent or distinguished, as
always Throw foot, Talk VE
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u-Vele, i(li)-Velakanci, i(li)-Vela-kancane

u-Ve!etshete (Veletshete), n. Certain kind of running grass growing thickly in damp places = u-Mevelshete.

Veleza, v. Talk in a free, bold, unreserved manner with everybody (gen. in a bad sense), as a person who sits down and gossips secret or undesirable affairs with any stranger he may meet along the road, or a 'fast' girl who talks boldly with any young-man she may meet. See i(li)-Veleza.

i(li)-Veleza, n. Person habitually doing as above.

i(li)-Velisa, n. Any kind of young buck, just showing the horns.

i-mVelo, n. Habit or natural custom, of any tribe or individual; nature or natural state, of a thing = isi-Milo.

Ex. i-mvelo yake njozo, it's his nature, you know.

u(lu)-Vemvane, n. Butterfly; moth, of the larger kinds only (= isi-Papa-i; cp. i(li)-Bu); certain shrubby weed (Sida rhombifolia), growing in old fields, etc., and whose fibre is used for the um-Qangle.

um-Vemve, n. 5. African Pied Wagtail (Motacilla vitula), Cape Wagtail (M. capensis), and the Long-tailed Wagtail (M. longicauda); young feeble calf, a few days old.

Vêmvenene, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti veku.

i-mVêmvenene, n. = u(lu)-Veku.

Vêndhle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti viti.

u-Vendhle, n. Kind of large sorrel (Rumex sp.), the roots of which are used by young-men as a charm for bringing a girl to consent.

i-mVêndhlemvendhle, n. = i-mVitimviti.

Vendhleza, v. = vitiza.

Vendhlezeka (s. k.), v. = vitizeka.

Vêngi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti habun.

i(li)-Venge, n. Large strip or lump of cooked meat, to be cut up into ama-Qata for distribution; also = i(li)-Genle.

Vengeza, v. = habunza.

isi-Vengeza or Vengezi, n. = isi-Habunza.

Vêgu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti peku.

Vequza, v. = pekuza.

Vêshe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti feshe.

i-mVeshe, n. = i-mFeshe.

um-Veshe or Vesho, n. 5. Big, fat, old bullock (of cattle, pigs, etc.) = u-Shebe.

i-mVêmsheveshe, n. = i-mFesheveshe.

Vête ukuti (Vethe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti reke.

u-Vete (s. t.), n. Tree-frog (Hyla sp.), of which there are three varieties, one of a whitish colour with two green stripes along the back and a loud croak, another very white and stripeless, and a third of a reddish colour with white stripes, — all climb and sleep clinging to long grass, mealies, etc.

Vetoza or Veteveteza (Vetheza), v. = vekeza.

Vêtu, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. Throw up and down the buttocks in act of copulation (= ukuti veku, feshe), or as a horse kicking out by both hind legs.

i-mVetu (s. t.), n. A throwing out of the hind-quarters, or hind legs as above = isi-Vetula.

Vetula (s. t.), n. = ukuti veta.

isi-Vetula (s. t.), n. = i-mVetu; also, a girl who indulges in immoral intercourse.
with males; one given to pettishly throwing up the upper-lip.

Veza, v. = veverzela.

Veverzela, v. Quiver, as a long reed under slight movement, or the voice of a person when affected by strong emotion of any kind = bibu.

um-Veve (Veece), n. 5. = um-Vava; also very big-bodied beast (with kazi ending for cow = mm-Veso); beast with very long horns (though body be small).

u(lu)-Veve, n. Horn with a hole bored at the pointed end and blown as a trumpet. Cp. 'ilu'-Cilongo.

Veza, v. caus. form of vela. Cause to come forth into sight, in any sense; hence, bring forth or forward into view, produce, show, exhibit, as one might an article (acc.) hidden in a cupboard, a shilling from one's pocket, or one's valuables for inspection; disclose openly, expose, divulge, as an unknown culprit (acc.), a secret affair, or the pudenda purposely to another (often in reflex. form); pass tapeworms (acc. or alone).

Ex. inkonyane igareza, the calf is just showing its fore-feet (as from the vagina of its mother just previous to birth), or is just showing the horns (when a few months old).

baza bameza, they at last produced or exposed him (as somebody they had been concealing).

wati angisireza, he asked me to expose myself (i.e. the pudenda).

uBani ngareza, So-and-so is passing, or has, tapeworms.

isi-Veza, n. Man with the glans penis naturally protruding beyond the prepuce (used often as word of abuse). See soka.

i(li)-Vezandhlebe, n. = ili-Zanenkande.

i(li)-Vezimanzi, n. = ili-Vuzaマンi.

Vi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Rise up vertically all at once, suddenly, quickly, all together, as a company of men springing to their feet together, a boy 'springing' up rapidly in growth, or a flock of birds flying up together into the air. Cp. ukuti vu.

Vi, ukuti (ukuthi — with prolongation of vowel), v. Give a shrill whistle, as a boy, between the fingers, when calling after his dog; sound shrilly, as such a whistle itself = ukuti viyo. See um-Lozi; ili-Kirvelo.


isi-Vi (isi-Vi), n. An amiable, naturally kind-hearted person. See va.

umu-Vi, n. 5. Hornet or wasp, of any of the numerous varieties; ichneumon fly. Cp. isi-Qanda [Bo. musu, hornet].

P. nyadela umuri, woma wazibopha ngxoxana, abonakala, he is happy, is the hornet, who bound himself with an i-rama belt before all the world (this belt being worn chiefly by a woman after parturition, who 'has got the child she wished for') = happy is he who gets to obtain what he longs for — as might be said by a young-man soliloquising over his chances of winning the girl he loves.

A.B. An abundance of ichneumon-thieves denotes a plentiful harvest, perhaps from the good they do by killing so many caterpillars and other pests in the fields.

u(lu)-Vi, n. Grey or white hair, as of a man's head = ulu-Va [Ga. mvu, grey hairs; Sw. mvi; Reg. inuvi; Bo. ili].

i-mVibili, n. Any worthless, good-for-nothing person, or person, as useless corn, an old pot, etc.

izi-Vicoco (no sing.), n. = isi-Cagogwana.

Vika (s. k.), v. Ward off any danger or trouble, as a fencer warding off the stick (acc.) or blows of his adversary (= zola), or a man dodging from a missile thrown or wild-beast charging down upon him, or an advocate interceding for a client (acc. with ela form) [Sw. kinga, ward off].

Viki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti viti.

i-mViki (s. k.), n. One who is expert at warding off, as a good fencer. See vika.

i-mVikimviki (s. k.), n. = i-mVitimviti.

Vikishi, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Fall or sit down all at once, bodily, as a tired person throwing himself quickly down = ukuti vikiti.

Vikiti, ukuti (Vikithi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti vikishi.

Vikiza (s. k.), v. = vitiza.

Vikizeka (s. k.), v. = vitizeka.

um-Viko (s. k.), n. 5. (C.N.) = ili-Goda.

i(li)-Vila, n. Lazy person [Sw. vivu, lazy].

ubu-Vila, n. Laziness (Sw. vivu-vi, laziness).

Vi-lapa (Vi-lapha), v. Idle, be idle, do nothing from laziness or indolence; do anything in a lazy, sluggish manner. Cp. engena.

Ex. bulokho beri-lapa non elizini, they just keep idling about in the kraals.

Vilapisa (Vi-laphisa), v. Make a person (acc.) idle; induce to laziness, as the fact
of a child having everything done for him.

i(lo)-Vilefuti (Vilefuthi), n. Name of a climbing plant (C.N.).

i-mVili (po plur.), n. Small particles dropping off, or blown off by the wind, from anything being worked, as filings from iron in turning, saw-dust from wood in boring, or particles from grass in thatching.

um-Vili, n. 5. Vangueria infausta (N.).

u(lo)-Vili, n. Gravy poured off from boiled collops (or uthu-Bende), minced tripe, etc., and drunk alone, or allowed to congeal into a jelly = i-nTiki. Cp. n(lo)-Vini.

isi-Viliba, n. Short, stout um-Zaca q.v.; short and fat person; ear-ornament, resembling a button, formerly made of baked and polished clay, now of bone, fine wood, etc.

Vimba (Vimbha), v. Stop up, close, block, plug, bar up, any orifice or passage, as a gateway (ace.), path, one's ears, a bottle, etc. = cinu. See vimbela [Sw. fomba, stop the eye, mouth, etc.; utha, fill up; vimba, swell; Ga. utha, stop the eye, etc.; Bo. lingiza, stop, hinder].

Ex. rimba b'oi stop or block the way (as of a thief running away).

Thr. aku-rimba uma-fizi (or isela, or isuta), to stop up a woman (that she may not bear), or a thief (that he overcome his stealing propensity), or the heavens (that they give forth no rain).

u or i-mVimba (Vimba), n. Rectum of an ox (slaughtered) which, stuffed with lumps of fat, is fastened up at each end like a large sausage, boiled and eaten. Cp. um-Tshazo.

ubu-Vimba (Vimba), n. Certain small shrub (Wilinana somniifera), bearing red berries, and used as under = u-Vimbokalu.

X.B. When a cow has lost her calf, in order to secure her milk, the back of a strange calf is smeared with the root of the above plant, mixed together with crab-flesh (i-mVimana) or may-be with hippo. fat, and then led to her. The saltiness, or some other quality of the mixture, induces her to lick the calf and allow it to suck, thus drawing the milk. Further, the pounded leaves of the plant are rolled into a ball and slipped into the vagina of the cow, followed up by a vigorous blow with the mouth into the cavity, in order to drive the pellet well home, and the words omone, unyu umuweana wo'ko! (accept him, here is your child?) — The plant is further used as medicine for sores, colds, and chest-complaints.

Vimbana (Vimbhana), v. Close together (intrans.) so as to stop or block up, as the nostrils (nom.) with catarrh, a water-pipe, ulcer or wound when healing, spring that has ceased giving water, or a woman no longer bearing children; hence, be or get closed, stoppered, bunged, or blocked up, as nostrils, etc., above (used in perf.), be over-close together, confined for room, as meals in a field or sleepers in a hut = cinu.

Ex. ngimbe ne uma-kalala, I am closed up as to the nostrils i.e. my nose is stopped (with catarrh).

Vimbe, ukuti (Vimbhe, ukuthi), v. Stopper up or close in affectually, as a deafening noise, or an outbreak of sickness that shuts in the whole kraal (ace.).

i-mVimbe (Vimbhe), n. = i-mVimba.

Vimbela (Vimbhela), v. Close or block up the passage for i.e. stop, prevent, hinder, obstruct, keep back, as a man (ace.) entering or leaving a hut, cattle from going into a field, an army in its course, or rainy-weather a person from travelling = inu. Cp. vimba; jiyela.

X.B. A girl having consented to become the sweetheart of any young-man, the latter, at any time during the period of courtship, may send word to her covertly, asking her to pay him a secret visit in his kraal, where she will, according to custom, pass two days and nights, closely kept out of sight of strangers, in the young-man's hut, having throughout the time sexual intercourse with him, and leaving again in the third day. Of this Zulu practice it is said, Nambha babo 'indezhezhe imibeni ka'sibhunabi (to-day at So-and-so's kraal the daughter of So-and-so is on a rimbezela visit). — The action, when occurring between two duly betrothed parties, is connived at. See qula.

um-Vimbezela (Vimbhezelo), n. 5. A shutting in, investing, blockading, as above (with ukw-enza).
um-Vimbi (Vimbho), n. ± Long mark, stripe, or weal, left on the body of a man or beast after a heavy blow with some long-lying instrument, as a shambok or stick = um-Vimbi.

u-Vimbo (Vimbho), n. = u-Vimba.

Vinga, v. Break up, chop up, cut up into small particles, as above = ukuti vinga, vingizas. Cp. ukuti viti.

i-mVingic, n. Certain food prepared by Natal Natives from ground mealies cooked and then fermented with malted Kafer-corn (C.N.).

Vingi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Break or chop up into bits or small particles, as above = vingiza; be or get so broken up = vingizeka. Cp. ukuti viti.

i-mVingimvingi, n. Thing all broken or chopped up into bits or particles, as above. Cp. i-mVstimviti.

Vingiza, v. = vitiza.

Vingo, u-Vingo, n. (C.N.) certain stringed musical-gourd = i-nKoka.

Vingqoza, v. = vingqoza.

u-Vingqo, n. A crawling along with an undulating movement, like a caterpillar (with ukut-entza). See vingqoza.

um-Vingqa or Vingg, n. ± Thick fold of fatty flesh as under the chin, or about the waist of very stout persons when wrinkling the body. Cp. i(li)-Nyondi.

Vinggo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = vingqoza.

Vingqoza, v. Crawl along with an undulating movement of the body, as a caterpillar when walking = vingqoza, ukuti vinggo. Cp. fangqana.

[i(l)-Vinkili (s. k.), n. Country-store (in the towns generally called isi-Tolo) [D. winkel, shop].

u(lu)-Vini, n. Two or three different Kafer ‘dishes’ e. g. collapsed tripe mixed with coagulated blood dried and ground, or chopped fat mixed with dried blood, or chopped fat boiled alone and eaten after the liquid fat has been removed. Cp. u(lu)-Viti.

isi-Vinini, n. A going with impetus or great swiftness, a whizzing along, as of people or horses swiftly running, or a heavy-knobbed stick flying = isi-Vu.

Vinqo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti vinggo.

Vinqoza, v. = vingqoza.

Vinyelela, v. = viya.

Visa (-Evisa), v. caus. form of Vu. Give or be over and above an ishami or ten.

Ex. w'visa vyeqikomo esimhili, he gave two beasts outside the ten (when paying bopola for his girl).

Visha, v. Fill out, as hair (acc.) by picking out the hairs so that they stand out in a loose swollen mass as though combed up, as one might do with the i-nTlokO of a woman or a man’s hair beneath the isi-Coco, or as when filling out the empty spaces between the stakes of a cattle-fold by inserting leafy branches (see isi-Tiitetwe); (C.N.) also = viita.

um-Visholo, n. ± Woman’s head-dress in which the reddened strings of hair sit like a flattened mop or thick cap upon the head (N.).

Vita (Vilha), v. Deal a person, beast or thing (acc.) a violent ‘smashing’ blow, as with all one’s might = ukuti viti, vobela, zambula, zipula.

um or u(lu)-Vitane (Vithane), n. ± n-Hlude.

isi-Vitanekazi (Vithanekezi), n. fem. of isi-Vitela.

isi-Vitela (Vithela), n. Man or boy with a plump, well-filled-out body, neither fat nor thin.

Viti, ukuti (Vithi, ukuthi), v. Make fall to pieces or ruins in any way; hence, shatter to pieces, smash to atoms, pull to bits, wreck, reduce to ruins, as any brittle article (acc.), like a stick, wooden box, wagon by tumbling it over a precipice, house by an earthquake, earthen pot by a blow, or grass-mat by rough treatment = vitiza; get so shattered, smashed, pulled or knocked to pieces, as above; fall to pieces, as one’s body with exhaustion = vitizeka; also, as expletive expressing ‘to do completely, thoroughly, entirely.’ Cp. ukuti viki, vini, vendlele, venge.

Ex. ubani ucle ucie citi, so-and-so is in a profound sleep; or, so-and-so (in regard to his physical appearance) is a thoroughly insipid kind of person, one can neither like him for his good looks nor dislike him for ugliness (= n-Hlude).

ummbula sonekhalile citi, the mealies are now entirely in flower.
anubele sessicate viti, we have now done completely with the anubele i.e. the work connected with it.

umizinba sonate viti, my body is just falling in a heap, with fatigue, exhaustion, etc.

i(li)-Viti (Vithi), n. Sniff-holder or wrap, made from the paunch of an ox or the bulb of the i-mCoto plant, and used by old women = i-niladu.

i-mViti (Vithi), n. = i-m Vitimviti.

um-Viti (Vithi), n. 5. = um-Ishiki; also (C.N.) large shady tree.

i-mVitimviti (Vithimviti), n. Heap of ruins, a wreck, collected fragments of something smashed, knocked or pulled to pieces = i-mVendhlevendhle, i-mVengomenenge, i-mVikimviki, i-mVingimviri, i-mVitizoko.

Ex. umzinba wami kroda imevitimviti, my body was just a falling heap of bones—from utter exhaustion, etc.

Vitiza (Vithiza), v. = ukuti viti, vendhleza, vengeza, etc.

Vitizeka (Vithizeka), v. = ukuti viti, vendhlezeza, vengezekza, etc.

i-mVitizeko (Vithizeko), n. = i-m Vitimviti.

Viva, v. Group together (intrans), collect or go closely together in a company, as people forming together into a party, or marching in a small troop, or cattle gathering round something in the veldt; (C.N.) also = vita.

Ex. iku-riva ievigo, to form a group.

bahamba beviele, they march in a body.

isi-Vivane, n. Lucky-heap, as below.

X.B. A superstitious Native wishing to bring down upon himself good success for his journey, may, at any point thereon, pull up a few blades of grass, lay it down alongside the road, and then place upon it, to hold it fast, a small stone upon which he has previously spat ‘for luck’. Subsequent passers-by, knowing this to have been done by some previous traveller along that path in order to ensure good-fortune ahead, will naturally feel impelled to do likewise, by an innate superstitious dread of becoming unlucky if they neglect to do so; until at length a great heap of small stones arises on the spot. A few such heaps are still to be found scattered about in Zululand and Natal. A similar custom exists in New-Zealand, Borneo, Central Asia, North America, Polynesia, and throughout South Africa.

isi-Vivi, n. Any lukewarm thing, as water or food (liquid or solid) when becoming cold.

u(lu)-Vivi, n. Twilight or faint light of very early morning when the darkness of night in just commencing to decrease and one can see objects indistinctly = u(lu)-Kwekwe. Cp. ukutu-Su; ukuti kwi; ntvela [Her. omu-hi, twilight].

Vivinya, v. Try, test, make a trial of, as one might with his stick (ace.) to discover its strength, an axe by chopping a tree to discover its sharpness, a person as to his knowledge or intent, or as a headman would test a law-case before taking it on to the chief. Cp. hlolu; linga.

Viya (Viya), v. Do with great muscular effort, strain, do with all one’s might, as when dragging a very heavy thing (ace.), pulling at anything powerfully, binding tightly, pressing down very forcibly, holding very firmly, etc. = vinyelela. Cp. ntsala, qantsa.

Viyo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Limp along, as a lame person when walking = viyoza.

Viyo, ukuti (ukuthi)—last syll. prolonged, v. Give a shrill whistle (with ili-Kwelo) = viyoza, ukuti vi.

i(li)-Viyo, n. Group, cluster, as of men (say 15 or 20) moving or standing in a body, cattle, stars, etc. (cp. ili-Hloluewnwe; ili-Qoqo; um-Qukutu; ili-Qulo; ili-Hlukuzo); edible fruit of the um-Viyo tree (= ili-Tulwa, N.). See viya [Her. e-vio, gathering of people].

um-Viyo, n. 5. Kind of wild medlar tree, bearing a brown edible fruit (see ili-Viyo).

Viyoza, v. = ukuti viyo.

Võ, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti va.

Vo, ukuti (ukuthi)—with and prolongation of the vowel, v. = vononeka.

umu-Vo, n. 5. That which is over and above any completed ili-Shumi or ten. See va.

Ex. umuvo rezhinkomo zakiti n’sihlan, the number of our cattle beyond ten is five i.e. an i-shumi and five more.

ziwa’mwo’muti (or ‘muti), they (the cattle) have an extra number (beyond the ten) of so many (shown on the fingers).

ziwa’muro’ntlam, they are five beyond ten i.e. fifteen.

Võbe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = vobela.

Vobela, v. Deal a person (ace.) or animal a heavy violent blow = vitu; ukuti vobe.

Voko, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = vokoza.

i-mVoko (s.k.) = no plur., n. Person or persons who are not their own masters,ugas or owned, as it were, by another, i.e. human property (as distinguished from stock, etc.), as might be applied to
the slaves of a man, or children belonging to a boarding-school; hence, child or children (collect.) born of the Zulu king (and distinguished from this name by the um-Nhlankulu — see isi-Gold); that part of the royal kraal occupied by such children; member of a Zulu regiment (= um-Kulatshane) formed by Dingane next after the u(lu)-Dhlonedhlu = i-m-Vokwe.

Vokoma [s.k.], v. Swell out, become puffed out, as a handful of dry hops when freed from the hold, or a sponge, or a feather pillow when shaken, or a person with self-conceit. Cp. likuzu.

Ex. ukukokomalisa i-wu, to make swell the voice, as a person suddenly assuming a grave tone, or talking in an imposing manner as though he were ‘somebody’.

i-mVokogo [s.k.], n. Spoon with a deep (not the usual shallow) ladle. Cp. u(lu)-Kezo.

u-Vokotane [s.k.; s.t], n. (C.N.) = u-Vokwana.

[i(i)]-Vokoviyana [s.k.], n. Utterly helpless individual, without spirit, intelligence, or capability of doing anything or of being of any usefulness.

Vokoza [s.k.], v. = qobodisa.

u-Vokwana [s.k.], n. = isi-Lebe.

i-mVokwe [s.k.], n. = i-m-Voko.

[i(i)] or sometimes ama-Volvoyolo, n. Fat of meat, of a very soft, juicy nature (= ama-Li-vilivi); also = i(i)-Folofolo.

Volozela, v. = folozela.

Vondhla, v. = vorroza.

Vùndhlo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti vorro.

Vonhloza, v. = vorroza.

Vùndo or Vondo vöndo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = vonhloza, ukuti votoho.

i-mVùndomvondo, n. Anything of a limp, flabby, flaccid nature, loosely hanging about, as a wet hide or dress, a long slice of meat, dead snake, or the languid weak-limbed body of a lanky man = i-m-Votshonvondo.

Vondoza, v. Fall about in a heavily loose manner, as any limp, flabby thing; hence, be limp, flaccid, flabby of nature, falling about with a dead looseness, as a wet hide or dress, a dead snake, or long slice of meat, or the long languid body of a lanky man; do anything ‘limply, flabbily’, as when wearing, handling, eating, etc., anything (acc.) of this nature = votshoza, ukuti vondo.

Vondozelaba, v. Go along in a ‘flabby, limber’ way, as a woman wearing a wet isidwaba, or a languid lazy-looking lanky man = votshoza.

i(ii)-Vondwe, n. Cane rat (Antuclus swinderianus), eaten by Natives.

Vonqo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti huku.

i-mVongololo, n. Tall, lank, feeble person (C.N.).

Vongoza [Vongotha], v. = vongoteka.

Vongoteka [Vongotheka], v. Fill out (intrans.), become full, put on body, as an infant growing, a sick person recovering from sickness, or a young pumpkin filling out in bulk = ukuti vongo, ukuti vukuta.

um-Vongoti [Vongothi], n. 5. Single fruit of the um-Gramu tree.

Vongoto, ukuti (Vongotha, ukuthi), v. = vongoteka.

isi-Vongo (Vongotha), n. Thing filling out, or filled out, putting on plumpness, as an infant at about three or four months after birth, a person recovering from sickness, a full plump face, or a young pumpkin beginning to get bulky = isi-Vukutha. See vongoteka.

um-Vongoto (Vongotha), n. 5. Large full breast (of females), but less in size than the u(lu)-Belendhlu.

Vongoza, v. = habuza.

isi-Vongoza or Vongozi, n. = isi-Habuza.

u-Vongwe, n. Large-bodied thing of its kind, as a large variety of bee (= u-Vondo), a very big man or woman, etc. (C.N.).

Vononeka [s.k.], v. Exude, sweat out, or ooze out gently but abundantly (without any perceptible motion or agitation), as water through the sides of a porous water-bottle, through a hole dug in the sand by a river, through a small crack in a vessel, or the sap from a tree where it has been cut = ukuti vo, vonono. Cp. cimineka; civic.

Vønono, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = vononeka.

Vononoka [s.k.], v. = vononeka.

Vongoza, v. = vononako.

Vongobala, v. = gongobala.

Vonxa, v. = ukuti vanux.

Ex. iikomo iyavonxwa nje, the cow is taken from in bucketsful, i.e. is a heavy milker.

Vønko, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti vanux.

Vonkoza, v. = vanuxu.

Vørra, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Break anything with a crashing sound, as an animal the dry bush (acc.) or mealie-stubble when ‘crashing’ through it = vorroza; break (intrans.) or get broken, as above = vorroza, vorroka.
Voroka (s. k.), v. = ukuti vorro.
Vorroza, v. = ukuti vorro, vonhla, vonhloza.
Vōsho, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti vondo.
i-mVoshomvosho, n. = i-mVondomvondo.
Voshozela, v. = vondoza.
Voto, ukuti (Votho, ukuthi), v. Deal a person (acc.), etc., a violent blow with a stick, fist, or foot = votoza.
Volaza (Volozha), v. = ukuti voto.
Votsho, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti vondo.
Votshoza, v. = vondoza.
Votshozela, v. = vondoza.

VO

Vova, v. Strain, as liquid (acc.) by passing it through a strainer or sieve of some kind; filter (= hliza); put a person (acc.) right (lit. clear him of his evil ways), 'take the check, etc., out of him,' cure him, as one might a bully, a cheeky boy, etc., by giving him once a sound humiliating thrashing [Lat. colo, I strain; Ga. boyo, a strainer].

Ex. an'ex阿森kilile, kasayikapindo, he is now cured (of his bad habit), he won't do it again.

i-mVove, n. Fat or fatty-juice in the cells of spongy bones, which comes out when sucked or boiled.

um-Voviyane, n. 5. (N) = i-mVumvuvane.

u-Vovo, n. Red flower of the aloe-plant; honey-dew or sweet water found within the cups of same and collected and drunk by children.

Ex. «asekwe'asekwe», let us go and strain the aloe-flowers i.e. collect their sweet water, as above.

i(l)i or isi-Vovo, n. = i(li)-Hliza.

Vovololo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti fofofololo.

Vovononoka (s. k.), v. = ukuti fofofololo.

Vovononisa, v. Make a thing (acc.) hang lifelessly, loosely (see ukuti fofofololo), as famine a man's body.

Vōvononono, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti fofofololo.

Vōxo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti vanxu.

Voxoza, v. = vanxula.

Vū, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Get up or rise to a standing posture, or in an upward manner, all together or at once, as an assembly of men, or flock of birds (= ukuti vi); open one's mouth, say a word (mostly in neg. = ukuti uku).

Ex. bati ca bonke abantu, all the people rose up together.

katunga cu, he didn't say a word.

VUB

i-mVu, n. Sheep; applied to a quiet, easily managed person or animal [Lat. ovis, sheep; Chw. u-ku; Her. o-ndu; Kamb. ngondu; Sw. kondo; Kag. klobu; Hhe. inkholo].

Phr. ukulhla imeni, to eat a sheep (which is held tight at the mouth when being killed), i.e. to remain quiet or silent when one ought to speak, as when questioned about anything, or when sent with a message and just remaining silent instead of delivering it. See i(li)-Masu.

P. zifa agama'ame, they (the sheep) die through one sheep (from their habit of following the leader into any danger) = one scabby sheep affects the flock, or one 'black sheep' may lead many astray.


u(lu)-Vu, n. = u(lu)-Vi.

Vuba, v. Mix up together, as two different sorts of things (acc.), or most commonly the um-caba (or crushed boiled mealies) with the amasi, or people so that they come to quarrel (= ruba); eat such thickened amasi [Bo. vuga, stir together; Her. runga, zunga; Sw. boruga].

Phr. kola'bolo ungabulo ngabo, you could not mix (your amasi) with that kind of people (i.e. from their nature they would not unite, or could not become familiarly associated with, anything nice) — as might be said of some Natives whom one may treat kindly, but who will still only despise you, not joining on to you gratefully on that account. koma kusawitshe ukulhala (u'eko), there it is still eaten (amasi) with the old fashioned spoon, i.e. they still follow the old fashioned manner of life.

i(li)-Vuba, n. Pelican (Pelecanus rufescens); also = u-Nyogo.


Vubela, v. Mix up, as the worts of Kafir-beer (acc.) with the malt, sour-milk (amasi) with the crushed mealies (um-caba), etc.

i-mVubelo, n. Anything for mixing into or up with something else, as the leaven, crushed mealies, etc., above (cp. imi-Tombo); also = i(l)i-Xuberanye.

um-Vubo, n. 5. Any food into which some second kind has been mixed, as the amasi when already mixed up with crushed boiled mealies (um-caba), or squeezed beer-dregs (umxulu) similarly mixed.

Vūbu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = vubula.
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VU

MVTb, Sw. Hippopotamus; shambok of such hide; hugely fat person (= i-mVubumvubu) = i-mBoma [Gm. mvulu; MZT. im-mvavu; Reg. nguru; Bo. vulu; Te. m-bru; Bor. u-nyuru; Her. o-nndu].

Vubukula (s. k.), v. = kupulu; also vubu [Sw. vumbu, discover, strike upon; Bo. vumbu, discover].

Vőbu, v. = kupulu, vubuku.

vuculu. = vuculu, of or a thing dead or lying or a grave.

Vuka (s. k.), v. Provoke, excite to quarrel, as a person (acc.) by saying or doing something hurtful to his feelings = gama, vubukula, pobola.

Vuka (s. k.), v. Get up or rise from a lying posture, as a person reclining, or a buck starting up from lying in the grass (cp. suka); get up, i.e. rise from bed or sleep; rise again, from the dead or grave; have the passions or spirit aroused, as a man active with anger, a bull at the start of the breeding season, or a sluggish person now setting vigorously to work (used in perf.); become stiff again, as a hide previously supple with grease [MZT. baka, awake; Ga. stuka, get up; Bo. yuyuka, rise from dead; Sw. tabuka, rise from dead; vuka, spring].

Ex. i-mvuka eloku iruk'icwila osinhani? what is that which keeps bobbing up and down in the grass?

ngunwanini indula irukile ngumishezwa; I found the old-man all in excitement or earnest about the works (to be done).

Phr. u-vevise isibekuza e-zintombi, he has got his old passion for girls aroused again.

Vukula (s. k.), v. = kupulu; also vubu [Sw. vumbu, discover, strike upon; Bo. vumbu, discover].

Vukulele, ukuuki (ukuki; s. k.), v. = kupulu, vubuku.

um-Vubukulo (s. k.), v. = um-Qubukusho.

Vubula, v. = fucuza.

Vulu (to)-Vucu, v. Large collection, assemblage, or great heap, 'heaps' (metaphor), as of cattle at a fair, men at a dance, grass or rubbish stacked high. Cp. i-mVukuempfeneu.

Vuculu, v. = fucuza.

Vucululu, ukuuki (ukuki), v. = fucuza.

i-mVucumvucu, v. = i-mVukuempfeneu.

Vucuza, v. = fucuza.

i-mVucu, v. = i-mVukuempfeneu.

i-mVu-emnyama, n. One of a certain section of the i-Dhlulewengeri regiment, afterwards incorporated with the um-Lambongwenya of the um-Xapo regiment.

Vuka (s. k.), v. Get up or rise from a lying posture, as a person reclining, or a buck starting up from lying in the grass (cp. suka); get up, i.e. rise from bed or sleep; rise again, from the dead or grave; have the passions or spirit aroused, as a man active with anger, a bull at the start of the breeding season, or a sluggish person now setting vigorously to work (used in perf.); become stiff again, as a hide previously supple with grease [MZT. baka, awake; Ga. stuka, get up; Bo. yuyuka, rise from dead; Sw. tabuka, rise from dead; vuka, spring].

Ex. i-mvuka eloku iruk'icwila osinhani? what is that which keeps bobbing up and down in the grass?

ngunwanini indula irukile ngumishezwa; I found the old-man all in excitement or earnest about the works (to be done).

Phr. u-vevise isibekuza e-zintombi, he has got his old passion for girls aroused again.

Vukuta (Vukutha), v. = vongoteka, ukuti vukutu.

Vukuteka (Vukuthuka), v. = ukuti vukutu, vongoteka.

Vukutu, ukuti (Vukuthu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti vunza; also vongoteka.

Vukutu, v. = fukuku.

i-mVukuzane (s. k.), v. = i-li-Vukusi.

P. iyadela imvukuzane, yok'ihamba panti,
unhlaba inqawonboni, happy is the mole, who goes underground, and does not see the world! as might be said by a young-man lamenting the fact that he can do nothing, cannot get to his girl, etc., without everybody seeing and knowing it.

i(li)-Vukuzi (s. k.), n. = (i(li)-Vukusi.
i-mVukuzi (s. k.), n. = i(li)-Vukusi.
u(lu)-Vukuzi (s. k.), n. = u(lu)-Vu zi.

Vula, v. Open, actually or metaphor., as a box (acc.), bottle, one's ears, etc.; clear, make open, as a passage or path; broach, tell out, as an affair; open up, restart, as works that have been temporarily closed. Cp. vala [MZT. jula; Ang. jikula; Bo. vaqula; Sw. hanqua; Ga. sunulila; Mal. buka].

Ex. sesaaleuru anebe; we have now seen, had our eyes opened (to some fact we had hitherto not believed).

— enel'ennango, open the door (id. at the doorway).

haredu ng'ubani izango halaya okaya? by whom was the gate opened here in this kraal? i.e. who was the first wife to get married here?

ngiyeikunwe indlebeshana, I will open his little ears for him i.e. make him do what he is told.

(i(li)-Vula, n. = um-Vulasango.
i-mVula, n. Rain [Skr. pu, flow; Lat. pluvia, rain; Go. Kag. wulu; Sw. m-wu; Bo. Ngu. Zu. fula; Heb. mfula; Kamb. mfula; Her. o-mbura; Nyanye. m-bula; Congo Forest Dwarfs. m-bu; Mamb. kuna; Ya. u-la; Mal. hudzan; Bul. i-por].

Ex. liyana imenlwa, it (the heavens) sheds forth rain, i.e. it is raining.

um-Vulasango, n. 5. Goat or bullock presented by the bridegroom's people to the bride's party 'while standing at the gate' upon their arrival on the evening preceding the wedding; also applied to the um-Poso.

Vuma, v. Assent, agree, agree to, be willing, as to anything being done, or to the terms of an agreement (with ka, ela form with ace., or ukuthi); allow, permit, as any action (ace.), or person (ace. with ela form and ukuthi) that he do anything; accept, as a person (ace.) for workman or pupil; admit, as a fault (ace.); approve, admire, a person (ace.) in any of his actions, as his dancing, dressing, disputing, etc. (used in perf.); acknowledge or return a salutation; answer yibha to a witch-doctor during the bula process; sound i.e. return or give forth a sound, as a musical instru-
ment when played; sing the low accompaniment or second part in any song (comp. hlabu; i-nkwawazo); grow well, thrive, as any particular plant or crop; turn out well, as a pot in the baking, or a hide in the dressing. Comp. ukuti kete; nyaba. See umela [Sw. uma, bellow; blow, as wind; Bo. umulila, bear with; Her. unu, agree with].

Ex. uku-ruma kahle, to meet a person civilly, obligingly, as to what he says or wants. lurnuma kahle lok'gama, it sounds, 'plays' nicely, does this organ.

ngiyacuma lezi ezimbi, exinge ngiyazipika, I admit or agree to these two (cattle), the others I deny (know nothing about them).

P. ukuruma kululwa, kwasho uNtentemana wakwe Ndimbo, to agree to is to say No with us), as said Ntentemana of the Ndirovu clan — he having attained notoriety through consenting to everything without having the slightest intention of ever doing what he said.

u-Vuma, n. = isi-Kwali.
i-mVuma, n. Goat or bullock slaughtered by the bridegroom for the bride, at the time of the ukw-baleka or ukw-ma.

um-Vuma, n. 5. Certain tree, whose berries are eaten by bucks.

u-Vumalefati, n. ama-Lala dial. = u-Bakuzini.

um-Vumaze, n. 5. Assent given indifferently, not intended to be of any consequence.

u-Vumazonke (s. k.), n. One who assents, saying yebo, to everything he may be asked or told.

ubu-Vumba (Vumbha), n. (N) = ubu-Vi mba.

Vümbe, ukuti (Vumbhe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti shume.

Vumbeka (Vumbheka), v. = shimeka.

um-Vumbi (Vumbhi), n. = um-Vimbi.

Vúmbu, ukuti (Vambio, ukuthi), v. = ukuti gaba.

Vumbuka (Vumbhuka), v. = ukuti gaba, gamba, vumbuluka.

um-Vumbukane (Vumbhukane), n. 5. = um-Vumbulukane.

Vumbuluka (Vumbhuluka), v. Get unstoppered or uncorked, as a bottle or the cork therein; get opened again as to the womb, as a woman beginning again to have children after having been 'stopped up' by an umalakati, etc. (= ukutiwa vumbuluta); come up suddenly
into sight, appear suddenly rising out of, as a man hiding in the grass or a bush, or coming up out of the water (= ukuti vumbuluko); break out all over, on all sides at once, as measles growing, or a rash (= ukuti vumvu, vumbuga).

um-Vumbulukane (Vumbhulukane), n. 5. A rash or eruption, all over the body (= um-Vumbulum); also (C.N.) trap-door spider (= n-Nyongongo).

Vumbuluki, ukuti (Vumbhuluki, ukuthi), v. Come up or rise up suddenly into sight — see vumbululama.

Vumbululama (Vumbhululama), v. Unstopper or uncease, as one might a bottle (acc.) or the cork therein, or a woman that she hear children again = ukuti vumbululama.

Vumbululu, ukuti (Vumbhululu, ukuthi), v. = vumbululama.

Vumela, v. Object form of Vumana, q. v. Allow, a person (acc.) or thing; agree with a person (acc.) as to anything (with ku); side with, a person (acc.) in any dispute (= Vumana).

Ex. uku-vumela pacts, to agree or consent reluctantly, not readily.

uku-vumela pacts, to agree or consent readily, at once.

Pir. ngicvumela wena ne (owake wenza kako), I am just siding with you (who once acted thus), i.e. I am merely paying you back in your own coin, doing as you did to me.

Vumelana, v. Agree or consent mutually, come to an agreement, make a contract with one another.

i-mVumelano, n. Mutual agreement, contract, covenant.

(l)i-Vumelo, n. General approval or assent, as when a man has the support of all though in the wrong (C.N.).

isi-Vumelwana, n. Beast presented by the bridegroom’s people to a bride’s father, outside of the lobola cattle (N).

Vumisa, v. Make, or bring a person (acc.) to agree or consent; induce or persuade him, to do anything.

i-mVumo, n. Low or deep-toned accompaniment of a song or dance, usually sung by the men. Cp. i-nRikwazo; vuna.

um-Vumo, n. 5. = um-Gwemo.

u-Vum-okwenina (s. k.), n. = u-Bafazini.

Vumvu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Scatter a ‘pinch’ or very small quantity of any powdered substance over anything else (acc.). Cp. vumvuzela [Sw. rumbi, dust; Ga. mfulu, dust].

i-mVumvu, n. = i-mVutuluka; also i-mVumbe.

isi-Vumvu (Vumnumu), n. = is-Amanu.

um-Vumvu, n. 5. Kamdeboo Stinkwood (Cellis Knussmanni, also Cellis Burmanii or rhunustio).

Vumvunyeka (s. k.), v. = vumvunye.

i-mVumvuvane or Vumvuyane (Vumvuvane), n. African Goshawk (Astur luthiro); sometimes applied to similar hawks = u-Irriebe.

Vumvuza, v. = ukuti vumvu.

Vumvuzela, v. Sprinkle, in any quantity, as salt or nutmeg (ace.) upon food, or the food (ace.) with salt, etc. See ukuti vumvu. Cp. tuhizela.

Vuna, v. Harvest, reap, gather in crops (ace. — comp. fela); side with, take the part of, as of any particular party (ace.) in a dispute or law-case (not in actual fighting) (= vumela, ukumvuna ma); gather a person (ace.) in i.e. pitch into him with sharp vigorous action with a stick, thresh him smartly [Sw. MZT. vuma, reap; Her. vongo].

Ex. w'amvulukweno, wamvuruwana nyanduku, he had no sooner entered, than he pitched into him smartly with a stick.

wuma bona, he supports them, is on their side.


Vunda, v. Be or become rich, as soil (used in perf.); or become high or bad, going on to decay or rottenness, as meat, mealies, porridge, or a sore becoming foul; have the sulks against a person (ace.), retain an internal ill-feeling or grudge towards him, e.g. because he has done something unfriendly (used in perf. = qumba); have abundance of foodstuffs, mealies (ace.), etc., as a man (used in perf. — see i-mVundo, isi-Vunudi) [Skr. viridh, grow, increase; Sw. Bo. Ga. vunda, rot; Sw. u-vundo, stink; Ang. ma-vunza, dung].

Ex. umkhombi ocawudeyo, rich soil.

lovo/mumazane vumulile (uyamulele), that gentleman has any amount of food (Kalifcorn, and the like).

ungiyumulile, he is in the sulks with me, is harbouring ill-feeling against me = ngiyiyumandle.

Pir. ngiyakubaza, kurunde igyandane, I shall ask you again, when your rat has rotted, i.e. when your pet fad or intention has failed — said to one who stubbornly rejects the advice of another, or momentarily despises his elder.

um-Vundela, n. 5. Anything already stinking, from putrefaction etc., as meat gone
bad, etc. (cp. v(lu)-Vuta); long-standing sulks, grumpiness, ill-feeling against a person, kept till it rots in the heart (= z-i-Nqushumane, i(li)-Gqoba) = um-Vundervu [Sw. v-unu, stink].

ama, isi or um-Vundevu, n. 5. = um-Vundela.

Vundhla, v. Go lengthways along the sloping side of a thing, as when walking along the side of hill, or a beetle walking along the length of a wall. Cp. kqupuka.

Ex. wokomba nxizicemhlayo (izindhlela) izilo, you must go by side-paths, down where you will not be seen (not by exposed ways), as a person who wants to sneak along unobserved.

i-kwumahlisela amakhlo, to turn the eyes around so as to see something alongside without moving the head.

um-Vundhla, n. 5. Hare = u-Nogwaja.

Phr. nxamunzhla o'zimuldla zibhi, usungula olnyi-xamunzhla olcwele inca nampubili, a hare whose holes are two, a many-buttocked needle pointed both before and behind — said of a deceptive person who pretends friendship with both of two hostile parties (originally used by Mpande of the u-Kandempweni regiment).

nxamunzhla zimwumqande pambili, they (the dogs) have got off the hare in front — said of anything whose escape is cut off.

Vundhla vundhla, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti vunyaza vunyaza.

isi-Vundhlavundhla, n. = isi-Vungulavungula.

Vundhlaza, v. = vunyaza.

Vundhlazeke (s. k.), v. = vunyazeka.

Vundhlazelela, v. = vunyazelula.

um-Vundhlo, n. 5. Side or face of a hill or ridge. See vundhla.

isi-Vundi, n. One who has an abundant supply of food.

i(li)-Vundo, n. = i(li)-Gqoba. See vundo.

i-mVundo, n. Abundant supply of food in any krala. See vundo.

i-mVunduna, n. Golden-green Cuckoo (Chrysococcyx capriens); black ox of a similar colour, having white spotings all over the body (= i(li)-Hwanga).

i-mVundumvundu, n. Soil soft and loose from abundance of manure, as on an old kraal-site; meat sodden from over-boiling.

Vunduza, v. Have to do with any softly sinking thing, as when walking on such a soft loose soil as above, or eating a piece of soft meat.

Vune, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti namea.

Vuneka (s. k.), v. (C.N.) = u-nameka.

i-mVunga, n. (C.N.) = i-mVunge.

Vunga vungu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = vungazela.

Vungama, v. Murmur i.e. utter complaints, etc., in a low, half-suppressed voice; growl, as a dog at a person (ace. with ela form) when angry, or distant thunder. Comp. vungazela; vunganyeka.

i-mVungamvungu, n. = i-mVunge.

Vungazela, v. Make a low continuous murmur sound, as of men talking lowly in a quiet place, or bees buzzing a little distance off, or machinery rumbling indistinctly within a factory = ukuti vunyaza. See vungazela; vunganyeka.

Ex. bawemvungu nyanzi, they are talking (in undertones) about me, have something about me they don't wish me to hear.

um-Vunge, n. 5. Tall, robust, broadly built person.

i-m or ubu-Vungu, n. Amasi put aside for an infant as food.

Vungula, v. Pick out from between the teeth, as a particle of meat (ace.). Cp. bangula; coiya.

ama-Vungula-mfonono, n. Nasty, undesirable affairs which an evil-minded busy-body gets taking up (used with bangula).

i-mVungula-mfonono, n. Such a malicious person or talker, as above.

Vungunyeka (s. k.), v. Talk together in undertones about some affair (with nga) or person, as when a number of discontented or complaining persons talk together about something that has commonly affected them or about something serious that has happened = vumunyeke.

u(lu)-Vunguvu, n. Any matter of importance which is a subject of general half-suppressed talk among people.

isi-Vunguvungu, n. Very strong and wildly blowing outbreak or blast of wind, such as lifts huts and breaks trees, as when a furious south-wester rises. Cp. isi-Pepo; isi-Kwishi [Sw. ki-mvungu, typhoon].

Vunguza or Vunguezaka (s. k.), v. Blow very strongly and wildly about, as a south-wester furiously rising [Sw. vunza, blow as wind; ki-mvungu, typhoon].

Vunisa, v. Assist a person (acc.) with his harvesting; work for food by harvesting at somebody's fields, as in time of dearth.

Ex. njiga 'kuenisa uBani. I am going to assist So-and-so with her harvesting.
njiga 'kuenisa k'Omani. I am going to assist for harvest at So-and-so's kraal.

Vunku, ukuti (ukulithi; s. k.), v. Break sharply or snap (trans) in two, as a pencil, rafter, bone, snake, or string (= vunkula); get so broken or snapped in two, as above (= vunkuka) = ukuti jaqu.

isi-Vunku (s. k.), n. Broken piece, as of a stick, rafter, bone, or snake, that has broken, etc., in two = isi-Juqu.

Vunkuka (s. k.), v. = ukuti vunku, jaquuka.

Vunkula (s. k.), v. = ukuti vunku, jaquula.

Vunula, v. = holbo.

i-mVunulo, n. = (i)-Hlobo.

um or ubu-Vunya (s. k.), n. 5. Mites or small maggots found in the inside of foul amaasi-gourds, and also small tiny vermin that eats holes in izidwaba [Ga. mvunya, maggot; Sw. fumza; Her. oru-tingo, mite].

Vunya vunyuka, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = vunyatza; vunyazela; vunyazeke.

isi-Vunyavunyana, n. Great big broad person who takes up all the room to himself = isi-Vunyavunyana; isi-Funyavunu.

Vunyaza or Vunyazela, v. Spread out broadly, as one's blanket (acc.) when throwing it down unfolded on the floor; spread oneself out or make oneself of big appearance by abundance of trappings or finery, as a woman in her full 'Sunday-best' kilt, or a thin man rigged out with coat and broad trousers = vunyazala.

Vunyazeka (s. k.), v. Get put down in a broadly spreading manner, as a blanket; place oneself or sit broadly spread out, in a lounging fashion, so as to take up all the room; sit spread halfway i.e. lounge about doing nothing, as an indolent person = vunyazekela.

Vusa, v. caus. form of vuka. Make get up or arise, as a person (acc.) or buck lying in the grass; make get up i.e. arouse, or awaken, a person, etc., from sleep or bed; alarm, as people by a disturbing report (see um-Kosi); rouse up to activity, rouse up the passions or spirit, as of a bull, or a sluggish man; raise up, as a house or family; renovate, raise up anew, as any old thing rendered useless through want of repair.

um-Vusa-nkunzi (s. k.), n. 5. Certain forest shrub, having a pretty white flower.

i-mVusi, n. One who rouses people by giving them the alarm. Cp. u(lu)-Qunyja.

i(l)-Vuso, n. Alarm, nervous apprehension, remorse, or internal uneasiness generally = u(lu)-Valo.

Vuta (Vutha), v. Flame, burn (in the sense of showing flame), as a candle, or firewood; blaze, as a gun when fired, or a match when struck; be on fire, burning about something, as one's heart or passions. Cp. languza; lumata; oketu [Skr. jval, blaze; Her. vetu, burn as the sun; Sw. vuta, smoke a pipe; vukuta, blow with bellows].

Ex. ukuni oburutayo, a flaming or burning firebrand.

i(l)-Vula (Vutha), n. Very dry soil, where crops do not thrive unless with abundance of rain, getting quickly burned up by the sun.

Vute, ukuti (Vuthu, ukuthi), v. = vuteleka.

Vutela (Vuthela), v. Blow up a flame (with the mouth) in a newly-made or dull fire; blow into the vagina of a cow to induce it to adopt a calf that is not its own (see ubu-Vimba).

P. go'iqikone; gisilele! it will come to kick it; keep on blowing it up! i.e. persevere in your effort; it will at last take on, be a success, what you are aiming at.

Vuteleka (Vuthuleka), v. Be nicely filled out, plumpish and round of body, as a person, bullock, etc. (used in perf.) = ukuti vute.

isi-Vutevute (Vuthukuthu), n. Hot, burning sun, or wind, or thing generally.

i(l)-Vutisa-mjadu (Vuthisa-mjadu), n. A just middling kind of dancer, sufficient to fill a place.

Vutu, ukuti (Vuthu, ukuthi), v. = vutuza; vutuka.

i-mVutu (Vuthu, no plur.), n. = i-mVutuka.

Vutuka (Vuthuka), v. Get made to fall off in a loose manner or in particles; hence, fall off, as leaves or fruit from a tree, crumbs when eating anything of a crumbling nature, rubbish from a mat, or grass-particles from a coat when shaken; fall out, get shed, as teeth (cp. kusuka); get thrown off i.e. go off or disperse, as people from a kraal or church in which they were assembled = vutuluka, ukuti vutu.

Vutuluka (Vuthuluka), v. = vutuka.

i-mVutuluka (Vuthuluka; no plur.), n. Any-
thing which falls, gets cast or shaken off as negligible particles, as crumbs from a piece of bread one is eating, leaves or fruit fallen from a tree, bits of rubbish falling from a mat or coat when shaken, etc.; also applied to girls left when others of their age have long ago got married = i-mVutu.

Phr. bay'invutulula, umeaba osala ema-sini, they are the cast-aways, the crushed-mealies left (discarded) in the amasi — as might be said of old girls, as above.

Vutulula (Vuthulula), v. = putulula.

u(lu)-Vututu (Vuthuthu), n. Very large broad isi-Puku, or blanket, that will cover two or three people at once = u(lu)-Wambalala.

Vutuzu (Vuthuzo), v. Make to fall off in particles or in a ‘shedding’ manner; hence, cast off, as a tree its leaves or fruit (acc.), or a man a garment or snake from his body; shake or knock off, as rubbish from a mat or grass-particles from a coat; make crumbs i.e. let fall in particles, as when eating anything (acc.) of a crumbling nature = vutulula, ukuti vutu [Sw. pukusa, shake off; Her. pukumana; Ga. vuva, crumble; tuka, fall].

Ex. wanikana, wawututu, he denied, he cast the whole thing away from him (would have nothing to do with it).

uveli-vutuzu, he was clearing himself, endeavouring to get rid of, as a charge (acc.) brought against him.

kade sivutuzu iyama ka'Sibani, we have been eating away at meat ever so long at Sand-lo’s (lit. have been shaking it about).

usiveluvelu iwingendo, he has already cast off the clothes, as a Christian Native who has returned to Kafir life.

Vutwa (Vuthwa), v. Be thoroughly cooked, as meat or vegetables; be or become ripe, or ripened, as grain or fruit on the plant, or a pipe or stick when changing its colour and becoming polished by use; be thoroughly curtled, as amasi (cp. hloha); be red or dark of colour, as the face from straining or choking (cp. yquqqa); be or become sobered down, as a wild youth by aging or education; be thoroughly dressed or rigged out in good form, as a person well dressed up (used in perf. in all cases). Cp. vita [Sw. perusha, ripen; Ga. nwn, ripe].

Ex. sekurulwexa na’z kokukwenzwa, is it already cooked? it is not yet cooked (or ripened, etc).

inyamfumana is curtive, I found him quite dressed up (as when about to go out visiting).

umuntu ongevumvanga, a person who has not ripened or sobered down, as a youth still wild and intractable. See swalu.

P. livashaga (izaly), curtive (umulele), it (the heavens or hail) strikes it (the Kafr-corn) down when already ripe = gather your crop without delay; make hay while the sun shines.

ibele lebile isalilewa — see i(l)-ibele.

i(l)-Vutwa (Vuthwa), n. Person who is just ripe, of average kind of appearance, neither very handsome now yet having any ugliness.

i-mVutwamini (Vuthwamini), n. Name given to the ‘Hickory king’ mealie, from its rapidity of growth = u-Hlezane.

um-Vutwamini (Vuthwamini), n. 5. Certain bush (Plectronia ventosa), bearing small brownish edible berries; one of the last regiment of girls formed by Shaka, and next after the um-Cebveke.

isi-VuVu (Vuvu), n. = is-Amvu.

Vuvuka (s. k.), v. Swell, get swollen, as the body from a blow, etc. Cp. ruwukula [Bo. vituka].

Ex. us’evuwenke ikwanda, he has swollen or got a swelling on or about the head, as when the side of the face is all swollen. us’evuwenke ikwanda, he is already swollen up in the head i.e. is very angry, in a great rage.

ruvukulwakwi umuyo, he got swollen feet, as from dropsy.

Vuvukala (s. k.), v. Be swollen i.e. in swollen state, as one’s leg (used in perf.). Cp. ruwuka.

isi-Vuvumakazi (s. k.), n. Plump-bodied child (mostly of girls), well ‘swollen’ i.e. filled out.

Vuvunyeka (s. k.), v. = vumunyeka.

Vüza (Vuzza), v. Reward, give in acknowledgment of good services rendered = rrömelä [Sw. tuza, reward].

Ex. wumwera nyembu, he rewarded him with a goat.

Vuza, v. Leak, as a vessel with a small hole in it; drip, as a soaking garment from which the water is running. Cp. huda [Sw. vuja, leak].

Ex. unokwengo okwitsi wutsheku, his sleeve is dripping with beer (having fallen into it).

i(l)-Vuzamanzi, n. = i(l)-Vuzimansi.

um-Vuzane, n. 5. Certain shrub (Lasioi-lophon Kraussii).

u-Vuze, n. Natal Grass Warbler (Spheniscus Natalensis).

um-VuZi (Vuzzi), n. 5. Marsh-munngoose (Herpestes galera). Cp. um-Ilangala.
living in the crevices between rocks below the water (= i(i)-Vesimanzi; sometimes applied to the cel (= um-Bokwane).

um-Vuza (Vuza), n. 5. Reward. See vuza.
i-mVwana, n. dim. of i-mVu. Lamb.

W.

W is much more truly a semi-vowel in the Zulu than in the English language. Its pronunciation must, therefore, not be confounded with the broad mouthful peculiar to the English speech; it is simply the close vowel e, as occurring in the English word 'resume', which, coming before another vowel, glides smoothly into it, combining as a diphthong, though still retaining its original close sound. Thus, the words nova (come) and reetu (our) must be pronounced somewhat as woza and ruto, the pair of vowels, of course, not being separated, but glued together in one sound. It is precisely this, to our ears, unusually weak pronunciation of the e that has so commonly led Europeans to miss its presence in Zulu speech altogether, and to write, as many incorrectly do, um-Hau instead of um-Have, or isi-Ula instead of isi-Wada.

Wa, int. used to scare away crows from a field or an infant from doing something.

Wa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Deal a person (acc.) a slap with the palm of the hand (= ukuti wahlia); go to bed on an empty stomach (= ukuti mahlia).

W, v. Fall, in any sense; set, as a pumpkin which, on attaining a certain size, falls from the erect position on to the ground; do or say an undesirable thing inadvertently or rashly; come down plentifully, in great abundance, as grass, rain, or bees in any particular year, or sickness when very prevalent; fall i.e. strike anything, as lightning. See wela [Skr. çad, pat, fall; Hi. parna, fall; Ar. wa'aj, fall; Bo. Ga. Ze. Ngu. gwa, fall; MZT. Her. wa; Ya. wa, die; Go. kagwa, fall; Kamb. valuka; Al. wo].

Ex. kutiexicile iwile (izulu) ku'Bani, they say the lightning has struck at So-and-so's kraal.

u-wala (or umabele) iwile nonyaka, a food-abundance (or Kafir-corn) has fallen plentifully this year. Cp. lala.

ha! ishungu lautl icile, oh! my snuff-box has fallen or dropped (and got lost on the way—said previous to searching for it).

i(i)-Wa, n. = isi-Wa; also (C.N.) forest plant, eaten in time of famine.

isi-Wa, n. Precipice, cliff, perpendicular ascent = i(i)-Wa. Cp. i(i)-Lengelenge, i-nKeleke [Her. oru-ina, cliff; MZT. lvula].

umu-Wa (no plurr.), n. 5. Loose grains of Kafir-corn that have fallen to the ground beneath a heap of ears; sick person already unable to walk.

Wäba, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wabazela.

i(i)-Waba, n. Black ox (= i(i)-Wasakazi being used for a cow) with a white patch under the belly and running slightly up the flanks or about the stump of the tail; black shield having a white mark at one or both sides = i(i)-Wasa. Cp. i(i)-Bungqula; i(i)-Qola; i(i)-Langa.

Wabazela, v. Walk with the body hanging loosely or listlessly, as when tired out on a march, a sick weakly person, or a man going along with the empty hands swinging loosely about (= wanwa, wamwzela); move the wings when flying in a hanging manner, flapping the sides as it were, peculiar to the i-Sakabuli, n-Marube, and some other birds = ukuti waba.

Ex. wobuga wobazela nje, she returned with the arms hanging loose, i.e. empty-handed, not having obtained what she had gone for.

Wabo, poss. adj. Their; its (of the seventh class) — see abo.

u-Wabo, n. One of the same age or i-nTu- nga as he, she, or they. Cp. u-Wetu, u-Wenh.

Ex. ung'owabobo, he is of the same age (as So-and-so).

Phr. umuntu ongenaye owabo (= owabobo), a person who has nobody of his (family) or kraal, i.e. who has no relatives of any kind.

u-Wabokazi (s. k.), n. Female of the same establishment i.e. wife of the same man as she or they = u-Zukwabo.

Ex. ung'owaboboki, she is a wife of the same husband as she.

u(lu)-Waca, n. = u(lu)-Wanea.

Wälha, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Deal a person a slap with the palm of the hand (= ukuti...
Wâhla wâhle, ukutí (ukuthi), v. Rattle, as a lot of loose beadwork about the body or rattling ankle-ornaments = wahlaza, wahlazela.

Wahlaza, v. Rattle, as above; also ukuti wahlâ. Ex. uku-wahlaza ilombe, to slap i.e. make a clap or clapping (with the hands).

Wahlazela, v. Go rattling along, as a woman or man with body ornaments, as above — see ukuti wahlâ wahlâ.

Wâhle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Deal a person (acc.) a slap with the palm = wahlaza, ukuti wahlela. Cp. i-m-Pama.

Wahlela, v. = ukuti wahle, wahlaza.

Wâka (s. k.), v. Deal or transact business with intent to cheat or defraud, as an unprincipled trader or 'sharper' deceiving a purchaser (C.N.) [Eng. work].

u-Wâka (s. k.), n. One given to such practices as above, a cheat, a 'sharper'.

ubu-Wâka (s. k.), n. Character, or practices of such a person as above.

Wake (Wakhe), poss. adj. His, her, its — see ake.

Wako (Wakho), poss. adj. Thy; its — see ako.

i(lî) or more freq. ama-Wâla, n. Rough, thoughtless, carelessly hasty manner of doing anything, as with some clumsy careless workmen who through rough violence destroy much, or servants roughly handling fragile vessels, or a big boy when using thoughtless violence when playing with a small child = ama-Gn?n? = i(lî)-Putu; see wahlaza.

Ex. uma-walaza b'muntu, he is carelessly hasty, is rough in action, is that person.

Wâlakahla, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Throw down, pour out, etc., bodily, in a heap, all at one go, as a cow when expelling the calf (acc.) right off at one motion, or a person pouring out liquid bodily or at one casting.

i(lî)-Walakahla (s. k.), n. = isi-Walakahla; also any object, aim, etc., which is 'a great thing' i.e. of great value or interest to one, as a prized object, a hobby, or specially interesting undertaking one has in hand (= i(lî)-Gn?n?).

isi-Walakahla (s. k.), n. Any very big broad thing, as a hut, river, field, mat, etc. = isi-Kelekehle.

u(lî)-Walakahla (s. k.), n. A very tall person, who when lying stretched out, 'covers the whole breadth' of the hut.

Wâla wâla, ukutí (ukuthi), v. = wahlaza. i(lî)-Wâlawala, n. One who is carelessly hasty, rough, thoughtlessly hurried about work or in doing generally = isi-Putzeli. Cp. i(lî)-Xapaxapa.

Wahlazela, v. Do or act generally in a carelessly hasty, rough, thoughtlessly hurried way, in such a manner as generally to spoil or do badly = gnguzela. Cp. zaphazela; ama-Wala; i(lî)-Walahala.

Walo, poss. adj. Its — see alo.

Wâmba, ukuti (Wâmbha, ukuthi), v. Cover up or over, as a heap of grain (acc.) by a sail-cloth or grass, or the body with a blanket.

isi-Wambâ or Wambana (Wâmbha), n. Person with the intellect 'muffled up', a naturally stupid fellow, as generally seen from his sleepy idiotic kind of gait or looks.

um-Wâmba (Wâmbha), n. = um-Šâbul; also sometimes = w-Mabobe.

u(lî)-Wâmba (Wâmbha—no plur.), n. Locust Bird or Black-winged Pratincole (Glareola melanoptera) = u(lî)-Duku.

u(lî)-Wambalala (Wambhalala), n. = u(lî)-Vâtutu.

u(lî)-Wambazi (Wambhâzi), n. = u(lî)-Vâtutu.

Wami, poss. adj. My — see ami.

Wanca, v. = wabazela.

u(lî)-Wanca, n. Thing hanging loosely, lifelessly down, as a broken arm, long loosely hanging female breasts, or ears of Kafir-corn blown about and bent down by violent winds.

Wâncu, ukutí (ukuthi), v. Be loosely, lifelessly hanging, as the limbs of a strengthless person, or long female breasts = wancuzela; wabazela.

Wancuzela, v. = ukuti wancu; wabazela.

umu-Wane, n. = u-Nliziyonkutu.

u(lî)-Wangala, n. Any useless, worthless thing, as a good-for-nothing soil, empty unprofitable talk, or a worthless fellow. Ex. ukulawu unyangala (or inkangala), you are talking stuff, with nothing in it.

Wânga wânga, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wanga-zela, bunguzela.

Wangazela, v. = bunguzela.

isi-Wânguwangu, n. A white or very light skinned person, newly born infant, etc.

Wanqa, v. Encircle, enclose, wrap round so as to effectually grasp or prevent escape, as an impi enclosing an enemy.
Watu wātu, ukuti (Wāthu, wūthu, ukuthi), v.
Drink away, as from a pot of beer (acc.) or water = watuza, ukuti ya ya ya.
Watuza (WaThuza), v. = ukuti watu watu.

u-Wawa, n. Stepmother (a term disliked, as expressing more or less contempt).
Cp. u-Bábbama.

Ex. angina'manne, ngihlezi ku'wawa, I have no mother; I live with a stepmother.

i(i)-Wawa, n. 'Big,' exaggerated talk, as of a person boasting or one magnifying the facts of a case; empty barking of a dog without biting = i(i)-Haba, i(i)-Tamo. See wawaza.

isi-Wawa, n. = isi-Wombe.

Wawasa, v. Eat with the gums, mumble, as an infant or old toothless person eating; also = wawaza.

Wawaza, v. Talk 'big, exaggerated talk,' as of a person boasting or one magnifying the facts of a case; bark empty, without biting, as a dog = hanisa. Cp. i(i)-Wawa.

Wawo, poss. adj. Its; their — see awo.

Wāwū, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti twetwe.

u-Wāyawaya, n. A going off for good, never to return.

Ex. secuya beva'ayawaya, he has gone whence no man returns.

kungaba mevaayawya, it would be a going off never to return (to go there).

Wayo, poss. adj. Its; their — see ayo.

Wazo, poss. adj. Their — see azo.

We, int. Heigh! I say! — used in calling a person, or in acknowledging such a call; also sometimes 'catch me? what next! etc.'

Ex. 'we! 'Ban! 'We!' 'Heigh! So-and-so!' (by the caller); 'Heigh!' (in response by the one called).

we mina!; we twa! = what's the use of asking me, us, etc.

Wē, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be or do thoroughly, properly, in a perfect manner, etc., and equivalent to Eng. advs. and adjs. 'altogether, thoroughly, properly, really, perfectly, real, genuine,' etc. = ukuti nwe.

Ex. salunga sa'ti we, it (the vessel in making) came out perfectly.

ahlakanipile te we, he is thoroughly clever.

ny'we we, it is his real self.

ng'umutwngwe we, he is a genuine white-man (not of half caste taint).

i(i) or isi-Webesi, n. Any 'flappy' or 'flabby' thing hanging in a loose, flaccid manner, as loose drapery covering a
thing, wide trousers on a man, a big pouch or belly when drooping from emptiness.

Wêbe wêbe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = webezela.

Webezela, r. Hang in a loose, flaccid, flappy manner, as above.

i-nWebu, n. — see i-Nwebu.

i-nWêbunwebu, n. — see i-Nwebunwebu.

isi-Wehle, n. Large quantity on any place of hard ‘rattling’ things (giving forth the sound wehle), as at a place with a lot of loose stones thickly about, or with a large quantity of bones scattered about, or a large quantity of money on a table or in one’s hand. Cp. u-Weshe; weleza.

Wehle wêle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = weleza; welezela.

Wehleza, v. Rattle, as a lot of beads or bones striking together, small stones in a tin-can, or Native ankle-ornaments in dancing = ukuti wele wêle; ukuti yele.

ama-Wehleza or Wehlezi, n. Any rattling ornament, as long strings of large beads about the head or body, or rattles (ama-Fohlowne) about the feet.

Wehleza, v. Go along rattling, as a person adorned with much rattling dress-ornamentation.

Wêke wêke, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = wekezela.

Wekezela (s. k.), v. Make a great din or confusion of shrill, high-toned talking, as a lot of women or children at a beer-drink = tshwekezela, welezela; cp. xokezela.

(i-li) or isi-Wêkeweke (s. k.), n. Great confused high-pitched noise, as of women or children beer-drinking or wrangling, as above = i(li)-Welewele.

ubu-Wêkeweke (s. k.), n. Practice of making, or character of, such a noise, as above.

Wela, v. obj. form of wa. Fall upon, into, towards, etc.; ford or cross a river or expanse of water (acc.); cross over, at, etc.; a river (with loc.); go over the sea, to Europe, etc., or over the Tukela.

Ex. umihlange kaseko, siverela, the white-man is no longer here, he has already crossed (the sea, for Europe, etc.).

ubaba wcaseko no'Mpande, my father crossed over (the Tukela) with Mpande — the Tukela being the boundary-line separating Zululand from the Whiteman’s colony of Natal, which latter place is commonly termed peshega in Zululand.

nyakwelele qele omLalazi, ub'as'umubona, you will just cross over the Umbalazi, when you will see it (the kraal).

nyakwelele umLalazi, nyakwelele umHlatuze, nyakwelele umFolosi, you will cross the Umbalazi, the Umbhatuze, the Umbhlozi, etc. ngiyicwele ngumakanda, nyungakawisi iswi, he came down upon me with insulting language, before I had spoken a word.

(i-li)-Wele, n. Twin = i(li)-Pahl; cp. e-nFusi [comp. bili].

N.B. A person suffering from a stiff neck, must have it twisted by a twin, and none other, and it will immediately be cured!

um-Welela, n. 5. Certain shrub, whose roots are used as a love-enticing, dream-medicine, etc., by young-men in their dealings with the girls, and the leaves as imifino.

N.B. In spitting out the charm in the direction of the girl he wishes to make dream of him, the young-man would say, hamba! mawela-kwelipesheya, 'mzaara osikomama-Nyane!

Wêle wêle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = weleza.

Wileza, v. = weleza.

Welisa, v. Help, or make, a person (acc.) cross a river (loc., or doub. acc.).

Ex. romwelisa umLalazi, ubuye, you shall see him across the Umbalazi, and then return.

Wena, emph. pron. Thou; thee.

(i-li)-Wanana, n. Very last fresh mealies of a season’s growing, and following later than the is-Ancwe = i-gumuma.

izi-Wenguwengu (no sing.), n. Great confusion of conflicting noises, some talking loudly, others laughing, other singing or shouting, as at a fair, or noisy marriage feast.

Wenguza, v. Make a great noise, as above.

Wenu, poss. adj. Your — see enu.

u-Wenu, n. = u-Wabo, when applied to the second pers. sing. or plur.

u-Wenukazi (s. k.), n. = u-Wabokazi, when applied to the second pers. sing. or plur.

u-Wesho, n. = u-Kweshe.

(i-li)-Weshe or Wêsheweshe, n. = i(li)-Woshwoshu.

Wêshe wêshe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = washuza.

Weshza, v. = washuza.

Wetu (Welhu), poss. adj. Our — see etu.

u-Wetu (Welhu), n. = u-Wabo, when applied to the first pers. sing. or plur. — the common term of familiarity used by one young-man addressing another, even though not of the same age.
Ex. *awungishigile, wenu!* give us a pinch of snuff, thou of ours, or mate!

u-Wetu(aka)zi (*Wethuka*), *n.* = u-Wabokazi, when applied to the first person sing. or plur.

isi-Wewe, *n.* = isi-Wa.

Wéwete, ukuti (*ukuthi*; *s.t.*), *v.* Just skim off, from, or over, the top of anything, as cream (ace.) from set-milk, a small ladle of *utshwala* from the beer-pot, or a stone just skimming along the top of a thing = *ukuti yeke* or yekeke.

Weza, *v.* caus. of wela = weliza.

Wi, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* Be quite empty, bare, as a room of furniture or a kral of people = *ukuti he*.

Wi, ukuti (*ukuthi*) — with prolongation of the vowel, *v.* Flow, run or shower down, as tears, or rain softly falling.

isi-Wici (*with plur.*), *n.* Things, happenings, events (gen. of an unpleasant nature) such as befal one from time to time during his precarios existence on earth = isi-Yibu.

Ex. *kili kwedle isinici kusihle ukuti*, there occurred a happening (something happened) at our kraal last night, namely, etc.

isi-Widi, *n.* = isi-Widili.

WIdili, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* Sweep off, as a full river sweeping off loose things, crops, persons crossing, etc.; get swept off, as such things, with the water.

isi-Widi, *n.* Anything swept off by the current of a full river, as tree-stumps, boxes, etc., floating down; such a river in full flood; heavy rain such as will bring the rivers to a ‘sweeping’ flood.

(iii)-Wili, *n.* *Amabele* that has degenerated or become ‘wild’, so as to resemble imfe and so be of no use as grain; (N.) Green bulbul (*Antropadus importuna*).

isi-Wili or Wiliwili, *n.* Loud, hurried and indistinct confusion of voices, as of a lot people arresting some imminent danger, quarrelling, disputing, etc. See wilizela.

Wili wili, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* = wiliza, wilizela.

(iii)-Wiliwili, *n.* Person with a naturally hurried, flurried, indistinct utterance, as though excited.

Wiliza, *v.* Speak in a quick, flurried, indistinct manner, as above — see *i(iii)-Wiliwili*.

Wilizela, *v.* Make a hurried, agitated, indistinct confusion of sound, as above — see isi-Wiliwili.

Wisa, *v.* caus. form of *wa*. Make or help a thing to fall; hence, knock down, cast down, etc., as anything (ace.) standing of itself, as a man, tree, pot, etc. (not anything contained in the hand — see *lala*); cause the fruit to fall, from the erect position on to the ground, as pumpkin when attaining a certain size; put off one’s guard, throw dust in one’s own eyes, by crafty talk or action (= *lala*).

Ex. *ngawiseka ihlashe* (or *isile*), I was thrown down by a horse (or caused to fall by a stone).

Phr. *inkomo yami iweile*, my cow has thrown down (its calf before time) = has miscarried.

*i-ude* iweile ekutini, the heavens have cast down (hail) at such-and-such a place.

(iii)-Wisa, *n.* Large knob on the top of a kerry; hence, such stick or knobkerry entirely. Cp. *inTsleli; isi-Mono*.


Wo, *int.* expressing amazement (whether of admiration or displeasure), regret, grief, etc., hence, oh! alas! etc.

isi-Wocogo, *n.* = isi-Kopoco.

Wóhlo, ukuti (*ukuthi*), *v.* Make a rattling ‘showering’ sound, as of a lot of bones, mealies, money, poured out in a heap together; rattle down (metaphor.) i.e. fall off or down in a shower, shower or fall dropping down, as leaves or fruit falling of themselves off a tree, raindrops from a branch when shaken, tears from a person weeping, loose hair from a person’s head = wohloka; cause so to rattle ‘showeringly’, as a lot of bones (ace.) when pouring them out; make shower or fall dropping down, as the raindrops, leaves, etc., as above = wohloza.

um-Wóhlo, *n.*. Old dried-up person or animal (= i-nKholmbo); old bachelor, or old maid; old-looking, wizened young person = um-Wohlwolo, um-Wolokholo.

Wóhloka (*s.k.*), *v.* = ukuti wohlo.

Wohloza, *v.* = ukuti wohlo.

Wóko or Wóko wóko, ukuti (*ukuthi*; *s.k.*), *v.* = wokola; wokoka; wokiza.

Wokoka (*s.k.*), *v.* Get loosely done, or made to hang loosely, as the bundle, gourd, etc. — see wokaza.

Wokola (*s.k.*), *v.* Touch upon slightly, refer to, a subject (ace. — comp. *pata*); also = wokaza.

Wokomailisa (*s.k.*), *v.* (C.N.) = wokaza.

isi-Wokoqo (*s.k.*), *n.* = isi-Kopoco.

(iii) or isi-Wókowoko (*s.k.*), *n.* Any loosely
hanging thing, as a loosely tied bundle, trousers hanging loose, an empty bladder, a thin-shelled calabash with soft sides, or mealies hanging loosely about from having been over-run by cattle, marauders, etc. = i(li)-Wokosi. Cp. ukuti woko.

i(li)-Wokosi (s. k.), n. = i(li)-Wokowoko.

Wokoza (s. k.), v. Make hang loosely, do in a loose fashion, as a bundle (acc.) or knot when tying it loosely, trousers when allowing them to hang loosely, mealies or other crops when breaking them about through indiscriminate running or tramping through them, or as a child loosely holding together the hands so that small things contained in them drop out between the fingers = ukuti woko.

Wola, v. Gather up or remove from the ground by a gathering process, as when taking up a small heap of ashes or rubbish between both hands, or when sweeping it into a dustpan, basket or other receptacle [Ga. yolu, gather into a heap; Her. vonga, gather together].

Plur. ukulu-vola utensila, etc., to gather in heapwise, i.e. guzzle or gorg,e beer (acc.) or any other foodstuff (prob. from obsolete meaning of wola viz. make stream or flow into. See wolekela).

isi-Wolamlota (Wolamlotho), n. Any old broken pot used for removing ashes; also = i-nTlabamazala.

Wôle, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wola.

Wolekela (s. k.), v. = tutelekela.

Wolokohla (s. k.), v. = ukuti wolokohlo.

Wólokohlo, ukuti (ukuthi) (s. k.), v. Tumble down bodily, as a man over a cliff or a box from an elevated position (cp. ukuti kalakala) = wolokohloka; make so fall down bodily i.e. throw, cast, pour down, as a box (acc.) from the head, a basketful of mealies, etc. = wolokohla. Cp. ukuti yolokolo.

isi or u(lu)-Wolokohlo (s. k.), n. Deep precipice = i(li)-Lengelenge. Cp. i-nKelekele.

um-Wolokohlo (s. k.), n. 5. = um-Wohlo.

um-Wolonyama, n. 5. Heap of anything fallen one above the other, as of people in a scramble, corpses on a battlefield, corn blown down by wind in a field = um-Wownane.

Womba (Wombha), v. = yenga.

isi-Wombana (Wombhana), n. = isi-Wombana.

i(li)-Wombe (Wombhe), n. Name first given by Shaka to all the old men remaining in his time from Senzangakona's reign; then applied by Dingane to a certain regiment of his own formation (= u(lu)-Kokoti) and of which his brother Mpande was member; and finally revived again as another regiment following the i(li)-Hlaba (= u-Ndabakawombe, isi-Shozi) by Mpande after becoming king.

isi-Wombe (Wombhe), n. Single meeting or joining in conflict between two contending armies, charge, onslaught, attack (referring not to the on-rush, but to the actual meeting in conflict) = isi-Wowa.

Wona, emph. pron. It — for nouns of the 5th. cl. sing. with the prefix uma; they — for nouns of the 2nd. cl. plur. with the prefix ama.


isi-Wondo, n. = isi-Danga.

Wóondo wondo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wondoza.

u(lu)-Wondowondwane, n. Little bit of an emaciated person or animal, scarcely able to keep firm on its legs. See onda.

Wondoza, v. Go along in a rickety fashion, like an emaciated person who is merely a pillar of bones. See onda.

Wôngo wôngo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wongoza; wonzoleza.

ama-Wôngowongo (no sing.), n. Imagined, dreamed, foundationless statements or reports, as of an old woman seriously relating all kinds of nonsensical rumours (= ama-Wumwayumyu); also = ama-Xongorongo.

Wongoza, v. Talk as above.

Wongozela, v. = bongozela.

isi-Wonqo, n. = isi-Kopoco.

isi-Wonqoba, n. = isi-Kopoco.

Wónxó wónxó, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wonzoleza.

um-Wónxoxo, n. 5. Person or animal with skin already flabby and loose from emaciation.

Wonzoleza, v. Go with the skin loosely hanging or flabby, as above.

Woshi, int. expressing surprise, etc., 'oh my! just look!' Cp. ye-he-he.

Ex. woshi! yek'winkomo! oh! what cattle (i.e. what a large number)!

Wota or Wótawotana (s. t.), v. Pet, fondle, handle lovingly, as one might a dear child, an infant when humouring it, or a little pet article. Cp. totosha.

i(li)-Wowa, n. = i(li)-Wowo.
um-Wowane, n. 5. Certain kind of trap for catching large animals, as leopards, hyenas, etc., in which heavy logs and stones fall crushingly upon them; heap of things lying one upon or overlapping the other, as corpses thick and overlapping each other, or corn blown down in a field so that what is before lies overlapping what is behind, or a lot of people sleeping together in a hut the head of one resting upon the body of him above (with lala).

i(i)-Wowo, n. Large heap or pile, as of firewood, wattles, stones, etc. Cp. i-Ngwaba.

Woza, impert. sing. of the verb za.

i(i)-Wózawoza, n. Attractiveness, attraction, as of anything which excites a strong desire, as it were, continually saying 'come, come' (woza, woza).

Wu (very much prolonged in pronunciation), int. — a shout of alarm, giving notice of the approach of danger = i, ieu.

Ex. weu! iingene! hear ye! it (the enemy) has entered i.e. is here in our midst!

Wu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Hang strengthlessly or thoroughly done up, as one's body when quite exhausted (= ukuti dieza); come out, go, etc., in an uninterrupted stream, as people coming out from a church, treacle poured from a pot, or a continual flow of tears (= ukuti wulu, wululeka, wuzu).

i(i)-Wuba, n. Slope of a hill, hillside (= i(i)-Wulungu); pl. av. ama-Wuba, 'hillsides' i.e. hill-side or hidden paths, round which one may sneak without being seen; hence, secret ways generally; adv. secretly, in secret.

Ex. uhlambha ngamanawuba (or ngama-wuba), you must take hill-side or hidden ways (so as not to be seen).

ungda ukudhla ngamanawuba, he eats up the food on hillsides, in hidden places, in secret.

isi-Wukulu (s. k.), n. Dumb (by birth, incapable of speech, and with the Kaffirs gen. more or less idiotic) person (= isi-Mungulu; cp. isi-Tuli); vessel, gourd, etc., without a hole or mouth made therein (= isi-Muku); certain gout or bullock killed for the bride's party on their arrival at the bridegroom's kraal on the evening previous to the wedding (cp. i-nDhukuhlha, u-Mekhe); (C.N.) certain kind of owl [Sw. bubu, dumb].

ama-Wúkýwuku (s. k. — no sing.), n. = ama-Wongovongo.

isi-Wúkýwuku (s. k.), n. Speechless idiot, dumb and intellectually silly person. Cp. isi-Wukulu.

Wukuza (s. k.), v. Talk, think, see, etc., imaginary things, dreams, empty stuff without substance, as one dreaming all kinds of things while asleep, or talking foundationless nonsensical rubbish. Cp. pupa; ama-Wukuwuku.

i(i)-Wula, n. Oribi antelope (Calotragus scoparius or Ourinia scoparia).

isi-Wula, n. Fool, stupid person, without any natural sense or intellect. Cp. isi-Tula; isi-Wukulu.

Plur. (isivenguva uqenzi, sayawo-xeni (or sayi-xinlu umbol), a fool who was sent for tobacco or snuff and went for the i(i)-boxa plant (or ran for ashes).

ubu-Wula, n. Folly; foolishness.

Wulaza, v. Make a fool of a person (ace.), make feel foolish = pukuza.

Wulazeka (s. k.), v. Get made a fool of, get made to look or feel quite foolish = pukuzeka.

Wuleka (s. k.), v. Do anything in a stupid manner, act foolishly.

Wulu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti wu, wululeka.

Wuluka (s. k.), v. = wululeka.

Wulukuhlul, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Pour or cast out bodily, all at once, as water (ace.) from a bucket, or grain from a basket = wulukuhlula; get so thrown or poured out = wulukuhluka.

isi-Wulukuhlul, (s. k.), n. A 'whoppingly' large head, knob of a knobkerry, etc.; a great 'pouring out,' as above, a flowing mass, as of carriages or people coming from a gathering.

Wulukuhlula (s. k.), v. = ukuti wulukuhlul.

Wulukuhlula (s. k.), v. = ukuti wulukuhlul.

Wulula, v. Make to come forth in an uninterrupted stream, as below = ukuti wulu.

Wululeka (s. k.), v. Come forth in an uninterrupted stream, as people from a church, treacle from a pot, or a continual flow of tears = ukuti wulu, wula.

Wuma, v. Begin to dry up, be getting shrivelled up, as the leaves of a tree recently dead, or a sick person beginning to get thin, or new mealies put out to dry = làma.

Wūma, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wuma.

isi-Wumba (Wumbha). n. Black rust of disinfected Kaffer-corn, mealies, grass, etc.; such 'rusted,' useless ear of grain, etc.

isi-Wumbana (Wumbhana), n. Simpleton,
silly fellow with the brains and ways of a child. Cp. isi-Tuta.

Wũmbu, ukuti (Wũmbhu, ukuthi), v. = wumhuzela.

Wumhuzela (Wumhhuwela), v. Go, roll, or wave along with an undulating motion, as long grass or grain before the wind, or wind rising from the stomach along the windpipe = gelezula.

(iij)-Wundhu, n. Young of the lion, leopard, civet, and such-like animals. Cp. um-Wundhlwane; (ii)-Zinyane; isi-Xuruwana; isi-Xunu.

isi-Wundhu, n. = isi-Lundlu.

um-Wundhu or Wundhlwane, n. 5. Young of the dog, pup. Cp. (ii)-Wundhu.

Wundhu wùndhu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wumhuzela.

Wundhlwane, v. = lundhlwane.

Wùndu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wunduka; wundula.

Wunduka (s. k.), v. Get so pulled or torn up, as below.

Wundula, v. Pull up or out from the ground anything (ace.) easily yielding, as grass or weeds from a soft light soil, or as the wind blows over a hut or fence stuck in soft ground; sometimes used for, obtain anything, as cattle (ace.), in an easy way, without any exertion.

isi or u(lu)-Wünduwundu, n. Any liquid of a thick, congealed or viscid nature that slides into the mouth in thick waves or masses, as treacle, thick gruel, or uleshuleka. See wundula.

Wunduza, v. Take in by the mouth i.e. eat, drink, swallow, etc., anything (ace.) of the nature of an isi-Wünduwundu; pull up or out from the ground anything easily yielding, as grass or weeds from soft soil (= wundula); hence, pull over the earth easily i.e. hoe in a soft loose soil, readily yielding.

\[X\] is used in Zulu to represent the lateral click, of which there are four varieties — (1) the lateral click simple, represented by the letter \(x\), as in the word \(ukuti\ xa\) (to spread apart); (2) the aspirated lateral click, represented by an \(x\), as in the word \(i-xa\) (bundle); (3) a hard liquid lateral click, represented by the combination \(gx\), as in the word \(gxoba\) (pound with a stone); (4) a soft liquid lateral click, likewise represented by a \(gx\), as in the word \(i-ngxorwengrooca\) (a muddle) — the difference between these last two varieties being sufficiently marked by the fact that the latter or softer kind only occurs after an \(n\), immediately preceding it in the same syllable, the sound being found mostly in words of which the radical really commences with an \(x\), but the sound of which has now become tempered down or softened by the nasal ring of the \(n\) preceding it. It must be noted, however, that there are some words in which the simple lateral click, written with an \(x\), also follows immediately after an \(n\) in the same syllable, and without having its sound affected in any way; but in such cases it may be regarded as more probable that the \(n\) is, along with the \(x\), an intrinsic part of the original root, and not a subsequently added pre-

Wungu, v. (N) = wusha.

Wungu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wungula.

Wungula, v. Gather or clear away surface rubbish (ace.) with the hands, as when clearing aside the dried weeds when preparing a field, the coarser portions from the top of a heap of shop-sweepings leaving the fine dust to be taken separately, or all the pots and other paraphernalia away from a hut in which a person has died, etc., or all the children away from a kraal for any particular purpose = wunguza.

ama-Wunguwungu (no sing.), n. = ama-Wongowongo.

Wunguza, v. = wungula.

isi-Wunguza, n. Hail = isi-Coto.

um-Wunguwane, n. 5. (N) = isi-Yingayiŋa.

Würüu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = wurruza.

Wurrusa, v. Slap a person (ace.) with the palm of the hand on the face = hula.

Wusha, v. Get out from people by plausible manners their private doings and affairs and then go and report them about; hence, let out, report about secret affairs.

(iij)-Wushane, n. = (ii)-Wushuwushu.

Wůshu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti hushu.

Wushuka (s. k.), v. = hushuka.

(iij)-Wůshuwushu, n. One who has the practice of letting everything he has seen or heard "slip out" (see hushuka), i.e. makes it known to everybody — see wusha.

(iij)-Wuwa, n. Barren mealie-cob i.e. without any grains; unfertile egg.

Wuza, v. Go with the body hanging powerless, as a person quite exhausted; come forth in an uninterrupted flow or stream (= wululeka) = ukuti wu.

um-Wůzawuza, n. 5. A silly person, idiot.
fix (as, for instance, in the word i-Xenye, one side), though this it not always the case (as in the word i-nXakanezuka, a disorder, from the verb zakaza).

X, int. expressing vexation, impatience, disappointment. See xrinika.

Xa, ukuti (akuthi), v. Spread or open apart, as the legs (acc.) = ramalaza.

(i-li)-Xa, n. Cheek or chops on the side of a cow's head, cut off along with the ear and eaten by the herd-boys.

(i-li)-Xa (Xha), n. Small bundle, of fire-wood, grass, etc., such as is borne by a child on the head. Cp. i-Nyanda.

isi-Xa, n. Bush-veldt, or spot therein, densely overgrown with bush, so that a person travelling through it, does not appear. Cp. i(li)-Hlanze; isi-Hoqoba.

Xaba, v. Get stuck in across anything, as a small stick might get stuck crosswise within a calabash (acc.), a bone in the throat of a person (acc.), a bit of food between the teeth, or any work that 'makes one stick' i.e. puts one in a fix or dilemma (= xaka)—often transposed into passive form; stick 'a bone of contention' between two people (acc.), raise strife between them, as a malicious gossiper might do; make it 'warm', unpleasant for one, as a master the life of a servant (acc.), or one person the life of another living with him; be fixed firmly in one's evil habits, be gone irredeemably bad, as a youth (used in perf.).

Ex. yaxatsha intambo empinjeni, it (the dog) was stuck across for, i.e. choked, by a bone in the throat.

(i-li)-Xaba, n. Strife-making, contentious individual. See u(lu)-Xabosi.

Xabalaza, v. Be set or placed far apart, as stripes in a sleeping-mat, or vessels of beer when about to be filled; (C.N.) = xamalaza.

ubu-Xabalazi, n. Condition or quality of an i-nGxabalazi (q.v.); also = u(lu)-Titi.

Xabana, v. Be at cross purposes i.e. quarrel, be at strife one with another (with no).

isi-Xabano, n. Cause of a disagreement or quarrel.

Xabeka (s. k.), v. Get made to stick across, as the stick, etc., above—see xaba; be stuck in a fix or difficulty, as a person with his work (used in perf.); get brought into strife, as two men = xaka.

Xabelela (Xabhelela), v. Bring one (acc.) into trouble or involve in blame purposely, as by some underhanded trickery, e.g. a servant who secretly breaks a thing for which another will be held responsible and so get blamed, or a man who by wilfully disregarding the superstitious rites accompanying a burial, brings down evil on the kraal.

Ex. ngazakela sce, I was got into trouble by him.

Xabiya, v. Bar or block up an open space by setting sticks across, as Natives do at the entrance to a cattle-fold (with loc.), or the empty interstices in a branch-built fence, by filling it in with other twigs (= gezela).

(i-li)-Xabiya, n. Forked stick or i(li)-Baza for thrusting in the twigs, as above; big broad foot with 'forked' spread-out toes = (i-li)-Xasiyo, (i-li)-Baza.

um-Xabo, n. Similarly as, = il-Sonyqweqwe.

u(ul)-Xabosi, n. Strife-seeking, quarrelsome, spleenetic temperament in a person = u(lu)-Sekisiki; cp. u(lu)-Sikisiki.

Xafu or Xafu xafu, ukuiti (Xhafu, ukuthi), v. = xafuza.

ubu-Xafuxafo (Xhafuxafo), n. Manner of eating with a slushing sound, as of a dog.

Xafuzo (Xhafuzo), v. Eat with a slushing sound, as a dog (cp. kauntuza); 'tuck into' a person (acc.) like a dog i.e. abuse him roughly with low language; mess up talk or an affair (acc.) so that it be unintelligible; do slightly any work (acc.) and then leave it (cp. sakalaza).

Xaka (s. k.), v. Get stuck across in or for a thing (acc.), as a bone in one's throat, a bit of food between the teeth, or any work which puts one into a fix or difficulty —often transposed into the passive form (= xabo); make eat or drink by forcing into the mouth (perhaps from a custom of keeping the latter open with a stick), as a cow (acc.) by pouring medicine down its throat while the mouth is held open, or an infant when thrusting the food into its mouth by holding the hand with the food firmly before it (cp. finza).

Ex. ngizakwe umsebenzi, I am stuck in a fix with my work (when not knowing how to get through it).

Xaka (Xhaka), v. Send off shoots from the root, as a tree or an i-dumbi plant, or from an old stem; intrude oneself into other people's affairs (= xalda); (N. from Xo) tie or hook on to something (cp. banqqa).

ubu-Xaka (Xhaka), n. Small bundle of nicely cut sticks about a foot and a half in length and bound at one or both ends, and used by girls to hold in the
hand and rattle together when dancing. See xakaza.

Xákala, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Be in a state of confusion, disorder, turmoil, as things thrown disorderly about a room, or people on a market-place = ukuti xibili, bixili, hlakalala.

ubu or i-nXakala (s. k.), n. Disorder, confusion, of things or persons, as above = ubu-Hlakala.

Xakalaza (Xhakalaza), v. Do anything just slightly or partially, not finishing it off, as a man who works at a bit at anything (acc.) and then leaves it, or who stabs a beast but not sufficiently to have any effect = ukuti xakalazi.

Xákali, ukuti (Xhákali, ukuthi), v. = xakalaza.

i-nXánkanka (s. k.), n. General disorder or confusion, as of things thrown about, or a muddled affair = i-nXovanxova; cp. i-nTlakantlaka.

Xákata, ukuti (Xhákatha, ukuthi), v. = ukuti dhlakata.

Xákatisi, ukuti (Xhákathisi, ukuthi), v. = ukuti dhlakata.

Xákaxa (s. k.), v. Disengage or free anything (acc.) that has got fixed into or between something else, hence, pick out, disentangle, as a stone jammed between two others, a particle of meat stuck between the teeth, pips from among the pulp of a pumpkin, or a complicated mass of string.

Xá xáka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = xaka; xakazeka.

Xá xáka, ukuti (Xháka xháka, ukuthi), v. = xakaza (zhakaza).

ubu-Xákaxa (s. k.), n. State of being disorderly scattered about or in confusion, as of things or persons = i-nXákaxa.

isi-Xakaxolo (Xhakaxholo), n. = isi-Bumbane.

Xákasa (s. k.), v. Make or put in disorder or confusion, as things (acc.) or people. Cp. hlakaza; uyakaza.

Xákazu (Xhakazu), v. Rattle together, as assegais (acc.) or the ubu-Xaka, when held in the hand.

Xakeka (s. k.), v. = xabeka.

Xakele (s. k.), v. Get stuck across for or in, as the body of a child in the womb of its mother when being born — freq. transposed into passive form.

Ex. wakelhe ingane, kugipini, she is stuck across for by the child (lying awkwardly in the womb), it doesn’t come forth.

i(li) or isi-Xána (Xhama), n. Woman’s fibre girdle (= isi-Fociya); belt of beadwork worn by young-men and girls around the chest or waist (= i-nFacane).

Xamalaza, v. Have the legs wide apart, whether when sitting or standing (used in perf.) = ukuti xa, xangalaza, danga-laza; cp. xabalaza.

Ex. ihashi akhulale examalazile, he sits astride the horse.

i(li)-Xámaxama (Xhámaxama), v. Impetuous, over-hasty person.

Xamazela (Xhamazela), v. Do with impatient haste, be impetuous.

u-Xamu, n. Monitor (M. niloticus), of which there are several varieties.

P. umamu um İntedvula, the monitor clings to the flat-rock (where there is nothing to hold on to) — said of a man making an ineffectual effort to defend himself against a charge of which he is plainly guilty.

Xangalaza, v. = xangasa.

Xangalaza, v. = xamalaza.

ama-Xangalaza (no sing.), n. A spreading apart or straddling of the legs (with ukwenza).

Xangasa, v. Go or walk with the legs far apart, as one with a sore between the thighs = xangalasa.

Xanta (Xhanta), v. Send off shoots from the root (as a tree or an i-dumbi plant), or from the trunk, branches, or an old stem (as trees in spring, or a cut ama-bele stalk sprouting anew); intrude oneself into other people’s affairs = xaka. See um-Xantela.

i-nXantela, n. = um-Xantela.

um-Xantela (Xhantela), n. 5. Shoot or sprout, as growing up from the root of a tree or dumbi plant or along a tree-trunk in spring-time; person who thrusts himself into other people’s affairs = i(li)-Hhumela, i-nXantela; cp. i(li)-Rumne.

isi-Xanti (Xanti), n. The row of upper dorsal vertebrae, about the hump in an ox; meat of a beast thereabout; the same locality, or flesh, in human-beings. Cp. isi-Jinjo; isi-Onkosi.

i-nXanxatela (Xanxathela), n. = um-Xan- tela.

Xapa (Xapha), v. Lap, as a dog or cat (from the sound produced); splutter or ‘boil,’ as mealie-grains in a pot (= xapazela; cp. badhla; bula).

isi-Xápa (Xhapha), n. Calabash of a certain kind = i(li)-Qaya.

Xápa xápa, ukuti (Xhápha xhápha, ukuthi), v. = xapazela.
i(ili)-Xapaxapa (Xhaphazhapha), n. A wasteful lavish scatterer, a squanderer, through lack of careful economical instincts. Cp. i(ili)-Hlapahlala.

Xapaza (Xhaphazaza), v. To do in a squandering, wasteful way; scatter carelessly, prodigally about, as when distributing food (ace), making presents, etc.

Xapazela (Xhaphazela), v. Splatter up or 'boil,' as mealies or similar food in a pot (= zapa; cp. badhla); slush through, 'splutter up,' the mud (with loc.), as a person walking in very wet weather; splutter up, boil up, as an angry man getting into a rage.

um-Xapo (Xapho), n. 5. Regiment, or member thereof, formed by Mpande next after the u(ulu)-Dudulu = u(ulu)-Hlwayi.

u-Xapozzi (Xaphozi), n. Herb (Ranunculus pinnatus) with yellow flower, growing in marshy places, and whose pungent leaves are used as a febrifuge; another similar marsh-herb, eaten as imilino.

i(ili)-Xapozzi (Xaphozi), n. Marsh, swamp.

i(ili)-Xasiyo, n. = i(ili)-Xabibo.

isi-Xatu (Xathu), n. Mark left by pressure on any soft substance (of which a portion adheres to the object pressing), as when one treads on a clayey floor and brings away a portion of the foot, or when one touches wet paint — not used of a simple mark of pressure or indentation. See xatula.

Xatuka (Xathuka), v. Be or get pulled off or removed by the pressure of something to which it adheres, as the soft wet clay of the floor above, or wet paint when touched, or the skin from a stroke with a shambok.

Xatukisa (Xathukisa), v. = xatula.

Xatula (Xathula), v. Pull off or remove the external soft clay (ace), paint, or skin as above, by making it adhere to some pressing object; cast off the exterior roughness of the horns, as does a young ox a certain age (= xebula). See isi-Xatu.

XatuXolo, ukuti (Xithuxolo, ukuthi), v. Be exactly like in appearance, colour, size, etc., as one vane with another (with na — not used to express simply 'equal to, in size—see ukuti xo).

Xavu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Cut or scoop out (C.N.).

Xawula (Xhowula), v. Shake hands (C.N.).

N.B. The custom of shaking hands is unknown among the Zulus; the kissing of her child by a woman was the only greeting of this description in vogue before the advent of the whiteman.

Xaxa, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Hop about, as a frog: shift about constantly from spot to spot, as a man constantly moving his kraal; go out or away for a moment, take a 'hop' over to, as from a hut or work to any place near by = xaxama, xoxoma.

isi-Xaxa (Xaaxa), n. Any old, battered-in basket or i-goma = i-Ntlaalu.

Xaxama, v. = ukuti xaxa.

Xa xa xa, ukuti (Xha xha xha, ukuthi), v. = xaxana.

Xaxa (Xhaxaza), v. Make the sound xa xa, as rain dripping from all parts of a hut-roof, or a number of people hoeing together (= xaxoza; xakaza); cause to make such a noise, as a woman the utshwala (ace) when she squeezes it in the strainer and makes it drip abundantly into the pot, or a young man his sticks (ace) when he holds them loosely rattling together in the hand (= xakazisa).

(iili)-Xayi, n. (C.N.) = i(ili)-Xabibo.

ubu-Xayi, n. (C.N.) — Natal corruption for ubu-Cayi.

Xayiba, v. (C.N.) = xabiba.

Xazula, v. = xazulula.

Xazulula, v. Put asunder, separate forcibly, as things (ace) firmly joined together, like glued wood, the closed jaws of an ox, or two boys fighting (cp. hlazulula); disentangle, pull apart, as a lot of entangled string (ace); lay out plainly, separate the details clearly, explain, as an intricate matter (= hlazulula).

Xebuka (s. k.), v. Get stripped or pulled off in long lumps, strips, or cakes, as the woody bark of a tree, or plaster from a wall, or flesh adhering to the hide when skimming a beast; peel off in cakes of itself (intrans.), as such a bark, or the dry cowdung smeared on a floor = xepuka.

Xebula, v. Strip, pull or tear off in heavy strips, lumps or cakes, as the woody bark (ace), plaster, or flesh, as above; cast or strip off the original external roughness of the horns, as a young ox at a certain age (= xatula) = xepula.

Xega, v. Be shaky, unsteady, loose, as a fence-post, the leg of a chair, or a wagon-wheel; be loose, slack, not taut or tightly bound, as a rope, bandage, or knot = xeketa, yekeka.

um-Xegelele, n. 5. = um-Xegelele.

um-Xegele, n. 5. = um-Xegele.
Xege xege, ukutí (ukuthi), v.  Shake about, as a wagon going on rickety wheels, or an old man whose limbs are infirm.

um-Xegexege, n. 5. Any rickety, shaky thing, as an old wagon or chair, or a man whose limbs are shaky.

Xegisa, v. Make a thing (acc.) to shake or be loose; let the udder hang loosely so as to shake about, as a cow when approaching its calving time (cp. ukela) = xeketisa.

i(li)-Xegu (Xhegu), n. Man in advanced old age and no longer able to get about from feebleness. Cp. is-Alukozi; xegula.

Xegula (Xhegula), v. Attain advanced old age, become an i(li)-Xegu — sometimes used by comparison of old women.

Ex. ungwe waxegula, you will never see old age — said as a reproach, threat, etc.

N. B. Very old men and women among the Zulus who succumb to senile decay, are not said to die (uku-fa), but to ‘go home’ (uku-goduka), and consequently are not mourned for (uku-lila). Everybody else is supposed to die an ‘unnatural’ death, which is to be lamented.

Xeka (s. k.), v. Put on or wear several waist-bands (or izi-Fociya) at one time, so as to form a broad belt, as might a woman. Cp. greka.

Xeka (Xheka), v. = xanta.

isi-Xeke (Xheke), n. = isi-Hleke, isi-Xobo.

um-Xeke (s. k.), n. 5. Tall or long thing made up of several jointed pieces (C.N.).

Xeketa (Xeketha), v. Be loose, shaky, not tight or taut (= xega); have a loose tongue, be always talking = yeketa.

Xeketisa (Xekethisa), v. Make a thing (acc.) be loose, shaky, or not tight; let the udder hang loosely, as a cow when approaching calving = xegisa, yeketisa.

um-Xeko (s. k.), n. 5. Broad belt composed of several izi-Fociya (q. v.) worn at the same time. See xeka.

Xela (Xhela), v. Be choked, as by food entering the windpipe (C.N.).

i-nXeleha, n. — see i-Nxeleha.

Xepu, ukuti (Xephu, ukuthi), v. = xepuka, xepula.

Xepuka (Xephuka), v. = xepuka.

Xepula (Xephula), v. = xebula.

isi-Xeulegu, n. A combine or concert against another, as to do him injury, or exclude him from their society (= i(li)-Ci; cp. u(nu)-Mhimbii; u(nu)-Zungu); person with a conspicuously broad back (cp. isi-Xwembe).

i(li)-Xibá (Xhiba), n. A roughly-built or ‘makeshift’ kind of hut, for merely temporary purposes, or for cooking or keeping goats in; hence, any old, dilapidated hut used for similar purposes (cp. i(li)-Fokazi); small temporary watch-hut, built in the fields (cp. is-Akamukanya); company or party, into which a larger body of people may be divided.

Xibilli, ukuti (Xhibili, ukuthi; or more freq. with s. b.), v. Be in a general disorder, confusion or muddled state, as people, things or affairs = ukuti xakalala, bizilibi.

i-nXibili (Xhibili, or more freq. s. b.), n. = izi-Xibili.

isi or more freq. izi-Xibili, n. People, things or affairs in a general state of disorder, confusion or muddled = ubu-Xakalala.

Xibu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Make a single cut with the hoe or spade, when turning over the soil.

Xibula, v. Dig up, as the ground (acc.), or potatoes therein. Cp. mba.

Xifi, ukuti (Xhifi, ukuthi), v. = xifiza.

Xifiza (Xhifiza), v. = xifiza.

Xika (s. k.), v. Anoint the body (acc.) excessively, ‘make it run’ with oil or grease (with nga or acc.). Cp. geoba.

Xiki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Be ‘running’ with oil or grease, as after an excessive anointing of the body or hair = xika.

i(li)-Xikiva (Xhikiva), n. Slovenly, untidy, careless, indolent person = i(li)-Vamba. See xikiza.

ama-Xikikiki (Xhibikikhika), n. Dirtiness or untidiness, about a thing or an action; the dirty, untidy thing itself, as an unwashed vessel, a dirty-bodied boy, food droppings all over a table or floor, or an untidily kept or badly built hut = ama-Dhlikidhliki.

Xikiza (Xhikizo), v. Make anything (acc.) be in a disordered, untidy, dirty state, as a goat a hut by pulling about the thatch, a child food by dropping it all about, or its clothes by tearing them = xhikiza.

um-Xiliba (Xhibi,ba), n. 5. Muscle on each side of the neck when drawn tight and prominent by old age, as in an old woman.

i(li)-Xilongo, n. (C.N.) Natal corruption of i(li)-Cilongo.

Xina (Xhina), v. Cause one (acc.) distress by hampering his movements or free-action, as a strict master, or excessive work, or sick children by keeping one at home against his will.
Xinana (Xhinana), n. Distress or hamper mutually, as crowded people, stuffed nostrils, etc. (C.N.).

Xinanisa (Xhinanisa), n. Make be so distressed or hampered, as above (C.N.).

Xinaniseka (Xhinaniseka), v. Get made, i.e. he, so distressed or hampered, as above (C.N.).

Xinanisela (Xhinanisela), v. Cause one (acc.) to be hampered or distressed mutually; hence, stop his breath, as by holding the hand over his mouth (C.N.).

Xineska (Xhineka), v. Get distressed or hampered in one's movements or free action, as by urgent work or sick children which keep one persistently at home (used in perf.).

Xinela (Xhinela), v. 'Woo' the cow (acc.) i.e. persistently and lovingly go alongside of it, as does the bull (for the actual mounting, see zeka, kwele).

Xinelela (Xhinelela), v. Constrain one (acc.) to do, i.e. distress or inconvenience him until he do; constrain or force oneself to do something disliked, as when taking disagreeable medicine (C.N.).

Xinga (alone, or in reflect. form with zi), v. Show off, be conceited or proud of one's fine trappings, figure or appearance, go proudly along, as a young man rigged up in all his finery = qeywa, fekla, fenyeka; cp. naka za.

Xingazela, v. = xinga.

Xingova, v. Mix up together, as food-stuffs (acc.), affairs, or people so that they quarrel.

[i(i)]-Xingovu, n. Strife-causing person, who 'mixes' people up, puts them at loggerheads; species of caterpillar or [i(i)]-Cimbi of a variegated black-and-white colour, commonly found on the un-Gaunt tree; hence, anything of a grey checkered colour, as cloth.

Xó, ukuti or ukutana (Xhó, ukuthi), v. Be equal to, of exactly the same size, as any two things = ukuba izitupa; cp. ukuti xatuxolo, vatse.

Ex. this [xó], they are exactly equal.

Xoba, v. Get something extra out of one (C.N.); also = hlo ma.

[i(ii)]-Xoba, n. Reward given one for some work well done (C.N.). See [i(ii)]-Xosho.

Xobeka (s. k.), v. = hlo meko.

Xobisa, v. Bother, trouble, worry, as an outbreak of sickness in a kraal might the owner (acc.), weeds a woman hoeing, or one person another by some annoying treatment. Cp. qoba.

Xobiseka (s. k.), v. Get so bothered, troubled, or worried, as above (used in perf.).

isi-Xobo (Xhobo), n. Great collection of large stones or rocks about in one place, as on the tops and sides of some hills; hence, such rocky place (cp. isi-Qoqa); group, as of people standing together; cluster, clump, as of mealies growing thickly together, trees, or tamboti-grass (the thought referring to the close collection of things above ground = isi-Xoeka, isi-Hlek e; cp. isi-Quadu). Cp. [i(ii)]-Xungo; isi-Xuku; [i(ii)]-Vigo; isi-Qambó.

Xobonga, v. = xokovu.

[i(ii)]-Xobongo, n. = [i(ii)]-Xokovana.

i-nXobongo, n. = i-nXobonga.

isi-Xófuxofu, n. (C.N.) = isi-Hambatambo.

Xoka (s. k.), v. Tell lies (C.N. fr. Xo.) [Mpo. noka, tell lies].

[i(i)]-Xoki (s. k.), n. Person intolerable to others by the trouble he causes, by his bad temper, fault finding or quarrel-some nature; (C.N. fr. Xo.) liar.

ubu-Xoki (s. k.), n. Nature of a person or quality of action as above.

Xokola (Xhokola), v. Dig out, cut out, or 'chisel' out, in a pecking kind of a way with an isi-Xokol o or similar instrument, as the first portion of a mealie-pit (acc.), or a hole for planting a tree in xo-losa.

isi-Xokolo (Xhokolo), n. Short stick with an old hoe-iron stuck in the end and used for digging or pecking out the earth at the mouth of a new mealie-pit (= isi-Xolos o); large collection of large stones or rocks (= isi-Xobo).

Xókolo, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = xoko- zela.

isi-Xokolo (s. k.), n. Confused hubbub or noise of general loud talking, as at a beer-drink or quarrel.

Xokova (Xhokova), v. Make anything (acc.) in a rough, ugly-looking, imperfect kind of way, as a make-shift hut, a roughly-made mat for some purpose, or an unskilled person attempting to make an earthen-pot; hence, make look ugly, as small-pox a person (acc.) = xobonga.

[i(ii)]-Xokovana (Xhokovana), n. dim. of following.

[i(i)]-Xokovu (Xhokoraga), n. Anything of a badly, roughly or imperfectly made nature, as a poorly-made hut, a mat roughly prepared for any common need, or an earthen-pot made by one without any skill = [i(ii)]-Xobonga.
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Xokozela (s. k.), v. Make a confused hubbub, as a lot of men talking loudly or wrangling together = ukuti kokolo; cp. wekezela.

Xola, v. Be at peace, as people or a country (C.N. fr. Xo.).

Xola (Xhola), v. Enquire closely (C.N.).

Xolela, v. Be at peace for a person (acc.) i.e. make it up with him, pardon him (C.N. fr. Xo.).

i(li)-Xolo (often used in plur. ama-Xolo), n. Bark (rough or smooth), of a tree; small veldt-plant [Sw. gome, bark].

u(li)-Xolo, n. Peace; pardon (C.N. fr. Xo.).

Xolosa (Xholosa), v. Castrate a dog (acc.) — only used of this animal (see tena); limp, as a person when lame (= xuga); also = xokola.

isi-Xoloso (Xholoso), n. = isi-Xololo.

i-nXolovana, n. (N) = i-nXlobongo.

Xoma (Xhoma), v. Raise on high (C.N. fr. Xo.).

Xomeka (Xhomeka), v. Live uncomfortably (C.N. fr. Xo.).

i(li)-Xongo, n. Small cluster or group, as of three or four people standing; gen. used in plur. ama-Xôngoxongo, separated groups or clusters of people standing about here and there in one place, as ‘crowds’ of people attending a weddingdance or garden-party (= ama-Wôngoxongo) — not gen. applied to parties or people sitting (see ama-Hepahemga). Cp. isi-Xuku; i(li)-Viyo; isi-Qambi.

Xonxa (Xhonxa), v. Plant (by the hand) seeds (acc.) of any kind too closely together, as pumpkins, potatoes, etc. (= xoza) — for broadcast sowing when too thick, see fumba, cinana; also (C.N.) = xoza generally.

i(li)-Xonxo (Xhonxo), n. A planting too closely together, as above; ox with horns coming closely round together, one in front of the other before the face (ep. i(li)-Nele); also (C.N.) = i(li)-Xoro.

i-nXonxo, n. Certain piece of meat adjoining the thigh-joint, or the place where it lies.

i(li)-Xonya, n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Caiane.

Xonza (Xhonza), v. (C.N.) = xoza.

Xopa (Xophka), v. Hurt the eye (acc.) in any way so as to render it unable to look, as anything striking it, a particle entering it, or anything dazzling it — mostly transposed into passive form xoshwa.

N.B. The Native method for removing a foreign body from the eye is to hold apart the lids and vigorously blow into it, or sometimes by licking the eyeball.

um-Xopo (Xhopho), n. 5. Species of marsh-grass, used for thatching; (now nearly obsolete) marshy place; thing of a dark-green colour (darker than the i(li)-Bujo).

Plur. 'so-la'mxopo; 'so-la'mxopo; kude ngiebekile; nya! eye of the marsh! long have I been looking (for you); but nothing appears — a common ejaculation of one who has long expected or waited for a person who never arrives.

Xosh, v. Drive away, as a cow (acc.) from a field, a person from a kraal, or an army the enemy (properly used only of such things as can run, hence not usually of flies, a headache, etc.); drive away along with, i.e. chase after, pursue, as a dog chasing a buck (acc.) in order to catch it (= huba); get or receive a present, reward, or token of favour, as a man receiving a beast (acc.) from the chief generally in recognition of some services rendered [Ga. goba, drive; Xo. gzo; Bo. enyata].

i(li)-Xoshelo, n. Pertinacity of pursuit, as in a dog that does not quickly give up the chase (C.N.).

isi-Xoshi, n. Man who has been favoured by the chief with a present, as a token of regard or recognition.

Xoshisa, v. Cause a person to receive, i.e. give him, a present (doub. acc.) by way of showing regard or recognition of services, as might a chief.

i(li)-Xosho, n. Present of a beast, an i-nGxola, etc., made by a chief to a man as a token of regard or thanks for services rendered.

Xova, v. Mix up by kneading or pressure, anything (acc.) of a thick consistency, as mortar or dough; mix up people (acc.) in strife, as a mischievous gossiper (= xaba); mix up one’s talk or an affair (acc.), saying one thing here and another there, etc.; have sexual intercourse with a female (acc.) externally (obscene = feka) [Her. koxeka, mix].

i-nXovanxova, n. Mixed-up, muddled affair; disorderly state of things; disturbing, muddling action or conduct, mixing affairs or people up in a turmoil or confusion = i-nXakanxaka.

isi-Xovi, n. Mischievous person who, by his talk, mixes up affairs and brings people into strife = i(li)-Xungebe.

Xoxa, v. Tell, relate (in a social, not formal or official manner), as a story or occurrence (acc.), to a person (acc. with elu form = havuza, zeka, lundisa); talk nicely with, i.e. woo (conversationally),
a girl (acc., or with na or loc. = qomisa).

Xoxa (Xhoza), v. Poke away at with the pointed end of any instrument; hence, press with a spoon, as fat meat (ace.) when boiling so as to get out the juice, or uku-bende so as to soften the small lumps of meat; poke or thrust away at one (ace.) with the point of a stick, as a man might an adversary who has fallen; poke away at the ground with one's staff, as a Native might when standing waiting, or a boy when being scolded; also = xonza.

[i(li)-]Xoxo, n. Pleasant talk or conversation about any light topics, adventures, etc. (with uku-dlula, dlula — see xoxa); any kind of frog or toad (= [i(li)-]Sele).

[i(li)-]Xoxo (Xhoza), n. Fat pressed out of fat-meat while boiling (see xoxa); such piece of fat-meat after the juice has been pressed out.

Xoxoma, v. = cocoma, xoxama.

Xoza, v. Knock or chop away any external irregularities (ace.), as knots or twigs from the outside of a stick (ace.) or similar wooden thing; chip off small pieces from a stake (ace.) and the like, in order to point or shape it evenly; knock off the grains (ace.) from a mealie-choob (ace.), gen. by knocking it with another held firmly within the palm (ep. yunuzu, hulula).

[i(li)-]Xoza, n. Large, powerful male dog (of any breed — ep. [i(li)-]Caluba); one of the Cape Colony Kaffirs.

i-nXoza (no plur.), n. Fibre or fibres, for Native sewing, gen. obtained from the umu-Nga and similar trees; hence, freq. applied to any kind of fibre.

Xozeke (Xozeke), v. Be chippable (as above — see xoza) i.e. be miserably thin, merely skin and bone, the latter protruding like knots all over the body.

Xozomela, v. = dhlovakomela.

isi-Xozomeli, n. One of a hot violent temperament.

Xuba, v. Mingle together, mix up together (trans.) as different kinds of beads (ace.), mealies with Kafir-corn, sheep with goats = xubanisa, pitikeza [Sw. uyuja].

Xuba (Xhuba), v. Rinse the teeth (ace.) with water after eating (= xukuka); also = hukukula.

Xubana, v. Mingle or mix together (intrans.).

Xubanisa, v. = xuba.

[i(li)-]Xube, n. A mixed-up thing, mixture or mingling together of different kinds, as different kinds of stock, varieties of beads, etc. = [i(li)-]Xubevange, [i(li)-] Vance.

Xubela, v. Mix up for (ace.).

Ex. uku-xubela intombi, to mix up (medicine) for a girl — to be used as a love-charm.

um-Xuben (Xhbeni), n. 5. Insipid, under-fermented umu-Nyuza.

[i(li)-]Xubevange, n. = [i(li)-]Xube.

Xubeza, v. Mix or mingle together (= xubanisa); be turning grey, as a man growing old.

isi-Xubo, n. = [i(li)-]Dhlula.

u-Xubugwegwe, n. (C.N.) = um-Qumbu-kwekwe.

[i(li)-]Xubungu, n. Person of a noisy gay disposition, fond of boisterous play or merry-making.

Xubuza (Xhubuza), v. = gxbuza; also (C.N.) = xumbuza.

Xuga, v. Go or walk lame, as a man or beast with a painful foot (= huleza, qula); also = xega [Her. kukara, go paralysed].

Xuka, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. = ukuti tutu, ukuti tiku.

[i(li)-]Xukazi (Xhuka), n. Young ewe that has not yet had a lamb.

[i(li)-]or isi-Xuku (s.k.), n. Group, as of people or cattle (about a dozen); clump or cluster of things standing together, as mealies or tambootie grass. Cp. i(li)-Xongo; i(li)-Vijo; [i(li)-]Xoaso; isi-Xombi; isi-Xobo [Skr. varya, multitude; Lat. vul-gus, the common 'crowd'].

um-Xuku (s.k.), n. 5. Mixture of uthiwa dregs and crushed boiled mealies, eaten mostly by women.

isi-Xuku (s.k.), n. Big, protruding mouth with prognathous jaws, like an ape. Cp. isi-Mbengee.

isi-Xukushwana (s.k.), n. Small group or cluster.

Xukuxa (s.k.), v. Shake or pull about vigorously, as a stake (ace.) when withdrawing it from the ground; take the life out of one (ace.), thoroughly exhaust or fatigue him, as heavy work or a tiring journey (= luba); take by the ear, pull the ear (ace. or with uyu), as a naughty child (ace.); impress thoroughly on a person (ace.), as an order or message sent from higher authority (= hu-yisisa); also (C.N.) = xuba (zubba) [Her. huka, shake violently; Sw. sukusa, shake].

Ex. wangwaza, wamuxuka, he stabbed
him and shook him about (by working the assegai vigorously in the wound).

Xukuxeka (s. k.), v. Be in a knocked-up condition, get thoroughly exhausted, as by heavy work or walking (used in perfect); be in prime condition as to one’s body = tubeka.

um-Xukuxo (s. k.), n. 5. Medicine used for flatulence, from the tree um-Kuhlu (C.N.).

Xuku xuku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = xukuza.

Xukuza (s. k.), v. Shake up or about vigorously, as a person a calabash (acc.) of amasi or a bottle of medicine, or a wagon a person (acc.) riding therein; hence, metaphor. harass; rake out the inside—a certain method of Native medicinal treatment, chiefly for an isi-talo q.v., — by taking an um-Xukuza whether by mouth or as an enema = kwaXuza [Her. huka, shake violently; Sw. sukasuka, shake].

um-Xukuza (s. k.), n. 5. Any one of the several plants used medicinally for xukuza q. v.

Xula, v. Grab at a person (acc.) or thing, or as a dog at a stranger; (acc.) in a kraal; take impetuously, grab up or out of, as a person taking from the food-pot while still on the fire, a child grabbing at the food (acc.) being brought in, or a person withdrawing without consideration from another’s small food-supply. Cp. hlwita.

isi-Xula, n. Pied Kingfisher (Ceryle rudis); by some applied to the Blue or Half-colored Kingfisher (Alcedo semitorquata); also to isi-Xulamelele q. v.

isi-Xula-masele, n. Stilt (Himantopus canidas); also applied by some to the Spoonbill (Platalea alba); also to the isi-Xula, q. v.

Xuma (Xhuma), v. Spring about, struggle, as a calf, when tied, to get free; be restless, struggling with strong desire, as a child to get away to play.

Xuxuza (Xhuxhuma), v. Spring about, struggle, as a calf, when tied, to get free; be restless, struggling with strong desire, as a child to get away to play.

Xuma (Xhuma), v. Spring about, struggle, as a calf, when tied, to get free; be restless, struggling with strong desire, as a child to get away to play.

Xumebu, ukuti (Xumbhu, ukuthi), v. Make the plumping noise of any heavy body falling into deep water; hence, plunge through, as a drift with the water about one’s knees; plunge in, fall in, throw in, etc., as into a deep pool = ukuti gqumba.

Xumelela (Xhumelela), v. Join or fasten something (acc.) on to the end of another thing so as to make it longer, as one piece of string on to another, or extra oxen on to a span = xuma, hakelela, lungelela.

isi-Xumu (Xhumu), n. Obstinately contentious, cross-tempered, strife-seeking person (= isi-Xata); young of buck, of any kind (cp. ili-Wandhlu).

Xunga, v. = dunga (mostly used by women).

Xungazela, v. Make turbid, as the water (acc.) boiling for beer-making, by mixing therewith a little mabele-dough = dungazela.

i(li)-Xungebe, n. Mischievous talker, mischief-maker = isi-Xoni.

Xungula (Xhungula), v. Pick up the hair (acc.) with a thorn, so that it stand puffed out in a frizzy fashion, as when combed.

u(1u)-Xushela, n. = u(1u)-Cushela.

Xuta(Xhutha), v. Have an excessively moist, ‘oily’ skin (disliked by the Natives); behave or speak to one (ela form and acc.) in a cross-tempered, quarrelsome manner, as a surly strife-loving man (= Xutuzela).

isi-Xuta (Xhutha), n. Person with an excessively moist, ‘oily’ skin; also = isi-Xumu.

Xutuzela (Xhuthuzela), v. = xuta.

Xuxu, ukuti (Xuxhu, ukuthi), v. = xuzulela.

Xuxuma (Xhuxhuma), v. Spring about, struggle, as a calf, when tied, to get free; be restless, struggling with strong desire, as a child to get away to play.

Xuxuzela (Xhuxhuzela), v. Rumble, as wind in the stomach (nom.), with a liquid sound and pain, as when the bowels are loose with diarrhoea (cp. kokozu); also = Xopazela.

isi-Xuxwana (Xhuxhwnana), n. Young of the goat, sheep, and like animals. Cp. isi-Xunu; i(li)-Wandhlu.

um-Xwagele, n. 5. Bald Ibis (Ibis calva).

Xwala (Xwala — perf. xwalile), v. Go wrong radically, get into a chronically bad state, become corrupted, as a person morally (intliziyo), or physically, as to the stomach, etc. Comp. onakala.

i(li)-Xwala (Xwala), n. Consumption, in man (cp. u(1u)-Puba); certain lung-disease in cattle; also = isi-Xwala.

N.B. A person who dies of i-Xwala is not mourned or wailed for (kakaledwa).

isi-Xwala (Xhwalwa), n. Person gone wrong (morally), become bad or corrupted.

isi-Xwanguxwangu (Xhwanguxhwangu), n. Surly-tempered, bad-natured person, who
cannot be touched or spoken to without
growing at one.

Xwanguza (Xwanguza), v. Act in an irri-
table, bad-tempered manner, as a surly,
tetchy individual.

Xwasa, v. = ewasu.

Xwata (Xwatha), v. = badhla.

X. Ex. umuntu oyonxoratile, a person who
has not yet got thoroughly boiled, i.e. is
still wild and unsobered, as a young man.
Cp. cueva.

Xwaya, v. Be cautious (used in perf.), on one's
guard, on the look out (with ela form
and acc. of thing avoided); fight shy
of, keep away from, avoid, as any object
(acc.) of suspicion or danger, keep away
from one (acc.), dislike him, not readily
take to him, as certain kinds of food or
country to which one is not accustomed
(used in perf.); have a 'shy' appearance,
not bright and freshly green, be dried up,
as the veldt in the summer when burnt
up by sun and drought (used in perf.).

Xwayeka (s. k.), v. Be avoidable; be suspi-
cious-looking.

i(li)-Xwayela, n. Quick-eyed, cautious-going
person, habitually on his guard.

Xwayisa, v. Caution or warn a person
(acc.) against anything (with nga or ku),
put on one's guard.

Ex. uku-xwayis'ameholo, to put the eyes
on the look-out — as a cautious person with
suspicious aroused.

isi-Xwayixwayi, n. Scoundrel, scamp (C.N.).

isi-Xwazi, n. Internal injury or contusion,
or pain therefrom, remaining from an
old blow on the body, generally about

the ribs = isi-Luko; cp. i(li)-Tubugela.

isi-Xwe (Xwee), n. = i(li)-Bimbi.

isi-Xwebedu, n. Person having a broad
back and loins = isi-Xwebeni.

um-Xwebesi (Xwebesi), n. Trousers when
big, baggy and falling at the seat; wearer
thereof (N).

Xwebula, v. = xebula.

i(li)-Xwele (Xwele), n. Great snuff-taker,
hemp-smoker, or beer-drinker, i.e. very
fond of partaking of those things. Comp.
i(li)-Rroza.

um-Xwele (Xwele), n. Throat (internal),
of man or beast (= um-Pimbo); hence,
inner feelings of a man, 'heart,' con-
sciou-sness, mind, life — the throat
being generally pointed to as the seat of
these faculties or emotions (= um-Pimbo,
i-nIlizylo).

Ex. u-xalale; i ugenxwele (or ugenlizylo),
he stills exists by his breath, i.e. he is still
merely breathing, life is not quite extinct;
or may be used hiberniee.

Phr. uku-m-hlaba umxwele (or intlizylo),
to make one's heart rejoice, please him, do
according to his taste.

i-nxweleha, n. — see i-Xwelaha.

isi-Xwembe (Xwembe), n. Any broadly
spread-out, flat thing; hence, very broad-
backed person; certain kind of large broad
wooden-spoon or ladle for serving out
food or eating uku-benande (= i-nGwembe,
isi-Pakuluzi; cp. isi-Foboza).

isi-Xwexwe, n. Broad, thin, flat plate of a
thing (whether quite rigid or only stiff-
ish), as oil-cloth, sheet of zinc, or a
pane of glass = isi-Bebe; comp. u(lu)-
Bembedu, i(li)-Keke.

Y

in Zulu is sounded as in English e.g. as
in the word yellow.

Y is, in Zulu as in English, a semi-
vowelled, being simply the vowel i coming be-
fore another vowel into which it glides, form-
ing a diphthong. Like the w, however, it pre-
serves much more of the pure vowel-sound
than in English, and, when preceding another
i, is to English ears so weak and indistinct
that its presence is oftentimes quite overlooked
— a fact which has led many to write, though
incorrectly, such words as ai (no) and u-wei
(tobacco), instead of a'i and u-geyi.

All words of the 3rd. class, having the pre-
fix i-n and the root apparently commencing
with a Y, will be found entered under Ny, we
having preferred, in accordance with our rule
concerning vowels occurring in a similar posi-
tion, to regard the n in such cases as a part

of the root, the prefix therefore becoming mere-
ly a short i. Such words must accordingly
be sought for under N.

Ya, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti yo.

Ya, aux. verb. part., used in formation of
pres. prog. and future tenses.

Ya, v. Go (for 'walk' — see hamba) [Skr.
ya, ya, ga, gam, go; Hi. jama; Ar. rah;
Lat. vadó, eo; Oë. do; Her. ya, go; za,
go away; Bo. etc. tu; Be. uyi; Suk.
dygaga; At. ka; Ha. za; Ibo. ya; Ev. yi].

Ex. kakulangi, kuya ngoba, it does not do
well, because (lit. it is or goes because).

kuya ngani ukuba, why is it that, etc.

baye-pi? where have they gone?

kuyinje ngapi? whereabouts are you going
to? or, where have they gone to? (lit. it is
going, or gone, to where abouts).
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**YA**

us'eye pambilile, he has already gone outside (of the hut).

usaya nypambilile, he is gone out (for the necessities of nature, to stool).

ngisimce ngaya emera, ngaya pambilile. I just went backwards and forwards (as when continually going about on a fruitless errand).

beniya nabo is'xwe lako. I was going along with, acting in accordance with, your advice or orders.

nadinde roya nabo zhe (umkuhlule), it (the fever) just went off with them (as when driving them along nolesol colens).

hlanga lingakwazi, ukuya nokubuya? how far is it, there and back?

iya ngokuyixa, it goes by goings or comings thereeto i.e. by gradual degrees, each one coming gradually thereto in his proper time or turn (not all at once), as the privileges of adult age, any work taken in turns, etc.

(iicala) linya ngokuyixa ilikuza, it (the law-case) got gradually bigger as it went along. uru? e'shendlane nyabe wayawaya, oh! to sea! you would be gone for good and all, it would be as good as persevering outright.

kungiyile ukuba (kungile, etc.), it has gone for me that etc. = it has put me quite at a loss to understand how that; it has done for me, that etc. = kungini.

ama-Ya (no sing.), n. Worthless thing, of no use or consequence, as an insignificantly small quantity of food, useless empty talk, etc.

Ex. kora fweke neseng'amaya, it (the infant) died while still a nothing (i.e. before becoming of any account as an umuntu).

Yaba, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti yabi.

u(l)-Yaba, n. Thing going loosely all over the place — hence, swarm i.e. great wandering number, as a man's very numerous children, a great herd of cattle, or swarm of locusts (u(l)-Buzela); person leading a loose, vagrant life, going about uncontrolled here and there as he or she likes.

isi-Yabakazane (s.k.), n. = isi-Yabazane.

Yabaza, v. = yabiza.

isi-Yabazane, n. Craving or greedy desire, as of a very thirsty or hungry person for drink or food = isi-Yabakazane, isi-Yangazane. Cp. i-nKwanzwa.

Yabazela, v. Go loosely, carelessly, uncontrolled, about or along, as a man walking out with empty hands, an alarmed person going hastily along careless of persons or obstacles, or a girl leading an uncontrolled, loose life = yatalaza. Cp. vabalaza.

Yabi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Motion a person (acc.) away with the hand = yabiza, yabaza.

**YA**

Yabiza, v. = ukuti yabi.

Yabu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti laku; ukuti yabi; ukuti yalu.

u(l)-Yabu, n. Restless, roving person, going continually about from place to place; also = u(l)-Yaba. See yabula.

Yabula, v. Motion a person (acc.) away with a swing of the hand (= yabiza); pick or take up anything (acc.) smartly (= yakuza); be restless, agitated, moving disturbedly or wildly about, as one throwing himself about with pain, going anxiously about seeking for something lost, water boiling furiously in a pot, etc.; hence, throw oneself about from pain, a thrashing, etc. (= yaluza); look or seek about everywhere (even without anxiety) for anything (acc.) lost, as among the goods in a hut, or a beast about the veldt (= yabalu); boil wildly, as water (= yaluza); go roving about here and there, as from a restless nature (= yaluza; see u(l)-Yabu).

i(ij)-Yabulani, n. = u(l)-Yabu.

i-nYabule, n. — see i-Nyabule.

Yabu yibu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = yabuzela, ukuti yalu yalu.

Yabuzela, v. Go smartly or quickly along = yatuza.

Ex. ake uti yabi yalu (or yabuzela), nye 'kuka amansi, just go along sharply and fetch some water (from the spring).

Yaca, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = yaca, ukuti ya-paca.

Yaca, v. Rock bodily to and fro, splash to and fro, as water in a bucket when carried or, by comparison, in the sea, or grain in a basket when shaken = yacaka; yapaceka. Cp. kapaz; yendu.

Ex. ake ngiye 'kuti yaca emfuleni, just let me go and have a splash about in the river.

u(l)-Yaca, n. Certain kind of loin-girdle worn originally by girls and consisting of a long fringe of ub-Endhle which encircled the whole body.

Yacaka (s.k), v. = yaca, yapaceka; cp. kapaka.

Yacaza, v. Make so to rock to and fro, as above.

Yaflu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Waft upon, whiff towards a person, as a smell of any kind.

um-Yagayi, n. 5. (N) = um-Hayihayi (Append.).

Yazi, int. = yayizi.

Yaka, ukuti (ukuthi; s.k.), v. Be brightly green or bluish, as new grass or clear water = ukuti yuva.

isi-Yaka (s.k.), n. Bunch of long feathers
worn at the back of the head; (C.N.)
\( \text{very white tail of an ox.} \)

**um-Yaka** or **Yákyaka** (s. k.), n. 5. **An isi-Gigyo or isi-Bongo** given to a wildly courageous warrior who rushes boldly on the foe, creating disorder right and left.

Ex. 

\( \text{um} \text{nyakayaka} \text{onga'fu! a desperately brave fellow} \) who comes on overpoweringly like a great cloud!

**i(li)-Ya-kade** (s. k.), n. Long coming or future time (C.N.)

Ex. 

\( \text{kwebo iyakade ngikutumisa, it will be for a long time that I shall woo you, i.e. I am not going to give up because I meet with difficulties at the start.} \)

**Yákasha, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v.** Rush wildly in among, throw oneself with uncontrolled bravery upon the foe.

**Yakasheka** (s. k.), v. = **ukuti yakasha.**

\( \text{i-nYakalo, n. = see i-Nyakalo.} \)

**ama-Yákayaka** (s. k. = no sing.), n. Disorderly mop of a thing, as a head of long hair hanging dishevelled about, an ear of **imfe** when drooping loosely about on all sides instead of being compact and upright, or the thatch on a hut when blown about in all directions by the wind.

**Yakaza** (s. k.), v. Rinse out, as a bottle (acc.) or basin with water.

**Yakazela** (s. k.), v. Rush courageously, wildly on or among the foe, dealing death right and left, as a brave.

**Yake** (Yakhoo), poss. adj. His, her, its — see ake.

\( \text{i-nYakeni, n. = see i-Nyakeni.} \)

**Yako** (Yakho), poss. adj. Thy — see ako.

**Yala, v. = laya.**

**i(l)-Yala** or Yali, v. Certain thorny climbing plant (Smilax Kraussiana), used for making hut-doors = i-nGqaqabulani.

\( \text{i-nYala, n. = see i-Nyala.} \)

**Yálala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti zalala.**

**Yalaza, v.** Rub over gently, so as to render fine or smooth, as sniff with the stone when grinding, or fine soil over seed in a box (ep. *lolonya*); speak gentle words to a person (acc.), as when soothing anger or smoothing away some misunderstanding = *teleza.*

**Yále, ukuti (ukuthi), v.** Breath one's last, give up the ghost, depart life = yalela, ukuti laye.

Ex. 

\( \text{kuyikuti yale, it (the ox) is not quite dead yet.} \)

**Yaleka** (s. k.), v. = **layeka.**

**Yalela, v. = layela; also ukuti yale.**

**Yaleza, v. =** layeza; also ukuti yale.

**Yalezela, v. =** layeza.

**isi or um-Yalezelo, n. 5.** Order delivered as message — see layeza.

\( \text{i-nYali, n. = see i-Nyali.} \)

**isi-Yalijana, n. = isi-Halijana.**

**Yalo, poss. adj.** Its — see alo.

**um-Yalo, n. 5.** Direction, order, commandment, admonition, etc. — see laya (M).

**Yalu, ukuti (ukuthi), v.** Burst up or break forth on all sides or everywhere at once, as seed sprouting up all over a field at the same time (= ukuti dhleni), or an eruption over the body; burst forth with commotion, as water from a spring, or the water at the middle of a boiling pot (= *yalula.*

**is-i - Yalu, n.** Spring, of water; an unintelligible, muddled-up affair; person whose eyes have the iris unnaturally high, showing the white of the ball below, so that he seems to look out from under the eyelids = isi-Petu.

**ulu-)Yalu, n.** (C.N.) Mixture of pumpkin and mealies (ep. isi-Hiya); person with eyes as above — see isi-Yalu.

**Yaluka (s. k.), v.** Get bursted or broken forth, as above — see ukuti yalu; break forth intellectually i.e. come to the use of one's reason, or to one's senses, as a child beginning to show understanding, or a drunken man coming round again.

**Yalukisa (s. k.), v.** Cause one (acc.) to come to his reason or senses, open his eyes, by giving him advice or explanations about any matter (acc. or more com. with nga).

**Yalula, v.** Search everywhere about for something (acc.) lost, as among the goods in a hut, or all about the veldt; burst forth or up in commotion, as water at a spring, or at the middle of a pot boiling furiously (= ukuti yalu).

\( \text{i(l)-Yalule, n. = (i-l)-Bukazana.} \)

**Yalu yálu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = yaluza.**

**isi-Yályalu, n.** Anything in a state of commotion, or general confusion of movement, as the waters of a rapid, or a crowd of people moving wildly about.

**Yaluzu or Yaluzela, v.** Move restlessly about, be in a state of agitated movement or commotion, as a person in great pain, a boy when being punished, water when boiling furiously or in the rapids of a river, or a person or beast roving restlessly about the country, or the eyes of a person (see isi-Yalu) when rolling
about and showing the whites. Cp. yabula; yalula; ukuti yalulu; yanquza.

i-nyama, n. — see i-nyaama.
i-nyamazane, n. — see i-nyamazane.
i(i), isi or um-yambazi (Yambhazi), n. Porridge made of crushed Kafir-corn, or sometimes mealies = (i(i))-Qasha. Cp. umu-nyaaza.

Yambe, ukuti (Yambah, ukuthi), v. Cover slightly with some overspreading thing, as a heap of corn (ace.) left outside by slightly covering it with grass, a new hut by hastily putting on a little temporary thatch, or a sleeping child by throwing over him a small cloth or blanket; cover up one’s feelings, so as not to let appear in one’s speech or actions how angry, displeased, etc., one is = yambeza, ukuti yambe.

Yambeza (Yambheza), v. = ukuti yambe. Yami, poss. adj. My — see ami.
i-nunya, n. — see i-nyaanda.
i-nyanzulu, n. — see i-nyanzulu.

Yandhlu yandhlu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ya ndhluza.

Yandhluza, n. Get thrown or tossed wildly about in every direction, as a cloth hanging out, boughs of a tree, corn in a field, before a furious gust of wind, or the bed-clothes of a restless sleeper.
i-nunya, n. — see i-nyaanda.
i-nyanga, n. — see i-nyaanga.
i-nyangana, n. — see i-nyaanga.
i(l)-nya or Yanga, n. Baboon = i(l)-Fene.

Yangana yanga, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = yangaza.

Yangaza or Yangazela, v. Look about moving the eyes shamefully here and there, as a child caught doing wrong (from consciousness of guilt), or who has received nothing at a distribution of good things (from disappointment), or who is agitated or alarmed in the presence of a scolding parent whose attitude is threatening, etc. Cp. bakaza.

i(l)-yangana, n. = isi-Yabazane.
i-lnya, n. — see i-lnyaango.

Ubu-yanquyanqu, n. — see ubu-yanquyu.

Yanquza, v. = yalula.
i-yantiukana, n. — see iy-Antiukana.
i-nyantule, n. — see i-nyantule.
i-nnyadyu, n. — see i-nyaandu.

Yapaca, ukuti (Yaphaca, ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = ukuti yaca.
Yapacea (Yaphaceka), v. (C.N.) = yaca.

Yapeta, ukuti (Yapheta, ukuthi), v. = ukuti shalu.

Yapeza (Yaphesha), v. = shaluza.

Yaso, poss. adj. Its — see aso.

isi-Yathanga (Yathanga), v. = (i(l))-Hatanga.
i(l)-Yathyata (Yathyatho), n. = (i(l))-Hatanga.

Yatazel (Yathazel), v. = yabazela.
i-nyatelo, n. — see i-nyatelo.
i-nyateli, n. — see i-nyateli.
i-nyatuko, n. — see i-nyatuko.

Yatu yatu, ukuti (Yatu yatu, ukuthi), v. = ukuti yabu yabu.
i(l) or isi-Yatu yatu (Yathu yatho), n. Smart, quick walker. See yatzela.

Yatuzela (Yathuzela), v. = yabuzela.

Yavu yavu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = yavuzza.
i(l)-Yavuzavu, n. One who talks merrily away without cessation, as an amiable gossiper at a beer-drink.

Yavuzza, v. Talk away merrily without cessation, as above; also = Ishavuzza.

Yawa, poss. adj. Its; their — see avo.

isi-Yaya, n. String of feathers worn as an ornamental circlet round the neck; also sometimes (incorrectly) applied to umu-Tekwane.

Yayakeka (Yayatheka), v. Run quickly along or about in a nervous, agitated manner, as a boy in search of his master’s property he has lost, or away from any fearful thing. Cp. papateka.

i(l)-Yayakeka (Yayatheka), n. A running, nervous fellow; a coward (=i(l)-Gwala).

Ya ya ya, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti watu.

Ex. nqamumani utshehla, ngasengiti ya ya ya. I came across some beer and had a good drink.

Yayi, int. shouted to sear off an ox or wild-beast when attacking anything, or (by comparison) to the chief or a brave displaying himself at the um-Kosi or ukuyiyo = hayizi.

Yayo, poss. adj. Its; their — see avo.

Yaza, v. = ukuti ya, yola.

Yazo, poss. adj. Their — see azo.

i(l)-Ye, n. Large ant, frequently seen carrying about bits of grass; person given to carrying about tales and reports (= i(n)Yeleti).

isi-Yebukana (Yebeukana), n. = (i(l))-Bukazana.

Yebi, adv. Yes, in giving a simple affirmative or assenting reply, or in starting off an important statement or declara-
ton (cp. ayi-ke); indeed? is it so? in expressing amazement at a statement made. Comp. ehe [Sw. iwo; Ya. hele; Kam. vlo; Kh. vivo; Ga. ye; Ba. ya; Her. iyo].

Yebuya or Yebuya bo, int. Heigh! as when shouting after a distant person to draw his attention, call him back, or arrest his action; also used metaphor, for expressing admiration (by drawing attention of others), for checking or reproving, etc.

Ex. yebuya bo! kutiwa kunjindoda, I say! oh my! they say this is a man — as a rude boy might call out to his companions when making sport of an old man or cripple.

‘nantisi ingubo entle kaBumi!’ ‘Yebuya bo; nyangibinya’, ‘here’s a nice dress of So-and-so’s!’ ‘Have done! stay that talk! you are speaking sarcastically of me’.

(iI)-Yece, n. = (iI)-Cecce.

isi-Yedi, n. (N) = isi-Yejane.


Ex. ye-he-he! namp’abantu! oh my! there are people for you!

ye he-he! ngabona x’alaka! there are fine cattle for you! just look at them going out! — shouted by a gleeful herdboy taking out the cattle to graze.

Yēhle, ukuti (ukulhi), v. Rattle, as a lot of beads or bones together, or as the person rattling them (acc.); hang numerous dangling down, be loaded or in loads, cover with abundance (used properly of hanging things), as a great quantity of fruit on a tree, toys on a Christmas tree, a lot of gourds suspended from a hut-roof, or (metaphor.) a great abundance of pumpkins in a field, seeds of the black-jack weed hanging from one’s clothes, or black-beetles covering a wall, or long trappings dangling about a person (= ukuti yeke, ukuti yika) = yehleza, yehleka.

Yehleka (s. k), v. = ukuti yehe.

Yehleza, v. = ukuti yehle; (C.N.) strike violently on the head with a stick; break, as a tooth (see ukuti kehle).

isi-Yejane, n. Stupid, silly person, doing wrong things, not wilfully, but from weakness of mind (C.N.).

Yeka (s. k), v. Leave off, give over, as any action (with uku — cp. peza); let go, a rope (acc.) or other thing held in the grasp; let alone, as a person (acc.) who has done wrong (cp. yekeza) or is being tormented by others; leave, as one might

his child (acc.) to stay in another kraal (cp. shiya) [Ga. deka, leave off!; laka, leave; Her. yesa, leave off: Sw. ishe, leave off; Ya. leka, leave off; Bo. leka, let go].

Yeka (s. k), int. expressing surprise, admiration, displeasure, etc.; also used by females in affirming a truth or taking an oath.

Ex. yek’ingubo entle! oh my! what a nice dress! yek’umnjana cyangile! just look at this naughty boy!

yek’umane! oh, mother! — as a female might say when expressing jocose surprise at anything.

‘kuti nsho iquiniso na?’ ‘Yeka! (or Yek-ke kona!’ ‘and are you really speaking a truth? ’ ‘A fact! Don’t ask it!’

Yēke, ukuti (s. k), v. = yekeza; also = ukuti wewete.

isi-Yeke (s. k), n. Bullock with horns standing upright and at the ends bent backwards over the shoulders (cp. i(lI)-Golhla); (C.N.) = isi-Fonyo.

Yēkeke, ukuti (s. k), v. = ukuti wewete.

Yekela (s. k), v. Let alone, let go for; hence, let off, as a person (acc.) from punishment or restitution in regard to some fault (cp. tetelela); let or allow a person (acc.) to go or do something (with subj.); carry something on the head without holding it.

Ex. ubelitwala (ibotwe), eyekele (or eliyeyekele), she was carrying it (on her head), without holding it (the pot).

Phr. uku-yekela yqala — see yqala.

Yekelana (s. k), v. Let one another alone, off, etc.

Yeketa (Yeketha), v. = xeketa.

Yeketisa (Yekethisa), v. = xeketisa.

i-Nyekevu, n. — see i-Nyekevu.

Yekesha (s. k), v. = xeketisa; also = ukuti wewete.

Yekezeke (s. k), v. = xeketa.

Yekezisa (s. k), v. = xeketisa.

um-Yeko (s. k), n. 5. Hair (whole head thereof) twisted in long strings (= u(lu)-Poto) so as to hang down over the head all round = isi-Yendane, isi-Yendhle.

Yela, v. Go for, to, etc.

Ex. uku-xi-yela, to go for or of oneself.

Yela (= Eyela), v. Stumble or tumble into or at a hole, whether bodily or merely by the foot. Cp. ukuti yele.

Ex. uxiyekeleisa celeni, he has caused himself to get fallen into, i.e. mixed up with, a lawcase.
isi-Yela, n. Anything into which one could stumble or tumble, as a large hole on one's path; name given to any girl or female child by way of flattery or coaxing, as when begging a favour or admiring.

Ex. hambani 'yigela xintle, ningilandlele amawini, go nice little girls, and fetch me some water.

Yele, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Go, or make go, or fall, down out of sight, as a person disappearing down beyond a hilltop.

Ex. yokwe nge 'kuti yele ka'Bani, just let me disappear for a moment, i.e. run over for a few minutes, to So-and-so's.

Ye-le-le (with final particle prolonged), int. expressing surprise, grief at, etc.


eye-le-le! nansi indaba! oh my! here's a fine affair (something wrong).


Yeleza, v. = ukuti yele.

i-nYezelele, n. = see i-Nyezelele.

isi-Yelo, n. = isi-Yelo.

Yembe, ukuti (Yembhe, ukuthi), v. = ukuti yembe.

i(li)-Yeembe (Yeembe), n. Shirt [D. hend].

i-nYeembe, n. = see i-Nyeembe.

Yeembeza (Yeembeza), v. = yembeza.

Yembe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Lean or slant towards one side, as the palisades of a kraal-fence, or pillar of a hut when falling sideways; draw or fall about here and there from side to side, as the members of a hunt or fight when seeing the game, etc., coming on close towards them, so as to confuse it and get out of its way, while at the same time blocking its path = yemeza; cp. eyama.

isi-Yeme, n. (C.N.) = isi-Yene.

um-Yeme, n. 5. Delicate, strengthless thing, as a child or invalid; also = um-Peme.

u(li)-Yeme, n. Leaning or slanting of a thing towards one side, as the palisades of a falling kraal-fence or pillars of a hut (with conza).

Yemeza, v. = ukuti yeme.

Yena, emph. pron. He, she, it; him, her, it. Cp. mina.

Ex. ngayemzimile yena, you ought to have given (it) to him himself.

Yenca, v. = yence.

i(li)-Yence, n. = i(li)-Cecce.

isi-Yence, n. = i-liyemba.

Yenda, v. Wave or droop continually from side to side, as a tree-branch or growing grain in the wind or as a long thin plank stood vertically (= tengatenga); drop the head from side to side i.e. be dozy, be sleepy, as a child in the evening; stagger from side to side, as a drunken man. Cp. ukuti yende; ukuti yendu [Her. yendama, lean; Sw. imama].

i(li)-Yenda, n. Variety of imp, having a pendulous, drooping panicle = i(li)-Yeungtombi.

isi-Yendale, n. Hair dressed so as to hang in long twisted strings (= um-Yeko); person wearing such (= isi-Yendle); plur. isi-Yendale, Shaka's name for the ama-Hlubi.

Yende, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Droop or fall pendulously to one side, as a long corn-stalk. Cp. yenda.

i(li)-Yende, n. = isi-Qentu.

Yendale, n. Clear grain of foreign-bodies (doub. acc.) by washing, sifting, or other separating process, as when cleaning mealies of sand by washing in water and allowing the sand to sink to the bottom.

Ex. mi! yendale wank'amanbole amakoba, here! clear this Kafir-corn of empty-husks (by shaking it about in a basket when the lighter husks will rise to the top).

i-nYendhlane, n. — see i-Nyendhlane.

i-nYendle, n. — see i-Nyendle.

isi-Yendle, n. Person wearing um-Yeko; sometimes applied to the um-Yeko itself.

um-Yendle, n. 5. = um-Yeko.

Yendu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Lean over considerably to one side, so as to be ready to fall, stand resting on the edge, as a cupboard standing dangerously on the slant, or a person about to faint = yenduku, ukuti yembege, ukuti kelu; cp. yenduka; getuku; penuka; yenda [Her. yendama, lean; Sw. inama].

Yenduka (s. k.), v. = ukuti yendu.

Yenga, v. Allure, entice, beguile, seduce, or otherwise lead a person (acc) to do something by plausible, inviting speech or appearances. Cp. hunga; kanga; golomba [Sw. tega, lure].

i(li)-Yenga, n. Seducer, one given to luring others, as a boy or girl given to enticing those of the other sex into unlawful ways, or a person sent to lead an enemy into a trap = isi-Yengane.

isi-Yengane, n. = i(li)-Yenga.

i(li)-Yenga-ntombi (Yenga-ntombhi), n. = i(li)-Yenda.

Yenge, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Have the eyes
come over or fill with tears. Cp yengezela.

isi-Yengelele, n. = isi-Ilkelelele.

Yengezela, v. Have the eyes filled with tears, as when saddened, or from snuff or smoke = hlyengezela.

isi or u(lu)-Yengezi, n. Any very broad-mouthed or broadly spread out vessel or basket; applied to the i-nDinganiso; ox with such widely spread-out horns = u(lu)-Hengezi.

isi-Yengo, n. Anything intended to lure, entice, tempt, or seduce. See yengu.

um-Yeni, n. 1. Bridgroom; husband, generally; an ubu-Tumushe ant (which Natives superstitiously dislike calling by its real name, lest they thereby 'draw these troublesome insects to them'); plur. aba-Yeni, bridgroom's people or party — a name given to them in any of the ceremonies accompanying a marriage. Cp. u-Makoti.

Ex. aba=a'enyeni, the bridgroom's people. See i-nTombi.

I. wcza wcnda, wenyeni? So, bridgroom, you at last got to be married! — said of one who has at last got successfully over some difficulty.

N.B. 'as'ezidhlile wenyeni; ayi 'baba' wabuya nazo, 'the bridgroom has now got possession of them (my cattle — though really referring to her own person); alas! he has got hold of them — sung by a girl on the evening of the second day succeeding the wedding when she is forcibly driven by the other girls in the kraal into the hut of her husband; to which the other girls reply haye! uy'intandane, lona tishone (or E! uy'intandane, mayixe neno) i.e. yes! you are an orphan or poor helpless body, till the sun goes down, or for all time (or, yes! you are an orphan; let him — the husband — come over to us here).

Yenu, poss. adj. Your — see enu.

i-Nyenzulu, n. — see i-Nyenzulu.

Yepi, ukuti (Yephe, ukuthi), v. Give a person (acc.), etc., a cut or gash, as with a knife or sword, or as coarse grass one's finger = yepeza.

Yepeza (Yephiza), v. = ukuti yepe.

Yepezika (Yephizeka), v. Get so cut or gashed, as above.

Yepezela (Yephizela), v. = keb ezela.

isi-Yepu (Yephu), n. Any long-haired fringe-like thing, as the filaments of maize or the long dangling hair of a goat; such a long-haired goat.

P. umngumunyandulukura onjengesiyepu! there's a person who likes to be looked at, like a long-haired goat — said to a vain person who likes to be admired.

Yepu (Yeplu), v. = ukuti yemp. Yepu

Ye pu ye pu, ukuti (Yeplu yeplu, ukuthi), v. Wave danglelingly about (trans.), as one might a long loose fringe (acc.) or a goat its long hair = yepluza; wave or get shaken thus loosely and fro (intrans.), as the above = yepluka.

Yepuza (Yepluza), v. = ukuti yemp. Yepu.

Yepuzela (Yepluzela), v. Go along amidst long waving fringes, as a goat with its long hair waving from side to side, or a man adorned with many long loosely-hanging trappings.

Yeshe (final syll. accentuated), int. of address — as below.

Ex. yeshe! nyanzawo! siyabhle, siyabante; sikulekela uqubukazi osongesewo maximo! hail, game! may we stab and catch it (the game we are going to hunt); we beg for an old-woman of a beast that no longer has any teeth! — said by young men by way of a prayer to the hunting-god (called for the purpose 'nyamzawo') previous to going out on a hunt.

Yeshe, int. = woshi.

Yeshila, int. (C.N.) = hashila.

Yeta (Yetha), v. = lendhila.

Yetelelele, ukuti (Yethelaide, ukuthi), v. Be drooping, hanging without life or firmness, as the body when quite done up with exhaustion, or a limp supple skin, or the heart of a person when depressed or low-spirited = ukuti letelele, lendhlelele, lisa, dica, etc.

Yeti, pl. Yetini (Yethi, Yethini), int. the tefula form of leti q.v. and most commonly used in Natal in this form, probably from the fact of its having been introduced there most widely by the Qwabe and other tribes that tefula. — The plur. form yetini seems to be a corruption (perhaps arising from a misunderstanding of the original meaning of the word) peculiar to Natal; in Zulu-land it would be yetani.

Yetu (Yethu), poss. adj. Our — see enu.

i(i)-Yevane, n. = i(i)-Yeweyu.

i-Nyevu, n. — see i-Nyevu.

Yevu yeve, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = yewuza.

i(i)-Yevuyu, n. One who talks away incessantly anything and everything. Cp. i(i)-Gaygeve; yewuza.

Yevuza, v. Talk way without cessation, as above. Cp. yewuza.

i-Nyewe, n. — see i-Nyewe.

i-Nyewo, n. — see i-Niyewo.
isi-Yeya, n. *tefula* form of *isi-Yela*.

YeYe, ukuti *(ukuthi)*, *v.* = *ukuti* yehele.

Ye ye, *int.* expression of derision, as might be used by a naughty boy calling after an old man.

isi-Yeye, n. Certain flat bead necklace (N); also (N.) = *isi-Yela*.

u(lu)-Yeyemana, n. A sleepy-going person with no life or energy in him = *um-Lelema*.

Yeyesa, *v.* Speak as some tribes, substituting a *y* for every *l*, as do the Qwabe and Zulu coast clans generally (C.N.) = *tefula*.

(i(l))-Yeyesi, (C.N.) = (i(l))-Tefula.

(i(l))-Yeyeye, *n.* = (i(l))-Tefula.

(i(l))-Yezane, n. = (i(l))-Tongwane—for which it would seem to be the regular *hlonipa* word (fr. *(i(l))*-Yezo, hlon. *(i(l))*-Tongo), although now in universal use even among men.

i-nYezane, *n.* see *iNyezane*.

Yëzi, ukuti *(ukuthi)*, *v.* = *ukuti* yozi.

ama-Yezi *(no sing.)*, *n.* Cloudiness of the sky; causing a constant hiding of the sun or moon (prob. originally meaning 'shadows'—see *hlon* word *(i(l))*-Yezi—and only used in connection with the sun or moon, not of the mere clouds themselves).

Ex. *iuku* linaamayeziyi namhla, the sky is cloudy to-day, *i.e.* shadowy, shady, as regards the sun or moon.

isi-Yezi, *n.* Haziness that comes over the eyes, upon the deadening of the senses, when a person is about to faint. Cp. *i-nzululwane*.

ama-Yëziyezi *(no sing.)*, *n.* = ama-*Ilenge-hlenge*.

Yëzu, ukuti *(ukuthi)*, *v.* = *ukuti* tezu (used also by women for *hlon* purposes).

Yezuka *(s. k.)*, *v.* = *tezuka*.

um-Yezuka *(s. k.)*, *n.* 5. = *um-Tezuka*.

Yiba, ukuti *(ukuthi)*, *v.* = *ukuti* ewantala, *ukuti* yibaba; also *yibaza*, *yibazeka*.

Ex. *abantu* bakhelo bete yiba, the people were sitting spread out in an immense crowd. *bengiti* ngiyakwantsela, *ngasengiti* yiba, I had intended to tell him, and then forgot.

isi-Yiba or *Yibayiba* (latter when in plur.), *n.* = isi-Wiek.

Ex. *unziyiyayiba* lovo'musi, there's always something happening in that kraal.

u(lu)-Yiba, *n.* = *(lu)*-Cwantalala.

Yibaba, ukuti *(ukuthi)*, *v.* = *ukuti* ewantala.
Yikizu (s. k.), v. = yibazela.

isi-Yiko (s. k.), n. Any strange, wonderful, unintelligible thing or occurrence; event, happening, generally; defect, blemish, fault, as in a new pot, or on the body of a person deducting from his beauty (= isi-Yinga) = um-Hlola; isi-Cl, isi-Wic; isi-Yiba.

P. aku'wese lingena'siqiko, there’s no beautiful person without some defect.

Y'ikona (Y'ikhona), adv. It is then or there, equivalent to Eng. thereupon, then, upon this or that, upon doing so; it is now (with participle).

Ex. nyakwenswa nezwi lami, y'ikona kuyakulunganga, you shall act in accordance with my instructions, then it will be right.

y'ikona ngiweayo, it is now that I understand.

y'ikona njalo, it is there precisely.

i-nYiki (s. k.), n. — see i-Nyiki.

i-Nyikinyiki (s. k.), n. — see i-Nyikinyiki.

Y'ikuba (s. k.), conj. It is because, by reason that, on account of = kwazis'wukuti.

Ex. akhubunganga kahle, y'ikuba umniyayo (indhu) eb'engeko, it was not done quite as it ought, (it was) on account of the owner being absent.

Y'ilapo (Y'ilapho), prep.; adv. It is here (in place or time).

Y'ilapo (Y'ilapho), prep.; adv. It is or was there or then = y'ikona.

Ex. yenza nezwi lami, y'ilapo kuyakulunganga, act in accordance with my directions, (it is) then it will be alright.

y'ilapo ngqal'akweza (or kwang'ilapo nqgalo'xweza), it was then (or thereupon was it) I began to understand.

Yilayileka (s. k.), v. Be in an agitated, disturbed, restless state internally, as a sick person unable to find rest, or a person whose mind is bothered with many anxieties requiring pressing attention.

Yilileka (s. k.), v. = hleleleka.

Y'ilo (last syll. accentuated), Y'ilohle, Y'iloku (Y'ilokho), Y'ilo kuhle, Y'ilo kwahle, Y'ilokhe kwahle (most common in the third form), adv. All along; ever since, always, continually = kulo, etc.

Ex. waye y'ilo esho, he was always saying so.

woba y'iloku uhlhu isinto ciximund, you will be eating nice things always, perpetually.

y'iloku kuhle kuhluwa, it is perpetually being gone about (i.e. there is perpetually some walking to be done).

i-nYimfinyimi, n. See i-Nyimfinyimi.

Yinga, v. (C.N.) = yingiliza.

isi-Yinga, n. Certain kind of bead necklace; blemish, fault, defect, as in a worked article or a person’s beauty (= isi-Yiko).


Yingaza, v. Look about here and there in a stupid, daft kind of way, as a simpleton when spoken to, or when sent to look for some article.

isi-Yinge, n. = isi-Yingelezi.

Yingeleza, v. = yingiliza.

Yingelezi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = yingiliza.

isi-Yingelezi, n. Circle; hence, any circular, round, ring-shaped thing; revolution, or going round of a body on its axis; whirling round, as of water in a whirlpool = isi-Yinge, isi-Yingelezi.

Yingili, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Form together in a circular body or group, as of cattle or a scattered crowd gathering together in a compact clump.

isi-Yingili, n. = isi-Yingelezi; also isi-Yingayinga.

Yingiliza, v. Make or draw a circle, as when moving the finger round in a circular way, or when making anything (see yingiliza) of a circular form; describe a circle, revolve, whirl round, as a wheel, or water of a whirlpool; clear round by a circular motion, as the remnants of food (ace.) from the sides of a pot by sweeping round the extended finger, or the hair from round about a headring; make insinuating remarks about, hint at a person (ace.), = yingeleza, ukuti yingilizi, zingeleza. Cp. ukuti dingilizi.

Yingilizeka (s. k.), v. Get made in a circle or to be of circular form; get made to revolve or whirl round; get cleared off by a circular motion — see above.

Ex. leli'guma selinyingilizekile, this basket has already got “circled” at the bottom i.e. has the bottom no longer lying flat on the ground, but standing on its edges, as on a ring, from the centre having become concave.

Yingilizisa, v. Make anything (ace.) to be in a circle, or of a circular form.

Yingilizi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = yingiliza.
isi-\textit{Yingisa}, \textit{n.} = isi-\textit{Yingayinga}.

\textit{Y'ingoba} or \textit{Y'ingokuba} (s. \textit{k}), \textit{conj}. It is or was because, by reason that, on account of.

Ex. \textit{kawumili kahle, y'ingoba isulu lisuke l'omisile,} it doesn't grow well, (it is) because the heavens have got to dry up \textit{i.e.} on account of scarcity of rain.

\textit{ama-\textit{Yingoti}} (\textit{Yingothe}; seldom in sing.), \textit{n.} = ama-\textit{Genegene}\-\textit{y}.\textit{a}.

\textit{um-\textit{Yingoti}} (\textit{Yingothe}), \textit{n. 5.} = isi-\textit{Yingayinga}.

\textit{um-\textit{Yingwane}}, \textit{n. 5.} = isi-\textit{Yingayinga}.

\textit{Y'i'ini}, \textit{adv}. What is it? Why is it (with \textit{ukuba})? Which is it — equivalent to Eng. 'or not, yes or no'. \textit{See ni}.

Ex. \textit{y'i'ini lokupa okwanyana otshanini?} what is it, that black thing over there in the grass?

\textit{y'i'ini ukuba u-nya\-hamb,} es'e\-kusthetele\-le? why is it that you do not go, after his having told you?

\textit{nya\-hamb, y'i'ini?} are you going, or not (lit. which is it?)

\textit{kawumendi, y'i'ini?} do you not like (lit. you do not like, or which is it?)

\textit{Y'i'inin}, \textit{adj}. (C.N.) = \textit{kunini}.

\textit{Yiniza}, \textit{v}. Be saying \textit{y'i'ini}, say \textit{y'i'ini} at.

Ex. \textit{uyiniza\-ni?} what are you saying \textit{yini} at? — as when a child is told to do something and instead of listening attentively to the order, merely replies \textit{y'i'ini}.

\textit{Yisa}, \textit{v}. cans. form of \textit{ya}. Make or cause to go; hence, send; take; bring; (more partic.) send off or hand over a girl to be married, as her father might do.

Ex. \textit{uyiyisa\-pi?} where are you taking them (the cattle) to?

\textit{uyiyaka\-yi\-yisa kusasa,} I shall send it to\-\textit{morrow} (the money).

\textit{u-Yisana}, \textit{n}. His or her step-father (only used as term of contempt — \textit{u-\textit{Yise} being the proper term}). Cp. \textit{u-Babana}.

\textit{u-Yise}, \textit{n}. His, her or their father; father's own sister (\textit{i.e. of own hut, paternal aunt}); his, her or their master, guardian or 'present owner' — see \textit{u-\textit{Yihlo}}. Cp. \textit{u-Yisana} [Her. \textit{ih\-e}; Sha. \textit{ishe}; \textit{MzT}. \textit{u-\textit{ise}; Reg. \textit{ishake}]}.

\textit{u-Yiseka\-zi} (s. \textit{k}), \textit{n}. Any brother or half-brother of his, her, or their father, \textit{i.e.} paternal uncle (cp. \textit{u-Matume}); any sister or half-sister of father, \textit{i.e.} paternal aunt (cp. \textit{u-Ninakazi}); any \textit{um-Zala} (male or female) of father.

\textit{u-Yisemkulu} (\textit{Yisemkulu}), \textit{n}. His or her grand-father, or grand-father's sister or brother.

\textbf{YO}

\textit{Yishi-ke}, \textit{int.} = \textit{ishi-ke}.

\textit{Yisi}, \textit{int}. (C.N.) = \textit{yizi}.

\textit{Yiti (Yilhi)}, imper. of \textit{uku-ti} — used by a person requesting another to move a little that he pass, or shouted by a boy fighting with another whenever he successfully parries off the stick or stroke of his adversary.

\textit{Yiya yiva, ukuti (ukuthi), v.} = \textit{yivaza}.

\textit{i(\textit{li})-Yivayiva, n}. Person of a slothful, indolent nature, habitually neglecting the way in the work or exertion.

\textit{Yivaza, v}. Act, or lead such a life, as above.

\textit{Yiya, int.} = \textit{iya}.

\textit{isi-\textit{Yiya} (\textit{Yitfa}), n.} (C.N.) = isi-\textit{Hiya}.

\textit{i(\textit{li})-Yiyane, n}. Good-for-nothing, bad characterized person, lazy, and loose of life.

\textit{um-\textit{Yiyane}}, \textit{n. 5.} = \textit{u-Miyane}.

\textit{Yi ye, int}. Bravo! go it! (C.N.).

\textit{Yi yi} or \textit{Yi yi yi}, \textit{int}. a cry of women when showing off their joy at a wedding-dance (= \textit{lilizele}), or their grief when wailing over a dead person (= \textit{lilise}la).

\textit{Yiyiteka (Yiyitheka)}, \textit{v}. Go 'loafing' about, roving here and there in an indolent manner, never doing any work; laugh away in a long soft manner, as when 'splitting one's sides' (cp. gigiteka).

\textit{i(\textit{li})-Yiyiteka (Yiyitheka), n}. Idle, loafing fellow, doing no work, but roving indolently about from place to place.

\textit{Yiyiza, v}. Utter the cry \textit{yi yi}, as above; whinny, as a horse.

\textit{Yiyizela, v.} = \textit{lilizele}.

\textit{Yizi, int}. (C.N.) = \textit{yayizi}.

\textit{Yo}, \textit{verb, suffix} — only used with participles and relative pronouns = \textit{ko}.

Ex. \textit{kugahamba ota\-ndayo (or ota\-ndako)}, he may go who likes.

\textit{Yo, int.} cry of a woman when wailing. See \textit{yoyoza}.

\textit{Yo, ukuti (ukuthi), v}. Be perfectly or thoroughly done, with nothing left wanting, as \textit{utshwala} thoroughly fermented, fruit thoroughly ripe, food thoroughly cooked, a garment thoroughly washed, water perfectly clear, or a man thoroughly clever or good = \textit{yola, ukuti ya}.

\textit{Yoba, int}. (C.N.) = \textit{yobe}.

\textit{Yobe, int}. Stop, stay, it's all right! — word called after a person sent in order to bring him back or stay his action.

\textit{Yo\-baya\-oba, v.} = \textit{shobashoba}.

\textit{Yobe, ukuti (ukuthi), v}. Hush (intrans.), become quite still or silent, as children
when a stranger enters, or as the wind
ceasing = ukuti nyamphu, yobeza.

Yobeka (s.k. — used only in reflect form
with zi) v. Get oneself into a scrape or
mess, as when a person thinking to
make peace between fighters finds him-
self embroiled = leba.

Yóbela, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti yobe.

Yobeza, v. = ukuti yobe.

isi-Yobi, n. = isi-Yoboga; also (N). =
\( n \)-Nomagende.

i(li) or isi-Yobonga, n. Disorderly tufts of
grass, hair, etc., left hanging about, as
in a field slovenly hoed, remaining on
the head after hair-cutting, or on badly-
made tails of a Natives isi-Tobo; tuft of
hair left purposely remaining on the
middle or front of the head as an orna-
ment.

\( i \) (plur. izi)-Yobo, n.3. Young man who,
at the \( n \)-Nomzimele or gathering of
sweethearts, is rejected by all the girls
(C.N.).

Yóbu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = yobuka; yobula.

Yobuka (s.k.), v. Get peeled off so as to
reveal the raw substance beneath, as
the skin from one’s body where scalded,
the soft bark from a green switch, or
the peel from a sweet-potato when
thoroughly boiled; become so peeled,
as the body, stick, sweet-potato itself

Yobola, v. Peel off, or cause to get peeled
off, as the skin (ace.) of a thing, or the
thing (ace.) itself, as above (= ukuti
yobu); pull off ‘peelingly,’ as very sod-
den meat (ace.) from the bone from
which it readily separates (= yobuza);
also = yona.

Yobuzo, v. Eat a little meat, e.g. a goat
or a fowl (ace.) privately with one’s
family alone; eat \( i.e. \) be pulling off
‘peelingly,’ very sodden meat which,
through over-boiling, peels from the
bone in shreds (= N. yobuzo); hence
sometimes, pull into shreds any rotten
or worn-out thing, as an old blanket
(= cosula).

Yoca, v Pluck, as a hair (ace.) from the
head, the strings from fresh beans or
imifino, etc., pull about or pluck a per-
son (ace. metaphor.), as by rating him
soundly = hluta.

Yócu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Take off the skin
(ace.) forcibly from a thing (ace.), as by
tearing, grazing, ripping, burning, etc. =
yocula; get so taken off = yocuka. Cp.
ukuti hlomu.

um-Yocu, n.5. Spot on the body, etc., now
raw from having the skin removed.

Yocuka (s.k.), v. = ukuti yocu.

Yocula, v. = ukuti yocu.

i-nYoka, n. — see i-Nyoka.

i-nYokabayabafazi, n. — see i-Nyokabayabafazi.

Yóko, ukuti (s.k.), v. Be quite green or
blue (= Iktuta, ukuti yaka); be quite
raw, as food not thoroughly cooked;
cook food (ace.) so as to leave it half
raw (= yokoza).

ubu-Yoko (s.k, j. N. Vonit of the lion, con-
sembling of undigested bones, flesh, etc.,
and sold in a dry state as a valuable
medicine for charming grain-fields into
successful bearing.

Yokoza (s.k.), v. Cook food (ace.) so as
to leave it half raw; (N) steep crushed-
mealsies (ace.) in warm, not boiling,
water and leave over night to be ground finely
for utshwala on the morrow (cp. futhu-
mezela); (C.N.) belch up food into the
mouth from the stomach — now obsolete,
only used by woman for klo. purposes.

Yola, v. Be thoroughly or perfectly well
done, leaving nothing further to be
desired, as utshwala when thoroughly
fermented, food of any kind when well
cooked, a garment thoroughly washed,
water perfectly clear, or a person thor-
oughly clever or good (= ukuti yo);
bring down upon a person (ace.) some
serious harm or misfortune (sometimes
also, by comparison, a good thing) by
means of charms, as cause him to go
out of his mind, develop a mania for
stealing, become dumb, etc. (cp. lumba)
= loya.

Ex. uku-zi-yola, bring down trouble on
oneself, get oneself into a mess. See leba.

Yolanisa, v. Wish a person (ace.) some
serious harm, as that he die, become
insane, bear a monstrosity, etc.; curse
him = qanganisa, qalekisa, lokotela.

i(li)-Yoli, n. Stramonium, a common weed
on old kraal-sites, whose large moist
leaves make an excellent plaster for
sores; also = i(li)-Yolo.

Yolisa, v. Make thoroughly well done
or be in perfect condition (see yola); also
= yolanisa.

isi-Yoliyoli, n. Any food nicely prepared, so
as to be pleasant eating. Cp. ul-Ovela.

i(li)-Yolo, n. Misfortune or harm (gen.
touching the person), as insanity, irre-
sistible mania for stealing, impotency to
bear, etc. brought down upon a person
by the evil-charms of an um-Yakuti;
such evil charms themselves = i(li)-
Loyo or Loyi. Cp. i(li)-Lumbo.
um-Yolo, *n.* 5. Person who has ‘gone wrong’ in some strange, unaccountable manner, as when affected by an *i(li)-Yolo* as above.

*i-nYomfonyomfo, n.* — see *i-Nyomfonyomfo.*

Yona, **emph. pron.** It. — for nouns of the 3rd. cl. sing. having the prefix *i-n* or *i-n*; they or them — for nouns of the 5th. cl. plur. having the prefix *ini.*

Ex. *miike yona (imali),* give him it (the money), or give it to him.

*ngiyo yona,* I mean them.

isi-Yonco, *n.* = *isi-Lonco.*

isi-Yondo, *n.* (C.N.) = *isi-Wondo.*

i-nYonga, *n.* — see *i-Nyonga.*

i-nYongo, *n.* — see *i-Nyongo.*

isi-Yongoyongo, *n.* = *i-n*Pene.

Yongoza, *v.* Sing loud songs (ama-gamuntu okubina), as at the tomba ceremonies of a girl, at the um-Shopi, etc. Cp. bina.

i-nYoni, *n.* — see *i-Nyoni.*

i-nYosi, *n.* — see *i-Nyosi.*

Yósu, ukuti (*ukuthi), *v.* = *ukuti lisuso.*

Yosuka (*s.k.), *v.* = lisosuka.

Yosula, *v.* = lisosula.

isi-Yosuyosu, *n.* = *isi-Cosuosu.*

Yóthu, ukuti (*Yothu, ukuthi), *v.* = *ukuti lotu.*

Yotuka (*Yothuka), *v.* = lotuka.

Yotula (*Yothula), *v.* = lotula.

Yotuza (*Yothuza), *v.* Pluck out or pull out easily, as weeds (acc.) readily separating from the soil, or the down of a fowl. Cp. *hfutu.*

Yova, *v.* Rate or scold a person (acc.) soundly.

Yóvu, ukuti (*ukuthi), *v.* = *ukuti lomu.*

isi-Yovu, *n.* Anything scalding or burning hot, as food, water, hot-iron, etc.

Yovuka (*s.k.), *v.* = lovuka.

Yovula, *v.* = lovula.

(*ilii)*-Yóvuyovu, *n.* Person eating hastily any very hot thing; hence, one who can’t keep anything in his mouth, must let out secrets and everything else he knows.

isi-Yóvuyovu, *n.* = *isi-Yovu.*

Yovuzu or Yovuzela, *v.* Eat anything (acc.) very hot (from the noise made by the mouth — see *isi-Yovu;* also = *Yova.*

Yóyi, ukuti (*ukuthi), *v.* Do anything very slightly *i.e.* in very small quantity, as when serving out or giving to a person (acc.) an insignificant quantity of food = *ukuti yqobi.*

Ex. *wangili yopi ngisijinguma,* he gave me a tiny bit of pumpkin-mash.

**ubu-Yoiy, n.* = *ubu-Yoyo.*

Yoyiza, *v.* = *ukuti yoyi.*

**Yoyo,** ukuti (*ukuthi), *v.* Do very softly, gingerly, with the hands or feet, as a person treading stealthily towards an object so as not to arouse it, or walking in bare feet over stony ground, or when holding a vase (acc.) softly between the hands as though afraid of crushing it, or a person who instead of dealing a dog caught in a trap a decided blow, walks gingerly round about it seeking the most favourable point whereas really half a-fraid to tackle it = *yoyosa,* *yoyoza.*

isi-Yoyo, *n.* Tiny little thing, used of an infant just born, or similarly an un-fledged bird, rabbit, or other small animal born in a hairless or bare state.

**ubu-Yoyo, n.* A tiny, insignificant quantity or lump of anything, as of food, snuff, a ‘tiny bit’ of an infant, etc. = *ubu-Yoyi.* See *ukuti yoyi.*

Ex. *ubuyoyo lbo buyakusebenza-nyi?* this little bit of a thing, of what use will it be.

Yoyosa, *v.* = *ukuti yoyo.*

(*ilii)*-Yoyosi, *n.* One who acts in a softly, gingerly manner, as above — see *ukuti yoyo.*

Yoyiza, *v.* = *ukuti yoyo;* also, utter the cry yo, as women wailing.

isi-Yozis, *n.* Short or sudden drowsiness, as of one sitting at evening-time (with *fikelwa.*

**Yózi yózi,** ukuti (*ukuthi), *v.* Hang shadowly or hazily about the eyes, as sleepiness, *i.e.* come over drowsily or with drowsiness, as one’s eyes (gen. used in the impersonal form or with *ubu-Toyoyol* = *ukuti yezi yezi.*

Ex. *sekuti yoyi yoyi ubutongo kimi,* it has now come over hazy with sleepiness to me *i.e.* I am already getting drowsy.

isi-Yóziyozisi (*mostly in plur.*), *n.* Eyes with a great rolling glare, goggle eyes, like those of a cat or owl.

**Yóbu yóbu,** ukuti (*ukuthi), *v.* (C.N.) = *yobuza.*

Yobuza, *v.* (C.N.) = *yobuza.*

i-nYumba, *n.* — see *i-Nyumba.*

i-nYundu, *n.* — see *i-Nyundu.*
in Zulu has the same sound as in English; and when immediately following a noun, approximates to dx.

Za (= Eza), v. Come. Cp. ya; n'ika [Skr. qa, come; Ar. ya, come; zahab, go; MZT. za, come; Ang. Nyam. iza; Bo. eza; Ga. Sw. ja; Su. thla; Her. ya; At. ra; Son. ka; Ibo. zi, send; Su. fa].

Ex. wasa waruma, he came and agreed i.e. at last came to agree.

waye njalo, waze (or waza) wasi. he was so, he came to die i.e. until he died.

ngixa'kuhanba, I come to go i.e. I shall go.

ib'iza nayo, it (the impi) was coming along with it (the enemy) i.e. was bringing them along forcibly, driving them before it.

uboza (= ube uza), kubozza, uibozza, baboza, nayo (inkomo), may thou, he, you, or they, be coming back with it (the cow) i.e. bring it back with you, let him bring it back with him, etc. — a direction given to a person going somewhere that he bring something with him when returning.

(i)-Za, n. Wave, of the sea — see (i)-Nahlambi (C.N. fr. Xo.).

(i)-Za (ii-Za — the prefix is long), n. Yellow rhebuck (Pelea capreolus).

isi-Za, n. Site or spot for building a hut upon within a kraal; site of or for a kraal, upon which it stands; spot prepared for threshing umabele upon (= isi-Buya).

(u)-Za (with plur.), n. Single hair from the armpits or pubes. Cp. u(u)-Nuwele [Her. oty-ezu, hair on private parts; Ga. buweza, hair on hand; Sw. singa, hair of animals; Be. mwi-sisi, hair; Sum. mwa-sasi; Reg. mwa-osa, hair on body].

Zaba, v. = ngaba [Her. zapa, refuse].

(i)-Zaba, n. (C.N.) = i-Abna.

Zabala, v. Plant oneself firmly on one's feet and put forth all one's strength, as when wrestling with another, or pulling at a tug of war, or lifting any very heavy weight: stand thus firmly planted, fixed to the ground, as a man firmly standing with the legs stretched out, or a tree firmly fixed by reason of its fast-holding roots (used in perf.); do generally with all one's strength (in matters of stationary exertion); refuse to budge, remain fixed like a rock, as a person when requested to move. Cp. ukuti zala.

(i)-Zabala, n. Chip, as of wood when chopping at a tree (= i(i)-Jubela); cutting, lopping, i.e. small branches and twigs lopped off as useless from a tree-trunk when cutting a post, or as chopped off from a tree for firewood.

Zabo, poss. adj. Their — see abo.

Zaca, v. = onda.

um-Zaca, n. i. = um-Shiza.

Zacu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Take out deeply or largely with both hands or a dish, as mealies or sugar (ace.) from a sack = zacula, zafuna, uafuna. Cp. ukuti cosu; capuna; ukuti copolozi.


Zacuna, v. = ukuti zaen.

u-Zadongwe, n. A 'huge' thing — used adjectively of things unusually large of their kind, as a female humble-bee, a 'king' vulture, etc. = u-Nodongwe.

Ex. ije iskezadongwe, a huge vulture — applied to their supposed king, (?) the marabou stork.

Zafu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti zaen.

Zaufuna, v. = ukuti zaen.

u-Zagiga, n. Mumps = u-Gqilaaza.

N.B. A child with the mumps should go to the hole of white-ants and call into it, very early in the morning (or to the um-gaanu tree, and bite a piece off the bark), saying 'Zagiga! 'Nagiga! njyekile! (mumps, mumps, leave me!) and indeed they will go away!

Zaka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = vakaza.

i-nZaka (s. k.), n. only in idiom below.

Ex. ivyaka ny'ise! I would die first (rather than that such and such a thing should be!)

ku-gaba 'ivaka (or kunyaza) ny'ise, kunokuba njica moko. I would rather die than agree to that.

isi-Zaka (s. k.), n. Certain bush in the thorn-country.

ubu-Zaka (s. k.), n. A raising of objections or making of difficulties in the way of doing something, as a disobediging or pig-headed person, or a father raising obstacles as to giving his daughter in marriage (with na).

Ex. uobuzaka, kaenani kahle, he is hard-headed, he doesn't readily consent.

Zakaza (s. k.), v. = vakaza.

Zaka zaka, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. Go tottering along, shaky or unsteady on the feet, as one without strength to walk or run from great age or fatigue = zaka-zela; cp. guzulazela [Mpo. i-zage, duck; Her. o-mbaka, duck].
Zakazakaza (s. k.), v. = ukuti zaka zaka.

Zakazela (s. k.), n. Go along, as above — see ukuti zaka zaka, guraluzela, zangazela.

Zakazelisa (s. k.), v. Drive along, as an enemy (acc.) till they become 'wobbly' i.e. are quite done up with fatigue.

Zake (Zakke), poss. adj. His, her — see ake.

Zako (Zakho), poss. adj. Thy — see ako.

Zaku zuku, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = zaku zisana.

um-Zakuza kwane (s. k.), n. 5. Tussle, skirmish, short fight, as young men with sticks or two persons wrangling with words.

Zaku zisana (s. k.), v. Have a tussle, wrestle, skirmish, a short fight, as above.

u-Zakwabo (s. k.), n. Companion in marriage i.e. married to the same man = u-Wetukazi, etc.

Ex. uzakwabo wami (wake, wabo, etc.), my (his, their, etc.) companion-wife.

Zala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be firmly or tightly fixed so as to be unmovable, as a nail in the wall, rope round a box, knot, post firmly planted, or person taking his stand stoutly and unmovably when wrestling or pulling with effort. Cp. zabalaza.

Zala, v. Beget, generate, as the male animal; give birth to, bear, bring forth, as the female (used also of cattle, horses, pigs, sheep and goats. Cp. nyelezela); be full to the brim, as a pail or river (used in perf. xela = gewala, ukuti zalala) [Skr. jen; Lat. na-secor; pario; Ar. tarah, bear, as fruit; Ga. zala, beget; Sw. zuu; MZT. ziala; Ang. vuala; Sen. bala; Bo. vyala; Her. koata, bear children; zaru, bear troubles; Sak. n-zari, mother].

Ex. onokuzabalo (unmuntu), a native or one belonging by birth to a kraal or country. Cp. orokumubela.

Phr. zal'orako, umute uyo lo beget your own (child) and call him by it (that name) — call me by my proper name or name of courtesy — said to check a person who, contrary to Native etiquette, calls a person by his birth-name, not by his isitakazo, regiments, or by a woman by her father's name.

um-Zala, n. I. Cousin, i.e. male or female child born of one's father's sister (not brother — see um-Fo) or any other child of such woman's kraal; also any child of one's mother's brother (not mother's sister — see um-Ntaka mane).

i(l)-Zala (Zwalu), n. Heap of ashes (as they are thrown away outside of the kraal), or of mealie-braets (where the cobs are peeled in the field at the time of harvesting). Cp. i-nGqumelo.

i-nZala (no plur.), n. Seed of any kind of grass (whole tuft or flower = i-nTsha-kaza). Cp. i-nBewun.

um-Zala (Zala), n. 5. Ash or ashes = um-Lota.

uku-Zala, n. Birth; child-bearing.

i-nZalabantu (s. t.), n. Semen-maris = ama-Lota.

Zalakasha, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti zalakasha.

Zalala, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be full to the brim, as a bucket or river = ukuti yala, zala.

i-nZalamizi, n. Patriarch or head of a large family of children, each with his own kraal. Cp. um-Zinkulu.

Ex. kus'ezalamizi lapo, it is at the head of the family's there.

Zalana, v. Produce offspring, increase and multiply', breed, as any kind of stock, locusts, etc., operating so as to increase in numbers; be of the same 'house' or family (in near relationship, not merely of same remote lineage or clan).

Ex. akwini nqalani busuzana, So-and-so and So-and-so are of the same house or stock i.e. of the one grandfather or great-grandfather — (not merely of remote relationship, as between different members of the same clan, the which = ba'buhlobo inye).

Zalanisa, v. Make to breed or produce increase, as stock (acc.), or nowadays money by speculation or banking.

Zalatala, ukuti (ukuthi; s. t.), v. Be perfectly level or equal all over, as a floor, headwork of heads of an identical size, or a person 'equalised' as to body i.e. evenly filled out all over, not thin and not fat = ukuti zalatala.

Zaleka (s. k.), v. Get begotten 'in a right good manner' i.e. well left by one's father, be comfortably set up, be well off. Cp. ceba, nota.

Ex. uzalekile (or nzaleka) nbanzi, he got begotten i.e. has been well placed as to property, has So-and-so (by his father or inheritance).

Zalela, v. Bring forth or bear young, used of any animal or bird which produces a litter or numerous offspring and so makes a 'nest' for its young and remains with them after birth, as a buck, cat, pig, or any bird.

Ex. inkuku yami isiyazala, my fowl is now laying (not brooding = fukamela).
Phr. uku-xalela pantši, to bear young to no purpose i.e. offspring which habitually die.

u(lu)-Zalela (no plur.), n. Hair or hairs straggling out irregularly from the others, not growing in the same direction, or longer than them, as on one’s head or moustache; a brimming fullness, as of a river, etc. (see uku-zalala).

Ex. sekugesede u nalela bebaantu endlumini, it is already brimming full of people in the hut.

um-Zalwane, n. 1. = um-Zalwane.

um-Zali, n. 1. Parent, of either sex.

i(li)-Zalibeletwe (Zalibeletwe), n. = i(li)-Zanankanande.

i(li)-Zaliphetwe (Zaliphethwe), n. = i(li)-Zanankanande.

Zalisa, v. Assist or cause to bring forth, as a midwife does another woman (acc.) at childbirth; hence, help another (acc.) generally in any work requiring strain ing, as to lift a heavy burden (used in this sense by women); help to bring forth talk, as one man another (acc.) by suggesting words or prompting; change a larger coin of money into smaller change, apparently ‘multiplying’ it; fill to the brim, as a bucket (acc.) with water (with nga); cause money (acc.) etc., to bear interest by banking, etc.

Ex. wo’sim’unjwaxalise ciw, come and help me to speak (at the meeting, dispute, or trial) i.e. assist me with words and thoughts.

… lo’mpondo, may you change for me this sovereign into smaller coin.

Zalo, poss. adj. Its — see alo.

i-nZalo, n. Offspring, progeny, children, young; interest, on stock or money.

isi-Zalo, n. Womb, of a female; origin of a person i.e. his tribal name or that of his clan; mouth or outlet of a river i.e. where it enters the sea (probably so called from the fact that practically all local rivers pour their waters into a blind lagoon, the water filtering beneath the sand into the sea) — not properly used of the outlet of one river into another — see i-nTlangano; source of a river (used thus by up-country Natives, though um-Tombo would be the more correct expression).

Ex. owu’pi weza, isizalo sakini? ngiyonk’wakereza ‘Zungu, of which clan are you? I am of the Zungu clan.

u(lu)-Zalo, n. All those descended from the same father. Cp. um-Quba.

um-Zalwane, n. 1. One of the same blood, brother (C.N. — M).
'strain' when wrestling, pulling, etc., is powerful. See zama.

Zamula, v. Gap, yawn, with the mouth when sleepy, etc.

Phr. uku-zamula ugepimo, to yawn with the voice i.e. utter a great yawn, scream, or shriek = zamuluka.

Zamuluka (s. k.), v. Utter a great cry, wail, scream, or shriek, as one being murdered, or a woman when stricken = dazuluka.

i(li)-Za-nambeleko (Za-nambeleko), n. = i(li)-Zanankande.

i(li)-Za-nankande (s. k.), n. Boy (or even girl) who comes to the kraal bearing his playing-darts (see u(lv)-Kande) i.e. already grown up — a name applied to any child not born in the kraal and therefore not strictly belonging to it, as a child accompanying a widowed mother on her second marriage, an illegitimate child born by one of the wives after adultery, etc. (all these names are of course disliked by the one to whom applied) = i(li)-Zalibeletwe, (i(li)-Yeza-nkhlebe, (i(li)-Hlabalokumbela, (i(li)-Gologodo.

um-Zane, n. 5. White ironwood, or Bastard sneezewood (Toddalia lanceolata) (C.N.) = u-Mozane.

Zanga, v. Get the better of, be too much for, beat a person (acc.), overcome, as weeds in a field, or an amazing affair = ahlula, lika; cp. tantata.

Ex. isisu sesinzangile uBani, the enlarged abdomen of So-and-so (from pregnancy) has quite overcome her (she cannot get up easily, nor walk).

Zangana, v. = zanga.

Ex. us'erangene umsebenzi, he is quite overcome or get the better of by (over-abundance of) work.

i-nZanganzanga, n. A tottering old man or woman already quite rickety on the legs, so as to be unable to rise, walk or run easily = i-nZanzamba. See zanyazela.

Zánga zanga, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti zako zaka, zangazela.

Zangazela, v. Be 'wobbly' or rickety on the legs, when rising, walking or running, as a tottering old man or woman, or a bullock quite powerless with fatigue = zakuzela, ukuti zanga zanga.

u-Zangqovu, n. An i(li)-Cimbi found on the umu-Nya tree.

u-Zangqozo, n. as below only.

Ex. 'zangqozo, 'zangqozo, besiti sinyakhula, kunzi xena uyakala, zangqozo, zangqozo, we thought we were only playing and yet you, you are crying — said by children to one of their number whom their play has made cry, etc.

u-Zankeva (s. k.), n. only in prov. below.

Phr. bemiyi kwa-Zankeva, uqaphu uyadula amase'tole, I have been to Mr. Hungry's (see uku-nkera), and got to eat some amase'tole (or calf's-milk, this being the name of a tree) — instead of being offered the proper amasi.

u-Zanreni, n. Certain marsh-plant, whose very bitter roots are eaten as a stomach-corrective at the opening of the summer season. See eshwama.

u-Zantleni, n. = u-Zanreni.

i(li)-Zantsi (s. t.), n. The country down along the coast; loc. ezantsi, down-country. Cp. i(li)-Ntla [akin to pantsi].

um-Zantsi (s. t.), n. 5. South-east wind (= u-Nomanyene, um-Bokazana); lower part of one's body from the hips downwards; hence, frock, of females [akin to pantsi].

Ex. uBani noBani bang'umzantsi, So-and-so and So-and-so are down-country or coast people [sometimes with plur.]. Cp. umu-Ntla.

Zantungwana — see is-Antungwana.

um-Zanyana, n. 1. Placenta or afterbirth, of women bearing; nurse-child i.e. child to take care of a newly-born infant = um-Lizanyana. Cp. um-Hlapo.

i-nZanzamba (Zanzambha), n. = i-Zanganzanga.

o-Zaqa (Zaqha), no sing. n. Equal rivals, neither able to get the better of another, as in racing, disputing, wrestling, hoeing, etc. See uku-tana vate.

Ex. kwezolana (bambona, etc.) ozaqa, there got hold of one another equal rivals, Greek met Greek.

Zaso, poss. adj. Its — see aso.

Zatazela (Zathazela), v. = vobazela.

Záte, ukutana (Záthe, ukuthana), v. = ukutana vate.

Zátu, ukuti (Záthu, ukuthi), v. = zatula; zatuzwa.

isi-Zatu (Zathu), n. Sharp, ill-tempered, snappish tongue; (C.N. fr. Xo.) starting-point or origin, as of any matter (= isi-Qu, isi-Deki).

Zatula (Zathula), v. Strike, or deal a person (acc.) a sharp blow with a stick or shambok (= zambula); take out deeply or largely with both hands or a dish, as grain or salt (acc.) from a sack (= zaulela). See zatuba.

i-nZatula (Zathula), n. = i-nZawu. See zatula.
Zatuza (Zathuza), v. Bite sharply, nip, as a dog, black-beetle, or a snake the body of a person (acc.); also = zatula.

u-Zavolo, n. Goat-sucker, or Nightjar, of which there are five varieties (Caprimulgus Natalensis; C. europaeus, etc.).

N.B. The cry of this bird is said to be 'Zavolo! Zavolo! sengelabantabako! Zavolo!' Zavolo! milk for thy children! — which is curiously reminiscent of the old-fashioned European idea that these birds have the custom of sucking the teats of goats during the night.

Zavu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Open or expose broadly anything (acc.) of a cavernous nature, as the nostrils, a female the pudenda, etc. (= ukuti habu, zuva.)

Zavula, v. Bite 'a great hole' in one (acc.), bite severely (generally), as any animal with long tusky teeth.

Ex. umshnye, ramaxavula ebusweni, he pitched into him, biting great lumps out of his face.

i-nZavula, n. Long formidable tooth, or tusk, as of a wild-beast, such as can bite a 'great hole' in anything (mostly used in plur.); person with long front-teeth or 'tusks' = i-nGovolo.

Zavuza, v. = ukuti zavu.

Zawo, poss. adj. Its (with nouns of the 5th. cl. sing. having the prefix umu); their (with nouns of the 2nd. cl. plur. having the prefix ama).

Zawu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = zawula; zawuza.

i-nZawu, n. Sharp-tongued, angrily snappish, ill-tempered person (i-nZatula, i-lNomzatu); member of the first girl's (i-li)-buto formed by Dingana, and next following the (i-li)-Cenyane.

Zawula, v. Cut small slits or incisions in the skin (acc.), as for rubbing in medicine (= rrawula, yeaba; cp. u(lu)-Hlanga); also = zawuza.

Zawuza, v. Cut away at a person (acc.) with sharp angry talk, snap away at him, as an ill-tempered sharp-tongued person turning on one, scolding, etc.; also = zawula. See i-nZawu.

Zayo, poss. adj. Its (with nouns of the 3rd. cl. sing. having the prefix i-n); their (with nouns of the 5th. cl. plur. having the prefix imi).

Záza or Zázela (Zaaza), v. Move round about, here and there, close at hand, seeking a chance of getting at something, as a bull at the cow (acc. with ela form), birds at the corn in a field, or a person seeking an opportunity to fight or speak with another. Cp. zilazila.

u-Záza (Zaaza), n. Certain variety of the Native (i-li)-Dumbi (not the u-Dumbe-dumbe), having long-shaped tubers. Cp. (i-li)-Dumbi.

ili or i-nZaza, n. Torpedo-fish (Torpedo marmorata) (N) = isi-Tetemzzi.

Zazalaza, v. = ukuti zazalazi.

Zazalazeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti zazalulazi.

Zazalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Drop down suddenly or instantly, as an animal shot in a vital part, or a person dying suddenly (= zazalazeka); make so drop down, or bring down, instantly, at a single blow, etc., as a buck (acc.), etc. (= zazalaza) = ukuti po, ukuti ntlatalazi.

ubu-Záze or Zázi (Zaaze), n. Reluctance of one thing to allow itself to be got at by another, as the cow keeping the bull constantly on the look out for an opportunity, or its calf whose sticking it dislikes (see zazela); tickling sensation, as felt in one's hand when warm.

Zazo, poss. adj. Their — see azo.

Ze, adj. and adv. Empty; emptily; naked; nakedly; worthless; of no value — this word is always joined as a final affix to verbs or pronouns [Her. omu-ze, nakedness; zema, to empty; Sw. wazi, bare; uchi, naked; Ga. erere, empty, naked].

Ex. lesiya'sitsa sinani pakati? Qu! sise nje, what is there in that vessel? No, it is just empty.

uku-lala-xe, hlala-xe, hamba-xe, buya-xe, maka-xe, to lie naked, sit or live without anything, go naked, or unloaded (as a wagon), come back empty-handed, go away empty-handed.

(i-li)-Ze, n. A nothing, thing of no value or consequence; rubbishly nonsensical talk.

Ex. iitsa lexilekilele kufane nje, these vessels of the whiteman break at nothing etc. at a mere touch.

ngishezela nje, I work for a mere nothing, a worthless wage. Cp. isi-Hle.

buyang'entsixe nje, they make me a nothing, a thing of no account, disregard me as worthless.

uhamba (or ukuhluma, etc.) nexe, you go (speak, etc.) in vain, to no purpose.

ubu-Ze, n. Emptiness; nakedness; nothingness — used adverbially as ze in conjunction with verbs e.g. hamba, lala, buya, etc.
ZECA, v. = jiqula, ukuti zee.
ZECE, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti jyu.
i-nZece, n. Person who habitually thrusts himself abruptly into other people's business, disputes, etc., and, to his own satisfaction, settles them off by a single word. See ukuti zece.
Ze'le, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti zavu.
Zezeza, v. = ukuti zavu.
Zeka (s. k.), v. Mount or cover the cow (acc.) as the bull—the word is only used of cattle and similar animals (= zeta; ep. beba—see note below); relate (in social or conversational manner), tell, as a story (acc.) or adventure (= xoxa; ep. landisa); (C.N.) marry (simply), take to wife, as a man any female (acc.) [akin to jeka].

N.B. Care must be taken in the use of this word. The thought among the Zulus being obscene, referring solely to the male action, its application to human-beings is with them extremely vulgar and never permissible in respectable society, although in reference to cattle (cp. also beba) it is the common expression and can be quite decently used by males or females. It is the local equivalent of the Natal word jeka, now obsolete in Zululand, save for the purposes of hlonipa, and with which it is etymologically identical.

In Natal, on the other hand, the word jeka, having altogether lost its original and courser meaning, can be used in quite respectable society, expressing, as it does, simply 'to marry, take to wife,' without any further qualification of thought. In writing literature for Native use, the words gamea, tuta, etc., should be adopted.

Ex. indaba ngiyagizeka, y'ini? do I then speak of the affair? = it is quite too much for me (as any utterly amazing matter), it quite beats me.
i-nZeka (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = i-li-Rrezelo.
u-Zekamanzi (s. k.), n. Dragon-fly = u-Jekamanzi.

N.B. The word is disliked in Zululand as vulgar; females there would probably use u-Zekamanzi as a euphemistic substitute. The contrary would hold good for Natal.
isi-Zeko (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = isi-Gwadi.

ZEKECA, (s. k.), v. Carry reports, or inform against a person (acc.) to others or the chief, as to his private doings or sayings = ceba, hiala. Cp. tutela.
i(li)-Zekecela (s. k.—gen. used in plur.), n. Any of the raised projections on the surface of anything rough with horny protuberances or scaly elevations, as the back of a crocodile, the skin of a monitor, the rough foot-skin of some Natives, or a wall with lumps of dried mud unevenly bespattered upon it. Cp. i(li)-Zinga.

u(Zekeci) (s. k.), n. 1. or 5. One given to acting as above. Cp. um-Sheshengwana; n-Tasi.

ZEKELA, (s. k.), v. Relate or tell to a person (acc.) in a social or conversational manner, as a story (acc.) or adventure (= xoxa; ep. landisa); (C.N.) engage a wife for a person (doub. acc.), as a father for his son.

ZEKELALA (s. k.), v. Go 'longly' into an affair (acc.) when relating it, multiplying words by going into every circumstance; hence, go a long way round, as to get to any place (= zombelezela) = zengelela.

u(1u)-Zekezeke (s. k.), n. Persistent keeping on at a thing, never giving in or making an end of it, as with any talk, complaint, or work which in spite of recurrent difficulties one still goes on with (with na of person) = u(1u)-Nembe; also i-nZezeze.

ZEKISA (s. k.), v. Tell or relate thoroughly to a person some affair or story (doub. acc.) in a social or conversational manner. Cp. zekela; landisa.
isi-Zeko (s. k.), n. Amiable disposition in a husband towards a wife (C.N.).

ZELA, v. Come for something (acc.).
Ex. uku-zi-zela, to come on one's own account.

kazelenqa ukucita umkela, he did not come (for) to destroy the law.
i(li)-Zele, n. Stalk of the mealie, amahle, or similar reef-like plant, while still green (ep. u(1u)-Hlanga; i-mRobhlongo); body of a person when nicely glossy and fresh-looking, showing good health (ep. u(1u)-Hlanga).
i(li)-Zele (Zele), n. Small conical grass-hut or wigwam for preserving grain in a kraal = isi-Nyxo. Cp. i-li-Noma.

Ubuntu-Zele, n. Discharge of blood, etc., from the womb following immediately upon the expulsion of a child = um-Zenze.

Zeleza, v. Act as a person with u(1u)-Zekezeke (N).

Zelezeka (s. k.), v. = ukuti zele zele.

Zele zele, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be comfortably off, lead a life of case and plenty, as a rich man, or a woman married into a well-off family. Cp. bunusa.
isi, or i-nZema or Zêmazema, n. Any very big, heavy, bulky thing, as a great stone, heavy log, or unusually heavy child = i(li)-Dintsi. Cp. uZima.

um-Zeman, n. 5. Certain soft-wooded coast tree (N).

i(li)-Zembe (Zembhe), n. Native axe or hatchet, consisting of a wooden handle with a triangular iron blade fixed in by a spoke near the end and in a direction parallel with the handle (cp. is-Ampo-twé); small iron instrument for scraping hides; certain disease (really several different diseases), appearing as dysentery, bleeding from bladder, bleeding from the stomach, kidney diseases, culminating sometimes in insanity, and so on, and contracted, only by men, as below (= u(1u)-Jovela, isi-Kubä, i-Nyama-zane); medicine, etc., used in the treatment of such disease (in Natal mostly confined to this last sense of 'medicine' only) [Kamb. zembe, hoe; Zembe; Sw. jembe; Ga. ukumbi].

N.B. When a husband suspects his wife of infidelity, he treats her with certain medicines, which have the magical effect of inducing the i-Zembe disease in her paramour on the occasion of their next intercourse, and for which disease turkey-fat, mixed with other ingredients, is a potent remedy! See um-Sízi.

Again, a man who, in battle or otherwise, has killed another, contracts (potentially, though not actually) a similar disease; and in order to clear himself of it, he must, before re-entering his kraal, go through an elaborate course of purification (see qunga). He must carry on his head a spray of the i(li)-Pingantloya plant, must treat himself with all manner of herbs, must abstain from several kinds of food, and above all must remain and sleep out on the veld, until he has had sexual intercourse with some strange female (or in case of necessity, any boy) he may chance to come across (uku-sula isembe), which female in turn, though experiencing no inconvenience herself, will transmit the disease to her present or even future husband upon the occasion of their intercourse.

ama-Zende, n. Certain tree bearing yellow edible berries; berries of same.

Zênene, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti ntsenene.
Zeneneka (s.n.), v. = ntseneneka.
Zenenza, v. = ntseneneza.
Zenga, n. = denga; also tenga; also zekela.

ama-Zenga or Zengwa, n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Zekcelela.
i-nZenga, n. (C.N.) = i-Nungu.

u(1u)-Zenga, n. Long, round-about path, or drawled out story. See zenga. Cp. i(li)-Zombe.

Zêngazenga, v. = tenqa (s.t.).
ama-Zenge, n. (N) = i(li)-Zekcelela.
Zengebula, v. = tenga (s.t.).
Zengelela, v. = zekelela.
Zengemula, v. = tenga (s.t.).
i-nZengenzenge, n. = i-nTenganzenga.

Zengezela, v. = tengezela.
Zenu, poss. adj. Your — see evu.
Zenzalaza, v. = ukuti po.
Zênzalazi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti po.
i-nZenzane, n. Itch or scabies, a skin-disease caused by the itch-mite and causing intense itching = u(1u)-Zekezeke; cp. i-mPehla.

i(li)-Zenze, n. (C.N.) = i(li)-Zeze.
isi-Zenze, n. Dwarf, pigmy; (C.N.) scissors, shearers (cp. isi-Nqindu).

Phr. ilanga sedlalahle ixixene, the sun has now sunk below the horizon (lit. it has been eaten up by the pigmies, — perhaps the last remaining tradition of the fact that at sometime in their history the Zulus had the pigmy tribes as their western neighbours). ukudhla kudlalele ixixene, the food has been eaten up by pigmies i.e. has been cleared off in no time, as at a feast when the people are in greater proportion than the food.

um-Zenze, n. 5. = ubu-Zele.

Phr. ubani iwasala y’ini? valahla umuntu, vabuya nomzene, did then So-and-so bear anything? why she threw away the child, and kept the blood-flow — said of a woman whose parturition has been a failure through the infant dying, etc.

Zeta (Zetha), v. = zeka (not quite so vulgar as latter word).

Zetu (Zethu), poss. adj. Our — see etu.

Zê zê, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be here and there, not close or thick together, scattered about, as when one meets with goats in every third or fourth kraal, or mealies growing in patches in a field (more numerous than gqwaba gqwaba).

i(li)-Zeze, n. Flea = i-nTwakumba, i(li)-Kuthu [Sw. inzi, fly — comp. the similarity of the word i-nTwakumba with the word umu-Tswu (Bushman, dwarf), and that between the word i(li)-Zenze or Zeze (flea) and isi-Zenze (dwarf, pigmy)].

zi, pers. pron. They — used with nouns plnr. of the 3rd., 4th., and 6th. classes, having the prefix izi.

zi, reflect. pron. Self; selves.
Ex. mgi-xi-shaya, I strike myself; va-xi-shaya, he struck himself; banyaku-xi-shaya, they will strike themselves.

isi-Zi (isiti-Zi), n. Confiscated property (collectively) of any and every description (cattle, children, wives, etc.) taken by the chief from any particular kraal, whose owner has been killed by the king's order or has died without heirs.

umu-Zi, n. 5. Kraal; people of a kraal, family; sometimes applied to a whole tribe or nation (cp. u-Ndhlu) [Her. nu-ze, chief village; Ga. azi, village; Sw. mji; MZT. muzi].

Ex. amasi as'embuxini, curds of the kraals (i.e. strange kraals, of no relationship with the speaker).

abantu bas'embuxini, strangers, not of the family or clan.

kus'embuxini, at the kraal of one's wife's family, one's wife's home = kus'ebulanda.

P. induku kuyina'mazi, the stick has no kraal = where there is much quarrelling and fighting, the family will not flourish.

umū-Zi (umuw-Zi — with plur.), n. 5. Certain kind of grass, used for plaiting women's girdles, roof-mats, etc.

Ex. umusi ofhekhe ukwala ixingwa xi-mini, a family (i.e. wives thereof) who have been died for (by the husband) carry (round their head) circles of umusi-grass.

u(lu)-Zi (no plur.), n. Sewing-fibre, in any state, whether as the whole growing plant or tree, the rough unstrung bark or stalk brought home from the forest, or the strings when already twisted for use [Sw. u-zl, thread; Ga. buwnzi; Bo. Sag. lu-zl].

Phr. sadhla isiijingi esimandzi, ses'ebula uxi yse, we ate a nice pumpkin-mash, it was like stripping off the wet fibre-bark (it slid down so softly and pleasantly) — only used of soft semi-solid foods.

Ziba, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti zibe.

Ziba, v. Pretend not to hear, as undesirable talk (acc. with ela form), or a calling person whom one does not wish to listen to; pretend not to see or notice, as undesirable doings of another, or as a lazy person when scamping work; pretend not to understand what one is talking about or referring to (not to openly declare ignorance of), as when a policemen comes for a concealed fugitive; make people (acc.) not to see or notice something by purposely drawing off their eyes or attention to something else, blind one (metaphor.), as a conjurer or a practised thief; make not to be seen, cover over so as to appear as though there were nothing there, as does the grass the paths (acc.) when growing long in summer, or the wind footmarks in the sand, or as one does seed by raking the soil over it = sizi-yela, swelela, talalisa; cp. tiyela [Sw. shiba, be full up; Ga. ziba, close or stop up the eyes].

Ex. wekudata, esixiba anyudaba, he took it while blindning us with a story.

Dangana selixithala amaphambe, the sun is now covered over by the clouds.

isi-Ziba, n. Deep hole-like basin, or deep pool, such as are of frequent recurrence here and there along the course of local rivers and streams. Cp. u(lu)-Zwa; ili-Cibi [Sw. ki-zwa, pond; Bo. ziwa; Her. otyi-zwa, pool; MZT. chi-liba, well].

P. zinke ixixiba zuyewala intulabati, all river-pools will become filled with earth = everything gets covered up, forgotten, comes to an end in time (N).

isi-Ziba (Z'iba), n. Patch of skin for mending the isidwaba of a woman; hence, patch generally; skin covering for the penis worn in former times by men = isi-Cibi.

u-Zibandhlela, n. Month beginning about or after the middle of October, and following next after u-Mwunyu, till. the time when the paths are overgrown = u-Lwezi, u-Dhlolo.

ili-Zibantonto, n. Certain fish (Exococcus spilonopterus) (N).

Zibe, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Come over dark, hazy, or shadowy, as in the evening time, or during daytime when black clouds cover the sky, or one's vision (anikhlo) when giddy or about to faint.

izibe, n. Darkness or haziness that comes over the eyes from vertigo or fainting. Cp. isi-Zunguzane.

Zibekela (s. k.), v. = sibekela.

Zibu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Hurl an assegai (acc.) so that it get fixed standing upright in the ground; fix itself upright in the ground, as an assegai so hurled (cp. ukuti uko); also = zibula.

ili-Zibu (Zibu), n. Species of water-lily (Nymphaea stellilata).

ili-Zibuko (s. k.), n. Drift, ford, on a river; nocturnal seminal emission (cp. ama-Ja) [MZT. zibuka, cross a river; Ga. somoka; Sw. vuuka; ki-vukho, drift; Bo. kibi-nga, gonorrhoea; Ga. n-zakho].

Phr uku-shwaywa ixibuko, to have a nocturnal emission, as a young-man. S.e ama-Nzi.

uku-kupuka eziibunwe, to come up from
the seminal emission i.e. to have it become effective, to conceive, as a wife. See ama-Nzi.

wambonga, wamavelisa ngamathulo onke, he praised him and carried him (in triumph) over all the drags—may mean, he extolled him abundantly, or abused him roundly.

Zibukula (s. k.), v. = sibukula.

Zibula, v. Bear offspring for the first time, as man or beast.

Ex. waxibula ngumfana, she opened with a boy-child.

(iii)-Zibile, n. = (i(li))-Zibulekazana.

(iii)-Zibulekazana (s. k.), n. Heifer that has already calved once. Cp. isi-Tole.

(iii)-Zibulo, n. First-born, of man or beast. Cp. (i(li))-Tumbu.

Ex. umthunana wake rexibulo (or wamathulo), her first-born child.

u-Zibute (Zibutho), n. Magnetic stone, used as charm for 'drawing' the girls.

Zica, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = zizacela.

u(lu)-Zica, n. Tough-natured thing (= u(lu)-Nama, u(lu)-Zewenda, u(lu)-Zooc, u(lu)-Sololo); used as adj. 'luxaca — see LuNama.

Zicalazela, v. = zizacela.

Zizacela, n. Go in a stiff-legged, stilted manner, as one with some disability in the lower limbs, or as some people naturally.

Zika (s. k.), v. Go down to the bottom, sink to the bottom, as anything heavy thrown into water, or sediment settling in a bottle of liquid; go off out of sight, disappear after being called, as a child; go to the bottom, get dropped, as a law-dispute that has been given up; sing in a deep voice i.e. taking on a very low pitch, as men or women; go deeply into an affair, as when examining a witness [Sw. shuka, descend].

Ex. us'elzikile-pi? where has he disappeared to now? — as one who has been summoned and suddenly disappears.

indaba isi-lzikile, the affair has gone to the bottom, been dropped.

i-nZika (s. k.), n. Sediment, dregs, when settled — isi-Bidi; cp. i-nqalubu.

Zikalala, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = ukuti lolololo.

Ex. sekuti zikalala (esiswini), it has now calmed down, as the pangs of hunger after one has received food.

ubu-Zikazikane (s. k.), n. Tickling, itching sensation, as sometimes felt in the hand or foot and which makes one scratch. Cp. i-nZenzane.

um-Ziki (Ziki), n. 5. = i-nTlangu.

um-Zikilibi (s. k.), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Singilili.

Zikisa (s. k.), v. Make go down to the bottom.

Pir. b'mfazt wikuza kwesake (isisu), this wife is greedy, mean; in giving to others she just takes off the top of the porridge, but for her own belly she makes the spoon go down to the bottom.

Zikiza (s. k.), v. = jundza.

u-Zikiza (s. k.), n. Mr. Blunt-one — an isibongo of some young-men, perhaps because their wooing of the girls somehow never 'cuts home'.

Ziki ziki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = jundzu, zikiza.

ubu-Zikiziki (s. k.), n. A cutting or 'sawing' away at a thing with a blunt instrument, as a knife (not a saw).

(iii)-Ziko (s. k.), n. Circular earthen border made in the centre of a Native hut to enclose the fire-place; hence, the spot or fire-place enclosed by such a border; hence, any spot whereon fire is habitually made, as the lightning-fireplace (iziko lezulu) where medicine is customarily burnt to charm away lightning, or the cattle-fireplace (iziko lezikulomo), a spot within the kraal where cattle-charms are burnt at certain periods; pl. ama-

Ziko, encampment of an impi [Her. e-zuko, fireplace; Sw. meko].

Ex. kubeke eziko, put it on the fireplace.

isi-Ziko (s. k.), n. Any round mark left by fire or burning, as the circle of baked earth where a fireplace has formerly been, a 'fairy-ring' on the veld where lightning is said to have struck, a round scar on one's body as where burnt, or a round spot generally, as on any cloth.

um-Zikululu (s. k.), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Singilili.

Zila, v. Abstain from doing something in accordance with custom or ordinance, as from work (ace. — on the morrow of a hail-storm, or at the change of moon), from sleep (at the death of a person in the kraal), from certain words (such as a woman is required to hlonipa), from certain kinds of food upon particular occasions, etc. [Bo. zila, abhor; diza, abstain; Cony. ki-zila, a fetish — probably akin to ukuti zile].

Ex. lebo'gama ngiyalizila, I abstain from that word, as a woman might say when she hlonipa's a particular name.

N.B. The uku-xila of the Zulus is one and the same thing, under another name,
as the fetish (ki-zila) of the Negroes and
the tabu or taboo of the Polynesians. It is
one of the few remaining links still connect-
ing them in origin with this latter race. It
may probably be correctly regarded as a
part of the 'religion' of these primitive
peoples. Its object is to ensure reverence for
things that are feared, and flagrant disrespect
which may result in evil befalling the
whole tribe or family. Transgressions of
its established ordinances, mainly prohibitory,
are, therefore, the 'sacrileges' of this reli-
gious system. The custom of fikonipa is simply
the uku-zila, or fetish, as applied to lan-
guage, the tabu of certain words.

The Zulu word uku-zila is manifestly of
one origin with the word ukuti zile (to be
black, hence by inference, dark, awe-inspir-
ing, feared). As a witness that this was the
primary meaning of the word, we find the
days of prohibition or abstinence, referred to
above, still technically called by the Zulus
u(lu)-Suku olumnyana (a black day) or
u(lu)-Suku beczila (a day of a dark, feared
thing).

um-Zila, n. 5. Broad track generally con-
sisting of several paths alongside each
other, such as are made by a herd of
cattle going habitually that way, or by
an impi = um-Kenene; also = i-mVi-
mba. Cp. um-Gudu [MZT. in-zila, road];
Lu. n-jila; Bo. sila; Sw. n-jia; Her.
n-dyira].

um-Zila-nyoni, n. 5. Certain hard-wooded
cost tree, whose bark is used to stay
bleeding at the nose; also certain bush
supposed to be poisonous, and so avoided
by birds, and used by abatalakati as an
umbutele.

Phr. uBani ny'isikhalha somziyonyoni,
So-and-so is an umzilanyoni bush (to which
no birds come) — said of a young-man dis-
carded by the girls.

Zilazila, v. Move restless about, here
and there, with some desire or intention,
as a stranger who wishes to get the
chance of speaking with somebody (acc.
with ela form), or a thief seeking an
opportunity of getting at something, or
as a man who, though seated among a
company, keeps constantly looking at a
person as though he would like to say
something to him = ziyaziya. Cp. zaxe-
la.

Zile, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be quite or very
black = ukuti kace. See zila.

Zileba, v. — see Leba.

um-Zilikihli (s.k.), n. 5. Tall and very fat
person, male or female.

u-Zilile, n. Variety of imile, q.v.

u-Zililo, n. Carrion Flower (Stapelia gi-
gantea), a cactus-like creeper used as a
love-charm by young-men. See isi-Bele-
lelo.

i(li)-Zilo, n. An abstaining or abstinence
(with u(lu)-Suku). See zila.

Ex. ny'olwezilo namblane, kufu ingangu
izolo, it is a day of abstinence (from work)
to-day, for yesterday the moon died.

isi-Zilo (Zilo), n. Coal shale, or coal itself,
taken from near Mpande's Empangiswe-
ni kraal, and used by women for black-
ening their isi-dwaba, by blacksmiths
for making coke, and (C.N.) put into
a basket of seed for good fortune (prob.
so called from its black colour — see zi-
la, ukuti zile).

u-Ziluba, n. Supposed father of the heron
(C.N.) See u-Tekwane.

Zima, adj. Heavy, as a box or affliction
(see šinda); weighty, impressing with
importance, imposing, as an order from
a great person, or the personality itself
of such a great one (cp. isi-Tunzi); ser-
ious, grievous, as an affair or fault;
difficult, hard, as work or tasks given
to a labourer to do; black or dark-
skinned (mostly used of young females
and cows); strong, forcible, or awe-
inspiring, as the current of a river from
its apparent heaviness on the body of
one crossing; crowded, full with people,
as a kraal or room (see isi-Kutu) =
zima. See zimazisa [Her. zeu, heavy;
Reg. nyema; Sw. zilo; Ga. zitoa].

Ex. sekuwina manje, kufike ummumzana,
kufu kuhla eungelo, it is now weighty (in
the kraal) since the kraal head has arrived;
it was quite light while he was away.
zima omnani alorew'mfula, they are heavy
(i.e. strong) are the waters or current of
that river (when they bear down upon one).

ubu-Zima, n. Heaviness; seriousness;
weight, impressiveness; difficulty, hard-
ness; force, strength — see zima.

i(ii)-Zimakazi (s.k.), n. Dark-skinned girl.
i-nZimakazi (s.k.), n. Black cow.

Zimalaza, v. (C.N.) = zabalaza.

um-Zimandhlela, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Neele.

isi or um-Zimane, n. 5. Certain forest tree,
Black Ironwood (Olea laurifolia), used
as elyster for backache.

Zimaza, v. = zimazisa.

i-nZimazana n. Small black cow, or heifer.

Zimazisa, v. Give imposingness, impres-
siveness, weight, prestige, etc., to a person
(acz.), etc., as a herd of cattle in a kraal
lead it a certain superior appearance,
or as a high-class girl brings a certain importance to the inferior man she has married. Cps. lutaza. See zima; zimula.

(i-l)-Zimba (Zimbalha), n. Ear or panicle of the i-mFe reed; sometimes applied to growing i-mFe generally, by women, who fear to call it by its own name, ‘lest it become a failure’; also (N) = (i-l)-Wili. [Xo. ama-zimba, Kafir-corn].

i-nZimba (Zimba), n. That quality in a person, etc., which imposes, is commanding of respect, impresses with greatness or power; hence, moral weight, prestige, influence; nobleness, dignity, as is manifest in the face and bearing of a high-born person = isi-Tunzi.

Ex. umuntu ongene'zimba, common-class, low person. 

udadhula nyenzimba, he overcomes them, gets power over them by his appearance of rank, dignity, weight, etc.

um-Zimba (Zimba), n. 5. Body, of man or animal [Lu. mu-zimba; Reg. ki-tumba, dead body; Son. ga, body].

P. umzimba uzena ny'eminiwe, the body is felt by its owner = each one feels his own pain (though unknown to others).

ubu-Zimba (Zimba), n. Normal bodily quality or state, as below; (C.N.) also = i-nQina.

Ex. umzimba wake soenbyele ebu izimbeni baco, his body has now returned to its proper or normal state (after being emaciated by sickness).

(i-l)-Zimbane (Zimbhane), n. Certain striped deep-sea fish (N).

isi-Zimbati (Zimbhati), n. = in-Gqikit. 

um-Zimb'omubi (Zimbh'omubi), n. 5. Serum, generally recognized by the Natives from serous swellings, glandular tumours, etc.

N.B. This constitutional taint is almost universal among the Zulus, and is a cause of many of their bodily ailments.

Zimbu, ukuti (Zimbhu, ukuthi), v. = zimbu-ka; zimbuta.

Zimbuka (Zimbhuka), v. Get lifted bodily up, as below.

Zimbula (Zimbhula), v. Lift or raise up bodily anything of bulk or heaviness, as a great stone (ace), or pot, or as the wind ‘lifts out’ a tree from the ground, or a man of inferior quality winning for himself a wife in any way much superior to himself (cp. zimula). Cp. fukula; sibukula.

um-Zime, n. 5. Well-built, full-limbed person (male or female), standing well on his pins = um-Zimelela.

(u-lu)-Zime, n. Walking-staff (= u(lu)-Bo-ko); one of the heads or ‘pillars’ of a family i.e. one of the chief men thereof.

Zimelela, v. = simulela.

um-Zimelela, n. 5. = um-Zime.

um-Zimkulu (Zimkhulu - loc. em-Zimkulu), n. 5. Chief or head kraal of any family. Cp. i-nZalamichi.

Zimpunyu (C.N.) — see i-mPunyu.

Zimu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = zimka; zimula.

(i-l)-Zimu, n. Cannibal — of whom there were still some in Natal, etc., during the upheaval caused among the clans by Shaka during the early years of last century [see um-Zimu].

um-Zimu (Zimu), n. 5. Spirit — the word being now obsolete, save in phrase below [Bwa. mu-zimu, spirit; Da. mu-zimu, ancestral spirit; Sag. i-zimu, evil spirit; Bo. ku-zimu, place of departed spirits; Ga. usamiza, familiar spirit; Her. mu-sisi, ancestral spirit; Gu. m-kis-si, ancestral spirit or image thereof; At. m-mi, ghost].

Phr. inkomo yomzimu (or yemzimu), a beast of the spirit i.e. slaughtered for it.

Zimuka (s. k.), v. Be or get large in body or bulk, as a pumpkin, sweet potato, etc.; be or get big i.e. very fat (not gen. of mere large bony or muscular build — see jaka), as a man or bullock (used in perf. — cp. kulupala).

Ex. umukile om'lungu, this whiteman is big i.e. large and stout (ukulepe, would mean rather ‘he has fattened or grown fat,’ as after a previous thinness).

Zimula, v. Do largely i.e. in a great-sized manner, as a woman bearing an unusually big infant (ace.), a tree growing an unusually large fruit, a man making a very large basket, or the wind blowing down a very large tree.

Ex. uhlati waximulana intombi ka'Boni, Hlati did off (i.e. got in marriage) the great daughter (i.e. large of body, or great by birth) of So-and-so.

umathi waximulana pantsi, the tree got done hugely down i.e. the huge tree was brought down to the ground (by the wind).

(i-l)-Zimuzimu, n. = (i-l)-Zimu.

isi-Zinda (Zinda), n. Contents of any vessel, as water or grain, when filling it somewhat more than half; a ‘good half’ (somewhat less than an isi-Qentu); certain hut, and more especially the eldest son thereof, appointed by the father of every well-established Zulu kraal to be the ‘formal head’ of the family in his own stead after his de-
cease; origin, original facts or essence, of an affair.

N.B. This hut, or son, though in precedence ranking below the i-nDhunkulu, i-lii-Kholwa, and i-nQsolani, is nevertheless called and regarded by them, after their parent's death, as their ubuse, and consequently all family disputes, etc., are, as a matter of courtesy, invariably referred to him in the first instance. Being the appointed representative of the deceased kraal-head, he always remains as chief occupant of the old kraal, the iNkosana, iKholwa, and iNqedi generally moving off, after the father's death, to establish their own kraals. But the position of the isiZinda is merely formal; he inherits absolutely no rights nor property of any kind (save that of his own hut), and has no concern with the estate or liabilities left by his father. See i-nDhunkulu.

Zindela, v. Hold back or hesitate in doing, do reluctantly or after doubting delay, as when obeying, or giving consent. Cp. denga [Sw. sita, hesitate].

Zindhla, v. Cogitate, ponder, consider, meditate about any matter (with nga, as of one's plans or action. Cp. caba- nga [Sw. azima, purpose].

Zindhlekela (s. k.), v. Think for, presume for a person (acc.), i.e. assume a knowledge of his thoughts and actions; hence, imagine for (in a bad sense), suspect knowledge or guiltiness in a person (acc.) = cabangela.

Ex. mun'akwizindhekela omunye umuntu, you should not entertain thoughts of suspicion about another.

(iii)-Zinga (mostly used in plur. ama-Zinga), n. Narrow ridge, wrinkle, corrugation, or running elevation as formed between two closely-placed grooves, or by the overlapping of scales, etc., as exist along the belly of a snake or the back of a millipede, or the rings on the horn of a cow, or the grooved patterns of some lamps and vases. Cp. (i)-Zekecele [Sw. finyo, wrinkle].

Ex. isiZindla esinazindela, a grooved vase (the Native mind, however, thinking of the parallel elevations between the grooves).

i-nZinga, Zingamawa, Zingamaweni, Zingaweni, n. = i-mFene.

um-Zingandhlu, n. 5. Small brown and harmless snake, very fond of sleeping in huts; a boy who stays habitually at home, not going out to herd with the others, a molly-coddle (= um-Nqolo) = um-Zingandhlu.

(iii)-Zingati (Zingathi), n. Certain tree resembling the (i)-i-Rirolo (N) = (ii)-Cibo.

Zinge, verb. part. = jinge.

isi-Zinge, n. = isi-Yingelezi.

Zingela, v. Hunt, as game (acc.) of any kind (cp. i-Nqina); be prowlingly seeking about after something, as an umuakali, or a thief about a locality; sometimes used for persecute (M). Cp. zunyeza [Sw. winda, hunt; Ga. iyo].

Zingeleza, n. = yingiliza.

Zingelezi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = yingiliza.

isi-Zingelezi, n. = isi-Yingelezi.

Zingeza, v. = zunyeza.


um-Zinkawu (s. k.), n. 5. Kind of orchid = i-mFeyenkawu.

u-Zintulu, n. = u-Zirru.

um-Zinyambo (Zinyambho), n. Sand shark (N).

(iii)-Zinyane, n. Young-one, of any animal or bird (though not used of a cow or horse or other ‘calving’ animal—see i-nKonyana; nor yet usually of a dog = see um-Winukhweane). Cp. isi-Nokwe [Sw. jinga, young; kinda, chiek].

um-Zinyati (Zinyathi), n. 5. = um-Sikaba.

Zinyeza, v. (C.N.) — see nyeza.

(iii)-Zinyo, n. Tooth [Skr. jambha; OB. zabu; Lith. zamba; Lu. di-zeu; Bo. zino; Sw. ji-no; Ya. ti-no; Sak. kihi; Nyanye. m'ino; Cong. Forest Dwarfs. mi-nyo; Her. e-yo; Di. lir; Sa. linde; At. enyi].

Phr. sesakumka amazinyo, she (the oldwoman) has already lost (had fallen out) all her teeth.

ingane iyabibilitha amazinyo, the infant is chewing in a dribbling fashion its teeth, i.e. moving about its jaws and dribbling, as though eating, but really rubbing the gums together at the teething period.

uyadla amazinyo ebusuku, he grinds his teeth at night.

u'sehamba cibha amazinyo, he lives now grinding his teeth i.e. only in misery, only to feel pain, having no happiness, as one whom an enduring misfortune has befallen.

Phr. nyedeza, nyenzinyo libubula, he is the only one, like a painful tooth = he is a sole child, etc.

mun'sukwenzwa amazinyo a'bushelezi, you mustn't set other people's teeth on edge i.e. cause strife or ill-feeling between them.

Zinza, v. Be comfortably placed, sit comfortably, as a man well set up with property (used in perf.), or a woman who has married into a well-off family, or a kraal built on a nicely level or a well
salotered spot (used in perf.) = ntezeka, nkeendeka.

Ex. ngingawusa inkomo enguka, ngabe uyi-xinile, if I could get a cow like that, I should consider myself comfortably off.

isi-Zinzii, n. Crake, of which there are several varieties — Baillon’s C, Rufous-crested C, White-spotted C, etc.; sometimes applied to Adamson’s Quail (Excalfactoria Adamsoni).

Zinzii zinzii, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = zinza, ukuti nete nete.

i(l)i-Zipo (Zipho), n. Claw, as of a beast or bird.

u(l)i-Zipo (Zipho), n. Finger-nail, of man.

Zipu, ukuti (Ziphu, ukuthi), v. = zipula.

Zipula (Ziphula), v. = vita.

u-Zirru, n. Certain tree resembling the u-Ntlangojotu, but of redder wood.

Zisa, v. Cause to come; hence, bring; send. Cp. yisa.

Zisisa — see sisa.

Zisisezela — see sisezela.

u-Ziwombe (Ziwombhe), n. = u-Ziyongo.

Ziyaziya, v. = zilazila.

u-Ziyongo, n. — only in the prov. below.

P. woz'abanye njengenjulo ka'Ziyongo (or Ziwombe), he'll come back again at last like the blanket of Ziyongo (some legendary person) — said of an indifferent son who has temporarily discarded the old people, or a naughty child who runs away from punishment.

i(l)i-Zizi, n. Ravenous, greedy lover of meat. Cp. i(l)i-Roza; i(l)i-Zimu.

um-Zizima, n. 5. Blurredness, dimness, dark mistiness so as to render one’s vision or the appearance of a thing indistinct, hazy, or darkly, as caused by the falling shades of night, or by a fog, or a dark cloud passing over the sky, or the dark mark of a bruise on one’s skin.

i(l)i-Zizimane, n. Certain soft-wooded coast tree (N).

isi-Zobi, n. Discoloured spot on the skin (as from the bite of an insect) or on the hide of an ox.

i(l)i-Zoko, n. Deadly hatred, enmity, as between two families = i(l)i-Pahlela. Cp. i(l)i-Tambo.

u(l)i-Zoco, n. = u(l)i-Ziva. See lunama.

Zocola, v. = zokoea; zocoza.

u(l)i-Zocolo, n. Short-tempered, irritable person; also = u(l)i-Zica. See lunama.

Zocoza or Zocozeola, v. Go or walk in a long slender-bodied manner, like a long limp switch (= u(l)i-Zoco). See u(l)i-Zokowana.

Zoko zoko, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = zocoza.

Zokoca (s. k.), v. Chew or masticate with effort any ‘tough’ thing (= u(l)i-Zokoko), as meat (acc.) or hard mealie-grains.

u(l)i-Zokoca (s. k.), n. = u(l)i-Zicwa, See lunama.

u(l)i-Zokowana (s. k.), n. Little long limp thing, applied to a person with a long, very thin, slender body, like a long, supple switch. See zocoza.

i-nZokonzoko (s. k.), n. Shrub (Seneio coronatus), used for poultices.

Zokozela (s. k.), v. Push persistently on with anything or at anybody (acc.), as when persistently quarrelling with a person about some old fault or grievance, or as a disease which continues persistently progressing forward in spite of every remedy taken = pokopela.

u-Zokozela (s. k.), n. (C.N.) = u-Zozo.

um-Zokozo (s. k.), n. 5. Dogged persistance, or continual pushing forward in regard to anything, as above — see zokozela.

Ex. ngywiti leyo’ndaba idiwude, ignuni unghabwe unyokoko, I had thought that affair had passed, but he retains for me a continual pushing away at it.

Phr. ngyakulina, kwe kusukoko unyokoko ekukeni, I shall plough away (or do any other action) with dogged persistence (until I get so-and-so far finished, or in spite of somebody else’s prohibition) — where the latter part of the sentence is not clear and is probably merely a play on the words, meaning ‘until the thrusting forward thing, or point of the nose, gets thrust forward’.

isi or u(l)i-Zokozoko (s. k.), n. Persistent impelling forward of the heart or emotions, as when one retains a persistent wish to quarrel with another about some old matter, or has a continued insurmountable longing after anything or for doing anything. Cp. um-Zokozo. See zokozela.

um-Zokwe (s. k.), n. 5. Leech = um-Nyawulo.

Zola, v. Parry, ward, as the stick (acc.) of an adversary (= vika); be calm, still, without wind (even when cloudy or with quiet rain = bekda); be at peace, sit happily, as two sweethearts together (used in perf.).

u-Zole, n. (mod.) = u(l)i-Patu.

ama-Zolo (no sing.), n. Dew = um-Bete [Lat. ros, dew; Ga. usulo].

u(l)i-Zolobela, n. = u(l)i-Twa.

u(l)i-Zololo, n. = u(l)i-Twa.
i-nZolombela, n. = u(li)-Twa. i-nZolongo, n. = u(li)-Twa.

Zolwana, adv. (C.N.) = nzolwana.


Zombe, ukuti (Zömbe, ukuthi), v. = zombeza.

Zombe, (Zömbe), adj. Crooked, zigzag, as a winding river or road, or 'crooked' ways.

Ex. barmne ukukuluma oku'zombe okupambene nomvoto, they agree (to listen to) unstraightforward or perverse talk, contrary with the law.

(i)-Zombe (Zömbe), n. Zigzag, winding, crooked way or path (actual or metaphor.), as a path or river winding here and there so that one can scarcely know in which direction it is actually going, or a crooked 'zigzag' stick = (i)-Gwinci. Cp. u(lu)-Zungu [Her. kombo-kombo, zigzag; Sw. kombokombo].

Ex. induku e'masombwe, a zigzag i.e. spirally curved, screw-shaped stick. abantu abang'omshela x'imasombwe, people of crooked, unstraightforward ways.

Zombelezelela (Zombhelezelela), v. Wind about, twist round about in a zigzag fashion, as a climbing-plant entwining about a tree or over a bush (loc.); try and get about a person (acc.) in a bad sense, encoil or entangle him in some quarrel or difficulty.

Zombeza (Zombheza), v. Go in a zigzag, crooked, winding manner, as a path, road, river, or a person in his unstraightforward, crooked ways = gwinci za, go-vici. Cp. zekelula.

Zombi, ukuti (Zömhi, ukuthi), v. = zombeza.

Zombiza (Zombhiza), v. = zombeza.

Zona, emph. pron. They; them — used with plur. nouns of the 3rd., 4th., and 6th. classes.

Zonda, v. Hate, detest; pain persistently, chronically, fixedly (not momentarily — cp. ubn-Ilungu); have a strong liking or desire for anything (acc.) [Her. tonda, detest].

Ex. lego'ngubo ngiyagiyonzwa, oh! I do like or covet that dress. ngiterale okuxima, kuzondile esitlacenzi, I have been carrying something heavy, and there is a fixed continuous pain in my old wound (consequently). nqishaye, kwazonda lupa entlaفنweni, he struck me and there is now a settled chronic pain here about my cheek-bone.

Zondela or Zondelela, v. Have a strong desire, longing, or liking for anything, or to do anything.

i-nZondela, n. Any person or thing much liked by its owner, to which he has strong attachment.

Ex. xamxosirenisa ngenzondela yake, he deprived her of her much-loved or favourite child.

u-Zondhle, n. White-flowered veldt-plant. i(l)-Zondo, n. = i(l)-Qaza.

isi or i-nZondo, n. Long-settled, continuous and strong ill-feeling or dislike against a person, hatred; fixed, continuous, chronic pain in any part of the body. See zonda.

Ex. sekw akhala inzondo konza, there is now a fixed chronic pain settled there.

Um-Zondo, n. 5. Name applied to several kinds of small, gen. foul-smelling, garden bugs and beetles.

Phr. inkabi e'mzondo, an ox spotted all over with dark-brown and white patches = i-nZota.

Zongama, v. Do in a slow, deliberate manner (not hurriedly), as a person rising slowly from the ground, or when speaking slowly so that all may understand (C.N.).

Zongela, v. (C.N.) = potela.

Zongoleza, v. = zongoloseleza.

Zongoloze, v. Bind, wind, or wrap round, as cotton (acc.) round a reel (loc.) or a bandage round one's leg; try and encoil or embroll a person (acc.) in a quarrel or trouble. Cp. zombeleza; zwangeleza.

(i)-Zongwe, n. Nape of the neck, or prominent bone at the top of the spine (= isi-Jingo); sometimes used for the whole pillar of the neck (cervical vertebrae); (C.N.) dog with a white ring about its neck (see um-Seka). Cp. i-nTamo.

Ex. uwezongwe lo'muntu, this person has a strong neck (for supporting heavy weights on the head).

bamm gumu isongwe, they cut through his neck-bone for him.

Zonya, v. Dress the hair, as below (N).

um-Zonyo, n. 5. Small upright pointed tuft of hair, such as are made standing about the head, by means of a hollow reed, in a certain manner of Native head-dressing (N) = i(l)-Ngele. i(l)-Zonzo, n. (C.N.) = i(l)-Nzonzo.

Um-Zonzo (mostly in plur.), n. = um-Cocho. See zonzoza.

Zota (Zotha), v. Be of a pleasantly subdued, nicely toned down, sobered, calmed state or appearance; hence, be of
a warmly subdued colour or polish, as a nicely browned meerschaum pipe, or polished wood, or a brownish cloth (not glaring red), or the veldt in summer when nicely covered with fresh green grass (after the glaring dryness of winter); be of a calm, sober, agreeably polite, dignified nature or bearing, as a kindly, gentlemanly-mannered person; be pleasantly mild, as the weather or climate; be cozy, comfortably warm, sheltered, etc., as a well-thatched hut or well-protected kraal (in all cases, used in perf.).

i-Zota (Zotha), n. Beast spotted all over with chocolate-brown and white patches — um-Zondo.

isi-Zota or Zoto (Zotha or Zotho), n. Subdued, sobered, calm quality, nature or condition of a thing — see zota.

Ex. istsmpahela zutu kasikatshi, kasikatoli isizota, our goods (furniture, etc.) have not yet arrived; we have not yet been able to settle down (at rest).

umuntu onesizota, a person of a calm, sober, quiet, gentlemanly nature.

le'wewangu ibonuru, kuyina'sizoto, this cloth is red, but not of a subdued, restful nature (i.e. it is 'loud', glaringly red, as scarlet).

Zoto, ukuti (Zotho, ukuthi), v. = zota.

Zóvo, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti habu.

Zovola, v. = habuza.

Zóyi Zóyi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = zoyi.

izi-Zóyi zóyi (no sing.), n. Confused jumping about i.e. the tiny bubbles or sparkling of effervescence, confusion of darting flashes or 'stars', as in the eye after a blow or being dazed, etc.

Zóyi zóyi, v. Dance or dart confusedly about with izi-Zóyi zóyi, throw off 'sparkles' or 'stars', as soda-water when effervescing, or one's eye when struck; simmer, boil with a gentle silent effervescence (previous to the ukw-huba), as water in a pot.

u-Zozo, n. Natal-sore, an intractable kind of spreading ulcer forming on the feet and shins, etc., in the coast districts.

Zózóza, v. = uzonzoza.

Zózó zózó, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = uzonzoza.

Zú, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti po.

Zuba, v. = juba.

i(l)-Zubazonzo, n. (C.N.) = im-Venwangc.

i(l)-Zube, n. = il(l)-Jubela.

i(l)-Zubela, n. = il(l)-Jubela.

u(lu)-Zubela (Zubhela), n. = u(lu)-Tshubunyu.

Zubulunda, v. = ukuti po.

Zubulundi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti po.

u(lu)-Zubungu, n. = u(lu)-Tshubungu.

i-nZúbunzubu, n. Any limp, supple thing, as a well dressed skin, a limply flint shambok, or the strengthless body of a fainting person; also used of calm, pleasant weather — i-nZúbunzubu. Cp. i-nTso-bontsobo.

Zubuza, v. Supple, make soft and limp, as one might a skin (see:) or switch.

Zúcu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuti juku.

u(lu)-Zucu, n. = u(lu)-Gamfu.

Zucuka (s. k.), v. = jukuza.

Zucula, v. = jukuza.

u(lu)-Zuculu, n. = isi-Jumba.

Zuka (s. k.), v. Break up (trans.) into pieces, crumble to bits, as a person a lump of dry bread (acc.) or earth with the hand (cp. tubuza); break up crumpling wise, crumple down or up, as a piece of paper (acc.) or long grass by sitting or trampling on it; knock a person (acc.) up physically or mentally, as excessive heat or work, or a master compelling a person so to work and get knocked up, or a heavy affliction befalling one so as to rob him of all courage and spirits; knock a person (acc.) to bits (metaphor.), as with blows of a stick.

Ex. azihambanga, sawuka ilanga, we didn't do any travelling to speak of, we were knocked up by the sun (i.e. excessive heat).

u-Zuka (s. k.), n. Sixpenny-piece (T).

Zukéka (s. k.), v. Be or get so broken or crumbled to bits, crumpled up, or down, knocked up, or knocked to bits, as above (used in perf.).

Ex. bafika, bezekekile kuku ukuhamba, they arrived quite knocked up with travelling (i.e. exhaustion).

u-Zukela (s. k.), n. Certain herb whose roots are used as a love-charm by young-men to 'quite knock up' a girl and render her incapable of refusing.

Zukelékelé (s. k.), v. Creep or crawl under or into, as through the low aperture into a hut (loc.) or under a table (with ngapantsi) = ukuti zukeléki.

Zukeléki, ukuti (ukuthi; s. k.), v. = zukeléka.

Cp. ukuti shume.

um-Zuko (s. k.), n. 5. A trotting (C.N.).

um-Zukulu (s. k.), n. 1. = um-Zukulwana.

isi-Zukulu (s. k.), n. = isi-Zukulwana.

um-Zukululu (s. k.), n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Si-ngilili.

um-Zukulwana (s. k.), n. 1. Grandchild.
isizuluwana (s. k.), n. Offspring (whether collectively or individually) of a grandchild and beyond; descendant or descendants; generation.

izulu (no plur.), v. Sky, heavens; weather; lightning (= u(lu)-Bani, — those who, through superstitious fear, dislike to call it by its commoner name of i-Zulu, sometimes use the word um-Pezulu as a euphemism) [Skr. dyus, dyu, sky, heaven; surva, sublime; sku, cover; Gr. Zeus, god (fr. Skr. dyus)]. Lat. Jn-piter, Father of above, or in heaven; Ga. gulu, sky; MZT. ijulu; i-zulu, sun; Sw. jua, above; juna, sun; Sa. ulu, sun; Her. e-yuru, sky; Ang. ori-culu and ka-lwanga, heaven; Reg. i-yu, heaven; Di. duc, sky; Mamb. noro; Ba. kuyuno; Kus. zu, fire; Sak. dzwawa, sun).

Ex. linjani izulu? how is the sky i.e. weather?

saviyelika izulu, we were prevented by the weather.

kwele izulu izolo ka'Bani, the lightning struck yesterday at So-and-so’s kraal. — When there is lightning about, all white things should be hidden, e.g. amasi, beads, clothing, as the lightning “is very fond of white-coloured things”!

izulu elipezulu, the heavens above — a name of prayer sometimes given to the Zulu king.

i-nzulu, n. Whirl of deep water (C.N.).

isizulu, n. Language of the Zulu people; (C.N.) = isi-Zulu; i-nzulu.

u-Zulu, n. Very light-blue opaque bead or beads (Mod.). Cp. i(lu)-Juba.

Zululeka (s. k.), v. Saunter about, stroll idly about, as a lazy fellow at any labour, or a lover temporarily without work (cp. zula; nyileka); ‘swim’, as the eyes or head when giddy.

i-nzululekane (s. k.), n. = i-nzuluwane.


isizululwane, n. A giddy, whirling motion, or the place thereof, as a whirlpool in a river; also = i-nzululwane.

Zulumba (Zulumbha), v. Watch stealthily for a chance, keep the eye on a person (acc.) or thing, as when wanting to get at it unawares or unperceived, as a thief or umutakati, or a person who wants an opportunity of speaking with another momentarily engaged. Cp. zilazila; zingela.

i(lu)-Zulumba (Zulumbha), n. Stealthy watcher i.e. who keeps on the watch for opportunities to steal — somewhat equivalent to Eng. ‘prowler’.

Zuma, v. = juna.
**isi-Zumbe (Zumbe), n. = isi-Jumba.**

um-Zumo, n. 5. Surprisal, a surprise.

u(lu)-Zuncu, n. = u(lu)-Gamfu.

i-nZungelezane, n. Merry-go-round (T).

Zungelezela, v. Surround, encircle, as a wire surrounding a hut (ace.), a man's arms encircling the trunk of a tree, or an impi surrounding a kraal in a circle (ep. hangu); surround or encircle, as a person might the hut (ace.) above with the wire, or the tree with his arms, etc.; also sometimes used for zungolozela = zungoluka. Cp. zungaza.

Zungeza, v. Go round, move round, make the circuit of, as a person walking round a hut (ace.), or a wire 'going round' or being taken round any enclosure. Cp. zングlezela [Sw. zungushia; surround; Bo. zunguluka].

Zungezelwa, v. = zungololaza.

isi-Zungu, n. Feeling of loneliness or solitude, as of a person living alone, without companions, etc. [Her. kunga, lonely; Bo. u-zungu, hollowness].

Ex. unositzungu, he is lonely, feels loneliness.

P. isizungu sabalala inkungana (njengakwe 'Masuku'), a feeling of loneliness was the death of the calf (as at Masuku) — as might be said of or by anyone feeling the want of a companion, wife, etc.

u(lu)-Zungu, n. General combine or composite (public in as far as the particular clan or district is concerned, but secret to the other party), as when a whole locality or tribe conspire together to make away with any particular individual, kraal, etc. (cp. isi-Zungu; u(lu)-Mbimbili; u(lu)-Solo; isi-Xezelela); round-about, circuitous path or way (cp. i(lu)-Zombe; zungula).

Phr. iminyama yozungu, a hunting-party which is a combined conspiracy (under the pretense of being a hunt) and to which the whole male portion of the clan or community would be required to go (as to a war); the name is now sometimes applied to a large or general hunt in which the whole district is asked to turn out.

Zungula, v. Go by a round-about or circuitous way, as to any place; be persistently at or after a person (ace.) in order to quarrel or fight with him.

um-Zungulu, n. 5. Certain bush (Dalbergia obovata), whose bark is used as rope, etc., for binding.

P. umzunzulu yobha womile, the umzunzulu bark is just as good for binding a thing up with even when dry = don't make too small account of a person by reason of his old withered looks.

u or isi-Zunguzane, n. = i-nZululwane; isi-Zululwane [Sw. kizunguzungu, girdleness].

i(lu)-Zunguzungu, n. = isi-Jinjo.

isi-Zunzubezi, n. = isi-Jungubezi.

i(lu)-Zupe (Zuphe), n. = i(lu)-Tape.

i-nZunzutu (Zunzutu), n. 3. = isi-Zuzulu.

Zuze, v. Get, obtain, acquire anything (ace.) by an effort of any kind, as by working, speculating, trading, fighting, borrowing, etc.; get a person (ace.) i.e. succeed in getting hold of him, as one after whom one has been for some time, so as to fight, quarrel, etc., with him.

Ex. siyakwamzana ngomusa, we shall get hold of one another, have it out, some day.

Zůza (Zuza), v. Linger restlessly in parturition, be slow in expulsion of offspring, as a cow, woman, etc. Cp yudlu.

i-nZuzo, n. That which is gained, profit.

um-Zúzo (Zuzo), n. 5. (N) = u(lu)-Qwqo.

um-Zuzu, n. 5. A while, some little time, as when one stays a whole afternoon on a visit to a friend, or perhaps a month at some friend's place = um-Zukuzulu.

Phr. ukwenzu imizungu, to take a long time in getting through a piece of work, as when ploughing a field or building a hut in a slow, loitering manner.

um-Zuzwana, n. 5. dim. of above. A little while, very short time.

Zwá, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = ukuthi po; ukuti trea; wonzozo, zwazwaza; also = ukuti yqwaba.

Zwa, (= Ezwa; imperat. yizwa, zwana), v. Perceive, as by any of the senses (except sight — see bona); hence, feel or experience a thing (ace.), whether as touching or being touched, or as any emotion of body or mind; smell, as the scent (ace.) of a flower, or the flower producing such scent (ep. nuka; sezela); taste, as food (ace.) of any kind, or as does the mouth; taste or feel with the nose, as sniff (ace.); hear, as a person (ace.) or his speaking; give ear to, hearken to, obey, as one's superior (ace.), or such superior's word; understand, grasp the meaning of, anything (ace.) said (ep. gonda); have the senses still active, still perceive i.e. be alive, live, as any animal not dead; be sound, still capable of use, with no flaw of vital importance, as a pot of any kind (ep.
ZWA
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um-Zwangedwa, n. 5. Any affliction, pain, etc., only known to the sufferer.

Ex. njiyabulawu umzwangedwa lapa esi-swinini, I am being afflicted here in the stomach by some ailment nobody knows of but myself.

du-Zwa-ngendaba, n. Second hand informant, one who hears only from others.

um-Zwangwenya, n. 5. Regiment formed after the is-Angqu by Mpande, along with or at the same time as the um-Kuze and incorporated with the ulu-Dhlambedhu.

i(i) or ulu-Zwani, n. Toe; pl. ama-Zwani, toes i.e. foot or footprint of a fowl or bird. Cp. u-Qukuulu; u-CikiCane; ama-Zwayiiba.

Phr. kuhle ukwanda ngamawzweni, it is good to grow as to one's toes (by which one stands) i.e. it is well to have a large number of friends, etc., for the more one has, the more support and help he can obtain in life.

isi-Zwati (s. t.), n. Small indentation, dimple, or hole on the body, as on the cheeks, or of a healed wound (N.).

ulu-Zwati (Zwathi), n. Fire-stick i.e. either of the sticks used for producing fire by friction (see pheka); very thin-bodied person; a 'mere stick' of a leg, as the legs of a bird or of a thin-legged, callless man (= imi-Condo; i(i)-Nzonzo).

Phr. uku-suza uzwati, to raise up strife.

Zwaliza, (Zwathiza), v. = nzonzoza.

Zwáli zwáti, ukuti (Zwáthi zwáthi, ukuthi), v. = nzonzoza.

Zwatuza (Zwathuza), v. Just do here and there, far apart, as a few large scattered drops of rain or hail falling. Cp. ukuti pose pose.

Zwálu zwálu, ukuti (Zwáthu zwáthu, ukuthi), v. = zwatuza.

imi-Zwayi, n. (C.N.) = izi-Zoyizoyi; ulu-Cwaazi; imi-Tontseta.

ama-Zwayiiba (no sing.), n. Tip-toes — only used as below = ama-Nzonzo.

Ex. uku-na ngamazwayiiba, to stand (dance, etc.) on tip-toes.

Zwayiza, v. = ukuti zwayi zwayi.

Zwáyi zwáyi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (C.N.) = zoyiza; ukuti yqwaba; nizonzoza.

i(i) Zwe, n. Country (in the sense of 'land'; less frequently in the sense of 'kingdom'); the world; sometimes applied as below to all the people of a land or district. Cp. um-Hlaba [Gr. ge, earth; MZT. mun-se; Nya. ti-nze; Ga. insti; Her. ou-ge; Sw. inchi].
Ex. angiitanda izwe lakona, I don't like the country there.

isi-Zwe, n. Clan; tribe; nation. Cp, u(lu)-Hlolo.

Zwe, v. Act as below.

Zwebela, n. Growing has effect, or sensitive or delicate and impressionable, readily taking to heart the words or actions of another, in a good or ill sense.

Zwebek, n. (C.N.) = u(lu)-Ve.

Zwebuka, (s.k.). Ruined or desolate state of a land owing to famine, the devastations of war, etc.

Zwela, v. Perceive, hear, etc., for, on behalf of another (acc.); readily feel, be sensitive to, as an impressionable or sensitive person quickly feeling the effect of words, or quickly feeling or suspecting the actions of another (see nyaza), or a delicate person being sensitive to pain; readily absorb, as a skin the oil (acc.) with which it is supplied. See zwu.

Zwele, v. Sensitiveness, impressionableness, readily taking to heart the words or actions of another, in a good or ill sense.

Zwebeki, n. = u(lu)-Ziwa.

Zwelewwe, n. 5. (C.N.) = um-Hluhlwe (of cock).

Zwi, adv. Only one, one alone = shulu, qve, etc.

Zwi, v. Throw down bodily, as a person might a burden (acc.), or a strong man another with whom he is wrestling = ukutu lana.

Zwi, ukutu (ukuthi), v. Be a great confusion of noise, so that nothing is distinctively audible, as the noise made by a lot of people loudly quarrelling (= ukuti ne); also = ukuti zwi.

Zwika, v. = ukuti zwi, juba.

Zwibek, (s.k.), v. = ukuti zwi.

Zwibi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Send 'flying', throw or make go far away, as a stick or other missile (acc.) flung afar (= zwiba, ukuti ji); go off far away, as such a stick, or a person travelling to a far place (= zwibeka).

Zwica, v. = ukuti zwice.

Zwice, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Hit or strike a person (acc.) violently by some thrown missile, as a stick, club, or a hard painful word.

Zwili, v. = i-mBoma.

Zwili, n. 5. = um-Zwili.

Zwili, n. 5. Cape Canary (Serinus canicollis) = um-Zwili.

Zwili or Zwili or Zwi, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Drop in or arrive, drop away or leave, in ones and twos or in a very slight manner, as people arriving for some assembly, or departing therefrom = zwiliza.

Zwiliza, v. = ukuti zwi, zwi.

Zwila, n. 5. Cabanis Weaver-bird (Hyphantornis Cabanisi).

Zwisa, v. Cause one (acc.) to perceive, feel, hear, understand, etc.; hear or understand properly, perfectly.

Ex. angxwisisa kgabe loko, I didn't hear, or understand, that perfectly.
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An explanation of this custom will be found under the word *hlonipa* in the text. The list here given contains only some of the commoner expressions, which, we may add, differ considerably in different localities. The majority of the words, it will be noticed, are formed for the purpose simply by a change of one or other of the consonants in the pure Zulu word, the consonant substituted being selected to taste according to euphony.

The orthography here used is that of the new system, as indicating more correctly the actual pronunciation of the *hlonipa* words.

The words with an * are genuine Zulu words, especially adopted for the purposes of *hlonipa*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Zulu</strong></th>
<th><strong>Hlonipa</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>is-Adhla</td>
<td>is-Atsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahlukana</td>
<td>acukana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abhula</td>
<td>acula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akha</td>
<td>ana; cakula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ala</td>
<td>aca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aluka</td>
<td>acuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alusa</td>
<td>acesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is-Ambhane</td>
<td>*s-Axilana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ambhula</td>
<td>anjala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amuka</td>
<td>ashuxa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anda</td>
<td>angea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>am-Andhla</td>
<td>is-Amukelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is-Andhla</td>
<td>is-Amukelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ulw-Andhle</td>
<td>*u(le)-Nwange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is-Angeokolo</td>
<td>is-Anokolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aphula</td>
<td>ashula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>azi</td>
<td>agi, angci, eyika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Baba</td>
<td>u-Tshatsha, u-Caca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nBabala</td>
<td>i-n-Tabala, i-Nantshala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>babaza</td>
<td>noamaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bala</td>
<td>nala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Bala</td>
<td><em>i(li)-Cwatha, i(li)-Gecke</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Bala</td>
<td>u(lu)-Cwatha *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baleka</td>
<td>cwaatheka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bambah</td>
<td>rhaza, nanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Bambah</td>
<td>u(lu)-Xhazo, u(lu)-Nango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Bandhla</td>
<td>i(li)-Tshandhla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bangla</td>
<td>hanga, haga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zulu</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hlonipa.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Banga</td>
<td>i(li)-Hanga, i(li)-Xhanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Bango</td>
<td>um-Hango, um-Xhango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Bani</td>
<td>um-Tshani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banzi</td>
<td>tshanzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basa</td>
<td>nahlala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Baya</td>
<td>isi-Khweya, isi-Cwatha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baza</td>
<td>nanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beka</td>
<td>qitha, citha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Bele (corn)</td>
<td>*i(li)-Centa, i(li)-Khwentsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*i(li)-Genewa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Bele (breast)</td>
<td>(li)-Centa, i-Ncintiso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beletha</td>
<td>nyabeka, khwezela *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Bende</td>
<td>u(lu)-Gcofi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu-Bende</td>
<td>ubu-Gcofi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhala</td>
<td>jala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Bhamuza</td>
<td>i(li)-Jamuza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Bhantshi</td>
<td>(li)-Cantsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Bhaqanga</td>
<td>um-Jaqanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhembha</td>
<td>jeja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Bhece</td>
<td>u-Jodo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bheda</td>
<td>jedla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bheka</td>
<td>cida, ggala, * khangela,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Kag. langa, see; MZT. langa, look; Sw. angalá, look to].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhema</td>
<td>helu, fosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nBhenge</td>
<td>isi-Sibekelo, i-nGeazi, * i-nGeelu*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Bheshu</td>
<td>i(li)-Jeshu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Bhiici</td>
<td>u(lu)-Jizhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td>Hlonipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhidhlika</td>
<td>jidhluka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>izi-Bhid</td>
<td>izi-Dunye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Bhila</td>
<td>um-Mbhiha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhina</td>
<td>jina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Bhishi</td>
<td>u(lu)-Geishi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mBhiza</td>
<td>i-nKangu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bthoba</td>
<td>fofozza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mBhobo</td>
<td>i-Neamu, i-Jobo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Bhobo</td>
<td>isi-Neamu, isi-Chamu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhobza</td>
<td>fobozza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Bhoodhlela</td>
<td>i(li)-Jodhlela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Bhoko</td>
<td>u(lu)-Joko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mBhokode</td>
<td>i-Nqakatha, i-nTsilo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mBhongolo</td>
<td>i-nJongolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Bhotwe</td>
<td>i(li)-Xhotwe, i(li)-Khanzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mBhube</td>
<td>i-nJube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhubha</td>
<td>jafa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Bhuda</td>
<td>isi-Irabadha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhula</td>
<td>dibula, cothola, nchibula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Bhumukwe</td>
<td>i(li)-Julumukwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Bhumbe</td>
<td>isi-Junye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhuna</td>
<td>tshuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhuma</td>
<td>jaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-MBhuya</td>
<td>isi-Keando</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nMBhuzi</td>
<td>isi-Qushu, isi-Aga, isi-Nyala, isi-Nqayi, isi-Nshitanga, isi-Ncololo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Hlonipa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bi</td>
<td>ntshwaman, gixhibi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Bi</td>
<td>isi-Tsimbhe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bika</td>
<td>ncoma*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bila</td>
<td>chwatha, haza*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bili</td>
<td>ngonya, mbhanya, nkwica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Bindi</td>
<td>isi-Qhina, isi-Khuthazo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bingelela</td>
<td>cinelela, tshingelela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Bisi</td>
<td>u(lu)-Chago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biza</td>
<td>neonga, longa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bohla</td>
<td>dumhha*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bula</td>
<td>thulla, gecu, khunya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ama-Bomu</td>
<td>ama-Nshonui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bomvu</td>
<td>gbehu, rudderwa, ntongwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bona</td>
<td>yona, yona, tshona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bonakala</td>
<td>tshonakala, yonakala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bonda</td>
<td>munda, nonda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Bondo</td>
<td>isi-Gzobo*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bonga</td>
<td>tsongha, nonga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Bongo</td>
<td>isi-Tshongo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bopha</td>
<td>ntshala*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Bopho</td>
<td>isi-Ntsalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(bu)-Boya</td>
<td>u(bu)-Tshoya, u(bu)-Khunya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buka</td>
<td>gqalala, tshuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bukhali</td>
<td>bengu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buhala</td>
<td>cishiba, khilala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bumbha</td>
<td>donga, dongoloza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Bumbha</td>
<td>i(li)-Donga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bunga</td>
<td>tshunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>busa</td>
<td>tsusa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>butha</td>
<td>tshutha, nova*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Butho</td>
<td>i(li)-Tshutho, i(li)-Wole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buya</td>
<td>khinya, khwiya, khwiska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buza</td>
<td>noanga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Hlonipa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>caba</td>
<td>xaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Caba</td>
<td>um-Photho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cabanga</td>
<td>xabanya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Cal</td>
<td>i(li)-Hintsho, i(li)-Bawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cand</td>
<td>randa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Cantsi</td>
<td>u(lu)-Aluko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>casha</td>
<td>xasha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ceba</td>
<td>khwatha, tshcbha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Ceho</td>
<td>i(li)-Khwatha, i(li)-Xebo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cela</td>
<td>bawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Celembha</td>
<td>u-Genze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Chibi</td>
<td>i(li)-Xhibi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Chotho</td>
<td>isi-Nontshe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chuma</td>
<td>numa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cima</td>
<td>khwisha*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Cimbi</td>
<td>isi-Xinji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Cingo</td>
<td>u(lu)-Ningo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Coco</td>
<td>isi-Nono, u-Ngiyanse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contsa</td>
<td>xonta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cupha</td>
<td>thiya*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwala</td>
<td>visha*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwazimula</td>
<td>nazimula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwe</td>
<td>tswe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cweba</td>
<td>neunsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwenga</td>
<td>nwenga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwila</td>
<td>gwinja*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDaba</td>
<td>i-nJusho, i-Moso, i-Mosa, i-Ncingo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dabuka</td>
<td>hantsheka, rrayeka*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Dade</td>
<td>u-Nyaze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Daka</td>
<td>u(lu)-Nika, u(lu)-Gruxha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dakwa</td>
<td>nqashwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dala</td>
<td>jata, zica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDawo</td>
<td>i-Mandhlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de</td>
<td>ntswe, depha*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDebe</td>
<td>i-nTsheo, i-Nyalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Debe</td>
<td>u(lu)-Dengele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dela</td>
<td>jata, nyeshwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhla</td>
<td>nkiba, maya, nyaza, ngca, munda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhlala</td>
<td>nqalala, tshekula*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDhala</td>
<td>i-nKongane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDhle</td>
<td>u(lu)-Thwili*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDhlebe</td>
<td>i-Nqotho, i-Phuya, i-nGathlu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDhlela</td>
<td>i-Nyatuko, i-mBhanuko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Dhlelo</td>
<td>i(li)-Nkibelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDhlovu</td>
<td>i-nZunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Dhlozi</td>
<td>i(li)-Thonga*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDhlu</td>
<td>i-nKoba, i-Neumbha, i-Ngumbha, i-Matsheko, i-nKatshkeko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Dhlu</td>
<td>i-Nqotho, i-nPunde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhlula</td>
<td>nqalula, phunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diliza</td>
<td>khithiza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDima</td>
<td>i-nFeko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dina</td>
<td>khathaza*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Diwo</td>
<td>u(lu)-Nyambha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nDoda</td>
<td>i-nLonga, i-Nzeza, i-nJeza, i-Yeka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td>Hlonipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Zulu}</td>
<td>{Hlonipa}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Dolo</td>
<td>i(li)-Guqa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donda</td>
<td>gongca, dunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Donga</td>
<td>u(lu)-Khiithika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Doni</td>
<td>um-Jala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dontsa</td>
<td>cnyaka *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Dube</td>
<td>(li)-Yezane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duka</td>
<td>mmuka, yuuka, guuka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| i-nDuku    | i-nViko, i-nZaka, i-n-Za-
|            | nsi, i-nZambhulo |
| isi-Duli   | isi-Ngeya    |
| duma       | wanga, nqiza, huma, goha |
| dumaza     | ngcumeza     |
| u(Hu)-Dumbha| i-(Hu)-Hu-
|            | mamo, i-(Hu)-Hu-
|            | mamo, i-(Hu)-Hu-
|            | mamo       |
| (li)-Dumbhi|i-(li)-Nqiza |
| isi-Dumblu | isi-Bili 2    |
| i-nDuma    | i-nZaka      |
| isi-Dwaba  | isi-Nwanyi, isi-Novasha |
| i-nDwangu  | i-nKizo, isi-Bangu |
| dweba      | rrrepha *    |
| (li)-Dwala | (li)-Newasha |
| eba        | nyonka*, manya* |
| ebula      | etshula      |
| edwa       | entshwa (i.e. nyentshwa, |
|            | wentshwa, yentshwa). |
| ehla        | ewuka *      |
| ekuseni    | ekuyabukeni, ekuqubukeni |
| clama      | cama         |
| elapha     | ceapha       |
| elekha     | ceeka        |
| embhatha   | ceweza      |
| emsamo     | cemunguko   |
| emuva      | empunda, ctiva |
| ena        | echa        |
| enda       | cewa, gana* |
| endhlaela  | enjuza      |
| endhle     | cengee, eyee |
| eneka      | ceeka, cheya* |
| endla      | cemunguko   |
| enyela     | nyanta*     |
| enyuka     | dontsa*     |
| enza       | cnya        |
| eqa        | cza, nqabitha |
| esaba      | cypaha, enkaba, ecusa |
| eyisa      | ecisa        |
| czantsi    | cweati, eyantsi |
| fa         | nta, naya, nayeka, noboka, khesaka |
| u(lu)-Fa   | u(lu)-Khasico |
| faka       | huka        |
| fakaza     | nakaza, cakaza |
| fana       | hana         |
| um-Fana    | um-Khapha    |
| fancela    | hanelia     |
| um-Fanyana| um-Khapheyan |
| um-Fazi    | um-Thekeli, um-Yazi, um-
|            | Nazi         |
| i-mFene    | i-Neakala, i-Neene |
| feketha    | ceketha, ntela* |
|            | fika        |
| i(l)-Fingo | finyaka     |
| fingga     | i-m-Fino    |
| finyela    | i-mi-Fino   |
| finya *    | finya *     |
| i(l)-Fumo  | fumo        |
| fumana     | fumana      |
| funa       | funa        |
| funda      | funa        |
| i-mFunda   | funga       |
| fuphi      | fuphi       |
| futhi      | futhi       |
| fuya       | fuya        |
| i-mFuyo    | fuya        |
| fnza       | fnza        |
| isi-Ga     | isi-Ga      |
| isi-Gaba   | isi-Gaba    |
| (li)-Gade  | (li)-Xiti, (li)-Jade |
| i-nGalo    | um-Gcono, um-Bambhelo |
| i(l)-Gama  | i(l)-Qambo  |
| gana       | gana        |
| gandaya    | gandaya     |
| i-nGane    | i-nGane     |
| (li)-Ganga | (li)-Ganga |
| um-Gnrra   | um-Gnrra    |
| (li)-Gatsha| (li)-Gatsha |
| gawula     | gawula      |
| isi-Gaxa   | isi-Gaxa    |
| gaya       | gaya        |
| (li)-Gazi  | (li)-Gazi   |
| gazinga    | gazinga     |
| geaba      | geaba       |
| geagea     | geagea      |
| geina      | geina       |
| geoba      | geoba       |
| gewala     | gewala      |
| isi-GeGe  | isi-GeGe    |
| (li)-Geja  | (li)-Geja   |
| geza       | geza        |
| in-Gibe    | in-Gibe     |
| igjima     | igjima      |
| goba       | goba        |
| i-nGobo    | i-nGobo     |
| isi-Gobongo| isi-Gobongo |
| i(l)-Godia | i(l)-Godia  |
| godla      | godla       |
| i(l)-Goda  | i(l)-Goda   |
| godhla     | godhla      |

* Zulu place names
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Hlonipa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>isi-Godhi</td>
<td>isi-Nyodhlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Godi</td>
<td>um-Gintsi, um-Dibi, um-Thili, um-Lindi [MZT. mu-lindi, pit].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goduka</td>
<td>joduka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Golo</td>
<td>i(li)-Jolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Gqo</td>
<td>um-Valo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nGozi</td>
<td>i-nGongoma, i-nJozi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gqiba</td>
<td>ganda*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Gqiki</td>
<td>isi-Camel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gqoka</td>
<td>gqoka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Gqoko</td>
<td>isi-Noko, isi-Gxoko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Gqubu</td>
<td>i(li)-Gxubu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Gxbu</td>
<td>isi-Geingi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Gxbu</td>
<td>u(lu)-Betho, u(lu)-Geingi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nGubo</td>
<td>i-Nezo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Gudu</td>
<td>i(li)-Shawule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gua</td>
<td>luphala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gula</td>
<td>ntentsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Gula</td>
<td>i(li)-Chathazo, i(li)-Geeka, i(li)-Maku.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nGulube</td>
<td>i-nKothotho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gunda</td>
<td>geya*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Gundane</td>
<td>i(li)-Njova, i(li)-Khwence, i(li)-Phxu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Gwaqo</td>
<td>um-Gadhlu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gwaza</td>
<td>geiba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nGwe</td>
<td>i(li)-Shikane*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Gxa</td>
<td>isi-Mbho*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hahala</td>
<td>ha, 'bukali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lambah</td>
<td>kijia, nyambha, janga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laqai</td>
<td>kuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Hawu</td>
<td>i(li)-Gxoko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Hawu</td>
<td>um-Phezane, um-Nawu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hawukela</td>
<td>nawukela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Hele</td>
<td>i(li)-Numa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hila</td>
<td>kintshe*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-Hla</td>
<td>umu-Gea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlababa</td>
<td>geiba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Hlaba</td>
<td>um-Gabadi, um-Phantsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Hlabathi</td>
<td>isi-Cangathi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Hlabathi</td>
<td>um-Gabadi, um-Gangathi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlabecela</td>
<td>nyibela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlafuna</td>
<td>cafunza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Hlah</td>
<td>i(li)-Wasa, i(li)-Caca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Hlahla</td>
<td>isi-Visho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlakanipha</td>
<td>cakaniska, bakanipla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlakaza</td>
<td>caka*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlakula</td>
<td>yendeza, khwacaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Hlahwa</td>
<td>um-Cakwe, um-Hlahzwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlala</td>
<td>shefa, thema, cheva, zonya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu-Hlu</td>
<td>um-Pethlu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlambha</td>
<td>ewevwa, uyephsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Hlanza</td>
<td>um-Beba, umu-Vu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Hlandha</td>
<td>isi-Visho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Hlandha</td>
<td>um-Canye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Hlanga</td>
<td>um-Khobosi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Hlanga</td>
<td>u(lu)-Khobosi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlangana</td>
<td>qingana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td>Hlonipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Hhangothi</td>
<td>u(lu)-Cangothi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlanya</td>
<td>khinku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Hlanya</td>
<td>u(lu)-Khinika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlanza</td>
<td>yokoza, phulazu*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Hlathi</td>
<td>i(li)-Yobu, i(li)-Coki, i(li)-Coboshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Hlathi</td>
<td>um-Hlafanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Hlava</td>
<td>isi-Cava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlawula</td>
<td>cawula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Hlaza</td>
<td>u(lu)-Cwambha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he</td>
<td>uke, yotho*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hleba</td>
<td>ceba*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hleka</td>
<td>ntkia, netsha, nkesha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlela</td>
<td>nela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlephuka</td>
<td>nephuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Hlo</td>
<td>i(li)-Qaphelo, i(li)-Khangelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hloba</td>
<td>dhikila, wunala*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Hoabo</td>
<td>i(li)-Tobo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Hlobo</td>
<td>isi-Yofo, isi-Cobo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlola</td>
<td>cola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Hlola</td>
<td>um-Nola, um-Geola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hloma</td>
<td>choma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Hlomo</td>
<td>u(lu)-Chomo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlubuka</td>
<td>cubuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hluma</td>
<td>cunza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu-Hlungu</td>
<td>ubu-Cungu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hluphia</td>
<td>yoea, cufha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlupheka</td>
<td>yoeeka, cufheka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Hlupho</td>
<td>u(lu)-Cpho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hluzza</td>
<td>xuzu, vou*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Hluzi</td>
<td>um-Thibo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Hluzu</td>
<td>isi-Monyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hola</td>
<td>kudula*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hona</td>
<td>xona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Honqa</td>
<td>i(li)-Guma*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hosha</td>
<td>khokha*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huba</td>
<td>cuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huda</td>
<td>sheka*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hudula</td>
<td>hula*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hulula</td>
<td>yumacza*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlwa</td>
<td>ewa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-Hlwa</td>
<td>umu-Xwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlawbusa</td>
<td>nubabusa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Hlwayi</td>
<td>u(lu)-Cwaiyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impela</td>
<td>intshela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ukw-Indhla</td>
<td>ukw-lungca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>izolo</td>
<td>iyabu, igweo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nHa</td>
<td>i-Nyancwa, i-nBhakisa, um-Hogyane, i-Malusi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jahha</td>
<td>nabha, grabha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jabula</td>
<td>nabula, yrubula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Jingi</td>
<td>isi-Hiya*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jiya</td>
<td>niya, shuba*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nJobo</td>
<td>i-Neo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joja</td>
<td>numa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Jovela</td>
<td>u(lu)-Novela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Juba</td>
<td>i(li)-Nuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Jwabu</td>
<td>i(li)-Nwabu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td>Hlonipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jwayela</td>
<td>exwabela, exwayela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKaba</td>
<td>i-nTunga*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKabi</td>
<td>i-nTena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKala</td>
<td>u(lu)-Gegebhu, i-nTshala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanga</td>
<td>kamaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKani</td>
<td>i-Ncopho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKanyezi</td>
<td>i-nKwenkewei*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKatha</td>
<td>i-Neelezo, i-nTsitha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kha</td>
<td>calcula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khala</td>
<td>khica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Khala</td>
<td>i(li)-Thuba, i-mPumulo,* i(li)-Tshala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>izi-Khali</td>
<td>izi-Cishi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khalima</td>
<td>shalima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khalipha</td>
<td>ntshalipha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Khambha</td>
<td>u(lu)-Lavathi, u(lu)-Nyambha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khanda</td>
<td>qowa,* groba*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Khanda</td>
<td>i(li)-Choza, i(li)-Chelezo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Khanka</td>
<td>i(li)-Shantsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khanuka</td>
<td>hanuka, fisa*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khanya</td>
<td>thuba, bhaqa*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Khasi</td>
<td>i(li)-Cuba*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khathala</td>
<td>dinwa*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Khathi</td>
<td>isi-Shathi, isi-Neathith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kawuka</td>
<td>tshawuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Khaya</td>
<td>i(li)-Batha, i(li)-Chabu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ama-Khaza</td>
<td>ama-Mpoyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khetha</td>
<td>nyatula,* bandhla*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Kheho</td>
<td>isi-Nyalulo, isi-Bandhlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Khezo</td>
<td>u(lu)-Qikolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khipha</td>
<td>shisha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kholhela</td>
<td>shwchlela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kokha</td>
<td>ntshoka, shosha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Kokho</td>
<td>u-Nono, u-Nhotsho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kholwa</td>
<td>enyuka,* ntolua, ntsholwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Kholwa</td>
<td>i(li)-Nyuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khombha</td>
<td>nombha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Khomo</td>
<td>um-Shomo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Khondo</td>
<td>um-Shondo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khononda</td>
<td>neononda, tshononda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Khonto</td>
<td>um-Bhekudo, um-Phatho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Khoyane</td>
<td>isi-Cwangubane,* isi-Newangubane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khonza</td>
<td>neonza, shonza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Khosi</td>
<td>um-Fihlu, um-Tshangwe, um-Tshosi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khotha</td>
<td>eeketha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khotshama</td>
<td>shothama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Khovu</td>
<td>um-Ncopho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Khuba</td>
<td>um-Nuba, um-Shuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khuha</td>
<td>shukhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Khuhlane</td>
<td>um-Yilane, u(lu)-Kweethe,* um-Ncyishane, um-Nyimbane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khula</td>
<td>depha*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khuleka</td>
<td>nuleka, ntshuleka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khulu</td>
<td>thulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khulula</td>
<td>monyula,*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khuluma</td>
<td>nuluma, shuluma, loma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Khumbha</td>
<td>isi-Bethelo, isi-Shumbha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Khumbhi</td>
<td>um-Shumbhi, um-Nwemhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khumbhula</td>
<td>ntshumbhula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khumuka</td>
<td>shumuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Khundla</td>
<td>isi-Shundha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Khuni</td>
<td>u(lu)-Thezo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khua</td>
<td>shuza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Khwama</td>
<td>isi-Newama, isi-Tshwama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Khwansi</td>
<td>i(li)-Ciko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Khwapha</td>
<td>i(li)-Sheapha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu-Khwe</td>
<td>obo-Sheew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khvela</td>
<td>enyuka, tshawela, nvela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kheza</td>
<td>shweza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kithi</td>
<td>kinki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKobe</td>
<td>i-nPothulo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kodwa</td>
<td>kontshwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Koko</td>
<td>u-Nhotsho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKomo</td>
<td>i-nTshita, i-nTinta, i-Ninga, i-Mesha, i-Maji, i-nGxama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKonjane</td>
<td>i-Nenjane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKonkoni</td>
<td>i-nJongoni, i-Moboni, i-nTsontshoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKonyane</td>
<td>i-nDekane, i-Nenyane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKosana</td>
<td>i-nGqothana, i-nTshosana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKosi</td>
<td>i-nTshosi, i-Nqobo, i-nTshesi, i-Tsomi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKuku</td>
<td>i(li)-Khwibi, i-nTshingini-nshingi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nKunzi</td>
<td>i(li)-Buso, i-nZetha, i-nZeka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kusihlwa</td>
<td>kusicwea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwabo</td>
<td>kwatso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwakhe</td>
<td>kwato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwakho</td>
<td>kwati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwami</td>
<td>kwentu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwenu</td>
<td>kwetshu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwethu</td>
<td>kweshe, kwetshu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lahla</td>
<td>nginga, ntshinga *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Laka</td>
<td>u(lu)-Cuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lala</td>
<td>ciyama, giyama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Lala</td>
<td>i(li)-Giyamo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Lalo</td>
<td>isi-Giyamo, isi-Ciyamo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lambha</td>
<td>kheca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Lamu</td>
<td>um-Camu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>landa</td>
<td>nxasa, candla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>landela</td>
<td>nzase, candela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Langa</td>
<td>i(li)-Tshinda, i(li)-Dontseto, i(li)-Shisa, i(li)-Cathsomo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Langabi</td>
<td>i(li)-Gyamuko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laph-la</td>
<td>lasha-ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Lawu</td>
<td>i(li)-Shama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawula</td>
<td>cawula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Laza</td>
<td>um or i-Newenga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Lebe</td>
<td>u(lu)-Vokwane*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Lemhlu</td>
<td>u(lu)-Mkwenya*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lenga</td>
<td>juza, cengja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Lenze</td>
<td>um-Simamho, um-Simelelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>letha</td>
<td>cethu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td>Hlonipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Levu</td>
<td>isi-Hende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(l)-Liba</td>
<td>i(l)-Tshiba, i(l)-Thuna*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libala</td>
<td>cibala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lila</td>
<td>khaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Lilo</td>
<td>isi-Khico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Lilo</td>
<td>um-Buso, um-Tubiso, um-Khangiso, um-Phembho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lina</td>
<td>gwenca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Limi</td>
<td>utlu-Zeca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linda</td>
<td>naza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linga</td>
<td>gema, * cinga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lingana</td>
<td>shikana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Lo</td>
<td>isi-Canakazana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Lobokazi</td>
<td>um-Cobokazi, u-Makoti*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lobola</td>
<td>cobola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lodwa</td>
<td>lonshwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lola</td>
<td>jammbela, khaliphisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Lomo</td>
<td>um-Sikinyo, um-Gwinyo, um-Hlafi, um-Shido, um-Cumo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubn-Longwe</td>
<td>ubn-Shaga, ubn-Njubeko, ubn-Nameko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Lotha</td>
<td>um-Shabelo, i-Nqubathi, i-Nqumathi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Lozi</td>
<td>um-Cozi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luhlaza</td>
<td>lucwambha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lukhuni</td>
<td>luthezo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lula</td>
<td>i(l)-Hengesi*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luna</td>
<td>zeca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l(i)-Lunda</td>
<td>l(i)-Dema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lunga</td>
<td>cunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l(i)-Lunga</td>
<td>l(i)-Depha, i(i)-Cunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Lungu</td>
<td>um-Qhadosi, um-Wadi, um-Wezi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lwa</td>
<td>cwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma</td>
<td>geula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Makoti</td>
<td>u-Matsholi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Mali</td>
<td>i-nDali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Malume</td>
<td>u-Mazeza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mamatheka</td>
<td>nanasheka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Mambha</td>
<td>i-Nyambha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mangala</td>
<td>cangaala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Mazwenda</td>
<td>u-Mazeza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mbha</td>
<td>xila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Mbisha</td>
<td>um-Miliso, um-Nevaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Mbho</td>
<td>i-Njo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mbhoza</td>
<td>njoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mekeza</td>
<td>lengeza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mema</td>
<td>ceca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memeza</td>
<td>lengeza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mlhophe</td>
<td>mqayi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Mini</td>
<td>i-Nkweza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minya</td>
<td>goji, *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minyana</td>
<td>cinana, *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mitha</td>
<td>khindeha, *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mnandi</td>
<td>mncapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mnene</td>
<td>meche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manyana</td>
<td>mpisholo, mkwaca, mphiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Mona</td>
<td>u-Moca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td>Hlonipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Moya</td>
<td>um-Phukane, i-nTlengethwa, um-Hunguzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpofo</td>
<td>thuqwa, nshofa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muka</td>
<td>khululu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>netha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naba</td>
<td>thwishika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naka</td>
<td>chaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nala</td>
<td>i-Chala (3rd. cl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>namathela</td>
<td>chamathela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nameka</td>
<td>phaqeka *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nambla</td>
<td>namshesha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nanzi</td>
<td>i-Canzi (3rd. cl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neane</td>
<td>goshane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nekeu</td>
<td>i-Neku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ncela</td>
<td>neintu, * anyisa *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Neele</td>
<td>um-Gwesha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Ncema</td>
<td>i-nGosha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neenga</td>
<td>ngrenqha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neinda</td>
<td>ngxinda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neinza</td>
<td>ngxinza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neisha</td>
<td>gosha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Newadi</td>
<td>i-Mudi (3rd. cl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neweda</td>
<td>focola *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Ndeni</td>
<td>um-Dindo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nembhe</td>
<td>i-Nzexe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Nene</td>
<td>isi-Chene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nenga</td>
<td>cenga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>netha</td>
<td>chetha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ama-Nga</td>
<td>ama-Mpoyi, ama-Qambho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-Nga</td>
<td>umu-Gwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngaka</td>
<td>nasha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Ngane — see</td>
<td>i-nGane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Ngane</td>
<td>um-Ashe (1st. cl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Ngcuba</td>
<td>i-nTokolo, i-Ngingithwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngedwa</td>
<td>nzentshwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngena</td>
<td>khatheka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Ngijane</td>
<td>um-Bhodiya, *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Ngoma</td>
<td>um-Moma (1st. cl.), um-Cothoyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngomuso</td>
<td>ngomqaceka, ngomnyabuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Ngoqo</td>
<td>u-Nyogza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nqakala</td>
<td>i-Nxakala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nqatho</td>
<td>i-nZeece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nqondo</td>
<td>i-Nxondo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-Ngu</td>
<td>um-Thakathi *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Ngotha</td>
<td>i-Metha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nika</td>
<td>enthesha, chika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Nina</td>
<td>u-China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ninda</td>
<td>nemsha *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ningi</td>
<td>nweuma, geyzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Ningizimu</td>
<td>i-Chingizimu (3rd. cl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Nini</td>
<td>um-Chini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njalo</td>
<td>ngalo, nyralo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njani</td>
<td>nini, nyrani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njoe</td>
<td>nxe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njenga</td>
<td>nengja, nyrenga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Nkonka</td>
<td>u-Ntshontsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Nkwa</td>
<td>isi-Pheco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td>Hlonipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nona</td>
<td>ehona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i.li)-Noni</td>
<td>(i.li)-Choni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i.li)-Nono</td>
<td>(i.li)-Chono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notha</td>
<td>chotha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nqaba</td>
<td>ngxaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nqamula</td>
<td>zucula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nqanda</td>
<td>ngxanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i.li)-Nqe</td>
<td>(i.li)-Che</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Nqe</td>
<td>isi-Bunu, isi-Nxwe, isi-Che</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nqena</td>
<td>ehena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nqolobana</td>
<td>is-Akhamakhanya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nqulu</td>
<td>i-Chalu (3rd. cl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nquma</td>
<td>zucula, ngxuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nqunu</td>
<td>bhusu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ntambhana</td>
<td>nkazama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-NTloiyile</td>
<td>isi-Amdatela, u-Kholo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ntshinga</td>
<td>ninga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-Nu</td>
<td>um-Sho, um-Abi, um-Enzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ntula</td>
<td>chula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-NTwana</td>
<td>um-Bana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuka</td>
<td>ngombha, ucaya, tshoha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Numzana</td>
<td>um-Chamzana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-Nwe</td>
<td>umu-Chwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Nwele</td>
<td>u(lu)-Sonto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i.li)-Nxiwa</td>
<td>(i.li)-Suko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nxusa</td>
<td>nenga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nya</td>
<td>phumela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Nya</td>
<td>u(lu)-Cha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Nyaka</td>
<td>um-Ntwasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nyakatho</td>
<td>i-Chakatho (3rd. cl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyakaza</td>
<td>zanazama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ama-Nyala</td>
<td>ama-Mbhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nyama</td>
<td>i-Ngosoa, im-Peko, i(li)-Shane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-Nyamazane</td>
<td>i-nTapazane, i-nPekwazane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| i-Nyanga (doc
tor and moon) | i-mPengu          |
| um-Nyangi    | um-Phando, um-Khotamo, um-Khatheko |
| u(lu)-Nyawo  | u(lu)-Sicilo          |
| u-Nyawothi   | u-Chawothi            |
| nye          | chwe, qhwaba         |
| isi-Nye      | isi-Phenduko, isi-Che |
| i-Nyoka      | i-nTaca               |
| i-Nyongo     | i-nTwaesa             |
| i-Nonyi      | i-mPape, i-nTusa, i-Ndi-zane |
| i-Nyosi      | i-mBhango             |
| i-Nyumbha    | i-Numbha              |
| umu-Nyaza    | um-Toliza, u-Malala (5th. cl.) |
| ama-Nzi      | ama-Tshwele, ama-Yothi, ama-Jilimbha, ama-Yira, ama-Khaha, ama-Nkweza, ama-Kweza, ama-Da, ama-Cubane, ama-Ndambhi |
| uzima        | qqintsi               |
| obala        | ocwatha               |
| is-Oco       | is-Ozo                |
| odwa         | ontskwa               |
| Zulu          | Hlonipa               |
| okhela       | ontshela, lamatha*    |
| oma          | yanzingeka*           |
| ona          | ocha                  |
| onda         | eaka *                |
| opha         | ontsha                |
| ophula       | oshula                |
| osa          | hamula, lumeka*       |
| otha         | ontsha                |
| ozela        | ogela, ocela          |
| i-nPahla     | i-nTshaha             |
| i-nPaka      | i-Newabi *            |
| i-nPalo      | i-nTshiko             |
| i-nPande     | i-Nxabo *             |
| i-nPandhla   | i-nTshandhla          |
| i-nPethu     | i-nTshethu            |
| pha          | sha                   |
| u(lu)-Phahla | u(lu)-Shahla          |
| phaka        | shaka, abu*           |
| phakama      | gokama, shakama       |
| phakathi     | chakathi, ishakathi   |
| phala        | ntwisha               |
| phalaza      | cwambha               |
| phambhana    | shanjana              |
| phambhili    | shanjili              |
| phanda       | nhbalula              |
| phandhle     | shandhle              |
| isi-Phanga   | isi-Nisha             |
| phantsi      | chintsi, kinya        |
| phanyeka     | kloena, shanyeka      |
| phaphama     | shashama              |
| u(lu)-Phaphe | u(lu)-Sibha, u(lu)-Shashe |
| (i.li)-Phaphu| (i.li)-Bhakabha*      |
| phatha       | nanya, zhaza          |
| u(lu)-Phawu  | u(lu)-Bekane          |
| phhele       | shikisha, tshheka     |
| pheka        | qitha, nitha, shayeka |
| phela        | chela, shela          |
| (i.li)-Phela | (i.li)-Totyo           |
| phelekezela  | khapha*               |
| phembila     | basa*                 |
| phendula     | chengula              |
| phenye       | walu                  |
| isi-Phepho   | isi-Hungu             |
| pheshheya    | ngesheya              |
| pheza        | cheza, sheza          |
| phezu        | ekhezo, shezu         |
| phezulu      | phejaka, enciza, phe-
|              | ngqusa                |
| u(lu)-Phico  | u(lu)-Hido, u(lu)-Sabu |
| phiha        | chopha                |
| phikelela    | chophelela            |
| (i.li)-Phiko | (i.li)-Phapha          |
| phila        | sila                  |
| phinda       | shinya                |
| (i.li)-Phini | (i.li)-Zamiso, (i.li)-Bondo |
| (i.li)-Phithi| i-nTshudu             |
| phola        | qanda *               |
| u(lu)-Phondo | u(lu)-Shibo           |
| um-Phongolo  | um-Lavathi            |
Zulu | Hlonipa
--- | ---
phoqa | shoga
phosa | ginta, shosa
photha | swaca *
phuela | singa *
phuma | cabuka, ntaska, ntaluka, ntshuka
dhenga | thiba
i(li)-Phunga | i(li)-Thibo
phungula | thibela
phunza | bhuumba *
phupha | hongazela
phuza | mashka, matha
i-mPi | i-nTlaselo, i-Ngyi
i-MPisi | i(li)-Hhewu
i-mPongo | i-nVuthuza
i-mPukane | i-naDeva, i-Ndzane
i-mPunzi | u(lu)-Cwambha, u(lu)-Hlaza *
i(li)-Qabi | i(li)-Khetho, i(li)-Yabi
qabuka | xabuka
u-Qadolo | u-Cuenga *
i(li)-Qakala | i(li)-Tshakala
qala | sungula, yila
qambu | xambha
i(li)-Qanda | i(li)-Hunga
qaphela | xaphela, napela
qatha | xatha
qeda | phieca, swaza
qephula | nephula, zephula
qha | xha
qhakaza | khahlala *
ghama | xhama
i(li)-Qhawe | i(li)-Nawe
i(li)-Qhezu | i(li)-Hlephuku
i(li)-Qhikiza | i(li)-Nikiza
qholsi | nothisa
isi-Qhova | isi-Xhosa
qhuba | xhuma, mba
u(lu)-Qhuqho | u(lu)-Fehlame
i(li)-Qhwa | ama-Mpoji
i(li)-Qili | i(li)-Gwagica
qina | xina
qinisa | bophisa, xinisa
qoma | bona, khombha *
i(li)-Qoma | isi-Fundelo
isi-Qu | isi-Geino
um-Quba | um-Bhuquzo
qumbha | xambha
isi-Qunga | isi-Banga
u(lu)-Qweqwe | u(lu)-Kwethulo
sa | gaceka
unu-Sa | um-Gaceka
saba | eqhipha
i(li)-Saka | i(li)-Nikino, i(li)-Yiku *
sakaza | chithiza *
sala | kwafeka, nkala
um-Samo | um-Euyuko
i(li)-Sando | is-Ayco
i(li)-Sango | i(li)-Chako, i(li)-Phundo
um-Sebe | um-Kebe
u(lu)-Sebe | u(lu)-Nkebe
sebenza | yambhela, nebona, nke-bemaya
um-Sebenzi | um-Yimbheko
i(li)-Seko | i(li)-Thiyo
i(li)-Sele | i(li)-Kela, i(li)-Cela
i(li)-Sele | i(li)-Nle, i(li)-Nkete
u(lu)-Selwa | u(lu)-Celwa
i(li)-Sendu | i(li)-Khevahta, iS-Aba
senga | cheka, chaya, nkunga
ubu-Senge | umb-Nkonya
sha | babuka, hanguka *
um-Phembe | um-Yakazo
cwenda *
shaya | ngcaya
um-Shayo | um-Ngeayo
shesha | nena
shinga | ngcinya, ngiya
shisa | acabula, babula, hau-
yula *
shiya | khuya
i(li)-Shiyi | i(li)-Niyi
sho | no
i(li)-Shoba | i(li)-Noba
shona | tonu, noma
shuka | euka
shumayela | ncuumayela
i(li)-Shungu | i(li)-Yezane
ama-Si | ama-Phieane, ama-Gen-
mame
u(lu)-Si | u(lu)-Nki
sibekele | nkuibekele
sika | nkiga, dinya, kephula *
i(li)-Sikela | i(li)-Diyelo, i(li)-Hephulo
isi-Sila | isi-Nkila
um-Sila | um-Gaca, um-Khvara
sina | nkina, gida *
sinda | nkinda
um-Sindo | um-Yamuko
u(lu)-Singa | u(lu)-Nkinya
um-Sipha | um-Kipha
sitha | nkitha
siza | nkiga, ntshepa
um-Sizi | um-Kigi
u(lu)-Sizi | u(lu)-Nkigi
i(li)-So | i(li)-Gqalo, i(li)-Qaphelo, i(li)-Khangelo
ubu-So | ubu-Gqalo, ubu-Qaphelo, ubu-Ko
sodwa | sonshawa
i(li)-Soka | i(li)-Khwe, i(li)-Coka
sola | nola
sombhuluka | nkombhuluka
sundela | nkondela
i(li)-Sondo | i(li)-Nquna
sonta | newila, shaqa
i(li)-Sonto | i(li)-Shaqa
i(li)-Su | i(li)-Nce, i(li)-Nku
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Hlonipa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>isi-Su</td>
<td>isi-Minzelo, isi-Deni, isi-Gintselo, isi-Gimbelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Su</td>
<td>u(lu)-Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suka</td>
<td>lothuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Suku</td>
<td>u(lu)-Khawushu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu-Suku</td>
<td>ubu-Khawushu, ubu-Lothu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sula</td>
<td>evula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Sundu</td>
<td>i(li)-Nkwandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Sungulo</td>
<td>u(lu)-Chodoba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sutha</td>
<td>cutha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Suthu</td>
<td>um-Khawintshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suza</td>
<td>mpentsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Swazi</td>
<td>u(lu)-Cwaci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swela</td>
<td>evela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTaba</td>
<td>i-nKwasa, i-mPosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTambho</td>
<td>i-nTsweaco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTebe</td>
<td>i-Neindo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTelezi</td>
<td>i-nPumhbelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTethe</td>
<td>i-nTsheshe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tha</td>
<td>catha *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thakatha</td>
<td>khunkula *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Thakathi</td>
<td>um-Khunkuli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thambho</td>
<td>i-nTlaza, i(li)-Fahleto, i(li)-Cabo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thamo</td>
<td>i(li)-Mumatho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thanda</td>
<td>khaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Thando</td>
<td>u(lu)-Khazo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thanga</td>
<td>i(li)-Phuzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Thango</td>
<td>u(lu)-Nangoo, u(lu)-Thiyoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thatha</td>
<td>cakwasha, khwabasha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thathu</td>
<td>kwawashi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Thebe</td>
<td>isi-Gayeloo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thekela</td>
<td>entshekela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thela</td>
<td>fambha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thembha</td>
<td>eshemba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Thembhu</td>
<td>isi-Shemphu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thena</td>
<td>ntshehna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tengha</td>
<td>hewa, iweba (Xo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thetha</td>
<td>babanza *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thethelea</td>
<td>cecela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theza</td>
<td>nonka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thezuka</td>
<td>yezuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Thezuka</td>
<td>um-Yesuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thi</td>
<td>nki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-Thi</td>
<td>um-Gwundo, um-Cakathi, um-Shanguzo, um-Ciwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Thimbha</td>
<td>um-Kimbiisha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thimula</td>
<td>ghumula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thiina</td>
<td>Ishina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thinta</td>
<td>qhina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Tho</td>
<td>isi-Simamo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Tho</td>
<td>u(lu)-Enzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tloha</td>
<td>choba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thokoza</td>
<td>ntshokoza, nokoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thola</td>
<td>shola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thole</td>
<td>i(li)-Vanda, i(li)-Qeku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thrombha</td>
<td>ayanka *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Thombho</td>
<td>um-Chusha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Thondo</td>
<td>um-Grabhazo, um-Chamo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td>Hlonipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Thondolo</td>
<td>i-nTshonjolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thongo</td>
<td>i(li)-Yeza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubu-Thongo</td>
<td>ubu-Yeza, ub-Ozelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thuka</td>
<td>tshuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thukuthela</td>
<td>jameka, sinama, sinabala *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thula</td>
<td>mungeka, tshula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Thuli</td>
<td>u(lu)-Suko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thuma</td>
<td>shuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thembha</td>
<td>i(li)-Chusha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thembhu</td>
<td>i(li)-Neumhbu, isi-Mila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thuma</td>
<td>i(li)-Fhipho *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thunda</td>
<td>shovinga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thunga</td>
<td>chusha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thunga</td>
<td>i(li)-Sengelo, i(li)-Chaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thunzi</td>
<td>i(li)-Sitha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Thupha</td>
<td>u-nGzula *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thusa</td>
<td>ntshusa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Thutha</td>
<td>isi-Luthu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Thuthu</td>
<td>u(lu)-Shushu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thuthumela</td>
<td>gadelzela *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thwabi</td>
<td>i-nGweci, i(li)-Chwabi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thwala</td>
<td>cheleza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Thwani</td>
<td>i(li)-Vuthuzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thwasa</td>
<td>entshesa, enkesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Thwathwa</td>
<td>isi-Nshwantskwa, isi-Ngquuma *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTlha</td>
<td>i-nGweya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTlanvu</td>
<td>i-nYnku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTlangu</td>
<td>i-nCangu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTlanzi</td>
<td>i-nCwambhi, i-nCanzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTsilizo</td>
<td>i-nKedamo, i-nTselifana, i-nNingyio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nToko</td>
<td>i-nTenco, isi-Foko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTloni</td>
<td>i-nConi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTlonze</td>
<td>i-nConze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTlunu</td>
<td>i-nCunhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTo</td>
<td>i-nNsho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTombhi</td>
<td>i-nTshiki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTongwane</td>
<td>i(li)-Yesane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTshoviyane</td>
<td>i-nConcoviyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTsangu</td>
<td>i-nThaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTsele</td>
<td>i-nKele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTseko</td>
<td>i(li)-Sondo *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Tsha</td>
<td>isi-Nyazeloo, isi-Fundelo, isi-Dhlelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-Tsha</td>
<td>um-Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tshala</td>
<td>khwanjela *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(bu)-Tshani</td>
<td>i-nKotha, ubu-Nca, ubu-Dwani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Tshe</td>
<td>i(li)-Sil, i(li)-Gayo i(li)-Gayeza, i(li)-Fothazo, i(li)-Choba, i(li)-Khinyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Tshekeletshe</td>
<td>i(li)-Nekene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsheleka</td>
<td>cela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tshela</td>
<td>eveleka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(bu)-Tshwala</td>
<td>u(bu)-Halmbolo, i-Ntantiya, u(bu)-Cwanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-uTsioka</td>
<td>i-nTyo, i(li)-Bambhelelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-uTsila</td>
<td>i-Ngri, * i-neala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-uTsimbi</td>
<td>i-nKimhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td>Hlonipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTsimu</td>
<td>(li)-Buya, i-nGaco, (li)-Dima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTsingizi</td>
<td>n-ndululu*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTshipho</td>
<td>i-Washo (3rd. cl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTsumpa</td>
<td>i-kNampa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTuba</td>
<td>i-nTshukushu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-nTuthu</td>
<td>i-nTonga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Va</td>
<td>(li)-Bangulo, (li)-Vangulo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Valo</td>
<td>isi-Khwango, isi-Gosho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Valo</td>
<td>u(lu)-Khwango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vana</td>
<td>gama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vela</td>
<td>thuza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>veza</td>
<td>yeza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Vezamanzi</td>
<td>(li)-Nezimana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vika</td>
<td>thiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Vila</td>
<td>(li)-Cungathi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vimbhela</td>
<td>khwangoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Vimbhlo</td>
<td>isi-Ciko, isi-Khwango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Vivi</td>
<td>u(lu)-Khwashuko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Viyiyo</td>
<td>(li)-Dhlidhlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vova</td>
<td>hluza*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mVu</td>
<td>(li)-Hungele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vubela</td>
<td>xibela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mVubu</td>
<td>i-Cubu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vuka</td>
<td>kwabuka, kushuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mVukuzi</td>
<td>(li)-Hungusi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mVula</td>
<td>i-Netha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vuma</td>
<td>chuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vumbhulula</td>
<td>khwengufula, cunulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vuna</td>
<td>kwica*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vunda</td>
<td>genda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vusa</td>
<td>kwabukisa, khushukisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vutha</td>
<td>ngcutha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mVuthuluka</td>
<td>i-Woholoka (3rd. cl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vuthwa</td>
<td>geuthwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vuza</td>
<td>hoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-mVuzi</td>
<td>i-NGcuzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wa</td>
<td>khithika*, bhuntsuka*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Wa</td>
<td>isi-Khithiko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Wawa</td>
<td>(li)-Hamu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wedwa</td>
<td>wontshwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wela</td>
<td>chapha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Welo</td>
<td>(li)-Mbhangqa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Wisa</td>
<td>is-Agila*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xabalahza</td>
<td>nabalahza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xabane</td>
<td>hingana, hinthsha,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Xanu</td>
<td>u-Ntweshe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Xhaphozi</td>
<td>(li)-Bhojo, i-nKaphozi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xega</td>
<td>nega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Xhengu</td>
<td>(li)-Guyo, isi-Guya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Xhiba</td>
<td>(li)-Phempye, (li)-Pokozi*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xhuma</td>
<td>numa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(li)-Xhala</td>
<td>(li)-Qhuzwa, isi-Gara*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Xhwele</td>
<td>um-Phindhlo*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xosha</td>
<td>khatshuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xova</td>
<td>nyalula, nova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xoza</td>
<td>witssha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xubana</td>
<td>phithana, dibana*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Xuku</td>
<td>um-Niku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xwaya</td>
<td>nhuva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yala</td>
<td>cuya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaluzu</td>
<td>phethuza*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yebo</td>
<td>yetcho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yedwa</td>
<td>yentshwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yeka</td>
<td>cheka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Yeko</td>
<td>um-Photho, um-Yendhle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Yeni</td>
<td>um-Cheni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Yephu</td>
<td>isi-Naphu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Yise</td>
<td>u-Yinka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yovula</td>
<td>chovula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>za</td>
<td>ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-Zagiga</td>
<td>u-Zagigiqa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zala</td>
<td>evabada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zama</td>
<td>gama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Zambhane</td>
<td>(li)-Gambhane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zamula</td>
<td>yamula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ezantsi</td>
<td>egantsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Ze</td>
<td>(li)-Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zaka</td>
<td>geka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Zele</td>
<td>(li)-Zubeko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Zembhlo</td>
<td>(li)-Gwelo, (li)-Czulo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Zebe</td>
<td>(li)-Geze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umu-Zi</td>
<td>um-Khayla, um-Batha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Zi</td>
<td>u(lu)-Ndambhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isi-Ziba (pool)</td>
<td>isi-Bhukulo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(patch)isi-Chibi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Zibuko</td>
<td>(li)-Weza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Ziko</td>
<td>(li)-Doma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>um-Zimbha</td>
<td>um-Sinyazo, um-Gimbha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zingela</td>
<td>helcja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Zinyane</td>
<td>(li)-Ginyane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Zinyo</td>
<td>(li)-Hlafluno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(lu)-Zipho</td>
<td>u(lu)-Rrebhulo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ama-Zolo</td>
<td>ama-Bethe, ama-Goco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zonda</td>
<td>gconda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i(li)-Zulu</td>
<td>(li)-Thafa, (li)-Binga, (li)-Ngqiza, (li)-Goho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zungnza</td>
<td>ginyeka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| isi-Zungznzane | isi-Yendezane, isi-Ndilile-
| kane | |
| zuza | numa, euw |
| zwa | khwa, nwa |
IZIBONGO
OR
TRIBAL NAMES.

(a) The following clans have representatives at the present time in Zululand. A few of the names represent merely stray immigrants from outside tribes, in Tongaland, Sutos of the Transvaal, or Lalas from Natal; but with these, perhaps two or three, exceptions, they are the names of clans aboriginal to the territory between the Tukela and Mzinyati rivers on the south and the Pongolo river on the north (a territory now called Zululand), and they were there previous to the disturbance of the tribes by Shaka. Save in the immediate vicinity of the Tukela below its junction with the Mzinyati (where the embho clan was living about the Mfongosi river, the Ngonzima on the lower Ntsuze, and the emACubeni at the Nkandhla forest), there were no Lala Natives dwelling in Zululand when Shaka was born. There were, however, a few clans, as the emANewangeni, Mfekane, Msane, Vundhla, Seme, etc., who seemed to possess some taint of Tonga blood, residing about the Mkuze and St. Lucia Lake. For the rest, the whole land was inhabited by the abaNtungwa clans enumerated below. This latter was, no doubt, originally the generic name for the whole Zulu-Kafir family as distinguished from the Tongas and Swazis on the north, the Sutos on the west, the Lalas to the south and the Xosas still south of them. The Lalas having in a remoter period occupied the whole of the coast regions, the name abaNtungwa came therefore to possess a rough signification of 'up-country people'—their route of descent or first appearance having probably been from that direction. In such a sense is it mainly used to-day, and applied to those tribes, as the emANgweni, the Ndwandwes, the Kumalos, the Zulus, the Butelezis, the emAMhateni, the emAChunwini, and others, who were found occupying the upper-parts of the country prior to their disturbance by Shaka, those resident near the coast, as the Qwabes, the eLa-ngeni, the Mtetwa, the Mkwanazi, etc., and who somehow mostly tetula'd in their speech, being called abaZantsi. These abaNtungwa is it, who are said by tradition to have come down with a grain-basket (b'ehla ngesitulu).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>isibongo</th>
<th>isitakazelo</th>
<th>isibongo</th>
<th>isitakazelo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>emA-Bheleli = kwa-Ntuli.</td>
<td></td>
<td>emA-Chunwini</td>
<td>Nyanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwa Bhiyaha (name now sometimes given to Zibebru's section of the Zulu clan).</td>
<td>kwa Bhiyaha</td>
<td>emA-Cubeni (Lala)</td>
<td>Shezi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwa Bigeza (branch of the emGazini)</td>
<td></td>
<td>em-Dhlethsheni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwa Buthelezi</td>
<td></td>
<td>kwa Dhludhla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>embhuyeni</td>
<td></td>
<td>kwa Dubuzana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwa Cebekhulu</td>
<td></td>
<td>e-Gazini (branch of the Zulu)</td>
<td>Ndabezitha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>em-Gazini (branch of the Zulu)</td>
<td>Ntshangase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>em-Gengeni</td>
<td>Mlondo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kwa Gogo</td>
<td>Ndabezitha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
isibongo | isitakazelo
---|---
kwa’Hlabisa | 
kwa’Khanyile (branch of the emaChumwini) | Nywana
kwa’Khoza (branch of the Qwabe) | Gumede
kwa’Khubisa | Nkomo
kwa’Khemalo (branch of the Nxemalo) | Ndabezitha, Ndaba, Ntungwa
kwa’Khuzwayo (branch of the Qwabe) | Gumede
kwa’Langa (branch of the Khanyile) | Sotholav
e-Langeni | Mhlongo
kwa’Linda | Mhekane
kwa’Lanyawo = kwa’Nyaro
kwa’Mabasa (branch of Khumalo) | Ndaba, Ndabezitha
kwa’Madonisela | Bunene
kwa’Magubane | 
kwa’Magwaza | 
kwa’Makhoba | Sengwayo
kwa’Mangazi | Ndaba
kwa’Mangele | Mthonga
kwa’Manyoni | Madebe
kwa’Maphalala | Thembhuka
kwa’Masinabane | Mphembhuka
kwa’Masondo | Mthethwa
kwa’Masuku | Zisongo
kwa’Mathe | Neonana
kwa’Mathontsi | Mthembhu
kwa’Mavundhla | Majola
ema-Mbatheni (prob. branch of the Khumalo) | Shandu, Ndabezitha
kwa’Mbhjeje | Shandu
e-Mbh (Lala) | Mkhize
kwa’Mbhokazi | 
kwa’Mbomamthi | Mbhuyazi, Thekeyi
kwa’Mbhumudlu (Tonga) | 
kwa’Mbhumisa | Mlotshwa
kwa’Mbhlalose | Jomela
kwa’Mfekane or Mbekaye (branch of the emaNewamweni) | Phakathi
ema-Mbeni = kwa’Thusi
kwa’Mgabhi | 
kwa’Mhagghi | Ndabezitha
kwa’Mhaghi | Ntngwa
kwa’Mhoyi | Mbhuye
kwa’Mhwanazi (branch of the Metien) | Ndona
kwa’Munobeni | 
ema-Mpembheni (branch of the ema-Newamweni) | Mpembhe
kwa’Mpunyose | 
kwa’Msane | Bunene
kwa’Msima | 

isitakazelo | isibongo
---|---
Nzehle | kwa’Msweli
Nyambhose | kwa’Mhabela
kwa’Mhenjana | 
kwa’Mthethwa | 
kwa’Mrulu | 
Mlotsha | ema-Neuben
Phakathi | ema-Neuberni
Phakathi | kwa’Ndhlula
Ntungasa | kwa’Ndlovu
Khvelo | kwa’Ndlamande
Mkhatsivha | kwa’Ndulili
kwa’Ndwanende (branch of the Nxemalo), | 
kwa’Nene | 
Nyema | ema-Nyudini
Ngcobo | kwa’Ngonyama (Lala)
Bukshul | kwa’Ngubo
Luhlongane, Sanye | ema-Nywaneni

kwa’Nobetha = eGazini
kwa’Ngqini | ema-Nyagini
kwa’Ngibuka | 
kwa’Nlanzi (branch of the Zulu) | Ntombhela, Ndabezitha
kwa’Ntongalawula = kwa’Nyaro | 
kwa’Ntombhela (branch of the Zulu) | Mahlobo
ema-Ntseleni | Khumalo
ema-Mtshalini | Hlabangwa
kwa’Ntuli | Mphembhuka, Mbhekhe
kwa’Nxumalo = Ndawonde; see also Khumalo.
ema-Nyuanderini | Mgungana
kwa’Nyaro (Swazi Tonga) | 
kwa’Nyembhe | 
kwa’Nzimande | 
ema-Nzimeleni | Mgungana
kwa’Nzusa (branch of the Ntombele) | Mahloho
ema-Phiseni | 
kwa’Qwabe (same origin as the Zulu), Gumede
ema-Qungebeni | Ngoboke
ena-Qultuwini (branch of the Zulu). | 
kwa’Seme (branch of Mbhomamthi), Mphembhe
ema-Mbho | Mbhuyazi
kwa’Sibuyi | Gumede, Ndaba
kwa’Sikakhana | Mbhoko
kwa’Sithole | Nqikazi
kwa’Shoba | Mlondo
kwa’Shobedu | 
kwa’Sokhulu | 
kwa’Thala | Sithole
eba-Thenjini | Mrelese
kwa’Tshisi | Cwabazu, Nywenya
(b) The following clans have representatives mainly in Natal. They are mostly of the aboriginal ama-Lala stock, with the exception of stray members of Xosa, Suto and Tonga or other East Coast tribes. There is, of course, in Natal a very large percentage of the population of Zulu origin i.e. belonging to tribes, as the Qwabe, Khummalö, Khuzwayo, Khanye, amaNgwaneni, eBaThenjini, Zulu, eCulwini, eLa-
ngen, etc., whose original home was in the country north of the Tukela. Such tribes
will be found entered on the preceding list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>isibongo</th>
<th>isitakazelo</th>
<th>isibongo</th>
<th>isitakazelo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **ema-Bhaceni** — a modern name given to a collection of remnants of several ama-
Lala tribes, of whom the chief is the amaWushe. |                          | **ema-Mbhovane**       | Mkhize                    |
| kwa'Bombo               |                           | kwa'Mdima              | Shange                    |
| kwa'Bhonwini            | Ngubane                   | kwa'Memela             | Mthembhu                  |
| kwa'Bhulose             | Ndlu                       | kwa'Mkhulisa           |                           |
| kwa'Cele                | Ndosi, Khumbhuza          | kwa'Mpandeni           |                           |
| kwa'Chili               | Lushaba                   | kwa'Mpumuzu            | Nyandu                    |
| ema-Cindaneini          |                           | kwa'Mthadane           |                           |
| **ema-Dimeni** — see kwa'Mdima |                           | **ema-Newabeni**       | Makhathini                |
| kwa'Dube                | Bayise                    | kwa'Ndangane — see kwa'Dungu |                           |
| kwa'Dumisa              | Duma                      | kwa'Ngangeni           | Lushosi                   |
| kwa'Dunge               | Mkhateni; Chiliza         | kwa'Ngcolosi           | Bhengu; Ngwane            |
| **kwa'Fuze or Funze**   |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| (branch of the Nyuswa), Ngeobo |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| ema-Gwenyaneini         |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Hlopho              | Samela                    | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Hlongwea            | Bhijase                   | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| ema-Ilutshini           | Hudebe                    | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| **ema-Khabeleini**      | Makhaye                   | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Khangwayo           |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| em-Kulwini             |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| **ema-Khuzeni**         |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| **ema-Langeni**         |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Luthuli             |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Macibise            |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Madhlala            |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Magwengwa = amaNgungeni |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Magola              | Nqulunwa                  | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Makhanga (branch of the Qwabe), Gumedle |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Maphumulo           | Masiyane, Zulu            | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Mbambiko           | Theenze, Khumbhaza        | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| ema-Mhlayini           | Munguni (Xosa)           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| ema-Mhluhlanini (prob. branch of the Bombo) |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa-Mhlabeni           | Mphunzi                   | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa-Mhlabeni           | Gwacela                   | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Ntanga             | Makhakama                 | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Nthangase          |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Nzamalala          | Zuma                      | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| e-Nyamwini            |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Nyeswa            |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| ema-Phemwini            |                           | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| ema-Phumpheteni         | Gwala                     | kwa'Ngcolosi           |                           |
| kwa'Phewa              | Gwawane                   | kwa'Shoba              |                           |
| ema-Qadini (branch of the Nyuswa) |                           | kwa'Shoba              |                           |
| kwa'Shoba              |                           | kwa'Shoba              |                           |
| ema-Selcbwini           | Duma                      | kwa'Shoba              |                           |
| kwa'Shabalala          | Mskenyu                   | kwa'Shabane            | Luthuli                   |
| kwa'Shabalala          |                           | kwa'Shambungu          |                           |
| kwa'Shabalala          |                           | o-Shabeni              |                           |
| kwa'Shambungu          |                           | kwa'Shambungu          |                           |
| o-Shabeni              |                           | kwa'Shambungu          |                           |
| kwa'Shambungu          |                           | kwa'Shambungu          |                           |
| kwa'Shambungu          |                           | kwa'Shambungu          |                           |
| kwa'Shambungu          |                           | kwa'Shambungu          |                           |
(e) Names of various foreign tribes and people of colour, individuals of which are found scattered about Natal.

amaAwuwa, certain Transvaal Suto tribe.
amaBholomane, Cape Half-castes [? Eng. brown man].
izichwe = abaThwa.
amaGqwelana, Griquas (Kimberley).
abaHlambheli, certain Suto tribe.
amaKapunana Cape Half-castes.
amaKhalanga, the Kalanga tribe, from the Zambezi.
amaKhina, the Kwa East-Coast tribe
amaKunyukunya, the Creoles (Durban).
amaKushunkushu, Natal tribes (aboriginal).
amaLala, Natal tribes (aboriginal).
amaLawu, Hottentots; applied also to Cape Half-castes.
amaMpondo, the Pondos tribe (Cape Colony).
amaMpondomise, tribe bordering on the Pondos.
amaNdawo, certain Lower Zambezi tribe; also indiscriminately applied to Yaos and other East Coast tribes.
amaNdebele, the Matebeles (Rhodesia).
Oorrintsi, Chinamen.
amaNtshenga or Ntshenga = abaTshweki.
amaNyafoke or Nyamfoke, certain East Coast tribe.
amaNyemhane, Inhambane Tongas.
amaSalemusi, Malays (Capetown).
amaSanteliya, Natives of St. Helena.
amaShongana, the people of Ngungunyana (Portuguese East Africa).
amaShona, Natives of Mashonaland (loc. amaShona).
amaSuromana, Arabs [Eng. Arab. Mussulmans].
abeSuthi, Suto Natives.
amaSwazi, Natives of Swaziland (loc. eSwazini).
amaThonga, Tongaland Natives.
abaThwa, Bushmen.
abaTshopi, Knob-nosed Tongas.
abaTsheki, Tongas.
amaXhoza, the Kafirs of the Cape Colony generally.
amaZezembhane, Natives of Zanzibar and adjacent African coast.
PROPER NAMES
OF
PERSONS, RIVERS, MOUNTAINS, etc.

X.B. We have preferred to enter all names of places in their locative form, as that in which they are practically always used. To have registered them under their nominative form might have been inconvenient and misleading; for instance, people would generally look for the Native name of Durban under eTekwini, not under iTeku, and they would scarcely expect to find emTonjaneni under umTonjana. Again, had we shown only the nominative form, people might often have been at a loss as to the correct manner of constructing the locative, which, as said, would be the form they would almost always require to use.

We have affixed, wherever necessary, the number of the class to which each name belongs, so that the nominative forms may be easily constructed, when required, by a mere change of the prefix, the root of the word, save in the few exceptions duly marked, remaining the same for both forms.

The improved orthography has been used throughout, showing at once the correct pronunciation of each name.

es-Andhlwana, hill in the Nqutu district.
es-Andgyu, Orange River, in Basutoland [Su. Sensu].
e-Babanango, 2. hill in the Vryheid District.
kwA Balokazi, 1. Leo Kop, Newcastle Dist.
u-Baleni, former chief of the enTlangwini clan.
e-Batshe, 2. tributary of the Buffalo river, on northern side.
ema-Bedhlane, 2. plur, hill near the Mzimkulu; another hill in Zululand.
u-Bhacela, former chief of the emaLanga
clan.
o-Bhakule, 6. Limpopo river.
o-Bhekhe, former chief of the Elangeni clan and father of Mbongi.
u-Bheja, former headman in the Nxumalo clan.
e-mBhekamuzi, 3. tributary of the Mfolozi river.
u-Bhekuzulu, son of Sihayo.
e-Bhleleya, 2. Bellair.
e-Bheliya, 2. Berea.
em-Bheluzi, 5. river in Tongaland.
e-mBhezane, 3. river in Alfred county.
u-Bhibhi, wife of Senzangakona.

e-mBhokondweni (izi-mBhokondo, 3), river in Durban county.
u-Bhongoza, certain Zulu who entrapped the Boers at oPate.
kwa'Bhota, Botha's Hill, Durban county.
e-mBhubu, Zwart Kop, near Maritzburg.
kwa'Bhulawayo, 1. principal kraal of Shakka, between the Mlalazi and Mhlatuze rivers; principal kraal of Mzilikazi, in Matebeland; Bulawayo town.
kwa'Bhulihwa, 1. mountain at Bushman's River Pass in the Drakensberg.
e-mBhulwana, 3. mountain in the Mooi River Heights.
u-Bhungane, father of Mtimkulu and son of Ntsele.
u-Bhunu, son of Mbbandeni.
em-Bilo, 5. river in Durban county.
e-Bisi, 2. tributary of the Mzimkulu, on the south side.
o-Biwane, 6. tributary of the Pongolo river.
o-Bonjeni (u-Bombo, 6), range of hills between Swazi and Tonga territory.
u-Boyiya, son of Mdakuda.
est-Bulazi, 4. hill in Mvoti county.
e-Bululwane, 2. tributary of the White Mfolozi.
e-Gwebeni, 2. tributary of the Mhlatuze lagoon; e-Cwebeni los'Ntleni, St. Lucia Lake.

x-Dabulamanzi, son of Mpande.

xx-Daddiyela, 2. plur. village in Griqualand East.

w-Ngubu, son of Zwide.

x-Delu, son of Mangeuku.

w-Dhlatshwa, father of Ntshingwana.

w-Dhlangezwa, 1. military kraal of Shaka, near the mouth of the Mhlatuze.

w-Dhlekezele, father of Manyosi.

w-Dhlemudhlemu, son of Nontsobo, and father of Mhawu.

w-Dhloko, son of Hadebe.

em-Dhlobo, 5. river in Victoria county.

w-Dibandhlela, former chief of the Cele tribe; also of the Mapumulo tribe.

w-Diko, 3. Vet river, Orange River Colony.

w-Dilikana, former hereditary chief of the emaMbanceni clan.

w-Dingaka or Dingane, son of Senzangakona, and king of Zululand.

w-Dingiswayo, former chief of the Mfetwa clan, and son of Jobe.

w-Dinisulu, son of Cetshwayo.

w-Dololwane, 3. hill between the Mkuzi and Pongolo rivers.

em-Dolombha, 5. hill in Somkile's district.

w-Dondolo-kusuka, 3. flat near the lower Drift, Tukela, where Cetshwayo and Mbulazi fought.

w-Dubingombe, son of Ndabayake (Ndhlela).

w-Dukuduku, 2. forest between S. Lucia Lake and the ocean.

w-Dukuzuza, 1. kraal of Shaka in Victoria county, where he was assassinated; Stanger town.

w-Dalinde, 3. hill southward of Eshowe.

w-Dumeni, 3. hill in the Biggarsberg range.

em-Dumezulu, 5. kraal of Mpande.

w-Dumezweni, son of Mgitshwa.

e-Fafa, 2. river in the Alexandra county.

w-Fafa, 6. river in the Ixopo district.

w-Fuku, former chief of the Pondos, and father of Mqikela.

w-Filidi, 2. Vryheid.

w-Fodo, former chief of the emaKukzeni clan.

em-Fozi, 3. river in Zululand.

w-Fongosi, 3. tributary of the Tukela, in Zululand.

w-Fule, 3. tributary of the Mhlatuze; Melmoth village.

w-Gabangage, son of Pakade.

w-Gayane, 3. tributary of the Buffalo river, Newcastle district.

w-Gasa, 1. Ngungunyana's country, Portuguese territory.

w-Gazi, hill in the Lower Mfolozi district.

w-Geologozo, 1. Kelly Hill, Mvoti county.

w-Gumbe, father of Zihlandhlo.

w-Gele, 3. mountain range in Alfred county.

w-Geleni, 3. hill in Weenen county.

em-Geni, 5. river in Durban county.

w-Giladi, Gert Maritz.

w-Gijima, daughter of Senzazakona and wife of Mlandela.

w-Giladi, Rev. Mr. Grout, former missionary.

w-Gode, son of Ndhlela.

w-Gogo, 3. tributary of the Buffalo river, Newcastle district.

w-Goli, 2. Johannesburg, the Gold Fields.

em-Golweni, 5. Spion Kop, Lions River division.

w-Gomankulu, 3. Vaal Kop, near Maritzburg.

w-Gome, 3. Ngome forest, near the source of the White Mfolozi.

em-Gonyama, 5. Crocodile river, Transvaal.

w-Gwunjana, son of Senzangakona.

w-Gqikazi, 1. kraal of Mpande, near Eshowe.

w-Gqiqu, son of Senzangakona.

w-Gubazi, 2. tributary of the Buffalo, in Zululand.

w-Gubhele, father of Gewabe.

w-Guduma, 3. tributary of the White Mfolozi.

w-Gula, 3. Upper Klip river.

em-Gwunjandlovu, 5. chief kraal of Dingana; Maritzburg.

em-Gwunjandlovu, 5. Greystown.

w-Gwunjana, 2. tributary of the Ngwanganje.

w-Gwunjukhantwana, fabulous monster.

w-Guga-badele, isibongo or praise-name given to God by the early Christian Natives of Natal on account of His an
swearing their prayers for rain, etc., lit. He to whom one kneels and gets his heart's desire.
c-Gwa, 2. Vaal river, Transvaal.
u-Gwababa, son of Ndabayake (Mtetwa).
em-Gwakumbhe, 5. tributary of the Ulovu.
u-Gwala, son of Ngonyama and father of Mananga.
kwa'Gwalagwala, 1. Pomerooy, Klip River division.
c-nGwangoane, 3. tributary of the Mzimkulu, on the south side.
c-nGwanyane, 3. tributary of the Sand river, Klip River division.
u-Gwegwana, induna of Hamu.
em-Gwenyu, 5. tributary of the Bushman's river.

w-Hadebe, ancient chief of the Hlubi tribe.
w-Haga, probably some former leader of the Boers in Natal.
ka'Hawana (inqaba), Kambula Hill, Vryheid district.
w-Hhamu, son of Mpande.
w-Hlayiyo, brother of Zibebu, and son of Mapita.
em-Hlabathini (ama-Hlabathi), country about the lower White Mfolozi, on both sides.
em-Hlabhuma, 5. tributary of the White Mfolozi.
em-Hlali, 5. river in Victoria county; Williamson village.
o-Hlange, 6. river in Victoria county; Phenix station.
em-Hlangeni, 5. Gordon Memorial, Msinga district.
kwa'Hlathikhulu, 1. forest-covered hill in the Lubombo range, north of Zululand; ditto near Washbank, Klip River county; ditto in the Mooi River Heights, Weenen county.
em-Hlatuzana, 5. tributary of the Mhlatuze, Zululand; river in Durban county.
em-Hlathwe, 5. river in Zululand.
o-Hlave, 6. river in Victoria county; Victoria village.
kwa'Hlazakazi, 1. mountain in the Nqutu district.
c-Hlambhlo, 2. tributary of the Mvoti.
c-Hlobane, 2. hill in the Vryheid district.
em-Hlongamvula or Hlwenamvula, hill north of the White Mfolozi; also another in Swaziland.
ema-Hlongwa, 2 plur. river in Alexandria county.
w-Hlube, son of Mbunda, and former chief of a mixed Basuto tribe placed by the Government in Zululand.
c-Hlubhube, 2. river in Zululand, running into St. Lucia Lake.
u-Hluma, son of Makasana.
em-Hlumbha, 5. mountain in the Mooi River Heights.
em-Hlungwa, 5. stream in the Nqutu district.
c-Hluhlanhla, 2. hill in the Alexandra county.
em-Holweni, 5. Mount West, on the boundary of Weenen county.
u-Hoqokazi, fabulous female who ate people.
em-Hugu, certain half-witted man who acted as Shaka's 'jester.'
ema-Hwaqa, 2. plur. mountain near Polela.
ema-Jalimaneni, New Germany; New Guelderland.
w-Jama, father of Senzangakona, and son of Ndaba; also certain former chief of the Tembu clan.
kwa'Jimu, Rorke's Drift, on the Buffalo river; Riverside Drift, on the Ngwagwane river.
o-Jinindi, nickname for Cetshwayo.
w-Jobe, son of Mkayi, and father of Dingiswayo; also certain induna of Ngoza, chief of the Tembu clan.
kwa'Jonono, Elandshlaagte.
c-Jozi, 2. Johannesburg.
ema-Juba, 2. plur. mountain in the Newcastle district.
w-Jubbele, Genl. Joubert, of the late Transvaal Govt.
c-nKandhla, 3. forest-covered hill in Zulu-land.
c-nKanini, 3. former great-place of the Swazi king.
w-Khabazele, father of Mvovo.
o-Khalambemhi (u-Khalambha, 5), portion of the Drakensberg bordering on Basutoland.
e-Khamanzi, 2. tributary of the Mvoti.
em-Khambathini, 5. Table Mountain, near Maritzburg.
w-Khambi, son of Hamu.
w-Khawule, son of Sonqandile, and father of Ndabayake (Ndhlola).
kwa'Khehlelitafintini, Town Hill, Maritzburg.
e-Khenkedwansa, fabulous personage.
c-Kheteni, 2. mountain in the Newcastle district.
em-Khobeni, 5. tributary of the Mkomazi.
em-Kholombhe, 5. mountain in the Mooi River Heights.
em-Khomazi, 5. river in Natal.
w-Khondhlo, father of Pakatwayo.
w-Khonela, 1. heir of Zibebu.
em-Khongane, 5. hill in the Nqutu dist.
u-Khopho, former chief of the emaKebeleleni clan.

ema-Khowe, range of hills in the Lower Mfolozi district.

em-Khukhuzwe, 5. tributary of the Mlalazi.

u-Khundhlase, mother of Zibebu.

em-Khunya, 5. hill in the Alexandra county.

em-Khuzwe, 5. river to the north of Zululand.

esi-Khwebazi, 4. tributary of the Black Mfolozi.

kwa'Ikhwele, Otto's Bluff, near Maritzburg.

e-nKunzi, 3. tributary of the Sundays river.

em-Madikane, 5. stream in the Nongoma district.

esi-nKwazi, 3. plur. river in Victoria county.

em-Nkweliso, 3. mountain in the Newcastle district.

ebu or kwa'Ihlabantu, precipitous place at the White Mfolozi where people were executed in Mpande's time.

em-Lalazi, 5. river in Zululand.


em-Lambhonyweyu, 5. kraal of Mpande's mother, near the White Mfolozi.

em-Lambhonyweyu, 5. kraal of Mpande's mother, near the White Mfolozi.

em-Lambhonyweyu, 5. kraal of Mpande's mother, near the White Mfolozi.

o-Landandhlovu, 6. military kraal of Cetshwayo, near Eshowe.

u-Langxa, father of Zwede (Ndwande clan).

u-Langxa, former chief of the Sokuku clan, and father of Mazwi.

u-Langanasibi, certain chief driven northwards by Shaka.

u-Langwana-tibale, former chief of the emaHlutshini clan in Natal, son of Mtimkulu.

u-Langazana, wife of Senzangakona.

u-Luwedene, 2. Volksrust, Transvaal.

ema-Lwiz, mountain in the Drakensberg, in Newcastle dist.

kwa'Lasha, applied to any 'bottomless' place, abyss or chasm, such as are frequently used for executions.

em-Lazi, 5. river in Durban county.

e-Lenge, 2. Job's Kop, Klip River county.

u-Lokothwayo, son of Madhlebe.

u-Luwiz, see el-Owu.

u-Lukulimbha, notable Natal man in Shaka's time.

u-Lukhumi, Sir. Evelyn Wood.

u-Mabelemade, certain queen said to reside 'far away north' (place indicated being probably north Tongaland), who is the reputed cause of the present locust plague. The locusts are said to 'come forth from the grave of Makasana (see name below), who was the original owner and was buried with his property, the isi-konyane' — probably from the fact of the locusts having temporarily disappeared about that time. Mabelemade resurrected the pest, and, to wit, as a new species, all her own.

u-Mabhodhla, ancient chief of the Mbonambi clan, who 'struck the sea with a brass rod, whereupon it divided and he and his passed over on dry ground.' He probably went north with Nqaba or Uzangandaba, by whom this same miracle is said to have been worked on the Zambezi.

u-Mabhoko, son of Masipula.

kwa'Makhudu, district in Tongaland (probably about the Maputa river).

u-Matsipula, former chief of the emaGunwini tribe.

u-Madhlebe, headman of the Zungu clan and father of Lokotwayo.

u-Madango, son of Xaba, and father of Mkayi.

kwa'Madhlozi, hill in the Nkandhla district.

u-Madipha, chief son of Shangana, and killed by Dingiswayo.

u-Madikane, former chief of the Wushe clan.

u-Madumbha, son of Mpande.

u-Magadza, former chief living near Mputshini river.

u-Mafithi, son of Ndabayake (Mtewa).

u-Mafongonyana, younger son of Kundhlo.

u-Magawukazi, praise-name of Langazana.

u-Magaye, son and heir of Dibhandhlela.

u-Mageba, son of Zulu.

u-Magela, uncle of Mnini.

u-Magembhe, father of Manukuza of the Mbonka clan, and son of Ntsihlikazi.

u-Magenye, former chief of the eNadi clan.

u-Magidiyido, son of Magaye.

kwa'Magubane, De Beer's Pass, in the Drakensberg.

u-Mahawule, former chief of the Fuze tribe; also of the emaSomini.

u-Makhve, son of Tokotoko.

kwa'Mahlathshana, Kearsney village.

u-Mahlokho, early name of Bunu.

u-Majiyi, induna of Mpande; former chief of the emaPepepeteni tribe.

kwa'Makhala, Helpmakaar Village.

u-Makhadlani, Kornet Spruit, Basutoland.

u-Makhandhlane, former chief, father of Mdlayi, and driven northward by Shaka.

u-Makhasana, son of Mwayi, and father of Nozivingili.

u-Makhedana, former chief of certain up-country tribe.
kwa'Maliwana, certain ridge opposite Dingana's Mgunungundhlovu kraal, where executions took place.

u-Mathsho, son of Mondise.

u-Mavovu, father of Gubela.

u-Mavumengwana, son of Ndhlula.

u-Mwasa, wife of Senzangakona, who, in 1843, fled from Mpande into Natal.

u-Mawu, son of Langa (Sokulu), and father of Nontsobo.

u-Mawwe, son of Jobe, and elder brother of Dingiswayo.

u-Mawuza, son of Soshangana.

u-Mbelebele, son of Pakade.

emu-Mbha, 5. hill in the Klip River district.

u-Mbhandeni, former king of Swaziland, and father of Nqaba.

u-Mhekane or Mbhek wane, father of Nqaba.

u-Mbengi, son of Bebe, and father of Nandi.

e-Mbho, 3. country inhabited by the eMbo clan, now about the middle Ulovu; Xosa name for Natal generally.

u-Mbhulazi, son of Mpande by Monase.

u-Mbiya, son of Shangana.

u-Mbili, certain Swazi chief.

u-Mbophu, inceku of Shaka, who assisted in his assassination; also a former chief of the Hlabisa clan.

u-Mclosi, former chief of the eNyamwini clan.

u-Mdabulu, son of Mfanawendhlalela.

u-Mdakuda, former chief of the Dungo tribe.

u-Mdawo, man of the Dungo clan who introduced cannibalism into Natal in Shaka's time.

kwa'Mdedelele or Mdedeleku, Cathkin Peak in the Drakensberg.

u-Mdhlolose, n. headman in Shaka's time.

u-Mdhluyi, son of Makandhiana.

u-Mdindwa, certain brave in Shaka's time.

u-Mdungaswe, brother of Ngungunyana.

u-Mdlukazulu, son of Sihayo.

u-Menzi, another name for Senzangakona.

u-Mepha, former chief of the Ngcocolo tribe.

u-Mfanna-wendhlela, hereditary chief of the Zungu clan.

u-Mfhiho, son of Senzangakona, killed by Dingana.

u-Minyeli, hereditary chief of the Xulu clan.

u-Mhenda, daughter of Pakatwayo and mother of Nandi.

u-Mgabi, n. former chief of the eLangeni clan.

u-Mgambu, son of Nqobo.

u-Mgampi, praise-name of Shaka.

u-Mgij德拉, son of Mpande.

u-Mgijthwa, son of Mvundhiana, and induna of Cetshwayo.
u-Mgqana, son of Somapunga.
u-Mhavu, son of Dhemudhele, and prospective hereditary chief of the Sokuh clan.
u-Mhlabo-wendabuka, son of Sigode and brother of Soshangana.
u-Mhlangana, son of Senzangakona, who helped to assassinate Shaka.
u-Mjalu, son of Ngcubula, and father of Sonqandile.
u-Mjulela, former chief of Ilwongwana tribe.
u-Mkhayi, daughter of Jama and full-sister of Senzangakona.
u-Mkhaliphi, former chief of the Nya-mvwinini tribe.
u-Mkhanyeli, another name for Nobeta.
u-Mkhayi or Mkhati, father of Jobe, chief of the Mtwana clan.
u-Mkhonto, son of Magaye.
u-Mkhosana, son of Somlomo, and son of Sigota.
u-Mkhongo, son of Mbandeni.
u-Mlandela, son of Mbiya, and father of Sokwetshana.
u-Mlotshwa, former headman of the Kukalo clan.
u-Mncumb, chief of the amaTulini tribe.
u-Mnyamana, son of Ngaganele, and a chief induna of Cetshwayo.
u-Monakali, former chief of a section of the amaHlutshini tribe.
u-Monase, wife of Mpadle, and mother of Mbulala.
u-Mondise, son of Jobe, induna of the Temwa clan.
u-Moniso, brother of Dingiswayo.
u-Moni, father of Nciza.
u-Moyeni, former chief of one branch of the amaSomini tribe.
u-Mpande, son of Senzangakona, and father of Cetshwayo.
u-Mpangazithu, former chief of a portion of the amaHlutshini tribe.
u-Mpehlwa, mountain in Zululand, near Eshowe.
u-Mpemba, son of Zwide.
vwa Mphungunyi, country north of the Lower Mfolozi, inhabited by Somkele's people.
v-Mpungose, induna of the ancient chief Zulu.
v-Mqikela, son of Faku, and father of Sigcawu.
v-Mqundane, induna of Sir T. Shepstone, and placed by him over the umTintundaba tribe.
v-Msholozi, former chief of the Nkhakala tribe.
v-Msasane, certain brave in Shaka's time.
v-Mshiyane, former chief of the Ntsangase tribe.

u-Msithwana, hereditary chief of the Mdhluleshe clan.
u-Msutha, son of Mbandeni.
u-Mswazi, father of Mbandeni.
u-Mthembuka, son of Bungane, and chief of the amaHlutshini clan.
u-Mthonga, son of Mbandeni.
kw-Mthamjalo, St John's (Durban Point name), Pondoland.
u-Musi, younger son of Kondhlo.
v-Mwundhlane, father of Mgithsha.
v-Mwayi, son of Mangobe.

v-Mgandeye = u-Mlandela.
v-Mzidoni, John Dunn.
v-Mzilo, son of Soshangana.
v-Mzilikazi, son of Mashobana, and father of Nombengula.
v-Mzinyeli, former chief of the Mfane clan.
v-Mzilallunya, eldest daughter of Senzangakona by his first wife.
e-Nadi, tributary of Tukela in Natal.
w-Namabahule or Namahule, fabulous animal living in river pools.
Nanda, 3. range of hills in Victoria county.
Naneulanga, 3. tributary of the Ngagane river.
Nebidwana, 3. tributary of the Bushman's river.
Neconosi, 3. tributary of the Tukela.
Necozana, certain brave in Shaka's time.
Nenuba, tributary of the Buffalo, north side; town of Utrecht.
Neuwacube, 3. Lindley.
Neuwa, 3. tributary of the Mkomazi.
Ndaba, son of Pungu.
Ndabayakhe, son of Kwaule, and hereditary chief of the Ndhlukula clan.
Ndabayakhe, son of Dingiswayo (Mtwana chief).
Ndabuko, son of Mbandeni, and full-brother of Cetshwayo.
Ndela, former chief of the Bombo clan.
vwa Ndhlalahungu or Ndhluyangubho, 1. kraal of Shaka's on a ridge between the Ndele hills and the Milatuzwe, and where Ndidi died.
ema-Ndhlalahunky, 2. plur. tributary of the Tukela in Natal.
Ndlebele, former chief of the Kanywayo tribe.
Ndlele, a chief induna of Dingana.
vwa Ndhlukula, Lesseyton.
Ndini (u-Ndini, 6.), Drakensberg range; kraal of Mbandeni between the Ngoye
hills and the Mhlatuze, afterwards moved to Nodwengu.

kwa Ndintsa, place near Delagoa Bay.
u-Ndulunga, son of Myamana.
u-Ndungunya, father of Sobuza.
ema-Ngema, 2. plur. tributary of the Mgeni.
u-Ngawonde, ancient chief of the Mbonambi clan.
u-Ngendeyana, reputed father of Ngwadi.
ema-Njeni, 3. plur. hill in the Nqutu district.
u-Nhiba, father of Sigota and son of Mananga.
u-Ngcubula, father of Mjadu.
u-Ngodongwana, early name of Dingiswayo.
u-Ngomanke, induna of Dingiswayo, and of the Mdhlulethe tribe.
e-Ngome — see e-NGome.
u-Ngonyama, son of Ngawonde, and father of Gwala; also former chief of the emaKuzeni clan.
u-Ngotsa, father of Songiya.
o-Ngoye, 6. range of forest-covered hills between the Mlalazi and Mhlatuze rivers.
u-Ngoba, former chief of the Tembu tribe.
u-Ngoza, former chief of the Tembu tribe.

u-Nyengentelele, father of Myamana.
kwa Ngqambhu, certain pool in the Nyezane river where criminals were thrown.

u-Nyqmabazi, mother of Cetshwayo.

u-Nyungunyana, son of Mzila, and king of the Gasa Tongas.
u-Ngwadi, son of Nandi by Ngendeyana.
u-Ngwane, father of Ndungunya.
ema-Ngeeni, 2. plur. military kraal of Cetshwayo, in which remnants of Mpande's regiments were re-assembled.
u-Njakaba, son of Sopana.

u-Njenje, former chief of the Madhala clan.
u-Njobi, former chief of the emaXasibeni clan.
e-Njisuthi, 3. Little Tukela river.

u-Njoniwokwane, praise-name of Dingana.

ema-Nkumane, 2. plur. portion of the Biggarsberg Range.

u-Nkankane, son of Nobeta.

kwa'Nkatha, hill near the White Mfolozi, where criminals were executed.

kwa'Nkosinkulu, certain spot, marked by a euphorbia tree, in the vicinity of Dingana's Mngungundhlovu kraal, where trials used to be held and where probably some ancestor was buried.

u-Nkulunkulu, the Great-great-ancestor or ancestral-spirit (of mankind), the first man who is supposed to have made most of the things round about; hence, adopted by missionaries to express God, Creator.

u-Nkuna, former chief of one branch of the emaSomini tribe.

kwa'Nobambha, kraal of Senzangakona; Weenen village.

u-Nobanda, certain brave in Shaka's time.

u-Nobetha, son of Zivalela and originator of the eGazini clan.

u-Nocandambhethu, former chief of the emaGwenyameni clan.

u-Nobhadu — see Dictionary.

u-Nomalagaga, former chief of the Nadi clan.

u-Nomcobha, daughter of Senzangakona by Nandi.

u-Nomdumelesi, praise-name of Shaka.

kwa Nodwengu, principal residence of Mpande.

kwa Nogaza, Howick.

u-Nomagama, father of Ngiba.

u-Nomakhlanjana, heir of Zwide.

u-Nombhegula, son of Zwide; also son of Mzilikazi and king of Matebeleland (known as Lobengula).

u-Nombahewu, former chief of the eThlangwini clan.

u-Nomgama, former chief of the Dhlanyoka clan.

u-Nomikhubalwana — see Dictionary.

u-Nomo, uncle of Kondilo.

u-Nomqotho, daughter of Senzangakona, and wife of Mandela.

u-Nondaba, former chief of the Wushe tribe.

e-Nondweni, 3. tributary of the Nguduma; gold-fields thereabout.

u-Nongalaza, chief induna of Mpande.

u-Nongidi, cluster of hills near the lower Mfolozi.

e-Nonothi, 3. river in Victoria county.

u-Nontsobo, son of Mazwi, and father of Dhlumudlengu.

u-Nozidiya, wife of Malandela, and mother of Zulu.

u-Noziyingi, son of Hluma, and chief of the Tongas north of Zululand.

u-Nqaba, son of Mbekwane, of the Kuma-lo clan, driven northward by Shaka.

u-Nqubeni, son of Langa, and brother of Zwide.

u-Nqinambhi, former chief of the Wushe clan.

e-Nquthu, 3. hill in Zululand.

u-Ntaba, former chief of the emaTulini tribe.

kwa'Ntaba-kayikhonjwa, Blinkwater Mountain, in Mvoti county.

kwa'Ntabamklopho, mountain in Weenen county.

kwa'Ntabankulu, mountain in the Vryheid district.
u-Ntanyana, daughter of Macingwane.

u-Ntomkhazi, mother of Zwide.

kwa'Niongingi, Mount Arrochar, Weenen county.

u-Ntsele, son of Masiya.

u-Ntsililika, father of Magede.

u-Ntshingwana, son of Dhladhla, driven north by Shaka.

u-Ntshingwayo, son of Maholi, and commander of the Zulu troops at Isandlwana.

ka'Ntunjambhili, Kraans Kop, in the Mvoti county; Fort Buckingham.


emu-Ncevi, 5. tribalary of the Tukela.

e-Nyamakazi, 3. Wilge river, Orange River Colony.

e-Nyamazane, 3. hill in the Mvoti county.

esi-Nyambhothi, 4. Eland's Kop, Mvoti county.

e-Nyamovu, 3. tributary of the Mvoti river; Riet Vlei.

ema-Nyane, 2. plur. tribalary of the Tukela, in Zululand.

kwa'Nyawo, Sambane's territory (from Nyawo, his father).

u-Nyembhezi, son of Ndabayake (Mketwa).

e-Nyegezi, 3. Marburg.

u-Nyembe, 3. river in Zululand.

u-Nyoni, 3. two rivers in Zululand.

u-Nzene — see Dictionary, under ili-Fa.

ema-Nziphoti, 2. plur. river in Durban county.

u-Nzibe, son of Senzangakona, and full-brother of Mpande.

u-Nzobo, a chief induna of Dingana.

u-Nzwakele, certain induna under Cetshwayo.

el-Oryn or ol-Oryn (nl-Oryn, 6.; occasionally, though incorrectly, il-Oryn, 2.), river in Durban county.

e-Mpandheleni, 3. hill in the Nkandla district.

em-Pangeni, 3. tribalary of the Mhlatuze.

em-Paphala, 3. tribalary of the Tukela, in Zululand.

u-Phalane, uncle of Ndabayake (Ndhlela).

u-Phakade, son of Macingwane; also son of Sikunyana.

em-Phayindini, 2. Point, Durban.

em-Phayinda, 2. Pinetown.

em-Pembheni, 3. tribalary of the White Mfolozi.

em-Pendhle, 3. hill in the Lion's River division.

u-Pewula, Paul Krüger.


em-Phambhanyoni, 5. river in Alexandra county.

em-Phatho, 6. place in the Nongoma district.

e-n-Phezi, 4. mountain in the Nqutu district.

o-Pheulo, 6. mountain in the Nkandla district.

esi-Phungo, 4. village in Durban county.

o-Phisweni, 6. mountain in Mvoti county.

em-Pholela, 2. tribalary of the Mzimkulu; Bulwer village.

o-Phongolo, 6. tribalary of the Umzimvubu.

kwa'Phontshawa, Giant's Castle, in the Drakensberg.

emu-Phothwenni, 2. plur. kraal of Mpande.

u-Phunya, son of Mageba.

em-Pikinini (ili-Pikinini), Verulam.

em-Pisi, 3. tribalary of the Tukela, in Natal.

u-Piti, Piet Retief.

em-Pofana, 3. Mooi river; Weston village.

em-Pofungana, 3. Sterk Spruit; Lion's river, tribalary of the Mgeni; a tribalary of the Mooi river.

em-Polweni, 3. tribalary of the Mgeni.

em-Pondo, 3. tribalary of the Ngagane.


u-Phungashe, former chief of the Butelezi clan.

kwa'Qathaza, Highflats.

em-Qeku, 5. tribalary of the Mgeni.

em-Qhube, 2. forest-covered hill in the Nkandla district.

u-Qili, another name for u-Nkulunkulu (Callaway).

ema-Qonyego, 2. plur. two adjoining mountains in the Nongoma district.

u-Qwaba, 2. Modder river, Orange River Colony.

esi-Rechheni, kraal of Tshaka.

u-Sambhane, independent Swazi chief, north of Zululand.

em-Sandlwana — see es-Aandlwana.

kwa'Nyawo, Sambane's territory.

u-Sipo, 6. winter of the Mfolozi.

u-Sibongo, certain chief north of Zululand.

u-Sibano, son of Mafongoyana and father of Sigxotshana.

u-Sicwane, son of Mqikela, and chief of the Pondos.
u-Sigweswegwelwe, induna of Cetshwayo and hereditary chief of the emaNgdadi clan.
u-Sigidi, praise-name of Shaka.
u-Sigode, younger son of Langa, and father of Sosangana.
u-Sigonyela, son of Mantatisi, and former chief of the Tloukwa Sutos, on the Caledon.
u-Sigotha, son of Ngiba and father of Mkosana.
u-Siyotshana, son of Sidumo.
u-Sikhayo, a certain headman under Cetshwayo.
u-Sikhotha, son of Mpande and full-brother of Mbulazi.
u-Sikhukhuku, son of Sikwata.
u-Sikhunyana, eldest son of Zwide.
\(o\)-Sikisiki, 6. forest on the Qudeni hill, in Zululand.
u-Sikwata, father of Sikukuku, and chief of the Peda Sutos.
u-Silomo, Swazi name for Sir Ashmead Bartlett.
u-Silwinye, flowering animal.
u-Simamana-wengwe, ancient chief of the Mtyawu tribe, and father of Xaba.
\(em\)-Singa, 5. hill in the Msinga district.
\(em\)-Sintwangu, son of Mpande.
\(em\)-Sithemane, son of Zwide.
\(em\)-Sithetu, son of Mpande.
\(em\)-Sitimela, adventurer, who called himself the son of Somveli.
\(em\)-Siyepha, son of Langaliabalele.
\(em\)-Siyigela, son of Zihlandhlo.
\(em\)-Sobhuza, father of Mswazi.
\(em\)-Sokothi, former chief of the emaNgaugenzi clan.
\(em\)-Sojiyisa, son of Jana, and brother of Senzangakona.
\(em\)-Sokwelehle, son of Mlandela.
\(em\)-Sidogi, former chief of the emaKuzeni clan.
\(em\)-Somaphunga, son of Zwide.
\(em\)-Sonebhu, brother of Sobuza.
\(em\)-Somhlota, father of Ndungunya.
\(em\)-Somkhele, son of Malanda, and chief of the Mkwanazi clan.
\(em\)-Somlomo, son of Mkosas, and descendant of Mabodhla.
\(em\)-Sompaniso, praise-name for God, probably coined by the early Christians of Natal.
\(em\)-Songiba, mother of Mpande.
\(em\)-Songandile, son of Mjadu, and father of Kawule.
\(em\)-Somzeli, heir of Dingiswayo, who migrated into Portuguese territory.
\(em\)-Sophana, son of Pakatwayo.
\(em\)-Soshangana, son of Sigode, and father of Mzila.
\(em\)-Sukani, son of Mpande.
\(em\)-Sulazi, 5. Blauwkrantz river.
\(em\)-Sunzule, 5. tributary of the Mgeni; ditto of the Matigulu in Zululand; ditto of the Isiteza.
\(em\)-Sungubala, 2. Olivier’s Hoek Pass, in the Drakensberg.
\(em\)-Suthu, 6. the country of the Sutos; country inhabited by Cetshwayo’s following (as opposed to that of Mbulazi) and now applied to that where Dinuzulu resides; river north of Zululand.
\(em\)-Tu, Valsh river, Orange River Colony.
\(em\)-Tanyane, Pakadi’s Peak, Mooi Range; also hill in the Nqutu district.
\(em\)-Tabazwe, Harrismith.
\(em\)-Tutiyile — see \(em\)-Dadiyela.
\(kwa\)-Thahana, pool in the Kula stream, used as place of execution by Cetshwayo.
\(em\)-Thaka, 6. Wakkerstroom.
\(em\)-Thalustoni, 2. Standerton.
\(em\)-Thamo, 2. plur. Little Bushman’s River.
\(em\)-Thamvuza, 5. river in Alfred county.
\(em\)-Thawini, 2. Maritzburg.
\(em\)-Tshekwe, 6. Durban (name prob. imported by Xosa-speaking pioneer Colonists, from Xo. \(i\)-\(i\)-Teke, place of meeting).
\(em\)-Thelezi, 6. mountain near the Blood River.
\(em\)-Thezo, coast stream in Zululand.
\(em\)-Thin-\(em\)-idle, place north of the middle Mhlature.
\(em\)-Thintandaba, mixed tribe formed by Sir T. Shepstone and placed under Mqundane and others.
\(em\)-Thintwa, 2. mountain in the Drakensberg, in the Klip river division.
\(em\)-Thixo, Xosa name for God.
\(em\)-Thongathi, 6. river in Victoria county.
\(em\)-Thonjaneni, 5. hill-range beyond Melmoth, in Zululand.
\(em\)-Thokela, 6. river between Natal and Zululand.
\(em\)-Thwalemu, 5. river in the Alexandra county.
\(em\)-Thwashini, 5. Doeburg.
\(em\)-Tigulu, 2. plur. river in Zululand, next beyond the Tukela.
\(em\)-Tili, 3. hill in the Biggarsberg.
\(em\)-Timbhankulu, 3. place near the middle Uloni; forest-clad hill near the lower Mzimkulu.
\(em\)-Tinini, 3. tributary of the White Mfolozi.
\(em\)-Tlangakazi, 3. Mount Sargeaunt, in the Noodsberg.
\(em\)-Tlaveni, 3. = \(i\)-\(i\)-Xobho.
\(em\)-Tlazatshe, 3. mountain beyond the upper White Mfolozi.
e-nTlazukka, 3. mountain in the Richmond division.
e-nTlomula, 3. mountain in the Biggarsberg Range.
e-nTlosane, 3. mountain in the Lion’s River division.
e-nTlumlayo, 3. mountain in the Klip River division.
e-nTluzela, 3. mountain in the Lion’s River division.

u-Tokotoko, brother of Mapita.

e-nTolwane, 3. hill between Eshowe and Nkandhla.

u-Tshonkweni, son of Mpande.

e-nTsikazi, 3. hill in Alexandra county.
e-nTsikeni, 3. hill in Griqualand East.
e-nTsonge, 3. tributary of the Mooi River.
e-nTsikazi, 3. hill in the Mgeni division.
e-nTsikeni, 3. hill in Griqualand East.

em-Vothi, 5. river in the Mvoti county; Groutville.

em-Vukasha, 3. One Tree Hill, in the Biggarsberg.

em-Viona, 2. tributary of the Isikwebazi.

em-Vundisa, inceku of Shaka at Dukuza.

em-Vuzane, 5. tributary of the Tukela, in Zululand.

e-Wombhane, 2. hill near Eshowe.

w-Xaba, son of Simanama, and father of Madango.

w-Xeletsha, kraal of Ziheln.

w-Xhelashe, son of Mande.

em-Xhakeni, 3. hill near Maritzburg.

w-Xhoko, originator of the Biyela clan.

em-Xhobho, 3. tributary of the Mkomazi clan.

kwa-Xolozolo, 1. mountain in the Drakensberg at the source of the Ngwangwane.


em-Yiwane, 2. plur. two adjacent hills in the Mahlabatini district.

w-Zangandaba = w-Nqaba.

w-Zanga, son of Lokothwayo.

w-Zibhebha, son of Mapita, and 2nd. cousin of Cetshwayo.

w-Zibhebhe, father of Siyingela, and former chief of the eMbo clan.

em-Zimkhulu, 5. river in Natal.

em-Zimkhuliwane, 5. tributary of the Mzimkulwane.

em-Zinto, 5. river in the Alexandra county; Mzinto village.

em-Zinyathi, 5. Buffalo River, tributary of the Tukela; also tributary of the Mgeni.

w-Ziwaletwa, father of Nobeta.

w-Zweda, son of Mpande.

w-Zwembwe, see Dictionary.

w-Ziyongo, see Dictionary.

em-Zumbe, 5. river in Alexandra county.

ema-Zumbe, 2. plur. hills near the upper White Mfolozi.

w-Zwangelana = w-Nqaba.

o-Zwathini (u(1)Zwathi), Nodelberg.

w-Zwebu, former chief of the Hlongwa tribe.

w-Zwide, son of Langa, and former chief of the Nxumalo clan.
APPENDIX
CONTAINING
ADDITIONAL WORDS, IMPROVEMENTS,
CORRECTIONS, etc.

A.

is-Aga, n. Add: ‘something’ (in an indefinite sense), as a peculiarity, marked feature, defect, etc., by which anything may be distinguished = isi-Ci.
Ex. ako'tyoelo longena'saga, everybody’s foot has some peculiarity of its own.

Aia (Aala), v. Add: [Su. ala, spread out; Ga. ch-ulu, field].
is-Amuyisane, n. Insert: (Paspalum scorbrocallatum).
is-Andela, n. Delete and substitute: Aard Wolf (Proteles cristatus).
is-Andhla, n. Add: [Sak. mntanga, hand].
ulw-Andhle, n. Add: [Za. lu-anda, river; Ga. nyanga, lake; Kar. nyanza; Cong. i-ulw-a].
is-Andhululane, n. Jumping hare [Su. thulutha, jump].
is-Andulela, n. Certain herb.
is-Angci, n. Add: sometimes used for is-Anci.
is-Ango, n. Add: [Sw. anga, glare].
is-Antiyane or Antunyane (s. t.), n. Certain sea-fish (N).
iz-Anyu, n. Add: [Sw. haya, modesty].
Azi, v. Add: [Mal. isen, know].

B

u-Baba, n. Add: [Ha. oba, father; Bush. haho; Wol. baye].
i-mBabala, n. Add: or Tragelaphus sylvaticus.

u-Babukeleni (s. k.), n. Shilling (N).
isi-Babule After ‘sulphur’, add: [Dutch].
i(i)-Bada (Bhada), n. Yellow-breasted Bulbul (Chlorocechla flaviventris).
isi-Bahlazi, n. Any ‘huge’ thing, as a kraal, hut, person or pot.
i(i)-Bakajana (Bhakajana), n. Sharp-eyed, crafty-looking fellow (N).
i-mBalakacana (Bhalakacana), n. Single small dropping — see palakaca.
u-Balalinye, n. Certain sea-fish, the ‘Seventy-four’. See i(i)-Bando (N).
Baleka (s. k.), v. Add: make the ‘sweetheart’s flight’, as below = guqa.

N.B. So soon as a sweetheart is desirous of bringing her love-suit to a head and of hastening along her marriage, selecting a companion from among her acquaintances and without informing her parents, she surreptitiously betakes herself to the kraal of her lover. There, so soon as possible, a beast, mostly a heifer (called the eyokumeza), is selected and at once sent to the girl’s father, in charge of an elderly male friend or relation of the bride-groom, which person is technically known as the umkwenyana or umloboli. Arrived at the kraal of the girl’s people, and while still standing out on the veldt, he lustily shouts out to the kraal inmates, ‘Funeleni neno, nina baka’Zungu’ (or whatever the proper isibongo may be) i.e. ‘look for her over here, you of the Zungu clan!’ Having delivered his beast, he hears whatever the father may have to say as to consent, or payment of lobola.
The girl remains where she is, in the bride-groom’s kraal, perhaps a fortnight or a month, and generally until her father has given a satisfactory answer in her regard and the people of the prospective bride-groom have duly accepted it. She then returns home, accompanied by the bride-groom’s-man or umbololo as above, and bringing with her all or some of her lobola cattle. The payment of the lobola having at length been completed, the girl assumes the reddened top-knot, and awaits the final consent of her father to the celebration of the wedding.

Bamba (Bambha), v. Add: [Son. tam, catch; Mal. djabat, take hold].

i-mBambela (Bhambhela), n. Delete and substitute: Poulpe or octopus (N). Cp. i-Ngwane.


(iii)-Bando, n. Certain sea-fish, the ‘Seventy-four’ (= u-Batalinye); also the ‘Hottentot’, and the ‘Soldier’ (N).

um-Bane (Bhane), n. 5. Certain sea-fish (N) = um-Bwane.

isi-Banga, n. Space i.e. length or breadth of a section, as between two lines, or of beadwork in a belt (C.N.). Cp. isi-Gaba.

um-Bangqwa (Bangqwha), n. 5. South-African Thick-knee or Dikkop (Edicuernus capensis).

Bangcuzela (Bhancyuzela), v. Go along ‘empty-handed’ i.e. without carrying a stick, as a man ought, etc. = vabazela.

u-Bani, n. Add: [Ha. wa, who?].

i-mBanjane (Bhanjane), n. Certain kind of long reed-like grass, resembling the u(lu)Hlonga, but shorter.

um-Bashelana (Bhashelana), n. 5. Very short, ‘stunted’ person. See basha.

(iii)-Bata (Bathka), n. Insert: [Hi. bat, duck].

i-mBati (Bathi), n. Add: Kind of hard white sponge-like substance (perhaps coral or aleyonion) imported by Tongas as a powerful charm.

N.B. A small quantity of this substance is burnt on a cinder and the smoke then blown away in the direction of the person one wishes to harm. It will reach him, even though he be a hundred miles distant, and will cause the formation of a fatal kind of ‘black spots’ (melasma, or purpura) on the lower limbs.

u-Batini (s.t.), n. Certain tree (Trema bracteolata).

i-mBawula (Bhawula), n. Fire-damp, in coal mines (N).


Bayi bayi, ukuti (Bhuyi bhuyi, uluthi), v. = bayizu.

i-mBayimbanjane (Bhaimbanjane), n. = i-Banjanu.

Bayiza (Bhayiza), v. Do anything, look, speak, etc., in a ‘lost’, confused, helpless kind of way, as when attempting to defend one self but not knowing what to say, or searching for a lost article and not knowing where to look for it, etc.

u-Baza, n. Natal sardine, or pilehle (N).

u-Bebezela (Bhebezela), n. (N) = isi-Pekepeke.

(i)-Bedhle (Bhedhle), n. = i-Bedhlane.

u-Bejane (Bhejane), n. Add: certain sea-fish (Monocathius seltifer. Benn).

Beka (Bheka), v. delete that portion of the explanation referring to the weather.

(i)-Beka (s.k.), n. Certain herb.

isi-Baya, n. Delete: seraya, camp, fort.

(i)-Bekapantsi (Bhekaphantsi), n. Large fruit-bat = (ii)-Gomonqo.

u-Bek-enyakato (Bhek-enyakatho), n. should be 1st. class, not 6th.

(i)-Bekezantsi (Bhekazantsi), n. delete reference to ‘Large bat’ — see (i)-Bekapantsi.

ubu-Bekubeku, n. should be (Bhekubheka), not (Bhekubeku).

(i)-Bele (Kafir-corn) — Insert: [At. bobla, sorghum].

i-mBelu (Bhlu), n. Saw-fish (N).

u(lu)-Belu (Bhela), n. Substitute: Afrikan-der cattle, first captured by Dingana from Mzilikazi, after the raids of this latter on the treking Boers and Sutos (hence, also called u(lu)-Satu) in 1837.


i-mBengula (Bhungula), n. (N) = u-Celemba.

Benisisa (Bhenisisa), v. Look carefully into; carefully consider, as an affair.

i-mBewu (Bhewu), n. Add: [Mal. biji, seed].

u(lu)-Bezenge (Bhezenge), n. Certain crest-ed bird (N).

i-mBiba (Bhika), n. Insert: (also sometimes short i).

Bibiya, v. = bibigela; (N) fish by a drag-ging or ‘gathering’ process of any kind.
u-Bici (Bhicî), n. Insert: in the year 1863.

(i)l-Bicongo (Bhicongo), n. Large bush, bearing edible berries.

um-Bicongo (Bhicongo), n. (N) = um-Go-gongo.

um-Bidhli (Bhiadhli), n. 5. Add:— 
Phr. unyombidhli ugasala (or悬挂, 悬挂, etc.), yes, and even at the umbidhli time I remained behind — a common remark in Natal, and mostly of females, after a departing friend has wished one Good-bye or Sala bahle.

Bihliza, v. Add: [Ibo. bibi, knock to ruins].

(i)l-Bikili (s. k.), n. Certain sea-fish (N).

i-mBila (Bhiila), n. Insert: or Procerat Capensis.

Bili, adj. Add: [Ha. bin, two; L. M. buloara; Wir. bula; Kamil. bular; Tur. hüdela; Dip. bular; Tas. piaw-a; Ibo. abno; Fanti. obien; Ef. iba].

(i)l-Bilidokwe (Bhîlidokwe), n. Pointer dog [Eng. big dog].

ulu-Bisana, n. Certain small tree, having a white bark, and very durable wood when exposed to the weather.

(i)l-Bisholo, n. Certain sea-fish (N).

um-Bixi (Bhîxi), n. 5. General mixed-up state or thing, confused mingling together of things. See ukuti bizitili.

(i)l-Bobo (Bhîbho), n. Certain plant, growing along river-banks.

isi-Bobo (Bhîbho), n. Certain sea-fish (N).

ulu-Bobo (s. b.), n. = ulu-Tafawa.

i-mBodhla (Bhôdala), n. Add: hence, Wild Cat (Felis Cafrâ). 

i-mBodwane (Bhôdwane), n. Bull (fully grown) of the koodoo. See um-Ganrâ; cp. (i)l-Yela; um-Shiba.

ulu-Golo (Bholo), n. Add: [Sw. mbo, penis].

isi-Boma (Bhoma), n. delete (reference to cattle) and substitute: (N) izi-Boma, certain beast brought along by the bride’s party, together with the umbeko, isi-kamba,独角兽 and izimbuzi, and slaughtered by them on the evening of their arrival for the wedding at the bridegroom’s kraal and eaten by them at the isikhâla on the following morning. Cp. isi-Wukuthu.

um-Bombo (Bumbho), n. 5. Add: certain sea-fish, the ‘Englishman.’

um-Bomvane, n. 5. Insert before (Ochna arborea): Redwood or Cape Plane.

(i)l-Bomvwana, n. (N) = isi-Gwe.

um-Bomvane, n. 5. (N) = um-Bomvana.

Bona, v. Add: [Mpo. pona, see; Wan. ma; Ibo. hir]. 
Ex. rofik’utî nBani unbonile (or unbonile kwe), you shall get to say that So-and-so greets you, sends his regards to you = unbonile.

isi or um-Bondwe, n. 5. Delete and substitute: Certain tree in the coast districts (C.N.).

ama-Bongo, n. should be (Bhongo), not (Bongo).

um or i-mBotwane (Bhôthwane), n. 5. Cape Salmon or Maigre (Scicena agulla. Laceyp). 

i-mBube (Bhûbe), n. Insert after ‘lion’: (Felis leo).

isi-Bubu (Bhubbhu), n. Substitute; Certain small tree, used for spoon-making.

u-Bubuntu (Bhubbubhu), n. Certain climbing plant, having a milky sap.

isi-Bubulungwana, n. Certain sea-fish (N).

(i)l-Bucu, n. Certain tree whose bark, introduced from Tongaland, is used as an umbulelo, causing swelling of the body (N).

(i)l-Budhle (Bhûdûle), n. read: ‘cp. isi-Puka’, instead of ‘— isi-Puka’.

(i)l-Bukesi (s. k.), n. Hugely fat person. Cp. (i)l-Tubesi.

um-Bukwane (Bhûkwane), n. 5. Delete and substitute: Blue Bustard (Trachelotis carnunculâs). 

Bulala, v. Add: [MAL. buno, kill; Ibo. buj].

(i)l-Bululu (Bhûlwlu), n. Add: Certain sea-fish (Marëna tessellâta) (N).

Buna, v. Insert: [MAL. buno, kill].

Bungazela, v. for ‘affectation’ read ‘affection’.

isi-Bungu, n. Add: certain human intestinal parasite, or small white caterpillar with a black head, and really the grub of a certain white-spotted fly; certain large maggot inhabiting the flesh of human beings, giving rise to a kind of tumour from which it can be squeezed; sand-worm; mite, in old amasi gourds.

Bunjuk, ukuti (Bhunjuku, ukuthi), v. Come forth, or rise, in volume, bech forth, as smoke from a furnace-chimney or cannon = bunquka; make so to come forth, bech forth, as smoke (ace.) = bunquikisa.

Bunjuka (Bunjuku), v. = ukuti bunqu.

Bunjukisa (Bunjukisa), v. = ukuti bunqu.
isi-Bunu (Bhunu), n. Boer Dutch, the Taal.

um-Buso, n. 5. Add: might also be used for 'reign'.

i-mButuma (Buthhuma), n. Add: (C.N.)

i(li)-Buyelakona (Buyelakhona), n. Certain sea animal (N).

Buza, v. Insert: [Bko. dzu, ask].

i-mBuzazana (Bhuzazana), n. = i-mBuzana.

i(li)-Buzi, n. Substitute: Black rat (Mus

i-mBuzi (Bhuzi), n. Insert: [Sak. bengi, goat.

C.

i-nCakalala, n. Eruppe. See hlonipa

u-Cakide (Chakide), n. Delete and substi-
tute: Slender mongoose (Herpestes gra-
etis).

i(li)-Calu, n. Insert: [Sak. papa, sin; Mal. salak].

u-Cambalala (Cambhatala), n. Certain spreading grass.

i-nCapa, read (Capha), not (Chapha).

i-nCape, read (Caphe), not (Chaphe).

i(li)-Cashela, n. Certain sea-fish (Pristi-
poma hastae) (N).

i(li)-Cezwana, n. Certain sea-fish resembling a haddock.

i(li)-Cibo (Chibo), n. Certain tree (Grewia

isi-Cintsi (Chintsi), n. Certain sea-animal.

Cishisa, v. (N) = kohlisa.

i(li)-Cita (Chitha), n. Certain herb (Seilla

Kraussii), used by an umtakati to raise strife and disruption in a kraal or fam-

yli.

u(lu)-Coko (Choko), n. (N) = u(lu)-Qoko.

isi-Colo (Cholo), n. Add: certain sea-fish (Pristipoma multimaculatum).

i-nCombo (Combbo), n. Add: tiny light-
yellow bird.

um-Como (Chomo), n. 5. Kind of isi-Nene

with the skin-strips cut after a certain fashion (N).

i(li)-Copo (Chopho), n. Add: hence also, corner, as of a handkerchief or similar cloth article.

isi-Cutamlomo (Cuthamlomo), n. Certain sea-fish (Gerres longirostris) (N).

Cwisho or Cwishisa, v. (N) = cisha and

cishisa.

D.

um-Dabu, n. 5. Add:

N.B. The roots of the plants are also mixed with fat 'by those in the know' and

used for rubbing on the feet of a person who wishes to cause a dangerous swelling of the lower limbs,' in another who may be travelling behind him.

i-nDabula-juvalo, n. Certain tree, whose

bark is used for chest and heart complaints.

i-nDabushe, n. Caracal (N).

i(li)-Dada, n. Substitute: Generic name for any bird of the 'duck' kind; more especially, Black duck (Anas sparsa). Cp. i(li)-Hoyo; also (N) = i(li)-Cacane [see text].

u(lu)-Dakaila (s.k.), n. = u(lu)-Duduma.

i(li)-Dakane (s.k.), n. Delete and substitute:

= um-Dakane.

um-Dakwa or Dakwa-nezinja (s.k.), n. 5. =
i(li)-Labateka.

i(li)-Dambisa or Dambiso (Dambhiso), n. Delete and substitute: Certain running herb (Senecio concolor), used for pou-
ticing.

Dandabuza, v. Alter to: = tandabuza; cp. shishizela (not = shishimeza).

i-nDawo-lucwata, n. Add: for children's ailments and also by aba-Ngoma.

isi-Dawu, n. Species of encephalartos (En.

Ghellinekii) (cp. um-Ngqabe; i-m'Fingo); (N) kind of rock-cod (cp. um-Belune).

De, adj. Insert: [Galla. dera, long].

i-nDebelele, n. Certain kind of fish (N).

isi-Derrezana or Devezana, n. = isi-Denja-
a.


uku-Dhla, n. Food = substitute: uki-Dhla,

(the second u in the prefix is long), n. Food, etc.

um-Dhlake (s.k.), n. 5. Certain spiny sea-

fish (N).

u(lu)-Dhlanguubo, n. Long flowing string of beads worn dangling from over the shoulders.

i-nDhlazi, n. Substitute: South African Coly (Colius striatus), whose tail-fea-
tures are used as a head-ornament; also White-backed Coly (Colius capen-

um-Dhlebe, n. 5. Add: and bark is used as an umbulelo, causing swelling of the limbs.
Dhledhlezele, v. Insert: jog along.
i-nDhlela, n. Insert: [Malg. lalana path].
isi-Dhlhi, n. (N) = is-Adhla.
isi-Dhlindhi, n. (N) = is-Adhla.
i(li)-Dhlisho, n. Any poison for being introduced by the mouth.
um-Dhiwa-ngwenya, n. 5. Certain tree, whose bark is used as an antidote against an i(li)-Dhlisho.
i(li)-Dhlodhlongwane, n. Nickname given to the East Coast Natives about the Bluff.
i-nDhlondhlo, n. Delete and substitute: Very old Black Mamba (see i-Mambo), now of a dull lustrous blackish colour and having the shields on the head grown long and raised so as to resemble a crest (see u(li)-Pape), very fierce and venomous.
i-nDhlu, n. Insert: [Mal. rumah, house; Esk. ichdu, hut].
i(li)-Dhlula, n. Add: N.B. The bulbous root of the above, mixed with the soil from a grave and a little earth from the particular individual’s footprint, is placed by an umalakati on the edge of a precipice, while he at the same time cries Dhlula, ‘Bani (Pass on, So-and-so)’ — and So-and-so immediately proceeds to die!
i-nDhluzele, n. Add: (or Bubalis Lichtensteini).
Dibana, v. = zubana (mostly used for hlonipa purposes—prob. from an obsolete verb diba).
um-Didi-ka’Ndhlela, n. 5. see the introductory Sketch of Zulu History, p. 66*
i(li)-Dimane, n. Certain bush, used for sticks = i(li)-Kukuze.
i-nDindibilali, n. Certain sea-fish (N).
i(li)-Dingi, n. Lighter, barge (N).
i-nDoda, n. Insert: [Ha. da, son].
u(li)-Donqabatwa (Douqabathwa), n. Delete: (Chenopodium murale), and substitute: (Ceratotheca triloba).
Du, ukuti (uukuthi), v. Add: [Ha. da, entirely].
u-Duba (Dubha), n. Certain love-medicine (N).
i-nDudumela, n. Read: Certain forest climbing-plant (= i(li)-Sendelengulube); Spur-winged Plover (Hoplopterus speciosus).
um-Dukudu (s. k.), n. 5. Certain sea-fish (Percis nebulous and Platyceraphus malabaricus).
i(li)-Duli, n. Add: [Mal. bula, hill].
i(li)-Dulushe, n. Certain disease of dogs (N).
um-Dumba (Dumbha), n. 5. Add: hence, pod, of any similar kind.
um-Dumbula (Dumbhula), n. Manioc, plant or root (N. prob. from East Coast Natives).
i-nDuna, n. Insert: [Ma. litum, captain].
i-nDundulu, n. = i-nTundu.
isi-Dungulu, n. = i-nDungulu.
i-nDwa, n. Substitute: Blue or Stanley Crane (Tetrapterix paradisea); also (N) sometimes applied to Wattled Crane (Bugeranus carunculatus).
i-nDwangu, n. Insert: [cp. also i-nTwankuntwanku].
i-nDweba, n. (T) = i-Mfengane.

E.

Eluia, v. Add:
N.B. A person suffering from paralysis of the legs is treated as follows: — a hole is dug in the ground, a great fire is kindled inside and, after the ashes have been withdrawn, the patient enters and is covered up therein and so allowed to perspire freely for some time. He comes out cured (more or less). The whole process is termed ukwelula umuntu (to straighten out a person). Cp. i(li)-Pungulo.
um-Embesa (Embhesa), n. 5. Add: ‘poisonous’ before ‘roots’.
is-Engama, n. Certain tree, whose bark is used for the misa (q. v.) of a chief.
is-Esulelo, n. = isi-Sulelo.
is-Esulo, n. = isi-Sulo.

F.

Fa, v. Insert: [Malg. vono, kill; V. fa, die].
ufagolweni, n. = u-Mfagolweni.
um-Fana, n. 1. Insert: [Ha. yaro, boy].
im-Fanzi, n. 5. Read: Prawn or shrimp, etc. = um-Dambi.
um-Fazi, n. 1. Insert: [Sak. vali, wife; Bush. cat].
i(li)-Fefe, n. Roller, of which there are several varieties (Coracias garrulus, etc.).
i(li)-Felakona, read: (Felakhona), not (s. k).
T-mFe-ye nkala (s. k), n. Delete and substitute: (N) = i-mFeyesele.

i-mFe-ye nkawu (s. k), n. Certain epiphytic orchid, growing in Ngoye Forest, etc. = um-Zinkawu.

i-mFe-yesele, n. Delete the reference to ‘epiphytic orchid, etc.’—see i-mFe-ye nkawu.

i-mFezi (Feeci), n. Substitute: Species of cobra or nain (cp. (il)i-Pimpi); a black ox having white spots about the throat (cp. u(lu)-Fuku fu).

i-mFingo, n. Substitute: Species of cyca dea (Stangeria paradoxus), used as an i-nTelezi and as a personal charm for rendering harmless and unsuccessful the machinations of enemies and evildoers of whatever kind (cp. um-Ngaya be; i-mPundu); hence, any medicine used for such a purpose (see fingo); certain kind of climbing fern; (N) shark.

i-mFingwane, n. (T) = i-Mfengane.

Finini, ukuti (ukuthi), v. (N) = ukuti mi nini.

Fininiza, v. (N) = mininiza.

i-mFin yezi, n. Add: (N) = (il)i-Buyela koua.

Fisa, v. Insert: [Mal. basoh, wish].

isi-Fu, n. Add: (N) cuttle-fish = i-Nyawene; cp. i-mBambela.

(iil)i-Fuba, n. Expunge—see (il)i-Vuba.

(iil)i-Fubes i, n. Verreaux’s Eagle Owl (Bubo lacteus).

(iil)i-Fuce, n. Add: also similar tree (Rhus lancea).

u(lu)-Fudu, n. Add to N.B.:—Further, a mixture of torture-flesh, the spine of imBu lu lizard, the brain of an iMamba and the intestinal worms of a puff-adder, is used as a powerful (il)i-Dhilo or poison.

um-Fula, n. 5. Add: [Sw. mvule, large tree, used for canoe-making].

isi-Fulwane, n. Certain sea-fish (N).

Futa (Futha), v. Insert: [Son. fu, blow out].

isi-Gcam fu, n. Circle of beadwork having a kind of frilled border and worn on neck, loins or shoulders (N).

i-nGe lemba (Gee lembha), n. (N) = u-Celem ba.

i-nGCi cyela, n. Add: = i-nGeeheng yela, not i-nGeehengela.

i-nGcin dezi, n. (N) = i-mBemba.

i-nGebe (Gebbe), n. Trembling fear, as from imminent danger (with na).


i-nGe qe, n. Bush from a cow’s tail worn as a full-dress ornament on the arms or legs. Cp. (il)i-Shoba.

i-nGerre, n. Add: also Short-billed White Egret (H. brachyrhyncha).

i-nGë vu (Geevu), n. = i-nGëvu.

um-Gexo, n. 5. Substitute: Coil of strings (not single string—see i-nGeje) of beadwork worn round the neck, wrist, or body. Cp. um-Gaxo.

i-nGidi, n. Great heavy stone or rock (nearly obsolete—occurring in the izi-bongo of Senzangakona).

i-nGila, n. Insert after ‘gizzard’: also crop.

um-Gobandhlo vu, n. 5. Certain shrub, used as emetic and to misa (q. v.) a chief.

(iil)i-Gobe (Gobe), n. Beer prepared by both the bride and bridegroom’s people and carried to the kraal of this latter on the day preceding his wedding to be drunk at the feast (N).

(iil)i-Gobongo, n. Instead of: ‘wide-mouthed calabash, etc.’ read: Empty shell of a gourd or calabash, whether of a large or small size and with or without a head, but having a large hole or mouth (anything larger than one’s thumb) and used for water or beer carrying (cp. isi-Guba).

(iil)i-Gëda (Gooda), n. Add:

Phr. igoda lika ‘Mpanle—see the introductory Sketch of Zulu History, p. 65*.

isi-Godo, n. Add: [Heh. m-goda, tree].

u-Gogo, n. nearly obsolete = u-Koko (s. k.).

i-nGola, n. Substitute: Mole-rat (Georychus Hottenlotus)=i-mPukululithi [Heh. gole, rat].

(iil)i-Gomonce, n. Read: = (il)i-Bekapantsi (not (il)i-Bekzantsi).

i-nGongoni, n. Coarse long-stalked veld grass (Aristida sp.) = i-nKunoni.

isi-Gongoni, n. = isi-Qopamnti.

(iil)i-Gongosi (with plur.), n. Large black
Dull large certain delete insert Kafir-corn add: kind insert: person certain substitute: stout several insert add:

u-Gqaba-maweni (Gqabha-maweni), n. Species of bigonia sleeper (N).
i-nGqapunana (Ggapumana), n. Add: small bush (Sculcia Commersoni), used for making a dog 'sharp' at the chase.
i-nGqaqubulani, n. Substitute: Certain creeper covered with small and very sharp thorns (Smilax Kraussiana), growing in the woods (= ilil-Yala).
i-nGqayingqayi, n. not i-Gqayingqayi.

um-Gqobiyi (Gqobiya), n. 5. Read: Fourth (not fifth) milking.
i-nGqobo (Gqobo), n. Read: = u-Moho (not um-Moro).
i-nGqokolo (s. k.), n. Stout piece of fire-wood, as the thicker branches of a tree when dry; (N) also = i-nQushumbana.

um-Gqovu, n. 5. Person with a fine, tall, handsome body (not musculerly fine as the i-Jaha).

Gqumisa, v. Soak amabele (ace.) that is weevill-eaten or on any other account will not sprout, then leaving it to mould (not drying it) for future use in beer-making.
i-nQgumu, n. Certain macra-like sea-shell.

i-nGqungqulu, n. Substitute: Batelcur's or the Tumbler Eagle (Helotarsus ecaudatus) = (N) i-ndhlanzonyi.
i-mi-Gqunqa (no sing.), n. Kafir-corn treated as above — see gqunisa.
i-nGqwangane, n. Insert after 'bush': Celastrus buxifolius.
i-nGubo, n. Insert: [Ha. tufa, clothing; Bar. bonga, garment].

isi-Gbubu (Gubhu), n. Instead of: 'Gourd or calabash, etc.' read: Empty shell of a gourd or calabash, whether of a large or small size, but having a small hole or mouth (not larger than one's thumb) and used as water or beer-vessel (cp. ilil-Gobongo).

u(lu)-Gubu (Gubhu), n. Certain small bird of the woods.
i-nGudhlu, n. Kind of sole (Pseudorhombus Russellii) (N).

um-Gudhlu, n. 5. (N) = u-Nyulazibuya.

um-Gugwane, n. 5. = u-Fukwe.

i(li)-Gula-lomntwana, n. = isi-Pikeleli.
i-nGula-mlomo, n. Certain sea-fish (N).
i-nGulube, n. Insert after 'wild': (Pomatoceros charopotamus); also [S. uro, pig; Mal. babi].
i(li)-Gulugulu, n. Dull bluish-green fruit of the following, sometimes eaten (cp. ilil-Hlala); hence, a large bleared green-looking eye-ball.

um-Gulugulu, n. 5. Insert: Certain tree (Strychnos Mackenii), bearing a large fruit resembling the ilil-Hlala; hence, certain dull bluish-green large kind of bead, etc.; delete reference to 'eyes.' — see above.

um-Gulugunqe, n. 5. (N) = um-Gulugulu.

um-Guluguzza, n. 5. Delete and substitute: (N) = um-Gulugulu.

i-nGumbane, n. Add after 'disease': prob. ulcerating granuloma of the pudenda.
i(li)-Gundane, n. Insert after 'kind': except the i-nGoso and i-nGola.

i(li)-Gundane, n. (N) = ilil-Gundane.

um-Gunuguza, n. 5. (N) = um-Gulugulu.

um-Gunya, n. 5. Certain herb — see ilil-Pungulo.

u(lu)-Gwaba (Gwabha), n. Certain climbing plant, eaten as indifino.

isi-Gwaca, n. Substitute: Common quail (Coturnix capensis); also applied to the Harlequin quail.

i(li)-Gwaliagwala, n. Add: also Purple-crested Loury (Gallirex porphyreolophus).

i-nGwana, n. Delete and substitute: Cuttlefish = isi-Fu. Cp. i-mBambela.
i-nGwangwa, n. Common speero or Cape starling (Spreo bicolor).
i-nGwawu, n. Certain tree, growing in the Tonga country, whose bark is used for n-Jovela and isi-Lumo.

um or i-nGwawu, n. 5. Certain reddish-colored fish (N).

i-nGwe, n. Insert after 'leopard': (Felis pardus).

isi-Gwe, n. Insert after 'finch': the Bishop-bird (Pyromelana oryx).
H.

ubu-Hala or Hale, n. Delete and substitute: Banded mungoose (Crossarchus fasciatus) = ubu-Haye.

Halahala, int. Add: sometimes equivalent to 'hurrah, brave' — see (ii)-Shoba; and instead of 'address of an ivunana, etc.' substitute: 'address of Shaka to his warriors before a battle with the Ndwanwes'.

Hamba (Hambha), v. Insert: [Mal. u'bran, go; Bul. ybe].

u-Hambanganu (Hambhangana), n. A 'rough', uncouth-mannered low-class person.

Hame, int. (N) = mane.

ubu-Haye, n. = ubu-Hale.

um-Hâyihayi (Hhâyihhayi), n. 5. Kind of milkwood tree (Mimusops sp.) = um-Yagayi; cp. um-Nwebo; ama-S'etoile.

isi-Hlabati (Hlabathi), n. Alter to: an ubuto lezintombi named by Dingana just previous to his overthrow by Mpande, under whom they grew up and married [Mal. dagat, sand].

um-Hlabati (Hlabathi), n. 5. Insert: [Skr. bhutaala, earth].

isi-Hlâhla (Hlaahla), n. (N) = i-nTlâhla.

um-Hlâhle, n. 5. Add: also (N) certain tree (Mimusops sp.), resembling the um-Nwebo.

um-Hlahlemangwibi, n. 5. (N) = um-Hlahle (tree).

isi-Hlakoti (Hlakothi), n. Add: also similar tree (Rhus levisagata).

Hlala, v. Insert: [Mal. taroh, place].

um-HlalamaKwabe (HlalamaKwabe), n. 5. (N) = um-HlalamaKwabe.

isi-Hlamangwibi, n. (N) = um-Hlalhe (tree).

Hlambuluka (Hlambhuluka), v. Add:

Phr. uku-hlambuluka esivini, to be added in the bowls, have diarrhoea (used in perf.). Cp. koda.

u(lu)-Hlmvu, n. should be without long ū.


isi-Hlangu, n. Add: Hartlaub's Cuckoo Shrike (Campephaga Hartlaubi).

um-Hlangwe, n. 5. Insert after 'snake': (Simicephalus capensis).

ama-Hlanze (no sing.), n. (N) = i-mPueo.

(iii)-Hlati (Hlati), n. Insert: [Mal. utan, forest].

u(lu)-Hlaza, n. Add regarding 'bird': also by others Black-headed Oriole (Oriolus larvatus = (ii)-Gyarmusha, um-Gopongyo), Golden Oriole (Or. galbula), Natal Bush Shrike (Laniarius quadricolor), and Yellow-fronted Bush Shrike.

u(lu)-Hlaza-Iwesiwa, n. Delete and substitute: Baebakiri Bush Shrike (Laniarius baccakiri).

u(lu)-Hlazaza, n. Collared Sunbird (Cinnyris Afra).

isi-Hlází (Hlaza), n. Delete and substitute: Certain herb, whose roots are used as an emetic by abaNgoma, and also in coast malarial districts as a valuable remedy for fever; hence, any of the emetics used by abaNgoma during their process of initiation, etc.

Hlazuluka, v. Read: cp. xazulula (not = xazulula).

isi-Hleke (s. k.), n. Species of cephalopod, resembling the i-mBambela (N).

i(i)-Hlengetwa (Hlengethwa), n. Add: used medicinally for spinal diseases.

um-Hlezane, n. 5. Certain bush (Ochna arborea) (N) = um-Bonneave.

um-Hliso (HloloBo), n. 5. Add: [V. bo. friend].

um-Hlholongwane, should be um-Hlholongwane.

i(li)-Hlokolo (s. k.), n. Grunter, sea-fish (Pristipoma operculare), also (Pristipoma multimacluation = isi-Colu). (N).

um-Hlokoshane (s. k.), n. 5. (N) = i-nTlo-

koshane.


um-Hlonono, n. 5. Certain sea-fish (N).

um-Hlontlo, n. 5. Add after 'cancer': also for lung-sickness in cattle, and by abatutu as an umnhulelo.

um-Hloshazana, n. 5. Add: certain plant (Schmidelia melanocarpa).

i(li)-Hoya (Hhoa), n. correct the $k = i(li)$-Titihoya.

u(lu)-Hududu, n. Add: any ‘dirty old’ garment (generally), as a worthless ragged blanket, or a woman’s old worn-out isidwaba.

isi-Huhwa, n. Substitute: Crowned Hawk-eagle (Spizaetus coronatus), also Martial Hawk-eagle (Sp. bellicosus).

isi-Hulane, n. = i(li)-Huza; ‘slang’ or town-Kafir language (N).

i(li)-Hungcu, n. Blue fish (N).

J

i-nJa, n. Insert: [Mal. andjin, dog].

ubu-Nja, read: ubu-nJa.

um-Jebelengu, n. 5. Certain bird (N).

um-Jekejeke (s.k.), n. 5. Corn-crake (N).

um-Jelengi, n. 5. (N) = um-Jeninengu.

i-nJemane, n. = u(lu)-Mpe.

um-Jeninengu, n. 5. Trogan (Hapaloderma marina).

i-nilkinjiki (s.k.), n. = um-Tondo (for which it is a vulgar term, mostly used by females).


i-nJomane, n. Add after ‘Zululand’: and so-called probably from the resemblance of the long flying tail of the horse to the plumes of the Kafir-finch or u-Jomela—the root join apparently suggesting the thought.

i-nJomela, read: i-nJojomela, not i-nJojomela.

i(li)-Juba, n. read: Ga. j-iba, pigeon (not diba).

i(li)-Jubane, n. Add: sometimes used in plur. ama-Jubane, as below.

Ex. uku-pikisana ngomajubane, to contend with one another as to speeds, i.e. have a race.

i-nJumbane (Jumbhane), n. Add: Certain pod-bearing tree growing about Tongaland, used as a charm for poisoning.

K

Kafuza (Khafulza), v. instead of: ‘in volume’ read: ‘in puffs or jets.’

i-nKambapantsi (Kambhaphantsi), n. Delete: (Anguis fragilis); add: (N) also applied to eel (Trichiurus haumela. Forsk.).

i(li)-Kanka (Khanka), n. Delete and substitute: Black-backed jackal (Canis mesomelas) and Side-striped jackal (Canis adustus).

i-nKanku (s.k.), n. Add: also Black and White Cuckoo (Coeceystes Jacobinus).

isi-Kanya-matumbu (Khanya-mathumbhu), n. Natal mackerel (Chirocentrus dorab. Forsk.) (N).

isi-Kati (Khathi), n. Insert: [Mal. kala, time].

i-nKawu (s.k.), n. Add: also certain fish (Antennarius perniceps. C.V.) (N).

i-nKaye (s.k.), n. Natal eel (N). Cp. um-Bokwane.

i(li)-Kehlane (Khehlane), n. Certain small tree.

i-nKehli (s.k.), n. Add: also certain tree (Afzelia enanzensis), having a plum-like fruit.

Kikilizela (s.k.), v. read Kikizela (s.k.).

isi-Kobo (Khoobo), n. Certain sea-fish (N).

Kobonga (Kobonga), v. remove the marks of parenthesis in the last line.

i-nKohlo (s.k.), n. Add: King-fish (N).

um-Kokoba (Khokhoba), n. 5. Sand fish (N).

i(li)-Kokofumba (Khokhofumbha), n. Certain sea-fish (Sargus durbanensis) (N).

u-Kokologo, n. Read: = u-Kulukulwane (not u(lu)-Kulukulwane).

i(li)-Kokotli (Kokothli), n. Insert after ‘snake’: (Thelotornis Kirklandii).

Kolo (Khoolo), adj. Of a speckled or mottled colour i.e. covered with small black and brown and grey spottings, as the hide of a cow—the exact colour denoted by this word is much disputed (N).

u-Kolo (Kholo), n. Delete and substitute: Yellow-billed Kite (Milvus Ægyptius), of a yellowish-brown colour throughout = u-Ntloyile.

i(li)-Kolo (Kholo), n. Ox marked as above—see kolo (N).

i(li)-Kolwa (Kholwa), n. Add: (N) also = (i(li)-Kolo).

i-nKolongwane (s.k.), n. Large antelope, perhaps Sable Antelope (Hippotragus niger), or Hartebeeste (Bubalis Lichtensteinii).

um-Kolwane (Kholwane), n. 5. Insert: ‘or Crowned’, after ‘Red-billed’.
um-Kombe (Khombhe), n. 5. read: Gr. kumbos, hollow (not 'Ga').

Komkulu (Komkhulu), n. Add: [Nya. kwi-kuru, great place or residence of the king].

i-nKonde (s. k.), n. Delete and substitute: (N) = um-Xwagelye.

isi-Konko (Khonko), n. Insert after 'grass': (Digitaria eriantha).

i-nKonkonki (s. k.), n. Add: also coarse long-stalked veldt-grass (Aristida sp. = i-ungongoni).

i(i)-Konyana (Khonyana), n. Add: Certain sea-fish (Dinoperca Quicketi).

i-nKopoli (Kopholi), n. Shaft, of a mine (N) [Eng.]

i-nKota (Kotha), n. Add: also Little Bee-eater (Millicitophagus meridionalis) and the Green Bee-eater (Merops persicus).

u-Kotetsheni (Khothetsheni), n. Add: also (N) certain sea-animal.

isi-Koti (s. k.; s. t.), n. Sunken or hole-like scar, as where a bullet-wound has healed, or on a pumpkin.

isi-Kova (Khova), n. Delete and substitute: Generic name for owl; (in a particular sense) Cape Eagle-owl (Bubo capensis). Cp. u-Mandubulu; i-nKovana; i(i)-Fubest; u-Mabengwane.

isi-Kovampondo (Khorampondo), n. (N) = isi-Kova (Cape Eagle Owl).

i-nKovana (s. k.), n. Any small owl; hence, Barn Owl (Strix Flammea), Short-eared Owl, etc.

u(1u)-Kozi (Khozi), n. read: (Aquila Verreauxi), instead of: (Aquila Ferrarri); add: also applied to Black-breasted Harrier Eagle (Circaetus pectoralis), Banded Gymnogene (Polyborides typicus), and sometimes to the Martial Hawk Eagle (Spizaetus bellicosus — see isi-Huhwa).

um-Kuhlu (Khuhlu), n. 5. After 'emetica', insert: 'or Dregoena'; and after 'seeds', add: and whose poisonous roots are used medicinally.

i-nKuku (s. k.), n. Insert: [L. Cong. nsewu, hen].

i(i)-Kukuzi (Khukhuto), n. = (i(i)-)Dimane.

um-Kukuzi (Khukhuto), n. 5. Certain tree (Cassine capensis).

isi-Kukuku (Khukukhu), n. Instead of: 'echinus or sea-urchin (= ameza olwandle)'; read: certain sea-animals or fish (Tetrodon inermis, T. stellatus, and Ostracion cubicus).

um-Kulukulwane (Kulukulwane), n. 1. (N) = u-Kulukulwane.

i(i)-Kumalo (Khumalo), n. Add: and whose bark is used for u-Joveula.

i-nKumankenke (s. k.), n. Add: [Sw. kuna, vagina].

isi-Kumba (Khumbe), n. instead of: 'um-Beko'; read: (N) beast sent along with a bride's party by her father and together with the um-Beko, uDondolo, iziHoma and izimBusi on the day of her going off to be married, and slaughtered in the bridegroom's kraal on the day following that of the wedding-dance (cp. um-Qoliso; i-Mpempe); also instead of: '[Sw. sku, cover]', read: '[Skr. sku, cover].'

um-Kumbe (Khumbhe), n. 5. Insert: (Cephalophus Natalensis).

um-Kumulantsika (Kumulantsika), n. 5. (N) = um-Kumuladolo.

i(i)-Kunata (Khunatha), n. Trumpeter hornbill (Bycanistes bueeina). Cp. um-Kolwane.

u(lu)-Kuni-ng'omile (Khuni-ng'omile), n. Certain sea-animal (N).

i-nKunzana (s. k.), n. Delete: Certain bush, bearing red flowers — see i(i)-Nkuza; add before 'small': '(N); also (N) gurnard, sea-fish (Trigla kumu).

um-Kuwe (Khuwe), n. 5. (N) = um-Kwane.

i-nKuyeye (s. k.), n. Certain sea-fish (Lepidopus caudatus. Euth.) (N).

i-nKwali (s. k.), n. Add: also Grey-winged Partridge (Francolinus Africianus).

isi-Kwali (Kwali), n. Certain river-fish (Tilapia natalensis) (N).

i(i)-Kwani (Khwani), n. Instead of: 'bulrush', read: 'rush (Cyperus sp.)'

isi-Kwantassee (Kwantassee), n. Certain sea-fish (N).

u(lu)-Kwatu (Khwatu), n. Add: [Sw. kwata, hoof].

isi-Kwehle (Khwehle), n. Add: also Smith's Partridge.

isi-Kwenene (Kwenene), n. Le Vaillant's Parrot (Procephalus robustus).

L

i(i)-Labaleka (Labatheka), n. Certain plant, growing in the woods, and whose very poisonous bulbous root is said to cause insanity and is also put in food to kill vermin (N) = um-Dakkea.
um-Lahleni, n. 5. Certain tree, whose bark, mixed with urine, is smeared round the belly by an unmatatu, who thereupon proceeds to any gathering of people where all who may come in contact with him will be caused to suffer from stricture (N).

i(li)-Landa, n. Delete and substitute: Little Egret (Herodias garzetta), and also Great White Heron (Her. alba). Cp. i-nGerre.

i(li)-Langa, n. Delete: [Skr. laghn, light]; insert: [L. Cong. tyrgeta, sun].

u-Lantunta (s. t.), n. (N) = isi-Shimeyana.

isi-Lembe (Lembhe), n. Certain sea-fish (Gazza equulaformis and Psettus fal-eiformis. Lacep.) (N).

i(li)-Leti (Lethi), n. Small tree, whose bark is used as an emetic, and for smelling for headache (N).

i(li)-Liba, n. Insert: [Ga. m-lamba, corpse].

um-Lolwa, n. 5. Certain tree (Dombeya rotundifolia); also another similar tree (Hibiscus tiliacus) (N).

um-Lonjana, n. 5. Add: [MZT. mu-longa, river; Chw. mo-latshwana, small river].

i(li)-Lowwane, n. Certain sea-fish, the 'Five-fingers' (Caranx djeddaba. Forsk.).

isi-Lumo, fourth line should be 'disease of both sexes', not 'of men'.

um-Lunge, n. 5. instead of: 'gladiolus', read: iridacean plant (Antholyza paniculata), whose bulbous root is a valuable remedy for dysentery and diarrhoea.

um-Lwalume, n. 5. Certain tree, used as the i-nGwavuma.

M

u-Mabebane (Mabhebhane), n. (N) = isi-Pekepeke.


u-Mabobe, n. Add after 'grass': (Andropogon cymbarios) = um-Wamba.

u-Mabope (Mabophe), n. Alter to: Small tree (Acridocinus Natalitus); also another tree (Cassine abbanensis).

u-Mabukula or Mabukule (s. k. — gen. in plur.), n. Read: cp. izi-mPengu (not = izi-mPengo).

u-Madholozana, n. Certain tree (Turrea heterophylla); also = u-Bububu.

u-Madulini, n. Certain small bird, often seen perching on ant-heaps (N).

u-Maggcagcana, n. String of small bead-work squares, worn on the neck, head, etc. (N).

u-Magwanyana, n. Certain herb. See i(li)-Pungulo.

u-Mahienevu, n. Man with long flowing beard (N) = u-Celemba.

u-Makanda-ka'Ntsela (Makhandaka'Nsile), n. Certain veld-plant (Eucomis undula-tata), whose large bulb is a remedy for u(n)-Jovela.

i-Mamba (Mambha), n. Delete and substitute: Generic name for several varieties of a kind of colubrine snake of similar form and habits, having long slender bodies thicker towards the middle part, the spine slightly prominent, long thin prehensile tails, small clearly cut neck, small heads of a longish narrow shape, eyes unusually large and protruding, all occasionally climbing trees, fond of dung, and venomous [Mpo. o-mamba, snake; Sw. Bo. Heh. mamba, crocodile; Ga. sarambwa, black and white snake; Xo. i-mamba, python; Su. mapharoane, lizard].

Phr. imamba yequmbula (or yesiqunga), a mamba of the old grass (or of the tambootie-grass), which is supposed to be fiercer than those met elsewhere (perhaps from its young being in such places).

N.B. The various kinds of imamba as commonly known in Zululand, though in some points the explanations are conflicting, are as follows: —

1. ennyama, also called i-Mambalukoto (Dendrasis angusticeps), colour black, belly white, favourite habitat rocky and bushy places, gen. up to about ten feet in length, and fatally poisonous, death occurring within from two to twenty-four hours.

2. i-nDlidhlo, or crested-mamba, which is a very old Black Mamba (ennyama), of a dull lustrous blackish colour, and having the scales or shields on the head grown long and raised so as to present the appearance of a crest (see utu-Pape) living in unfrequented bushy and rocky places of the same size as the preceding, and equally as venomous, rarely seen, though of a very aggressive nature and much dreaded.

3. emposu, of a lightish dirty-brown colour, slightly yellowish about the belly, not so fierce nor yet so fatally poisonous as both the preceding, being supposed, by the Natives, to be in an intermediary stage of development between that of the ennyama and the i-nDlidhlo. It is frequent about watery places, 'because when struck, it makes at once for the water.'

4. eluhluva cee, also called i-Mambahiti,
of about the same length as the emnyama, colour bright unmarked green throughout the whole length of upper-body, belly clear white, much given to climbing trees in bushy-country, and in the grass to standing highly erect so as to appear like a stick (whence the second name), rare, and as fatally poisonous as the emnyama; said by some Natives to be of a dark colour when young, assuming the green colour only when about three feet in length.

5. eluhaza enamaringa (or egople), of a green colour, having black stripes running round the sides of the body following the ribs, but somewhat hidden on the back where the green assumes a darker shade; it is of a much smaller size than the preceding, being seldom more than four or five feet long. Though apparently in reality it does not, as all the preceding, belong to the Dendrasis family, being technically called a 'green tree-snake' (Dispholidus), nevertheless, from the anatomical similarity to them, the Natives class it with the mambas. Its female is of a brown colour.


u-Mananda, n. Natal Chat Thrush (Cossypha Natalensis); also Natal Mocking-bird (Cossypha bicolor) (N).

u-Manaye, n. Certain tree, whose bark is used to misa (q.v.) a chief (N).

u-Mandubuli or Mandubulu, n. Delete and substitute: Large kind of owl, probably Spotted Eagle Owl (Bubo maculosus).

u-Mangobe, n. See Proper Names.

u-Mankunkunku (s.k.), n. Delete and substitute: Certain tree, whose bark, introduced from Tongaland, is placed by an umtakali in the quill of a cow, which he then sets up in the footprint of his victim, in whom it will cause a 'fatal swelling of the body'; such disease itself; another parasitical plant (Cuscuta coryphioïdes), perhaps also supposed to cause the disease.

u-Manqina, n. Delete and substitute: (N) = um-Zungulu.

u-Mantunta (s.l), n. (N) = isi-Shimeyana.

u-Manyongana, n. Certain disease (swine fever) of the spine and hinderquarters in pigs.

u-Mapiili (Maphili), n. Yellow-breasted Bulbul (Chlorocichla flaviventris); also Sombre Bulbul.

u-Maqanda, n. Certain tree, whose bark is used against lightning.

u-Masikwe (s.k.), n. Certain bird, resembling a snipe (N).

u-Masika (s.k.), n. Certain small bush bird (N).

u-Matebeni (Mathebeni), n. Substitute: South-African Kestrel (Cernxus rupicola); also applied to the Pallid Harrier (Circus maculosus) = u-Zasenco.

u-Matimula (Mathimula), n. Certain sea-fish (N).

u-Mavuta (Mavutha), n. Certain forest tree, whose reddish wood makes good firewood.

u-Mayihlayele, n. Certain bird of prey, perhaps Africa Buzzard Eagle (Asarcula monogrammica) — see u-Kruebe.

u-Mayime, n. Add: also as isi-Hlumbe to facilitate parturition.

u-Mazingeli, n. (N) = i-mPien.

u-Mazwenda, n. Read: 'cp. um-Zungulu', instead of 'um-Zungulu'.

u-Mba-matsheni (Mba-matsheni), n. Certain bush, growing in rocky places.

u-Mbayiyanana (Mbayiyanana), n. Delete and substitute: Bitter coldness (of the atmosphere), as on a frosty winter's morning. Cp. u(lu)-Gwele.

Mbi (Mbhi), adj. Substitute: = bi, thus sometimes mambi, kumbi, lumbi, etc.

isi-Mema, n. Add: also Silver Salmon (N).

u-Mhlopekazi (Mhlopekazi), n. Lesser Puff-backed Bush Shrike (Dryoscopus cubula) (N).

i-Mfomfomyo, n. 3. not (ii)-Mfomfomyo, n. 2., as in text.

um-Mnyama, n. 5. A reddening or darkening of the skin, appearing in long streaks or patches on the breasts, legs, etc., generally about the time of attaining to puberty.

um-Mnyamana, n. 5. Black bream (N).

u-Mombo (Moombho), n. 5. — instead of Mombo, as in text.

Monyuka (s.k.), v. = ukuti monyu (see text).

Monyula, v. = ukuti monyu (see text).

u-Moyaqongo, n. 5. (N) = um-Gqonyo.

u-Moya-wovungu, n. 1. Certain tree, whose bark is used for heart-disease.

i-Mpalampala (s.p.), n. 3. Big protruding belly, as from pregnancy or abnormal stoutness.
u-Mpandu (s. p.), n. should follow Mpamuza, not isi-Mpantsholo.

u(lu)-Mpe (s. p.), n. Add: [Sw. tembo, palm-wine].

u-Mpetwane (Mpethwane), n. Add:
Phr. (lkekaba) elika'mpetwane, the last-made, still soft part of a honeycomb.

i-Mpofazana (s. p.), n. 3. — see i-Mpofazana.

i-Mpofu (s. p.), n. 3. Insert after ‘eland’: (Oreas verticillatum).

u(Mpundo (s. p.), n. 1. Substitute: Species of aloe, used to misa (q. v.) a chief, though said to cause disease in a kraal if growing near it; also sometimes applied to Afrikander cattle.

isi-Mwamwa, n. Silly, grinning person, or fool (N).

isi-Mwata (Mwatha), n. Certain sea-fish (N).

Mzukulwana (s. k.), adv. = mhla.

N

isi-Nama, n. Substitute after ‘grass’: (Setaria verticillata), not (Panicum verticillatum).

um-Nama, n. 5. Add: also used by young men as a charm to make their sweethearts firm.

[i(i)]-Namfu, n. Nave of wagon-wheel [Eng].

Nangu, demon. pron. Add:
Ex. ‘we! Mali!’ ‘heigh! Mali!’ ‘Nangu!’ ‘here I am!’ (or ‘Nangu u-Mali!’ ‘here is Mali!’).

um-Nanja, n. 5. Add: (Phytolacca stricta), and whose poisonous roots are used for lungsickness and snakebite.

i-Nanzi, n. Read: third stomach, not fourth stomach. See u(lu)-Tsvane.


isi-Ndiyandiya, n. Instead of: certain plants, read: certain forest tree on the coast (Bersama lucens) having an exceedingly hard bark and used medicinally for the isi-Lumo disease, also eaten by a man, etc.; an herbaceous plant (Spermacoce Natalensis), used in a similar way.

um-Ndweza, n. 5. Omit sign: ‘(N)’.

i-Nevu, n. 3. Add: (N) certain sea-animal or fish.

i-Ngcangiyana (with plur.), n. Delete and substitute: (C.N.) nut or underground berry of the isi-Tate or isi-Nungu herb. Cp. w-Nomngcangiyana.

i-Ngoso, n. 3. Add: any ‘mousy’ smell, such as some Natives are supposed to have.

Ex. unengoso, he has a mice-like body-smell.

um-Nqabe, n. 5. Add: (N) White-flanked Fly-catcher (Batis molitor), also Cape Fly-catcher (Batis capensis).

i-Ngungumbane (Ngungumbhane), n. 3. Insert: (Hystrix Afric-Australis), and add: (N) certain sea-fish (Diodon spinosissimus Cuv.).

i-Ngwangwa, n. 3. — see i-nGwawga.

um-Nikambiba (Nikambhika), n. 5. (N) = um-Nikambiba

u-Nkonka (s. k.), n. Delete and substitute: Bull (fully grown) of the bush-buck or i-mBabala — the latter being the proper name of the species, both male and female sexes, the former being used merely as a nickname (= um-Shiba; cp. i-mBodwane; i(li)-Velisa), although in Natal it is used as the actual and only name for the animal.

u-Nkulunkulwane (s. k.), n. (N) = u-Kuku-

ulwane.

[i(i)]-Nkunzana (s. k.), n. Certain bush, bearing red edible flowers.

u-Nobadu (Nobhadu), n. Read in Ex.: supika nyonyawo, instead of: supika no-
yawo.

u-Nobatekel (Nobathekeli), n. = u-Mabez-

gwane.


u-Nogwaletiko, n. Certain sea-fish (N).

u-Nomacaceni, n. Delete and substitute: Name of several similar fish — Black-spotted rock-cod, the Fireman, the Devil fish, the Black fish, etc. (N).

u-Nomngcangiyana, n. Read: = um-Swempe.


u-Nondwayimbane (Nondwayimbhane — with plur.), n. Sugar ant, a large brown species very fond of sugar (N).


u-Nonkumeyana (s. k.), n. Certain sea-fish (N).

u-Nonobi (Nonombi), n. Certain sea-

fish (N).

u-Nonqamunqamana, n. (N) = i(li)-Gcuma.

u-Nonyongwe, n. Certain sea-animal or fish (N).
u-Noswiswi, n. (N) = u-Noswiswi.

u-Nota (Notha), n. Read: = u-Nyqaqa, instead of: = u-Nyqaqa.

i-Nqala, n. 3. Add: also certain herb, used for poulticing.

isi-Nqawunqawu, n. Delete and substitute: Any 'stinging' thing i.e. causing a burning irritation of the skin, as a nettle, some ants, or blistering medicines; hence, a sharp-tempered, immediately irritated person, not to be touched = isi-Nqauqa.

Nqawuza, v. Sting or cause prickly, burning irritation of the skin, as a nettle, certain ants, or blistering medicines; show a sharp inflammable temper, fly immediately into an angry passion, as some very short-tempered persons who are not to be touched = nqawuza.

i(li)-Nqe, n. Add: also applied to the Southern Lammergeyer (Gypaetus ossifragus).

um-Nqendane, n. 5. = um-Ngandane.

um-Nqumbo (Nqumbo), n. 5. Substitute: Olive-wood tree (Olea verrucosa).

u-Neliika (s. t.; s. k.), n. Enteric fever (mod.).

i(li)-Niyane (s. t.), n. Add: and other varieties of Waxbill.

u-Ntloyle, n. Yellow-billed kite (Milvus Egyptian), of a light-brown colour throughout = u-Kolo.

u(lu)-Ntontonto (s. t.), n. Certain tree — sometimes called u(lu)-Solo (though not the Flat Crown).

ubu, uku or i-Ntshindane, n. 3. Red-headed squirrel (Sciurus palliatus), really the whole body is of a reddish-brown colour = i-Ntshenge.

i-Ntshongolo, n. 3. Delete and read: = see i-Ntshongolo.

Ntunta (s. t.), v. Do, go, speak, etc. in a dazed, stupefied kind of way, not knowing where one is going or what one is doing, as a person besotted or light-headed.

um-Ntswana-wemfingo, n. 1. Species of remora or sucking-fish (Echeneis naucrates) (N).

um-Nukambiba (Nukambamba), n. 5. Read: Horsewood tree.

i-Nunu, n. 3. Add: also = i-nGumbane.

i(li)-Nxala, n. Insert: or Mountain reed-buck.

i(li)-Nxenge, n. Substitute: Tiny kind of finch, going in flocks, perhaps the Hooded Weaver Finch (Spernastes nipriceps).

um-Nyama, n. 3. Expunge = see um-Mnyama.

i-Nyambe (Nyambe), n. 3. = i-nKwakwakwa; also (N) certain plant (Gomolepis debilis).

um-Nyankomo (s. k.), n. 3. Add: also another similar grass (Chloris gayana).

um-Nyani, n. 5. Add: (N) certain sea-fish (Julis trilobata and J. tunarius).

isi-Nyeku (s. k.), n. = isi-Nyemfu.

umNyelele, n. 5. (N) = um-Shwelele.

um-Nyeleza, n. 5. Certain sea-fish (N).

i-Nyendhle, n. 3. Add: also (N) large kind of earth-cricket whose shrill chirruping is heard along the coast on early-summer evenings (= isi Hlonono).

i-Nyoni-ayipumule — see Phr. under i-Nyoni. Delete and substitute: Collection of the white cattle formed by Mpande under the time of the marriage of the i-ntchezho (q.v.) girls, whose bridegrooms were each required to pay a tribute of one white beast into the herd.

isi-Nywane, n. = um-Timatane.

P

P' or Pa, insert: (Ph' or Pha).

isi-Pambato (Phambhatho), n. Delete and substitute: (N) = isi-Pambato.

isi-Pampato (Phambhatho), n. Certain hard-wooded forest tree (Plectranthus spinosa), growing along the coast.

u(lu)-Papa, should be u(lu)-Pape (Phaphe).

isi-Peqepeke (Phekepeke), n. Delete the sign (N).

i(li)-Pelemvu (Phelemvu), n. (N) = i(li)-Pemvu.

i(li)-Pembane (Phembhane), n. Silver Bream (N).

u-Pezo-kwomkono (Phezu-kwomkono), n. Red-chested Cuckoo (Cuculus solitarius), of which the back is dark slate colour (N).

isi-Petu (Phetu), n. Add: (N) fowl with the feathers naturally ruffled (see ama-Nyakabana).

i(li)-Pikanini (s. p; s. k.), should be: i(li)-Pikinini.

u(lu)-Piko (Phiko), n. Asbestos, found in Zululand and used medicinally against poisoning (N).

i(li)-Pimpi (Phimpi), n. Insert: The ring-
hals snake, a species of spitting cobra or naia, etc.

i(li)-Pipi (s. p.), n. Pipe, whether for water or for smoking [Eng.].

u(lu)-Póko (Phooko), n. Instead of: (Chloris sp.), read: (Eleusine corocoeana).

u-Pulule (Phuthile), n. Certain tree used for making fire by friction (see u(lu)-Zwáti).

Puma (Phyma), v. Add:

Ex. umuti kaacakapuni, the (purgative) medicine has not yet come out i.e. worked.

i(m)Punzi (s. p.), n. Add:

P. kwémpum'edhlwémini, there where a buck may eat (the potatoes) in the daytime — see senga.

Q

Qába
avu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Read: (cp. ukuti tatu), instead of (= ukuti in'tu).

isi-Qaloshana, n. Certain forest tree resembling the um-Qalotí.

isi-Qalotana, or isi-Qaloti, n. Delete — see isi-Qaloshana.

um-Qantondolo, n. 5. (N) = um-Nqangqan
do
dolo.

Qavita (Qavitha), v. Add: [Kamb. tavia, tell].


isi-Qolo (Qhoto), n. Add: (N) also, certain red-mouthed fish.

um-Qongoto (Qongotho), n. 5. Long-tailed Bush Shrike (Urolestes melanoleucus).

um-Qumane (Qhumane), n. 5. Add: certain whitish root, used medicinally for goats.

um-Qumbi (Qumbhi), n. 5. Add:

Phr. ku-hama ku'mqumbi, life is a closed-up ear-ball, the grain about to come forth from which nobody can be sure of = life is a closed book, nobody can tell what the morrow will bring.

um-Qunge or Qungu, n. 5. Add: a striped beast, gen. of shades of brown.

isi-Qusi, n. Insert after 'lizard': (Ger-rhosaurus Bibronii). Expunge: or small iguana.

i(li)-Qweleba, n. Certain very hard-wooded forest tree, growing on the coast.

R.

u-Rrebbe, n. Delete and substitute: African Goshawk (Astur tuchiro); also applied to African Buzzard Eagle (Asturina monogrammica) and African Hawk Eagle = i-mVumvumwane.

i(li)-Reledwane, n. Grey Cuckoo Shrike (Granealas ausias) (N).

um-Rrewu, n. 5. Grey Loury (Schizorhis color) (N).

S

The soft sound represented in this work by the sign Sh is not exactly identical with the sound represented by an sh in English. In the Zulu the sound has a slight almost imperceptible dentalization, which dentalization is by some still further hardened until it approaches the sound of the ch in English.

Page 560, third paragraph, second line from bottom — Read:

salela, not 'salela'.

Page 560, fourth paragraph — Read: N.B. 'All words whose', instead of 'all words who.'

u-Salakutshelwa (s. k.), n. Isibongo of Se-

nza
gakona.

i(li)-Sende-lengulube, n. Add: = i-nDa-


dumela.

Sesha, v. Search a person (acc.), as a detective [Eng.].

isi-Shadi, n. Add: also applied metaphor, to any stain or spot where the original ground has been spoiled, as a stain on one's dress, but not to a natural spot as on the skin of an ox.

Shávu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. Be of a very fair or light yellowish complexion.

Shávu shávu, ukuti (ukuthi), v. = shavuza.

Shavuza, v. Keep the tongue incessantly active, as a loquacious person chattering or scolding.

i(li)-Shavuza, n. Such a loquacious talker, as above.

Shánu, ukuti (ukuthi), n. = shenuka; shen-

da; also (N) = ukuti peku.

isi-Shenú, n. Damaged spot or scar, as on a pumpkin that has been bitten about externally by a buck, the cover of a book eaten by beetles, or a dish where the enamel has been knocked off (cp. isi-Koli); also (N) = isi-Pekula.

Shenuka (s. k.), v. Get to have such a damaged spot or scar, as above (used in perf.); also (N) = pekuka.

Shenula, v. Cause a thing (acc.) to have such a damaged spot or scar, as above; also (N) = pekula.
um-Shiba, n. 5. Bull of the bush-buck = u-Nkouka. See i-n-Mbabala; i(i)-Velisa.
u(u)-Shikishi (s. k.), n. Read: Irritably angry nature.
is-i-Shishishi, n. Any semi-liquid food when of a very thick consistency.
Shishiza, v. Boil with a soft splutter, as any food of a very thick consistency, like porridge, etc.
i(i) or u(u)-Shiyi, n. Delete and substitute: Eyebrow i.e. single arch of hair above the eye (not merely a single hair therefrom).

Shongololo, n. Certain sea-animal (N).

um-Shontsholozo, n. 5. Long, very narrow strip (only used regarding forms in nature, not of cloth, etc.), as of ploughed land, grass left unburnt on the veldt, or a long strip of bush running along a valley.

um-Shwelele, n. 5. Delete and substitute: Kind of owl, prob. the Grass Owl (Strix capensis) (N).

um-Shwenene, n. 5. (N) = um-Shwelele.
Sci, ukuti (ukuthi), v. read thus, instead of Sici, ukuti.
u-Simakabombo (Simakabombho), n. Certain fish (N).

Simbanze (Simbhaze), n. Certain sea-fish (N).
i-simbinshana (Simbikhishana), n. = um-Simboshana.

Simbiti (Simbhithi), n. 5. Add: [Sw. imbiti, beautiful wooded tree, having brown and yellow stripes].

Sita ( Sitha), n. Delete: White sparkling stone, and substitute: Mica, found in Zululand and, etc.

Swel-u-emhweni (Swethu), n. One who poses as a friend or comrade only when in the presence of another (no longer caring for him when he is absent).

i(i)-Soka-lakwa'Zulu, n. Add: used medicinally for thrush and ear in children.

ubu or uku-Sula or Sulu, n. Add: [from the Tonga].

u-Sutumbu (Sowumbhu), n. Certain sea-fish (N).

(i)-Swili, n. Certain sea-fish, the 'Five fingers' (N).

Takazela (Thakazela), v. Delete and substitute: = tokozela.

Takazela (Thakazela), v. Delete and substitute: = tokozela.

isi-Takazelo (Thakazelo), n. Read: = isi-Tokozelo, isi-Takazo.

isi-Takazo (Thakazo), n. Read: = isi-Tokozo, isi-Takazo.

i(i)-Tambo (Thembo), n. Add:

Phr. uku'mutakati: wega ndambu, it is not an umutakati; why, he even runs off now with a bone (to prepare his evil medicines therefrom) = he is now an unusually great umutakati.

Ingadla imutho, iyayelo, it (a dog) may eat a bone and get (thereby) accustom ed = you shouldn’t give a dog (i.e. a begging person) a bone (i.e. throw him a copper), or he will get accustomed.

isi-Tandamanzi (Thandamanzi), n. Kind of stork (N).

i-nTangu (s. t.), n. Great abundance of water, 'floods', as of water in a full river, a great quantity of beer at a feast, etc. = amu-Damu.

i(i)-Tantsi (Thantsi), n. Certain sea-fish resembling the Torpedo (N).

isi-Tebe (Thebe), n. Add: (N) also a kind of sea-fish.

i-nTenetsa (s. t.), n. Delete and substitute: Red hare (Lepus crassicaudatus), dwelling in rocky places and much resembling a rabbit in its habits.

(i)-Tilongo (Thilongo), n. Add: (N) the Hinge Bird or Bush Weaver Bird (Sycobrotus bicolor); also = (i(i)-)Cilongo.

(i)-Timulo (Thimulo), n. Certain sea-fish, the Blacktail (Sargusrondeletii, C.V.) (N).

i-nTerandhlazi, n. Species of aloe.

i-nTlanganya or Tlanganywa, n. Certain sea-fish, resembling salmon (N).

i-nTlengezwa, n. Kind of mullet (N). C. p. i-nTulo.

i-nTlosi, n. Sea-barbel (N).

Tokozeleloa (Thokozelelau), v. Manifest joy reciprocally; hence, show kindness or friendship towards each other; live as friends together, on friendly terms, as two neighbours, or persons residing at the same place = takizela.

i-nTolobantsi (Tolobantsi), n. Waistcoat (N) [D. onder-bantfi].

(i)-Tontsi (Thontsi), n. Add:

Phr. uye kwabathamontsi abantu, he has gone there where the drops are large, i.e. where the drops fall heavily, where he will
be worse off or harder treated than he was before.
i-nTsäyintsäyi, n. Certain sea-fish (N).
i(l)-Tëshëwë, n. Certain thorny climber, bearing red edible berries.
i-nTsëngëtëshë, n. Delete and substitute: Kind of white felspar or granitic rock, used in sharp chips for cutting, etc.
i-nTshëndëné, n. Delete and substitute: — see i-Ntshëndëné.
i-nTshingëlë, n. Certain sea-fish (N).
i-nTshëbëngë, n. Certain sea-fish (Amphi-
sile punctulata) (N).
i-nTsëntsëwë (s. t.), n. Certain sea-fish (Etrumens micropus) (N).

(iii)-Tubëla (Thubëla), n. instead of Tubëla (s. t.)

(iii)-Tëndë (Thëndë), n. Dog-headed skate fish (s. t.)

umu-Tëwë (Thëwë), n. 1. Add: The word in its origin would seem to have suggested simply 'a very tiny person, a pygmy or dwarf' and is probably related to the words i-nTëwëla and i-nTëwëkënuuba expressing 'a flea'.
i-nTwenëkëlu (s. t.; s. k.), n. Certain sea-fish (N).

V

(iii)-Vëyiyiyë, n. = (iii)-Vatavëta.

Vayizëla, v. = vatavëla.

isi-Vecë (s. k.), n. Certain flying sea-fish (Pterois volitans) (N).

u-Vëkindëku (s. k.), n. Certain sea-fish (N).

um-Viëyo-tëotsëshëna (Viyo-thotsëshëna), n. 5. Certain small tree, resembling the um-Viëyo.

(iii)-Vëba, n. Add: [Ga. vëba, to fish].

(iii)-Vëba, n. Add: [Ga. vëba, to fish].

(iii)-Vuksëtu (Vuksëthu), n. Add: also Rame-

Pigion.

Phr. wetëkëla pezëlu, oxemamamukutu, he

started at nothing, like a black-pigeon —
said of a person who starts with pretended

surprise at something he knows very well about.

i-mVëla-mëlomë, n. Beast, or its equivalent, demanded by a girl's father previous to his entering into marriage negotia-
tions with her intended (lit. a mouth-

opener); also (N) = i-nGëdëhu.

i-mVëndëna, n. Add: also Le Vaillant's

Barbet (Trachypophonus Cafer).

um-Vësa-nkunzi (s. k.), n. 5. Add: and red
edible fruit like the (iii)-Tëngëlu.

um-Vëtu (Vëtu), n. 5. Kind of goshawk.

u-Vëzi, n. Darter (Plotus Levaillanti).

W

u-Wili, n. Green Bulbul (Antopadus imp-

ortumus).

(iii)-Wëba, n. Add:

Phr. ukambë ngëyanawëba, njengëSobëza
eya elotoobëni, you steal along by hidden

paths, as did Sobuza when he went after the

woman who was as harmless as a child

did of one going with needless stealth.

X

(iii)-Xëboxëbo, n. Certain plant (Osteo-
spermum grandidentatum) (N).

(iii)-Xola, n. Parrot fish (Julis hebéraica. 

Lacep.) (N).

um-Xëpo (Xëpho), n. 5. Insert after

'marsh-grass': (Fuirena pubesces).

um-Xozëne, n. 5. Kind of sedge (Kyllinga

elatior), used as fibre (N).

Z

u-Zësëngëwë, n. South-African Kestrel

(Cerchneis rupicola); also applied to the

Blue-shouldered Kite (Elanus co-
ruleus) = u-Matebeni.

um-Gi, n. 5. Add: = um-Hlahële.

u-Zikëwëna (Zikhëwëna), n. Prism glass

(from chandeliers), used as love-charm

for girls and also against lightning (N).

History of the Zulu People.

(Introductory).

page 28*, line 12, read: were the Lala clans

—the eMbo about the Mfongosi river,

the emaCubëni at the Nkandhla forest,

and the Ngongoma at the lower Ntsuze.

page 28*, line 14, read: about Nqtnu and

away beyond the upper White Mfolozi

towards the Ntbankulu mountain, were

the emaNgwëneni tribe.

page 28*, line 17, read: about Utrecht

and the sources of the Mzinëtë or

Buffalo river, were the very large ema-

Hlutëshni tribe.

page 28*, line 21, read: while south-east

of these latter, from the eTaleni hill off

towards the Tukëla, were the emaCù-
nwëni clan under Macingwëne, along

with the Langa and Kanyile branches

of the same tribe.